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23-4% Gas-Oil

Dominance
Market figures prove WXEX-TV Grade B

area families spend 23.4% more at filling

stations than Grade B area families

of any other Richmond market TV station

Amount Spent on Gas, Oil, lubricants

WXEX-TV
Station B

Station C

by Grade B Area Families
Percentage

$73,806,000 100%

$59,529,000 80.7%

$59,812,000 81%
Source: Sidney Hollander Associates

WXEX-TV
Tom Tinsley, President NBC BASIC-CHANNEL 8 Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice Pres.

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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varied products
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ONE-THIRD OF THE POPULATION OF

WISCONSIN CAN NOW WATCH THE MOST

CONSISTENTLY ENTERTAINING PROGRAMS.

WFRV-TV's NTH- TOWER

IS NOW IN USE.

This station can deliver the con-

centrated above-the-average metropolitan

zones of Eastern Wisconsin north of

Milwaukee . . . the Greater Green Bay

metropolitan area . . . the Fabulous Fox

Cities group (Per family Effective Buy-

ing Income S6020) . . . the Fond du

Lac-Oshkosh zone . . . the Manitowoc-

Sheboygan zone.

25 counties where people have the mon-

ey to buy the things they want . . . and

buy them. More than a third of all the

state's counties and just about a third of

the state's people.

*NTH — Nearest to Heaven" highest antenna

in 5 state area. 1165 ft. above average ter-

rain. Maximum Power. Basic ABC plus CBS

plus strong area programming on Channel 5.

WFRV TV
GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN

ask HEADLEY-REED
to show you that new FACT BOOK!



WAKR
(AKRON'S NO. 1 RADIO STATION)

AND

WAKR-T.V.
(AKRON'S ONLY TV. STATION)

...take pleasure

in announcing

that,

effective immediately/

both stations

will be

represented

nationally

by...

BURKE-STUART COMPANY INC.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

DETROIT

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Will NBC Radio score its greatest coup?

23 Newesl c :ep1 in network radio programing has been met with oppos-

ing point- of view. Here's factual analysis and evaluation of the plan

Can kid talent shows get top ratings?

26 Horn & Hardart, East Coast food store and restaurant operator, finds

the> ran. pointing to 30 years of radio and eighl years <>f television

Do rating hypos help stations?

28 Ur station giveaway contests destructive to the industry or do they

have a place in dynamic promotion. Highlights of a recent RTES debate

Why TWA switched to 52-week spot radio

30 Airline i- -pending $700,000 annually in spot radio and is using it

all year round after tests with sporadic "flights" brought results

TV results section

33 Brief and to the point, each capsule case history contains television

costs and specific results obtained. You'll find ideas here you can use

FEATURES
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20 19th and Madison
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S4- New and Renew
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In Next Week's Issue

The alternate-week prohlem

How can alternate-week agencies achieve close cooperation? Is alter-

nate-week sponsorship a brake on tv's creativity? These are just a

few of the many questions foi which SPONSOR is seeking answers

How to give a package tv-appeal

It tak'-- knowhow, as tlii- picture story will illustrate, to gi\e products

eye-appeal in film commercials. These are some of the tricks of the trade
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WOC TV
-tk/f
Proved by 648,330 Pieces of Program

Mail received by this Station During

6 full Yens ol felecastine . . .

^jMwuu

I his fabulous r* . .

')\
' , of ii to local live tele* >sts

. . . began in 1950 I hai \< >r

. . \\<>< i \ s first full \. u on

tin .in 13345 pi< cesol

program mail w ived;

tins in. nl came from 2 J Icm 1

Illinois counties — 237 uncs
.111.1 d.UllS

B) 1955, this response jumped
10 1 tW.j 1 5 1

> 1 « 1 <s of program
mi. 11I n 1 eived during .1 1 2-

month period; ii > ame from J9

low .1 Illinois 1 ounties - 513

cities and towns in these counties

Accompanying map shows

breakdo* n ol this 1955 pro-

gram mail, pro\ ing WOOTV's
( lood fn tun" .iri.i

\\ ( ;( 1 v Viewers ti respon-

sive. I lit \ respond 10 W < >( l\

telecasts bj mail. Wore import-

ant, thej respond to advertising

o„ WO( I V In pun hist s ,,t

retail outlets W e have .1 million

success stories to prove it (well,

almost .1 million \. lit \our

nearest Peters, Griffin, ^
ward representative giv<

the t.uts Or call us direct

WOC-TV 39-COUNTY COVERAGE DATA -
Population •

Families •
Retail Sales •

Effective Buying Income •

Source •

Number TV Homes •
Source •

1 ,568,500

(84,800

$1,926,588,000

B2,388,000

1956 Survej ol Buying Income

< Sales Management

)

$17,902

Advertising Research

Foundation

WOC-TV Owned and Operated by Central Broadcasting Company,

Davenport, Iowa

The Quint-Cities Station —
Davenport and Bettendorf

in Iowa; Rock Island, Mo-

line and East Moline in

Illinois

Col B J Polmer, president

Ernest C Sonder, resident manager

Mark Wodlinger resident soles monog

PETERS. GRIFFIN WOODWARD. INC

Exclusive Notional Repreientol. . e



WHIRLYBIRDS Fasten your seat belts I The new adventure set

"Whirlybirds," is off to the fastest take-off ii

television: 85 markets sold after only 6 weeks on the market! Advertisers like Continental!

(47 markets), Lafura Scudder Foods (16 markets), Nabisco (8 markets) are set for immedi 1

start. "Whirlybirds" is the dramatic story of aviation's most amazing aircraft -'copters

-

of the men who fly them. Now available: 39 adventure-packed half-hours, produced for C
Television Film Sales by Desilu Productions, creators of some of television's biggest hits,

flying "Whirlybirds" will bring in solid sales returns. Act fast for the best choice of remain

markets. For a briefing, contact CBS Television Film Sales, Inc. - New York, Chicago, Bos;

Los Angeles, Detroit, San Francisco, St. Louis, Dallas, Atlanta. In Canada: S. W. Caldwell,
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tk million

people...

every one a

prospect

Selling opportunities are rich and ready

in America's 10th TV market. Its multi-

city population consists of 3V2 million

people comprising 989,605 families,

with a high TV set ownership of 917,320.

These families earn $5% billion a year,

spend $3% billiononadvertised products.

AMERICA'S 10th TV MARKET

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNA.

NBC and CBS

CHANNEL 8
Multi-City Market

STEINMAN STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Los Angeles • Chicago • San Francisco
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1/' I ml /i and radio

n< it \ <./ //,, a nl. u u).

in depth I

SPONSOR-SCOPE
5 JANUARY
Copyright 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

This week, as a large share of mankind started think;

the radio-tv industry was just about balfwaj through the todaj of L95<

If money alone were the measure of an industry, most broadcaster! could dose
the ledgers right now and go hunting or skiing. Even network radio wl

years has been relegated to the same class as buggy whips—has been staging a I.

But more than money is on the industry's mind. In their swirling world, I idio-ft folk,

are thinking about:

TELEVISION: Both network and spot sales are running about 2n' , ahead of th<

vious season (national spot was a little flutter) at the start, but soon overcame that) I hi

big rub thus isn't money—it's how to squeeze into the handful of top markets an

advertiser absolutely must have before he OK's a campaign. Availabilities in these

key spots are so tight that they are becoming the needle's eye that could stymie the A.'iole

camel.

Program-wise, the network season already has been written off as pretty medi-

ocre. Nor are reports on the future output from the creative centers in New York and Holly-

wood encouraging. On top of that, there remains the ticklish question of who is responsible

for high-cost programing to begin with— the agency, the sponsor, the network, or all <>f

them? The coming months on this front will be nerve-wracking.

FEATURE FILMS: When the dust from Hollywood's vaults can blow Walter Wincheli

off the air, there's no telling what a hurricane the post-1949 films (now pried loose)

will stir up.

Nobodv is more concerned about this than the networks. NBC alreadv has raised the

point that the whole philosophy of network operation is at stake. Meantime CBS has

grabbed off the MGM library for most of its o & o's. And ABC apparently has a sharp

eye on Paramount's door (currently still closed).

Film syndicators, on the other hand, aren't complaining about the movies. Their

own product seems as potent as ever.

RADIO: The spectacular performance of spot, and the incipient comeback of the net-

works are sure to carry through this season and beyond. The plain fact thai radtts) is a

good buy has sunk in. Economics and flexibility are more important here than big rat

INDUSTRY: As a whole, its very prosperity is forcing the radio-tv industry out of the

highly personalized, dramatic, and semi-heroic era of the past into the inevitable admint-

tive era. Sellers (see next page) complain that buyers no longer listen carefully! Bu

they haven't enough time; and everybody complains about the lack of personnel.

But on this front, there's a silver lining. Unlike the printed media, which often l»ear the

cross of an aging family feudalism, the air media still have their youth, widely 'li-

fted ownership, and an FCC to stoke the fires up when things grow dull.

CBS Radio is extending its plan for segmented buying to the weekend.

fn other words, you'll be able to buy as many as 20 different five-minute unit' during

the course of a weekend.

This "dispersion" gambit will apply to a host of established programs.

They include Suspense, Amos V Andy, Indictment, Johnny Dollar. Robert Q. Lewis.

Galen Drake, Kathy Godfrey, and news periods.

SPONSOR • 5 JANUARY 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued .

Here are the latest "firsts" from the tv research mill:

• Set ownership in < itie< of 500,000 and over hit 90% of saturation in October. I Source:

Market Research Corp. of America.)

• On the basis of Nielsen's second November report. ABC TV claims that the number of

"home hours" of viewing to ABC TV for any one month has gone over the 100-million

mark. The network defines ''home hours" as the number of average audience home times

number <»f commercial hours.

Station reps are moving into the new year with three problems that appear
particularly frustrating.

Problem No. 1 is how to sell a tv station's coverage when the adjustments in the

\CSi£2 formula aren't entirely clear.

Problem No. 2 is how to cope with the growing tendency among radio stations to allow

continuing discounts (the maximum discount earned in one year being applied to the next)

to national advertisers.

Problem No. 3 is how to handle yet another incipient practice among radio stations

—

extending rate protection over a year, instead of six months.

SPONSOR-SCOPE checked on Problems 2 and 3 with several leading buyers of air

media; it finds (a) the practices are still sporadic, and (b) the concessions depend mostly

on the agency's bargaining power.

Nothing is more perplexing to a station rep than knowing that a buyer's cov-

erage figures are radically different from his own — and. moreover, are kept a deep

secret.

Most bedeviling of this sect are the buyers of spot for P & G.

All P & G agencies— there are eight of them—operate from the same set of coverage

figures; periodically they adjust in unison.

But what's on the books is so hush-hush that any disclosure of the figures — or

the formula P & G uses— means instant dismissal. The data can't be shown even to

people in the same agency working on other accounts.

It's been that way for about 18 years-— since P & G plotted its own station coverage

pattern via a seed offer on the Ma Perkins show.

An interesting footnote to the above sellers' problem — but somewhat on the wistful side

- is the situation of the veteran station rep vs. the newer, younger timebuyers.

The generation of timebuyers that the veteran rep grew up with is gone or promoted up-

stairs. It's not easv for him in his late 40*s or early 50's—to slip into a new comraderie.

Many magazines now are lifting a leaf from the networks* discount methods:

They're adding dollar volume discounts to frequency discount*.

The practice is also spreading among the Sunday supplements.

The idea is to get advertisers to spread their campaigns over a solid year and ignore

seasonal fluctuations. The discount levels are geared to make them especially smooth for

advertisers with multiple products.

Radio stations are missing out badly on soft goods business opportunities

for one or both of these reasons:

• Lack of know-how in merchandising a soft goods spot campaign among department

-tores and specialty shops.

• Failure to follow through with the merchandising they promised the advertiser.

These observations were made to SI'ONSOR-SCOPE by an agency executive who has

completed a cross-country swing for a soft-goods client.

His tip to stations: Millions of dollars of soft-goods billings are available to radio if it

orient- it< pitch t<> the promotional requirements of the field.

10 SPONSOR • 5 JANUARY 1957



^ SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . .

Not.- to networks and freelance producers! ii you've z>>\ ih< right ereal

touch, you might -nikc some rich paydirl with General Motors.
Straws in the wind indicate thai General Mol titerested in tl i mid

impress on tv audiences the company's latest concept in in-iiinii.pn.il advi -I.

bring the Bmall businessman, particularly if he's in the <-M stable.

Genera] Motors bas ahead] sel the pattern foi this concept in an ad in tin I la

issue of Life Magazine.

I lie genesis of GM's latest tack in advertising is a (simple one: ii has i interact the

tlireals of court or governmental bust-up bj the goodwill-building route.

The automotive giant now recognizes thai it must take the curse off bigness bj point

out that a huge share of the mone) it take, in goes out, in turn, to Borne 20,000 suppliei

(his country alone.

In other words, instead ol being an all-devouring octopus, it provides the life blood to

hundreds of little industries of everj description.

Kudner i« GM's agenc) for institutional advertising.

Incidentally, the chit for the Wide, Wide World Series (NB< l\

a year.

W hy are more and more agencies merging?
SPONSOR-SCOPE probed the top members of some of these totem poles, and w h.it

I

had to say comes down to these basic benefits:

1) Interchange of specialists, notably in tv where the costs of creative and adm
trative talent come steep.

2) Making better use of high-salaried marketing people whose exp< >

"\er many fields.

3) Pooling of research efforts.

4) Reducing clerical expense—maybe even bj installing i

•

(For further comment, see SPONSOR SPEAKS, page 72)

If what's happened to Weiss »\ Geller the past yeai can I
<• taken a- an omen, < hicago

agencies may be on their way to recouping much of the business that"" wandered
off elsewhere.

Weiss & Geller -which is changing it- name to Edward II. Weiss & Companj can !

this balance sheet:

• By the end of 1956 it not only had recaptured—but topped by an additional v

—the $7 million in hillings it lost with the exit of Toni.

• Billings for 1956 will run close to SI4 million.

• It expects to wind up 1957 with billings of at least $15 million (about vo tniUioi

for air media).

Weiss himself is retaining 51'. of the stock and splitting the rot among 11 stockholder

employees.

New accounts include Helene Curtis Industries, Purex (Manhattan Soap 1

. k<\ \\

and Corina Cigars (a division of General Cigar). Corina has big tv plan- for 1957.

Too much variety may prove a boomerang for the read] mixes, it the manu-

facturers keep going at their latest pace.

The ready-mix business has ju-t had its biggest \ear ever—$200 million, compared with

$150 million in 1954—but marketers warn that too many flavors and types can confuse the

field more than price wars.

The competition for the ready-mix market has pretty well settled down, and leaders lik--

General Mills, Pillsburv, and General Food are starting to make a profit out of the divisi

Meanwhile P & G is expected to be a force in the field as - firm

grasp on the food business via its recent purchase of Duncan Hi

Estimate of ad expenditure for ready mixes in 195

SPONSOR • 5 JANUARY 1957 11



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

Apparently the fan magazines haven't caught up with the revival of network
radio.

A check by SPONSOR-SCOPE among the editors of the leading periodicals in that field

shows they haven't been adding much radio material to their content.

One editor explained: "We'd probably be the last to respond to an upsurge in radio in-

terest. The only way we measure an awakening is the relative percentage of reader

mail. The overwhelming interest—even though it's been a disappointing season program-

wise—still is tv."

For smart merchandising of a tv property. Gulf Oil is putting itself into a

class with Lincoln-Mercury, GE, and Westinghouse.

The extent and degree that Gulf is using William Bendix, star of The Life of Riley, in

promotional tieups and dealer contacts easily can compare with the double play that Lincoln-

Mercury has fashioned with Ed Sullivan.

As the company's ambassador of goodwill, Bendix is read) at the jingle of a phone to

traipse off to Gulf sales meetings, plant openings, contest payoffs, etc.

You ordinarily think of an advertiser taking the alternate sponsor route when
he wants to lay off a piece of an expensive show.

But now there's a trend to even smallerpartnerships. You can buy as few as three

or four telecasts in a 13-week series.

This is pure expediency. If the original sponsor can't find somebody flush enough to

pay for half the package, he's ready to whittle it down to what-have-you.

In most such cases, the original sponsor has more than one show on tv. Note J. B. Wil-

liams recently picked up several payments on the Phil Silvers Show (CBS TV). General Food

to date has been able to pick up but one partner for the batch of shows it has on the block

—Ford re Zane Grey (also CBS TV).

ASCAP estimates that its take from tv and radio for 1956 will be around SI

5

millions, or 75% of its take from all licensing sources.

The ASCAP tv agreement with stations and networks expires 31 December 1957 and

the one on radio runs a year later.

Spot radio's man-bites-dog story of the year:

Adam Young, Inc., reports that over $500,000 in radio billings were turned down by its

stations during 1956 because of inability to clear time.

Comments president Adam Young: "The continued growth of spot radio has been

marked by a chronic shortage of prime availabilities on top independent stations in

particular."

Joe Culligan, NBC radio v.p., says the network's batted 1000% on the plans it

announced four months ago particularly by:

ll I Wrapping up sponsorship of the Around the Clock News (shared by Bristol-M\ers

and Brown & Williamson); (2) debuting it 14 Januan and (3) delivering to the sponsors

a station lineup that represents 75% of the dollar \alue of the sponsors" orders. I See story

this is>ue. page 23.

1

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; i\ew

and Renew, page 54; Spot Buys, page 55; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 56; Washington

Week, page 61; sponsor Hears, page 64; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 68.

12 SPONSOR • 5 JANUARY 1957



-----NETWORK
QUALITY

at the local level!

TEXAS PRISON RODEO
The pageantry and excitement of the annual prison rodeo at Hunts-
ville, Texas, was viewed by the nation on "Wide W '• World" via the

staff and through the facilities of KPRC-TV Houston ( r,mc
and again for network pick-ups of Southwestern events. KPRf
with 8 years of operating experience, furnishes a complete, highly

flexible production and engineering facility. You can pave tb
greater sales in the Houston Gulf Coast area for your clients by u

KPRC-TV ... the most potent advertising force in the Houston mar-

KPRC-TV
HOUSTON
CHANNEL 2

KPRC-TV

JACK HARRIS
Vice President and General

FIRST IN EXPERIENCE

JACK McGREW
National Sales MtnuManager

WITH OVER 900 MAN-YEARS
EDWARD PETRY 4. CO
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CAM
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PAtNT

Spots on three Southern California radio
stations during the normally slow fall

season boosted National Paint Company
sales more than 20% over the same
period last year.

"This campaign was deliberately sched-
uled during the normally slow season
for paint sales," writes Marvin Cantz of

Tilds & Cantz Advertising. Los Angeles,
to KBIG. "This gave us the opportunity
to measure more accurately the effective-

ness of radio, as one of our principal
media, for introducing a new advertising
and selling approach for a paint product.

"We have just completed a survey among
all paint dealers and painting contrac-
tors in Southern California. It was ex-

tremely encouraging to note that 89%
indicated an awareness of National
Paint's new Color-Lok process which we
introduced only two short months ago.
And 47% mentioned that they had heard
National Paint advertising on the radio.

or were informed by the consumer that
our message reached them through this

medium. KBIG was the most frequently
mentioned station.

"'The greatest source of satisfaction came
from Mr. Spellens. President of National
Paint, who indicates an increase in sales
of more than 20% over the same period
last year."

KBIG is happy to share with two other
fine Los Angeles independent stations
gratification for another job well done
in our long list of successful Southern
California radio advertisers.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28. California

Telephone' Hollywood 3 3705

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

I I

Timebuyers
at work

Ed Ratner, Friend-Reiss. New York, thinks the bu\er should care-

fully study the following when visiting a tv market: ill Local cus-

toms, habits and prejudices. "For example, in preparing a cam-

paign for the Toy Guidance Council, we knew from past experience

that one of the best times to establish contact with the familv audi-

ence with voting children was on

Sunday mornings. Despite good

ratings on mam stations in a

Southern market, personal re-

search showed tremendous antipa-

th\ to Sunday morning tv amongst

a church-going familv audience.

Advertising would not only miss

this group, but might create ill-

will. (2) Dealer appraisal. "If

the dealer does not approve of the

advertising, he will not push the

product." (3) The influence of

local personalities. "Two competing shows in a time slot I liked

each had 8.5 ratings. I chose the program with a local personalis

because my personal investigation showed him to have a strong

loval personal following." I 4 1 The caliber of the stations produc-

tion know-how when integrating film and live commercials. "The

commercial's impact, is increased b\ efficient station execution."

Doris Could, C. J. LaRoche. New York, thinks that the children's

market is one of the most difficult to reach because each age group

has highly individual tastes and habits. "The buyer must spread

hi> budget to cover kiddie shows, rock
r

n roll, and Roy Rogers and

Sheena of the Jungle type fare."" Doris says. "Budget allowance for

area, time and program must be

influenced considerably b\ previ-

ous sales and age data." Doris

says the basis of all good selling

psychology is: listener sees, listen-

er buys. But. the younger child

must ask his mother to buy the

product for him. "M5 ben there is

no direct action, the sale is some-

times lost," she emphasizes. Doris

believes that the older child, who

has an allowance or is working,

offers the best sales potential when

the product has appeal to children of all ages. "Local personalities

make powerful salesmen, and are an important merchandising plus.

>lic says. "1 also look for special situations which enable me to con-

tact a broad age group, such as a spot availability between a kiddie

show and a sports feature.'" Doris has bought adjacencies of this

type throughout the country with tremendous results for the client.

SPONSOR r> JANUARY 195'



1 In Washington consumei market is zooming ahead
ai a remarkable rate. In just five years, population has
increased 21%. At the same time total retail sales have
shot up 37%, (o a whopping J2.31 1,000,000 foi 1956.

Advertisers have spotted the D. C. market as a kej area
for their selling efforts. And the) have turned in ever-

in< reasing numbers to the two media thai sell Washington
best-WRC and WRC 1 V.

WRG and WRC-TV, Washington's Leadership Stations,

show an i>n rease in ad\

the same (i\l years, 1951 t<> I

Ml the nu mix is mean jusi ilii> more advcrtiv i- an
ing in the Washington area, and more and mon "I them
are turning to WRC and \VR( I \ foi ilts.

It's a simple story, but a stor) ol pi inn importance to \nu.

II you want to move youi product into mon H ishington

homes, mov< forward with ilu bi n\ in tlu Wash-
ington selling boom—

WRCandWRC-TV .sold by |XBC|SPOT SAILS

VUF.RSHIP STATIONS IN WASHINGTON, D. C.



Start Out

1957
with assured results

from your advertising

dollar

KPQ
WENATCHEE, WASH.

will give you coverage in

that big central Washington

area.

Central Washington enjoyed

an enviable, healthy growth

during 1956 with even bigger

things planned for 1957. New
dams, new highways, new in-

dustrial plants, new farms, new
homes .... A BIGGER,
RICHER MARKET THAN
EVER AWAITS YOU. And
KPQ's audience is captive be-

cause of the mountain ranges

separating centfraj Washing-
ton from other northwest cities.

INVESTIGATE CENTRAL
WASHINGTON
THEY BUY KPQ,

WENATCHEE

/"n

5000 watt:

560 K.C.

WENATCHEE

WASHINGTON
PORTLAND & SEATTLE REPS

Art Moore and Associates

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Forjoe and Co., Incorporated

(One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented
Stations of Washington State)

L6

by Bob Foreman

Agency ad libs

i Euclid A. Parabolo sums up 1956

Euclid \. Parabolo, research head of the

Snook. Crappie Si Bream agency, was addressing

the \d-Crafters Club of Tenafly, New Jersey.

His talk had been billed as— Retrospective

Seminar on Research. 1956—and "Eukie" was

regaling the customers with some of the bench-

marks of the past broadcast season.

"Let us review, for example, the much-dis-

cussed, oft-misunderstood Quintile Study," be said adjusting his

pince nez with one hand and reaching for a piece of chalk with the

other. Tenafly's ad-crafters leaned forward eagerly.

"The Quintile stud) was made in behalf of radio which is another

wav of saving il was made to knock television specifically daytime

tv. According to this tract, the trouble with daytime television is

that it concentrates viewing among the top two quintiles.

10% of the viewers do 80% of the viewing

"Let me explain." said "Kukie." "'If \ <>u take all the viewers of

daytime and arrange them in consecutive order from those who do

the most listening down to those who do the least and then separate

this progression into five equal groups. \ou discover that the two

top groups—those which do the most viewing—account for more

than 80% of all the television viewing during the daylight hours.

Another way of putting this is that 60% of the viewers do only

209? °f the viewing. A fly in the ointment! Hut is it?

"Let us now examine dav time radio," "Eukie" went on. "Aston-

ishingly, \ou find the same thing is true. However, does this neces-

sarik cast aspersions on either medium'.'' I strongly doubt it.

fellow ad-crafters. because lets look at those top two quintiles in tv.

At this point "Kukie" took a sip of water. '"Who eompri-e-

them'.''"" he continued. "We find tbev are the younger housewives.

We find that tbev are the ones with the most children. What a

wonderful market to be able to concentrate on.'" He brought his

fist to the tabletop with a Demosthenian thump.

"Nexl of import."" said "Eukie" Parabolo. "is I believe the fact

that all of us. researchers as well as lav men. have finally had suffi-

cient evidence and acumen to disregard the Remembrance Quo-

tient tvpe of commercial testing. We now recognize that recall of

copj ideas is not necessarily a criterion of sales-success. In fact.

the antithesis mav well be the case. A poorlj remembered com-

mercial, it ha- been shown, mav be the real blockbuster. Whether

it achieved il- -ales-abilit v via an emotional rapport with viewers

or merelv that viewers were unable to re-State what tbev remem-

bered during the testing is immaterial."

"Eukie" replaced his glasses.

"Third. I believe, we are on the track of some vital statistics if-

SPONSOR .1 .1 \\i \\{\ l').~i,
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JUDGMENT
No decision can be sounder than the

facts on which it is based.

Your business is to decide when and

where to buy. Ours is to help... by giving

you the facts. Facts on markets, pro-

gramming, ratings, competitive media...

all so clearly and convincingly presented

that you can act not only quickly but

wisely.

AVERY-KNODEL
INCORPORATED

NEWYORK ATLANTA DALLAS DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES CHICAGO



Agency ad libs continued..,

IS altimore
is so easy
to reach

when you ride

with

r

: ;: I 1 1 1

1

MIIHI
REPRESENTED BY

JOHN BLAIR AND CO.

li!

garding the added virtues in surrounding tv copy with a company-

sponsored show thus justifying the many millions invested in talent

costs, the risks in purchasing a show versus the buying of pure-

circulation. I use the word 'pure' loosely/' said "Fukie." tossing a

researcher's smile at this rapt audience.

"Fourth. I think we have uncovered main new areas which go to

prove you can't research your way out of creative problems which

is a way of saying you can't rely on numbers to urile good copy.

"F'rinstance, one of our leading Digit Merchants asserts cate-

gorically that jingles and animation are the most assured technique-

of no-sale copy. His competitor speaks highly of some commer-

cials which utilize these forms of aesthetic endeavor.

"The more program-in-advance research we see. the more cer-

tain we are that it is tenuous, fallacious, stifling, and infuriating.

A panacea to those devoid of judgment and a crutch to the courage-

less. I recall how our best-by-far episode in an anthology series

was condemned to failure by our own particular Pre-Test Swami.

"Finally," said "Eukie," "I daresay we are going to see more of

a pattern which nose-counting revealed to us this season. That

some shows will get a higher Trendex than Nielsen, attesting to the

fact that television has in reality become a national medium and

that in some cases big-city tastes run counter to those of the folks

in the rest of the country."

"Fukie" regained his seat on the dais to thunderous applause. ^

TV-RADIO RESEARCH, OR, HOW ONE

MANS MEAT IS ANOTHER'S QUINTILE

For those non-Digit Merchants who don t know a

Quintile from their elbow (and. of course, we're not

referring to you i . the study Bob Foreman is talking

about can be found on page 224 of sponsor's 1956

Fall Facts Basics issue and on page 9 of the 1956

Radio Basics reprint. It is an analysis of afternoon

radio-tv tuning based on Nielsen data and was used

by CBS Radio as ammunition for the web s successful

daytime sales drive. A similar study of morning tun-

ing, done for CBS Radio, was not made public.

Quintile studies have also been made by Nielsen on

tv viewing alone for TvB. The quintile studies empha-

size that, during the day. some homes account for a

lot of l\ viewing and not so much radio listening

while oilier homes account for a lot of radio listening

and not so much tv viewing. This should surprise

nobody except perhaps, that the contrast is more

marked in the case of t\ viewing. It might be pointed

out. however, that radio needed to emphasize the facts

of this studv to the public more than television did.

urn
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FOR SELECTING US THE YEARS BEST

TELEVISION COMMERCIAL PRODUCERS OF 1956
(as chosen by a panel of top advertising copywriters)
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NEW HAMPSHIRE

IN CALIFORNIA

The Mexican-

American population

of Greater

Los Angeles is

about the same

as the total

population of

New Hampshire

NEW HAMPSHIRE .... 560,000

MEXICAN-AMERICANS

IN LOS ANGELES 550,000

This is why KWKW Spanish

Speaking Market is a

Must for Sponsors like these:

REGAL PALE

LUCKY STRIKE

WRICLEY'S CUM

EX LAX

7-UP

|. J.
NEWBERRY

A-l PILSNER

CARNATION MILK

CHOOZ

FOLGERS COFFEE

COCA COLA

ITALIAN SWISS

COLONY WINE

MAYTAG

EASTSIDE

|. C PENNEY CO.

CAMELS

CHEER

LYDIA PINKHAM

PEPSI COLA

BURCERMEISTER

WHITE KING SOAP
CO.

QUAKER OATS

REYNOLDS TOBACCO
CO.

HILLS BROS. COFFEE

FEENAMINT

COCOMALT

49th and
Madison

You can reach ALL

550,000 through one station!

50 top agencies

In \our report on the top agencies

current \ears tv and radio activities

\ou note that K&E (which ranks 10th

in the nation I is one of the few agen-

cies placing more than 50% of its

total billing in broadcast advertising.

It might he of interest to point out

that some of the account activity to

which we attribute our over $1 million

gain in broadcast billing includes the

acquisition of the following new cli-

ents in 1956 I which you omitted men-

tion of I : Blatz. Lever Bros.. Spry,

Pepsi Cola: and the fact that tv activit)

was stepped up by placing Whirlpool-

Seeger in the convention package last

fall and in the NBC TV spectaculars.

Incidentally, Jack and the Beanstalk

got one of the highest ratings of any

network 90-minute show. and. in a fall

Nielsen listing of the Top 10 Shows.

we found that K&E had three of the

first five: Ed Sullivan for Lincoln-

Mercury was No. One. and Perry

Como and Producers' Showcase for

RCA and Whirlpool-Seeger were No.

Four and Five respective!)

.

George Cadenas.

K&E promotion dept.. New York-

Radio audience increase

We were pleased to see the item

"Radio listening continues to rise both

day and night" in the December 15

SPONSOR-SCOPE, and at first we
were amazed at the prescience of pre-

dicting 1957 figures, until we realized

of course that these were the 1955
figures demonstrating the morning

radio audience increase in 1956. Look-

ing more carefully at the figures we

note that the same printers gremlin

showed for the 9-10 am audience the

figure for the 9-10 pm audience, thus,

instead of 4.523.000 homes tuned from

9 to 10 am the correct figure for

September 1956 is 6,714.000.

I think it important to realize that

these Nielsen figures show homes

tuned to radio per-average-minute—
the cumulative morning audience is

of course much higher.

Incidentally, one reason we are

pleased to see industry recognition of

radios stability and particularly in

the morning where ABC has been the

dominant network in Nielsen ratings

over the past main months, is that the

average audience-per-minute for our

morning dramas in September 1956

was also above that of a year ago.

Dean Shaffner. director sales

development and research. ABC Radio

Let's modernize radio ratings

I read with disma\ your article en-

titled "Let's Modernize Radio Ratings"

written b\ Mr. Ward Dorrell and ap-

pearing in your December 8th issue

Evidently, Mr. Dorrell's concept of

radio today is that of a "Background
Music medium only, and he has over-

looked the fact that there are still ra-

dio operations whose programing i* of

higher quality than mere '"Top 35

Records"' interspersed with some '"Per-

sonality's" chit-chat I that really isn't

usually very funny l and with a "Tear

and Read" newscast on the hour. I

don't doubt Mr. Dorrell's knowledge

of ratings and statistics, but I do doubt

his belief in radio toda\

.

According to Mr. Dorrell. network

radio is dead and no longer produces

any top ratings. This is simply not

true in most cases. According to him.

too, all buying is done in blocks with

no concern to any particular quarter-

hour. He glibly speaks of buyers pur-

chasing "hundreds of spots per week
rather than dozens." Frankly, though

our particular station does quite well

in national spot billing, we have vet to

receive our first order of 100 spots per

week, let alone hundreds . . .

To sum up, Mr. Dorrell evident!)

only recognizes the "Quantity" in the

radio business today and forgets there

is still "Quality ." thinking it to be

an old fashioned idea. Articles that

appeared five or so years ago under

the byline of various prophets of doom
for radio didn't realK hurt, but arti-

cles like Mr. Dorrell's. coming from a

man who is presumed to be a pro-

ponent of radio, do.

F. A. Watkins. Jr.

assistant manager. KWKH
Shreveport. La.
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mowm
TWO BIG

radio stations

Southwest Markets!

ot4E low coSr
tofMwfo* 'ate P*hiM

When you're making out that sched-

ule for the Southwest this sales-

winning pair of CBS stations is a

"must". TWO top stations ... in

TWO big markets ... at ONE low
combination rate. For availabilities

and rates, write, wire or phone our

representatives.

THE KENYON BROWN STATIONS
Now undtr on t owntrship and ma n a gt mt ni

National Representatives JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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In any of these 5 important markets . .

.

you talk to the big audiences with the "Storz Station! "

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . with YVDCY It's

very nearly unanimous. Hooper, Nielsen, Pulse and a

host of Twin Cities advertisers agree: WDGY has the

big audience for those big results! See John Blair or

WDGY GM Steve Labunski.

OMAHA . . . with KOWH Now in its sixth year of

first place dominance. Latest Hooper—47.7%. First on
latest Pulse and latest Trendex, in all time periods.

Contact Adam Young Inc. or KOWH General Man
ager Virgil Sharpe.

KANSAS CITY . . . with WHB First per Hooper,
first per Area Nielsen, first per Area Pulse, first per

Metro Pulse. 87% renewal rate among Kansas City's

biggest advertisers proves dynamic sales power. See

John Blair or WHB GM George W. Armstrong.

NEW ORLEANS . . . with W7/X Still rocketing,

still in first place, with increasing margins all the time,

per latest Hooper. And wait 'til you see that newest

Pulse. Ask Adam Young Inc. or WTIX GM Fred
Berthelson.

MIAMI . . . with WQAM It's happened! In less

than 3 months of "Storz Station" programming,
WQAM has leaped to first in the morning (26.6%
average share) . . . afternoon (32.6%) . . . and all da)

!

Covering all of Southern Florida with 5,000 watts on
560 kc. See John Blair or WQAM GM Jack Sandler.

The Storz Stations;
Today's Radio for Today's Selling

\

TODD STORZ,
President
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78 of time is cleared h

NBC affiliates have already cleared

7890 of tin- weekl) newscasts sched-

uled for year. This exceeds guarantee

extended to the sponsors, Bristol-

Myers and Brown 8 Williamson

4 22 of time is problem
Mosl po|

ni e probli

larlj 7:1

10:00-1 1 :00 p.m. Many
n|i| ,

WILL NBC RADIO SCORE
ITS GREATEST COUP?

It set out to clear 826,5 10 five-minute segments for it-

news plan. The big problem: station economies

w here is network radios niche?

Before television it was a medium
which drew its revenue from sale of

programs to a relative handful of ad-

vertisers, delivering substantial audi-

ences for each program. It was an

inflexible medium, as contrasted with

spot radio, for the advertiser had to

make long-range commitments and

could not pick and choose markets to

anv substantial extent.

today network radio has changed

radically under the impact of audience

and advertiser losses to television. It

no longer can sell the mass audiences

of single programs. Instead it sells

what it has—big cumulative audiences

at low cost. It has become flexible—

allowing short-term buys; giving ad-

vertisers the opportunity t" purchase

partial networks; providing the oppor-

tunity to buj announcements in bulk.

In short, network radio has moved

ever closer in its charactei to spol

radio.

Because of the economic nature of

the network-affiliate relationship, con-

troversj has accompanied ever)

in the network 1 adio e\ olution. I he

network affiliate has been caught in a

squeeze. His revenue from network

radio has shrunk. \t the same time

ever) move taken 1>\ the networks

salvage their position has inevitabl)

meant competition with the station for

the ver\ national spot business which

has be> ome the statioi -

mainstay. Spol radio revenue, with the

ption of 1955, has continued to

since thi tl of

tele* ision.

The station represent itii es hai •

sistentl) led in the attack on the

work- for their "encroachment* on

radio pi \n\ veteran of

the bush I- the furoi over the

firsl network flexibility plans. M'-' -

.mid Plan. ' BS P

MBS' Multi-M ssage Plan, NB< -

eration Tandem were all in:

which brought forth a howl of pi

from stations and reps who felt their

imii well-lx -
• red.

The advertiser i- not aloof from the

SPONSOR 5 JANUARY 1957



NETWORK "NEWS PLAN" continued

conflict. He is concerned, first of all.

fvith evaluating the merits and de-

merits of spot vs. network radio. He is

concerned, too, with radio's economic

well-being. The medium is important

to him and if it continues to be strong

then he is insured of continued returns

from advertising in it.

The latest step in network radio's

evolution has perhaps more direct

bearing on advertisers than any other

because it is a sweeping and dvnamic
change in network radio operation

affecting virtually all of the pre-mid-

night broadcasting day. This is NBC
Radio's news plan which will put a

five-minute segment of news on the air

from 7 a.m. to 1 1 p.m., displacing

existing spot radio and local radio

sponsors in the non-network hours.

The plan offers advantages and dis-

advantages to stations which the affili-

ates have been weighing over the

weeks since it was announced by

NBC's vigorous new radio v. p., Mat-

thew J. Culligan. To present an objec-

tive report on the pros and cons of

the plan from the viewpoint of radio's

NBC stresses added prestige

Prestige programing like on-the-spot news coverage by top NBC
correspondents will enhance the value of the adjacent local programing

and add to the station's stature in its market. The added prestige will soon

bring results in extra revenue to the station, say NBC Radio executives

"Hot-line" news flashes will encourage throughout-the-day listening,

and will develop a near-captive audience for stations carrying the

package. If stations follow the NBC newscasts with their own local

and regional coverage, says NBC, they'll attract more spot business

Commercial time within the newscasts themselves is under the code,

according to the network, and won't keep local station from selling adja-

cencies. Major client gets one minute, minor, 30 seconds. The open-

ing and closing billboards, required by FCC, aren't commercial time

Additional Station revenue will accrue partly from the 7.5%

revenue increase for which NBC provides, partly from the net's "no waste"

policy. The latter throws open to local sales network participations not

sold nationally, plus an extra minute within network chainbreak time

economics, sponsor spoke at length

with NBC, with NBC affiliates and

with station representatives.

This was the situation at presstime.

On 14 Januarv NBC Radio network

will definitely go on the air with its

news plan, which has been sold to

Bristol-Myers and Brown & William-

son on an alternating-day basis. Sta-

tion clearances, which loomed large

among possible stumbling blocks to

the program's success, were coming in

at a better rate than anticipated,

according to NBC executives. By year-

end, NBC had clearance for 78% of

the potential time periods involved

—

that is, 644,701 time periods cleared

out of a total of 826,540. (These fig-

ures were arrived at by multiplying 85

weekly potential newscasts by' 52

weeks for the year, by 187 NBC affili-

ates in continental U.S.)

Some of the most desirable station-

option times were expected to be hard

to clear, such as early morning, noon,

late afternoon and late evening. Ac-

cording to NBC Radio's Joe Culligan,

the problem areas to-date have been

long-established contracts in the fol-

lowing times: 7:00-8:00 a.m., noon,

6:00 p.m. and 10:00-11:00 p.m. How-
ever, he points out that clearances

already exceed the dollar volume

guaranteed in the NBC contracts with

the two advertisers who've bought the

package.

Manv station reps, who represent

NBC affiliates, feel that stations clear-

ing their most valuable times for the

network will be cutting into their spot

revenue beyond the actual loss from

selling those periods locally.

"Any station clearing for these

newscasts is likely to lose a lot of

national spot dollars adjacent to

them," a major rep sales manager told

sponsor. "In the first place, two

major categories of advertisers will be

excluded from buying adjacencies

right from the start for competitive

reasons. Secondly, we don't consider

these network newscasts half so de-

sirable as adjacencies as local news-

easts, and expect to find them harder

to sell.'"

These were some of the other issues

under consideration:

• Local vs. national news: — News

International news, 1'ke NBC's inter-

view with Chou En-lai (left) can best be

handled by network correspondents, says NBC

J9



has u! course, become a majoi |
>«

•
1 1 i 1

1

• > I local Btation programing. Ii b one

that main broadi asters feel the) can

handle bettei than a network.

"Local and regional news have the

big am I ifii. i- appeal, ' said a rep 9ales

manager who represents I" NBC affili-

ates. "People aren't interested enough

in national and international events to

listen to them more than once or twice

a ,1 a\ . There'll be a lot of ine\ itable

repetition that will drive audience

awaj
."

Commented an affiliate in a major

market: "Where will NBC get its

news? From the local station in the

last analysis. When there isn't any-

thing goini: on in Suez, they'll be

using the local station's news Facilities

to cover regional events, which the

elation would normally cover itself.

\B('"s Joe C.ulligan. on the othei

hand, sees tlie network news coverage

as a strong audience-puller. "\\ e II

have big-name NBC correspondents

reporting on-the-spot news in areas

that no individual station could afford

to cover," he told sponsor. " \nd we

recommend that the individual station-

follow up our program with their own

regional and local news. Our newscasts

will invite continued listening. The

newsman will say 'Stay tuned to your

Mil. station for your next hot-line

broadcast and news on the hour.'

There'll be a timeliness and immediacy

about the coverage that the wire serv-

ice handouts cant provide. \nd.

necessarily, our stations will benefit

through added prestige in their own

market and hence added value to their

over-all lineup."'

• Commercial time: In a memo to

it- members, the Station Represent-

atives Association recentlv protest,, I

the "breaking down of all the rules

and regulations governing commercial

portions of a newscast, implicit in

NBC's time allotted to the "major"

and "minor"' sponsors of the NBC
news package.

v
li \ said live-minute newscasts have

been sold by most stations on the

following basis: 1:15 minutes ot com-

mercial time: 3:45 minutes of news,

with enough time out of the five-

minute segment for a station break

which is sold to an advertiser other

Local news, like cat crash (right), has

biggest audience appeal, -av critics. Network

ran't do such reporting as well as stations

than tie of the n

i

\ll( '. plan rill nds SR \

difficult foi ' I station to sell

-iiice the program it

loaded w ith i ommercials.

However, i ulligan points oul

mercial time provided foi by the

\ MilK i.eii Ie i- a< tuallv a

-,
, ond openi 10 -• > ond i losing bill-

board, plus 1:15 minutes a< tual •

er< ial w iihin the broadcast.

"\\ e |'i,.\ nl, foi fai Ie- « than thai

:

\\ e w III have a Bimple identifii ation

opening in a< i ordani e with I ' '

< ommen ial t

station- who Mill

lot of |!

phis the lew in,.

ill)

."

turn to :

Reps see station spot loss

Adjacencies will suffer, thi

that pull the Budiem e, not

Thej feel thai n

often to warrant 17 newscasts. Repetition will

Too much commercial time within nei

to -ell adjai enl timi to i ,i Bpol ad •

closing billboards, NBC i- violating thi

ning the medium h> making

Cheap price
value of the -t.ition'- time. I!\ quoting blai

putting early-morning time on a par with mid-mon

ami with peak i\ viewing time, which i- unfaii

Encroachment on station-option tin in wit

plan." sa] reps. M.nn fear that lime periods, lil

late afternoon, which stations buill up with i

motion will now !» taken over l>v netwoi



Engaging vounji'ster 5, eye-catching costumes give The Children s Hour \ isual appeal on the t\ portion

CAN KID TALENT SHOWS
BUILD A MASS AUDIENCE?

Horn & Hardart outranks network shows in pulling audiences for

two-market simulcast which has had the same format for 30 years

Suburban
the newest

26

food shops, eating places is

move l>v Horn & Hardart

^^an a children's talent show, be-

labored by the rash of similar pro-

gram offerings which crop out on the

airwaves, be distinguished enough to

gain a superior rating? In the long

history of small ones performing in-

eptly in front of a microphone or cam-

era, no sponsor has more of a posithe

answer to this than Horn & Hardart.

It has sponsored such a program,

The Children s Hour, on radio for 30

years and on television for eight, car-

rying a simulcast of the amateur hour

with youngsters in New York and

Philadelphia. A strict adherence to

quality in performance and produc-

tion, and a high regard for the intelli-

gence of youngsters, has given the

sponsor a unique franchise on the time

of listeners and viewers.

Tvpical of the continuing radio and

tv reaction among audiences is a 1950

record-setting report. In that year,

when Milton Berle was riding high as

tv's top banana on the Texaco Star

Theatre, his competition for biggest

audience in the New "l ork area was

The Children's Hour. No. 2 in viewer

preference.

Todav. high ratings are standard on
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tilt* radio U well a- the h vei-nm- "I

the hour-long show, aired on WRl \

\M and WRCA-T\ in New York and

on WCAl '-AM and WCAl -T\ in

Philadelphia. In New York, the aver-

age wrckK t\ audience numbers L.3

million families, in which some 189!

of the \ iewers are adults.

The program in December, accord-

ing to a Pulse sur\e\, gained a Id'.

share of audience in New York be-

tween 10:30 and 11:30 a.m., when all

-even local stations were on the air.

It's the highest rated t\ show Sundays

before 1 a.m., and gains an average

rating of 7.2. according to Pulse fig-

ures. David S. Roberts, treasurer of

The Clements Co., Philadelphia adver-

tising agency, and account executive

On Horn & Hardart. reports that both

tv and radio audiences have always

been "unusualU high."

rl&H in actualit) is two companies.

Horn & Hardart Co., New York, and

Horn & Hardart Baking Co., Philadel-

phia, both of which supply a network

of 182 retail outlets from a central

food commissarv in Philadelphia. Each
company, operating within its immedi-

ate metropolitan area, services two

types of units: (1) retail food shops,

in which some 300 assorted food items

are sold, and (2) Automat-cafeterias

and restaurants.

Radio and tv cop) sell both the eat-

in and take-out food angles. The t\

portion of The Children's Hour, in ad-

dition, offers food specials each week.

Results are measured immediately in

sales gains as contrasted with normal

movement of the item. T) pica] of the

effectiveness of the advertising is the

sale of whipped cream puffs one week

in New i ork. The average weekly

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

East Coast Automat-cafeteria restau

rant and food shop operator, Horn &
Hardart, spends $290,000 yearly, 75°o

of budget, on broadcast media in two

cities. Bluest part goes to simul

cast of kid's talent show which has

been on radio 30 years, on tv eight

Bale was 9, earn puffs Mt.-i <

-ingl<- In... hi. a-i mention, the unit

the followinj week was 39,000

ll\ll pays the full tab on the bom.
long radio version bui co-sponsors the

t\ program (the New ^oik segment

i- in the process ol being Bold, and

Philadelphia - Becond half-houi is

sponsored bj PI) mouth >
. < lommei •

cials are different for radio and tt

audience- and are handled bj different

announcers. \h>-t ..f the copj is

straight sell bul there is secondary in-

stitutional mention in the radio ver-

sion of the -bow which Btresses "less

work for mothei

Neither the radio show (on the air

in Philadelphia .'?n years, in New V>ik

27 i nor the tv program (telecast since

1948 in Philadelphia, since 1949 in

New York) has veered from the orig-

inal program concept or pattern de-

veloped b\ Mrs. Mice Clement-, presi-

dent of The Clements agenc]

.

The Children's Hour kick- oil a

week-Ion- radio effort in each (it\.

says Roberts. Radio and tv. in com-

bination, gel 7.V. of the sponsoring

companies total advertising budget.

This amounts to some $290,000, of

which between $90,000 and $100,000

pays for The Children's Hour. I he

remaindei goes to radio, usually live-.

10

on WCAl ii i U R

In t.

Veil

\\ .

m lib a ombin ition of l<

infon ed bj i adio \\

.

nique oi

peieiuii.il interest in

we know bj .un\'

urea that about half of

i- adult men and we:
I be -imiili ,i-t in m turn,

i- reinfon ed bj the i <t which
extends from Mondaj thi

Weekdays and morning bom- ,irr ytr

fei red bo ause I lot n i 1

1

to reach adults bel n thi

and women before they ll
•

Some -pot announcement!

supplements to the m
Hut the m tin vehii Ii i h ill

continue to be, the -imu

i. in- -e|,-< ted from hundreds of

plii ations in the two big metropo
areas. Il\ll knows then

basic appeals in it- format It sele t-

children who aren't r show*
o|f\. who are welcome in

home"; kid- who have talent, in the

ln-t place, and who can back it up

h ith personality and attrai tiveni

[he children are presented against the

background of original settii

are en« ouraged to be natural bj the

adeptness of the two m-< .'-. Ed Hi rlihj

in New N • • i k and Stanll I in

Philadelphia. Herlih) has i ondu

the program 17 yi I follnw- the

onlj two other- ever appearing on the

-bow : Paul 1

1

Ralpl

ward-. ^

Agency president Alice Clements stressing qual-

ii> performance, has held reins on The Children's

Hour with Buccess for close to three decades Director B ient-

agen< \ hei ks performani •

show with two of the
Big-name
the show include I. and

with m

Chorus line



DO RATING HYPOS HELI

says Gordon B. McLendon, who heads up KLIF,

Dallas, but don't expect giveaways to have an immediate effect

on ratings. They have a long-range value in station promotion

hat did our recent huge give-"W
away do to KLIF ratings?

In November, before the big Trea-

sure Hunt (in which the station gave

$50,000 away to a single winner),

Hooper showed KLIF with 39.9% of

the morning audience in Dallas and

40.9% of the afternoon audience. Our
December figures, taken during this

$50,000 debacle, show KLIF with

39.1% of the morning audience, a de-

crease of nearly 1%, and 47.9% after-

noons, about a 7% increase. We be-

lieve we'd have had this same small

afternoon increase without the Trea-

sure Hunt since we had effected some
other afternoon program changes that

made us normally anticipate an in-

creased share, and we dropped slight-

ly in the morning despite the $50,000!

I should like to distinguish between

legitimate and illegitimate promotions.

I could not and would not defend dis-

honest promotions which offer prizes

to listeners for falsely stating that thev

have been or are listening to any sta-

tion. Stations employing such devices

should be put off the air.

We can prove beyond any question

that most giveaways no longer have
any appreciable direct or short-run

effect on local station ratings. We
know that a network giveaway like the

$64,000 Question draws big ratings

but even so these ratings are due to

its entertainment value since the audi-

ence can have no expectation of re-

ward. \\ r do nut liclit'\e am local

radio giveaways directl) stimulate au-

dience to any great extent. Perhaps

the novelty of entering such contests

has worn off for a large share of the

audience. Too many people have en-

tered station contests and have not

won. These local station contests and

giveaways still have indirect, long-run

value to the station—but not value be-

cause of sudden increases in ratings.

Our station in Milwaukee, WRIT,
climbed at or near the top in Hoop-

eratings and made notable Pulse gains

—this in spite of Wisconsin's asi-

nine laws which virtually forbid con-

tests of any description. Our station

in San Antonio, KTSA, maintains a

solid first place position in both Pulse

and Hooper and yet for the past four

months KTSA has had few giveaway

contests. I can give you endless strik-

ing examples—the newest is WQAM
which bounced to the top in Miami
Hooper in 90 days with no giveaways

or contests at all.

So, you say, if local contests and

giveaways do not directly increase

audience, why have them? The value

of most contests to us is that, first.

they stimulate talk, and second, lend

an atmosphere of excitement and spar-

kle to the station. Even though the

listener may not enter the contest or

giveaway he is interested in the out-

come and, as a result, not only talks

about the station, but also, perhaps

subconsciously, is impressed by the

station's aliveness. We believe that,

even though some stations lead bv

large margins without such contests

and giveaways, they could increase

llieir over-all general margin in share

of audience b\ promotions I of which

contests are but one type). Mind you,

I didn't say they could increase their

share of audience for one period or

one month, but, perhaps, show quar-

terly and yearly increases in share of

audience.

Promotions have numerous collat-

eral values. In Milwaukee, where at

least three stations aggressively pro-

mote radio, morning sets-in-use have

crawled to 18.8 and afternoons to 14.1,

according to Hooper. Compare Mil-

waukee to some stagnant markets

where Hooper shows sets-in-use be-

low 10%.
Nor is the argument valid that pro-

motions detract from attention to com-

mercials. To say this is to say that

anything overly-entertaining dilutes at-

tention and. of course, entertainment

is the very lifeblood of radio. During

our $50,000 promotion, we tested this

out with six of our sponsors. All in

all, they reported results from their

announcements to be about the same

during the Treasure Hunt as before.

Promotions are not short-run hypos

but instead are long-run hypos. And
contests and giveaways are merely one

part of promotion. We submit a con-

clusion that only over-all. sound pro-

graming of which promotions are

but a part—hypos ratings. And we
further submit that promotions should

not be cast in disrespect and disgrace

bv a few clothheads in radio and tele-

vision—for much of entertainment has

always been and always will be based

on sound, clean promotion.** ^
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EITATIONS?

The pros and cons is ant and tin

i alums n, is the theme ecenl /.'// S tint*

\eu ) ork. Defend iwaj s as pari all proi

II. McLendon whose station, kl II . had just awarded 10 the I

gest giveaway in histoi . Opposed •.

// OR, Seu ) ork. Thei) debate is summarized in tlie excerpts l«

says Robert Leder, General Manager <>l WOR,

N<w York, giveaways jih a fly-by-night audience, make a mock-

er) of ratings. Thej are a poor substitute for good programing

It runs true to form that every

gimmick or contest ever purveyed on

the air v\a- to help an ailing property,

a poor program, a sick station. \>>

well-run. well-managed station in this

country has had to give a\\a\ money

to attract listeners. I would condone

am g I station using any promo-

tional device, including giveaways, to

attract listeners if they felt their basic

product was a sound one. However,

money of itself is no replacement for

entertainment nor for service.

For years we as broadcasters have

decried the enslavement of the adver-

tiser and his agencv to ratings and

what the\ do or do not represent. We
sa\ that there is no corollary between

ratings and the ability of a station to

sell merchandise. We argue that the

cost per thousand should not be the

sole criterion of media buying. What
do we do about it? We default! We
synthesize ratings h\ giving away
money, by running contests in a mad
endeavor to achieve higher ratin--

which are as fleeting as the fickle

audience who the next day tunes to

the station that raises the ante.

When and if the advertiser is mes-

merized into buying the synthetic rat-

ings, what is he getting for his money
—the confidence of the listener? Quite

the contrary. I believe he is buying
inflated figures which will have no
relationship to advertising impact. I

have been told by all of the rating

services that they themselves have tried

every recourse to eliminate any but

legitimate program promotions in rat-

in- weeks because the Bervices them-

selves know that it i- inevitable that

their usefulness will be at an end un-

less they reflect honest, accurate lis-

tening habits.

Several ve.n- ago .1 gr< .it bi oad>

caster found the answei to one of the

problems. ( huck Balthrope, "f KIM
in San \niiMii". offered $5 to anyone

u bo upon responding to the phone an-

swered that lie h .1- listening t" KM I..

Of course the 1 "ineiilent.il sui vey be-

ing made .it the time was instead made

a shambles of. Foi five dollars San

Antonio was Kill.'-. Mr. Balthrope

was |>i"\ in. a point for all \ ears to

come thai ratings based on gimmicks

were invalid as a barometi 1 "t listener

preference.

In a report released to me by Mr.

Sydney Roslow of Pulse, I take the

following excerpts: In many markets

throughout the I nited States radio sta-

tions have attempted to buy audiences

through one mean- or another.

I sually -ui li a station broadi asts

the promise to pay a sum of money if

the respondent v\ill report listenership

to this station when asked ovei the

phone "i at the door "W hat station

are you listening to?" In one city

such a campaign v\a- carried on l>v

one of the stations. During the same

week 3,000 persona] interviews were

made in the it \ . The coincidental

question was asked at the door—how-

ever, the interviewer asked to examine

the set to verify that the answer was

a true one. Out of the 3,000 1 all-. 106

reports of listening to the "reward-!

listening" Btatioi

the-. 106 ! ports

ondenl

1.1 -ome othei station or not |i«t.
•

it alL li i- e\ idenl that the

level to this station was inflated |.v

tile

report was not possible.

\nd let- - dial all :

answei yes In a surv< I lally li--

tening to the station. I

.ittelltivene-- I" the

i- diluted, this

pari ol the shov - the > lui

clues. The 1 hie mti^t

interest t.. at

by the outside stimulus

evei v tin 1

_ other than the 1 lu<

comparison. I
I

a fill between two - thai

hide the 1 une of the first Pharaoh of

I gypt

The newspapers bav<

,\'\\

that the mdv newspaper that I

rim a contest in N<

the

all papers in Ni-» 1 "rk in tin

\ e.ll I (• ||

Time- and the reason i- simply that

the produi 1 i-

olie . . .

\ - iie hunt in a metropoli-

tan area merely tend- t

the outside audience in the -mall t

and hamlet- m ho < annol ;•— ibly

rici]

travel and time. Hut win should

umrv about them? I

in the 1 7-. ounti " ^
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WHY TWA SWITCHED TO
52-WEEK SPOT RADIO

TWA swooped from a spot radio budget of nothing to $700,000 a

year in five years; now buys year-round schedules after using flight

patterns and getting immediate results in phone calls

Radio plugs such features as berths on cross-country flights

TWA measures spot by phone response

Ticket sales are m direct proportion to the number of phone calls

which TWA'? district offices get, so first requirement for all an-

nouncements is a live tag urging listeners to call for information.

Current transcribed series features big-name testimonials as well.

Steady and continual reminder advertising is the reasoning behind

the move from flight patterns in spot to year-round schedules. But

none of the copy is institutional. Every commercial mentions spe-

cific flights and costs, with secondary stress on speed and comfort.

Individual flights for thirteen on-line and one off-line markets

are mentioned in radio copy. Local district managers and head-

quarters cooperate in final decisions. Air pattern: local person-

alities, saturation frequencies, rotation of copy, multiple stations

Flexibility of spot radio matches TWA's needs. Nature of air-

line advertising is such that headquarters in effect plans ad strategy

for 49 different "companies," its 49 district sales offices. This is

because problems usually vary city by city and costs are different.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllIM

I he Mightiness is gone from Trans

World Airlines" radio pattern. Today,

firm 52-week schedules of spot an-

nouncements—in an ever increasing

number of markets—replace TWA's
former radio flight pattern: in two

weeks, out two weeks, back in again.

And TWA in 1956 booked more

flights through the air as a result of its

continuity on the air since the fall of

1955. It took three years for the evo-

lution of year-round spot schedules.

says Domestic Advertising Manager

John Keavey. This new consistency

evolved from a single bit of informa-

tion: the district managers (and TWA
has 49 of them in the U. S., alone) re-

ported that ticket sales swooped in the

same flight pattern as did the radio ad-

vertising: when it was on, sales were

up; when radio was dropped, sales

did, too.

"We figured,'" says Keavey, "that if

we could cure a sales problem in two

weeks with our radio advertising, we

could do it for 52 weeks."

He's the doctor who prescribes the

radio cure for all 49 domestic sales dis-

tricts from coast to coast I though the

districts do not break down by state.
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of radio copy 1st clnss-25 of radio copy

Growth in —
i

> i radio foi I r.m- WmM Airlines coincides »itli growth "i tourisl

[ares. Tourisl rates necessitated .1 reach into the mass marki

economic airline travel; T.v , ol TV\ \'~ rad pj emphasis is on tourist, JV; on I

COast-tO-COast service I- ,ii ur»-~ plane which rarries l">lh t

<

>nr i -t pa in front,

which the Dumber mighl suggi -

These districts arc really like V> dif-

ferent companies, says Keavey, be-

1 ause each has an entirelj different

advertising and marketing problem,

and each has a totally different prod-

act
"' \ir travel isn't like a cigarette, or a

loaf of bread. \n\ loaf of brand \

bread is like anj other loaf of X bread.

People from coast to coast can identif)

it immediately, and everyone has the

same use for it. But air travel varies

from city to city. It's a different prod-

act in each, serving a different pur-

pose, with a different goal, at a differ-

ent price. It's not a unit product, or

one which is easily marketable.

Because these 49 district managers

all have their own and bighl)

unique problems. Keave) spends half

his working time in the air. the othei

half on the phone. Fortunately, he has

a direct line to his New York adverti--

ing agency, Foote, Cone & Belding, a

block away. So when the Chicago dis-

trict manager calls to report that ad-

vance bookings on Flight 101 are low,

Keavey can Immediately call his agen-

c\ and ask for a fast cop) switch in the

(ilii< ago radio announcement w bedules.

This kind of immediai j is one "f the

major factors in I "\\ \ - continuing

and heightened use of spol radio.

"Radio bas made tin- most significant

progress of an) advertising medium

with 11- in the past fiv< years,

Keavey. From "nothing," the radio

budgel bas gone to 18^5 of the I

allocation fur "commissionable me-

dia" in the airline's domestic advertis-

ing. This amounts to some $700,000

annually. I
I'W V also has world-wide

advertising and promotion j'ti\ii\. as

the airline operates trans-Atlantii and

in Europe, \i> ica and Ksia

The domesti( advertising aims al the

•"pool"' of .111 tra\e| - in

T\\ \ - on-line cities the 1 ities from

ami to w bich it originates and directs

llirht-. The Big Four, of course,

New ^..tk. < bicago, I os \' geles and

I 1 am isco. The other on-linei -

B iston, Cleveland, Denver, K

City, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Wash-

ington, Phoenix and Oklahoma ( it\.

Interestingly, T\\ \ maintain- radio

schedules in one off-line city, San Di-

ego, to and from which it has no direct

Bights. ' - h ive a I

office there li went

I

advertising could do in selling to th>-

buge sen i' emen group tin

k'

icemen have far mot

the II. thev rr il

in travel I" -

- ause tl •

borne, and t lit \ have moi •

knew we • ouldn t read) t
1

•: thi

l">i al pa: ' the) ha

lute!) no interest in

-m h. ^ rt Wl

the idea of bu) ing a I VA \ ti< krt in

- wh\ be

?

ules are -till on the air.

Keave) bas built-in

ther a.i.

• id man 1 - mplain if th<

-ult-!

The) know immediate!) if radio i*

il

listeners to call the It* al I VA \

for further information.

"Phone ' all- t( hat traff

supermarl

"There- a direct relationship bet
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TWA SWITCH continued

calls and ticket sales, and there's a

mathematical relationship for ever)

district." He doesn't re\eal these for-

mulae, of course, but one ratio which

gives an indication of the importance

ol telephone inquiries conies from a

typical major sales district. For every

one passenger boarded—actually get-

ting on a TWA plane—the local ollice

estimates it takes three and one-half

calls.

I rgenc\ and immediacy are closely

related in Keavey's mind. '"We urge

people, in our radio copy, to pick up

the phone. We have indications that

thej do just that.
'

In Cleveland recently, when all the

dailj newspapers were on strike, the

local district manager used radio for

the first time. "We don't know exactly

what happened," says Keavey, "but it

was the best month this district ever

had. Whether it was because there

were more seats available, or good
weather, or radio, we don't know. But

it happened!"

He's still studying the Cleveland

case but, in the meantime, he knows

for a fact "the more intensively radio

is used, the more phone calls we get."

Radio copy is designed to be pro-

vocative and to capture attention, to be

informative about specific flights and

Three-way communica-

tion /(lunches airline's

air schedules. One link

is district manager.

This one is M. D.

\ icon, New York . . .

then to "sell" listeners on calling the

district office. All copy plugs exact

flights and costs, with about 75% of

the emphasis on tourist flights and

2595 on first class. The current copy

series, rounding out its second month,

"has brought us unsolicited customer

comments for the first time," says the

domestic advertising manager. "This

is most unusual. Rarely do people

ever say they saw our ad in the news-

paper."

What causes the comment? A new
series of testimonials, given by "name"
personalities (such as Guy Lombardo
and Claire McCardell). This is a 40-

second transcribed commercial which

precedes a live 20-second tag (wherein

lies the sell). The announcer inter-

views the celebrity, they chat a bit,

TWA gets a plug and then the live

announcer comes in with the sugges-

tion that the listener take a winter va-

cation in Phoenix.

This testimonial series has been

"very successful, and we hope to con-

tinue it for at least a year," says Kea-

vey. The announcements are rotated,

and new testimonials are always in

production at the agency. Live copy

has so many changes the headquarters

office can't keep up with the final

count!

Frequency varies according to the

sales district, in proportion to the sales

contributed by that district to over-all

flight sales. Thus, New York, which

accounts for far more ticket sales than

any other office, has a far bigger ad

allocation. Frequency there is 25 a

week on one station, 18 and 19 a week

on two more, plus additional schedules

on other outlets in the metropolitan

area.

The balance of spot radio activitv

is weighted, however, to hike sales for

a lagging district or for one of its

empty flight schedules. Radio is used

on the recommendation of the local

district manager and on that of the

headquarters sales office which brings

its sales research unit into action on

Second link is TWA headquarters

domestic ad manager, John

Keavey, who plans strategy

tor 49 sales distrh is . . .

Third link is the ad

agency, FC&B, and

TWA workers like Dick

Romanelli, prod. sup.

the decision, too. Its long-range fore-

casts of air traveling or its short range

analysis of TWA's activity and com-

petitive stand are typical of factors

taken into account when media are

being selected.

The district sales level is stressed

throughout all operating departments

because of the unusually local char-

acter of the business. TWA's competi-

tion is both national and regional, with

many smaller, regional airlines com-

peting for both intra- and inter-state

travel.

These are some of the big reasons

TWA looks for "continuous identifica-

tion and impression," and it runs 52-

weeks radio schedules, says Keavev.

"Historically, airlines have cut down
on advertising during such peak sales

periods as holidays, when we all have

more business than we can handle. But

now we want continuity, and we like a

highly mass medium which offers a

low cost-per-1.000.

"This combination is particularlv

important in light of the most signifi-

cant innovation in airline travel in the

past six years: the development of

tourist fares."

TWA likes local personalities to sell

these tourist fares, and the concept of

TWA quality and service. "We often

become identified with stimulating lo-

cal personalities who, in effect, sponsor

us. Radio is still new and exciting to

us and Ave also like its merchandising

pluses very much even though we do
little of this at the local levels our-

selves."

TWA's domestic advertising strategy

is planned by Keavey in cooperation

with Ford Sibley, the Foote, Cone &
Belding account executive, and Henry
Reigner, TWA's over-all director of

advertising. Keavey, as domestic spe-

cialist, has sat on both sides of the

client desk. He worked at Fuller,

Smith & Ross and at the G. M. Bas-

ford agencies as an account executive

on such accounts as Westinghouse and

the RFC, before which he worked in

promotion and advertising at Liberty

Magazine.

Today he"s fast becoming a radio

specialist. He thinks the people who
most underrate the medium "are the

radio salesmen themselves. Thev don't

know what they've got and thev're

cj nieal about others who still have

faith in it! As for us, we not only like

radio we like what the other airlines

are doinii in it!" ^
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TV RESULTS

AUTOMOTIVE/ Nash Ramblers

n|»()\SOR: Lorkhart-Collins Nash VGENCY: Direct

1 U>S1 II ( VS1 HISTORY: To launch this newly-estab-

lished Nash agency, company hosted Circle Four Ramblers

this summer. After a six-week period, a tab showed 500

potential customers gained as direct result of the show.

During this time, firm sold 25 new Nash and Hudson

automobiles, 23 of which were traced to Ramblers. Show

is a weekly western musical devoted to songs of the sage

country and religious hymns. Cost is $725.

KBST-TV, Big Spring, Tex. PROGRAM : Participations

AUTOMOTIVE/ New Cars

SPONSOR: Anthony Abraham Chevrolet AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: From May through Decem-

ber, 1955, Anthony Abraham Chevrolet sponsored Fea-

ture Films, a late evening program. It concentrated on

weekend and near-weekend broadcasts of the show. Ac-

cording to the sponsor, an average of about 60 new cars

per weekend was sold; and one of the commercials drew

180 and 250 customers on each of two days. The Chev-

rolet dealer paid $750 per week on WITV for the cam-

paign, feels that the show and station were excellent

vehicles in obtaining these results.

WITV, Miami, Fla. PROGRAM : Feature Films

AUTOMOTIVE/ Ford Come.

SPONSOR: Ford Corner AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Ford Corner, Manchester,

V. //., became New England's "largest" Ford dealer after

its introduction of tv advertising. This dealer had been

selling about 40 cars a month. A total of 155 new Fords

were sold during the first month of television, 215 the

next month and more than 115 during the third month

which was a September and which tends to be a slack

month for dealers. Ford Corner sponsors two WMUR-TV
programs. Tv expenditures averaged $500 per week.

WMUR-TV. Manchester, N. H. PROGRAM: Greatest Fights

of the Century, Hum and Strum.

Special events, Announcements

AUTOMOTIVE/Ford
SPONSOR: Pollard Motors AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The debut of the '56 Fords

was the occasion for Pollard Motors to purchase a satu-

ration spot campaign over WSEE-TV . It was the hope of

James D. Pollard that he would move 21 cars with a

three day campaign, using tv exclusively. The number

of cars sold, however, topped the target figure by four.

Total success of the sales was attributed to WSEE-TV

.

Cost of the drive to Pollard Motors was $400. The

sponsor plans additional use of television.

WSEE-TV. Erie, Pa. PROGRAM: Announcements

AUTOMOTIVE/ DeSoto

SPONSOR: M. O. Anderson AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Participations in Deadline,

the station s news program, tripled sales for this Plym-
outh-DeSoto dealer in 30 days. In all but one instance the

car shown on the show was sold. Commercials are by
executive of the company. Box score on used cars sold

in nine days was 60. In same nine days, dealer delivered

30 new cars. Cost of announcements : $75 each. (Excep-

tion mentioned above: customer who bought more ex-

pensive car than that shown on tv.)

KOMO-TY, Seattle PROGRAM: Participations

AUTOMOTIVE Used Cars

SPONSOR: Town & Country Motors AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Selling cars these days is

as tough a job as any retailer could want and all the

resources available to the dealer must be used. Tele-

vision proved its worth recently to the manager of Lewis-

ton, Idaho's Town and Country Motors when the com-

pany started sponsorship of a local Friday evening (9:00-

9:05) newscast. The very next day two cars were sold

as a direct result of the newscast and twice as many
people as usual were on the lot. Cost per broadcast:

KLEW-TV, Lewiston, Idaho PROGRAM: Newscast

AUTOMOTIVE oidsmobie

SPONSOR: Riverside Motor Sales, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: "Business started booming"

was the sponsor's way of describing the response to the

first two presentations of the Riverside Video Theatre.

As a result, 35 new Rocket 88 Oldsmobiles and 25 used

cars were sold for a gross "in the neighborhood of

$150,000." The combined cost for the first two shows

was $790. The continued success of Video Theatre has

also prompted Riverside to sponsor an additional 15

minute live sports program. A half hour syndicated show
is also under consideration.

WSJV-TV, Elkhart, Indiana PROGRAM: Riverside Video
Theatre

AUTOMOTIVE/Used Cars

SPONSOR: Sarwark Motors AGENCY: Culpepper

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Sarwark Motors, one of

Phoenix' largest used car dealers, drew 297 responses to

a single one-minute participation on KPHO-TV. The par-

ticipation cost $25.80 and was one of the used car deal-

er's regular schedule run on the station six days a week.

The annual campaign costs Sarwark $6,708 and produces

results that are stated thusly by the owner: "67% of our

total sales can be attributed directly to television adver-

tising."

KPHO-TV, Phoenix PROGRAM: Participations
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please care*.
because hunger hurts!

because this little boy's not interested in catch-

er's mitts or chemistry sets . . . He's hungry all

the time. All he asks is enough to eat!

because you can do something about it. You
can help feed his family (a family of four) for a

whole month with just a single dollar!

because $1 to CARE sends 22 pounds of U. S.

surplus food overseas — delivered in your name
by CARE's world-wide organization!

Send s
l to

CARE FOOD CRUSADE
NEW YORK 16, NEW YORK

or to your local CARE office
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TV RESULTS

AUTOMOTIVE/ Service Station

SPONSOR: Rigg's Service Station AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Sports Capsule is part of

WICS-TV "five-for-onc" i>l<in. u hereby advertiser spon-

sors program once a week and receives a GO-second an-

nouncement that day with 10-second commercials on

other days. Free ice-scrapers were offered during a time

where there was no snow, ice or cold weather. II ithin a

few weeks, Rigg's Service Station had 4.800 calls as a re-

sult of the offer—did more business than at any other

comparable service station opening. Show cost $80.00.

WICS-TV, Springfield, 111. PROGRAM: Sports Capsule
Fights

BANK/ Syracuse

SPONSOR: Syracuse Savings Bank AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: One participation per week

in Magic Toy Shop paid off for this sponsor. The show,

which is aimed at preschool age tots, offered a free bank

to those children ivho stopped in at a Syracuse Savings

Bank Office with their parents. An average of 175 banks

per week were given away to parents, many of whom also

opened savings accounts at the bank. The bank give-a-

ways were imprinted with pictures of Magic Toy Shop

characters. Bank was very pleased with results of drive.

WHEN-TV, Syracuse, N. Y. PROGRAM: Participations

BANK/ Poland Springs

SPONSOR: Depositors Trust Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY : /„ order to promote checking

accounts at its 18 offices throughout Maine, this bank

placed a four-month campaign on the station at cost of

$3,000. Show was the 15-minute 6:00 O'Clock News,

hosted Monday and Friday by Depositors Trust. Said

M. S. Roberts, Jr. of the bank, "Many people requested

the new type of checking account that they had heard of

over the television station. Many times you cannot pin-

point the results of advertising, but we feel we can."

WMTW-TV, Poland Springs, Me. PROGRAM: 6:00 O'Clock News

BANK/ West Palm Beach

SPONSOR: Everglades Savings & Loan AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A $100 a week investment in

tv by this Florida bank reaped a return of $250,000 in

new accounts. Campaign sold to a reluctant client on a

"show me" basis started with two five-minute evening

weather shows a week and was renewed for an additional

13 weeks when first contract ran out. Queries to persons

opening new accounts found customers coming from as

far away as 80 miles to the north and 20 miles to the

south. Campaign was especially impressive inasmuch as

runny accounts came in prior to pre-July rush.

BANK/ Rochester, Minn.

SPONSOR: Farmers Loan & Thrift Co. AGENCY: Direct

I VPSU1 .1. ( :ASE 1 1 [STORY : Farmers Loan & Thrift began

telecasts from the station on 15 March 1954. Announce-

ment schedule met with immediate success as reflected

by an almost 100% increase in outstandings at com-

pany's Rochester office, and by business increases in

Albert Lea and Fairibault, Minn. Firms vice president

did all commercials live, four nights per week during a

regular movie break at 10:45. Shortly, Farmers' took

sfjonsorship of half-hour plays. Cost: $185.

KROC-TY, Rochester, Minn. PROGRAM: Top Plays

WJNO-TV, West Pal... Bear!.. Fla. PROGRAM: Spotlight

Weather

CLEANING/ Drape Special

SPONSOR: Yerbury-Dana Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When renewing its 26-week

contract with WHBF-TV for the Saturday night Quad-

Cities on Camera, the sponsor wrote "results are expect-

ed, and required, if any long-term advertising plan is

continued." The results that convinced the client to re-

new included more drape cleaning jobs in the single

month of July than it had gotten the entire previous sum-

mer. The 15-minute show was credited with all the in-

crease by the sponsor who pays $76 per week for Quad-

Cities on Camera.

WHBF-TY, Rock Island, 111. PROGRAM: Quad-Cities on Camera

CLEAN ING ' Laundry and Dry Cleaning

SPONSOR: Puritan Laundry & Dry Cleaner AGENCY: Universal

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Puritan Laundry and Dry
Cleaner Co. has found that crayons and cowboys can do a

good selling job on tv in the early morning Sunday hours.

A short while ago. firm began sponsoring Circle 3 Ranch,

Sundays, 8:00-9:00 a.m. Format features "Rusty" Sosby

(c western personality) , ivestern films and coloring con-

test for which prizes are awarded weekly. Contest pic-

tures to be colored are available at Puritan stores. Sur-

veys show business has increased considerably.

KMTV, Omaha, Neb. PROGRAM: Circle 3 Ranch

AGENCY: Ben Woodhead

CLEANING/Laundry
SPONSOR: Shepherd Laundries

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Since January, 1956, when

they began sponsoring Dr. Hundson's Secret Journal with

the Coburn Supply Co., Shepherd Laundries has found

that the show has increased business. Says W. S. Shep-

herd, v.p. of the firm : "On the tv screen we were able to

show how much clothing our storage box could hold and

this service proved so popular that our storage vaults,

though quite commodious, acre almost breaking at the

seams." A free map offer, too, drew over 2,000 requests.

KFDM-TV, Beaumont, Tex. PROGRAM: Dr. Hudson's

Secret Journal
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1 ..

AT HIS FINGERTIP
Your client, your idea, your planning.
your spot ... all are dependent upon
the move this hand makes now.

At WNCT this is an "old hand" skilled

through experience in precise produc-
tion. With Emily Post-ish exacti i<

this hand "does the right thing at the
right time" hundreds of times a day.
completing work initiated and develop-
ed by people he's never seen.

This final move is the most important
one for it vitalizes your effo:

ing your message to Eastern North Caro-
lina. You needn't The move will

be the right one. WNCT adv<
know that!

channel 9 nmmi en a»

M'tlll •'(: NIHONlll' IT MOlllNOtlt
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TV RESULTS

CLOTHING/ Fashion Show

SPONSOR: Morton's Apparel Store AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This was the store's first ven-

ture into tv advertising. Program is a fashion show which

features new styles for women. Although Morton s is re-

luctant to give exact figures, its ad manager has been

exuberant in his remarks concerning success of program.

"Better than I had anticipated in such a short length of

time" was comment after two programs. He has also in-

dicated a 10% increase in sales, with new customers from

as far as 30 miles from Springfield.

WICS-TV. Springfield, 111. PROGRAM : Models from Mortons

CLOTHING Coats

SPONSOR: John A. Brown Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: John A. Brown Co. received

a shipment of finished coltskin full-length ladies' coats,

priced from $99.95 to $129.95. Using two class A and

one class B announcements over a three-day period, the

company succeeded in completely selling out its stock,

including the three coats worn by Brown's model during

the commercials. No other advertising media were used

in the drive. Cost to the advertiser amounted to $247.50.

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City, Okla. PROGRAM: Announcements

CLOTHING Men s Shirts

SPONSOR: Sears, Roebuck & Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY : Sears, Roebuck & Co.'s Tulsa

retail store chalked up a 50% gain in sales of men's

cotton sport shirts in just one week, following a noon

show demonstration of the new developments and uses

of cotton fabrics. R. R. McFadden of Sears, Roebuck,

who merely used a sport shirt among several other cotton

items to illustrate one of the uses of cotton, stated: "Sales

have been 50% greater than those of the past four or

five years." Other stores also reported increases.

KVOO-TV, Tulsa, Okla. PROGRAM: Special demonstration

CLOTHING /Sport Shoes

SPONSOR : U. S. Rubber AGENCY : Fletcher D. Richards, N. Y.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: More indication that chil-

dren respond to tv commercials on juvenile shows:

Among the sponsor's five commercials a week in KRON's
Fireman Frank, was one that featured a puppet called

"Carl the Carrot." In connection with it, three-color

plastic buttons were made up and sold to dealers at 6c

each to be given with the sale of each pair of U. S.

Rubber's Keds. Within six weeks 25,000 buttons were

given out, most of them representing sales. Cost of the

campaign was $555 per week.

KRON-TV, San Francisco PROGRAM: Fireman Frank

CLOTHING/Children s Shoes

SPONSOR: Red Ball Jets AGENCY: Campbell-Mithun

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: From 13 March through 21

April, 1956, Red Ball Jets used two one-minute announce-

ments weekly. They were aired on Tuesdays at 6:00

p.m. and Saturdays at 2:30 p.m. for ten weeks. The
sponsor's goal was to promote the product and urge kids

to go to Red Ball Jet dealers and enter a contest for an

electric car. After the first 12 announcements, over 10,-

000 entries has been received. According to the company
$1,800 spent had brought more than satisfactory results.

WBTV, Charlotte, N. C. PROGRAM: Announcements

CLOTHING Shoe Special

SPONSOR: Hill Brothers Shoe Stores AGENCY: Richard Lane

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: To introduce and promote a

new method of shoe merchandising—a local chain of self-

service shoe stores featuring two pairs of children's shoes

for $5

—

Hill Brothers bought a total of five experimental

announcements to run one day a week on hour-long, Mon-
day-through-Friday Whizzo's Wonderland. During first

week, more than 1,000 customers had mentioned show.

Results: addition of four stores and increased schedule.

KMBC-TY, Kansas City, Mo. PROGRAM: Participations

COSMETICS /Hair Styling Kits

SPONSOR: Liggett Drug Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: According to Scott Appleby,

manager of this Ft. Myers Liggett Drug Company, "TVs

selling power was demonstrated most effectively.'' One

film demonstration and one live demonstration used on

four successive days resulted in sale of 600 hair styling

kits and dollar volume in excess of $2,400. Ten minutes

after tv showing, "our store was packed with men and

women buying the product they had just seen on tv."

Cost of the campaign totaled $222.80.

WINK-TV, Fort Myers, Fla. PROGRAM: Participations

COSMETICS/Make-Up Kit

SPONSOR: Charles Antell AGENCY: Joseph Katz, Baltimore

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Although a price tag of $5

is generally considered high for a mail order item on tv,

the Charles Antell Co. sold a total of 6,317 items at this

price in 10 days. A make-up kit was advertised on a

quarter-hour participation in the Bill Ballance show and

the Dick Garton movie, both daytime programs as well as

in a fialf hour evening movie. The high ratio of phone

orders (4,834) to mail orders (1,483) indicates that the

viewers were forcefully sold by the tv advertising. Cost of

the campaign: $5,171 or about 82c per order.

KCOP, Los Angeles PROGRAMS: Participations
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the TOP markets

in National Spot!

KSD-TV in St. Louis carried more regional and rational spot

accounts than did stations in the New Yorlt, Chicago, Detroit or

San Francisco markets.

KSD-TV (in America's ninth market) ranked FIFTH among tele-

vision stations in the nation's TEN TOP markets in the number of

regional and national spot accounts carried.*

Facts such as these offer further evidence that advertisers

have repeatedly found KSD-TV does achieve the results tfiey

in the rich, diversified St. Louis market.

If you have distribution in the St. Louis area, we invite you

to investigate the KSD-TV story.

*Rorabaugh Report, 3rd quarter 1956



TV RESULTS

COSMETICS/ Shampoo

SPONSOR: Blondex Shampoo AGENCY: Firestone

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: In January, 1956, Blondex

decided to try a one-minute test announcement on Ted

Steele's Bandstand in order to appeal to what is primarily

a teen-age market. One announcement was aired, offer-

ing a free sample of Blondex Shampoo—a shampoo es-

pecially for blondes. On the strength of this announce-

ment, Blondex received over 1,200 requests for samples.

As a result, company signed up for two announcements

per week on a 26-week basis via Firestone Advertising.

WOR-TV, New York PROGRAM: Ted Steele's Bandstand

DEPT. STORE/ Rochester

SPONSOR: Sibley, Lindsay & Curr AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The TvB and three Rochester

stations, cooperated with the client to promote its annual

warehouse sale. Campaign started the Monday before the

four-day sale and went into a schedule of 149 announce-

ments spread over 70 hours of air time during the sale.

Approximately 75% of the announcements were sched-

uled on Tuesday and Wednesday with a heavy emphasis

on daytime to reach women. Total campaign cost of over

$5,000 boosted sales 13% over previous year's sale.

WVET-TV, WHEC-TV, WHAM-TV, Rochester PROGRAM:
Announcements

DEPT. STORE/ Denver

SPONSOR: Montgomery Ward & Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: To promote its new fall

fashion line the company used 15 minute segments on

the Starr Yelland Matinee. One objective was introduc-

tion of new synthetic mink coats retailing at about $100

which were shown on the first show, on a Monday. The

entire 50 coat stock was sold out by the following morn-

ing. By the following Thursday a fresh order of 100

more coats was also sold out. Cost of the 15 minutes

was $130; gross return was $15,000.

PROGRAM: ParticipationsKLZ-TV, Denver

DEPT. STORE/ Kansas City

SPONSOR: Hall's Gift Shop AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Hall's turned to television

this past summer to promote their toy section and signed

for one participation on the Happy Home Show to pro-

mote a drawing for a miniature Pontiac. Customers had

to come to the store and register to be eligible. From
the one announcement the store got 400 in-store registra-

tions. Pull of one announcement moved the store to put

55% of a $4,000 ad budget in tv via KMBC-TV for 17

week, thrice weekly campaign.

KMBC-TV, Kansas < ity, Mo. PROGRAM: Participations

DEPT. STORE/ Manchester, N. H.

SPONSOR: Raymond's of Boston AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When WMUR-TV started

programing its Wednesday Night Fights, a potential co-

sponsor, Raymond's, hesitated to buy, unconvinced of sta-

tion coverage. During the first telecast, Ernie Saunders,

a sportscaster, suggested that viewers write Raymond's,

saying they were watching. An avalanche of 2,800 letters

from fans in the Greater Boston area descended upon

Raymond's in the next five days. Result: A new co-spon-

sor for the Wednesday Night Fights.

WMUR-TV, Manchester, N. H. PROGRAM: Wednesday Night

DEPT. STORE/Candy Counter

SPONSOR: F. W. Woohvorth Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The first attempt at tv ad-

vertising worked out quite well for a local Woolworth

store. Manager D. Moore bought a five-minute participa-

tion on Tv Showcase to advertise his candy counter before

Christmas. The segment was televised at 6:25 on 15

December and sold out the candy counter three times

before the holiday. Moore reported he was "more than

pleased with the proved results of the first tv participa-

tion." Cost of the five-minute segment: $16.

CKSO-TV, Sudbury, Ont. PROGRAM: TV Showcase,
Participation

DRUGS/Anri histamine

SPONSOR: Anahist Co. AGENCY: Ted Bates

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Anahist had advertised for

some years both on WSUN Radio and Television. From
1952, it had aired class A 60-second announcements on

Tuesday nights at a cost of $6.75 each. In a recent letter

to the station, Anahist's executive v.p., J. S. Hewitt stat-

ed, "The effectiveness of this expenditure is best evi-

denced in your area by the 66% increase we have en-

joyed since 1952." The New York company spends al-

most 100% of its ad budget for spot radio and tv.

WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg, Fla. PROGRAM: Announcements

DRUGS/Cold Reliever

SPONSOR: Anahist Co. AGENCY: Ted Bates

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A sales increase of 81%
in KRON-TV's area is reported by Anahist Co., an or-

ganization that spends most of its advertising allowance

in the broadcast media. The company had consistently

used late evening participations in a five-a-week mystery

strip. Recently, it was reported that August through

December, 1955 volume topped sales for the same months

of the previous year by 81%. Says the company, "Ana-

hist is having a terrific season in the KRON-Tl market."

KRON-TY, San Francisco, Cal. PROGRAM: Participations
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pople watch
V in DENVER
cl NIGHT

COVERAGE AREA LEADERSHIP

New Nielsen survey shows

MORE people watch

KLZ-TV

EVERY DAY
and

EVERY NIGHT
day-in and day-out

than any other Denver

TV station

TV

FIRST IN AUDIENCE
New November ARB just released proves

KLZ-TV FIRST AGAIN
with greatest Share of Audience

DAY and NIGHT
sign-on to sign-off Every Day— Every Night

Step up to KLZ-TV! Denver's highest ratings

k ° Denver's largest audience

lt-
v

Denver's highest powered TV station

Denver's selling-est personalities.

Call your

KATZ man or wire Jack Tipton,

General Sales Manager, NOW!

Denver's highest powered TV station.

Represented nationally by the KATZ Agency.
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TV RESULTS

FOOD/ Baked Goods

SPONSOR: Keebler Baking Co. AGENCY: McKee-Albright

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Storybook House, a dra-

matization by puppets of children s classic stories, dou-

bled its mail pull each week for the first four weeks it

ran on WPTZ. Weekly drawing contests are run for the

cfuldren to depict one of the show's characterizations.

Entries are submitted with a Keebler label, and can win

the child a 20-volume set of the Book of Knowledge. The

sponsor states its philosophy this way: "We recognize the

importance of children as customers." Time costs for the

15-minute Saturday morning feature: $323 per week.

« PTZ-TV, Plattsburg, N. Y. PROGRAM: Storybook House

FOOD/ Lettuce

SPONSOR: Knighton Fruit Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: /« a situation where a

number of wholesalers distribute identical merchandise

the Knighton Fruit Co. bought a single program to plug

what it termed a "Tv Special." Lettuce was chosen for

the first week's special and a live commercial, featuring a

chef preparing a salad, reminded shoppers to watch for

the "Tv Special" banner at tlieir grocers. Consumer de-

mand was so great that the company's shipments more
than doubled. In addition, the sponsor added six new
retail accounts to his routes. Cost of program: $276.50.

KTBS-TV, Shreveport, La. PROGRAM: Man Behind the Badge

FOOD/ Coffee Cakes

SPONSOR: Eisner's AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: To get some idea of the

strength of the Florian Zabach Show, which it sponsors

on WICS-TV, this grocery chain ran a special offer. View-

ers were offered a coffee cake and a pound of coffee at the

special price of 99c. The special was advertised on only

a single weekly show, and the stores sold 500 more

coffee cakes than ever before. There was such a great

demand, the sponsor had to have a special bakery order

to meet it. Program cost: $250.

\\ [< S-TV, Springfield, 111. PROGRAM: Florian Zabach Show

FOOD/ Cookies

SPONSOR: Schaible's Bakery AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: For the three weeks before

Christmas, Schaible's Bakery sponsored A Visit With

Santa Monday through Friday from 5:45 to 6:00 p.m.

Children wrote letters which Santa read on the show and

they also visited him in the studios. Commercials fea-

tured Santa eating the sponsor's Christmas cookies. The

$1,200 outlay brought this response from the bakery's

sales manager: ".
. . our sales of Christmas cookies broke

all previous records—increasing 25% over last year."

WGLV, Easton, Pa. PROGRAM: A Visit With Santa

FOOD/ Doughnuts

SPONSOR: Krispy Krene Doughnut Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: After three weeks of tv ad-

vertising with one-minute participations the client's two
stores tripled their business. These results were obtained

with tv. though other media had been explored with little

success. A soft copy approach on the Harry Smith Show
made people who had previously seen the shows but never

tried the product aware of the stores. The firm also

reports many repeat orders have been coming in as the

campaign progresses. The total cost of each of the par-

ticipations was $32.

WSl N-TY. St. Petersburg PROGRAM: Harry Smith Show,
Participations

FOOD Ice Cream

SPONSOR: High's Ice Cream Corp. AGENCY: Al Jacobson

Agency

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Ziv TV's Mr. District Attor-

ney sells 25 flavors of ice cream for High's. Client began

with co-sponsorship of Mr. D.A. in the fall of 1954 and

picked up full sponsorship a year later. Growth of busi-

ness from 14 to 34 stores in two years is attributed to

95% of ad budget invested in tv. Winter sales have been

doubled and programs plugging special flavors have re-

sulted in sellouts in all store locations following program.

Weekly cost is $750.

WTAR-TY, Norfolk, Va. PROGRAM: Mr. District Attorney

FOOD/ Bread Mix

SPONSOR: Spruance Bread Mix AGENCY: Thomas M. Bratton

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A sales increase of 3,750%
resulted from a one-minute-a-week spot used by the com-

pany since December, 1955. Before beginning its adver-

tising campaign (limited to this once-a-week schedule),

the advertiser sold 20 cases of bread mix per month.

Since December, sales have jumped to 750 cases each

month. After the spot was introduced into Kay's Kitchen,

demand far outran the supply. Fact that Adm. Byrd took

Spruance on recent expedition tied in with campaign.

WHEN-TY, Syracuse, N. Y. PROGRAM: Participation

FOOD/ Macaroni

SPONSOR: American Beauty AGENCY: Rogers & Smith,
.Macaroni Co. Potts-Turnbull

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Three jmrticipations per week
on KAKE-TV's Deputy Dusty kept sales of American
Beauty Chili-Roni from slumping during "an abnormally

hot summer which could seriously affect the sales of a

chili and macaroni packaged dinner." These are the words

of the agency which began the tv campaign for the prod-

ucts, and they report that sales were "brisk" despite the

adverse iveatlier. The campaign began in February 1955

and is credited by tlie agency with "the continued high

sales . . . in the market." Cost per participation : $45.

KAKE-TY, Wichita PROGRAM: Deputy Dusty, Participations
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NOW AVAILABLE FROM

SPONSOR SERVICES INC

1 ALL-MEDIA EVALUATION STUDY $4
13 ~> I'agcs

This book gives you the main advantages and
drawbacks of all major media . . . lips on when
to use each medium . . yardsticks for ehoo
the host possible medium for each product . . . bov
top advertisers and agencies use and test media
. . . plus hundreds of Other media plans, sugges-
tions, formulas you can put to profitable use.

2 TV DICTIONARY/HANDBOOK $2
48 Pages

The new edition contains 2200 definitions of

television terms . . . 1000 more than previous
edition. Compiled by Herbert True of Notre
Dame in conjunction with 37 other tv experts,
TV DICTIONARY/HANDBOOK also contains
a separate section dealing with painting tech-

niques, artwork, tv moving displays, slides, etc.

3 TIMEBUYING BASICS $2
144 Pages

The only book of its kind—the most expert
route to radio and television timebuying. A
group of men and women who represent the most
authoritative thinking in the field talk with
complete candor about tv and radio and the
opportunities these media offer.

4 HOW DIFFERENT RATING SYSTEMS VARY IN

THE SAME MARKET T5c

Ward Dorrell, of John Blair (station reps),
shows researchers can be as far as '_'<>0% apart in

local ratings.

5 TELEVISION BASICS 35c
24 Pages

6 RADIO BASICS 35c
21 Pages

7 FILM BASICS 25c
12 Pages

8 PROCTER AND GAMBLE STORY 25c
20 Pages

9 ADVERTISING AGENCY IN TRANSITION 25c

10 92 WAYS TV MOVES MERCHANDISE 25c
l

11 TIPS ON TV COMMERCIALS
6 P

25c

12 NEGRO RADIO HAS COME OF AGE 25c
16 Pa

13 WHY 5 NATIONAL ADVERTISERS BOUGHT

SPOT RADIO 25c
/

14 VOLUME FOR YEAR 1955 $15

L955, bound in sturdy
quick r •

rod volui

15 BINDERS 1—$4 2—$7

1 Iandy bindi

Sle of . all

times. Made of hard-wearing lear

printed in gold, thej U d ake a han
t ion to your

SPONSOR SERVICES

40 East 4?th St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the SPONSOR SERVICES encircled by number

below:

12 3 4 5 6 7

Name

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Addr

City ZoM State

Enclosed is my payment of $

Quj Upon Request
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TV RESULTS

FOOD/ Milk

SPONSOR: Farmers Milk AGENCY: Pacific National

CAPSULE CASE HI- loin : Television brought a 20%
sales increase in a six-month period to Farmers Milk of

Portland, Ore. I sing 40 announcements per month (10-

seconds each) , a weather forecast station-break, this

dairy company, through KPTV and its agency, realized

20% increase in sales and a substantial distribution hike.

Increase was particularly gratifying in light of the fact

th-at this was usually a slow time for cold beverage sales.

KPTV, Portland, Ore. PROGRAM: Announcements

FOOD/ Popcorn

SPONSOR: Brook's Potato Chip Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The lowest volume product

in the Brook's Company line was its packaged pop corn.

In an attempt to test the strength of tv advertising in

selling the product, Mr. Lloyd Brooks, president of the

company, arranged for a series of one minute announce-

ments. The response was immediate and from as far away

as Joplin, some 70 miles distant, distributors who never

stocked pop corn began getting calls for it. In 90 days

sales had increased by 300%. Says Mr. Brooks, "KYTV
is now definitely a major part of our advertising

program."

KYTV, Springfield, Mo. PROGRAM: Announcements

FOOD/ Potato Chips

SPONSOR: Mrs. Howe's AGENCY: Maercklein-Nelson

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Mrs. Howe's Potato Chips

has been a well-known local product using, in moderation,

several other media. On 3 October 1955, company started

five participations a week in Looney Tunes, with a live

commercial by the show's m.c. Show runs Monday
through Friday from 4:00-5:00 p.m. After the first month

on the air, sales increase in potato chips was over 25%.
Increases continued in following months, and Mrs.

Howe's quickly renewed for participations on W1SN-TV.

WISN-TV, Milwaukee, Wise. PROGRAM: Participations

FOOD/ Sauces

SPONSOR: Buitoni Foods AGENCY: J. Walter Thompson

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: As a major part of a 26-week

campaign recently, Buitoni Foods Corp. sponsored Life

With Father on WPIX. In a subsequent letter to the

station, the following was written: "I just wanted to go

on record on behalf of Buitoni Foods Corp. as to the

results achieved via our sponsorship of Life With Father

. . . during the 26 weeks of the series, the Buitoni sales

increased considerably." He said that this was a fine

part of a campaign in which 75% is allocated to tv.

WPIX, New York PROGRAM: Life With Father

FOOD/ Soft Drink

SPONSOR: Squirt-Detroit Bottling AGENCY: Boylhart-Lovett

& Dean

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The company used a broad
range of media throughout 1955, including television

and newspaper advertising. Twice weekly it sponsored

a five minute weather forecast titled Miss Fairweather

from 11:15 to 11:20, following the 11 o'clock news.

From October to December, all advertising except tv

was dropped. Nevertheless, sales increased by 70%
during a normally quiet period in the beverage industry.

WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. PROGRAM: Miss Fairweather

FOOD/ Meat

SPONSOR: Southland Provision Co. AGENCY: Bradley,

Graham & Hamby

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The Adventures of Kit Car-

son, has been used by Southland Provisions to advertise

its Azalea Meats. To test pull of show among youngsters

a giveaway item was offered for seven consecutive weeks

through a daily announcement made Monday through

Friday. During the test period 749 requests for the give-

away were received. Dolly Hamby of WIS-TV reported,

"We feel that viewer reaction was excellent proof of the

show's popularity."

WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C. PROGRAM: Adventures of Kit

Carson

FOOD/ Beef

SPONSOR : Thorofare Stores AGENCY: Ketchum, MacLeod
& Grove

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Nearly 300,000 pounds of

beef (12 carloads) were sold in less than three hours after

a one-shot tv presentation on a late evening program the

night before. The commercial was featured in 16 min-

utes of ads interspersing a 90-minute motion picture play

beginning on a Friday night at 11:15 p.m. Advance news-

paper advertising provided viewer build-up for the com-

mercials, which had an educational slant. A poll of

58 stores gave the 300,000-pound story.

KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, Pa. PROGRAM: Participations

FOOD/ Meat

SPONSOR: John Morrell & Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: From 1 January through 20

January, 1956, 16,804 pieces of mail were received by

Roger Russell, m.c. of The Morrell Treasure Chest (6:45-

7 :00 p.m. Wednesdays and Fridays) . Only inducement for

the mail was that people write in suggesting what key Rog
take from a board to open the treasure chest, which con-

tained Morrell Meat products. A total of 77 counties were

heard from—44 in South Dakota; 20 in Minnesota; 12

in Iowa and one in North Dakota.

KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S.D. PROGRAM -.Morrell Treasure

KDLO-TY, Satellite in Florence, S.D. Chest
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the same
everywhere.

IN MINNEAPOLIS ...ST. PA UL

TOP FROM
COAST TO
COAST!

The sensational MGM-TV success story has made trade

headlines and station history from L.A. to N.Y. No matter

where you put the M-G-M features, they skyrocket ratings

right up to the skies.

In Minneapolis-St. Paul all the odds were against the

M-G-M features coming up with a top rating. They were

programmed on an independent channel -against top net-

work competition -and in a time-slot with a previous raling

history of only 2.4 (Nov. ARB 1

.

Nevertheless, on December 8th. when KMGM-TV kicked

off with Clark Gable and Lana Turner in "Honky-Tonk". the

average Trendex was 25.3 - topping the second station by

more than ten points! Average share: 48.8

If you are statistic-minded, this is about equal to all three

of the competing stations combined. And if you're billing-

conscious, it means that now is the time to make inquiry

about the availability of the M-G-M library in your area.

Write, wire or phone

Charles C. Barry. Vice-President, 1540 Broadway. New York



TV RESULTS

FURNITURE/ Children's Chairs

SPONSOR: Western Supply Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A stock of children s chairs

that had been bought by the sponsor on a trip to Mexico

in 1954 had been gathering dust for 16 months and had

only been depleted by 10. Last December he purchased

a single two minute live announcement at 6:05 p.m. on a

Tuseday evening. In less than 24 hours over 100 of the

chairs had been sold for $1.95 each. The sponsor now has

half sponsorship of Annie Oakley each week and is so

enthused that he has written for additional television

availabilities.

WkBT-TV, La Crosse, Wisconsin PROGRAM: Xmas Shopping
Guide

FURNITURE/ Saturday Sales

SPONSOR: Nelson Bros. Furniture AGENCY: Gordon Best

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Earlier this year, Nelson

Bros, started sponsoring Pee Wee King, aired from 10:00-

10:30 p.m. and 10:45-11 :15 p.m., Fridays. A letter to the

station from the agency stated that "from the very first

show . . . Saturday sales at Nelson Bros. . . . have been

going up 50%." On one Saturday, during a slow season,

sales were four times above the normal level. Particularly

noteworthy was the fact that business came from many
rural areas—areas where business is sought by the firm.

WTSN-TV. Milwaukee, Wis. PROGRAM: Pee Wee King

FURNITURE/Cedar Chests

SPONSOR: A & N Furniture AGENCY: Holland Advertising

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The advertiser is running a

39-week camjmign using one-minute announcements in

feature movies three times a night, five nights a week. Re-

cently, A & N devoted nine announcements over a five

day period to cedar chests. Sales of this item grossed

$12,360. In addition, six 10-second mentions at the tag-

end of these spots, resulted in sale of 144 mirrors at $9.95

each. The sponsor, satisfied with results, continues with

this campaign at a cost of $75 per announcement.

WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, Ohio PROGRAM: Announcements

FURNITURE/ Bedding

SPONSOR: Sanitary Mattress Factory AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Around-the-clock program-

ing in Spanish is not very common on tv, but it is suc-

cessful for advertisers in the San Antonio market. The

Sanitary Mattress Factory, using only three announce-

ments a week on KCOR-TV, reports a 30% gain in

business. Commenting on the results achieved through

tv, the sponsor wrote: "There is no doubt that KCOR-TV
reaches the homes where our business comes from."

The price of the announcements is $23 apiece.

KCOR-TV, San Antonio PROGRAM: Announcements

FURNITURE/ Sofa Beds

SPONSOR: G & E Furniture Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Every fourth Monday eve-

ning at 7:00 G & E sponsors a feature film under the title

G & E Tv Theatre. An example of the program's success

was illustrated by the recent sale of a sofa bed unit

including lamps, table and rug for $199. Within a week

after the telecast 16 of the units were sold. Jim Sorenson,

sales manager for the firm added, "The results go further

than the figures quoted, for we know that the effect of our

advertising message is felt weeks and even months after

the original telecast date."

WICS-TV, Springfield, 111. PROGRAM: G & E Tv Theatre

FURNITURE/ Mattresses

SPONSOR: Serta Mfg. Co AGENCY: Bozel & Jacobs

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The Serta Manufacturing

Company ran Hobbies for Fun on the station four con-

secutive Mondays recently, at 7:30 p.m. Newspaper and

direct mail promotions were used to highlight the show.

After the four programs were aired, the area distributor

of Serta Mattresses indicated that sales had been doubled

over those of the previous three months. Bozel & Jacobs,

an Omaha, Neb., agency, had arranged the $100 campaign

for Serta on this West Virginia tv outlet.

WJPB-TY. Fairmont. W. Ya. PROGRAM: Hobbies for Fun

HOUSEHOLD/ Hardware

SPONSOR: Dunham-Hanson Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The Dunham-Hanson Com-

pany, distributors of paints, locks and other hardware

goods, first used tv in the fall of 1954, budgeting 25% of

its ad allotment to an announcement campaign. Previ-

ously it had used radio and neivspapers exclusively. From
1954 to 1955, sales of Kyanize Paints increased 20%,
although national paint sales went up only 6.6%. Now,

60% of its annual $6,000 budget is appropriated to tv.

Company attributes success to live demonstrations.

W-TWO, Bangor, Maine PROGRAM: Announcements

HOUSEHOLD/Paint
SPONSOR: Wollner's Paint & Hardware AGENCY: Dirtct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Wollner's paint and wall-

paper store in Zanesville, O., chose television as the best

means available for the introduction of a new jyaint

product. Announcements were purchased over a three day

period running from Wednesday to Friday. The mid-week

schedule was chosen in order to tell viewers to stock up

for week-end painting. The participations purchased on

the Denny Taylor Show cost Wollner's just $60 and was

the only advertising used. According to Wollner's, 201

sales totaling $924 resulted.

WHIZ-TV, Zanesville. Ohio PROGRAM: Announcements

16 SPONSOR 5 JANUARY 1957



TV RESULTS

HOUSEHOLD/ Screen Doors

SPONSOR: The Vance} ' o KG] Nl V i

CAPSULE cask HISTORY After a single demonstra-

tion on the Hank Thornlr\ and tin- News thow, 22 in

quiries were received about a brand-new product

luxe model, atl-aluminunt screen door for -

Of the 22 inquiries, eight were concerted into sales OJ

the model shown, despite the jact that less-expei

models ucic displaced at the point of purchase. This

was a total of 8176 in sales for an advertising outlay

of only $75 for the five-minute news show.

KB! 1 TV, Sacramento PROGB \M: Hank Thornley urul

the \ eu

HOUSEHOLD/ Shower Stalls

SPONSOR: Erie Builders Supplj \U \< 1 D

I IPS! M I KSE HISTORY: On Erie Builder's first ven-

ture into tc. a single 20-second live announcement was

used to advertise a shower stall at $59.95. Commercial
immediately followed $64,000 Question, and emphas

fact that stall usually retailed for $79.50. \ot onh did

Erie Builders sell out it* stock; hut it tooh orders foi an

additional dozen-and-u-half shower •lull*. Total sales

icere $3,896.75. Cost of the in July 1956 announcement
on 11 SEE was $45.00.

WSEE-TV. Erie. Pi PROGRAM: \.m ,

HOUSEHOLD/Spray Cun Kit

SPONSOR: Labor Savers \(.l \i ^ I r|r\ i-ii.ii advertising

As?"

I VPS1 I I « VSE HISTORY: KGMB-Tl was one of 200

stations regularly scheduling a 15 minute film tunc

weekly. Within the first five and a half necks, 6 14 spray

gun kits were ordered through the program at $19.95

each. In pointing out that a great volume of saJ>

rare for that particular item, the agency said KGMB-Tl -

record was "tops." The cost of the first ten telecasts

to the advertiser was S810 or $81 per telecast.

KCMB-TV. Honolulu. Hawaii PROGRAM: Films

HOUSEHOLD Storm Windows

SPONSOR: Concord Window Co. \U.\< \ ; Direcl

I M'M I E CASE HISTORY: Concord Window Co. wanted

to develop leads for its salesmen in the central \ etc Eng-

land and greater Boston area. It placed 12 run-of-sched-

ule announcements per week on the station. Continuance

of the drive was contingent upon the cost per lead not

exceeding $10. Not only did the sponsor get leads from

six Xew England states, but the cost per lead was slightly

over 83.00. Concord Window has since stepped up its

schedule to 17 announcements weekly.

WMUR-TV, Manchester. N. H. PRO(^R VM: Announcements

REAL ESTATE^ Ho

I \l-i LI CASI

house pu • he

"""/"" " to the

by the (
|
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sored by I A S i an effort t

$18,000

.»/,/( week-end with four sale

, ost a as ^
I I . plu . itation •

kl / l\ D PROGR \M I i

REAL ESTATE/ Acreage Tracts

^I'uN-iii; Bihmore K<

I APS1 M CASI HISTO Early this year, fi

/;/; a three-mnruh dm e t<> sell hoau
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vance of the tunc deadline it had f
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SPECIALTY/ View Masters
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' '• '•
\

'
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•
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Issued every 6 months

SPONSOR INDEX

JUNE THROUGH DECEMBER 1956 2ND HALF VOLUME lO

Advertising Agencies

R. MacDonaki, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, profile

Agency role in marketing

Charles Miller, C. L. Miller Co., profile ___.

Perspective on the 15% commission system

E. J. Owens, Kudner Agency, profile

Agency "wooded nook" sessions

Donald D. Stauffer, SSCB, profile

Where admen meet to eat

Robert Carney, Foote, Cone & Belding, profile..

D. Fulmer, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, profile

Do clients use agency marketing services?

JWT's traveling tv producers

James Bealle, Kenyon & Eckhardt, profile _
Agency return to tv program control

How BBDO uses radio today

Barton Cummings, Compton Advtg., profile

Newsmaker: Hal Davis, Grey Advtg.

J. David Danforth, BBDO, profile

Newsmaker: Ben Duffy, BBDO „

Newsmaker: James Ellis, Kudner Agency

Agency of 1966: a fact-oriented organization ....

Chester La Roche, Sr., Y&R, profile

Top 50 air agencies

Tribute to Ben Duffy: Foreman

Grey switches to all-media buying

Leo Burnett's new offices inspire creativity ...

Edward H. Mahoney, C&W, profile

Agency party: the Christmas ball of wax

Fred Flanagan. Kenyon & Eckhardt, profile _
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Automotives

Mr. Sponsor: Kenneth Zonsius, Goodyear Tire 6 Aug. p. 22

Mr. Sponsor: Charles Kreisler, auto dealer 20 Aug. p. 26

Detroit's spot strategy outdated, Part I 15 Oct. p. 30

Detroit's spot strategy outdated. Part II 27 Oct. p. 38

Mr. Sponsor: Wendell D. Moore, Dodge .... 27 Oct. p. 48

\\ 03 Dodge is wild about Welk __ 10 Nov. p. 30

Dodge colossal commercials unveil new car 24 Nov. p. 30

Mi. Sponsor: Edward Ragsdale, Buick Motors 24 Nov. p. 52

Sponsor asks: when should laic night radio & tv

be used? 20 Aug.

A sponsor's lot not a happy one: Foreman . __ 3 Sept.

10 midwinter show headaches to lick: Part II 3 Sept.

How to make spot radio, tv easier to buy 17 Sept.

NBC Spot Sales initiates radio-phonic buying 17 Sept.

Sponsor asks: what constitutes market saturation? 17 Sept.

Rediscovery of network radio 1 Oct.

General Sarnoff: 20th century prophet 1 Oct.

Station reps' role: Weed Co. spotlighted 1 Oct.

Trade press thrives on gossip: Foreman 15 Oct.

Can Presley, rock 'n roll sell teen market? 15 Oct.

Newsmaker: Oliver Treyz, TvB 15 Oct.

Newsmaker: Leonard Goldenson, ABC 27 Oct.

The first Mr. Sponsor: Cameron Hawley 27 Oct.

Top 100 advertisers: 1946-1956 ... 27 Oct.

Sponsor asks: are box-top offers effective? 27 Oct.

10th Anniversary section: A decade of sponsor 27 Oct.

Newsmaker: Albert Frey, Dartmouth College 3 Nov.

Radio tune-in, audience composition chart 3 Nov.

RAB Clinic highlights increased radio use 3 Nov.

Sponsor asks: how can alternating sponsors avoid
friction? 3 Nov.

Newsmaker: Merle Jones, CBS TV . 10 Nov.

Sponsor asks: should sponsors use company names
in show titles? 10 Nov.

Are spot radio $ figures by company on way? 17 Nov.

Top 200 spot tv advertisers, 3rd quarter 1956 17 Nov.

Is adjacency protection obsolete? 17 Nov.

Yesterday's ugly duckling: spot radio 24 Nov.

Sponsor asks: what questions would you ask TvB's
Ramac? 24 Nov. p. 50

On point-of-sale promotions: Csida . 1 Dec. p. 18

The pros & cons of merchandising 1 Dec. p. 32

Sponsor asks: are there too many "contributors" to

tv show production? 8 Dec.

Sponsors don't want Cadillacs for Christmas 15 Dec.

Robert Sarnoff charts future of NBC ..... 15 Dec.

4A test: media strategy for Tetley tea: Part I 15 Dec.

Sponsor asks: outlook for spot radio in 1957? 15 Dec.

1 A test: media strategy for Tetley: Part II 22 Dec.

sponsor previews 1957 radio 'tv event- . 29 Dec.

Radio results: capsule case histories . 29 Dec.

1956 summed up: sponsor's evaluation 29 Dec.

Newsmaker: Frank Headley, H-R Reps ... 29 Dec.

NBC 30th anniversary: Csida 29 Dec.
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Broadcast Advertising Problems & Developments

Spot radio S: SRA totals by month 9 July p.

Trends to watch from Fall Facts Basics 9 July p.

Tv adjacency protection problem: Foreman 6 Aug. p.

Will video tape eliminate DST muddle? 6 Aug. p.

10 midwinter show headache- to lick : Part 1 __ 20 Aug. p.

Reps today : profiling kat/ \gcncy services 20 Aug. p.

Top 200 spot tv advertisers, 2nd quarter 1956 20 Vug. p.
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29

38

40

Commercials & Sales Aids

Copywriter delivers for news analyst Freeman

Sponsor asks: what are fall trends for film com-
mercial-'

How to profit from local radio personalities

Sponsor ask-: advice from producers to admen

Ci wax- to present tv commercial to the client
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Foods & Beverages

B&M 9 months after i\ test campaign
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km.:-' \\ ines .i liii iMi radio

Salad firm builds on local t\

Welch's Drink widens market via t\ S n<

Freirich Meat proves small advertise! can use i\

Faygo's I ptown Lemon Drink uses tv humor

ReaLemon merchandises to grocei & consumer on
radio

Newsmaker: Dick Hehman, Pabsl Brev

Mr. Sponsor: Frank Gorman, Nehi I

Newsmaker: Maur) Malin, Ralston-Purina

National Brewing's public service campaign
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Special Issues & Sections

Miscellaneous Products

Full I
I

Fifth anno
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Mi. v p.in-i>r: James Shapiro, Simplicity Pattern

Orkin Exterminating sloughs bugs on t\

Mr. Sponsor: J. W. Peterson, I . S. Tobacco • o.

R rnolds Metals sells consumer, industr) .m tv

Brylcreem doubles sales via late-nighl movies

Flav-R-Stravi rides t\ tiger

I \ - II- toys for Darling ston -

Woolworth chain: net r.i.lin radical

Lanvin: perfume & politics brew

Mr. Sponsor: Man Garrett, Imer. Tobacco

Investor Magazine uses classical music

III i uses loi a] radio S tv

Mr. Sponsor: Emanuel Goren, Lehn & Fink

Humpty-Dumpt) Spnnkts. build local film show

I .i-\ Glamur uses hard-sell on spot radio

Mr. Sponsor: NX. Sheaffer II. Sheaffer Pen

Mr. Sponsor: Harr) Patterson, Seaboard Drug

Helene ( lurtis expands « ith net t\

Westinghouse makes comeback after -trikc

l.'\ Council's i\ baby: "Toyland Express"

Riviera Sofa spends $100,000 for spectacular

1 . S. Steel's Operation Snowflake a.l-l- ra>l i-

>

VM1' commercials use prett) ::irl-

Southern Calif. Plastering Inst, dramatizes -

on ra.li.. 8 i\

Newsmaker: Roger Whitman, Bristol-Myers

Mr. Sponsor: Archie Mishkin, Bayuk • igars

9 Jul) P-

9 July p-

23 July P-

23 Jul) P-

23 July P-

P-

P- 111

P-

20 Vug. P-

-
P-

-
P-

-
P- to

-

P-

-
P-

-
P- H
P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

' N P-

\
P-

1 Dei -

P-

P-

P-

Television

ii/.- nn t\ nan

..in

Net i^

Tv's

inr-1

• _:ht jii-t

Did t

I 5.A.

S

Timebuying

Selling

Briil-V- furthi

What '

8

-
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SPONSOR ASKS

What are the biggest untapped sources of tv money
which will be developed by the networks in 1957 mm

Edward F. Lethen, Jr., manager of net-

work sales development, CBS TV

During 1957, network television will

continue to grow. It is my belief that

increases in billing this year will be as

great as they were in 1956. Experi-

ence in radio, magazines and news-

paper fields as well as in television,

show that media which have rapidly

growing circulations attract advertis-

"a bigger

job to do"

ers. As they attract advertisers, the

amount of billing grows through use

by new advertisers and increased use

by old ones.

Television audiences are still grow-

ing rapidly. The average network

evening program reached over a mil-

lion more homes per broadcast in the

the first part of 1956 than in the same

period of 1955, with an increase of 17

per cent. Week-day daytime programs

showed an increase of 21 per cent and

week-end daytime programs increased

23 per cent.

Where is this increased money com-

ing from? From two sources, I think.

The first source is the current network

television advertisers who are enjoy-

ing increased sales and higher profits

partly because of the use of this me-

dium. Next year they'll spend more
on network television because they

have a bigger job to do.

The second source of possible con-

tributors to next year's increase in net-

work television billings are those ad-

vertisers who normally spend a very

small percentage of sales on advertis-

ing. Many of these have discovered

that by buying network television, they

can make a profitable investment.

A recent analysis of the top 100 cor-

porations shows that 15 spent less

than one-tenth of one per cent of their

sales on advertising. These companies

with relatively low advertising budgets

constitute a tremendous untapped

source of network television funds,

and I'm of the opinion that many of

them will start using it during 1957.

Many of these advertisers who have a

very low ratio of sales have very high

ratios of sales-cost to manufacturing-

cost. More and more manufacturers

are discovering that large amounts of

money spent in advertising reduce the

total cost to the consumer by approxi-

matelyr one-half. The saving is much
greater than the money national adver-

tisers spend to push the products to

the consumer. This distribution les-

son is being learned by many other

industries, and is sure to result in the

increased use of network television ad-

vertising during 1957.

Robert Mc Fay den, manager, sales and

mechandising plans, NBC TV

We believe veryr strongly that indus-

trial advertisers—most of whom have

not been aggressive advertisers or

broadcast users—will be turning more

and more to tv. As such companies

expand and diversify in the econonn

.

their traditional communications forms

(trade papers and business magazines)

are no longer adequate. Tv can per-

form superbly the needed "humaniz-

ing'' job, can build a corporate face,

can reach such important interest

groups as investors, the labor market,

opinion leaders, government, plant

communities and others. In today's

economy and society, it's not enough

for major industrial firms to confine

"sell" to purchasing agents; the\ ve

got to look be\ ond and invest in their

future with advertising dollars as well

as with new plants and equipment.

Television is doing such a job for

U. S. Steel, General Electric, Johns-

Manville and others. New industrial

firms are sure to follow as the medi-

um becomes more flexible in sales pat-

terns and widens its selection of pro-

graming. In the 1956 season alone,

some significant newcomers have

swelled the ranks of industrial con-

verts—Union Carbide. American Can.

"build a

corporate face'

Kaiser Aluminum. Minneapolis-Honey -

well, Sperry Rand and Hyatt. More
will follow.

Elsewhere there are clear indications

of new business from the fields of soft

goods and insurance. Tv is learning

how to give the apparel and textile ad-

vertiser the local store tie-ins and mer-

chandising so necessary to the success

of national advertising. Tailored pro-

graming, promotion thinking and col-

or are sure to accelerate the flow of

such fresh money to tv.

In 1956 NBC TV signed up John

Hancock, Insurance Company of North

America and Allstate. Prudential. Mu-

tual of Omaha and State Farm: net-

work television is building a strong

nucleus of support from this field.

Donald Coyle, director of tv saJes de-

velopment and research, ABC TV

Three targets are certain to be given

special attention:

Target 1. We. like our competitors,

50 SPONSOR 5 JANUARY 1957



realize the impoi tan< e ol in< reasing

the advertising base. In all, consider-

abl) less than 2091 of all companies

which could use 1 1 1 * - medium effective-

ly, used network t\ in L956. [Tie re-

maining 8095 is .m important target

area which must I"- approached.

\\ c alread) note thai participation

programs are opening t\ vistas to

nunc smallei advertisers. Networks

liu\c increased their flexibility in ordei

tu accommodate advertisers heretofori

unable to purchase network i\

.

Institutional advertisers have also

been flocking to video. \i the oppo-

site pole »>f advertising approaches,

-tin

central targets'

the retailer will also increase bis use

of the medium. New marketing and

distribution problems demand elec-

tronic selling for the outlet no less

than the product.

Another obvious pool to be tapped

in this target area is the new products

American industry is devising. The
many new "miracle" and "conven-

ience products —needing mass ex-

posure with tremendous impact, in a

hurry will turn to tv. which has

proven its phenomenal effectiveness in

putting across a new item.

Target 2. Current advertisers will

provide new money, too, just as the

best car prospects are car-owner-. Thus
we expect automotive advertisers, see-

ing the effectiveness of t\. to increase

their investment in television. So, look

to current advertisers both in the auto-

motive field and other industries t"

step up their use of the medium.

Target 3. New monej will be brought

into network television because of the

emergence of UJC T\ as a new majoi

advertising force.

New money will flow to t\ because

ill network revenue has been

ploughed back into improvements

making it an ever-more-pov. erful sales

foree: and (2) advertisers have he-

come better educated to using tv for

maximum effectiveness. The results:

1
(>3, will be television's biggest \ear

—

until 1958. ^

CUTTING A FINE FIGURE . . .

In Portland, Maine Pulse area study Nov 11 17 WCSH TV LEADS
365 QUARTER HOURS TO 78

Yes, dependable Channel 6 improves with age in full time viewer

acceptance.

Compare quarter-hour leadership figures of |unc ARB and November
• Pulse 1956

Monday thru Friday WCSH-TV Sto B

7:00-12 Noon June 675 3? 5

Nov. 85 15

12 Noon-6:00 June 85.5 345

Sunday thru Saturday

Nov no 10

6:00-1 1:00 p.m. June M 76

Nov. 105 34 1 tic

Saturday
10:45-6:00 June 18 I 1

9.30-6:00 Nov. 27 6 1 f.c

Sunday
1 1:30-6:00 June :*

12:00-6:00 Nov. 16 8

PORTLAND, MAINE

Affiliate

WEED TELEVISION
Representatives

it*5
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cost per thousand is

49% lower than its

closest rival.

delivers 5.3 average

between 8 and 6. No
ratings below 4.0.

Pulse: June-July '56

covers what counts!

800,000 people in half

millivolt contour.

550,000 of them are

in Franklin County . . .

the home county.

I

Columbus, Ohio

the station with

a personality.

ikBihMB-iwk

52

r. Sponsor

Waverly P. Hays: a fisherman's luck

\^lu>c to throe and a half decades ago, \\a\erl\ Ha\s set out lo

be a fanner. Today he's manager of advertising and promotion

for the Ralston Division of Ralston-Purina in' St. Louis with the

ies|)onsihilit\ of allocating and supervising a s 7 million ad and

promotion budget. He's stayed close to the consumer in his adver-

tising thinking throughout his 32 years with the company.

Hays' philosophy of advertising boils down to the following: "All

advertising, whether air or print, must show some tangible con-

sumer benefits. Our copj approach is always 'reason why'."

Prior to 1 December \')r>(>. Ha\s applied this thinking to the sell-

ing and advertising of the firm's feed products. Todaj he directs

the advertising for the grocery products' agency: Guild. Bascom \

'.Ao premiums in our package—ju.st good products"

Bonfigli, San Francisco). These products include Ry-Krisp, Rice

Chex, Wheat Chex. Instant Ralston, Regular Ralston. Tv spear-

head of activities for the grocery line is Bold Journey. ABC I \ .

Mondays 7:30-8:00 p.m. in 67 markets.

Both the choice of programing and the appeal of the light, soft-

sell commercials are in line with an entire new marketing approach

in selling Ralston-Purina cereals: The company s after long-neg-

lected adult consumers who've been decreasing their consumption

of cereals since diet-consciousness began in the Twenties.

"In advertising our grocery products."' sa\s I lavs, "we deal with

such benefits as taste and pleasure of eating. I think that's wh\ we

have more than a plus factor in our marketing strategy of break-

fast cereals—no premiums in our package but just chock full of

good products."

The GB&B-crested commercials keep up a light mood with their

s] f of premiums plus catchy praise of the product flavor.

When Havs is awa\ from the sales charts and advertising meet-

ings, be likes to take off on lake fishing expeditions in Minnesota.

Before his two sons grew up, he used to take them along with him.

"Fishing's like advertising," he says. "No one can predict with

assurance that any tv program or radio schedule will be a hit. ^ ou

can't tell what size fish vou'll catch with your bait either." ^

SPONSOR .")
.1 \M ARV 1957
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VOU CAN BUY
FAN IN THE STANDS"

\\5 min, preceding Worm-Up")

MINUTE
jbet. ' Fan in the Stonds" ond "Worm-Up )

"WARM-UP" (ten minutes)

MINUTE (bet. "Worm-Up ond Gome")

CO-SPONSORSHIP OF GAME ^St>l»jOJ

MINUTE (bet. Gome ond "Tenth Inning")

"TENTH INNING"

ORIOLES "NEST"

HOT STOVE CORNER

PAUL RICHARDS SPEAKS

WBAL

ORIOLE
BIG LEAGUE

BASEBALL

NOW ON POWERFUL

50,000 WATT
WBAL

Baseball will be bigger than ever this yearl I'-.

single Oriole Game will !><• broadcast on M

land's BIG STATION—.">o.(km) watt WBA1

Coverage will be far and wide all over Maryland

and surrounding states, too. One-haH of each

game is being sponsored b) Gunthei 1 Von

c an get your product into each game — if you a< t

at once! Call WBAL or an\ Christal office soon
'

1090 ON YOUR DIAL • 50,000 WATTS
Nationally represented by HENRY I CHRISTAL CO

SPONm'K 5 JAM ARY 195.



A weekly listing of changes

in the advertising and broadcast fields

I^ NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR

Carter Products. NY

Ex-Lax, NY

AGENCY
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley &

Clifford

Warwick & Lcglcr, NY ... NBC 190

STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

MBS Gabriel Heatter; M-F 7:40-7:45 pm; 31 Dec

.Five Star Matinee; Tu & Th 3-3:30 pm; announcements; 31
Dec; 52 wks

Warwick & Legler, NY NBC 190 Monitor; 8 announcements per weekend: 31 Dec; 52 wks
Warwick & Legler, NY NBC 190 Pepper Young's Family; M-W-F 3:45-4 pm; announcements;

31 Dec; 52 wks
Warwick & Legler, NY NBC 190 Woman in My House; M-W-F 4-4:15 pm; announcements;

31 Dec; 52 wks
Lambert & Fealsey, NY NBC 190 _ Bandstand; M-F 10:05-11 am & 11:05-12 n; 10 parties; 7

Jan; 13 wks
NBC 190 Woman in My House; M-F 4-4:15 pm; 5 parties; 7 Jan; 13

wks
National Labor Management Foundation, Chi Bertram J. Hauser, NY MBS Partners in Progress; Su 5:45-6 pm ; 6 Jan
Olin-Mathieson, NY Van Sant. Dugdale. Bait NBC 190 Monitor; 10 weather segs per weekend; 21 Sept, 1957; 6 wks
Pharma-Cratt, Batavia, III JWT, Chi NBC News of the World; M-F 7:30-7:45 pm; parties; 31 Dec;

52 wks
Sterling Drug, NY Carl S. Brown, NY MBS Parallels in the News; M-F 11:10-11:15 am; 1 Jan

Ex-Lax, NY
Ex-Lax, NY

Ex-Lax, NY

Lambert Pharmacal Division, NY

Lambert Pharmacal Division, NY Lambert & Fealsey, NY

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Same, eastern sis mgr
Same, gen mgr
KXJB-TV, Valley City, ND, regional sis service mgr
KBMB-TV, Bismarck. ND, mgr
KMPC. LA, dir programing
NBC, NY, dir program planning & devel, NBC owned stns

Hugh D. Allen, Jr Lang-Worth Feature Programs, NY, dir west coast opera- Same, nat sis mgr
tions __

Bruce Bryant CBS Tv Spot Sales, NY, acct exec
Bob Chrystie WPAL, Charleston, SC, sis mgr
Fred Drewry KBMB-TV, Bismarck, ND, commercial mgr _ _

Frank E. Fitzsimonds _ KFYR radio & tv, Bismarck. ND, vp

Robert Forward
Ceorge A. Heinemann . WRCA-TV, NY, program mgr
Charles Johnson KSFO, SF. acct exec ... KVSM, San Mateo, sis mgr
J. Wallace Kelly U. S. Ceneral Accounting Office, supervisory auditor.... _ Westinghouse Broadcasting Co, NY, staff asst to auditor
Richard M. Klaus WERE, Cleve, gen mgr Same, also vp
Joe Kronovich WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, sis staff WTCN (radio), Minneapolis, local acct exec
C. O. Langlois, Sr. Lang-Worth Feature Programs, NY, bd chairman
John D. Langlois Lang-Worth Feature Programs, NY, sec-treasurer Same, pres

Ed Lieberthal Dumont net, NY, program operations mgr Barry & Enright Productions. NY, program operations mgr
Ted Lord Outdoor Advertising, asst to pres Daniel Starch, Mamaroneck, NY, acct exec
Robert W. Miller KOOL-TV, Phoenix, asst sis mgr Same, sis mgr
Richard K. Millison Portland Oregonian, Portland. Ore, promotion & research dir KRTV, Hillsboro. Ore, mgr
Ralph Radetsky ...Ford Foundation, NY KOA'tvl, Denver, asst gen mgr 6 tv station mgr
Larry Shields XETV, San Diego, sis mgr KMOD, Modesto, Cal, local sis mgr
Rick Sklar WINS. NY, copywriter Same, promotion mgr
Charles S. Steinberg Warner Bros, NY, home office publicity mgr CBS Radio, NY, dir audience promotion
Judd Sturtevant KMOD, Modesto, Cal, sis mgr _ Same, nat sis mgr
Bert West KNX, LA, gen mgr _. KSFO, SF, asst gen mgr & sis mgr
Mary Ellen Wheeling Mottle & Siteman, LA, media dir M. B. Scott. LA, media dir

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME

Thomas E. Armstrong
William Haughey
Roy Van Hook
Robert S. McTyre
Leroy F. Porter

Walter E. Rahel
Jay Richards
Lester A. Swenson
W. Robert Woodburn
Robert W. Young, Jr.

FORMER AFFILIATION

Ingalls-Miniter, Boston, vp & gen mgr
Harris D. McKinney, Phila, copy chief

Cardner Advertising, St. Louis, acct exec
Harris D. McKinney, Phila. client service div

K&E, NY, acct exec
Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, creative writer, r-tv dept .

K&E, NY, acct super

NEW AFFILIATION

Campbell-Ewald. Detroit, r-tv copy group super
Ingails-Miniter-Haughey, Boston, same also partner
Same, also member bd
Campbell-Ewald, DetToit. asst r-tv copy chief & group super
Same, acct exec. Pet-Ritz Foods Div, Pet Milk Co
Same, also member bd
Same, also vp
Kennedy, Walker & Wooten, Beverly Hills, acct exc
Same, writer-producer, r-tv dept
Same, also vp

SPONSOR PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME

6 A. Bouchard
Leslie C. Bruce, Jr.

Henry Dorff
James D. Grant
H. A. Lehrter
Robert J. Ritchey
|ohn Vccklcy
Francis R. Wilcox ..

FORMER AFFILIATION

Mars. Inc. gen sis mgr
.Purex Corp, brand advtng mgr
.Hartmann Luggage, chg of advtng
.Landers Frary & Clark, sis promotion mgr
_Mars, Inc, dir mktng research
.US Steel Corp, mkt devel mgr
.US Steel Corp. asst advtng dir

.Sunkist Growers, asst mgr

NEW AFFILIATION

.Same, vp, dir of sis

Same, dir advtng—Manhattan Soap Co div
Lewyt Corp, advtng mgr
Ronson Corp, shaver product mgr

.Same, gen advtng mgr

.Same, mgr advting & sis prom—steel homes div

Same, dir advtng div
Same, gen mgr
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Motional <tn<l u gional

in work ni"< 01 recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich., is considering I. vValtei Thomp-
— « » i • agenc) recommendation f « > i Bpol h on behalf of its trucks. I

•

cision i- expected tlii- week. Recommendation ia undersl I to

covei some 200 national markets, with time foi one minute pei

week per market in prime time paid for from co-op advertising fund

(to which both parent companj and dealers contributi Recom-

mendation waa made on basis "I 7 to 9 p.m. |
><• i i < >• I and 52-week

schedule. Co-op mone) ia administered bj l\\ I in New ^ork.

i liiti buj ••! there is llnth Jones.

RADIO BUYS
Lever Bros., New ^ > >rk. for its Breeze, will complement it- partial

sponsorship ol a CBS Radio network daytime lineup with Bpol an-

nouncements in iih >r » than .~>o markets starting 1 I In u i' In-and-

out pattern includes an average of 15 daytime minutes weekl) f"i a

Icilal ol 1<> weeks. di\ided so air schedules are on for foul weeks,

(hen olT for four. Objective: to reach women during peak daytime

tune-in periods in the Monda) through Fridaj -pan. with a beavying

Dp toward the end of the week. Maikel lisl supplements the 125

station network. Buying is incomplete. Agency: r>l!l><>. New York.

Buyers: Douglaa Yates and Carrie Senatore.

Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp., New York, i- considering buyii

radio campaign in markets East of the Mississippi on behali of it-

toilet tissue. It- been beav) in spot t\ heretofore. Vgency: Nor-

man, Craig S Kurnmel. Buyer: Jeanne Sullivan.

National Carbon Co., division ol 1 nion Carbide and t arbon, New

^i oik. moves into more than 2i><) markets -\ January with a tentative

duration of 1"> weeks planned. The pattern: mostl) minute- during

earl] morning breakfast period and at peak driving time dui

traffic hours. Campaign is national in scope, covering the South

a- well as Northern market- foi Evereadj batteries. Announcements

will be transcribed and the frequency range will be from Eve to 1"

weekl) per station. Client is changing it- earliei station lineup in

some case- and is adding new market-. Vgem j : \\ illiam I -t\. Ni

York. Buyer: Tom McCabe.

TV & RADIO BUYS
New England Confectionery Co. (Nei imbridge. Mass.,

for its Skybar cand) bar, moves into it- home territory, the N(

England states, with a combination -pot ilri\e in mid-January.

Details have not been finalized, but it'- expected that - ribed

minutes will he used in radio, filmed minute- and 20's in tv. with

some lit markets and two or three stations per market. Buyin]

not complete. Vgency: (". .1. LaRoche, New York. Buyer: 1*

Gould.

NIELSEN
SURVEY
shows you why . . .

KANV is THE Station

to reach the rich

NEGRO Market in

The Sbreveport Area

Check these facts

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Over 36°o of the area popu

lation is negro.

There are 119,910 radio

homes in the KANV Af

43,167 Negro Radio H»mcs m
the KANV Arc.i 36° ).

KANV is the ONLY ALL NE
CRO PROGRAM Station h

KANV's MONTHLY COVER
ACE is 16,940 homes
reached

. . .
or QUmLi " 0T •1 " Tnc

negro radio homes.

Negroes here have higher th.m

nvcr.iqc incomes.

KANV Rates arc low.

lalrtl / - < .

( - \.. 1 l-i -f.

IT ADDS UP TO THIS:
If you want hard-sell, low

cost, saturated coverage of this

rich negro market. . . . KANV
is YOUR station.

Proof o» rhu
Sponsor? not only renew b. • c©»-

trjcM'

CjII the KANV K :

1050 kc - 250 Wotto - DAYTIME

fftt Mf ML mm mUAM Sbtm m

SHREVEP0RT, LOUISIANA
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Digest of the ueek's developments

in advertising and the air media

News and Idea WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
A test to determine the effective*

ness of combined newspaper-air

media advertising as against radio-

tv advertising alone is being con-

ducted li\ Manischewitz Win**. The

wine company's agency, Emil Mogul

Co., i> conducting the stud) in Syra-

cuse. Toledo. Allentown and Norfolk.

The plan calls for weekl) newspaper

ads of 450 to 1.500 lines to supple-

ment current t\ -radio schedules in the

lour cities.

When the test ends in May, results

will be measured against sales in four

comparable markets using only radio-

tv advertising. Manischewitz started

exclusive use of air media for its basic

national campaign last October.

Lever Bros, is starting off the new

year with ^ome new products and

some new air media plans. New prod-

ucts include Gay-La, a translucent face

soap, being test marketed in up-state

New York as well as other markets;

Liquid Spry for which Lever is asking

about daytime tv availabilities in four

Vlidwesl markets: Stripe, the new

toothpaste for children, which has al-

ready been reported testing in San

Diego. New air media plans: Lever

is considering using t\ spot in the Mid-

ui^l for the first time.

Il<in/ 57 Varieties will u>e 1057 as

a special promotional year. The coin-

cidence of numbers is a natural. Pro-

motion started with 400 institutional

spots on 88 tv stations on New Year's

Day.

AGENCIES
Emil Mofjul Co. is proof that a small

agenc) with a lot of push can fight it

>

way up. Year-end report from Mogul

shows billings at almost SlO million

Eoi L956. Billings target for I960 is

double the present figure. Mogul also

announced election of three vice presi-

dents. The) are: Jules l.ennard. di-

rector of marketing and merchandis-

ing: Joel L. Martin, director of media

and research, and Leslie L. Dunier.

director of radio-tv.

Arthur Grossman Advertising, Chi-

cago, has consolidated with Donahue
X Coe under the name of the latter

agency. Combined hillings should run

about $32 million. . . . Sink & Sons
Advertising agency has just opened

in Charlotte, N. C.

New agency appointments: Ruth-

rauff & Ryan has been appointed to

handle the Flav-R-Straws account. . . .

Paris & Peart has been appointed to

handle advertising for Re-Dan Pack-

ing Co., makers of Cadet Dog Food.

The League of Advertising Agen-
cies has elected its 1957 officers. Lester

Harrison of Lester Harrison. Inc. is

the new president. Another new offi-

cer is Philip I. Ross. The following

1956 officers will continue to ser\e in

'57; Julian Ross, executive secretars :

Ben M. Reiss and Larry Schwartz,

v.p.'s; Nat Roth, treasurer: Louis N.

Field and Morton J. Simon, legal coun-

sel; Lucius H. Coleman, fiscal advisor;

and Bosh Stack, public relations coun-

sel.

REPS
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

has been appointed to represent

\\ ROC-TV, Rochester, N. Y. The an-

nouncement was made at sponsor's

presstime by David C. Moore. Trans-

continent Television Corp., owners and

operators of the station and \\ illiani

Pay. WROC-TV general manager. \n

"SBC affiliate, it has served the Roches-

ter market since 1949.

PCW has made immediate plans for

detailed market and station studies to

be added to its "PCW -Project Infor-

mation" service; Rochester is one of

the country's wealthiest communities.

Composed of highly skilled and spe-

cialized industries as well as vast farm

areas, the rep said.

John Blair & Co. has been appoint-

ed to represent KTSA. San Antonio,

effective 1 April, it was announced
by Gordon McLendon, president of the

station. It was the second McLendon
station within a week to name Blair

its rep. Last week, KLIP. Dallas

joined the Blair list. KTSA is a 5 kw
outlet on 550 KC. non-directional, dav-

time. One of the oldest stations in

Texas, it will celebrate its 35th birth-

day in May. The manager is C. W.
"Bill" Weaver, formerl) of WRIT.
Milwaukee.

TV STATIONS
Tv applications: Between 17 and 22
December three stations received con-

struction permits and one application

for a new station was filed. Construc-

tion permitees include: Plaza Radio
& lv Co. for Channel 26. San Francis-

co, permit allows 275 kw \isual:

Heart of the Black Hills Stations for

Channel 7. Rapid City. S. I)., permit
allows .554 kw visual: Midcontinent
Broadcasting for Channel 6. Reliance,

S. D., permit allows for 55.7 kw visual.

\pplication was made by Jet Broad-
casting. Erie, Pa., for Channel 45.

Youngstown, 0.. 196.50 kw \ isual.

with tower 556 feet above average ter-

rain, plant $235,000, yearl) operating

cost $388,800.

KPIX's handsome new merchandising

magazine, "Pre-Sell." contains some
original ideas. The San Francisco sta-

tion s house organ liberallj uses one
panel pictures from stor\ boards of

current commercials, docs not use

mats, proofs of ads or product pic-

tures. "Pre-Sell" goes out to about

7.000 advertisers, agencies, etc. It con-

tinually stresses t\ as the prime pre-

selling advertising media. Spot pro-
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grains, spot announcements and net-

work advertisers are highlighted in

ih.ii order.

K'I'I.V. Los Angeles, marks it- 10th

anniversary on 22 January, Fne oldest

commercial station in tin- West recent-

U moved i" new quarters on Sunset

Blvd. For ii- first nine years K 1 1 \

h as piloted l'\ 1 1"' dynamic K laus

Landsherg, who died .1 Few months

back. Presentlj the station is in the

hands "i .1 young, aggressive mana

men I headed b) Lew Arnold, general

manager and Henrj Flynn, assistant

general manager. . . . WIITV, Char-

lotte, reports <><".7 coloi sets sold in

their area .1- ol 20 December.

k\ M.-'l\ . Eugene, Ore., will be

broadcasting network color as i>f '<'•

fanuary. . . . KGW-TV, Portland,

Ore., went on the air IT Decembei

with the first 100,000-watl transmitter

hooked to s I • > \n gain antenna tor bet-

tei coverage in shadow areas. Mail

map indicates that reception is im-

|)iii\ ril.

RADIO STATIONS
Ju*t what i» a station's public

service obligation? Wl'lli. Ubany,

Found itseli faced with tin- question

when il recent!] decided nol lc caii\

the \B(" Radio network feed of the

Saturday afternoon Metropolitan Op-

era broadcasts. I lie action stirred up

a hornets nest.

Newspaper columnists criticized the

station for neglecting it- public serv-

ice obligation. Letters i<> WI'IH pro-

testing radii'- "stifling of culture" fol-

lowed.

Here- what the station did to coun-

teract the chai ees

:

• [sau i.i

11111 opera l<
I tli d al 1

in the .11. a and al • -1 the M< t broai 11.. II

1 asts would n ich leaa than one halt Eyek I

ol I '

. ol thi nillion hom< - in the mil pul

1 1
1

1 ities 1 Uban) S< hen.-, 1 ,.i 1 .
.

.

area I h< I itemenl was pi inted b)

the < ohiinni-i- I In- station al-.. -1 it< .1

thai if it departed from it- regulai pop

music and iie« it, it w ould be

doing both it- listeners and itseli 1

.1 l-t 111. I d 1-1 I \ il

I he III -t Vitui

A I'

III :• • - that ihi-

plained bj prc-h«»lida\ »h»ppi

Followed up the statement with ever, the nrwttp

^^^hcwmumltip with that

LOUISVILLE'S

WAVE-TV
CHANNEL 3

FIRST IN KENTUCKY

Affiliated with NBC

0SP< >i - \i 1 S

KENTUCKY FLAIR!

Kentucky's magnificent m« -

I
l

S

In .1 State 1I1

'

tuckiatu l

showman

PROGRAMMING I

\\ \ \ I 1

COVERAGE WAVI i

a \\ I 7 \

EXPERIENCE VS W !

pro.;

jit the i.i
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had criticized the program change

were present and they did an about-

face. With a now sympathetic press

and continuation of the closed-circuit

hroadcasts. \\ I'TK feds it is free to

continue its popular music format

which best serves the majority of the

stations listeners.

KTYL, Mesa. Ariz., gave its listeners

a unique Christmas present. All

through Christmas Day the station pro-

gramed nothing but holiday music

—

no commercials and no news. The only

announcements made were the re-

quired hourly station identification. . .

KITE, San Antonio, for the 10th con-

secutive New Year's Day offered its

unusual and thoughtful holiday gift to

listeners—no jangling or jarring mu-
sic and a harp intro to the news ( in

place of the usual clanging cow hell I.

WTAO, Boston, has turned thumbs
down on singing station breaks, jingle

program themes and news signatures.

Ceneral manager Wallace Durdap feels

the singing group belting out call let-

ters has been overdone and says he 11

leave jingles to ''our clients who can

make effective use of them." . . . Plane
traffic from the U. S. to Austria

is getting pretty heavy with station

newsmen. Latest to make the jaunt

to cover the Hungarian story is Larry

Berrill of KBIG. Catalina, Calif. . . .

WEEI, Boston, which was the first

station to sell a bank on the advan-

tages of radio advertising 30 years

ago. just signed the Merchants Na-

tional Bank of Boston for a 52-week

contract on CHS" Xews With Allan

Jackson.

Here's an idea on how to while avvav

a good working da\ get one of

WWj's hand wind phonographs that

operates at 'Coffee stirring speed.

You'll have the whole office crowding

around, too. Incidentally, the gadget

is a promotion piece for the Detroit

station's new "Hi-Fi quality" trans-

mitter.

KOA, Denver, has just celebrated its

30th birthday . . . KSVP, Artesia,

New Mexico, celebrated its tenth anni-

versary by a day-long interview with

Joe E. Brown . . . WPAT, Paterson,

Y J., has agreed to supply complete

musical programs for Miami's new
WSKP. Shows will follow WPAT style

and feature music in the "Gaslight

manner."

ASSOCIATIONS
Quality standards for film repro-

duction by individual stations will

be one of the major topics at the

NARTB tv film committee meeting in

New York on 18 January. This

should he good news for Lever Bros.,

its agencies and the Film Producers

Assn., all of whom have been involved

in setting up a set of film qualit\

standards with Lever pressing particu-

larh for use of 35mm by stations.

Harold P. See of KRON-TV. San

Francisco, has been named chairman

of the tv film committee. Other mem-
bers include: Elizabeth Bain. WGN-
TV, Chicago: Joseph L. Floyd, KELO-
TV, Sioux Falls: Gordan Gray, WOR-
TY. New York: Elaine Phillips.

WSPD-TV, Toledo; Kenenth I. Tred-

well, WBTV, Charlotte; and Raymon
Welpott. WRGB, Schenectadv.

TvB's research committee met 3 Janu-

ary to set general research plans for

•t7. Projects outlined included: use

of electronic "brains'" to help process

information faster, new markets to be

studied and wa\s of hetter recording

tv dollar investment by brands.

COMMERCIALS
Although advertisers are not rush-

ing into color commercials, Harris-

Tuchman Productions notes that inter-

est in color techniques and inquiries

about color are steadily increasing.

The dam max he ready to break fairly

soon, the firm feels.

Harris-Tuchman is the firm that

does color commercials for the Ice

Follies show plus 15-minute color

films on the Follies for tv news and

women's service shows. When one of

the 15-minute films was played on a

Schenectady station three years ago.

General Electric executives saw it and

asked for a copy. GE now uses the

film as basic for tone values in color

equipment tests.

Philip Morris' color spot schedule on

WRCA-TV, New York, and WNBQ.
Chicago, is set for 52 weeks. I he con-

tract for the 20-second announcement

was set through N. W. Aver. . . . Pro-

motion on a large seale from
Soundac, Miami: The film outfit is

sendins out Florida lemons the size of

Call your WEED man or Bill Hurley, Regional Sales Manager, 754 Baker Bldg., Mi nneapolis, F e d e r »
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rapefi uil Foui im hes in diametei

.iml -i\ inches long,

NETWORKS
"Impart Public Service*1

is a new
plan for M>( !-ow ned radio and i\ sta

lions !>\ which the network hopes to

increase its public service activities

foi ">7 b) IV
i . The program calls

fur stations to periodicallj put theii

lull efforts behind .1 single public

service endeavor. In announcing the

plan, Thomas B. McFadden, v.p. of

MB( owned stations and Spol Sales
-.till the all-oul endeavor would use

vertical saturation techniques similai

to those employed bj seasonal adver-

tisers. "Impact Public Service" was
devised l>\ Don Bishop, director of

Publicit) and Communit] Sen ices foi

the NBC-owned stations. Bishop will

' oordinate the program.

Specials ami spectaculars ar«- still

rerj much alive and kirkiii"

loungstown Kitchens will use an hour-

long -how on \I!C T\ mi 28 \|uil to

introduce it- new product line. The
-linn. imerica SiiJutrs Kulr Smith,
will pre-empt the first hour of Omnibus
and will be seen from ( >:i>n to 10:00
Sunda) night. Over at CBS I V . Buick
•nid Liggett & Myers will co-sponsor .1

90-minute spectacular starring lud\

Garland at the end of Februarj or the

beginning of March. The show will be
Been Mondaj night from 9:30 to I I :00
and will pre-empt December Bride and
>rti<li<> One.

aiiolln-i- S| inilli,,,, ,,,.| ,,, ,,| N , 1

Using eontracta. \ :.. rrti 1

Motorola I Myers, N
w'u h Pharmai si and Kiplinj • \!

sin< rh( in.
1 u i\\ iponsoi 1 new

series to -1 irl 12 lanuarj on -

mornings from ' • to 8 '" \m..
teur Hour will do i»., 90 inuti

shows tin- month from Miami
VB( I \ talent show will • ,, into the

longei vei »ion on G md I I fanuai j

.

IVBCa new radio face will feature .1

two-houi bloi k ..1 dramas in the 1

r """i pro eded bj the new Bill <

win Shou from I
i to 2:00 p.m.

of the drama shows are still in the

planning stage and preaumabl) will be
slotted in the 2:00 to 1:00 period which
1- now -1. in. mi time. . . . \\U T\ \
'''<•— < onference show has moved
1-' Sundays from 5: 10 to 6:00 p.m.
I he program sponsored bj 1 orn Prod-
ucts was formed) seen from 8 10 to

9:00.

Brown A \\ illiamson had definitel)

bought the remaining half of NBl
Radio - five-minute hourl) new* asts

Bristol-Myers bought the othei half

weeks ago. II ill" of the pai kage 1 osts
^-'.1 million pei year, totals 2,210 five-

minute shows

Ml< IN"- Today•Home-Tonimhl
shows have picked up 18 advertisers

signing foi partii ipation s< hedulea.

Tlii> amounts to 11.5 million gross

revenue. . . . imazon Trader 1- tin-

lir-i nl the new film sei it
-

duced bj Warnei Bros, under the re-

cent VB-P I and \\ .11 nei agreen

I he show i- -I ited i" go on next fall.

FILM
1

I "'• - '" 1 < «>ni|,. hiiv lium— motion en im . id. ,1. 1 ,,.,

H
'

I I

to
1

I he ii.iu.

I'<-iii^ seen in twi

affiliated with -1

n f<>r

the show in. ludea pn
plants f..t employees li dian '

dress and badges f..r drivi

men, im. k post

band;

Zii lv \| 1 RJvkii

I
"K. thai Zii

risen fr..m

I

1,180 non-4 ompi I

involved in the 1956 figure

I Hi' of 1

ir-minoi ad

hered i". but in • ,,f

clients will u
or the othei t.ik' - .f,j,,

for .1 number of w< •

jure.

Interstate I \

live bidd handinii

the wardrol e and pro i*-

used in Soon, the fin

Screen Genu
the \

OO 0O OO
« Broadcasting Co.: KSJB-TV. Valley City-Fargo • KCJB-TV, Minot • KBMB-TV. Bismarck • KDIX-TV. Dickinson • KSJB. Jamestown • KCJB. Mmot
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approval for Doctor Mike is the first

the AM \ lia~ given to a t\ film series.

Keith Andes will star.

William Tell Productions has

signed Rohert 0- Lewis as host for

The Hidden Treasure Show, a one-

hour musical now being filmed. Un-

do the show's format, home viewers

can win prizes of S.vi.OOO. . . . AAP-'s

pre-Warner Bros, librarj of features

has heen sold to a total of 264 sta-

tions.

Ziv reports a 259? ^a ' M >'• sponsor-

ship of syndicated films by hanks, fi-

nance companies and insurance firms.

CBS Film has sold Whirlybirds in

83 markets, including 39 to Continen-

tal Oil via B&B. . . . Westinghouse
Broadcasting's Ra\ Bowley said in a

speech 29 November more distributors

should provide broadcasters with

prints made to t\ rather than theatre

specifications. . . . TI'A landed Drew-

rySj Midwestern brewer, as sponsor of

Stage 7 in 11 market-. \\ ith Don

Ameche signed as host, show will be

titled Don Ameche Presents The Drew-

rys I'lav of the Week.

RESEARCH
Trendex reports that their new serv-

ices will be based on telephone infor-

mation. The new services include audi-

ence composition figures for specific

programs and flow of audience meas-

urement-.

The flow of audience figures will be

divided into three parts:

I 1 l Percent of audience inherited

from the previous program.

l2l Percent of audience obtained

from competing networks.

I 3 I Percent of audience from "sets

off."

Trendex is increasing its half hour

SOUND-FACTOR"a

f

<Jfi£ tz/ia/mle ci

JrmfirmitmaMe <=Zmit

with

WSRS
ON

GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER, 1 STATION

SOUND FACTOR DISCOUNT PAYABLE ONLY
TO RECOGNIZED ADVERTISING AGENCIES

BY WSRS, INC., CLEVELAND 18, OHIO

sample from !!<)() to 1.000 homes with

the inauguration of the new services.

Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of

Pulse, has revived the telephone \-.

non-telephone homes measurement ar-

gument :

Dr. Roslow stated that audience

measurement method- based onl) on

homes with telephone- tend to under-

estimate the size of the audience. Dr.

Roslow made the following points,

based on special tabulations from the

October 1050 Pulse report covering

Metropolitan New York:

• From 7:00 a.m. to midnight. t\

sets-in-use in telephone homes aver-

aged 23.6 compared to 2b\4 in homes
without phones, a difference of 20' < .

• During the daytime hours the dif-

ference is even more marked. From
8:00 a.m. to noon, viewing b\ homes
not owning phones was 38% higher

than the le\el among homes with tele-

phones. From noon to 5:00 p.m. the

difference rose to 51%.

• The non-phone families account

for 19 f
< of all families in the area and

represent 24.4' < of all viewing be-

tween 8:00 a.m. and noon and 20.2',

from noon to 5:00 p.m.

The Bureau of Broadcast Meas-
urement now has 130 radio station-

in Canada lout of a possible 101 i. 26

tv stations tout of 2!! i and five t\ -ta-

tions in the I nited State- signed up

for the new HHM time period audience

survey. This puts subscribers at 80%
of private radio stations and 939? °f

private tv stations in Canada. ^

Our KRIZ Phoenix special—they're

guaranteed to do the work of trans-

istors!"
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thnl

WASHINGTON WEEK
5 JANUARY
Copyright I9J7 look for reportn lxiliim Oil tv to i IIHI^r flOIII tin-. ( < ) III 11 1 1 1 ! • > ' i- Cull-

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. ... .

£rr-"> gets rolling in the iu\t few weeks!

1) The Bouse JikI i< in \ antitrust subcommittee, headed !
•• I'

The report will ihal with I rum'- it held <.n network

how these practices square with the monopoly ind anti-trust I

suggesl man) changes in these laws as the] llh-c i tb

2) The Senate Commerce Committer
It will l>r a cover-the-waterfront type of report, including «nd

practices "I nlif and fee-tt

,

3) House Small Business Committee. R will

comment on how various • ulatory agencies perform th»-ir functions, will • :>ect*

paid t'> the FCC—and FTC.

Hi proceedings maj speed up in teveral important directions with the re-

turn of Congress.

The Commission will u i-h to ward off C

much as possible.

Deintermizture proceedings involving 11 markets hs

Commission must dictate entry into a new ph.i-

The writing of arguments and counter-argunients is over and • • «an

either come to decisions in the various order full'
1

As a practical matter, the Commission will order foil bearings,

in those market- where vhf stations an- 00 the ail or where vhf pennil ted.

The FCC has heen overruled by me courts b

bypassed for quick decisions, and the courts have directed such !

While final decisions about deintermixture in the

court-dictated redtape. look for quick designation of I
thai the FCC wi

in a position to tell I » it is moving as fas! .1- the courts •rill allow.

The question of conversion of all or major pari of rt to t
1 "- ah! I

center and will not be unstuck b) Congressional thre

FCC chairman George McConnaughe - "crash program*1
- 1

in

Ipril, L956, with the hope of putting uhf on solid bat

of the window.

All segments of the industrj have meanwhile combined in s leleviakni \ll....n

Study Organization and t!

expected for -<>me time.

The FCC has also meantime started work

erressional heat.

The Stud) Organization rASO -has air- .

: bodgeted 150,000 foe the adnafaals-

trative portion of it- Bret year of operation, effective th

The expenses will be -h^^ equal!) by all I

awpcamg TAS

Dr. George R. Town is the executive dii

SPONSOR • D JANUARY 19d i



TRIANGLE STATIONS

Delivering

T O
Audiences
EXCLUSIVE
ONLY TRIANGLE STATIONS deliver ALL of

the top film product available to television,

reaching ONE out of every TEN TV homes in

America . . . 15,000,000 people in Connecticut,

Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey,

New York, Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

WFIL-TV . . Basic ABC • WNBF-TV . . Basic CBS + ABC, NBC
WFBG-TV . . Basic CBS + ABC, NBC • WNHC-TV . . Basic ABC + CBS

Blair-TV for WFIL-TV, WNBF-TV and WFBG-TV • Katz for WNHC-TV



WORLD'S
BEST
MOVI

arner Bros • MGM • 20th Century-Fox * RKO
I.LWSION'S HOTTEST BUY! $3^ billion worth

i he BEST entertainment on TV anywhere. . . topping

I- competition in market after market. Prime time

liabilities going fast! Phono or wire today!

WFIL-TV
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

WNBF-TV
BINGHAMTON, NSW YORK

WFBG-TV
ALTOONA, PENNSYLVANIA

WNHC-TV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD. CONN.

operated by: Radio and Television Olv. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / ASth A Market Sts.. Philadelphia 39. Pa.

WPIL-AM e FM eTV, Philadelphia. Pa./WNBF-AM »M«TV, Binghamton. N.Y.

WHGB-AM, Harrlsburg, Pa. / WFBG-AM • TV. Altoona, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV. New Haven-Hartford. Conn.

National Sales Office, 465 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New YorK



A roundup of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS

5 JANUARY
Copyright 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

Just because a big manufacturer prefers certain kinds of shows, don't automatically

think that his dealers' and distributors' tastes are the same. Often they aren't.

A major agency has polled the distributors of a leading appliance account on the sort of

fare they prefer to sponsor locally. Here is what they said:

• They want a show whose leading personality can be built into a local celebrity.

• They want something people will talk about—mainly to them.

• They want to be "in on" the show at auditions or screenings (apparently because

the station management lionizes them at such doings).

Here's a sure sign of radio's resurgence: The time broker has come alive

again.

He's the fellow who buys an hour across the board at a bulk price and re-sells it with

a merchandising gimmick to an assorted flock of local advertisers.

One of the most active of the current crop operates out of an office in Brooklyn.

The deal is for either 13 or 26 weeks, depending on how many buyers he can round up

and station competition.

Does the spoofing commercial actually sell anything besides humor?
Piel's Beer says it has proof positive that it does.

As underwriter of the famed Bert and Harry commercials, Piel's says its sales in New
York State were up 21% last year—with the biggest December in history.

The over-all consumption of suds in the state, by contrast, fell 14%.

For all the grumbling that the communications business will send you to your grave

before you're 50, enough fathers inspired their sons to follow in their footsteps to

make an impressive roster. Here's a piece of it

:

64

FATHER ASSOCIATION SON ASSOCIATION
James P. Aubrey Aubrey, F, M & H James P., Jr. ABC-TV programing

Harry M. Bitner Consolidated R & T Harry M., Jr. WFBM-TV, Indianapolis

Ken Boice CBS & WQXR Hugh WEMP, Milwaukee

Robert Colwell JWT Howard BBDO
A. H. Hobler Benton & Bowles Edward NL&B
A. H. Hobler Benton & Bowles Wells Gardner

R. L. Hurst BBDO, Chicago G. E. (Buck) CBS Radio

C. J. LaRoche C. J. LaRoche Chester R. LaRoche

WU1 Lockridge JWT Ben CBS Radio

C. Bruce McConnell WISH-TV, Indianapolis Robert B. WISH-TV
John U. Reber JWT John H. NBC Spot Sales

David Sarnoff RCA-NBC Robert W. NBC president
99 99 55 55 Thomas W. NBC Pacific Div.

Edward P. Shurick KSTP, St. Paul Edward P., Jr. CBS-TV Station Relations

Frank Smith Benton & Bowles Frank, Jr. CBS-TV Sales

George B. Storer Storer Stations George B., Jr. Storer Stations
99 M 99 55 55 Peter 55 55

99 99 99 55 55 James P. 55 55

John Orr Young Consultant Raymond SSCB
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NBC RADIO
i Continued from

\

The) argue thai the 7.5'
i network

revenue in< reaae promised b) >s
> B(

will be
i

1
1 — i .1 drop in the buclcel bj

compai ison with revenue lost. I m thei

more, the 7.")', increase, sa) the reps,

amounts to little as ii is, since it's

figured ii"i "" the network's gross in-

come from the time Bale atl i ibuted t"

|
articulai station, bul 7. >'

I oi the

revenue i«» thai station, which isn t

much a» ii is.

I lii- i- \ l>< 's position : "If \ i>u

take .i short-range vie* on this, an

individual station ma) lose al first \<\

not taking advantage of the othei

time sales we've made possible for it,

says Culligan. "However, we're actu-

all) letting the stations sell lot all)

participations in our network shows

that we haven't sold on a network

basis. Here's how our 'no-waste' policx

works: Each station break in network

time becomes Tit seconds adjacent to

shows. Hence station- gel an extra

minute to Bell locally. Secondly, we

have given stations the right to sell

participations locally, with recapture

rights, ot course."

Reps point to non-affiliates

Man) reps arc less than enthusiasts

about ilii- bonus. "We have man)

stations thai aren'l NBC affiliates,

several pointed out. "\\ hal interest

do we have in selling against our-

selves, l>\ pushing participations in

NBC Radio shows, when we might

have a non-NBC station in some ol

our important markets?

• Idvertiser reaction Fear of inade-

quate clearances was a restraining fac-

tor which prevented some tobacco ad-

vertisers and a drug client from buy-

ing the package.

"It NBC can deliver, then"- no

question thai the $2.1 million price

for 52-week sponsorship per advertiser

make- this an attractive package," the

account supervisor for a major tobac-

co account told sponsor.

I he two sponsors who have boughl

the news package, Bristol-Myers and

Brown & Williamson, have the follow-

ing arrangement:

On one da\ Bristol-Myers will kick

off as major advertiser on the 7:00

confidentially
WE SPEND A LOT OF TIME

WITH MILWAUKEE HOUSEWIVES

(AND THEY LOVE IT'

inviting u* mi"

WOKY, Milwm
it i-

mil. I it up all

on w
' iKi

audit •

AND HERE S WHY THE SPONSORS
LOVE US.

• Fint in liati

• | in<) in t

•i«in.

FIRST | in 1000 worn oi 920 KC
2 4 hour» of -

and iporti

€•, MtTBU HM»mn

Other Bortcll Group Sforiont

KCBQ S«n Diego • KRUX '•

WAKE M Mrta • WMTV M

WAPL App'

"nted by: Ad«m Yo*.-
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Biggest Twin Cities traffic

jams are in store aisles

—

downtown, uptown, wherever

WLOL's Big 5 disc jockeys

say "GO!" Local businessmen

know that. That's why they

buy WLOL in preference to

any other station.

The local businessman will tell

you, too, that WLOL delivered

crowds reach first for

WLOL sold brands.

It's a merchandising fact

that will work for you! Let

B-5 selling impact send the

aisle jammers your way.

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL

1330 on the dial 5000 watts

LARRY BENTSON, President

Wayne "Red" Williams, Mgr., Joe Floyd, V. P.

Represented by AM Radio Sales

a.m. newscast, alternating with Brown

X \\ illiamson each hour. The next day

!the tobacco advertiser starts with the

minute commercial at 7:00 a.m. And

there'll be cross-plugs, of course.

Both sponsors state that they did

mot use spot radio money to go into

/this plan. Bristol-Myers, says Don

Frost, the drug firm's advertising di-

rector, actually made a separate radio

appropriation to go into the NBC
package. Archibold Foster, Ted Bates

account supervisor on Brown & Wil-

liamson, sa\s that the tobacco firm

won't cut back its spot radio cam-

paigns either.

. "We've been heavy in network ra-

dio for quite a while, with some 13

inetwork participations a week for

i,\ Lceroys and Kools. We may cut back

'our other network radio spending to

provide money for this buy. We've

got at least four XBC Radio partici-

pations weekly."

j Here's how the NBC "news pack-

age" fits into the over-all strategy of

[these two advertisers:

Bristol-Myers—"News has great in-

terest at the present time," says Don

Frost. "We feel that this type of pro-

graming will provide good audience

penetration."

The drug client also felt that this

NBC buy gave an opportunity for

broad national coverage at high fre-

quency.

Bristol-Myers plans to start off its

first 13-week cycle with Bufferin. and

will rotate other products in the com-

mercial time as the year progresses.

Broun & Williamson— For years,

this firm's expenditure has been very

heaw in t\. not print. Radio had been

B&W's traditional wa" of reaching

non-tv homes.

Massive attack on market

"Non-tv homes can't be isolated geo-

graphically,"" says Archibold Foster.

"However, we did compute the cost-

per-1,000 on radio-only homes, which

led us to nighttime network radio. YA e

max be one of the largest buyers of it

today. Now, we feel that we need a

more massive attack on the total mar-

ket by a medium. We're no longer

using radio as a supplement of t\

coverage. Instead, now we're think-

ing of radio as a national medium to

talk to everybody. The appeal of this

THERE'S ONLY ONE LEADER...

K23LMV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION. BUTTE

BMI
Stories

from the

Sports Reeord
Winter Continuities

Music and sports team up

in this series devoted to eye-

witness accounts of dramatic

action on the winter sports

scene.

This continuity package

.„;„ 12 fifteen minute
contain* i^ lllurl

programs featuring the sports

of the winter season ... the

Olympics, football, hoxing,

along with some of the great

anecdotes of the world of

sports.

Your Station Program Department

should be receiving this script package

regularly. If not, please wr.te to

BMI's Station Service Department tor

•Stories from the Sports Record.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD

MONTREAL
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pa< kagf i- ili»' spread I n com

mercials and the frequenc) >ti an .11

1 1 .11 i i\ i- cost.

Neithei advertise) fell read) to

mit himseli as t" the eventual outlook

mi il*«- l>u\ . < Ileal ances %>. 1 1 1 be i de-

cisive fa< i"t
.

I>"ili said.

• Long-range inn Ovei tin- pasl fivi

years, network radio time periods have

luall) been diminishing in v.iln.

through i\ competition. \t the Bame

lime, station-option time like earl)

morning, late afternoon and late nighl

has been gaining in value, I he \ Bl

"news plan," sa) the reps, maj be jusl

the first concrete plan aimed .it .1 re-

shuffle of the strong programing peri

ods. I In- network is moving into thos<

station periods thai are in<>-i valuable.

\\ here will tlii> trend end?

Additional "hot line" programing

M>( !'s "het-line" sei v ice i- alread)

being considered b) the network as .1

possible -nunc of additional program-

ing. F01 instance, sports might be the

next logical step. There's audience

potential f<>r the last five-minute broad-

cast of an) championship basketball

game 01 major sports event.

Whatever happens, it seems sure

thai Ml* - innovations are not the

las! -1 ••(> in the evolution <>f network

radio. Hie medium has faced prob-

lems as difficult a> an) to ever beset an

industry. The) are problems which

are probahl) more complex because <>t

the involved relationships than anj

other business has evei had to solve.

Commented one veteran timebuying

executive and observer >>f the broad-

i .i-t -i ene:

"Network radio provide- ,i useful

and in some re-peet- essential service

to the public and to stations. Yd the

stations are subsidizing the existence

of the network- because tliev make so

little from network time -ale- .1- com-

pared to what the) can get from theit

own local or national -pot -ale-. \\ hat

1- the answer? Eventuall) it has t<>

come down to programing. If the net-

work- can again provide programing
which has so much audience appeal

that the stations profit from carrying

it. then the network- and stations will

live together on a happ) basis.

w e re watching the changes al

NBC from the point of view of the au-

dience the) help deliver. That- the

keystone." •#*>

Advertisers timing lu establish a
Strong now product personality are

SOLD
as a basic

advertising

mudlum

HENRY J. MUESSEN, President and Chairman of the Board
of Piel Bros., puts it this way: "There's no doubt that Be
Harry sold themselves. However, without Spot's fie-

great cumulative audiences, they never would have made the

grade so fast They are established

salesmen and stars in their own
right, thanks to Y4R and Spot
Radio and Television.''

frNBCJ

The
moves to the COLISEUM! MARCH 1821 • NEW YORK CITY

SO BIG it takes all 4 /loors

annual IRK Radio Engineering Show ' >mcna! <ia\t thr lartcnt thou

assembled mil open its doors to m<>rr than 11 >"

Time* Square

IS IT TOO BIG—not for :i 12 tuition doll.. h»n
200 papers presented by 22 profsasioi

iona will summarise .ill that's new in i and rle><-

merit the Kit exhibitors will .il-o repcaw Hi

of the indu-li i rOOf -tint i- this .r what » mir

nation '- largest, industry Plan now to he it this vit.iiu i:n|«runi m i

show!

•41.017 engineers . n.l businessman tron

in ever) field of ra i ^pH the lixv; K-viio

^^gasffl Snow the forecast f"-

Registrat

IRE Members $100

Non-Members $3 00

• 4th floor PRODUCTION t 3 If Cur. hoili

7ra floor COMPONENT PARTS

• 3rd floor INSTRUMENTS 1 COMPONENTS
/I

^Om
1st floor EQUIPMENT

1 East 79th Street. New York 21. NY.
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there's

something

special

about . .

.

/

Kansas City, Missouri

Lowest cost per thousand*

1380 Kilocycles— 1,000 Watts

Represented by Weed & Company

KUDL
•Hooper

it's a

TELE-BROADCASTERS

station

TELE-BROADCASTERS, Inc.

41 East 42nd Street

New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 7-8436

H. Scott Killgore, President

Owners and Operators of

KUDL, Kansas City, Missouri

WPOP, Hartford, Conn.

WKXL, Concord, New Hampshire

WKXV, Knoxville, Tennessee

68

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

H ^ Henry O. Pattison, Jr., senior v.p. of

• Benton & Bowles. Inc., has been appointed

]
vice chairman of its board of directors

|
J according to B&B president, Robert Lusk.

it Pattison presently heads the creative arm

I of the agency and is a member of the Plans

Board. His sphere of responsibility in-

-j'
(
eludes radio-tv commercials along with art

'^| ^and copy for print media. His background

in this field spans about two decades. Pattison joined B&B in Novem-

ber 1942 as a member of the copy department. Prior to that, he was

10 years with JWT where he started as copywriter and left as copy

group head. Five years after coming to B&B, he was named copy chief,

and then in August 1952 was made senior v.p. Pattison is a graduate

of Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He is active in the

4A's and its Committee on Improvement of Advertising Content.

Jack Timmons, vice president of Shreve-

port's KWKH who was recently elected

president of National Association of Tv

and Radio Farm Directors has just handed

out some solid advice to advertisers regard-

ing the purchase of farm radio or television.

Timmons' advice: 111 Study your market

needs, then buy your farm programs station-

by-station rather than buying just any so-

called farm program; (2) buy a station which employs a full-fledged

farm director (such a director generally is a member in good stand-

ing of NATRFD ) : (3) check the record to see that your farm direc-

tor knows agriculture and his audience. Timmons plans a busy year

for NATRFD. The organization's Sales Promotion Committee,

headed by Mai Hansen of WOW. Omaha, is at work on the de\el-

opment of a visual sales presentation of farm broadcast media.

Peter B. Kenney, 35-year-old general man-

ager of WKNB and WKNB-TV. West Hart-

ford. Conn., will continue in that same

capacitv now that NBC has acquired the

station as its second uhf outlet. The New

Britain Broadcasting Co., licensee, will op-

erate as a wholly-owned subsidiary of NBC.

Kenney has been a member of the board

of directors of this company since 1948

and its executive v.p. since 1954. He came to the commercial depart-

ment of WKNB when the station went on the air in 1946. This was

after four years with the Anm Signal Corps where his service in-

cluded organization of radio and land-line signal centers in France

and Belgium. In 1949. Kenney became station manager and when

tv was added in 1953 became general manager of both operations.

A pioneer in uhf. Kenney has taken part in FCC rulemaking.

~ '- ^-

virv

j/^^rtZi
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Channel 2
runs rings around...

the Ulul of /ffdlka^Z/mey!

\^$^r

... and nearly a million people

live within that "B" ring!

Vep-Bigger'n Baltimore I
I 2

100.003

sponsor • 5 jam un L95'



STACKS OF

Smokestacks have always been
a symbol of activity in our Ohio
River Valley. They came to us
first aboard the picturesque
sternwheelers that opened this

region to phenomenal growth.

They stayed to multiply and mul-
tiply above busy mills and fac-

tories whose industrial worth to-

day — in the Huntington-
Charleston heart alone — ex-

ceeds one billion dollars!

Nowhere in America is there

such a panorama of business un-

der full steam as in the 100-plus

counties served by the four-state

span of WSAZ-TV. Here live

nearly a million families with an-

nual buying power close to four

billion dollars — a symbol of

booming productivity making
this America's 23rd TV market.

Your advertising cuts a smart
bow wave when you consign it

to WSAZ-TV, only TV station

covering the whole area Any
Katz office can write the ticket.

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON, W. VA

Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT

Represented by The Katz Agency

Reps at work

Ted Oberfelder, president, Burke-Stuart Co., New York, believes

that the niusic-and-news format in radio produces maximum results

for the timebuyer. '"Radio catches the housewife while she is cook-

ing, washing, feeding the baby, or driving to the market," Ted says.

"And, the disk jockey is a pleasant friend who talks to her while

she works, but never demands her

time and concentration as is nec-

essary with soap opera, mystery

and comedy." Because the house-

wife identifies herself with the disk

jockey, Ted points out. many sta-

tions program all-morning or all-

afternoon shows which feature one

personality. The result is that the

audience grows and grows almost

geometrically with each hour seg-

ment; the show keeps its old audi-

ence and at the same time recruits

new listeners. Ted also thinks that the musical variety format, with

all types of music, is a solid entertainment value. "It attracts every-

one," Ted says, ''rather than limiting its audience to a specific

group." The final ingredient of the formula—news—makes the per-

fect balance. "The news," Ted thinks, "familiarizes the housewife

with enough of what's going on to interest her and vet not bore her."

Chuck Standard, Robert Meeker. New ^ ork, thinks these steps

should be taken to accelerate and facilitate timebuying: (1) Buyer-

salesman appointments. "Because the salesman will not have to sit

in the agencv waiting room for a half-hour, he will be able to con-

tact more buvers and offer better service; because the timebuyer s

schedule will not be interrupted

by unexpected calls by salesmen,

he will work more efficiently." i 2 I

Mornings allocated for buyer-

salesmen appointments; afternoons

for evaluating the availabilities.

"The buver can then place the or-

der the same day. rather than da\s

later, when many of the availabili-

ties might be gone," Chuck sa\s.

1
3

1 Seeing salesmen b\ terri-

tories: for example, reps for

southern stations on Mondays.

reps for northern stations on Tuesdays. "This way, the timebuyer

can systematical!) compare availabilities," Chuck points out. In

cooperation with this, station representatives could limit their

presentations to 5-10 minutes. '"Because most buyers know the

stations and market ~ ;i- well as we do," Chuck says, "it's only neces-

sary to cover the salient points and report the latest developments."

SPONSOR 5 JANT \RY 1957



WCAU means
PH

I

LADELPH I A

response

This Btory k directed particularly to those

who .ok. "How much product did it n

WCAU-TVs "Mister & M rod

( tone Crane, in a few weeks ini the

upholstering department's work al Gimbeb about

200 jx>r rent! Proof that this outstanding couple

converts audiem -• appeal ti

So when you think of think of WCAl

WCAU, WCAU-TV idciphia Bu

Radio and TV statin-
- Phiiadeiph.

popular stations.
uladelph

Represented national. S 4 Sales.

sponsor • 5 .i \m \ky 1957
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Tv and the agency mergers

Television, which has had dynamic impact on every facet

ol business, is now having an important died on the small

.Hid medium-sized advertising agency. It is apparently one

of the important stimulants to advertising agency mergers

which have occurred at an increasing rate over the past year.

Recognizing the need for television and other agency spe-

cialists which their hillings could not justify, a number of

agencies around the country have entered into mergers with

larger shops in New York and elsewhere who could provide

this pool of talent.

The healthy thing in these agency mergers is that the iden-

tity and individuality of the smaller shop is usually main-

tained. This we regard as a good omen for advertising.

While the tendency in business generally is for smaller com-

panies to submerge their identity following a merger, agen-

cies are finding a way to combine the virtues of bigness with

the unique advantages of the smaller operation.

We think clients will benefit from this system if it works

as planned. The smaller shop's clients will gain access to

expanded services in the field of marketing as well as tele-

vision. The larger shop's clients will benefit in terms of

having an agency with more offices around the nation.

As agencies become more deeply concerned with provid-

ing marketing aid and guidance, they will inevitably find the

need for regional offices increasing. This, along with the

smaller agency's need for specialists, is bound to increase

the urge to merge.

We hope this point is borne in mind as the mergers con-

tinue. The smaller agency may enter into a merger to ac-

quire tv services and representation in the New York and

Hollywood tv centers. But it has much to contribute as well

to the television knowhow of the merged agencies. Fre-

quently smaller agencies do a wonderfully creative job, sub-

stituting wits and basic sales skill for cash. It will be highly

beneficial if some of this local-level wisdom finds its way

into television's bloodstream.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR There's a big job to

be done in training new timebuyers who've

been entering the field in droves. Radio's fun-

damentals, particularly, are overlooked. We
suggest agencies review their training programs.

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Be prepared: Grey Advertising's em-

ployee insurance has extended medi-

cal coverage that includes psychiatric

treatment. ". . . and then, Doctor, I

dreamed the client rode into the agen-

cy in a chariot draun by six spotted

timebuyers ..."

Grist: Author Don Mankiewicz esti-

mates that in the past 10 years tv has

used up 5,000 years of literature. We
must have missed Decameron Tales.

Release from KRON-TV (San Fran-

cisco i
: '"Remember that boa con-

-i i ii tor that was 'snakenapped" from

the Steinhart Aquarium? Before that

he had another unusual experience, for

a snake. He appeared with KRON -T\

Art Director Bill Wagner on a closed

circuit color demonstration so the

California Academy of Sciences could

see how a reptile looks when color-

cast." While we don't knou- what a

snake considers an "unusual experi-

ence" ive do agree this boa has lived.

Naturals: Since this department be-

gan running "Station buys we'd like

to see," more suggestions have been

coming in from readers: Hershej

Chocolate on KOKO i \\ arrensburg.

Mo. i: Carnation Milk on WEAN
(Providence, R.I.i: Hazel Bishop No-

Smear Lipstick on KISS I San Anto-

nio. Tex. I : Thorn McAn's Shoes on

\\ VLK (Patchogue, \. Y.i : Geritol

on WELL I Battle (reck. Mich.
I : \\ ise

Potato Chips on WISE (Asheville,

N. C.i.

Wide, wide screen: Hugo Gerns-

back, editor of Radio-Electronics, pre-

dicts "sk\ television"—a satellite mir-

ror 60 miles across revolving around

the earth. A satellite tv-projector unit

would revolve along, throwing adver-

tising messages on the mirror with

letters 25 to 35 miles high. W ell. that

ought to get the out-of-home viewers.

Got a spot?

This column welcomes contributions

from readers. Subjects should l>e con-

fined to broadcast advertising, m;i\

include news items, typos, on-the-air

Buffs, u.nk\ ads, agencj or rep firm

triviae. Those selected for publica-

tion will be credited to the sender-.

Vddress: '"lO-Seeond Spot-."* si'onsok.

40 E. 49th St., New York 17. N. Y.
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nothing else like it on TV

this flying machine can do anything

brand new, first run scries—.')!) films

IS fill
produced by Desilu

the nations biggest market

top independent TV station in the nation

a telephone call will do

I AVAILABILITY
the price is right, too

in New York
mtt 9_^nn

elsewhere
Pofovc H-riffin WrwKvsrrl Tnf.



Serving the TWIN CITIES

of the South
Plus 150 other

Florida Communities

* Source: SRDS Consumer Market Data

WW I vv I ^gy
TAMPA • ST. PETERSBURG

Owned and Operated by
THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.

WKY-TV and WKY Radio, Oklahoma City

WSFA-TV, Montgomery, Ala. WTVT, Tampa, Fla.

Repreienfed by THE KATZ AGENCY
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IN NEARLY 200,000 HOMES

TELEVISIONS
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Page 23

Agency meetings:

use these tips

to save time
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How to make a

product look

its best on tv

Pa C c 29

Strategy behind

Lever $3 million

net radio buy

Page 32

IN WISCONSIN & UPPER MICHIGAN
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The Magazine of Wall Street says "In this Valley of the Ohio history is

being written." Fortune observes, ".
. . the Ohio boom is still in its

infancy." For YOU it means increased sales by using the dominant

advertising medium in this rapidly-expanding industrial heartland,

WTRF-TV, Wheeling.

station worth watching''

wtrf tv
Wheeling 7, West Virginia

For availabilities and complete

coverage information—Call

Hollingbery, Bob Ferguson,

VP and General Manager,

or Needham Smith,

Sales Manager,

Cedar 2-7777.

reaching a market that's reaching

nb;c

316,000 watts

Equipped for network color

new importance!



2 -V
what's 1/10

of 1%

among

friends

W P E
SECOND

IN
PHILADELPHIA

ONLY ONE TENTH
OF ONE PERCENT
FROM THE TOP!

6 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT— MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

Pulse Sept.- Oct. 1956Im
Represented Nationally by GILL-PERNA INC.—

SPONSOR • 12 .MM \R\ 1957
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES

How to live with your alternate week sponsor

23 Trend to every-other-week sponsorship presents a problem to sharing

clients and their agencies. Here is how they view the situation

Those agency meetings!

26 Some reps say there are more today than ever. Agencies disagree. In

any case, here are some hints on shorter and more productive meetings

How to make produets photogenie

29 Product "make-up" and other devices have been developed by film pro-

ducers to make products look as good on tv screens as on the table

The strategy behind Lever's $3 million net radio buy

32 Lever, for Breeze, Rinso Blue and Spry, signs with CBS for $3 million

worth of network daytime radio, four shows with 40 commercials weekly

Can a diseount house use tv?

34 White Front, Los Angeles appliance retailer, put 45% of its budget

into a variety of local tv shows, grosses $9 million in one store
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In Next Week's Issue

How fast ean you buy a spot radio eampaign?

If a sudden marketing problem arose, how long would it take to have spot

radio support od the air? What's the Fastest way to place a campaign?

Monthly cost and programing Comparagraph

Want the average co^t of all half-hour tv dramas? The cosl of a

specific show? See next week's special Comparagraph section
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KTHS (LITTLE ROCK)

Flips Through MAGAZINE, Too!

KTHS is Basic CBS Radio for Little Rock—but with

50,000 watts it also serves hundreds of

smaller towns and cities throughout the

State.

Take Magazine (Ark.) for example. With only a few

hundred souls. Magazine doesn't offer much

"circulation" by itself. But combined with

scores of other communities, it helps give

KTHS interference-free daytime coverage

of more than 3-1 1 3 million people!

Ask vour Branham man for the full KTHS Storv.

si*

KTHS 50,000 Watts

CBS Radio

iROADCASTING FROM

ITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
Represented by The Branham Co.

'nder Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport
Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager

m KTM9 H»t«« arl«" » •

hat a rwcUtiM •* l.*M.:s» »»•»•. 1 •»••» mr
IW.Wt ate •«• M frwtm tnm
tay *0*r rtalU a*»! •-> Oar l«>»laiaMaa fr—
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Another FIRST

COI

IN THE SEVENTEEi
Counties WBRE-TV Cover

Consistent with the leadership which brought the World's

First Million Watt TV Station to this important section

of Pennsylvania, WBRE-TV now provides COLOR to its

320,000 sets in a market of 2,000,000 people.

Local live and film shows have been added to the growing

line-up of NBC Color Shows, offering the local, regional and

national advertiser the opportunity to bring his products

into the 275,000 TV homes with all the impact of their

beauty and design.

National Representative : The Headley-Reed

Counties Covered: LUZERNE LACKAWANNA LYCOMING COLUk
SCHULYKILL NORTHUMBERLAND MONROE PIKE WA
WYOMING SULLIVAN SUSQUEHANNA BRADFORD

SNYDER MONTOUR CARBON



the week

John H. Mitchell: tv film's early bird

John Mitchell, vice president "I sales i"i Screen (»< -

in tv film Bales the Bame tough, competitive spirit thai he •

brought to tin' position of <
- n< I on the I niversit) ol Vlicl

eleven. \t a recent press conference in New \<<ik i ii\ In

nounced plan- for 1!! new SG pilots .it .1 1 osl • •! -I nillion, tossed

the t\ film industry several bones to gnaw on, crossed lances with

\IU 'a Bob Sarnoff on the subject

< > t feature film .1- network tare.

The next daj he was "It on .1 Bell"

junket, delivering presenta-

tions i" General Mills and the

Post ' ereals Dh ision "I < General

i ds. It i- the earliest Mitchell

has evei been out selling for the

next season. Screen Gems foresaw

this year .1- a good time for earl)

Belling, .iikI Mitchell is finding it

"wide open market for film.

Of the 1!'> new s) ndicated pilot-.

nine will be completed b) I February, the rest bj I March. I
>- !

jrear, SG made nine pilots, sold six. Mitchell's foi 1 1
1

•

-

industry is that out of ever) 100 pilots made, I
11 get on the

Ol these, about ,5 survive t>> become relativel) long-term shows.

Although he's out selling it. Mitchell is the first to admit thai

syndication is over-supplied. In fact, he told the New York

conference that $25,000 is as much as a studio can risk per show

on production because of (1) influx of feature filn run

product that has accumulated from network and syndication, and

the clearances bottleneck. The produce] of a first-run series is

competing with the tremendous re-run stockpile, much of which has

been amortized and can be sold at next t" nothing. Production of

a 13-show package i- a gamble toda) unless it's
">"'< underwritten.

Mitchell's views on feature film (SG through < olumbia has 1,200,

read) t< >r release at the rate of ~>2 t.> l'U per yeai are at vari

with the opinions of Bob Sarnofi who takes a dim view of movies

network. Mitchell believes that next season will find one big '* V

picture (these will come from all studios) per week on each network

in Class "' \" evening time. Several major advertise rs are now inter-

ested <mi the grounds thai feature film is (1) a sound, econo

buy, (2) delivers an audience at a favorable cost-per-1,000 hi

ma) be an answer to the current network programii - doldrums.

On the subject of agenc) show control, SG invites no part of it.

*"
\ producer of programs,'

1
Mitchell -a\~. "should have explicit con-

trol of the entertainment values that -> into a show. I hi- 1- the

producer's business. Onl\ when entertainment values cut .1

business and advertising policies should an agei ) step in." < BS

exercise* no control over SG film productions of Ployh

Mitchell came to SG five years ago in his present capacity, now

head- a sales organization of about 17 men. ^

lowest

cost -per- thousand

ov cost per thousand e,

••.er than

closet nyjl
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at

BAKERSFIELD

KBAK-TV

Now

Primary Affiliate

Represented Nationally

by

WEED TV

Timebuyers
at work

Dorothy Barnett, Roj S. Durstine, Inc. New York, reports success-

ful spot radio results for their food accounts through the use of the

following strategy: (1) Late week daytime radio saturation to reach

as wide a segment of 'buying-minded' women as possible. '-Our

research has shown that the average housewife shops toward the end
of the week, when she usualh

buys for the entire week. Hardly

an) buying is done on Monday
and from Tuesday on it builds

gradually to its peak on Frida\

and Saturday, ll is important to

impress the woman immediately

before she shops because the mem-
ory factor is tricky. The housew ife.

even with heavy saturation, will

rarely remember a day-or-more-

old commercial. And, the cumu-

lative impact of advertising must

not be over-rated; each spot should stand by itself in its selling

psychology and be placed at a time and day of the week when it can

initiate action. (2) Station merchandising plans. "We screen stations

very carefully looking for the best service—from program stars

who make personal appearances for the product, to placing of store

displays. Merchandising is a part of advertising, not an adjunct."

James Hackett, Frank B. Sawdon, Inc., New York, timebuyer for

Robert Hall Clothes, one of the top 20 spenders in tv and radio,

comments: "We use one-minute spots almost entirely because the

frequency impact outweighs the intangibles of program identifica-

tion. Robert Hall sells the 'super market concept'—a store where

every member of the family can

buj his clothes quickly and inex-

pensively. Consequently, while we

adyertise Saturday and Sunday to

reach the man of the house with a

special promotion, most of our

buying covers each day of the

week so that we hit a wide seg-

ment of both men and women.

Generally, we use radio 7 a.m. to

7 p.m. to advertise sales and pro-

motions, and tv from 6 p.m. to

sign-off to advertise basic mer-

chandise. We work with Robert Hall's Merchandising Department

and sales in each store are correlated with advertising. Altogether,

we buy on about 200 radio and tv stations 52 weeks a year. Thirty

of these weeks are saturation, geared to fall and spring: the remain-

ing 22 weeks' spots are bought in important markets only for

reminder advertising and to hold prime time positions for us."

SPONSOR 12 JANUARY 1957



PIN
POINT

I

POWER
GETS
BEST
RESULTS

Buy
Tom Tinsley
President

R. C. Embry
Vice Pres.

Radio Station W-I-T-H "pin point power" is tailor-made t<> blai

Baltimore's 15-mile radius at low, low rates with m>

W-I-T-H reaches 74'. ' of all Baltimore homes everj week deli

more listeners per dollar than any competitor. That's why we I

twice as many advertise ny competitor. That's wh>
to hit the sales "bull's-eye" for you, too.

C O FIDE C E
National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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MORE AUDIENCE* than

ANY STATION IN MILWAUKEE

THAT'S WHAT

WNBF-TV, BINGHAMTON, N.Y.

DELIVERS DAY AND NIGHT

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK-AT

LOWER COST PER 1000.

YOUR BLAIR-TV MAN HAS

THE EVIDENCE FOR YOU.

Also more audience than any

station in Baltimore, Houston,

Minneapolis-St. Paul and other

major markets;at lower cost than

every station in eight of the ten

major markets.

Telepulse, December, 1955.

WNBF-TV
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK

f©} Channel 12

NBC-TV • ABC-TV

operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 4-6th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM«FM«TV, Philadelphia, p a ./WNBF-AM«FM»TV. Binghamton, N. Y.

WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa. /WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona, Pa. /WNHC-AM • FM t TV, New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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Vrj

SPONSOR-SCOPE
12 JANUARY The aftermath of tin- rear's mediocre tv programi og i.. I,, i.h when

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC IK \l )I';|I'"m lletumk C. Ill I I I, I - collie Up. \l,, „|. |l

.1 drastic re\ ision of tei ma,

To get tin- focus on wh it happenin

• The agencies ma) uol be entirelj happj with i

aren't condemning the talent, writers, and pro blindly.

• Rather, there i- a growing Feeling thai the physical placement oi • • -I

it goes on. and who i- comp i ng with it i-

he fixed a- ea-il\ as canning a bunch of actors and musi

In poking around the Bit i iti ..f the bi

1) Tin- tv audience i« now pretrj evenlj diatribnted among 1 1 * * - three actwotha,

2) Certain programs have thoroughly entrenched themselves n to

Beason, thus have an automatic edge on uewei competition.

And the solution that the

The netuoik- Bhould aker their methods of doing b allowing

13-week cancellation privileges id of da
tracts, and (b) make concessions; talent or time contribul

from an entrenched program produce an into] — t

-

j >» r -

1

Footnote: The networks did grant such concessions

'50a when h Bets were limited.

Predictions among the major N< •>» York agencies are thai next -ea-on pr.uti

rally all the major tv account anil that includes P&G ami General Foods— wfll

he loaded with alternate sponsorships.

Reasons for Bhying away from

• There's a substantial advantage when the ii»k is spread multiple

• If a program turn* out to be a clinker, the blow t<> \.>ur pi !ler.

• Should the time period militate against t
1

p

Min> on the network from two directions might work out hitter than one,

Here's the present score for the two multiple*s PAG,

three exclusive sponsorships, five alternate sponsorshi] • G< neral I oods, I e •

three alternate.

iSee The Alternate Week Problem, pagi

\ li-t of agencies most active in network radio

am more, bo SPONSOR-SCOPE herewith pres - form, whh i

of each agency's more important network radi

Ted Bates: Brown & Williamson, < raft.

BBDO: Lever Bros,, DeSoto, Curtis Publish:

Campbell-Ewahl : Chevrolet, United M ! .

J. Walter Thompson: Schlits, Scott Taper. Ford, Mentholal

Young & Ruhieam: General Foods, T.ipton. Bristol-M;

Product*.

N.\t >tcp in refurbishing radio in the top agencies nurj be an operathmal -

ration of that medium from \\

.

This new unit would he in a position I

• New concepts in programing.

• Updated techniques in commercial writi

SPONSOR • 12 JANUARY 1957
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

• New skills in adapting to radio the ad themes used by the client in tv.

Some clients already have expressed themselves as feeling this approach is logical. An
anecdote recently related by Henry Schachte, Lever Bros, ad chief, points this up.

He sa)s that he had just come from an agency meeting where the product group went

into great length about proposed storyboards and dialogue; then some one, as a passing

thought, remarked: "Oh, by the way, we've got some radio commercials, too."

TvB estimates almost $1,500,000,000 will be spent by tv advertisers in 1957
for time and programing.

The estimate breaks down like this:

Network, $720 million; spot, $389 million; local, $366 million.

What could brake the trend toward product diversification is the Federal Trade

Commission's intention to scrutinize a batch of recent mergers.

Two of these mergers involve network tv advertisers: P&G and Helene Curtis In-

dustries.

The FTC wants to look into P&G's take-over of the Charmin Paper Mills and Olin

Mathieson's buy of the cosmetic line.

ABC's executive family moves to Miami next week for a series of planning

sessions.

There will be three days of discussions with the ABC tv and radio m&o managers; then

a gathering with the ABC TV affiliates' board of governors to review plans for the 1957-58

season.

NBC hopes to broadcast the majority of its shows in color next fall, and expects

to have conditions and fees spelled out soon.

So far the network has been absorbing color expenses, especially on agency controlled

live shows, such as Lux, Goodyear and Kraft.

NBC also is absorbing the additional expense of color on such film series as Life of

Riley, Noah's Ark, and Lancelot.

Advertising media faces this important challenge in 1957: providing local or re-

gional coverage at the same rate and quality that the big advertiser can get on a na-

tional basis.

To Paul R. Freyd, management consultant, that challenge is implicit in many major

marketing problems.

Techniques have to be developed to make it possible for small companies to compete

with big ones in specific geographical areas. Advertising is the uppermost factor here.

Warns Freyd: Unless marketing men work out solutions of providing conditions under

which small companies can grow and compete, then the Government will—to the detriment

of every one.

Another marketing problem posed by Freyd is this: scientific fractionalizing of the

national market so that factory investment, labor pools and rates, sales promotion costs,

sales expense, and transportation costs can be proportioned so as to bring lowest prices to

the consumer.

Two prospects for network tv next season are the new Edsel car (Ford) and

Dow Chemical.

Agencies for both are now talking to syndicators about films.

For Dow it will be a return to the nighttime sector.

10 SPONSOR • 12 JANUARY 1957



^ SPONSOR-SCOPE Continued

It'i almost udomaUc to shrug mt u Jloping h progrt .-

what? Program! are still -..,.,11 compared lo lime i

Bui is thai reall) true? H -

As a clue to tl,

L5 aetwork t\ advertisers in 19

Time costs are calculated as net to the

vertuen

ADVERTISER [TME COSTS PROGRAM COSTS rOTALCOSI
Procter & Gamble

General Motors m
Chrysler Corp. 000,000 10,

General Foods l_\

Colgate 14,1 h,

Gillette-Toni 00
1 ..,,1 Iviotoi

General Electric

American Tobacco Co. j-

.

1 ever Bros. 00,

H. J. Reynolds 00,000

Liggett & Myers 6,0 II.

Bristol-Myers I

General Mills

American Home Produ .00,000

Although the official figures won't be avail.,: network gross h
time sales for 1956 probablj will look altout like thia:

ABC TV, S7."> million: ( US TV, |225 million; NB( l\. |210 mill.

It lakes more than cost-per-1,000 figures t<> impress some of the big adver*

Users, John II. Mitchell, Screen Gems sales \.|>.. is finding out

Mitchell (in a press conl"> I
\- tre, Kraft I

and Studio One as having reached the "'end of the t he predicted their sponsors

would be turning to feature film- as Bnbatitntea.

Rejoined a Lever Bros, executive: "The Holly* I stud

ent to know that in our business there are BUcb I

and identity with the product or company. We like ral

stands for a 20-year tradition thing unique."

From the L. S. Steel camp came thi- retort:

In tv, as we did in radio, we've tied our identity to a pr< inizatiorj and qu

of entertainment that are in harmony with our own

History just can't help repeating itself:

The board chairman of a network tv advertiser had just retui

and the first thing he wanted to know v

"Why did vm- have to sponsor that comedian? Mj wife and I and all our

friends like Lawrence \\ elk better."

All of which recalls this incident, which happened u

The first thing that a new general manager at ( hevrolet did on t.ikin^ a

was to get Jack Benny fired.
W
N< d I

and our friends like Wayne K,

Louis Dean, now Kudner v.p. and then CampbeH-Ewald

getting Victor Young to put together an orchestra thai sounded i I

ABC Radio is taking the rate-raising plunge.

As of 1 April, prices of the segments on its Mon "100

down to S50 i for 260 or more segments

SPONSOR • 12 JANUARY 1957 H



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Procter & Gamble has resumed buying tv spot on a large scale—the first such

activity since last spring.

What's significant about the P&G quest for availabilities (which include such products

as Dreft and Prell) is this:

The emphasis is on early evening and late night 60-second spots. All of which
points to a sharp interest—a la Colgate—in feature films.

Daytime tv's penetration took a notable swing upward last year—not only because

more people had sets, but also because they used them more.

Here's an up-to-the-minute analysis of daytime homes-using-tv, based on data furnished

by Nielsen and processed for SPONSOR-SCOPE by CBS TV Research:

1955 HOMES 1956 HOMES
PERIOD PER MINUTE PER MINUTE % INCREASE

9 a.m. to noon 4,540,000 5,106,000 12.5

Noon to 3 p.m. 6,020,000 7,217,000 19.9

3 p.m. to 6 p.m. 9,150,000 10,560,000 15.4

Ave. Min. 9 to 6 6,570,000 7,640,000 16.3

Footnote: These comparisons are between December 1955 and December 1956. During

this interval tv homes increased from 34,400,000 to 38,390.000—while network rates gen-

erally remained the same.

Among the agency-advertiser leaders Pat Weaver has talked to about his plan

to enter the freelance programing field is McCann-Erickson's president Marion
Harper, Jr.

Harper was out of town at press time. Hence there was no opportunity to check the

report that Mc-E was considering an arrangement whereby Weaver would either serve as

a consultant, give it first offer on his productions, or both.

Tom O'Neil's yearend statement on the operation of RKO Teleradio's stations has

these highlights:

• Gross time sales for the six tv and seven radio o&o's in 1956 were $5.6 million over '55.

• The radio stations alone had a 12% increase in time sales.

• The company's non-network tv stations (WOR-TV, New York, KHJ-TV, Los Angeles,

and CKLW-TV, Detroit), averaged a billings increase of 23%. All rely heavily on feature

films for their programing—a significant factor pointed out in the statement.

ABC TV wants to be early with a wholesale preview of its next season's pro-

graming. A showing will be held at the Waldorf Astoria 13 April.

Invitations are going out to about 1,500 advertisers and agencies.

A similar show will follow in Chicago.

One of the highlights of these gatherings will be Mike Wallace, who is moving over

to ABC from WABD.

For the first time since 1952, you hear admen talking of a "soft market" in

network tv.

They point to the fact that 16 network shows are in search of alternate-week spon-

sors and there has been a series of cancellations.

To this the networks answer: This is evidence merely of a "soft market" for those

particular shows. There's still quite a waiting list for prime evening periods.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New
and Renew, page 46; Spot Buys, page 48; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 52; Washington

Week, page 61; sponsor Hears, page 64; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 70.
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Latest

METRO PULSE
Willi firsl all daj and ai

Wilis tir-t 360 nut ,.i 360 quar
ter boors. In and out of home,
Mon.-Fri., •> a.m.-midnight.

Latest

AREA PULSE
will! ti,-t all day, Willi tir-t

263 out of 288 quarter-hoars.
mid pl.ici.,, l Mnlic Inwi

Mnii.-S;it., t> a.m.-midnight.

Latest

AREA NIELSEN
Will? tir-t .ill day .in. I night,
u ith \-.T' , share oi audience.
W 11 IS first every time period.

Kffon.-Sat., •> ;i.m.-»> p.m.

Latest

HOOPER
Wins first all day with 12.295

ol audience. June-Sept., 4-

month average Mon.-Fri., 7

a.m.-6 p.m.; s.-it. 8 a.m.-6 pan.

at WHB 87<;o renewa
87* , ol \N II B's lai pest billing

have renewed in 1956 . . . «itli •

iii> for renewal

!

\\ III' dominates

survey. Sure, Storz Station [•rogramn

tracts tremendous audit •

vertisi But it takes

come back for more. And WHB
station. So much ->. that WHB
of renewals for both local and natioi

other Kansas City rad

from B WHB I M

VRMSTROXG

The Storz Sta
Today's Radio for Today's Selling

WHB
Kansas City, Missouri

TODD STORZ.
Presu

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

WQAM
Mia m

Represented by John Blair & Co.

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Oriea-s

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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TELEPULSE R/mNGS- TOP SP|

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets 1

Period 7-13 November 1956
7-STATI0N
MARKETS

5-STA.
MARKET 4-STATION MARKETS

1

3-STATH |

Rank Past*
now rank TITLE, SYNDICATOR. SHOW TYPE

Average
ratings NY. L.A. S Fran.

Seattle-
Boston Chicago Detroit Milw. Mnpls. Ptilla. Tacoma Wash. Atlanta

|

1 2 Death Valley Days (W)
PACI Fl C BORAX

20.7
8.2

wrca-tv

13.5 8.9

wwj-tv wfil-tv
7:00pm 6:30pm

2 1
Highway Patrol (M)
Zl V

19.1
11.3 10.5

wrca-tv kttv
7:00pm 9:00pm

13.4

kron-tv
6:30pm

15.2 12.2 20.7 11.8 13.5 13.3 24.7 13.2 16.4

wgn-tv wjbk-tv wtmj-tv kstp-tv wcau-tv komo-tv wtop-tv waga-tv >J
10:30pm 9:00pm 10:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 6:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7:30pm 1

3 8
Badge 714 (M)
NBC FILM 17.7

4.2 10.7

kttv
! 10pm 7:30pm

17.7

kplx
9:00pm

15.0 11.2 14.9 10.7 16.5 17.6 11.2

wnac tv wgn-tv wjbk-tv kstp-tv wcau-tv klng-tv wttg
8:00pm 7:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

22.9
|

wsb-tr ifl
7:00pm '

4 5
Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal (D)
MCA 17.2

2.9 10.2

unix kttv
1" 00pm :

'in

164 21.5 12.4 21.2 8.9 5.9 9.2

wnac tv wnba wxyz-tv wtmj-tv kstp-tv wrcv-tv wmal-tv
I" :ii|.m 10:00pm 10:30pm 8:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 6:30pm

17.0

wsb-tv
10 :30pm 1

5 3
Man Called X (A)
Zl V 17.0

2.7 5.7

wpix khj-tv
x :30pm 7:00pm

10.2

krim -tv
10pm

17.4 9.3 16.2 12.9 9.7 12.1 8.0

wbz-tv wgn-tv wjbk-tv wtmj-tv i tv klng-tv wmal-tv
1

ii 9 30pm 7:00pm 9:30| 7:00pm 8:30pm 9:00pm

15.9 1
waga-tv 1
7:00pm 1

6
Sheriff of Cochise (Ml
NTA 16.4

3.1 10.3

wabd kttv
: 30pm 7:00pm

11.2

kron ii

6 :30pm

20.9 16.2 18.4 7.2 14.9 18.0 14.0

wnbq wwj-tv wtmj-tv weeo-tv king-tv WTC-tv
6:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 10:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 10:30pm

7 7
Science Fiction Theater (SF)
ZIV 15.9

9.7 6.2

un-;i l\ kttV
r in - in

15.0

kron-tv
7:00pm

14.7 16.5 3.9 7.5 8.5 6.3 17.9 6.0

wbz-ti wnbq wxyz-tv wtmj-tv kmgm-tv wfil-tv king-tv wmal-tv
6:i5pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 11:00pm S:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 6:00pm

15.5 1
waea-tr 1
7 :00pm

8
Superman (A)
FLAM 1 NGO 15.8

4.4 9.7

h abc i v kttv
(i :00pm 7:00pm

6.4

kgo-tv
6:00pm

19.4 7.9 16.5 10.5 10.3 18.2 19.0 11.5

wnac tv wgn-tv wxyz-tv wltl-tv weeo-tv wcau-tv king-tv wrc-tv
6:30pm 6:00pm 6:00pm 6 inn 1 :30pm 7:00pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

19.0 1

wsb-tv ]
7 :00pm M

9 4
1 Search For Adventure (A)
BAGNALL 15.7

3.1 9.7

wpix kabc-tv
7 :30pm 7 :30pm

21.4

kiiiv

7:30pm

179 89 11.9 7.9 15.2 16.9

wbkb cklw-tv witl-tv wtci king-tv
5:30pm 9:30pm 9:00pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

24.5

wsb-tv
7:00pm i

9 9
Stage 7 (D)
TPA 15.7

2.2 9.0

wabd kttv

8:00pm 7 30pm

13.4 18.9 16.0 13.2

ill./ '. wtmj-tv kstp-tv komo-tv
• 15pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 8:00pm

12.2 iJ

w«b-tv
10 30pm a*|

Rank Part*
now rank Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

1 2
Doug. Fairbanks Presents (D)
ABC Fl LM

16.8
15.4 7.3

wrca-tv krea
I" 30pm 10:30pm

4.4 16.9

wbkb wtmj-tv
10:00pm 9:30pm

13.5

wsb-tv
7:00pm 1

2 Esso Golden Playhouse (D)
OFFI CI AL FILM

16.3
11.9 17.5 4.9

wbz-tv wcau-tv wrc-tv
i

1 inn 10:30pm 7:00pm

3 4
Patti Page (Mu)
OLDSMOBI LE

16.2
14.6 4.9 11.3

wnac ii wwj-tv wtmj n
7:15pm 11:00pm 10:00pm

4 3
Life of Riley (C)
NBC Fl LM

15.8
9.0

kttv

8:30pm

16.9 11.0 26.2

wnbq kup tv king-tv
6:00pm ' uOpm 7:30pm

5 Dateline Europe (A)
OFFI CI AL FILM

13.8
5.7

wcau-tv
3:00pm

6.9

wlwa
7 :30pin

6
Hopalong Cassidy (W)
NBC FILM

12.5
6.0

km
6:30pm

13.0

cklw-tv
7 :00pm

Si

7 10 Code 3 (M>
ABC FILM

12.3
9.8

kttv
9:30pm

15.5

kron tv

10:30pm

6.5 10.0 9.2 15.1 13.3

ii \i/ tv wlsn-tv wTcv-tv king-tv wtop-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 10:00pm 7:00pm

-1

8 Gene Autry (W)
CBS FILM

11.7
1.8 2.9

wabd kcop
v 00pm 8 "H]nii

10.2

wlsn-tv
"

9 5 Ellery Queen (M)
TPA

11.4
3.7

« 1 1 i
x

0:30pm

19.4 9.5

HIM. Ir WJIlk-tT
Hi 30pm 7:00pm

10 Ramar of the Jungle (A)
TPA

11.3
1.8

.i 1 1 1 \

Opm

17.5 105 16.0

wxyz-tv wtop-tv
3:0(1 mi 7:00pm

13.0 1

u Iwa
5 nonm |

10 7
Crosscurrent (M)

11.3
9.3

knxt
in 30pm

11.5 4.7

wcoo-tff wmal-tv
10:00pm 10:30pm

13.2

wlwa
6:00pm ,

Show type «ymbol»: (A) adventure: (C) comedy; (D) drama: (Doe) documentary; (K) kld6: (XD
mystery; (Mu) musical; (S) sport; (SF) Science Fiction; (W) Western. Films Hated are syn-
dicated. % nx.. '.« hr. & hr. length, telecast In four or more markets. T*ne average rating Is

as unweighted average of Individual market ratings listed above. Blank space Indicate* film

not broadcast in Oils market 7 13 November While network slums are fairly ;

month to another In the markets In which they are shown, this is true to much let

syndicated shows. Ttils should be borne In mind when analyzing rating trends fra
anothe" m this charl Refers to last month's chart If blank, slum was not rate
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¥>:hn stun top 10. Classification is to number of sUUons In
»«jb own. Pulse determines number by measuring which ttatlem)
I Hired by homei In the metropolitan area of 1 (rtTeo market

- itself may be outside metropolitan area of the market-

MEMO: TIMEBUYERS!

the "THIRD FORCE"
is FIRST in Northeastern Pennsylvania!

ARB pro* s WILK-TV your Beit Buy for PRIME TIMf
:mporfant Northi adi rn f. nnn Uania Til. vision M

WILK-TV hat more first place quarter hours Sunday
through Saturday, from 5 P.M. fo 11 P M than any or

the other Network Stations in th. or. a H ' ts

WILK-TV
STATION "B"
STATION "C"
STATION "D"

FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS

66
57

46

3

Here's the box score on first olace quarter-hours m th, PRIME

TIME period from 5 P.M. to 1 1 P M . Monday through Fnda.

WILK-TV

STATION B

STATION C

STATION D

Monday Tuesday Wwdn.sd*

12 14 12 7

6 7

6 2

8 12

4 6

11

9

3

* POWER
WILK TV speaks with one and one half million wafts of Pc—

more thin any other TV station in the world— Here is the Impact

you need for a complete |ob From Reading to New York S f
I

from Lock Haven to New Jersey The FIRST Station is WILK TV

For fhj BEST coverage in PRIME TIME— you NEED WILK-TV
Get the Facts'

Call

AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

• NEW YORK

• CHICAGO

• LOS ANGELES

• SAN FRANCISCO

• ATLANTA

• DALLAS

• DETROIT

WILKES-BARRE

SCRANTON

15



New

Nielsen

No. 2

PROVES

CUflL/TiWRBL-TV

j 61
|
COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

]

IS

your

best

choice

for

1357
/iV THE BILLION

DOLLAR

COLUMBUS,

GEORGIA

MARKET

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

L6

by Joe Csida

Sponsor

Talent trains to sell as well as star

In this reasonabh new year of 1957 I believe

advertisers and agencies will see and welcome

the further development of a fairly fresh talent

trend. A trend, which finds performers (artists,

if you will I working just as hard to develop

their capacities for representing their sponsors

with dignity and intelligence, as they do devel-

oping their performing skills. Artists who study

the art of on-and-off-the-air salesmanship as conscientiously as thej

do the timing of a punch line or the phrasing of the lyrics of a song.

It is not. of course, too surprising to find a Dave Garroway or a

Mike Wallace or a Jack Lescoulie speak well and convincingly of a

sponsor's product, for talking is indeed their business. It becomes a

touch more remarkable and commendable when a Steve Allen sells

merchandise as smoothly and strongly as he does his fine under-

played comedy. And it develops into an even more interesting

current day advertising phenomenon when a performer works with

efficiency and dignitv for a sponsor off the air as well as on.

Monroe pitches the case for color tv

Not too long ago at the NBC 30th Anniversary convention in

Miami Beach, Vaughn Monroe was among those present. I've men-

tioned Vaughn's work as a super salesman for RCA Victor previ

ously, but I wasn't really fully aware of how meaningful and con-

sistent is Vaughns off-air, off-screen work for his sponsor as when I

saw him in action at and around the Americana Hotel. To affiliate*,

to hotel brass, to local retailers and local disk jockeys Vaughn was

RCA's spokesman, or at least one of its most articulate and con-

vincing spokesmen. I heard him argue the case for color television

and pitch RCA's phonographs over and over again. And he still

pursues his career as a record artist and has just started a tv show

for the air force via the ABC TV network. Vaughn is the type of

performer I'm talking about. And one of the pioneer performers in

the business of selling his sponsors product as well as his own songs.

Another veteran j>erformer, who through the years has worked

diligently to represent his sponsor's company and product and in

this tv day does so more than ever, is Edd\ Vrnold, whose record

sales have just passed the 32.000.000 mark. Eddy has just com-

pleted a series of specially filmed commercials for the SSS Tonic Co.

of Atlanta, Ga. SSS Tonic, through the Day. Harris. Hargret and

\\ einstein. Inc. agenc\ of the same southern cit\ is sponsoring

Eddy Arnold Time, a half hour tv film series in 53 markets and

adding new ones all the time. But Eddy doesn't stop at on-the-

screen commercials. In Ma\ he is scheduled to serve as emcee and

guest star at a mammoth Bov Scout jamboree in Atlanta, called the

Scoutorama. In serving in this capacity Eddy is representing SSa

through its president. Lamar Swift, who is a major factor in the

Bo) Scout movement in his State.

But the trend takes on its importance for advertisers from the
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Sponsor backstage continued

TOP 000
in Central
ARKANSAS*

* PROVED BY SEVEN
CONSECUTIVE MONTHLY

HOOPER RATINGS!

fj latest "PULSE"
\J report of metropolitan

LITTLE ROCK
ranks KVLC FIRST in

145 out of 200 quarter-hours

Monday thru Friday
: sign-on to sign-off

Cet the KVLC SUCCESS STORY today!
New York: Richard O'Connell, Inc.

Dallas: Clarke Brown Company
Chicago: Radio-TV Rep., Inc.

KVLC
LITTLE ROCK

]8

fact thai lui^lit new talent is following the course of working to

develop as star salesmen as well as stars. A young man named Jim

Lowe has a record on the market of a song called "Green Door,"

which has just passed the 2.0<)().()()() I count "em. two million) mark

in sales. This is one of the most successful records in the whole

history of the record husiness. Jim puts in main hours working on

his songs and record dates, and on t\ shots such as his recent guest

appearances on the Steve Allen Show, the Walter W inchell show,

the Will Rogers morning show and numerous others. But Carl

Ward, Sam Slate and the whole sales force at W'CBS, New York,

i where Jim does a Monday-through-Saturday, 9:05 to 9:30 a.m.;

a Monday-through-Friday 11:30 to 11:45 a.m.; and a Saturday after-

noon, 1:30 to 5:30 p.m. show7 each week) will tell you how hard

Jim works to deliver his sponsor's message with the greatest possi-

hle effectiveness. And they'll testify to the unstinting and enthusi-

astic maimer in which he represents his sponsors at store openings,

sales meetings, and other such events. It's no accident that Jim

does this. He is growing up as a performer with the deep convic-

tion that it's just as much a part of his job to sell his sponsor's

merchandise as to sing a song in a way to make people want to

buy his records.

Sullivan invited her back to do the commercial

A pretty little gal from Possum Walk Road, N. C, named Bettj

Johnson currently has a record of a song called "I Dreamed," which

is well on its way to selling a million records. On Variety's Top

Record Talent and Tunes list as this is being written the record is

No. 3 in the country and moving up fast. Betty did her first major

television guest shot on the Ed Sullivan show just a week ago as

this is being written. Ed liked her quite a bit. He suggested to

Jack Babb of Kenvon & Eckhardt that it might be an idea to bring

Betty back on the show and this time have her do a Mercury com-

mercial with Ed as well as sing a song. There was something about

Bett\"s warmth and natural sincerity, which Ed—smart showman

that he is—quickly sensed.

And again here I can assure you this was no accident. Bettv has

been the featured girl singer on Don McNeill's Breakfast Club on

ABC Radio for o\ er a \ ear, and Don and the BCs advertisers have

Betty do commercials regularly. And she does them for such ac-

counts as Admiral, Mum. Realemon Extract and others willingly,

enthusiasticallv and well. Again, because she is growing up as a

performer with a full awareness that she must constantly study and

work to become ever more appealing as a singer, but that she must

study and work just as hard to do a solid job for the sponsor who

is paying her salarj

.

I can testif\ to the fact that these two bright new stars believe in

the idea of striving to hecome star salesmen as well as stars because

I am rather intimately associated with them as part of the organiza-

tion which serves as their personal managers. I believe in this ap-

proach on the part of talent, as 1 have written on a few occasions

previouslv. and 1 have never had am arguments from Betty or

Jim. I predict, however, as I said in the beginning of this piece,

that more and more fine talent will work in the direction of also

becoming fine salesmen and representatives of the sponsors for

whom thev work. ^

;
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m
F. v. spot editor

I column $ponsored l>\ one ••! the leading film producen in i«*/«*rui«>n

s \ u it \

NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET

CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

\n old salt, w nil tattooed ai ins .m<l i
:

yam aboui capturing pirates; h spellbinds h i^

ever) bo) and mi I in ilt. iv
I

< oated cereal. I he "gimmii » "Jolly
in cm It |i.ii kage <>\ Prix Fasi p; nt o( tl

spol sell \i)d i. >! ,i surprise ending, the pa ivers tl

Produced b) S VRR \ foi (.1 S'ERAL MILLS. IN< I \ I II

LAIRD, l\(

SARRA, l \ (

New Vork: 200 l an 56th Stn • I

( lii« ago: 16 I asi < )m.n to mmu

I he l\ .imlic i .in .i visit to the Bulova Watch i

second commercial, anothei in the continuii >\RR\
\ dramatii documentary approach tells the ston ol fine workmanship
precision watchmaking. Interesting closeupa ol In

mainspring, self-winding mechanism* learl) reveal the fin<

ship that is synonymous with Bulova. Product SARRA r I

:

• BULOVA
WATCH ( OMPANY, l\( through M ( \\\ I RH KSON l\<

SARRA, l\<

\eu \ mi k: JIMI I asi ".In li Sin . I

( lii* ago: hi I BSI < )ni .ii m> Sim « t

I he N.uiic « in h) jingle i<>i s < hoenlii

styles tremendousl) increases the audio effectivi iln^ m
seven l\ spots b) SARRA Modern, highly

humorous cartoon characters combine with the bouncy mus
i.) emphasize the sponsor's theme, "soonei "i lati

Schoenling Produced iu<> ways: black on whit<

black l<>] superimposition on live crowd backgrounds

Prepared by SARRA foi MM SCHOENLING BREWIM
ROl I M \\ \M\ I R I ISING \(.l \< i l\<

SARRA, l N (

New York: 200 I as< 56th Street

( In. ago: 16 I asi < Intai io Street

Vnothei -spot b) S \RR \ in a continu

[nsuram I
minutes ol convin< i

head ol th< Vmerican family

beside a quiel brook, while explain

Erom Prudential • R tirement Plan. 1

photograph) and pi

mercial [or the sponsor's produi

ducedbySARRA rHE PRUDENT1A1 INSURANCE COMPANY
Wll RK \ through ( \I KINS i HOI Dl N IN(

s \ R R \ I \ (

\ t M \ . .! k 200 I at 56th Stn

( tin ago: l<> East Ontario s i"
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IN HOUSTON..
STATION A

Sells Ratings

STATION B

Sells Merchandising

STATION C
Sells Power

STATION D
Sells Prestige

STATION E

Sells Cut-Rates

•g,v*

ALL-AROUND
BEST

SELLS YOUR
CLIENTS'
PRODUCTS

MUSIC • NEWS
SPORTS -MYSTERIES

Mutual for Houston
and South Texas

Call your
Paul Raymer Man

IN

HOUSTON
SMART TIME-

BUYERS CHOOSE

KT HT
FOR

RESULTS

_>i,

WCDA-B Albany

WAAM Baltimore

VYBEN-TV Buffalo

WJRT Flint

WFMY-TV Greensboro

WTPA Harrisburg

WDAF-TV Kansas City

WHAS-TV Louisville

WTMJ-TV Milwaukee

WMTW Mt Washington

WRVA-TV Richmond

WSYR-TV Syracuse

Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Lie.

The only exclusive TV national representative

Neiu York

Chicago

San Francisco

Atlanta

Madisc

Switch to all-media buying

We waul to extend our thanks o

SPONSOR for the \ ery fine article which
appeared in the December 15. 1956
issue. We think the material was -u-

perbb presented. And all of us here
.it Grej are proud to be a part of sue i

a splendid reportorial job.

In reading through the article, we
noticed that the names of two of our

eight stalwart assistant media buyers

were inad\ ertentlj omitted. They are:

John Fit/pat rick, who serves as out-

door buyer on all Gre) accounts and
as an assistant all-media buyer, and
Veronica Welch, who serves as budget

coordinator on Procter & Gamble and
also as assistant all-media buver.

E. L. Deckinger. media
director, Grey, New York

Broadcaster's Promotion Association

I appreciate sponsor reproducing mv
speech to the Broadcaster's Promotion
Association. Hut the condensation of

my effort really turned me into a

"demanding, ask and you get" guv

—

which as \ou know. I'm not.

I think the gist of what I said was
this:

1. Agencies and clients should help

the stations promote their programs

by supplying extra mone\ and pro-

motion materials.

2. The stations should activeb mer-

chandise and promote—not because

they are expected to. but primarily

because in helping their clients the)

help themselves.

3. Merchandising and promotion

plans should be custom made to fit

a client s needs—not a station's port-

folio.

Don P. Nathanson. president

North Advertising, Chicago

ABC chainbreak promotion

As an ardent reader of Sponsor-Scope

I could not resist the temptation to

write you with reference to an item

contained on page 11 of the November

2! issue. This is concerned with the

item headed "Which tv programs get

the benefit of free chainbreak plug

^ mi note ^ \K has discovered that at
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AGAIN

The Finest In TV Film Shows From M CA TV
FILM SYNDICATION



IF YOU HAD A MILLION

32.4 national Nielsen average rating for 19 months

on the CBS Network (as The Millionaire) . . . and just

made available for local sponsorship ! Features Mar-

vin Miller. 39 half hours

MAN BEH
•les Bickford

BADGE

Tht true. The drama-terrific. The ratings-ex

cellent! A thoroughly reliable sales-builder.

39 half hours

Brian Keith

CRUSADER

Overseas intrigue and suspense in tune with today's

gripping headlines. Direct to you after 65 smash net-

work weeks for Camels and Colgate. 52 half hours

Thomas Mitchell

MAYOR OF THE TOWN
The most famous radio dramatic serial continuesl

fabulous success on television! Huge ready-made ai|

ence assures maximum impact in your market.

39 half hoi



1 1 Features starring Gene

irofitable hour strip. 50% adults

67 hour-long features

GUY LOMBARDO
and his Royal Canadians

"The sweetest music this side of heaven." Smash rat-

ings even against top competition. Leading film show-

in New York month after sensational month. All this

plus famous guest stars

!

78 half hours

Mark Stevens portrays crusading editor, Steve Wilson,

in this series that played the network as "Big Town."

39 half hours

Preston Foster

WATERFRONT

The all-time all-family dramatic hit that is literally

"money in the bank" for every sponsor. Ask for the

rating track record, which is making history.

78 half hours

m
Jnique quarter-hour dramas that harvest big rewards
at half the price ! The surprise endings pack a terrific

wallop. So will your campaign

!

78 quarter hours

Famous Hollywood Stars

FAMOUS PLAYHOUSE
An absolute gold mine of star-studded comedy, mys-
tery, adventure, romance. Build your own show, your
wimood, your own title! (New films added yearly)

300 half hours

fc Lki

The

RAY MILLAND
Show

Nielsen says comedy is your best buy. Here's the out-
standing comedy series in syndication, paced by an
Academy Award star. Tremendous two-year selling

record for GE

!

76 half hours

Western Features starring

GENE AUTRY

Strip for action (and bevies of national spot adver-

tisers who really go for that low cost per thousand !)

56 hour-long features

Five years a network rating sensation (Treasury
Men in Action) -now it can sell for you! Every grip-
ping story has the approval of the U. S. Treasury
Department. 39 half houra

CITY DETECTIVE

Spellbinding series of metropolitan mystery and
adventure, starring Rod Cameron. Champion track

record, solid sales results everywhere ! 65 half hours

headlines. Alan Hale, Jr. and Randy Stuart play

the adventurous young couple. A fine all-family

attraction. 26 half h



Every show a winner... every sponsorship backed by award-winning

Advertising, Publicity and Merchandising Campaigns-free!

No. 1 in the big 1957 parade of new MCA releases for

local & regional advertisers . . .

STATE TROOPER
starring Rod Cameron

GREATEST ACTION SERIES EVER MADE...

SOLD IN 80 MARKETS BEFORE RELEASE!

39 all new half-hour action-packed programs filmed on
location with the full cooperation of Nevada's law en-

forcement agencies. Vivid scenes of Mojave desert, Vir-

ginia City, Lake Tahoe, Reno, Las Vegas offer backdrop
for thrilling adventures. So good a show that Falstaff

Brewing snapped it up in 72 markets even before re-

lease! What's your market?

HIT THE TOP WITH

T
XL

FOR

YOUR PRODUCT

YOUR MARKET

YOUR BUDGET



\i;i .in.) ( BS ill. i. - mi firm answei

I jusl want I., i. II \<>ii thai at \Bi

in' have i"i i long lime used I

five ae< ond 1 1
» - i" greal .i.K u

r

promoting programs and foi un

in tunes ' 'in li\ e se< ond spots .u.

.ill>>< ated mi .1 urrkl\ basis a* pel .i del

i it it *- schedule which is issued monthly

.Hid prepared in tin- department.

\i id,- moment we are produi ing

approximately 10 li\<- b« ond 1 1> - .ill

^ In. Ii . .ii i \ indh iilu.il program

titles and in some i ases artwork "i

photographs pertaining t" the particu

l.ii program

I thought I would write "I this

phase ol oui a< 1 1 \ ities in * iew oi the

that the i olumn -ai<l : "It's

,,tl- one "t ill""- situations thai

has escaped exploration because t\ baa

been t."> busy with bigger things. We
have always found thai being ahle i"

offei advertisers .i guaranteed numbei

of promotion spots eithei on a week!)

nonthry l>.i-i-. u hethei li\ e set "ml

\\)\ ,.| 20 mi i.ii ~.
, ond till-, adds con-

siderable weight to "in overall pro-

im.ii.Mi.il backing l"i oui shows

|ohn II I ckstein, directoi

i >inil promotion, \B(

Timcbuying terminology

Idea! In this mad ^liirl "I words., how

about dropping ROS foi BTA Besl

Time Available Now sump'in else

...i" and we've -<•! it whipped!

Morton I W a mer, exec, vice

- -ili-iii. Bartell Group
• KH* ,. .1.. ibbr. .. ...... for Kun "I -.h..l..l.
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Tv and Radio Directory

1 have -.ii'l ii before and I will ~a\ it

the Vnnual I \ and Radio Hi

rectory vou folks -«-n, I "lit i- one ol

the handiest things ol it- kind.

\\ allace Dunlap, general mat

Middlesex Broadcasting, Boston

Probably \"ii have gotten .>tli>i letters

>>n this 1ml iii \<uir iu\\ l\ .in.l Ra-

dio Directory "t New York and Chi-

the < hicago listing shows I

t\ Peters instead ol Pelers, t.ritlm.

•dward.

Vbo their new address is Pruden-

tial Plaza. The telephone numbei .••-

- He.

Warwick Vnderson, account execui

/.<v- Im/iTinn, Louisville
• 111.- I')",: 1\ H ,.!,.. l.,r,.l..r. .* nil.Mr
Irrr .if . hjrt;.- K.-.JU..I .h.ttilil 1>.- t.l.lr.- . -• -1 t -
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n. !». i it .
n >
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•
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I'LL LETCHA IN ON
SUMP/N HOT. .

In California's Great Central Valley

only |0 gives you

TWO-FOR-ONE

SACRAMENTO

TOTAL AREA SET COUNT: 366,550

In KBET's companion market alone latest *ARB studies reveal — Stockton modesto

KBET-TV

Station A (Sacramento)

Station B (Sacramento)

Sign-On to Noon

38.9%
11.3

.0

Noon to 6 P.M.

14.8%
9.6

.0

6 P.M. to Midnight

31.7%
8.6

.0

(*ARB Sets-ln-Use Summary, Nov. '56)

KBET-TV • CHANNEL 10
SACRAMENTO

BASIC

CALIFORNIA
CBS OUTLET

Call II-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails
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THE ALTERNATE WEEK PROBLEM
With Ittl alternate %>. 59 every-week sponsorships <m nighl well i\

questions of show control. 1V«> and station lineups are created

A%lt>'i iiair week sponsorship on television is "in-

<>l those things some advertisers can 'l live with

and yet can'l live without

rhough the wordage ma) be hyperbolic, the

thought behind il is not. For it is .1 problem of no

minor proportions. Ii often means thai no majoi

decision aboul a v - million investment can be made

without consulting another part] whos eting

aims maj n<>i be the same.

The extent of this problem can be deduced b)

the fact that, as "f the last week in 1956, there were

\\ programs shared b) two advertisers on an alter-

nate week l>a>i- cm nighttime network television.

The 88 advertisers involved compared with

h Ii" sponsored an ev< • show 1
1

-

clients who bought ;

a dozen shows. I In tin- 1 al< ulal

who l>ii\-

partii ipation -

-

• I he ra-h of shows in tr->u!

-

repla

• 1 ents on nine s w ith !•

rati' •

•

-1 0P1 2 !>•
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As show-sharing spreads sponsors all over the

network map, new buyers find themselves blocked

because of adjacency protection rules

• Tlic increase in alternate week spon-

sorships ha> blocked sponsors seek-

in- nighttime spots because of adjacen-

cy protection regulations.

Though alternate week sponsorship

dates hack a lew years, not many pat-

terns have developed in methods ol

agenc\ cooperation, rhere are a few

accepted practices in the matter of

splitting commissions, agreeing on sta-

tion lineups and prime responsibility

for riding herd cm a show, but in most

cases each issue that arises is settled

by the sharing agencies fitting around

a table and hammering out an accept-

able agreement. Hut because common
practices are not widespread and there

is often iic i standard to fall back upon,

hard feelings sometimes result.

Yet no one has issued a call for

doing awaj with alternate week spon-

sorships. \\ bile advertisers mav differ

about the disadvantages of shared

programing, there is little dispute

about it> advantages.

These are basically two: il i econo-

my and (2) the opportunity to capture

a wider audience In splitting the bud-

get among more than one- show. Some
brands don "t have the budget for an

every-week show. While participations

also provide an answer to budget prob-

lems, segmented shows usually involve

practically no program control on the

part of the agencj : whereas, a shared

show often i though not always) gives

the agency some >a\. a fact that, not-

so-incidentall\. sils well with the client:

plus the fact that brand identity stands

out more stronglj

.

As for getting a wider audience, it

has long been obvious that a substan-

tial portion of an\ show's audience

are regular viewers. It is logical, there-

fore, to suppose that exposing a brand

every week reaches a point of diminish-

ing returns. Bu\ ing another show is

likely to result in reaching new homo.
Spreading a few more dollars between

two shows (a few more dollars since

alternate week sponsorship mav result

in loss of some discount benefits) will

thus reach a greater number of differ-

ent homes. \l-o important: clients can
spread programing ri-k-.

Because of the major-minor pattern

of alternate sponsorship, the loss of

brand identity is not \er\ great >inec

each client has at leas! one commercial

ever') week.

It is eas\ to exaggerate the problems

cil two agencies getting together on one

show because of the undeniable fact

that the creative agency man. though

used to group planning, is an individ-

ualistic creature and that this individ-

ualism is apt to come to the fore when
two clients or two agencies have differ-

ing philosophies and that's not un-

common.

On the other hand, it i- obvious that

when two groups of people are in the

same boat it is to the benefit of both to

keep the boat afloat and running

smooth I \

.

The place where the latter pressure

works most stronglj is where a show

has two sponsors and one agency or

two agencies and one sponsor. The
latter instance is not alternate week
sponsorship in the sense meant by

SPONSOR i though product commercials

alternate I but it provides an illustra-

tion of agencj techniques in coopera-

tion.

For example, where P&G has two (or

morel agencies on one show, one of

them is established as agency of record

and has primary responsibility for pro-

ducing the show. If the non-produc-

ing agency has an\ ideas or problems

about programing, it funnels these

through the producing agencj . The

purpose of this policy is to minimize

disagreements and provide an uncom-

plicated liaison between agencj and

producer. In the event of a serious

disagreement on programing the issue-

can be taken to P&G Productions. How-
ever, the P&G method has worked well

over the years and an appeal to high

authority is rare.

Another example: Until recently,

when it lost Colgate, Esty's problems

with two clients (R. J. Reynolds and

Colgate I on Crusader and the Bob
Cummings show were simplified bj the

fact that it handled both. Now that

Colgate i- berthed elsewhere Kst\ is

I lie- "senior producing agencj in the

Cummings time slot (the Crusader has

been replaced b\ Mr. Attains & Eve*.

sharing the time with the Carl S.

Brown Go., a newcomer to the show

and time period.

The Esty-Brown relationship -pot-

light- the question of the senior and

junior agencj on a show. A senior

agenc\ maj be defined as one which

has been with the show or time period

when another agencj and client move

in to alternate. In the case of the

Cummings -how. the situation is com-

plicated bj the fact that the agencj is

new hut the client isn't.

There is an important issue sug-

gested here: \ big question is what

rights and responsibilities does an

agencj and client who have worked on

a -how or been in a time period for a

longer length of time than the alternate

client and agencj ?

One rule of thumb is that franchise

"rights" to both the show and time

period give the senior client and agencj

the most say. Thej will ha\e more to

sa\ about the show, more to saj when

a new show comes in to replace a tur-

key and more to saj about lineup-.

The senior agencj often asks —and

3. NIGHTTIME
I
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THOSE AGENCY MEETINGS!
Some reps say there are more of them today than ever hefor*

meetings are necessary. Tips given here are designed to help make your m)

time salesman: Sims Dribble in

Media, please.

switchboard OP: One moment, sir.

(Pause).

secretary: Mr. Dribble's office.

TIME salesman: Sims Dribble, please.

secretary: Who's calling, please?

TIME salesman: Cot Mather from

S» hlepps' Reps.

secretary: Well, I'm sorry, Mr.

Mather, but Mr. Dribble is in a meet-

ing:-

TIME salesman: This is important.

Will he be tied up for long?

secretary: The rest of the dav. I'm

afraid. The meeting just started.

• • •

low many times a day this brief

Madison Avenue tragedy is re-enacted

i- anybody's guess. Enough times. >a\

some station representatives, to just i f

\

their stepping over the head of the

meeting-bound timebuyer and calling

directly on the client ad manager—

-

provided he, too, isn't in a meeting.

Thus the meeting, an important

form of communications, itself be-

(i Hues a bottleneck in o\cr-all com-

munications. It poses the question:

Are agency meetings becoming too

frequent and too long? I See SPON-
SOR-SCOPE, 17 November sponsor,

page 9)

.

There are some who feel they are

—

that a rash of meetings is keeping

many tiinebuyers incommunicado from

important breaks in broadcasting, that

it also is responsible for many media

personnel working overtime hours to

catch up on routine work neglected

while in conference rooms.

"We're not in meetings all da\

long," says an agency executhe.

"When a meeting is necessary, we

hold one—as does am other business

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Some reps find agencies today deeper

in meetings than ever before. Admen

doubt this is so but advertising today

is a group operation and anything done

to speed up meetings has big value. To

that end, meetings should have specific

goals. They should be studied for flaws.

organization, including rep firms."

"I'd say agency meetings have

grown along with the advertising

business," says a seller. ''It's up to

us salesmen to plan our calls so a* not

to conflict with their meetings. I make
it a point not to drop in 'cold.' If I

do, I know the buyer may be tied up

and I won't get to see him."

"Sure they're in a lot of meetings,

but then advertising is a group effort."

another station rep salesman savs.

"Phone your timebuver for an appoint-

ment first. If he's in a meeting, don't

sit back and complain. Phone another

prospect who isn't. That's the sales

business'^'

"If I were a salesman," says an

advertising man. "and kept getting

the old 'He's in a meeting' routine.

I'd certainlv re-examine my selling

technique. A bu\er alwa\s will find

time to listen to something worthwhile.

But a salesman who wastes the buyer's

time often enough i» asking for the

'meeting' brush-off when he calls

'.-"

The foregoing were just a few of the

comments SPONSOR heard while explor-
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ping is a group effort and

and l>< lh r

ing the meeting problem. I hal agency

meetings are becoming more frequent

i- the consensus. (hie ><\ the theories

advanced was (hat there simpl) are

more "fires t" pul out" toda) .
\< i ount

switching from agenc) t" agenc)

make-, man) shops uncertain where

the) -land with their clients. So the) re

giving more and more attention to

those accounts and this results in more

meetings, ["he general opinion is dial

-mall agencies an- jusl a- meeting-

prone a- arc the large "me-.

Advertising i- a fast-moving busi-

New, importanl decisions musl

nade from da\ to day, and these

are rarer) the decisions of an individ-

ual Main must be involved in these

decisions and main must be informed

of these decisions after the) an 1 made.

It has been estimated thai 90 I

of a

business mi-take- are due to break-

down in communications. The meet-

ing plays an important role in com-

munications.

Advertising also i- a creative busi-

ness, and creativit) is no longer the

product of loneliness. The copywriter

SPONSOR \2 .1 \m \u\ 1951



MEETINGS continued...

dur> not create a commercial in the

solitude of an attic. The radio-tv com-

mercial or the magazine lav out is a

group product and where it will he

run is a group determination. Market-

inn, media. cop\ and radio-tv depart-

ments all contribute to the campaign

and contributions must he coordinated.

The case for the conference is strong.

But while intra-agency communica-

tions are kept tight with meetings, isn't

it possible this leaves some wires down

between such vital outside contacts as

the broadcasting field? Could fewer

and shorter meetings accomplish the

same purposes and permit, for ex-

ample, timebuyers more time to keep

up with opportunities of the industry ?

Leaders in management study believe

the) could. The meeting problem is

not peculiar to Madison Avenue. Since

the concept of "roup management

picked up momentum in the early '40s,

the conference has been under the

microscope. For a decade. Harvard

L niversity has conducted a continuing

study of meetings—authentic meetings

held within a "bugged," glass enclosed

conference-lab. At Elizabeth. \. J..

Esso—one of a multitude of major

companies concerned with the time-

wasting aspects of meetings—has set

up a conference training center for its

executives.

The American Management Associ-

ation publishes a brochure, "Guide to

Conference Leadership. conducts

courses and clinics on the subject.

George Odiorne. who heads AMA's
intra-company management program.

has a simple, three-point formula for

cutting down on frequency and dura-

tion of meetings:

i 1 i Before calling a meeting, ask

yourself, "Is it really necessar\ "'.'"

i2l Invite only those who will have

something to contribute.

(3) At meeting's end. check on

what actually was accomplished.

Main meetings end on an inconclu-

sive note, and this calls for still

another meeting. Others consume far

more time than i- needed to accom-

plish a purpose. To hold down and

shorten such sessions, Odiorne -u^-

jiests that the subject of the meeting

first be clearlv defined- and then stuck

to. This is the mark of a good con-

ference leader. The other essential is

to set a terminal time and keep it. If

the meeting is properly conducted, this

terminus is not too hard to keep. It

is the application of what Fortune calls

'"Parkinson's Law. or the fact that

people will fit work to the time allotted.

The .National Industrial Conference

Board is another organization inter-

ested in improving meeting techniques

so that an objective is accomplished in

the shortest length of time. They are

offering a series of five five-day semi-

nars on the subject from January

through May in New York. George

V. Moser, one of the Board's special-

ists, will conduct the sessions. Accord-

ing to Moser, it is rare that a meeting

will automatically proceed to a success-

ful conclusion: it need- planning and

guidance.

"Most authorities." says Moser.

"talk in terms of one or two hours

for the average meeting. Main sub-

jects cannot be handled adequatelv in

less than an hour. Two hours are often

more than enough to exhaust the con-

centration of most people. Many meet-

ings on routine matters can be taken

care of in 15 minutes."

The length of meetings has con-

cerned many executives. Practices de-

signed to shorten meetings range from
holding stand-up meetings in chairless

conference rooms so that no one gets

too comfortable to scheduling session-

near the workday's end. The latter is

objected to 1>\ some on the grounds

that late afternoon often finds the

meeters too tired to focus attention or

contribute their best idea>.

One of the factors that contribute

to excessi\el\ long meetings are un-

cooperative participants. The respon-

sibilities of a conference member are

just as great as for a conference leader.

I he leader must bring to the confer-

ence a well-planned itinerary as well

as an anticipation of where roadblocks

or detours mav occur. The members
must bring a spirit of cooperation and
object i\ it\

.

The previously-mentioned Harvard

stud) reveals a pattern for practical!)

all meetings regarding the roles of

those who attend. The "cast" invari-

abl) include- these characters:

The Boss i he called the meeting).

The Idea Man (he contributes most of

the creative thinking i, The Conciliator

(he smooths over personality con-

flicts!. The Blocker the questions

every proposal I . and The Best-Liked

Gu) I he keeps the meeting on a

pleasant level I . Interestingly enough,

a series of meetings frequently begins

w ith The Idea Man and The Best-Liked

Gu) being the same person. Gradually.

however, his easv flow of ideas causes

resentment and jealousy among the

others, and someone else becomes The
Best-Liked Guy. "It's important that

vou plan the conference with an under-

standing of the group."' sav- \M V-

Odiorne.

As a tool correct!) used, the meet-

ing should not constitute a problem

for buyers or sellers. It is only when
the meeting fails that time waste

occurs—that it drags into extra hours

and ends with nothing accomplished

but a time set for another meeting.

During the 1955 seminars of the

National Industrial Conference Board,

executives who participated discussed

factors in their experience that caused

meetings to fail. The three major

reasons were:

(1) Inadequate preparation.

I 2 I Poor leadership.

i 3 i Non-cooperating members.

Another finding by the hoard is that

all too often a meeting is held where

the problem to be considered is not

real. Or it mav be a real problem

—

but one which does not require a solu-

tion, or one which the group members

have reason to believe has already

been decided. Such meetings serve bo

purpose, and are the kind about which

thwarted sellers have even right to

complain.

But accepting the fact that many

meetings are held in good faith and

consume a minimum of time, here is

the opinion of Charles LeBlanc. of

the Besearch Institute of Vmerica, an

organization whose findings on man-

agement problems serve more than

3,000 companies. "The problem of

meetings tying up buyers to the point

where sellers can't get in to see them

is basically a seller's problem.'" savs

LeBlanc. "The properlv trained -ales-

man mav find it sometimes irritating,

but certainly not insurmountable. In

fact, we have sales training programs

that tackle this problem and offer

guidance to sellers on how to circum-

vent it." ^
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Clare can easily *i><>tl <i product s looks Producer uses IilIii tent toaster natural glou u-ithmit

MAKE YOUR PRODUCT LOOK ITS BEST

Tv product glamor i* made, not born, saj film commercial experts. Hei

a round-up of their tricks-of-the-trade to \i'\w your product rv-appeal

f^ nervous young account man. new

on an account, paced restlessl) on the

commercial producer's stage Hie cli-

**iit had been ver) particular in his

instructions.

"I want to show oui new bottle ex-

actly the ua\ it will look on super

market shelves," he'd said, and now
tin- }>r«.j> nun at tlu> film commercial
studio were putting aluminum foil be-

hind the bottle, pouring f 1 dye into

the soft drink and general!) "tamper-
ing with the product"

when the account executive's nerves

were -trained to the breaking point,

the agenc) producer assigned t>> tin-

•unt took him aside to calm him.

"These boys kn<>\\ what t hf\ r»- do-

he told th< . [Tie) aren't

'tampering' v\ith the product Bui

they've n"t to use make-up on it "i

othei devices i" mal

ai ross on tl - it would in

realit)
."

Moral "I tin- -!

tv-sophisticati nan) admen ma)

not be familiar with the tricks-of-the-

trade film commercials producers have

developed to translate products faith-

full) t'> the viev nili-

aril\ with some ol these dei

helji you make vur own products

more photogenic.

rhese are 9ome of the usual

unusual I
tn> ks-of-th*

b) film

d in talk

the i\ -

"\\ ben vou'n

tier

ent

I

- M

lions \ >»ith
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Lighting, coloring, wax, chemicals help

tv producers make products look good on tv

normal chocolate icing would be likel)

Id photograph hlack. \lso \ou gener-

all) use yellow cake inside rather than

white to avoid a glare from the light-

There are other tricks film commer-
cial producer? consider elementary in

translating cake invitingl) to the

screen. For example, icing is always

appliqued at the last minute so that the

decorative design wont melt down un-

der hot lights.

"If you show a woman slicing the

cake, you may add crumbs to the

hoard to iii\e the cake more real and

appetizing appeal."' sa\s Mucciolo.

Ice cream would be a real problem

to film in the hot-house climate of a tv

stage. Instead of ice cream, producers

usual!) make special blends of creams

and cream cheese, less likely to melt

into sauce in the heat.

"Don't eat the spaghetti cooked for

a tv commercial, warn Transfilm pro-

ducers. "'Ac put il into boiling water

for just a second before shooting and

pull it out while it's still quite hard.

You cant really allow it to cook, or

Cigarette length makes for smooth inhaling. To

sell easj draw, Robert Lawrence showed cigarette

floating in space with smoke drawing through. Ef-

fect was achieved with chemicals, tubes and wiring

it doesn't lie attractively in the bowl

or plate. Also leaving it hard keeps

the spaghetti from sticking and gives

it better definition."

The tomato >auce might look aw-

full\ muddy in the grey screen without

the addition of some vegetable d\es.

In fact, there are few soft drinks or

food mixes that don't get additional

vegetable dyes for more attractive

coloring.

"We use vegetable dyes on foods

when they're necessary for keeping the

greys on film in proper balance," says

Bill Morris, in charge of Eastern pro-

duction at \\ tiding Pictures.

Beverages: Since film is "green-

sensitive," any green bottle needs con-

siderable doctoring. There are vari-

ous ways of getting around the prob-

lem of keeping proper color balance

between the bottle and the drink: (1)

Make the liquid darker with vegetable

dyes. I 2 1 Buy a lighter bottle in the

size and shape of the client's product.

(3) Put aluminum foil behind the bot-

tle to get the proper light refraction.

Who puts the head on the beer?

The prop man.

Sometimes it is difficult to maintain

a natural head on a glass of beer un-

der the glare of the lights. The head

the viewer sees sparkle and foam on

the tv glass of beer is often a com-

pound of chemicals with greater heat

resistance than the normal head on a

beer.

Cans, labels, packages: There are

few\ if any. packages that don't require

doctoring to come across on the screen

as they do on store shelves.

"Advertisers could save themselves

a lot of mone\ in the long run and

much time by designing their pack-

ages and labels with tv in mind,' saya

Beer looks flat without a head, yet foam won't stay

undei glare "l strong lights. Sometimes film producers

have i" put chemical head on brew Inline shooting.

I ighting helps gi\< that appealing liquid sparkle



Stanle) Johnson, x .n ra u dim toi

"I ike all film | • r •
>• I j

• -i b, we usualh

have i" photograph the package label

in black and-white and make u|> .1 new

one to rendei the 1 "l"i - in
1

1 "i"-i l>.d

ance "i greys. However, some labels

,ii>- (lillh nil to render properl) despite

tin- technique. For instance, .1 blai k

and h hite rendition "f metallic lettei

in- 1 which would refta 1 .1 glare if nol

rephotographed in blai k and-w hite I

1 evei appears c pletel) faithful on

film to the ai iii.il pai kage. Vdverl is

ers might also sta) awaj from too

subtle color contrasts which lack sep-

aration in gre)
."

I here are, "I course, ai 1 -t n< I i. >~

which make dummj packages f<>r film

producers when these are required.

Sometimes, proper li-litin^ can com-
pensate foi lack "I definition in 1 oloi

1 ontrasts. ( tther times, photo-stats 01

photo-copies have to be made "f the

label, coi rected for color balance, and
then placed on the package foi thi

ai tual filming.

There's a new trend in the han-

dling of foil-wrapped f I- and othei

products," says Lou Mucciolo. "I

think there are times when you make
a mistake if you dull the glitter b) re-

placing the packaging or spraying it.

\t times, it'- best to hold down the

glare from metallic fi>il with lighting

«>r with lighting tents because the

wrapping maj actuall) make a cop)
point. For instance, in foods, showing
the glitter of the metallic wrapping

ests thai the foil keeps the prod-

uct fresh longer. With lighting, rather
than b) using a corrected wrap, you
can avoid unnatural flatness 01 pei f«
tion in the package while it'- I..

moved 1>\ the performer. 1 ou can al-

ways show a 'glare-corrected' label or

package in the 'beauty-shot
1

or -till in

the commercial."

tppliances, machinery: V film pro-
dui er can't verj well order a dummy
for a car or a washing machine or
other sizable products, yet color ren-
dition problems exist. There are sev-

eral ways of handling these.

W were filming some farm ma-

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Making the client's product look as

good in film commercials as it does

in stores is a complex job. Commer-
cials producers have developed many
tricks to translate color labels faith-

fully into tones of grey, show foods,

and beverages with appetite appeal.

1
SS$T

*t ir^'

s\
A

I

-i>

chim mercials, - - vi

Pi< turc-' Bill Morris. "Sin< •• th<

chinei j
\\a- red. we would have

lot oi the detail on the W •

also had to ke< u balani

with the [performer- shown in the •

men ial. I herefore, we put

- that i-. gelatins, "n the li.:ht-

direi ted on the mat hinery . I his [

the machinery more definition without

making the pert - uid out un-

natural!} ."

S nilar problei in the dim-

in- particularly with the nu-

merous colors now fashionable. Vd-

justments of such problems vary h

• ial to the next, depem

on setting and situati

Sometimes se dulling -

Shrimp

wax "ii '

on tl

!'

II

of tl

-

-

him

nth
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THE STRATEGY BEHIND LEVER'S
$3 MILLION NET RADIO BUY

Flexibility lures Lever Bros, hack to network radio and to

four daytime program strips daily to sell housewives en masse

I he day of the big bu\ lias returned

t<> network radio.

One of the biggest of the recent new

buys is the Lever Bros.' investment of

some $3 million in CBS Radio pro-

graming, a significant media move to

observers in the marketing and adver-

tising fields.

Lever, as one of the nation's giant

marketers in the hotly competitive soap

held, is returning to one of its early

radio program loves— the daytime

serial. It's buying this format which

has perennial appeal to housewives for

the same reasons it bought "soaps" at

the peak of its ardor for the medium:

network radio delivers mass circula-

tion and repetitive impressions inex-

pensivel)

.

The basic reasoning behind the bin

is the same. true. But the methodolog)

is different. Today, as the form and

structure of network radio have

changed to accommodate the mass of

advertisers instead of merelj the blue

chip firms, Lever is able to buy a

lle\ibilil\ which it never had before.

Strategy planners in the $3 million buy

include Henry Sharlitc I. \. p. in charge

of advertising at Lever, and John Karol,

r, v. j). in charge ol sales for CBS Radio

This flexibility matches a need more

pressing than the company has ever

bad before—the need to reach an ever-

larger number of homes with a barrage

of sales messages at a reasonable cost

in a uniquely competitive economy.

Lever last week (2 Januai \ i started

its new network radio advertising cam-

paign keyed to flexibility here and now.

More importantly, however, it has de-

veloped with the CBS network a vehi-

cle which yvill carry its advertising im-

pressions in a variety of ways for a

long time to come. Network radio is

thus a short-run as yvell as a long-haul

vehicle for Lever and its various prod-

uct divisions.

As a starter, the company is usint;

the full network package for only three

products. They are Breeze and Rinso

Blue, items in the Lexer division, and

regular Spry, a product of the foods

division.

They co-sponsor four daytime shows

on the network. Helen Trent. Ma Perk-

ins, Young Dr. Malone and House-

party. Lever, as the parent company

for all three products, buys one sex en

and one-half minute segment in each

of these programs each day of the

week. \londa\ through Friday. In

a week's time, it gets a total of 40

separate commercial announcements.

A lesser frequency is used by Colgate

and Procter & Gamble, Lever's two

major competitors, which buy similar

daytime radio units on CBS.

The In announcements are equally

divided between minutes and 30 sec-

ends, with one of each allowed as com-

mercial time in each seven-and-one-

half-minute program segment. Lexei

has an intricate slotting arrangement

whereby copy for each of the three

products is rotated from program to

program and hour to hour, from day

to da) and from week to week, so that

the network's total afternoon audience

is exposed to all the varying product

and copy themes.

The schedules for the kick-off last

week shows this balance among the

quarter-hour shows: the 12:30-37 p.m.

portion of Helen Trent daily : the 1 : 1
">•

22 segment of Ma Perkins daily: the

1 :38-45 portion of Young Dr. Malone

ARTICLE IN BRIEFr~
Lever launches '57 with $3 million

CBS network radio buy to reach women

regularly, often and inexpensively.

Breeze, Rinso Blue and Spry co-spon-

sor four afternoon shows daily. Poten-

tial weekly reach: 53.8 million

homes with some 90.9 million listeners.

daily. The only time hopping last

week came within Houseparty, a half-

hour daily show from 3 to 3:30 p.m.:

Lever went from 3:23-30 on Monday
to 3:08-15 on Tuesday and Wednesday,

back to 3:23 on Thursday and up to

3-3:07 on Friday, reaching all

ments ol the program's listening audi-

ence.

These Inning patterns, for ~>2 week-.

yvill bring Lever a huge circulation

and number of impressions—and that's

what Lever is looking for. Henrj

Schachte. advertising vice president ol

the company, told sponsor "The buy

is a great one. because we re going to

reach a lot of people at a good <"-t.

i Please turn to page 38

1
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LEVER BROS. $3 MILLION CBS PACKAGE

These are the shows

SHOW: Helen I renl I soap opera]

TIME: 12:30-12:45

SHOW: Ma Perkins (soap op

TIME: 1:15-1: 10

r

"

/
SHOW: Young Dt. Malo

opera)
TIME: 1:30-1:45

'ftti&

SHOW: Housepartj (audience

participation

'

TIME: 1-3:30

THE STRATEGY BEHIND THE BUY

Programing
I he !'u i, mh d nl\ pi

Levei

ii. ni« in ea< li >.l tin- •

Inn,- .in.l 1/,; Perkins, plu

l>iiii\
. Products in\ ..K

.

i: l

.

Commercials
Vnnouncemenl i ime illowerj in ea< h

minute portion is 90 seconds, \*iili .|i\i-

one product ihei Phi*

men i.il- dail) . I" pei week, ("i sufTu

repetition i" ~<-ll tin- low •< ..-t. In •

Rotation
Flexibility is .i basi< concept of I ind ii» product

li\ isions, with segmented pr< Monda) thi

affording big opportunity foi rotation of products and >

mercial then • - Lever is ittenlion to the i opj

mi theor) thai content must reinforce buj

Circulation
Big pari ol media buj i"^ rested on

pej [ormani e in terms of audiem

on Nielw n estimati - 20 su< li pi

could delivei 75.7 million commercial minute famil) im|

sions, and some 127.9 millioi minute listenei impi

Expansion
Ilii-. individual Lever products signed I

h ill caiT) il • 'i. idvertisinf "lie

and which matches their exa< t marketii

company has als bu> wl

insion to other divisions and ti

Competition
return t.. the realm .-f nel

-

I • ver differs, however, in its

the n hours when i I

almost .it the point "f pui

iamssmm mrin
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$50,000 worth of radio, tv and newspapers in one week pulled this "million dollar crowd" to the four-dav outdoor sale

CAN A DISCOUNT HOUSE AFFOH
Profit is low, newspapers the standard media choice. Yet White Front of

Los Angeles put 45% of budget into tv and sales jumped $6 million

E3 \ i. Inn. i' is I he ke\ to a disi ounl

house operation and only through tele-

\ision could White Front Stores, Inc.

reach enough customers to increase its

sales $6 million in one year.

\\ hite Front is now a two-outlet

(the second store just completed) re-

tail firm, which has been selling appli-

ances and household products in the

Los Angeles area for over 25 years.

The firm grossed $3,750,000 in' 1955

with a $150,000 advertising budget

split 7<)', for uewspapers, 30% for tv.

In L956, 15', of the $300,000 budge!

was put into television and White

Front sales soared to $9 million.

The change in White Front's strat-

egy started in March of 1956. when

president Harry Blackmail, his wife

Lillian, Sam Nassi, executive vice

president and general manager of the

appliance store, and Arnold Isaak of

Robin, Lee and Arnold agency de-

cided a greater concentration in tv

would bring better results. I ntil that

time White Front had used tv as a

supplementary medium to reinforce its

newspaper advertising. The tv sched-

ule had been unsettled, shifting be-

tween various stations, times and pro-

grams. The new media plan called for

longer-range bins to build up program

identification and choice of a single

tv outlet. KTL A. Los Vngeles.

Feature films were regarded as the

program-type most likely to attract

potential customers so W hite Front be-

gan sponsorship of two features Satur-

day from 1:30 to 5:00 p.m., one on

Sunday at 10:00 p.m. and one on

Thursdays at 11:00 p.m. (immediatel)

following boxing from the Olympic

Arena). In addition the store bought

I)o\ O'Dell's Western Theater, Tues-

days, 5:30 to 6:00 p.m. plus an addi-

tional half-hour of class "A" time,

shifting from week to week. The idea

behind the variation in time and pro-

SI'ONSOK 12 JANUARY 1957



n i\ pe being i" i at< li different au-

dience segments.

\\ hite Fronl earl) commen ials

were remote telecasts From the ston

showing products and the crowd <>f

customers. According i" Nassi, tele-

vision has brought so man) more i us

tomers thai "there is no longei inj

mi l"i the i'-l<\ i»i(m camera." I he

i in i. ni commercial is a sti aight tele-

1 .1-1 oi national!) ad\ ertised brand

appliances m iili no pi ice quoted

".
. . because \\ hite Fronl is selling this

iit'in at so much less than tin- nation-

all) advertised price." < >i it a price

i- show n. the bi and name i- 1 arefull)

blanked out. This scrupulousness on

the pari of \\ hite Fronl loses them

nothing, f<>r the interested 1 iewei

easil) recognizes the appliance and

realizes the savings, rhese commer-

cials are delivered live b) \lai\ Dean
..1 ^.iin Benson.

Tin- response that i«'l<
-

\ ision 1 an

bring to a well merchandised, promo-

tion minded firm was demonstrated l>\

the four da) sale W hite I 1 "<it held

i\\\- pasl \|>ril. Because ol a fire

which closed the store building, mer-

chandise was displayed on a foui

square-block open l<>t. Although nol

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

White Front Stores, Los Angeles,

grossed $9 million in 56 with one

appliance store jnd $300,000 w

of advertisin.; 45% goes to tv, local

shows Jt scattered times which the

retailer merchandises and promotes in

tensively 57 goal $20 million in ..lies

one piei <• "t watei "i fire

men handise was featured, the total

volume "ii regular items exceeded one

million dollars.

Si irtii one week pi i"i t" 1 1 » •
-

date, In hours "I remote telei as)

i\ announcements and extensive 1 1

papei and radio ns promoted

the event. W hen the gates were opened

at I
1 * a.m. I 1 idaj . 18 \|>i il, thousands

nf people who had waited in line for

hours, Bwarmed ovei the sales 1

Although free parking was provided

foi ovei 2,000 1
11- there were thou-

sands who were unable to gel near the

lol bei ause of traffic and lai k oi addi-

tional parking spai e. Men hants in

non-competitive business in the

reported 1 remendous traffic and I

with

\ l<l<\ 1
-

•M wl Illd I'

n fronl of a KTI \

"i "ii gel thi

I I
I Nil I

couldn't l'ii\

\\ ill

million

1957, with .in ad

lillion.

"
I hi

dising, bad ;

tisin

busii ^

USE TV ?

Scripts - telecasl b) K I I \

- dir. ; \mold Isaak. agenc) accn'l exec; M

White Fronl announcer. \t r, Mi— White Front, Sandra I

coaxes parakeel to -i\ "You never paj retail .11 White Front"
Ballyhoo

Lineup



AND THE

Pre-sold ! Everybody loves the stories of Hawkeye and the Last of the

Mohicans, acclaimed by the Cambridge History of American Literature

as "The most memorable character American fiction has given to

the world." Here's audience-captivating TV fare for the whole family!

Here's real excitement— the first "Eastern." Here's real action— the rude

rough-and-ready frontier reproduced in the original French and Indian War country.

Here's sales for you— but you must act quickly. Your first step to reserve the

best markets and to increase sales is to wire or phone TPA collect today.

Just say, "Let's pow-wow now." We'll set up a private screening of

Hawkeye and the Last of the Mohicans for you in your own office.

Television Programs of America, In\

EDWARD SMALL • MILTON A. GORDON • MICHAEL M. SILLERI
Chairman President Executive Vice-Prel

488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. • PL. 5-2*
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Based on James Fenimore Cooper's world-famed "Eastern" frontier action-classic starring



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

RADIO RESULTS

TELEVISION SETS
SPONSOR: Firestone Stores AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Firestone Stores in Wenatchee,

Wash., had never carried television sets, hut in October of

last year the new manager decided to stock them for the

firsl time. Selling television sets is a high!) competitive

business, so Firestone Stores decided to trj radio advertis-

ing. The sponsor ran a special weekend saturation cam-

paign on station kPO which extended from 25-20 October.

\ total <>l 50 ads using a western theme for "Philco Da\

I S \" were aired in announcements and on two di-k jocke)

programs. The hour-long disk joekev shows were broad-

cast direct!) from the store and during each one of these

programs four television -els were sold. The ad promo-

tion brought immediate results—a dollar volume of $3700

from sales of television sets. Ben T. Weaver, Jr., produc-

tion manager <>t station KPQ, stated that as a result of the

campaign the -lure was firsl in sales of tv sets for the entire

state. The cost of the campaign was $150. Firestone Stores

has used the same promotion since, selling 60 tv sets in a

slight!) longer period and here a price cut was also used.

KPQ. Wenatchee, Wash. PROGRAM: Announcements &
DJ Programs

HARDWARE STORES
SPONSOR: Palm S Shields Var. & Hardware AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Radio advertising brought the big-

gest sale in its historv to the Palm & Shields Yarietv &

Hardware store in Fresno, Cal. For the two-week period of

the sale, Palm \ Shields realized a gross of over $8,000,

more than twice the amount grossed in the immediately

preceding sale which had lasted three week-. Ed Ohanian,

the store's owner, said that Palm & Shields had never ex-

perienced anything like the results obtained through its

radio advertising on station KBIF. \ campaign was used

consisting of 85 one-minute and 30-second announcements.

The commercials were aired at various times during the

two weeks the sale lasted. No other advertising was used.

The entire campaign cost the advertiser onlj $271, 3.4%
of the $8,000 grossed over the duration of the sale. This

can he compared with figures from the preceding sale which

had extended for a week longer. For that sale. Palm &

Shields spent $1,800 in Fresno newspapers hut realized only

a $4,000 gross. KBIF brought the store twice the sales for

one-seventh the cost of the newspaper advertising campaign.

KBIF. Fresno. Cal. PROGRAM: Announcements

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
SPONSOR: Alan Charles Co. AGENCY: Elkman Co.

Capsule case history: Its recent experimental tapping of

the "nightowl market" demonstrated to this advertiser that

people 'who stay up late often listen to radio in profitable

numbers. The Alan Charles Co. of Philadelphia wanted to

lr\ radio as a medium for selling its records. After consul-

tation with its agency, the firm decided to run a one-week

tesl campaign on WCAI . The vehicle selected for the cam-

paign was /// Vight Hatch, a post-midnight program fea-

turing Johnnie Lupton. The commercials made a special

hi. iil ordei offei to sleepless WCAU listeners: A Glenn Mil-

lei RCA Victor record album. 15 rpm, for $10.45. Fred

Bi ml >a ii in. WC\l - promotion director, reported an imme-

diate heav v response to the offer. Some 111 return- came in

during the first week, causing the sponsor to extend his tesl

campaign for another week. The second week brought 66

mail orders and the firm then purchased a 13-week contract.

\Hi i 33 days, 283 orders for the album had been received.

I In- means a return of nearly $3,000 on the special offer

alone, for a total expenditure <>f approximate!) $518.

W< \l . Philadelphia PRO(,li Wl: /// Wight Watch

BUSINESS DISTRICTS
SPONSOR: Thirty Whiting Merchants UJENl ,

i : Direct

Capsule case history: The problem of how a downtown

shopping district can attract and hold trade was tackled last

year by a group of small town merchants in Whiting. Ind.

Their technique: a cooperative radio campaign tied in with

a contest. Thirtv merchants in downtown Whiting spon-

sored a 20 week campaign on radio station W JOB. Spot

announcements and 5 minute newscasts were used. The

commercials began with a transcribed jingle promoting

downtown W biting as a place to shop, followed b\ a live tag

carrying the advertising message of one of the participat-

ing stores. The commercials also included information

about a $2,000 prize contest undertaken as part of the pro-

motion. Joseph R. Fife, commercial manager of YvJOB,

-avs that on the basis of the number of contest entry blanks

which had been mailed to the station, the promotion was

highly successful in increasing store traffic at a low7 cost

for each participating merchant. During the course of the

campaign W JOB received 100.000 entrv blanks which means

|ll(). (Kill potential customers entered the group of stores.

WJOB, Hammond, tnd. PROGRAM: Newscasts, Announcements
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YOUR

(abcj

STATION

•According to November 1956 A R B Report KTVX leads all Tulsa Stotiont witfi 71

most popular quarter hours from 4 30 p m til 1 1 00 p m Monday through Fndor

This ARB proves th.it Northeastern Oklahoma has t.iken

.i W.\ look' at KTVX's Preferred Program mil

I\opk watch Programs not channels And it's Just

tin Beginning.1

So put your mono where the .iinlietiee iv ( he e k KI\\
r.ltes .mil eo\er.iue and re.le h Oklahoma's b n.irket

Seeyour IVERY-KN0DE1 Reprtsentathn

Vf/KI sn\PlR(). Managing Dim

TULSA BROADCASTING COMPANY
MUSKOGEE • TULSA
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SPONSOR ASKS

How much should the film commercial producer

contribute to the creation of ideas for a commercial

Rex Cox, creative director, Sarra, Inc.,

New York

The answer to this question depends

entirely on the television department

and creati\c staff of each agency. In

case where a large agency has a com-

plete television and film department

with experienced creative talent pre-

paring the storyboards, there is, of

course, little need for much creative

"product

problems and
taboos'

contribution on the part of the pro-

ducer from the idea or storv stand-

point. There is no question but that

the agency is in a better position to

know the client's product and prob-

lems, and all the taboos.

However, much can be accomplished

toward the production of a better film

commercial, if the producer is called

in by the agency before the idea or

script is presented to the client. For

example, if there is a budget problem,

the producer can be of invaluable as-

sistance in suggesting how the picture

can be shot to accomplish the same ef-

fect at a lower cost.

There are many times when the bud-

get is set and the script approved be-

fore the producer is called in—then it

is discovered that the cost is prohibi-

tive. This type of partial planning

has given some producers a reputa-

tion for being "high priced," when
they are simply quoting on a script

exactly as it was written. Usually a

i ise in production after initial

. is not entire!) satisfactory.

ideal working arrangement is

where a film producer is called in b\

the agency for preliminary conferences

before the script is completed.

\\ here an agency does not have a

complete staff, the film producer

should be able to create the commer-
cial from beginning to end. Natural-

ly, this creative work cannot be done

without the complete cooperation of

agency and client. The assistance of

the agenc) art director is particularly

valuable for his experience in the dis-

play possibilities of the clients prod-

uct.

But even where all the creative work

is done by the agency, a film producer

should be selected for his creative

staff, and not merely as a vendor of

facilities and equipment.

Mickey Schwarz, president, ATI Film

Productions, Inc., Long Island City, N. Y.

Because of established precedent, tv

film commercial producers have be-

come primarily service organizations.

This, unfortunately, has made the pro-

ducer "low man on the totem pole."

It is my belief that a reputable crea-

tive producer has a good deal to con-

"producer

is held

responsible'

tribute to the production of a commer-

cials. Commercials as we know them

today, are the outcome of many ideas

submitted by copywriters, art depart-

ments, research and agenc) producers.

Consequently, for a producer to be

held responsible for a production in

other than its technical aspects, he

should be called in with his director

and cameraman to confer with the

originators of the commercial. Thus
he will readily absorb their thoughts,

suggestions and intent at first hand. He
should be in a position to contribute

creatively to any degree as long as

the latter enhances the end result of

the commercial.

As a case in point, during the last

six months of 1956. we were assigned

to produce a series of 20 commercials

for McCann-Erickson and their client,

Chesterfield cigarettes. We were fur-

nished audio solely and, along with

the agency producer, developed all of

the pictures, moods and background.

\\ e are quite proud of the fact that we

batted 1000% with the agency and its

client and because of this type of

planning have never had one frame of

picture changed.

Instead of planning storyboards, we,

in conjunction with the agency pro-

ducer, prepared "shooting boards''

graphically illustrating background,

camera angles and movement.

A short time ago we were called in

l.\ an agency and sat down with its

research group to develop a new ap-

proach to film commercials. They pre-

sented us with all the facts pertaining

to the product: target market areas, in-

come group, psychological approach of

the sell, etc. "Take it from here" was

the order. We developed story lines,

scripts ami storyboards, complete with

camera angles and sound effects for a

series of commercials. This, we think,

is the first time that a film producer

was able to cooperate with an agenc]

and contribute his thinking for a cli-

ent s presentation by the agency.

To use a tired but effective cliche:

"two heads are better than one." \f-

ter all the agencx and all its depart-

ments and the producer as well, are
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interested in onlj one i on< lusion and

thai i- i" satisfj the clienl and se< un

the best results.

Jem Bl.ikc, president, Georgi

rprises, ^ nc ) orh

1 1

n world "I the tele> ision commei •

ii. il i~ often the woi l<l of the one-min-

ute stage. I he pi in< ipal objective is

not to create

but to

interpret"

\" simultaneous!) entertain the viewei

while getting tin- message of the spon-

boi ai ross in the allotted time spa< e.

The job nf the producer of television

commercial films is to translate into a

\ i-11.1l medium the creation "I words

and iil<-.i« .1- designated l>\ the adver-

tising agenc) or client ["his is th>-

prime function ol a g 1 teta ision

commercial producer. Ii is his < lut \ to

interpret "ii film the ideas thai have

been sel l"i 1I1 in 1 ti<- words and story-

board pictures created "i suggested b)

the personnel « ithin the agenc)

.

In Borne cases considerable latitude

i> given the producer in an attempt t"

achieve the besl end results. On the

other hand there are m.un instances

where a television commercial must

nade without an) deviation from

tin' specifications set b) tin- advertising

agency. Ilii- will \ar\ with different

type commercials and various agen-

cies.

There .ire certain inherent factors in

the making ol .1 television commercial

that make it almost impossible for the

producer to contribute the actual idea

creation.

fhese factors are: Commercials are

Mealed In advertising agencies with

the approval of the client Second!)

commercials are put out on a com-

petitive bid basis. Therefore there i~

a cost factor involved. It is onl) after

these factors are considered thai the

commercial film producer comes into

the picture. Our function is nol to

create hut rather to interpret and en-

hance. We are t.eor-.' Blake Enter-

prises feel the good television pro-

ducer should fulfill these services to

give both the agenc) and the client the

besl possible selling job. ^

ONE WILL DO J

You bag the biggest game in Columbus and
Central Ohio with just one station . . . WBNS
Radio. No need to scatter your shots, WBNS
delivers the most (and the best) listeners . . .

twice as many as the next biggest station.

With 28 top Pulse-rated shows, WBNS puts

push behind your sales program. To sell Cen-

tral Ohio . . . you've got to buy WBNS Radio.

CBS FOR CENTRAL OHIO

Ask John Blair

The number one Pulse station

covering 1,573.820 people with

2 Billion Dollars to spend.

rrffl
radio
CCH.UMBUS
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KINGAN MEATS, through

Lindsey and Co., reports:

"The Cisco Kid played a

large part in the most

successful promotion we

have ever run . . . While

I will not give you the ac-

tual percentage of sales

increase, I can tell you

that the sales increases

were very substantial."

Ask to see more success stories of

THE WORLDS GREATEST SALESMAN!

"THE CISCO KID"

c36&&Mi?n>

Agency profile

Blayne Butcher: grass-roots and music

"It's easy in the agency business to become too far removed from

the local station operation," -a\s Blayne Butcher, \l Paul Lefton

Co.. Philadelphia, tv business manager and program and timebuy-

ing advisor. The agenc) handle- some >(> accounts ranging from

division- of RCA to station WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, to package

j I-. transportation and tobacco accounts.

Butcher's been living up to his "grass-roots" philosophy and,

with all his activity in advertising agencies over the years, has

managed to maintain constant and close touch with radio and tv

station management.

"Being close to station management, and yel not a part of it. can

help one to be a liaison or interpreter between the media buyer, the

client and the station." says Butcher. "Sometimes client-, and

agencies too, make impossible requests of stations and then they're

Butcher and his wife, formerly a professional singer, love music, show business

disappointed when the) can't clear certain times or get the ratings

the) want. Of course, it's understandable in a way, since rising tv

costs put the pre— nre «n stations to produce results, but these re-

sults can*t necessarih be measured in rating-. You need to stick

with an announcement schedule as much a< with a program to give

it a chance to produce sales.

Butcher feels particularly keenly aware of the differences between

television and radio and takes these into account in his dealings

with clients.

"For instance, I do think advertisers need to be willing to invest

time as well a> inone\ into their t\ lun to give it a chance to pro-

duce. At the same time, the value "I t\ shows is far more short-

lived than radio show-. People tire more of tv performers than

the) did of radio talent. The pressure- on agencies and all pro-
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i souri bb i me up » itli new i, ili ni I'- i

linuousl)

.

In Butchei - case ~ 1 1 . w business experienn trail) Hi

will- was .1 professional singei on the \\
. I »he pei

formed undei the name "I K.iiliKn t halfont.

"Most ni inn hobbies have t" do with show lm~iiir— m
I < • i r • i 01 other, says Butcher. "Whenevei I m called in bj .i local

itation a- .i consultant, Kathlyn comes along »itl> tin 01

-In- knows uli.ii station operations are .ill about. > li<- wrol<

i Op) beiO] B Wt -' 'I ni. II i led.

( opywriting seems i" occup) tin- entire distafl side ! the family.

Butchei has a daughtei in California who's u igenc) cupywritei

Local markel knowledge improves advertising

"I iliink agencymen in all areas "I ail media activit) need i"

localize theii thinking," says Butcher. "< ommercial writers, t"i

Instance, don't general!) gel in local stations often enough **
• i

seeing tin - problems <>f tin- local stations and understanding theii

relationship i" the markel would help orient theii commeri ials mon

closel) i" iin- consume]

.

Butcher, an easy-going man In hi- forties, with salt-and-peppei

hair, like- t<> talk to people in man) fields and of diversified intei

eats, ll«- has the relaxing and comfortable manner "I a man who

enjoys people and makes them feel al easu

"In a service industry, such a- advertising, and in communica-

tions, \"n can i afford i" _<! i"" in awa) from people," In- told

sponsor. "You rani address people in a vacuum. When you write

a i\ commercial, you re looking foi the thing thai makes people stop

and \ iew it. I hi- i- something you can't do it you've l"-i touch."

Butcher feels thai while basic motivations maj remain unaltered,

people's tastes, particular!) in these days ol television, change ver)

rapid!)

.

"One thing (hat doesn't change is the fact that people are inter-

ested in themselves and their immediate neighbors," hi- added.

"And advertisers air becoming increasing!) aware ol tin- need t"

localize sales approaches. When I've been involved in station man-

agement, I've always re imended a great deal id local covei

\ml I like I" see more people involved in local programing local

people, and imi necessaril) tin- professionals, linn- an appeal and

a persuasiveness aboul seeing one's neighboi on television, fur in-

stance, that ma) Imltl the audience as surel) as a slick, professional

performance."

0! course, Butchei - quick in ~\>\<\ that he ha- enjoyed hi- work

on highl) professional network t\ programing a- much a- local

operation, if on a different level. In previous agenc) associations,

In- worked on such shows a- Suspense, Beat tin I

Maugham Theater.

"\ like tn see the growth of tin- magazine concept in t\ program-

ing and thr rotation ol clients," says Butcher. "It gives more ad

bsers an opportunity tn use the medium. Besides, I fe<
I

that the

editorial content, the programing, i- actual!) a network responsi-

bilit) in the ua\ that the editorial content "t a magazine is the

responsibility of the publication. Theoretically, network and client

interests should reall) no! conflict. Vftei all. it's in the network's

interest tn attract a- mam people a- possible, and that- what the

client want- too." ^
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THE EYEShAVE IT!

Hfff orr thr r*\ultt O* another tlt(

tion with fouri««n tountiri r»oo-

WRiX-TV wmi with a trtmtndout
plurality H*r« it thr *o»r

14-COUNTY PULSE SURVEY
SEPTEMBER, 1956

All 53 of the top 53
Programs are on WREX TV

63 of the fop 65
Programs are on WREX TV

•

COMPARATIVE QUARTER HOUR
RATINGS

WREX TV- 440 Quarter Hours or

100%
STATION B—0 Quarter Hours or 0%

Serving over a Que'
Mill.on TV c

•

WREX TV Dommofes all Qu
Hour Periods Sunday thru Saturday

8:00 A.M. — M.dn.ght

Thu unjnimowtl.

No 1 TV buy m * billion d

-

It IlllltOit -

(^WRE*«TV
•» r o m o

CBS-ABC AFFILIATIONS

telecasting in color

REPRESENTED BY

H-R TELEVISION, INC.

tf



A weekly listing of changes

in the advertising and broadcast fields

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

AC Spark Plug Div Ccn Motors, Flint, Mich Brother, Detroit ABC Sugar Bowl Pre-Came Warmup; Tu 1:45-1:55 pm; 1 Jan only
Best Foods, NY -Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, SF ABC Calen Drake Show: Sa 7-7.JO pm: 12 Jan
Carter Products. NY SSCB, NY NBC 80 Nat King Cole; M 7:30-7:45 pm; 7 Jan-18 Mar
Dodge & Plymouth Divisions—Chrysler, Crant, Detroit; Ayer, Phila ABC _ Music of Ray Anthony & Lawrence Welk; M 10:30 pm-1 :30

Detroit
Nestle, White Plains, NY
Standard Brands, NY

Vitamin Corp of America, NY
|. B. Williams. Clastonbury, Conn
Youngstown Kitchens, Warren, Ohio

Mc-E, NY
Bates, NY

BBDO, NY
JWT, NY
Crey. NY .

am; 31 Dec only

CBS 74 Our Miss Brooks; alt Th 2:15-2:30 pm; 10 Jan; 52 wks
NBC 60 Queen For A Day; alt Tu 4:15-4:30 pm; 15 Jan-31 Dec; 26

parties

NBC 129 Steve Allen; Su 8-9 pm; 20 Jan-31 Mar
CBS 175 Phil Silvers Show; alt Tu 8-8:30 pm; 12, 29 Jan, 12 Feb only

ABC _ America Salutes Kate Smith; Su 9-10 pm; 28 Apr only

RENEWED ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR

Brown & Williamson, Louisville

Brown & Williamson, Louisville

AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Russel M. Seeds, Chicago NBC 66 _lt Could Be You; alt W 12:45-1 pm; 31 Oct, 19S6-16 Oct,
1957

Russel M. Seeds, Chicago NBC 63 ...Queen For A Day; alt M 4:15-4:30 pm ; 5 Nov, 1956-21 Oct,
1957

Brown & Williamson, Louisville Russel M. Seeds, Chicago NBC 90 _Tennesse Ernie Ford: alt W 2:45-3 pm; 9 Jan-25 Dec; alt M
2:45-3 pm; 14 Jan-30 Dec

Kraft, Chicago JWT, Chicago NBC 111 ...Kraft Tv Theater; W 9-10 pm; 2 Jan-25 Dec
Swift, Chicago Mc-E, Chicago . NBC 90 Tennesse Ernie Ford; alt M 2:45-3 pm; 21 Jan; alt W 2:45-3

pm; 30 Jan; 52 wks

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME

John M. Brigham
Kenneth Chcrnin
Ansley D. Cohen, Jr.

Charles Davies
Donald K. deNeuf
Harry Foster
Perry Hamilton
Cuy Harris

Dale E. Hart
John Klemek
Robert A. Lazar
Roland H. McClure
Paul F. Miller
Chct Pike
William Pomeroy
Robert T. Schkinkert
Alvce Rogers Sheetz
Edward D. Taddei
W. L. Woods

FORMER AFFILIATION
WATV, Newark, -NY, sis

Triangle Publications, Phila. promotion dept
WUSN-TV. Charleston, SC, acct exec
Crosley Broadcasting, NY, sis

Rural Radio Network, Ithaca, NY, gen mgr _
WCAE, Pittsburgh, sis mgr _ _..

WLS. Chi, asst-sls prom dept
WOWO. Fort Wayne. Ind, program mgr
KARK-TV, Little Rock, Ark, dir operations-programing
WLS. Chi, sis exec
WBEE, Chi, asst mgr
KNX-CPRN, LA, acct exec
WCKY, Cin, special events dir

WTMA, Charleston, SC, acct exec

WKRC-TV, Cin, gen sis mgr _ _
Jaffe Publications, LA _
Elm City Broadcasting Corp, New Haven, Conn, exec vp
WCTV-TV, Tallahassee-Thomasville, Fla, nat sis mgr _

NEW AFFILIATION

WHCTitv), Hartford, Conn, acct exec
Same, promotion super-radio-tv div
WTAL, Tallahassee. Fla, mgr
WCN-TV, Chi, nat tv sis, NY office

Press Wireless, NY, vp
WBMS, Boston, sis promotion mgr
Same, prom & publicity mgr
KDKA. Pittsburgh, program mgr
KOTV. Tulsa, program & operations dir

Same, sis devel mgr
WEBB. Baltimore, asst mgr
CBS Radio Spot Sales, LA, office mgr
Same, program dir

WTAL, Tallahassee, Fla. operations mgr
Major Television Productions, Detroit, sis rep
Same, also asst gen mgr
KVAL-TV. Eugene, Ore. prom mgr
WNHC-AM-FM-TV. New Haven. Conn, gen mgr
WCTV-TV & WPTV-TV, Palm Beach, Fla, nat sis mgr

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME

Leslie L. Dunier
Emerson A. Elliott

Paul H. Jeynes
Jules Lennard
Joel L. Martin
John |. Nelson,
Donald N. Preuss
Custave L. Saelens

|r.

FORMER AFFILIATION

Emil Mogul, NY, dir r-tv .

Fletcher D. Richards. NY, vp-media dir

Morey, Humm & Warwick, NY, acct exec
Emil Mogul. NY, dir mktng & merch
Fmil Mogul, NY. dir media & research
Stanford Research Institute, research sociologist

Weil Clothing Co. St. Louis, publicity dir

Ceyer, NY, production mgr

NEW AFFILIATION

Same, also vp
Ogilvy. Benson & Mather, NY, media dir

Lcnnen & Newell, NY, acct exec
Same, also vp
Same, also vp
Honig-Cooper, SF, research dir

Frank Block Associates. St. Louis, acct exec
Same, mgr production & traffic dept

NEW FIRMS, NEW OFFICES (Change of address)

Comprehensive Service Corporation has formed a California branch with
offices at 6674 Santa Monica Blvd. Hy

Ingalls-Miniter Company, Boston agency, has become Ingalls-Miniter-
Haughey Company

Lloyd Pearson Associates, NY, will have new offices at 509 Madison Ave.

Pulse, Inc., NY. has new headquarters at 730 Fifth Ave
Murray Sokol. Inc.. NY, new in advertising-marketing field, has offices

at 120 W 42nd St

Weiss & Ccllcr, Inc., Chicago, has become Edward H. Weiss & Co. with
new offices in the London Guarantee Bldg, 360 N Michigan Ave
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JuSt fop ffrll

BEFORE YOU

BUY SO CALIF

CHECK NIELSEN

KPO'P
dial 1020

i 1,1

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S 6,000,000 PLUS MARKET

"THE OLD ORDER CHANGETH..."

CC'POIP*
NOW THE NO. 1

INDEPENDENT

LosAnge,e> HIGHEST SHARE OF

AUDIENCE IN THE PEAK TRAFFIC TIMES
6 A.M. TO 9 A.M.

3 P.M. TO 6 P.M.

•NOVEMBER NIELSEN

NEW YORK

Let a BROADCAST TIMES SALES

representative give you the complete

K PO P STO R Y

CHICAGO • DETROIT DALLAS
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KTBS-TV
LEADS
according to latest

NIELSEN

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

*

MONTHLY COVERAGE

Homes Reached, 136,OUU
A Bonus of 6,740 over Station B

TELEVISION HOMES
in KTBS-TV Area 157,980
A Bonus of 13,1 20 over Station B
N.C.S. No. 2, Spring 1956

KTBS-7i>
CHANNEL

SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
E. NEWTON WRAY. President & Gen. Mgr.

NBC anJ AEC
Represented by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
R. T. French Co., Rochester, \. Y., for it- French Spaghetti Sauce,

starts its firsl spol t\ drive for the product 23 January with <la\-

time schedules in nine major metropolitan markets. Filmed minutes

will be aired at the average rate of five announcements weekly.

Agency: Compton, New York. Buyer: Martin Foody.

Southern Biscuit Co., Richmond. \ a., for its I I \ Cookie-, moves

into a tv campaign (after using spot radio) in mid-February, with

2d s and minutes in daj and night time periods for from -i\ to

13 weeks in each of 15 markets. Concentration is in tlte South. Last

and Southeast. Buying has not been finished. Vgency: Hilton &

Riggio. New York. Buyer: Maria Cara\a-.

Louis L. Libby Food Products, Inc., Long Island City, will

advertise its Red L frozen foods with saturation schedules on eight

to 10 markets starting late this month. Minutes and 20's. dav and

night, will be used. Agency: Hilton & Riggio. Buying is not com-

plete. Buyer: Maria Cara\as.

RADIO BUYS
American Home Foods, New York, for Burnett Flavors, begins

a campaign in 24 markets for 13 weeks on 2<'5 January. Most areas

are West of the Mississippi, main distribution territory. Announce-

ments vary from 70 to 200 per market, largel) concentrated during

the daytime hours on Thursday and Friday. Eight and 10-second

taped announcements will sell "pure natural cake mixes and qualit\

flavors." Agency: Gever Advertising. X. Y. Buyer: Ed Richardson.

Knouse Foods Cooperative, Inc., Peachglen, Pa., has just started

buying announcements for iis product. Luck) Leaf Applesauce.

Planned is a 13-week campaign in 12 market areas. \gencv : V \\ .

\^ry. New York. Buyer: Bill Millar.

Chilean Nitrate Bureau, New York City, starts its second big

campaign of farm radio announcement- next week in 75 to 80

Southern markets for its fertilizer. The schedule provides for 13

weeks of one-minute participations given live l>\ station farm direc-

tors in morning and mid-da) local programs. Agency: Erwin,

\\a-e\. New York. Buyer: William Hunter.

Shu Iton Inc., New York, for it- new Thylox medicated shampoo,

product of its pharmaceutical division, launches its first full-scale

radio drive next week in 25 major markets for 13 weeks. Buying

pattern: 10 announcements weeklv in the top five markets, five

commercials during the week and five on weekend: six announce-

ments we.-klv in the remaining 20 area-, all slotted in weekend

times. Radio schedules are expected to continue and to be extended
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From OMAHA Heart of the rich Nebraska-Iowa corn-lands—
come the world's finest meats. Whether youi picli runi ti

thick, well marbled r-bone or juic) prime rib*— t.ik« yout an

from the [Moh-sv.ion.ils. For in the finest restaurants everywh*

"OMAN \ Bl II - means the bestl

—and, in OMAHA—WOW-TV means the Best of televiewing—
Prime listening in Omaha— like its prune beef, is built on

outstanding qualities. WOW-TV serves onlj th<- bestl ( ban

'^/J^ ";^bV,C'\ m ' ^ builds real audience loyalt) from its blend ol ( BS I\
~^ ^u ^SS& 1 1 * \

fine programs, top local shows, syndicated programs and choice

feature dims.

And now, to this star-studded entertainment menu, WOW
TV adds a neu piece de resistanct— the great MGM library—
making the BE:ST even better!

OW-TV R
FRANK P FOGARTY, Vice President and Generol Monoger

FRED EBENER. Commercial Manager
'

IN OMAHA it's WOW and WOW-TV
IN SYRACUSE it's WHEN and WHEN-TV
IN PHOENIX it's KPHO and KPHO-TV
IN KANSAS CITY it's KCMO and KCMO-TV

represented by BLAIR-TV Inc

represented by The KATZ Agency

represenfed by The KATZ Agency

represenfed by The KATZ Agency

Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines
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Spot buys continued.

THERE'S ONLY ONE LEADER...

KMJF TV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION , BUTTE

^LUMBER
^AGRICULTURE.

AN*ED 2n :.- "<>»

assess;

C BS fcadw
5.000 WArrS-/280KC

TAtt
EUGENE.OREGON
WANT MORE FACTS P

-conrAcr wsed e co.

50

into new markets. Buying is incomplete. Agency for the pharma-

ceutical division since late Decemher is Wesley Associates, New
York. Buyer: Joseph Knap.

C & C Super Corp., New York, for its new pre-mixed liquid

pancake hatter. Batter-Up, starts an introductory campaign next

week for from eight to 13 weeks. Markets will include the South,

parts of New England, upstate New York and major metropolitan

areas. Strategy is to use participations in local personality shows,

preferably between 7 and 8:30 a.m. and 4 and 6 p.m., with per-

sonalities introducing the product at party-demonstrations in hotels.

Item is distributed through local milk companies. Saturation fre-

quencies range from a minimum of 10 to 25 weekly per station,

with several stations per city. Buying is not complete. Agencv:

Weiss & Geller. Buyer: Jack Geller.

TV & RADIO BUYS
Carter Products, New York City, launches a combination tv and

radio schedule this week aimed at (1 i testing the relative strength

of each medium and (2) selling a new type of laxative. Colonaid.

A list of some 40 tv and six radio stations was selected carefully to

balance the many elements needed in such a media test. Contracts

continue through March, the end of Carters fiscal year, at which

time future plans will be made. Frequencies vary according to

market size, but are termed "reasonable." Agency : Kastor. Farrell.

Chesley & Clifford, N. Y. Buyers: Jack Peters and Ber\l Seidenberg.

Stanley Home Products, East Hampton. Mass.. is using spot tv

and radio for the first time in a media test in Michigan starting later

this month. Company sells its home products only through parties

in private homes given by housewives for their friends and will use

its broadcast copy to promote the hostess-party concept and to

recruit new housewife-dealers. Radio pattern: multiple market,

10 weeks from 14 Januarv. daytime minutes at the rate of 20

weeklv. Tv pattern: Detroit only, five weeks from mid-February,

12 to 14 announcements weekly. Daytime only is to be used. Results

will determine future use of the media and possible expansion.

Agency: Charles W. Hoyt. New York. Buyer: Douglas Humm.

Monarch Wine Co., Inc., New York, is buying radio and t\

announcements nationally for a Manischewitz wine January-through-

Easter campaign, the second phase of one which ran from October

through Christmas. One-minute e.t.'s will be used for the daytime

radio schedule, which is daytime: filmed minutes and 20's for

nighttime tv. Bu\ ing is incomplete. Agencj Emil Mogul. \<u

York. Buyer: Elaine Whalen.

J. H. Filbert, Inc., Baltimore, is buying minutes in 35 markets

for Mrs. Filbert's Margarine, sold exclusively on the East Coast.

Average \\erkl\ radio frequency: 10 per station: tv. five. Most of it

will be daytime, with some earl\ evening. Radio announcements

will be e.t.'s: tv. live and film. Buying is half completed, \gency:

SSC&B, New York. Buyer: Jim O'Dey.
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Ik1<tOH> ^/slfl€dA/ announces the

forthcoming publication of

WHO'S WHO
IN WORLD TELEVISION

Radio, Electronics

.iinl Mlied \ii- & Industi

* <L.cdtea bu Martin Codel and staff

The f i i
* - 1 edition i- being compiled dow. It will

contain essential biographical reference data on

foremosl personalities in telecasting and broadi ast«

in:: (networks, Btations, production, advertising

and related fields ; in rV-radio manufacture,

suppl) and distribution; in electronics develop-

ment anil production; in <i\il and military tele*

communications in the I nited States, ( anada,

Britain and the rest <»l the world.

Listing i> 1»\ invitation and questionnaire, and

involves no cost or obligation. Ml li-tin_- are

subject to the approval of our Board «>l Editors.

Published bv

Wm
A publication <>f Radio Newi Boreas

WYATT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C
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Digest of the week's developments

in advertising and the air media

News and Idea WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Milner Products Co. will get it? new

$1.5 million ad budget for '57 started

with twin contests, one trade and one

consumer. Contests are expected to

spark a 45% sales increase this year.

The company which produces house-

hold chemicals (Pine-Sol and Perma
Starch) is currently using network

radio, as well as local t\ shows. The
new ad budget represents a 50% in-

crease over last year and is 20% of

annual sales estimates.

Milner Products Co. started in L948

w hen Howard S. Cohoon and R. E.

Dumas Milner took over a local jani-

torial supply house and built out of it

a million dollar business. Sales figures

for 194S were $77,000. Wholesale sales

for 1956 topped $5 million with an

climated $7 million predicted for

1957.

Kroger Co. had to call out the

Navy as a result of a recent pro-

motion for its Victory at Sea film

package.

The compam s Indianapolis Divi-

sion through the Ralph H. Jones Co.

agency developed a Junior Nav) Club

for kids ages six to 14. Youngsters in

the Indianapolis and Terre-Haute areas

were told to write in for \a\\ ID

cards and authentic shoulder patches,

third class rating. The response was

so great that on-hand supplies were

quickl) used. Then a distress signal

was sent to the Navy Department in

Washington. The Navy alerted fleet

quartermasters—and soon the patches

started arriving from all over the

world.

Even a banana can be a contro-

versial figure.

Florence M. Gardner, manager of

KTFI, in Twin Falls. Idaho, banned

the '"Banana Boat ' song on her sta-

tion, saying that the revival of the

1936 tune is "just too co-incidental to

be accidental! Her charge refers to

I nited Fruit Co."s big banana ad cam-

paign now being run in the news-

papers. KTFFs manager feels the

-una revival is connected and suggests

radio as the best means of selling

"liananaslaniT an) way.

C. W. Moore, ad manager of United

Fruit. sa\s there's no connection at all

and avows that his company also has

nothing to do with the rumored re-

\ ival id "1 Like Bananas Because They

Have No Bom -

AGENCIES
"How to be a successful late

starter in the highly competitive

big time agency derby." Here's

North \d\crtising's formula:

The Chicago agency which has just

celebrated its first year in business

with a one-third growth in billings,

points out that when it started on 1

December 1955 it had 60 members in

the firm and the big Toni account

which included: Toni, Tip-Toni,

Tonette, Silver Curl Home Permanent:

Deep Magic and Spin Curlers.

Within six month? the agenc\ had

added three more accounts. Prom.

Lanvin Parfums and Fnglander. \lso

two new Toni products were assigned

for development.

North used tv heavib lit rank- L3th.

in national billings I

,

Recently the agenc\ has been using

network and spot radio going along

with NBC's "imagery transfer" philos-

ophy.

Future plans include a network

prestige package for Lanvin and local

tv shows for Fnglander. North figures

on spending at least $1,000,000 in spot

tv this year.

The agencv was founded 1>\ Don P.

Nathanson. president: Cyrus H.

Nathan, executise \.p. : and three

AGENCIES: North observes 1st anniver-

• H. Nathan, i xecutive v. p. and

P. Nathanson, president, cut i ake

RADIO STATIONS: \\ 1 1 K . Cleveland, rings

the liell for Salvation Vrmy's Christmas

kettle in week-long campaign f<>r funds

TV STATIONS: King Kong looms large in

I os \ngil<~. KHJ T\ pushes feature film

promotion with trick photos and peanuts
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WE'RE STAKING OUT OUR RICHEST CLAIM YET
MAXIMUM-POWER is the word! MAXIMUM-
POWER from our half-mile high tower

to our entire Puget Sound area . . . reaching into

the homes of over 300,000 people who

boast of one of the highest per-capita incomes

in the World! (and we're not counting over

1,000,000 of our British Columbia Cousins

who like us the most.'

)

We'll "Placer with Power" ... so stake your claim

now in our entire Duget Sound Area.

JnfernafionaJ Surveys Inc.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY FORJOE

KV0SITV
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charter officers, Bruce M. Dodge,

George II. Gruenwald, and Harold

Rosenzweig.

Norman II. S. rouse, president of J.

Waller Thuni])son Co.. sees a 50%
increase in food product sales in the

next eight to 1" years and that a $15

billion advertising volume will be

"necessary" to sell the $600 billion

gross national product which is pre-

dicted lor around 1965 . . .

Fairfax M. (lone, president of Foote,

Cone & Belding, looking into the

future sees the introduction of a large

number of new products this year

ranging from toilet soaps in color to

electronic ovens. Advertising will show

a gain of "at least 10' < and will

amount to more than $11 billion in

57. Cone predicts.

New agency appointments: Bakers

Franchise Corp.. has appointed Emil

Mogul Co. for Lite Diet bread. Air

media will be used and ad expendi-

tures are expected to reach $1 million

for all media. . . Paul Klein Industries

has appointed Raj mond R. Morgan

Co. as ad agency for all Formula 42

products . . . C&C Super Corp. has ap-

pointed Weiss & Geller, New York,

to handle advertising for all divisions

. . . Noxzema has appointed Mac-

Manus, John & Adams to handle the

full line of Noxzema medicated shav-

ing products. The appointment signals

an expanded ad campaign . . . Grove

Labs has appointed Sidney Garfield &

Assoc, as agency for all advertising for

NoDoz Awakeners and increased the

ad budget.

MrtV People

Listen HIOW

iyMpi
^^ BIRMINGHAM

THE Voice OF ALABAMA
John Blair & Co.

NETWORKS
Here are highlights from the net-

works' year-end reports:

ABC— reports gross billings lor '56

Id exceed S75 million in tv and radio

making "significant gains on the road

back. The network notes the com-

mercial success of it's radio arm the

past year and its "emergence to the

number two position" in radio. ABC's

l\ network has added nine primary af-

filiates in 56 and points up its recently

submitted proposal to the FCC to give

all three webs equal access to the

nation's top 200 markets.

CBS—reports gross billings up 18.-

'2'
, for its tv network during the first

10 months of '56 as compared to the

same period in '55. The tv branch also

had 122 sponsors in the past 12

months. 26 of which were new to

Columbia and 15 new to network tv

altogether. Affiliates reached 227,

which is greater than the all-time CBS
Radio high.

NBC—reports tv total dollar vol-

ume of sales up 22% over 1955. Tv

advertisers totaled 251 with 30 spon-

soring regularly scheduled color

shows. Tv affiliates reached 201.

NBC Radio network sponsors were up

in '56 with 74 as compared to 65 the

previous year. The radio network has

199 affiiliates. NBC states that its

radio network has "enjoyed a success-

ful year both in terms of sales and

programing."

Mutual is starting the New Year
with plans for a strong offensive

against tv—first step is new quiz

programing idea of across-the-board

shows. After testing the new format in

Jamestown, New York, the quizzes will

make their network bow looking some-

like this:

(1) 17 programs a week. Two 10-

minute programs per da\. Mondav

thru Saturday, and one 25-minute

quiz each week-night.

(2 1 Prize budget of $1.5 million

which will cover everything from mink

coats to chicken farms — cash give-

aways arc included.

(3) Scope—designed so anyone and

everyone can play with entry cards

available free of charge at stores, pub-

lic meeting places, hotels, etc.

Recent network sales: Benrus

Watch has bought one-third of eight

Caesar's Hour shows filling up the

roster on the NBC-TV Saturday night

program through June . . . The Paint

Division of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass

Co. has bought a quarter-hour of the

CBS-TV daytime Garry Moore Slum

on Frida\ . . . Bon Ami Co. and Per-

kins Products, a General Foods sub-

sidiary, have signed for segments of

the ABC Radio morning block . . .

Helene Curtis goes in as alternate

sponsor on CBS TV's Gale Storm

Show on Saturday 19 January.

REPS
Adam Young, president of Adam
Young Inc., New York, reports that

more than $500,000 in radio billing

was turned down during 1956 by sta-

tions on his list because of inability

to clear time. Despite this handicap,

Young radio billings rose 28'v over

1955. In television, billing during

1956 ran 38' , higher than in 1955.

Consequently, there has been a ten-

dency toward longer contracts to

guarantee good time spots.

Part of the rise in billing has been

caused by rate increases, but as more
markets during the past year ap-

proached saturation, rate increases

were fewer. In addition. Canadian

broadcast media are slightly more
than 20' < greater than last year, ac-

cording to Thomas F. Malone, who
heads up Canadian Station Representa-

tives Ltd. (also controlled by Young'.

Major advertisers active in the Cana-

dian market include Sterling Drug,

American Home Products. P & G. and

G. T. Fulford.

The Katz Agency has appointed Al-

len Hundlev and Howard J. Stasen to

its sales staffs in Dallas and Chicago,

respectively . . . W. Donald Roberts,

newly formed rep firm, is a departure

in representation inasmuch as it

handles local stations. Roberts thinks

a rep cannot sell power on one hand

and local stations on the other . . .

Peters, Griffin. Woodward, Inc.,

gave its '"Colonel of the ^ ear Award"
to John A. Corey, vice president of

the agency's Chicago office. Ward
singularl) honors the account execu-

tive for outstanding achievement in

195() in radio and tv.

100% NEGRO PROGRAMS

EH33
IN NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
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TV STATIONS
Idea at work at W USD. The Ne*
> ork Btation is using time to sell

time.

Announcements during the breaks

on t he late evening \i^lit Heat show

.in addressed to specific timebuyers

.ii the major agencies pointing out

ratings and '<>st per thousand.

So far W \H1) has plugged only it;*

Might lit'ut and Looney Tunes shows

but plan- t<> give other programs the

same treatment.

Spots are used twice each evening

and are !0-seconds in duration. Idea

is that of Ted Cott, v. p. and general

manager.

Tv applications: Between 27 Decem-

ber and 5 January four applications

for new Nations were filed. Applica-

tions were made by Glendive Broad-

< astini;. Glendive, Mont., for Channel

5, Glendive, l.(>2 kw visual, with tower

minus 93 feet above average terrain,

plant $59,400. yearly operating cost

$64,250; 1>\ Jack A.Burnett, Honolulu.

Hawaii, for Channel 9, Odgen, Utah,

1.71") kw visual, with tower 668 feet

above average terrain, plant $71,812,

\earl\ operating cost $120,000; by

Marvin k ratter, Fargo Telecasting Co.,

New York for Channel 11. Fargo, N.

I).. L.6 kw visual, with tower 241 feet

above average terrain, plant $57,333,

\cail\ operating cost $113,580; and

by Cache Valley Broadcasting for

Channel 12, Logan, Utah, .758 kw
visual, with tower minus 760 feet

above average terrain, plant $49,600,

yearly operating cost $30,000 to

$40,000.

Feature film promotion is big in

Los Angeles. KHJ-TV used trick

\rfr^yy

BERT
PFL0EGGER
PXCCMMSNDS
THIS
DINER

^2m s\* l \\vr\\n
<# m

^%J L \\U3?

if~\^^^h 3J ^fc

"Oh, him—he's the brother of a disc

jockey on KRIZ Phoenix!"

photograph) to show '"Kin» Kong" in

front of each newspaper building

—

also sent a 10-pound bag of peanuts

to t\ editors. I See first page of

Wrap-Up) "Kong" wrapped up an

unduplicated 79.7 Telepulse and a

9,393,820 audience when shown in

New York last March . . . Butternut
Coffee drinkers sent in 415 pounds

of coffee can key strips to KOA-TV,
Denver, during the station's Christmas

drive for homeless children. The coffee

compan) put aside cash for each strip

(there were ll').52(> of them) to buy
presents for the kids.

The impact of color tv was topic at

the National Convention of Speech

and Theatre Conference in Chicago

last week. Speakers included Howard
\\ . Coleman, WNBQ color sales de-

velopment manager; Mrs. Betty Ross

West, supervisor of public affairs and

education at WNBQ and WMAQ and

Elmer Nichols, advertising and pro-

motion manager RCA Victor Distrib-

uting Corp.

Major points of the talks included:

• Color has advanced as far in two

years as b&w did in five. Using

Chicago as an example, the city now
has over 40 hours of color each week

compared with no regular schedule of

color two years ago. Two stations are

now programing color with a third

about to start.

• Advertisers are becoming more
and more aware of color. One ex-

ample, the white appliance field has

gone to color—even plaid. One major
manufacturer plans for more than half

of its refrigerator and ranges to be in

color this year.

RADIO STATIONS
Go remote, young station—could
be the advice of KYW.

After its first year in Cleveland ra-

dio, KYW has found there's gold in

them thar store windows. General

manager, Gordon Davis, is enthusias-

tic about store and supermarket re-

mote broadcasts and predicts, "The

coming year will see KYW personali-

ties more prominentU in the role of

goodwill ambassadors throughout the

communitj

.

The station's p. a. plan works this

way: Store hu\s a saturation spot

campaign which includes announce-

ments of the appearance of a K^ \\

personality along with commercials on

the store opening or special event;

then the station merelv moves a regu-

lar!) scheduled disc jockev show to

the shopping center for the remote;

the store pa\s for the campaign plus

remote charges.

K N \\ says it sells more air time

with no additional cost and has made

itself some exceptionally happy cus-

tomers to boot.

The ad manager of Pick-N-Pay Su-

per Market called the remote done at

its opening, "One of the most success-

ful from both the standpoint of cus-

tomer traffic and sales volume. In fact,

several times we had to shut the doors

because the store was jammed. " Stand-

ard Drug and Firestone Auto Supplies

are among other advertisers equally

pleased.

First remotes were done at store

opening but the initial success of these

ventures has brought requests for in-

store broadcasts from firms already in

operation. The station is operating

its store window broadcasts on a year-

round basis rather than just as a fair

weather enterprise.

\\ ICE, reports billings have gone up

five times above July levels. The Provi-

dence station which was purchased

in \ugust bv Tim Elliot, tripled its

gross October billings in the month

of November which put it at the break-

even point. WCL'E, Akron, another

Elliot station, reports record billings

for November with an increase of

24.5% as compared to the same month

in 1955.

WTMJ's fish lure contest wound

up by hooking 234 gadget entries of

the Rube Goldberg varietv plus heavy

mail response. The Milwaukee station

personalities. Gordon Thomas and Bill

Carlsen. bad solicited lures for a spon-

sor with below par piscatorial prowess,

and what started out as a rib wound
up as a successful promotion gimmick.

WHK's promotion for the Salvation

Arm) during Christmas week along

with the accompanying publicity

helped push the organization's holiday

collections in Cleveland $1300 over
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tin- 1955 in. ii k .11 cording i" It. < !oL

I dward Carey, >li\ isional < ommandei
nl the \i my. I In- station put the ti i

ditional Vrmy kettle in the parking

lot, asked listeners to drive u|> i.> i Ik-

studio dooi .mil drop In a contribu-

tion, and auctioned <'H .1 17 Plymouth

during the week-long drive. , . .

I I \t -AM-FM, I ayetteville, N 1 .

donated 210 hours "I free time foi

Midnight to Reveille, spe< i.il publii

service highway safety program pro

duced l>\ the Will Virboi ne 1 orps

Public Information Office. Program

consisted of five weeks ol safe driving

bints and advice during the holiday

-• ison.

FILM
I i^lu half-hour V\ film programs
have been scheduled for the first

half of L957 by TPA. rhis includes

26 mitii- episodes each "f Private Sec-

retary and Fury, I >< >t It network shows.

I stimated budget foi seven <>f tin-

-ln>\\- ua- SlO.."i million.

What i- believed t<> 1><- the largest

first-run-off network sales record was

registered f«>r Susie, re-run title ol

I'm try. S dea im ll

"lull ne i" more thai

million.

I elefilm industry |»< | » I • - an
watching with intercal the anti-

IrUSt -nil filed against ih. \l M
by Republic Productions. I li> suit

in\ olves re-use pay ments to \l \l

-iiiinilti.il k- nf una n- used "ii u

.

I In suit, lil>-il in I ederal < ourt in

I lolly u I 2 l.inii.ii \ . asked treble

damages oi 16 million. 1 ontrai It R<

public i- seeking to break provide foi

re-use pay ments usi-

cian \\ iili pay ments t" the MM ti usl

where a musician cannot be located.

M M - I li>ll\ u I local 1- also 1

1

tu break the trust fund formula in

1 milt.

I In- trend i<> t^ house packages at

Hal Roach Studios %MII continue in

1 «>.->:.

rhough 1956 production figures

- 1,867,000 foi l!"ii Ii were less than

1955, the investment involves films in

which Roach has .1 sole "i joint pro-

Folks fall forWWDC
"1st in Washington,D.C.,6A.M.to6 P.M.. 7daysaweek"-Sept.-0ct.'56 Pulse

lirllllHtlD NATIONAllT iT JOHN HAU 1 CO"'*"'

lid

I . i ii- - -.ill - \ ill ii mi ..I ill / , ^ |

1 1 \ i - 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 I
'

»

"» 1 1 h , - 1 1 , Itighri

id. in tin previous r< n

\\ In i

in mull

In-ill- •

ii lion •

Iiln

"Mllilin I ilm-

houi

llnrl. I I. •
! i

•

Basie, Sarah \
i

ml Hamptoi Cab (

Ellington, I >m » t «
W

Sterling I \

markets duri I '•

cembei

Screen Gems ien han«l

ment, headed by I '1 lustin, <

ild Mi B B

'Mr M i I! in

t with I I' \ • BS I \ whid

\ I . I

I

ili-in- rights i" all i
•

troduced in tin- si

RESEARCH
I In adolescent as • i onsnmei

profiled in the January issue

i ations, psyi holoj

published \<\ the Institute for Mot

tional Resean h. ;

tii-n ^iiU

|n\ al tu r.nli" ami are !•
-

in t\ than any othei

• i loyall

pop music which they Ir l*

tln-ir "\mi and the fact t
1

inn. unlike tv, di ty

advertisers interested

1. The '

\\itli 5".

mere hi

out a

!
•

•

member >! ll ut he a -

• njt in that i that

plays listincthre
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liiltiKc". and "superiority" appeals to

the teen-ager.

3. 1'hc \oungsters take their boy-

girl relationships seriouslj the ad ap-

proach should, too.

4. The teen-age bo) or girl is

touch} and often moody, sometimes

I

<

i - "ill nl 1 1 1

»

• group. I lc nia) resent

the ad approach that plays up a happy

bunch "I youngsters. Motivations sug-

gests occasional!) using copy tbat indi-

cates the product will help get him on

the inside.

5. Recent studies -how that 16 mil-

lion adolescents have I . S. spending

powei "1 $9 billion, hut most advertis-

ing tails to appeal to the teen-ager as

an independent customer. For with

lhi> enormous spending power the

adolescent has a need of feeling that

he has a free choice of how to spend

his monev-

TvB*s president, Norman E. Cash,

commenting on national advertising

expenditures for 1955 as issued by the

Magazine Advertising Bureau, points

out the "understandable" omission of

spot tv figures, but also reminds MAB
that as of the final quarter of L955,

-pot t\ is a measured medium and

suggests including the spot figures in

future reports.

Cash gives these figures for the first

9 months of 1956:

Spot u $289,656,000

Network 353,961,000

Total $643,617,000

National magazine expenditure- foi

the first three quarters of '56 were

$518,600,000.

Use of color in film commercials

is climbing.

More evidence from Criterion Film

Laboratories, New7 York. Fred Todaro,

president, notes necessity to increase

his plant's color facilities bv 509? al

the end of the first seven months of

operation. Todaro has been a color

film expert for over 17 years.

Criterion has also added custom de-

signed 35 mm equipment for faster

b&w delivery.

STOCK MARKET
following stocks in air media and

related fields will he listed each issue

with quotations for Tuesday this week

and Tuesday the week before. Quota-

tions supplied h\ Merrill Lynch,

Pierce, Fenner and Beane.

Mon.* Tues. Net

Stock 31 Dec. 8 Jan. Change

\ ew ) ork Sim 1. Exchange

\B-1T 24% 2.V', - %
AT&T i:i :;

, 176% +4%
Avco 6 7 + 1

CBS "A" 32% 32% - %
I olumbia Pic. 17% L7% + H
Loew's 20% 20%
Paramount 28% 29 + V*

RCA 35% 34% -1%
Store] 25% 26% + %
20th-Fos 23% 23%
\\ arner Bros. 28% 28% - V*

Westinghouse 57% 55% -IVs

American Stock Exchange

Allied Artists 3% 37/8
C&C Super 1% 1 - Vh

Crowell-Collier 5% 7 1 - +1%
DuMont Labs. 4% 1

T - + V*

Guild Films 2% 3% + %
VIA 7% 8% + %
*Stock exchange closed Tues., 1 Jan.

Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative
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ATIONWIDE, PERSONALIZED SERVICE

Blackburn-Hamilton Company literally co/ers the: nation

ton, Chicago, Atlanta and San Francisco.

with offices in Washing

But this is only a part of the B-H service picture; more important than geographical con

venience is the experience and quality of performance this pioneer brokerage house pi
|

at your disposal. Its representatives have worked in the media they represent, and they

know their markets and the people in them. They know, too, that there are no substitutes

for integrity and experience.

1M
NEGOTIATIONS FINANCING APPRAISALS

RADIO • TELEVISION •NEWSPAPER

-)

WASHINGTON, D. C.

JAMES W. BLACKBURN
JACK V. HARVEY

WASHINGTON BIDG.
STERLING 3-4341.2

o
CHICAGO

RAY V. HAMILTON
TRIBUNE TOWER

DELAWARE 7-2755.4

o
ATLANTA

CLIFFORD > MARSHALL
HEALEY BIDG

JACKSON 5-1574-7

o
SAN FRANCISCO

WILLIAM T STUBBLIFIElD
W I TWINING
111 SUTTIR ST.

EXIIOOK 2.5471-2



Day and night, seven days a week, WNHC-TV \

delivers more audience at lower cost than the

nextfive stations reaching the area combined

!

Nearest competitor has less than one-fourth

the audience. Survey after survey proves

WNHC-TV's overwhelming superiority in

every part of Connecticut and Southern
Massachusetts. Katz has the surveys: ARB,
January 1956; PULSE, October 1956; NIELSEN
NCS #2, 1956; and others. Call Katz today!

&.
WNHC-T
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD, CO

Channel 8
ABC-TV' CBS-TV
Represented by KATZ

V
NN.

operated by: Radio and Television Dlv. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

AM.FM.TV Ph i, ade , phiai Pa .

/WNBF-AM . FM . TV. B i n g h a m t o n , N . Y .

•AM>
Harrisburg. Pa. /WFBG-AM.TV A |toona , Pa .

/WNHC-AM . FM . TV. New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York

ESPECIfll IY IN HARTFORI
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WASHINGTON WEEK
12 January Tin- first Mil reeking to change ihe rule* •• " mult ipl«*-*tntion ihip

spohso^ubuc^ns.nc. '- been Introduced fa gresa.

Coming from Ri h O'Hara R., M i , the bill pi t no person 01

company maj own Interests In iv Btationi serving nun. than ' • ol ll

population a

Meanwhile, the I < < i- < • • 1
1 - »

. i « i ii

rules (which limit ownership to 5 vhf and 2 uh

the quota i

.

The appeals court recentl) upheld the Comn iuthorih

the Storex case, which bad been I I from the U. S. 5 ' irt.

The Senate Commerce Committee plans to have the l<< commissioners <\

plain before the end of January what thej have been doing about getting more t\

stations on the air.

Members of the committee public]

mi-sion's slowness to move.

\t the last such meeting, FCI < hairman Md
posals to shift all oi a major part of t\ to ulif chani

a "crash" program of research aimed at helping uhi I
! ^ with vbf.

Critical committee members feel that afi< i

done.

The Evina Report, first issued as a one-man document last October, was final-

ly approved 1>> the si\ Democrats on t ! «- Hon-, Small Business < ommitt

It bad to be toned down considerably, with much of the - rnan

McConnaughey removed, and all the comments iboul FO I

before it could be adopted.

(Even so, the five Republicans on the comn

termed what tli<' Democrats had t purel) politi

The majority report still charged the I ' I - failing

the communications field and standing idly ' while uhf -

Uso, it still called lor independence from the Whit.

as the FCC and FTC) and the selection of their chairmen b) i

Reports of the Senate Commerce Committee and Hon-. Judicial-] antitrust

subcommittee are going t<» be delayed.

The House subcoiimmtee- I

record of its network t\

been set for the report.

The Senate group apparently wont '
document I

March.
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WHICH TRADE PAPER
MAKES MOST DOLLARS AND SENSE
FOR STATION ADVERTISING ?

I ime was when tv and radio station advertising frequently ivas

parcelled out on a "I like Norm" basis.

But were happy to report that times have changed. Today practically

every national station campaign is weighed and placed on one practical

basis: how can I get the top return for my advertising dollars?

This positive approach to trade paper selection by broadcast station

executives is essential today. Even the most successful station man-

ager must exercise the keenest judgment in every facet of his operation

or he will find himself losing ground not only to the competition but

in the daily battle of expense vs. income.

Sponsor welcomes your close, careful, and scientific evaluation of

the trade publications of our field as you make your 1957 decision—
and presents these pertinent facts:

1. SPONSOR is well-launched as a weekly. This is an under-

statement; it has created a wave of excitement and enthusiasm

without parallel in our field. It's remodeled from stem to stern

for fast, easy, must reading by busy executives. It combines use

articles with use news in newsletter style to create a brand new

magazine concept. It's designed not only for timebuyers but for

top decision-makers throughout the client firm and agency who

like the idea of one magazine that guarantees to keep them posted.

2. SPONSOR is pinpointed 100% at your clients and pros-

pects. Your ad message hits the mark in Sponsor because every

word is written to benefit "the man who foots the bills." Unlike

other publications, every tv and radio station advertising message

in Sponsor is adjacent to editorial content of interest to buyers.

3. SPONSOR'S circulation is tailor-made for your purposes.

Not only is its agency/advertiser circulation of over 7,000 the

largest in the field, but a higher percentage of its copies go to

buyers (nearly 7 out of every 10 copies). And the impact of the

BPA-audited weekly is attracting new top-level readers.

4. SPONSOR is preferred by busy buyers. All impartial reader-

ship studies of agency/advertiser trade paper reading tell the

same story. We know of no independent survey along these lines

made since 1955 that shows Sponsor anywhere but in first place.

5. SPONSOR has multiple subscribers at key buying firms.

During 1956, Sponsor averaged 20 paid subscriptions (at its

price of $8 per year) at each of the 40 top spot-buying agencies;



numerous subscribers al air-minded sponsor firms. \t Y&R,

BBDO, M-E, JWT, Bates, B&B, Burnett and others of like

parlance Sponsoh goes to 30 to 70 subscribers each.

6. SPONSOR commands reaped for yonr a<! message. Why?
Because Sponsoh is a prestige publication. Sponsor makes news.

For example, within the fir>t s« weeks after going weekly Sponsoh

was quoted in Charles Mercer's VP column (1,000 papers), Dirk

Kleiner's M '
\ feature ^ ry (400 papers), Jack O'Brian's INS

column, John Crosby's syndicated column, Leonard Lyons' syn-

dicated column. Hal Humphrey's syndicated column, the Wall

Street Journal. It was prominently mentioned in Walter Winchell's

column (1.200 paper?) Oct. 18, Nov. 21 an.l 28, Dec
Sponsor's publisher was interviewed 1>\ Vrlene Francis <>n the

\BC-TV Home Sho\* and by Tex and Jinx on NBC Radio.

7. SPONSOR is a crusader. For 10 years SPONSOR has fought

hard for worthwhile industry improvements, projects, and reform-.

Boh SarnofT. president of NBC. recently said, "Sponsor has never

heen reluctant to take a stand on things it believed to be in the

best interests of television and radio. It is this attitude, together

with the magazine's impartiality and thoroughness, which has won

for it the respect of the entire broadcasting industry."

8. SPONSOR interprets the tv/radio advertising scene. Only

"the magazine tv and radio advertisers use?* trains it- guns

-quarely on the buyer's end of the business. Tom O'Neil, presi-

dent of RKO Teleradio. wrote: "To me, one of the mo=t valuable

ingredients of Sponsor is it- perspective.''

9. SPONSOR is a favorite with national station representa-

tives. They like it because it back- them up, pinpoint- the stations

they sell in a maze of 3,500 call letters. They like it because it's

the heart of the dollars-and-cents side of the business, because the]

know it's thoroughly read and used.

10. SPONSOR rates are surprisingly low. Sponsor advertising

rates are still pegged at 8.000 circulation figure-. Circulation

today i- well over 12,000 (press-run 13.500 as of December

1956) and rapidly climbing. Since 1950 SPONSOR has had only

one rate increase. Your contract will be protected al current rat

This is Sponsor—exciting, lively, interpretive, pinpointed, useful; a

prestige trade publication edited for agency and advertiser reade-

the leader in its field. Does it deserve top billing in your 1957 adver-

tising campaign? We hope the foregoing helps you decide.

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

SPON

ON YOUR
DESK

EVERY

FRIDAY



A roundup of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS

12 JANUARY Viewers of I Love Lucy will get a peep at the exurban life of the Madison

sponsorpTbucatTons .nc.
Avenue gentry next season.

Plans are afoot to set the background of the show in Westport, Conn., for several weeks.

Add this to the dossier of headaches brought on by alternate sponsorship:

A partner in a New York agency had obtained his client's consent to revamp the con-

tent of a program on NBC. Striking while the iron was hot, he then flew to the Coast to

talk to the alternate sponsor—figuring he would get an automatic OK on the proposed

improvement.

But here's what the other fellow said: "You know my agency is in Chicago. Anything

I do will have to start out there first."

(See article on the complications of alternate sponsorship, page 23.)

Thumbnail version of the dialogue that l>lew a better-than-$10-miltion account out of

an agency a few Aveeks ago:

Ad Manager: "We'd like to have you handle a new product of ours."

Agency President: "We'd rather not; we think we have enough new products of

yours."

Ad Manager: "Then perhaps you'd rather not handle our account at all."

Agency President: "Perhaps we wouldn't—if you put it that way."

As you muse over the «jj>500-$600 million that national radio and tv spot

grossed last year, you become impressed by the consistent profitability and dura-

bility of the medium. Right from the early days of the air media, spot buyers have al-

ways had a huge appetite and bought with relish.

Even today, the industry fondly remembers such pioneers as:

Chevrolet: Its quarter-hour transcribed Chevrolet Chronicles (musical) were broad-

cost over 175 stations thrice weekly—at a time Avhen the maximum network hookup con-

sisted of 55 stations. Arthur Hull Hayes, now CBS Radio president, was then with Camp-

bell-Ewald as radio director.

Beech-Nut Packing Co.: Chandu, the Magician, was recorded and spotted on 130

stations from coast-to-coast, and became famed not only for its sustained popularity but as

"the" innovator of program merchandising. McCann-Erickson was the agency.

McAleer Manufacturing Co.: Preceded Amos V Andy with its recorded team of

blackface comedians, Mack and Leer (Phil Cook was one of them). Used 80 stations.

Iodent Company: Introduced the first team of sleuths on the air—Detectives Black

and Blue—via weekly transcriptions on 60-odd stations.

General Mills: Brought Skippy to the air in a transcribed version; six quarter hours

a week.

Mantle Lamp Company: Its recorded campaign of hillbilly music became a stalwart

for rural stations throughout the country.

Fels Naptha Soap: The first widely distributed product to buy live shows on local

stations. Hubbell Robinson, Jr., now a CBS TV executive v.p., did the time and talent

buving for Young & Rubicam.

Esso: A pioneer of five minutes of new- three times a day.

Rulova: Developed the time signal into a valuable item.
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FIRST in audience appeal ... rated top syndicated film in Portland (31.7 i tnd -

Diego ( 2 7 .

1

; :

) . FIRST in time period in San Francisco (13.0

Seattle
I
15.7" I, Kalamazoo

I
L5.S >, Wichita (52.7 i and St.] si 18.2 I.

FIRST in excitement, presenting thrilling

"Front Page" dramas based on actual

police cases taken from the files "t world-

famous Sheriff Eugene W. Biscailuz, of

Los Angeles County . . .

FIRST to di ttize the person ilii

of 1 nt officers in ai tion, with

thrilling stories of arson, aii mountain

tes, murder, robbery, juvenile crime S

ring case histories to build audiences of all

FIRST with I

inn headline news in sales

Miller F!r> rw ing, \ itioi

1

FIRST in sales results . . . testimoni

als pouring in . . . renewals montbi
in advance . . . excitement ami rec

ognition for you and your product

Wouldn't i 01 lik-- to be FIRST in rout market.'

I. t-t i
. . signal for flashing light- and

screaming sirens, .be your signal for action.

Write, aire, phone for complete details.

••ASS

ABC FILM SYNDICATION, Inc
lO East 44th St., New York City, Oxford 7-58BO
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ALTERNATE SPONSORS
(Continued from page 25)

Another important issue that arises

in connection with the alternate week

show is the matter of station lineups.

Obviously, two sponsors will not al-

ways want the same lineups.

How is the prohlem solved? At the

outset it should be pointed out that

the problem doesn't always come up.

In many cases, each alternate sponsor

wants as main markets as can be

cleared.

\\ here a sponsor buys into a show, it

is the usual practice for him to accept

the lineup as is, at least for the dura-

tion of the season even if he doesn't

want all the markets. Where sponsors

are on a more equal plane, the sponsor

who wants more markets may take

those markets his alternate doesn't

want on an every-week basis. There

have even been occasions where a mar-

ket an alternate sponsor doesn't want

is sold on alternate weeks locally by

the station.

Where the program is live and the

markets in question are interconnected,

the problem gets somewhat complicated

since the unwanted market can only

be fed through a central originating

point. In the case of a film show, as-

Miming one sponsor is willing to take

an unwanted market both weeks, he

can run the film locaLVj with his com-

mercials. In a non-connected market,

the same thing can be done with a

kine of a live show.

There have been instances where the

client who wanted a longer station

lineup has been successful in convinc-

ing the other sponsor to go along. A
case in point is the Godfrey Talent

Scouts show on which Lipton (tea and

-mui)) has been a long-time sponsor.

Two years ago Toni bought into the

show after Lipton had been in for six

years. Since tea and soup are not big

sellers in the south. Talent Scouts did

not have extensive coverage there. But

the south was a good market for home
permanents and Toni. the junior spon-

sor, asked Lipton to go along on a

bigger lineup. Lipton finally did. add-

ing about 40 stations. The total in-

crease in coverage was not great (Niel-

sen figures showed it jumped from 87

to 94% of U.S. tv homes between 1953

and 1956) but the examples illustrate

dUbA,
PROVIDENCE y

is now a strong in the
afternoons

is now a strong
contender for mornings

*HOOPER shows it, WICE is the hottest buy in Provi-

dence. In two months WICE moved from sixth place to

a challenging third, and is moving up fast. Check
WICE before you buy!

«: e--i290 on your radio

Providence, Rhode Island

affiliated with WCUE, Akron, Ohio.
TIM ELLIOT, President Notional Rep. The John E. Pearson Co.

Exclusive Community Club Awards Station in Providence

that the lineup issue is susceptible to

negotiation.

\\ hile not stricth an instance of an

alternate sponsorship, P&G's daytime

program, Guiding Light (shared by

^ &R and Compton with the latter pro-

ducing I
,
provides an interesting exam-

ple of lineup accomodation were one

advertiser is involved.

Among Compton's products on tin

show is Duz, which is not interested in

west coast coverage. Cheer commer-
cials are inserted instead and fed out

of Chicago. Since there are a lot of

markets between Chicago and the wesl

coast that Duz is interested in. Duz

commercials are cut-in locally in those

markets.

While often put in the categorv of

an afterthought, program promotion

and publicity is an intrinsic part of

programing. It is easy to see why
this area is often overlooked. A spon-

sor has to have a show; he has to have

commercials: he has to have a station

lineup: but he doesn't have to have

program promotion. And there are

clients who feel that it is the networks

job anyway. Consequently, there are

probably more differences of opinion

about whether or not to have such

promotion than there are about any

other aspect of network tv programing.

It sometimes happens that if one

sponsor wants to pay for program pro-

motion and the other doesn't, the form-

er will rather not do any than feel he

has to bear the burden for the other

guy. Usually, however, if the client

and agency feel it is essential, they

will go ahead no matter what the other

client does. In carrying on program

promotion in such cases, the active

sponsor will often try to leave the im-

pression that the program is sponsored

by himself alone.

W here two sponsors publicize a net-

work show, coordination can become

a man-sized problem. It is important

that there be no duplication. There

have been cases where one sponsor

agrees to take on the job of day-to-day

promotion while the other does special

promotions of a long-range nature.

Since there are cases where both

clients hire outside organizations for

promotion, this means that five groups

have to be coordinated: the network,

both agencies and both promotion

houses. Meetings among all five are,

therefore, a necessity and there is

usuallv one person appointed to over-

see the whole job as well as the prob-
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lem "I making ~m e thai the promotion

effoi t i- i .11 i i>il <>n .i« rlli. null.

possible.

I In- I. n k mI a partei n in agem
j

operation on alternate week Bhowa i-

tinw here bo <\ ident .i~ ii is in regard

tn on tin- -i ene sei \ ii ing oi .i -Inns

.

Where one agenc) is clearh established

.1- produce] . then thai agenc) baa pi i

aonnel riding herd on the show even

week. Where both agencies are pro

during agencies, the) ma) split ovei

seeing i bores >l • il I, so thai eai Ii agen-

cy handles production onl) during the

week ii is the majoi advertiser, oi

the> may both be on hand ever) week.

Willi ,i new, live show or, with an)

live show that has bugs in it, ii i« likel)

thai ln'tli agencies will have people

watching the show closel) ever) week.

I mi example, during the short life oi

the W alter \\ inchell Bhow, North's

New ^ ork office chiel Bruce Dodge and

L&N's radio-t\ boss, N i< k Keesely,

were both .it the studio ever) week.

When suggestions were made ti> Win-

chell. the suggestions were a joinl .it

fair mi matter which client was the

majoi advertise! that week.

I hi- kind nf cooperation is not un-

u-ii.il l>\ ,in\ means, but neither is it

universal. Some agenc) partners bud

the) get along better if the) keep out

of each other's \\.i\ when it comes to

show servicing.

Not thai the) ran keep out of ea< h

other's wa) foi long. There are just

too mam problems thai come up. For

instance:

\\ hat should sharing agencies do

when one oi them loses a commercial

through some network interruption,

preemption or other cause? I sually,

the network will not handle the -iiu.i-

tinu when there are alternate sponsors

involved. the two agencies on the

Phil Silvers Show, Maury, Lee and

Marshal] for Vmana and Est) for R.

J. Reynolds, made an agreement cover-

ing the loss of hitchhikes I the "minor"

commercial). It provided that who-

ever was the major sponsor the week

the hitchhike \\a- lost would reimburse

the other at the major sponsor's di*

count rate. In other words, if an

Vmana commercial was lost, the client

would be reimbursed at K. J. Reynolds'

discount rate. \ml vice versa. This
means, in effect, that Vmana would be

reimbursed less money than Reynolds
because the latter has a higher dis-

count

The discount has special rele\ ance

to alti 1 1. tti w< • k advi

il il:.
| |i

|

a different .Ii ml poli< j on

week advert is<

\l!< whii h uses the p<

houi -rati

vertisers half the di» ounl

week clients. II"

sponsors two shows on

week basis, h

week client il be is the n

"ii different wet I

i BS pro\ ides no dis< ounts .ii all

alternate week advertisers but, lik<-

\ I'.i
i mits clients on two oi more

.iliii n it.- weeks shows i" benefit I

the dis( miiii schedule foi "<k

advert isei - CBS uses the si ttion-hour

disi ounl method.

M'.i lik. \l!< uses tin :• n "iit-.'f-

iIh- limn -i .ii. -\-ii-in and gives ilt"<

n. ih- i lients the dia ountt

every-week advertisers However, pro-

shares on Ml' 1 1 1
• a — t be on foi i

full-year while on \l>< and < l! v the

minimum is 26 weeks I thai is, I

'

alternate weeks of majoi sponsorsh

* ith

Whili

I In- film d

dill ii

with /

total "f

the

known
I (dm show -

Ii --

ma) I"- in the

Bui ih" need f< -tioti

uSOUND-FACTOR"

Jw/f reto ifna //<> Jnwml

frif/t

WSRS
ON

GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER, 1 STATION

SOUND fACTOt DISCOUNT PATAIlf ONIT

TO lECOONirtD ADVtrriSINO aginois
IT WSIS INC Clfvf.AND II. OHIO
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YOU'LL SELL
MORE ON
CHANNEL 4
in the El Paso

Southwest!

I

• KROD-TV dominates El Paso
County*

• KROD-TV is the only station

to reach Alamogordo (set

penetration 80%) and Sil-

ver City (61).

• 98% reported Excellent or
good reception for KROD-
TV in Las Cruces (81.3
penetration) while only 10%
reported the same for sta-
tion "B"

•March 1956. Telepulse and Telepulse on
set owneishlp.

KROD-TV
CHANNEL 4 ^^

EL PASO TEXASft
CBS • ABC

AFFILIATED with KROD-600 kc (5000w )

f

Owned & Operated by El Paso Times, Inc

Rep. Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY

KM6
SHOULD K
FUTURE!

This popvlar
s+Mten cover*
TULSA m<S ALL
OKLAROMAU
ASK YOUR BLAIR MAN ABOUT.. ...

^COVERAGE * RATINGS
A PERSONALITIES * md RATES

KM6
50,000 WATTS I

. TULSA ^
740 KG in

OKLAHOMA
THE GREAT IfsJDE PENJ DENT

OP THE SOUTHWEST"!

,

Reps at work

Walt Dunn, H-R Representatives, Inc.. New York, thinks that there

aren't enough surveys in radio and. "'what is even worse, these

surveys are often conducted by people who think in terms of print.

In black and white days," Walt says, "they checked circulation by

parking outside the newspaper plants and timing how long the

presses ran. Everyone knew the

presses' capacity per hour, so the\

multiplied capacity by run. The)

couldn't miss! Many survey people

have never learned that radio is

different. They don't know that

wherever there's a set there's a

'press,' and sets are everywhere.

Every home can go to 'press,' in-

stantly, without 'make up' upstairs

and down, in cellar and workshop.

and cars, stores and taverns. You
can't measure all that radio b\

clocking outside 01 inside, foi thai matter. Supppse thej don't 'go

to press' during a circulation survey. That doesn't mean that the

2-plus station loses all its audience, or radio sets-in-use in the

market drop to zero. Yet this is what happens with all samples

when techniques originally developed to measure the print media.

with its physical limitations, are applied to limitless radio.''

Ken Goldblatt, Forjoe, New York, thinks that agencies and adver-

tisers should appeal to special groups to create an additional demand

for their products in this period of fierce competition. "The Negro

radio markets, after many years, have finally been recognized as a

tremendous untapped area for selling,'" Ken says. "But overlooked

have been the radio stations which

feature foreign-language and/or

English-language programs with a

foreign flavor. This is a major

market, with a potential audience

of over 10.000.000 foreign-born

concentrated mainly in Detroit,

Buffalo. Chicago, Los Angeles and

Milwaukee. These people have a

preference for the language and/

or humor, personalities and music

of their national origin; their chil-

dren often share similar tastes in

music, such as German waltzes and Polish polkas. Advertisers are

not establishing a common ground with this group. The few national

advertisers using this specialized radio have secured excellent results;

the rates are low and the competition is small. Ratings should he

disregarded for the number of listeners has not been accurately

measured against the total foreign-born population in a market.'
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KSTP-TV hits nine out of ten

!

Of the ten top-rated * syndicated film shows

during the peak evening hours in the North
market, nine are on KSTP-TV!

These shows . . . "Highway Patrol," "Mr. D.

A.," "City Detective," "Federal Men," "Studio

57," "Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal." "I Led 3

Lives." "Celebrity Playhouse." and "Stage 7"

attract an unmatched audience—move merchan-
dise for sponsors and participating advertisers.

Nine out of ten is a pretty fail in any
nd it'a typical of KSTP-TV . . . the

first television st ition in this vital marki

688,558 TV familii

For information on the few remaining cl

availabilities, con! id i KSTP-TV reprea I

tivr. or your ne iresl Pet

*ARB Mi 'tipolitan A-

CHANNEL

100,000 WATTS

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL Bask NBC Affiliate

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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An appreciation of radio in 1957
We note with considerable interest and pleasure that some

of the large advertising agencies have lately taken to adding

radio specialists to their staffs.

If we find any fault with this evolution it's only that not

enough agencies are doing it. Despite the fact that 1957

loom> as radio's biggest year, too many advertisers and agen-

cies who should know better are still unaware of the value

of the big job to be done with this impact, low-cost medium.

Undoubtedly some of the blame for this tardy recognition

lies with broadcast sellers themselves, although we're in-

clined to believe that station reps, the RAB, the radio net-

works, and individual stations are doing the best selling

job ever.

If you still think of radio as a secondary medium, we

recommend that you start 1957 right by reevaluating the

evidence. The RAB will help you document it, as will any

station rep and most of your own timebuying staff, sponsor

is ready and eager to help you in the analysis process, too.

You'll find this fact-finding profitable.

WGN and the code

If further proof were needed that the NARTB code can

work to the advantage of listeners and advertisers alike.

Ward Quaal, general manager of Chicago's WGN and WGN-
TV, has it.

As Quaal puts it. "we already are demonstrating that we

can live better by the code than we did without it. Not only

does WGN sound better, WGN-TV look better, but the reve-

nue of these stations is above that of a year ago."

Compliance with the code was one of Quaal's first acts

since returning to WGN (he had left the Nation in 1949).

Nothing is more important to the sound health and con-

tinuing growth of the industry than the self-regulatory pro-

visions of the code formulated by the National Association

of Radio and Television Broadcasters.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR /" up-to-date, all-

industry tr set count is .still in the making. The

need is urgent. Agencies and advertisers are

struggling along on obsolete data. We need a

count with automatic escalator provision—now!

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Pig-in-poke: A girl timebuyer got a

Christmas «ift which by its shape and

heft was obviously a box of candy.

Being on a diet, she passed it along

unopened to a friend who was spend-

ing his holiday with relatives in Con-

necticut. "Take it along for your little

nieces, she said. "Fine," he said, and

did. When gifts were opened on

Christmas morning his status in the

family circle dived, while the lives of

his little nieces were considerably en-

riched by an assortment of cocktail

napkins imprinted with spicy gags.

Namesake: Because her parents. Mr.

and Mrs. Edward Big named her

"Kay" after KBIC I Catalina. Cab),

the 6 lh.-7 oz. newlyborn received

from station staff a transistor pocket

radio. For the pocket in those three-

cornered pants, no doubt.

First: According to Henry Gipson's

"Films in Business and Industry.'" first

sponsored movies were shown out-

doors in New York's Herald Square

in 1897. Co-sponsors were Haig \

Haig, Milwaukee Beer and Maillard's

Chocolates. It ran for three nights.

And doubtlessly used up the entire

I itagraph film library through 1896.

Harmony: Max or Joe Greco, of Napa,

Cab. is one-fourth of a barbershop

quartet that does the singing station

breaks for KVON. Wonder what hap-

pens about equal time for opposition

candidates in election years?

Switch: The outlook for tv commer-

cials in 29 December SPONSOR stated:

"In 1957 you can look forward to

more diversified casting, with empha-

sis on interesting people rather than

smiling faces." Does this mean neu

casting requirements will include I' I I

membership and a public library card?

Pop: Audience Research survey for

Father's Day Council showed that

three-fourths of all Fathers Daj liitt-

are bought by women and average

expenditure is $10. Okay, how much

of that $10 is out of Pops pocket?

Spec: \ news item sa\s the duodenal

ulcer will be studied on 12 January

w lien ABC TV's Medical Horizons will

take viewers to the Mayo Clinic in

Rochester. Admen with ulcers they

would like to see televised should

apply in person.
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Look at
these results®@sw\

OVERWHELMS OPPOSITION . . . BRINGS NEW

NATIONAL ADVERTISERS TO KTVX, TULSA!
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In 1 market

or 200, on a spot

or program basis these

high rated hits can

sell your

product!

Call or wire today

a.ap
Associated Artists I Prod),

345 Madison Ave , N Y C

MUrroyH>ll 6-2323

actions. Inc.
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t
WKNB-TV becomes

(

A

A basic affiliate of NBC since October, 1955, WKNB-TV has

parlayed its network program lineup, local shows, top caliber

news and public service features, NBC Spectaculars and spe-

cial events into ratings that have made it the best advertising

bet in the whole Connecticut Valley. Beginning January 14, as

NBC-owned WNBC - NBC-TV in Southern New England -
Channel 30 will stand, more than ever, as the outstanding buy
for advertisers who want to sell in this rich industrial-agricul-

tural area.

Blanketing four populous Connecticut counties plus a good
part of a fifth, WNBC's signal will also cover Hampden and
Hampshire Counties in neighboring Massachusetts. Total:

428,500 homes; 365,370 TV homes, 91.6% UHF-converted!
Here's a market with a population of lVfc millions, an Effective

Buying Income of close to 3 billions, and an annual retail s

«

figure of nearly 2 billions!

The same management that has made WKNB-TV so dyn.iic

a factor in local business and civic affairs will remain ai he

helm. Add the resources, experience, and marketing knowl g«

of the National Broadcasting Company to the enviable m
record already established by this station, and it's easy t>«

why now, more than ever, the way to reach this prospe J*

fast-growing market is . . .

wnbc 30
HARTFORD-NEW BRITAIN now sold by I NBtl SPOT SALES
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( lad to hear they have

i Storz Station there.

flakes buying that much simpler.

i

ny of these 5 important markets . . .

talk to the big audiences with the "Storz Station!"

IMEAPOLIS ST. PAUL with WDCY
pry nearly unanimous. Hooper, Niel-

.fnlsc and a host of Twin Cities adver-
agree: WDGY has the bis audience
me bis results! See JOHN BLAIR or

Si' GM STEVE LABUXSKI.

HA with KOWH. \,.\v in it. sixth
t first place dominance. First on laf si

t, Puis,' and Trendex, in all time periods.
• ADAM YOUNG INC or KOWH Gen-
Lanager VIRGIL SHARPE.

•AS CITY . . . with WHB. First per
r, first per Area Nielsen, first per Area

si per Metro Pulse. 87^5 renewal rate
Kansas City's biggest advertisers pr

dynamic sjii,^ powei S JOHN BLAIR •

WHB GM GE( iRGE W ARMSTRi ,N-'

NEW ORLEANS . . . with WTIX. Month
month WTIX maintains

place position in New < Orleans list

by a \\i«l<' margin,
wait 'til von s.v that newest Puis

Young [nc.or WTIX GM FKF.lt BERTHEL

MIAMI . . . with WQAM. It s li

With Si Station" programming Wl
has leaped to first in the morning

share

and all day on latesl Hooper.

Southern Florida with 5

JOHN BLAIR or WQAM GM JACK
SANDLER

TODD STORZ,
President

NESTLES PLAN

FOR MAXIMUM

TV CIRCULATION
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uUtion b)
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Page 23

How to launch

a spot radio

campaign— fast!

Page 26

The art of

casting for tv

commercials

Page 29

Monthly cost

and programing

Comparagraph

Page 35
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''Happy Home Folks" Serve It Texas Style on KPRC-TV HoustOj

H,Louston Gulf Coast viewers like folk music best

when it's seasoned with a Southwestern flavor and served

by popular local personalities. If ratings and results are

measures of effectiveness. Curly Fox and Miss Texas

Ruby have unsurpassed ability to entertain and sell

(3.8 Nielsen Rating.Nov. \56,1 - 1:30 p.m.). Their live,

across-the-board half-hour show. "Happy Home Folks,"

is loaded with top talent who tell your story and sell

your product in a warm, friendly, convincing manner.

Do your clients sales curve a big favor by getting avail-

abilities right away.

KPRC-TVHOUSTONCHANNEL 2

JACK HARRIS
Vice President and General Manager

JACK MCGREW
National Sales Manager

Nationally Represented by

EDWARD PETRY & CO.

KPRC-TV IOST POTENT ADVERTISING FORCE IN THE HOUSTON MARKET



BOLLING CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGOBOSTON
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

CBS, NBC, and ABC Television Networks
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

IVestle's maximum-viewer plan

23 Nestle's diversification in network tv programing ups audience poten-

tial by 20%, typifies a new approach for multi-product television buys

How to buy spot radio—fast

26 Organization is basic requirement, both for agency before buying and for

rep after. Outlined are shortest steps to launching emergency campaign

The art of casting for tv commercials

29 Miscast commercials can flop with as loud a thud as miscast shows. Here

are tips on getting the right talent to make your sales message a hit

This we fight for

32 sponsor's 1957 editorial platform, setting on the record those industry

causes for which sponsor will campaign during the course of this year

Monthly tv cost and programing Comparagraph

35 Features include average costs by network program types; cost-per-1000

for top 10 nighttime and daytime network showrs; spot television basics

FEATURES

16 Agency Ad Libs

20 19th and Madison

56 Mr. Sponsor

60 New and Renew

66 \i'». & Idea Wrap-Up

7 Newsmaker of the Week

86 Reps at Work

54 Sponsor Asks

80 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

88 Sponsor Speaks

62 Spot Buys

88 Ten Second Spots

14 Timebuyers at Work

84 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

7T Washington Week

In Next Week's Issue

How Y&R buys media

A profile of the number one tv/radio agency's all-media buyers in action,

including a report on a new technique for speeding up spot buying

Spot tv's role in expanding distribution

i- on the march ai ross the nation to expand its distribution.

n helps the company establish new beachheads
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She's A Big One,

All Right!

WHO-TV is as big a television value— and

getting bigger all the time!

As of March. Ln.t year, the Iowa Television Audience

Survey found that 74.2% of all Iowa families

owned television sets. Today we conservativelj

estimate that WHO-TV's coverage area has 284,500

television sets— viewed bv over one million

people, divided almost exactly 50-50 between

urban and non-urban families.

Ask Peters. Griffin. Woodward, Inc. for all the facts on

\\ ho-TV— Channel 13— NBC-TV in Des Moines.

{
V

who-TV is pan «f

( rnir.il Broadcasting Company,
Which also onus and ope

WHO Radio, U,- M
WOC-TV. Davenport

WHO-TV
Channel 13 • Des Moines

4ip-

Col. B. J. Palmer. President
P. A. Loyet Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter. Sales Man i»;er

Peters. Griffin, VC'oodward, Inc.

National Rtpresentstircs

WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

SVWHO-TV

)

AHiliote
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" 'Requiem For A Heavyweight'

by Rod Serling presented

last night on 'Playhouse 90'

was a play ofoverwhelming

force and tenderness . .

.

an artistic triumph."

— The New York Times

"A dramatic knockout."

—New York Daily News

"A masterful contribution to

TV Drama."— Broadcasting-

Telecasting

'"Playhouse 00' in its opening

month produced four plays of

distinct merit and wide-

prowling freshness."

—Newsweek

programs for
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YOURQ
FOR COLOR

The big news in Chicago today is News in big color.

WNBQ COLOR cameras focus on Len O'Connor for

5-minute late news digests (7:25, 7:55, 8:25 and 8:55)

every morning during the NBC Network TODAY pro-

gram. Now, WNBQ adds the thrill of living color to

the compelling draw of local news and Len O'Connor's

authoritative reporting.

It's a doubly effective combination, for Len O'Connor

is. traditionally, first on the scene of action in Chicago.

And a recent BBD&O-NBC study found that color

doubles the audience among COLOR set owners and

more than doubles the impact of commercial messages!

Number of viewers? Len O'Connor averages a 50.6

share of audience, reaching an average of 200,000 view-

ers per program ... at an average cost per 1,000 of just

$1.39. And they're the kind of thousands you want most

to reach. They're 95% adults.

In compatible color and black and white, a complete

Len O'Connor 5-minute news program costs only $265.

And since the big news in advertising is News in big

color, take your "Q" from WNBQ and make your own

headlines in Chicago with Len O'Connor!

WNBQlei'ision leadership station in Chicago SOLD BY (nbc) SPOT SALES
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NEWSMAKER
of the week

The news: Imju'i magnetic inlm tape ij used foi ihe lu^t time

for complete prerecording of " regularly tcheduled ti program as

Irthui Godfrey begins taping five ralenl Scouts shows. Thest < /'' s

// Jion s Kill be televised between 25 February and 1 tpril while

Godfrey take-* an tfrican vacation. In recent weeks '
/<' s lm* use, I

impe* for delayed telecasts on \l est < oast oj live Veu York J

The newsmaker: li is nol yel certain, .1 ling i" Bill

Lodge who i- vice president in charge ol en ineerii 1! I BS thai

.ill five <>f Godfrey's Talent Scouts shows will get on Vmpex 1

rhere tnaj not be enough perfect-qualit) tape available before God-

fu'\ leaves to complete the job. rapes now used in < BS delayed

West Coast telecasts arc erased aftei each showing and re-used,

Mni Godfrey's pre-recording of five

30-minute shows would tit- up two-

and-one-half reels of video tape

1 a reel is I I inches w ide, carries

enough tape to record 65 minutes

of programing I . Vmpex engineei -

are pushing hard to uet this suppl)

of top-quality, controlled tape to

1 BS and Lodge hopes it will

arrive in time bo that kines will

nut have to be employed to

complete the five program series.

Lodge, 22 years with CBS engi-

neering department, has been a

champion of the Vmpex \ i<l«-i
« tape recordei From the moment of

it- unveiling in earl) \|>ril 1956 on the eve of the \ M> N> < lonven-

bon. We decided it was "a good horse to bet on," was in-ininu-nt.il

in placing CBS T\ order for the fir-t three units at 175,000 each.

NIK l\ was quick to Follow suit with an identical order. Vmpex

has filled these order-: -till to be filled two more recorders for

I BS I\ due in several weeks and close to 100 production-line units

.it 145-50,000 each to t\ stations. Of the three < BS units now oper-

ating, two are in Los Ingeles for delayed telecasts; the other in

New York for experimental use. CBS shows that have been Vmpexed

on the \\ est Coast since 30 Novemhei are Douglas Edwa H the

Sews, and See It Wow (when nol on film). On tw casions, Intent

Scouts was handled the same way. I'o plaj it safe, kines of these

shows have been made on the Coast. The cosl ol tape recording and

kines has proved to be about the same I hi- week, I odge and I d

Saxe, I BS operational v.p., Hew to L.A. to see about cutting I

on kines.

One of the big promises video tape hold- lor the industry

solution for the Daylight Saving time problem. Lodgi - nol think

it will come about this year, hut doe- feel tape will have a big effect

on DST scheduling in IO.iS. ^

mil 1
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BIG STAR STORES of M«-
and long-lime sponsor of C'SCO.

comment on entering 5'h yeo'

of sponsorship

"Cisco Kid has shown o

high rating locally It hat

brought direct so/ei

turns for Big Star Srces
. We also sponsor

Cisco in Cope Girardeau.

Mo The resuhi

new area ore excel' 1

Recently when the Co-

lumbus, Miss .
station

opened, we s'orfedCsco

fhere Already we see

sales results Cisco

Kid has helped all our

big Star Stc

THE WORLDS GREATEST MIES*U
"THE CISCO KID"

(2%2&V&0&
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SPONSOR-SCOPE
"tJHatw

W* beeB " ,
'

,,,,l:,1 Week for u,UoB«i fenrf^i ""I rep the -t..t.-.i. ..I froal

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC aml
J
U>I f "I '1 .1-1 .-, B| l|,,,|, ,,f wlut'l 0OHUI ,1|\:

1) Agencies, ttlu-n confronted with latest station coverage data partienlarij
It), have been adjusting" the t. run multitudi

adea publicl) explain, some of which ere kepi secret I

\Mtli a >2-card pack one time, .1 18-card pack another, etc,

2) Ju~t to make the situation still more 1 omplicated buyers and sellers an mnhiply<
iiip the shifting coverage fignree 1.% ratings proceas thai can result in oui

audience inflation <> r deflation, with all shades of the truth somewhere in

Nor i- anybodj reallj to blame. NCS data is iasued onlj once in I

«.f research complexities and costs. The agencies saj the] need more imi es

—

so they "adjust*
1

[he seller likewise wants t- present an np-to~the-minul

'adjusts."

Take Ted Bates, for example, which makes no particulai so ret of how ii

figures t>> arrive at a cost-p.-r-l.uiMi for a particular spot

It crossbreeds \RR and NCS -1 data to begin with And it also jives stal

less-than-100' i coverage in their home count) a 1 -t (on th<- the t in

the home county must be tuned t<> thai station at least once s 1 station

909! in \( S in it- home county; Bates would -i\>- it 1

'

m r . , in ,| 1 -t all

a similar percentage.

As of now, the reps are too mystified to saj much more than "for the time beii ;, well

all have to live with it. We can't saj yet boa this is going to shake down."

On the radio front, Adam Young, Inc., has plunged into the hassle over the lat-

est Nielsen Coverage stud) l»> drcularixing ageneiei and others with the rep firm*!

own analysis of the project.

Young's document starts off with the premise thai N< v will "undoubted!) create 1

confusion among those people charged with interpreting the data material." It then

ceeds to:

• Point out the "weakness'' of the lO^r cut-off for rail:

• Criticize the limitation of audience data.

• Note the fact there is no measurement of ont-of-home listening.

• Suggest that the NCS #2 be used in conjunction with the Station Rep Associal

formula in determining how to project ratings beyond the area mes

Meantime, if tv stations have am complaints aboari 1 1
1 * - new tRF-Nielseu set

estimates, they might as well go fight I ity Hall.

The seven Los Angeles tv stations found that out when they lodged a protest with the ART.

The L.A. stations asked for a recheck of the five-count] gave thi»

market. Argued the petition: yon credit OS with an I sal ration, whereas

show at least 90' of the homes in the area have tv -

But ARF stood pat. citing the difference in the techniques of the Nielsen survey vs. the

surveys quoted by the L.A. stations.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The tv networks are in the midst of a vast program scramble.

It's closely related to this season's misbegotten batch of new programs, and can be

grouped like this:

Category 1 : Advertisers (like General Foods and General Electric) who are scrambling

to unload all or a part of their shows because of unsatisfactory ratings or budget over-

extension.

Category 2: Advertisers, like P & G, who are forsaking programs that haven't fared

as well as expected and hopping to others in the hopes of bettering their cost-per-1,000

position.

Category 3: Advertisers (like Amana, Bulova, and Ronson) who are unloading com-

pletely because they found the costs too high, or because seasonal sales patterns make net-

work tv a "fifth wheel." (See News Wrap-up—Networks—page 70 for details of program

checkerboarding involving P & G and Ronson.)

Commented one network sales executive on this whirligig:

"Often an advertiser's eyes are bigger than his stomach. Bulova and Ronson do most

of their selling at Christmas. Amana's network bill was obviously away out of proportion

to its entire budget.

"But bear this in mind: for every advertiser trying to cut back, there's somebody wait-

ing to get on. We still can recruit a substitute easily."

Note how highly McCann-Erickson values its tv-radio department: In its new

Lexington Ave. building, that department will be smack in the middle of two floors occupied

by account creative groups.

Other features of the setup include four tv-radio studios and coaxial cables to all confer-

ence rooms and key offices.

Tip to reps and stations: you'll find media and research on the 14th floor.

Rent runs around $1 million a year for the 12-floor layout. That's about 7%
of the $16-million in commissions that the occupant—just the McC-E eastern division—ex-

pects to derive this year (McC-E's corporate headquarters remain in Radio City).

The whole division should be settled in the new building on 26 January.

What class of clients do agencymen rate as toughest to get along with?

Answer: The big meat packers.

The reason: They live in a bitterly competitive world, where every bit of the raw

product must be utilized, the unit profit is exceptionally small, and the time-honored maxim

is "sell it or smell it."

The penalty of differing with this tough crowd can be quick. An agency man

recently suggested a new merchandising approach for bulk meat to counter the sales of

packaged meats in supermarkets. The implication that the big packer might be behind the

times in marketing was sufficient to have the fellow banned from contact on the account.

Look for a burst of spot orders from the automotive companies this spring.

Sales of 1957 models are off to a good start, but what will particularly heighten the

advertising drives are two battles for leadership: Ford vs. Chevrolet and Plymouth

vs. Buick.

Chrysler president L. L. (Tex) Colbert says he's aiming for 20% of the market this

year, as against 17.1% last year. He estimates the U. S. Passenger market for 1957

at 6.5 million cars.

Keep your eye on this experiment suggested by food brokers in the Wilkes-

Barre-Scranton area:

They want the independent stores they deal with to forego their 5% ad allowance and

pool the money for a joint campaign on local tv stations.

The argument the brokers are advancing to the pop-and-mom stores: It's only through

collective advertising that you'll be able to buck supermarket competition.

10 SPONSOR 19 JANUARY 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE contumti .

Program !>> program, genera] drama li network tv'i m..-.i darablc rare,

Yon can see thai clearlj in the rarrfral tabic below prepared bj SPONSOR -« 0P1
It ooaaiati of (1) i breakdown of sponsored network - bj types ..t the mid-

point of the L952 53 season, 121 ., rnuiit of the 19.-.2 53 shows still .... the the
rarviva] percentage over the four-year haul:

PROGRAM TYPE
L9S2-53

SEASON
1956-57
-1 W>\ SI UN l\M|{>

Adventure drama

Corned) -\ u ietj

Crime-myatei
j

!)«)( umentai \

General drama

li

16

3

11

2

1

1

3

11

LOO

Music

News

Quiz-panel shows

Situation comedy

Sports

11

1

18

18

4

3

l

5

2

Straight \ai iet) 7

—
TOTALS 110 m

As a footnote: It's self-evident though DOt apparent in the figure, above V.

program t\pes have a continuous!) high birth rate accompanied b) similar!) high death
rate; quiz shows, for instance. Bpring op and perish Like weeds. Tin- table above i- con-
cerned strictly with survival.

Add this to your file on network tv costs and expenditures:

• R. J. Reynolds is beating the other two tobacco giants in the moet-for-your-moi

race. In cost-per-1000-homes per-commercial-minute. R. J. Reynolds' -i\ shows noa
about S2.55; Liggett & Myers' five, S3; and \mcrican Tobacco'l five, 13.0

• Chrysler and Ford are spending about the same amount annual!) f<-r their pi

showpieces—Climax and Shower of Stars, and Kd Sullivan. The time and talent tl

S7,250,00O apiece.

• Oldsmobile, RCA, and Whirlpool are putting up 1250,000 in time-talent for

the Emmy Awards on NBC TV 16 February. (,n>*s r.,»t for the show it—If i-

International Business Machine has taken a leaf from General Electric, start-

ing to plant the seeds of educational incitement at the high school level

Like GE, IBM is turning to tv to sell youth on the idea of putting -' kflUOe and

technology high on its college study list.

Already IBM is testing on WBZ TV, Boston, a half hour film 2000 M» thai it

may spot in strategic markets around the country. Bent>>n 8 Bowles Hie I ambert IS the

agency.

Science, incidentally, is one of the '"hot" editorial subjo ts in the pri'

days, not only because of reader reaction, but because major advertisers

than steel.

Warner Lambert has made an offer for the other half of the Frank Sinatra

show on ABC TV; but Liggett & M>ers, who nabbed Sinatra tir-t. trants to think about it.

The brand in the Warner Lambert chest that L & M appears leery about i~ I i-terinc.

Paul Hahn. American Tobacco president, had raided I similar question when W I. part-

nered The Hit Parade.

The matter was settled at that time bv f casing Listerine'l lely in u^e for

colds.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

Ford's Edsel Division is scouting tv program marts, through FCB, for a
quality-prestige show to go on a network this fall.

That's when the new division's 1958 (and first) models are to be unveiled.

Agency media directors think it's about time the radio networks got together
and arrived at some common denominator for reporting time billings.

Network radio once again is beginning to loom importantly in the media picture, and
it would be in the networks' own interest, the media people say, to provide dollar data.

Both NBC and CBS refuse to give their 1956 radio sales, either gross or net.

Contends NBC: The figures CBS uses are inflated because the discounts may run as

high as 50%, whereas NBC talks only in net terms.

CBS is sitting pat; one CBS Radio report is that billings in 1956 amounted to between

$30 and $35 million.

Revlon's George Abrams talked about a multiplicity of new air plans this week.
He wants to:

• Buy heavily into daytime network tv, on which he's quite bullish.

• Test a radio announcement campaign for Sun Bath lotion, starting in Miami.

• Test-market the first Revlon men's toiletries in March.

On color tv costs, Revlon accepts the same principle that prevails in magazines: 35%
to 50% extra.

Farm service directors, on their own, are going after a bigger cut of the

national advertising budget.

NATRFD has set aside a sizeable fund to make up a brochure and a slide presentation.

The Housewives Protective League—the CBS, Inc. merchandising subsidiary—wants to

improve soft goods merchandising by radio stations. Advertisers have been complaining

that it's too lax.

HPL has set up an extensive fashion and style department that's going all-

out in department store tie-ups to bolster a seven-market campaign by Waverly

Fabrics.

Notes Ed Wood, HPL general manager: "Radio today lacks effective service type

shows for housewives. A woman still wants some one to talk to her about things she's

interested in."

(See 5 January SPONSOR-SCOPE for criticism of radio's attitude toward soft goods

campaigns.)

Why—despite all the hooting about the slicked-up appearance of the pitchmen on tv

commercials— can they still sell merchandise amid such absurd surroundings?

Dr. Ernest Dichter's publication "Motivation" has this explanation:

"Before your very eyes this 'fast talking dude' simply, easily proceeds to do exactly

what he had led you to thing was impossible .... If he can, you can. In other words

—

he does not talk down as expert to novice—but as novice to expert—an almost irresistible

appeal . . .
."

For other news coverage in this jissue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 7; New

and Renew, page 60; Spot Buys, page 62; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 66; Washington

Week, page 77; sponsor Hears, page 80; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 84.
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We now have the tallest horizontal tower in the world

Meanwhile we're operating with the 703' tower which

helped build Eastern Iowa's largest audience. \< ^
%

i I Nielsen ('>.. Nov.. ]!»."iii) indicates that our •,'"">! old

equipment cover- ;i 60-countv area, with 344,380 t\ I

I lie boys are starting over on our new tower. \

ping is from H.T

WMT-TV »CBS for Eastern Iowa • National Rep: The Katr Agency



The world's largest home furnish-

ing store, Barker Bros., ends a two-

year test of Southern California

radio and finds it good.

A pioneer in the medium. Barker's

had used it effectively, hut never

as substantially as when President
\< il Petree and Advertising Direc-

tor Kenneth Pelton called on Mays
& Co., their agency, for radio pro-

motion of the firm's Diamond Jubi-

lee Year.

Using the new radio, they put

jingle spots on eight major sta-

tions.

i Largely responsible for the more was
a survey of new suburban areas, proving
nearly half tlie residents were not reach-
able by more traditional media.)

Results: "Radio has proved its use-

fulness to us," says Mr. Petree.

"Best confirmation of that is our
continued use." With a 1956 in-

crease of 18%, and volume in its

18 stores still climbing, Barker's
is now refining its radio techniques
with tests of items, days and times.

KBIG is happy at Mr. Mays' re-

port that "the merchandise items
on your station had fine response
. . . thanks to the boys at KBIG
who have been giving the copy their

own slant and adding to its 'sell'."

Huge, sprawling Southern Califor-
nia is reached best by radio: KBIG
plus other fine stations for com-
plete saturation—KBIG alone for

greatest coverage at lowest cost-

per-thousand.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 lunift Blvd.. Los Angiln 28. California

Ttttphono: Hollywood 3-330S

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

1 1

Timebuyers
at work

Alice Ross, Franklin Bruck, New York, thinks rating systems have

created a monster-world. "The present rating systems are frequently

unreliable," Alice says. "One important factor is that the samplings

are too small. There are so many in the business that not enough

money is spent by any one to do comprehensive research. In some
instances, personnel is inade-

quately prepared to do the re-

porting." Alice feels that it's bad

enough that these factors often

result in widely varying figures

among the services; but the worst

thing is that timebuyers and ad-

vertisers depend on such findings.

L nfortunately. in many cases,

ratings are used as a bible instead

of a guide. Alice points out that

a similar situation existed in the

free and easy days of publishing.

"To clean house, a single research bureau was established to check

circulation with methods for accurate reporting."" Alice says. "Lntil

such a single research bureau is established bv radio and tv, sup-

ported by both agencies and broadcasters, all so-called surveys will

continue to be un-encompassing. inefficient and in many cases

just plain fiction. How much longer can we permit this folly?"

Jim Watterson, Lambert & Feasley, New York, attributes the

recent resurgence in spot radio to the mediums intelligent reapprais-

al of itself. "When rates were reduced from the pre-television level

to correlate with coverage, new advertisers flocked to the medium

and old ones enlarged their budgets," Jim says. "Saturation plans

also attracted advertisers, as well

as improved programs." The next

step. Jim thinks, is for the reps

and stations to establish better

mechanical processes for buying.

"Present availability forms list

spots as to their specific times."

Jim sa\s. "To find the spots, the

buver must plow through hundreds

of these listings. Specific listings

are not necessary because most

buyers in radio are only interested

in the time segment, say 7-9:30

a.m. Ratings on d.j. shows do not vary considerably from one half-

hour to the other." Jim also points out that confirmations should

indicate the rate in order to eliminate error. And certificates of per-

formance are often lost because some times the\ are incorporated

into the invoice and sometimes they are on separate sheets. Simple

standardized forms should replace these complicated procedures."

SPONSOR 19 JANUARY 1957



These are the compelling talents who helped make

such a successful year for Television's finest entertainment.

U. S. STEEL HOUR Produced by the THEATRE GUILD©
SPONSOR • 10 JANUART 1057 15
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for

1957
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GEORGIA

MARKET

CALL HOLLINSBERY CO.
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by Bob Foreman

Agency ad libs

"A scent of 1957 in the air'

Scarcely two weeks of the year of l'JoT have

gone by as I pen this and therefore, it might he

well il I were to reflect on the vear ahead as it

now shapes up. Of course, the calendar \ear is

a difficult one l>\ which to chart our fair me-

dium, since the 52-week period with which we

must contend is generally a September-to-Sep-

tember one. Hut already there are portents.

For example, the programing plans of ABC cannot fail to bring

new strength to the network. Sinatra plus extensions of show types

which have already proved successful over there will add new ca-

dences to the courage and inventiveness of Len Goldenson and his

crew. So both program-wise and facility-wise things will continue

to look up at ABC. ll hope that once we see increased audiences

here seven days a week, however, that we'll get fewer Westerns and

whodunits.)

As for NBC, well, the biggest change I suppose will he the clear-

ing out of the 7:30-8 p.m. Monda\ through Fridav strip. What will

go in here—half-hour or hour shows, family-type or different from

what the other two networks are offering remains to be seen. Also

whether this move will send sets in use up to figures comparable to

those of later night periods or will merely split the present tune-in,

three ways, remains to be seen. I Personally. I hope NBC puts a

different coloration on its program efforts in these five slots reaching

for new audiences and offering both sponsors and viewers some-

thing of a genuine choice.)

Marked progress in daytime tv still increasing

NBC progress in daytime tv is already marked and still growing

—

a healthv thing and to the advantage of program buyers and pro-

gram viewers alike. ( However, I wish a dash of something really

new would rear its head during the daylight hours hut I'm afraid the

economics of daytime plus the tastes or habits of viewers make this

a distant dream at best.)

As for CBS, well, they've got the fewest changes to make, being

the most solidly programed and solidly sold of all three. The hier-

archy at CBS is still few in numbers, adroit in approach and

straightforward in its techniques of arriving at tv success.

Whether new programs of great import are on their horizons, I

can't sav. But if such there be, I will venture that these shows are

economical (by present-da v standards I saleable, salesworthy and

good sales vehicles; that's the CBS philosophy, thank goodness.

I don't know what gems, program-wise, any of the networks will

sport next vear. Some will premiere as soon as January in slots

where this season's non-successes have been dropped I thanks to the

luxurv of escape clauses—possible usually on live shows alone l
. I
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TENTH ANNIVERSARY
JANUARY 22 1957

The Channel 5 Fa mil) includes

all Southern California viewers and

many top Hollywood personalities

KTLA CHANNEL

Represented Nationally by Paul H. Raymer Co., Inc
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Agency ad libs continued.

NIELSEN
SURVEY
shows you why . . .

KANV is THE Station

to reach the rich

NEGRO Market in

The Shreveport Area

Check these facts:

1. Over 36%* of the area popu-

lation is negro.

2. There are 119,910** radio

homes in the KANV Area.

J. 43,167 Negro Radio Homes in

the KANV Area (36%).

4. KANV is the ONLY ALL NE-

GRO PROGRAM Station here.

5. KANV's MONTHLY COVER-
AGE is 1 6,940* * homes
reached

... or SumL/0 of all the

negro radio homes.

0. Negroes here have higher than

average incomes.

7. KANV Rates are low.
* Latest V. S. Census.

•* Nielsen C. S. No. 2, 1956.

IT ADDS UP TO THIS:
If you want hard-sell, low-

cost, saturated coverage of this

rich negro market. . . . KANV
is YOUR station.

Proof of this statement is the fact than KANV
Sponsors not only rpnew but increase their con-
tracts!

Call the KANV Rep in your area—NOW!

can I believe, as I hear bruited about, that nothing worth a tinker's

dam is going to show up from network producers or the inde-

pendents. To be sure, everybody is gun shy. They've been bitten by

high-cost situation comedies. They're off the anthology kick. They've

turned against imitative quizzes. Dogs, horses, Indians and armor

are no longer sure Nielsen-getters. Nevertheless, the ingenuity of

the many folks available is bound to result in something worthwhile.

Effect of features on net tv still in question

Feature films, of course, are the bi» news ahead—what will the

deluge reall\ do to network tv audiences, how selective will the

public be, to what extent do these epics serve only as spot carriers

regardless of how7 they are bought and what sacrifice does an adver-

tiser make by foregoing real program-tv? Questions like these must

be answered before any sound evaluation of this new avenue of

television expenditure can be made. The upcoming year should

provide at least partial answers.

As for radio, that is where I alreadv feel the strongest vibrations.

The excitement, innovations, enthusiasm engendered in this medium

by the folks shaping its new look can only mean more and better

advertising. Suddenly it's 1940 again—with radio people talking

up in public, with new dollars funneled this way. with interest and

controversy and ingenuity being expended on this, the most widely

spread, all-out means of communication we have at our disposal.

The New Year for these tireless people should be a happy one in-

deed. I, for one, certainly hope it turns out to be. ^

m iiiiiiiii inn iiiii mini in iiiiimi m iiniiin i

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

"An adman ad-libs on tv"

A 192 page book of selected Foreman columns from

sponsor, released by Hastings House, Publishers, Inc., is

now in vour bookstore. Bob's pungent commentaries on the

broadcast industrv and his keen anahsis of its problems

are illustrated by Al Normandia.

The book, excerpted from columns which appeared in

SPONSOR over the last five years, offers an 8-fold approach

to the media:

I 1 I The agencv and its denizens

I 2 ) Nuts, bolts, commercials

(3) The audience, confound "em

l4l Sponsors, the care and feeding of

(.">
l The fine art of video

i C> I Research— if you can call it that

i7i The one without pictures—radio

I !! I Color or hue. whew!

It adds up to an enc\ clopedia of entertainment and in-

formation. 192 pages, illustrated, retails for $4.50.

ii mi iiiiiiiii ii in mi mini milium ™ S
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our new 1060-ft. tower puts us there .

puts you on all the sets in America's

19th industrial market!

WNEM-TV climbs sky high in sales power. And for

good reason. The Flint-Saginaw market is spending

and buying more than ever before. Now it's ranked

the nation's 19th industrial market by the U.S.

Department of Commerce.

What's more, our new thousand-and-sixty-foot

tower expands our coverage to 36 counties and over

half a million homes in this four-billion-dollar market.

We're the one station that can reach all 580,536 sets

. . . the only station that can give 87% penetration of

Flint, Saginaw and all of Eastern Michigan. And
we're the first out-state station with full network and

local color film and slide, too.

So, join us on Cloud 5. Cigarettes or cereal, home
permanents or home freezers whatever you sell—Mich-

igan's second richest market buys it by the carload.

Sales offices in Flint, Saginaw and Bay City.

See your Petry man

WNEM-TV
/"""-"-N serving Flint, Saginaw, Bay City,

(@=J) Midland and all of Eastern Michigan.

NBC • ABC



THE PGW COLONEL AND MR. FIVE

JOIN HANDS
To reach one of America's first markets, all you have to do is contact one of the PGW
"Colonels" and he'll tell you how you can sell Western New York with Channel 5.

WROC-TV's maximum power reaches 300,000 plus U.S. homes—a 20% advantage over

any other station in this area.

The Rochester— 15—county Western New York market served by WROC TV is a key on

any schedule. Check your Peters, Griffin & Woodward "Colonel" for complete information.

VOW REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD TELEVISION SALES

Rochester's FIRST Station

WROC-TV
I

CHANNEL

A TRANSCONTINENT TELEVISION CORPORATION STATION
Rochester Radio City • Rochester 3. N Y. • HUtler 8 8400
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Jack can be there

in ten minutes...

And he'll be glad to be there. In fact, Jack

Masla's the kind of man who has very little

time to putter around in his garden simply

because he never says "no" to a call for help.

And when it comes to Burke-Stuart stations

wherever they may be, Jack can really help.

He not only has all the availabilities at his

finger-tips, he also has a hat-full of ideas on

how to merchandise the program and the prod-

uct to the client's best advantage. Having

worked on both sides of the fence—Advertising

Agency and Radio Station—his understanding

of the problems is crystal clear. Jack Masla

was never a man to capitalize on friendship,

but oddly enough, his "what can we do to help"

attitude has made him a lot of friends. Perhaps

Jack can be of service to you. Our telephone is

:

PL 1-4646. If Jack is out calling on someone

else when you phone, ask for our President,

Ted Oberfelder. He'll be glad to pinch hit.

BURKE-STUART CO ., INC.
Q.adia and "^JeleaUion Mtattim R.epsie4entaUuei

60 East 56 Street, New York 22, New York

Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles • San Francisco

Representing, among others: JVCFL, Chicago, Illinois, WAKR &

WAKR-TV, Akron, Ohio, WIVY, Jacksonville, Florida, fVINS, N. Y.

20

49th and

Madison

Broadcast pioneers

Your article I Sponsor-Scope, pa^e 11,

December 20
1 regarding pioneering

for names and faces at the local station

level refers to Budd Hulich of the fa-

mous team of Stoopnagle and Budd.

We are pleased to advise that Budd
Hulich and his talented wife, Helen,

are featured Monda\ through Friday

on "Home with the Hulichs" over our

station Wl'l \
I
T\ i in Palm Beach.

Florida.

W. L. Woods, national sales

manager, WPTl . Palm Beach

Case histories prove helpful

Thanks for sending us data on exclu-

sive TV Sales Success Stories. The
"exclusives" are not easv to come by.

Your stories proved very helpful in a

recent client meeting. Many of our

contentions were able to be niceh

documented. Thanks again for vour
immediate response!

C. Frampton Chowenhill. account

executive. BBDO, New York
• SPONSOR -

* Readers' Service is glad lo help
document agency and client presentations. Ilii-

service is available v.ithout charge to all sub-
scribers.

Should reps call on clients?

I was quite put out with the candid

statement of Jeanie Nolan of N. \\ .

Aver regarding reps calling on the cli-

ents, which appeared in vour Time-

buvers at Work column. December

29th.

It is m\ personal opinion that the

basic trouble with radio todav is that

we have left its future and well being

in the hands of a bunch of nim-witted

cloth-heads who do not have the in-

testinal fortitude to sell our product.

For years over this great radio land we

ba\e been kicking ourselves, our sales-

men and our reps in the pants to gel

'em to make client calls. The onlj

thing that is reviving radio toda\ i-

this kind of effort where we actually

get out off our big fat duffs and sell

the clients.

With all due respects to Miss Nolan.

whom I ve known for two years, which
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dates back t" the time when she was .1

-i'i ratai \ in tin- Paul 1 1. Raj mei "I

fur. I hardl) feel thai she ia qualified

to ia) we should 01 should ool c .ill mi

.1 client. I undoubted!) w ill be > 1 11

1

1 ized for m) \ iew s, I «ut I m sui e nol

b) all

Dim \\ . Burden, co-man*

KOIL Radio, Omaha
• SPONSOR i- ,.i Dj la ir.ji tl..- preblra
.•I .lin.t , llrnl I.i.l b) 1 • - * 1 1 -• lalBBWII it)

Intnl.- I. -11. < ..I mil Imiiii DOS n-uili r ..n lln

ill.
I

»i-li ..mi-

Listing or major advertisers requested

I \ r been mean ins foi some 1 ime i' 1

write and tell you uh.it .1 greal job

sponsor i- doing with the new week!)

ami the new format. \lso, those

SPONSOR-SCOPES and reprints ..I

kr\ articles are great, and we are 'ji\

ing them wide circulation around the

office, particularl) for research and

Bales pui poses.

Now we have one suggestion foi an

article thai we lliink will l>r clipped 1>\

ever) station in the country. It's this:

'.11 alphabetical li-t of major compa-

nies which advertise, with a break-

down under each of the brand names
the) produce, and the agenc) which

handles cadi. This is something which

our salesmen *a\ the) can reall) use,

and which, to our knowledge, is nol

available anywhere, al least in an up-

dated form. How does it -ouiicl to

you? Is ii a practicable idea from

youi standpoint?

James M. Caldwell, promotion

manager. II II F. Inc.. Louis-

1 tile
'

• SPONSOR Iflu* 1I1. Idea. v\,',i „.i,,, mi . r ...

Orchid from Australia

I have just had the greal pleasu f

sighting and Lioino through sponsor's

first issue Bince it went weekl)

.

Your editorial boys have done a tre-

mendous job and we, t r\ inv to do a

similar job Down I nder, salute the

brains, enterprise and hard work that

has gone into turning out your line

publication.

It must he nearl) five years -ime we

began our mutual exchange of publi-

cations and your progress to me has

been dramatic. It is obvious that

SPONSOR must have earned it and won
its wa) to the top l>\ sheer service

and hard work.

Leonard Blanket, editor

Broadcasting And Television,

Sydney, lustralia

AN SaoerW BUY
IN WASHINGTON

n %

1JA\

The MIDDLE of Washington State, a

growing economy based on diversified

agriculture* and metal industries

The Apple Capital of the World, plus

1,000,000 new acres of irrigated

farm lands.

* Alcoa, Keokuk Electro, and other metal

industries have selected Wenatchee
plant sites due to low-cost hydropower

from the Columbia River dam system.

More are coming!

The AA STATION

That's AUDIENCE APPEAL

We program to our audi-

ence, with SELECTED 'op

network programs plus lo-

cal color . . . music, news,

farm shows, sports — the

things people call about,

write in for, and partici-

pate in.

KPQ's 5000 W, 560 KC combination gets

way out there, covering Central Washing-
ton, parts of Oregon, Idaho, and Canada.
We know because of our regular moil

from those areas. Then too, we have no

TV station here, we're separated from

Seattle by the high Cascade mountains,

and we're many miles from Spokane.

YOU CANT COVER WASHINGTON
WITHOUT GETTING IN THE MIDDLE, AND
THAT'S KPO Wenatchee, Wash.

tCT7

: GUARANTEE

H TO OUTPULL all other [

North Central

Z Washington media

TWO to ONE

1 lVTTT^nrB-TiTnryt

National Reps: Portland and Seattle Reps

FOR|OE AND CO.. INC. ART MOORE b ASSOCIATES

One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented Stations of Washington State

SPONSOR 1
(
) JANUARY VTn~ 21



WQAM 29.8%
Station "A" . . . 19.595

Station "I'»" . . . Hi.:!',

Station "C" . . . !)..v
{

Station --I)
- '

. . . 6.4^5

Station "E" . . . :..r<

Station "F" . . . 4.7',

Station ••<;••
. . . 4.695

Station "H" . . . 1.595

Station "I" . . . 1.595

Others . 1.0%

Hon/" r, Nov. D< c. 1956

! a.m. 6 p.m., Mon.-I ri.

Newest Hooper puts WQAM even further

out front with 26.6% morning ...

32.6% afternoon . . . 29.8% all day!

The force of Storz programming is dramatized by the swift,

convincing change in Miami radio listening. WQAM Leaped to

first place after less than 3 months of Storz programming.

Latest Hooper finds WQAM even further ahead. This has been

accomplished without a single give-away, and without a single

contest requiring participants to be tuned in . . . in order to win.

Already a fine buy to begin with—WQAM is now th< buy in Miami.

Talk to the Blair man—or WQAM General Manager JACK SANDLBE.

Today's Radio day's Selling

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

WQAM
Miami

Represented by John Blair & Co.

TODD STORZ,
President

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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NESTLE'S MAXIMUM - VIEWER PLAN
Multi-product firm seeks larger circulation bj buying six -li<»\%-

on alternate weeks, rather than fewer shows on \-.« < kl\ ha-

^Jnu Cady, Nestle v.p. in charge >>f

advertising and merchandising, rolled

Dp his sleeves one morning earl) thi-

month and made the announcement:

"Starting this January, the Nestle

( <>. i> sponsoring six network tv

-how-. I hi- schedule spells diversifi-

cation with a capita] I). The entire

plan was developed bj Bryan Houston,

McCann-Erickson and Dancer-Fit

aid-Sample, working as a team and it

shows clearl) the advantages and ef-

fectiveness of the multi-agenc) set-up."

W ith his statement, Don Cad) and
I he Nestle Co. made advertising news
two ways, i 1 i It's unusual for a cli-

ent to publicl) |>ui-<- its

(2) Dh ei -ill' ation in network t\

big sw itch for the Nestle • o., which

buill it- line ol products bj

rotating them on one or two n

network t\ vehicles. today, the I

i- reaching oul for w ider i irculation

|.\ swinging to a multi-p pat-

tern on an altei nate-week

It- a pattei n thai w ill b<

widespread in 1"

"\\ hat we call 'diversification'

real!) a magazine approai h to network

t\ buying," Don i>u\\ told -

"In print we've always ! to

buying circulation. Well, you clout

bu)

In line with tl

nna. up

-

I \

Kri''.

ithrough Bryan !! -

for Nes

< the ii
-

of the \ - I iles.
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Nestle gets diversification of thinking by

calling together all three of its agencies to consult

on ad recommendations, help shape its tv shows

For it- two instant cocoas, (through

McCann-Erickson) , t lie Nestle Co. has

bought lVminute segments of three

daytime NBC TV shows on alternate

Thursdays: Cm \ Moore. I aliant Lady

and Our Miss Brooks, Quik and the

chocolate bars (through McCann-

Erickson) sponsor The Lone Ranger

on alternate Saturdays. Other Nestle

products both through McCann and

through D-F-S are current 1\ not in

network t\. However, network t\ rep-

resents the major portion of Nestle's

SPONSOR-estimated $9.5 million budget.

Several developments in network tv

liming the past year or two have set

the stage for a trend toward program

diversification.

First, the days of 50 and 60 ratings

on individual shows are past. It's al-

most impossible to reach half or more

of all I . S. tv homes with a single

vehicle. Tv audiences are, in fact,

more and more split three ways among
the television networks as ABC TV

closes the gap with the other networks.

As the same time, show costs and

time costs have both increased rapidly.

Three or four years ago an advertiser

could buy a half-hour nighttime show

for about $2 million and count on get-

ting a substantial chunk of the total

audience if the show clicked. Today,

bankrolling a half-hour television show

for a year means tying up $4 to $5

million in one vehicle with all the re-

lated risks implicit in staking all on

one show.

"Diversification is the trend because

of the money mechanics of advertising

and tv particularly," say Don Cad\

.

Diversification helps the advertiser

hedge his bet. Fall 1956 saw an un-

precedented number of network t\

show cancellations. While the season

on the whole was conceded a critical

disappointment, many of the cancella-

tions were actuallv due to changed tv

economics and tv thinking rather than

the weakness of individual shows.

Here's how Nestle executives sum-

marize diversification advantages:

1. Broader, unduplicated audience:

The Nestle Co. based its decision to

diversifj on several audience studies.

One such study was developed by the

\t~tle agencies and based on a special

Nielsen analysis of the four weeks end-

ing 20 October. It showed that Gale

Storm's first four telecasts reached

49.7% of all I . S. t\ homes.

'"This is a cumulative unduplicated

audience," Bill Templeton, Bryan

Houston's v.p. in charge of tv and ra-

dio, told SPONSOR. "We then measured

the audience produced by the time pe-

riod into which Blondie was to go and

found that used in combination with

our Gale Storm show, it would deliver

69' i of all I . S. homes in the same
period."

Since Blondie replaced a show of

similar appeal (situation comedy
aimed at the family), the client and

agency both felt that the 20% pro-

jected increase in unduplicated tv

homes is a conservative estimate.

2. More penetration for commer-
cials: Alternate-week sponsorship of

the two nighttime tv shows rather than

weekly sponsorship of one does not

give Nestle more commercial time.

However, client and agency both feel

Inter-agency meetings are called by Don Cady

(center) to discuss -u. h items of general concern a* the

shaping and buying oi a n.w i\ show. This gathering, in

i ISn.ni 1
1 < < 1

1 ~ l < > n conference room, include- (1. to r.) Bill

Cory, D-F-S a/e on Decaf; Ken Torgerson, D-S-F associ-

ate media director; Bill Templeton, Houston tv-radio v.p.;

Cady; Joe Scheideler, Houston account supervisor on Nes-

caf« : Ed Noakes, Met ann v.p., management service direc-

tor: John Beresford McCann account group supervisor

Bryan Houston agency handles the two nighttime

,i Nescaf Discussing m" commercials (1.

lor.): Em le.tvwriter; Joe Scheideler, account

ffi ' Walshe, t\ producer; < lift Kulesca.

i in commercials; Bill Templeton, v.p. tv-radio



Nestle's plans board makes n I. ,
,, ,,,,,- \

distant; Dick Goebel, ad manager; l>"n • ad] < p i hn riisii

t hiit it provides greater penetration foi

the commercials.

"If your commercial <
> ti one show

produces a Gallup-Robinson •( (>"'.

stration and r >< >'
. registration on

your other show, then you're getting

1J|»',. ^ lt \, Don Cady. "This is an-

other supporting argumenl l"i diver-

sification."

3. Continuity in advertising effort:

for impulse-purchase items thai .n>-

drug or grocer) distributed, continuity

in advertising effort is of primary im-

portance. Continuity in t\. however,

need not mean week!) exposure.

Alternate-week sponsorship "f a

program with which we're identified

actual]) gives u- excellent continuity.'
1

says Don Cad) .

" Vnd with our di-

versification plan, we ai tuall)

week]) exposure on two nighttime

shows through <>nr cross-plug arra

ment with the other 9pons

Circulation lias become a priman
consideration to Nestle in planning its

network t\ effort for the year. S

i idy: "Ever) stud) on t\ and ad

rising costs thai we've made ri.t- shown

u~ thai t\ i- the lowest i ost medium in

terms ol impact, Nut the most expen-

sive in terms ol initial investment in

show sponsorship, [Tierefore it's in-

isingl) importanl foi us t"

mam peoph ilar

and continuou

\. H
ship ••! a half-hour network t\ show

implies an initial investment of 84 mil-

lion | illion pi

budget for

chandisii - >uld

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Diversification is Nestles new con

cept for effective network tv buvm^

Instead of full sponsorship of shows,

the firm both hedges risk and increases

audience by alternate week sponsor

ship of six tv properties Planning is

joint work of Nestle s three agencies

produce disappoint ii

.% ltd all '

in il

repl i

well in

the

"If ll

SPONSOR 1') .i \\i \ri 195"



HOW TO BUY SPOT RADIO
Haste doesn't neeessarily make waste when you buy a short-order spot radio

campaign if you take a few pointers from timehuyers and reps who know the

shorteuts and the safeguards. Primary among them: organization in advance

Mlost people at ad agencies and

representative firms who are direct!)

involved in the launching of a flash

spot radio campaign look upon this

particular media buy as a chore—and

an inescapable one.

The) know that halcyon day will

never come when I 1 I even client

plans his media schedules enough

ahead of time so there's a minimal

strain on muscle-power and brain-

power, or when (2 I clients will be in

a sufficient!) safeguarded marketing

position to even attempt such a

smooth-running approach.

There'll always be an emergency.

And. because spot radio is particular-

l\ matched to the needs of emergency

situations, it's a medium frequentlv

chosen to trouble-shoot for the adver-

tiser with a last-minute problem.

The emergence of course, may be

fancied. A product, uncertain of its

own media selections, may consider it

an emergency when a competitive

brand swoops into spot radio. At that

point, for "competitive" reasons, the

first manufacturer will adopt a copy-

cat approach and buy the same. (This

is particularly true of cigarette com-

panies. I

There are more legitimate emergen-

cies, however. A quick price change,

a local distribution problem, a sud-

den flu epidemic or a major weather

change, a quick introduction of a new

product, a strong competitive copy

theme which needs quick rebuttal—all

these hinge on a time element and the

compulsive need for immediate action.

Once the need has been established

and the decision for a quick busing

tactic and a fast launching has been

made by the client and the account

group, the hard work starts. This

work can be eased considerably, bow-

ever, by the application of a few basic

rules in procedure.

sponsor asked both agency buyers

and station representatives how their

jobs could be simplified and how—at

the same time—the fast, flash bu\

could be more productive. They all

agree that the adage, haste makes

waste, has certain elements of fact in

it. But thev likewise agree that the

best countering force to buying mis-

takes is organization.

This precept for judicious and pro-

ductive buying is, of course, no dif-

Newspaper strike in Cleveland prompted

Pontiac to divert print monej to spol radio

though it already had spot drive running

New-car announcement copj needed extra

impact, so Pontiai chose schedules on sta-

tions KYV WERE, W«. \K. WHK, W.IW

Problem: Cleveland newspaper strike. Ans\

Solution i" emergencj was spot radio, with details set bj (1. to r.i Joseph ^padea.

II. I. Christal representatives; Wm. \. Bushway, a~~t. buyer, McManus, John & \dam-.

Pontiac agency in Detroit: Chuck Campbell, chief hn\er: John Hartijian. as-t. Inner
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ferenl i"i the quit k. three-da) bu

period than for a campaign which is

planned and I > < n i
u-

1 1 1 meticuloush "\«-i

.1 iiiiniih - i ime, Hut the closei the

deadline i"i l>"th buyei and rep, the

i hi u •
-

1 1 1 the need I ganization.

Whal are Borne "I these techniques

in organization, some "I the

guards which can l»- adopted t<> make
the fast bu) an effortless one and i

more meaningful one?

Buj ii- and reps agree thai the

gesl single factoi is an undei stand

oi w h.it the client is attempting to <l<>.

Ami the representative, .1- well .1- the

buyer, must know this down i" the last

local sales objective in ordei to suppl)

.1 quit k .mil producth e buj ing answei

to the problem.

Neither the buyei noi the rep

should I"- "stifled," is the waj Helen

Wilbur, broadcast buying supervisoi

at Grej Advertising, puts it.
" Vfter tin-

Inner gets briefed lull\ b) the account

ui"ii|>. this information must be passed

on to the rep. We should give him as

much leewaj .1- possible and let him

use his own initiative in making rei

'imiiicinl.il ions.

Ilic How ol ideas between buyer and

ic|> must be even more flexible in .1

situation where both air working

against time. This is the contention "f

Hill Pellens, buying supervisoi .it Mc-

Cann-Erickson who recommends tlie

r
ARTICLE IN IIHii I

Launchm.; 1 t 1 .t ) . f prodm
I

•

radio campaign raktt j lot of stream

lining and pre planning Reps and I

crs outline precautions and H hfli .

which help 3 client go on the air to

solve emergency situations, such

copy change, competition, price h

pun ioda rati

spe« ih' time -l"t-

"Rathei than .i-k f..i
I

,i-k l"i the type "t annoui

want in the 8 to II a.m. pel iod

it up i" tin- rep .mil tin- station t"

11- tin- best -l"t- ill- I i"

1 ..lit. ili.- commercials throu thoul that

time span. I In- probabl

broadei audieni e an) wa) and it -;

up the bu) be< ause there's no timi

minute-b) -minute availabil

\\ Inn the station representative i»

n latitude, the buyei i- likelj t"

1 much better buj h>r hi- > lient,

-.i\ - M'iri i- Kellnei . 1 adii

!•
1 I he Kit/ Vgency, national

representative In m.

"If the buyei W ill tell 11- the -1

dollai "i announcement allocation per

market, .mil let us help him administer

it. we think we'll get something extra

special in the wa) "f times and audi-

p
P ntiac added spot radio drive in three days

Direct call to -taiu>n~ bj Chock Camp- Three-day ended trill

bell informed them he'd tl\ t" Cleveland for alities lik-- KYWs I ••• Fii

one ila> to rinali/e the local radio plana there P

Ml I

'l •

'

whn h lake

"\\ hen

I I.. In •

itlll'.il- In ||

relet

It .ill mf.

buyer, hi

Style. I

i"ii- ..ii '

laum hed

Viol tl

pro!

what

the '

\l

when lie

I

which should

in.il

f<«r\-

• Ii" 1 "|.\ t" ti

If

th.in hk**|\ will

?

.ti"ti whieh. *hrn th»> a« tual

hu\ - mpleted,

..f the linrup. Rut a faM baying ram-
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FAST CAMPAIGNS continued

paign implies a fairh good idea on the

pari nf tlic Inner as to the ke\ stations

which will be used.

If. on the other hand, the emergency

situation requires new copy, this can

be wired tn the stations on the list or.

in a ver\ tight time situation, tele-

phoned.

Morton Bassett, account executive at

John Blair \ Co., advises agencies to

send copy—either transcribed or live

to the commercial manager. "He's

the one with whom we work and the

one person at the station who knows

the most about this last-minute cam-

paign. Too often a lone e.t. is mis-

directed and when the time comes for

airing the copj can't he found."

The rep. of course, relies on the tele-

pin mi- and the teletype to handle

agency-rep and station-rep communi-

cations. If the buying group at the

agene\ i> sudicienlK organized before

placing that first call to the rep, what

follows on the part of representatives

is largely mechanical and clerical.

The "selling" h\ the rep, contrary

to some misconceptions, does not take

place at the time of actual buying.

This is why the mechanics of the buy-

ing system—rather than creative sell-

ing—take over after that first agency

call for availabilities.

The time for reps to sell their sta-

tions, the station personality and the

representative's individual integrity

and servicing stvle is between buys.

"Once we start bus ing," says Jeremy

Sprague, Inner at Cunningham &

Walsh, "we have no time for a com-

plete station briefing on coverage, total

ratings, public service and sales re-

sults. Then we're down to the short

strokes, particularl) when we're buy-

ing a fast, last-minute campaign."

Helen \\ ilbur agrees, stating "Indi-

vidual station pilches should be made
long before the buying on any cam-

paign is started.

"

"Emergency, last -minute buying

should be treated as just that," says

Avery-Knodel's Tormey. "Both the

salesman and the buyer should roll up

their sleeves and dig into the situa-

tion, cooperating in every way possi-

ble. This often means the rep sits in

the buyer's office until midnight work-

ing out details. It means a sharing of

information and a give-and-take of

thinking all the way down the line."

What are some txpical "emergency"

situations, when the buyer on short

notice was alerted b\ the account

up to launch a fast spot radio

drive in multiple markets?

Competition: One food product,

which has two major competitors, was

confronted with a price increase intro-

duced by both of them. The prob-

lem: the retail grocer would be tempt-

ed to jack-up local-level prices on all

three, even though Product A was still

costing him- and the consumer—the

same amount. The answer: a fast

spot radio campaign announcing to

local customers that the price of Prod-

uct A was remaining the same. The
objective: to increase sales for the

product and also to successfully block

the grocer from hiking the product's

cost.

Newspaper strike: Main advertis-

ers swooped into spot radio in Cleve-

glllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll;

These steps help make
speedy buying easier

ORGANIZE exact needs of the cam-

paign before contacting any rep.

Pre-planning in detail is a must

PREPARE a complete market list and

probable stations to be bought be-

fore asking for specifics from rep

ISSUE shipping instructions on copy

before actual buying starts so it

arrives in local areas on time

BRIEF station reps fulh on alloca-

tion of money or announcements by

market and on over-all objectives

ELIMINATE unnecessan detail.

Take availabilities over the phone:

cut down on market data and ratini;-

BE FLEXIBLE. Give the rep leeway

in clearing times besl suited to

your budget, your special emergency

lllllllllllllllllllllllll Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Illlllllllllllll Mill

land during the recent newspaper

strike there. Two products moving in

fast with money allocated originally to

newspaper were Pontiac and Cadillac,

out of MacManus. John \ \dams in

Detroit. Chuck Campbell, head buy-

er on the cars, called in Detroit sta-

tion reps to line up initial schedules

and then hopped a plane for Cleve-

land. There he conferred with indi-

vidual station management and per-

sonalities and gave them live copy,

thus managing to get the campaign

finalized and on the air in three short

davs.

Extra money: Texaco had some

monev available at the end of its fiscal

\ear and decided to add intensity to

its current spot radio drive. Chro-

nology of the buying: Buyer Jerr\

Sprague was alerted by Cunningham X

Walsh account people at Thursday

noon that the Texas Co. wanted to go

into 40 more market areas. By late

that same afternoon. Sprague had

worked up a station list of 80 outlets,

two per market. On Frida\ morning

he started to call the representatives

and by Friday afternoon he had com-

pleted the buying. In less than a day.

the reps had contacted stations, cleared

time and verified— by phone — the

agency order. It took a day and a

half for C\\\ to position and to buy

40 announcements in each of 40 mar-

kets—a total of 1.600 individual time

periods.

Two factors made this buy easier.

Sprague says. "Because this was an

addition to a current campaign, the

reps already had a detailed briefing on

what we were trying to accomplish.

\nd we also had on hand current copy

which we could shoot to these extra

stations fast."

Even though both the agency and

the station representative is geared to

fast buying and fast servicing, spokes-

men in both types of shop think a lot

of so-termed emergency buying isn't

really necessary. They point to the

possibility of a buyer crying "wolf"

too often—of continually buying on

short notice, so that reps are on the

defensive.

Tormey of Avery-Knodel summa-

rizes much of the combined thinking.

"Buyers, and the account group peo-

ple particularly, should realize that

only with pre-planning and advance

notice can the\ get the best possible

bin and the best available adjacencies.

The more time they give to planning

and buving, the less likeh they are to

be mouse-trapped and to find their

ulcers popping! Spot radio is being

used increasinglv as a primary me-

dium, rather than as an incidental one.

and it's rough finding good time peri-

ods for any campaign these days

—

and particularly for the short-notice

ones."

Everv rep is geared to launch a fast

campaign, sa\s Kellner of Katz. "But

getting good time periods at the last

minute is like going to the box office.

Maybe you do and maybe you don't.

The two biggest things the buyer needs

to do is share all advertiser informa-

tion with the rep and then have faith

Mt n i mi ' ^^r
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Good hand models like Maureen Bailey, pictured here will

THE ART OF CASTING TV COMMERCIALS
A miscast commercial can H<>|> as bad!) as ;« miscasl show. Hen

arc casting tips Prom experts along with views <>u latesl trends

f\ successful television commercial

i- the product "I two worlds one

symbolized 1>\ Madison Avenue, tin-

other In Shuberl \ll-\. Uthough
mam -how people have - --'ull\

aged the transition from entertain-

ing to selling, the business of selecting

the right talent and maintaining

working relationship with them

remains a major problem in t\ adver-

tising. The solution lies with the tal-

ent, the talent's agent and th>- casting

director. And each views casting from

his own benchmark.

( asting the l\ commercial,'

an actor, "is a cross between a lottery

and a cattle auction."

"'lalent agents could do a better job

it -. reening,

ing direi t^i .
" Vbout 2 Ft!

i around aren t

to "ur requirements, and

id) known i

own
" Die t\ conn

ttdt\ -
i talent and

- -

ones learnii

W hat the]

thei:

fleeted in tli -

-

Henn > . Brow i

tive tal-

ial field, offers th> -

I. s

be

-

-
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(
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New trends in casting tv commercials are:

screen tests for talent, actors favored over models.

Dubbing in of voices is no longer recommended

nately, the "cold reading" is the com-

mon way of casting.

4. Sponsor and ad agency might

profit h\ casting with an open mind

rather than being locked on some pre-

conceived notion of how a part should

be read. Actors are creative, too.

5. In casting, it is not neatly as im-

portant to know what an actor has

done as what he can do for this par-

ticular job.

6. Screen tests are helpful in cast-

ing. If the talent agent has such film.

it may be submitted to agency along

with "stills" before the actor is sent

around in person. The screen test for

tv commercials has been gaining

ground in the last two or three years.

Iodav. many ad agencies make their

own screenings and keep them on file.

Once the casting has been com-

lilted. Brown feels these three things

are important to establish a practical

working relationship with the talent.

1. The ad agency should make the

actor feel he is part of their sales team

and thereby reap the benefits of his

instinctive urge to inventiveness.

2. Invariably the actor has had a

long working knowledge of problems

involved in producing commercials.

Use his experience.

3. Never dampen his enthusiasm

for the job by contractual insecurities

and skimping on payments. Work out

just compensation.

Mel Goodman, who recently joined

Brown after more than six years as

DO'S AND DON'T'S OF CASTING

DO gi v *-* the actor who is trying out, a storyboard to look at in

addition to the script. Direct him through the action. Set up

your casting office to resemhle sound stage to test movements

DO ."' ve the talent agent more than a two-line description of what

kind of talent you need. Fill him in on client's prejudices regard-

ing talent, also on thinking behind the commercial and its aims

DO make the talent finally selected feel they are part of your

sales team. An actor's native creativity enables him to contribute

something special to your commercial. Utilize his experienci

DON'T make snap judgments in casting. Try to visualize the

actor in the finished commercial, and rely more on what be can do

for this job than on what jobs he has done in past. Be a showman

DON'T'^st hard-to-work-w ith talent and then force them on ymir

commercial producer. The producer's bid is based on time and if

miii casting run- him into overtime, he may a-k you to paj for it

DON'T be tooled bj those confident looking kids in casting chil-

dren. Tbey'rr the ones who generally blow up or freeze. Make a

warm advance to the child. If he rejects it. look for trouble

casting director and producer for

Compton Advertising, suggests that ad-

vertising agencies can improve and

speed up casting if they actually go

into the creative aspects of the story

-

board with their talent agents rather

than supply them with simply a two-

line description of what an actor

should look and sound like. This would

assist toward more realistic casting,

w hich Goodman favors.

"Too many of us involved in tv

commercials," he says, "are guilty of

casting Hollywood stereotypes. The
idea that the role of a doctor must be

played by an actor with graying tem-

ples is wrong. Walk down any hos-

pital corridor and you'll see no two

doctors look alike. It takes real peo-

ple to sell products."

Doris Gravert. casting director for

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, is another

advocate of off-beat casting. Hoyvever,

she points out that a tv commercial is

not a tv show, and that a one-minute

commercial allows no time to develop

a character portrayal. Much judgment
and showmanship is needed in casting

off-beat types. If it takes 50 seconds

to convince an audience that this is

really a doctor they are seeing, then

there's only 10 seconds left to get

across the sales message. As for

screen tests. Miss Gravert prefers to

see talent ahead of screenings. When-
ever one is considered advisable. D-F-

S w ill make its own.

Agency casting directors have their

own specific gripes in this relatively

infant business of tv commercials.

Naturally, they involve both talent and

talent agents. For example. Miss Gra-

vert feels many talent agents do a dis-

service to their own stable of talent by

asking for exorbitant fees for their

clients simply because an ad agencj

phones and requests a certain perform-

er. \\ hen the talent agent knows a

certain piece of acting property is in

demand, they frequently price that

property right out of the job.

Foote. Cone di Belding's casting di-

rector. Joan Humer. complains that all

too often talent agents don't send what

she asks for. Pictures ("stills") bear

little resemblance to the talent when

they finally show up in person. Some-

times these stills are overglamorized,

sometimes ihev make the actor appear

younger or older than he is. She sug-

gests that stills include: i 1 I full-length

shot, (2) happv shot, i 3 1 "plain

American girl or boy" and i4i glamor

shot.

At Young & Rubicam. Casting Di-
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in toi Vlai ge Kri i feels thai free I tni i

talent complicates i Bating. I odaj . an

agenl ma) send around an actreaa who

doesn't gel tin- pai t. I hree months

from now . foi .1 different comraen ial

.in. .1I1. 1 agenl sends the same ^ i 1 1 and

he b in. I hen the firal agenl phones

and wants t" know, "How come?

I lii- i- .in area thai is sti i> il\ .1 talenl

representative problem and should nol

com >•! 11 the a< I agencj > a-t ing direi

tor. \i ^ &R, the) rel) he&\ ilj on the

talenl agent.

To casting directors, ( Ihai lea I!. 1 1 .1

mini, anothei leading New lmk talenl

agent, offers tlii- ad\ ice:

1. Do casting fai enough ahead i"

insure booking time <>f performers

w iili bus) schedules.

2. It there is an) chance — 1 1
> «

• r i
r 1 ^_-

(.in 1 be completed on schedule, book

u iili holdovei time. I For example:

'\\cif booking you definitel) l"i

Thursda) but give 11- Frida) for hold-

over." If shooting is finished fhurs-

day, there is no charge for Friday.

On the other hand, if talent gets an-

other i"l> for Friday, the) have the

righl to ask tin- casting director t..

confii mi the Frida) holdover. 1

Never count on inexperienced

talenl to cul costs. I he) cosl \ '>u

mone) in the long run.

I. Uways li'"k .it tlir hands, espe-

ciall) if am manual operation is in-

volved. Attractive, stead) hands are a

rarity. \ prett) hand is nol the onl)

requirement fur a hand model. The

person must be dexterous since man)
product demonstrations involve nor-

mal!) awkward |n>>ilii>n-. \n<l if it's

.1 wrist-watch commercial you're do-

ing, look above the hands and make
' ertain the) an- nol at the end 01 a

hair\ arm.

Hill Hurt/, producer f"i Los \n-

- studios i>f Shamus Culhane Pro-

ductions, adds these tip-: ' 1 1 Beware
of thf "clothes-horse" model in a com-
mercial; it i- surprising how few of

them know how to move around.

\n actor makes an intangible contribu-
1 Please turn to i<n-,-

,",
'.

.

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

More care is going into the casting

of a tv commercial than ever before.

Screen tests are now being used by

agencies and talent agents. A trend

away from stereotype "Hollywood''

models to off-beat casting has devel-

oped, as more actors enter the field.

Prc-casting conference:

» itli \\ all

"Let's try it this way."
Vuditionin

.n fri.m \ •

Marshall Si

.vhili Norma

Kummel's l\ pro lu< lion

..|i\ supen .- 5hi Idon

I'laii and Harriet Pirk, lo

"She's in."
1

Mel < I "» ,n|
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THIS WE FIGHT FOR
SPONSOR presents its 1957 editorial platform, putting causes

we will campaign for during the course of this year on record

^>i'()NS()i;*s basic publishing philosophy has re-

mained unchanged over its 10-year history. It lias two

straightforward tenets: (1) to provide useful facts

and figures for its readers; (2) to lead the way edi-

torially toward industry improvements.

sponsor periodically expresses its editorial plat-

form under the heading "This We Fight For." Below

is sponsor's 1957 platform, the third such public

statement since sponsor first published a "This We

Fight For" in 1953.

On the page at right is a reproduction of the first

"This We Fight For" together with a report on prog-

ress made and progress yet to be made toward each

of sponsor's original goals.

Many of the objectives for which sponsor will cam-

paign during 1957 are little different from those list-

ed in 1953

—

for these are goals not easily attained

even over a span of years. Others are new, in tune

with cfianging times and conditions.

sponsor's campaigning takes several forms, includ-

ing articles, editorials, features and a unique one-

paragraph form of editorial which appears each

issue under the heading "This We Fight For."

1. We fight for an accurate industry tv set count done on

a continuing basis. The advertiser is entitled to exact infor-

mation on market-by-market audience potential of television.

2. We fight for a radio buying philosophy based on quality

as well as quantity. The trend toward saturation buying can

be harmful if the values of the medium are lost to tonnage.

3. We fight for a better evaluation of advertising media

—

especially tv and radio. Reliance on carefully-researched

data and full analysis of marketing facts must replace emo-

tional thinking and follow-the-leader tactics.

4. We fight for better t\ am radio ratings—and clearer

evaluation of them. We urge that a field test of existing

rating methods be conducted by an independent body like

the Advertising Research Foundation. We work to throw

light on the weaknesses and strengths of ratings and to con-

vince advertisers that ratings are not the ultimate test as to

whether a sponsor's interests are being effectivelv. served bv

a program or adjacency.

5. We fight for improved timebuyer and mediabuver status

at agencies. We fight for greater recognition of the expert

role an experienced buyer should be allowed to play.

6. We figbt for consideration of spot—both tv and radio

—

as major media. Spot can play a strong task force role but

it is often tremendously effective when included in the adver-

tising plan as a basic component.

7. We fight for program experimentation by stations and

networks and the development of fresh new program ideas.

We oppose the play-it-safe philosophy which can onlv mean

stagnation for tv and radio programing.

8. We fight for the preservation of free tv as opposed to

fee tv. A change in the basic American pattern of com-

mercial broadcasting should not be allowed to endanger

the foundations of a medium which has well served the

public interest.

9. We fight for first-hand knowledge of tv and radio sta-

tions by national advertisers, advertising agencv and net-

work executives. We urge a grass-roots approach to stat

so that national-level executives do not fall prey to "ivorj

tower"' thinking.

10. We fight for adberence to industr) codes hv stations

and sponsors alike, and for the highest standards of truth-

fulness and good taste in t\ and radio commercials.
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11. \\ i- fighl i"i regulai publication |>'.i and network

radio expendil urea bj parties
|

>

a\ ailable Foi .ill othei majoi tnedi i

14. \\

1 2. W e ii lit i"i •• lull and a< i ui ate counl ol radio I

Ever) medium is entitled i" fail ent, but

radio's personal -<i listening and oul of-home Ii t< have

ii< >t M't been lulU gauged

13. Wt fight l"i better, more effective commercials; we

fighl everlastingly t" keep the advertise! aware ol thi

portance ol making lii- ri.imiu-ni.il the best possible -

man f<>r \\\- product. We urge the importa f allottii

sufficientl) large budget for the | luction ol effective

commercials.

15. a

be shown m

potenl

16. W

17. \\
. i

station i

ii rate i ards. a*

What's happened since SPONSOR'S first "This We Fight For"?

sponsor's ti r

~

i "This W( Fighl For'

appeared in the 9 February 1953

i—. 1 1
•

.
W hat's happened sini i

'

You'll find ,i digesl ol developments

numbered to coincide «iili the "M-i

n.il platform plank- below ; 1957

platform is outlined on facing page

1 . Full count of radio list) ning

:

progress in out-of-home and multi-

Mi measurement; much more needed.

2. Better ratings: There are Mill

Ban] flaws, much confusion.

3. rimebuyer status: it has grown;

l'i">7 should see big progress

4. V t\ promotion bureau: IMS is

established on a strong basis.

5. Program experimentation: The

industry still lags in development

of fresh program ideas.

6. Radio's permanenc] : The idea

lia- long since faded that radio is

i>n the wa> out.

7. Million-dollar BAB: K IB is neai

tin- goal, has wide industry support.

8. Better commercials: < reativirj

tade major strides but many

commercials ,ir.' an after-thought.

9. Prii in- t\ : l\ costs jumped but

circulation kepi pace.

10. Rep's role: Create] recognition

"f lii- contribution now.

11. Sound networks: I nit\ sport-

son urged has been .1 basic objective

li network bul flare-ups, partii

nlarU in radio, continue periodically.

12. Realistic rates: sponsor be-

lieves radio has undersold itself in

nam time periods.

13. Foolproof ratings: There .in

none anil there's been little new
praciical thinking.

14. Ease in buying spot: Some
progress, much more needed.

15. Station awareness: Vdmen still

travel too Utile.

THIS IE FIGHT FOR

In our opinion, ihr ptopajf. mlr eJ a

lra.Hr paper Ii not <.nl. t.i inf'.rm. but

la UCtivoJj lead the -a* ITONKM hat

huill on thi*. concept, anil it* unu*ual

growth i* in pood mea*ure due to the

need*. H ha* vrn. the nu^ it ha*

••poaasbl

The true leM of a track pap-

lOT i* hi* abiltt\ lo foru* OH kr> n^rr*

Mhr* within thr tndu«tr> hr vr\e« thr

soundneas with which h^ analwr* an

indu*trv problem, the wa» in whuh he

Ih L* It

Dunns SPONSOR*! «•» vfir« »r ha*r

foUfrM for a full and *- « uratr • ount of

radio li*irmng, for better commercial*,

for proper u*e of radio and TV rating*.

for wcroaatd reeopnitiori of n-

rra, for reaHatM radio ratr* for nr»

and i rratt*e program EoflOB. f<-r the

formation of a BAR. for DOOoVntr <n

radio*! future, for a T\ KoTfOfl

parable lo radio'* BAB. for re.-rgam

/alion of the NAB no* WRIT
a new name for pot Ihr***. jnd man*

<>thrrv are the COOM

[>t it he *aid that >r..\

wr ha\e made our mi*ukev ha* hren

no feaceMtiaeWMat

Toila* (he ihm** art M

<

in.prn\emrnt* »e hght for arr "-

in r* h hi iracUl i**ue ft' v| thrm

forth hneh\ here » thjt r\+r\

will know what lhe\ jr-

I Wr n*ht for a full and ajmrate

count of radio lt*ientn^

medium i« entitled to (
<

•uremenl. hut radio*! pergonal *e!

ti*teninj: and

have not hern pro;

-

J U* Kajfl for hettrr | |

rating*. a<* \ » • m raaJ

of them Me are

radio and T v
>

ultimate in deriding whether a

I * nalefeati are hem | effe*-

» hi* prr«rnl pur
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A GRAIN (OR MORE) OF SALT

Everyone you talk to in media talks about PLUS MERCHANDISING that goes

with their service. And from years of getting the short end of the stick you've

sprinkled their promises generously from that box of salt you keep

hidden in your desk.

THROW THE SALT AWAY, when KEYSTONE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
makes the promise, because we don't rate grains of salt. We get buckets of

appreciation from our advertisers—not for idly given promises of plus

merchandising but for DELIVERING WAY BEYOND THE PROMISE and for

EXTRA SALES ACTUALLY MADE by our radio station affiliates who GET OUT
AND WORK when they get a campaign through KEYSTONE!

And the Keystone audience of rich Hometown and Rural America represents a

LIVE market that is the backbone of the U.S. consumer index ... 90 million loyal

Keystone listeners—available to you through the 920 Keystone affiliates.

Now look! We're either joshing or we're loaded for you with marketing and

sales-making ammunition you need. Why don't you ask us to come in and

let you see for yourself. Call us!

Send for our new station list

CHICAGO
111 W. Washington
Sla 2-8900

NEW YORK
580 Filth Ave.
PLaza 7 1460

IOS ANGELES
3142 Wilshire Blvd
DUnkirk 3-2910

SAN FRANCISCO
57 Post St.

SUtter 1-7440

a minute or a lull hour — it's• TAKE YOUR CHOICE. A handful of stations or the network
up to you, your needs.

• MORE FOR YOUR DOLLAR. No premium cost for individualized programming Network
coverage for less than some "spot" costs.

• ONE ORDER DOES THE JOB. All bookkeeping and details are done by Keystone, yet the best
time and place are chosen for you

34 SPONSOR 19 JANUARY 1957



Tv programing and costs

COMPARAGRAPH

I his i- the iliiid oi sponsor's new • omparagraph sections.

Ii i- designed to give readers .1 monthl) updating on t\ net-

work programs, sponsors and costs plus basii data

in users "I spot rv. Each I igraph section will provide

some new material is addition to the up-to 1- on the

network (\ picture. I'm example, tin- section will contain

audience composition data .1 breakdown "I the audience bj

age and sex) on a Inn- lUt ,,f syndicated dim shows. M m

than 20 markets are covered in tlii- list. Future issues will

carrj new breakdowns ol \.irimi~ data. Hie nexl >

graph will l><- featured in the 16 February issue oi sponsor

\>ti,

iponsored hour da .

mill <ltn> po(Jr 34

I

• hurt hi nil p09c. 33

ilphabetical /<->.'

llli ludd ' '<! tUtft poqr 42

ll llll

position "I hl"i 1 poqc 48

1. NETWORK PROGRAM PROFILE
AVERAGE COST OF PROGRAMING BY TYPES

Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number Coif N umber

Hour drama

559,000 12

Half-limir drama
$34,875 16

*

$37,177 17 $61 333 9

Half-hour comedy-var.

$39,375 6

Vdventure

$34,055 18

Quia

$27,334 15 $8911* 9

MVr wttfe ol Bti ll pwi; iKher program! are onc*-weeklT

NUMBER OF SPONSORED HOURS: LIVE AND FILM

Daytime Nighttime

Network
Sponsored

hours °o live °o film

ABC 11.75 8.5 91.5

CBS 34.92 92.8 7.2

NBC 18.15 87.6

Network
Sponsored

hours °0 live ° film

ABC 21 75 «

CBS 27 25 523

NBC 24 667 33 3

!
• i-tiinxt* In <•»!<•

sponsor • 1') .1 wi \k\ L957



2. NETWORK SHOW COST-PER-1,000

Cost-per-1,000 charts below provide an efficiencj comparison for the top 10 might-

time and the top 10 weekday programs during the two weeks ending 8 December

1956. Ratings shown are A. C. Nielsen (total audience basis). Time costs are

from SRDS with standard discounts as computed by .\ielsen. Talent costs are

sponsor estimates. Top 25 network shows according to ARB are on page at right.

Cost-per-1,000 homes per commercial minute for top lO nighttime programs

$3.25

$3.00

$2.75

$2.50

$2.25

$2.00

$1.75

$1.50

$1.25

SI .76

$1.73

$2.01

$2.61

$2.53

$2.02

$1.91
$1.92

$2.30

$3.02

1 8 10
Ed I Love G.E. Perry Jackie Disney- Hitchcock S64.000 Steve

Sullivan Lucy Theater Corao (ilea-on land Presents Question Allen

50.2 rating 48.7 rating 44.7 rating 41.7 rating 41.0 rating 40.7 rating 40.4 rating 39.0 rating 39.0 rating 37.9 rating

Sports

Cavalcade

Cost-per-1,000 homes per commercial minute for top lO week day prograi

$2.25

$2.00

$1.75

$1.50

$1.25

$1.00

$0.75

$0.50

$0.68
$0.71

I

$1.00

$0.89

I I

$1.25 $1.27

$1.39

$1.70
$1.68

$1.57

1 8 10
Mickey Mouse Mickey Mouse Mickey Mouse MickeyMouse Queenfora Guiding Search for Strike It Queenfora V.Godfrey
Club (5:30) Club (5:45) Club (5:15) Club (5:00) Day (4:30) Light Tomorrow Rich Day (4:15) Time (11:15

25.3 rating 23.8 rating 19.9rating 16.6 rating 13.2 rating 12.3 rating 11.4 rating 11.2 rating 11.2 rating 11.1 ratio!

1 I v. ,. itidlena foi two weeks ending 8 December



TOP 25: ARB

Ratin B

1. 1 Love 1 iic \ 49.0

2. 1 ,1 Sullivan 45.8

3 164,000 (,>u. -linn 41.7

4. 'l nil I'.i 1 YoUl 1 il'

Perrj < '"in,,

38.4

5. 36.8

6. \\ kit- \l\ Line 36.6

7. |. II k l>l'llll\ 35.8

8. Ufred Hitchcock 35.2

9. 1 Hsne) Lin, 1 35.1

10. I've ( ., >t \ Seci el 35.0

11. G 1 1 lii.ii i

,' 34.5

12. 164,000 < hallenge

1 ,i--i,

33.7

13. 33.5

14. Red Skelton

I | \\ | I'll, 'I' \\ flk

33.3

15. 33.0

16. Jackie < Reason 32.8

17. Talent >, ,>ii(- 32.4

18. ^ Mm Hit Parade 32.2

19. December Bride 32.0

19. People \if lunn\ 32.0

21. Person t" Person 31.5

22. 1 i nit- Ford 31.0

23. Robin II 1 30.2

24. 1 'i asrne) 30.0

25. Climax 29.2

Audience Compo sit ion

M w c

1. 1 Love l.in \ 29% 43% 28%

2. 1 il Sullivan 35 43 22

3. -(.l.iiiiu Question 37 51 12

4. ^ "ii Bet ^ "in I. ifi 36 47 17

5. Peri) ("in,, 32 43 25

6. \\ hat's \K Line 40 51 9

7. Jack Benn) 35 38 27

8. Ufred Hitchcock 43 42 15

9. Disnej land 21 22 57

10. I've Got \ Se< rel 35 50 15

11. • 1 rheatre 40 41 19

12. 164,000 Challenge 33 57 10

13. 1 assie 25 31 44

14. Red Skelton 37 47 16

15. 1 aw rence \\ flk 37 46 17

16. Jackie ( lleason 32 38 30

17. lalfnt >< "ill- 33 48 19

18. ^ our Hit Parade 36 44 20

19. December Bride 29 43 28

19. People \if lunin 31 41 28

21. Person (•• Person 37 52 1 1

22. Ernie Ford 37 45 18

23. Robin HimmI 25 28 47

24. Dragnet 34 41 25

25. Climax 36 47 18

.•Pecetv ttontl network pro«T»m«

SPONSOR • ]') .1 \\l u;\ 957

"The service with the most su/bscr//;,

LARGEST SAMPLING OUTSIDE U S CENSUS

low accurate is ani rating?*

Write for your

FREE COPY
of this

informative booklet

Condensed for quick reading

here arc facts and figures for

questions that more and more
TV and Radio executives and
clients arc asking as ad>

ing expenditures zoom For

example

How accurate is a ratin.

a rating by any method* How
about standard error in relation

to sample size-
1

How do TV and other media
compare for audience interest'

How accurate is personal

interviewing' How does it stack

up with other methods'

Why do Uncle Sam fore

most researchers leading ad

vertisers and agencies insist on

door bell ringing for their top

research'

l/iturri

* * *
Questions like these and many more arc answered in this stimulating

thought-provoking little booklet One of its manv timely suggestions

may start a whole train of construcfr.c new thinking And vou II ap

preciate why Pulse continues to extend its lead as the service with

the most subscribers More than 175 markets listed We added over

50 for TV in 56— Pulse s biggest year yet Remember—your copy is

free Write, or phone judson 6-3316.

This month throughout the U.S., 150,000 homes are

being interviewed for next month's "U.S. Pulse TV"

$

\ TIRVIEWS

cm ait

HOME

RURAL AND URBAN COVERAGE

PULSE, Inc., 730 Fifth h A 19

Telephone: Jud
\\ ll>- IM.IH- i||MIIH» Hill I >\ tun *IB"I»R 1



3. NIGHTTIME COM P A to

-EC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC AEC

MONDAY
CBS NBC ABC

TUESDAY
CBS NBC

Meet TV;

Telephone Time **» v

: 5wef' :
: .

: :£:•>

-sked for It

Lassie
. - - - .

Lancers

Kukla
: :

: I Bkac- Ee-aj

•
.

B Ollie
-

: - E t- i - -:

T :.. T: •

P
r .^ alt Raggtes of Red!

"*-») a^~ Ithaca

John Daly News ° ":

itahaB
-
':--, ..a:

"~
. t-i..

= : : :.---:.

p.i ifi raiiaa
i >t. .. i Ha

Nat King Cole

'. = -;
Sa It-Pa I i

-

Ba 5: ---:
_ . _ Joaathaa Water*

Naaws Hot Taw; l^-Ho-.

•.;-:

£: :. .:-

Amateur Hour Uacaha
'

lercaai Bkan

-

Da—y Thomas Barms & Allea
•

.

-
.
-

.

GaaarJd

Sir I aacelot
Aaaa Baa

'- -- • '

3 »ii

C:-' :"

Jaaaaa ..j- Phil Silvers

R ». Bffaalat
J. B. WIIUaaB

: r ;.-;• :

- Ed Sullivan Steve Allea
: ;••:-: LaMai

- .

:

-

~ :• :: :

: AG

:..._ ... Noah s Art
Lat:

C E. Theatre
• . r ,

... . Gel E:*c*..'-;

Tv Playhouse

aJeaa
wts In •

: -:: -=•.-
pIg It*" '- :-

13 -k-

: :• ;
- ---: •

To Tell The :-; *.- = -

" - - • - P*G I :: : Z

2— : - i

Hitchcock
Cfce-

Welk Top Tunes
•.

. . " ••

Data r gnaaaal
Dec Bride
Gen Foods

= ::•

1»:3»>

Theatre
. . : -.

:

= ;: :• :
•:-

Pal Ma i.:

-

Circle Theatre

Ford 1

- - : -

55- :::

P. Lor

P*G
Hall of Faaae

-: . ":: "-
I-.: : :-:

;... .,...-._..
at- s

Si- :::
= ::• - .- -•

: « : - !

What's My Line
. Racd S: -;-

: ;-. :: :
- - : : : -

: Year Wifeu -

1

Break the Baak

DAYTIME Programing from 7:00-10:00 a.m. on these page

There are no

network shows

on Sunday

-... v .—

.

-... >,,....-

-
: : :

•

'

: BEtk

-::;

'.:::

":::

morning from

7:00 to 10:00 Z : : « •- -

1

3 • :

:

"
: : :

Z : : '

"::;.

An dxplanation of
"::;. :;:• "

: : :

.

the material in the network tv

Comparagraph will be fourd

on pages 40, 41



A G R A P H 19 JAN. - 15 FEB

EDNESDAY
CBS NBC

{dwJ'.H

--

net Service

Edwards

.ant Step

Eddie Fisher

ola all

IManlers

News
111 MiIm

ur Godfrey

nut

rty contd 1

Hiram Holhdj)

Father Knows
Best

5

Millionaire

CMgatr
Kraft Theatre

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

D Edwjrdt

JCukTa Fran

& Oil,.-

|ohn DjI> New!
Q«nJ cigar

No net nnrict

D Edwjrdt
hall

Lone Ringer
"Hi tit Sgt Preston

yuak-

Dinah Shore

News

Circus Time
partie

Circus Time

Bob Cummings You Bet Yr Lite
•• alt

u i K

Climax

Dragnet

Wire Service
It .1 R Climax

People's Choice
Ul l'Ali

ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

D Edwards

Fran
& 011,.-

lohn DjIv News

Rm Tin Ti

No net service

D Edwards

Clock

II I:

Eddie fiihn

Jim Bowi*

West Point

Crossroads
Zanc Crey

Blond,

f

Lite '•

Tr.asure Hunt M ' Ad'ms & E«

It J l:

On Trial

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Is

Famc-

k* Ckxk

- •. | A •

-leave"

film »

Film Festival |ack,t Cteaton

Lawrence Wtlk CjU Storm
Raaan

Cot A Secret Kraft Theatre
Wire Service
Miller llrrulng

alt suit

Playhouse 90
r alt Ford Show The Vis,

P,J

»S,°"««
°'

Big Sfory

Cheiry Show
- [« Welk

Steel Hr

ka 10 in

« Cent-Fox Hr
•hs Electric

• '111

This Is

Your Life

PAG

Air Time
suit

57

No net service

Playhouse 90
Rocison alt

Brlilol-Mjen

Lux Theatre
1-^ver Broa

(10-11)

Playhouse 90
Philip Morris

alt Amer Gas
Lux Theatre

Ray Anthony

(10 111

Ray Anthony

Line-Up

Person to Person

I

alt 1

Cavalcade of

Sports

Red Barber

Ozark |ubile« Cunsmekt

_ You re On Your
Ozark lubilrc Own

•

Cm Cocwl

M,t »a.a<S.

Aa»-

Programing from 10:00 a.m . to 6:00 p.m. will be found on pages 40. 4-1

>od Morning

aortic

Today

partie

Cood Morning
• -

panic

Today
(7-»)

partie

Cood Morning

partie

Today
<:->
partie

tod Morning

-

Today Cood Morning Today
Cood Morning To<i"

apt Kangaroo
(»-»)

Mrtie
Today

Capt Kangaroo
(8-9)

partie Today

Capt Kangaroo
Today

partie

Today

apt Kangaroo Today
Capt Kangaroo

Today
Capt Kangaroo Today

-»

Caot Kangaroo
3»1# J«l

... .

i. :-•



3.'£ DAYTIME continued . . . C O P A I

ABC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Lamp Unto My
Feet
•uit

Carry Moore
Campbi

alt sust

Home

(10-11)

Carry Moore
Hoover Home

panic

Look Up & Live
uit

Arthur Codfrey
I'.rawU

Stand Brands

Presidential
Inauguration

11 :; 1 21 only)

Arthur Codfrey
Scott Paper Home

U.N. in Action
lilt

Presidential
Inauguration

(11-3. 1

Bristol-Myers Price Is Right

Kellogg

Pillsbury Price Is Right
sust

Camera Three
sust

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Presidential
Inauguration

(11:30-4, 1/21)

Truth or

Consequences
Strike It Rich

Colgate
Truth or

Consequences

Let's Take Trip
sust

Valiant Lady
Brands

Love of Life

Amer i 1
1 nut* Prod

Tic Tac Dough
sust

Tonl alt sust

Valiant Lady
Wesson Oil

Love of Life
me Prod

Tic Tac Dough
Sweets Co alt

sust

Wild Bill Hickok
Kellogg

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

It Could Be You
sust

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

It Could Be Yo
SU-t

Cuiding Light
P&G

Anier Ilome Prod Cuiding Light
P&G

Alberto Culver

Lehn & Pink

Heckle jecklc
Sweet* Co. alt

sust

News
(1-1:10) sust No net service

Stand Up & Be
Counted

sust

No net service

Frontiers of

Faith
sust

As the World
Turns
P&G

No net service

News
(1-1:10) sust

Stand Up & Be
Counted

sust

No net service

As the World
Turns
sust

No net service

No net service

No net servict

NBC Opera
(2-4. 2/10 only

sust

Youth Wants
The Last Word To Know

sust sust alt

Amer Forum
sust

Our Miss Brooks
sust No net service Our Miss Brooks

Best Foods
alt sust

No net service

Art Linkletter
Stand Brands

Campbell Soup

Tenn Ernie
P&G

Swift alt Brown
& Williamson

Art Linkletter
Kellogg

Pillsbury

Tenn Ernie
P&G

Stand Brands

Face The Nation
sust

Outlook
sust

Afternoon Film
Festival
(3-4:30)

panic

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
(3-4)

partlc

Afternoon Film
Festival
(3-4:30)

partic

Big Payoff
sust

Matinee
(3-4)

panic

|ohns Hopkins
File 7

Sunday News
Zoo Parade
Mutual of

Omaha
alt sust

Afternoon Film
Festival

Bob Crosby
sust

Brown & Wmson
alt Mentholatum

Matinee
Afternoon Fil

Festival

Bob Crosbv
Wesson Oil

Matinee

College News
Conference

sust

Odyssey
sust Wide Wide Wor

(alt wks 4-5:30

Gen Motors

" Afternoon Film
Festival

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a Da
Amer Home Proc

Ton! alt Brown
& Williamson

Afternoon Film
Festival

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a Da)
Sandura alt

Chick of Sea

Lehn & Fink
alt Stand Brands

Medical Horizons
Clba

Odyssey
Wash Square
all wks 4-5)

Helen© Curtis
No net service

Edge of Night
P&G Modern Romano

EUSt

No net service
Edge of Night

P&G Modern Romanc
Culver alt

Sweets Co

Dean Pike
sust

Mama
sust

See It Now
Pan Am

' 3 only)

Topper
(alt wks 5-5:30

sust

Mickey Mouse I

Club
co-op

co-op

Comedy Time
sust

Mickey Mouse
Club
co-op

Comedy Time
sust

Press Conference Boing Boing
sust Capt Callant

Heinz

Coca Cola

Miles alt

Minn Mining

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S

W NETWORK TELEVISION

IPARAGRAPH AND INDEX

The network schedule on this and preceding pages I 38, 39)

includes regularly scheduled programing on the air between

19 January and 15 February (with possible exception of

changes made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly

scheduled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are as follows: Tonight, NBC, 11:30-12:30



I G R A P H 19 JAN. - 15 FEB
j.
INESDAY
S NBC

Home

:odfrcy
iVllllarns

Price Is Right

Truth or

It Rich Consequences

til* lUit

t Lady
Mllli Tic Tac Dough— mil
if Life

" « It Could Be You
orrow lul t

so
- llrown A Wimon

( L'K ht ill lustM

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

C.lrry Moore
ill luit

Arthur Godfrey

Home

Home

K.-ll. ||

I

Stnk, It Rich
.ate

Price Is Right
nut

Truth or

Consequences
uil

Valiant Lady
Tnnl lit

Loye of I I

Tic Tic Dough

Search for

Tomorrow
PAO

It Could B Vol
• all alt

suit

Cui.lim; Llfcht

PAG
nniio

ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NIX

Moore
Home

Home

Price Is Ri|M

II Rich
Truth of

Consequences

V,i:,„, G3J
Tic Tjc Dough

Love i

•

"

' h tor

Tomorrow It Could Be Yo

Guiding Light

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Mr a

TBA

Oft

jp b Be" No nct st, ' v,cc

inted
nt

.< World
jrns No net service

40

News
(1-1:10) mil

Stjnrt Up B.

Counted
Itllt

No nct service

As the World
Turns
nitt

No net scrvici

News

Stand Up & Be
Counted

As the World
Turns
PAO

No Ml

No m •

ss Brooks

No nct service

alt lust

mklcttcr
#r Bm«

Tcnn Ernie
PAO

Swift lit

Brown A \Vm*'>n

Our Miss Brooks
sunt No nct service

Nettle alt suit

Our Miss Brooks

No n

Johnion A Johnaon
alt luil

Art Linklettcr
Keltot-g

PlllsbuiT

Tcnn Ernie

PAO
Art Linklettcr

Swift

Tcnn Ernie

PAG
Stand Brandt

No ne>

'

• S»fViC»
|

!» Ult t

Hockey No w

BaUctball

Matinee
(3-4)

partlc

Afternoon Film
Fcstiv.il

mi
partle

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
i.l-t)

partle

Afternoon Film
Fcstivil

I
10)

partle

Bin Payoff Matinee

partlr

Matinee
Afternoon Film

Festival

i Mllli

Bob Crosby
T'nl til Swift

PAO
Matinee

Afternoon Film
Fcstivil

Bob Crosby
Swift Matinee

BaUctball

(titer Day Queen for a Dav
PAO Bof !«%n

[at Storm
i Horn* Prod Com Prod

Afternoon Film
Festival

Brighter Day
PAO

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a Da
Hed.lt-Wlp alt

Sunklst
Afternoon Film

Festival

Brighter Day _
Queen for a Dj t

Mllei
Secret Storm

Modern Romance
lint Drue

No nct service
Edge of Night ™°

PAO Modern Romani
No nct service

TWOEdge of Nisht
Modern Romances

-

Hulo-

Comedy Time
suit

Mickey Mouse
Club
co-op

Plllsbury alt

Am-Par

Myers

Btiitoi-Myui

Comedy Time
Kraft

Mickey Mouse
Club

Comedy Time

Welch all suit
lej) a "

:

Pen Mills

Oen Mllli

p.m.. Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday

Wews Special. CBS. Sunday. 11-11:15 p.m.. sponsored bj

Pharmaceuticals Inc.

All times are Eastern Standard. Participating spons

are not listed because in mam cases they fluctuate.

Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are

shown along with the names of programs. This i- a cha

from the pri - I i inted in yellow and

black i which includi

nation. !hi« .i.it.i • m alpha-

betical Listing of .il! network t\ pn

The word "last" in the Comp.i i boxes

with a date beside it indicates that it i» the last time a

-•[ ••! tin- program will he seen in that time period.



4. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX
Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST NET TYPE TIME. ORIG. SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Steve Allen Show S 63,000 NBC Var (L) Su 8-9pm, NY Brown & Williamson, Bates; Jergens, Orr; U. S. Time (1/27,

2/10), Peck; Vitamin Corp (1,20), BBDO
Amateur Hour 23,000 ABC Var (L) Su 7:30-9pm, NY Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

Ray Anthony Show 17,000 ABC Music (L) F 10-1 Ipm Plymouth, Grant

Red Barber's ( lornei 3,000 NBC Sport (L) F 10:45-1 Ipm, NY State Farm Ins, NLB
Beat the Clock 18,000 CBS Quiz (L) Sa 7-7:30pm, NY

F 7:30-8pm sts 2/8
Hazel Bishop, Spector

Jack Benny 65,000 CBS Comedy (F) alt Su 7:30-8pm Amer Tobacco, BBDO
Big Story 33,000 NBC Drama (L&F) F 9:30-1 0pm, NYt Amer Tobacco, SSCB; Vicks, BBDO
Big Surprise 33,000 NBC Quii (L) Tu 8-8:30pm, NY Purex, W&G; Speidel, NCK
Blondie 37,500 NBC Sit Com (F) F 8-8:30pm Nestle, B. Houston; Toni, Tatham-Laird, C. E. Frank

Bold Journey 8,000 ABC Adv (F) M 7:30-8pm Ralston Purina, GBB
Jim Bowie 32,000 ABC Adv (F) F 8-8:30pm Amer Chicle, Bates; Chesebrough-Ponds, Mc-E

Break the Bank 31,000 NBC Quiz (L) Tu 10:30-1 Ipm, NY Lanolin Plus, Seeds

Broken Arrow 31,000 ABC Adv (F) Tu 9-9:30pm Gen Elect, Y&R; Miles, Wade
The Brothers 39,000 CBS Sit Com (F) Tu 8:30-9pm P&G, Burnett; Shaeffer, Seeds

Buccaneers 24.000 CBS Adv (F) Sa 7:30-8pm Sylvania, JWT
Burns & Allen 33,000 CBS Sit Com (F) M 8-8:30pm Carnation, Wasey; Goodrich, BBDO
Caesar's Hour 114,000 NBC Var (L) Sa 9-IOpm, NYt Babbitt, DFS; Benrus (2/2), L&N; Knomark, Mogul

Oats, NLB: Wesson Oil, Fitzgerald

Quaker

Cavalcade of Sports 35.000 NBC Sport (L) F lOpm-concI, Var Gillette, Maxon

Cheyenne 90 000 ABC Adv (F) alt Tu 7:30-8:30pm Gen Elect, Y&R, BBDO & Grey

Circle Theatre 40,000 NBC Drama (L) alt Tu 9:30-10:30

pm, NY
Su 7:30-8pm

Armstrong Cork, BBDO

Circus Boy 34,000 NBC Adv (F) Reynolds Alum, Clinton E. Frank, Buchanan

Climax 55,000 CBS Drama (L) Th8:30-9:30pm,HY Chrysler, Mc-E

Nat kin*; 1 ole 14,000 NBC Music (L) M 7:30-7:45pm,NY Carter, SSCB
* Perry Como 108,000 NBC Var (L) Sa 8-9pm, NY Gold Seal, North; Kleenex, FCB; Noxzema, SSCB; RCA,

K&E; S&H Stamps, SSCB; Sunbeam, Perrin-Paus

Conflict 90,000 ABC Drama (F) alt Tu 7:30-8:30pm Chesebrough-Ponds, JWT & Mc-E

Crossroads 31,000 ABC Drama (F) F 8:30-9pm Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald

Bob Cummings Show 36 000 CBS Sit Com (F) Th 8-8:30pm Colgate, Brown; R. J. Reynolds, Esty

John Daly News 6 000 t ABC News (L) M-F 7:15-7:30 NY General Cigar, Y&R

December Bride 28 000 CBS Sit Com (F) M 9:30-l0pm Gen Foods, B&B

Disneyland 75,000 ABC Misc (F) W 7:30-8:30 pm Amer. Motors, BFSD & Geyer; Amer Dairy, Camp
Derby, Mc-E

Mithun;

Do You Trust Wife 35,000 CBS Quiz (F) Tu 10:30-11 pm L&M, DFS

Dragnet 37,000 NBC Mys (F) Th 8:30-9pm L&M, Mc-E; Schick, W&L
DuPont Theatre 37,000 ABC Drama (F) Tu 9:30-1 Opm DuPont, BBDO

Wyatt Earp 30,000 ABC Adv (F) Tu 8:30-9pm Gen Mills, DFS; P&G, Compton

Doug Edwards News 9,500^t CBS News (L&F) M-F 7:15-7:30 &

6:45-7pm, NY
Whitehall, Bates; 1 seg & 2 alt segs open

Father Knows Best 38,000 NBC Sit Com (F) W 8:30-9pm Scott Paper, JWT
Eddie Fisher 20,000 NBC Music (L) W&F 7:30-7:45 HY Coca Cola, Mc-E; Planters, Goodkind, Joice &

(ev 4th show alt W&F)
Morgan

Ford Show 33,000 NBC Var (L) Th 9:30-l0pm, HY Ford, JWT

Ford Theatre 36,000 ABC Drama (F) W 9:30-IOpm Ford, JWT

G.E. Theatre 45,000 CBS Drama (F) Su 9-9:30, HY&NY Gen Elect, BBDO

Giant Step

Jackie Gleason

23,000 CBS Quiz (L) W 7:30-8pm, NY Gen Mills, BBDO
102,500 CBS Var (L) Sa 8-9pm, NY Bulova, Mc-E; P. Lorillard, L&N

Godfrey's Scouts

*Arthur Godfrey Time

28,000 CBS Var (L) M 8:30-9pm, NY Lipton, Y&R; Toni, North

38,000 CBS Var (L) W 8-9pm, NY Bristol-Myers, Y&R; Kellogg, Burnett; Pillsbury, Burnett;

1 alt seg open

George Gobel

Gunsmoke

45,000 NBC Comedy (L) Sa IO-IO:30pm,HYt Armour, FCB; Pet Milk, Gardener

38,000 CBS Adv (F) Sa I0-I0:30pm L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand (l wk in 4), Y&R

Hey Jeannie

Hitchcock Presents

41,000
34,000

CBS

CBS

Sit Com (F)

Mys (F)

Sa 9:30-l0pm

Su 9:30-l0pm

P&G, Compton; L&M (2/9 start), Mc-E

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Hiram Hollidav 42,000 NBC Adv (F) W 8-8:30pm Gen Foods, Y&R

Robin Hood 28,000 CBS Adv (F) M 7:30-8pm Johnson & Johnson, Y&R; Wildroot, BBDO

I Love Lucy 45,000 CBS Sit Com (F) M 9-9:30pm Gen Foods, Y&R; P&G, Grey

I've Got a Secret 24,000 CBS Quiz (L) W 9:30-l0pm R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Kaiser Alum. Hour 58,000 NBC Drama (L) alt Tu 9:30-10:30

pm, NY & HY
Kaiser Alum, Y&R

Kraft Tv Theatre 34,000 NBC Drama (L) W 9-IOpm, NY Kraft. JWT
Kukla, Fran & OUie ABC Juv (L) M-F 7-7:l5pm, Chi Gordon Bkng, Ayer; & co-op

Lassie 34,000 CBS Adv (L) Su 7-7:30pm Campbell Soup, BBDO
Life of Riley 32,000 NBC Sit Com (F) F 8:30-9pm Gulf Oil, Y&R
Line-Up 31,000 CBS Mys (F) F I0-I0:30pm Brown & Wm'son, Bates; P&G, Y&R
Lone Ranger 24,000 ABC Adv (F) Th 7:30-8pm Gen Mills, DFS; Swift, Mc-E
Lux Video Theatre 43,000 NBC Drama (L) Th 10-llpm, HY Lever Bros, JWT
Meet the Press 7,500 NBC Int (L) Su 6-6:30pm, NY Johns Manville, JWT; alt wks open

Millionaire 32,000 CBS Drama (F) W 9-9:30pm Colgate, Bates

Robert Montgomery 52,000 NBC Drama (L) M 9:30-10:30, NY S. C. Johnson, NLB; Mennen Co, Grey (1/28 start)

Mr. Adams & Eve 41,000 CBS Sit Com (F) F 9-9:30pm Colgate, L&N; R. J. Reynolds, Esty

My Friend Flicka 37,000 CBS Adv (F) F 7:30-8 Colgate, L&N, (last show 2/1)

me that Tune 23,000 CBS Quiz (L) Tu 7:30-8pm, NY Kellogg, Burnett; Whitehall, Bates

Color show, (L) Live, (P) Film. t3 weeks in 4, ttCost is per segment. List d oes not include sustaining, participating or co-op programs—see chart. Costs
refer to average show costs including talent and production. They are gross (incl ude 15% agency commission). They do not include commercials or time charges.

•k in I. This lit ,'.riod of 19 Jan. thru 15 Feb.
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get aboard

the "Big 5"

on the NTH ' tower

n hedules arc filling up

(no m onderl) but we < an

make you < omfortable

Now! More coverage, impi

picture tor 1,000,1 con-

tented consumers! Maximum
Power!

You can cover more of Wiscon-

sin with Channel 5, Green Bay.

The onl\ station completely

and satisfactorily blanketing

the famous industrial-agricultural

counties of Wisconsin from

Sheboygan to Upper Michigan

. . . from Stevens Point to

1 ake Michigan.

Where annual retail sales top

a billion' Where drug si

sales exceed 2 1

: million! And
lood sales are more than

250 million'

Introductory Low Rates

Phone or Wire

"Nearest to Heaven 1 highest antenna
,1165 ft. above average terrain) in 5 state area

...or ask HEADLEY-REED
to show you that WFR\ '-TV
Fact Book

SPONSOR 19 jam \k\ 1957 43



IMMORTAL
STORIES OF
ADVENTURE J

by

JACK
ONDON

SOLD IN SO MARKETS
TO 4 REGIONAL SPONSORS
STANDARD OIL OF CALIFORNIA • D-X SDNRAY OIL GO. • STROH RREWERY CO. • PEARL BREWING CO.

STILL AVAILABLE IN THE EAST ACT
And some areas in the South and Midwest

Ready For The Air in February
NOW!



% FILMS
460 PARK AVENUE. AT 57TH STREET NEW YORK 2 2. NY M U P P A Y HILL 85365



PROGRAM

Navy Log

NBC News

Noah's Ark

Omnibus
On Trial

Ozark Jubilee

Ozzie & Harriet

People Are Funny
People's Choice

Person to Person

Pla\ house 90

Private Secretary

Kin Tin Tin

Roy Rogers

77th Bengal Lancers

Phil Silvers Show

Sir Lancelot

Sgt. Preston
* Dinah Shore

$64,000 Challenge

$64,000 Question

Red Skelton

Stanley

Gale Storm Show
Studio One
Ed Sullivan Show
Sunday News Special

Telephone Time
This Is Galen Drake

This Is Your Life

Danny Thomas
To Tell The Truth

Treasure Hunt
*TY Playhouse

20th Century Fox

Twenty-One

U.S. Steel Hour
The

,

\ i^-

Voice of Firestone

Wednesday Fijxht

-

Lawrence Welk
Welk Top Tunes

West Point

What's My Line

Jonathan Winters

Wire Service

Jane Wyman Show
i nu Are There

You Asked For It

You Bet Your Life

Loretta Young Show
Your Hit Parade

^ ou're On Your Own
Zane Grev Theatre

32,000
9,500tt

38,000
80,000

38,000
18,000

36,000
24,000
34,000
34,000
117,000

36,000
32,000
32,000
41,000
42,000

24,000
32,000
22,000
32,000
32,000
48,000
41,000
39,500
45,000
69,000
9,500

31,000

17,250

52,000
33,000
22,000

21,000
52,000
110,000
30,000
58,000
19,500
24,000
45,000
14,500
16,500

40,000
28,000
12,500
77,000
27,000
37,000
14,000
35,000
40,000
46,000
23,000
41,500

ABC

NBC

NBC

ABC

NBC

ABC

ABC

NBC

NBC

CBS

CBS

CBS

ABC

NBC

NBC

CBS

NBC

CBS

NBC

CBS

CBS

CBS

NBC

CBS

CBS

CBS

CBS

CBS

ABC

NBC

ABC

CBS

ABC

NBC

CBS

NBC

CBS

ABC

ABC

ABC

ABC

ABC

CBS

CBS

NBC

ABC

NBC

CBS

ABC

NBC

NBC

NBC

CBS

CBS

Drama (F)

News (L)

Drama (F)

Misc (L&F)

Drama (F)

Var (L)

Sit Com (F)

Misc (F)

Sit Com (F)

Int (L)

Drama (L&F)

Sit Com (F)

Adv (F)

Adv (F)

Adv (F)

Sit Com (F)

Adv (F)

Adv (F)

Music (L)

Quiz (L)

Quiz (L)

Comedy (L&F

Sit Com (L)

Sit Com (F)

Drama (L)

Var (L)

News (L)

Drama (F)

Var (L)

Docum (L)

Sit Com (F)

Quiz (L)

Quiz (L)

Drama (L)

Drama (F)

Quiz (L)

Drama (L)

Drama (F)

Music (L)

Sport (L)

Music (L)

Var (L)

Drama (F)

Quiz (L)

Comedy (L)

Drama (F)

Drama (F)

Drama (F)

Misc (F)

Quiz (F)

Drama (F)

Music (L)

Quiz (L)

Drama (F)

TIME. ORIG.

W 8:30-9pm

M-F 7:45-8pm, NY
& Wash

Tu 8:30-9pm

Su 9-IO:30pm,

F 9-9:30pmt

Sa 10-1 Ipm,

W 9-9:30pm

Sa 7:30-8pm

Th 9-9:30pm

F 10:30-1 Ipm,

Th 9:30- 1 Ipm,

NY

NY
HY

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

alt Su 7:30-8pm

F 7:30-8pm

Su 6:30-7pm

Su 7-7:30pm

Tu 8-8:30pm

M 8-8:30pmt

Th 7:30-8pm

Th 7:30-7:45, HY
Su I0-I0:30pm, NY
Tu I0-I0:30pm, NY
Tu 9:30-IOpm, HY
M 8:30-9pm, NYt
Sa 9-9:30pm

M 10-llpm, NY
Su 8-9pm, NY
Su ll-l 1:15pm, NY
Su 6-6:30pm

Sa 7-7:30pm

W |0-I0:30pm, HY
M 8-8:30pm

Tu 9-9:30pm, NY
F 9-9:30pm, NY
Su 9-IOpm, NYt
alt W 10-llpm

M 9-9:30pm, NY
altW 10-llpm, NY
F 9:30-IOpm

M 8:30-9pm, NY
W lOpm-concI, Var

Sa 9-IOpm, HY
M 9:30-10:30, HY
F 8-8:30pm

Su 10:30-1 Ipm, N'

Tu7:30-7:45pm,N'

Th 9-IOpm

Tu 9-9:30pm

Su 6:30-7pm

Su 7-7:30pm,

Th 8-8:30pm

Su I0-I0:30pm

Sa 10:30-1 Ipm
Sa 10:30-1 Ipm

F 8:30-9pm

HY

Amer Tobacco, SSCB; U.S. Rubber, F. D. Richards

American Can (1/28 start), Compton; Miles, Wade;
Sperry-Rand, Y&R; Studebaker-Packard, B&B; Time-Life,

Y&R; I seg

Max Factor, DDB; L&M, Mc-E
Aluminium, JWT; Union Carbide & Carbon, J. M. Mathes;

Campbell Soup, BBDO; Lever Bros, BBDO
Amer Chicle, Bates (alt wks 10-10:30); co-op 10:30-11

Eastman Kodak, JWT
R. J. Reynolds, Esty; Toni, North

Borden, Y&R; P&G, Y&R
Amer Oil, J. Katz; Hamm, Camp-Mithun; Time-Life, Y&R
Amer Gas, L&N; Bristol-Myers, BBDO; Philip Morris, Bur-

nett; Ronson (not 2/14), NCK; Royal Typewriter, (2 14),

Y&R; Singer, Y&R
Amer Tob, BBDO
Nabisco, K&E
Gen Foods, B&B

Gen Foods, Y&R
Amana, Maury, Lee, Marshall; R. J. Reynolds, Esty; J. B.

Williams (1/29, 2/12 only), JWT
Amer Home Prod, Bates; Lever Bros, SSCB
Quaker Oats, WBT
Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald
P. Lorillard, Y&R; Revlon, BBDO
Revlon, BBDO
S. C. Johnson FCB; Pet Milk, Gardner

Amer Tobacco, SSCB; Toni, Tatham-Laird

Nestle, B. Houston; Helene Curtis, Weiss & Geller

Westinghouse, Mc-E

Lincoln-Mercury, K&E
Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

Bell, Ayer

Best Foods, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli

P&G, B&B

Armour, FCB; Kimberly-Clark, FCB
Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

Mogen David, Weiss & Geller

Alcoa, Fuller, Smith & Ross; Goodyear, Y&R
Gen Elec, Y&R
Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

U.S. Steel, BBDO
Sterling Drug, DFS

Firestone, Sweeney & James

Mennen, Mc-E; Pabst, Burnett

Dodge, Grant

Dodge & Plymouth, Grant

Gen Foods, B&B

Helene Curtis, Ludgin; Sperry-Rand, Y&R

Lewis-Howe, DFS; Vicks, BBDO
Miller Brewing, Mathiesson; R. J. Reynolds, Esty; 74 sust

P&G, Compton
Prudential, Calkins & Holden

Skippy Peanut Butter, GBB
DeSoto, BBDO; Toni, North

P&G, B&B & Compton
Amer Tobacco, BBDO; Warner Hudnut, SSC&B
Hazel Bishop, Spector

Ford, JWT; Gen Foods, B&B

Sponsored D aytime Net>/vork Prog rams 7 a.m. -6 p.m.

PROGRAM COST NET TYPE TIME. ORIG. SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

As the World Turns $ 3,000tt CBS Serial (L) M-F l:30-2pm, NY P&G, B&B (T & Th sust)

Basket ball 20,000tt NBC Sport (L) Sa 2:30-4:30pm,

var

Carter, SSCB; Bristol Myers, DCS&S; Brown & Wmson,
Bates; 1 seg open wkly, 3 segs open alt

Big Payoff 6,000tt CBS Quiz (L) M-F 3-3:30pm, NY Colgate, Houston (T sust)

Brighter Day 10,000 wk CBS Serial (L) M-F 4-4:l5pm, NY P&G, Y&R

Capt. Gallant 31,000 NBC Adv (F) Su 5:30-6pm Heinz, Maxon

Comedy Time rerun NBC Sit Com (F) M-F 5-5:30pm Kraft, JWT; Pharmco, DCSS; Welch, Rich. K. Manoff; 7

segs open & 2 alt segs open

Theatre 2,500tt NBC Adv (F) Sa 12:30-1:30 Sweets Co, Eisen; 2 segs open; 4 segs open alt wks

Bob Crosby 3,150 CBS Var (L) M-F 3:30-4pm, HY Best Foods, DFS, Ludgin; Brown & Wmson, Bates; Gen Mills,

Knox-Reeves; Gerber, D'Arcy; Mentholatum, JWT; P&G,
Wesson, Fitzgerald; 1 seg

Compton; SOS, Mc-E; Swift, Mc-E, JWT; Toni, North;

Edge of Night 15,000 wk CBS Serial (L) M-F 4:30-5pm, NY P&G, B&B

Bhow, (L) Live, (F) Film, t3 weeks in 1. ttCost is per segment. List docs not include
to average show costs incln . and production. Tiny arc gross (include 15% agency

This list covers pi riod ol I 9 - 1 m thru i 5 Feb

sustaining, participating or co-op programs—see chart. Costs
commission). They do not include commercials or time charges.



KPHO-TV 5

MBER

*

Independent Station

In the Nation!

t in SYNDICATED SHOWS

.7 of TOP 10

Yes. 6 p.m. to midnight, every night of the week,

KPHO-TV leads all multi-station markets. (4 or more stations),

with a 22.1 share of audience ! No. 2 station lias a 17.2; number
3 station has a 15.0. — LOOK at our position in PHOENIX

!

st in AFTERNOON AUDIENCES
(NOON-6:00) M-F

6 of TOP 7

Highway Patrol (Fri.) 34.5

Station B 30.3

Public Defender 23.9

Stories of the Century 22.5

Frontier Doctor 21.0

Early (5:00-6:00) M-F

Highway Patrol (Tues.) 21.6

Science Fiction 20.6

Station B 20.1

Amos 'N' Andy 18.7

Station B 18.7

and late

KPHO-TV 5:30-5:45 7.8

Station B 5:15-5:30 (net). ...7.5

Station B 5:00-5:15 6.9

Station C 5:45-6:00 (net). ...4.6

Late (10:00-10:45) M-F

KPHO-TV 1 000- 10:15.1 1.4 Station B 10:30-10:45 5.3

(Only late news programs)

KPHO-TV 30.0

Station B 28.3

Station D 23.4

Station C 20.2

0VIES, early an
0:30-NOON M-

KPHO-TV 2.0 Station C 1.2

Late (10:00-SIGNOFF) M-F

KPHO-TV 7.0 Station D 5 5

Station C 6.9 Station B 4.8

KPHO-TV 400-500 15.8

Station D 4:30-5:00 2.0 Station C 5:30-6:30 1.0

ML *
AND THIS CLOSE V TO

I
in LATE EVENING AUDIENCES

(9:00-12:00) M-F

Station B 28.1

KPHO-TV 28.0

Station C 24.9

Station D 19.1

*ARB, Nov. '56

KPHO-TV
IN PHOENIX it's KPHO and KPHO-TV represented by The KATZ Agency
IN OMAHA it's WOW and WOW-TV represented by BLAIR-TV, Inc.

IN SYRACUSE it's WHEN and WHEN-TV represented by The KATZ Agency
IN KANSAS CITY it's KCMO and KCMO-TV represented by The KATZ Agency

Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines



Sponsored Daytime Network Programs 7 a.m.-6 p.m.

PROGRAM

Fury

Arthur Godfrey

Guiding Light

Heckle & Jeckle

1 [ockey

Howdy Doody

It Could Be You

Art Linkletter

Love of Life

Lone Ranger

Medical Horizons

Mickey Mouse Club

Mighty Mouse

Modern Romances

Garry Moore

Our Miss Brooks

Press Conference

Queen for a Day

Search for Tomorrow

Secret Storm

Strike It Rich

Texas Rangers

Tenn Ernie Ford

Tic Tac Dough

Valiant Lady

Wild Bill Hickok

*Zoo Parade

33,000
4,1 so;

10,000 wk
6,000

24,000

3,000tt

4,000

10,000 wk
18,000
22,000
5,040 to

6,300 tt

20,000
2,700tt

3,600tf

8,500
3,000tf

10,000 wk
9,500 wk

15,000 wk
18,000

3,500tt

2,500tt

10,000 wk

27,000
12,500

NBC

CBS

CBS

CBS

CBS

NBC

NBC

CBS

CBS

CBS

ABC

ABC

CBS

NBC

CBS

CBS

ABC

NBC

CBS

CBS

CBS

CBS

NBC

NBC

CBS

CBS

NBC

Adv (F)

Var (L)

Serial (L)

Juv (F)

Sport (L)

Juv (L)

Quiz (L)

Var (L)

Serial (L)

Adv (F)

Documn (L)

Juv (F)

Juv (F)

Serial (L)

Var (L)

Sit Com (F)

Int (L)

Misc (L)

Serial (L)

Serial (L)

Misc (L)

Adv (F)

Var (L)

Quiz (L)

Serial (L)

Adv (F)

Misc (F)

TIME. ORIG.

So I I- 1 1:30am

M-Th 10:30-11:30

am, NY

M-F I2:45-Ipm, NY
Su l-l :30pm

Sa 2-5 pm, var

Sa I0-I0:30am, NY
M-F l2:30-lpm,HY

M-F 2:30-3pm, HY

M-F 12:15-30, NY
Sa l-l:30pm

Su 4:30-5pm, Var

M-F 5-6pm

Sa 10:30-1 lam
M-F 4:45-5pm, NY

M-Th I0-I0:30am

F 10-1 1:30am, NY

M-F 2-2:30pm

Su 5:30-6pm, Wash
M-F 4-4:45pm, HY

M-F 12:30-45, NY
M-F 4:15-4:30, NY
M-F Il:30-I2n, NY
5a Il:30-I2n

M-F 2:30-3pm, HY

M-F I2n-I2:30, NY

M-F I2n-I2:l5. NY

Su 1 2:30- 1 pm
Su 3:30-4pm

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Gen Foods, B&B; Borden, Y&R
Amer Home Prod, Y&R; Bristol-Myers, Y&R; Gen Foods,

Y&R; Kellogg, Burnett; Norwich, B&B; Pillsbury, Burnett;

Scott Paper, JWT; Sherwin Williams, F&S&R; Simoniz,

Y&R; Stand Brands, Bates

P&G, Compton
Sweets Co., Eisen; Johnson & Johnson, Y&R
Carling Brewing, Lang, Fisher & Stashower

Cont Baking, Bates; Sweets Co, Eisen; '/2 open alt wits

Amer Home Prod, Geyer; Brillo, JWT; Brown & Wm'son,
Seeds; Alberto Culver, Wade; Gen Foods, FCB; Lehn

& Fink, Mc-E; Welch, Rich K. Manoff; 4 segs open
Campbell Soup, Burnett; Kellogg, Burnett; Lever Bros,

BSDO; Pillsbury, Burnett; Simoniz, Y&R; Stand Brands,

JWT; Swift, Mc-E
Amer Home Prod, Bates

Gen Mills, DFS; Nestle, Mc-E
Ciba. JWT
Amer-Paramount, Buchanan; Armour, Tat-Laird; Bristol-

Myers, DCSS Carnation, Wasey; Coca Cola, McE; Gen
Mills, Knox Reeves; Mattel, Carson Roberts, Miles, Wade;
Minn Mining, BBDO; Pillsbury, Burnett; SOS, McE; 8

segs co-op

Gen Foods, B&B; Colgate, Bates

Alberto Culver, Wade; Kraft, JWT; Sterling, DFS; Sweets

Co, Eisen; I seg open

Best Foods, DFS, Ludgin; Campbell, Burnett; Gen Motors,

Campbell-Ewald; Hoover, Burnett; Johnson & Johnson,

Y&R; Lever Bros, JWT; Nestle, Mc-E; Pittsburgh Plate

Glass, Maxon; SOS, Mc-E; Staley, R&R; Swift, JWT,
Mc-E; Toni, North; Yardley, Ayer; I seg & 3 alt segs open

Best Foods, DFS; Gerber, D'Arcy; Johnson & Johnson, Y&R;
Nestle, Mc-E; 5 segs open & 5 alt segs open

Corn Prod, C. L. Miller

Amer Home Prod, Geyer; Borden, Y&R; Brown & Wm'son,
Seeds; Chicken of Sea, Wasey; Corn Prod, C. L. Miller;

Dow, McM-J&A; Lehn & Fink, Mc-E; Mennen, Mc-E;

Miles, Wade; P&G, Compton; Reddi-Wip, R&R; San-

dura, Hicks & Griest; Stand Brands, Bates; Sunkist, FCB;

Toni, North

P&G, Burnett

Amer Home Prod, Bates

Colgate, Bates

Gen Mills, Tat-Laird; Sweets Co, Eisen

Brown & Wm'son, Seeds; Miles, Wade; Minute Maid, Bates;

P&G, B&B; Stand Brands, Bates; Swift, Mc-E
Kraft, JWT; Mentholatum, JWT; Sweets Co, Eisen

North; 6 segs & 2 alt segs open

Gen Mills, DFS; Nestle, Mc-E; Stand Brands, JWT
Tatham-Laird; Wesson, Fitzgerald

Kellogg, Burnett

Mutual of Omaha, Bozell & Jacobs; alt wks open

Toni,

Toni,

Specials and Spectaculars Scheduled for 19 Jan.- 15 Feb.

PROGRAM COST NET TYPE TIME. ORIG. SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Chevy Show $145,000 NBC Comedy (L) F 9-10, HY** Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald— 1/25

*Hall of Fame 200,000 NBC Var (L) Su 9-l0:30pm, NY Hallmark, FCB—2/ 10

* Ernie Kovacs once only NBC Drama (L) Sa IO-IO:30pm,NY RCA-Whirlpool, K&E; Oldsmobile, Brother— 1/19

Presidential Inaugural Balls once only CBS Misc (L) M Il:l5pm-I2m,

Wash
Maybelline, Gordon Best— 1/21

* Producers' Showcase 320,000 NBC Drama- (L)

Music

M 8-9:30, NY*» RCA-Whirlpool, K&E—2/4

*Ruggles of Red Gap 275,000 NBC Drama- (L)

Music

Drama- (L)

Su 7:30-9pm, NY Swift, Mc-E—2 3

*Sat Spectacular 250,000 NBC Sa 9-IOpm, NY** RCA-Whirlpool, K&E; Oldsmobile, Brother- 1/19

Music

ll Now 125,000 CBS Docum (F) Su 5:00-6:00pm Pan Am, JWT—2 3

'Washington Sq. 125,000 NBC Var (L) alt Su 4-5. NY Helene Curtis, Ludgin

Vorld 195,000 NBC Misc (L) alt Su 4-5:30, NY Gen Motors, Brother & Camp-Ewald

*Color show, (L) Live, (F) Film, t3 weeks in 4, ttCost is per segment. List does not include sustaining, participating or coop programs—see chart. Costs

refer to average show costs including talent and production. They arc gross (inclade 15% agency commission). They do not include commercials or time charges.

This list covers period of 1!) Jan. thru 15 Feb.



5. SPOT TELEVISION BASICS

ippeal of syndicated film Bhowa

according i<> age, Bex i> indicated

l>\ audience composition data lor

101 programs rated in 23 markets

I he LOO-odd shows listed below comprise nearly li.ilf "I

the li.ill noui syndicated shows now being distributed. I

urea show the tudience composition foi each show pei l
,M|

1 1 . r » i
•
-—

. I he data is Im-<-.I on Pulse ratii

ki-i> during Novembei 1956 rhe markets include Vtla

Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston, Buffalo, ' harlotte, < hi<

< it nati, Cleveland, < olumbus, Dayton, Detroit, I
••- Vn-

geles, Milwaukee, Minneapolis-St. Paul, New Orleans, New

York, Philadelphia, Providence, San Francisco-Oakl

Seattle-Tacoma, St. Louis, Washington, li Bhould I"- noted

that t •
•

» t .ill Bhowa are seen in .ill markets. In analyzing

audience composition data, it Bhould be kepi in mind that,

although certain Bhowa have pronounced audience appeal t"

certain .!-<• groups, the time slol has .1 powerful effect in

determining the audiem >•
1 omposition. \\ liil<- advertisers, ol

course, pick the time bIoI to gel spe< ifii audiem es, the) • an-

nol always eel into 1

1

1«- time bIoI thei are interested in.

Show

Vmoe 11' \m.I\

Vnnie Oaklej

Badge Tit

Beulah

Boston Blai kie

Brave I agk

Buffalo Hill Jr.

( aptain Midnighl

lebrit} Play] se

( lhampionship Boh ling

1 hina ^mitli

1 I-. " Kill

( it\ Detw live

1 odi

t mitiil.nti.il File

1 ..1 li-» \ti her, Meet

1 .Mint of Monte 1 risto

1 om boj 1 • Men
1 rosscurrenl

Crunch and Dea

Dangerous Assignment

Dateline Europe

Death \ alle) l>.i\-

Doug. Fairbanks Presents

Dr. 1 hristian

Dr. Hudson's Set rel Journal

Ellen Queen

K-~i> Golden Playl

I Falron. The

Federal Men
Flash Cordon

Foreign I • jponnaire

1 Frankie Laine

I Gem' \nir\- ' •_• Ilr.

(•'in- \utr\ 1 Hr.

i -"" :

Distributor Men Women Teen Children Totol

1 1!^ Film 73 79 1 1 36 199

1 BS Film 41 56 16 89 202

NBl Film 71 79 15 58 223

Flamingo 56 84 11 22 173

1 i onomee Tv 82 79 14 33 208

1 11- Film 56 47 1 1 76 190

1 BS Film 35 24 13 91 163

hi .•111- 26 29 13 87 155
• m- 71 95 11 26 203

\\ alter Sch« immer 81 71 13 16 181

\l \ 79 79 14 37 209

Zh T\ 56 41 16 84 197

Ml \ 1- 77 82 16 21 196

\i:i Film 77 77 12 21 187

Guild 81 84 11 8 184

/IN ft 52 80 17 50 199

1
1'\ 68 69 19 26 182

Flan 1 42 36 19 82 179

ial 77 84 11 21 193

NBl 1\ 69 74 18 49 210

NBC T\ 83 89 13 19 204

Official 81 90 16 15 202
Pacifii 1 oast Borax 84 77 16 41 218
\l!l Film 74 96 18 15 203
/x^ \\ 74 89 1 1 23 197

Ml \ 1 77 82 14 13 186

M'\ 81 89 14 17 201

Official 73 86 9 26 194

\i;< Ti 83 86 15 13 197

\l< \-Tv 76 71 15 16 178

Guild 68 69 14 77 228
IT\ 71 52 12 62 177

GuUd 59 79 19 29 186
l BS Film 59 51 19 82 211

Mi \Tv 57 50 16 80 203
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Only market place of its kind. Gives programing profile of every
tv and radio station in the United States and Canada.
Published each March. Advertising forms close mid February



RADIO AND TILIVUIOI

^ buyers' guide
to station programing

If you were a timebuyer asked to make up a list of 60 farm stations
how would you 90 about it 7 If i t were your job to bui Id lists of

stations featuring farm programing, or sport shows, or negro, news
of Latin American programing, homemaker shows or other special appeal
programing where would you turn 7

If you were asked to make up a list of tv stations on one day's
notice and needed film and slide requirements of each station; if you
had to know about likely homemaker shows, farm programs, sportscasts,
feature film availabilities - what would you do 7

The busy timebuyer, account executive, and ad manager turn to the

Buyers' Guide to Station Programing . It works wonders for him. It's
the only tool enabling him to quickly, accurately and expertly sort
out the 3.500-plus radio and tv stations of the U.S. and Canada by
their program characteristics.

Thr 1957 BUYERS' GUIDE is as basic as your rate card. It's the only
source of its kind. Your ad in BUYERS' GUIDE, near the programing
analysis of your own station, will benefit from a year 'round exposure
before the largest concentration of advertiser-agency readership in

the trade paper field. BUYERS' GUIDE goes to the full SPONSOR reader
list of 13.500 circulation.

Send your reservation in right away. Use the attached order form,
or wire collect for choice position. Regular rates and frequency
discounts apply. Advertising deadline is 15 February. Regards.

Slncerel y

,

Arnold Alpert f
BOLDFACE LISTING WITHOUT COST

Along with your ad in the 1957

BUYERS' GUIDE your station
will be listed in boldface in

the master directory.

SPONSOR SERVICES INC . 40 EAST 49tm ST , NEW YORK 17 N Y

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE ADVERTISING ORDER FORM

I'lease reserve following space in the

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE TO STATION PROGRAMING

full $450

half page .... $265

two-third pay . $330

one-third pagi $180

horizontal (matter directory

I understand my ad entitles me to boldface listing of my
station in the master directory at no extra cost.

NOTE TO CONTRACT ADVERTISERS Bai

II, applies I I'.I > ERS GUIDE ind PALI i M T9

I prefer placement in Master Directory

I prefer placement in category listings

Firm

City^ Zone Stote

Name

TEGORY
LISTINGS

RADIO
Childt
Clas*

i and
'

' MIC
n Language
\ merican

Popular Sturic

TELEVISION

Far»
Featur.

cm*
. i ppeaU

Sportt



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiniiiiiiiKa

Show

lllllllilllllllllllllilllll

Distributor

llll!l!!llll!llll!lll!ll!llll!lllll!l!lllll!lli;. . .,„i!li!lll!lllllilli,;,.

Goldbergs, The

Grand Ole Opi
s

Greal Gildersleeve

( .u\ I ombardo

Headline

Highway Patrol

Hopalong Cassidy—% Hr.

I [opalong < lassid) I II i.

Hunter, The

I Led Three Lives

hitiri Siiii<-I inn

Inspector Mark Saber

1 Search Fur Adventure

I 5p)

Joe Palooka

Jungle Jim

Kit Carson

Laurel and Hardy

Liberace

Life of Riley

I ife \\ itb Elizabeth

Life With Father

Little Rascals

Lone Wolf

Long John Silw-i

Looney Tunes

Man Called X
Mr. and Mrs. North

Mr. District Attorney

My Hero

M\ Little Margie

New Orleans Police Dept.

Passport To Danger

Patti Page

Popeye

Public Defender

Racket Squad

Ramar of The Jungle

Range Rider

Ray Milland Show

Rockc\ Jones, Space Ranger

Rosemary Cloonej

Ruggles, The

San Francisco Beat

Science Fiction Theatre

Sheena Queen of The Jungle

Sheriff of Cochise

Sherlock Holmes

Sky King

Soldiers ol Fortune

Stage 7

Stai Performance

S. Donovan, Wectern Marshal

Stories "I The Century

Studio 57

Stu I- 1 \\ in Show

Superman

Susie

Texas Rasslin'

Three Musketeers, The

Victorj \i Sea

\\ atei front

Whistler, The

Wild Bill Hickok

Your Ml Star Theatre

Your TV Theatre

Guild

Flamingo

NBC-Tv
M( \ l\

M( \ l\

Ziv Tv

NBC-T\

\i;< •|'v

Tafon

/i\ l'\

NBC-Tv
I hompson-Koch

George Bagnall

Guild

Guild

Screen (.cms

MCA-Tv
Governor

Guild

NBC-Tx

Guild

CBS-1\

Interstate Tv

MCA-Tv
CBS-Tv

Guild

Ziv Tv

Bernard L. Schubert

Ziv Tv

Official

Official

Minot Tv

ABC Film

Oldsmobile

AAP
Interstate Tv

ABC Film

TPA
CBS Film

MCA-Tv
MCA-Tv
MCA-Tv
Tom Corradine

CBS Film

Ziv Tv

ABC Film

\ I \

Guild

Nabisco

Ml \-Tv

TPA
Official

NBC Film

UTS
m<:\ -Tx

Official

Flamingo

TPA
Texas K • --1 i

n

"

VBI Film

NBC Film

M(\'l\
< BS Film

Flamingo

Screen Gems
Economee Tv

Kill

Men Women Teen Children Total

71 87 13 36 207 1
63 82 15 24 184 s
79 83 13 28 203 H
74 87 13 12 186 =

76 82 11 15 184 1
81 86 13 37 217 =
59 54 21 83 217

53 49 17 85 204

77 80 13 33 203
79 83 15 29 206

81 75 16 15 187

79 82 16 16 193

74 70 18 21 183

77 81 13 23 194

71 57 13 56 197

33 29 16 84 162

36 31 17 84 168

37 39 19 93 188

34 87 16 15 152

79 75 19 29 202

64 86 13 11 174 s
69 86 15 39 209

21 29 16 96 162

84 80 13 21 198

34 29 19 82 164 =

18 29 11 93 151

81 87 17 18 203

83 86 19 21 209 |
79 90 15 15 199

75 86 18 14 193 =
72 87 19 22 200

77 81 14 15 187

70 79 12 31 192 g
70 89 17 10 186

35 31 16 91 173 J
80 84 16 13 193 1
84 80 15 12 191 =

30 28 18 92 168 1
57 41 17 84 199 1
75 81 13 14 183 =
53 51 16 55 175 =

70 86 16 17 189 =
24 80 10 30 144

81 85 13 21 200 =
76 61 19 23 179 l
41 40 16 80 177

74 66 13 49 202

77 71 18 25 191 =

40 43 19 85 187

71 69 14 31 185

75 89 17 7 188

73 86 9 26 194

50 36 18 85 189

70 82 15 24 191

73 86 16 19 194 =
72 83 14 14 183

26 30 19 91 166

56 82 11 23 172

64 63 16 35 178

74 76 15 48 213

76 70 19 13 178

81 84 16 15 196

84 82 16 14 196

55 34 19 83 191

54 84 13 29 180

72 90 11 19 192

'!!!;!lll!!l!ll!!!lllllllllllllllffl
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Talk About Daytime Audience Dominance

KCRA TV Has

More Adult Daytime

Viewers Than All

Competing Stations

COMBINED!

ARB Share of Audience*

Sign-on to 5 p.m., Monday -Friday

Daytime Adult Viewing Hours

t:+#t$#®$Z

From 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Clear Channel 3 has

190 quarter-hour "firsts" out of a possible

200. In Share of Audience, KCRA-TV has

more than twice that of the second station:

( Avg. Sets in Use: 15.1

1

I

Sign-on

To Noon

KCRA-TV 60.0

Station "B" 37.7%
Station "C" 1.3%

Station "D"
On Air at 2 p.m.

Noon

5 p. m.

67.2%
18.0%

3.1 %
13.9%

Avg. Daytime

Share Audience

[||||||||^^

KCRA-TV has 21.3% more audience than

the second station in the big Sacramento

TV Market from Sign-on to Signoff, Sun-

day through Saturday:

Total Share

of Audience

KCRA-TV 43.8%
Station "B" 36.1 %
Station "C 12.9%

Station "D" 9.2%

Call Petry for more information about
The Highest Rated NBC Station in the West
'All figures from Sacramento Television Audience. ARB: November 15-21, 1956

SSSSKSS-::: : :: :

CLEAR

SERVING 28 NORTHERN CALIFORNIA AND NEVADA COUNTIES

Sacramento, California CHANNEL

SPONSOR • 1<> .1 \\i UO 195"



SPONSOR ASKS

How should you slant commercials to the Canadian market

George F. Wyland, creative production

manager. Cockfield, Brown & Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, Canada

The question covers a very wide range.

Slanting a commercial to the Cana-

dian market may be as simple as

changing supers announcing the price.

Speaking of American products in

general, the price in Canada will be

higher. Package shots may have to be

done over again, especially if the prod-

"Pork 'n Beans

ended up

Beans and Pork'

uct is manufactured in Canadian

plants. Multiple product commercials

may include items not available here,

which must be eliminated. All these

are mechanical changes.

Next, government regulations must

be considered. All broadcast media are

government controlled and subject to

very stringent supervision. For exam-
ple, in the case of premiums offered

free of charge, no mention of its

brand-name may be made. All food

copy must be submitted to the Dept.

of National Health and Welfare two
weeks in advance of broadcast, a real

problem when you try to take Ameri-

can commercials off the line and the

copy is subject to change at the last

minute. The very name of a product.

though it was in popular idiom, had
to be changed; Pork 'n Beans ended

up Beans and Pork, because ingredi-

ents must be named in the order of

their relative amount.

Compliance with regulations ma\ in-

volve no more than minor changes, or

an entirel) new copy line. Often the

Dattern of consumption is very differ-

ent. Where the objective in the United

States may be to increase the consump-

tion of a product by its present users,

in Canada there are many people who
must first be persuaded to try it. In a

case like this, the American commer-
cials may be of interest to a number of

Canadian viewers. But the high cost

of advertising, due to the relatively

small population spread over a vast

area requires that each commercial

minute works double duty. As for

Canadian commercials, they are usu-

ally designed to retain interest in spite

of repetition, because budgets for new

productions are very limited.

For this reason we are not quick to

recommend making our own commer-
cials, when American material is avail-

able. They will only have to stand

comparison with the existing commer-
cials, usually produced with much big-

ger budgets. Yet we don't hesitate to

accept this challenge whenever neces-

sary. While it is difficult to generalize

about national characteristics, there

are some fundamental differences be-

tween Canada and the United States

which go beyond a matter of a slant.

For one thing, we are in a different

state of economic development, not

merely a different stage in a similar

course. Our conservative credit policj

is an example of the difference in atti-

tude. It is an attitude more sceptical

of exaggeration, vet perhaps more re-

sponsive to straight-forward sell. For

lack of an equallv well-known example,

the manner in which the Salk vaccine

was released and received in each

countn gives an idea of the difference.

Last, because it is really a topic all

its own. I must mention French Cana-

da. \\ c make c\t'i\ effort to link Eng-

lish and French advertising campaigns.

But much is not suitable for both

languages nor effective in both situa-

tions. We draw on a complete staff

in Montreal to slant our material to

their situation, or whenever necessary

to create fresh ideas. Those are the

lifeblood of advertising anvwhere.

P. S. Colick, race president, radio-tele-

vision division, Ronalds Advertising agency,

Ltd., Toronto, Canada

Probably the most important factor

to be considered is product category.

In some areas Canadian consumers

will respond to much the same sales

appeals and advertising techniques as

their neighbors to the south. In other

cases habits, tastes and different eco-

nomic and climatic conditions may

demand quite different approaches to

those made in the United States.

Essentially, of course, most Ca-

nadians grow up under ver\ similar

environmental conditions to Ameri-

cans. It's reasonable to expect that

the same basic drives for security,

recognition, and so on, apply to people

throughout North America. However,

for the most part, Canadians are con-

sidered more conservative than Ameri-

" in ore loyal

to Brands"

cans. Thev are said to be slower to

pick uj) new habits, that is. to go for

change. Bv the same token they are

supposed to be more loyal to brands

the\ ha\e started using. There is un-

doubtedh considerable truth in these

assertions and yet, I would hesitate

to applv them indiscriminately to

even ad problem which occurs.

SPONSOR 19 JANUARY 1957



I
.i an) I . S. i"iii isl 01 business

in. in n I met i" < .in. i'l. i ii niii-i

seem oln ious thai there are more

-iinil.ii ii iea bel win ( .nun k- and

\ nit i ii .in- than there are diffei em es

though there are \>i\ real differ-

ences and the similarities m.i\. in

themselves be .1 trap.

I ndoubtedl) . the single, most dra-

m.iiii dissimilarity between Canadian

and I . S. in.ii kets i- the Proi in< e ol

Quebec. Here the differences are so

obvious even tin- most casual I

observe) will realize thai he is deal-

ing with .1 different culture which bas

ii- nun special and unique features

;iml problems.

Basically, however, it must always

be remembered thai I Canada is .1 sep-

arate political and geographical en-

iii\ with a territorj target than 1 1n-

I . S. and a population reaching to-

wards the IT million mark. \ml it

must be remembered that Canadians

are proud '>l theii countr) and grow-

ing more conscious "I this pride ever)

day. We are a people of an independ-

ent turn ol mind and are growing more

independent ever) day, a people who

resent patronage whether it comes

from across the Atlantic or overland

from the south. Willi this pride goes

the enigma that though Canada was

settled earliei than the I . S., Cana-

dians considei their countr) the

younger of 1 1 » *
- two. I ndoubtedl) we

have grown t<> a national maturit)

more slowly and have done it con-

stitutionally, without am violent over-

throwing of British influence.

So, perhaps, it a measure is to be

a|>pli<-il that will provide some sort of

legitimate criterion, it would show

Canada standing somewhen' midwa\

between America and Britain with

greater similarity, in it- accepted

form-, to American advertising, but

with a seasoning <>f reserve to make
it more t" the average taste.

Finally, I would certainlj advocate

thai an advertiser from outside

Canada \\ In > wishes t<> break into this

market obtain first-hand information

on this countr) and it- people.

John T. ROSS, '• P- & general mat

Robert Lawrence Productions, Ltd., Toronto,

Canada

I wish I could -a\ that there is some-

thing distinctl) Canadian about a I a-

nadian television commercial Gen-

erall) speaking, a first-rate commercial

produced either in the I nited Stair- or

1 .111.1.I.1 would • "ni. mi the same basii

ingredients top quality, believability,

and entertainment.

Cut marketing experts, in the 1

..| 1 1 .mil 1I1 ug produi 1-. would dis

covei thai < anadian broadi .1-1 in{

illations forbid mam ol the exaggerated

1 I. him- allowed on Vmei ii an tele> ision.

1 ..mm. 11 iala w Iim Ii require - enii

I . . n k •_ 1 miiiil whiih ma\ I"' identifiable

f3^
nn n

1
>ah

shaded patio

should feature < Canadian Bcenes. It is

unlikel) thai a Canadian cigarette

commercial would show a couple re-

laxing on a palm-shaded patio in sun-

in Florida. Ii is -till more unlikel)

1l1.it the commercial would I"' believ-

able.

Canadian soap manufacturers have

long realized that onl) a small per-

centage of Canadian families own an

automatic washing machine. Mosl of

the commercials produced exclusivel)

foi the Canadian market feature the

wringer-type washing machine. How-

e\ ei . despite all these 'mechanii al

differences, American advertisers

should keep in mind thai what

i- good for America is not always

good for Canada from the cop)

standpoint. Canadians, for the most

part, are inclined to be 1 onservative

in both tastes and habits and heartil)

dislike the inference that the onl) dif-

ference between the I .

N
. and Canada

i> the border line that necessitates a

passport or customs declaration.

Vdvertising to the French (ana-

dian market almost requires a com-

pleter) new set of rules. It is safe to

-,i\ that no one know- this market

better than a Fren< h I anadian. or at

leasl a Canadian with a background in

thai 5phere "t the Canadian scene, fhe

: majorit) of so-called 'French'

commercials are simpl) English com-

mercials with French sound tia. k-

and superimpositions.

More often than not, French com-

mercials are afterthoughts, and be-

1 .in-.' the commercial budget has

ahead) been -|><-nt on the produt t
-

English commercials, a few hundred

dollar- i- allocated foi French sound-

tracks. I strongl) believe that this is

one case of false economy. ^

Vl
1

sP0
'/|l'

ST

C*
.c*

l>'

,h««
udie"

te

in Louisiana's

2 biggest markets

KCU

«... —-2*s»-«.-?

•'•°*~°noo v..""-*""

taHPN
«««**

**""-rz,-«**:

ou*.i<« ". \, H.9«
.lotion

«•
w0«

station'.

.,„.,.. s^^"56

KCU WMRY
The BIG City Station

wilh the The Se P'° Slot. on

Country Flavor

5000W 980 KC 1000W 600 KC

Southland Broadcasting Company

Mort SiUtrman. Bute. V.P. A Gen. Mgr.

GIU-PERNA. INC. - Nat I Rep.

New York. Chicago, los Angeles. Son Francisco

SPONSOR 1') .1 \\i UCi I95"i



Meet Denver's

BEST SALESMAN

BUGS BUNNY

Channel 9-ABC-TV

Bugs Bunny and his other

Warner Brothers cartoon

friends are now available

to sell for you in Denver.

PLUS

POPEYE

THE SAILORMAN

Call Peters, Griffin, Wood-

ward or John Henry at

KBTV for availabilities.

DENVER
John C. Mullins Joe Herold

President Station Manager

Owned and Operated by

TV DENVER, INC.
1089 Bannock • TAbor 5-6386

Represented by Peters, Griffin. Woodward, Inc.

56

r. Sponsor

Larry McQueen: Fast Talker

L : McQueen, General Tire & Rubber Co. v.p. in charge of

sales, insists that his grandson is absorbing the hackground of a
future adman. He relates how the boy interrupted him while he
was telling the story about Ali Baba and the 40 thieves.

"What's your own 'Open Sesame'?" the boy asked.

"I explained that we use advertising, 1957 style, to open the door
for General Tire," McQueen told SPONSOR.

With its nationwide dealer organization, based on exclusive terri-

torj franchises, General Tire has a two-fold aim in advertising: I 1 I

keeping the dealers assured of continuous advertising support: (2)

selling the consumer on the firm's products.

"Our dealer organization is backed up by more advertising dol-

lars per distributor than any other sales force in the industry," says

McQueen.

A major chunk of the firm's spot tv effort is placed locally b\

McQueen (Z.) and Torn O'Nett, jires. of General Teleradio, with Anita Ekberg

some 200 dealers on a co-op basis. These dealers buv about 52.000

announcements a year totally, with film commercials provided by

the parent company through its agency, D'Arcy.

"We do like the flexibility of spot tv and radio. sa\s McQueen.

"In that way, we can appeal to tourists during the \acation season,

or stress wintertime use of our tires, depending upon the weather

conditions."

The commercials approach is a combination of demonstration

and hard-sell aimed at men.

"Women may be vital in picking a car for color and style, but

it's the man who buys the tires."

General Tire puts about one-third of its total budget into the

air media. "Television is, of course, the ideal medium for demon-

strating the puncture-sealing characteristics of General Tires. Our

plastics goods also have a more telling effect when \ isuallv demon-

strated."

The company's greatest single t\ expenditure each vear is its
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MATURITY
Maturity makes haste slowly.

We like quick sales, too. But if... from our

years of experience .. .we feel too hurried

action endangers future success, we say so.

We've found it pays to help clients

choose between hasty decisions ... and wise ones.

AVERY-KNODEL
INCORPORATED

NEW YORK ATLANTA DALLAS DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES CHICAGO



Let air aeunt

^E$7 product!

This is not retortical:

Once you stick your beaker in-

to channel 7's market you'll

put WSAU-TV down for more
tests and refinements in the

HEART OF WISCONSIN—
where you get reduction in

costs and reaction in sales.

GROSS FARM INCOME $207,408,000
TOTAL RETAIL SALES $567,064,000

MM'
WAUSAU, WIS

OWNED & OPERATED BY
WISCONSIN VALLEY TELEVISION CORP.

Mr. Sponsor continued..

sponsorship of professional football on Thanksgiving over tv. The

CBS TV program in 1956 cost General SI 75.000 for 126 stations.

The Tretulex rating for the game was 16.9 or 51/? of the total tv

audience. And the station lineup was designed to reach 90'% of all

t\ sets in the U. S.

"We've considered bu\ing a network tv show for complete spon-

sorship if we found the proper formula," McQueen told sponsor.

"D'Arcy screens programs continuously and they know what we

want. After all. they've been our agencv for 40 years."

The program. McQueen feels, would probably be in some form

of sports coverage or format, since General advertising is aimed at

men. Of course. McQueen admits that he's a sports fan himself,

"strictly as a spectator, except where golfs concerned, and there I'm

not in a championship class either." i He plays a low-80 brand of

jjolf. actually, and is a "money" bowler, i

An informal, easy-going man in his mid-sixties, McQueen has

been in the rubber industry for more than four decades. A crucial

year in his life was 1929 "not for the obvious reasons, but because

I left my job as manager of tire sales at Goodrich to become trade

sales manager at General."

Continuity has been a password in his life, he feels. "There was

never any doubt but that I'd be going into sales, for instance." In

his senior year at the University of Wisconsin back in 1913, Mc-

Queen was chosen as one of the four outstanding sales executive

prospects of the graduating class.

From arguing to selling's just one easy step

However, he adds that there was an inevitability about his fu-

ture even earlier than that. "When I was a kid I used to love to

argue. I guess that would have made me either a wise guv or a

good salesman." When he won a state oratorical contest while an

undergraduate, the "Rubicon was crossed." and it had to be adver-

tising or sales, and actually. McQueen's career became a combina-

tion of both.

One characteristic has remained consistent in McQueen s life:

He's as gregarious today as he was in the old Phi Delt house back

in college. Club memberships aren't a matter of sheer record to

him. He enjoys mingling with people and does so not onlv for

business purposes, but as a natural part of his dailv activities.

In his two and a half decades at General Tire, he's seen the com-

pany grow from sales under $30 million to $370 million in 1956.

Total sales for 1957. including General Tire subsidiaries, are esti-

mated at $425 million.

"Television plays an increasingly important part in our over-all

advertising planning," sa\s McQueen. "To date, most of Generals

tv advertising concerns passenger and commercial tires. Next in

importance would be dealer services. A third major area for tv

advertising is the introduction of new products."

For its network tv advertising. General will continue to seek out

the one-shot t\pe of sponsorship, chiefiv in the sports field, until

an ideal weeklv program appeals to agencv and General executive

alike. Tentative plans for 1957 may include sponsoring the I . S.

Open on t\

.

"If we do. you can be sure that I'll be watching it on tv." says

McQueen. And if it's in Florida, he nun just go down to his home

there and watch it in person. ^
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YOU Ml <>ll I THROW THE DMSCUS 194 Vi*

llll... YOU NEED WKZO-TV

TO BE CHAMP IN

NIELSEN NCS NO. 2

NOVEMBER, 1956

DAYTIME NIGHTTIME
No. of Weekly Daily Weekly Daily

Station TV Homes NCS NCS NCS NCS
In Area Circ. Circ. Circ. Circ.

WKZO-TV 633.120 421.820 292,720 464.530 378.080

STATION B 512.980 310.720 203,170 348.140 278.660

KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS!

Here's prooi thai \\ KZO-T\ is the t •
| buj in one ol Vraer-

ica's top-20 television markets. November, L956 Nielsen li--

ures, left, show thai \\ k/O-'l \ gets II', more viewers day-

t i 1

1

1*-. ,tn<l >(>'
, more nighttime, than the second station. In

fact, WKZO-T\ delivers more viewers nighttime I > \ 1 1 ^

than the second station delivers MONTHLY,daj WD night!

WKZO-TN is the Official Basi< I
1'.- Television Outlet for

Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids and Greatei Western Michif

li serves over 600,000 television families in 29 Western

Michigan and Viriln-rn Indiana counties.

100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000 TOWER

**- Al -*
1

>7/t< } >/<>/' <>t Ufa fit >/•>

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEFFm — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WM8D RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS Kalamazoo - Crand Rapids and Greater Western Michigan

Avery- Knodel, Inc. Exclusive National Representatives

'Fortune Gordien <<>« this morWt record in Putmienm, California, on tmgmmi 22. /''.>.'{.



A weekly listing of changes

in the advertising and broadcast fields

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR

Bon Ami, NY
Bon Ami, NY
Bon Ami, NY
C. H. Musselman Co, Biglerville, Pa

Nestle, White Plains, NY
Nestle, White Plains, NY
Nestle, White Plains, NY
Norwich Pharmacal, Norwich, NY ...

Perkins Products, Chi
Pharma-Craft, Batavia, III

AGENCY
R&R, NY
R&R, NY
R&R, NY .

APCL&K, Phila

B. Houston, NY
B. Houston, NY
B. Houston, NY
B&B, NY
FC&B, NY .

|WT, Chi

Salada Tea Co, Boston
Salada Tea Co, Boston

Hermon W. Stevens, Boston
Hermon W. Stevens, Boston

STATIONS
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC

. ABC
NBC 188
ABC
NBC 188 ......

CBS 33
CBS 33

Salada Tea Co, Boston

Salada Tea Co, Boston
Salada Tea Co, Boston
Scott Paper, Chester, Pa

Scott Paper, Chester, Pa

Scott Paper, Chester, Pa

Scott Paper, Chester, Pa

Scott Paper, Chester, Pa

III

Hermon W. Stevens, Boston CBS 33

.Hermon W. Stevens, Boston CBS 33
Hermon W. Stevens, Boston CBS 33
.JWT, NY CBS 201

JWT, NY .

JWT, NY ...

.JWT, NY .

JWT, NY ...

CBS 7.01

CBS 201

CBS 201

.CBS 201

A. E. Staley, Decatur,
Warner-Lambert, NY
Warner-Lambert, NY
Warner-Lambert, NY _. Lambert & Feasley, NY NBC 188

R&R, Chi CBS 201

.Lambert & Feasley, NY CBS 78

.Lambert & Feasley, NY CBS 78

Warner-Lambert, NY Lambert & Feasley, NY NBC 188

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

-My True Story; M-F 10-10:30 am; var segs; 24 Jan
When A Cirl Marries; M-F 10:30-10:45 am; var segs 24 Jan
Whispering Streets; M-F 10:45-11 am; var segs; 24 Jan

8-eakfast Club; M 9-9:05 am, Tu 9:20-9:25 am; 18 Mar
Breakfast Club; Tu & F 9:05-9:10 am; 15 Jan
My True Story; Th 10:15-10:20 am, F 10:20-10:25 am; 15 Jan
Whispering Streets; W & Th 10:55-11 am; 15 Jan
Monitor; 3 announcements per weekend; 5 Jan; 11 wks
Breakfast Club; M-F 9-10 am; 5 segs per wk; 27 May
News of The World; M-F 7:30-7:45 pm; 1 partic per day;

14 Jan; 52 wks
Road of Life; M 1:45-2 pm; V2 spon; 31 Dec; 52 wks
Right To Happiness; Tu 2:05-2:15 pm; 7'/2 min spon; 1 Jan;

52 wks
Second Mrs. Burton; W 2:15-2:30 pm; l/

2 spon; 2 Jan; 52
wks

Nora Drake; Th 1-1:15 pm; '2 spon; 3 Jan; 52 wks
Our Cal Sunday; F 12:45-1 pm; V2 spon; 4 Jan; 52 wks
Helen Trent; M & Th 12:30-12:45 pm; V2 spon; 1 Jan;

52 wks
Our Cal Sunday; M-F 12:45-1 pm; V2 spon; 1 Jan; 52 wks
Nora Drake; Tu 1:15-2:00 pm; '2 spon; 1 Jan; 52 wks
Young Dr. Malone; Tu & F 1:30-1:45 pm; J£ spon; 1 Jan; 52
wks

-Second Mrs. Burton; Tu & F 2:15-2:30 pm; 1/2 spon; 1 Jan;

52 wks
-House Party; Tu 3:15-3:30 pm; 1 Jan; 52 wks
-Nora Drake; Tu & Th 1-1:15 pm; V2 spon; 8 (an; 13 wks
-Road of Life; MWF 1:45-2 pm; ' 2 spon; 7 Jan; 13 wks
Bandstand; M-F 10:05-11 am, 11:05-12 n; 2 parties per day;

7 Jan; 12 wks
Woman In My House; M-F 4-4:15 pm; 1 partic per day; 7

Jan; 12 wks

RENEWED ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR

American Home Products, NY ..

Beltone Hearing Aid, Chi

Foster-Milburn, Buffalo .

Foster-Milburn. Buffalo

Norwich Pharmacal, Norwich, NY

AGENCY STATIONS
SSC&B, NY MBS

Olian & Bronner, Chi ABC
Street & Finney, NY ABC
Street & Finney, NY ABC
B&B,NY NBC 188

Norwich Pharmacal, Norwich, NY

Charles Pfizer, Brooklyn

Rust Craft, Decham, Mass
Sleep-Eze Co, Long Beach, Cal

B&B,NY NBC 188

Burnett, Chi <^BC

Chambers & Wiswell, Boston ABC
Milton Carlson, LA MBS

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Gabriel Heatter; M-F 12:05-12:10 pm, 10:00-10:05 pm,

7:30-7:35 pm; 20 Jan-April, 1957

Breakfast Club; Th 9:20-9:30 am; 17 Jan

My True Story; 1 seg per wk; 21 Jan; 52 wks
Whispering Streets; 1 seg per wk; 21 Jan; 52 wks
Bandstand; M-F 10:05-11 am, 11:05-12 n; 5 announcements
per wk; 21 Jan; 9 wks

Five Star Matinee; M-F 3-3:30 pm; 5 announcements per

wk; 21 Jan; 9 wks
Breakfast Club; various times; 20 Jan

Breakfast Club; Tu 9:30-9:35; 12 Mar
.Gabriel Heatter; MWF alt Tu Th, 7:35-7:40 pm; 20 Jan-

April, 1957

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME

James E. Anderson
Marilyn Arbetter

James T. Aubrey, Jr.

Charles C. Badger

James F. Baker
Joseph R. Cox
James E. Denning

Jerry Dreifuss

Richard H. Graham
Bruce Huffman
Courtenay Jamison
Joseph W. Killcen

Fran King
Irving Kleinfeld

Larry H. Lau
Bernard T. Maloney
Charles W. Mason .

Robert Morris

Thomas W. Sarnoff

Jim Smallwood
W. D. Swanson .

Herbert J. Teison

William O. Tulloch

Mortimer Weinbach

NEW AFFILIATION

Hal Roach Studios, Chi, dir midwest operations-

NTA, NY, copy super-promotion dept

com. div

FORMER AFFILIATION
Atlas Film Corp, tv dir

Screen Gems, asst to dir publicity

ABC, NY, dir programming & talent-tv Same, also vp
Brookley Air Force Base, Mobile, Ala, public relations dir WALA, WALA-TV, Mobile, Ala, promotion & merch mgr
RAB, NY, mgr stn services WPTR, Albany, NY, sis mgr
CBS radio spot sis, NY, mgr mail order dept Same, acct exec-WCBS
NBC, dir talent & program contract admin Same, vp-talent & program contract admin
Morton C. Markell & W. Keyser Manly, NY, associate William Tell Productions. NY, special publicity dir

NBC, law Same, vp-law-Pacific div

KNXT-CTPN, Hy, nat spot sis rep Same, acct exec
Maytag Southeastern, sis promotion mgr TvB, NY, dir production dept
WTMJ, Milwaukee, sis

KLOQ, Yakima, Wash, chg traffic & continuity

Sterling Television Corp, editing & service depts
KVAN, Vancouver, Wash, acct exec

House Beautiful, Boston, space rep

WSUN, WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg, Fla. tv production mgr
KTVX, Muskogee-Tulsa, Okla, program dir

NBC, dir production & business affairs

KFWB, Hy
.KTVX, Muskogee-Tulsa, Okla, local & regional sis mgr ..

Schwerin Radio-Tv Research, publicity & promotion dir

WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, sis

ABC, NY, vp chg labor relations Same

Same, asst sis mgr
Same, program dir

Trans-Lux Tv Corp, NY, sis service mgr
Same, gen sis mgr
WBZ-TV, Boston, sis staff

Same, mgr sis promotion & advtng-r-tv
Same, operations dir

Same, vp-production & business affairs-Pacific div

KWC, Stockton, Calif, sis rep

Same, commercial mgr
WPTR, Albany, NY, promotion publicity dir

Same, asst sis mgr
vp & gen counsel
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WBAY GREEN BAY

in the land of.../^

HAYDN R EVANS, Gen Mgr Rep WEED TELEVISION
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YOU SELL

Louisville

When

You Use

Jack Bendt

For eight years, Jack Bendt has been

the radio guest in ten's of thousand's

of Kentuckiana homes 7 to 9 each

morning and from I I to 2:30 during the

noontime hours, Monday through Sat-

urday. In a friendly, yet forceful,

pleasant yet persuasive manner, he has

become the TOP AIR-SALESMAN in

the Area. We suggest you check his

ratings, and compare his results and

you will find you need Jack Bendt to

"TELL and SELL" the rich Kentuckiana

Market.

Represented by

John Blair & Co.

WKLO
LOUISVILLE

02

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Trend of the week: Some advertisers find their direct sell on

tv should concern a concept, with the secondary pitch one in behalf

of their own product. Witness the upcoming campaign of Lipton

Tea I see below I . which promotes consumption of hot tea first, then

its own brand.

Clamorene, Inc., New York Cit\. for its rug cleaner, is starting

a drive in 30 markets 28 January for from eight to 13 weeks.

Minutes will be aired at the rate of 12 to 40 per market per week.

Buying is half completed. Agency: Product Services, New York

City. Bu\er: Mort Reiner.

Scoft Paper Co., Chester, Pa., through J. Walter Thompson. New
1 ork. starts buying late this month for a spot campaign in the

top 10 metropolitan areas. Duration will vary from 13 and 26 to

30 weeks. Minutes are preferred. Buyers: Jayne Shannon and

Marie Barbato.

Thomas J. Lipton, Inc., Hoboken, N.J., starts pushing a "hot tea"

theme 1 Februarv with a schedule in 70 markets for a four-week

period. Filmed minutes and 20's will be slotted during nighttime

periods. Buying is incomplete. Agency : Young & Rubicam, New
York. Buyer: Marie Mooney.

Procter & Camble, Cincinnati, is planning to use a spot tv drive

to launch another new product. Blue Dot Duz. Announcements will

be on film, and time is being bought now. Agency : Compton, New
York. Buver: Bob Liddel.

RADIO BUYS

Trend of the week: Off-beat products new to the radio medium

are moving into spot with tests of their aural pull with con-

sumers. Case in point is Pycopay toothbrushes (see below I , unique

tvpe of advertiser in any medium.

McCormick & Co., Baltimore, is almost ready to launch a na-

tional radio campaign. The schedule will provide for from 10 to

30 announcements per market per week in the daytime hours

between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. Both live copy and transcriptions will

be aired, with a concentration of announcements toward the end of

the week. Agency: Lennen & Newell, New York. Buyer: Jean Jaffee.

General Foods, White Plains, N. Y.. for its Jell-0 Instant Pudding,

starts a drive 6 February for seven weeks at the frequent) of

25 announcements per market weekly. Minutes and 20"s will be
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IN THE OK GROUP MARKETS

NOBODY KNOWS MORE

ABOUT THE NEGRO POTENTIAL

THE

RE^L TRADE

graduate
resea

UrilVetsi«'
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-oooi. totd. in
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>»bilS
; ved

to-ard
ecoBOtnic

eq

bastnoven _ _ ^~^
whites-

i

WE have the only

copy of this survey

for confidential viewing

by OK advertisers
*

MOK
REACH 1,250,000 NEGROES in all three major

markets
•::•

FOR ONLY $14 92 PER SPOT
The three top Negro markets in tK>- 3onth can now be a
ered by one package purchase . . . one bill, one payment and
a special low price. New Orleans, the No. 1 Negro city in

the south . . . Houston, the No. 2 Negro city . . . and V
phis, tli.' No. 3 Negro city, can all be covered by top rated

<>K Stations with intensive radio . . . extensive merchan-
dising and expansive

|

a. Act now . . . it'- a RADIO
BARGAIN!

• ev can be seen only by persons:
general publica'

Call Forioe for Louisiana Stations, Stars National for KYOK.

NEW ORLEANS

ViXO/C
HOUSTON

viiOK
MEMPHIS

NOW 5000 WATTS

mot
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Covering major high income

Negro area at lowest

cost in Memphis
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44% lower than its

closest rival.
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H^§ I Pulse: Sept.-Oct. '56
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iOl
v-i | covers what counts!

-=
| 800,000 people in half

H I g millivolt contour.

m^ J
550,000 of them are

yi := in Franklin County . . .

si the home county.

©J |
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^i

11 All^z:

t
Columbus, Ohio

j
the station with

a personality.

f
6
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Spot buys continued.

ii-cd in III cities during the daytime hours between 8 and noon, with

a heavying up toward the end of the week. Agency: Young &

Rubicam, New York. Buyer: Bill Dollard.

Browne-Vintners Co., Inc., through Lawrence C. Gumbinner

agency, both New York City, is going into eight markets 4 February

for 13 weeks to push its Cherry Kijafa. Buying is about completed.

IWm-i: Diane Neugarten

D-Con Co., Chicago, and its new agency. Thompson-Koch. New

^ ork, launch a spot radio drive in 150 markets early next month

to advertise D-Con rat poison in the Midwest. Company is using

a combination of transcribed and minute announcements and

participations and a five-minute service show outlining uses of the

product. Buying is incomplete. Campaign includes multiple sta-

tions in some cities, and continues through November.

Block Drug Co., Jerse) City, N. J., begins a radio test this week

for the first time in behalf of its Pycopay toothbrush. Markets will

vary from three to five for a 23-week period, with results being

contrasted with a comparable drive in the same number of tele-

vision cities. Minimum frequency is five announcements weekly

in early morning time. Tv schedule is part of one now running in

25 to 28 markets, where commercials at the rate of three per week

are aired in early morning and late night time. Agency: SSC&B,

New York. Buyer: Ira Gonsier.

Maiden Form Brassiere Co., New York City, has begun buying

in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. February-March schedule is an

area test that w ill measure radios pull as an adjunct to print, with

consumer contest entry blanks given out bv retailers. Schedule: 29

to 36 announcements per week in each market. Buyer: Jeanne

Sullivan. Agency: Norman, Craig. & Kummel. New York Cit\

.

RADIO & TV BUYS
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., New York, for its L & M Filters,

will use saturation tv and radio announcement schedules to back

its new crush-proof box as it is introduced into 16 more states.

\genc\ : Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. New York. Bu\er: Charles Mil-

lard.

Larus & Brother Co., Richmond, Va., begins a 45-week campaign

early in February to launch its new concept of offering premium

jiifts on the installment plans to buyers of Holiday cigarettes.

Initial kickoff drive starts in the New England states with minutes

in both media at saturation rates. Agency: Reach, Yates & Mattoon,

New York. Buyer: MacDonald Dunbar.

National Biscuit Co., New York, for its NBC bread, is scouting

l\ and radio news programs in selected market areas where its local

bakeries are located. Most of its 15 bakeries throughout the country

relj heavily on t\ and radio, kgencj : McCann-Erickson, New

York. Buyer: Sal Agovino.
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LOOK AT IT THIS WAY. .

.

*11 OF THE TOP 15

SHOWS IN ROCHESTER
are on Channel 10!

THIS WAY...

66% of

**53%.,

ROCHESTER'S MORNING VIEWERS

ROCHESTER'S AFTERNOON VIEWERS

*
55%of ROCHESTER'S EVENING VIEWERS

SUNDAY THROUGH SATURDAY!

THIS WAY...
OUT OF 570 COMPETITIVE QUARTER - HOURS

* CHANNEL 10 GETS 384 FIRSTS... 5 ties

STATION "B" GETS 181 FIRSTS. ..5 ties

Whichever way you look at it... CHANNEL 10

HAS A GREAT BIG LEAD IN ROCHESTER
*T*I_ATEST ROCHESTER PULSE REPORT • OCTOBER 1956

CHANNEL |

ROCHESTER'S
own "BIG lO"

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

sponsor • 1") .1 \m \rv 1957 65



Digest of the week's developments

in advertising and the air media

News and Idea WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
The l.il- I. Ford's new medium-
priced entry is shopping around
for a distinctive network tv show
(or shows).

Continuing reports around the in-

dustry set the initial kick-ofi ad budget

at $10 million with half of that

amount going to network t\. Debut

date for the F.dsel will probably be in

September.

As a medium-priced car it will be

directly competitive with (i. M. s

Buick Roadmaster. Olds !!!! and Pon-

tiac.

Creative work on the Edsel is being

handled b\ FCB's Chicago office, al-

though the agenc) recently opened a

162-person office in Detroit just for

the new car.

Incidental intelligence: In the FCB
employee contest to name the car, 50

people from the New York office alone

suggested the Edsel title. A single

winner of the contest was to have re-

ceived one of the Edsels. but now the

New York 50 will each get a prize of

$50.

Another monopolistic practices

suit has been filed against RCA.
The latest filer is Philco. Also named
as defendants are C.K. and \.T.&T.

Philco is asking damages of $150
million, charging the three companies

with monopolistic practices in the op-

eration of the RCA patent pool in ra-

dio, tv and other phases of the elec-

tronics field. The Department of Jus-

tice filed a similar suit in 1954 which

is still pending.

The new suit also alleges that Philco

had been compelled to sell its Phila-

delphia station. WPTZ to Westing-

house in 1953 for "a price substantial-

l\ less than the property was worth

after it had allegedly been threatened

with the loss of its NBC affiliation.

American Tobacco Co.'s "Happy
Joe Lucky"' now has a rival.

Chesterfield is launching a stepped-

up ad campaign to introduce the

"King." He's a new cartoon trade-

mark complete with court I "Harold

the Herald" and "Bushy the Lion" I

and will be seen on Chesterfield's tv

shows including the new Hey Jeannie.

Liggett & Myers has bought alternate

weeks of this CBS-TV situation com-

edy series as part of its intensified

advertising plan. Alternating Sponsor-

ship starts in February.

Executives Radio-Tv Service has

changed the format of its Spot Radio

Reports. Advertisers schedules are now

grouped alphabetically under specific

product categories where formerly in-

formation had been listed under ad-

vertising agencies . . . Holiday cig-

arettes will use spot tv and radio as

a part of the New England test of its

new down-pav ment premium plan.

The coupon plan enables smokers to

make an initial payment of 15 Holida\

coupons for a premium gift and then

pay the balance of the coupons owed

as they smoke.

The Association of National Adver-

tisers in cooperation with the Point of

Purchase Advertising Institute has pro-

duced a 2!54-page book based on prac-

tices and experiences of over 150 lead-

ing advertisers in the point of purchase

field. 'Advertising at the Point of Pur-

chase will he published on 22 January

by McGraw-Hill . . . The National

Board of Fire Underwriters will

conduct a 13-week spot tv test in 10

top markets beginning in March. The

insurance group will use prime evening:

time and cost will hit S300.000. An-

nouncements will be of an institutional

nature.

L&M will step up its radio-tv cam-

paign starting 28 January to push its

new crush-proof box. Campaign calls

for saturation radio and tv spots with

regular network shows also participat-

FILM: ^mong half-hour syndicated snow

to replace feature film program on WOR-
T\ ,

New York, is "0. Henry Playhouse'

ADVERTISERS: Chesterfield's new trade

character the "King" is making his radio-

tv hou this month \ia network and spot

RADIO STATIONS: King Bee of KCOH,
Houston, interviews the I.ury cast in behalf

of the Texas Crippled Children's Hospital
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It*s .n in.ilK easj ii> save -when s"U l>u\ Series F.

Savings Bonds through the Payroll Savings Plan.

Once you've signed up .11 your p.i \ office, your

saving i- done for ><>/;. The Bonds you receive pay

good interest 3* a year, compounded half-yearly

when held t" maturity. \nd the longei you hold

them, the better \011r return. Even after maturity,

thej no on earning 10 years more. So hold on to

your Bonds! Join Payroll Savings today— or buy

Bond* where sou bank.

Why the killer came

to Powder Springs

1 111: >mw> little Texan w 1 1.
. drifted into

Butch Cassidy's layout al Powdei Springs

one day in '97 had dead-level eyes, a droop)

mustache, and two six-guns tied down {01 the

East draw. Called himself I arter. Said he was

a killer on the 1 un.

That'9 \\li\ Cassid) and the outlaws in bis

notorious W ild Bunt h told him all aboul the

big future plans foi theii ti ain 1 obbei - sj n-

dicate. The) took turn in.

\nd he took them in. He- was a range de-

tective whose real name was a legend in the

West—Charlie Siringo. \nd the information

he got before be quietl) slipped awaj

Btopped tln-W ild Bunch foi a long, long time

Of course, Siringo knevi all along thai if

Cassid) "i the others had discovered the

truth, they'd have killed him 9ure. Bui it just

iir\ ei ""ii ied him an)

.

You couldn'l s« are Charlie Siringo. Cool-

esl of cool 1 ustomers and rawhide tough, he

had the go-it-alone courage it takes t" build

a peaceable nation out ol wild frontier. 1 li.it

brand of courage is pari "f America and Ii>t

people part of the country's strength. \tul

it's a big reason wh) one of the finest invest-

ments \<>u can lay band- on 1- America's

Savings Bonds. Because those Bonds are

backed l>\ the independent •• and 1 ourage of

165 million Americans. So bu) I S. Savings

Bonds. I>n\ them confidently— regulai

and bold on to them!

Safe as America— U.S. Savings Bonds

The U.S. Government does not p - [All publication in cooperation trith the

Adiertismg Council and the Magazine Publishers of America.
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iii» in introducing the new package . . .

Slate Farm Mutual Automobile
Co. will go in for sponsoring local

news-weather-sports programs for the

first time according to current 1957

plans. TVs total share of State Farm
Mutual's ad budget is 80^ of the $2.5

million pie.

AGENCIES
For the first time tv will be used

to advertise the advertising indus-

try with a special one-minute spot

speciallv prepared for Advertising

Week.

The spot is the result of the com-

bined efforts of many hranches of the

industry. It was conceived by Cun-

ningham and Walsh's radio-tv depart-

ment which worked closeh with Thom-

as D'Arcy Brophy, chairman of Ken-

\ on & Eckhardt and also chairman for

Advertising Week. The commercial

was financed by ABC. CBS and NBC
at their request. And it was produced

h\ Tv Spots. Inc., Los Angeles (ani-

mation! and Elliott, I nger-Elhott, New
York I live action). Theme is "Adver-

tising Benefits You."

Ed Mahoney. v. p. in charge of radio-

tv at Cunningham & Walsh, points up

Need a lift in the

San Antonio area?

is worth a schedule on KONO

. . . that's why 88 national advertising

budgets include KONO Radio . . . year

after year.

Get the facts—see your H-R or Clarke

Brown man.

860 kc 5000 wattsKONO
SAN ANTONIO RADIO

success of spot as proof there need he

no conflict or problems on East Coast

-

West Coast commercial production

—

if the agency sets up pre-production

planning with all concerned and main-

tains production control throughout

the operation.

NBC Radio's Imagery-Transfer
theory will be tested by 15 leading

ad agencies in an unique experi-

ment.
Agencies w ill place bushel baskets

containing 20 packs of each of eight

leading cigarettes in offices of their

radio-tv directors. Signs over the bas-

kets will ask visitors to pick their

favorite brand by its slogan as each

cigarette pack will be wrapped in a

bag with only its ad slogan to identif\

the brand.

Participating agencies include:

Young & Rubicam, BBDO, McCann-
Erickson, JWT, Bates. Benton \

Bowles. Burnett. Esty, DFS, K&E.
Ayer, FCB. Compton, SSCB. and Len-

nen & Newell.

J. Walter Thompson's appliance

merchandising committee has arranged

an interesting tie-in between two cli-

ents. Sylvania. has designed its new

transistor radio to look like Ford's

Thunderbird. The new Sylvania porta-

ble radio is also called the '"Thunder-

bird."

Borden Food Products Co. has ap-

pointed Lennen & Newell as agency for

a new product.

NETWORKS
The end of spot vs. network radio

"•bickering'''' was predicted by Don

Durgin. v.p. in charge of ABC Radio

network, in a talk before the Television

and Radio Advertising Club of Phila-

delphia.

Durgin went on to outline network

radios status today. He sees the grow-

ing realization by agencies and adver-

tisers that radio should not be judged

in comparison with tv hut on the basis

of total homes delivered, "'as all media

are judged." Durgin said networks are

no longer looking for a share of spot

appropriations hut instead are bus\

showing clients and agencies why
network radio is a necessary basic

buy, like all other national media.

He defines the advantages of spot as:

l 1 l Ideal for filling in gaps.

I 2 I Valuable for multi-station

round-the-clock saturation. Durgin sees
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ijom 6ed laoluUoa jpi '57!

Resolve now to learn the full story of WFMY-TV's year-in. year-out

coverage of the Prosperous Piedmont section of North Carolina and

Virginia. You'll be happy to learn it takes only one station. WFMY-TV,
to deliver complete coverage of this mighty industrial area of the South!

Call your 11-R-P man today.

50 Prosperous Counties • 2 Million Population

$2.5 Billion Market • $1.9 Billion Retail Sales
Greeniboro

Winston-Salem

Durham

High Point

Salisbury

Reidsv.lle

Chapel Hill

Pinehufil

Fort Bragg

Sanford

Martinsville, Vo.

Danville, Va.

WFMY-TV . . . Pied Piper of the Piedmont

"First with LIVE TV in the Carolinas"

uufnmij-tv

GREENSBORO, N. C.
Repreienled by

Harrington, Righter 4 Parsons, Inc.

New York — Chicago — Son Francisco — Atlanta

Basic

Since 1949

SPONSOR • 10 .1 VM un lO.i,



this as the unique advantage of net-

work: "its cost efficiency over spot.

Sponsors on the move at CBS-Tv.
P&G is moving out of The Brothers as

of 19 February but will still stay in

the Tuesdax night line-up l>\ going in

as alternate on the Phil Silvers Show
starting 26 February.

Royal Typewriter will relieve some

of the burden b\ taking over for Ron-

son on Playhouse 90 for three shows

on 14 and 28 Februan and 14 March.

Agency for Royal is Young & Rubicam.

Ronson will sponsor the 21 and 2<°>

February shows and then bow out of

ihe series altogether.

The Sweets Co. has extended its al-

ternate-week quarter-hour sponsorship

on NBC-TVs two Saturday shows,

Howdy Doody and Cowboy Theatre,

to run 26 consecutive weeks. This

makes the candy company's daytime tv

investment hit $1.5 million—gross . . .

ABC Radio has signed two more
sponsors for the morning block: C. H.

Musselman Co. is making its first use

of network radio via the Breakfast

Club; Nestle has signed for the Don
McNeil show plus two of the daytime

dramas, adding up to six segments a

w eek.

ASSOCIATIONS
George J. Abrams, advertising v. p.

for Revlon, has been named new chair-

man of the Association of National

Advertisers' Radio & Tv Service Com-
mittee. First duties will be to organize

the ANA Radio-Tv advertising work-

shop meeting set for 14 February at

The Plaza in New York.

Some tv myths laid to rest by

Howard P. Abrahams. TvB's director

of retail sales, at the recent National

Retail Drv Goods Assn. meet included

:

• The old saw about the inflexibil-

ity of television. Abrahams told the

retailers that tv can be bought for spe-

cial events and sales with strong im-

pact coming from "staccato uses."

• The fable about the complexity of

l\ commercials. The TvB director

pointed out that with the now available

materials, tools and talent—plus a

little guidance gladly supplied by your

local tv station or by TvB—any adver-

tiser can work out successful and effec-

tive tv commercials.

Sibley, Lindsey and Curr (Roches-

ter, N. ^ .. department store) case his-

Jf/Q average in-home rating

increase for local programming on

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY stations

THE VISUAL ABOVE is one of a series comprising "Spot Radio
— 1957"; a concise 20-minute slide presentation marshaling basic

media facts around which outstandingly successful sales-strategy

has been planned. This study has already aroused the enthusiasm
of key marketing men in America's advertising centers. If the

executives who shape your advertising plans have not yet seen it,

ask your Blair man to arrange for a showing soon.
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'new gains in selling-power

and these major-market stations have led

in developing today's effective programming

Forty stations in major markets are repre-

sented by John Blair & Company— by far the

strongest group of markets and stations served

by one representative.

In a real sense, we work in partnership with

these stations, functioning as an integral part

of the station-organization in all matters affect -

ing successful planning and sales.

Through the years, we have shared in their

problems, and their progress— and they in ours.

These stations have a very vital point in

common— they are registering audience gains.

As the chart at left shows, listening to local

daytime programs on Blair- represented sta-

tions has gained materially since 1952. The

average gain is 59 percent

!

The advent of television brought a revolu-

tion in radio. No longer do major stations

depend solely on network features to build

audience and sales-influence. Today, successful

stations are intensely local in character— con-

centrating on local interests, local problems,

local tastes.

Representing strong stations in every sec-

tion, Blair has wide opportunity to study the

effectiveness of varied program-techniques in

building audience for the station and sales for

the advertiser. In recent years, Blair stations

have led in the development of local -interest

programming — until today, in market after

market, the Blair station stands first in audience,

first in advertising accounts, first in sales-results.

Ask your Blair man for the facts on any

markets in which you are interested—and get

full benefit of Spot Radio's strength in reaching

your 1957 sales-goals.

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
OFFICES.

NEW YORK
ATLANTA

CHICAGO
DALLAS

BOSTON
LOS ANGELES

DETRCHT

SAN FRANCISCO

ST. LOUIS

SEATTLE

Exclusive National Representatives for

> New York WABC

i Chicago WLS

Philadelphia WFIL

( Detroit WXYZ

I Boston WHDH
San Francisco KGO
Pittsburgh WWSW
St. Louis KXOK

Washington WWDC
Baltimore WFBR

Dallas-Ft. Worth KLIF-KFJZ

Minneapolis-St. Paul. . .WDGY

Providence WPRO

Seattle KING

Houston KTRH

Cincinnati WCPO
Kansas City WHB
Miami WQAM
New Orleans WDSU

Portland, Ore KGW
Louisville WKLO

Indianapolis WIBC

Birmingham WAPI

Columbus WBNS

Tampa WFLA

Albany- Schenectady-

Troy WTRY

Memphis WMC
Phoenix KOY

Omaha WOW
Jacksonville WJAX

Knoxville WNOX
Wheeling WWVA

Nashville WSM
Binghamton WNBF

Fresno KFRE

Wichita KFH

Tulsa KRMG

Orlando WDBO
Savannah WSAV

Wichita Falls-

Amarillo KWFT-KLYN

Bismarck KFYR
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KPRS
is the KEY to

Kansas City's 127,600

Negro Market

o n
The ONLY station in the rich Kan-

sas City Metropolitan area beamed
exclusively to the Negro Market . .

.

KPRS
1000 W. — 1590 KC.

Kansas City, Missouri

Represented nationally by

John E. Pearson Co.

WSJS-
Radio deliv-

ers more audience

in Winston-Salem
plus a rich, pro-

gressive 18-county

Piedmont area than

all other Winston-

Salem stations

combined.

WINSTON-SALEM
NORTH CAROLINA

_ f WINSTON-SAIEM

I for
I

GREENSBORO
HIGH POINT

5000 W • 600 KC • AAA-FM
ArriDATC

HEADLEY-REED. Repbesentatives

tor) was cited. The store used a satura-

tion campaign to push a warehouse

sale. Cost of the advertising was the

same as the previous year for news-

paper space alone. I he tv-promoted

sale topped the earlier sales results by

TV STATIONS
"Lei Freedom Ring" is WBZ-TV's
call for 1957.

\\ estinghouse's Boston outlet is de-

voting the whole year to a large-scale

public service project centered around

the "freedom" theme. Idea for the

campaign was horn last fall after WBZ-
I \ general manager Franklin A. Tooke

toured Radio Free Furope. Tooke

terms the project as designed to help

''cause a resurgence of appreciation in

down-to-earth basic freedom, that

which has made our land the most

envied spot on Earth."'

Each month will have its own free-

dom theme. For example: January—
"Call to Freedom." Regularly sched-

uled shows will integrate American

heritage subjects special freedom pro-

grams are planned and news shows are

now alerted to watch for events which

fit into the month's theme. For the

month of January alone 34 programs

are being devoted to the freedom cause.

Aside from programs. WBZ-TV is

conducting special freedom spot cam-

paigns each week. Also a "Freedom

Fighters" club has been started so that

the youngsters can actively participate.

Year-end rate change report just

released by Standard Rate and Data

Service shows 1956 increases to be

generally higher than in 1955 for all

media covered, with tv stations leading

in that activity.

Report finds 239 tv stations out of

447 raising rates from 4% to 300' < .

Average increase hit 30.6 (
/< . On the

other side of the coin. 12 stations

showed lower rates with an average

of 26.0%. Figures reflect trend for

one-minute, one-time rates.

**>

Tv applications: Between 7 January

and 12 January two applications for

new stations were filed. Applications

were made by Port City Television Co.,

Baton Rouge, La., for Channel 18,

Baton Rouge. 256.6 kw visual, with

tower 536 feet above average terrain,

plant $325,000, yearl) operating cost

$315,000; by Jack A. Burnett, Hono-

lulu, for Channel 11. Provo. I tab.

1.388 kw visual, minus 798 feet above

average terrain, plant 870. ill 2. yearl)

operating cost S90.000.

Federal Savings and Loan Associa-

tions of Philadelphia are going into t\

for the first time with a saturation spot

campaign on WRCT-TV. Ecofi & James

agenc) for the association, says switch

to tv was due to belief that the medium
offers more uniform coverage in the

Eour-COtint) area where the 07 branches

are located . . . Time, Inc. has sold

KOB and KOIJ-TV. Albuquerque to

KSTP, Inc., Minneapolis-St. Paul. Pur-

chase price: $1.5 million.

Here's another tv show designed

to be "listenable." WTCS-TV,
Springfield, III. has debuted the Bernie

Johnson Show "for the homemaker
who hasn t time to sit down and relax

for a full hour before her t\ screen."

. . . KARD-TV, Wichita, starts local

colorcasting on 21 January . . . KFMB-
TV, San Diego, has won a round in

its battle with a local judge. The Dis-

trict Court of Appeals ha:- ruled that

tv reporters are in the same category

with newspaper reporters and have the

right to "attend court and take steno-

graphic note-.'"

How much of the tv picture actu-

ally transmitted appears on the

screen of tv set owners?
This problem, bothersome to practi-

cally everybody involved in ty (in-

cluding the home viewer I. was tackled

on 17 January 1>\ Screen Gems and

WRCA-TV. New York, in a special

early morning test over the station.

The test, transmitted oyer the air

between 6:30 and 6:45 a.m.. consisted

of a lined and numbered chart, the

four outer edges of which represent

the limits of the area scanned and tele-

vised by a tv station. \ iewers were in-

vited to drop a card to the station in-

$0H/ People

Looking

are

WB IT
Alabama's fat?

BIRMINGHAM

in Television
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.In al ing the numbered limits "I theii

i>.ii i i< id. ii picture.

I In- project w.i- undertaken .it the

urging "i Si ' een ( Jems technical dircx

tor, Petei Keane, who feela the current

practice of man) produi ei - limiting

theii message to 60-70${ <>l 1 1
«

- total

area maj be unneceaeary.

RADIO STATIONS
\ll< baa nothing on WkMII.
Dearborn, Mich., when it comet to

selling five-minute hourl) news-

casts. I In- independent has
i
usl

Bigned Faj go Beverage < o. foi all

newscasts between 6:30 a.m. and

12:30 a.m. "ii .1 52-week contract.

I In- woi 1%- "iii .1- III h\ e minute

shows pei da) oi I
<•'

L. hours "I pro-

graming .i week.
i sponsor i "\ ered Fa) go's use oi

t\ in tin- 21 Novembei issue in an

article titled "Tv's Third Dimension:

lllllllol ."
I

Scientifically designed radio pro-

graming i-> being instituted 1»>

KSTP.
The St. Paul station has reformated

in hi the desires "I listeners in (In-

Twin Cities area. New programs and

concepts are based on several months

of scientific market stud) and analysis

directed l>\ Dr. K<>\ Francis, sociolo-

gist and market surve) specialists of

the I niversit) of Minnesota.

Thi;* recipe for a successful farm
radio program cornea from KM \.

Shenandoah, la.

• I nderstanding i>f the farmer's

wa) of life, including lii> problems and

dreams.

• Frank discussion "I issues.

• \id in making decisions 'without

making decisions for him. i

• Information that i- both accurate

ami timeh/, plus information about

his customers.

• Interpretations of weather, mar-

kt t- and farm news.

• Opportunity to tell his -tor\ on

the air i as often as possible '

.

• [ravel since the farmer in most

cases rant do mueh traveling, go

places for him.

• Explanation of the farmer- prob-

lems to his customer- in the city.

• Season this with friend-hip. >\m-

path) and respect.

An unusual results stor> from
WQAM, Miami, where the Junior

Museum credit- a week of announce-

NOW ... Hooper and Pulse Agree!

Radio Station in Houston is

BY AN EVEN WIDER MARGIN!
Hooper Oct. and Nov. 1956

Monday thru Friday Monday thru Friday

7 A.M.— 12 Noon 12 Noon—6 P M.

KNUZ 25.8

Net. Sta. "A" -- 10.4
Net. Sta. "B" -- 9.2

Net. Sta. "C" -- 15.3
Net. Sta. "D" -- 14.1

Ind. Sta. "A" -- 6.7

Ind. Sta. "B" -- 5.1

Ind. Sta. "C" -- 6.3

KNUZ 30.2

Net. Sta. "A" --11.4
Net. Sta. "B" -- 6.3

Net. Sta. "C" -- 12.1

Net. Sta. "D" -- 9.0

Ind. Sta. "A" -- 8.2

Ind. Sta. "B" -- 6.3

Ind. Sta. "C" -- 10.7

«»»*!-•»-

Now . . . K-NUZ is the leader by a GREATER

MARGIN—Yet the rates are Low, Low, Low!

loin the Rush for Choice Avails.

In Houston the swing is to RADIO and

Radio in Houston is . . .

HOUSTON'S 24 HOUR MUSIC AND NEWS
National Reps.: Forjoe & Co.

—

New York • Chicago • Los Angeles •

San Francisco • Philadelphia • Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.—
Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta

IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS, jAckson 3-2S81
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1,102,500

people who spend

$1,339,059,000.
total retail sales

(S.M. Buying Power)

CBS FOR THE

J*S THE BO*
'

PAH' 1whbf:
ROCK ISLAND, ILL.,

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL
''

BMI
"Milestones" for

February

1?MI"« series of program
continuities, entitled "Mile-

stones," focuses the spot-

light on important events

and problems which have

shaped the American scene.

February's release features

four complete half-hour

snows—ready for immedi-

ate us« smooth, well writ-

ten scripts for a variety

of uses.

•ABE LINCOLN—FAMILY MAN"
Born: February 12. 1809

"THE STRIKINC ARM OF

FREEDOM"
Freedom Week

February 12-22, 1957

•VALENTINES DAY"
February 14, 1957

•AMERICAS FIRST

ADMINISTRATION"
George Washington

Born: February 22, 1732

"Milestone*" i~ available (»<

commercial Bponaorship—

>

ee >""

local rtatton f«r detalla.

mm*. mm,,. 'w.<

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK * CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

ments for bringing in 6,000 people to

llic museum. 90 c
/c of whom were first-

time \ isitora . . .

K.COH, Houston, in a recent drive

fur the Texas Crippled Childrens Hos-

pilal played host to the / Love Lucy

cast. . . KHON, Honolulu, has been

bought l>\ Shirley Louise Mendelson,

a granddaughter of one of General

Motors' founders. Purchase price at

public auction was 875.000. Miss Men-

delson has also been elected president

of South Pacific Broadcasting Co.

REPS
Joseph J. Weed, of Weed & Co., said

to clients in a message this week that

local newscasts are among the highest-

rated spot radio programs and that

there is no substitute for them. He
emphasized that local newscasts in

many areas have long-established lis-

tener followings Ear ahead of network

news programs. Therefore, he felt,

network attempts to make further in-

roads into local station time for a fan-

spreading of network telecasts offers

no improvement over local stations'

own newscasts and can disrupt the

smooth flow7 of balanced schedules.

\\ eed went on to sa\ that network

newscasts and commentary have their

proper place on station schedules

—

but not in excess and not beyond regu-

lar time periods as substitutes for local

telecasts. That would be. in effect, like

"substituting a New York newspaper

for the regular hometown newspaper

of a subscriber."

COMMERCIALS
How good a cartoon character will

he make? This question may become

a factor in the promotion of promising

young businessmen, if the present

trend in animated commercials con-

tinues.

Like one of the famous Piel Brothers,

the new "P. J. Tootsie" 'a character

created by Terry toons for Sweets Co.'s

tv commercials) is fashioned after an

executive of the sponsors firm. P. J.

is currentU making his debut on CBS
TV's Heckle & Jeckie show, also in

spot commercials throughout the coun-

try

A unique experiment recently

conducted hy Telestudios may
forecast things to come.
The New York film outfit beamed

a microwave, closed-circuit broadcast

of a tv commercial in production right

into Young & Rubicam's viewing room.

W ith the aid of two-way audio equip-

ment, a sizable agency and client group

was able to direct activity on the studio

floor without setting foot outside of the

Madison Ave. offices.

Consolidated Film Industries will

hold h\e more color seminars on the

nexl five Tuesdays at its film plant,

521 West 57th St.. New York. Semi-

nars are open to ad agencies, networks,

and tv film producers.

FILM
II no hitches develop—and none
are expected—the 82 post-'48

films acquired by Matty Fox are ex-

pected to be shipped to stations bv next

month. The 82 complete the package

of 742 RKO films that Fox is distrib-

uting to tv via C&C Tv.

It is understood that, aside from a

few minor legal steps that remain to

be taken, the only formality is approval

of the re-use payment formula by the

membership of the Writers Guild of

America, West. The WGA Council has

recommended acceptance. Okav was

previously obtained from SAG and the

directors guild.

A switch in the trend to feature

film will take place at WOR-TV,
New York.
The independent outlet is dropping

a feature show. Hour of Danger, and

replacing it with half-hour films.

Hour of Danger films, an RKO pack-

age, has been running across-the-board

THERE'S ONLY ONE LEADER..

K23LF-TV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION , BUTTE
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(one film week) in the 9:00-10:00

p.m. period weekdays. Starting 21

January, \\()|{ T\ will run five syndi

cated 1 1 1 1 1 1 ^ anil iimi one-houi mysten
featurea in that slot.

I In- syndicated shows are O. Henry

Playhouse and State Trooper, l»>ili

in-i run; Crusader, first run off net-

work; Stai tttraction, tOnl Theatre

rei uns; and U m in the In . a British

documentary, shifted from another

time pel iod on \\ I Hi I \

.

Lipton has ahead) bought the first

three ~-l i
» w - for four weeks \i.i V&R.

\\ arner Bros, h ill begin a majoi
building program next month with a

It ,000 two-storj and -parking -level

structure to house independent pro-

ducers and it- nun stall working <>n

\l'.< l\ shows . . . kBC Film Syn-
dication expansion has forced the

In in to move to larger quarters,

located in New i- ork City's Paramount
Building.

Official Films has completed nego-

tiations with Theatrical Enterprises to

distribute Golf with the Champions, a

series of :>') half-hours. This marks
the entrj i>f both firms into sports pro-

graming . . . CHympia Film has com-
pleted ihr first 18 of a continuing

Beries of four-minute film Bhorts for

children entitled The Little Tun Shop.

STOCK MARKET
Following slocks in air media and

related fields will be listed each issue

with quotations for Tuesday tins week
and Tuesday the week before. Quota-

tions supplied 1>\ Merrill Lynch,

Pierce. Feiiner and Keane.

Vew ) orl, >'/<>< 1. Exchange

Tues, I ne~. Nel
Stock 8 Jan. 1"> Jan. ( Ihange

MUM -J :;

,
-1

\ 1 &T 176% 176%
\\cc> : 6% - %

< BS "A" 32% 32%
Columbia Pic. 17% 18% m
Loe\N - 20% 21 •

:
>

Paramount 29 28% - %
EN \ 34% 33% -l's
Storei 26% 26'. - 's
20th-Foi 23% 24% 1',
^ arner Bros. 28% 28 - >K
W estinghouse 55% ss - 34

American 5 Exchange

Allied \ rt i~t

-

W 3% - %
' &< v u[>er 1 1

< rouell-l oilier 7*s 7% '.

DoMont Labs. 4% 5 + H
Guild Films - 1% - %
\l\ 8% 8% - 's

SPONSOR • 1
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The Great Man 's voice,

like a silken scarf. .

.

wound round the livi a of

millions of his listi m rs...and madt

them captives of his charm.

Charm that could s< 11 tin m
a nything . . . cigan tt< s, toothpaste,

hair tonic, soap ... a nything as

long as it was "his" brand.

Thin loved his simpU wisdom,
his homely wit, his humble

philosophy. But they didn't know him.

Or was there something else

behind that warm smile?

Ask Jiis wife

.

. . his sometime girl

friends. Talk to his press agent.

His hand leader. His business

manager. Look for the people who
knew him . . . little and big.

Of all, only one man had the

coinage to sift through his deeds...

good or evil... to piece together

tin twisted threads of Iiis

tangled life. . . to shore him
as he really was...

Universal-International presents

JOSE

ferrer nm

<*

THE GREAT MAN
From tf Iling novel bij Al Morgan

CO-STARRING

DEAN JAGGER • KEENAN WYNN • JULIE LONDON • JOANNE GILBERT

and ED WYNN with JIM BACKUS • RUSS MORGAN • ROBERT FOULK

NOW PLAYING AT THE SUTTON 1 HlAI RE NEW YORK CITY

.o



is number 1
in Duluth & Superior

AUDIENCE
Ask to see our new Hooper Survey . . . showing
WEBC ahead of all other Duluth-Superior Sta-

tions Monday thru Friday. 7 am to 6 pm.

PROGRAMS
Music, News and Sports, supplementing NBC
Network's best .... worked bv a staff totaling

over 50 years of announcing experience.

RESULTS

WEBC originated the nationally recognized

••FILL PACE SPOT PBOCRAM" .... out-

pulling all other local media in results per dol-

lar. Cost per thousand is below all competition.

Contact GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
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W'fuit'i happening in I . S. Government

that affects $pon$oT$, agencies, ttationt

WASHINGTON WEEK
19 JANUARY
Ce»yrl|ht 1137

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Stepped op Government activity in 1 1 1 «- antitrust and false advertising fields

is promised in the President's budget request for the fis< al year 1958 (which starts 1 July

1957).

Tne Ju-tif«- Department antitrusl division i- down for an increase of 1216,350, with

a total budget of 1 3,785,1 MX).

FTC would gel 16,250,000, an increase of $700,000 over the current fiscal year ($1,223,-

700 would be devoted to probing deceptive advertising practices; the antimonopoly division

woul.l get $3,340,750).

Tin- FCCs requested appropriation is $8,950,000, an increase of 11,122,000 over

fiscal 1957. Onl\ explanation offered for tli<- substantial tilt: . . . "primarily to meet prob-

lems resulting from advances in technology and expanding use of radio and television.
M

Pari of the FTC's increase will be used to monitor commercials and tape-

record ads believed to be in violation of government regulation-.

Much of the work will be undertaken after complaints b\ the public. Such complaints

have increased since the FTC announced its monitoring plans a while back.

Complaints will be directed against advertisers—not against stations.

The FCC would rather not get into the monitoring business.

Sen. Warren Magnusson (D., Wash.) has asked the FTC and FCC to establish liaison

to ferret out stations which accept too much questionable advertising, but the FCC is going

along reluctantb.

FCCs point of view: it doesn't have—nor want—censorship powers.

No action will be taken by the FCC to change the multiple-owTiership rules

until after 30 June.

The commission received a report from its network study committee, recommending the

multiple-ownership rule be tightened because of the dangers of concentrations of control over

broadcast media.

FCC chairman McConnaugbey has asked the Senate Commerce Committee not

lo disturb the status quo with respect to the divided antitrust responsibilities of

the FCC and the Justice Department.

Sen. Magnusson had submitted an "'urgent*' list of questions based on FCC approval of

the NBC-'w estinghouse Philadelphia-Cleveland sale-trade and the Justice Department's subse-

quent court action against it.

McConnaugbey told Magnusson: Liaison between FCC and Justice is getting -tronger

all the time; hence no formal statement should be drafted between the two agencies, nor is

there anv necessity for new laws.

Three bills affecting tv have been introduced in the present session of Con-

gress:

• Sen. John Bricker is again seeking the regidation of the networks by the FCC.

• Rep. Dollinger (D.. N.V. i again wants "false advertising" probed on tv.

• Sen. Pastore (D.. R.I.I asks that the Senate Commerce Committee be given an additional

$250,000 for investigations this vear. including a blanket look-see into tv.
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DELIVERING
from PITTSBURGH to HARRISBURG

wfbg-tv is FIRST!
World's Best Movies : WFBG-TV has exclusive rights

to the great MGM, Warner Bros., 20th Century-Fox

and RKO feature films that have topped all com-
petition in market after market.

WFBG-TV is FIRST!
Network Shows: Only basic CBS-TV station cover-

ing the area, WFBG-TV also carries the outstanding

ABC-TV programs. WFBG-TV delivers 13 of the top

20 shows.

WFBG-TV is FIRST!
Coverage Superiority: 76,701 more TV homes in

combination with Pittsburgh than any other station

combination in the area. Less waste, less duplica-

tion, more mileage for your TV dollar!

wfbg-tv is FIRST!
Audience Superiority : In this area covering 76,701

more TV homes—from sign on to sign off, seven

days a week—WFBG-TV delivers average ratings

30.1% greater than nearest competitor; 71.4%

more quarter-hour firsts.

For top-audience availabilities on WFBG-TV, check BLAIR-TV or Triangle's National Sales Office today!

Sources: ARB 29-County Coverage Study, March 1956/ARB, Altoona, November 1956

ARB, The United States Television Audience, December 1956



OP AUDIENCE

TRIANGLE STATION

WFSL-AMFMTV
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
WNBF-AMFMTV
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORKW H G B - A M
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIAWFBG-AM «TVALTOONA, PENNSYLVANIA
WNHC-AMFMTV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD, CONN.

operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications. Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39. Pa.

WFIL-AM.FM.TV. Philadelphia. Pa. / WNBF-AM • F M • T V . Binghamton, N.Y.
WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa. / WFBG-AM • TV, Aitoona, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV. New Haven-Hartford. Conn,

s Office, 48 5 L r -



A roundup of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS

19 JANUARY
Copyright 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

MeCann-Erickson may get a place at the General Food's table one of these
days.

The two, anyway, have had some extended talks.

For a long time, the bulk of the GF account has been divided between Young & Rubi-
cam and Benton & Bowles. GF president Charles Mortimer in his last annual report
put the company's ad spending at $75 million.

Disturbing (to say the least) to the recently appointed head of a network
subsidiary is the entry of an efficiency "watchdog" into his Coast operation. It's the

parent company's idea.

The home office thinks he ought to welcome the guidance and assistance. But the exec-

utive appears worried not only by the implications but by the scare it might throw over

local morale.

Failures to pay time bills are rare in national spot; but when a sponsor does

walk, the obligations left behind can be sizable.

The latest in this category is a Pennsylvania hosiery firm, which went in heavily for

pre-Christmas mail-order campaigning.

One station is now on the hook for about $28,000.

As an afterthought, the stations and rep involved are asking themselves how come they

hadn't the foresight to check the firm's credit.

A Florida commercial film outfit has launched an emotional pitch that agency-

men may find hard to tune out during the next month or two.

Listen to this from the firm's sales letter:

"The temperature in Miami today is sixty. The sun is shining. There is none of that

white stuff on the ground that so delights little boys with sleighs but which brings most

outdoor picture making to a halt.

"You can shoot pictures in Florida and edit them in New York. . .
."

Remember the days when every network advertiser had his own program,

and the rate of product-show identification was so high that a program often was credited

with a product's sensational success?

Many a buyer of alternate sponsorship these days still dreams of such notable product-

show combinations as:

Alka Seltzer National Barn Dance

Anacin Easy Aces

Barbasol Singin' Sam
Campagna The First Nighter

Chase & Sanborn Major Bowes

Gulf Oil We the People

Ipana Fred Allen

Jell-0 _ - Jack Benny

Jergens _ Walter Winchell

Johnson Wax .Fibber McGee & Molly

Kraft Cheese Kraft Music Hall

Lady Esther Wayne King

Lucky Strike B. A. Rolfe

Maxwell House Showboat

Ovaltine Orphan Annie

Pabst Beer Ben Bernie

Pep Jack Armstrong

Pepsodent Amos 'n' Andy

Ralston Tom Mix

Spry .Aunt Jenny

Texaco Ed Wynn
Turns - Pot o' Gold
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NESTLE'S TV PLAN
11 ontinued from page 25)

Having two programs helps to bal-

ance "Hi the inevitable occasional dips

thai one 01 i In- othei -Inm m.i\ -ut-

ter. Foi instance, as Don * .nU puts

it. M5( I \ pot "bare flesh and watei

opposite Oh Susanna with its Esther

\\ illiams spectacular last fall. The

Gale Storm -h<>\\ did take .1 dive thai

week, but recovered in the subsequent

week.

Merchandising vehicles: "The

food trade is particularl] tv-con-

scious," says Don Cady. "Grocers

bave seen products ^" f i < >ni nowhere

to tremendous \ «
> 1 u 1 1 n • .1- a result of

television. Therefore, identification

with network t\ show sponsorship is

important to us."

However, the emphasis in identifica-

tion has shifted somewhat for Nestle

in the past year. The Nestle Co. was

usually identified with one show at a

time, which it merchandised to the

hilt. For instance, Nescafe co-spon-

sored The Jackie Gleason Slum- for

some years, and then Stage Show.
These programs provided highly mer-

rlia n disable personalitic-.

I nder the diversification plan, the

Nestle i o. bas several merchandiseble

personalities al the same time and be-

comes identified h iili more than one t\

propert) . It's no longei a question of

seeking
j

• i •
- - 1 i l_*

^- through sponsorship

of on.- major name, but rather oi

spreading the promotional and mer-

chandising effort ovei widei numbei

of propei i ies.

Diversification means something to

Nestle in it- method of operation as

well as in it- approach to network

u buj ing.

\\ e like to work with three agen-

cies," Don Cadj told sponsor. "This

form of 'diversification' brings togeth-

er the complex of judgment, experi-

ence and know-how from three differ-

ent groups of creative mind-. It re-

duce- the ii-k in an area where the

dolku expenditure is so great Each

individual agency's experience with

othei manufacturer-" products and

problems brings wider scope to their

thinking for us."

How due- the \e-tle Co. correlate

the work of it- three agencies?

Initial advertising -trate-\ is gen-

eralh mapped out h\ the Nestle plans

group under Don Cad] as titular

chairman. This group ma\ or ma\

ri"t in> lude repn Bcntati • tli>-

depending upon the problem

undei id-' n--i.il h - usual!) i om-

posed of some eight to In men. includ-

produi i managei », the Nesth

ad managei and merchandising n

Bui men from othei departments

ma) 1"- called in t"". I bi instant

ma) I"- necesaar) to bring in someone

from the sales office oi a field man.

prot uremenl people "i home > > ono-

nii-l-.

Heres how the system works on a

specifit problem:

l.a-i \ ear, the Hal Roai h Studios

submitted a t\ program idea to Bryan

Houston. Vftei di* ussing the i<l«-.i

with the agency, Nestle Co. decided to

go a Btep further. Hal Roai b Studios

then sent along scripts to the Nestle

I he compan] pkms group liked

the idea for several reasons.

"Our products are used b) tl
i

tire family," says Cady. "Therefore

we like t\ programing with family-

appeal. This show was a situation

comedy, and we felt this would give

us broad family \ i<-w ing."

Furthermore, Nestle executives felt

that the stai of the -how. <..il-- Storm,

had proved herself on u with h<-r track

/•'• bruary tSth at tin Waldorf-Ash
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A/OIV EVEN MORE THAN EVER

Stocfaott't Tfttet Ai4te*ted t& Station

HOOPER JtAD/O AUDIENCE INDEX
STOCKTON, CALIF. JANUARY- MARCH, 1956

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 A.M. -12:00 NOON

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c N KSTN A M
OTHER
AM & FM

SAMPLE
SIZE

l»f.8 17.9 ".2 47.2 13.0 9.3 8.W 9,707

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
12:00 N00N-6:O0 P.M.

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c . rk KSTN A M OTHER
AM & FM

SAMPLE
SIZE

10. SJ 20.7 7.3 35.0 15.1 9.5 12 .h 12,026

Spring 1956 Hooperatings

show KSTN increases dominance

of Stockton Radio Audience.

*America's 92nd Market

Represented by Hollingbery

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S PtOttee/l RADIO STATION

THE ONE THEY LISTEN TO
MOST ... IS THE ONE TO
BUY!

In Roanoke and Western Virginia

—that's WDBJ

Your Peters, Griffin, Woodward "Colonel"

has the whole, wonderful story

AM 960 KC

fM 94«9 mc

Owned and Operated by TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., National Representatives

record on My Little Margie, which

had pulled satisfying ratings against

such formidable competition as Ar-

thur Godfrey. She had also become a

recording star, thus adding to her

following.

"We then did considerable re-

search." says Cady. "We checked on

the star endorsement and merchandis-

ing possibilities, and researched the

composition of her audience. When we
said 'yes' to the Roach Studios, thev

went ahead with the pilot film."

Up to that stage, only Don Cadv
and the Bryan Houston agency had

been involved. When the pilot film

was completed, however, Cady called

in members from all three agencies,

screened the pilot for them and asked

for their comments and recommenda-

tions. The screening was attended by

the heads of the radio-tv departments,

by account men and tv commercials

producers. And each made verbal and

written comments to improve the show
format.

When the final format was agreed

upon, the studio went ahead with the

series. Then followed more agency

meetings to lay out production and

commercial schedules and to work out

the opening and closing of the shows.

"\\ e feel that this system of putting

together many creative minds pro-

duced the best results," savs Cadv. As
proof, he pointed to the 1-8 December
Nielsen, which gives Gale Storm a 28.8

rating against 27.6 for The Lawrence

Welk Show on ABC TV and 19.0 for

Caesar's Hour on NBC TV.

"Now we screen the scripts on the

two nighttime show* to make sure that

nothing conflicts with the other agen-

cies' Nestle products," Bill Templeton

told SPONSOR.

The agency of record on particular

shows gets the network and program

billings and works out the apportion-

ing of the other agencies' commercial

time in terms of billings and commis-

sions. For the two nighttime shows.

Bryan Houston is the agency of rec-

ord, while McCann handles the four

niu daytime shows, which are current-

1\ being used onlv bv Nestle products

handled by McCann.
"There are no policy problems in

our working with the other agencies,"

said the Nestle account supervisor

from one of the agencies. "The only

problems are such minor mechanical

snags like where we should get to-

gether. But if the client's in one

shop, that's where we usually go." ^
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Casting Talent
i Continued from page '•

I
I

lion i" \

<

mi i product pitch thai jrou

i.inK gel from model. • * i In au-

ditioning, direct \ ..hi actoi through

hia role. (4) rry to set up \ our < last-

ing office as nearl) in replica ol the

sound stage .1- possible. (5) Give the

actor .1 storyboard to look .11 : a script

is nut enough.

Ben Berenberg, executh e pi odu< ei

for Screen Gema in the East, says,

" I'hr old ordei "I using models in

preference to actors is changing. This

has led man] models to stud) acting

and voice, taothei trend is awaj from

separate voice dubs to go with faces.

Since SAG introduced its re-use pay-

ment provisions, it's better business to

gel the same actor to do face and

voice. Such transitions put a new re-

sponsibility on the casting director.

He mu-i keep up nol onlj with new

talent but with old talent who have

impro\ ed their acts.

Each commercial has its own prob-

lems iti casting because each ma] in-

volve Bpecial types ol actors. Here are

a tew specific tip-:

Star announcer: In casting for this

"part," hear in mind thai a well-known

star should retain his acting personal-

it) to be effective. He should nol be

himself, hut rather the type with which

be has come to be identified, accord-

ing to Fred Golt, ol Harris-Tuchman

Productions in Hollywood. In select-

ing a commercial personality who ma)

come to be associated with the prod-

uct, make -ure before casting what the

sponsors prejudices are. Mustache-,

for example, are general*) frowned on

b) sponsors because the) feel the) in-

jei t a note ol insini erity. I f .1 < om
men mI i- aimed at the -mall fi

j . then

\oiill need i" cast someone who isn't

too adult 111 manner, \nnouncers with

kid-appeal are haul to find.

Children'. "You've gol t" \s < » 1 1 \

about casting kid-.' -a\- Shamus < ul-

bane, t\ 1 ommerciala produi ei .
"W atch

nut foi those confident-looking ones;

the) often freeze oi blow-up on cam-

era. \ good teal i- t" tell the kid a

joke. No mallei how had the joke, if

he doe-n'l lauyll watch OUt \ "il ha\e

made a warm advance to the child and

he has rejected it. lie will probabl)

\ ..11 trouble on sta • \

dire* t"i must be somethin child

psychologist. He's got to mm in. e the

child that he's nol reall) an adult and

that the work they re about !• tackle

1- a ne which they'll pla

gethei and have fun doing.

Inimation 1 oit t < asl ing th<

foi a cat i". .il sound ti a< k 1 alls t"i a

lot of < are. Pii k an at i"i h b

completely uninhibited, foi the

in an animation 1 ommeri ial must be

done u iili a humoi thai 1- broadei and

more \ igorous than would be used

e\ en ill ll\ e-acl i' ill 1 .iineiK . ^

AXIMIJM POWFJl
WIBW-TV is now operating on the top

limits of power allowed by the FCC—

a

smashing 316,000 watts.

MAXIMUM III H.IM
Already WIBW-TV's antenna is at its

limit of height— 1010 feet above the

rolling Kansas prairie.
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WIBW-TV absolutely dominates 20 Kansas counties. We lay down

a clear picture far beyond Kansas Cirv and St. Joseph, Mo., into a

total of 586,022 TV homes. Check the new A.R.B. for the Topek-

AREA. See the across-the-board preference for WIBW-TV

"Nobody goes out anymore, since

we started piping KRIZ Phoenix

into the rooms!"

TOPEKA, KANSAS
Sen Ludy, Gen. Mgr.

VV/BW & WIBW-TV in Topcko

Rep. Capper Publications, Inc.

CBS ABC
The Kansas V*w font
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STACKS OF

BUSINESS!
Smokestacks have always been

a symbol of activity in our Ohio
River Valley. They came to us

first aboard the picturesque
sternwheelers that opened this

region to phenomenal growth.

They stayed to multiply and mul-

tiply above busy mills and fac-

tories whose industrial worth to-

day — in the Huntington-
Charleston heart alone — ex-

ceeds one billion dollars!

Nowhere in America is there

such a panorama of business un-

der full steam as in the 100-plus

counties served by the four-state

span of WSAZ-TV. Here live

nearly a million families with an-

nual buying power close to four

billion dollars — a symbol of

booming productivity making
this America's 23rd TV market.

Your advertising cuts a smart

bow wave when you consign it

to WSAZ-TV, only TV station

covering the whole area.. Any
Katz office can write the ticket.

HU/STIMGTOM-CHARLESTOM, W. VA.

Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington & WGKV, Charleston

LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency

84

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS
Hoyt Andres, manager of WSFA-TV,

Montgomery, Ala., has been named man-

ager of WKY AM-TV, Oklahoma City, ac-

cording to an announcement made by P.

A. Sugg, executive v.p. of the WKY Tele-

vision System, Inc. Andres joined WKY
in June, 1946 as radio program manager.

Later he became administrative assistant

and was appointed assistant manager in

1951. In 1955 he became manager of Montgomery stations after

their purchase by WKY. Eugene B. Dodson, who has been acting

manager of WKY AM-TV, will replace Andres as manager of

WSFA-TV. Dodson joined WKY in June, 1949 as promotion man-

ager. He was later appointed director of radio operations, adminis-

trative assistant, and assistant manager. He has served as acting

manager since July 1955. Promotions are effective in February.

Kenneth Runyon, formerly director of

research for Gardner Advertising Co., St.

Louis, has been named director of the de-

partment of marketing. He succeeds War-

ren Kratky who now becomes an account

supervisor. The Gardner organization,

which has concentrated on marketing and

merchandising, was among the first to

recognize and appreciate the need to ex-

pand in the direction of marketing services. Runyon has been a

member of the Gardner media and research departments since June

of 1950. In his new post of marketing director, he will coordinate

the activities of those two departments. Edwin J. Gross' appointment

to succeed Runyon as director of research has also been announced.

Gross joined Gardner in 1955. Prior to joining Gardner, Gross

worked in marketing research and consulting in the Baltimore area.

John H. Mitchell, vice president of ABC,

has been appointed general manager of

KGO and KGO-TV, the network's wholly-

owned tv and radio stations in San Fran-

cisco. Mitchell will work in close coopera-

tion with Earl J. Hudson, ABC's vice

president in charge of its Western Division

in Los Angeles, in order to facilitate

greater interchange of local programing

between the San Francisco and Los Angeles stations. Prior to his

San Francisco appointment, Mitchell served as special assistant to

Leonard H. Goldenson, AB-PT president. He was named a network

v.p. in 1954 and was assigned to ABC TV in New York at that time.

He originally joined ABC in 1953 as vice president in charge of

WBKB, the network's owned tv station in Chicago. Before coming

to ABC, Mitchell served as an executive with Balaban & Katz.
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hen von want to confer about the of the Washington

market, get in touch with \V I OP Radio W IOI'
|

(1) the largest aveiage shaie ol audience l2j the most quarter-hour wins

(3) Washington's most popular personalities and (4) ten t:

the power of any radio station in the Washington

Op«rat«<J by Th« Wftthmglon f*o»i Broadcast

RepratcnUd by l.BI KMio »po< »•'•%
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Reps at work

Ceorge W. Kupper, vice president, Win. G. Rambeau Co., New
York, thinks that advertising agencies are not making the profit they

should in spot radio because agency paper work is detailed and
cumbersome. "The agency office staff often spends hours, and some-
times da\s. preparing an individual 4A contract for each station

with which it has bought spot,"

George says. "Most of the time

the contract is sent after the sched-

ule has begun. In effect, it is onlv

a matter of form, and a more

practical contractual arrangement

should be made." George cites the

Wm. Esty agency which has al-

ready eliminated the 4A contract

procedure in spot buying. The

agency sent to each station a du-

plicate mutual agreement that the

4A stipulations would be observed

automatically in all future agreements without the forwarding of a

separate contract. The reps handle all the paper work since all that

is needed is the confirmation to the agency that the sale has been

completed. To initiate a similar all-agency practice, the reps should

prepare a comprehensive uniform broadcast order form to replace

the 4A contract that could be easily processed in the agencies."

it's 8L

TELE-BROADCASTERS

station

TELE-BROADCASTERS, Inc.

41 East 42nd Street

New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 7-8436

H. Scott Killgore, President

Owners and Operators of

KUDL, Kansas City, Missouri

WPOP, Hartford, Conn.

WKXL, Concord, New Hampshire

WKXV, Knoxville, Tennessee

in making broat

Al Larsen, Avery-Knodel, Inc., New York, reports that enlightened

account executives and timebuyers cooperate and even encourage the

representative in direct contact with the advertiser. "Thev realize

that the representative can often beneficially influence the client

advertising decisions," Al says. "Recently, for

example, one of the country s lead-

ing men's hair preparation ac-

counts was seriously considering

dropping its spot tv advertising

to sponsor a network tv show.

Thev were weighing identification

with a major show against the

flexibility and low-cost-per-1.000

of spot tv. Since their budget for

spot was 83.000,000. this was a

decision that would affect the

entire spot business. The advertis-

ing agency, however, fa\ored spot

and we agreed that a personal call by me on the client might clarifx

their understanding of our medium. With the help of Avery-

Knodel's promotion department. I prepared an individual presenta-

tion and called on them. The information I provided, I believe,

was an important consideration in their later decision—which was

Id continue in spot. They have since personally thanked me."
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THE ONE CAMERA

that does

• i.>r liv< camera work, th> vii>k<>n
( \\n l< a ins into th.s VII w l i\i)i i< foi

ate on tripod "r bracket Wii^'ii only *>o

pounds, rurret operates from rear with other

n ,ir controls lor im us. brightness, and gain.

jobs...

General Electric Versatile Vidicon Camera

The Vidicon is.i hard-working "one man band"—low in cost, too.

ONE Camera For SIX Jobs.

This highly adaptable, easy handling camera fills the bill as:

1. Film Camera 4. Rehearsal Camera
2. Remote Pickup Camera 5. Experimental Operations Camera
3. Emergency Camera 6. Closed Circuit Camera

\ Ou use the VIDICON anywhere...where maximum range is not

required such as sports events and conventions coverage.

Speedy Change Between Film and Live Work.

The VIDICON CAMERA is only 9 inches long, 7 inches high-
Weighs 10 pounds. It mounts directly on the Optical Multiplexer

—handles tour film sources that interchange through tixed mir-

rors and adjustable beam splitters. Or, the VIDICON ( \MERA
tits into the VIEW'FINDER for live camera work. ..you have a

four lens camera turret operated from the rear, with only three

other controls: tor brightness, gain, and camera focus.

Delivers Sharp Performance — with Only Ten Tubes.

There are only ten tubes in the VIDICON ( \ME R AS ama/ingK
simple circuit — yet the VIDICON gives a camera resolution ot

500 lines ( 400 lines in corners). Chassis components are plug-in

type for easy maintenance, with all elements readily accessible.

Its Automatic Gain Control maintains constant output through a

• ide range of light levels Vt ith no need for constant adjustment

The General Electric VIDICON CAMERA fills the need for

expanding camera operations without burdensome capital out-
lav. Call the G-E representative for details on every problem re-

quiring peak telecasting performance. Or. write General Electrii

Company. Section B8017-19, Electronics Park. Syracuse, N. Y.

Monitor Assembly...
I he picture monitor, wave form
monitor, ami camera control arc

all compactl] assembled in this

desk-mounted cabinet. 2') inches

high and 20 inches deep. The
entire tube complement, for the

monitors a< well j< tbt can

contains orl\ i> tub -

Multiplexer...

Um work,VIDI< I >\ I KM-
I R \ mounts directl) on the

Optica] Multiplexer for imme-
diate correct alignment on four

film sources— two ItVmm pro-
rs. 2x2 slide projector, and

II) emergency slide projector

\.;t" Programmer use.

Progress /s Our Most /mportant 'Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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Sound agency relations

It's usually the stories of friction between clients and

agencies which make the headlines but earlier this month

Don Cady, Nestle's advertising v.p., pulled a switch by pub-

licly praising the teamwork of the company's three agencies.

This we like.

To Bryan Hon ton, McCann-Erickson, and Dancer-Fitz-

gerald-Sample our congratulations for working in close rap-

port on a joint project (more of this on page 23 this issue).

And to Don Cady applause for a lesson in good agency

relations and acknowledgment of a job well done.

Advertising serves the public

Two public service campaigns by the advertising industry

—one national, the other local—have made quite an im-

pression on us.

The benefits of advertising will be explained to the public

through various media and in many ways during Advertising

Week starting 10 February. Perhaps the dominant impres-

sion will be made by a live and animated one-minute film

commercial supervised by Cunningham & Walsh, the volun-

teer Advertising Week task force agency. Financed by NBC,

ABC, and CBS the spot will be distributed by the networks

to their affiliated stations while independent stations can get

it from the New York office of the Advertising Federation of

America, co-sponsors of Advertising Week with the Adver-

tising Association of the West. TV Spots in Los Angeles

designed animation for the opening and Elliott-Unger-Elliott

filmed the live portion in New York.

In Boston WBZ-TV in January unveiled its "Let Freedom

Ring" campaign to be integrated into the station's program-

ing throughout 1957. Don McGannon, president of West-

inghouse Stations, has backed General Manager Frank

Tooke's idea in a substantial way—by allocating $50,000 to

the project.

WBZ-TV hopes to point up through commercials, news,

programs and in every way at its command that freedom is

a privilege to be enjoyed and appreciated.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: A complete state-

ment of sponsor's 1957 editorial platform ap-

pears under the heading "This We Fight For"

in this issue, page 32. These are causes for

which sponsor will campaign in future articles.

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Sorry: A fast-talking agency gal-

Friday phoned a "to-go" food order

for herself and several co-workers. She
whipped through a long recital includ

ing coffees black and regular, cheese

burgers, hams-on-rye, milk and Danish

gave her name, agency name and ad

dress, floor number, then concluded

"How soon can you send it up?'

"I can't," said a patient voice. "This

is a jewelry store."

Youth: The Association of Advertis-

ing Men and Women will nominate the

"outstanding young advertising man of

the year" from those under 45. It's

refreshing to get Madison Avenue's

definition of "young."

Light? Pilfered from Jeremy Sprague,

buying supervisor for Cunningham &

Walsh, a match book. Its outside

cover reads: "The Man From Cun-

ningham & Walsh." Inside cover is

blank except for one word: "Memo."
Caution : If you've jotted down a girl's

phone number and are about to offer

your wife a light—CLOSE COVER
FOR SAFETY.

Friend at court: At Fayetteville,

N. C, Thomas Williams, clerk of Cum-
berland Superior Court, .ruled a tele-

vision set is a necessity in the average

American home. He ordered a local

bank, guardian for four little girls, to

buy them a tv set after hearing the

petition of the banks attorney which

stated a tv "is not an item of luxury,

but is the pinnacle of 20th Century

communication."

Definition: "Long Shot" is what you

better stay off unless the tip is straight

from the horse's mouth.

Naturals: Still more station buys

we'd like to see: Miltown Tranquil-

izers on KALM (Thayer. Mo.);

American Airlines on WING ( Davton,

0.); Blue Cross on WARD (Johns-

town, Pa.) : Revere Ware on KOOK
I Billings. Mont. I : Springmaid Sheets

on KOTN ( Pine Bluff. Ark. ) ; a local

drive-in movie on KL DL ( Kansas

City, Mo.).

Hate: NBC Radio will begin a new
program titled "Classical Music For

People Who Hate Classical Music." //

this sets a trend, we may soon have

other show titles such as Quiz Show
For People Who Can't Stand Quiz

Shows, or Western For Horse-Haters.

88 SPONSOR 19 JANUARY 1957



Full Power

NBC Affiliate

316.000 Witts RED-HOT NEWS
n is r m.

SATURDAYS

AND SUNDAYS

WBAL-TV SHOWING FIRST-RUN

FILMS IN BALTIMORE ON

20th CENTURY THEATRE"

Films Produced By 20th Century-Fox Studios

Released For TV Viewing For First Time!

TWO SHOWS EACH WEEK
"20th Century Theatre" will be televised every Satui

and Sunday night at 11:15 P.M. This series 'vill carry a

salvo of advertising and publicity unprecedented in the

Baltimore area. Billboards, newspaper ads, ^n-the-air

promotions, signs on vehicles, and schedule cards distri-

buted through Food and Drug Chains are a part of the

backing this great film show will receive.

PARTICIPATING
ANNOUNCEMENTS

AVAILABLE
A film series of such magnitude is sure to pro-

duce a big audience. Get on the bandwagon now!

Contact your nearest Petry office or
WBAL-TV, 2610 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.

The great day has arrived! The film library of

20th Century-Fox studio has been tapped and

epic-making pictures will be shown to viewers

in the Baltimore area. These screen classics are

still alive in the minds of the public . . . still as

fresh and stirring as the day they first burst

forth to set new standards in entertainment

achievement. Films that reached the hearts of

all America such as "Miracle on 34th St.",

"Laura", "Lifeboat", "Tobacco Road", "How
Green Was My Valley". Unforgettable casts

. . . Academy Award Winners . . . Comedies . . .

Dramas . . . Mysteries . . . will all be shown on

this new series titled "20th Century Theatre".

Here is a great opportunity for advertisers to

hang their hats on a sure winner, a real

audience-catcher.

WBAL-TV 115
CHANNEL 11 • BALTIMORE

Nationally Represented by THE EDWARD PETRY CO., INC.
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^SJ^umm company
GOT ^

2« JANUARY i • 5

40' • copy • (10 • ymr

OR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS US

years

is a lot of

TIME
I ) mi mi; the last quarter cen lii ry. we have -.old lime for some

of t li«* greatest radio and tele^ i>ion properties in Vmerica

—

hundreds of millions of dollar* worth. \> the original Ma-

lion representative in the advertising industry, we are

proud to have done this. alwa\* maintaining the hiiili prin-

ciples on which our Compain \\a> founded.

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

THE ORIGINAL STATION REPRESENTATIVE

RK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANC, SCO • ST. LOUIS

HOW Y&R MEDIA-

BUYERS INVEST

$200 MILLION

^ Ml - .ill-int(|i i Inn-

ing «\ -ii-ni ciIiIh ate?>

it* tuiii ili Im iImI.iv h ill

reappi a i-.il ol method,

addition ol -ei \ ire-

Page 27

First spot radio

$ figures by

product category

Page 32

Spot tv sparks

Nehi bottlers'

expansion drive

Page 34

Television's

impact on

magazines

Page 37



sccond in a series o f 1£ ad<

INVENTIVE • RESPONSIBLE

...and twelve months out of every year

stations under the sign of MEEKER

benefit by:

INVENTIVE

incentive inherent in the select

limited list concept where every man

can really know every station

and every market.

RESPONSIBLE

reputation established among

agencies for service,

speed and accuracy.

personalized

selling

of a

limited list

the meeker company, inc.
radio and television station representatives

new york - Chicago - san francisco - los angeles - Philadelphia



Offering youngsters a giant opportunit) for education and

travel i- the new l\ quiz Giant Step, sponsored l>\ Genera]

Mill-. Veteran MC Berl Parks asks tli>' questions as children

ii\ tin the top prize oi .1 four-yeai college scholarship plus a

trip to foreign lands. Though contestants are -ill from seven t"

seventeen years oi age, Giant Step provides a huge adull audi-

ence tor the messages "I General Mill- and Bett) Crocker.

How •.in mhi run four-coloi advertising in tradi magazines

where color is not always available? American-Standard lim-

it with these special four-page inserts l"i ii- Plumbing and

Heating Division. Appearing regularl) in twenty-six plumbing

and beating publicat -. these versatile coloi inserts .il-"

serve .1- mailing pieces . . . men handising Amerit an-Standard

products i" leading dealers and distributors across the I
x

to****** ,

«£#**
1

Last June, National Cranberrj Association began .1 market-

by-market "blitz" campaign foi Ocean Spra) Jellied Cran-

berry Sauce. Theme: "Cool and jellied cranberry sauce is a

natural summer food bu> two cans, save five cents." B _

uun- ot the "blitz" were newspaper ads and radio spots. l'ul>-

licity helped popularize new recipes «ith jellied cranberrj

Bauce. Results "t tlii- "off-season" use promotion? A sellout!

Earlier in the century, Koppers Company, [m

tions as a designer and buildei of < hemical < lants.

1
1 "la \ . Koppers not only produces a wide range ol plasti

products, metal products and dyestuffs, but also d<

builds entire steel mills and chemical plants I bj BBDO
Pittsburgh, junior spreads in The Saturday Evening P

tin- fascinating storj of Koppers .1 BBD< > 1 li< al -

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN, INC., ADVERTISING
NtW IOKK • ATI >M V OSTO* . - KOU.TWOO0

SPON-oK 2(> .1 \m \k> L957
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

The Y&R media strategy

27 After three years of operating under the all-media buying system, the No.

One tv/radio agency finds its buyers function better on planning level

An industry milestone: spot radio spending by product

32 F°od and Tobaccos head the list in this just released SRA report by

product category of spot radio users and how much they are spending

Spot tv sparks Nehi expansion

34 Successful franchise dealers in current market- attract new dealers in

other markets. Nehi Corp., makers of Royal Crown, grows on this formula

Television's impact on the magazines

37 J ,lst because it has outstripped magazines in advertising dollar volume,

must tv take the blame for publishing failures? Here is the answer

FEATURES

22 49th and Madison

52 New and Renew

58 \ r \\s & Idea Wrap-Up

5 Newsmaker of the Week

21 Reps at Work

48 Sponsor Asks

18 Sponsor Backstage

72 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

80 Sponsor Speaks

55 Spot Buys

80 Ten Second Spots

14 Timebuyers at Work

78 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

46 Tv Results

69 Washington Week

In Next Week's Issue

The coverage formula muddle

How iinliv iilual agencies use the NCS in their timebuying and

what the -tatinn reps suggest fer stabilizing these procedures

Film section for 1957

Whal an- the Latest trends in syndication and feature film? Every

in ilii- phase of the t\ industry is explored in detail
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I/lost of Arkansas Watches

KTHV Channel 11

LITTLE ROCK

(and we have the MAIL to prove it!)

KTHV gets viewing response from most of Arkansas — 47 counties

to be exact! Take a good look at the mail map above. Notice that

KTHV penetrates to all six surrounding states — and actually pulls

mail from viewers in Mississippi, Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas.

With 316,000 watts on Channel 1 1 and with tallest antenna in the Central

South (
I ^56' above average terrain) KTHV sells most of Arkansas.

Your Branham man has all the big KTHV facts. Ask him I

316,000 Watts Channel
Henry Clay, Executii t 1 'ice President

B. G. Robertson. General Manager

AFFILIATED WITH KTHS, LITTLE ROCK AND KWKH, SHREVEPOR©



Now, 18 hours of

MUSIC
with 18 news shows daily on

WJIM-RADIO
Lansing, Michigan
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f the week

The news: kmii Foods has renewed foi anothei >J weeks,

iponsorship oj the Krafl Television Hieatre "" VB( /->/ (Ae ll//i

consecutive yeai n record without parallel m the medium.

The newsmaker: John B. McLaughlin, directoi ol sales

and advertising for kiali Foods, sums up 1956 .1- "".1 yeai ol

critical and populai success foi kmit Theatre* \ success crowned

I > \ the Sylvania award i" the program .1- the besl dramatii series

oi 1956.

"When we initiated the show in L947 we had the idea <>f a

dramatic show based upon the qualit) i>t the Btor) rather than name

stars, (liis idea is as sound todaj as it was then, says McLaughlin.

In line \n i 1 1 1 this philosophy of the besl in Btor) material, la-t

year the kmit Television Theatre

$50fi00 Playwrights [ward was

presented for the "besl original

play" offered i>n the program

during the \ ear ending 31 < October

1956.

"The idea here was for us to

< atch tlir good Stories rather than

lei othei shows gel them, and it

has paid <>IT handsomer] in some

exceptionall) fine scripts," ex-

plain- McLaughlin.

With the renewal of the \K ednes-
,

. . .
1 1

• John II. l/i I. hi,

daj night senes and the intro-

duction ol rhursdaj afternoon participations on NBC l\ (indi-

cating the cost-per-1,000 "I daytime t\ has final!) gotten down

to where Kraft considers it a good buy), Kraft has launched a

double-barreled drive to sell the week-end shopper. The Kraft

sales pitch, recognized as a perfect one E01 television, has changed

little in the 11 years.

"Our most successful commercial," McLaughlin says, "is -till

the recipe demonstration which we tie-in with retail promotions.

Our dealer- are told three-to-six week- ahead which items are going

to be featured. We suggest that the) group these items on their

shelves tor 'package' sales like Kraft marshmallows and fresh

sweet potatoes i"i our sweet potato-pie recipe."

Vlthough Krafl has a considerable investment in the Kraft Tele-

vision Theatre (time and talent costs for the show last yeai were

well over $5 million) and the series rate- tops in brand identifica-

tion; the decision to renew was based mainl) on the Theatre's

Strong position in relation to ether drama- and show-types.

"'Our continued sponsorship of the series for 11 years," says

McLaughlin, "doe- not indicate an inflexible advertising polic)
;

the -how has undergone changes and has been streamlined. Bui

when you have a eood idea, you're -mart to -lick with it." ^

SPONSOR 26 i vm vry 1957

ATLANTA
DAIRY
SALES
UP 20%
J. D. Gay, General Manager

MISS GEORGIA DAIRIES, INC.

of Atlanta,

praises The Cisco Kid

Sales are currently

running approximately
20° above norma/ from

the same number of

wholesale accounts

Cisco opened doors for

us to put our products in

one of the largest chains

in this area As long

as The Cisco Kid is

available as a tv show.

Miss Georgia Dairies,

Inc will be proud to

sponso- I

Ask to see more success stories of

JHE WORLDS SREATESJ SALESMAN!

"THE CISCO KID"
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WKRC Radio originally brought Waite Hoyt to Cincin-

nati in 1942 to broadcast the Redlegs' entire schedule.

He was an instant favorite with the fans and the listen

ing public, and has been doing a better job each year.

Background knowledge of the game, descriptive

fluency, a perfect radio voice all combine to make

Waite Hoyt the ideal man for the job. WKRC Radio is

proud to have him on the air again.

Originally, WKRC Radio brought Waite Hoyt and Bur-

ger Beer together for the first time in 1942. They've

been associated ever since. In the same way, baseball

and Burger Beer are associated in the minds of the

intensely loyal fans who listen to the Burger Base-

ball Radio Network, of which WKRC becomes the origi-

nating station.

6AM-12M
MONDA
through
FRIDA

7 5
6 AM

(Pulse-Sept -Oct 1956)

W&



The Cincinnati Redtegs

BASEBALL STATION

!

BASEBALt,. PARADE
NEWS BULLETINS 3 minutes AVAILABLE

ANNOUNCEMENT I minute AVAILABLE

BASEBALL HIGHLIGHTS 5 minutes SOLO
(Jack Moran) sX»**

ANNOUNCEMENT 1 minute SOLO

BATTER UP (Ed Kennedy) 10 minutes SOLO

ANNOUNCEMENT 1 minute SOLO

PLAY-BY-PLAY GAME BROADCAST -Waite Hoyt

(Burger Beer) Jatk Moran

ANNOUNCEMENT 1 minute SOLO

SCOREBOARD (Ed Kennedy) 5 minutes SOLD

ANNOUNCEMENT 1 minute AVAILABLE

NEWS BULLETINS 3 minutes AVAILABLE

*At Press Time

Rates on Request

Get the Facts from Kat2!

FOR CIN NN»' IHEUI SNOTufR KfY]

IT'S WKRC-TV

usive CBS Schedule

Ken Church. Vice President and N

Don Chapin, Manager. New V

RADIO CINCINNATI. Inc . o*r,ers and opeiatory of

WKRC Radio and WKRC-TV in Cincinnati. Ohio, and

WTVN Radio and WTVNTV in Columbus, Ohio.



NEW, ADDITIONAL SURVEY PROOF:
WNHC-TV—seven days a week, sign on to

sign off—delivers average audiences 210%
greater than top New York City station reach-

ing any part of the area; 244% greater than

Hartford; 174% greater than New Britain.

Kail KATZ for the proof: ARB, Nov. 1956;

PULSE, Oct. 1956; NIELSEN NCS #2, 1956.
WNHC-TV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD, CONN.

Channel 8
**"^ ^** ABC-TV* CBS-TV

Represented by KATZ

operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL.AM«FM«TV, Philadelphia, Pa./WNBF-AM»FM»TV.Binghamton, N.Y.
WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa. / WFBG-AM • TV, Alto on a, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV, New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York

FSPFflfll IY IN HARTFORD



Most tignificant n end rmlm

of tin- week uith interpretation

in dr\>i)i fur hui>, readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
26 January Once again, statistic* dominate tin- radlo-ti market place. I i-i week cov<

sponsor publications inc. *"* "" buyers' -"ill -<lt<i -' minds (see 5PONSOR-SCOP1 19 January, page 9). Ili.it -ul>-

ject continues In t<i|> place this week bul with something new added] rates and dis-

count*. Here is ho* the baD is winding itself up:

Interpretations of NCS ~'2 are now so muddled thai ii seems -nine -<>it of "arbitration"

will be sought; the current do-it-yourself movement is rapidl) getting out of hand. So S H \"->

Reaearcli Committee hopes to meet soon with the Four V - Broadcast Media Com-
mittee to develop standards Tor using NCS —2. (McCann-Erickson, incidentally, hai

to it l>\ contributing inventions of their own.) advised it- time buyers to ride along with the

confusion as Bensibh, as possible, and not add

Now note how this rolls over into the rate situation:

\ number of radio stations have asked their reps about hiking prices. The
reps, though, arc hesitant to send up a cheer until the) are sure the coverage front is

quirt enough to risk such a move.

\n<l this, in turn, rolls into a third matter:

On the chance that rate hikes eventuall) will become a trend, the reps are warning

radio stations to be cautious about rate protection. "Don't make it longer than six

months." the reps sa] (the customary protection now is a year). In fact, Blair openhj ad-

vocates s six-month procedure, and 11 of its top client- already arc following it.

SPONSOR will elaborate on the status of coverage in its 2 February issue.)

How can you create a "fashion" among agencies to buy nighttime radio?

A number of reps arc thinking about a fund for a study thai would determine < 1 '

the quality of the nighttime radio audience (2) its listening habits, and (3) audience buy-

ing power.

Say what you will about the shows this season. l\ viewing at night continues

to prow:

Nielsen reports that between 8 and 10 p.m., the percentage of homes using tv last

December was 66.2, compared to 65.1 the year before.

Converting those percentages to home sets tuned in per commercial minute, you get

these figures:

December 1955 December 1956 <~
r Increase

22,724,000 home sets 26,061,000 home sets 14.7

('These calculations are based on the following national set totals: December 195.5

—

14,400,000; December 1956—38,390,000.)

How much of the tv spot picture do you have cost-wise if you look at bUIingS

alone?

TvB says that it would be difficult to arrive at a formula to cover program costs, too.

But what makes the question particularly pertinent is the fact that in the recent big deal*

for feature film sponsorship program charsres have run from 50 to 75% of the billing

Three cases in point

:

• Colgate-KTTY contract: 1200,000 for time: $780,000 for film*.

• Bristol-Myers-Triande Stations deal: 60% program charge: 10% for time.

• L&M-KTLA deal: 65% for film-: 35?? for time.

BPONSOR • 26 JANUARY 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

J

^^
.

It's a great day for the researchers. This week their dream came true when Hugh
Beville, NBC director of research, was assigned to the strategy board that will re-

vamp the programing structure.

Like editors before them, radio-tv programing folk haven't warmed up to the facts-

and-figures fellows (a classic in the magazine business is Ben Hibb's Saturday Evening

Post dictum! "You can't edit by arithmetics").

But this year's tv casualties brought the opportunity for a break-through. One
of Beville's associates says:

"Program people are setting the stage for more failures unless they research their ideas

before they are executed." And an agency director comments: "Gambling on a show
without proper research is too expensive a luxury when you have to spend $4 to $5 million

for a half-hour show. We don't want post mortems

—

we want to avoid mistakes before

they are made."

The addition of still more westerns to network tv schedules has become a

subject of spoofing along Madison Avenue. Sample:

"Looks like the networks are going from the sad season to the saddle season."

Here's what the networks have in store for the future:

• ABC TV: Another hour from Warner Bros, (in addition to Cheyenne) and a still un-

titled half hour show.

• CBS TV: Two half-hour shows, one of them titled Have Gun, Will Travel.

• NBC TV: Two shows, one of them from its subsidiary, California National.

Two events this week highlight the mounting resurgence and interest in net-

work radio:

1) Lou Housman, ranked as one of the medium's most brilliant promoters, is return-

ing to CBS Radio as v.p. in charge of advertising and promotion (he's been on general CBS
corporate assignments).

The heads of two recently separated departments will report to him: Lou Dorfsman.

of sales promotion, and Charles Steinberg, of audience promotion (which includes press

information and station promotion).

2) In his round of presentations to New York's top 20 agencies, which started this

week, Joe Culligan, NBC v.p. in charge of radio, has been getting hefty turnouts of both

department heads and top management people. He'll make a tour of Chicago agencies

the second week in February.

NBC Radio picked up $l-million worth of new business and renewals this

week:

North American Phillips (LaRoche), Calgon, Inc. (Ketcham, McL&G), Allis-Chalmers

(Gittins), Knapp-Monarch (Block Associates), and Maytag (Burnett) are new. Renewals in-

clude Amoco (Katz), Sunoco (R&R), and Norwich Pharmacal (B&B).

Is alternate sponsorship leading the big advertiser, with an important stake in

corporate identity, down the wrong merchandising road?

Top level thinkers in an agency billing over $60 million in tv are giving this question

serious analysis this week.

In fact, they're combing out the whole tv setup with a view to recommending a re-

vised policy of responsibility for media planning.

The scope of the inquiry, insofar as it concerns tv, covers these areas:

• Does an advertiser with a high-priced and quality product—say a $3,500 car

—

obscure, if not surrender his prestige, when his show carries a hitchhike for a product

like a cleanser?

• Is it more expedient for a quality client to hold off going into network tv until he can

control a show tailored to his specific merchandising needs?

The philosophy implied in this line of musing obviously runs counter to today's pre-

vailing school. It takes the approach that with the scarcity of prime viewing time being

what it is. vou can't afford to be too choosey.
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Vn Interesting statistical kej t<> the strides tli.it American advertising has

taken use past 20 yean la a comparison of broadcast billings among agencies.

Here's how the top 20 ah agencies looked in 1936, compared with the leaden in l!

1936 1«).">0

il> BUckett-Sample-Hummert $6,300,000 .1. Voting & Rubicam

(2) Lord & Thomas (FC&B) 5,600,000 (2) BBDO 000,000

(3) J.Walter rhompson 5,200,000 (3) McCann-Erickson 76,400,000

(4) N.W.Ayei 100,000 (4) I. Waltei rhompson 000,000

(5) l»m><> 2,700,000 red Bates 55,000,000

(6) Benton & Bowles 00,000 (6) Benton & Bowles ,000

(7) Young & Rubicam 00,000 (7) Leo Burnett 13,1 ,000

(8) Blackmail (Compton) iMtxi.ooo (8) Estj 38,000,000

(9) Stack-Goble 1,600,000 (9) Dancer-F-S 36,000,000

(10) Erwin, Wasej & Co. 1,500,000 (10) Kenyon & Eckhardl 35,600,000

(11) F. Wallis Armstrong 1,300,000 'Hi N. W. lyei 000,000

(12) Ruthrauff & Ryan 1,200,000 (12) FC&B 00,000

(13) Wade Advertising Co. 1,200,000 (13) Compton 31,600,000

(14) Newell-Emmetl (Geyer) 1,200,000 (14) SSCB 24,500,000

(15) Roche, Williams & < 1,100,000 (15) Lennen & Newell 21,000,000

(16) Estj 1,100,000 (16) Campbell-Ewald L6, ,000

i 17' Campbell-Ewald 850,000 (17) Cunningham & Walsh 16,000,000

(18) Lennen & Mitchell 800,000 (18) Ruthrauff & Ryan 15,000,000

(19) Hutchins 750,000 (19) Biow 15,000,000

(20) McCann-Erickson _ 700,000 (20) Maxon 14,400,000

The ups and downs of spot tv bookings between the reps" New York and Chi-

cago offices now have taken «>n ;i definite rhythm.

When business was tough f< »r the New York offices in the final quarter of 1956, things

were booming for tv in Chicago.

Now that the rr\>- in New York, are having one of their best Januaries in years, t\

bookings have taken BOme slump in the Chicago offices.

Note how these ups and downs are often tied to the actions of a single big ad-

vertiser who sets the emotional as well as financial pace: P&G has heen a might)

morale booster in New York: Ralston's spot cancellations to buj into network (Bij 5l

has depressed Chicago; and Raleigh's how-out to buy network news doesn't cheer anybody

in the tv spot line.

Of the three automotive giants. General Motors is spending— by far

most for the audience it gets in network tv.

Cost-per-thousand-homes-per-commercial-minute for the trio comes out this waj :

• General Motors 14.85.

• Chrysler—$2.70.
• Ford—12.50.

— th»

For the first time a Nielsen rating report (December) -bows ABC T\ running

ahead of NBC TV in the number of night-time "firsts'* Sunda) through Saturday.

"'Firsts" are the top raters when all three networks face one another with spoils

programs between 7:30 and 11 p.m.

The box score, according to the December Nielsen i»: ABC. 10; I BS, 23; NBC, 9.

Recommended to sponsors for information updating and mental stimulation: the one-

day tv-radio workshop the ANA is staging at the I'laza Hotel. N. Y.. on 1 i Feb.

The "professors" will include Sherwood Dodge. Terrv dyne, Bob Foreman, Linnea Nel-

son, and Sam Thurm. George Abrams, Bevlon ad manager, will be chairman. • For complete

agenda, see Wrap-up, page 58. i
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Now that MGM has joined the ranks, all the major Hollywood studios are in the
business of producing films for tv except Paramount.

MGM's new producing operation will be under the same division (MGM-TV) which
has been handling the feature film library. To date contracts on these features represent
a gross income of $31 million, MGM told stockholders this week.

If the president of one of the top agencies is suddenly nudged into the chair-

manship—even though he's got a few years to retirement

—

it will be because the require-

ments of agency leadership are undergoing a marked change.
No longer can the head of an agency sit back like a bank president in an oldtime

movie.

The job now calls for creative, imaginative, and professional leadership that's

thoroughly conversant with the latest marketing and media revolutions.

(Reference to this problem was made in SPONSOR'S "Agencies in Transition Series,"

12 December 1955 through 20 February 1956.)

A. C. Nielsen has a ticklish job ahead in revamping his network rating service.

A meeting he had with network research executives disclosed:

• Each network had divergent interests when it came to specifying the services

wanted.

• Each network specializes in a different kind of sell, so each wants more data to

bolster its own sales strategy.

Before the cost matter can be considered, Nielsen will have to come up with a com-

promise that will be acceptable.

(See 15 December SPONSOR-SCOPE for Nielsen's proposed NRI changes.)

Technologies change—sometimes by a happy mistake the sponsor falls in love

with.

A camera went out of whack on a broadcast recently and the client cheered the next

day that "That hazy effect certainly gave that flashback scene a sense of fantasy."

Phil Spitalny created a similar "improvement" 20 years ago while auditioning

for General Electric in Indianapolis.

The setup in the local station made it necessary for Spitalny to spread his band over

two studios. During the audition, the main mike in the smaller studio blew, and somebody

quickly opened the connecting door. The result was a pronounced echo.

When it was all over, one of the GE officials commented: "That hymnal number was

perfect. It sounded as though that choir was coming right out of the skies."

It's been a week of extreme contrasts on the media-warring front.

In Chicago, speakers at the convention of the Newspaper Advertising Executives Associa-

tion lambasted that ol' debbil, television, and assured the assembled space salesmen that:

(1) the honeymoon between the viewer and his tv set was over. (2) the sales impact of the

newest medium was also beginning to thin out.

In New York—during all this hubbub—ABC TV released an elaborate presentation

which with facts and figures demonstrated just the contrary.

The project—given the coined name Motimation—traces the growing impact of tv as a

force for product exposure and sales, particularly at the super market. Plus tv's continuing

rise in dollar use among advertisers.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New

and Renew, page 51; Spot Buys, page 55; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 58; Washington

Week, page 69; sponsor Hears, page 72; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 78.
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"This is old stuff Cathy. The new Trendex

has WDGY in first place!"

The ni'w Trendex1 jusl ou1 shows WDGY firsl in audience: Morning
27 ")'

i afternoon (27.7$ ... and all-day (27.6$ ! Hooper, Pulse,

Nielsen . . . and a h<>>t of Twin Cities advertisers agree thai WDGY has
the big audience for those big results.

There's a new listen in the Twin Cities and Storz Station programming
is responsible. Make sure you buy Minneapolis-St. I'jiuI with the new
data . . . which your nearest Blair man, or General Manager Steve
Labunski will cheerfully supply.

. Uonday-Saturda;

Today's Radio

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

Represented by John Blair & Co

WDGY
perfect-circle daytime signal

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

TODD STORZ,
President

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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970 KC
TULSA, OKL^
TULSA'S ONLY^

24-HOUR

MUSIC & NEWS

STATION

TULSA'SNo. 1STATION
TULSA S No. 1 BUY

KAKC No. 1

COVERING THE

OIL CAPITAL OF

THE WORLD!

HOOPER-RATING
OCT. 1956

TIME STATIONS

KAKC * B c D E

25.5

35.7

45.1

30.8

40.8

MONDAY-FRIDAY
12 Noon-6 PM

MONDAY-FRIDAY
7 AM-12 Noon

SUNDAY
10 AM-6 PM
SATURDAY
10 AM-6 PM

SUN.-SAT.
6 PM-11 PM

"MEASUREMENT ADJUSTED TO COMPENSATE FOR
5:45 P. M. SIGN-OFF OF STATION A.

12.3' 6.5 19.9 15.8 17.2

13.8* 4.8 14.5 17.4 13.1

12.8* 3.6 12.7 11.0 13.3

10.4* 14.4 11.6 8.6 23.7

5.3 19.5 15.0 16.5

BULLETIN!
PULSE CONFIRMS. IT!!!

Pulse Inc. also proves the new
KAKC is No. 1 in Tulsa

JOHN H. PACE, Exec. V.P. & Gen. Mgr.

AMERICAN AIRLINES BLDG.-Tulsa, Okla.

Telephone LU 7-2401

Representatives:

NATIONAL: Richard O'Connell, Inc.

SOUTH: Clarke Brown Co.
WEST COAST: Tracy Moore

Timebuyers
at work

14

Howard Webb, Robert Allum Co.. New York, comments about
media testing: "When you select two areas—one, for example, for

the use of tv, the other for the use of advertising other than tv

—

they should be as nearly identical as possible. You do not have a

valid test unless sales are equal and there is a close similarity in

factors which affect sales, such as

population and social, economic,

geographic and weather patterns.

The very nature of testing is so

precarious that the slightest differ-

ence in any of these might provide

a false base for evaluation. For a

comprehensive picture, be sure to

choose two different types of test

areas—one, large cities, the other

small towns." Howard says the

cities should : I 1 I be highly indi-

vidual, and not dominated or in-

fluenced in any way by a nearby larger city: (2l be continually

growing in population and attracting new industr) : I 3 I have diver-

sified sources of income: i4) have many outlets for the advertiser's

product: too often sales concentrated in a few major stores distort

the tests balance. '"In addition, the areas must be studied carefullv

during the tests to make sure none of these factors change."

Beryl Seidenberg, Kastor. Farrell. Chesley & Clifford. New York,

points out that timebuying becomes highly complex when the prod-

uct being advertised sells to a specialized market. "For example.

when we bought spots to reach the 40-up age group, we had to study

their interests and behavior patterns as well as ratings to determine

the best schedules and program-

ing." Beryl sa\s. "The study

showed that a large segment of

older people were attracted to

movies on television because of

strong nostalgia and identification

with personalities their own age.

News shows had a large listening

audience among them because

many were retired and their in-

creased leisure gave them an ap-

petite for outside mental stimula-

tion for which they had neither

the time nor the energy before." Bervl found that they watched tv

largely in the breakfast and early evening hours, since they rose and

retired early. In addition, like other age groups, their viewing in-

creased considerably at the end of the week, when they had more

leisure. "Every factor must be considered." Beryl concludes, "be-

cause both the tangibles and intangibles are often important."
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PIN POINT POWER
GETS BEST RESULTS

Radio Station W-l-T-H "pin point power" is tailor-made to

blanket Baltimore's 1 5-mile radius at low, low rates—
with no waste coverage. W-l-T-H reaches 74% °f a "

Baltimore homes every week— delivers more listeners per

dollar than any competitor. That's why we have twice as

many advertisers as any competitor. That's why we're sure

to provide a "steady stream'
1

of sales results for you, too.

^Cumulative Pulse Audience Survey

Tom Tinsley
President

R. C. Embry
Vice Pres.

c o FIDE C E
National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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ee ,THE VERY
TELEVISION
SCREEN

SEEMED TO
EXPAND . .

."

The NBC Opera's production (of

"War and Peace") was so impressive that

the very television screen seemed to

expand. For those who could see

the telecast in color, the atmosphere of

most of the sets . . . was strikingly

conveyed. . . . There was not a poor

performer in the lot. This country has

cause to be proud that it could

supply such a company.
HOWARD TAUBMAN, NEW YORK TIMES

Put down "War and Peace" as one of the

memorable events of television.

BEN CROSS, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

. . . makes musical history.

HARRIETT JOHNSON, NEW YORK POST

A major musical event ... a notable

achievement.

TIME, JANUARY 21, 1957

In 20 years, NBC's Robert Sarnoff

recently predicted, Americans will spend

more on opera than on baseball.

If so, credit the NBC Opera Theatre with

starting the trend.

HARRIET VAN HORNE,
NEW YORK WORLD-TELECRAM & SUN

This was an event transcending

TV itself in cultural importance and
artistic progress.

JACK GOULD, NEW YORK TIMES

It is not only for its willingness to

undertake the unusual that I salute the

NBC Opera Theatre. There's no

stuffiness about them . .

.

NBC Opera Theatre, I love you!

JAY NELSON TUCK, NEW YORK POST

In presenting "War and Peace". . .

the NBC Opera Theatre reached a new
peak. An admirable production

in every respect . . .

DONALD KIRKLEY, BALTIMORE SUN

... a performance of epic proportions.

NEWSWEEK

NBC did itself proud yesterday . . .

a significant "first" for television.

ERNEST L. SCHIER,

PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS

...» vastly commendable piece of

work in every way, and a credit to its

performers, to NBC, and to the

television industry today.

PAUL HUME, WASHINGTON POST

. . . The Met would have to give

the work every performance of its season

for more than thirty-fire years to

reach the vast audience your splendid

production played to . . . Your vision

and accomplishment are a truly bright

light in our time.

S. HUROK, NEW YORK

. . . Enthralled by the beauty and
magnificence of your production . . .

Please accept my loudest bravos . . .

KING VIDOR, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
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NCE AGAIN NBC has

made television history— this time

with the NBC Opera Company's

widely acclaimed colorcast of

"War and Trace."

This type of programming—the

big, special "out-of-schedule" show-

has had an extraordinai) impact

on the nation's viewing habits

over the past three years. Vnd this

season Nielsen Ends that these

NBC Spectaculars and special

shows are reaching

27y c i more homes per average

minute than h»-l sen-ou

f more homes per average

minute than the average

of all evening programs

on all TV networks.

This venturesome, talk-provoking

nt" programming is just one

more reason why

daytime or evening, tvt ~Q O
more people vie^ the 1^1 iL5\>«

TELEVISION
NETWORK
than any other network*

•NIELSEN COVERAGE SERVICE. STUDY "2

(SPRING 1956) WEEKLY VIEWING OATA



by Joe Csida

1. C«ar«r •» Norion'i

tup*r+*nU Aircraft

pr*4n«ti*ft.

twill Iiponiioni

America's fotrttf

ff*wi«f fr«n»i«r.

! 000 WATTS

I380KC

Sponsor

Feature film and network plans

It must have been at least three months before

Matty Fox announced recently that he was re-

leasing more than 80 post-1948 RKO feature

films to tv. that this corner pointed out the im-

minence of such a move. And much more of

this post-'48 product will hit the video mart

before too long regardless of how quicklv the

Republic Pictures suit against James Petrillo

and the American Federation of Musicians comes to trial If Re-

18

i

public is successful in eliminating the big land that ry't is plenty

big I bite the Music Trust Fund takes on a post-1948 film's gross tv

earnings, naturally the flow of such product to the market will be

somewhat accelerated.

But deals will be worked out. and substantial newer product will

be seen on telescreens before the New Year is out. With the heftv

ratings racked up in many major markets by some of the better

pre-1948 product, quite a few observers are predicting severe de-

clines in the amount and quality of live programing and in half

hour film shows specifically produced for tv. I still believe that

prognostications along such lines will prove incorrect.

Agencies and advertisers who scan the broader broadcast picture

will have noted a number of indications that live and tv film shows

will boom in spite of the excellent feature film product now avail-

able and to be made available.

Network prestige is at stake

While they have not said so publicly. ABC and CBS are as aware

as NBC that it would be a serious blow to every network's prestige,

and to every network's very place in the overall television picture, if

too many feature film shows replaced too many live shows on too

many key stations. Bobby Sarnoff spoke bluntly at the recent NBC
affiliates' convention about this danger, and you may be sure that

NBC will not stop at Bobby's words of warning. Thev will take the

much more practical and effective step of combatting the feature

film onslaught with the best new live shows the web can produce or

purchase. And so will CBS and ABC. The latter network's very

expensive deal with Frank Sinatra, for example, was dictated at least

in part by the fundamental need to combat feature film inroads,

although it was primarily dictated by Leonard Goldenson's desire

to step up his competitive battle with CBS and NBC.

Before too many more weeks pass you will see other rather spec-

tacular talent and show announcements made by all three webs.

And the tv film people have hardly hastened underground in the

face of the boom in feature film business. Quite to the contrary,

such leading producers of telefilm made specifically for the medium

as Screen Gems and Television Programs of America (to name just
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Louisville's

BEST KNOWN FIGURE

The WHAS-TV Channel 11 figure draws the cap pistol crew
to their TV sets at 4:00 pm daily for "T-BAR-V". At other times,

he ages a bit to call adults and children alike to another

outstanding WHAS-TV production, "Midday Roundup" for

the latest news, weather, market reports and country music.

However he's cast, on ID and promoton slides, the Channel 11

figure constantly reminds viewers where they can find the

best in entertainment and information.

He should remind you that for selling results, individual

and distinctive treatment, your advertising deserves the impact

of programming of character. In Louisville, WHAS-TV
programming PAYS OFF!

Are you participating?

VICTOR A. SHOLIS. Director

NEIL CLINE, Station Mgr.

Represented Nationally by Harrington, Righter 4 Parsons

Associated with The Courier-Journal and Louisville Times

•ASIC CIS-TV Network
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Dominant Negro

Coverage in the

2 Top Markets

^ ALABAMA

I ^ in Negro Audience* (Hooper, Oct. -Nov. 1955)

Also 1 st in Negro Audience in General

Hooper, Nov., 1956)

3RD
in total audience" (Hooper, Nov. 1956)

in total audience
(Hooper Feb. 19561

(Pulse June 1956)

Your best ALABAMA buys

For combination rates,

see John E. Pearson

WEDR-WMOZ
EDWIN H. ESTES

Owner

20

Sponsor backstage continued

two) have announced costly and ambitious immediate plans.

TPA has budgeted close to SI 1.000.000 for the production of

eight new series during the first half of 1957 alone. These include

a half hour detective show called The Adventures of Charlie Chan;

two half hour series featuring well-known Saturday Evening Post

characters (one is Tugboat Annie and the other Hap\yy Digby, the

newspaper photographer) ; another half hour show tagged New York

Confidential, and still another called Waldo. In addition to the new

shows TPA is also producing another 26 episodes in the Suzy or

Private Secretary series.

Screen Gems is producing and/or planning production on nine

new series for airing this fall, and possibly another nine for a

future date. Pilot films on all eighteen of these shows are now

either in production, or are in the planning stage. These shows in-

clude a new bible series called The Book of Books; a country music

show entitled Western Ranch Parly; a Navy show, Shore Leave;

and a Marine adventure series called The Leathernecks.

These pilots represent an investment of close to a million dollars,

and Screen Gems and TPA and many another tv film factory is thus

making it pretty plain that they do not expect the feature film

handlers to take over entirely.

All of which, of course, really indicates that for the coming Fall

the national, regional and local advertiser should have a greater

choice of better programing than ever before in the short life of tv.

Network radio is being rediscovered

And talking about better programing and better advertising buys,

which obviously are synonymous—this is as good a spot as any to

remind one and all that network radio is being rediscovered. And

for the very good reason that agencies and advertisers have found

it to be a remarkably fine sales medium. Bristol-Myers and Brown

& Williamson are not laying more than S2 million each on the line

to sponsor the new NBC Radio hourly newscasts because they are

fond of General or Robert Sarnoff. Nor did Lever Brothers set up a

$3 million budget for CBS radio purchases recently for sentimental

reasons.

Radio's quiet but steady resurgence in the past year is not only a

heartwarming spectacle to those of us who watched its grim struggle

for the past five or six years, but it has important practical connota-

tions to advertisers on every level.

It has been rather clearly established, thanks to the efforts of

CBS's John Karol, NBC's Joe Culligan and many others, that net-

work radio (and radio generallv i appeals much more to many

persons than daytime television. It has also been established that

a rather substantial number of people prefer radio to tv—period.

This is obviously not to minimize television's glaringly obvious

strides, and its tremendous effectiveness. It is merely to restate

radio's great capacities as a sales medium. Many advertisers are

finding it is extremely wise to complement tv campaigns with radio,

network, regional and/or local. And this trend will surely continue

through 1957. ^
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THE TV

20THCEHTURYJ
as propelled by 2Qth CENTURY-FOX

i

:f

£*-

*

CENTU

Twentieth Century-Fox has produced some of the most outstanding entertain-

ment of our time. Entertainment that represents the positive peak in quality, as

created by some of the most notable stars, writers and directors of this generation.



a few of the guided missiles...to stratospheric

LAURA
lifton Webb, Dana Andrews, ~\

Gene Tierney

of feature film masterpieces... produced b

to all TV stations and all TV sponsors...fron

yfr
k

THE MOON IS DOWN
JLee J. Cobb, Cedric Hardwicke

IN OLD CHICAGO
>on Ameche, Alice Faye, Tyrone Powei



ratings...from the "ROCKET 86" group...

Oth CENTURY-FOX... and available now ..

[NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES
,

...and 8 other

outstanding successes

from major producers!



d NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES, INC

YOU, TOO, CAN CONQUER

AND SPACE

. L .with astronomical ratings

!

You'll own the time that these outstanding 21

Century-Fox successes appear on TV, insofar i

your competition is concerned. Feature films of

calibre have commonly caused station ratings

skyrocket from 600% to 700%.

SPACE: You'll own that precious 21-inch space on yoi

viewers' TV screens, leading stations and sponso

to the greatest sales opportunities they've ev.

known.

So mount these assured blockbusters ... while there

still time and space to accommodate you.

Climb aboard the TV Rocket ol the 20th Century... no



Reps at work

Frnnk Elliot Jr., CBS Television Spol Sales, New V>ik. comments:

"Tim maft) people in tlii- business -it back and lei the advertise]

ami hi- agency grope through ratings and research data i" ascertain

ilic value and effectiveness "I the television time they're buying. In

what other industry could you gel away with that? It's the re-

sponsibility of the medium to

show them that they're getting

their money's worth. That's why

i BS has created a 'Spol < .heck

Plan
1

which provides important

qualitative and quantitative in-

formation a I no cost I hrough

Tele-Pulse, 500 people are in-

terviewed before and after an ad-

vertiser's 13-week t\ spol cam-

paign. The) arc asked 'what arc

all the brands ol a given product

thai j "it know '.
. what brand <li<l

\ou la-i buy? and where did you last see or hear this product

recently?
1 From this, the product's share-of-the-markel percentage

i- determined and when the advertiser correlates ii with store

sales, before and after the campaign, the exact imparl oi the i\ spol

i- known. The) are additionally aide in test media, days and times,

and copy. This plan is attracting new and old advertisers alike.

Saul Rosensweig, The Katz Vgency, New "i ork, comments: " Vdver-

tisers and agencies should re-evaluate their buys on 'spot carriers.

These buys on network programs, where Inner- can secure a spol

for one performance or as main as the) want, are of questionable

value. The 'spot carrier" i- a hybrid form, a compromise between

network and true spot, with none

of the advantages of spol and all

the disadvantages ol network. We
11 hide a stud) of the two types here

at Kat/. and the superiority of

spot was demonstrated in its abil-

ity to meet e\er\ important stand-

ard for air advertising, in contrast

^^L ^^k to the '-pot carrier". ITie-e -land-

^k^^^^^^. ards. Saul -a\-. choice of co\

-

^L ^ i erase, market-to-market flexibility

m
. V \

°l schedules and time -lot- and

station selectivity. In addition.

he sa\s. spot features a lower cost-per-1,000; spot advertisers have

the advantage of personalized and localized handling ol merchandis-

ing problems: and the\ have a free choice of commercial presenta-

tion techniques, with either local or national name personalities

giving endorsement to their product- it they de-ire. \ll these point-

will he discussed more fully in a new Katz spot tv presentation.

Things are hatching

£^ in the

%Dj WREN's
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. . . or taxes

They Both Pour

Money Into TOPEKA
.i in u look .it the Topeka

markel and you 11 like what you find.

Construction's ai an all time high
. . . like the nt 000 state

office building ju-t completed, oi th<

110,000,000 expansion of Goodyear's
alread) huge plant! Bustling busy

ropeka has gained heavily in pnpul.i

lion . - 126,000 now in r

politan Vrea It's B4th best in con

sumei spendable income, too! \n<l

in the new Nielsen circulation

me-, uci this: WREN
pel < i in "' home -

single <1a\ I opeka i* uor I H
M \\ l\(. . .mrl \\ Kl \ is the

REP. BY JOHN E. PEARSON

5C00 WATTS
TOPEKA, KANSAS
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Pat delivers

in person . .

.

Not by mail. Pat Lattanzi never mails answers

to questions. He takes them around himself—

right aivay. Availabilities; market informa-

tion; local tie-in ideas—never by mail, always

in person. Why? Simply because Pat really

wants to be of help. He's bought time himself

and he knows how important good service can

be. Plus ideas. Ideas supported by all the infor-

mation regarding Burke-Stuart station rates

and coverage; information that is absolutely

accurate with never a misleading or exag-

gerated claim. No wonder Pat Lattanzi is a

candid camera fan. His hobby is making true-

to-life pictures, pictures that clearly reflect

human interest. Maybe that's one of the reasons

why Pat is never at a loss for ideas—thoughts

that are honest, human, and helpful. Why not

put your questions to Pat? You can be sure

he'll try his best for the answers that will help.

Our phone is PL 1-4646. If Pat is away from

his desk at the moment, ask for our President,

Ted Oberfelder. He'll be glad to pinch-hit.

BURKE-STUART CO ., INC.
Radio- and

"r
JeteaiA.i&n Station R.epAedentatioei

60 East 56 Street, New York 22, New York

Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles San Francisco

Representing, among others: WCFL, Chicago, Illinois, WAKR &
WAKR-TV, Akron, Ohio, WIVY, Jacksonville, Florida. WINS. N.Y.
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49th am
Madison

All-media evaluation study

I just finished reading your All-Media

Evaluation Study. I thought it was the

most thought provoking and helpful

picture of actual conditions in the me-

dia field that I have seen. My com-

pliments on this joh have been delayed

only by the time it has taken me to

learn of your study.

As a space salesman, I was both

pleased and disturbed that your study

found as much confusion and lack of

agreement as I have found in calling

on agencies and advertisers across

seven states, over several years.

During this time, I have been con-

ducting an informal survey. My pur-

pose has been to develop answers to

the question of advertising frequency.

Result: I found that little was known
about frequency.

A reproduction of your memo to all

the members of the advisory board ap-

pears on page 140 of your study. "Im-

portance of frequency in advertising"

is the number one subject you sug-

gested for additional comment. Have
you developed or printed anything fur-

ther on frequencv since vour study?

William A. Rose

The Wall Street Journal

• SPONSOR has published several articles which
touch upon the suhject of advertising frequency,
although not specifically dealing with it. . . . Tin.
subject deserves special attention and shall bo
covered in a future SPONSOR article.

More case histories requested

Could it be that I could be of some

help to vou? I definitely do not know

your business, but perhaps an ob-

servation from my point of view

would be of some value. After ten

a ears in the business. I consider my-

self a somewhat typical sponsor sub-

scriber insofar as small stations are

concerned.

I finnlv believe that damned near

every person in radio who subscribes

to your mag does so for one main

reason. That reason is easily summed

up in two words . . . SUCCESS
STORIES. I don't know what propor-

tion of vour subscriptions are sent to

people in small stations, but it doesn't

matter. We don't ask that you gear

vour whole operation to us, just that

SPONSOR • 26 JANUARY 1957



you remembei wh) we're ta

Most ,,i ii- are starved to. ideas

ideas we can steal and use. Su<

cees stories are the answer. W e don t

care where thej come from; well

adapt ill. in to "in own problems.

Nil Sanders, operation* tnanai ei

KFOX, Hollywood

• Mtfaauaa mw *"l" jr -
''

,. ,i,,,. ( ill. leW l> r.»uii.l->.|. "I

nil. appeared i» .1" •"• laawarj

,1. Nl'ON-Oll
I .,..1 r.ill..

..I ^'> l>

1,,-r U.u.O -. Bad it neaeeaarj la »P»J '

broader edlteria Il«y. Bal r..adex Sudan saa

l„ .„r, il.rr.- -ill be .... blateriee -ill. aaaWa

,„ ,. % . r , banc "i SPOIWOa.

Farm broadcasting

I wanl i" take this opportunit) to

express mj personal apprecial as

well as that of the National \-'» iation

f Television and Radio Farm Direi

in,, for the stor) which appeared in

the Januarj 5 issue of your magazine

in ilw T\ and Radio Newsmakers.

You have always exhibited a most

generous attitude toward the Farm

Broadcasting Profession and for this

we are deep!) appreciative. \- a

matter of Fact, we Full) recognize thai

it would not have been possible l"i

our Association to gain its present

l».»iii..n in the industry had il not been

for folk- like you.

Jack Timmons, president \ ITRFD

Kit KH, Shreveport
• SPONSOR i- |.r..u.l la hare balpad ika

NVIKIH HBlm nallanal raeagnlUen a« pari >•.

SPONSOR"! pollcj lo encourage ami promote

-,.,. i.l broadeaal market* l">.l< through article-

.ni.l market •ectiona.

WICU revisited

On behalf of our friends at WICU,

Erie, I would I i k.*- t«. bring to your at-

tention a brod) and two updatings ol

data on pages 60 and 64 of your

December 2 ( )th issue, wherein you

refer i<> their highl) successful "Let-

ters to Santa" promotion under the

caption, RADIO STATIONS.
\- to the error. WIC1 operates as

Channel 12. and transmits good clear

pictures along with sound.

\, Erie's onl) \ HF television sta-

tion and an affiliate of NBC and »B(

i! delivers ver) substantial viewing

audience- 1<> advertisers, who like what

its sight, sound and action do to their

sale-.

Re the two updatings of figures on

page (>4:

The "Letters to Santa"" Promotion

eventuall) brought in letters with 43

different postmark- as compared to the

39 you mention, and pulled over i. 1 ' 11"

letters which is better than the \^\)-,\-

da) listed in \our item.

Boh Hutton, promotion director

F.Juanl Petty, Veui York
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5 MILE:
one of a series ofpaintings

of Washington by William Walton

commissioned by WTOP Television

at Broadcast House, Washington, D. C.

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales





THE PRESIDENT'S MILE
by William Walton.

Ninth of a series ofpaintings of Washington

commissioned by WTOP Television
at Broadcast House, Washington, D. C.

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division

Reprints of this series available on request.



We Have A Discovery, Too,

Admiral Byrd

\<lmi...l Richard I . B rd is alleged

i" have stated, Facetiously, thai he

knew his discover] was the SOI III

POLE, because Eskimos greeted him,

"Glub! Glub You Ml!" Well, we
have a discovei \ in the South, too! . .

the disi o\ ei \ cila quarter-billion dol"

lar Negro market in Memphis! Vrouse

your sense "t adventure and explore

potentials thru \\ 1)1 \. top-rated, Ne-

gro Radio Station, in Memphis!

Socio-llcoiioiiiif lt<>\ nlui ion

In the industrial revolution of the

South, Memphis has become a majoi

center "I development and Negroes
have become a vital factor in the pros-

perity of the community. Umosl one-

tenth «>f the entire Negro population

of America resides in Memphis. In-

ilustr\. now. uses this Negro labor on
a |250 Million, annual, basis. \\ illi

a quarter-billion dollar payroll, the

earning power <>f the Memphis Negroes
i- the highest, per capita, relative t"

white, <>f am Negroes in the nation.

\- Negro econom) ha- expanded,
social consciousness lias increased,

rhese colored citizens activel) par-

ticipate in group-civic, and fraternal

organizations. The) accept responsi-

bility for le-s progressive members of

their race and support welfare work
for Negroes. \\ Dl \ nurtures most of

these public relations promotions and
fosters the racial ambition for com-
munity recognition.

W Dl \. also, encourages individual

desire for social acceptance. In fact,

W Dl \ lias been instrumental in artic-

ulating this pent-up longing of the

Memphis Negroes '"to be as g 1 as

anyone else" .... and has imple-

mented the sale ot a fantastic volume
of goods to -alish their urge for pre-

mium-grade foods. st\H-h clothing,

and name-brand cosmetics. Now. at

Kv IL'iroM \ \ : 1 1 K «
-

1

i i line, h hen Memphis Negi oes are

earning more than al an) period in

histoi ) . the) are leai ning through

\\ I >l \. to a In • extent, how to up-

i i le theii standard ol li» ing. \\ Dl \

has sui i eeded in breaking old i us-

toms and establishing new consumer
buying habits. Negroes in the Mem-
phis trade are are spending $250 mil-

lion dollai - a \ eai on more and bettei

consumei g Is!

i * >•«» i if Motive
I oreseeing this economii t rend,

\\ Dl \ converte I, in 1948, from the

i onventional t- |"- radio station, to in

all-negro program center. Within one

j eai . \\ I )l \ jumped from lasl to first

position in over-all audience rating,

and augmented it- annual gross dollar

volume b) 600%! If you have a profit

n otive in mind, take a mental expedi-

tion to w Di \:

Krai lion Patten
\ll buying depends, first, on cover-

age . . . then reaction to contai t.

\\ Dl \ has coverage that is uni hal-

lenged ... it i- the onl) 50,000 watl

station in Memphis. \ddfd to -ii-

I
erior fai ilities, \\ Dl \ i reates a re-

action pattern, which ma) be judged

In the ta< i that W Dl \ has the largesl

number of national advertisers in this

radio field.

Here's why. W Dl \ know- the psy-

chological make-up of the Southern

Negroes understands his evolving

position. Therefore, W Dl \ customizes

programming to meet the changing

socio-economic needs, providing Ne-

gro announcers, disc jockeys, per-

formers, to establish rapport with

listeners, through traditional type en-

tertainment and commercials.

Negro listeners respond to their own
kind, as colored disc jockeys differ-

entiate between "gospel" and "-(>irit-

ual music . . . alternate rock-and-roll

with bona fide blues . . . and validate

the whole with a corresponding li
n - .

Audiences accept counsel, for stars

comprehend the elemental philosophy,

which i- second nature to the Negroes
and function in an advisor) capacity,

serving both Negroes and advertisers.

Most important of all. perhaps, i- ac-

ceptance ot new-, which Negro broad-

casters slant to their audiences. I he\

include Negro church and social i

I"he\ present regional and national

new- in a simplicit) of style, suitable

for a virtuall) non-reading public The
al>ilit\ to reach i- \er\ low anions the

Southern Negroes ili<-\ depend upon
\\ Dl \ foi theii news, th< ii infoi

lion, and ih>ii entertainment. W Dl \

reci ignizes these requirements . . , but,

.it the same time displaj - a< uti

ness of the new Btatus, takes i ogniz

of the new desire i"i Bupei ioi si

ards.

Negro Spending
i onsequently, Negroes in Memphis

and surrounding trade area spend
80'

i ol theii in< ome on consumei

I

> i • •< 1 u> t-. sui h as t I-. druj

line, and -"it goods. Vmong \\ Dl \ -

nat ional ' lientele are:

Hint- Plate I ihhIs . . ( 'ttrlt'r's

Little Liver I'M* . . Ea«e . .

Xrr'nl Xii.vtrrll House
( 'effee . . Schiitz Beer.

rhese and mam othei manufacturers,

distributors, dealers, realize thai ordi-

nal") media do not cannot real h

tin- vasl Negro market. On the other

hand, sales records convince them of

the' power ol \\DI\- programming
-i i u< tin'' and sales-produi live pei -

-'Malitie-.

< Ii.iiHmI \\ ntvrs

II you are interested in adventure,

w ith a pi "lit moth e, prepare t" explore

the Negro market in Memphis dis-

covered b) \\ Dl \. \\ 1)1 \ sails in

• halted waters. ^ ou can embark on

the most profitable territory, available

in the country. \\ DI \ has, already,

developed a ro eptive audieni e . . .

and it- initiative, programming, per-

formam e, have marked a definite claim

to this extensive and lucrative market.

W ith \\ Dl \'- 50,000 watt i ovei i

ii reaches 1 ,237,686 Negri

I he \\ Dl \ Negro Staff adds commer-
cial impai ti" tremendous i enetration.

Market possibilities are fabulous. In-

quire about them, immediatel) . 1

1

ii- a note on youi letterhead, that we
ma) make a spei ialized stud) of how
\\ Dl \ ma) best serve the interest of

your line. \-k. also, t"i a hound
c »p) of, "I he Stoi of WDIA!"

\\ Dl \ i- re resented national!) 1>\

I
I npany.

J<<H\~Ff.!TER. Preside*!

FERCiBERT FERCVSOS, Central Manager

HAROLD WALKER, Commimal Slanaftr
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FLORENCE, S. C.

ONE MILLION WITH
ONE BILLION

You can now find the magical Milky Way
in the Carolinas! Hundreds of thriving

communities and towns cluster around

Florence, making the market comparable in

size to "key city" metropolitan areas.

The Florence "milky way market" adds

up to one million people with more than

one billion effective buying income!

Only VVB7W can give advertisers

imduplicoted coverage of the rich "milky

way market" . . . one million with

one billion!

Chart your sales system to include

the solar of the milky way market . .

.

WBTW, Florence.

Represented nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales

Jefkkrson Standard Broadcasting Company

*£.
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THE Y&R MEDIA STRATEGY
Three years of using all-media buying setup lia^

proved effective to the Number One tv-radio agencj

I his week the Y&R media depart-

ment, largest buyer of broadcast me-

dia, -tart- its fourth year oi operating

under the all-media buying system.

This period lias been one of ureal

growth, with attendant increase in the

burden and complications <>f the de-

partment's work. Since L953, the

agenc) has virtuall) doubled the vol-

ume of radio-tv billings, going from

148 million in 1953 to $82 million in

1956. Y&R's top executives estimate

that air billings alone ma] exceed Hon
million this

J
ear.

When Y&R hr<t adopted the all-

media system, the broadcast industry

watched >\ ith mixed feelings, ("riti-

By Evelyn Konrad

<i-m- began pouring in even before the

system had none into effect There

were the skeptics at other major agen-

cies who doubted that a system used

for reasons of personnel shortages and

economies in \er\ small agencies could

be transferred to an agenc) with multi-

million accounts without loss of client

servicing. Media reps feared a loss of

personal contact with buyers who'd 1
<

involved in all. rather than in special-

ized media.

Now that the system has been in ef-

fect for three years, sponsor decided

to re\ isit 'see "The all-media buyer at

Y&R,'
1

sponsor, 9 \uuu-t 1954) the

agenc] and reappraise the method.

Modifications and i hanges have

curred since it- birth, but Y&R baa

continued and expanded it- all-media

buying operation as original!) con-

ceived.

"We've found that our all-media

buying operation relates direct!) to the

marketing revolution since the end of

the war," says Pete Levathes, Y&R \.p.

and media director. "It mak< -

-ihle for each buyer to operate in

depth on his accounts and t" make hi-

media decisions based upon broad

knowledge of the client- sales, di-tri-

bution and marketing needs."

Since the concept was hr-t intro-

duced at Y&R, the all-media buying

SPONSOR 26 .1 \m \m 1951 27



All-media thinking begins at trainee and

indoctrination level, when department recruits are rotated

into various media services, then assigned to buyers

sv stem has undergone several changes

and improvements have been made as

problems cropped up. The inevitable

problem of each buyer maintaining

((intact with station reps for avail-

abilities, for instance, was solved b)

the establishment of a "contact clear-

ing house." the spot coordinating unit.

Vnother problem in the earl) days

of the system was that of reorienting

the thinking of old time space buyers

and timebuyers to turn them into all-

media strategists. A continuous train-

ing program for all levels of its media

personnel was ^ \l! » solution.

In order to evaluate its effectiveness.

sponsor made a special tour through

Y&R's 191-man media department in

\cw York. This tour, set up 1>\ Le-

vathes, comprised in-depth interviews

with \ &R associate media directors,

all-media huvers. their assistants and

members of v arious new sen ice groups

within the media department who

channel information to the buyers.

SPONSOR watched Y&R media huv-

ers at work, followed through actual

client problems from the discussion

stage to the solution. From this inside-

the-conference-room survev emerge scv -

eral questions about the functioning

and effectiveness of the Y&R approach

to media huv ing :

• How do the 26 all-media buyers

in the New York office divide the bulk

of nearly $200 million in total billings

I etween them?

• (Ian one man actually be an ex-

pert in all media and still carrv

through on all the contact and detail

implicit in being an efficient media

huv er?

• What service- does a ^ \R client

gain from this approach to media buv-

ing?

• \\ hat's it like to buv media in

the No. One radio-tv agency in the

countrv ?

At the base of the answers to these

questions is the fundamental philoso-

phy that explains Y&R s switch to an

all-media buying operation:

"We want our buyers to run their

accounts as if thev were investing their

own business funds," said Levathes.

"This attitude accounts for a different

psychology among our buyers. \t ^1 &R
media men are counsellors advising

clients on the most efficient way dol-

lars should be spent in advertising.

Thev re not specialists in particular

media, but rather they work in depth

Detail work is kept to minimum by service divisions in media department. Mx>ve (r), buyer Warren Bahr coor-

dinates with Kay Jones (center), Bpot availability head, and Kent Rodenberger Hi ^iKR traffic man for Time. Lac

SPONSOR 2(> .1 \M vtn 1957



Rep contact i« important pan ol buyei - ">'ik.

I tor) I -. leanne Pyle ol Forjoe, Dan Hydrick

i.i Wi.ll. Norfolk, discuss availabilities with ;

Training nevi all-media men it pari ol Y&H

plan. Here W. Matthews, executive assistant to

media direi toi r), talks to • Sweenej

on accounts, with client advertising

departments and salesmen.

This point m| \ lew summai izes the

level i'i service Y&H led- intent upon

rendering i<> it- clients. I he agency

wanted more strategists and media

planners, rather than jusl detail men.

""Our all-media buyers actually func-

tion as media directors mi their par-

ticular accounts," Levathes told SPON-

SOR. " I*he) make tlir fundamental

budget recommendation ami suggest

the media required for ili«' client's

varying marketing needs. We feel that

thej could not fulfill this, limit most

important function, successful]) if the)

were to represent one or two, ratlin

than all media within the agenC) it-

self."

How does this work out in actual

practice? sponsor derived the follow-

ing conclusions about the iv\l! buy-

er's relationships within the agency,

with the client and with members "I

the radio-h industr) :

• \- the "flow-chart" of buyei re-

sponsibilities (see page 27) shows, the

primar) job of the Y&R all-media

liner i- in planning where and bow
the client's media advertising funds

are to he spent. In making these bud-

gel recommendations, Y&R buyers

draw upon information gathered from

the account group, of which the) are

members, as well a- upon the research

and merchandising departments.

• Y&R buyers have personal and

continuous contact with the client ad

manager, fhey're free t" discuss with

him. eiih.r direct]) or through Y&R's

Contact man within the aCCOUnl gTOUp,

-m h problems a- media appropriations

ami budget recommendations for gpe-

i
1 1 1 < markets.

• I lie ^ &R bu) ei can ill aw upon a

9peciall) set-up "spot availabilit) unit"

under l!a\ June- (formei sales mana-

for k< .1 l.-l \ . Houston I for his

spot radii, ami t\ information. Jones

maintains continuous rep contact at a

rale of 20 I" 25 rep \i-il- a day, and

channels the resulting information in

the various buyers whom it might

concei n.

'\\ e in thi- unit do nothing hut

-i "ill .'lit availabilities and rate infor-

mation, -aid lone-, who's assisted 1>\

two uiil-. ""We follow through on sta-

tion relations ami detail- ol time buy-

ing, like arrangements for make-goods.

We also gather competitive broadcast

information."

Here - how thi- unit, set up less than

two years ago, operates on a day-by-

da) basis:

\ buyer might (nine t.. Jones with

the following situation: One of hi- cli-

ARTICLE IN BRIEFr
Entering its fourth year, Y&R s all-

media buying system has been stream-

lined. Buyer's burden of detail work

is taken over by new media services

like spot availability unit. Here's how

Y&R all-media buyers function on plan-

ning level and how they serve clients.

eiit-. with \ dollars to Bpend, want- to

go into markets \ and I! al a spo ified

frequency . He outlines his othei spe-

iln requirements, w hi. h i ould in-

voke age brackets, t \
j
•• of program-

ing, ami similar pertinent fa< I

"'I have to make a recommendation

lo the i ontacl man and the client on

Thursda) morning," the buyer might

tell Jones on \Imiila\ alien n.

It's then U|p to Jones In -' OUl "Ut

suitable availabilities in markets \ and

B toi the buyei b) Wednesda) after-

noon, so the Inner can include them in

In- iei nmmendalii.il ..n I hur-das

morning.

"We also serve as a clearing house

l.ii reps, -a\ - Jones. "I .nee.

a rep might i all "r — t -
• j » in w ith the

information that a certain half-hour

-\ ii< li> it>il him w ill open up in I U

ln.it ami New ( >i lean- at I ertain -

lied dale- iii iln- next few weeks. It's

then up t" us in channel thi- informa-

tion tu buyers who we know want to

nil. those markets. Ihi- dot

mean that the rep can't and d

the buyers -tonal!) . But

save hi- time and the line ..f the buy-

ers b) routing the information al

of time.'"

The 2(> buyers on the fourth flooi

^ &R"s New i" >>rk office, like tie

S mi Fran* i- , Los

I

' h part of

'int grou - - '
'•<! to the i

they're servicing. \- members of I

_ tps, the) -it in on all plan-

ning me. tings the media

SPONSOR 2(> .i \\t un L957 _,,,



All-media buyers, assigned to account groups,

plan clients' media budgets and strategy, draw upon

media services to help in detailed carry-through

department and counselling <m prob-

lems related to media.

"Right now I'lii writing plans for

two products for the next fiscal year

starting in \|>ril." Warren Bahr. one

of the Y&R all-media men, told SPON-

SOR. "In these plans I'll be statin" the

objectives, the how's and why's of

spending the client's dollars. Before

starting on these plans. I attended

man\ product group meetings with the

account executive (we call him con-

lad man), research, merchandising

men. print copy and art men and
lele\ ision-radio copy and art men."

Bahr's final budget and media rec-

ommendation will be based in part

upon information he gathers from the

research department representative in

his product group I Who buys product

units and where?) and the merchan-

dising department man, who makes the

forecast on sales based upon units sold

in the year previous and other factors.

'"Our budget recommendation is

based upon the sales forecast and the

proportion of each unit that's to be

used for advertising,"' said Bahr. "We
make our recommendation on budget

and media at the same time as the copy

for the campaign is being worked on."

While the planning function is the

one Y&R considers the buyer's most

valuable contribution, he's actually re-

-pnnsible, too, for (1) plans adjust-

ments required while a campaign is in

progress. l2i regular operational de-

tail like checking estimates, station

lineups, billings and (3) maintaining

relations with media representatives.

Bahr illustrated the "plans adjust-

ment" function with a letter he'd re-

ceived that morning from the ad man-

ager of one of his clients. The client

felt that his spot radio announcements

were spread too thin in some markets,

and he suggested a general redistribu-

tion.

"Basically, this means that I re-

evaluate the campaign, and it might

mean some shifting of schedules or a

in iiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii! minimi imiimi iiiiiiiiiiiiniii iiimiiii mini iiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiini iiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui iimiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiimiiiiiiiiim imiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiimi inimiiiiiiii iiiimiiiiiiiimii^^H

Y&R media teams handle near $200 million with 26 buyers in N

»

Account

American Home Foods, Inc.
i Chef Boy-Ar-Dee Quality
Foods, Inc.; Dennison Div.)

Beech Nut—Life Savers
Beech Nut Cum

Life Savers

Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., Inc.

Borden Company, The (All Bor-
den: Cheese Division)

Borden Company, The ( Borden
Food Products Co.; Industrial

Products Div.; Borden's Farm
Prods. Div.; Special Prodts. I

Boyle-Midway, Inc. 13-1 Oil;

Plastic Wood)

Bristol Aircraft

Bristol-Myers Co.
Bufferin

Sal Hepatica & Vitalis

Cluett-Peabody (Boys Wear;
Dress Shirt-: Sportswear)

Dictaphone Corp.

Drackett Company (Drano;
Windex; Dazy Mist I

Drake Bakeries, Inc. (Drake's
( lakes and ( jiokie- I

Duff) Mott Company, Inc.
i Mott's \pple Product-:
Clapps; Sunsweet Prunes
& Juices)

Esterbrook Pen Company, The

Ethyl Corporation

Ford Motor < Y Y. liaison)

four Roses Distillers ( !o. I I oui

Roses Whiskies, Gin I

( reneral < ligar < o.

Roberl Hum- & \ an Dyke

While Owl & Wm. Penn
• igai ( orp.

Buyer and assistant

Russell Young, Adelaide Hat-
ton & Eleanor Paulsen

William Dollard, Marie Fitz-

patrick

Arthur Jones, James Scala

Donald Foote, Mary King

Russell Young, Adelaide Hat-
ton & Eleanor Paulsen

Robert Kowalski, Bertrand Hopt

Arthur Jones, James Scala

Joseph St. Georges, Joseph
O'Brien

Seymour Drantch, Dolores

Kreisbuch & Jack Hagerty
Robert Kowalski, Bertrand Hopt

Frank Grady, John Warner &
Clara Haber

Donald Foote, Mary King

William Dollard, Marie Fitz-

patrick

Arthur Jones, James Scala

Russell Young, Adelaide Hat-
ton & Eleanor Paulsen

Joseph St. Georges, Joseph
O'Brien

Thomas Comerford, Marie
Mooney

Thomas Comerford, Marie
Mooney

Donald Foote, Mary King

George Hoffman, Genevieve
Hurley

Thomas Viscardi, Joseph Raf-

fetto

Account

General Electric Company
Appliances

Tv Receivers Division

Housewares & Radio Receiver
Div.

General Foods Corp.

All Products, Corporate

Walter Baker Chocolate

Baker Frosting Mixes

Franklin Baker Coconut

Birds Eye

Calumet Baking Powder
Certo & Sure Jell, Jiffy Jell

D-Zerto Dessert

Jell-0 Products

Kernel Nuts
La France, Go, Satina

Log Cabin Syrup & Country
Kitchen Syrup

Mapel Del. Wigwam
Minute Products

Postum

Sanka & Instant Sanka

Swans Down Cake Flour

Swans Down Cake Mixes

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,

Inc., (Goodyear Tires; Life-

guard Tubes: Institutional)

Gulf Oil Corp.

Henredon Furniture Industries

International Silver Company
I 1847 Rogers Bros.: Interna-

tional Sterling: Stainless by
International: Wm. Roger-

Son: Anchor Rogers Sterling;

Promotion Division i

Buyer and assistant

Arthur Meagher, George
Tichenor & Richard Morse

Arthur Jones, James Scala

Vance Hicks, Eugene McCarthy

Warren Bahr, Thomas McClin-

tock & Robert Gleckler

Warren Bahr, Thomas McClin-

tock & Robert Gleckler

John Henderson, Robert Foun-

tain

Warren Bahr, Thomas McClin-

tock & Robert Gleckler

Lorraine Ruggiero, Edith John-

son

Kay Brown, Ann Purtill

Kay Brown, Ann Purtill

Lorraine Ruggiero, Edith John-

son

William Dollard, Marie Fitz-

patrick

Kay Brown, Ann Purtill

John Henderson, Robert Foun-

tain

Kay Brown, Ann Purtill

Kay Brown, Ann Purtill

John Henderson, Robert Foun-

tain

Warren Bahr, Thomas McClin-

tock & Robert Gleckler

John Henderson, Robert Foun-

tain

Warren Bahr, Thomas McClin-

tock & Robert Gleckler

Warren Bahr, Thomas McClin-

tock & Robert Gleckler

John Flournoy, Bette Ruth White

Frank Grady, John Warner &
Clara Haber

Arthur Jones, James Scala

George Hoffman, Genevieve
Hurley

iiiiini iiniiiim i . imiiiiiini .
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recommendation foi an additional ap

pi opi ial ion and more buj ing, said

Bahr. "In thi- instance, aftei check*

inj; out obje< lives, I ma) find that,

since i In- emphasis in the < ampaign

is in another medium, the current spot

i adia i "\ ci age is adequate in t

<

- ma of

'in o\ >! all objectives."

The significant point .1 1 »• • 1 1 r 1 1 1 i

—

"plans adjustment'
1

procedure is the

fad thai the ad^ ei tising manage] ol .1

major brand addressed bis •
j

1 n-i \ lo

the buyer directly, and that the buyer

himself is the ultimate source "I such

media decisions. He, <>f course, re-

ports to an associate media directoi

assigned t.> the account The associate

media director reviews all plans and

works in a supervisor) capacity, with

the buyers assigned t" In- accounts.

1 Please turn t<> page 7 1

1

£>
k (see assignments below)

Account

i I lohnson ' Bab) IV. >.t-

|)i\ ision : Surgical Dr<

—

Division 1

. I tit.. Thomas J. 1 Soups

inl ( ... I'. ' Kent < iga-
-

[iolii.ni Life [nsuram e Co

Mi < iormack Lines, Inc.

al Shawmul Mank of

..n

ial Sugar Refining < ....

(Jack Frost; Vrbuckle)

. Inc. 1 Greeting ( lards I

I ape ( lorp. 1 Texi el

ophane Tape; Bondex
ldin^ Tape; IVxi-.l 1

ial Products Corp., The
idess & < oets)

ros 1 Piel's Beer)

Bros, In, .

r & Gamble Company,
(Cheer & Spic 'n Span I

ogton Rami. Inc. i Electric
wr '

Typewriter ( .... Inc.

rixed Div. of Cluett-
iIk)«I\

>>n< ("ornpain

r Sewing Machine < 0.

Spaulding & Bros., Inc.

Inc.

•• Magazine, Time. Inc.

orporate

its Illustrated Magazine

ne Magazine

lers Insurance Companies,

- -\ Rubicam, Inc.

Buyer and assistant

Joseph St. Georges, Joseph

O'Brien

Thomas Comerford, Marie
Mooney

Warren Bahr, Thomas McClin-

tock & Robert Gleckler

John Flournoy, Bette Ruth White

Arthur Jones, James Scala

George Hoffman, Genevieve
Hurley

Arthur Jones, James Scala

George Hoffman, Genevieve
Hurley

Joseph St. Georges, Joseph
O'Brien

Kay Brown, Ann Purtill

Thomas Viscardi, Joseph Raf-

fetto

Arthur Jones, James Scala

Florence Dart, Catherine
Brostrom

Charles Buccieri, Donald Proc-

ter & Marcia Roberts

Frank Grady, John Warner &

Clara Haber

Lorraine Ruggiero, Edith John-

son

Thomas Comerford, Marie
Mooney

John Flournoy, Bette Ruth White

Donald Foote, Mary King

Fronk Grady, John Warner &
Clara Haber

Frank Grady, John Warner &
Clara Haber

Joseph St. Georges, Joseph
O Brien

Warren Bahr, Thomas McClin-
tock 4 Robert Gleckler

George Hoffman, Genevieve
Hurley

W. E. Matthews

/

Peter Levathes, v. p., heads 186-man department

Executive assistant to Lcvothcs
V Hilton I .

"!'<: "
\fat

Associate directors:

b rank ( oulter

I . • / flick

James English, Jr.

Georgi LeUhner
bi/u ard Mni Donald
< harles SA elton

II > r-. Sparks
Assistant directors:

Kirk Greiner

Lloyd Harris

Thomas Lynch
Coordinator, spot tv-radio:

Jr. :•

Media office manager:
Jan

.1 : Cynth
Media files, I -i ta and information:

I
'

'

'

Supervisor of operations:

ard /'. t am iman
.-lit

:

Willie
'

I
.•

Publicati

Johanna Rrinhardt
-

Budget control supervisor:

'.,. mini



I
this we fight for [We fight for regular publication

of spot tr and radio expenditures of companies comparable
to figures mailable for all other major media. We believe

thai main advertisers it ill fail to recognize the stature of

the spot media until spot spending comes out in the open."

An industry milestone:

SPOT RADIO SPENDING BY PRODUCTS!
Station Representatives Association releases industry's first summary

of the types of advertisers using spot radio and what they're spending

m or the first time in the history of

radio, the industry is beginning to

know exactly where its spot revenue

is coming from.

This week—thanks to the collective

cllorts of the members of the Station

Representatives Association—agencies,

advertisers and the entire radio in-

dustrj have their first statistical tabu-

lation of the product groups which

invest in the spot medium and a total

dollar figure on the amounts invested.

This crash through the silence bar-

rier of spending concludes at least a

decade of intensified search for the

answer to how the industry could col-

lect dollar data which would add

further definition to the depth of spot

radio and provide agencies and ad-

vertisers with \ ital information.

This new report—the second giant

step toward revelation of complete dol-

lar figures—covers the amounts spent

b\ 31 different product categories in

spot radio during the third quarter of

1956. Based on compilations of the

New York accounting firm of Price.

Waterhouse & Co., the summary
covers billings for the months of Jul\.

\ugust and September. The first step

taken 1>\ SUA: publication of monthly

estimates, for the first time last year

on total spot radio investments. The

next logical step, third in the progres-

sion, would be collection of spot spend-

in- data by individual advertiser.

In the third quarter period on which

the product category spending figures

are released, total billing reaches a

high of $33,609,000 in spot radio. Of
tlii- sum, the biggest single contribu-

tion wa- made b\ clients in the food

and grocer) product industries, some

114,357. Second biggesl product

group was tobacco and supplies, w ith

a total of S4.906.914, followed b\

automotive, with $2,991,201, and drug

products, with $2,856,765. Ale, beer

and wine accounts added up to some
>2.621.602.

A complete report on third quarter

spending appears in the chart on the

opposite page, along with a compari-

son of dollar investments for the same

product groupings for spot television

during the same quarter. Spot spend-

ing in tv came out in the open at the

instigation of the Television Bureau

of Advertising, which in the past year

has published a quarterly report on

expenditures analyzed both as to prod-

uct group and to individual adver-

tisers.

Despite this newest milestone in the

history of radio, agencies and clients

are still eager to get more detail.

They're interested in knowing what

tobacco companies, as a whole, are

doing in spot radio. But, more urgent

to them, they want to know specific-

all\ what the Liggett & Myers" and P.

Lorillards are spending. This is the

type of information which could evolve

from the initial product category com-

pilation by SRA.
Product class information will be

released regularb after each quarter,

according to Larry Webb, managing

director of SRA. I rider his direction.

and that of Frank Headley. president

of SRA and of H-R Representatives,

the member rep firms have set up a

system which will enable subsequent

reports to be developed in detail.

It took a lot of work—and money

to set up the system which forms the

basis of the present SRA service: (1)

monthl) total dollar estimates of spot

radio spending and (2) spending by
product categories quarterK

.

SRA is using the same basic prod-

uct category list adopted by the Tele-

vision Bureau of Advertising for its

spot expenditure reports. There are a

few minor differences, however. SRA
has added new categories under "*mi»-

cellaneous." omitting three TvB major

categories: sporting goods, bicycles

and toys; stationery and office equip-

ment: and television, radio, phono-

graph and musical instruments.

Agency men and their clients are

enthusiastic about this additional in-

formation on the dimensions of spot

radio. But they still look to the dav

when more detail on spending of indi-

vidual advertisers will be available.

There are several possible ways of

compiling such data. The most direct

and complete would be getting radio

stations themselves to open their

books. Thus far. this has proved to be

a point of no return for anyone who
has tried to prv information from

them. Another idea is to establish a

central clearing bouse, where an out-

side concern would sort confidential

information from station billing fig-

ures and come up with final totals.

Still another concept, and one which

has gained the most backing from ad-

vertising agencies and advertisers, is

the suggestion that the plan—whatever

it is—be administered by Radio Ad-

vertising Bureau. RAB. at this point,

sees no feasible way of setting up and

launching such a collection program.

Whatever the technique used, buy-

ers think that some day. somehow,

they'll be able to peruse a listing and

find out exactly what their competi-

tion i> -pending in -pot radio. ^
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Product category sP of r.idio Spot tv

Listed alphabetically Dollar figure Rank of total Dollar figure

Vgl il lllllllr $ 1,277,142 9 3.8

Vie, beei . w ine 2,621,502 5 7.8 8,463,000

Amusements, ruin tainmenl 235,263 20 .7

lutomol i\ e 2,991,201 3 8.9 1,827,000

Building material, fixtures, |>.iini« 201,654 21 .6 T'Jl.i

Clothing and ,iici—lories 134,436 25 .4 1,861,1

1 infections ami soft <li inks 907,493 13 2.7 1,620,000

Consumer Ben ices 1,041,879 10 3.1 2,494,000

( oamel ics and toilel r iea 1,814,886 7 5.4 8,950,000

Dental products, tooth paste, etc. 302,481 18 .9 2,742,000

Drug products 2,856,765 4 8.5 :>.2'<",. i

r ood ami grocer) produi ts 5,814,357 1 17.3 21,775,000

Garden supplies and equipment 100,827 26 .3 38,000

1 isoline and lubricants 1,949,322 6 5.8 108,000

Hotels, resorts, restaurants 67,218 30 .2 73,000

Household cleaners, soaps, polishes, waxes 1,041,879 11 3.1 592,

1 [ousehold appliances 268,872 19 .8 1,446,000

Household Furnishings 67,218 28 .2 897,

Hun-.!). i|<l laundrj products 403,308 15 1.2 1,284,000

Household paper products 100,827 27 .3 1,016,000

Household general 369,699 17 1.1 ~>1 1. HI Ml

NotlOnS 33,609 31 .1 162,000

Pel products 201,654 22 .6 ;: 1<m ion

Publications 403,308 16 1.2 184,

Sporting g I». bicycles, toys 79,000

Stationery, office equipmenl 23,000

television, radio, phonograph,
musical instruments

Tobacco products and supplies 4,906,914 2 14.6 7,82 >.

Transportation and travel 974,661 12 2.9 542,

\\ atches, jeweln, . cameras 67,218 29 .2 i.i.::.

Other

Trading stamps .11 Ml

Miscellaneous produi ts ooo

Miscellaneous stores

Dairy and margarine products 23 .5

; ; i

168,045

r inance and insurance 168,045 23 .5

Religious 504,135 14 1.5

Miscellaneous 1,613,232 8 4.8

Totals $33,609,000 >
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SPOT TV SPARKS NEHI EXPANSION
Successful franchise dealers in current markets attract new dealers in

other markets. Nehi Corp., makers of Royal Crown, grows on this formula

I In- soft drink empire known as

Nehi Corporation has been fanning

out for more than half a century. Its

capital is where it always was—Colum-

bus, Ga.. but it now numbers 437 pri-

vately-financed bottlers throughout du-

ll. S. Most of these are in the South-

east and Southwest. Today, Nehi is

in the process of consolidating its

recent gains and is poised to improve

its position in markets it now holds.

Here is where spot television comes

into the picture.

"In a business that is built on ven-

ture capital from individual bottlers,"

sa\s Bob Tannehill, Nehi's account su-

peiivisor at Compton Advertising, "you

can onlj attract new franchises by

making your present ones successful.""

Nehi tries to fulfill its objectives with

a multi-million dollar air budget, in

spot TV and the balance in spot radio.

More than a year ago, Nehi Ad
Manager Frank Gorman moved the ac-

count from BBDO to Compton. It is a

big product line of 41 beverage flavors

including Nehi Chocolate Drink, Diet-

Rite Cola. Par-T-Pak. and the popular

Royal Crown Cola. National distribu-

tion of this line is almost complete.

Nehi and the Compton Agency are

e\er on the alert to the possibility of

adding key markets.

1956 accomplishments suggest they

are well on the way to this goal. De-

spite a cold spring and summer in

most parts of the nation ( no greater

blight can hit the bottling industry I

,

Nehi sales advanced over the previous

year. On the franchise front, 6 new

bottlers joined the Nehi family. Among
the most recent of these was a new

plant in the major market of Denver.

In the offing are a number of new

metropolitan markets about to be

opened. Also in the offing: a stepped

up spot tv campaign for 1957 that will

start earlier and last longer.

Last year's tv campaign found Nehi

beverages and Royal Crown cola ad-

vertised in about 250 markets. Com-
mercial copy was aimed squarely at

the consumer. Nehi used radio in areas

where tv7 availabilities or coverage

didn't meet Compton standards.

What are these standards? Gene-

vieve Schubert, Nehi's timebuyer at the

Strategy for Nehi Corp. spot t\ campaign is planned by (1 to r) Bui) Tanne-

hill. account supervisor at Compton Advertising; Roger Collier, assistant account

executive, Compton and Frank Gorman, the Columbus. Ga.. firm's ad manager

"Miss Royal Crown" portrayed by Runny Cooper is starred

in llii- tv commercial titled Court Jester. It is one of two "spec-

tacular" commercials produced by Nicholas Gibson of Compton

Packaging lias recently been redesigned in a Nehi moderniza-

tion program. Royal Crown Cola comes in both cans and bottles,

is big siller in multi-package beverage line of 41 flavors in-

cluding Nehi Chocolate Drink. Par-T-Pak and Diet-Rite Cola
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"Mardi Cras" is title of 1 1 x i — one-minnte commercia] iluit li.nl < ,i-t « > f two stars and 20 dancers. It too »a- built amuml Miss R I rown

agency, watches audience composition

closely. Slu- uses - 11 "-. ID's and min-

utes in prime nighttime hours.

She aims for the whole famib at

once (" whel their thir-t as a group.

When Miss Schubert does use spot

radio, she bins earl) morning, noon

and later afternoon.

"Ever) spot buj we make, says Ac-

count Supervisor Tannehill, "is a care-

fully considered purchase. "We've

got to keep our bottlers happy."

Apparent!) thej are keeping the

bottlers bappy. A number of them

have written to Nehi thanking them

for the qualit) of their commercials.

A lot of the franchise dealers are tying

in to the Nehi spot campaign with

campaigns of their own at the local

level. I be) arc assisted in this b) co-

op mone) from the Nehi Corp., t h.

amount based on a careful!) developed

formula. This iimnn goes to local

t\. radio, newspapers and promotion.

\!>out five of the larger bottlers,

with substantia] advertising budgets ol

their own, now hill with Compton be-

cause the] feel it bettei coordinates

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Nehi Corp. now has 437 franchise

dealers in the U. S. It supports them

with heavy spot tv advertising in

about 250 markets. It assists them

with their individual marketing prob-

lems. In this way it keeps dealers

selling and happy, attracts new ones.

their local efforts with the parent com-

panj s campaign. Several others are

considering a similar step Hies*

•II it»- accounts are watched over bj

elius Braren, < ompton's market-

ing man on Nehi-Royal < rown. Comp-
ton cop) w rii' ire their commer-

cials and ads; Compton's media de-

partment make- the local time and

spa< e bu) s.

\- marketing man. Braren - ti

divided about equal!) between trouble-

shooting and promotion on a national

-i ale. It a -..ft spot in -

or a problem ari-<-- in a market.

Braren i- packed off to the site of the

trouble. There he'll -[.end a- much
time with the bottler a- i- needed t<.

analwe the situation. Then he n

-.ecific recommendation t" Nehi
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NEHI ontinued . . .

Corp.; it ma) involve an) "I man)

areas—pricing, media, packaging, pro-

motion. Besides this, he follows

through nn the planned cycles of pro-

motion. To assist franchise dealers to

tie in with the spot t\ campaign,

Compton lets them know when \rlii

announcements are on.

Marketing at \ehi Corp. begins the

da) a new franchise is signed. A field

crew from Columbus, Ga., is run in to

help set up the plant, get distribution

under way, oversee the executive ma-

chinery. And this emphasis on mar-

keting has even rebounded to head-

quarters. Several important changes

and additions in the executive ranks

have been made in the past \ear.

Another impact of marketing is the

complete package redesign of the Nchi

line including the Royal Crown bottle

and carton. The old red. black and

yellow R.C. label has given way to a

crisp new red and white one: the bot-

tle itself has gone through a sort of

classical streamlining. The new pack-

aging is designed not only to attract

the shopping housewife but to make

that housewife proud to put the bottle

down on her cocktail table when she

entertains. The problems involved in

this modernization program are con-

siderable. This multi-brand line is

also multi-package in order to compete

in different markets. Royal Crown,

for example, is bottled in quarts ( Pepsi

and Cola Cola are in 26 oz. bottles),

and in either 10 or 12 oz. bottles and

cans ( depending on what the compe-

tition is doing in the market). R. C.

leads in sales among canned colas.

It is Royal Crown that gets the full-

est treatment in advertising. Last sum-

mer, a brace of one-minute "spectacu-

lar" commercials were produced for

this cola. Titled "Mardi Gras" and

"Court Jester." they were written un-

der the supervision of Jake Bo\d.

Compton copy group head, and pro-

duced by .Nicholas Gibson of Comp-

ton. "Mardi Gras" has 21 separate

scenes and a mix involving six differ-

ent sound tracks. It has a cast of 20

dancers, and during the filming nearl)

half a ton of confetti was used. "Court

Jester" features a cast of 12. The star

"I each commercial is Bunn) Cooper,

"Mi-s Ko\al ( 'low ii."

The commercials were shown during

September and October. The) will see

use again this year. ^

"They're all watching tv

—except our customers"

WTAC. Michigan, surprised Flint merchants \

the sales impact of a nighttime radio campaign

ith

lint, Mich., is a booming, industrial center with almost

.
•)'< t\ set saturation. Too often when a salesman attempted

to sell nighttime radio to merchants of the city he was told:

"they re all watching telexision." \nd this was the last word

until WTAC tried a little experiment.

Starting at 9:00 p.m. Saturday with a saturation schedule

for Gross Point Inn, a drive-in restaurant, the station pitched

three items. No one expected much, least of all the owner. He
was willing to gamble, but not to hire extra help. After all. he

reasoned. they're all watching television.

Although the announcements said the drive-in would be open

until 1:00 a.m.. a weary proprietor closed up at 11:00 p.m.

—

all out of food, exhausted and wondering if it was worth that

much work. He chased 60 cars out of his driveway and many
others were disappointed when they found the Inn closed.

In quick succession, as the story spread, the station signed

up a department store and sold 120 dozen pairs of children's

training pants, almost 200 boys sport shirts, and 78 pairs of

slacks. WTAC ran schedules for: a bar whose sole entertain-

ment was an organist and packed it on an off night: Lint/.

Bros. Trailer Lot. where with clever copy, almost 300 customers

were attracted and $45,000 in actual business was written: a

jewelry shop, a gift store, a construction company—all with re-

sults that belied the hours when the announcements were aired.

David Mendelsohn, manager of WTAC. says the station has

"sold more deals to good merchants—livewires—than in the

days before television. ' He suggested these three points as a

key to nighttime selling. 1. Work with the account to see

what will pull—then try to put a little more into the cop\ :

2. Sell blanket packages that force an account to buy a quantit\

of announcements: 3. Forget tv—some people don't watch the

flickering screen. You don't need a half-a-million people to

sell 100 shirts. All you need is 100 customers who will

listen to your story and buy your product. ^

Maternity shop had some terrific items, but the appeal could be only

to a narrow segment of the audience. Phi] Goodman >>f Goodman's Col-

lege Dorm displays one of the 136 maternirj -ml- -old in one Thursday
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Ju>t because it has outstripped magazines in ad dollar

volume, mu>t tv lake the blame for publishing failures?

i - television tolling the death-knelL

fur magazines? This is a question

that lia» been raised 1>\ both layman

ami media expert in the decade since

t\ entered the communications arena.

I be answer is thai t\ ma) bave one

hand on tlir bell-rope. Bui the other

band belongs to the publishing iiidii--

ir\ itself. The recenl demise of Imeri-

i nn Magazine, Collier's and Human's

Home Companion comes nearer t>>

suicide than murdei

.

1 rtainl) i\ . which edged close t"

- 1
'

i
billion mark in advertis

dollar volume during 1956, stands

uain little friim their passing. CoU
and " Oman's Home togethei shared

onl\ $23^4 million ad revenue during

the first 11 months of 1956. The

chances of television inheriting tlii-

are shght. If re-distributed at all. it

probahl) will go :• "tln-r print media,

.and possibl) i" i .» < I
i « ». Tlii> i» tli»- gen-

eral feeling within the advertising

agencies.

I M epl t" the ver) ) oung m li" have

onl) recentl) ai quired t h ••
i i ti r ~t graj

flannel suil and a « J » — k in an ad a

i j . tin- passing of the ( rowell-( olliei

gazine famil) particularly ( <>lh-

'r's is \ iewed as a traged]

.

a sympatico between tin' long-estab-

lished magazine and tin- veteran ad-

man thai goes fai .!>. ;,.•!- than t!

between him and t\ . Ba< k in the

..I even tin 1 '20's, he cul hi* teeth on

_ i/iiif la) "Hi- and copy. H«-

achieved prominence in hi< profession

and (50,000 a veai on those f"iir-

color double-trucks. His loyalties

have been divided b) a shrewd

sense of business, bul his first l"\.- re-

mains the printed magazine
)

\ look at the 'hart on the following



First calculated year found tv's ad volume meager

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii i Hiiiiiiiiii

19 4 9
Magazines

Weeklies _ $245.4

Women's.. si 28.6

General, farm $118.5

TOTAL .. $492.5

Television

Network $ 29.4

Spot

Local

$ 9.2

$ 19.2

TOTAL .. $ 57.8

=1111111 Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll :. ! IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIK

But here are comparisons for past three years

|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiil ilium iiiiiiiii mm iiiimi i hiiiiiiiiii iiiimiimiiiiiiim mini illuming

19 5 4
Magazines

Weeklies $362.7

Women's ... $151.9

General, farm $153.3

TOTAL 7.9

Television

Network . $417.9

Spot _ $205.2

Local .. $180.5

TOTAL $803.6

fin mi nnimnnnnmnn miiiiiiiini n iiiimi

Magazines

19 5 5

Weeklies .. $395.0

Women's .. ....$160.0

General, farm $168.5

TOTAL ....$723.5

Television

Network . $520.0

Spot ... ..$265.0

Local __ ...$220.0

TOTAL ... $1,005.0

pinniimiininniiininn miiiimiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiii minim mi i mum in m mum mini inmimninniHiinii i s

19 5 6
Magazines

.2Weeklies

Women's ..

Bus., farm, gen. $235.7

TOTAL .. $723.6

Television

Network . $640.0

Spot. $325.0

Local .. $270.0

TOTAL $1,235.0

a n ii mi iminiiiiiim imiiiiiiiinim iiiiiiiiiiiiiim imiiminnimim limn mn mm mil iimiiiiiiiiimiiniimmi

ALL DOLLAR FIGURES IN ABOVE CHARTS ARE IN MILLIONS
SOURCES: 1949, 1954 and 1955 data prepared bj McCann Erlckion for Printer's Ink. 1956
magazine flguri I'm L95I tl Bguret from T\ I!

page will show that the magazine has

not been deserted for tv. Although

1954 was the year that saw tv overtake

and pass the magazine in advertising

revenue, it must also be noted that

magazine take in ad dollars has

showed a steady increase amounting to

nearly 509? hi the years since 1949

when tv got into the race. To lav the

blame for publishing failures at tv's

doorstep is unfair. But to call tv the

catalyst that is changing the magazine

concept—and it must change to sur-

vive—is surely true.

Bernard P. Gallagher, of New York

City, is a man who has been close to

publishing and its problems for a quar-

ter century. He is a magazine and ad-

vertising agency negotiator as well as

president of World Wide Publications,

Inc. and American Business Journals.

He is publisher of The Gallagher Re-

port which is circulated to 5,000 ad-

vertising and publishing executives.

In an interview with sponsor, he

summed up tv's impact—good and bad

—on the magazines.

"On the bright side of the ledger."

said Gallagher, "television has stepped

up magazine revenue. This new, ex-

pensive medium has increased adver-

tising budgets and revised the thinking

of the people who invest them. It has

raised and enlarged their scope. The

advertising price-tag seems less exorbi-

tant than in pre-tv days. The client

who becomes conditioned to plunking

down $80,000 for 60 minutes of tv

tends less to suffer nervous chills when

presented with a single-insertion bill

for $50,000 from Life or Saturday

Evening Post.

"Now for the negative side," Gal-

lagher continued. "Television has

made the media buyer more choosey.

Where he previously spread his adver-

tising budget over many magazines,

be now is analyzing his buvs more
carefully and limiting his budget to

two or three major ones. For too

long, too many publishers have felt

that the advertiser has a responsibil-

it\ to keep them alive."

There is no such responsibility. No
publisher, and— for that matter— no

radio-tv station manager or network

has the right to expect it. The opera-

tion of any medium is a capital ven-

ture for profit and not a case for sub-

sidy-

As Gallagher sees it. the major prob-

lem of the publishing industry is that

instead of fearing tv, magazines have

been busy being afraid of each other.
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\\ In should magazines feai i\ ?

I here are two majoi i easons

:

• I
i It's hard f"i magazines t" < om-

pete foi ad dollai b w ith .1 mass

(liiini like i\ mi the lone basis "I raw

circulation numbers. \ magazine

needs more than a million subscrib-

ers i" wave before an advertisei who

maj reach three times thai man)

homes w ith a i\ show

,

1 2 1 Vele\ ision has changed the en-

tertainment values .mil habits •! the

Vmerican public, foday, foi example,

there i-
1

• t obabl) more fi< tion being

\ iewed than read.

In amplif) ing point 1 1 < regarding

mass circulation numbers competition,

Television Bureau of Advertising has

presented this comparison 01 the two

media based on Neil-en and N KI)>:

\l 10:15 a.m. (EST), 3.1 million

homo are tuned to t\ which equals the

combined circulations "I Time and

Sewsweek. \t II a.m.. t\ equals the

circulation of l.ooh at 1.1 million. \t

noon. Ladies Home Journal slips be-

hind, and t\ is ahead ol all hut tWO

national magazines, the first of which

Life is passed at 1 : l> p.m. \t

7: to p.m.. t\ passes Readers' Digest

1 1 1 million to 111. 1- million 1. \t Id

p.m. I\ is watched in more than II!

million homes. In this comparison,

neither \ iewer--pet ->et nor reader- -per-

cop) were counted.

This 1>\ no means implies that maga-

zine circulations have fallen o|T since

i\. Actually, the reverse is true. Since

the end of World War II. the circula-

tion ot 30 top genera] consumer maga-

zines increased 30^5 while the number
of people in the COUntr) rose l' 1 ',

. \n

Alfred Politz Research, Inc. stud) foi

Life -how- a higher percentage of thai

periodical nets into t\ households than

into non-t\ households. Another sur-

ve) b) the same research organization

sponsored In Look and tilled. "The
Audience- of Nine Magazines" shows
the same to he true for ever) one of

the nine major publication- studied

(including (he late Collier's and // Om-
an s Home Companion <

.

It has been the elTort to build such

mass circulations that is part of pub-

listing's trouble. The expense of get-

ting and holding subscribers with spe-

cial oilers and renewals is tremendous.

Paper and production costs have

soared. The average profit in the pub-

lishing industry, after taxes, is onl)

about 2'
L
>',. Several years ago, Cos-

mopolitan not off a ver) shak) finan-

cial limb In deliberately cutting back

I
ARTICLE IN BRIEF

From a standing start 10 years ago, tv

has |umpcd tar ahead of magazines in

ad revenue At the same time it has

enlarged overall advertising budgets,

and thus benefited publishing But tv s

impact on audience habits has been so

great, magazines may have to change.

it- rin ill, il i"ii li "in about 3 million In

I million. The) did this b) eliminat-

ing all subset iptions ex< ept full-rates.

I he 1 in illation tb.it u .1- added to ( oh

lier'i ami Woman's Home when theii

publishers suspended Imerican l/".*/

zine la-t Jul) found the pair with lit-

tle lime left to enJ0) it. Now it i- a

question how profitable Look will find

tin- Subs* 1 iptions it IS taking <>\ ei

from Colliei I and // Oman S Home.

When tin- latter two suspended, <<>!-

tier's bad 1.2 million circulation and

Woman's Home bad 1.1 million. Gal-

laghei Btated frankly: "No compan)

management wa- evei more blind.

During the late III- and earl\ '50's

when the era of t\ competition was

developing, this management failed to

invigorate their magazines. "Crowell

management, Gallagher -aid. "over-

looked a vital truism oi magazine pub-

lishing. Magazines usuallj belong to

.111 er.i W ben It - ...in-, the "

zine (ad>- 10 survive, magazine*

... ith tin tin.- Of fl '"//-

an's Home Companion, he - lid

"Growth of ts w ith numerous -•

pi ograms has gi aduall) redui ed the

need (01 women's service magazines.

. . . Signs have been apparent foi -i\

years " IK didn t respond.

the top '- 11 magazines, 18 an- now

iting in tin- nd. I In- ma) 1

moie fatalities soon. I he magazine's

problem, a< 1 ording to • lallaghei . is

11 .. .1 drop in cin ulal ion but in

readei ship,

I hi- leads to point 1 2 1 of the

\ iousl) -mentioned reasons win n

zines must considei the impact of t\.

Re iding 1- -till \ ital, but the r •
•

. 1 < 1 1 n l.-

habit- have changed and u ha- played

,1 p.ni in bringing 1b.1t about. The

name "magazine" means "storehouse

and this ha- always been the format of

successful periodicals Bince Daniel De-

foe began the first one. I he matei ial

"stored" in magazines 1- ' 1 • informa-

tion, and ' 2 1 entertainment.

\ magazine is read alone, b) one

person at a 1 ime. I \ ma) be v iewed

b) the famil) group. Entertainment

fall- neatl) into -roup participation bo

it i- in this area that h has bad it-

greatesl effect. People re, id more to-

I Please mm i<> /.//_. 12

Bernard P. Gallagher, agarine and advertising -
the magazine business ha- been asleep while television with it- and

hungrier men has been alert and nn the prowL Ten many publishers failed to

invigorate their maga/ine- during Ial tnd early *50's when the era of

i\ -et in. Gallagher publishes ' Report f<>r admen and publu
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Sao Antone!
r

ABC adds KONO-TV... makes

San Antonio the nation's

newest 3-network market

\"U there arc three in San Antonio! No longer is this major

cit) .1 two-network market. VBC-TV - newesl primar) affiliate,

K( )\( ) -TV . has filled out the network pit line in San Antone.

San Vntonio is the 7 I >t market to !»» added t<» th<- \\U. I<|.--

vision Network in which it has a full-time exclusive affiliate. Nov

75.6 per cent <>t the country's I \ homes can see \II< I \ pro-

grams "live" a figure which will definitely erov in L957.

That- wh\ we couldn't keep it under our Stetsons >i minute

longer. San Antonio's in our corral

!



TV'S IMPACT
(Continued from page 39)

da) for information and along lines of

specific interest than for sheer enter-

tainment. Magazine fiction is on the

downgrade, largely replaced by the tv

drama.

Dr. Tibor Koeves, v.p. of Institute

for Motivational Research and its ex-

pert on communications, says: "Tv is

not killing the magazines. The big

magazines are getting bigger and the

small ones smaller. Once in awhile one

folds, but not from tv.

"Americans watch tv but also read,

though patterns ma) differ from pre-

vious years. 1 hey are more interested

in non-fiction than in pre-war vears for

several reasons: I 1 I they feel a great-

er responsibility: (2l they feel their

personal lives are involved in big is-

sues; (3) thev feel they're living in an

era of dynamic change and don't want

to be caught short.

"In these areas," Dr. Koeves goes

on, "tv offers some, but not over-

whelming competition. The tempo of

t\ is too fast for the viewer to com-

prehend abstract issues clearly. Peo-

ple read abstractions at a slower rate

than fiction. On tv, the visual ele-

ment constitutes distraction. People

WHEC Rates FIRST
with Rochester Listeners

Out of 360 Quarter-Hours Mondays thru Fridays,

In Competition with Five other Radio Stations

WHEC RATES 275 FIRSTS and 10 Ties!

Here's the Breakdown:

WHEC
Station

B
Station Stations

C DE&F

*FIRSTS in the Morning 115 5

*FIRSTS in the Afternoon 70 50

FIRSTS in the Evening 90 20
(10 ties) (10 ties)

'COMPLETE ROCHESTER PULSE REPORT OCTOBER 1956

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING . . ROCHESTER'S TOP-RATED STATION

WHEC S.000 WATTS

Representatives EVERET T McKINNEY. Inc. New YoiK. Chicago. LEE F.O'CONNEU Co.. Los Angeles. San Fiancisco

watch mannerisms and background.

Reading remains more conducive to

concentration.

"Magazines may lose their readers

from a variety of reasons that have

nothing to do with tv. Our motiva-

tional explanation for the demise of

(.oilier s is that people were unahle to

define its personality sharply. It was

undistinguished. It was a stranger to

its readers."

How do the advertisers and agencies

view the tv-magazine picture since the

passing of the Cro well-Collier famih ?

Don Frost, advertising director for

Bristol-Myers. sa\s: "We're al\\a\s ap-

praising all media, hut no special job

has been initiated because of the Col-

lier's demise. Our own magazine ad-

vertising expenditure has actually in-

creased tremendouslv since tv. We'll

continue to be in magazines for a

long time."

Pete Matthews, executive assistant to

Y&R's media director, sees Collier's

ad budgets going into other maga-

zines—and directh competitive ones

—

rather than into other media. "Usual-

ly accounts with big broadcast bud-

gets," he says, "wouldn't require

money released by one publication for

their broadcast schedule and would

hardly do a major re-evaluation just

because a single magazine is out." But

in some cases, he does feel, magazine

thinking may be undergoing a change.

Among some clients there is a fear

that the Crowell-Collier disaster may
be starting a trend.

The head of an agency media de-

partment raised this question: If tv

didn't kill radio, why should it kill

magazines? "There's an enormous re-

silience in all advertising media." he

said. "In the early days of only 63 tv

markets, we did find magazines suffer-

ing in those markets. But I think

they've bounced back."

Terry Cunningham, advertising di-

rector for Sylvania. says an adman's

major consideration is: How much
does it cost to reach a consumer with

an effective message'.'' In this, maga-

zines are not yet prohibitive, though

tv sometimes is for the smaller adver-

tiser. As far as his company is con-

cerned, Cunningham says, "We still

regard magazines a vital part of a na-

tional advertising program.

What kind of magazines will these

be and how will they survive? The

immediate solution to survival, accord-

ing to Callagher. is a raise in adver-

tising rates. Ip till now, tbe\ have

42 SPONSOR 26 JANUARY 1957



I ivn afraid to i aise theii i ales on an)

thing Imi circulation increases. I verj

other industi \ has i aised its pi ii es to

keep in line w iili i ising produi 1 1 .
. r 1

costs. \ magazine page i ate ii -

based mi added cin ulal ion is often

i .mi elled "Hi \>\ the coal "I thai circu

I. in. in
|

> 1 1
« — the li^iiiu.' production costs.

" Advertisers, agem ies and pub-

lishers have witnessed .1 sad but effei

tive demonstration "I the cost squeeze

facing magazines,
1

says Gallagher.

" riming i- r
i

| >•• for much-needed a<

lion. \ll signs point to that.

"Look foi publishers both con-

Burner and trade to tr) to gel .ihr.nl

of their costs l>\ announcing new ad

rale increases." I
\ move recommended

bj Gallagher in his Report in October).

"These %-v ill be cost-of-publishing in-

creases with no comparable increases

in circulation guarantees.

Gallagher regards such rate raises

as a sensible, constructive move, and

does not think either advertisers oi

agencies \\ill quarrel with such action.

He also feels advertisers and agen-

cies will show more tolerance for the

concept ol spreading ad dollars ovei

a number of publications. '"It ma) onlj

be tempoi ary, hi bul the id* 1

..1 1 ..in •iii
i atin "ii urn- oi two ma

zines is due foi .1 setbai k. Ii

real istii .111 itude foi agent ies » hose

future prosperity must inevitabl) de-

1 1 n. I on the existence "I profitable

izinet

So ' lallaghei \ iews the ' rowell-

( olliei I"— .1- the publishing industry -

gain 1 r « » v ided the) leai n and profit

from 1 < mistakes.
"*

I In- magazine business has been

asleep," he told sponsor, "while t\ has

been alert." In I C, foi example, top

men were old, and getting older. "1 \

ecutives were talking to themselves.

Ilje magazines lost contact with adver-

tisers .i<»\ readers.

"Meanwhile," he went on, "televi-

sion u iih ii
j oungei and hung] iei

men was on the prowl."

What i- the future "I magazine ad-

vertising in the t\ era? As one adman

I

hi it, '"I here is plent) of advertising

to support them. Moreover, the maga-

zines are naturals foi 1 ei tain prod-

ucts." I hese products are: liquor

(which air media won't take); class

products -iirh a~ high fashion, travel,

jewelry ; institutional and financial

tain personal i\|»-
j

r < < I

ip 1- \t present, ih<- magazine

tort ol "ex< lush it\ in the

an 1 "i color. Bul 1 1 1 i — ma) I"- short-

lived .1- telei ision moves into more

and more 0I01 programing, and

mii iser§ ]»•. ome more interested in the

oloi i\.

\- f"i the kind of magazine thai

will compete with radio and iv foi to-

morrow's advertising dollar, GaUaghei

foresees ih<- "specialized publication

ili.ii will have a use value 01 appeal to

spi 1 iIm interests. "
I he masa 1 in illa-

tion magazine," he says, "is on the

ua\ dow n. Printed fii rion « ill I" -

lift largel) to the pocketbooks which

alread) have made inroad- into news-

-land -ah-- ..i those magazines thai

are lai gel) fi< tion. Bul f"i those

izines thai modernize to 1 atei to

the new public appetite foi specialized

reading the) will bring their adver-

tising with them. Man) are doing it

now women's service books thai have

broadened their scope, how-to and out-

door magazines. \nd. of course, th< -

phenomena] publishing success which

thrives not onl) along with television,

hut on television '// Guide. ^

Have you seen the figures behind the word for ^b^

Coming: February 13th at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York-

February 15th at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago
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Only market place off its kind. Gives programing profile of every
tv and radio station in the United States and Canada.
Published each March. Advertising forms close mid February



H A O I O AND ULIVUION

^ buyers' guide

to station programing

::

f'i

If you were a timebuyer asked to make up a list of 60 farm stations

how would you go about it 7 If i t were your job to bui Id lists of

stations featuring farm programing, or sport shows, or negro, news

of Latin American programing, homemaker shows or other special appeal

programing where would you turn ?

If you were asked to make up a list of tv stations on one day's

notice and needed film and slide requirements of each station; if you

had to know about likely homemaker shows, farm programs, sportscasts.

feature film availabilities - what would you do?

The busy timebuyer, account executive, and ad manager turn to the

Buyers' Guide to Station Programing . It works wonders for him. It's

the only tool enabling him to quickly, accurately and expertly sort

out the 3,500-plus radio and tv stations of the U.S. and Canada by

their program characteristics.

The 1957 BUYERS' GUIDE is as basic as your rate card. It's the only

source of its kind. Your ad in BUYERS' GUIDE, near the programing

analysis of your own station, will benefit from a year 'round exposure

before the largest concentration of advertiser-agency readership in

the trade paper field. BUYERS' GUIDE goes to the full SPONSOR reader

list of 13.500 circulation.

Send your reservation in right away. Use the attached order form,

or wire collect for choice position. Regular rates and frequency

discounts apply. Advertising deadline is 15 February. Regards.

Sincerely,

klpert /Arnold Al

BOLDFACE LISTING WITHOUT COST

Along with your ad in the 1957

BUYERS' GUIDE your station

will be listed in boldface in

the master directory.

SPONSOR SERVICES INC *0 EAST 49' ST NEW YORK

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE ADVERTISING ORDER FORM

Please reserve following space in the

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE TO STATION PROGRAMING

full pagt . $450

half page .... $265
horizontal 7 r .

",

ttvo-third pay . $330

one-third pay . SI 80
vertical .'•,/;"" deep

tal (matter directory only)

I understand my ad entitles me to boldface listing of my
station in the master directory at no extra cost.

NOTE TO CONTRACT ADVERTISERS mr«ct nttt 1 unci

PALI 1 v T-

I prefer placement in Master Directory

I prefer placement in category list

Firm

City

Name

Zone. State

< ATEGORY
LISTINGS

RADIO
Chili
Clauieal Music
Fnrr-
Country and

I ' MIC
Foreign Language
Latin American

Popular Mtuic

TUEVISION

on*
I yipealt

Sportt



TV

Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

GROCERY STORES
SPONSOR: Independent Grocers Mliance

Capsule case history: In order to promote the wide

variety of products handled by grocery stores, this sponsor

wanted a television campaign which would appeal to all

segments of the tv audience. To achieve this end the In-

dependent Grocers Alliance utilized a multi-program line-

up on the Champaign, 111., tv station. WCIA. The organiza-

tion has credited this program line-up with causing a

191
/
/>'/' sales increase in its 95 outlets in the east-central

Illinois area. Four programs of varying types were selected

to appeal to a maximum audience. IGA reaches the night-

time audience through two programs

—

Public Defender, on

Thursdays at 9:30 p.m. and a 15-minute newscast, aired

Tuesdays at 6:30 p.m. Happy Home, on Monday-through-

Friday, is IGA's daytime housewives' special. Midivest

Matinee, designed for children, has boosted sales of milk

and ice cream. The commercials on these programs run

the gamut from low pressure institutional plugs to strong

promotion of IGA brands. The $60,000 tv appropriation is

shared equally among the organization's 95 retail outlets.

WCIA, Champaign, 111. PROGRAM: Various

RADIO-PHONOGRAPHS
SPONSOR: J. A. Walsh & Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The appeal of a music-and-news

video show. KTRK-TV's new program Soundtrack, was
explored recently in a campaign run by J. A. Walsh & Co.,

Houston's RCA distributor. Applying the concepts of radio

to television, Soundtrack enables its audience to enjoy tele-

vision in the busy morning hours from 7:00-9:00 a.m.

without having to sit in front of the set. As a test item,

J. A. Walsh bought 12 one-minute announcements on

Soundtrack during the first week in December. The com-

mercials advertised an RCA radio-phonograph priced at

$29.95. Since this was a test campaign, the distributor

purposely did not inform its dealers of the commercial

broadcasts and no other advertising was used. Dean R.

Benton, sales manager for the RCA Victor division of J. A.

Walsh, reported that the 12 announcements moved well

over a hundred of the radio-phonographs in a period of

two weeks. He went on to say that the sales were clearly

a direct result of the spots run on Soundtrack. This $240

campaign led the sponsor to sign for 13 additional weeks.

KTRK-TV, Houston, Texas PROGRAM: Soundtrack

CHRISTMAS TREES
SPONSOR: Christmas Tree Land

FOOD & GROCERY RETAILERS
AGENCY: Direct SPONSOR: Park 'N Shop AGENCY: Crawford Advertising

Capsule case history: The use of live evergreens for

Christmas trees is a well-established tradition which must

present formidable competition to retailers who attempt

to sell a different type of Christmas tree. With the aid

of television advertising, however, Chicago's Christmas

Tree Land was highly successful in selling a tree which was

not only different but also far more expensive. Over a

period of two weeks, Christmas Tree Land ran commercials

on WBKB for the Starlight Tree, a permanent metallic

Christmas tree that revolves on a musical base. The ad-

vertising consisted of a series of 14 one-minute live partici-

pating announcements spread among three daily tv shows.

The Starlight Tree retailed at $129.50 per tree and during

the two-week advertising period 5,066 trees were sold for a

total dollar volume of approximately $650,000. As the

Christmas Tree Land firm had only geared its 1956 pro-

duction for a total seasonal sale of 5,000 trees, the number

of sales during the two-week period was a tv advertising

coup. The cost of the 14 announcements was $2,000.

Capsule case history: Had you spotted a pajama-clad

citizen toting a watermelon on a Charlotte street one night

last summer, you wouldn't have had to worry about hallu-

cinations. Residents of the Charlotte area were induced to

play the "pajama game*' through a novel tv offer made by

Park 'N Shop. This sponsor began advertising on WBTV
with The Harvesters, a 15-minute program aired at 10:00

p.m. which features gospel singers. On the first pro-

gram, 31 July, watermelons were offered at 10c4 each,

5<* if the viewer appeared in pajamas. Customers flocked

to the Park "N Shop, thousands wearing pajamas, and

nearly two trailer-truck loads of watermelons were sold less

than two hours after the show went off the air. In addition,

Gladiola Biscuits, a product new to this market, were of-

fered at 5£ a can and 15 cases were sold less than 5 minutes

after the show ended. The two-week period following this

show brought a 40% sales increase and since the first show,

the business increase averaged more than $1,000 per day

for a five-week period. Cost for the first two weeks—$560.

WBKB, Chicago, 111. PROGRAM: Announcements WBTV, Charlotte, NC PROGRAM: The Han esters
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lVlan and boy, VVTARand WTAR-TV the most valuable assets you buy when
have been navigating the air-waves of you advertise on Tidewater Virginia's

Tidewater Virginia since 1923, when dominant VHF Station.

WTAR Radio went on the air. Naturally, there can never be a Television

WTAR-TV's "Air-Date" was April Station hereabouts with the length ofpn

2nd. 1950. WTAR-TV's almost seven less EXPERIENCE that WTAR- TV
years of telecasting experience is one of gives you.

BASIC FACTS on WTAR-TV

Channel 3 . . . Maximum Power . . . Maximum Tower . . . CBS Network

Estimated Sets in area (Dec. 1, 1956) 418.016

Population in area 1.767.900*
.NOHOIK

PY ^<\ Families in area 457,700*

Effective Buying Power $2,407,998,000.00*

('From Sales Management's Survey ol Buying Pooer. May 10. 1956)

(Based on Measured Contour Map by Jansky & Bailey)

5 of Virginia's Busiest Cities are

within WTAR-TV's Grade A Signal

\yTAH-TV
CHANNEL 3. NORFOLK. VIRGINIA

Business Office and Studio-720 Boush Street. Norfolk. Va . Tel MAdison 5-6711

REPRESENTATIVE Edward Petry & Company. Inc
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SPONSOR ASKS

How much do you rely on motivational research

for the content of radio and tv copy 5

Arthur Be I Li ire, vice pres. in charge of

tv copy, Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn,

\ rw York

No research of any kind can be mea-

sured in inches or pints or pounds.

When a copywriter creates a televi-

sion or radio commercial, he is calling

upon a rich mixture of facts and ex-

perience. While motivational research

—along with all the other kinds—has

helped contribute to said facts and ex-

'rich mixture

of facts and

experience"

perience, it is bordering on the im-

moral to ask him to isolate any por-

tion of his mental process for the sake

of laboratory analysis.

Motivational research is relatively

new to the advertising research picture;

but nobody has welcomed it more than

the copywriter. Without a doubt, as

rapidly as it can be soundly developed

and broadened, it will enrich more and

more the copywriter's basic under-

standing of the audience he is con-

stantly in touch with. For motivational

research, if it can be viewed as an en-

titv for a moment, does not attempt to

rate a commercial by score or to pro-

mote memory games on sales points.

It simply tries to find out more about

why consumers act as they do. And
anything that even tries to do that is

doing the copywriter a service.

To answer the question more direct-

ly, motivational research is only begin-

ning to make concrete contributions to

the copywriter in the form of informa-

tion gathered in directed depth inter-

views, non-directed depth interviews,

group interviews and projective tech-

niques.

More importantly, facts thus learned

often make more sense when integrated

with information from other types of

research. It is a slow process. It can

be an expensive process. It is a worth-

while process.

Alberta Hays, l > re president and ropy

group head, food accounts. Mc(.ann-Erick-

son, Inc., New York

Motivational research can and does aid

the radio or tv copywriter in two

broad ways: ill By pointing the di-

rection the copv appeal should take,

and I 2 I in so doing, saving the writer

"a woman does

not mean what

she thinks"

a great deal of creative exploratory

time: time that can be spent in con-

centration on a given appeal.

Illustrating this first point—that is.

"direction of the appeal"'—it has been

shown that in the area of "taste, a

woman does not necessarily mean what

she thinks she means when she says

she does or does not like a particular

taste.

With Kippers, for example, women
object because they were "too salty'"

or "too strong." Actually, study of

data revealed that women associated

Kippers with "foreign dishes" and

"smelly docks." They just did not like

the picture that Kippers brought to

their minds. Copywriters were di-

rected to associate Kippers with typi-

cal "American dishes." and the result-

ing sales increase supported these

findings.

Bv narrowing the area in which a

writers creative imagination works,

motivational research enables him to

spend his time thinking deeper, as it

were, instead of wider, reducing the

varietv of appeals he has to explore.

Not all motivational research is

helpful, of course. Sometimes it has

been found that there are no "deep

findings." Sometimes the research

findings are too complex to be practi-

cal for a writer. There may simply be

too much information to fit into one

spot radio or tv commercial. Once in

awhile the findings are exactly oppo-

site, too basic and abstract to be of

a in help.

These difficulties can be overcome

by close cooperation between creative

people and research people. The high-

ly competitive nature of today's market

demands it.

Joe McDonough, radio-to group head,

Cunningham & if alsh. Inc.. New York

Norman Fronk. a man who under-

stands motivations and still loxes them,

once made this profound comment:

"Motivational research is a crutch, but

not for walking. It is for beating cli-

ents over the head with.

Now MR should not be belabored
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this way, nor used tin- v\a\. loda\ -

motivational research has a verj defi-

nite place. Thai place is in the back,

not the front of a writer's mind. Ml!

should l>f read, digested, and then for-

gotten. It belongs in the subconscious,

a part of a writer's intuition. Iii> per-

ception, his empathy. \ls<>. it helps

a\oid |iitlalls which were meant to be

fallen into bj certain overabundant

types we mighl classify as "head-

beaters."

In contrast, consider P>ill Shakes-

peare, one of the most successful do-it-

yourself practitioners ol motivational

research. We could all do worse than

"I I is HM)',

right ... 17',

of the time"

to emulate his success. However, to

do so, we must also emulate his meth-

ods. Bill used MR to supplj the broad

stroke-. Radio-tv writers should use

motivational research in the same way,

to suppl) the broad aspects of why
people buj or to coin a well-known

phrase, the big picture.

After you have digested the aston-

ishing news that women feel guilt\

about wasting scotch tape, or making

instant coffee I especially when they

feel it is inferior to percolated I ; or

that men justify buying Cadillacs on

the ground that they save money on

gas—we say. "Push it in the back of

\ our mind and let it soak in. But if

it gets too far up front, look out ! It

may confuse you about the real rea-

sons people give for buying I or the

arguments they can accept or admit

for buying)
."

Who, for example, would like to

write commercials admitting that men
hate to shave because this symbolically

represents emasculation? A fascinat-

ing problem. Would \ ou say, "Walk,

don't run. and get not three but one.

of the worlds dullest blades?"

Yes, you can overdo a good thing,

and "How are you fixed for blades?"

mav not have any MR behind it. but

it gives the motivational writer a

pretty good run for his money.

In conclusion, a good thing for all

writers to remember: "Motivational

research is 100' < right . . . 17' < of

the time." ^

ONE WILL DO/
One station — WBNS Radio — drops sweet-

spending Columbus and Central Ohio right

in your lap. WBNS delivers the most listeners

. . . twice as many as the next biggest station.

The most and also the best. With 20 top Pulse-

rated shows, WBNS puts push behind your

sales program. To sell Central Ohio . . . buy
WBNS Radio.

CBS FOR CENTRAL OHIO

Ask John Blair

The number one Pulse station

covering 1,573,820 people with

2 Billion Dollars to spend.

mtamfairadio
COLUMBUS, OHIO
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Radio Baltimore

WEAP
After only 8 weeks* is now

in the Oct.-Dec, 1956

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX

in total rated time periods

*On November 10, 1956, WCAO programmed

full-time independent with the same proven 24-

hours-a-day formula originated and used by

WMPS, the number one station in Memphis in

Hooper, Metro Pulse, Area Pulse, Nielsen, Hooper

Car Radio, and Hooper Business Establishment

surveys.

This successful radio programming is also being

used by Radio Boston WCOP and Radio Chicago

WJJD with the same magnetic audience attrac-

tion in those markets. No gimmicks, no giveaways,

no promotions, just solid programming for solid

listeners who really listen !

Keep your eye on these other Plough, Inc., Stations:

Radio Memphis II Radio Boston I Radio Chicago

WMPS WCOP WJJD
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES. INC.
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A weekly listing of changes

in the advertising and broadcast fields

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR

American Home Products, NY
Bauer & Black. Chi
Bauer & Black, Chi
Blue |ay, Chi
Bon Ami, NY
Helene Curtis, Chi
Ford Motor, Dearborn, Mich
Maybellinc, Chi
Mutual of Omaha, Omaha
Nestle, White Plains, NY
Nestle, White Plains, NY
Nestle, White Plains, NY

STATIONSAGENCY
Y&R, NY
Burnett, Chi
Burnett, Chi
Burnett, Chi
R&R, NY
William H. Weiss
JWT, Detroit
Cordon Best, Chi CBS 165
Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha CBS 87
Mc-E, NY CBS 76

Pittsburgh Plate Class, Pittsburgh
Ralston Purina, St. Louis
Yardley of London, NY

Houston, NY
Mc-E, NY
Maxon, Detroit
Cardner, St. Louis
Ayer, NY

NBC 118
CBS 75
CBS 77
NBC 89
ABC

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Arthur Codfrey; alt W 8-8:30 pm; 9 Jan; 52 wks
Circus Time; th 8-9 pm; 21 Feb; 1 partic per wk
Captain Kangaroo; alt Sa 9:35-9:40 am; 2 Feb; 6 wks
Afternoon Film Festival; 3-4:30 pm; 1 Apr; 1 partic per wk
Circus Time; Th 8-9 pm; 24 Jan; 1 partic per wk
Cale Storm Show; alt Sa 9-9:30 pm; 12 Jan; 19 wks

Love Lucy; M 9-9:30 pm; 4, 18 Mar only
Presidential Inaugural Ball, M 11:15-12 m; 21 Jan only

Arthur Codfrey Time; Tu 10:30-10:45 am; 8 Jan; 13 wks
Valiant Lady; alt Th 12-12:15 pm; 10 Jan; 52 wks
Blondie; alt F 8-8:30 pm; 11 Jan-20 Sept
Carry Moore; alt Th 10-10:15 am; 10 Jan; 52 wks
Carry Moore; alt F 11-11:15 am; 11 (an; 13 wks
Big Story; F 9:30-10 pm; 8 Mar-21 Feb, 1958
Famous Film Festival; Sa. 7:30-9 pm; 23 Feb; 1 partic per wk

RENEWED ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS

American Tobacco, NY SSC&B, NY
Mercury Division—Ford, Dearborn, Mich K&E, NY _

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

NBC 89 Big Story; F 9:30-10 pm; 1 Mar-14 Feb, 1958
CBS 198 Ed Sullivan; Su 8-9 pm; 30 Dec, 1956; 52 wks

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME

Charles R. Abry
Cene Autry
Tom Chauncey _
John Cooley
Robert E. Davis
Leon Dolnick
Ted Dorf _
Bob Flanigan
Byron E. French
Alan Ciellerup

Howard Hammond
Stuart Hepburn _
Henry Hickman
Joseph F. Hladky
George Inghram
Lew Jeffrey

John J. Kelly

Robert S. Kieve

Jody Klahre
Jackson Launer
Al LeVine
Nat Liebeskind
Cregg Lincoln
James V. Malloy
Joe Miller

Robert M. Ryan
James Schroeder
Adolph L. Seton
Wendall Siler

Crace M. Spanihel
Don Stewart
Val Thomas _.

Lawrence Turet
Cuy Vaughan
Sam Whitacre
Norman W. Williams
Eugene C. Wyatt

FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION
ABC-TV, NY. nat sis mgr NBC-TV, NY, eastern sis mgr
KOOL, KOOL-TV, Phoenix, Ariz, pres _ Same, chairman board
KOOL, KOOL-TV, Phoenix, Ariz, exec vp & gen mgr Same, pres & gen mgr
WCAY, Silver Spring, Md, news staff Same, dir promotion-public relations
KVAN-AM, Vancouver, Wash, sis mgr
WITI-TV, Milwaukee, Wis, promotion dir

WCAY, Silver Spring, Md
WOV, NY, asst to gen mgr
Ottaway Newspapers-Radio Inc. Endicott, NY, exec vp
Printers Ink, media rep _.

KIMA-AM, Yakima, Wash, radio eng
WCAY, Silver Spring, Md, commercial mgr
WFBR, Baltimore, asst program dir _ _
Cazette Co, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, vp & sec
WISN-TV, Milwaukee, acct exec _
KMTV, Omaha, production mgr
Collier's Magazine, NY, advtng sis

.U.S. Information Agency, Washing, DC, special assistant

to deputy dir

KIMA-AM, Yakima, Wash, sis mgr
Same, acct exec

-Same, commercial mgr
Storer Broadcasting, NY, sis

Same, chairman board
RCA Recorded Program Services, NY, sis rep—southwest

territory

KBAS-TV, Ephrata, Wash, chief eng
KNOX, Fort Worth, vp & gen mgr
Same, operations mgr
Same, pres & gen mgr
WISN, Milwaukee, radio sis mgr
Same, program mgr
ABC Tv Net, NY, acct exec
WBBF, Rochester, NY, vp & gen mgr

WCPO-TV, Cin, producer
Sportlite, Inc, Chi, head
Times Television, NY, gen mgr
Crosley Broadcasting, NY, sis

Bill Sturm Studio, NY
KFMB. San Diego, local sis mgr
KING-TV. Seattle, news editor ...

KSEM-AM, Moses Lake, Wash, mgr
ABC. NY, asst dir press information
WRAD, Radford, Va, gen mgr

..KGW-TV, Portland, Ore. asst to promotion mgr
WLW-C, Columbus, Ohio, production mgr

_.Same, also Kling Film, Chi, dir—syndicated film div
Sterling Television, NY, member board
WLW-C, Columbus, Ohio, sis mgr

....WJAR-TV, Providence, Rl, acct exec
Same, gen sis mgr
KOMO-TV, Seattle, sis promotion mgr
KBAS-TV, Ephrata, Wash, sis mgr
Same, mgr on-the-air-promotion
WDBJ-TV, Roanoke, Va, acct exec
KTHT, Houston, asst to mgrFC&B, Houston, r-tv timebuyer

KRAM, Las Vegas, gen sis mgr KSDO, San Diego, acct exec
.WGAY, Silver Spring, Md, dir promotion-public relations Same, sis

Weir Associates, NY & Miami, producer-director WITI-TV, Milwaukee, Wis, promotion dir

Charlotte Observer, Charlotte, NC, feature advtng mgr James S. Ayers Co, Charlotte, NC, office mgr
Republican State Central Committee, Wash, publicity dir KOMO-TV, Seattle, acct exec
KMTV, Omaha, dir

,
Same, production mgr

Midsate. Inc, Dickson, Tenn, pres ABC Tv Net, NY, nat program sis mgr

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

William A. Bates
Mortimer Berkowitz, Jr

Hazel N. Bey
Ernie Brant .

Jack M. Bristow
Al Camhi
Brooke Carroll

Daniel J. Connolly
Edward J. Corbett
Scott Costello
Thomas R. Cox
Chester F. Craft
Charles V. Davis
John Doherty
Irvin S. Dolk

BBDO. NY. specialist—automotive products
BBDO, NY, acct exec
Same, office mgr
Carroll Advtng, San Antonio, acct exec, mktng dir

Same, office mgr

Congoleum Nairn, Kearny, NJ, dir sis training
Woman's Home Companion, NY, ad mgr
Robert S. Risman, Buffalo
Thomas F. Conroy, San Antonio

...BBDO, Cleve, acct super
- Sears Roebuck. NY. Chi, mail order copywriter, sis mgr Lloyd S. Howard. NY, gen mgr, asst to pres

Thomas F. Conroy. San Antonio Carroll Advtng, San Antonio, pres, gen mgr
Lewin, Williams & Saylor, NY, sec & asst treas _ _ Same, treas
Ceyer, Detroit, vp Same, also creative dir
Chirurg Co, Boston, acct exec Same, vp, gen mgr_ Y&R. NY, acct exec . Same, vp
McCarty Co, Chi, gen mgr __ Zimmer, Keller & Calvert. Detroit, creative staff
Barnes Chase. LA. office mgr Hixson & Jorgensen. LA. food & package goods acct group
Ted Bates, NY, acct exec Same, also asst vp
Lamport, Fox, Prell & Dolk, South Bend, Ind, sec-treas Same, vp

Lawrence D. Dunham DFS, SF, acct exec Same, also vp
Ken R. Dyke Y&R, NY, vp Same, vp-lnternational div
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NEW AND RENEW

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES continued

Beaven Ennis

Elinor Fahrenholz
R. Allen Gardner

David | Gillespie

Estellc Cindorf
Sylvia Granick
Carl Cylfe

Lewis H Happ
William R. Hesse
Judson H. Irish

David Kaiglcr .

Wray D. Kennedy
Winston W. Kirchert
Irving Smith Kogan
Thomas W. Lapham
John R. Markey .

Ted Menderson
Dwayne L. Moore
Roger Moore
Douglas I Murphey
Leonard Newsteder
Thomas M. Oddy
Betty O'Hara
Jackson L. Parker

William Patten
Richard Penn
Walter T. Pollock
Carl F. Prell

Phi His Ro.uk
Robert Rothschild
E. Lowell Sanders
Thomas R. Santacroce
Charles W. Schiess
Alan Sidnam
Howard Stapf
Torrey Stearns
Richard H. Stinnette
Locke W. Turner
Edgar B. Van Winkle _
William F. Vinicombe
Sidney Matthew Weiss
Hillard W. Welch

Compton, NY, media dept Same, asst acct exec
.._ Cunningham & Walsh, Chi, writer-producer Same, r-tv dir

Monsanto Chemical Co, St. Louis, asst dir advtng-consumer
products div Y&R, NY, acct exec

K&E, Detroit, vp Same, office mgr & a director
Thomas F. Conroy. San Antonio Carroll Advtng, San Antonio, media dir
Rowc & Wyman, Cin Ted Menderson Co, Cin, media dir
Leo Burnett, Chi Cunningham & Walsh. Chi. media dir

— Ccyer. NY. senior space buyer Same, media dir
B&B. NY, vp, acct super Same, senior vp
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, NY, vp & copy chief Same, senior vp. member exec committee
WPFH, Wilmington, Del, gen mgr W. S. Roberts. Phila, vp, acct exec
Lcwin. Williams & Saylor, NY, vp Same, sec & member bd
Ted Bates, NY, media group super Same, also asst vp

.), M. Hickerson, NY, public relations dir Hicks & Creist. NY, public relations dir
Y&R. NY. asso copy super Same, vp & asst to pres
Barnes Chase, SF, mgr & new bus dir Hixson & Jorgensen, LA, food & package goods acct group
Rowe & Wyman, Cin, vp Ted Menderson Co, Cin, pres
Ted Bates, NY, acct exec Same, also vp

- _.WLW-T, Cin Ted Menderson Co. Cin, acct exec
Y&R. NY. acct exec Same, vp
Lewin, Williams & Saylor, Newark, N), vp & gen mgr Same, also member bd
Beauty Counselors of Canada. Ltd. office mgr K&E. Montreal, office mgr
DFS, HY, copy dept Same, also vp
International Packings Corp, Bristol. NH. ad mgr & public

relations dir .—____ Chirurg Co, Boston, media dir
DFS, SF, acct exec Same, also vp
Zerbe-Penn, Puerto Rico Y&R, NY, NY mgr-lnternational div
Lewin, Williams & Saylor, NY, senior vp Same, exec vp
Lamport, Fox, Prell & Dolk, South Bend, Ind, vp Same, pres
Mayor JoseDh Mills, Warick, Rl, exec sec Bo Bernstein, Providence, Rl, nat-regional r-tv timebuyer
Shivell Hall, NY, acct exec Mahoney & Howard, NY, vp & acct super
Manhattan Soap Co, NY, dir sis & merch _ BBDO. NY, specialist—drug mktng
Ruppert Brewery, NY, vd & gen sis mgr Compton, SF, vp chg west coast operations
St. Georges & Keyes, NY, asst treasurer Same, treasurer

B&B, NY, vp Same, exec vp
Lewin, Williams & Saylor. NY, personnel & traffic mgr Paris & Peart, NY, mgr traffic dept

....St. Ceorges & Keyes, NY, public relations dir Same, vp chg public relations & publicity

California Fashions Pub. NY, eastern ad mgr Mahoney & Howard, NY, vp chg merch & promotion
BBDO, LA, media dir __ Same, admin acct exec
Y&R, NY, acct exec __ Same, vp

...C & C Super Corp. advtng mgr _ .Weiss & Celler. NY. acct exec
Lewin, Williams & Saylor, NY, exec vp & treas Same, pres

Chirurg Co, Boston, acct exec & chairman industrial plans bd Same, super technical accts

SPONSOR PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

John L. Burns Booz. Allen & Hamilton, senior partner & vice-chairman
exec committee - -

Harry H. Caswell W. F. Young, Inc. gen mgr & treasurer ..._

Earl A. Clason Pillsbury Mills, mgr grocery products div

Frank M. Folsom RCA, pres ....

Alfred M. Cottscho Ceneral Cigar Co, lab research

Russell Holm —
Charles H. Kitchell Lever Brothers, copy dept „
David C. Krimendahl Stokely-Van Camp, dist sis mgr—east central region

W. F. McMahon _ ; Thomas |. Lipton, asst gen sis mgr .....

E. L. McMenamy Thomas j. Lipton, gen field super

S. M. Medaris Stokely-Van Camp, sis mgr—east central region _

0. ). Nickel Thomas |. Lipton, asst advtng dir

Robert J. Piggott Ralston Purina Co, advtng & sis promo mgr—Ralston div.

William H. Rehm Stokely-Van Camp, asst advtng mgr
Ralph M. Watts ..Stokely-Van Camp, merch mgr
Elmer L. Weber Durkee Famous Foods, gen sis mgr—packaged products div

jack P. White WJR, Detroit, news editor

Wilbur F. Young III W. F. Young, Inc. asst gen mgr ._

NEW AFFILIATION

RCA, pres
Same, chairman board
Same, also vp
Same, chairman exec committee board
Same, asst dir devel
Stokely-Van Camp, market research mgr
Same, mgr copy dept-promotion services div

Same, sis mgr-east central region

Same, gen sis mgr
Same, asst gen sis mgr
Same, sis mgr

—

private label & institutional dept
Same, gen advtng mgr
Pet Milk Co, advtng mgr
Same, advtng mgr
Same, advtng & merch mgr
Miami Margarine Co. dir sis & advtng
Oldsmobile Division, dir public relations

Same, gen mgr & treasurer

NEW FIRMS, NEW OFFICES (Change of address)

The Advertiser Service Dept of ARB, NY, has new headquarters at 341
Madison Ave

Benton & Bowles, NY, will move to 666 Fifth Ave in November, 1957

Carroll Advertising, Inc., San Antonio, Texas, is new agency with offices

in the Insurance Bldg

Cary-Hill Inc., Kansas City, Mo. is now located at 316 VFW Bldg
Hcadley-Reed. Atlanta, has moved to 800 Peachtree St Bldg, Suite 673

Don Kemper Co.. Inc.. Dayton. Ohio, now has a NY office in the Empire
State Bldg, 57th floor

The Liftman Co. NY, new advertising, merchandising & public relations

organization, has opened offices at 18 W 56th St

Ted Menderson, Cm, new advertising & public relations agency, has of-

fices in the Rookwood Bldg. 1077 Celestial St
Adam Young Inc., NY. is now located at 3 E 54th St

Young Television Corp, NY, is now located at 3 E 54th St

STATION CHANGES
KAIM, Honolulu, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting System

KBAK-TV, Bakersfield, Cal, has joined the CBS Television Pacific Net

KBAS-TV, Ephrata. Wash, will go on the air approximately 1 Feb
KDAY, Santa Monica. Cal, has appointed )ohn E. Pearson Co reps for

Pacific Northwest area & Dallas

KERO-TV, Bakersfield. Cal, has been bought by Wrather-Alvarez Broad-
casting. Inc pending FCC approval

KCEN Tulare County. Cal, is new radio station serving Tulare, Kings,
Fresno & Kern counties

KLLA, Leesville. La, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting
System

KMRS, Morris, Minn, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting
System

KOB. KOB-TV, Albuquerque, NM, have been bought by KSTP, Inc,

Minncapolis-St. Paul, pending FCC approval
KRSN, Los Alamos, NM, is now an affiliate of ABC Radio Net
KUEN, Wenatchee, Wash, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broad-

casting System
KWBU, Corpus Christi, Texas, has changed its call letters to KATR
WBLR, Batcsburg. SC, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting

System

WCOV radio, Montgomery, has appointed Adam Young. Inc natl reps,

effective 1 Feb
WCOV-TV. Montgomery, has appointed Young Television natl reps,

effective 1 Feb
WCYN, Cynthiana, Ky. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting

System
WFBM-AM-TV. Indianapolis, has been purchased by Time Inc, pending

FCC approval
WIBX, Utica, NY, has appointed Meeker Co natl reps, effective 1 Feb
WIN-T, Waterloo. Ind. is now officially designated as a Fort Wayne

station

WKNB-TV. West Hartford, Conn, has changed its call letters to WNBC
WOOD-AM-TV, Crand Rapids, has been purchased by Time Inc, pending
FCC approval

WSKI, Montpelier, Vt, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting
System

WTCN-AM-TV, Minneapolis, has been purchased by Time Inc. pending
FCC approval

vVWVR. Terre Haute, Ind, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broad-
casting System

WWXL, Manchester, Ky. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broad-
casting System

SPONSOR 2(> .1 \M AHY 19"),
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HOW MUCH
SHOULD A STATION INVEST

IN TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING?
Station managers tell u< that they seldom get a straight

answer to this oft-asked question.

Yet todays strict insistence on economy in every phase

of station operation demands that the question be

answered.

Here is what we say when someone asks, "Mow much

should mv tv I or radio) station put into trade paper

advertising?
1 '

For three out of four stations the answer i-. "not a

red cent."

When yon advertise in a t\ radio trade publication,

yon want to attract national business. You're pin-

pointing your message to account executives, ad man-

agers, timebuyers. And you must have the ingredients

that help you and your rep convert favorable impres-

sions into sales.

promotion dollars for local use u 1 1 1
«- - - sou have

—

I 1 ) A national representative who will he stimu-

lated and helped by your trade publication adver-

tising. (2) A market story strong enough to con-

vince national and regional buyers that your station

is logical. (3) A station story that warrants con-

sideration.

Frequency, network, and power aren't the whole an-

swer, though they help. A few 250- watt independents

have invested as much as 50% of their national spol

income in trade advertising and have achieved out-

standing result-.

As we mentioned earlier, three out of four stations

have no business using national trade paper -pace

If you're the one-out-of-four that should. SPONSOR
recommends, on the basis of industry analysis, thai

you invest 5% of your 1957 national spot income in

With few exception-, we advise that you reserve your thi> pin-pointed form of advertising.

ON YOUR

DESK

EVERY

FRIDAY

THE WEEKLY IAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE
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in New York, Dallas, Denver— and points west!

WANT PRIME TIME from coast to coast?

With film, it's easy! Scheduling is a breeze.

No star worries—no dangers of "slips" or

fluffs, either. What's more, you can rehearse

to your heart's content, film your show,

edit and pre-test for maximum effective-

ness. Yes, you make time and save money

. . . when you USE EASTMAN FILM.

For complete information write to Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Ave.

New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division

1 30 East Randolph Drive

Chicago 1 , III.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

or W. J. GERMAN, Inc.

Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional

Motion Picture Films, Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Calif-

Shoot it IN COLOR . . . You'll be glad you did!
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National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Corn Products Refining Co., New "> <>rk City, is launching a 13-

week (est in Peoria and Kansas City through ('.. L. Miller agency,

same city. Product is Karo Frosting Mix, which was test marketed

with tv in the same cities under another name and is now returning

with a schedule of eight announcements weekly. li\e and filmed

minutes. Bu\er: Francis Delaney.

Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J., will shortly supplement

its network tv with a schedule of one-minute participations in a

group of selected major market areas for one of its newer surgical

dressing items. Agency: Young & Rubicam. New York Cit\. Buy-

er: Kirk Greiner.

Revlon, New York City, for its new Baby Silicare Powder, returns

to the same 10 test markets it used for Baby Silicare Lotion next

week for a 13-week campaign of nighttime minutes. Agency: Dowd,

Redfield & Johnstone, New York. Buyer: Carol Diem.

The Bon Ami Co., New York City, through Ruthrauff & R\an.

same city, is going into at least 30 tv markets to advertise its Jet

Spray Bon Ami. Schedule will embrace both daytime and night-

time, and minutes, 20's and 10's will be used. The commercials will

be live and on film. Bu\ing is half completed. Buver: Marx

Dowling.

Stephen F. Whitman & Son, Inc., Philadelphia, has bought night-

time tv during prime hours for approximately two weeks prior to St.

Valentine's Day for its Whitmans Chocolate. Sixty markets will be

used for the IDs, with an average of four per market the first week

and six to eight per market the Monday, Tuesdav and Wednesday

before 14 February in the second week. Buying has been com-

pleted. Buyer: Jeanne Nolan. Agency: N. \^ . Aver. New York City.

Fabron, Inc., New \ork City, is adding announcements in a few

markets after a successful six-week tv test for its new Tipette nail

polish during the pre-Christmas period. New agency is Hoffman-

Manning, same city. Pattern: Minutes and 30"s, primarily during

the week and in daytime slots. Frequent) : Six to 10 per market

weekly. Buver: E. Dale.

' I 1

RADIO BUYS
Lever Bros., New York City, for its Silver Dust Blue, begin- a

schedule in 80 markets 11 Februar\ with a pattern of four "flights

totaling 24 to 26 weeks on the air throughout the year. SSC&B,

\ew York City, is buying packages ranging from seven to 20 an-



Spot buys continued.

JOE

FLOYD

SAYS

DRAW
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CONCLUSION
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2.

KELO'S new 1,032-ft. tower
gives one-station coverage

of a whole vast regional

market — plus the added
impact of a Floyd-operated

station! KELO rates fit this

multi-market into any
campaign budget!

SIOUX FALLS, S. D.

One of the Midwest's Leading Radio
Stations Affiliated with NBC

JOE FLOYD, President

Represented by H-R

56

nouncements weekly to reach women during the daytime hours every

day of the week. This is the product's biggest spot radio push thus

far. Buyer: Ira Gonsier.

Ceneral Motors Acceptance Corporation, New York City, is

another example of an advertiser in 1957 formulating strategy and

selecting stations months in advance. GMAC is currently con-

sidering availabilities for late spring and summer in over 200

markets where the company has branch offices. Final decisions on

buying will be made in the middle of March. The pattern will be

similar to its successful campaign in past years: one station in each

market broadcasting one minute live public service announcements

for the motorist. In line with this, man) stations will have private

lines to police patrols in key areas. An average of 20 bulletins will

be flashed each weekend, during heaviest traffic hours. Basic themes

for the motorist are safe driving, car care and traffic information.

Only 20 seconds will advertise GMAC. The company has found

that this type of announcement produces best results for its dealers

because it concentrates on listeners while they are driving and gives

them the information they need to hear. Buver: Rena Mever.

Agency: Campbell-Ewald. New York City.

U. S. Tobacco Co., New York City, for its Bruton Snuff, is adding

seven markets to its current radio lineup of 45 for an earlv Februan

start. Pattern: "quickies"' at the average saturation rate of 40

weekly for a full year. Agency: C. J. LaRoche. same city. Buyer:

Doris Gould.

RADIO & TV BUYS
Boyle- Midway, New York City, for its Aeroshave. is placing sched-

ules in a limited number of markets to supplement its coverage from

five network shows. Tv pattern: prime times. Radio: early morn-

ing and evening sports show adjacencies. February kickoff will

continue throughout the vear. Agency: Geyer, same city. Buyer:

Ed Richardson.

Corn Products Refining Co., New York City, for its Nu-Soft fab-

ric softener, starts an 11-week drive next week in scattered areas. 18

tv and two radio markets. Aim: to reach women during the daytime

hours and promote Nu-Soft for towels and children's apparel. Spot

schedule will be a sustaining effort until the client decides future

plans. Product now has limited distribution, but may go national.

Agenc\ : Mc Cann-Erickson. New York. Buyer: Jay Schoenfeld.

National Board of Fire Underwriters, New York City, is buying

20-second announcements for a 13-week drive which starts 4 March.

In radio, 115 cities with an average frequency of 15 weekl) : in tv.

the top 10 markets with three commercials per week. Copy is

aimed at both men and women, and promotes several types of house-

hold insurance in behalf of the Board's 220 member capital stock

companies and their agents. Buying is incomplete. Agency: J. M.

Mathes. New York. Buver: Edna Cathcart.
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PCMNSVll/AMiAS 3rd TVMA0&T

on

WJAC-TV
delivers it

to you!

In 20 counties out of this 41-county coverage
WJAC-TV serves 80 to 100% of TV homes!

With over a million TV homes in its coverage area, WJAC-TV has a solid claim

on Pennsylvania's 3rd TV Market — and up-to-the-minute NCS figures point

up what tremendous appeal WJAC-TV has for this responsive market. It

reaches into 63% of the TV homes in this rich and prosperous area — and
over half a million viewer homes follow WJAC-TV three or more days a week.

That's a mighty potent punch to put behind your product — a selling force you

need if you really want Southwestern Pennsylvania.

JOHNSTOWN-ALT00NA TV AUDIENCE
(Cambria and Blair Counties)

The latest A.R.B. study (Nov., 1956) shows . . . out of
112 quarter-hour rating periods from 7:00 to 11:00 P. M. . . .

WJAC-TV leads in 105 periods

Station B leads in 7 periods

Of the top 25 night time shows
... 1 on Station B!

24 are on WJAC-TV

SERVING MILLIONS FROM
TOPTHEALLEGHENIES



WANTED
Are You the Sales Manager
SPONSOR Needs in the

Midwest?

SPONSOR is looking for a Sales

Manager in the Midwest with a

strong sales record. This is a key

sales area, with headquarters in

Chicago, and requires a top-

notch man who is looking for an

exceptional opportunity and is

willing to work for it. You'll be

calling on top station executives

in 10 states. There's plenty of

prestige, sales advantages, and

interesting activity to this assign-

ment—plenty of travel, too. If

you're the man. you'll have a

proven sales record, some knowl-

edge of station operation, a repu-

tation for square dealing, and a

deep down desire to improve

your financial position. Please

rush full details.

BOX 261

SPONSOR, 40 E. 49

NEW YORK 17

58

News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Members of the Eastern division

of the Association of National Ad-

vertisers will scan the current tv

and radio picture in a one-day

tv-radio workshop at the Plaza

Hotel, New York, 14 February.

The tour of the two media will be

guided by six specialists from the

agency field.

The guides and their subjects:

Sherwood Dodge, of FCB: Pre-

testing the tv commercial.

Mary McKenna, of WNEW, N. Y.:

Is Radio Still a Good Buy?

Bob Foreman, of BBDO: Compar-

ing the Cost and Effectiveness of Film

vs. Live Commercials.

Sam Thurm, Lever Bros, media:

Case History of Our Own Experience

with Color Tv.

Linnea Nelson: When Spots Be-

come Available, Who Gets Them?

C. Terence Clyne, McCann-Erick-

son: Are Costs of Tv Network Pro-

grams Coming Down?

General Foods has caught up with

the trend toward elevating the

marketing director's role to top

management level.

Robert H. Bennett has been named

head of marketing for the corporation.

He also becomes a member of the com-

pany president's council.

Under his newly assigned authority,

Bennett will have reporting to him the

vice-presidents in charge of sales and

consumer relations and advertising.

That included Edwin W. Ebel, who

has the title of v.p., advertising and

consumer relations.

Bennett moves up from general man-

ager of the Jell-0 Division. He's been

a corporate v.p. since 1952.

Helene Curtis has thought up a

new method of getting extra mile-

age out of a star-name.

Ray Bolger, star of the Curtis- spon-

sored Washington Square show on

Sunday afternoons on NBC-TV, is

offering viewers his personal check for

5(!c for trying the sponsor's Spray Net.

Curtis is also set to introduce a new
cream deodorant plus a new formula

for Stopette Spra\

.

U. S. Steel will start its third annual

Kitchen Call promotion of steel kitch-

en cabinets and built-ins on 8 May . . .

Ralston Purina will use spot tv and

radio as well as .\BC-T\ "s Big Story

show to introduce its new Purina Dog
Chow starting 1 March . . . Interna-

tional Shoe's Poll Parrot brand is

looking for spot availabilities for tv.

Schedule will start in the middle of

March in 110 markets.

Promotion idea used by Falstaff

Brewing in connection with its State

Trooper tv film series—the beer com-

pany named all its employees honorary

state troopers and sent them personal-

ized certificates . . . P&G's Gleem
Toothpaste is offering a consumer

premium to promote its ABC-TV
series, The Life and Legend of

Wyatt Earp. It's a kit of the Bunt-

line Special (long-barrelled revolver)

used prominently on the show. Premi-

um is available for both flaps from the

Gleem carton, plus 50^ . . . Johnson
& Johnson will use its tv shows to

promote a national scholarship contest

for youngsters 17 and under. Insur-

ance policies for their education will

be awarded to 49 winners, amount of

total award is 875,000.

AGENCIES
J. Walter Thompson is audition-

ing a half-hour tv show starring

Gordon McRae for a house ac-

count.

If the client l>u\s the show, JWT
will have a total of three and a half

hours of house-produced shows weekly.

Other shows it produces are Lux

Theatre. Medical Horizons (Ciba),

Kraft Theatre and the Ernie Foul

Show (night-time l

.

Here's another merger: Charles L.

Kumrill Co., Rochester, N. Y., has

bought Baldwin. Bowers & Strachan,
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l!iilT;ilo. The purchase will bring in

;m additional $3 million-plus in gross

billings to Rumrill.

Baldwin, Bowers & Strachan will

keep its corporate entftj and company

name and will function as a division

of Rumrill.

New agency appointments: Cun-

ningham & Walsh will handle all ad-

vertising for Colgate's lirisk Tooth-

paste with hillings of about S3 million

... J. A. Wright & Co. has appointed

Charles W. Hoyt Co. to handle adver-

tising for its Silver Cream effective 1

February.

The U. S. Army Recruiting Ser-

vice ad contract is open for bids.

Award will be made 1 July. DFS has

held the contract since October 1952

. . . Harold Ober Associates, liter-

ary agency, has announced the ap-

pointment of Mr. and Mrs. Milton E.

Krents to act as exclusive radio-tv

agents for their clients.

NETWORKS
Zig-zagging of program sponsor-

ships at the tv networks continues.

At CBS-TV Ceneral Electric is mov-

ing out and Revlon is moving in as

sponsor of the Ticentieth Century Fox

Hour seen alternate Wednesdays from

10 to 11 p.m. Starting date looks like

6 February. General Mills is bowing

out of The Giant Step at the end of

February. P&G reported wanting out

of Her Jeannie and definitely out of

The Brothers in March.

At NBC-TV—Quaker Oats is seeking

relief on Caesar's Hour and wants to

cut back to alternate weeks. Purex and

Seidel reported preparing to drop the

Big Surprise in the Spring. General

Foods reported readv to drop Hiram

Holiday and looking for an alternate

week berth elsewhere on the network.

Latest network tv buys:
• ABC-TV—Philip Morris will

sponsor the Mike Wallace interview

show debuting 28 April. Sunday 10-

10:30 p.m. Agency is N. W. Aver.

• CBS-TV—Johnson & Johnson has

bought alternate weeks of the Heckle

and Jeckle Shoiv (Sundav 1-1:30 p.m.)

To sell Band-Aid Stars 'n Strips to

kids.

Walt Disney and ABC have just

signed a $9 million pact covering

TWHICH^M^TV STATION^
^DOMINATES
^ SOPiTu a
^^ ^^ ^^^ r

THE ^^ \
SOUTH BEND^^H ^^

cfcf "* -^1
fcnr̂ ^^^T ARB

ELKHART ^^
TELEVISION ^^ y ^^ RATINGS

AUDIENCE ^V • ^NOV.15-NOV.21

RANK PROGRAM WSBT-TV STATION "A" STATION "B"

1. What's My Line? 51.5
2. 1 Love Lucy 49.3
3. Ed Sullivan Show 47.2
4. NCAA-N. D. Football 44.5
5. I've Got A Secret 44.3
6. Red Skelton Show 41.2
7. Climax 39.5
8. $64,000 Question 39.4
9. Jack Benny 37.7

10. Your Hit Parade 36.5
11. Perry Como Show 36.1
12. The Millionaire 35.5
13. Playhouse 90 35.1
14. Lassie 34.5
15. The Line-Up 34.5
16. Jackie Gleason Show 34.4
17. December Bride 34.3
18. Robin Hood 34.0
19. Alfred Hitchcock Presents 33.3
20. Gunsmoke 33.0
21. Chevy Show—Bob Hope 32.9
22. U. S. Steel Hour 32.8
23. People Are Funny 31.5
24. Loretta Young Show 31.5
25. $64,000 Challenge 31.3

41 OF THE 50 TOP-RATED SHOWS ARE

CARRIED BY WSBT-TV!

There's no doubt about it—WSBT-TV dominates the South

Bend television picture. One audience study after another

proves this. You just don't cover South Bend unless you use

WSBT-TV! Write for detailed market data.

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., INC.. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WSBTTV
CBS... A CBS BASIC

OPTIONAL STATION

SOUTH
BEND,
IND.
CHANNEL
34
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tv programing for the '."ST-'oS

season.

Here arc the highlights ol the deal:

• \ new non-cartoon, hall-hour

series titled Zorro. The adventure

series is slated for nighttime showing

and i> hased mi Johnston McCulley's

masked hero of earl) California days.

• Twenty-six new Disneyland shows.

• 65 hours of new material for

Mickey Mouse (Jul) which will be

i nt to a half-hour daily.

NBC's education television project

>vill he carried by all 25 of the

non-commercial educational tv

stations throughout the country.

The five educational programs will

he fed live from New York on week-

days from 6:30 to 7 p.m. Starting date

is tentatively set for 11 March.

Local loops to connect the education-

al stations with NBC lines will he sup-

plied hy the Educational Television

and Radio Center at Ann Arbor.

North American Philips Co. has

signed to sponsor a five minute Mon-
day-Wednesday-Friday sports show on

CBS Radio starting 18 March in behalf

of Norelco Electric Shavers . . . NBC-
TV used Ampex magnetic video tape

to record the President's oath-taking

ceremony during the Inauguration

broadcasts.

ASSOCIATIONS
Another step ahead in film quality

improvement was made by the film

committee of NARTB which just ap-

proved the development of a station

manual giving information on opera-

tional techniques, equipment mainte-

nance practices and performance cri-

teria . . . League of Advertising

Agencies has established its First

Annual "Outstanding Advertising"

Awards and is currently accepting en-

tries. Awards are limited to League

members and will be in five categories

including tv and radio campaigns.

Is the tv pitchman vanishing?

G. Richard Shafto, chairman of the

N \liBT Code Review Board, says they

are. He notes the Board's monitoring

reports show a steady decline in the

pitch and also in program-length com-

mercials.

Shafto also reports that the Board

has received over 1.700 letters of com-

plaint about advertising from viewers,

and that each complaint giving neces-

sar\ details was checked out.

In a 1 0-year report of its stew-

ardship, the Four A"s committee
on Interchange of Opinion on
Objectionable Advertising high-

lighted these facts:

• About 1.800 complaints involv-

ing 395 agencies had been reported.

• Of the 1,600 classifiable com-

p'aints 371 were on drug and phar-

maceutical ads; 130 on clothing; 128

on appliances; 123 foods; 106 tobac-

co, etc.

• Third of the complaints con-

cerned misleading ads; one-fourth, sug-

gestive copy and the rest of a miscel-

laneous nature.

• Two-thirds of the complaints were

directed at newspaper and magazine

ads and the other third was spread
loosely among radio, tv, outdoor
and whatnot advertising.

New York mayor Robert Wag-
ner doesn't think Hollywood has
any chance of wxesting away tv

production leadership from the

east this year.

His prediction is that New York
will be a bigger hub of activity than

ever.

Speaking to a joint meeting of the

RTES and AWRT, Mayor Wagner
foresaw the expansion of the broad-

cast industry in New York and he

backed up his crystal balling with a

pledge of full cooperation and aid to

keep radio and tv going strong in his

city.

^
John D. Keating, president and gen-

eral manager of KONA-TV. Honolulu,

has been elected 1957 president of the

Hawaiian Association of Radio and

Television Broadcasters. . . . Henrv

Schacte. v. p. of Lever Brothers, has

been elected treasurer of the Ass'n

of National Advertisers. . . . Film Pro-

ducers Association of New York is

now issuing a monthly newsletter out-

lining industry highlights. First edi-

tion (January I is just out.

RADIO STATIONS
WOK v.p. Robert Leder and KLIF
president Gordon McLendon have
switched from swapping argu-

ments to swapping time.

Leder and McLendon. who were re-

cently on opposite sides in a hot de-

bate about contests-giveaways as rating

hypos, have just worked out an ar-

rangement whereby the New York sta-

tion will advertise its shows and per-

sonalities on the Dallas station and

\ ice versa.

Object is for KLIF to attract the at-

tention of national clients while WOR
can beam sales messages to Southwest-

ern advertisers having New York dis-

tribution.

The campaigns will start in both

markets on 21 Januarv and will last

a month. Class A time one-minute an-

nouncements will be used.

Current idea-at-work at WCAU is

a way to translate ratings into a

common denominator—sports.

The Philadelphia station is sending

ad agencies a brochure that uses pic-

tures of sporting events to illustrate

the impact of various ratings. Rating

range of 3.0 to 5.9 is used.

Here s the way it works:

The brochure shows an aerial photo

of an overflow stadium at an Army-

Navv game with the following cap-

tion. "A 4.8 rating means 110.000

people—the equivalent of a "sell-out"

Army-Navy game at Municipal Stadi-

um. Philadelphia."

For a 3.0 rating. Yankee Stadium

iammed to the rafters for a final

World Series game is pictured.

Another Philadelphia station. WP-
EN, has inaugurated a sort of book-

of-the-month -club promotion idea.

Doubledav best sellers are being sent

to agencv timebuvers and advertisers

at the rate of one a month for the next

six months. . . . KCRV. Caruthersville.

Mo., has been getting fan mail from

timebuyers on its newly designed rate

card. Card in easy-to-file 9" by 4" size

includes rates, coverage map. operat-

ing hours, phone and county.

WlBG's new Top 0' The Morning

show represents a radical departure

from its past programing of 21 years

standing. The 6 to 10 a.m. slot no
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This is the Southeastern j
New England Market ... 810,700 Homes!

WJAR-TV Channel 10
Reaches More of These Homes
Every Day Than Any Other

Television Station*

wjar-tv
CHANNEL

Represented by

WEED Television

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
A service of The Outlet Company
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®HMHWM©n[Linr2r
built the AUTOMOBILE

. . . and

TV

Detroit saw its first
automobiles in 1896,
thanks to the vision of
CJiarles B. King and
Henry Ford.

The horseless carriage, with its promise of new
pleasure and convenience for millions, created a faith that

fathered one of America's most important industries.

WWJ-TV, with its consistent leadership and emphasis on
quality, has given Detroiters another well-founded faith

—

faith that dialing Channel 4 provides the finest in television

entertainment, complete and objective news coverage, out-

standing community service features ... all in good
taste, always.

Seeing is believing to the great WWJ-TV audience

—

a priceless advantage to every advertiser.

ASSOCIATE am.Fm station wwj

^ f.r%t .« M.ch.got, • owned 4 opuoffd bj !*• Drfrtvl Not

Nolionol (tepreicnlO'i*ei M«S, G'iffin, WoodwO'd, Inc.

longer carries shows for selected audi-

ences I mainly religious) and the time

is now open for and attracting nation-

al advertisers. . . . More local sta-

tions reporting record sales in "56

include WFBR, Baltimore, with over-

all volume up 37'V . and KLZ, Denver,

hitting the highest mark in both na-

tional and local sales.

TV STATIONS
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

will sponsor an industry-wide con-

ference on local service program-
ing in Boston for three days, start-

ing 27 February.

The conference will be attended by

75 representatives of radio and tv sta-

tions. The group was selected to rep-

resent a cross-section of broadcasters

—large and small stations, independent

and network affiliated, and from North,

South. East and West.

Plans are being supervised by Rich-

ard M. Pack, WBC v.p. in charge of

programing, and William J. Kaland,

national program manager. J. B. Con-

ley, special assistant to the president,

is coordinator.

Among the subjects to be taken up
are: award winning shows, news-

paper and trade paper critics views,

how to use commercial research for

public service, serious music, different

approaches, showmanship, news, free

films and tapes, spot announcements,

and religious programs.

"Many A Heart Is Happy" is the

title of KWTV's brochure describing

its major public service project that

brought Oklahomans an intimate, on-

the-spot report of their servicemen and

women stationed in Europe. The Okla-

homa Citv Station sent its news direc-

tor Bruce Palmer to cover 16,000

miles and 92 military installations in

Europe to film interviews with Okla-

homans serving in the Armed Forces.

He brought back over 15,000 feet of

film which was edited into 13 half-

hour programs. A total of 716 service-

men were interviewed, representing 75

of the state's 77 counties.

Local tv programing notes: WDBJ-

TY. Roanoke. Va.. reports sales suc-
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wF it's not good music, Ed Murphy
**~^ won't use it. The Ed Murphy shows,

four times daily on WSYR, have a distinc-

tive quality all their own, because they're

produced by a specialist in musicianship and

showmanship. Ed Murphy has spent 21

years working with the top recording stars

of our time, in radio and the theater. He's

the best in his line in Syracuse radio, be-

cause like all WSYR's featured performers,

he knows what he's doing and likes doing it.

In short, he's a real pro!

NBC Affiliate

BEST COVERAGE

OF A REALLY

BIG MARKET

The WSYR coverage area has a
population over 1.5 million—
annual buying power in excess
of 52.2 billion.

5 KW • 570 KC SYRACUSE, N Repreien/eo* Naiionatly by HENRY I. CHRISTAt CO., INC



Rose-Bowl Winner!

^M WAFB-TV Wins 6th Nationa

Merchandise Award in 2 years.
(Qxir

WAFB-TV's Promotion Department did it again . . won a trip to the 1957

Rose Bowl for doing the best promotion job in the nation on the "Frank

Leahy Show." Six times in 19 months, WAFB-TV has finished in the money

in promotion contests . . . four "firsts", one "second", one "top four".

Here is the record:

m

1957 Rose Bowl trip offered

by "Frank Leahy Show":.

WAFB-TV WON IT!

"The Millionaire" offered

$1,000 for best promotion.

WAFB-TV WON IT!

Screen Gems national pro-

gram promotion contest.

WAFB-TV WON IT!

H 2
m.

Show" promotion con-

WAFB-TV WON DOU-
IRST PRIZE!

(( m
0i

1956 Billboard promotion

contest. WAFB-TV's only

entry WON SECOND PRIZE!

1956 "Frank Leahy" con-

test. WAFB-TV WAS IN

TOP FOUR".

RATING WINNER, TOO!
The latest available ARB gives WAFB-TV 7 out of the 10 top programs

in the market.

c
B
S
WAFB - TV

affiliated with WAFB, AM-FM
Reps: Blair Television Associates

A
B
C

'First In TV in Baton Rouge'

cess from its newl\ inaugurated early

morning barn dance type show—50%
sold after just two weeks on the air. . . .

Bridge made a successful tv debut, re-

centl) winning critical acclaim from

Time Magazine, when WOR-TV. New
York, telecast the closing hour of the

International Bridge Tournament.

Tv Applications: Between 14 Janu-

ary and 19 January one station took

to the air. and one received a con-

struction permit.

New station on the air was KONO-
TV, Channel 12. San Antonio, tower

485 feet above average terrain, 316

kw visual, owned by Mission Telecast-

ing Corp., ABC-TV affiliation.

Construction permit went to Carroll

R. Hauser (KHUM) for Channel 13,

Eureka. Calif., permit allows 3.98 kw
visual.

REPS
Richard O'Connell is urging all

his stations to flat-rate their rate

cards when offering packages, and

eliminate the frequency discount.

O'Connell sa\ s this makes life easier

for timebuyers and estimators and

cuts down on billing time for the sta-

tions.

NBC Spot Sales sold Tex and Jinx

McCrary's "New York Close-Up"

on four radio stations to Slender-

ella Systems, Inc.. Stamford,

Conn.

The contract calls for broadcast of

the 10-minute program three times per

week on radio stations WRC\ . Phila-

delphia: \\M \H. Chicago: KOA, Den-

ver, and KSD. St. Louis.

Slenderella. which has an exclusi\it\

option for the show7 in 35 other radio

markets, also contracted for the 12:05-

12:30 a.m. segment three times weekly

of the '"Tex and Jinx" Show on

\\ RCA, New York.

"New York Close-Up" consists of

highlights of the celebrity Interviews

which are broadcast Monday through

Frida\ on \\ RC \. from 10:35 p.m. to

12:30 a.m.

The contract was placed through

Management Associates of Stamford,

Conn.

The Katz Agency has a new calen-
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A NEW

Now in Houston television acquires a new

flexibility ... a soundtrack for modern

living . . . under the genial guidance of

Houston's long time favorite Ted Nabors!

The 7 to 9 morning audiences listen and watch

what they've missed on TV and Radio —
maximum music and minimum talk with the

best in pop records, latest news, weather

information and time service . . . all on KTRK-TY's

*SOUNDTRACK!

CONCEPT IN BROADCASTING

^SOUNDTRACK, backed by written testimonial

proof from satisfied clients has done an

outstanding job of salesmanship. Another
unquestionable indication that KTRK-TV's
better showmanship, better shows, mean better

results. For your next buy ... for your

best buv . . . buv KTRK-TV and, ask about
*SOUNDTRACK ... the program that

gets results.

KTRK-TV
Channel 13

The Chronicle Station

P. O. Box 12

Houston 1, Texas

iational Representatives:

W'f- Hollingbery Company,
500 Fifth Avenue,

New York 36, New York

"copyrighted feature
of KTRK-TV

Houston Consolidated Television Co.

General Manager, Willard E. Walbridge

Commercial Manager, Bill Bennett
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<lar for rapid calculation of ex-

piration and renewal dates. It is

eas) to see at a glance when a 13-20-

39-52 week cycle ends. The calendar

is available to both clients and non-

clients.

H-K Representatives, Inc.. and H-R

Television, Inc., opens a new branch

office Miami 1 February, with Alex

Campbell, Jr. head salesman . . . CBS
Television Spot Sales appointed new-

account executives: James E. Conlev

and Fred L. Nettere in New York;

George W. Faust in Chicago . . . The
K.ii/ Agency executives honored at

New York's Barberry Room, Morris S.

Kellner, radio sales manager, for his

25 years with the firm.

COMMERCIALS
Look for talent contracts on film

commercials to get more compli-

cated. Here are two upcoming trends

to watch:

• Some talent agents are starting to

ask for contracts with a six months

time limit on run of the commercial.

We Want

WIVES
Housewives buy the

products radio advertisers

sell and that's why we fea-

ture the standards of today

and yesterday.

No rock and roll, no

rhythm and blues, no hill-

billy, no progressive jazz-
just the music most people

like to listen to most of

the time.

To reach the housewife you sell,

buy

WJHP AM
FM

Jacksonville, Florida

lime limit contracts are usually sub-

ject to re-negotiation at the end of the

half-year period and are designed to

protect the agent's client from get-

ting too identified with one product.

• West Coast talent 1 in particular

motion picture character players and

starlets who are now rushing into the

commercials field I is beginning to ask

for advance payments on guaranteed

residuals.

The biggest year yet for employ-

ment of announcers and actors in

commercials is seen by Rex Coston,

radio production manager at Ogilvy,

Benson & Mather. Coston predicts a

20Vf increase over 56.

FILM
Question of how much money ad-

vertisers are willing to pay for

syndicated film has been agitating

film producers in recent weeks.

John Mitchell, Screen Gems sales

v.p., stated at a recent press confer-

ence that a production nut of around

$25,000 per episode is about tops. A
number of distributors queried by

sponsor roughly agreed though some

said another $5-10.000 might be worth

the gamble under certain circum-

stances.

Guild Films disagrees and says its

sales of Capt. David Grief prove its

point. The first 39 episodes of the

Jack London stories have been budg-

eted at nearly $50,000 per. according

to Guild.

Jack Cole, Guild sales v.p., reports

that Capt. David Grief has been sold

in virtually every major tv market out-

side of the eastern U.S.

Weekend exposure for top feature

films is one of the keys to getting

maximum audience.

Three weekend periods appear to be

best: Friday and Saturday nights and

Sunday afternoons; the first two pe-

riods are good because people can stay

up late and the latter period because

of audience availability.

Bristol-Myers, biggest user of fully-

sponsored features, has so far bought

only Friday and Saturday nights in

six markets; Colgate bought Friday

night in Los Angeles.

An example of Sunday afternoon au-

WANTED
Are You the Sales Manager
SPONSOR Needs in the

Midwest?

SPONSOR is looking for a Sales

Manager in the Midwest with a

strong sales record. This is a key

sales area, with headquarters in

Chicago, and requires a top-

notch man who is looking for an

exceptional opportunity and is

willing to work for it. You'll be

calling on top station executives

in 10 states. There's plenty of

prestige, sales advantages, and

interesting activity to this assign-

ment—plentv of travel, too. If

you're the man. you'll have a

proven sales record, some knowl-

edge of station operation, a repu-

tation for square dealing, and a

deep down desire to improve

your financial position. Please

rush full details.

BOX 261

SPONSOR, 40 E. 49

NEW YORK 17
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diences comes from \\ SB-TV. Atlanta.

which inaugurated its MGM features

on 6 January (12:15-2:30 p.m.). A
special ARB telephone coincidental

for the show \C.ommamt Decision)

^.i\e the station a 27.4 rating and an

82% share of audience.

Though syndicated film news isn't

usually looked on as top-flight

dramatic fare, it has its moments.

Case in point: CBS Newsfilm's spe-

cial 15-minute production of "Hun-

gary in Revolt." filmed in the midst

of the fighting. The show, narrated l>\

Doug Edwards, was sent to subscrib-

ers in addition to the regular service.

Howard Kany. CBS Newsfilm man-

ager, reported that man) stations

showed the program in prime time

and. in a number of cases, pre-empted

commercial time. It was used. Kany
said, both as an independent program
segment and the nucleus for half-hour

programs.

MCA TV's newest syndicated show,
State Trooper, is going over big

with beer concerns.

The show was original!) sold to

Falstaff Brewing in 71 markets. Then
C. Schmidt & Sons. Philadelphia brew-

er, picked up the tab in five markets.

Recent sales include Schlitz Brewing

on WNBQ. Chicago; Hamm Brewing

on KSTP-TV. Minneapolis: Catling

Brewing of Cleveland.

Other recent sales include the Coca

Cola bottler for North Dakota and

Kroger on WKRC-TV, Cincinnati.

KTTV, Los Angeles, is syndicating

Frontier Doctor after acquiring rights

$ft€/ People

Listen

3IRMINGHAM

THE Voice OF ALABAMA
John Bloir & Co

in the three west coast states. . . . CBS
Tv Film Sales reports that Assign-

ment Foreign Legion, which will soon

be seen in the I ,S., was rated first or

second among commercial tv shows

in the London area during the last

two weeks of December.

Daytime stripping, a growing factor

in I . S. tv film programing, has been

exported to South America by F&G.

Following a test in Mexico City. I'&C

ordered five half-hour Ziv shows for

stripping in two Venezuela markets . . .

Canadian sales recentU made include

a six-station regional deal of Life with

Elizabeth b\ Guild to Sterling Drug via

D-F-S and a sale to CBC of Brave

Eagle I dubbed in French I by S. W.
Caldwell. The latter show appeared on

CBS TV and will also run in Italy and

the I nited Kingdom.

RESEARCH
The Canadian Institute for Moti-

vational Research has just been

established.

The new Institute will be directed

and staffed by Canadians, but will be

associated with the parent organiza-

tion: The Institute for Motivational

Research at Croton-on-Hudson. New
York, which is directed by Dr. Ernest

Dichter.

Officers of the Canadian Institute

include:

Ralph F. Bowden. president. Bow-

den is also president of Trans-Canada

Marketing Studies.

James F. Hickling. first v. p. and

director of technical operations. He
is a prominent Toronto industrial psy-

chologist.

John C. Robertson, v. p. in charge

of administration.

Advertising effectiveness can be
scientifically measured and pre-

dicted, a cosmic rav physicist told

the N. Y. chapter of the American

Marketing Ass n.

The scientist. Dr. Marcello Vidale.

now working for the management con-

sultant. Arthur D. Little. Inc.. said to

AMA members 21 January that studies

suggest: 111 there is a point beyond

which advertising is ineffective and

i 2 l sales of a product that is not ad-

vertised decline in a mathematically

predictable manner. ^

STOCK MARKET
Following stocks in air media and

related fields will be listed each issue

with quotations for Tuesday this week

and Tuesday the week before. Quota-

tions supplied by Merrill Lynch,

Pierce, Fenner and Beane.

\ rw York Stock Exchange

In'-. Tues. Net

Stock l.'.Jan. 22 Jan. < hange

AB-PT 22% 23 + %
AT&T 176% 174V4 -2%
Avco 6% m + %
CBS "A" 32% 30 -2%
Columbia Pic. 18% 18% - %
1 .new 3 21 20 -1
Paramount 28% 29% + Vi

RCA 33% 32% - %
Storer 26% 26V2 + %
20th-Fox 24% 24% + Vh

Warner Bros. 28 27% - %
Westinghouse 55 :>t's - 7

/s

American Stock Exchange

Vllied Artists 3% 3% + Vi

( &( '. Super 1 1

DuMont Labs. 5 5% + 3A
Guild Films 3% 3% + %
\T\ 8% 8% - %

We Want

WIVES
Housewives buy the

products radio advertisers

sell and that's why we fea-

ture the standards of today

and yesterday.

No rock and roll, no

rhythm and blues, no hill-

billy, no progressive jazz

—

just the music most people

like to listen to most of

the time.

To reach the housewife you sell,

buy

WJHP AM
FM

Jacksonville, Florida
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STARTLING PROOF: You get 76,701 more TV homes when
you buy WFBG-TV, Altoona, in combination with Pittsburgh.

In this area—day and night, seven days a week—WFBG-TV
delivers average 'audiences 30.1% greater than Johnstown;

71.4% more quarter-hour firsts. Ask BLAIR-TV for the proof:

ARB, November 1956; ARB Altoona Coverage Study,

March 1956.

OHLY BASIC CBS-TV STATIOH SERVIHG THE AREA

ON

WFBG-TV
ALTOONA, PENNSYLVANIA

Channel 10
ABC-TV • NBC-TV

Represented by BLAIR-TV

operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM • FM iTV, Philadelphia, Pa./ WNBF-AM • FM • TV Binghamton, N. Y.

WHGB-AM,Harrisburg, Pa. / WFBG-AM • TV,Altoona, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV,New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 4 8 5 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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What's happening in U. S. Government

lliat affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
26 January 'l'ln- filial report of the Senate Commerce Committee's last year hearings on
Copyright 1957

I I • 1 »I. r • .• • •

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. ,V <'Olll(l Wllldup a <ni/.Y4|ll ll I <ll dlSSenting opinions.

To avoid that as much as possible committee counsel Nick Zapple summoned special

counsel Kenneth Cox back from the westcoast for co-authorship of the report.

Because the hearings roamed over almost every facet of tv, it will be a major triumph

for Zapple and Cox if they can draw up a report on which the majority of the committee

can see eye-to-eye.

What is anticipated is this: there'll he not only a majority and a minority opinion hut

dozens of "splinter" opinions on various topics noted in the final wrap-up.

Of course, all this has meant one delay after another in getting out an acceptable docu-

ment.

The Senate Commerce Committee is no more set in terms of party control

than any other Senate group these days.

The 49-47 division makes the balance sort of skittish in view of the announced de-

termination by Republicans to take over organization of the upper chamber if they can

gain a single vote.

The event to watch on this score is the Senatorial election in Texas to name a succes-

sor to Price Daniel. If the choice turns out ardently pro-Eisenhower, then the vote of Vice

President Nixon will upset the applecart and accord all Senate chairmanships to Repub-

licans.

What makes the foregoing delicate balance important to the broadcasting in-

dustry, and especially to the networks is this:

Sen. John Bricker (R., Ohio), stands ready to take over the reins of the Senate Com-

merce Committee at the drop of a Democratic seat (which could also be brought about by

a member's death).

And Bricker's pet peeve are the networks and his pet goal is have the networks brought

under the authority of the FCC.

So long as Sen. Warren Magnuson (D., Wash.) occupies the Commerce Committee chair

the chances of approval for Bricker's objective are very, very dim.

But should Bricker hold the gavel again it would mean another royal roasting for

the networks under the public spotlight.

The networks have reason also to be a little concerned about the FCC's special

network study committee, headed by Dean Roscoe Barrow.

Hints of dissatisfaction with some network practices have already leaked out of the

study committee. Again, it is less a matter of concrete action than of adverse publicity.

The commissioners are not necessarily going to agree with the findings, but the Barrow re-

port will gain wide publicity.

With the report not due until 30 June, the FCC is expected to be less candid than last

year, if and when called meanwhile before Congressional committees. It will prefer with-

holding comment until Barrow has made his report.

This tactic could well have a boomerang effect, since the FCC will quite likely prefer to

ignore many of the Barrow recommendations.
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New High-Capacity TP-7 Slide Projector. Dual drums hold a total

of 36 slides. For top performance in color and monochrome.

REMARKABLE NEW FEATURES ASSURE

MECHANICAL VERSATILITY
"Free wheeling" principle, with simple lever release (A), permits either

drum to be twirled for easy inspection and slide changing. Slides

move smoothly and lock securely in show position. Each drum can be
operated independently of the other.

PREVIEW CONVENIENCE
All slides are illuminated for easy viewing making it

easy for projectionist to preview them. Last-minute

changes can be made before they reach the

"show" position.



You told us what you wanted . . . we listened,

designed, field tested . . . with the resul

DESIGNED
THE WAY

YOU WANT IT!

This new professional slide

projector excels in performance

and operating convenience!

Recognizing the increasing importance of slides in

programming at every television station, RCA
resolved to do something about the projection

equipment.

SURVEY OF USERS—At the outset, a survey

was made among users of film-slide equipment to

find out what was wanted most.

NEW DESIGN PROJECTOR—The result is a

truly professional projector for television use that

is exactly tailored to your needs . . . with so many
operating advantages it's a pleasure to use ! It has

an ideal capacity of 36 slides— large enough for

handling 99% of all station needs, yet just right

for ultra flexibility.

SUCCESSFUL FIELD TEST-The TP-7 Slide

Projector has been field tested in actual day-to-day

service at a busy television station—WBTV,
Charlotte, N.C. So successful was this trial run,

the station people did not want to part with the

projector when the test was completed

!

"OPERATION VIRTUALLY FLAWLESS"-
According to Thomas E. Howard, WBTV Vice

President and Managing Director of Engineering

and General Services, "During the testing period,

the TP-7's operation was virtually flawless. An
estimated 12,000 slides were run, 170 slides per day

on-air, 60 slides in previews and rehearsals."

Write for illustrated brochure containing complete information

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
Broadcast and Television Equipment Camden, N. J,

OPERATIONAL CONVENIENCE AND FLEXIBILITY

QUICK LAMP CHANGE
Use lamp to failure— reserve lamp instantly slides into place. High-

est type optics for uniform brightness over entire field of projected

image. One-lamp source eliminates color balance problems.

UNITIZED CONSTRUCTION
Designed for ease of operation and servicing. Drums,

drum-covers and optical assemblies are easily re-

moved for cleaning and maintenance.



A roundup of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS

26 JANUARY
Copyright 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

One of the aftermaths of this season's weakness in network tv programing is

showing up at General Foods:

John E. Brady is out as director of advertising services.

Brady's tv functions are being split between Edwin Ebel, who personally will look after

program and talent buying, and Clem Hathaway, former SSCB account executive, who will

coordinate the media buying.

Brady had reported to Ebel (whose title remains v. p. in charge of advertising and con-

sumer relations.)

McCann-Erickson's new consultant arrangement with Morton Downey brings an
influential representative of the northern block of Coca-Cola stockholders into the

agency's fold.

After his singing days, Downey became a goodwill ambassador for Coca-Cola; more-

over, he bought into the company and set up shop as a bottler.

His function now is to advise McCann-Erickson on sales promotion and merchandising,

also make public relations appearances.

Arturo Toscanini's passing last week had some Kudner oldtimers remember-
ing The Episode of the 40 Missing Musicians. The story goes like this:

While General Motors was sponsoring the maestro, a top Detroit official noticed during

a studio visit that the orchestra had onlv 56 men—whereas the contract stipulated 96.

NBC explained to the dubious scout that Toscanini was playing an all Beethoven-Mozart

program in which the louder and brassier sections of the orchestra weren't necessary.

Toscanini really patched it all up nicely the next week in his own way, however: He
played Wagner with 112 musicians.

As you might suspect, most reps hail from the space-selling and agency fields—
areas where the powers of persuasion get a fine sharpening. A few, though, came via a more

oblique route (including one whose FBI training undoubtedly is a handy thing in these days

of conflicting rating and coverage claims). Here are some of the major reps and their

origin :

Lew Avery ad agency

Sterling Beeson station manager

John Blair ad agency

Joe Bloom talent agent

George Boiling station manager

Henry Christal space salesman

Max Everett., space salesman

Helen Gill public relations

Arthur Gordon printing trade

Lloyd Griffin ad agency

John Harrington . ad agency

George Hollingbery space salesman

Frank Headlev FBI special agent

William Knodel space salesman

Robert Meeker ad agency

James McConnell ad agency

Joe McGillvra space salesman

Richard O'Connell space salesman

Ted Oberfelder station manager

John Pearson announcer

Preston Peters space salesman

Edward Petrv ad agency

William Rambeau space salesman

Paul Raymer ad agency

Stephen Rintoul transcriptions

David Simmons .. station sales

Peggv Stone station relations

Lloyd Venard .. station salesman

Ed Voynow transcriptions

Wythe Walker station sales

Joe Weed __ space salesman

Russel Woodward ad agency
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KCMO-TV

KPHO-TV

WOW-TV

. . . Over KCMO-TV with AAGAA's film classics, and Trendex

shows Channel 5's complete dominance in Kansas City:

Jan. 2 Jan. 4 Jan. 6 Jan. 7 Jan. 9

KCMO-TV 24.1 23.1 34.5 28.5 23.4

Station B 2.3 3.7 2.1 1.9 2.3

Station C 7.5 15.4 5.1 7.4 9.7

above ratings represent full two-hour period 10:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m.

Kansas City channel 5

Syracuse channel 8

Phoenix channel 5

Omaha channel 6

Joe Hartenbower, General Mgr.

Sid Tremble, Commercial Mgr.

Represented nationally by Katz Agency

KCMO-TV . . . one of Mere-

dith's Big 4 . . . all-family stations.

®
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WMAR-TV
LEADERSHIP

IN BALTIMORE'S

3-STATION MARKET
•

station share of sets in use

6 P.M. to midnight

Sunday 57.3

Monday 49.4

Tuesday 36.1

Wednesday 43.1

Thursday 44.8

Friday 40.9

Saturday 46.8

choice availibilities

Amos 'n Andy 6 to 6:30 P.M.

Monday 15.8

Tuesday 16.7

Wednesday 15.8

Thursday 17.4

Friday 13.6

Cumulative Rating . .. 28.7

Racket Squad* 6:30 to 6:55 P.M.

Monday 14.5

Tuesday 19.9

Wednesday , 15.5

Thursday 17.9

Friday 17.0

Cumulative Rating 30.4

Ratings taken from the December ARB Report

"Currently running in the profitable 6:30 to

6:55 P.M. segment are the following: WATER-

FRONT, Monday; PUBLIC DEFENDER, Tuesday

and Thursday; CITY DETECTIVE, Wednesday;

FEDERAL MEN, Friday.

WMAR-TV
• • • * r
CHANNEL

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, M0.
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Represented bv THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.
New York. Detroit. Kansas City, San Francisco,

Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles

Y&R MEDIA STRATEGY
[Continued from page 31)

Y&R's seven associate media direc-

tors also have other duties beyond su-

pervision of the media work done on

their accounts. Each one is an expert

in a specialized field and can be called

upon by other members of the media

department for help in those special-

ties. For instance, Everett Erlick is

the "business" expert. This means that

he checks orders, acceptances and con-

tracts for consistent policy before they

get to Y&R's legal department. Frank

Coulter is the spot radio-tv expert.

Henry Sparks advises on magazines,

Ed MacDonald on newspapers, Tom
Skelton on outdoor, Jim English on

network broadcast and George Leith-

ner on miscellaneous and special

media.

"These men are all associate media

directors with all-media responsibili-

ties on their accounts," says William

(Pete) Matthews, executive assistant

to Levathes. "But at the same time,

their specialized backgrounds and ex-

perience can be drawn upon by the

entire department."

Since the all-media buying system

has spread the decision-making power

from the very top executive in the

media department down to the buyers

themselves, a Y&R media buyer can be

deeply involved in network buys and

negotiations, depending upon his cli-

ent's needs.

Joe St. Georges, for instance, works

on five accounts that happen to be

relatively light in spot activity, but

have four network television shows.
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We Want

WIVES
Housewives buy the

products radio advertisers

sell and that's why we fea-

ture the standards of today

and yesterday.

No rock and roll, no

rhythm and blues, no hill-

billy, no progressive jazz

—

just the music most people

like, to listen to most of

the time.

To reach the housewife you sell,

buy

"—but KRIZ Phoenix says I have a

money-back guarantee!"

WJHP AM
FM

Jacksonville, Florida

THERE'S ONLY ONE LEADER...

KMLF-TV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION . BUTTE
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*'\\ lifii it comes in Bcouting out net-

work availabilities, we work verj

closclv with ilic l\ -radio programing

department," St. Georges told si>on-

SOR, "There's a member from that de-

partment in our account group, and

he's the one I'd work with on a net-

work problem.'

Here's how a network t\ bu) might

c\ ohe:

Last summer, one ol St. Georges'

product groups was discu--im: night-

time network t\ availabilities for a cli-

ent. St. Georges scouted out ever}

potential opening on the three net-

works at the time and examined each

one for I 1 I suitabilit) of the time pe-

iiod and potential audience. (2l sta-

tion clearances and 1 3) cost.

"I'd have a voice in whether a show

is desirable," he added. "But this de-

cision would be made in conjunction

with the programing department. In

some cases, like Robin flood, for in-

stance, the programing department

bu\s the property, and we place it in

the best time slot we can find. Of

course, network salesmen cover not

onlv the buyer on the account, but the

associate media directors and the top

media executive as well.
"

Account assignments are made b\

Levathes and Matthews according to

work load, not according to media or

dollar volume. However, a buyer

might be responsible for as much as

$15 million or more in billings, if his

accounts are heaw in network t\. An-

other bu\er might be responsible for

$3-4 million on accounts mainly in

spot and hence requiring more detail

work.

Since there are 191 people in the

media department alone, the adminis-

trative detail and supervision i- vir-

tually as heavy as it might be at the

head of a medium-sized agency. This

administrative function as well as liai-

son with i \R's branch offices is the

responsibility of Matthews. He's also

the man in charge of Y&Rs media

training program.

"We alwaxs have men in training in

our department," be explained. "Righl

now we have a \ oung man in from our

Chicago office, who's going through

the agencv departments. He hasn t

been at work in Chicago yet, but in a

few week>. he'll be <ioing hack."

Eugene Sweeney, the Chicago

LISTENERS WHO LISTEN

LISTEN TO . . . SAN DIEGO'S ADULT RADIO STATION

92«y<
KGB IS SAN DIEGO'S ONLY
STATION WITH AN OVERALL
AVERAGE ADULT AUDIENCE
OF 92%.
NIELSEN . . . FEB., JUNE '56

1360
Ofl THE DIAL

FIRST IN SAN DIEGO

MUTUAL DON LEE RADIO

CALL YOUR H-R REPS

FOR FULL DETAILS

]m,. timhbuyeR

eluA
PROVIDENCE

is now a strong

is now a strong
contender for

in the
afternoons

mornings

*HOOPER shows it, WICE is the hottest buy in Provi-

dence. In two months WICE moved from sixth place to

a challenging third, and is moving up fast. Check
WICE before you buy!

cr e

—

1290 on your radio
Providence, Rhode Island

offilioted with WCUE, Akron, Ohio.
Tl.M ELLIOT, Preiident National Rep. The John E. Peorson Co.

Exclusive Community Club Awards Station in Providence
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We Wanl

WIVES
Housewives buy the

products radio advertisers

sell and that's why we fea-

ture the standards of today

and yesterday.

No rock and roll, no

rhythm and blues, no hill-

billy, no progressive jazz

—

just the music most people

like to listen to most of

the time.

To reach the housewife you sell,

buy

WJHP AM
FM

Jacksonville, Florida

MISSOULA, MONTANA'S

KMSO-TV
is the ONLY western

Montana station airing

NATIONAL Shows LIVE.

SO

KMSO-TV
has more viewers

Your BEST 12 county
coverage is the CIANT of

MONTANA—

KMSO-TV
191,000 power

MISSOULA, MONTANA

trainee, had worked in agencies for six

years before being hired by Y&R.
Four of those years were in media for

smaller agencies. The indoctrination

period in New York will take two

weeks, since he has already had experi-

ence as a buyer.

"The branch offices like to send peo-

ple to us to keep up to our operating

standards," says Matthews. "And we
like it because it gives the agency a

greater sense of unity. "I'm actually

on the phone with our four U.S.

branch offices at least once a day. We
provide a good deal of information

services for them, and help them on

network negotiations."

Beyond the trainee program for peo-

ple from the branch offices, Matthews

also has a continuous training pro-

gram for people who'll eventually be-

come all-media buyers in Y&R's New
York office. These young men, gener-

ally recruited from graduate business

schools like Columbia or Harvard, are

scheduled for a training period of nine

months to a year.

"Lately, however, we've been need-

ing assistant buyers so often, that the

trainees have gone through their pro-

gram in six months only," said Mat-

thews. "Our training program in-

volves three levels : ( 1 ) operation

training which is done by the super-

visors of media service units like con-

tracts, estimating, forwarding while

the people are on the job, (2) recruit-

ment and training for young men in

from schools or other agency depart-

ments or other businesses and (3)

training for our existing buying

groups."

At the time of sponsor's visit, four

trainees were going through Y&R's me-

dia department. In addition to the

young man from Chicago, the other

three trainees are being rotated on

specific jobs during their nine-months

training period. These three have the

following background: one is a recent

Harvard Business School graduate, one

was an insurance analvst. the third

formerly a newspaper space salesman.

During the first two months of their

training, they're rotated in specific

jobs covering statistical work, estimat-

ing and fill-in on any kind of help the

buyers might need. After two months,

they're expected to know the buyer's

tools, rates, discounts. They are then

assigned to one buyer a month to do

junior assisting.

"We try to have each work for four

buyers in four months to get him more

deeply into different accounts and me-

dia schemes," Matthews explained.

"During the next six months he mav
be assigned to one or two buyers for

three-month periods. By that point,

as the need arises, he can be an assist-

ant buyer."

This training program has given the

agency an opportunity to indoctrinate

future buyers in the all-media system

right from the start and to avoid a

painful transition from media speciali-

zation to "account thinking."

Another phase of training is the

three series of discussion meetings for

assistant buyers, for buyers and for

associate directors to exchange infor-

mation.

"The discussions for associate di-

rectors and the supervisory staff are

not formalized, but meetings of buy-

ers and assistant buyers are on a

schedule. The 27 assistant buyers are

divided into five groups which cover

five different subjects in each series

—

one on each of the major media. The

subjects might be 'How to set up sta-

tistical documentation,' or 'The steps

in evaluating and picking announce-

ments,' or 'The analysis of audience

research in publications,' or 'Nature

and preparation of broadcast con-

tracts'."

These discussion series, which run

for five weeks at a time, are scheduled

about three or four times a year. Each

group meets once a week, generally

Thursday mornings between 9:15 and

10:00 a.m.

"The same plan applies to biners.

but the subjects are generally different.

People bring up their own problems

and experience in these seminars.

\\ e're planning to have several run-

throughs on the Nielsen Coverage

Service No. 2, for instance." Matthews

said.

The buver discussions are usually

SPONSOR 26 JANUARY 1957
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cost per thousand is

44°o lower than its

closest rival.M
delivers 5.1 average

between 8 and 5. No

ratings below 4.4

Pulse: Sept.-Oct. '56

covers what counts!

j
800,000 people in half

millivolt contour.

550,000 of them are

in Franklin County . . .

the home county.

I

Columbus, Ohio

the station with

a personality.

(Jde-fkeAfote-We

<ml eaU FoWoe

led bj associate media directors

who arc particular!) versed in .< certain

subject. For instance, Jim English

who's recent!) been brought into the

media department as an associate di-

rector from
|
n <\ inii^ work in research

will Ir.id ilic Nielsen seminars. Erlick

would handle discussions "I network

contracts. ( !oulter nr Jones might lead

the spot radio ami t\ seminars. Henry

Sparks might discuss magazines. The

last seminal in eaeh series is urncralK

conducted either li\ Matthew- or

I.e\ athes.

"We also keep our buyers in New

York ami in our branch offices up to

date on new media developments

through memos and through our bi-

weekly publication. Media Miscellany,"

said Matthews. "This year we're hop-

ing to brin» out Media Miscellany

once a week and to have a listing of

rate increases in a separate bulletin.

Summing up, Levathes said: "We've

found that the all-media system makes

it possible for our buyers to service

their accounts most creatively. We
don't have any print or radio or tv

advocates. Each buyer's thinking be-

gins with his accounts needs. They re

able to have closer contact with other

departments within the agency and to

work more closely with the advertising

and sales staffs of our clients."

^ oung \ Kubicam has been satisfied

with the success of the all-media oper-

ation. The agency has found that its

buyers have greater stature in the busi-

ness than the media buyers of some

other agencies because they're able to

make budget and major media deci-

sions. This increased stature has be-

come apparent in those instances when

buyers have left Y&R to go to other

agencies. ("They're usually hired on

an associate or media director level

1>\ other agencies," one \ &R media

executive told sponsor, i

Since Y&R first went to an all-media

buying set-up. a number of other ma-

jor agencies have also considered the

change. Leo Burnett and Bryan Hou--

ton. for instance, actually do have

similar t\ pes of media departments.

C>re\ \d\ertising was the most recent

convert to this method of operation,

instituted at Grey by Dr. Larry Deck-

inger, v.p. in charge of media and

research i See sponsor 15 December

1956). ^

We Want

WIVES
Housewives buy the

products radio advertisers

sell and that's why we fea-

ture the standards of today

and yesterday.

No rock and roll, no

rhythm and blues, no hill-

billy, no progressive jazz

—

just the music most people

like to listen to most of

the time.

To reach the housewife you sell,

buy

WJHP AM
FM

Jacksonville, Florida

Has Rochester

by the Ears

!

)

MELODIOUS MUSIC

ABC NETWORK FEATURES

TOPFLIGHT HOURLY NEWS

. . that's how we win and hold the

"buymgest" audience in the rich

Rochester-Western New Yorn market.

GET FACTS AND FIGURES

ON "PREFERRED PROGRAMMING"

FOR YOUR ADVERTISING

5000 WATTS 1280 KC

WVET
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by

THE BOLLING COMPANY
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AND THE

starring

John HART

Lon CHANEY

James Fenimore Cooper's all-

family classic has a ready-

made audience. Hawkeye's

everybody's idol! Thrilling

outdoor action—an "Eastern"

filmed on location in actual

French-Indian War Country.

You get better sponsor iden-

tification. Excellent markets

still available. Wire or

phone collect right now for

your market before another

sponsor beats you to it.

llii*..

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Robert D. Levitt has been elected presi

dent and a director of California Xationa

Productions, NBC subsidiary. Levitt be

came operating head of California Nation

al last Fall with the title of vice presi

dent-general manager. On his election to

the presidency, he emphasized California

National's position as the NBC film pro-

ducing arm. Levitt came to California

National as general manager in July 1956. Before that he was

director of national sales at Screen Gems. He served as a vice

president and a director of the Hearst Publishing Co. from

1951 to 1955 and prior to that was a director of the Hearst Promo-

tion Enterprises. From 1946 to 1947 he was eastern director

of advertising, promotion and publicity for Selznick Productions.

Before that he was associated with the New York Journal-American.

Thomas R. Santacroce has been named

vice president in charge of West Coast

operations for Compton Advertising, Inc.

He has served as vice president and gen-

eral sales manager of the Ruppert Brew-

ery in New York for the past two and a

half years. He has also been associated

with Biow and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

in New York. In announcing Santacroce's

appointment. Barton A. Cummings, Compton president, said that it

"Marks another step in our continuing expansion program. Our aim

is to provide a complete Pacific Coast service on a local as well

as a national basis." Santacroce will make his headquarters in

San Francisco. Norman E. Mork, v.p. and manager of the San Fran-

cisco office, along with Waldo H. Hunt, v.p. and manager of the

Los Angeles office, will continue to operate in those capacities.

Stephen B. Labunski has been appointed

a vice president of the Storz Stations, ac-

cording to an announcement made by Todd

Storz, president. Labunski joined the

Storz Stations two and a half years ago.

He has served as a member of the sales

staff of WHB. Storz's Kansas City flagship

station, and was appointed general mana-

ger of WDGY. Minneapolis-St. Paul, when

the Storz organization took over operation on that station in Febru-

ary of last vear. Labunski is credited with guiding the station from

a low position to the top rating spot in the Twin Cities. The num-

ber one rating is based on January Trendex daytime figures. La-

bunski is the fourth Storz Station manager to be named a v.p.

Others are: Virgil Sharpe, KOWH. Omaha: George W. Armstrong,

Will'.. Kansas City; and Fred Berthelson. WTIX. New Orleans.

1
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevadai

RAD I O

In this mountain-ringed market, the Beelinc serves an area with

more than 2 va million people who have more than $3*2 billion

in spendable income. (Sales Management's 1956 Copyrighted

Survey )

Beeline Radio delivers this rich market in the form of loyal

listeners. And, by using all live stations, you reach them at a very

low cost per thousand.

lULcCAodkcJUq &ficadccL&ixt*q Cot*tf?o>u>if
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA • Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative
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Radio's rising rates

A large number of radio stations, especially the strong

independents, have upped rates once or more during the past

few years. In 1957 agencies and advertisers can look for a

large-scale acceleration of this trend. The trend will encom-

pass network stations and independents as well as networks.

Does this mean that radio will be priced high in 1957?

Far from it. Radio stations and networks, which are just re-

covering from a mass inferiority complex brought on by the

early years of television, have been reluctant to ask anything

near a proper price for their time and talent. While this re-

luctance is fast fading, it will take several years at least for

the 3,000 stations and networks of the U. S. to approach a

rate norm commensurate with the value of the medium. In

the meantime buyers can enjoy bargain rates.

There is danger in the present situation both from the sell-

ers' and buyers' viewpoints. We warn stations to keep their

perspective during a year when radio is coming back strong

in the esteem of the sponsor; specifically we warn stations

not to go all out as they upgrade the rate card. We warn the

advertiser to act fast and take advantage of radio's bargain

opportunities; specifically to latch onto good time slots.

Air advertising offends fewer people

Radio and television broadcasters and advertisers can take

a lot of pride in the report recently released that radio-tv ad-

vertising copy over the past 10 years has been the cause of

far fewer complaints than all other media. A. E. Tatham, of

Tatham-Laird, and chairman of the American Association of

Advertising Agencies' committee on improvement of adver-

tising content, reports that newspapers and magazines ac-

counted for two-thirds of the offenses while one-third is at-

tributed to all other media including radio and television.

It's good, for a change, to be able to cite a formal report

that shows radio and television in a more favorable light.

More importantly, it shows that broadcasters and advertis-

ers are measuring up to their responsibilities in American

community life.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Close adherence to

the codes of tlie NARTB by stations and

sponsors alike. We fight for the highest stand-

ards oj truthfulness and good taste in television

and radio commercials.

80

lO-SECOND SPOTS

No turnover: A WWDC, Washing-
ton, release reports its d.j., Fred Fiske,

received a call from a listener asking

permission to unglue the dial of one of

her eight radio sets. Her teenage chil-

dren had glued them all to 1260
1 \\ \\ D< :'s dial position I . Sou there't

a truly sticky story.

Control: In a recent CBS Playhouse

90 script, sponsor Ronson wrote out

all the matches and wrote in cigarette

lighters. Let's hope the light never

failed.

Job wanted: From The V. Y. Tunes

-ADVERTISING: Brooks Brothers

wardrobe: Ivy graduate. 26; agency

experience: $5,500. What, no creivcut!

Lid-flipping: \ John B. Stetson Co.

survey revealed that doctors tend to

wear hats like other doctors and news-

papermen like other newspapermen,

but "advertising men defy bracket-

ing. Maybe the reason is careless hat-

check girls in Madison Ave. eateries.

New product: Weber Waukesha
Brewing Co. of Waukesha. W is., is

introducing a beverage called "Sassy."

It is beer with a cola flavor. We can

see that tv copy note: "Sassy, the

pause that is driest."

Analysis: Dr. Ernest Dichter. of the

Institute for Motivational Research,

had this to say about the executive

type: "The born executive has the

compulsion to be a father-chieftain."

Like Copy Chief and Father Time-

buyer?

Couch-bound: Tv scripter Paddy
Chayefskv is planning a television se-

ries on psychiatric cases. They could

call it Head Medic.

Fr< The A. Y.Help wanted:

7'/>/?es:

Advertising Agencj

GIRL FRIDAY
They always get married ! . . .

With a promise like that, they'll quick-

ly fill the job!

Borscht circuit: TV Guide reports

Phil Carey's fan mail included a fan

letter addressed to: "The 77th Bagel

Lancers." Wonder if this teas the same

fan who wrote to Lox \ ideo Theatre?
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GARY COOPER

ALONG CAME JONES'

GINGER ROGERS

THE GROOM WORE SPURS'

JAMES STFWART

ITS A WONDERFUL LIFE"

TAB HUNTER GREGORY PICK

"ISLAND OF DESIRE" "M»N W™ * MILLI0N
" ^> <C"

there are MORE good movies >
INGRID BERGMAN

"STRANGERS"

ON ^fu**

AVAILABLE NOW-MINUTE PARTICIPATIONS 1 "

No flapper costumes— Model A Fords— Derby

Hats- Knee-Length Skirts! KIRK D0UGLAS

"THE CHAMPION"

Feature films on KWK-TV in St. Louis star
'4

currently popular names in recent productions.

These are just a few of the more than

300 features now being programmed from

United Artists and other packages. *^ ^

SHELLEY WINTERS

"HE RAN ALL THE WAY"

FRED MacMURRAY
"BORDERLINE"

(^
TOP PROGRAMS

OF TWO NETWORKS

DANA ANDREWS
"A WALK IN THE SUN"

RORY CALHOUN

"ROGUE RIVER"

Represented Nationally by

The KATZ Agency, Inc

THE LEADER IN ST. LOUIS TELEVISION

CD
SERVING THE GREAT

ST. LOUIS MARKET
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THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER. Loretta
Young, Joseph Cctten, Ethel Barry-

more, Charles Birjdord and David
Wayne in a delightful comedy pro-
duced by Dore Senary—released by
David O. Selznick.

STRANGER ON THE PROWl. P .

Muni, Joon Lorring and the serin

tionol child aclor, Vittorio Monuntil
in a gripping melodrama of a boyl
growing love for a murderer wt-l
protects him. [Na

MAGNIFICENT
MOVIES
now on

NOTORIOUS. Cary Grant, Ingrid Berg-

man and Claude Rains in Ben Hecht's

famous story directed by Alfred Hitch-

cock. A Selznick release.

GUEST WIFE. Claudette Colbert 01

Don Ameche in a sophisticated coi

edy about a gorgeous wife with 01

husband too manyl

KMBC-TV
Channel 9 in Kansas City

The most tremendous array of first-run

feature movies ever programmed in Kansas

City!

Every night of the new year, a big new title

hand-picked from all-time box-office smashes

(including the powerhouse David 0. Selz-

nick), from a fabulous collection of award
winners, and from late-release features still

playing theatrically.

And all of these MAGNIFICENT MOVIES
are slotted at a convenient time for family

viewing, 10:15 p.m. every weeknight. They
are indisputably the best, and the earliest,

feature movies on television in Kansas Citv!

COURT MARTIAL Dovid Niven and
Margaret Leighfon in Anthony As-
quith's study in suspense—a tense,

exciting drama.

MAN WITH A MILLION. Gregory Pe>

in Mark Twain's hilarious comedy
a down-and-outer who picks up
million bucks, a million babes and
million laughs!

ISLAND OF DESIRE. Tab Hunter and
gorgeous Linda Darnell in an emotion-
swept drama— a fight to the finish for

the only girl on a tropical island.

STAIRCASE. George Brer

Dorothy McGuire and Ethel Barrymo
in the Dore Schory production of

Selznick mystery-thriller that is c

all-time classic.

See Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. for availabilities.

the SWING is to KMBC'TV
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station

Basic ABC-TV Affiliate

Pi-'.ters. Griffin.
Woodward, «

DON DAVIS. President

JOHN T. SCHILLING. Executive Vice el

CEORCE HICCINS. Vice President ai I

Sales Manager

MORI CREINER. Manager. KMBC-TV
DICK SMITH. Manager. KMBC-KF I

R o, it's KMBC ^ Kansas City— KFRM^vr the State of Kai
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20.2% Drug
Dominance

Market figures prove families living in

WXEX-TV Grade B area spend 20.2% more

on drugs* than families in Grade B area

of any other Richmond market TV station

Amount Spent on Drugs by Grade B Area Families Percentage

WXEX-TV
Station B

Station C

$12,205,000

$10,130,000

$10,155,000

ioo%

83%

83.3%
Cosmetics, toiletries, hair preparations, packaged medications

Source: Sidney Hollander Associates

WXEX-TV
NBC BASIC — CHANNEL 8 irvm o. At«.o«, vie. p™.

Tom Tlnsley, President

National Representatives: Select S.ation Representatives in New YorW. Philadelphia, Baltimore. Washington.

NCS - 2 MUDDLED

BY DIFFERING

INTERPRETATIONS

Buyer and sella com-

munication i- confused

in varying interpreta-

tions f NCS#2 1a

both agencj and rep

Page 23

Dan River weaves

spot television

into the ad budget

Page 26

The story behind

McCann-Erickson'

change of address

Page 28

SPECIAL SECTIOh

The tv film

story: 1957

Page 31

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago. Seattle, San Francisco, los Angeles, Dallas. Atlanta.



Not since the

earliest settlers...

Now... on our NTH* tower

Soon ... in our all-new, most modern building.

Maximum power on Channel 5.

One third of the population of Wisconsin . . . and

containing the Wonderful Fox River Valley cities, the

Greater Green Bay metro zone, the Sheboygan-

Manitowoc and Oshkosh-Fond du Lac zones.

$1,039,841,400 retail sales

214,669 TV sets

Basic ABC, plus CBS,

plus

strong local programming

Ask HEADLEY-REED
to show you the new WFRV-TV
Fact Book; or wire us. Choice

availabilities at this moment.

NEAREST TO HEAVEN". Highest antenna

in Wisconsin and in 5 state area. 1165 ft.

above average terrain.

.«//'/ W////s*$fo>/A *//////"/////

Green Bay, Wisconsin

JL-



in IOWA: NEW A R B

REPORT!

KRNT-TV AGAIN
Sweeps Ratings!

16 OUT OF TOP20
9 out of top 10 Multi-Weekly Shows* 323 FIRSTS in

7 out of top 10 Once-A-Week Shows* 476 Quarter Hours

MULTI-WEEKLY m.
RtT.

* 1 . Russ Van Dyke News 1 0:00 P.M. 40.6

* 2. Al Couppee Sports 10:20 P.M. 28.2

* 3. Paul Rhoades News 6:00 P.M. 17.0

* 4. Bill Riley's Rascals 5:20 P.M. 16.2

* 5. Captain Kangaroo 8:00 A.M. 15.9

* 6. Guiding Light 11:45A.M. 14.0

7. Comedy Time 4.00 P.M. 13.3

* 8. Cartoon Club 5:00 P.M. 13.2

* 9. Garry Moore 9:00A.M. 13.1

*10. Our Miss Brooks 1:00 P.M. 12.8

ONCE-A-WEEK

* 1. Ed Sullivan 55.8

* 2. I Love Lucy 53.2

* 3. 564,000 Question 51.3

* 4, What's My Line 46.2

* 5. $64,000 Challenge 41.0

* 6. RedSkelton 39.9

7. Lawrence Welk 39.4

* 8. Lassie 39.0

8. Perry Como 39.0

10. WyattEarp 38.7

Katz Has The Facts On That-

Very Highly Audience Rated,

Sales Results Premeditated,

CBS Affiliated

Station in Des Moines!

ES TELEVISIO

Channel 8 in Iowa
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

The NCS —1 coverage muddle

23 Buyer-seller communication is breaking down over varied agency inter-

pretations of NCS#2. Here are the problems posed to stations and reps

Dan River weaves spot rv into ad budget

26 How a 75-year-old manufacturing firm revised media thinking to pioneer

the use of tv for selling soft-goods with a campaign in 10 markets

What's behind McCann-Erickson's big move?

28 McCann-Erickson's rapid expansion dictated the move to larger quarters

and a streamlining of media and tv radio programing operations

FILM FOR TV: 1957

Film's evergrowing supply

32 A broad look at recent and future trends in the film distribution

business, which vsill hit an estimated $120 million in 1957

How advertisers use syndicated film

34 Capsule case histories of important regional advertisers using syndi-

cated film and an outline of the strategy involved in this choice

Outlook for feature film

36 Unique programing problems are presented by feature films. Here's

how stations and advertisers are attempting to solve some of them

What's available in tv film?

38 Presented here is a cross-section of available syndicated and feature

film, including practically all the important series and packages

FEATURES
16 Agency Ad Libs

54 Agency Profile

20 49th and Madison

57 New and Renew
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69 Washington Week
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WOC TV
^XMwuu

Proved In 648,330 Pieces of Program
J r">

M.iil received hv this Station During
J

(> full Yens ol Telecasting . . .

MISSOURI

ILLINOIS

TOP FIGURE each county - Number Pieces of PROGRAM Mail Received during 1955 .

2nd FIGURE each county - Number of Pieces of PROGRAM Mail per 1,000 Homes.

I his Fabulous response . . .

91'. of it to local live telecasts

. . . beg. in in 1950. That year
. . WOC;- 1 \"s hrs. Full year on

the air . . . 33,845 pieces of
program mail were received;

this mail tame from 23 Iowa-
Illinois counties — 237 cities

and towns.
By 1955, this response jumped
to 1(9,215 pieces of program

mail received during a 12-

month period; it came from 39
Iowa-Illinois counties — 513

cities and towns in these counties.

Accompanying map shows
breakdown of this 1955 pro-

gram mail, proving WOC-TV's
"Good Picture" area.

WOC-TV Viewers are respon-

sive. They respond to WOC-TV
telecasts by mail. More import-

ant, they respond to advertising

on WOC-TV by purchases at

retail outlets. We have a million

success stories to prove it (well,

almost a million). Let your
nearest Peters, Griffin, Wood-
ward representative give you
the facts. Or call us direct.

WOC-TV 39-COUJMTY COVERAGE DATA -
Population

Families
Retail Sales

Effective Buying Income

•
•
•
•

1,568,500

i84,800

SI,926,588,000

S2,582,388,000

Source • 1956 Survey of Buying Income
( Sales Management

)

Number TV Homes
Source

•
•

317,902

Advertising Research

Foundation

WOC-TV Owned and Operated by Central Broadcasting Company,

Davenport, Iowa

The Quint-Cities Station —
Davenport and Bettendorf

in Iowa; Rock Island, Mo-
line and East Moline in

Illinois

Col B. J Palmer, president

Ernest C Sanders, resident monoger
Mark Wodlinger, resident sales managt
PETERS, GRIFFIN. WOODWARD, INC
Exclusive Notional Representative



398,500 Home Radios . . . 164,225 Car Radios
2 Popular Radio Stations at 1 Low Rate!

* FLASH STATION
COVERAGE

Atfiiiitu

WBRE and WSCR are top

rated NBC affiliates. Either

station is the "buy" in their

individual areas . . . but, for

the National or Regional

advertiser they become the

only 2-station combination

to consider when planning

your radio advertising to

reach Pennsylvania's double

"L" market.
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of the week

The news: This month marks the 2Sth anniversary oj Edward

Petry & Co., the first firm to organize as an exclusive representative

for radio stations. The company now represents \(> it and radio

station's i 2!! tv and 1!! radio), employs 5 I salesmen, and maintains

offices in seven cities.

The newsmaker: If you're well acquainted with Edward

Petrj and familiar with his career in air media, you know thai he'd

lie the last person who'd go for a prettied-up portrait Petrj has

always wanted to he taken for what he is. Direct, aggressive,

positive in his business views. The following personifies; Petry,

the man: ever read) to battle for the concepts he believes in;

whether dealing with seller or buyer, each knows exactlv where he

stands: no pussyfooting nor nice-nellyism. This is the bulwark

upon which Petry has built a business that alter 25 years ranks

as a model of stability, reliability,

and progress. Petry came into

this field with a tremendous faith

and enthusiasm. That faith and

enthusiasm is as great today as the

da) he opened his business with

Henrv I. Christal and Ed \ oynow

as his partners.

It ma\ be that the passing years

have mellowed him: a remark he

made to sponsor will probabl)

cause a mixture of surprise and

understanding among the veterans

in Petry's field. Said Petry, never

the guy to wear his heart on his sleeve:

readers that the one big regret I have is my breaking with Christal.

I have always admired the man and I still do. Unfortunately, we

didn't agree on certain things."

Here are some views on the current trade scene that Petry also

passed on to SPONSOR:

A healthy sign for radio and tv would be a letdown in Con-

gressional investigations of the networks. Even though he disagrees

with some network policies, he believes that without networks tele-

vision -would not be the mass medium it is today.

He thinks that a representative operates with maximum effective-

ness if his list is not too large. He believes that strong research

and promotion are essential: backs up his concept with the biggest

research and promotion staff in tv/radio rep ranks. His plans

board, with tv vice-president Tom Knode at its head, is an example

of the teamwork that Petry is building.

You can get a measure of Petry's introspective nature from this:

W hen asked to discuss the history of Edward Petry & Co.. he

answered: "I don't believe in the past: it has already been accom-

plished. I'd rather talk about the future."' ^

Edward Petty

"You can tell vour

SPONSOR 2 FEBRUARY 1957
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Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.

Northwestern Bank Building, Minneapolis 2, Minnesota. FEderal 8-8401

Mr. Theodore F. Shaker
WXIX Sales Manager
5AA5 North 27th Street
Milwaukee 9, Wisconsin

December 3, 1956

Dear Ted

When we told you that national sales for Cream of
Wheat were up 6%, you said, in a half-joking way,
that they must be better than that in Milwaukee.

Well, so help me, you're right. Cream of Wheat sales
in Milwaukee are up 11$ so far this year over last.

This is a WXIX success story, for you are the only
station we are using in your market and the majority
of Cream of Wheat's advertising is in television.

This healthy increase is especially significant when
you consider that Cream of Wheat engages in no special
price concessions, cooperative advertising deals or
premium promotions. This sales increase is strictly
the result of good, old-fashioned, straight selling.

So take a bow, Ted, for your great station. And on
behalf of our client Cream of Wheat, sincere thanks.

'».

*!?*»***'*' -* —*•.*».•< •—



WXIX CBS Owned, Channel 19. Milwaukee. Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
2 FEBRUARY
copyri«M 1957

"^ ,,,,c '' ;n B00n
>
<HJ see a ^^ tv snow followed by a Lever or Colgate program, trust

sponsor publications inc. your eyes. For this week the exclusivity clause in network contracts is being over-

hauled at long last ("exclusivity" is supposed to Bel up a buffer zone between compcti-

tive sponsors)

.

Vmazing as ii may seem offhand, it was V&i, thai agreed t<» a modification of

the old policy. CBS TV took up the issue directl) in Cincinnati, and trot a fast, polite "It's

alright with us."

Here's how the new exclusivity procedure henceforth will work in terms of the Cincin-

nati giant:

• P&G no longer will insist that there he a half-hour interval between one of

its shows and the program of a company in the same general line of husiness.

• The half-hour interval will apply only to hrands that are competitive to those

heing advertised on the adjacent P&G show.

For instance, if P&C elects to advertise a bar soap and a detergent on a specific P&G
show, and the show that follows belongs to Lever, Lever would be restrained from plugging

the Lux line—but it could plug Pepsodent.

By agreeing to this revision of the exclusivity clause, P&G tacitlv admits two things:

1 ) the old hlanket protection has outlived its usefulness, and 2) with P&G now in the

process of expanding to other product fields, the exclusivity shoe could fit the other

foot, too.

What the switch means for the networks and advertisers is this: The former can

hring in more products; and the latter will find it easier to move into prime

periods as and when they become available.

(For more details on the implications of this development, see SPONSOR-SCOPE 3

November 1956; also SPONSOR article. Ts Adjacency Protection Now Obsolete? 17 Novem-

ber 1956.)

Vdjacency restrictions seem to he breaking down in spot radio, too.

Sponsors and their agencies are beginning to waive the rule that a competitive product

can't be on the same disk jockev show.

That's because stations in more and more markets are sh\ in? away from this restraint

because of the bullish situation in the medium.

A current case in point:

If it can't be exclusive. Pepsodent will accept a half-hour interval, and—if that's

not possible— it will settle for a separation of 15 minutes.

Esty 19 sure to share the big bows for the phenomenal sales and profits report

that R. J. Reynolds will he releasing soon.

The sales total will run well over $750 million, with about 95% coming from three

brands—Camel, Winston, and Salem. Camel and Winston lead their respective field=. while

Salem is way up there. Estv handles the whole advertising account.

National spot radio and network tv both had healthy takes in November
(latest month for which figures are available^.

SRA's spot radio estimate comes to 16,708,000. a 36% increase over the same month in

1955. The forecast for all of 1956 is $150 million—a new- high.

PIB credits the three tv networks with a gross of $44,163,884 for November, up 13.7%

over the previous year. ABC had S6.619.100. up 1.9%: CBS. $19,866,463. up 18.1
r

; :

NBC. $17,678,312; up 14.1%.

The 1956 gross for the three probablv w :

ll be near the $450-million mark.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

There's a real possibility that the eurrent spurt in spot tv may hit a momen-
tary hump—particularly in the secondary and tertiary markets—during the second
quarter.

Quite a number of buyers have been warning rep salesmen about a pause ahead. The
reason:

Many stations have raised their rates with the advent of NCS#2. Now the bigger ac-

counts want the spot budget hooks balanced to find out how the expenditures to

date stack up with the original planning.

It won't surprise the researcher—because he knows there always are more women at

home than men

—

but the only tv fare this season that's had dominant male audiences
are fights and football.

Even the National Bowling Champions show on NBC Sunday nights gave the watching

edge to women. No wonder White Owl gave up.

Two or three of the westerns can claim they have a higher average of male viewers than
the average night-time network show—though even here the women are in slight com-

mand. They are Cheyenne. 29% male, 30% women: Wyatt Earp, 32% male, 33% women:
Broken Arrow. 33% men, 35% women.

Meanwhile. Jim Bowie—on the same ABC TV network—runs to 2795 male and 48%
women.

To judge from Nielsen, the spread of quality feature films had a much greater

impact in 1956 on late viewing in Los Angeles than in New York.

For Los Angele? the trend of homes tuned in minute-by-minute between 11 p.m. and mid-

night. Monday through Friday, looked like this:

PERIOD HOMES PERIOD HOMES INCREASE
Jan.-Feb. 227,446 Oct.-Nov. 344,446 52%

In New York, the 11 p.m. to midnight viewing pattern showed up as follows:

PERIOD HOMES PERIOD HOMES INCREASE
Jan.-Feb. 1.303,861 Nov.-Dec. 1.379,062 4.6%

Note: These comparisons were processed by SPONSOR-SCOPE from data in the Niel-

sen Station Index, whose tv homes for the two areas are: Los Angeles, 1,682,000: New York.

1.128.900.

The swing to late evening feature films is beginning to loosen up the availa-

bility of 20-second spots in prime time in some of the major tv markets.

Rep salesmen report there's a mounting preference for the late spots because of:

1 1 Feature film ratings often are higher than the prime time ratings.

2) The advertiser gets a full minute for his commercial, whereas in prime time

he's limited to 20 seconds. Even if the late spot costs twice more than the other, he gets thrice

the commercial time.

A BBDO buyer told SPONSOR-SCOPE this week that for the first time in main months

WCBS TV. CBS' New York flagship, was offering prime spots. He thinks this is a revealing

tii. off.

NTA introduces Warner Lambert as first sponsor of its feature films network

1 April. The deal involves 128 stations, $4 million gross for time and pictures, two-third-

sponsorship of 20th Century-Fox product, and an estimated 90^ coverage of all tv home-.

Syndicated and feature film distributors are still overwhelmingly in favor of

reduced network option time.

In connection with its film section, page 31, SPONSOR asked the distributors about their

latest attitudes on option time.

Of those answering query, 80% wanted a reduction. 15% favored letting things

alone, and the balance were undecided.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

^^
I— -J

I Ik- word from General Motors in Detroit in thai the money once used for
dealer coop advertising doh will !><• dispi nsed bj its zone managers.

rhe lattei will appoint their own local a which .ill bu; i local rates

SPONSORSCOPE also learns from GM that:

• There will be no strict formula governing the handling of tl money.
• Each GM division still \sill decide how to Bpend the erstwhile co-op allotments.

• Each zone manager will determine how besl to support his dealers with types ->f

media, etc.

Man) agencymen who haw specialized in working with dealer councils think the zone
managers will favor tv ami radio because:

Zone managers lake heed of dealer preferences, and dealers have shown a strong hail-

ing toward the show business. They have Found that a customer is more likelj to mention
the dealer show he heard last night than the ad he saw the same night's paper.

Chevrolet has found iv so effective in marketing its products that it will more
than double the number of one-hour Dinah Shore shows during the 1957-58
season.

They are scheduled every other week on NBC, Sunday 9-10 p.m.

Alcoa and Goodyear meantime will drop out: how NBC will program the alternate

26 weeks is still undecided.

Events at \&K within the last two weeks dramatically illustrate how a turn in

the tv fortunes of an agency can raise hob with billings.

Around S9 million in Y&R billings evaporated with:

• The cancellation of Hiram Holliday. only half of the money involved ($2.5 mil-

lion) is retained through General Food's alternate sponsorship of Wells Fargo.

• GE's divorcement from the 20th Century-Fox series, a billings loss of $4.5 mil-

lion. Y&R will share billings on the GE Theatre, thereby reducing the GE tv loss to S2.5

million.

• The impending withdrawal of GF from 77th Bengal Lancers ($5 million).

In 1956 Y&R rolled up $71 million in t\ hillings.

A western tv station and its rep discovered this week that you can't do busi-

ness under the counter with P&G. Here's a telescoped version of what happened:

After the station's rep submitted the under-the-rate-card package deal, an agency buyer

on the account compared the figures with the published rate. Said the buyer:

"Look, this won't do! But we'll buy it anywaj at card rate."

P. S. : Another rep who had been competing for the business heard about the incident

and demanded of the buyer: "How can you trust that station after such tactics?"

\~ the industry jj:ets set for an extraordin aril) earl) preview of 1957-53 network tv pro-

grams next week, giant users of the medium are pretty much in agreement that the

key figures who will shape the future are the "television strategists."

Ask them what makes a television strategist especially in agencies, and they reply that [

these are the prime qualifications:

• An ability to advise the client on the most effective use of the medium in all its

ramifications.

• A knowledge of how to juggle shows into time periods favorable to the maximum
kind of audience the advertiser want-.

• A felicitv for getting the most out of each dollar spent—in spot as well as network.

What makes such a figure so important? Because in the big agency most of the big

client's money is spent on tv.

Among those that admen pick as top tv strategists are: Ben Duffy iBBDO) ; Terry

Clync (McCann-Erickson) ; Tony Geoghegan (Y&R); Sam Northcross (Esty) ; and

Dan Seymour I J. Walter Thompson).
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . .

The reps may have a legitimate gripe about the kaleidoscopic ways agencies are using

NCS#2 to arrive at costs-per-thousand (see page 23), but look at what the Lever Bros,

agencies have to contend with. Each month they must submit:

• A report showing the cost-per-thousand of every announcement and network
program.

• The ratings of all adjacencies.

• The audience composition of every Lever announcement and program.

• An hour by hour analysis of how much time each person spends on the Lever

account in the agency and the allocation of time to each brand.

In view of the possibility one brand may have SO spots a month on 100 stations, the size

of such a statistical job is self-evident.

Madison Avenue has its eyes open for the blueprint of next fall's schedules

and shows that NBC TV expects to unveil on 10 February.

Everything at NBC still is deep in the masterminding stage, and the only comment you

can get from agencies is this: what comes out may be very helpful to us and our clients;

we'll wait and see.

Meantime the four groups working on the overhauling and planning of the

new program schedules have put out feelers to agencies, such as: Would your clients

mind buying a half hour of a certain 90 minute show instead of keeping the half-hour shows

they already have on the air?

The only big new thing crystalized to dale is converting the Robert Montgomery show

into something like Playhouse 90, part of it via film.

Assignments of the four separate NBC TV programing committees are:

Committee 1 : Finding out the ideal scheduling of the network.

Committee 2: What to do with the shows NBC has on the air; whether to

strengthen or reshuffle them.

Committee 3: What new shows to put on from its live and film show reservoir.

Committee 4: What's the best time length—90 minutes, an hour, or what?

Benton & Bowies' new publicity subsidiary is hardly a welcome colleague to

the public relations gentry.

The independent p.r.s grumble that the extensive subsidiaries maintained by JWT, Y&R.

and McCann-Erickson don't do a broad enough job nor win the confidence of top management.

The agency p.r. faction counters with these points:

• Their staffers are constantly on the road, thus maintain a continuing bridge be-

tween the client and his customers.

• They can call on specialists to give advice on merchandising and other problems as

an integral part of the publicity service.

• By having offices in Chicago and Hollywood they maintain a cross-country liaison

with editors that's not only comprehensive but of minimum cost to the client.

(For more details on B&B subsidiary see Agency News Wrap-up, page 62.)

The large percentage of casualties among network tv kid shows has convinced

the industry that there's little durability in this type of tv fare.

The reasons cited for wide margin between today's tv kid shows and the earlier kid

fare in radio are:

• In radio most of the kid shows were serials.

• There's stronger competition for the kid's attention today.

• Interests are spread over many kinds of programs, hence the kids tire.

So far the one big exception to the trend is Disneyland.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New

and Renew, page 57: Spot Buys, page 60; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 62; Washington

Week, page 69; sponsor Hears, page 72: and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 76.
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/ **TONIGHT" from Houston

NETWORK
QUALITY

at the local level!

r
1

]

THE MOST I OTENT ADVE HOUS

When Steve Allen and cast came to Houston for a "Tonight" telecast

from the Shamrock Hilton, KPRC-TV provided complete production

and engineering facilities for the network pick-up The hour and a

half show was picked up from the hotel lobby, ballroom and outside

pool by an experienced KPRC-TV staff of 27 men. This experienced

staff makes "network quality" possible on KPRC-TV from sign-on to

sign-off. Houston viewers have expressed their appreciation by keeping

KPRC-TV first in the market for 8 years. Your clients need the station

that can really sell the market. It's your move.

KPRC-TV
HOUSTON
CHANNEL 2

JACK HARRIS
Vice President and General Manager

JACK McGREW
National Sales Manager

Nationally Represented by

EDWARD PETRY & CO.



Now Nielsen's NCS#2 Con-
firms Individual City Ratings.

Only

STATIONS
are POWERFUL enough

and POPULAR enough

to cover

ALL 3 MAJOR MARKETS

oF Soufhirn California . . .

LOS ANGELES, SAN DIEGO,

SAN BERNARDINO.

Of this top trio

KBIG is

V" the only independent

\/ the least expensive

V second in cost-per-

thousand

V third in total audience

in Los Angeles, San

Diego, Orange, San

Bernardino and

Riverside counties

—

\/ second in Imperial.

Any KBIG or Weed man would like

to show you the documents.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28. California

Telephone Hollywood 3-3205

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

I t

Timebuyers
at work

Lee Oakes, media supervisor. Richard K. Manoff, New York,

buyer for Humble Bee Tuna and Salmon, comments: "Long before

media planning, the buyer should have participated in discussions

which have pinpointed the need for advertising and defined the short-

term and long-range objectives. The discussions should have

answered many questions includ-

ing: Who is the consumer? Where
is he? How much can be spent

to reach him? Is the problem

local, regional, national? Is a new

and vital story to be developed?

Must main objectives be met ver\

quickK or is this a plan of con-

sistent advertising which will

achieve its objective over a long-

er period of time? Must cop\

be varied because of differing lo-

cal conditions? Is price an im-

portant consideration to the consumer.'' What about competition,

if any? Are there main (potential consumers as \et untapped and

how can they be reached? Onlv when the>e and many other

questions have been answered and objectives clearly established is

the buyer readv to begin the evaluation and selection of media

—and bring to it freshness. creativit\ and analvtical thought.'"

&
Dick Tyler, Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, buyer for

Ralston Cereals, thinks "timebuyers must get off the seats of their

pants and get into the field." There is no substitute for first-

hand knowledge of the market and the onl) wav to get it is through

travel. Dick says. He points out that "in spite of all our efforts

to make intelligent buys, we can

do our best onl) if we have all of

the available information on hand,

including market knowledge. Ac-

tually, it is just as easy to carry

your abacus in \ our hip pocket

and bu) v. Idle you're in the mar-

ket. Clients gain who allow the

timebuyer this freedom and fle\i-

bility, because it is often possible

to make creative and advantageous

buvs working directlv with the

stations." \t the same time. Dick

remarks, the timebuyer is able to contact the advertiser's distribu-

tor, broker, and sales force to establish good will and enthusiasm

for the advertising being placed in the territory, a> well as learn

first hand some of the local sales problems facing the client.

"Markets are constant!) changing and onl\ timebuyers who have

observed these changes can produce maximum results for the client.
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NEW NAME - From KSWM-TV to KODE-TV. effective

January 1. 1957.

NEW MANAGEMENT-Now affiliated with The Friendly Group,

headed by Jack N. Berkman and John J. Laux of Steubenville, Ohio.

New Vice President and General Manager is Harry Burke, former

Vice President and General Manager of KFAB, Omaha, Nebraska.

HIGHER TOWER - 710 ft. above average terrain —
22% higher than any other station in KODE's 4-state coverage area.

HIGHER POWER - 316.000 watts of designed power - 71,000
watts more than any other station in this growing 4-state market.

Covering 166.705 TV homes — out of range of "big-city" television.

% billion dollar income.

f^S
HARRY BURKE

*SS5?

you'll have more luck ivith

KODE-TV JOPLIN, MO. CBS-ABC
FORMERLY KSWM-TV

Harry Burke, Vice President and General Manager

A member oj •^"H The Friendly Group

WSTV-TV & AM, Steubenville, Ohio • WBMS, Boston, Mass. • KODE-TV & AM, Joplin, Mo. • WPIT, Pittsburgh, Penna.

Rod Gibson, National Sales Manager • 720 Fifth Avenue, New York • JUdson 6-5536
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Know What an

Open Winter

Means?
IN KPQ COUNTRY

it means the comparatively
mild winter weather hasn't
curtailed agricultural opera-
tions. It means continuing
wintertime agricultural pay-
rolls are added to our year
'round metal industry pay-
rolls. In a word, it means
NO LET-UP in business ac-

tivity in the heart of Wash-
ington State.

KPQ Wenatchee alone
gives complete coverage of
this important industrial and
agricultural area of Wash-
ington. Definitely, our mar-
ket is captive . . . because
MILES AND MOUN-
TAINS separate us from
other Washington cities.

We Guarantee to out-
pull all other North
Central Washington
media

2 to I

5000

II
WENAfHE
WASHINGTON

PORTLAND & SEATTLE REPS
Art Moore and Associates

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Forjoe and Co., Incorporated

(One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented
Stations of Washington State)
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by Bob Foreman

Agency ad libs

Corporate funds used for tv sponsorship

Back in the days when the biggest line-up of

tv stations a network could deliver cost around

$6,000 and the Ed Sullivan program was avail-

able at a talent cost of .$8,000, product-sponsor-

ship was a comparatively uninvolved thing. You
paid your money, supplied your commercials,

and perhaps wondered if this device that vou

watched wrestling on would ever become na-

tional; also if it would ever settle down into a stable advertising

medium.

Time passed and many dollars did too. Costs rose and rose

again. Comics who hadn't been able to get work on a Saturday

morning sustainer in radio became household epithets. Emcee's

whose last booking had been in New Jersey roadhouses were front

page copy in competitive ad media. And the most sedate of ad

agencies found that suede shoes were de rigueur.

The above is called evolution.

Rising costs require new dollar sources

But to get to the point of this tract. As costs rose hysterically,

new burdens were imposed upon harassed advertising managers.

Despite the fact that their budgets had probably grown too, these

budgets could not keep pace with the demands of tv. Taking monev

from other media—notably from radio first—solved the problem

only for awhile. Next came split sponsorship, splintered program-

ing, magazine concepts, and other budget-buys. But it still wasn't

enough. Which brings us up to the present.

A number of large business concerns, usually those which sell

the higher-price-tag items (or to put it another wTay, not the makers

of fast-turnover items) had to devise new ways to support their

tv shows. New budget techniques. New corporate sources of dollars

and new methods of bookkeeping them. It is entirely possible that

these efforts, in the minds of some of the company's officers, are

considered as legerdemain: certain to cause financial rock "n ruin.

Today, however, as more and more of the facts come in, we find

fewer and fewer reasons for alarm. Here's how it works!

Companv X makes wallboard, carpeting, paint, machine tools, and

industrial cartons of all types. They had supported a modest tv

opus—Bert Bixby and his Bubbling Five—from the first days of

l\ where he I Bert ) started with a local show. Bert was still there

the da\ they hooked up the first network. t\ ing Schenectady and

New York City

.

But somewhere along the line Companv X outgrew Bert. A
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SaAL.7^aAazLsGaAi^s gajl sotd cnc KRON-TV

BUGS BUNNY
PRESENTS

Mon.-Fri. 5:45-6:20

AVAILABLE S.F. CHRONICLE . NBC AFFILIATE . CHANNEL 4 . PETERS, GRI FFI N
.

WOODWARD
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ikuM

970 KC
TULSA, OKL£
TULSA'S ONLY

24-HOUR

MUSIC & NEWS

STATION

TULSA'SNo. 1STATION

TULSA S No. 1BUY

ff
KAKC No. 1

COVERING THE

OIL CAPITAL OF

I
THE WORLD!

HOOPER-RATING
OCT. 1956

TIME STATIONS

KAKC A B c D E

MONDAY FRIDAY O <* c ..„««.«-
12 Noon 6 PM ^J-0 12-3* 6.5 19.9 15.8 17.2

MONDAY-FRIDAY OC7 „ ., ..,..„....
7 AM-12 Noon OD./ 13.8* 4.8 14.5 17.4 13.1

10

S
aJms*PM 45.1 12.8* 3.6 12.7 11.0 13.3

10*™° PM 30.8 10.4* 14.4 11.6 8.6 23.7

6

S

PM:'ii"m 40.8 5 3 19.5 15.0 16.5

'MEASUREMENT ADJUSTED TO COMPENSATE FOR
5:45 P. M. SIGN-OFF OF STATION A.

BULLETIN!
PULSE CONFIRMS* IT!!!

Pulse Inc. also proves the new.

KAKC is No. 1 in Tulsa

JOHN H. PACE, Exec. V.P. & Gen. Mgr.

AMERICAN AIRLINES BLDG.-Tulsa. Okla.

Telephone LU 7-2401

Representatives:

NATIONAL: Richard O'Connell, Inc.

SOUTH: Clarke Brown Co.
WEST COAST: Tracy Moore

I Agency ad libs continued,

dramatic show was started. All along the Carpet Division had

footed the bill. And things went along nicely. But following the

Schenectady and New York link-up came myriads of other cities.

The producer-director of the Company X Playhouse was joined bv

a hosl of liis relatives. Finally the carpeting sales manager threw

up his hands and said he couldn't pay the bill for next \ ear's

drama series, despite the fact he had diverted all his print money

to it (except for a single quarter page in the special Samoan issue of

National Geographic so his children could keep their subscription!.

Moaned the Carpet Sales Manager to the Corporate Ad Manager,

"Neither can I afford to give the thing up. All my competitors plus

the smooth surface boys are moving in! The trade will give me the

works if I pull out!"

Tv sponsorship plugs the company name as well as products

The Ad Manager thought about it all that night—and next

morning he had a plan. He reasoned thusly: we now are without

the services of Bert Bixby and have a show of some qualitv. It gets

good notices, the wives of the directors watch and approve. Here

and there the company president gets a letter from the presidents

office of a good customer stating, "I saw vour show last night and

enjoyed it!" This gives me my approach.

So next day the Ad Manager went directly to his companv

president. He showed stats of the important mail the show had

received. He read him Trade-Talk excerpts. He outlined what

collateral (other than carpet-selling) benefits the company had been

reaping (including a stock price increase of 27% I. And then he

put the bite on him:

"By George, the Company itself ought to pay for these things."

''What do you mean by that?", thundered Prexy. "Who's pa\ing
9"now

.

'"Just the Carpet Division," said Ad Manager. "Let's look at our

Main Title!"

" \\ hats that?", asked our president.

"In the 45 second film at the beginning of Company X Playhouse,

we mention that we not only make soft goods (carpets) but that

our concern is helping American industn park better products, the

American farmer with machinery, the American builder and home-

owner with the finest paints ever made, etc. Now look at these

charts, sir."

Ad Manager took out his secret weapon. \ series of Awareness

Graphs that he'd been making month by month ever since the

Pla\ house went on with the new main title. The little red bars

showed a lovely upward progression of awareness in the public

mind that Corporation \ was involved in many diversified fields

—

helping industry, farmers, consumers, et al.

it was a short meeting. Bul VI Manager came away with 3 »

>

'

«

of his t\ program to i >e supported by corporate funds. Secretiy,

both he ami the President realized that well over 30% of the

show's benefits were corporate and not just rug profits. ^
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\

KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge and speed guide the sur-

geon's hand.

In our fast-moving field, too, knowledge-

able decisions frequently must be made

quickly.

That's why . . . when we give you facts

. . . we're careful to make them accurate,

complete and pertinent. And, whenever

possible, get them to you fast while they

still have meaning and application.

AVERY-KNODEL
INCORPORATED

NEW YORK ATLANTA DALLAS DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES CHICAGO



in 1956

300 ADVERTISERS

discovered that . .

.

when you

TELL THEM
IN SPANISH

you

SELL

THEM!
«

Make the 573,000

Spanish-Speaking

Prospects in Metro-

politan Los Angeles

YOUR CUSTOMERS

Listening Surveys and

Market Studies Available

AROUND-THE-CLOCK

SPANISH PROGRAMS

L.A.—RYan 1-6744

S.F.— Broadcast Time Sales

49th and
Madison

RCA's super salesman

Thank you very much for the kind

words about Vaughn Monroe as the

super salesman for RCA (Sponsor

Backstage, 12 Januan I.

Monroe was initially asked to do

commercials for the first of the RCA
sponsored tv shows. From this de-

veloped the idea of his role as the

travelling RCA ambassador of good

will. Since 1947 Vaughn has made
personal appearances in some 70 mar-

kets for all product divisions of RCA.
I sent truckloads of the January

12th issue to RCA, Camden and New
York. The column was bracketed—so

thanks for noting his commercial tag

and the fine job he is doing.

John Tassos. promotion department

Ken- on & Eckhardt. J\ew York

Audience reaction to tv commercials

I think your readers will be interested

in knowing that the National Audience

Board received requests from civic

organizations in 41 states for over

46,000 ballots in connection with our

survey of tv commercials ( run the

week of November 26 I

.

The survey is an attempt to crystal-

ize public opinion—what people like

and dislike individually—about tv

commercials, through a list of 10 ques-

tions rating the commercial.

The results of the survey are now
being tabulated and we have been

greatly encouraged by the high scores

received by the messages of obviously

reputable companies compared to the

scores awarded to somewhat dubious

commercials. We feel this large

sample, registering both favorable and

unfavorable reactions will disclose

much valuable information which will

be published in our newsletter.

\\ e deeply appreciate the analysis

cil I he ballot made by Ed Cooper of

SPONSOR, which is largely responsible

for our decision to keep publication of

results under close control until the

results can be properly interpreted.

Peter Goelet, president

\ational Audience Hoard. Inc. N. Y.

AMST techniques demonstrated

The Board of Directors of the Asso-

ciation of Maximum Service Tele-

casters met Januar\ 17. in Washing-

ton. While there, we showed several

members of the FCC and various ether

officials in \\ ashington the two new
units which AMST is putting on the

road for the purpose of doing some

technical studies of measurement.

Attached is a photograph which I

thought your readers would enjoy

seeing. Included in the demonstration

l although not all shown I are: Don

Creswell, Engineer; Carl Davis, Engi-

neer; Howard Head, Engineering Con-

sultant: Edward W. Allen, Jr.. FCC;
Harry Fine. FCC: Edward W. Chapin,

FCC; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV;
Ken Carter, WAAM-TV; A. D. Ring,

Engineering Consultant: Thomas E.

Howard. WBTV; Donald Davis,

KMBC-TV: David Baltimore. WBRE;
Jack Harris. KPRC-TV i AMST Presi-

dent i : Nicholas Zapple. Senate Inter-

slate and Foreign Commerce Commit-

20

Members of the Association of Maximum Service Telecasters inspect new survey unit
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tee; Harold Stuart, K\ A
;

I d

uaul I . Kenehan, FCC; W arren I

Baker, I < I !; Kurt Borchardt, House

Interstate and Foreign Commerce Com-

mittet-; Harold Cm-. \\ JIM-TV: Hail

S i owperthwait, FCC; Lester W. Lin-

dow, Executive Director, \MST; and

Ja.k DeWitt, WSM-TV.
John S. Hayes, president, I lie H (Isl-

ington Post Broadcast Division,

11 ashington, I). C.

Listing of major advertisers

I'll certainl) go along with Mr. Cald-

well of \\ WE. Louisville, in the sug-

gestion of an alphabetical listing of

advertisers i-rc 1* >t 1 1 \ Madison 19

January ».

As things now -land in our office,

were always confronted with the prob-

lem of "where to look." At the present

time, we're using a sponsor reprint

from 1955 - "Timebuyers of the

United States" as our source of ad-

dresses and advertisers. However, this

i- li\ agencies, which is confusing

when looking for a certain account

timebuyer when the agency is un-

known.

So. let this be our vote for an alpha-

betical listing of major advertisers, the

brand name breakdown suggested l>\

Mr. Caldwell, and the agency and

timebuyer for EACH PRODUCT of

that company.

Our thanks to sponsor for the past

good work. Keep it up!

Don Kirkpatrick, promotion dir.

KOSA-TV, Odessa, Texas

• This monumental job nifgefted bj reader Cald-
wi-ll anil >*'ci>mlrtl b> miller Kirkpatrick ia now
mi. I. r consideration as a futiir.- SI'ONSOR project.

The long look at 15%
So far, most of the current discussion

about agency compensation has been

coming from advertisers, leaving un-

explored a great many pertinent issues

from the agency's point of view.

Perhaps this is why Marion Har-

per's statement on the subject, before

the A.N.A. last month, has met with

the response it has, particularly in the

number of requests for copies from
agency people.

It struck me that \our readers might

be interested in having extra copies of

the full text.

Anthony Hyde, vice-president

planning and development

McCann-Erickson, New York

• Marion Harper's statement. entitled "The
K.»ol»iii« Functions of the Modern Advertising
Agency." may be obtained by writing directly to
McCann-Friikson. t85 Lexington avenue, Nan
York.
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ONLY KV00-RADI0 BLANKETS

OKLAHOMA'S NO. 1 MARKET

ACCORDING TO THE

1956 NEILSEN REPORT

53.6% DEPEND ON KVOO

O r
Best

to
Our

"Rep's"

& CO.

so'V

Why not take ALL of Oklahoma's No.

1 market . . . The Billion Dollar Em-

pire! In all the 5 I counties in KVOO's

.05 MV/M area . . . 53.6 per cent of

the people depend on KVOO. That's

dominance and the door to your sales.

Schedule KVOO-RADIO NOW", for

lowest cost per prospect — highest re-

turn per dollar. Call your Petry Radio

man.

Harold C. Stuart. Exei I P.

Gustav Brandborg, Gen'l

RADIO
50.000 WATTS • 1170 KC • OKLAHOMA'S GREATEST STATION
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WTIX FIRST

IN AUDIENCE BY

WIDE MARGIN*

WTIX
Station

Station

Station

Station

Station

Station

Station

Station

Station

*Hooptr,

Slort.-Fri.

22.6%

. 12.2%

. 10.6%

. 10.3%

. 9.6%

. 9.4%

. 9.2%

. 6.1%

. 5.6%

. 4.8%

a.m.-6 p.m.

tfov.-Vec. 1956.

.Month after month after month WTIX maintains or widens its convincing

number one audience position in this 11-station market. This leader-

ship extends to a quarter-hour count, too. Of 220 weekly quarter hours,

170 belong to WTIX. which also has 40 second-place quarters, 10 thirds . . .

and not a single one lower!

And wait, jnst wait until yon sec tin latest Pulse—and you'll see

the tremendous effect of Storz Station programming quality on

New Orleans radio listening, (let the detailed "figures that leave

no doubt" from Adam Young, or WTIX General Manager

FRED BERTHELSON.

WTIX first in audiena in NEW ORLEANS

Today's Radio for Today's Selling

TODD STORZ,
President

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

WQAM
Miami

Represented by John Blair & Co.

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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SRA formula uses NCS data to project ratings

T^

•/./tove^f"^'
I

NCS NO. 2
COVERAGE
MUDDLE

Problem lies in different ways agencies are using NCS— 2 data,

which threaten to block communications between buyers and sellers of time

I his week the radio-t\ committee «>t the IA's met

with members of SR V to discuss a problem that is

blocking communications between buyers and sellers

of time: How NCS#2 is to be used.

On everj count, \C.S = 2 has heroine a smorgas-

bord of rich data from which agencies and rep se-

lect the morsels to >nit their particular taste.

As everyone knows, NCS#2 was intended to:

1
I

Give a reliable count of total radio and t\

homes in the I .S. on a county-by-countj basis.

2) Serve a- an industry-wide coverage measure

financed by station, rep. and agenc) subscribers.

Define station coverage in terms of actual audi-

ence reached h\ a station and show the extent of the

audience for individual programing I when combined

with program ratings).

What has caused the confusion are these view-

points:

• Whether \( " — _' is a coverage survey or a

circulation and "popularity" index. A change

in a station's programing format sim e the time the

\( S survey was made could mean a different pattern

in audience circulation. | In t\ a change in network

affiliation could have such an effect. In radio, where

circulation patterns are less concentric and more ir-

regular, changes in local programing, in competitive

factors can have a similar eh'

Therefore, the media research men at various
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Broadcast industry and agencies are seeking

a common ground for using NCS#2 data to find

total program audience. SRA formula may be answer

agencies are working out instructions

for the buyers taking other factors in-

to consideration in evaluating stations

for particular campaigns. Necessarily,

these instructions can and do vary not

only from agency to agency, but

often from one campaign to the next.

• Where to cut off for "effect

coverage." Nielsen executives sug-

gest consideration for counties or coun-

ty clusters with 10% penetration and

above. The reps, of course, feel that

all areas where a station has any pene-

tration should be considered in evalu-

ating total coverage, particularly in

radio. Agency media researchers are

in the process of formulating tv pat-

terns, but most of the research experts

at major agencies are still far from

developing a workable pattern for in-

terpreting radio figures.

"Partly because of the physical char-

acteristics of the radio signal and

partly because of the potential radio

audience's more sensitive reaction to

outside influences (tv competition,

programing factors), the circulation

patterns for each station tend to be

spotty," says the media research head

of one of the top 10 agencies. "Clear-

channel stations present a particular

problem. They might have 40% to

60% penetration in the home coun-

ties, drop off to 10% or less in coun-

ties next to the home area, and then

pick up 50% and more of the audience

in far-flung counties of neighboring

states."

Therefore, the client's individual

needs are a major factor in determin-

ing the interpretation of the figures.

Here are two examples of campaigns

requiring different interpretations:

lllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM

Here's how the SRA formula works:

Hypothetical case: A local half-hour show on station KXXX
has a 10 ARB rating. The timebuyer wants to determine what size

total audience this program on KXXX delivers, using NCS#2.

NCS#2 data: In the ARB-rated counties, station KXXX has

50% penetration on a weekly basis. These counties have 100,000

set homes. In KXXX's secondary coverage area, there are also

100,000 set homes, and KXXX has 25% weekly circulation. In the

outer rim of the station's coverage, there are 100,000 more set

homes, and KXXX reaches 10% of these according to NCS#2.

Method: Add the actual homes reached on a weekly basis. In

other words, add 50,000 from the home county (50% penetration

times total set homes) to 25,000 in the secondary area (25% pene-

tration times total set homes in secondary area) plus 10,000 (10%

penetration times total set homes in outer rim area) . Divide

85,000 (total audience reached by KXXX on weekly basis) by

50% (penetration in rated counties). Then apply the 10 ARB
rating to the result of the previous operation, which is 170,000.

Result: A half-hour show on with a 10 ARB rating reaches

17,000 homes. This method of figuring is considered valid by SRA
whether the buyer uses weekly or monthly figures. Of course,

he should use daytime or nighttime figures depending on the show.

1. A small-budget national spot ra-

dio advertiser wants to buy a 13-week

or longer campaign to reach a maxi-

mum audience. His buyer will be

more likely to use weekly or even

monthly circulation figures and credit

each station with audiences in remote

areas where penetration is adequate.

2. If an advertiser is buying short

flurries of daytime saturations for lo-

cal impact, the buyer is likely to evalu-

ate NCS#2 far more restrictively.

He'll probably base his coverage data

on daily or weekly daytime circu-

lation and restrict station credit to the

area where a locally-slanted commer-
cial is likely to be effective.

"In preparing a coverage map for a

client, you can run a danger bv includ-

ing the 10% or even 20% circulation

areas," says the media research direc-

tor of an agency heavy in spot radio

accounts. "You're assuring the client

that he has adequate coverage, but

you may be swamped with complaints

from dealers in the 10% or 20% cov-

erage areas. If you're dealing with

coop budgets, you can face a nasty

dealer problem by interpreting the

figures too liberally."

• How to compute cost-per-

1,000. Until each agency determines

cut-off points and interpretation of

NCS data, particularly in radio, cost-

per-1,000 figures are virtually mean-

ingless. Therefore, the single hottest

aspect of the NCS#2 muddle is the

variety of ways ratings are being pro-

jected, since rating services measure
only an inner area of station coverage.

Reps realize that it's difficult to stand-

ardize interpretations of coverage for

station comparisons. But a uniform

formula for projecting ratings can be

and has been worked out by SRA.
On 24 January, a group of nine top

broadcast and agency executives met in

Adam Young's office for an informal

luncheon discussion to see whether

this SRA formula could become the

standard. Attending were Ken God-

frey, 4A's v.p. ; Frank Silvernail,

BBDO director of station relations and

head of the 4A's radio-tv committee;

"Teddy" Anderson, BBDO radio-tv re-

search director; Larry Webb, SRA
managing director; Bill Crumley,

Adam Young tv research director;

Frank Boehm, Adam Young radio re-

search director; Ward Dorrell, Blair
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SRA's formula for determining total program audience based on NCS#2 was discussed .it informal luncb meeting

week. Attending were (L to r.i Lawrence Welti). SH \ managing director; Ken Godfrey, 1 \'s v.p.; Frank Silvernail,

HHDO station relations director, head of I V- radio-tv committee; Teddy Anderson, BBDO radio-tt research director;

Ward Dorrell, v.p. of research, Blair; Frank Boehm, director of radio research. Adam Young; Dan Dennenholz.

director of research, Katz; Hill I rumlev. .lirector of tv research, \ilam ^ oung. ' \dam Young, not pictured, gave luncheon.)

research director: Dan Dennenholz,

Kat/ research director; and Adam
} oung, president of the rep firm.

What the reps and stations are try-

ing to prevent through use of the

standard formula is a "prorating of

ratings"'—taking a percentage of a per-

cent and thus shortchanging a station

and inflating tlie cost-per-1,000 for lo-

cal announcement or program lui\s.

In other words, thej say that ratings

should he applied to "adjusted*' total

home figures, not to station circulation

figures.

Here's just a sampling of the vari-

ous ways agencies might project rat-

ings:

1. Arbitrary cut-off method: Agen-

cies using this system project the rat-

ing against the total number of set

homes within onlv those counties hav-

ing a minimum penetration of 50','

or 10', or 30%. The danger of this

method is the fact that it arbitrarily

discounts the aggregate audience

reached in all the counties with pene-

tration under the fixed cut-off point.

2. Ratio in rated counties: One
agency is already applying this meth-

od to tv ratings. (Its formula for ra-

dio is not yet worked out.) Here's

how it works: The agencv establishes

the ratio between homes reached week-

ly by a station and total tv homes in

the rated counties and applies this ra-

tio to total homes reached weekl) b)

that station. However, this method

tends to discriminate against the

strong station in a multi-station mar-

ket, where the ratio between its view-

ing audience and total audience in the

r
ARTICLE IN BRIEF

While agency media researchers seek

formulae for using NCS -2 data, reps

and buyers are talking at cross-pur-

poses. Major problem involves pro-

jecting program ratings to total

program audience. 4A's plans dis-

cussion of SRA formula for ratings.

home count) might be far lower than

in its less competitive outlying coun-

ties.

The SRA formula credits a station

with every home reached. Basically,

it is this: SRA suggests that agencies

take the total audience reached week-

ly i based on NCS#2i. divide it b)

percent of home count] penetration

and apphj the rating to the result.

\\ hether this formula will become

generally adopted by the agencies or

not, one prospect looms large on the

immediate horizon: Reps and agen-

cies both face main week- of discus-

sion on the subject, before a clear-cut

solution can he arrived at.

It becomes more and more apparent

that radio coverage interpretations

present an entire!] different and more

complex prohlem than interpretation

of the tv data. Therefore, it may well

take longer until the agencies decide

how thej will use the M S#2 luures

on radio. The important thing is for

agencies to tell reps their formula. ^
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DAN RIVER WEAVES TV IIS

How a 75-year-old textile manufacturing firm revised media

thinking to become a pioneer user of tv for selling soft goods

"The cost of tv makes even experi-

mentation, impossible, says A. W. Bar-

ber advertising and sales promotion

manager' oj Dan River Mills, textile

manufacturer. It cant see any way of

lilting television into a 10' < higher

L956 budget."—From an article in the

Wall Street Journal, 26 October 1956.

I he appearance in print, noted bv
Bob Williams, of CBS Spot Tv Sales,

had the effect of a red flag on a bull.

At a CBS war council, a presentation

was prepared. There followed, as

Barber puts it, "an effective barrage of

calls, letters, service, good salesman-

ship, good luncheons and dry mar-

tinis." Barber succumbed. The chain

reaction touched off by the Journal's

quote resulted in Dan River Mills

fitting television into its 1956 budget

after all. And they'll be back in '57.

The 1956 campaign began in Julv

and ran in 10 markets: Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Dallas,

Chicago, St. Louis, Cleveland. San

Francisco, and Los Angeles. A total

of 15 locally-produced personality

shows were used and participations

averaged out at five a week for six

weeks. The cost of the campaign was

about S60.000.

This year, two spot tv campaigns

are planned 1>\ Dan River to lend im-

pact to the two peak selling periods of

the fabric business, spring and fall.

Their total cost will come to about

$100,000. Being a cotton house, Dan

Fabricometer: New fabric tester is examined by A. W. Barber (right), ad director of Dan River Mill- and

Ralph Axthelm (left), account supervisor at Grey Advertising. Dan River personalities "Twin Wonder Twins" look on
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"Twin Wonders:" ( '" the same show,

rrippe twins were introduced as pari "t a

miniature Fashion show. Last year's Dan

Rivei -p"t i\ i unpaign used l"> such -linn-

Interview: ''•in River's ad director, \

\V. Barber, explains "Twin Wonder" cotton

process to Virginia Graham on her i\ show on

\\ \HD. New York. Shows were in LOmarkets

Demonstration: Barbel demonstrates

Eabrii properties while Virginia Graham
lalk- to twins. Participations in I

personality shows was the ti

Eliver \lill> will put more emphasis on

tin- — |»i irii_i season since it traditional!)

tops autumn in cotton sales. Plans, in

general, include the same markets as

were used last year, hut must remain

flexible to allow for show or local

personality changes.

I Kcepl for yard goods, sheets and

pillow-cases which are sold direct to

retailers, Dan River Mills is three

markets removed from the ultimate

consumer. It manufactures fabrics

which are sold to apparel manufac-

turers, who then st\le them into

dresses, sportswear, shirts, work clothes

and outerwear. They, in turn, sell

them to the retailer, and so the finished

product finalh reaches the consumer.

The retailer is the pivot in selling soft

goods. Dan River advertising and pro-

motional strategy is to sell him, since

he is its customer's customer. Coinci-

dent with last year's spot t\ campaign,

retailers increased use of the Dan
River brand name in their own store

advertising.

The Dan River account is handled

b) Grej Advertising Agency, and is

serviced by Ralph Axthelm. account

supervisor; Harold Newman, account

executive: Tom Reilly. media buyer,

and Rob Kirschbaum, copy head. In

the New York office of Dan River

Mill-. Advertising and Sales Promo-
tion Director Barber is assisted b)

Trudj Taylor. Before the launching

of la-t year's spol tv campaign. Bar-

ber. Axthelm, Newman and Trud)

[aylor fanned out across the countr\

to call on each station and hrief the

personalities on their shows. They sup-

plied each show with a kit containing

three 30-second film commercials, fact

sheets, commercial copy, retail pro-

motion material-, garments and props.

Once briefed, the personalities were
allowed complete freedom in deliver-

ing their announcements. The use of

the film commercials was optional.

Meanwhile Dan River salesmen alerted

apparel manufacturers for the up-com-

ing campaign, and thev passed the

word along to retailers. Retailers then

went to work to promote the show- at

the local level, cooperated with stations

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

It began with a quote in a financial

paper regarding the "prohibitive cost"

of tv for Dan River Mills, a leading

textile manufacturer. It resulted in

a 560,000 spot television campaign in

10 major markets last year, and plans

for two similar spot tv drives in 1957.

in the supplying of dresses for models.

The markets used were -elected he-

cause thev were the I
11 top ones in re-

tail fabric -ales within which Dan

River Mill- had local offices. The

salesmen in these local offices acted as

-how monitors on t\ sets rented or

supplied In stations.

The annual Dan River ad budget

i including media and all promotional

efforts I stands at slightly more than

>l million. Of this, about >~>7~>.

goes into consumer media. National

magazines get about four-fifths of this,

since the backbone of fabric advertis-

ing is color. The remaining fifth that

now goes to tv i- for impact at the

local level during peak sales periods.

Dan Eliver Mill-, in Danville, \ a..

is the largest integrated cotton mill in

the world with an annual capacity of

200 million yards of fabric. I'hi- \ear

it celebrate- it- 75th anniversary.

In recent \ears. Dan River—in a

program to expand facilities and

diversify into such lines as upholstery,

towelings and industrial fabrics —has

acquired mills in the Carolina-. Ua-

bama. Mississippi and Georgia as well

,i- a commission and banking house in

New York ( it\. >ince then, net an-

nual sales are running in the neighbor-

hood of $200 million. ^
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McCANN GEARS FOR $100 MILLION

—
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Communications between agency divisions are easier, more

efficient in McCann's new 485 Lexington home offices. The media

department, which had been housed in separate building, will

now be near research, client services and programing departments.

Blueprint above shows section of tv-radio programing division's

floor, including large live studio facilities, viewing rooms with

seating capacities ranging from 20 to 70. Closed-circuit tv makes

it possible for program executives to monitor rehearsals in office.

w hen Ringling Bros, moves a show
of a few hundred people, it can count

on at least two hundred spectators to

crowd about and attempt getting in

the way. For a multi-million corpora-

tion to strike its tents and move its

staff could easily turn out to be a

time- and money-consuming three-ring

circus.

Last week some 1,300 members of

McCann-Erickson's home office in New
\ ork cleared their desks and files,

packed up their office belongings, and,

over a span of five days they call

"The Big Move," transferred kit and
caboodle from 50 Rockefeller Plaza to

the agency's new headquarters at 485
Lexington Avenue. The move ^\as

effected on a department-by-depart-

ment basis over a period of one week,

with less than a two-hour working time

loss per department in the process.

Behind "The Big Move" is the story

of one agency's phenomenal growth

within a short span of years ($25 mil-

lion in 1953 air billings to an esti-

mated S100 million tv-radio in 1957).

To put it bluntly, by end of 1955,

McCann-Erickson was "bustin' its

seams" from its rapid expansion.

"The Big Move," which entered

planning stages well over one year

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

McCann-Erickson's phenomenal growth

has required a major move to larger

quarters, and a streamlining of its

media and tv-radio programing serv-

ices divisions. The actual move to 485

Lexington was effected in one week,

required year of planning, organizing.

ago, entails far more than the physical

hoisting of men, women and office

paraphernalia some seven or eight

blocks cross-town to more spacious

housing facilities. It's also the physical

by-product of some top-level manage-

ment thinking about streamlining or-

ganization and communications within

a giant modern-day agency.

\^ hen McCann's professional ser-

vices division (a management consult-

ing operation I began tackling the

problem of "The Big Move" many
months ago, one of the major ques-

tions it faced was: "How can the

agency operate most economically and

efficiently in the handling of near-

$100 million in tv and radio billings

alone?"

The answer lies in certain organiza-

tional changes and streamlining with-

in the tv-radio programing services
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irU RADIO-TV Moving to large. neM offices i- resull of one \*<ir

planning, including streamlined reorganization of tv-radio operations.

Here's how McCann's media and tv-radio programing departments work

Radio-tv programing, under v.p.

George Haighl > ai row ' is n. >w divided

into three departments for effii iencj

:

client services, operations, production

Media, under v.p. Bill Dekker (1), was among Srsl to

mow in new home office-. Rill Pellenz (with hat) is

broadcast supervisoi in one of agency's ti\'- product

media groups, each of which i- assigned clients

division and within the media depart-

ments of ilif agency, and affects some

61 and 127 people re-pecti\rl\

.

Heir- how these departments air

set up and the reasons-why:

Tv-radio programing services </iii-

sion: This division "I the agenc) is

responsible For the producing <>r co-

producing and buying of programing

lo he aired either on network or to be

placed on a -pot l>a>i>. It doe- not

handle radio or t\ commercials. ITiese

an- written and produeed within the

agency's creative division.

"W.-rt- splil this \\a\ because man-

agement feels that the function- of the

two department- are different." says

George Haight, v.p. and manager of

tv-radio programing services. "One's

to fill the hall, the other to sell the

medicine."

The (>1 people concerned with the

"hall-fillin' " function are represented

<>n the agencj s administrative council

l>\ Tern Clyne, v.p. in charge of t\

and radio. The commercials writing

and producing department i- repre-

sented In Jack Tinker, v.p. and crea-

tive director.

The biggest reorganization ha- been

effected on the top executive level

within the tv-radio programing depart-

ment, which i- headed up In George

Hai-ht.

"I u-ed to ha\e 11 people reporting

to me directly," ^a\s Haight. "This

meant that I was virtually alwavs knee-

deep in administrative and supervisor]

detail. Now I've pot three separate

departments under me. and therefore

onl\ three people reporting to me. This

frees me considerably for the most

important creative function of scout-

ing out -how-, talent and scripts."

George Haight, M'- of tv-radio pro.

graining services, surveys new offices. Fa-

cilities will include four projection rooms,

closed-circuit t\ hook-up to all three nets



McCANN lonlinued . . .

The three departments are ( 1 ) client

services, (2) operations, (3) produc-

tion. For the moment, Haight also

doubles as head of the client services

department, but he anticipates a time

in the near future when a director of

client services will head this depart-

ment. The three associate directors of

client services (within the tv-radio

programing services division) are Ted

Bergmann and Lance Lindquist in

Mew York and Neil Reagan in Los

Angeles.

"Each of these associate directors

has a staff of tv-radio account execu-

tives under him who attend the prod-

uct group meetings of the accounts

assigned to them," says Haight. "Their

job is media, client, research and

creative liaison. One might work on

Nestle, another on Chrysler, another

on Westinghouse."

The operations department, under

Frank Gilday, director of operations,

handles such legal aspects of the busi-

ness as AFTRA or other union deal-

ings, checks contracts with producers.

This department also handles the for-

warding of film shows to stations and

the routing of films.

The production department is

headed by Mary Harris, who, inci-

dentally, is the only woman to hold a

top-level creative post in tv-radio pro-

graming among any of the top 30

agencies. Reporting to her are two

production supervisors in New York
and two in Los Angeles.

"This department is purposely

staffed not with admen, but showmen,"
says Haight, whose background too is

in stage, Hollywood and tv work,

rather than in advertising. "These are

pros who've been in production and

who can take over producing shows."

Currently, the only agency-produced

shows out of 26 handled by McCann
are Sky King and Death Valley Days.

However, Haight has been increasingly

worried about the shortage of good
product in the open market, and antici-

pates the day when agencies may again

have to take a more active part in

creating programs.

"The pattern that will probably

emerge is one of co-producing," he
told sponsor. "It's not economical at

the moment to have an entire produc-

ing unit continuously on staff. Actuallv,

agencies will tend to operate like

Broadway producers, whose offices are

usually one- or two-man operations

between seasons and then they hire

people for specific stage productions."

(Please turn to page 74)
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BBDO's new net radio specialist, Bill Hoffmann, confers with Godfrey

NEW FLEXIBILITY FOR NET RADIO
Network radio suddenly goes on a business spiral. Your agencj

has just completed a survey of net radio's new values. After years

of selling and programing radio, they take you out of your pres-

ent job in radio production and make you a "network radio spe-

cialist." First thing you do is make a "tour" of the four networks

to bring yourself up to date on radio's new dimensions and direc-

tions. Bill Hoffmann, of BBDO's radio-tv department, which is

headed by v.p. Bob Foreman, got that very assignment, did that

very thing. Hoffmann has summed up for SPONSOR his impres-

sions of that "tour." Flexibility: today it is possible to buy

packages and participations on all nets to fit almost any client

needs for almost any duration. Old days of buving "firm" on

full net with guaranteed 13. 26, or 39 weeks are gone. Now you

can duck in and out fas in newspaper advertising) to obtain am
frequency desired for seasonal selling peaks. In programing, ra-

dio nets probably will sharpen shafts that penetrate tv's armor:

(1) fast news coverage (CBS has strong package; NBC's News

on the Hour claims 15 million unduplicated homes a week I ; (2)

weekend marathon formats (NBC's Monitor extended to Friday

nights; CBS to launch a new weekend plan) ; (3) daytime pro-

graming (MBS heavy on audience participations, music quizzes;

ABC building strong morning block of soapers: CBS and NBC
both in afternoon with same). Capsule rundown follows:

ABC: Plans rate raise in April. Watch for this net to tap more

Paramount talent for top names, as in Sinatra deal. New morning

block of soapers aimed at housewives in under 35 age group.

CBS: Almost ready to announce new weekend plan a la NBC's

Monitor. Signing of Phil Rizzuto indicates stress on sports. I)a\ -

time soapers will continue as emotional backdrop for commercials.

MBS: Though offering about 500 stations, doesn't claim "power-

houses." Is attractive buy because of marketing-merchandising

opportunities at local levels. Bypasses soapers for quizzes, music.

NBC: New sports plan within Monitor: show itself spills over into

Friday night. Soapers. bulwark of day. follow CBS pattern more

closely than ABC concept of shorter episodes. Building on news.
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WRAP-UP

$120,000,000 FILM BUSINESS IN 1957
Influx of features brings problems as well as profits as

competition sharpens, but pace of film growth continues

^J ne tiling ran he said for sure about

the film distribution business in 1957:

there wont be a lack of product.

On top <>f the natural growth of

film supph the influx of features last

year filled the distributors" cupboards

to the top of the top shelf and gave the

advertiser interested in spot tv a

mouth-watering choice.

True, the feature flood increased

headaches among some distributors as

the competitive atmosphere sharpened.

\iid there was. undeniably, a softening

of the market for medium- to low-

grade syndicated film.

But the film distribution business

certainly kept pace with the growth of

other sectors of video, sponsor esti-

mates the business scored a $100 mil-

lion \ ear in 1956 and is likely to near

$120 million in 1957. Considering

some of the money being laid out

for features, dollar volume could con-

ceivably top even that.

\ rundown of current and future

trends presents this picture:

• While 1956 will certainly go down
in the annals of film distribution as

the year features hit tv. the big fea-

ture developments are still to come.

The strength of the new features as a

programing and sales lever was barely

assessed last vear. Programing was

not started in earnest until the fall and.

in many markets, the debut will come
in 1957. While the audience appeal

of the top star-name features has al-

ready proven itself, manv clients in-

terested in full-feature sponsorship are

still evaluating prices and the burning

question of what types of features go

over best on h.

• The demand for top quality half-

hour> remains unslaked, especialh

among regional and almost-but-not-

quite-national sponsors who need the

equivalent of a network show-

case. One rub here, however, is that

the regionals often don't have or don't

want to spend enough cash to enable

distributors to come up with sufficient-

1\ glossy shows. A major factor in

these handcuffed ad budgets is that

some regionals don't distribute their

products in enough large markets to

warrant a sizeable outlay for program-

ing and merchandising.

Distributors have bewailed this di-

lemma time and time again. The

problem was implicit in a recent state-

ment by Screen Gem's sales v.p. John

Mitchell that S25.000 was just about

the top production nut for a syndi-

cated show under current conditions.

However since the distributors are

aware that syndication's strength de-

pends on programing able to compete

with network and feature film fare.

the\ have continually interspersed

top-budget shows among their more
economical product.

The most significant example is

Guilds Capt. David Grief, reportedly

budgeted at nearly $50,000 per epi-

sode. There are also a number in the

over-$30.000 category, among them

TPA's Tugboat Annie with $1.25 mil-

lion set aside for 39 shows.

• S\ ndicated show- costs have gone

up, anyway, in the wake of the five-day

week, which went into effect last year.

The growing number of outdoor

shows, with their built-in expense of

transporting equipment and personnel,

has also served to push costs up.

Shows where action takes place on or

under water (such as the two cited

above. Ziv's upcoming Harbor Com-
mand. NBC Film's new Silent Service,

RKO Tv's soon-to-be-released Sailor of

Fortune) can be particularly expen-

sive. MCA-Tv's Waterfront foundered

on this reef.

Like network clients, syndication

film users have broken through the

cost barrier by alternate week spon-

sorship. Continental Baking's sharing

of CBS Films Annie Oakley with Car-

nation in about 70 markets is a prime

example. Continental has practically

the same partner in all of its markets

but. often, sharing is more com-

plicated. Soconv-Mobil co-sponsors

NTA's Sheriff of Cochise in two of its

07 markets with National Premium
Beer, which, in turn, co-sponsors the

showr with American Chicle. Brylcreem

and Carter Products in four other

areas.

Ziv's record of co-sponsorship for its

own shows reveals an increase of 62%
in this kind of advertising between

1953 and 1956. Last year Ziv partici-

pated in 865 of these marriages among

1,180 advertisers. Because market

lineups differ tremendously among cli-

ents, co-sponsorship represents a great

challenge to the film salesman who

must do a considerable amount of

shopping around to find partners for

advertisers interested in sharing a

syndicated series.

• Adventure shows of all types con-

tinue to retain a firm hold on the syn-

dication field. There's a growing ac-

cent on the military and naval aspects

of adventure, a reflection of the trend

to outdoor and '"water"" programing.

Despite the film distributor's empha-

sis on the tried-and-true formula of

fast-action-and-no-fuss. a variety of

film programing fare continues to pour

out, ranging from the Encyclopedia

Britannica films for children ( distrib-

uted by Trans Lux i to Aggie, RKO
Tv's new series about a carefree Amer-

ican fashion buyer in Europe.

Interest is perking up in sports pro-

graming, especially in those sports

people themselves take part in. Olli-

cial Films has gone off on a new tack
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TRENDS: features

took the spotlight in 1956

but half-hour shows

remain film backbone

with an upcoming goll series aimed at

the 5.5 million who play, plus affiliated

friends and relatives and. possibly,

golf widows, Walt Schwimmer is dis-

tributing .III Star Golf, which lias been

sold regionally. Schwimmer has com-

pleted it- third scries (in as main

years) of Championship Bowling, now

in 120 markets, while Sterling's second

set of Bowling Time, read] last fall.

was placed in 100 markets during the

last quarter of 1956 and in 60 markets

during January alone.

• The feature film influx lias had a

slight dam|>ening effect on production

of new half hours for station sale.

But the long-run effect is not expected

to he serious, the most important rea-

sons being (1) the ease of slotting

half hours compared with feature

length pictures. (2) the unique pro-

graming qualities of half-hour show-.

1 3) the need of regional clients for

shows that can be merchandised and

with which they can be identified and

1 41 the fact that, while certain fea-

tures have proved able to mow down
all opposition, there remain main in

the routine category.

• While spot tv time franchises de-

veloped more slowly than on the t\

webs, by 1956 a number were clearh

established. The franchise fills an ob-

vious need in the spot film field since

the best way to clear time for a new

show is to have a show alreadv on the

air to be replaced. Indeed, it is a

wonder that, considering the head-

aches it solves, more franchises aren't

nailed down.

• Stripping the same show across-

the-board, a common daytime practice

among tv stations was an important

trend in 1956. It is expected to be

even more common this year as the

backlog of syndicated film continues

to pile up. ^

Stripping: Programing >ame show

across-the-board will grow even more im-

portant a- film backlog expand-. I'PA'-

"Susie," a web rerun, i- an example

Web reruns: Network shows, either

dropped or -till running, were fertile

source of syndicated pi' framing in 1956.

will continue bo this year. Screen Gems
-ell- "Damon Rnnyon Theatre," above

Rising costs: Trend i itdoor -how-.

phi- desire to turn out quality film is

pushing up price-. I. mhl's "Capt David

Grief" i- reported budgeted at $50,000 per

Mk IP

Feature film: . , , , , ,

I he) an be rating block-

busta - I "it progi using problt mi an

unique. M "' hristopher Columbus"

from \ l!< f' dm'- \nniwi -ar\ P.i » i

jporfs: Distributors are showing more

interest in "participative" sports, such as

golf and bowling. Above, ' arj Middlecoff,

Sam Snead in Schwimmer's "Ml Star Golf"

Co-sponsorship: Show sharing U

ing. L. to r., L. R. Johnson, assoc ad mgr..

Albers cereals (-which will co-sponsor Zh -

"Men of Vnnapolis") ; Rear \dm. C. C.

Hartman. II. William-, bd. elir.. Erwin, W

Mb

New product: S ( re promi-

nent among recent or soon-to-be-released

film fare. NBC Film is currently produc-

ing "Silent Service," a submarine -



SYNDICATED FILM

HOW SPONSORS ARE USING FILM IN 1957

Clients are buying syndicated film to broaden their reach,

integrate their merchandising and a host of other reasons

I he fact that multi-market use of

syndicated film by national and re-

gional advertisers cannot he reduced

to simple marketing formulas is well

illustrated by those who bought such

film during the 1956-57 season.

The fact of spot tv's flexibility is

reason enough for the variety of ap-

proaches used but it is not the only

reason.

Major U. S. oil firms, which exhib-

ited a marked swing to multi-market

use of a single show during the cur-

rent season, point this variety up in

the matter of program choice alone.

For example, Continental Oil bought

CBS Film's Whirlybirds, a series about

two proprietors of a helicopter service;

Standard Oil of California will start

this month with Guild's Capt. David

Grief, an exotic South Sea adventure

saga based on Jack London stories;

Esso bought Officials dramatic anthol-

ogy Star Performance, redubbed it

Golden Playhouse.

However, it is even dangerous not

to generalize, for examples of similar

types of clients buying the same show

are not hard to find. MCA Tv, which

sold State Trooper to Falstaff Brewing

in 71 markets, recently placed the show
also with Schlitz, Hamm and Carling

Brewing. Ziv's Dr. Christian has been

sold to such clients as Lee Optical,

Blue Cross, Sealy Mattress and a vari-

ety of health food and insurance com-

panies, all of whom feel the medical

atmosphere of the show can enhance

the impact of their commercials.

What ties these seemingly incon-

sistent examples together is this: Syn-

dicated programing is primarily a

TREND: Major oil

firms show marked

swing toward film

Esso: Official's "Star Performance" package, redubbed "Golden Playhouse"

to tie in with new gas. is being used by Esso to reach wider audience than

it is now reaching with its traditional lineup of news and weather shows

Socony-Mobil: Oil firm was able to recapture

time periods dropped for summer hiatus when it

came back on air with NTA's "Sheriff of Cochise"

Conoco: Continental Oil replaced a variety of tv

shows with CBS Film's "Whirlybirds" to provide

more continuity in its merchandising campaigns



method of reaching the audience the

dvertisei is interested in, whether it

be s selective audience or ;i general

one. Because "f tv's expense and wide

appeal it is the latter type of audience

thai is usuall) sought and, obviously,

the all-famil) audience can be ap-

pealed to in a variet) of ways. On the

other hand, it is just as logical ti> a--

sume that, if one beer firm finds a cer-

tain program useful, others will, too.

Because <>f the very nature of ahovi

business, programing involves judg-

ment and intuition and it goes without

-av ing thai thi- facult] is found iii

\ .living degrees among the ad frater-

nity. Finally, differing marketing aims

uind up the catalogue of reasons win

choosing a syndicated film is not a

copybook matter.

A closer look at how some of the

new syndicated film buys are used can

provide some in-depth explanation of

the variety of approaches.

One of the most important recent

buys was that of Esso, which distrib-

utes in the eastern I . S. and has long

Falstaff: Brewery's establishment <>f time

franchises with previous films save it a ready-

made lineup for MCA Tv's "Stat.' Trooper"

been identified with new- and weather

-how- on t\. Esso's purchase of Gold-

en Playhouse did not replace the news

and weathei -how-; the firm's been

adding to them. The Ksso \ eit s Im-

porter is in 2"> markets, weathei shows

are in five. The film buj i- an effoi

I

1>\ Esso and it- agency, McCann-Erick-

son. to reach people not being reached

l>\ its current tv format as well as a

means of hitting new audiences in

markets not hitherto covered b) tv.

(The holes in Essw's t\ audience wire

delineated li\ market research.)

Golden Playhouse -tailed off I Oc-

tober and is now in 15 markets. It i-

I sso's first -\ndicated film buy. aid-

ing a film show on top of it- other

video program commitments could

strain Esso's ad budget so the agencv

did not choose brand new product.

Golden Playhouse consists mostK of

lour Star Playhouse, a former net-

work -how. plus some Stage 7 and
The Star and the Story episodes. The

second is also an ertswhile web pack-

age, while the latter, while not off the

network, has been sold locally.

While the shows picked have been

circulating for some time, a number
had never been seen in some of Esso's

markets. As a matter of fact, during

the first 13-week cycle there were first

run shows in about 35 markets.

"We don't run the same show in all

markets the same week."' explained

McCann's Grant Tinker. "We not onlv

had to make sure we picked as main
fn-t run shows as possible for each

market but had to schedule them dif-

ferently in each market so that where

the shows were reruns thev are re-

moved as far as possible from the first

runs. It was a gigantic -election job."

Esso was not a stranger to main of

the stations where Golden Pla\ house is

now running but as a client new to

the syndicated film field the clearance

job still represented a problem. \\ ith

McCann's buying power and prestige

as a help, however, the agency knocked
off a nice collection of clearances. In

the 7:30-11:00 p.m. period covered 1>\

network programing. 33 markets were

cleared for the show. This included

such important markets to Esso a<

Philadelphia, New Haven. Providence,

Lancaster - Harrisburg. Binghamton,

\\ inston-Salem, Roanoke and .Mem-

phis. Satisfactory times have -till not

been cleared in five markets, including

New >, ork and Pittsburgh. However.

Nrw Haven covers a portion oi the

foi nii-i - metropolitan at ea

In addition t<» the 33 mai kets i ited,

McCann cleared six markets in the

7:(Mi-7:3ii time. The othei half dozen

wen- between six and seven. In two

of the markets, Alexandria, La., and

Fort Smith. \rk.. McCann is widening

the audience via the double exposure

pattern.

While Esso bought (, allien Play'

Ituiis,- to widen the audience to its ad-

vertising, the -how i- not an audience

filter device. It- purpose i- to reach

the entire familv and it- advertising

not onlv seeks to sell Esso gas but also

the Esso name, the latter ad policy B

duplicate of it- approach on it- short-

er shows. The show title is a means
of familiarizing the audience with Es-

so's third, and highest-octane, grade

gas. Marketing the new ga-o|ines foi

high-compression engines i- the top in-

dustry problem at present.

While it is true that most gasoline is

bought by men. it i- also apparent that

the percent of women driver- is in-

creasing and the mileage driven bv

women is also going up with the wide.

spread shift to suburban living. \-

for younger familv members, I
-

like most large corporation- todav.

thinks ahead to the time when the

youngsters will be adults and. hence,

is planting its identitv for future sales.

It is also apparent that Esso can land

does) use other media for more direct

appeals to male drivers.

(Important among these media i-

spot radio, on which Esso has long had

a pattern of sponsoring fom news

shows dailv -i\ time- a week. McCann
recentlv took a new look at Esso's ra-

dio commitments and decided to move

out of nighttime and emphasize morn-

ing radio more. The agencv felt that

with the client's new tv effort-, niidit-

time audience- were adequate!) cov-

ered.

i

For all the foregoing reasons and

because of tv'- high COStS EsSO IS

using Golden Playhouse to spearhead

its advertising to familv audiences, and

not men onlv

.

\n interesting contrast t" Esso is

Continental Oil. which is dropping a

varietv of -how-, including new- pro-

grams, to put in first-run M hirlybirds.

Like Esso. however. Conoco the ac-

cent is on the first syllable, as distin-

guished from Sunoco i is al-o inter-

i Please turn to page \<*
I
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FEATURE FILM

FEATURES' TOP IMPACT YET TO COME
Ad Row is busily evaluating movies while there's still time.

One conclusion: melodramas make the best feature fare on tv

I hough the new feature film pack-

ages have already left their very im-

pressive mark on the video business,

the big story is yet to come.

The big packages barely got their

steam up during the fall of last year.

Some stations kicked off with their

newly - acquired features only last

month. And, in a number of markets,

starting dates are in the future.

Important, too, is the fact that only

a part of the packages have been re-

leased. NTA, for example, has less

than a third of the 440-odd 20th Cen-

tury-Fox pictures it has contracted for

on the market.

These facts have been giving adver-

tisers, especially those wondering

about whether to go into full-feature

sponsorship, a breathing spell to evalu-

ate the uses of features and answer

questions such as:

Is there enough excitement for the

full-feature sponsor of cream movies

to carry over to the product? What
days are best for features? What kinds

of features will go over best on tv? Is

it worthwhile for an advertiser to pay

a premium to get the features he

wants?

Since some clients are contemplating

feature buys on a nationwide basis,

which involves millions of dollars,

these questions are critical. They not

only involve huge expenditures of

money but important changes in buy-

ing strategy and, possibly, relinquish-

ment of valuable franchises.

A client who probably knows as

much about the problem as anyone is

Bristol-Myers. The drug firm is not

only involved in full-feature sponsor-

ship in a half dozen markets currently

but pioneered such sponsorship in Los

Angeles a year ago. B-M bought the

7:30 Theatre on KTTV, using Screen

Gems features out of Columbia.

From this experience B-M and its

agencies evolved some rough buying

guides. Perhaps most important is the

belief that the melodramatic type of

feature has the best audience-holding

power.

A Y&R programing executive close-

ly connected with B-M"s movie buys

said: "I suppose the reason for the

popularity of melodrama on tv is in

the nature of tv viewing compared to

motion picture viewing. In a movie

(Please turn to page 50)

TREND: Weekend slots

picked for features as

viewers stay up late

Star names are big factor in feature film

ratings. Above, Clark Gable in "Honky Tonk,"

one of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer package of 723

Stripping has become associated with "M

lion Dollar Movie" package of RKO 1

Vbove, Bergman and Sanders in "Stranger

Older generation of viewers like movies, identify them-

selves with stars they knew. Below, Bette Davis, George Brent,

Mary Astor in Warner Bros. "The Great Lie," an AAP feature

Heavy promotion, such as used for RKO's
"Underwater," may blur use of box office grosses

to evaluate movies. C&C Tv distributes the feature

36
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Spanish "Little Town" is nestled in the

shadows of modern skyscrapers. Today,

San Antonio has grown to such metrop-

olis proportions its total buying income is

greater than Oklahoma City, Syracuse,
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IN EACH TELEVISION MARKET

THERE IS ONLY ONE LEADER.

IN SAN ANTONIO, IT'S KENS-TV

REPRESENTED BY PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC

KENS-TV
EXPRESS-NEWS STATION

SAN ANTON IO, TEX /



FILM LIST

HERE'S A LIST OF FILM FOR SALE

Film now on market

covers wide variety

of program matter

Jf\. large cross-section of film product

now on the market is listed below. It

includes syndicated series, broken

down by program type; feature pack-

ages, shorts, cartoons and miscellane-

ous programing packages.

While not a complete list it includes

practically all the important series and

feature packages which were available

as 1957 began.

A listing here does not mean the

program is available or can be bought

for any market. There are instances

here where the film is already sold in

the important markets. In other cases,

the films have run in many markets

but are available on a rerun basis.

The list does show, however, the

wide variety of program matter put

out by film distributors for both sta-

tions and advertisers. It should be

especially useful to stations interested

in knowing the backlog of particular

shows for various program uses. The

size of each show category is a rough

guide to that category's appeal. ^

PROGRAM SYNDICATOR LENGTH
NO.

AVAILABLE PROGRAM SYNDICATOR LENGTH
NO.

AVAILABLE

ADVENTURE CARTOONS
Adventures of China Smith NTA 30 min. 26 Animated Fairy Tales RKO Tv 10 min. 13

Adventures of China Smith, New NTA 30 min. 26 Cartoons Screen Gems varied 282
Adventures of the Falcon NBC Tv Films 30 min. 39 Cartoons Sterling varied 70
Adventures of Scarlet Pimpernel Official 30 min. 18 Crusader Rabbit Geo. Bagnall 5 min. 195

Aggie RKO Tv 30 min. 26 Funzapoppin Cartoons Geo. Bagnall varied 107

Armchair Adventure Sterling 15 min. 39 Popeye Assoc. Artists varied 234

Assignment Foreign Legion CBS Tv Film 30 min. 26 Terrytoons CBS Tv Film varied 156

Biff Baker, USA MCA Tv 30 min. 26 Tinderbox Cinema-Vue 65 min. 1

Byline—Steve Wilson MS.-A Alexander 30 min. 39 Walter Lantz Cartoons Ziv Tv 10 min. 26
Captain Callant TPA 30 min. 39 Warner Bros. Cartoons Assoc. Artists varied 337

Cases of Eddie Drake CBS Tv Film 30 min. 13 Whimseyland Cartoons Cinema-Vue varied 150

Combat Sergeant NTA 30 min. 13

Count of Monte Cristo

Cross Current

TPA
Official

NBC Tv Films

30

30

30

min.

min.

min.

39

39

39

CHILDREN'S

Crunch and Des Adventures of Danny Dee Cinema-Vue 30 min. 40
Crusader MCA Tv 30 min. 52 Animal Adventure Sterling 15 min. 39
Dangerous Assignment NBC Tv Films 30 min. 39 Animal Adventures for Children Coronet varied 13

Dateline Europe Official 30 min. 78 Animal Crackers Sterling varied 60
Foreign Legionnaire TPA 30 min. 39 Blackstone the Magician Harriscope 3 min. 39
Hawkeye, Last of the Mohicans TPA 30 min. 39 Bobo the Hobo Lakeside 15 min. 26
The Hunter Official 30 min. 26 Christie Comedies Harriscope 15 min. 107

1 Search for Adventure Geo. Bagnall 30 min. 52 Cyclone Malone Harry S. Goodman 15 min. 65
jet Jackson Screen Gems 30 min. 39 jim & Judy in Tele-Land Lakeside 15 mill. 52
lungle Sterling 15 min. 46 Johnny Jupiter Assoc. Artists 30 min. 39
jungle Jim Screen Gems 30 min. 26 Jump jump of Holiday House Harry S. Goodman 15 min. 65
King's Crossroads Sterling 30 min. 90 Let's Draw Geo. Bagnall 15 min. 52

Long John Silver CBS Tv Film 30 min. 26 Playland Films Sterling varied 60
Man Called "X" Ziv Tv 30 min. 39 Ray Forrest Sterling 30 min. 26
Men of Annapolis Ziv Tv 30 min. •39 Stories for Children Coronet varied 13

Overseas Adventure OHicial 80 min. ;., Streamlined Fairy Tales Harry S. Goodman 15 min. 13

Passport to Danger ABC Film Swulication 30 min 39 link & Andy ABC Art Adventures Cavalcade Tv 15 min. 26
Ramar of the jungle 1 PA 30 min. 52
Range Busters

Sailor of Fortune

M&A Alexander

RKO Tv
ABC Film Swulication

in

so

30

min.

min.

min.

16

26

26

DETECTIVE, MYSTERY
Sheena, Queen of the Jungle Badge 714 NBC 1\ Films 30 min. 126

State Trooper Ml \ Tv 30 min. 39 Captured NBC 1\ Films 30 min. 26
Terry and the Pirates Official 30 min. 18 City Detective M( \ Tv 30 min. 65
Three Musketeers ABC Film Syndication 30 min. 26 Code 3 ABC Film Syndication 30 min. 39
The Tracer MPA Tv 30 min. 39 Col. March of Scotland Yard Official 30 min. 26
Waterfront \H \ Tv 30 min. 78 Fabian of Scotland Yard CBS Tv Film 30 min. 39
Whirlybirds CBS Tv Film |Q min. 39 Federal Men M( \ Tv 30 min. 39

Listing continues page 42
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AND THE

starring

John HART- LonCHANEY
as HAWKEYE as CHINGACHGOOK

James Fenimore Cooper's beloved hero is "the

most famous character the world over" according

to the Saturday Review. He's everybody's idol!

Young and old thrill to the bravery of Hawkeye.

It's outdoor action for the whole family. And,

being the first "Eastern" of all TV outdoor

action series, it gives you greater sponsor iden-

tification. Fabulous controlled merchandising

opportunities, too! Top markets are still avail-

able, but now that the news is out, they're

being snapped up quickly. Wire or phone collect

for your market reservation before others beat

you to it.

t pa
Television Programs of America, Inc.

EDWARD SMALL ILTON A. CORDON MICHAEL M. SILLERMAN

486 Madison Ave.. New York 22, N. V. PL. B-2100



* Only market place of its kind. Gives programing profile of every

tv and radio station in the United States and Canada.
Published each March. Advertising forms close mid February



RADIO AND TELEVISION

1>^ buyers' guide
to station programing

If you were a timebuyer asked to make up a list of 60 farm stations

how would you go about it? If it were your job to build lists of

stations featuring farm programing, or sport shows, or negro, news

of Latin American programing, homemaker shows or other special appeal

programing where would you turn?

If you were asked to make up a list of tv stations on one day's
notice and needed film and slide requirements of each station; if you

had to know about likely homemaker shows, farm programs, sportscasts,
feature film availabilities - what would you do?

The busy timebuyer, account executive, and ad manager turn to the

Buyers' Guide to Station Programing . It works wonders for him. It's

the only tool enabling him to quickly, accurately and expertly sort

out the 3,500-plus radio and tv stations of the U.S. and Canada by

their program characteristics.

The 1957 BUYERS' GUIDE is as basic as your rate card. It's the only
source of its kind. Your ad in BUYERS' GUIDE, near the programing
analysis of your own station, will benefit from a year 'round exposure
before the largest concentration of advertiser-agency readership in

the trade paper field. BUYERS' GUIDE goes to the full SPONSOR reader
list of 13,500 circulation.

Send your reservation in right away. Use the attached order form,

or wire collect for choice position. Regular rates and frequency
discounts apply. Advertising deadline is 15 February. Regards.

Sincerel y

,

Arnold Alpert f

BOLDFACE LISTING WITHOUT COST

Along with your ad in the 1957

BUYERS' GUIDE your station

will be listed in boldface in

the master directory.

SPONSOR SERVICES INC.. 40 EAST 49th ST.. NEW YORK 17. N Y.

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE ADVERTISING ORDER FORM

Please reserve following space in the

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE TO STATION PROGRAMING

Q full page $450

half page .... $265
horizontal

two-third page . $330

one-third page . $180
" deep

horizontal (master directory only)

I understand my ad entitles me to boldface listing of my
station in the master directory at no extra cost.

NOTE TO CONTRACT AOVERTISERS: Etmed contract rates including frequency

discounts. ippUa i BUYERS' GUIDE .... i T.W.I. FACTS I

I prefer placement in Master Directory

I prefer placement in category listings

Firm

City -Zone- State

Name-

CATEGORY
LISTINGS

RADIO

Classical Music
Farm Service
Country and

Western Music
Foreign Language
Latin American
Scgro
Popular Music

TELEVISION

Farr>
Feature Film
Homemaking
Special Facilities &
Film & Slide
Specifications

Specialized Appeals
Sports



PROGRAM SYNOICATOR
NO.

LENGTH AVAILABLE PROGRAM SYNDICATOR
NO.

LENGTH AVAILABLE

DETECTIVE (Continued)

Files of Jeffrey Jones

Front Page Detective

Cangbustcrs

Highwiy Patrol

I Am the Law

Inner Sanctum

Man Behind the Badge

Mystery Is My Business

New Orleans Police Dept.

Police Call

Public Prosecutor

Public Prosecutor

Racket Squad

San Francisco Beat

The Whistler

DOCUMENTARY

CBS Tv Film 30 min. 39

Geo. Bagnall 30 min. 39

RKO I I 30 min.
/iv I v 30 min. 78

Sterling 30 min. 26

NBC Tv Films 30 min.
M( A T> 30 min. 39

TPA 30 min.

MPA I \ 30 min. 39

NTA 30 min. 26
Geo. Bagnall 15 min. 26
Sterling 15 min. 26

ABC Film Syndication 30 min. 98

CBS Tv Film 30 min. 39

CBS Tv Film 30 min. 39

Beyond the Yukon

Crusade in the Pacific

Documentary Package

Createst Drama

Movie Museum
On the Spot

Profile

Uncommon Valor

Victory At Sea

Wanted

War in the Air

Where in the World

This World of Ours

The World We Live In

DRAMA

Harriscope 15 min. 13

Sterling 30 min. 26

Lakeside varied 500

RKO Tv 15 min. 39

Sterling 15 min. 160

Lakeside 15 min. 39

Trans-Lux 15 min. 39

RKO Tv 30 min. 26

NBC Tv Films 30 min. 26

I akeside 30 min. 20

RKO Tv 30 min. 15

Lakeside 15 min. 104

Sterling 15 min. 26

Sterling 15 min. 65

All Star Theatre Screen Gems 30 min. 156

American Legend Official 30 min. 39
American Wit & Humor Sterling 30 min. 13

Celebrity Playhouse Screen Gems 30 min. 39
Curtain Call MCA Tv 30 min. 39
Damon Runyon Theatre Screen Gems 30 min. 39
Dilemma Harry S. Goodman 15 min. 13

Dr. Christian Ziv Tv 30 min. 39
Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal MCA Tv 30 min. 39
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Presents ABC Film Syndication 30 min. 117

Famous Playhouse MCA Tv 30 min. 300
Headline MCA Tv 30 min. 39
Heart of the City MCA Tv 30 min. 91

Herald Playhouse ABC Film Svndication 30 min. 52
Hollywood Half Hour Geo. Bagnall 30 min. 38
If You Had A Million MCA Tv 30 min. 39
International Playhouse NTA 30 min. 26
Invitation Playhouse Sterling 15 min. 26
Little Show Sterling 15 min. 32

Little Theatre Sterling 15 min. 52
Magic Vault Lakeside 30 min. 104

Mayor of the Town MCA Tv 30 min. 39
Night Editor Lakeside 15 min. 26
Orient Express NTA 30 min. 26
Paradox Kling Film 5 min. 26
Paragon Playhouse NBC Tv Films 30 min. 39
The Passerby NTA 15 min. 26
The Playhouse ABC Film Svndication 30 min. 52
Playhouse 15 \1( A Tv 15 min. 78
Play of the Week NTA 30 min. ' 26
Ray Milland Show M( A Tv 30 min. 76
Screen Directors Playhouse RKO Tv 30 min. 39
Stage 7 TPA 30 min. 39
Star and the Story Official 30 min. 39
Star Performance Official 30 min.
Studio 57 \1( \ Tv 30 min. 26
Theatre with Lilli Palmer NTA 30 min. 26
Top Plays Screen Grins 30 min. 44

Under the Sun CBS Tv Film 30 min. 26
The Visitor NBC Tv Films 30 min. 44

Your Star Showcase TPA 30 min. 52

EDUCATIONAL

American Heritage

Career Planning

Coronet

Coronet

varied

vai ied

13

13

EDUCATIONAL (Continued)

Children of the Americas

Dating. Marriage. Family

Democracy at Work
Getting Along Socially

How Others Live

John Kiernan's Kaleidoscope

Personality Development

The Shaping of America

The Story of America

Watch the World

World of Yesterday

Your Days At School

FEATURES

Coronet varied 1

3

Coconet varied 1

3

Coronet varied 1

3

Coronet varied 13

Coronet varied 13

ABC Film Svndication 15 min. 104

Coronet varied 13

Coronet varied 1

3

Coronet varied 13

NBC Tv Films 15 min. 26

Coronet varied 1

3

Coronet varied 13

Anniversary Package ABC Film Syndication varied

Bagnall Package Geo. Bagnall aried

Beverly NTA i aried

Cardinal NTA taried

Classics Assoc. Artists taried

Edward Small Features TPA varied

English Features Screencraft varied

Fabulous Forty NTA taried

Features Quality Films taried

Features Screen Gems taried

Feature Special Lakeside varied

Hal Roach NTA i aried

Library M&A Alexander t aried

MCM Library MGM Tv varied

Million Dollar Movie Package —

1

RKO Tv varied

Million Dollar Movie Package —1 RKO Tv i aried

Movieland Assoc. Artists taried

Movietime USA C&C Tv varied

PC Features NTA varied

Power Plus M&A Alexander varied

PSI Features NTA varied

Return of Rin Tin Tin Geo. Bagnall 60 min

Rocket 86 NTA varied

7th Anniversary M&A Alexander varied

Sherlock Holmes Assoc. Artists varied

Spanish Language Cavalcade Tv varied

Star Features Screencraft varied

Sterling Package Sterling varied

TNT Package NTA varied

20th Century Fox Films NTA varied

Variety Features Screencraft varied

Warner Brothers Library Assoc. Artists varied

Western Features

Starring Cene Autry MCA Tv 60 min

Western Features

Starring Roy Rogers MCA Tv 60 min
Westerns Assoc. Artists varied

Westerns M&A Alexander varied

Westerns NTA varied

Westerns Screencraft varied

Westerns Screen Gems varied

Western Special Lakeside varied

HEALTH

Health and Happiness Club

M. D.

Your Health and Safety

INTERVIEW

Candid Camera

Candid Camera

Lilli Palmer Show

MUSICAL

Ballet

Eddy Arnold Time

Famous Cuests

Cuy Lombardo

Holiday in Paris

The Hormel Cirls

Huespedes Famosos

Music of the Masters

N I \

NTA
Coronet

16

33

8

7

11

35

13

46

40

466

133

14

140

723

27

17

73

742

22

18

40

1

86

13

12

39

17

35

35

52

29

754

56

67

38

46

31

38

135

131

5 min. 105

5 min. 39

varied 13

Assoc. Artists 15 min. 100

Assoc. Artists 30 min. 89

NBC Tv Films 15 min. 26

Sterling 15 min. 26

Walter Schwimmer 30 min. 26

Cavalcade Tv 30 min. 13

MCA Tv 30 min. 78

CBS Tv Film 30 min. 13

Kling Film 15 min. 44

Cavalcade Tv 30 min 13

NTA 15 min. 13

Listing continues page 44
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Contact The Man
From Official Today!
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PROGRAM SYNDICATOR LENGTH AVAILABLE SYNDICATOR
NO.

AVAILABLE

MUSICAL (Continued)

Old American Barn Dance

Opera and Ballet

Patti Page Show

Rosemary Clooney Show

Tele-Musicals

This Is Your Music

Vienna Philharmonic

NATURE, OUTDOORS

Kling Film

Lakeside

Screen Gems
M( \ Tv
Harriscope

Official

Sterling

Adventure Out of Doors

Nature in Action

Wild Life in Action

NEWS

Sportlite

( oronel

CBS Ncwsfilm

Washington Merry Co Round

RELIGIOUS

CBS Tv Film

Harrj S Goodman

Hand to Heaven

It Can Happen to You

Layman's Call to Prayer

Man's Heritage

Out of the Past

SCIENCE

N I \

Geo Bagnall

N I \

\ l \

I ak.

Do You Know Why?
Science in Action

Science in Action

SHORTS

MI'A V\

Coronet

TPA

Charlie Chaplin Comedies

Funzapoppin Comedies

Movietime USA Short Subjects

Old Timer Comedies

Race Night

Scallawags

Warner Short Subjects

SITUATION COMEDY

Cinema-Vue
Geo. Bagnall

C&C 1 v

Cinema-Vue
Geo. Bagnall

Geo. Bagnall

Assoc. Artists

Amos 'n' Andy

Boss Lady

Great Cildcrsleeve

Halls of Ivy

His Honor, Homer Bell

Life of Riley

Life With Father

Mickey Rooney Show

My Hero

My Little Margie

So This Is Hollywood

Studs Place

Susie

The Trouble With Father

Willy

CBS Tv Film

M&A Alexander

NBC Tv Films

TPA
N B< Tv Films

NBC Tv Films

CBS Tv Film

Screencraft

Official

Official

Harriscope

Harry S. Goodman
TPA
Official

Official

30 min. 26

15 min. i

15 min. 78

30 min. 39

3 min. 1 Hi

50 min. 26

1
'< mm. 13

15 min. 26

varied 13

15 min. 52

12 min.

1.) min.

30 min.

30 min.

5 min.

10 min.

30 min.

5-a-week

39

13

13

39

5 min. 200

varied 13

30 min. 52

varied 52

varied 755

vai ied 1,000

varied 300

9 min. 52

varied Li4

varied 1,400

30 min. 78

30 min. 13

30 min. 39

30 min. 39

30 min. 39

30 min. 143

30 min. 26

30 min. 33

30 min. 33

30 min. 126

30 min. 24

30 min. 26

30 min. 104

30 min. 130

30 min. 39

SPORTS (Continued)

Main Event Wrestling

Main Event Wrestling

Ringside With the Rasslers

Sport Skills

Sports on Parade

SYNDICATED LIBRARY

Harriscorx

Harriscope

Geo. Bagnall

Coronet

Sterling

t>(J min.

30 min.

60 min.

varied

15 min.

52

26

52

13

75

Economee Tv Ziv I \

Encyclopedia Britannica Films Trans-Lux
Pep Package \ I \

TRAVEL

Holiday

Holiday U. S. A.

The Travel Bug

WESTERN

\ i \

Geo. Bagnall

Sportlite

Adventures of Champion

Adventures of Kit Carson

Annie Oakley

Brave Eagle

Buffalo Bill, Jr.

Cisco Kid

Frontier

Cene Autry Show

Hopalong Cassidy

Hopalong Cassidy

judge Roy Bean

Range Rider

Sheriff of Cochise

Steve Donovan West'n Marshal

Tales of the Texas Rangers

WOMEN'S

CBS Tv Film

M( \ Tv
CBS Tv Film

CBS Tv Film

CBS Tv Film

Ziv Tv
NBC Tv Films

CBS Tv Film

NBC Tv Films

NBC I \ lilms

Screencraft

CBS Tv Film

NTA
NBC Tv Films

Screen Gems

Adventures in Sewing

For the Ladies

Home Management

Sewing Room
Tv Kitchen

MISCELLANEOUS

Lakeside

Sterling

Coronet

Geo. Bagnall

Kling Film

Animal:

Animal Package

Comedy:

Scene With a Star

Discussion:

The Big Idea

Dramatic Readings:

James Mason Show

Lakeside

Geo. Bagnall

RKO Tv

NTA

30 min. 600 approx.

varied 650 approx.

varied 1,400

30 min. 13

30 min. 13

15 min. 13

30 min. 26

30 min. 104

30 min. 52

30 min. 26

30 min. 26

30 min. 180

30 min. 30

30 min. 91

60 min. 54

30 min. 52

30 min. 39

30 min. 78

30 min. 39

30 min. 39

30 min. 26

30 min. 13

15 min. 90

varied 13

15 min. 13

30 min. 26

varied

15 min.

30 min.

15 min.

100

13

30

26

SPORTS

Adventures in Sports

All-Girl Wrestling

All American Wrestling

All-Star Coif

Big Playback

Big 10 Football Hilites

Bill Corum Sports Show

Bowling Time

Boxing from Rainbo

Bud Wilkinson Show
Championship Bowling

Championship Wrestling from

Hollywood

Double Play

Gadabout Caddis

Indianapolis Highlights

jalopy Races from Hollywood

Let's Co Coifing

Mad Whirl

Sterling

Harriscope

Kling Film

Walter Schwimmer
Screen Gems
Sportlite

NTA
Sterling

Kling Film

Sportlite

Walter Schwimmer

Cinema-Vue
Cavalcade Tv
Sterling

Harriscope

Harriscope

Sportlite

NTA

15 min.

30 min.

60 min.

,,o min.

15 min.

30 min.

15 min.

i,ii min.

30 min.

15 min.

60 min.

60 min.

15 min.

15 min.

SO min.

so min.

15 min.

30 min.

26

26

26

26

52

13

26

26

26

39

78

39

13

26

2

26

13

26

Hobby:

Find a Hobby

Holidays:

jingle Dingles Christmas Party

Quiz:

Pantomime Quiz

Science Fiction:

Science Fiction Theatre

Serials:

Serials

Variety:

Paul Killiam

NTA

Cinema-Vue

NTA

Ziv Tv

Screen Gems

Sterling

15 min.

60 min.

30 min.

30 min.

varied

15 min.

26

78

53

26
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SYNDICATED FILM

(Continued from page 35)

ested in the entire family, and for the

same reasons.

Conoco kicked off with Whirlybirds

on 22 January and has a target of 47

markets by the end of 1957. It dis-

tributes in the midwest, its selling area

going up to, but not including, the

west coast states. Tv plays a strong

supporting ad role for the client, whose

major medium is newspapers.

The purchase of Whirlybirds was

Conoco's way of putting all its tv ad-

vertising under one roof. The desire

for a single, integrated merchandising

plan was one of the reasons for the

move. Conoco is also interested in

using one of the personalities on the

show I there are two: Kenneth Tobey
and Craig Hill I but it hasn't settled on

how it will go about it.

Despite the flexibility of spot, ad-

vertisers in the medium often find an

overall approach is desirable. In dis-

cussing Conoco's tv plans. B&B's Jack

Phillips told sponsor: "We want mer-

chandising with more continuitv. The
show will provide Conoco with its own

Need a lift in the

San Antonio area?

A burden in the ha

is worth a schedule on KONO

. . . that's why 88 national advertising

budgets include KONO Radio . . . year

after year.

Get the facts—see your H-R or Clarke

Brown man.

860 kc 5000 wattsKONO
SAN ANTONIO RADIO

m

property. This is a departure from

past policy where we had a variety of

advertising methods, including an-

nouncements. We also like the half-

hour show because we find the longer

commercial is often useful. Our prod-

uct message requires reason - why
copy."

Conoco's ad theme for the past three

springs in both print and air media

has been a salute to new cars during

a period when interest in new cars is

high. This advertising, which will

probably be repeated in some form in

1957, "marries'' new cars with gaso-

line by linking the twin ideas of high

quality gas and high compression

engines.

Conoco at present only distributes

its new third grade of gas in Houston,

where Humble Oil. an Esso affiliate

and Conoco competitor, also markets

a gas for the new high compression

engines.

Because of the variety approach in

tv programing, Conoco's old commit-

ments terminate in different times so

that the clearance job is a step-by-step

affair. In some cases, Conoco's old

programing helped pave the way for

clearing the new show. In other cases,

the agency has to carve out new fran-

chises.

While on the subject of clearances,

it is notable that Socony-Mobil, now
using NTA's first run Sheriff of Co-

chise, was able to recapture in many
cases the slots it had for a previous

show after a summer hiatus. Socony

had used ABC Films Douglas Fair-

banks anthologv during the 1955-56

season. The firm's budget couldn't

carry the show after 1 Julv. so Socony

took a summer vacation from tv pro-

graming.

Marketing its products in the mid-

west. Socony made its debut with Sher-

iff of Cochise in 50 markets during the

beginning of October and. at press-

time, had built the lineup to 67. As in

the case of the previous two oil firms.

Socony wants a wide audience appeal

for its film shows.

One of the best examples of how re-

placing a show can smooth the way for

A-l clearances is Falstaff's experience

with MCA-Tv's State Trooper. The

brewer had been in good slots with the

Celebrity Playhouse anthologv and

w hen State Trooper came along I Fal-

staff had been associated with the

show's star. Rod Cameron, for three

years in City Detective) there were

few clearance problems.

MCA Tv reported that the agency,

10 SPONSOR 2 FKBRl ARY 1957



ARE YOU

HALF-COVERED

THIS

AREA

IS

LINCOLN-

LAND

1956 ARB METROPOLITAN
AREA COVERAGE STUDY

PROVES KOLN-TV SUPERIORITY!

The 1956 ARB Study of 231 Metropolitan markets in-

cluded 6 in LINCOLN LAND—5 in Nebraska, 1 in Kansas.

In these 6 markets, KOLN-TV is viewed-
most in 6 daytime categories ... in 5
out of 6 nighttime categories.

KOLN-TV gets on average daytime, "viewed-most" rating

of 54.0% as against 15.2% for the next station. Night-

time averages are 59.8% for KOLN-TV, 25.0% for the

next station Enough said?

^vf N3>>i

1*

WKZO TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO -KALAMAZOO BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV— LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Alloc aled -lh
WmBD RADIO— PEORIA. ILLINOIS

KOUNf-TV covers Lincoln-Land 200.0(1(1 families,

125,000 of them unduplicated by any Omaha T\ signal!

95.5% OF LINCOLN-LAND IS OUTSIDE OMAHA'S
GRADE "B" COVERAGE! Thia Important 42-county

market is as independent of Omaha as Hartford is of

Providence ... or South Bend is of Fort Wayne.

Latest Telepulse figures show that KOLN-TV gets 194.4$

more nighttime viewers than the next station. 13H.KV more
afternoon viewers!

Let Avery-Knodel give you the facts on KOLN-TV, the

Official Basic CBS-ABC Outlet for South Central Nebraska

and Northern Kansas.

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND— NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET

Vvery-Knodel, Inc.. Exclusive National Representatives

SPONSOR 2 FEBRUARY 1957



D-F-S. racked up a record of 91%
Class "A" time clearances in the 71-

niarket, 28-state area covered by the

show. Here's the clearance list (note

the high number of clearances later in

the evening when young people—in

which a brewer is not interested—are

likely to be in bed.) :

6:30-7:00 p.m.—

3

7:00-7:30 p.m.—

3

7:30-8:00 p.m.—11
8:00-8:30 p.m.—

7

8:30-9:00 p.m.—

8

9:00-9:30 p.m.—

8

9:30-10:00 p.m.—19
10:00-10:30 p.m.—10
10:30-11:00 p.m.—

2

FalstafT, incidentally, had examined

the idea of co-sponsoring the show but

concluded it could get more out of full

sponsorship. Falstaff's consideration

of the idea, however, is symptomatic

of a migraine just as prevalent in spot

as on the network: how to keep pro-

graming costs down without losing au-

dience or program identification.

The asperin for this headache is, of

course, alternate week programing.

On the syndication level this solution

is both more complicated and simpler

than on the network. On the one hand,

network alternate week sponsorship is

often a matter of sharing two or more
shows to spread program risk and not

lose audience, while in the spot tv film

field advertisers are usually not

wealthy enough or don't have a large

enough product lineup to have more
than one show per market. Hence, the

co-sponsorship problems are just con-

fined to one show.

On the other hand, a half dozen (or

even more) clients may split a syndi-

cated film show, with some co-sponsors

taking only one market. This means
that, in addition to the regular clear-

ance problem, a co-sponsor must find

a partner, since the station will not

usually clear time when a show is only

half-sponsored. Furthermore, the co-

sponsor must find a suitable partner

—

not just a non-competitive advertiser

but one whose product will not in any

way destroy the values the original

co-sponsor is seeking. The consider-

able growth of co-sponsorship is evi-

dent proof, however, that these prob-

lems can be solved without too much
trouble.

Some sponsors are fortunate enough
to find a suitable partner in most, if

not all, their markets. An example is

Continental Baking, which shares CBS
Film's Annie Oakley in practically all

FROM A "CAT'S WHISKER
TO A COLISEUM!

Crystal sets to satellites . . . only decades away from the first primitive
experiments looms today's giant 12 billion dollar radio-electronics industry.
Now, all 4 floors of New York City's Coliseum are needed to display one
year's growth!

The purpose of The Radio Engineering Show is to bring new and
stimulating ideas in radio-electronics to engineers. To achieve this more
than 200 papers will be presented by 22 professional groups at the Conven-
tion's 55 technical sessions. Over 800 new ideas in radio-electronics engi-
neering will also be presented by 834 exhibitors representing more than
80% of the productive capacity of the industry.

Yes, it's big in size, big in scope. Whatever your special interests,
attending this Convention can cut weeks off your "keeping informed" time.
Plan now to be there.

Save time; a whole year's productive effort seen in
days! See all that's new in radio-electronics products,
developments, and engineering—meet the men respon-
sible! Hear the best technical papers about your spe-
cialty! Meet old friends, make new ones, enjoy asso-
ciation and social events!

Ml

IRE Members $1.00
Non-members $3.00

^
MARCH
18-21

The IRE National
il Convention
Waldorf Astoria Hotel
and The Radio Engineering Sho

• production!
& 3 lecture halls

• INSTRUMENTSt
& COMPONENTS,

COMPONENT PARTSr
• EQUIPMENT'

Coliseum

New York City

The

® Institute of

|,\ Radio

Engineers

1 East 79th Street. New York 21. N.V.

of its 74 markets with Carnation on a
major-minor basis.

Continental is one of those almost-

but-not-quite national advertisers. It is

not regional but high spots the U. S. T

covering the east and west coasts, the

midwest but not the southeast. It has

used and still uses network tv during

the day but would end up with too

much waste circulation on nighttime

network tv because of the more strin-

gent lineup requirements at night.

(The baking company now sponsors

Howdy Doody on NBC TV Saturday

mornings (10:00-10:30) alternating

with Sweets Co. It uses a short lineup

of 65 stations. Continental was also

associated with the show when it was

a late afternoon weekday strip on NBC
TV. Here, too, it bought a limited

network.)

Annie Oakley has been working for

Continental almost a year now. The

show was picked after a test in four

markets, a kind of preparation not too

many clients take the trouble to go

into. The bakery has a valuable prop-

erty in Gail Davis, star of the show,

who not only is considered a cracker-

jack in commercial selling but pro-

vides valuable tie-ins for Continental

in her appearances with Gene Autry's

rodeo. (Autry's Flying "A" studio

produces the show.)

Continental is after the kids to a

large extent and so aimed for clear-

ances between 5:00 and 7:00 p.m., a

relatively easv time to clear because it

is station option time. Continental ad

manager Lee Mack Marshall said that

the agency, Ted Bates, cleared a sub-

stantial portion of stations in the

6:00-6:30 p.m. slot with only a few

stations clearing it before 5:00 or af-

ter 7:00 p.m.

A surprisingly high percentage of

women watch the show, Marshall

found out. A surve\ six months ago

showed the audience broken down 50-

50 between children and adults. The

repeat pattern for the Continental-Car-

nation buy in 1956 was 26 first runs

and 26 reruns. This pattern will prob-

ably be repeated through 1957, since

the ratings show no appreciable differ-

ence between new and rerun shows.

"The kids stick with it." Marshall said.

Like most sponsors, Continental is

interested primarily in two things from

a film show: the right audience and

enough of it. Like many sponsors.

Continental finds it can fulfill both of

these requirements through the pur-

chase of syndicated film. ^
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MOUSETRAP, STEAM TRAP, SEWER TRAP
...it makes no difference

. . . the world won't beal a path to the door of

the man who builds a better one and then doesnt

advertise it so that people will know about his

product, know where it can be bought and how-

much it costs.

Advertising benefits the buyer, too. It tells you

the product story, makes it easy for you to buy.

Even more important to you, advertising leads

to ma^ production and volume sales

means lower costs and

lower prices.

} es, "Advertising

Benefits You" . . .

'specially business-

paper advertising.

which

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC
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FEATURES
i Continued from page 36)

house, t he audience comes with the

scpectation <>l being there a couple of

hours. It, therefore, has patience with

character delineation and movies that

lake their time about setting up the

background and mood of a story.

" \l home the viewer is impatient

and wants to gel into the story right

away. Since lie can switch off the pro-

gram without losing anything, you just

have In adapt yourself to this kind of

viewing no matter how good \ou think

a Feature is."

^ &R also learned, the agency man
continued, that the big, glossy musi-

cals Hollywood is so fond of are lost

on the tv screen. As for comedy, he

said, much <>l it appears dated.

He pointed out, however, thai there

are exceptions to this. "Zany comedy
like the Marx Brothers do is still pop-

ular. And there are some musicals,

especialb those with top names, that

can command attention."" He also

pointed out that star names can still

drag 'em in front of the set even if

the movies don't always conform to

the rough standards set forth above.

Evaluation of movies is admittedly

a tricky business, especially since, un-

like a program series, each one has

to be gauged alone. Some admen think

the safest thing to do is study the

dollar grosses in theatrical distribution

on the theory that what's popular with

theatrical audiences will be popular

with t\ audiences.

Aside from the dissent indicated

from ^ &R those familiar with the

mo\ ic business point out that I 1 I some

movies had fair grosses only because

ol heavy promotion (2) some features

have what looks like lair grosses be-

cause they were linked with a top fea-

ture in a double bill and (3) the movie

industry itself has had plenty of ex-

perience with the fact that public

tastes change.

C&C T\ proposes that the dollar

-losses be combined with three other

factors in evaluating a movie's tv ap-

peal. The other factors are: the sta-

tion's record of feature film promo-

tion, the record of the film's producer

and the appeal of the m.c. RKO T\

suggests taking into account how the

star's current theatrical features are

grossing, going to the clipping services

for a roundup of reviews of the movie

in question and studying local ratings

for hints of the type of programing

that goes over in the particular mar-

ket the advertiser is concerned with.

While there are plenty of proposals

and formulas for evaluating features,

there is more use of just plain intuition

i 'I throw darts at the names of movies

pasted on the wall," said one adman.)

than agencies will publicly admit. Some
stations have hired men with movie
experience to help them program their

features and some of the agencies con-

>ult with movie executives on this

problem.

\\ here the client is not particularly

interested in first-run-on-tv features

there i> already on the record a con-

siderable amount of rating material.

Perhaps the most exploited single

movie on t\ is 30 Seconds over Tokyo,

which Colgate used to open its MGM
buy on KTTV. The show received a

28 rating in Los Angeles and, more
recently, a 40 rating on KPHO-TV,
Phoenix, a four-station market. Admen
have noticed that some of the Clark

Cable pictures draw good audiences.

However, a number of the 52 Gable

features involve him in minor roles.

\\ bile high ratings remove the need

for any analysis, a medium rating

should be studied more carefully. Pro-

gram competition, time of day, day

of the week, number of stations in the

market are all factors which can some

times lead an adman to conclude that
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,i feature can <l" bettei undei othei < ii

cumstances.

Tin- da) "I the week can bave > big

influence <>n ratings, particularly in

those markets where all the Btations

are network affiliates and i
h« prime

time is taken with network shows.

Therefore, late evening time on Frida)

and Saturdaj nights and afternoon

ti on Sunday are considered "prime

time" for features. B-M s features are

inn on Frida) and Saturday nights in

all six markets. Colgate bought Frida)

nights for it- -how. In -nine cases, net-

work shows have been dropped, how-

ever, to carrj features. \\ I II.-T\

.

Philadelphia, for example, replaced

\l!< I \ - feature show on Saturday

between 7:30 and 9:00 p.m. with its

own features.

\- foi costs, agencies are watching

station rates and prices carefully. In

;i number ol cases, features bave come
up with juicj costs-per*1,000 in the

neighborhood of $1 and v 2. However,

the impressive rating histories of some
of tlic feature show- have naturall)

resulted in higher rates. One rep

pointed out to sponsor: "You have to

remember that the network stations

which have laid out a lot of fancy let-

tine for feature- have to amortize this

COSl in "B" ami "C" time. It'- prett)

hard i"i anj network affiliate to kirk

..it 90 minutes oi two hours »"i th of

network shows in prime time. So, even

if the feature i atinga aren t sensa-

i ional, .i -t. in. .n i- likel) to raise i ates

-omew hat."

I \ in w iili the doubling ol Bpol rates

in numerous i as< - the features .n>-

returning good, & onomii .il i osts-pei

I
.ikmi to the ad\ ei i isei outside ol pi ime

time. \- a mallei ol fact, some of the

-t.ii ion option pei iods, especiall) in

the late evening, look -.. q I on a

slide rule that there appears to be the

beginning ol a move from " \" time

to what used to l>e less desirable peri-

ods. \\ bile ii i- too eai K to call this

a trend, if ii does develop into one ii

could plaj bavOC with the lrailition.il

local i. ite -i ructure.

The late night buys are being mulled

ovei i for anothei reason ; the ad-

vertiser jet- a minute rather than 20-

seconds oi an I.I'. Furthermore, net-

work advertisers can throw their film

commercials into the feature periods

with no extra costs except re-use \>,w-

ments to talent- and not even that in

cases where the maximum rate has

already been paid.

Full-feature sponsorship is a special

pricing problem to buyers. There is

not onh the outlay for a full 90-min-

utes "I i ime but the additional pr<

urn the advertisei pa) - foi being able

to pick his features, ["he i

f< atun - i M. ill .
- alon m iili lull

i. ii in. sponsorship sin< e thai typ

bu) would not be worthwhile unless

the features wen (a) si rong audii

attrai i ions and ' b i the t\ pe of feature

v. Iih Ii i .in .i.l.l something exl i .i to the

mil product

Both B-M and < olgati paid premi-

ums foi ill. ii mo\ ie deals, making the

i ai -i ' onsiderabl) highei than

the (so SPONSOR-SI 0P1

I, imi.ii \ 1 95 . . page 9). • olgate paid

.i whopping 1780,000 foi the films in

its .-'-week I.m and 1200,000 for time.

I n ii- deal w iih the I i iangle stations,

which represent foui of the -i\ market-

in which IJ-\I has full-feature sponsor-

ship, B-M paid a single pa< kage :

foj the four -lation-. I lure wa- no

discounl pattern involved. The B-M
bu) limke ilou 11 aS follow- : dll'

i
fnl

programing and h •
'

i for time.

It appears that before the wintei is

over, a numbei ol important decisions

relating to feature film will be in the

advertising hopper. Considering 1

1

1<-

impact feature film has alreaiK had.

these decisions will certainly add up

to iiii|ini lant advertising de\ elupments

in t\

.

^

Going places

:

!

Meet "Aggie," the fastest, freshest new half-hour film series of the season. Pretty

Joan Shawlee plays Aggie, the fashion buyer, whose free-wheeling, breezy excursions

in and out of worldwide markets catapult her into merry and mysterious foreign

entanglements ! Here's comedy-adventure for all audiences, all ages . .

.

with matchless merchandising and promotion advantages built right into the script.

"Aggies" going places. . . and so is any advertiser who travels with her!

See "Aggie". For details, prices, and audition print, phone, write, wire, or walk right over to

RKO TELEVISION
a division of

RKO TELERADIO PICTURES, INC.

1140 Broadway

New York 18

LO 4-8000
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SPONSOR ASKS

Should tv station breaks be more than thirty seconds 5

Rollo Hunter, director of radio & tv,

I. iiiin. II ast •> & Co., Int.. \i-ii )tnl.

We have to approach this subject fac-

ing the fact that the network station

break has already broken the thirtv

second barrier. CBS takes forty, NBC
takes thirty-five, ABC takes thirty-five.

However, those extra seconds over

thirt) don't do the local stations am
monetary good because they are cus-

tomarily filled with "sta\ tuned for

what follows"" plugs. Even in those

instances when stations bootleg this

sliver of promotional time from the

network la practice not entirely un-

heard of ) . it really doesn't mean added

revenue for the station. Usually, it

just means that Joe's Garage gets a

few more words crowded into the

chain break.

It's impossible to ignore the point

of view of some stations dissatisfied

with their network take: a longer

break might solve a lot of problems.

By volume increase, it might do quite

a bit toward making the books look

better. It might curb local rate hikes.

And from one viewpoint of the spot

bu\er, it would certainly be nice to

have more prime availabilities—more

it s the staying

power of the

viewer"

of those choice adjacencies which are

getting harder and harder to find. The

trouble is. there's a catch. It's the

staying power of the viewer.

\l it is now. break time is pretty

much of a clutter. A typical period

begins with the closing commercial of

a show, followed shortly by a cross

plug for nexl week's sponsor, followed

b\ credits, followed by this week's

sponsor identification, followed by a

program plug, followed by a twenty

second spot, followed by an eight sec-

ond spot, very closely followed by sta-

tion identification coupled with an-

other program plug, followed by the

opening billboard of a new show, and

not too long thereafter, followed by

the first commercial of the new show.

That's quite a load of disparate im-

pressions to flash at a viewer.

Such concentration of commercial

messages puts each in sharper competi-

tion with its neighbors, often forces

agencies to the hard-hard sell or the

man-from-Mars approach—anything to

stand out from the crowd. Maybe the

crowd shouldn't get any bigger. De-

sirable as it would be to enlarge upon

good adjacencies and to increase sta-

tion revenues at the same time, stretch-

ing the break might very well be short-

sighted. After all, if it would dissi-

pate the effectiveness of spots while

whittling away at the programs, then

it can't be such a hot idea.

Marshall H. Pengra, general manager,

KLTV, Tyler, Texas

\\ ith the stations averaging some 27%
net compensation from the total net-

work rate, after free hours for lines, it

gets tough for many of the stations to

make enough from the 30 seconds al-

lowed to pay the bills. Network reve-

nue to stations could only support a

few of the top metropolitan stations at

best—probably o&o's. but that's really

out of m\ field of knowledge—I'm

only guessing. In our own case, and

in the case of optional stations in much
larger markets, that diamond-precious

30 seconds is the only breadwinner we
have in "A" and "AA" time periods.

I'm sure station men are fullv aware

of the importance of network shows

—

the\ make the station break valuable.

\\ bat we contend is that compared to

other media, tv is tremendously under

commercialized, and has room for ex-

pansion in that direction. Look at the

newspapers, magazines and billboards!

I he) carr\ such a high percentage of

advertising to news matter, yet adver-

tisers sta\ right with it.

We don't want tv to run wild in this

direction, but in this da\ of ever in-

creasing network and spot rates, one

big and important way to take a little

break in those constant increases is to

give the stations an additional 30 sec-

onds at the break, and let the client

"tv is under-

commercial-

ized'

have a breather for a change! I hear

the agencies screaming about rate in-

creases and about the cost-per-1000

—

win can't we put a real slow down on

rate increases, vet take a volume in-

crease for ourselves In opening up

those station breaks and further insist-

ing that all spectaculars and hours

must also reserve at least a 30 second

break for stations.

Just because a station break has

been 30 seconds long for 29 years,

doesn't necessarily mean that it was

the right length, and radio ain't t\ !

Avery Gibson, director of research, UK
Television. Int.. New York

The increased demand for one-minute

availabilities is creating problems

among network affiliates. More NBC
and CBS television stations are losing

national spot business, and consequent-

ly revenue, because of their inability

to deliver one minute spot commercials
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during pi ime time. Mori and more

advertisers are asking foi minutes, and

stations which carrj .1 heav) line-up "f

network programs
1
u -1 cannol fill this

increasing demand.

During the daytime, advertisers have

always wanted and received minute

,i\.iil- In recent months, as feature

h I in and othei non-network program-

ing have demonstrated an increasing

tbilit) I" alti.nl large audiem e-. na-

tional advertisers have purchased

minutes in Buch programs, and in good

schedules

bursting at

tin- seams"

me, too. Since minutes are

<>nl\ during non-network

evening

available

hours, \KC affiliates with less network

time, and independent stations have

reaped the windfall <>f minute sales

during prime time. As a result, net-

work affiliates are increasingly being

placed at a competitive disadvantage.

Networks should strongly consider

making a minute available to affiliate

stations between network shows. As
the networks demand more and more
of a station's option time, and as they
schedule longer programs, the affili-

ate- are losing precious time for local

and national spot sale.

I hi- move would benefit the net-

work-" programing, in that the one-

minute chain break would prompt pro-

gram producers to lietter integrate

commercial- into the format of the

show, making both the commercial and
program more attractive to the viewer.

Network affiliates are caught in a

squeeze from both ends. The adver-

tisers are demanding minutes in all

time periods, and networks more and
more station clearance. Stations are

desperatelv trying to oblige, by shoe-

horning both minutes and network
programing into schedules alreadv
bursting at the seams.

Since the network and the station

are in effect a partnership, that which
benefits one will in turn benefit the

other, \fter all. stations and networks
are inter-dependent. It should be mu-
tually advantageous to fill the advertis-

ers needs for both spot minutes and
network clearance. The lengthening of

breaks to one minute should alleviate

both problems. ^

with reference to that cherry tree legend

WE CAN'T TELL A LIE, EITHER!

All the evidence we uncover points to strong leader-

ship in all categories tor

WCSH-TV
in southern Maine and eastern New Hampshire

AUDIENCE PREFERENCE (Pulse Nov. 11-17, '56)

365 to 78 quarter hours weekly

MORE TV HOMES REACHED (Nielsen =2—1956)

MORE SPONSORS .... 261 in 1956

PLUS . . . leadership in top-rated feature films

(once weekly, 3 out of 4)

leadership in top syndicated films

(12 out of 19—November Pulse)

SELL IT ON WCSH-TV

Affiliate

WEED TELEVISION

Representatives

WCSH-TV

PORTLAND, MAINE
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topm
in Central
ARKANSAS*

* PROVED BY SEVEN
CONSECUTIVE MONTHLY

HOOPER RATINGS!

\k/
fj latest "PULSE"
\y report of metropolitan

LITTLE ROCK
ranks KVLC FIRST in

145 out of 200 quarter-hours

Monday thru Friday

sign-on to sign-off

Get the KVLC SUCCESS STORY today!
New York: Richard O'Connell. Inc.

Dallas: Clarke Brown Company
Chicago: Radio-TV Rep., Inc.

Agency profile

Charles Feldman: welders write too
["here's at least one top-level agenc) executive who insists he's not
"an expert," and that's Y&R's \.p. in charge of the commercial
department. Charles Feldman.

"I prefer to think that I kn<»u how to delegate authority," he
told SPONSOR, propping his feet on a chair opposite him. and looking

wistfulh at a painting of a typewriter on the wall in his office.

•'Those were the fun-days," he reminisced. •'The days of copy-

writing. I don't get a chance to do that any more. These days,

I'm involved mainly with client relations, administrative work and
something you can class generally as inspiring and criticizing the

creative work in radio and tv commercials."

ll s small wonder that Feldman doesn't pound out wordage on
a typewriter am more. As head of an L76-man department, he's

responsible for a minimum of 5,000 units of air commercials that

"Actually writing copy' rt of this busine avs Feldman

Y&R turns out in one year. Since the inception of tv about 10 years

ago, the volume in the department has grown from some §16.000

to $82 million lair billings for 1956).

"The big philosophy underhing Y&R's radio-tv commercials work

is the fact that there's no formula for a good commercial," says

Feldman. "We tr\ to approach each individual product with a fresh

point of view, judging it b\ one criterion only: Will it sell? And

of course, there's the area where you get into blue-sky. I feel a

commercial will sell if it has a good, sound creative idea as a base

and is written and conceived to hold the audiences interest.

Production values. Feldman feels, follow the creative idea in

importance. "I'd rather see a good idea only fairly \s ell produced,

than a bad idea with a Cecil B. DeMille treatment. Of course,

ideallv copv and production both are top-grade"

While YM{ has no set formula for the amount of a client's budget
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ili.ii should be spent <>n his commercials, Feldman finds thai the

percentage tends i" average oul al approximately 7-.':', ol the (v

time aiid talent costs for a client a program.

"In print, mechanical costs are generally 1095 ol the Bpace

budget," he told sponsor. "And I don't think that any man faced

with the problem of creating and producing t\ c mercials would

object i" seeing more financial leeway. On the othei hand, lavish

production alone would be do guarantee i" .i good Belling job.

Feldman's a down-to-earth man in his mid-forties, with .< bread-

and-butter approach I" the job. Dark-complexioned and grey-haired,

be -| H-ak- with an off-hand simplicity, seems i" hesitate using Buch

standard expressions as "creative" and "popular appeal. He feels

that agency copywriters are basically craftsmen with definite Bkills

and Berious purpose, rather than "some mythical concept "I genius.

Madison ivenue copywriters are also human beings

"Just because a man's writing copy on Madison Wenue, doesnt

make him a freak," he said. "He's ~ t i 1 1 a guy. He knows what peo-

ple want, ami he's got the same background as tin- people he want-

in reach. Madison Wenue is a big misnomer to -tart with. I he

industry i- sometimes condemned 1>\ a stereotype concepl formed

from a few •_! 1 1 \ — who hang around '21.' Most <>f the guys here don t

stop <>IT for a Martini. They go home after work like any guy in

Detroit or Pittsburgh."

Tin' diversified backgrounds ol ^ &B copywriters tend to bear out

Feldman's observation. "We've had top t\ copywriters who'd l>een

actor-, farmers, novelists. We've even had a former zinc welder.

Mc I started out a- a window dresser, and then became a stenog-

rapher in a small Baltimore agency."

In the past two-and-a hall decades, however. Feldman's been en-

d in some form of copywriting or supervision right at Y&R.
N"i did he go into the field as a second choice. "I may have gotten

into copy somewhat accidentally at the -tail." he told sponsor,

"lnil once I got in it. I loved it. I've never wanted to write a novel

or for that matter, to write anything other than copy. It's a craft in

it-elf that doesn't need outside justification."

Says Feldman: •"The main talent, beyond the natural feel for

words, which a copywriter needs is ability to -ell. and that doesn't

mean years ol standing behind a counter. We look for an instinc-

tive talent to persuade people.

Since he- laced with the inevitable shortage of supply in top-

level creative people, Feldman i- instituting a training pro-ram both

on the writing and the production sides of his department, "(iood

people can come into this business from any area." he stresses. "In

fact, the broader their earlier experience, the richer the thoughts
and idea- they'll bring to their copywriting or visualization."

Feldman convex- a sense of personal modesty and virtual em-

barrassment when he's asked to generalize about the busine— in

which he -pent 25 years. Here'- a man with a reticence about

words that seem- to stem from a di-like of using them in sweeping,

far-reaching statements.

I here are. however, some area- Feldman like- to talk about more
freely

: his granddaughter, his -on and daughter, and the occasional

evenings of music he enjoys at home "I play at the' flute," he

admits, "but my wife really plays the piano.") ^

If you want

$ALE$

In

SHREVEPORT'S

Rich

NEGRO
Market

KANV
is THE station!

Get the PROOF!
Its yours for the asking

II rife, rail <<r uirr tit* AIM Hiprrirn tnli i .

w.iir nrfil \<HJ '
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THREE LITTLE WORDS

<ooq/<>

WE
5000 watt power at 1250 k.c. P

MUSIC

2U hours a day ... 7 days a
week . . . but music intelligently

scheduled! Yes, today's- top hits,

but also a generous variety of
yesterday's great records plus a
liberal taste of old tunes done up
by the current group of fine

entertainers. And it's all attrac-

tively packaged by our team of
7 popular radio personalities.

NEWS

32 Newscasts daily prepared by

our 6-man news department and
presented 5 minutes before the

hour and half-hour. A UP news
wire and sports wire, 2 mobile

units, state correspondents, a
weather wire, a police and fire

radio monitor plus regularly

scheduled telephone conversa-

tions with local news sources

keep WEMP listeners among
the best informed in the ivorld^

SPORTS

Live, play-by-play of Mil-
waukee Braves Baseball, Green
Bay Packer Football, U. of

Wisconsin Football and Basket-

ball, plus coverage of special

local sporting events and 11

sportscasts daily . . . provide a'

wealth of entertainment for our

sports minded listeners. In addi-

tion, these features are described

wherever possible by our Sports

Director and "The Voice of the

Braves," Earl Gillespie.

represented wherever you lire by Headley-Rit<i^
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A u >->l.l\ kiting of chat

in the advertising un<l broadcast fields

EW AND RENEW
ie.

NEW ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR

B.inkirs Life & Casualty. Chi

Bon Ami, NY
Bon Ami. NY
Bon Ami. NY

Bon Ami. NY

Calgon, Pitts

Cla.rol. NY
Kiplingcr Washington Agency, Wash. DC

Kiplingcr Washington Agency. Wash DC

Kiplingcr Washington Agency, Wash, DC

Kn.ipp Monirch St. Louis

Leeds Chemical Products. NY

Leeds Chemical Products. NY
Mutual Benefit Health & Accident Assn.

Omaha
North American Philips. NY

Radio Bible Class, Crand Rapids, Mich .

Scott Paper, Chester, Pa

Wcco Products. Chi

AGENCY STATIONS

Grant, Schwenck & Baker, Chi MBS

R&R. NY CBS 201

.R&R, NY CBS 201

.R&R. NY CBS 201

.R&R, NY
Kctcham. MacLeod & Crovc,

Pitts

.FC&B, NY

_CBS 201

.NBC 188

CBS 201

CBS 201
Albert Frank-Cucnthcr Law,
NY

Albert Frank-Cucnthcr Law,
NY CBS 201

Albert Frank-Cucnthcr Law,
NY CBS 201

.Frank Block. St Louis NBC 188

Leeds & York, Chi CBS 68

Leeds & York, Chi CBS 68

Bozell & Jacobs. Omaha CBS 201

C | LaRoche, NY NBC 188

John M. Camp, Wheaton. Ill ABC
|WT, NY CBS 201

|WT. Ch, CBS 201

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Cabrul Hcatter; Tu 10-10 10 pm; 5 Feb.

Amos n' Andy; Th 7 7 45 pm; 5 mm sig 7 Feb 21 Mar

Calcn Drake; Sa 10 05 10 50 am
. 5 mm stg; 2 Feb, 16 Mar

Robert Q Lewis; Sa 11 05-12 n; 5 mm scg; 26 Jan 16 Feb,

9, 30 Mar

Wendy Warren; F 12.05-12:10 pm ; 25 |an. 8 Feb 8, 22 Mar

Bill Goodwin: M-F 1:05-2 pm: 26 parties; 20 Feb; 13 wks

Calcn Drake: Sa 10:05-1050 am; 5 min scg; 19 Jan, 13 April

Sidney Walton; Su 12:05-12:20 pm; 6 Jan only

Calen Drake; Sa 10:05-10 15 am. 5 Ian, 13 wks

Sidney Walton; Sa 8:15-8:30 am; 5 |an; 13 wks

Monitor; 20 parties per weekend; April start; 5 wks

Nora Drake; MWF, 1-1 15 pm ;
' 2 spon ; 25 Feb; 13 wks

Road of Life; Tu & Th 1 45 2 pm. 26 Feb; 13 wks

Arthur Codfrey Time; Tu, every 4th F, 10:30-10:45 am;
Jan; 52 wks

Monitor; 50 parties per weekend; April start; 10 wks
Radio Bible Class; Su 5-5:30 pm; 3 Mar

Our Gal Sunday; W 12:45-1 pm ;
' 2 spon; 1 Jan; 52 wks

.Arthur Codfrey Time; M 10:15-10:30 am; 11 Mar; 52 wks

RENEWED ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR

American Oil. NY
Highland Church of Christ, Abilene. Texas

Milner Products. Jackson, Miss

Sun Oil. Phila

AGENCY
Katz. NY

Martin, Chi

Corden Best, Chi

R&R. NY

STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

NBC 100 Monitor; 10 parties per weekend; 5 Jan; 52 wks

ABC Herald of Truth; Su 1-1:30 pm; 3 Feb

-CBS 201 . Robert Q. Lewis; Sa 11:55-12 n; 5 Jan. 52 wks

NBC 188 Three Star Extra; M-F 6:45-7 pm ; 7 Jan; 52 wks

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES

NAME
Bill B. Baldridge

Ceorge M. Cahan

Clyde E. Cantrell

Joe Clement

Jack Colon

David Croninger

Lou Dickey

Howard Duncan

Jack East

Fred H. Elliott, Jr.

Thomas K. Fisher

|im Francis

Maury J. Claubman

Norman M. Clenn

Marvin Gottlieb

W. Spencer Harrison

James Hawkins

Martin M. Heller __
Joseph P. Higgins

William Hight

Ruth Hincks

Robert A. Huekter _
James F. Jae, Jr.

Craig Jennings

William l_ Jones, Jr. _
Ceorge C. Lenfest

FORMER AFFILIATION

.Euclid Chamber of Commerce. Euclid. Ohio, exec vp

_NBC, producer-director

C. C Anderson Dept. Store. Twin Falls, Idaho, controller

.KONA-TV. Honolulu, sis

.KHON. Honolulu, program dir

.WQAM. Miami, program dir

-KMCM, Minneapolis, sis mgr

WTVN. Columbus, Ohio, local sis mgr

.Cazette-Tclegraph, Colorado Springs, advtng staft

WELM, Elmira, NY, sis mgr

.CBS, NY, legal dept

KNX-CPRN. Hy, sis promotion dept

NEW AFFILIATION

WGAR, Cleve. dir public relations & sis promotion

California National Productions. Hy, exec producer

KLIX, KLIX-TV. Twin Falls, Idaho, bus mgr
KHON. Honolulu, sis mgr

_South Pacific B casting Co. Honolulu, vp & gen mgr

WIND. Chi, program dir

Guild Films. NY. midwest sis super

WEHT-WEOA, Evansville. Ind. tv sis mgr

KKTV, Colorado Springs-Pueblo, public relations & promotion

KDKA. Pitts, acct exec

CBS Tv. NY. vp & gen att'y

CBS Radio & CPRN. Hy. sis service mgr—pacific coast

.Anti-Defamation Lcaguc-B'nai Brith. NY, nat audio-visual dir Dynamic Films. NY. dir public affairs div

WJWL. Georgetown, Del, gen mgr

.WROW, Albany. NY, sis

_CBS Tv, NY, vp chg legal & bus affairs

_KTVW, Seattlc-Tacoma, acct exec

RKO Radio Pictures, NY, legal staft

WBUF, Buffalo

_WTVN. Columbus. Ohio

.KOA-TV. Denver

.WCCO-TV, Minn-St. Paul, acct exec

.KLIK, Jefferson City, Mo, regional sis mgr

.Pulse, NY

.WISN, Milwaukee, sis mgr

.WRCA, NY, tech operations super

WCHI Chillicothc, Ohio, pres

-WPTR. Albany. NY, acct exec

Same, vp & bus mgr— talent & contract properties

Same, asst gen mgr

ABC. NY. legal dept

-Same, dir news, community service & special events

.WEHT-WEOA. Evansville. Ind. radio commercial mgr
Same promotion asst

Same, local sis mgr

Same, asst gen mgr

KNX-CPRN. Hy sis promotion asst

WEMP. Milwaukee, local & regional sis

.WBUF. Buffalo, operations mgr
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^ NEW AND RENEW

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Nat Liebcskind Sterling Television, NY, member board Same, gen mgr

Bernard T. Maloney House Beautiful, Boston, space rep WBZ-TV, Boston, sis

Cordon Mason KNX. Hy, nat sis rep KNX-CPRN. Hy, acct exec-sis dept

). Elroy McCaw KTVW, Seattle-Tacoma, owner Same, also gen mgr

Roland McClure KNX-CPRN, Hy, acct exec-sis dept CBS Radio Spot Sales, Hy, office mgr

Shirley Louise Mendelson South Pacific B'casting Co, Honolulu, pres

Tom Pate CBS Radio & CPRN, Hy, sis service mgr-pacific coast KNX, Hy, nat sis rep

Jim Powell KDAY, Santa Monica, Cal KH|, LA, acct exec

(ames C. Richdale, Jr. KOTV, Tulsa, vp & gen mgr Same, also member board

Ceorge Schmidt Mutual B'casting System, NY Radio-TV Representatives, NY, sis exec

Mark Smith KLRJ-TV, Las Vegas, production mgr Same, operations mgr

Bob Stovel Collier's Magazine, SF office mgr KHJ-TV, LA, acct exec

Wilbur Walker Servel, Inc. asst advtng mgr WEHT-WEOA, Evansville, Ind, radio sis mgr

Hal Ross Yockey Pan-Am Southern Corp, advtng mgr Joseph Katz, New Orleans, acct exec

Ceraldine Bone Zorbaugh ABC, NY, vp & special asst to pres CBS radio, NY, vp & gen att'y

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Vincent F. Aiello __ Kudner, NY, vp, copy chief & member exec committee

Frank C. Armstrong, Jr Kudner, NY, public relations dir

Richard W. Battan Robert Otto, NY, vp

Robert Benson John W. Shaw, Chi, dir acct service

S. Cecil Bernsley . . Food Fair Stores, dir advtng _

Walter Ryan Colahan

Amedee Cole

William Conover

Edward D. Cummings

Josef Dale

E. Clayton Daniher .

R. 0. Davis

Walter S. Driskill

Ceorge Fenmore

Ceyer, NY, research dept

Kudner, NY, vp & copy chief

Kaster, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, NY, acct exec

Robert W. Orr, NY, media dir

.Dan Lawrence, San Diego

Honig-Cooper, SF, vp

Cunther Brewing, vp chg mktng

Studio Films, NY, dir advtng & slspromotion

Maxfield S. Cibbons Ketchum, MacLeod & Crove, NY, acct exec

William J. Griffin, Jr. Kudner, NY, senior vp, dir & member exec committee

Carl Harold WTVJ, Miami, asst nat sis mgr

John Heiney Ford Motor Co, r-tv public relations

Sanford L. Hirschberg Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, NY, vp

Murray Hysen Ceyer, NY, project dir-research dept

Barbara E. Jones ._Donahue & Coe, NY, acct exec

Joseph E. Kelley

Donald 0. Larson

Paul C. Leger

.C. L. Miller, NY, media buyer chg print & outdoor

.Kendall Mills, asst merch & advtng mgr

_E. H. Weiss, Chi, media deptJames L. Lurie

Donald E. McCuiness . Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chi, acct exec

Ceorge P. Millington

Paul E. Newman .

Alden Olsen

V. M. Paquette

Edwin H. Pfund

Stephen H. Richards

A. E. Rood

Laurence W. Scott

Warren Smith

Orrin Spellman

John M. Savage

Ward B. Stevenson

Jules Tricb

Lloyd A. Winslow

Edward Yanush

.Meredith Publishing, Des Moines, eastern rep—Better Homes
& Cardens _ —

Kudner, NY, vp & dir _

.The Biddle Co, Chi, acct exec __.

Ketchum, MacLeod & Crove, Pitts, acct exec

Kudner, La, agency liaison-Buick acct

FC&B, Chi, senior vp chg finance

.Westinghouse, advtng mgr-consumcr products div _

.Vick Chemical, advtng, mktng & new product devel

K&E, Phila, office super & regional vp

_B.BC, production super

NEW AFFILIATION

...Same, exec vp

Same, also vp

Same, exec vp & a dir

Earle Ludgin, Chi, acct management

.._.Ted Bates, NY, chg promotional plan devel-mktng dept

Same, mgr media research

Same, member board

_Emil Mogul, NY, acct exec

...Same, also vp

Same, exec dir

__F. H. Hayhurst, Toronto, sen acct exec

....Same, also head business-devel dept

Warwick & Legler, NY, vp & acct super

..Blaine-Thompson, NY, public relations & publicity-commer-
cial accts

— Same, acct super

--Same, exec vp

John S. Allen, Miami, vp

-_JWT, Detroit, r-tv acct rep

— Peck, NY, vp & dir

Same asso research dir

Blaine-Thompson, NY, acct exec-commercial div

.Same, mgr media dept

Patten-Holloway Services, San Diego, acct exec

_ Reilly, Brown & Tapply, Boston, media dir

_._Earle Ludgin, Chi, media research

...Same, vp

s

.Cray & Rogers, Phila, mktng specialist

-Same, senior vp

.Barnes Chase, LA, acct exec

.F. H. Hayhurst, Montreal, sen acct exec

-Same, advtng acct super

Same, NY, vp & Buick acct mgr

-Same, also chg admin-Chi office

Cunningham & Walsh, Chi, vp & acct super

Compton, NY, asst acct exec

.Cearc-Marston, Phila, senior vp

-F. H. Hayhurst, Toronto, production super

B&B, NY, vp & dir public relations

Mc-E, NY, asso dir mktng & member plans bd

Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chi, acct exec

Sponsor Film Services, film editor

General Public Relations (B&B subsidl NY, pres

Lennen & Newell, NY, vp & dir merch

Same, vp

E. W. Reynolds, Toronto, r-tv dept
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ASK

YOUR

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE
You're on the verge of a decision, and a problem.

What business papers to pick for your station promotion*

It's no problem to kiss off, for your choice can have a telling

effect on your national spot income.

But where to get the facts?

The answer is simple. Ask your national representative.

He knows. His salesmen get around. They learn which business

papers are appreciated, read and discussed by buyers of broadcast time.

His is an expert opinion. Don't overlook your national representative.

SPONSOR
The weekly magazine tv/radio advertisers use



It is

easier

to

reach

BALTIMORE
when

you

ride with
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REPRESENTED BY

JOHN BLAIR AND CO.

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

>T BUYS

TV BUYS
I here is still a trend anions biggerTREND OF THE WEEK

advertisers to concentrate spot "tonnage" in areas which bring them

the most sales. Union Pharmaceutical I see below) i- typical of

this group, hitting 24 cities where it grosses 75% of its sales.

National Brands, l)i\. of Sterling Drug. New York, for Double-

Danderine. starts a 39-week drive in 22 markets in mid month to

reach a men's audience, primarily during late-night time periods.

Average frequency is once weekly per station for the filmed min-

utes. Bu\ing is incomplete. \genc\ : Thompson-Koch. New York.

Buyer: Robert Hall.

National Brands (see above) this week is launching an all-tv drive

for its Ironized Yeast, using some 35 markets at the rate of two to

three announcements weekly for 16 weeks. Buying is completed.

Agency: Thompson-Koch. Buyer: Robert Hall.

J. A. Folger, San Francisco, is buying for its coffee in areas from

Ohio to California, its distribution territory. Cunningham & Walsh,

New York, handles the account as far as the Rockies and will spot

the advertising in some 80 markets. Filmed commercials aimed for

women will be placed in minute slots. Buyer: Jim Ducey.

Union Pharmaceutical Co., Bloomfield, N. J., is going into the 24

markets which account for 75% of its total business. Three of its

products will be advertised: Saraka, a laxative, Inhiston, a cold

tablet, and Imra, a depilitory and lotion. Saraka will run for 39

weeks, Imra from the middle of April through September, and In-

histon through spring and fall. Minutes and 20*s are being looked

for in daytime and later evening segments. Buying has just begun.

Buyer: Joan Stark. Agency: Grey Advertising Agency, New York.

Wild root Co., Inc., Buffalo, New York, begins a national cam-

paign within 10 days for a 13-week period to advertise its hair tonic.

Minute commercials will be telecast primarily in evening time.

Buyer: Gertrude Scanlan and Dolores Seimia. Agency: BBDO,

New York.

Columbia River Packers Assn., Inc., Astoria, Ore., has just begun

to bu\ minutes for day and late night time to advertise Bumble Bee

tuna fish. Schedule begins in March. Minute commercials will be

on film. Media buying supervisor: Lee Oakes. Agency: Richard K.

Manoff, New York.

United States Rubber Co., New York City, through Fletcher Rich-

ards, same city, is going into 135 markets nationally for Keds shoes.

Ten-week campaign begins in the North in mid-April, in the South

in mid-March. Three to five announcements will be aired per week

in minor markets, four to five in major ones. Total number of an-
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nouncements in eat li market will van from 52 to Mil. < ompan) is

slotting one-minute live and film commercials primarii) in children -

slims- Monday through Friday. Buying has jusl Btarted. Buyer:

Jim Ki||\

.

RADIO BUYS

TREND OF THE WEEK: Clients who have racked up impressive

Bales with i\ nevertheless turn to radio for special supplemental ef-

forts. Case in poinl is Revlon, launching a new producl in Miami

| see below >

.

Maine Sardine Industry, Vugusta, Me., is rounding up buying foi

a 1

1

m i-i>ln— -tat i«>n campaign which starts next week in I" Southern

states, rhirteen-week effort continues through the mid-wintei Lenten

n with frequency or from 12 to 2i> announcements weekly pei

station. Vgency: BBDO, Boston, Buyer: Fred Stoutland.

Financial Investment Service, Boston, through Uberl Frank-

Guenther Law. New York, is buying a quarter-hour period in a feM

selected major market ana- foi it- transcribed show, United Busi-

ness Service, promoting its investment magazine. Frequency is one

or two weekly, with airing on Saturday or Sundaj to pull inquiries

regarding subscription. Schedules maj continue for 52 weeks, and

the i lit nt is thinking of expanding the number of metro areas cov-

ered later in the year. Buyer: Larrj Burner.

Revlon, Inc., New i ork City, through Dowd, Redfield iv Johnstone,

Inc.. same city, is testing a new product, Sun Bath, in Miami Beach.

\n average of 10 announcements per week will he placed Monda\

through Sundaj (luring daytime hours. \ll advertising will be

minute-, and e.t.'s will be used. Buying is nearly completed.

Buj ei : I larol) n Diem

:

Arnold Bakers, Inc., Tort Chester, New York, is completing its

buying for Butter Roll- in IT East coast markets from Boston to

Washington. Pattern: a three-week saturation campaign a\era<*in<i

20 announcements per market per week in daytime hours. Com-

mercials will be 20 second e.t.'s. Buyer: Doug Humm. Agency:

Charles W . Hoyt, New York.

RADIO & TV BUYS

E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Wilmington, Delaware.

through BBDO, New York ('it\. is buying spot to pitch it- paints

and polishes in 25 to 30 market- starting 1 \pril for 13 week-.

Mostl) nighttime segments will be used, with the agency looking for

five-, 10 and 15-minute new- and weather show-, sports programs,

half-hour syndicated films and participations in feature movies. In

addition, for its car polish, commercials will be broadcasl on radio

in 1!! -elected market- for additional support Minute- and 30's are

being purchased in both daytime and nighttime hour- for e.t. - and

live announcement?. Buying i- not finished. Buyer: Prow Elliman.
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You SELL

Louisville

When

You Use

JIMMIE LOCSDON

Jimmie Logsdon, outstanding

Country Music Artist, comes

your way over WKLO four times

a day, Monday through Saturday.

Decca recording star, composer

and master Air-salesman, Jim-

mies established and recognized

ability to do a personalized sell-

ing job in the Kentuckiana mar-

ket makes him a MUST for real

Air Sales Results.

Specify this country music en-

tertainer extraordinary, Jimmie

Logsdon, when next you need to

tell & sell the Greater Louisville

Market.

Represented by

John Blair & Co.

t=jL=£^
WKLO
LOUISVILLE Tftr
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there's

something

special

%0
Kansas City, Missouri

Lowest cost per thousand*

1380 Kilocycles— 1,000 Watts

Represented by Weed & Company

KUDL
Hooper

it's a

TELE-BROADCASTERS

station

TELE-BROADCASTERS, Inc.

4-1 East 42nd Street

New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 7-8436

H. Scott Killgore, President

Owners and Operators of

KUDL, Kansas City, Missouri

WPOP, Hartford, Conn.

WKXL, Concord, New Hampshire

WKXV, Knoxville, Tennessee

News and Idea

WRAP-UP
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ADVERTISERS
The Mennen Co. figures it has an
unusual problem to lick when it

starts its heavy promotion cam-
paign in hehalf of its new Eleetric

Pre-Shave Lotion this month.
Market research conducted by the

company" shows that only about 509c

of electric shaver owners use their

shavers regularly.

Mennen therefore will direct part of

its pitch to the non-using half stressing

that the Electric Pre-Shave Lotion will

give them the clean, close shave they

want from their electric shaver. The

advertiser hopes to increase the market

potential by 100%.
Both the'ABC TV Wednesday Night

Fights and NBC TV's Robert Mont-

gomery Presents will be used to pro-

mote the new product which, inciden-

tally, is the company's 23rd.

Lever Brothers' New Spry is start-

ing the new year with a new
theme: the key words are "non-
greasy."

Consumer research studies conduct-

ed last year showed that the one main

quality all housewiyes look for in

shortenings is something that will help

them achieve non-greasy fried foods.

New Spry is getting heavy air me-

dia support on network tv shows, Lux
Video Theatre, the Garry Moore Show
and Art Linkletter 's House Party: and

radio spots, both network and local,

are being carried on 201 stations.

Carnation will use a three-pronged

promotion this year to boost Len-

ten sales.

The campaign will be built around

Carnation Evaporated Milk, tuna and

macaroni products.

Last year grocers reported good

sales increases when the promotion in-

cluded only two items, evaporated

milk and macaroni.

Tv support for the promotion will

include the Burns and Allen Show on

CBS l\ and the Annie Oakley syndi-

cated film series. Radio support will

be the Keystone Radio Network with

the purpose of reaching small town

and rural America.

The Assoeiation of National Ad-
vertisers will hold its traditional

Spring meeting at the Homestead. Hot

Springs. Va. on 13-16 March. Robert

J. Guilder, director of advertising and

sales promotion, Hamilton Watch Co.

has been appointed chairman of the

W \ program committee. . . . Frito

Co. is another advertiser to rediscover

radio. The company which used local

and network tv primarily last season

has turned to network radio this vear

with its 26-week buy on ABC's Break-

fast Club.

AGENCIES
The first elosed circuit color dem-
onstration by an agency for net-

work and press representatives

was held this week by J. Walter
Thompson Co.

The JWT workshop, which is actu-

ally a tv station I private channel 3 I

,

transmitted color commercials from

480 Lexington Ave.. New ^ oil. to 420

Lexington Ave., the company's head-

quarters.

Dan Seymour, tv-radio v.p. at JWT
introduced the live and film color an-

nouncements and explained how the

agency pre-tests these announcements.

The new color facilities ha\e been

added at this time because as JWT
president. Norman H. Strouse. puts it,

"We lielie\e that practical commercial

color television is just over the hori-

zon.

It is interesting to note that all pack-

aging suggested by the agency now
gets color t\ testing at the color work-

shop—even if the advertiser is not

currently using t\. Robert Kintner,

NBC executive \.|>.. speaking at the

demonstration, congratulated the agen-

<\ and stressed NBC's conviction that
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advertisers "musl plaj .1 basic role in

the growth "i color.

Huh I.. II Robinson, CBS I \ ex« u

live \.p. in charge ol network pro-

grams, noted new vistas oi programing

that coloi 1- opening up in pari ii u-

lai. musical corned)

.

Ncnlliain. LoUlS & llroiln one

of tin- few agencies thai makes } > 1 1 1 > I
i«

-

it- financial statement reported a net

profit ol -I 1 1,000 from $32,218,000

in billings.

I'lic net profit in '56 f"i each dollar

of advertising expenditure averaged

slight!) less than half ;i cent.

In 1955 the net was $83,000.

Benton & Bowles Ikis formed a

public relations subsidiary, (Jen-

••ral Public Relations, Inc. The new

firm also h.^ merged with Burns \\

.

Lee-Patrick O'Rourke, Inc., public re-

lations counseling firm.

Ward B. Stevenson, vice president

ami public relations director of l!\l'>.

i^ president <>f the new corporation.

Il>' will headquarter in New York.

Burns \\ . Lee, executive v.p., head-

quartering in Hollywood. Jean Mere-

dith of B&B's Hollywood stalT has been

named an account executive with the

new organization and will continue to

be responsible for l\ program publicity.

N«'\* agencj appointments: Techni-

cal rape Corp. has appointed Produd
Services t" handle it- advertising. \ir

media will be used. . . . The Bavarian

Brewing Co. has appointed Calkins

and Holden a- ad agenc) effective 17

March.

The Four Vs will hold the 1957 An-

nual meeting at the Greenbrier in

White Sulphur Springs, \\ . Va., on

2i-27 \|uil. . . . The League of \« I-

vertising Agencies has elected two

new members: Parsons. Friedmann &

Central \d\.. Boston, and Ro/ene Ad-

vertising Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

NETWORKS
NBC-TV is the first network to

analyze the \< S — 2 for trade con-

sumption.
Kc\ Nielsen findings, as revealed b)

the networks, arc as follow-:

• 27,441,730 homes—or 77. 'V , of

the I . S. total— watch NBC-T\ at

some time during the daytime (Mon-
da\ through Frida) I

.

• 33,917,860 homes- or 95.693 of

FIRST
WFBL

IN SYRACUSE. NY.

LATEST COMPLETE HOOPER, DECEM-

BER, 1956—JANUARY, 1957 PROVES WFBL
HAS THE LARGEST SHARE OF AUDIENCE.

LOOK AT THE RATINGS.

PERIOD WFBL B C D E

Mon. thru Sat.

8 a.m. -12 noon
34.1 25.7 13.0 10.3 15.9

Mon. thru Sat.

12 noon-6 p.m.
31.6 19.2 7.0 18.1 22.3

One of the Founders Corporation's Group of Stations: Associated with KPOA and

Inter-Island Network, Honolulu; WTAC, Flint, Mich.; and KTVR. Channel 2, Denver.

Representative: George P. Hollingbery

]

S¥RjfcgSE,%¥
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Amtrq Ck Towers

the U. S. total tv homes—watch NBC-
TV at some time during the weekK
evening hours.

• Average day viewing of NBC-TV
is 19,946,000 tv homes—or 56.2%.

• Average evening viewing of NBC-
TV is 28,748,730 homes—or 81%.
Latest program shift at ABC-TV7

follows the network's programing
pattern used so successfully on
Tuesday and Wednesday nights.

In moving Wire Service to the Mon-
day 7:30-8:30 p.m. slot, ABC now
leads off the evening with a strong

hour-long show on three nights a week.

The re-shuffling also takes The
Danny Thomas Show out of the Mon-
day 8-8:30 p.m. spot opposite another

strong situation comedy, Burns and
and Allen on CBS-TV and puts Thomas
over on Thursday nights at 9.

Bold Journey leaves its Monday 7:30

p.m. berth to follow Danny Thomas on
Thursday night at 9:30.

Without fanfare or notice NBC-
TV has re-titled and re-vamped its

Tuesday night 10:30 p.m. quizzer.

Break the $250,000 Bank has suddenly

become Hold That Note. Changeover

is said to be due to sponsor's desire

for a musical-quiz . . . CBS Radio has

sold 12 five-minute segments of its

Amos 'n Andy show to Minnesota

Mining & Manufacturing for its Scotch

Brand Mastic Tape.

Both NBC Radio and NBC-TV
made substantial sales last week.
NBC Radio marked up over $1 million

in net ad revenue with $300,000 of

that figure credited to new business.

On the tv side, the Today, Home and
Tonight! shows brought in $500,000

gross in participation schedules.

Another quiz casualty—the sixth to

bite the dust this season—is You're on

Your Own. It will be replaced by Two
for the Money on CBS TV Saturday

nights beginning in March. . . ABC
TV is on the verge of signing Pat

Boone.

ASSOCIATIONS
The Spring convention of the

American Women in Radio and
Television will be held 25-28 April

at the Chase Park-Plaza Hotel in

St. Louis. Theme of the meeting w ill

be "The Scope of the Feminine Field

in Radio and Television."

Bette Doolittle has been appointed

as executive director of the 1957 con-

vention. Miss Doolittle is former East-

ern area v. p. of AWRT.

John G. Trezevant, managing editor

of Collier's Magazine, has joined the

NARTB as manager of news and pub-

lications. In this post Trezevant will

have a major role in building the

NARTB's new public relations pro-

gram. . .

The first annual Farm Broadcast-
ing Day is today (2 February) and
is jointly sponsored by NATRFD and

the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

The Copy Research Council has

elected new officers: President, Edward
Battery, v.p.-research director, Comp
ton; secretary-treasurer, Alfred A
Whittaker. v.p.-research director, B&B
and committee members, Carleton L
Spier, v.p.-director, BBDO, and Syd
ney H. Giellerup, senior v.p., Mar
schalk & Pratt.

RADIO STATIONS
Here's a promotion idea at work
from WOW. The Omaha station

is currently offering a 24~hour
day of programing as a salute to

each of 12 neighboring towns.

Civic, educational, industrial, recre-

ational, historic and other interesting

features of each community are being

highlighted in the campaign, which

will span two weeks.

WOW also plans to cover other

towns in WOW-Land during the course

of the vear.

In Los Angeles, KLAC, which has

used a plan similar to the WOW
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III.

promotion, reportl Itfl "Salute to

;i < i
i

-v
"' campaign lias been bo inc-

eessful thai ihe budget bai been
iloulili il for *.~>7.

I In- kl.\(' promotion works 1 1 1
i -<

wa\ •

• Broadcasts <>f <i\i< information,

progress reports, retail and population

w ill.

• [n-cirj merchandising including

window signs, photos l<>i local news-

papers, and tie-in producl displays

along with local tnerchanl plugs.

Each ( ii\ is saluted l"i a week. Cur-

niii KLAC plans include a citj salute

ever) third week for the res! ol this

year.

\\I.\>I. l.eui>ton. Me.. ha> lieeoine

affiliated with the Maine Broadcasting

System. The affiliation sets up a four-

station network including WI.W1.

V7SCH, Portland. WRDO, "lugusta

and WI.BZ, Bangor. The four-station

programing plans include new-, public

service, special events and sports

shows. . . . KFI's farm director, Jim

Todd, ha9 left Los Angeles with a

group of agriculture leaders to tour

South America.

More radio-is-better-tnan-ever re-

ports: from WILY, Pittsburgh, gross

hillings up 28% over 1955; W-GTO,
Haines City, Fla.. registering its top

month with $160,436.55 in nrw and

renewed business for December '56.

TV STATIONS
WRCV-TV, Philadelphia, has just

inaugurated a local weekly spec-

tacular.

The program, titled Spectrum, de-

buts today (2 February > and will be

seen weekly from 5 to 6:30. Divided

in three equal parts the show will cov-

er art in the first half hour, literature

in the second, and music in the third.

Now here's a tv station using time
on another station to sell time.

WBXS-TV. Columbus. (.).. is hu\ ing

spots on WCBS-TV, New York, to

reach agency timebmers and adver-

tisers. Campaign starts 8 February

and will be followed by two-page ads

in the New Yorker and Fortune maga-

zines along with direct mail tie-ins.

WBZ-TY, Boston, is negotiating

with screen star, Bette Davis, to

confidentially
WE SPEND LOT OF TIME

WITH MILWAUKEE HOUSEWIVES

(AND THEY LO V t IT!)

The "girls" oi Milwaukee (young ones, and

not so young) have the happy habit of

inviting us into their homes 'round the

clock, day after day.

That's why more and more national

advertisers are making themselves heard on

WOKY, Milwaukee. And you know how

it is . . . once you tell a woman, the secret's

out. They talk it up all over the

neighborhood, bless 'em, so your selling job

on WOKY doe- double duty. Are you

spreading the good word to this prime

audience?

AND HERE'S WHY THE SPONSORS
LOVE US.

• First in listeners, day and night.

• Lowest cost-per-thousand in the market.

• Coverage of 54% of the population in

wealthy Wisconsin.

1000 watts at 920 KC
24 hours of music, news

and sports

FIRST

A BARTELL GROUP STATION

National Representatives:

The Katz Agency. Inc.

Other Barrell Group Stations

KCBQ San Diego • KRUX Phoenii

WAKE Atlanta • WMTV Madison

WAPL Appleton

Represented by: Adam Young, Inc.
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act as hostess of her own feature

films.

\\ BZ-TN lias already bought the

\\ arner Brothers feature package,

which contains 50 pictures starring

Miss Davis. Starting dale is tentative-

l\ -tt for 6 April. The films will be

shown Saturday from 5:30 to 7 p.m.

TV applications: Between 21 Janu-

ar) and 26 January three applications

for new stations were filed. Applica-

tion- were made 1>\ (1) KAYS, Inc..

Hays, Kansas, for Channel 7. Ha\>.

111.') kw visual, with tower 663 feet

above average terrain, plant $183,-

675, veailv operating cost $87,000;

(2) Copper City Radio Co.. Butte.

Mont., for Channel 6, Butte, 64.31 kw
visual, with tower 570 feet above aver-

age terrain, plant .$266,390. yearly op-

erating cost $200,000: and (3) I'nited

Telecasting & Radio Co.. Ogden, Utah,

for Channel 9, Ogden, 9.5 kw visual,

with tower minus 379 feet above aver-

age terrain, plant S70.000. yearly op-

erating cost S125.000.

\\ estinghouse Broadcasting Co.,

which recently bought the entire Ency-

clopaedia Britannica Film library, is

now offering selections from that li-

WWRL NEW YORK CITY

Mot* buy6 CMMKTiOH
MILK b«cavse DOC

iWHEPLeR
recommends

& OK
^-

-Miriam Gardner,

302 Convent Ave.,

N.Y.C.

WWRL'S PERSONALITIES SELL
more merchandise for sponsors by:

Delivering the largest NEGRO
AUDIENCE for your product. . . .

Supporting your schedule with a

barrage of CONSUMER ADS. . . .

MERCHANDISING CREWS work
full time in Supermarkets and drug

S for you. . . . FREE. . . .

LOW SELLING COST of 12c per

thousand. . . .

call or write

l>rar\ free to educational stations with-

in the Bervice areas of WBC stations.

. . . WRCA-TV, New York, has a new-

advertising technique, the "block-

buster-and shrapnel" plan. Strategy

calls for a half-hour baby spectacular,

followed by a 13-week spot saturation

campaign. Sunrise - Stop - and - Shop

Super Markets of Long Island is the

In -I advertiser to participate in the

plan.

FILM
A Los Angeles station is taking a

tip from feature film programing
for its new lineup of syndicated

shows.

The station, KHJ-TV, is using the

title ''Million Dollar Monday" to bill-

board two hours of new half-hour film

show-.

Block programing these shows from

7:00 to 9:00 p.m., KHJ-TV started off

28 January with Soldiers of Fortune

in the 7:00-7:30 period. This will be

followed 4 February with Whirlybirds

in the next half hour and State

Trooper on 11 February in the 8:00-

8:30 slot. A fourth show, not yet

chosen will go into the fourth half

hour, which precedes the station's first-

run feature film show, Channel 9

Movie Theatre.

Star-produced packages and sto-

ries about cops have again joined

forces in the film field.

Bob Hope will host and produce a

new series. Police Hall of Fame, with

the blessings of the International As-

sociation of Police Chiefs, with whom
Hope has signed contracts.

dP

©<*te*>v

The stories will be based on cases

from police departments in major U. S.

cities. Production is scheduled to

I egin in about three weeks.

Features continue to prove their

prowess in attracting big audi-

ences.

One of the most dramatic examples

took place in Phoenix, a four-station

market, when the independent in that

market reported a 40 rating for the

MCM feature 30 seconds over Tokyo.

It was the third night the station,

KPHO-TY. had run the MGM show..

The date was 17 January, a Thursday

night and the time was 7:00-9:00 p.m

Ratings for the three network sta

tions ranged from 13 to 4. KPHO
TV corralled a 58% share of audience

The same feature, incidentally

kicked off Colgate's Friday night MGM
Shows on KTT\ . Los Angeles. Col-

gate's rating was 28.

TPA's new show. Haivkeye, the

Last of the Mohicans, received a

heavy promotional boost before its

debut on KPIX. San Francisco, 15

January.

A parade, consisting of an old

covered wagon, drawn by horses and

preceded by 40 college students in

Indian costume, rambled through

down-town San Francisco.

The showr is sponsored in San

Francisco and other west coast mar-

kets by Langendorf Bread Co.

NTA has sold its "Rocket 86"' group,

its second package of 20th Century-

Fox features, in 49 markets during

one month of selling .... INS Tele-

news' weekly 15-minute news reyiew

is now being used in four markets by

Studebaker-Packard dealers.

Minot Tv's half-hour film series. The
Tracer, is now sold in 35 markets ....

- BEST FOR NEGRO PROGRAMS

"Seems funny—but I can still hear

the voices of those KRIZ Phoenix

personalities!"

KSON

San Diego's No. II Radio Station

PULSE
'Out of Home" & "In Home'

illol Nationally liy COIMIIK .V l"(
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Gene Gutowski and N i«l Ellis, ex-Guild covers Santa < rui and Monterey. \l

Filmites, have acquired tin- title, / /<<• Gilliland i- ownei •! K\l\. Fred

Man from < ""/.v. from the [nomas < <
. 1 1 1 .1.

1 i- station mana
(inik travel agency.

REPS
The Kai/ igency, Men ^oik. i-

launching .1 trainee program proving

that the t\ field i- coming "I age. New

fields are dependent on immediate re

-nil- fi»r survival. Extended trainee

programs air onlj possible in estab-

lished enterprises. I*he K.ii/ Vgency,

among others, i- helping to bring a

stamp "I maturit) in the i\ sales busi-

ness. Three young men will undergo

.1 I
_' in l!l month period ol orientation

in the i\ sales field at the Katz Agency.

Ja.k Bolton, 28, Jack Beauchamp, 29,

and Jack Ginway, 2(\ will be the firsl

to debut in tlii- new training plan.

Weed Television, New York, has

been appointed a- national -air- rep-

resentative for k\l\. of San Jose,

California, the \lil station (Channel

11 1 has ii- transmitter located 20 miles

Bouth "I San Jose and half waj be-

tween that citj and Salinas. In addi-

tion to these two cities, the station

RESEARCH
Nielsen Coverage Stud] <lat;i in*

clude all 1 1
«

- homes which regn-
larlj rune in t<> ;i station, the \ I

Nielsen • 0. m.ik>-- cleat in announi -

ing the release ol supplementary "bo-

mi-" audience figures.

John k. ( him hill. Nielsen \ .p., ex-

plained thai basic NCS -2 material

shows a station's circulation in all

counties where the station has a regu-

lar audience of 10' < or more of the

radio or i\ homes. I he "bonu9 fig-

ures are in addition to the l>a-i< data,

though thej do not disclose the loca-

tion "I these additional homes.

The supplementary data 1I1 shows

regulai listening on a \veekl\ hasi-

with da] and nighl figures »i\en -.|i-

aratel) and (2) includes out-of-home

radio listening also provided in the

basic reports.

The bonus figures cover all areas

not otherwise reported for a station.

I bej do not affect anj counties al-

read) reported. 1^

STOCK MARKET
1 oUow in— -ioi k- in an media and

related fields w ill be listed • id

w iih quotal ions foi I uesda thu

and Tuesda; the week befon Q
lion- supplied b) Mei 1 ill I • n< h,

Pien e, Fennei and Beane.

\eu )

1 Net

Stock 22 l 1 U

\l; Pi '-

\ IM IT 1"

.

174% -

\ 1
'-

1 BS \" 1 .

( lolumbia Pii m -1

20 + %
P ••mil 1

;

-

IK \
:

-

Stori 1 + Vh

20th 1 24* 24% Va

\\ .ii in I Bros. -•:', 1
'-

\\ est inghonse 54% %

American Stock Exchange

Ulied Vrtists 3% - 's

1 \< Super 1 1% '-

DuMont 1
'-

Guild Films 1
•-

\ 1 \ 8% 1 •,

word for J-: J m '5?

Coming: February 13th at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York

February 15th at the Hotel Sherman. Chicago
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Another thinly disguised WJR Success Story

Say, who is this guy "Milk" up at WJR, anyway?
Well, fellows, "Milk" offered a lot of weight-

conscious listeners a chance to eat heartily and

take off pounds simultaneously.

Any wonder they addressed 4,255 letters to

"Milk," WJR, Detroit 2, Michigan?

That was the address for a free booklet offered by

an advertiser who sells milk. The booklet was full

of good advice on how to lose weight, still eat lots

—and, naturally, drink lots of milk.

The offer was made on a noon newscast. Of the

4,255 requests, metropolitan Detroit accounted

for nearly half.

Whether you want to sell Detroiters, or the more

than 16 million persons in the Detroit-Great Lakes

market, your best buy is WJR.

The Great Voice of the Great Lakes

WIRW W % Detroit

50,000 Watts ^0 CBS Radio Network

Have you mailed your

Community Chest check yet?
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What's happening m I . S. Government

tliat affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
2 February The FCC appears to have been bitten bj 1 1 «- cloak-and-dagger hug.

sponsor "ubucations inc
' ts solemnlj considering railing in tli«- FBI lo find out who is leaking tentative

decisions to tin* press.

Iii Dumber, onl) one commissioner—John Doerfer- feels insistent that tin- culprit In-

tracked (low n. Ili> reason

:

llii- Bort of leak permits political and other pressures to be applied bo as to get de-

cisions changed before they become final.

Doerfer's proposed solution against leaks is tins:

Announce opinions immediately, with am necessarj written opinions to follow when

ready.

Because <>l a similar "leak" problem which developed into a -lock scandal not long ago,

the CAB now announces even tentative decisions immediately.

It looks now as if the Senate Commerce Committee will duck the formidable
job of getting enough of its members to agree, and hence will not issue a formal
report on its investigations into tv.

The way "out" is one used before: a staff report that will embrace all sorts of interesting

things without putting a single senator on the spot. It will be up to each committee member

to say something in favor or issue a dissent, as a sort of extra-curricular chore.

Special counsel Kenneth Cox figures on three separate reports—issued one at a time dur-

ing the next five or six weeks.

They will come in this order: 1) subscription tv. 2) network practices, and 3) the allo-

cations question.

Meanwhile the Senate Commerce Committee has decided to continue the tv

investigation this year.

The decision was made at the committee's organizational meeting. But it was not made

clear whether the probe will be carried on by the full committee or the newly appointed com-

munications subcommittee, which consists of:

Sen. John Pastore (D., R. I.), chairman; A. S. (Mike) Monroney (D., Okla.) ; Strom

Thurmond (D.. S. C.) ; John Bricker (R., Ohio); and Charles Potter (R., Mich.).

A battery of lawyers representing such stars as Marilyn Monroe, Lucille Ball.

Desi Arnaz. Jackie Gleason. Perry Como, and Danny Thomas pleaded with the In-

ternal Revenue Service not to rule against the corporate method of doing business

hy personalities.

Bv allowing to incorporate and drawing salaries from the corporation, the performers

escape paying the maximum individual income on their taxes—91%.
Through a corporation the maximum is 52%.

The perennial measure, outlawing the advertising of wine and beer on t\—has

heen introduced in this session of Congress by Sen. William Langer (R., \". D.).

Sponsor of the bill is the Methodist Council of Bishops.

Langer's measure would affect all media crossing state lines, even though the temperance

forces last vear expressed a willingness to compromise on the verboten area, making radio

and tv the lone targets.

This bill and others like it Qoi hearings last vear but were not reported out of committee.
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TRIANGLE STATIONS

Delivering

T O

I

EXCLUSIVE
ONLY TRIANGLE STATIONS deliver ALL of

the top film product available to television,

reaching ONE out of every TEN TV homes in

America . . . 15,000,000 people in Connecticut,

Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey,

New York, Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

«MHWV . . &a^ A&C -Wmf-TV _ Basic gb$ + ABC, nbc
WPBG-TV Bo*kC§S + ASC, NBC-WNHC-TV.. Basic ABC + CBS
Blair-TV for WRl-TV, WNBF-TV and WFBG-TV . Kcrfz for WNHC-TV



VORLD'S

MOVI
fGM • Warner Bros • 20th Century-I

lEVISION'S HOTTEST BUY! %V/Z billion worth

be BEST entertainment on TV anywhere.

.

. topping

competition in market after market. Prime time

. liabilities going fast! Phone or wire today!

WFIL-TV
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

WNBF-TV
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK

WFBG-TV
ALTOONA, PENNSYLVANIA

WNHC-TV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD, CONN.

operated by: Radio and Television Oiv. / Triangle Publications. Inc. / <46tn A Market St«., Philadelphia 3-->

WFIU-AM • F M • T V . a. Pa./WNBF-AM • FM • T V, Singh
WHOB-AM, Harrlsburg, Pa. / WFBC-AM • TV. Aitocna. Pa. / WNHC-AM «PM • TV, New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

York 17. New York



A roundup of trade talk,

(rends and tips for admen
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Puzzled by reports linking it with the Bulova account, Esty last week wrote a

are-you-still-thinking-of-us letter to Arde Bulova.

It's been three years since Esty was invited to make a play for the business. That's

before the account went from Biow to its present home, McCann-Erickson.

Since then there's been no contact between Bulova and Esty.

With a transistor radio, the salesman now can carry the audition in his pocket.

A prospect in New Jersey last week told a CBS representative: "We like our commer-
cials integrated into the program."

The salesman looked at his watch and, whipped out his palm-size radio, and suggested:

"Here's how it can he done."

The adman listened for live minutes and was sold.

Feature film people, accustomed to the flamboyant, are contributing this drop

of vinegar to Madison Avenue speech : "Smoking-jacket critic."

It's the high-domed reviewer who looks at tv thoughtfullv from behind a pipe.

"Executive Suite" folkways—as you might expect—popped up in McCann-
Erickson's new quarters on Lexington Avenue last week:

After examining his office's modern decor, furniture, lighting—plus air conditioning and

coaxial hookup—a v.p. paced off the dimensions.

Then he shook his head, sadly told an associate: "You know, this is the smallest office

I've had with the company in 15 years."

In the album of the air media, many an important person today was a bright

baby 20 years ago.

A random flip of the pages brings up these bear-rug memories:

NAME

Frank Barton

Elizabeth Black

Ken Dyke

Harold E. Fellows

Gayle V. Grubb

Jack Harris

Lawrence Holcomb

Carl Havelin

Jack R. Latham

Craig Lawrence

Ned Midgeley

Victor M. Ratner

Reggie Schuebel

Don Thornburgh

Lloyd G. Venard

Frank White

20 YEARS AGO
N. W. Ayer timebuyer

R&R timebuyer

NBC sales

WEEI manager

WKY manager

WSM publicity

Fletcher & Ellis

KFI-KECA sales

Y&R spot buver

KRNT sales

BBDO timebuyer

CBS sales promotion

Biow timebuyer

KNX v.p.. manager

WCKY sales

CBS treasurer

NOW
Lennen & Newell v.p

H. B. Cohen, head timebuyer

Y&R asst. to president

NARTB president

Storer v.p

KPRC-TV-AM general manager

Tatham-Laird, N. Y.

BMI president

Philip Morris ad mgr.

CBS o&o director

Bates asst. v.p.

McCann-Erickson v.p.

Norman. C&K v.p.

WCAU, Inc., president

Venard, Rintoul & McC
McCann-E senior v.p.
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. . . IN SOAP AND CLEANSER SALES ®

I In nation's capital is reall) cleaning up these days. 1 Ik

sale ol soap and cleansei products has risen .1 sharp 23^
in the |>.im two yeai s.

With soaps and cleansers, .1 familial sioi\ aboul Wash-

ington is repeated .1 stoi\ ol sales gains significantly

greatei than those in othei leading cities. It's a stor) that's

true in dinns. in home Furnishings ... in just aboul any-

thing you ( .111 name.

Paralleling the Washington growth in soap and cleansei

sales is th< increasing use ol \VR( and \\ K( 1 V l>\ .\>\

vertisers in this category. Ovei the past two years, adver-

tising ol thesi products on th< Washington leadership

stations has ( limbed a big 25 I

'

Whatevei you sell in I) ( soap 01 soup, n uffles <>i 11 dli -

— dn as more and more advertisers .11 e doing 1 \ ( n m<

Sell with the biggest guns in Washington's selling I im...

WECandWRC-TV..
\iu 1 e \di Ksinr m moNsiN WASHINGTON, D. C.

sold by lXIS<:|SI>OT SALES



THERE'S ONLY ONE LEADER...

lOLLF TV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION , BUTTE

"Accordii
to the^

Record*'
Continuities for Ma
A daily almanac . . .

a five - minute prog

packed with inform*

about the important

penings throughout

world.
March's "Aecordin

the Record" i n c 1 u
stories about Samuel I

ton, The Alamo, C

Wendell Holmes, Jo
Appleseed, and othei

nificant entertaining

lights of the years ps

BMI's "According
Record" package coi

a full month's supp
continuities . . . 1

commercial . . . Now
12th successful year.

For sample scripts pleas

to Station Service Dep<

f
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BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

McCANN'S BLUEPRINT
(Continued from page 30 I

The "tripartite" departmental split

in the tv-radio programing services

division is a new organizational struc-

ture designed to fit the new building

and new facilities. It was formulated

after the professional services division,

under v.p. George Park, studied the

tv-radio division on the basis of work

load and evaluated the work flow.

"The same number of people will

now be able to handle a greater volume
of billings in terms of shows," says

Haight.

On the eighteenth floor of the new
building, which tv-radio will occupy,

Haight's group will have vast studio

facilities and a novel closed-circuit

set-up, which brings a new dimension

to the modern agency operation.

On 485 Lexington's eighteenth floor

there are four projection rooms, the

largest of which seats 70, the smallest

20 people. The agency also has two
live cameras, and is prepared to add
a color camera eventually.

However, the most distinctive in-

novation is McCann's closed-circuit tv

operation. In the new building, Mc-
Cann-Erickson has direct lines to ABC,
CBS, NBC and to Empire Productions,

on a closed-circuit. This means that a

new Jim Bowie film arriving at ABC
TV from the Coast, can be run through

at ABC's studio and monitored on the

McCann-Erickson tv sets in the agency.

There are now 12 tv sets for monitor-

ing in the tv-radio programing serv-

ices department alone. Channels six,

eight and 10 are the McCann-Erickson

closed-circuit channels. Any 35-mm.
film can be run off at Empire Produc-

tions and viewed at McCann via closed

circuit.

"This will mean a tremendous time-

saver for us not only in supervising

rehearsals of our own live shows, but

it will also free us to monitor competi-

tive shows more frequently," says

Haight. "When you've got 26 net-

work shows in the shop, it means

watching not just 26, but all the com-

petitive programs and virtually any tv

show for the sake of scouting out

trends, watching for new performers

and looking over new scripts."

While Haight's staff is working,

monitoring, screening and testing on

the eighteenth floor, McCann-Erick-

son's media department is busy on the

fourteenth.

The media department : "This is a

rejoining for us," says Bill Dekker,

v.p. and media director. "We moved

out of 50 Rockefeller about two years

ago because of lack of space, and spent

the last couple of years at 1270 Sixth.

It will be far easier to maintain com-
munications with client account serv-

ices, research and the creative services

now that we're in the same building.

And. of course, we've got more space

now than before, which eliminates

overcrowding."

r rom a point of view of organiza-

tion, the media department will con-

tinue on the same basis on which it

has operated for six years this month.
Basically, it's a "semi-integrated" oper-

ation, with all-media men on the asso-

ciate director level and specialists in

broadcast and print under them.

Here's how it works:

McCann's 127-man media depart-

ment has five media groups with ac-

count assignments, each headed by an
associate media director. Within each
group and reporting to the associate

media director there's a broadcast

supervisor and a print supervisor, and
buyers assigned to each.

"It's a 'group system' for account
media control and planning, with spe-

cialists in their proper area," savs

Dekker.

The total advertising plan for each
client originates within a product
group meeting. In these meetings, the

associate media director assigned to

the account represents media, and the

account executive is the conference

leader. Other representatives within

the group are, of course, sales promo-
tion man, tv-radio programing account
man, creative services people.

"When the associate media director

goes into such a planning session, he

takes with him the thinking of his two
supervisors— broadcast and print,"

Dekker told SPONSOR. "Outdoor and
transportation are a separate section

within the media department, which
operates as an adjunct to each of the

five media groups. It's a service avail-

able to each group."

The organization of the media de-

partment as such did not change as a

result of "The Big Move." However,

there's been a streamlining in the

operation and added efficiency of

physical lay-out of the various offices.

"We'll be saving uncountable travel-

ing time and energy previously wasted

through need to communicate between

our people at 1270 Sixth and their

inter-agency contacts at 50 Rockefeller

Plaza," savs Dekker.

Perhaps the most frequent contact

for media people is the media research
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group. In its new I lili Hooi head-

quarters, the media department also

lui^ the librarj and foui or five re-

learch people. I In* majoi portion of

research, however, is on the ll ighl

above media, along with the sales de-

velopment group which feeds media

the important marketing data upon

which media strateg) i- founded.

Research, however, is undergoing an

entire reorganization which will even-

tuall) make the group a wholly-owned

Mil .inn subsidiary, not to be located

at ilir 185 Lexington home office. "Bui

ll that time, communications with re-

search will be well-planned and easil)

established," Dekker told sponsor.

The fundamental philosophy I hat

has guided McCann-Erickson'a media

organization to-date applies as much

today, after "the largest exodus since

pt," as it did at 1270 Sixth We-
nue. According to Dekker, media has

fuiir functions: ill Planning: "This

i- the creation "I a media plan, and

what comes mil ol the product group."

(2) Execution, or the actual buying.

i 3 1 Manufacture: that is. what Dekker

calls the "turning out ol physical evi-

dence or documentation of a buy."

Included under this function is the

paperwork from estimating to billing

which is handled by the buyers and

the people assisting them, i li Media

relationships: "This we live 1>\ t" get

better availabilities from reps ami

stations and to maintain good relation-

shins with them as the clients' repre-

sentatives."

The key to Dekkers philosophy for

media department organization is ac-

tualK contained within this fourth

function—media relationships.

'"By specialization and account as-

signments, we make it possible for the

media rep to know which buyer to go
to with his information and who has

the authority for the buy." Dekker ex-

plains. "And this job of maintaining

close and effective media relationship

is a big one. It requires specialization

on the buying level since it would be

physically impossible for one buyer
to maintain adequate relationships in

all media."

This philosophy represent^ a sharp

contrast from the theon underlying

the all-media buying system at a few

major agencies.
I See SPONSOR 26 Jan-

uary 1
()57 for analysis of Y&R's all-

media buying system.) \i McCann,
the media strateg] is the result of

product-group thinking. It's one of

five associate media directors who
contribute media facts and philosophy

to these product group meetings. 01

course, he does draw upon the specific

,ii count and media know ledge ol the

specialists undei him who are assigned

to the particulai ai i ount.

\i N &R and in other agent iea such

a~ Leo Burnett and Bryan Houston,

where then- an all-media buying

system, the Individual buyei on the

account is responsible for planning

over-all strateg) as well as execution

of the media plan.

"\\ e feel thai media toda\ are so

complicated and require such a con-

stant, time-consuming personal contact

between media representatives and

buyers that we prefer to specialize on

the le\el responsible for the execution

of the plans," -a\ - Dekker.

Of course, this "semi-integrated"

approach t<> media organization does

not preclude Inner-account e\ecuti\e

and Inner-client contact. On the con-

trary. Both timebuyers and space

buyers assigned to specific account-

are constantly and informally in touch

with their counterparts at the client's

offices. They're consulted b\ product

managers < >r brand ad managers on

specific buys. Antl when it comes to

formulating an over-all media strategy,

llic\"re consulted by the associate

media director either direct!) or

through the broadcast and print super-

\ isors.

"\\ e've found this system to be effec-

tive, so we're sticking with it," says

Dekker. "For us, the physical move to

185 meant mainly more space and

better communications. It's not meant

a change in basic philosophy or oper-

ation. We were all delighted about this

move, which brings us closer to the

other people we work with in the

agency. \nd the only regret I've got

is that I'm losing my barber after 16

j
ears."

The media department was actualh

among the first to move to the new

headquarters. By 3:30 p.m. Big Move
Da] on Tuesday 22 January, the

11th floor at 1270 Sixth Ivenue

was virtually deserted barring Bill

Dekker. who was shooing people out

of the way as the moving plan re-

quired, and a batch of men in overalls

who were starting to push desks

around.

Ever] bit of furniture had been

tagged and marked on the previous

day, files had been cleared and mm ing

schedules posted. Earlv Wednesday

morning, 23 January, McCann's media

department was unpacking, and bv

afternoon, it was back at work. ^

cost per thousand is

44°o lower than its

^ closest rival.

delivers 5.1 average

between 8 and 5. No
ratings below 4.4

Pulse: Sept.-Oct. '56

covers what counts!

800,000 people in half

millivolt contour.

550,000 of them are

in Franklin County . . .

the home county.

Columbus, Ohio

the station with

a personality.
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'WAY OUT

I !

Oldtime steamboat races along

our Ohio River Valley were often

close, and hazardous to put your

money on. Quite different from

today's audience race among
TV stations. When you put your

money on WSAZ-TV, you've

picked THE winner. Survey after

survey gives the title to this 69-

county giant — and the latest

Nielsen is no exception. Consider

these WSAZ-TV margins over

the next-best station:

95,670 more homes per month
99,430 more homes per week

101,130 more daytime homes,
weekdays

100,580 more nighttime
homes, weekdays

WSAZ-TV steams with compar-

able popularity across a four-

state domain wherein almost

$4,000,000,000 buying power
awaits advertisers who like to

ride with the winner. The gang-

way is down at any Katz office.

HU/NTi/NGTOfS-CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Atfiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ. Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT

Represented by The Katz Agency

76

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Louis Hausman has rejoined CBS Radio

as vice president in charge of advertising

and promotion. In making the announce-

ment. Arthur Hull Have-, president of

CBS Radio, said that in addition to Haus-

man's primarv responsibility for the ac-

tivities of advertising, audience promo-

tion, sales promotion and the press de-

partments, he "will supply creative counsel

tn other areas of the I radio i di\ ision." Hausman has been with CBS
since January 1940. Four years ago he left the radio division to

become successively vice president of CBS-Columbia, and CBS,

Inc. For the past four years he has also been treasurer of Brand

Names Foundation in addition to the several executive position- he

has held with CBS. During the war \ears Hausman served as a con-

sultant to OFF and OWL He is a graduate of Columbia University.

A. James Ebel, general manager of

KOLN-TV, Lincoln. Xebr.. has been elect-

ed vice president and director of the Corn-

husker Television Corporation. Announce-

ment was made by John E. Fetzer, presi-

dent and owner of the company. Ebel

joined the Fetzer organization in 1946 as

a member of the staff of WMBD. Peoria.

In 1954 he was transferred to KOLN-TV.
He is credited with supervising the rebuilding of the Lincoln station

and reorganizing the staff. Under his direction. KOLVT\ has

built up strong local programing and has taken on both CBS and

ABC affiliation. Before joining WMBD. Ebel was a professor at

the University of Illinois. He has a broad background in broadcast-

ing as both an engineer and an executive. His promotion is termed

a recognition of community service as well as companj service.

John Peace has been named as a member

of the plans board of the William Esty

Co.. according to an announcement made

bv James J. Houlaban. president of the

advertising agency. Peace is the youngest

member of the plans board and is a vice

president and media director for the

agency. He came to Esty in 1941 and has

been with the media department ever since

except for a three-year interim when he served in the Armed Forces.

He was elected a vice president and director of the media depart-

ment in November. 1953. Estv is a heav v tv user with six regular

network shows all sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. plus the

film syndicated series. Highway PatroL sponsored by Ballantine in

24 markets and the seasonal New York Yankees and Philadelphia

Phillies baseball broadcasts sponsored by Ballantine and Reynolds.
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- CH.

IVES PERSONAL SERVICE TO THE LAND OF MILK & MONEY

AND IT TAKES A BIG PLANT TO DO A BIG JOB!



Meet Denver's

BEST SALESMAN

BUGS BUNNY
«a

Channel 9-ABC-TV

Bugs Bunny and his other

Warner Brothers cartoon

friends are now available

to sell for you in Denver.

PLUS

POPEYE

THE SAILORMAN

Call Peters, Griffin, Wood-

ward or John Henry at

KBTV for availabilities.

DENVER
John C. Mullins

President

Joe Herold

Station Manager

Owned and Operated by

TV DENVER, INC.
1089 Bannock • TAbor 5-6386

Represented by Peters, Criffin, Woodward, Inc.

Reps at work

Russ Walker, John K. Pearson Co., New York, comments: "Many
advertisers are overlooking five minute newscasts. The difference in

rate between five minute shows and minute spots has narrowed in a

lot of markets and the extra impact of the program sponsorship

more than makes up the rate differential. Excellent results are being

secured by advertisers who com-

bine five minute news strips with

their spot package buys. A few

stations created saturation pro-

gram packages to go along with

the spot package buys. Several

others sell short news flashes, con-

sisting of about a minute of news

with a short billboard introduc-

tion and a full minute commercial

at the closing. These usually take

an intermediate rate, higher than

minute spots naturally, yet under

five minute news shows. Some advertisers use them effectively to

supplement spot package buys and as packages themselves. Local

and regional accounts have long been aware of the impact value

of the repeated short newscasts, and network news plans indicate

that they are soid on the idea. Both news flash packages

and five minute shows will increase as saturation packages increase.
'

Harry Mulford, NBC Spot Sales, New York, believes that station

special sales plans are advantageous because they enable the adver-

tiser to promote his product throughout the year and take advan-

tage of maximum discounts and bonuses. "NBC's spot plans for

major markets provide for substantial discounts when either 7 or

14 spots are purchased weekly,

Harry says. "And, advertisers with

low budgets can utilize these plans

in securing a good schedule of

da\time and nighttime spots."' He
thinks that the so-called summer

hiatus is due to timidity—not hu-

miditv. Products move off deal-

ers' shelves throughout the year

and the sponsor who uses a sum-

mer schedule will gain a lead

on his competitors. "Y ear-round

schedules are facilitated by these

plans." Harry sa\s. "At WRCA-TV, advertisers who purchase 52-

week schedules get a summer bonus of spots, based on their weekly

expenditure. Comparable plans are available in such markets as

Chicago. Philadelphia, and Seattle. Thus advertising campaigns can

continue throughout the \ear at a much more reasonable cost-per-

1000 than the) could if onK a limited schedule were purchased."'
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MISSOURI

PLUG THAT COVERAGE HOLE
37 County Coverage Area in One

of Nation's Largest Markets

POPULATION
FAMILIES

TV SETS IN AREA
EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME
RETAIL SALES

(Sales Management 1956)

883,700

281,300

167,488

$1,363,977,000

$ 944,953.000

CHANNEL 2_ CR «;CBS— ABC- NTA

ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI

A KENYON BROWN STAT.ON

TJ

Blair Television Associates, Rep.

SPONSOR • 2 FEBRl'ARY 1957 79
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Confusing week
id the headlines - justifiable

-.
.

- " - ing - _ >ing

up. down, or sideways
"

ne headline

in t.
- - Honeymoon

WRTB Bulletin reports " :

r

-

\ ork Tin - - - dor

r to tv."

What is the truth about tv in 1957

- - --ing a longer look before they leap.

But telr - b adjusting to a more practical plane in their

—boring - - -harper, strateg

- ted in the 26 Jin aai

E. home ~ek tuned in per commercial minute according

__ "_ "in 1955. 26.061.000 in 1956—

An ad man ad libs on tv
~ the presses is a . . - . » espe-

cially pleased to bring to the attention - - ^ e re-

fer to Bob : - /isply written commen-

- m television which originally appeared in -

and which include up-to-the-minute introductory remarks

that are themselves worth the pr the handsome 173-

Published by Ha-ting- House, d on Tl

;ually noteworthy for its preface which constitutes an in-

spiring statement of principles that every ad man might well

Says I man, "We can never agree to prostitute

- medium I tv ) for the fast buck, to degrade it for the high

. to prevent its hard-made steps forward for the -

status-quo. his would be to jeopardize more than one

pro^- ra e advertising hudg-

reman. who i- BBD< )'• jre-ident in charge of tv

and radio, believes that his proud profession. Televi-

-;ng." he contii ire the most im-

portant : : the advertising busin-

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: C uderation of

spot tv and radio as major media. Spot is in-

Tiportant as a heavy-duty compo-

,n thf advertiser' s media plan. It deserves

cons a the outset of a campaign.

10-SECOND SPOTS

Try it our loud: Most alliterative

t names in adland are these

from M. -r - echelon—

I

— .. Tinker and Chne.

Release: "F. B. Ride-ut. WEH
toa I dkI _.st. i- the so U l of kind-

36 and considerati

he is with determining ami

- die vagaries New England
weather, he still ha* time to think of

the birds. Hi? earlv morning broad-
• - iiind listener- si a bit of

-t for their feathered neish-

I nother example of public
ice program .

Definition: \ "Competitive Situa-

tion - - . - : d a doll or
-

Eh? Fr^m \. \. Times rTa~~jfi- -

ADVTC <»FF1CF ISS

rl Friday." medium-sized,
active mdtn agenev: ....

ut as tall as a Mm sic Hall Rock

Tigers: Theory was advanced
'-B^ T\ panel dk --- that timiditv

motivates admen to use of such plati-

tude- -- "Let's cross-pollinate it.""

"Let s lay it on the couch and see what
destructive tendencies it has."" etc.

Timidity- ^---onally. we've never

whipped up the courage to use them.

New business: As a sideline to his

\BC activities. Dave Garrowav has

started his own Rem Y..rk Citv tele-

phone a - ring service. // /. Fred-

erick Muggs answers, hang up!

Ciddyap! Writing in Printers' Ink.

Franklin C. wertheim. a direct-mail

-ultant. said: "whatever the prop-

er method of stimulating the real live

talent in \ oar shop, find it and use it

. . . to win with a race horse jrou start

off from the line with a whoop and a

holler and for that final dash to the

finish line hit the beast w ith the bat or

whip." Just wait' 11 th>- SPC I Society

for Prevention of Cruelty to Admen <

hears of th

Shake, rattle, roll: NBC T\

after EK i- Pre-l>-\ to do a country

- ectacular. Well, there's one

spec that won't need a choreographer.

• 2 FF.BRCARV 195'



R BROS. RATINGS

START

AND
GET

(nWBZ-TV's "Boston

Jiovietime", (5:00-6:30 P.M.,

Ilon.-Fri.) ratings shot up with

he start of programming

Varner Bros, features from the

revious month's 4.4 to a

)using 13.8. Succeeding months

aw ratings go even higher,

nd stay up!

These ARB Ratings Demonstrate Not Only The Tre-

mendous Audience PULL. . . But Also the Solid STAY-

ING-POWER Of These History-Making Warner Hits!

write or call

345

a.ap.
Madison Ave., N. Y. C. II MUrrcr

Inc.

y Hill 6-2323

CHICAGO
75 E. Wacker Drive • DEarborn 2-4040

DALLAS
1511 Bryan Street • Rive

LOS ANGELES
• 9110 Sunset Boulevard • CRestrie
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bless their cotton pickin' little hearts!

No, we don't mean these little pea pickers bein' measured . . . but low overhead

Robert Hall, nationally-known clothing chain. KXLA "suits" 'em 'cause

it measures up with folks who buy bales 'o duds. Yep, stuff moves fast when you

use KXLA, most listened to 24-hour country and western music station.

10,000 watts covering the greater los angeles market

11 10 on the dial XLA
Represented nationally by Burke-Stuart Co., New York, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco



MILDRED :• JOY
N a -PM 2'T*

30 POCVEFELMR PLAZA
NEW YOBK N Y

I' PO
• FEBRUARY ltS7
40< a copy • $10 a yaar
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

Just One Step from the Top!
rt

B^K

FEB 1 1 1957

It's a success story, like

the best of Horatio Alger. A mere

18 months ago, KOIL claimed only fifth place

in Omaha's six-station market. Today, a year and a half

later, the new KOIL has risen to dominant second

position!* First place is a single short step up. KOIL IS ON
THE WAY TO THE TOP!

*(Both Hooper and Pulse prove it.)

KOIL's success formula means that only KOIL in Omaha has

higher and higher ratings continuously. It shows again that:

Nothing succeeds like success!

Now, it's all over town that advertisers get bigger and better

results on KOIL than with any other Omaha station. The fact is,

more local advertisers use KOIL than all other Omaha stations combined!

KOIL is built on success! That's why so many agencies and

advertisers are guaranteeing the success of their campaigns

by selecting KOIL — Omaha's success station!

National representative, AVERY-KNODEL

"ATTS L^V^IJ Lb H0URS

The Pace-Setter in Omahti Htitlio

WHAT THE NETS

ARE DOING TO

HYPO FALL TV

\cu shoM - .i re offered

earlier. 1 he ti end is to

\\ esterns, action, hom -

or-more drama- : away

from one-sta r comedies

Page 33

Do two hats crush

radio creativity

in agencies?

Page 25

Can a local firm

use network tv

and get results?

Page 28

Producing the

silhouette tv

commercial

Page 30



The word is getting around! Fortune Magazine ealls it

"'The boom that runs a thousand miles. ,, And also observes,
"W ith secondary industry yet to come . . . the Ohio boom is

still in its infancy."

The Magazine of Wall Street states:
"In this Valley of the Ohio history is being icritten. In a decade
modern pioneers confidently invested hundreds of millions in
neiv plants and still more are planned."

WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va., is the Number One advertising
medium in this rich industrial heartland.

In any advertising campaign aimed at America's TOP markets,
remember the booming Upper Ohio Valley, and its dominant,
powerful advertising voice, WTRF-TV, Wheeling!

* x

a station worth watching''

wtrf tv
i* :

'

,

Wheeling 7, West Virginia

&Tvfy

For availabilities and complete

coverage information—Call

Hollingbery, Bob Ferguson,

VP and General Manager,

or Needham Smith,

Sales Manager,

Cedar 2-7777.

reaching a market that's reaching

NBC

316,000 watts

Equipped for network color

new importance!



WPEN IS SECOND IN PHILADELPHIA

1/10th OF n FROM FIRST
FAR—FAR AHEAD OF THE OTHER STATIONS
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According to the latest Pulse Reports
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

6 A.M. to Midnight
Sept. -Oct. 1955 to Sept. -Oct. 1956

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY gill PERN A, INC. Xeu- York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

SPONSOR • 9 FEBRUARY 1957
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Do two hats crush creativity?

25 CBS Radio president Arthur Hull Hayes alleges they do, suggests that

agencies split creative staffs in radio and tv to improve radio content

Can a local advertiser use network tv?

28 Florida real estate developer bought $85,000 worth of Today on NBC
TV, bagged 25,000 pieces of mail and a potential $4 million in sales

How to build a silhouette spot

30 Eveready batteries needed something different from straight live action

or animation to translate "Critical Moments" radio ballads to television

What the networks are doing to hypo fall tv

33 New shows are being offered earlier this year. Trend is toward

Westerns, action and hour-or-longer dramas, few one-star comedies

FEATURES

22 49th and Madison

45 New and Renew

54 News & Idea Wrap-Up

5 Newsmaker of the Week

40 Radio Results

68 Reps at Work

52 Sponsor Asks

18 Sponsor Backstage

64 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

72 Sponsor Speaks

48 Spot Buys

72 Ten Second Spots

14 Timebuyers at Work

70 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

61 Washington Week

In Next Week's Issue

What's happening to station rates?

Is the resurgence of spot radio pushing up prices in hard-to-buy time?

What about the tv rate spiral? Here's a rundown on the latest trends

Monthly tv cost and programing Comparagraph

Want the average cost of all half-hour tv dramas? The cost of a

specific show? See next week's special television Comparagraph section
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KWKH SHREVEPORT

SWINGS AWAY AT BALL!

\KH sports a mighty fancv listening average through-

out its 140-county Nielsen coverage area—in-

cluding many towns like Ball (La.), 110 miles

southeast of Shreveport.

I Shreveport itself, latest Pulse figures credit KWKH
with top rating in 55% oi all daytime quarter

hours

—

in lOO^c of all nighttime quarter

hours!

1 lUteners-per-dollar , KWKH beats the second-best

station by 89.4^. Get all the facts from The

Branham Company.

KWKH
-A Shreveport Times Station

I TEXAS

HREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

Nearly 2 million people live within the KWKH day-
time SAMS area. Area includes additional counties in

Texas. Oklahoma and New Mexico not shown in map).

ARKANSAS
50,000 Watts • CBS Radio
The Branham Co.

Representatives

Henry Clay

General Manager
Fred Watkins

Commercial Manager
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WKY-TV
66 COUNTY

COVERAGE

Other

Oklahoma City

Station

46 COUNTY

COVERAGE

18% more TV homes are available to you on

WKY-TV than on the second station.

(%j*vm~M%g&

WKY
i\

NBC

THE NATIONS fIRST COLOR TELEVISION STATION

Source: N. C. S. #2

OKLAHOMA CITY

Owned and Operated by

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.

WKY-TV and WKY Radio, Oklahoma City

WSFA-TV, Montgomery, Ala. WTVT, Tampa, Fla.

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.



NEWSMAKER
of the week

The news: The appointment of Bay E. Estes, Jr., us directoi

of itaff administration was announced today by Richard F. Sentner,

executive vice president, commercial department, ( nited States Steel

( orporation. In this newly created position Mr. Estes will supervise

the advertising, commercial research, product development and

market development divisions of I ,S. Steel

The newsmaker: The selection » > f Baj E. Estes from

within the compan) for the newl\ created post .,1 director of -talT

idministration underlines I .S. Steel's recognition of tlic need for

closei coordination of the firm's various marketing functions. Estes

position is actuall) thai of coordinator of the tremendous indirect

-rllirm operation I .S. Steel has launched in the past few years.

U.S. Steel is a pioneer in consumer industry promotion and a

master of the "secondary sell." The following four annual promo-

tions sell the advantages of steel to the consumer, while inducing

fabricator and retailer to tie-in

with I .S. Steel: Kitchen Call, to

promote the use of steel kitchen'

cabinets; Operation Shower,

"shower the bride with appliances

of steel"; Operation Sleep Sleuth,

"is \our old mattress stealing \our

deep?"; and Operation Snow-

flake, "make it a white Christinas

give her a major appliance."

Air media pla\ an important

part in these promotion-.

I .S. Steel's consumer advertis-

ing philosophy is summed up by

I stes this way: "You can bin steel from anyone at the same price

and quality. The only extra we can actualK offer is service, and

what better service can \ou give a manufacturer than to sell his

product to the consumer. Our promotions are not big enough to

be 'explosions,' but the) light the fuse and suppl) the powder. We
encourage manufacturer- and retailers to join us. and radio -tations

to go out and sell the retailers on tie-in advertising. It is an indus-

tr\ promotion. We are out to promote steel, not just I .S. Steel.

With sufficient demand for the products, we'll get our share."

"Operation Snow flake'" usim: spot radio, the I nited States Steel

Hour, newspapers and magazines succeeded in transforming Decem-

ber, a month traditionally had for the sale of major appliances,

into a good month within two years. The remarkable results

achieved by "Operation Snowflake" stem from a snowballing ol

tie-in advertising which was an integral part of the plan.

Estes joined I .S. Steel in 1939. Before coming to the company

he had been Assistant Dean and Research \--i-tant in Finance at the

Graduate School of Business Vdministration at Harvard. ^

Bay K. Estes, Jr.

SPONSOR 9 FEBRUARY 1957

KMPC/
710 he Los Angeles '

Reaches
r/i Million

GOLDEN WEST
BROADCASTERS

KMPC KSFO
Gene Autry, Chairman, Board of Directors

Robert O. Reynolds, President

National Representatives:

AM Radio Sales Company



VIDEO DIGEST

ALCOHOLISM • ANYONE
AT ALL • ATOMIC ALERT

BALTIMORE PLAN • CITY

WATER SUPPLY • DRUG

ADDICTION • THE LIVING

CITY »LOOK TO THE LAND

MAHATMA GANDHI
MAJOR RELIGIONS OF

THE WORLD • MAN AND
HIS CULTURE • MARCO
POLO'S TRAVELS • MEDI-

EVAL CRUSADES • MEDI-

EVAL GUILDS • MEDIEVAL

KNIGHTS • MEDIEVAL

MANOR'MENTAL HEALTH

SAFETY IN THE HOME

SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM

WHY VANDALISM?

MARCH OF SCIENCE

THE AIR AROUND US

ARCHIMEDES' PRINCIPLE

EARTH IN MOTION • EX

PLORII

EXPL<

VERSE I

EARTH • FIRE • FLOWERS

AT WORK • FUNDA-
MENTALS OF ACOUSTICS

GALILEO'S LAW OF FALL-

ING BODIES • GEOLOG-

ICAL WORK OF ICE

INTRODUCTION TO BIO-

LOGY • JET PROPULSION

LEARNING ABOUT ELEC-

TRIC CURRENT • LEARN-

ING ABOUT HEAT
LEARNING ABOUT LIGHT

BRINGING UP BAE

BABY'S DAY AT 12 WEEKS

BEHAVIOR PATTERNS OF

ONE YEAR • EARLY SO-

CIAL BEHAVIOR • FROM

CREEPING TO WALKING

GROWTH OF INFANT BE-

HAVIOR: EARLY STAGES

GROWTH OF INFANT BE-

HAVIOR: LATER STAGES

LEARNING AND GROWTH
LIFE BEGINS • POSTURE

AND LOCOMOTION
THIRTY-SIX W
B EH A

ANSWE

WHAT'S YOUR LINE

BOATS • BUS DRIVER

CATTLEMEN • CORN
FARMER • DOCTOR • THE

FARMER 'FIREMAN 'FOR-

EST RANGER • FREIGHT

TRAIN 'FURNITURE
CRAFTSMEN • THE HELI-

COPTER • LIGHTHOUSE

MACHINE MAKER • METAL

CRAFT 'MODERN LITHOG-

RAPHER • NEWSPAPER
STORY • NURSE • OCEAN
VOYAGE • ORANGE
ROWER • PASSENGER

• PLANNING YOUR

POLICE/V

lE'S HOW

\
\

BUILDING
BUILDING

HOUSES • Dl

FIREPREVEN

IMPROVE YOUR HOUSE

IRRIGATION FARMING
MAKING A BRONZE
STATUE • MAKING A MU-

RAL • MAKING AND US-

ING PUPPETS • MAKING
BOOKS • READING MAPS

BEHIND THE SCENES

APPLES • THE BOOK
BREAD • CLOTHI NG

kNj

SMELTING • COT
X

X
X

•FROM RANGE TO

R/TET • MILK • PAPER

)RY OF POTATOES
RY OF RICE • STORY

F SUGAR • WOOL

CHILDREN'S STORIES

LlRPLANETRIP • AIR-

[O MEXICO

kY AT

THE

101
Programs

for
Television

f
ING BEAU

PONY EX

PRISE FOR

FOX FABLI

LING •

THE C

OUR AMEMil
ADAMS, .

ALCOTT,

THE AME 1

ANTHON
BILL OF R hi

*T»\

*FOR YOUR COPY OF THIS PROGRAM B<*



•

GONIAL

COLUM-

HRISTO-

NGRESS

3F THE

JAMES

>EPEND-

AT LARGE

RVOIF

i '

Of ENG-

- AMER-

^A AND

AVAILABLE NOW!
*This is the book that contains the

programs bought by Westinghouse

Broadcasting Corporation for their

four major market TV stations.

-AROEISLAr

< HUNT

ANIMAL KINGDOM

ANIMAL BREEDING • ANI-

MAL HOMES • ANIMALS

GROWING UP • ANTS
ANIMALS AT WORK WITH

NATURE • ANIMAL
WAYS THEY EAT • ANI-

MALS-WAYS THEY MOVE
THE BEAR AND THE

CARf DMMON

LIFE IN THE U.S.A.

ERN

HON
OF NATURAL RESOURCES

NORTHEASTERN STATES

HERE'S TO HEALTH

CARE OF FEET • CARE OF

THE HAIR AND NAILS

CARE OFTHE SKIN • CON-

SUMPTION OF FOODS
CONTROL OF BODY TEM-

PERATURE • DIGESTION

OF FOODS • EAT FOR
HEALTH • FUNDAMEN-
TALS OF DIET-IMMUNIZA-

TION • LEARNING ABOUT
YOUR NOSE • TEETH

MEDICINE MARCHES ON^^H

TRACT • ALLERGIES • AN-

TIBIOTICS • BIOGRAPHY

OF THE UNBORN • BODY

DEFENSES AGAINST DIS-

EASE • CANCER • COM-

MON COLD • EARS AND

HOLIDAYS

CHRISTMAS RHAPSODY
CHRISTMAS THROUGH
THE AGES'NIGHT BEFORE

CHRISTMAS • SANTA AND
THE FAIRY SNOW QUEEN
JERUSALEM - THE HOLY

CITY • THE PILGRIMS

>d by

ANS-LUX TELEVISION CORPORATION
over 700 unexcelled film subjects produced by

*t< TELEVISION CORP. RICHARD CARLTON, VICE-PRES. IN CHARGE OF SALES. 625 MADISON AVE.. N.Y.C. PL 1-3114-5

WEST COAST OFFICE 1966 SOUTH VERMONT AVE., LOS ANGELES. CALIF., REPUBLIC 1-2309
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NEW, ADDITIONAL SURVEY PROOF:\
WNHC-TV—seven days a week, sign on to

sign off—delivers average audiences 210%
greater than top New York City station reach-

ing any part of the area; 244% greater than

Hartford; 174% greater than New Britain.

Kail KATZ for the proof: ARB, Nov. 1956;

PULSE, Oct. 1956; NIELSEN NCS #2, 1956. WNHC-TV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD, CONN.

***' Channel 8
ABC-TV* CBS-TV
Represented by KATZ

operated by: Radio and Television Dlv. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th A. Market Sts.. Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM«rMiTV, Philadelphia, Pa./WNBF-AM»FM»TV,Blnghamton, N.Y.

WHOB-AM, Harrisbur9> Pa./ WPBO-AM * TV.AItoona, Pa./ WNHC-AM • FM • TV,New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 4-85 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York

ESPECIALLY IN HARTFOR



\4ott significant tv "nil n»li<>

newt of tin- week with interpretation

in depth h>r busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
9 FEBRUARY
C«*yrl|ht IB57

SPONSOR PUBLICATION* INC.

This Heck a slow, low rumble thai hai been building up against1 the inte-

grated media buying system reached it* first real level of audibility. Clients here

and there muttered about the slowness <>f getting campaigns started, and sellers complained

about delays in orders. Clearly, the all-media exponents are in f<»r some soul-searching.

Here are tin- problems which this system (designed to distribute appropriations more

scientifically under today's complex marketing conditions! i- up against:

Problem No. 1: Media researcher* are drowning in a sea of figure-. The
intricacies of the air media are such that the average prober can make headway onl} slowl)

—and that < a brake or am campaign's progress.

Problem No. 2: Similarly, the all-media buyer can't handle the air mil as

speedily a* print (with which he's usuallv more familiar, anyhow). Facts and conditions

change too fast.

Problem No. 3: \- spot buying continue* to grow, the client is asking for more
and more reports, with the result that the media department pets trapped in bookkeeping.

Rasicallv. of course, the problem is that print media and air media move with separate

-peed-. Meshing the two involves a gear ratio that agencies are haying trouhle figuring out.

What may emerge is this:

A trend toward the McC'ann-Erickson system in which print and air special-

ists fand their affairs) are grouped in separate divisions.

'"Making an air specialist out of a print man is a mistake." says one major account

supervisor. "The two arc worlds apart. You're just converting one fulltime fellow into

two parrtime guys."

An unhappy sidelight on the situation is that it happens to coincide with a rising

turnover in timebuvers.

Ed Cashin, an upper echelon v. p.. appears to be masterminding the impor-

tant tv moves for BBDO during Ben Duffy's absence.

Bruce Barton has informed the agency's personnel that Duffy is coming along very

nicely after his operation: the only souvenir will he a brace on his left leg.

There's a big demand lately at CBS TV for one-shot shows.

Inquiries have come from meat packing, appliances, autos. oil refining, shoes, and

cigarettes. The thinking is that:

• It's cheaper in the long run to tie up with a name-*tudded one-shot for two or three

seasonal promotions—with dealers an important target—than to gamble on a film or live

series for 26 or 52 weeks.

• A show with plenty of names—costing anywhere from $250,000 to ^S.SO.OOfl ia la Maver-

ling'l—usually alwavs has a rating potential of 30 to 40.

• A one-shot offers lots of publicity, promotion, and merchandising mileage.

Note how drastically this thinking contracts with earlier views that only a program
series can be really successful—on the th°orv that the viewer has to be taught when

and where to look for something week after week.

Lever Bros.* media topnotchers are spending much of this week in skull prac-

tice with the company's various agencies.

Thev want to know what their agency counterparts think is going to happen to media

in 1960.

Purpose: collecting data for long-rang" planning.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

The SRA should know soon what chance it has of persuading 4A's agencies
to adopt the SRA formula for projecting local ratings to a station's full coverage.

A joint meeting of the 4A's broadcast media and research committees this week got a

thorough briefing on the formula from the SRA's research committee.

SRA, of course, hopes to eliminate much of the confusion that results when each agency

manufactures its own formula (see SPONSOR 2 February 1957 page 23).

The SRA formula accepts the viewing patterns reported by Nielsen, and uses them ag a

framework within which to project a station's local rating to its full coverage.

The reps have practically written off any hope of getting P&G to agree to their

formula (P&O has always used its own). But SRA wants general acceptance from agencies

for this reason:

The longer they use the 1\CS#2 in their own way, the harder will it he to con-

vert them to the SRA way.

Agencymen on the prowl for fall tv network programs in Hollywood paint

a rather drah picture (sec page 33 on networks' fall programing activity).

They're telling their headquarters that:

• Most of shows in pilot form aren't verv promising.

• A majority of the topflight tv film producers say their scripts aren't readv or the stars

haven't been signed.

Likely upshot of this situation is that clients will hold off making decisions on their

fall fare until midspring.

Program executives in agencies with big tv advertisers are convinced that

future network contracts for untried shows will have to include an escape hatch.

Pressure from clients is for the right to cancel after 18 weeks, though thev might be

willing to settle for 26.

What makes this a doublv difficult problem: Much depends on how soon an advertiser

can dig up a substitute show.

Madison Avenue scuttlebutt suggests that CBS Radio is about to pick up the

cue from advertisers to make nighttime rates "more economically attractive."

The last time the network and its affiliates got locked in a rate-revision wrestling match

was four vears a2o. CBS' objective then was to stay the flight of daytime business.

NBC Radio is setting steamed up about qualitative measurement information

and plans to do something emphatic about it.

As a top level executive of the network puts it: "We are bent on getting a more effec-

tive and conclusive svstem of measurement for radio, and it could turn out that Nielsen won't

be in our plans at all."

Here's what the new project will trv to portray:

1) Listeners at home.

2) Listeners in transit.

3) Ouality of these listeners.

4) Accumulative audience.

5) An audience profile showing the number of commercials that soaked in.

6) How radio supplements tv.

More and more major agencies are getting tough about back-to-back spotting

of announcements on radio stations. Also too close intervaling of competitive

products.

JWT is doing an intensive field check on its own. Meantime Esty's chief time-

buver. Dick Grahl, is asking stations, through their reps, for (1) notarized photostatic

copies of official broadcasting logs, and (2) submission with each radio spot solicitation of

a current tape recording for the hour containing the availability.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

How do agencies mark up on a strictly bookkeeping l>a*i* in t\ '.' Specifically,

it you average oul the cost-per-lOOO-homee-per-cominercial-minute <>f all their nighttime

network tv shows, whit -..it of figures emerge?

SPONSOR-SCOPE herewith presents such a tabulation covering some "f tin- agenc)

leaders. It is deadpan in the sense that some sponsors mas purposel) want high-priced

showpieces, some purposely want cheaper fare. Hut when all this is averaged out, >oii

get tin- picture below—based on December costs ami average homes reached; special pr<»-

grams ami spectaculars are not included:

AVERAGE NO. NET Wkl.V.SHOW w ma. time
AGENC1 CPMH-PCM SHOWS BILLINGS BILLINGS
Kenyon \ Eckhardt $2.50 3 $155,000 $195,000

William Ksty 2.62 6 L90.000 255,000

Ted Bates 2.67 8 210.(101) 365,000

Leo Burnett 2.86 4 105,000 155,000

Compton 2.88 4 1 10,000 170,0oii

Benton & Howies 2.90 6 235,000 265,000

BBDO 3.18 17 olo.OOO 760,000

^ oung X Rubicam 3.25 21 780,000 1 ,060,000

McCann-Erickson 3.27 12 420.OOO 570,000

FC&B 3.50 4 180,000 195.00H

SSC&B 3.50 8 290,000 310,000

Lennen & Newell 3.55 4 170,000 loo.OOO

Dancer-F-S 3.60 6 190.000 215.000

.1. W alter Thompson 3.80 11 325,000 530,000

Note: The foregoing cost-per-1000 estimates thus are offered <>nl\ a^ a general com-

parison, and not as a yardstick for measuring an agency's trading or producing efficiency.

General Foods is showing a strong interest in Screen Gems' Showboat.

Edwin Ebel, GF v.p. and Rod Erickson, Y & R tv-radio v.p. on the account, saw a

pilot of the show together in Hollywood.

Apparently GF would like to use the property as a monthly one-hour special. Back

in the '30s, a radio version of Showboat was sponsored by the same company in behalf of

Maxwell House coffee.

Lever Bros, won't be going steady with The Brothers, for which it assumes spon-

sorship on CBS TV 19 February.

The plan is move another show into the Tuesday night spot around 1 June.

Note that the period, devoted to Lever's new complexion detergent, Dove, follows a

P&G alternate sponsorship (the Phil Silvers show I

.

That marks the first time that P&G has agreed to let a competitor in the same
general field precede or follow one of its network programs.

(See 2 February SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 9, for details on this change of exclusivity

policy.)

CBS' new easing of adjacency protection applies to radio as well as tv.

Advertisers no longer get wholesale protection against competitors—only on competi-

tive products—on CBS Radio.

The length of protection there is 7]/l minutes.

In tv, the interval is a minimum of 30 minutes.

How Colgate has fared from its sponsorship of MGM's cream-of-the-crop

over KTTV, L.A., is indicated by the following data processed bj SPONSOR-SCOPE
from December-January ARB ratings:

AVERAGE HOMES COST-PER-1000 COST PER COMM.
(4 RATINGS) HOMES MINUTE

474,160 $31.50 S2.63

The four ARB ratings averaged 28, and the shou costs $15,000 a week.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

Manner of Emerson Foote's exit from McCann-Erickson has these earmarks:
• A fellow left standing in a game of musical chairs.

• Of a legal sequel over stock ownership and other participations.

The musical chairs theme was hinted at by a member of top McCann-Erickson

brass who told SPONSOR SCOPE:
"You know, Emerson once was the only executive vice-president. Now we have two

more executive vice-presidents, plus four senior vice-presidents."

On the legal sequel: Foote released a love-em and wish-em-well statement through his

lawyers, with the phrasing indicating: the divorce is over but there are some frayed ends.

Intense, power-driving, Foote ranks as a top-all-around agency operator, notably canny

at steering a client.

Watch for an executive in one of the big agencies to blast misuse of the word
"marketing".

He will take his colleagues to task for downgrading the term by confounding with

various kinds of merchandising and promotional services, such as:

• Field men calling on distributors and dealers with kits.

• Promoting a local tieup for a product.

• Persuading a chain market to put a few cans of beans on display.

This forthcoming speech will remind agencies that marketing is a high level function

and that, by associating it with the general run of field work, agencies not only cheapen

but misrepresent the function.

In being named executive v.p. in charge of tv network programs and sales,

Bob Kintner moves one more notch toward the level which had been pre-

dicted for him when he joined NBC several months ago: the network presidency.

Kintner's promotion brings with it a change in the working authority of Tom McAvity

—a tv programing veteran at NBC and an ex- associate of Pat Weaver.

McAvity remains an executive v. p. But he'll concentrate only on development of new

programs and talent, reporting directly to President Robert Sarnoff.

You can get a pretty good perspective on the growth of American advertis-

ing by comparing what the leaders were spending on network time in 1936 as com-

pared to 1956.

Here are the top 15 network time purchasers during the 20-year stretch:

ADVERTISERS 1936 RADIO ADVERTISER 1956 TV

(1) Procter & Gamble . ....$4,496,000 (1)

(2) General Foods . _ 2,764,000 (2)

(3) American Home .. 2,547,000 (3)

(4) Standard Brands ... 2,505,000 (4)

(5) American Tobacco _ 2,339,000 (5)

(6) Sterling Products .. _ 2,331,000 (6)

(7) Lever Bros. .. 2,182,000 (7)

(8) Colgate .... - 1,880,000 (8)

(9) General Motors .._ _ 1,818,000 (9)

(10) Liggett & Myers .. 1,806,000 (10)

(11) Ford 1,768,000 (11)

(12) General Mills 1,541,000 (12)

(13) Miles Lab. _ 1,457,000 (13)

(14) National Dairy _ 1,269,000 (14)

(15) William Wrigley 1,241,000 (15)

Procter & Gamble $24,500,000

Chrysler 15,000,000

Colgate 14,000,000

General Motors _._ 13,500,000

General Foods 12,500,000

Gillette-Toni 12,500,000

Ford 9,500,000

General Electric 8,500,000

American Tobacco 8,250,000

Lever Bros. 7,500,000

R. J. Reynolds 7,000,000

General Mills ._ 7,000,000

Bristol-Myers 6,500,000

American Home 6,500,000

Liggett & Myers 6.000.000

12

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New

and Renew, page 45; Spot Buys, page 48; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 54; Washington

Week, page 61; sponsor Hears, page 64; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 70.
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Latest

METRO PULSE
Will', first all day and night.

Will; firsl 360 ou1 of 360 quar-

ter-hours. In and "in of home,
.Mon.-Fri.. (i a.m.-mid-night.

Latest

AREA PULSE
Willi first all .lay. AVI II', firsl

263 out of 288 quarter-hours,

25 second place
\ \ 's, aone low-

er, Mon-Sat., t> am.-mid-night.

Latest

AREA NIELSEN
Will 1

, first all day and night,

with 4"_\7'
, share of audience.

WIIP, first .'very time period.

Mj'ii-Sat.. li a.m.-li p.m.

Latest

HOOPER
Will', first all day with 42.2« ',

of audience. June-Sept., 4-month
average Mon.-Fri., 7 a.m.-ti p.m.:
Sat. s a.m.-6 p.m.

at WHB . . . 87% renewal

>7\ of Willi's Largesl billin«

renewed in l!'">t>.

oca! accounts in 1955

Surf. Will; dominates Kansas City mi every national

survey. Sure. Storz Station programming quality

attracts tremendous audiences which in turn at-

tract advertisers. lint it takes results to make

local advertisers come back for more. Ami Will; i^

Kansas City's results Station. So mu.-li so. that

Will; has a higher percentage of renewals for both local

ami national advertisers than any other Kansas City

radio station. Talk to the man from BLAIR, or

Will; General Manager, GEORGE W ARMSTRONG

WHB
10,000 watts : /" kcs

Kansas City, Missouri

The r-4(-U>HMIMLU
-—
TODD STORZ

Today's Radio for Today's Selling
President

WDGY
Minneapolis-St.

WHB WQAM
Paul Kansas City Miami

Represented by John Blair & Co.

1KOWH WTIX
Omaha New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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Grosses $99,700,000
IN 1955

INTERSTATE BAKERIES,
sponsor of Cisco in markets

across the nation, states:

"The success of Cisco

Kid is so outstanding it

needs no further proof.

Cisco has certainly sold

a lot of bread and we
are looking forward to

continued increase of

sales through this out-

standing advertising

vehicle/'

Ask fo see more success stories of

THE WORLDS GREATEST SALESMAN!

"THE CISCO KID"

Q%&e>f<U0M>

1

1

Timebuyers
at work

Arthur Pardoll, media group director. Foote, (-one & Belding, New

York, responsible for Lever Bros., thinks that in addition to qualita-

tive and quantitative information, the hu\er should consider these

questions: i 1 i "Does the particular station adhere to published

rates? Is a package rate offered to all? We have found that main

stations are prone to offer package

buys. If these are new. were

quite interested in seeing them on

the rate card, offered to all adver-

tisers. Otherwise. we wonder

whether others ma\ be buying vir-

tual!) the same package at lower

rates. I 2 i Does the station abide

b) its scheduling promises? Is it

overlj commercial? The satura-

tion plans have resulted in a tre-

mendous number of commercials,

and it is important to us whether

a station provides at least a 15 minute separation between competing

brands if asked. (3) What about the integrity of the station peo-

ple? Has the station fulfilled its commitments in the past? Al-

though most stations are honest, a few stations have made us prom-

ises of special promotion, merchandising and other help, then failed

to deliver after the business was secured from the advertiser.
"

Sal Agavino, McCann-Erickson, New \ ork. timebuyer on the Nabisco

account, comments: "Stations don't understand the advertisers'

problems. We are not paying for the use of their facilities. We are

pa;, ing for the market which these facilities reach. The timebuyer

needs and expects the station to provide concrete information about

its market—statistics on income,

age. race. sex. familv status, social

standing, education, occupation,

home owners, tenants, etc.: the

amount of time to get to work:

the start and end of the workday

:

and tvpe of transportation used to

work. In addition, we should be

told the amount of money spent

on the station in the past year by

competing products so we can

compare it to their store sales and

what t\pe of announcement- and

or programs these advertisers bought, and time segments. Is this

as' ing too much? I don't think so. I hesitate to calculate on m\

slide rule the quantit) of station promotion material that is tossed

into Lhe timebuyer's wastepaper basket each da\. For the same

amount of monej and energy, the station could comprehensively

survey it- market and give it- advertisers the essential data."

SPONSOR l
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Tom Tinsley
President

R. C. Embry
Vice Pres.

c o FIDE C E
National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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There's more to Florida!

The image of Florida as America's greatest playground

frequently overshadows the fact that the northern part of

the state is one of the hardest-working, fastest-growing,

Healthiest industrial complexes of the nation — with more

manufacturing than sixteen states!

There's Jacksonville, far instance

. . . the hub of this $1,660,000,000 business empire.

Because it is strategically located to serve the needs of the

entire Southeast, and provides business and industry with

superb railroad and deep-water port facilities, Jacksonville

has become headquarters for more than 600 manufacturing

enterprises — and bank clearings have doubled in five years'.

(I it (I ft r/ISli'M J is the one and only medium

that can sell all of northern Florida plus southeast Georgia.

To get your share of this market of 264.000 television

families* you need W MBR-TV—the viewers*favorite station

by a 5V2to 1 margin!**

'Sielsen Coverage Study *2, updated to 1I-5T

•'ARIi. Sovember 1956

W M 15 \VV\- Channel 1. Jacksonville

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division

Represented hv CBS Television S'pot Sales



New

Nielsen

Nd. 2

PROVES

Cbutfll, WRBL-TV

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

IS

your

best

choice

for

1357
IIS THE BILLION

DOLLAR

COLUMBUS,

GEORGIA

MARKET

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

by Joe Csida

18

Sponsor

The hard, long sell—> Florida style

I was no! working in Florida, but one Mondaj

evening, just a tevi minutes after 6:30 I turned

on the television. From then till
~ :'M) I watched

a program (well, no. not realh a program), I

watched a man. I recommend him to am ad-

vertising man. an) buyer of televison time any-

where. To begin with he obviousl) persuaded

the proprietors of Channel 8, WFLA-TV, which

is the NBC affiliate in the Tampa-St. Petersburg

area, to permit him to do an uninterrupted one hour-long commer-

cial ever) Monda) night, and another half hour (6:30 to 7 p.m.)

every Friday night. This. I should guess, took a touch of selling.

The mans name is Howard. 1 don't now whether it's Joe Howard

or Howard Jones. It realh doesn't matter. He looks like a man
named Howard, either way. He is distinguished looking, with neatl)

combed I back from the forehead I silver-grev hair. His eyes

have the piercing quality of the F nele 5am in the old war-lime

poster, which used to read "Lncle Sam Needs You." He uses these

eyes, an authoritative and loud voice, plus his hands and arms to

sell. He has either written a book called "How to Sell Anybody

Anything, " or probably will in the near future. At least he should

if he can find time awav from running his store in Clearwater,

which is called '"Howard's," and to which end he utilizes this

television time I am telling \ ou about. He mentioned several times

on the air that he is from "Southern Ohi-uh. ' In the newspaper pro-

gram log. the time he utilizes is referred to as Howard Presents.

In Howard's own newspaper ads he calls the shows, A \ ight at the

Auction. Anywa\. when I tuned in he had launched into what he no

doubt considers, and what is. in a way, a public service pitch.

"Clearwater deserves a major department store'*

Clearwater, he said fiercely, deserves a department store, a major

department store, and he, Howard, was going to see to it that they

got one.

"But." he screamed, and stabbed his finger toward the camera

lens. '*.
. . but. you've got to help me!' He made it very clear that

the auction he was about to perpetrate would feature merchandise "1

such high qualitv. at such laughably-low prices that it might easil)

be considered a criminal act if you failed to run down fo Gulf-to-Bay

Boulevard and Duncan Street in Clearwater, where Howards store

i- located and whence emanates this telecast. ^ ou would, it was

made plain, not only be missing a great bargain, but would just

possibh be personalis responsible for the continuance of Clearwater

as an undeservedK underdeveloped city.

Having made it clear that his major motive in conducting this

auction was to bring to Clearwater the kind of first rate department

store it so richl) merited. Howard paraded before the cameras a

series of articles, large and small, inexpensive and relatively costly.

Bombastically, sometimes vaguely, but always with authority he
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With the same outstanding management that has successfully guided

one of the nation's outstanding radio stations for the past 30 years,

Channel 1 2 is on the air with the full power of 316,000 watts, the

latest RCA equipment and the only live, unduplicated program cover-

age in the rich South Texas market. And Channel 12's rate structure

has been realistically set to accommodate advertisers who are in-

terested in reaching San Antonio with the hottest, livest television

station in the Southwest!

Complete programming of the vigorous ABC television network is

combined with top film packages and some fine local shows. For

FRESH, NEW availabilities in San Antonio the H-R folks or Clarke

Brown Co. will be delighted to give you the full picture.

cffiliote

7&&ze&&>M£fc<fesZfcrt6j&e&<ft'i

H-R TELEVISION, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • IOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

CLARKE BROWN CO.
DALLAS • HOUSTON • ATLANTA • NEW ORLEANS • DENVER
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covers what counts!

800,000 people in half

millivolt contour.

550,000 of them are

in Franklin County . . .

the home county.

!

Columbus, Ohio

the station with

a personality.

U&e-flie MB-kih
wuL colli Fatfoe

Sponsor backstage continued

described the item, its features, its purpose, its quality, then com-

manded the camera: "All right! Talk to me. Come on 'n' talk to

this ole boy! How much? How much? Talk to me!"
I can't truthfully say that I heard any of the customers bidding,

but they plainly were, for Howard, would say:

"A dollar! I've got a dollar! Come on now, talk to me! How
much? Two dollars, five, $10, $25! All right, I'm going to give it

away for $25!"

It must be clearly understood that Howard uttered few phrases

without bold face exclamation points behind them. And as often as

not, having got the bid up to, say, $25, he would display the true

generosity of his nature, by declaiming: ''All right, I've got $25.

But tell you what! I don't want $25! Give me $6.75 and you take

it with you. Or $6.75 plus $1.00 for postage and I'll send it to

you anywhere in Florida."

I would estimate that Howard threw away $500 or $600 in the

differences between what he was bid on a dozen or more items, and

the much lower figure at which he insisted upon selling the items.

He was, indeed, a master of what is referred to in some quarters as

the reverse selling technique.

One of his salesmen brought out a rather complicated looking

gadget. Howard took it from him with some impatience.

His salesmen were obviously in awe of Howard

"What is it? What is it?" he demanded irritably, as he un-

ravelled it.

The salesman made so bold as to explain that it was a washline.

The hesitant manner and the halting, slightly quavering tone of

voice with which he imparted this information to his boss, gave

me the feeling he feared Howard would hold him personally respon-

sible for the fact that it was not something other than a washline.

Anyway he identified the item, and Howard turned back to the

camera.

"All right," he snorted, "All right, so it's a washline. Talk to

me! How much? How much?

"

He called off three or four low. but ascending numbers, then said.

"All right, sold for $1.35!" He looked at the washline disdainfully

as he handed it back to the salesman, and said

:

"I wouldn't have it myself!"

His salesmen, one after another of whom, brought items up to

Howard to be disposed of, all seemed to stand in considerable awe

of this master salesman who employed them. Without exception

thev handed him their products gingerly, and spoke only when

spoken to. And this was easy to understand.

Long before the hour was up, Howard had made it plain that

he is a fighter, a man who neither asks nor gives quarter. In auction-

ing an insect spray, he said

:

"If there's one thing I can't stand its New Yorkers who come

down to Florida, enjoy our sunshine, and then go back, and talk

about nothing but our bugs and insects. They don't say anything,

of course, about their flies and cockroaches! Oh. no! But Florida

is just full of bugs and insects. . . . sure ... !"

As I said—if you want a lesson in hard sell, catch Howard on

WFLA-TV. It's the most entertaining one hour commercial on

television to my knowledge. I wonder if Bobby Sarnoff has ever

caught him. ^
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PHOENIX

40.8
KPHO-TV ARB
Thurs. Jan. 17

to 9 P.

LOS ANGELE

30.6
KTTV ARB
Fri. Jan. 11

8 to 10 P.M.

8

ALTOONA

24.3
WFBG-TV ARB

Sat. Nov. 17

11 P.M. to

12:30 A.M.

KANSAS CITY

33.1
KCMO-TV Trendex

Fri. Jan. 11

"!
:30 P.M. to

2:30 A.M.

ATLANTA

27.4
WSB-TV ARB
Sun. Jan. 6

12:30 to

2 P.M.

'om coast to coast

[-G-M FEATURES
tave captured the

leart of America!

n only a few brief months, MGM-TV
ms revolutionized the telecasting scene,

n market after market, the signs

f success are seen—not only in

ecord ratings but also in upped billings

nd greater prestige and profits. If

you have not done so already,

inquire today as to the availability

of the M-G-M library in your area.

A SERVICE OF
LOEWS INCORPORATED

Write, wire or phone Charles C. Barry,
Vice President, 1540 Broadway, New York



great
going,

Lloyd LLOYD YODER
WRCV-TV,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

for boosting time slot rating

by 262%* with codeJ No. 1 in time slot,

Sponsors: Mrs. Smith's Pies

and Freihofer's Bread

*ARB, Oct. 1956

for youj market availabilities,

call, write or wire

ABC Film Syndication,

1501 Broadway, New York • LA 4-5050

it's a matter of record!

WCUE spins more pop platters, more

often; plays the sweetest music, all day

long. WCUE gives the home folks more

news, more often; reports on their neigh-

bors, brings the whole world into their

homes. You're right on CUE . . . it's

a matter of record.

more MUSIC
more NEWS
more OFTEN

—

*

f*~% Wc«e
Tim ELLIOT, President

bj the John E. Peai -

22

The Elliol Stations

are* i indi p< ndi ntt good »> ighbors

w< : E Lkron Ohio • WTCE Providence, R. I.

49th aij

Madisc

Timebuyers have no time

In "Fast Campaigns" i How to buy

spot radio— fast. 19 January 1957),

which we enjoyed reading, we were

especialh impressed by the line

"The time for reps to sell their sta-

tions, the station personality and the

representative's individual integrity

and servicing style is between buys.

Fine! Bravo! Great! But—when is

"between buys"? For many \ears we

have been calling on buyers anxious to

do a proper job of sales promotion.

hoping to find a time when our over-

burdened friends could spare the time

to hear a general presentation. The

system doesn't allow for it.

But we have a suggestion. \\h\ not

set aside a certain period each week in

the multi-buyer agencies when three

or four or five reps can have 20-min-

utes each to brief the entire buying

group on the reallv pertinent data that

has come in from station manage-

ment? No telephone interruptions

—

and a captive audience. Boy—that

would be something, wouldn t it?

Robert S. Keller, president

Robert S. Keller, Inc.. \ew ) ork

Sponsor Hears

The sponsor HEARS page is first rate.

W hv not a piece on network and indie

press representatives and their origin?

Jo Ranson, public service, publicitx

director. \\ \1G\L Xeu York

It I haven't established the fact that

NBC Spot Sales is a "major rep" by

now. I'd better go back South and

pick cotton.

Our man Jack Reber was omitted

from your list in sponsor HEARS.

Don Bishop, director of publicity.

SBC Owned Stations & NBC
Spot Sales

• In the referred In item * 2<i Januar; i"ur>
the "where-they-came-froms" *a> limited t« thr

heads of rr|> firms. Incidentally, Reber camC
from NBC TV programing.

Special event announcement

The issue of weekend daytime pro-

graming has. in the past, been extreme-

l\ controversial. However there is one

programing event we are happy to
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bi ing to the attention "I
) oui readei b.

On Saturda) , Februai ) 2, .ii IJ:im

Noon in tin' i !ommunit) • hurch in

New
>

t ork ( it\ . a once onl) special

took place, joining Miss Fan Gilbert

and Mi. Lue Stearns in matrimony.

Mrs. Stearns is now h ith I io) le

Dane Bernbach, Inc., New V'ik ( ii\.

Mi. Stearns is \ ice-Presidenl of the

Trans Communit) television Network.

\\ e ktn >w \ our man] readers will

join n- in extending oui verj best

w ishes to Jan and Lue.

Jean Simpson and Jerr) Sachs,

Doyle Dune Bernbach, \<n Yorl

Pica for blood brings quick response

Tuesday night, .human 22nd, on the

linn Courtney Program, \\(
v
)\\l. Mi-

ami. Florida. Mr. Courtne) received a

phone call from Dr. Mark Serlin,

Chairman of the blood bank at the

Mount Sinai Hospital in Miami Beach,

type "()" negative fresh Mood u.i-

needed for a child suffering from

Hemoph) lia. I he blood was needed

immediatel)

.

The call from Dr. Serlin was re-

i eived at 10: 10 p.m., Man I lourtne)

broadcast the plea at 10:50 and again

at 11:00 p.m. \l Ll:10 Dr. Serlin

called hack to tell of the immediate

response to the plea. It was over-

whelming . . . the hospital switchboard

was flooded with calls and donors weir

found in plentiful numbers. \ child's

life was saved

!

Dr. Serlin called \\U\M again to

ask Mr. Courtnej to ask his listeners

Dot to call the hospital an) more . . .

that the) had enough blood.

Jack L, Sandler, general manager
11 Q IM, Miami. Florida

Reader's service for subscribers

We are interested in obtaining infor-

mation on the influence of children on

!ui\ ino habits. The file which the 1 V-
sent to us contains several interesting

articles on the subject which appeared

in SPONSOR.

One of the articles "'The tot says

Zesta—and mama buys" appeared in

your issue of March (
). 1953. This par-

ticular i— u«- is missing from our files.

'{ by an) chance \ou have e\tr-

cop) or reprint of the article, it would

be helpful to us.

Lorraine Crook, research depart-

ment Kruin. 17 asey, Los Angeles

• Tear copies of provocative SPONSOR articles
are available free to subcribers. Reprints for quan-
tit\ orders can be obtained at a nominal charae.
Address requests to Reader's Service. SPONSOR
Publication-. »<> E. 19th -I.. N.v. York 17. V V
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IN THE CAROLINAS

Axiom—The Sales Power of any advertising

medium must be measured in terms of sales results.

Medium— Sales Power in the Carolinas finds its

most successful measure in WBTV Television.

Dictum—WBTV Sales Power results directly from

continuing Jefferson Standard leadership in all

phases of television operation in the

dynamic Carolinas.

Counsel— Let WBTV demonstrate its superior

Sales Power for your product or service. Get quick

results by phoning your nearest office of

CBS Television Spot Sales!

WBTV
CHARLOTTE

flJffRuKK/

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
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DO TWO HATS C RusH CREATIVITY?
Arthur Hull Hayes, (IBS Radio president, says agency people

who work both in radio and tv tend to eut radio creativity

I here s a sizable element in the ad-

\ertising profession which concurs

with inembers of the haberdasherv

profession. They agree that the more
bats worn 1>\ any one man. the bet-

ter. The multiple-hat concept, in fact,

has reached such dimensions that the

tun-hatted man is the norm, be he

whirling along Madison Avenue.

Michigan Boulevard or Vine Street.

However, there's another school of

thought among ad men. Its devotees

think two hats bearing such labels as

classified" and "display" are all right

for one wearer, but thev contend that

when the two are labeled "radio" and

"'television" thev crush creativity in

By Jane Pinkerton

the head of the gentleman underneath.

rtit\ question how one man can

effectively sell both media, or produce

programs in both, or write cop) to be

seen and to be heard. The\ contend a

50-50 even split in emphasis, interest

and creati\it\ in radio and television

is impossible in any one person. One
medium, inevitably, will get short

shrift or short-changed. \ml. in to-

day's inflated television advertising

economy, the\ figure the medium get-

ting the short end of creativit\ is

radio.

One of the most ardent, and most

vocal, spokesmen for the one-hat con-

cept >s Arthur Hull Hayes, president

nf the CBS Radio network. He -peaks

from a unique and isolated position.

in that his is the onl\ network which

has divided its radio and television

functions right down the middle. And
even though he recognizes that inte-

gration is the rogue, be believes in-

tegration of the broadcast media

within the advertising ageni j mav lead

to "disintegration" of radio advertis-

ing concepts.

He makes one firm recommenda-

tion: Advertising agencies should

split their creative staffs into two divi-

sions. one for radio, the other lor tv.

Haves knows that manv agencies

take a jaundiced view of this proposi-
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Agencies don't like the suggestion of splitting

tv-radio creative functions, but one of the biggest is

now considering just such a cleavage

lion. 1ml in documenting and detailing

Ids radio-onl) concept for agenc)

creative people he outlined advantages

to the agencv and to the advertiser.

SPONSOR, alter talking with Arthui

Hull Hayes, went to the major adver-

tising agencies.

Most of their executive- declined to

comment for quotation and perhaps,

as one agenc) v.p. said, "get in\ neck

caught in a media wringer." Others,

speaking forthrightly, agreed Have-

has some good points in backing his

claim that radio advertising will be

more creative and more productive if

radio-only agenc\ staffers concentrate

on their ear medium to the exclusion

of am other.

The interplav of professional opin-

ion, in all ca?es. was prefaced by some
of the comments made by Hayes.

Three recent events that have come
to sponsor's attention might well be

interpreted as substantiation of the

one-hat viewpoint.

Example 1 : A blue-chip advertiser,

spending millions in radio and more
in tv. called in executives from its five

agencies a month ago to discuss

specifics of the 1957 media strategy.

Detailed plans were presented to the

executive vice president, with the ac-

count supervisors pointing out pro and

con discussion on such small points as

the use of a hyphenated word in a

print ad and the angle of the camera
on the fourth frame of a storyboard.

\fter four hours of intensive dis-

cussion, largely hinged to the tv plan-.

the account supervisor on a group of

products billing more than $2 million

on radio stood up to take his leave.

As a departing gesture, he tossed a

sheaf of papers on the client's desk and

said "Here's the radio copy. I think

it's all right.""

The end of the storv : The advertiser

blew his stack, called down even
agency man present and demanded
that from here on in all of his ad-

vertising plans should get an equal

amount of attention.

Hayes contends this is indicative of

a 1957 trend: The advertiser, more
than the agency, is interested in radio.

\nd the agenc\. by tactics of omission

• i- -hown above, is losing influence

with its clients. Toda\ . "network busi-

ness particularly is coming direct from

the advertiser. The agency is no

longer the authority."

Example 2: In the last two weeks,

a major advertiser who signed for a

million-dollar-plus network radio pack-

age lot warded copj to be used. The
network salesman told SPONSOR: "The

copj was the exact same copy used b\

this client on his nighttime network

television show, yet his radio audience

was a daytime group of women. His

agencv didn't even take the limited

time necessary to rewrite the same

copj themes with a new angle.''

Example 3: The Advertising Re-

search Foundation, at its recent second

annual conference in New York, di-

vided its day into three workshop ses-

sions—print, television and radio. Ra-

dio ran a poor third in terms of

attendance and brass.

SPONSOR, in checking ARF. learned

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio presi-

dent, says agencies which assign dif-

ferent creative people to radio and tv

have better chance to maximize orig-

inality, effectiveness of each. Some

agencies disagree, but one giant is

thinking of adopting this split plan.

the following. The print workshop

pulled a registration of 151 companies

and 213 persons; television. 52 com-

panies and 83 people; radio, 23 and

31. respectivelv . Print attracted 43

major agencies, 31 blue-chip adver-

tisers; television, 16 top agencies, 12

ol the biggest national advertisers:

radio, five advertising agencies and

four advertisers.

^ et the chairman of the radio ses-

sion was Samuel Thurm. media direc-

tor of Lever Brothers— and among
his small audience was Henrv Schachte,

v ice president of the company. There

were few "heavv weights ' present

—

those who have a significant say-so in

the development of media selection

and usage.

This attention to other mass media,

particularly to television because of its

clas ideation as a "sister" to radio, is

a natural outgrowth of the integration

of radio tv in agencies, savs Hayes.

"I want to preface mv remarks bv

say ing that radio broadcasters, them-

selves, don't come out as knights in

shining armor doing all the things

the) should he doing for their medium
—and tins. I am perfectly willing to

admit, goes even for CBS Radio itself.

Having made this admission. I would

then like to sav that we. at CBS Badio.

feel we have at least had the proper

orientation to the problem.
"'\\ e have gone on the basic premise

that single devotion to the problem is

the best wav to solve it. From the be-

ginning of television, we have operated

on the principle that people working

for radio should be working for radio

exclusively—that all of their creative

energies should be channeled toward

the one objective of making the me-

dium more effective.

"This singleness of purpose has been

carried through the CBS corporate

structure where radio and television

each have their own programing, ad-

vertising, selling and administrative

activities performed by people whose

talents and energies are devoted to

their medium alone. We think we have

been successfullv going this route.

"Advertising agencies might well

profit by adopting our pattern of op-

eration. Badio is, demonstratively, an

effective medium of communication

and information and selling. Adver-

tising agencies can best realize radio's

potentialities bv implementing their

complete recognition of the fact that

radio has been. is. and will continue

to be a basic advertising medium
which offers unique creative opportu-

nities and great rewards.

"There are. obviously, two areas in

which this obtains: programing and

commercials. In the area of program-

ing, while I grant uiu that the prime

responsibilitv rests with the networks

and the stations, there are frequently

extra programing values which adver-

tising agencies can derive. And as

everyone knows — in radio's earlier

da\s. this was the great strength of a

number of agencies. An agency, it

seems to me. can have a greater

strength with its clients when it offers

program know-how in addition to of-

fering the services of statistical experts

on imprc-sions delivered."

In discussing statistical impressions.

Haves said. "We all know that the

frame of reference in which a message

is delivered is frequentlv of equal hn-
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portance to the message itself. I In- i-

why, it seems to me, man) newspapers

ami magazines are preferred b) advei

tisers I regardless "I circulation costs

pei 1,000) foi the influence the)

ha\ e through theii editoi ial i ontent.

I "i advertisers and agencies who are

mere!) intei ested in buying tonnage,

I need onl) to remind them thai the

choice is evident between tonnage "I

Bteel and the same weight in silvei 01

gold.

"'I d< mi i know how to equate the

sales influence of a ( lodfre) oi a mes-

placed w ithin the sti ucture of .1

daytime serial which has, over the

years, won the affection of ii- listeners

with that <>! a mere s|iui in a music

and news program. But I think mosl

advertisers recognize the difference.

In the creation ol commercials there

obviousl) is a difference between those

created for the ear and those created

tor the eye and the ear. Ii is ven eas)

id take the sound track of a commer-
cial television program and put it on

radio, but I doubt that this gets maxi-

mum effectiveness for the client.

""I understand that a great man)

commercials written for daytime t\

have t<> be written to achieve a certain

value to those \\ h<> see them while, at

the same time, the) arc also supposed

in be effective with those who merel)

hear them. When you an- doing com-

mercials for radio, you have a great

advantage: you have onl) one stand-

ard- how effective is this for the eai

alone? More and more, a greal main

agencies have themselves recognized

the desirabilit) of specialists in the

radio field. This greater attention will

result in greater effectiveness for their

client- and. therefore, for the agencies'

ow n hillings and profits."

\\ hat do the agenc) men sa) about

this one-hat theor) ?

The tir-t thing the) sa) is that ra-

dio should mend its own fences before

giving repair advice to neighbors.

"Nothing's been don,- for radio b) ii-

own industr) except to let it die," is

the contention of a man who directs

annual radio billings of more than Sill

million.

Agenc) men queried b) sponsor
agreed on another basic: There's no
question whatsoever that the buying of

media should he integrated, that no

buyer should bu) onl) radio or onl)

television. Many, ol course, represent

the new school of all-media buying.

Vain. Ha\es agrees, because the con-

1 Please turn to page 38 1

QUOTES FROM HAYES
Creative ideas: from 50 to '56, agencies and clients just

weren't coming to radio with theii own program ideas. In

the past year, creative idea- have again -tailed to come in.

Source of business: With the tremendous resurgence of ra-

dio, one of the most striking things has been the interest ol

the client, as well as the interest of his agency, in radio.

Media marriage: We work on the theor) that il you're mar-

ried to radio, you shouldn I run around with other media.

Radio should be the onl) love in the life ol a radio person.

Automation: Advertising isn't automation, yet that's the

wa\ some agenc) people use it in buying "tonnage." It agen-

c) people didn't examine qualit) as well as quantity, the)

would merel) be purchasing agents buying nuts and bolts

Television: \ big reason wh) t\ took the pla) awa) from

radio i- because the first one- to own sets were high-income

agenc) men. \ikI the) figured everyone else had a t\ set, too.

Agency people: f*he) re coming to realize that a regulai

bread and butter diet ol radio is just as important as and

often more nutritious than the expensive cake ol television

Two heads: One 1 reative person

can t serve two masters. I he one-

hat system, with radio-onl) ex-

pert-, will encourage new ideas,

more productive use ol the me-

dium, better qualit) in content

ol commercials and programing.
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CAN A LOCAL CLIENT USE NET TV?
Florida real estate developer spends $85,000 on network tv

and gets 25,000 inquiries from prospects for costly lots

I ost advertising people would fig-

ure a local client who used network

television had more dollars than sense.

And they'd he right.

There's one recent—and highly m>-

tahle—exception. That's Field Fam-

ily, Inc., a Florida real estate develop-

ment company which took to the net-

work tv airwaves to sell lots priced

from $2,000 to $3,600. N. R. Field,

president of the company, is an ad-

venturer—an ambitious one. Em i-

sioning his Rolling Green Ridge de-

velopment of homes and shops as a

$150 million enterprise five years

hence, he took two radical steps for

any realtor. He used tv and network.

His investment: $85,000 for 13 par-

ticipations in Today on NBC TV, with

Dave Garroway handling the commer-

cial announcements in his distinctive

adlib style. The "sell": a pre-Christ-

mas offer, timed to the public's winter

weather doldrums, of a 10% discount

on all lots viewed in 55-city network.

Unlike many of his Florida com-

petitors, Field wasn't selling plots of

land by mail. He insisted prospective

purchasers must visit the site, as a

protection for both the buyer and the

seller. And he offered a "reservation"

to those people who planned to visit

Florida in the future, be it near or far.

He got more than usual impact from

his Today commercials, because the

troupe visited Florida for the NBC
30th anniversary convention for affili-

ates. Field also benefitted from a re-

mote telecast from the Boynton Beach

project, located in the state's Gold

Coast 11 miles South of Palm Beach.

Garroway himself, after perusing the

site, signed then and there for a lot

and told his viewers about it.

Field is all agog about the results of

this first network enterprise. "We
would have been happy with 10.000 in-

quiries, and we figure 500 sales as a

result of these would have made our

campaign a great success." But Field

— unlike NBC TV — underestimated

television's pulling power. To date

—

and final returns won't be in for a

couple of months—the 13 participa-

tions have pulled 25,000 letters and/or

visits. NBC TV had estimated a mini-

mum of 20,000.

Field expects these to convert to a

minimum of 1,000 sales. The arithme-

tic works out this way: If he sells

Houses 'ike this one cost $30,000 but average is

S 15.000. Field company also builds houses, but

main tv goal was to sell 1.000 of the 8,000 lots

Today's Helen O'Connell chats with Field dur-

ing \ i~.it to 2,000-acre development on Gold Coast.

Lots were advertised on NBC TV for $2,000-$3,600

Best of all possible testimonials to Rolling Green Ridge came from

Garroway himself, who surveys real estate development with Pres. N. R.

Field after buying a lot. Some of the Today commercials were telecast

in a remote from site when troupe was in Florida for NBC's anni\ersary
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Deluge of mail -'"'.
| » | i | pieces from I . S., Canada, Cuba, Nassau, Vlaska caughl client "if I lase. Henrj Sla

(r), sales director., and < harles Richmond, insurance expert, hired L6 extra Eulltime people t" pi mail

1,000 lota ;K an average price of $2,-

)00. he II gross $2.5 million—a return

oi $28 for everj $1 he invested in tv.

And. to date, sales have been made <>r

deposits taken mi 12") lots, with the

first sale made in 10 minutes l'\ a

\ iewer from Michigan.

Field lias a two-waj gain which will

come from his t\ advertising. He
builds houses, too as do 1 1 other

builders working with administrators

of the project. It. as a rock bottom

minimum, he were to build onlj L0' . .

or 100, of the houses on the 1,000

lots he expects to sell, he'll gross an-

other $1.5 million. The houses range

in cost from $8,000 to $40,000 with an

average cost of $15,000. Thus the

minimum return he is likel) to gel

from $85,000 is $4 million in sales.

Hell know much more about the

cash-in-hand result- after this month.

February is the most popular visiting

period in Florida, and most of the

people who showed interest in the

project said they'd \isit the site this

month. Field figures more than half

ill the residents will be retired people,

living on a small to average income.

I>ut he also has deluxe lots and

houses available, too, and main have

their own private swimming pools.

Ml told, he has 8,000 lots to dispose

id in the new development, and tele-

vision network \arict\ w ill be railed

in fast to sell more of them "it this

first lest prows itself."' Field is -lire

l\ will deliver e\actl\ what he want-

in term- ol sales, and he hopes to be

using more network in the near future.

Now that Rolling Green Ridge is

considerably pasl the blueprint stage,

be- renounced institutional advertis-

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Local Florida real estate developer

gets 25,000 leads from 13 participa-

tions in NBC TV's "Today" after ex-

pecting only 10.000. Possible gross

sales returns on an S85.000 invest-

ment: S4 million. Field Family, Inc..

sells lots, then builds houses on them.

ing which he -tailed la-i year locall)

in Florida. He's used local radio and

i\. with hue re-nit- (and -till does),

and has long since bit tin- saturation

point "w here there - no one in the

Southeast corner id the state who

doesn't know about us. \nd that - say-

ing a lot. with all the competitors

we've got. He's tried newspapers from

lime to time. u-uall\ in major market

areas around the country, bul "the)

haven't been satisfactory on a cost ba-

sis." Hi- usual advertising allocation

per lot i- $100; sales expense, $100.

Field supervises hi- own advertising

activity, counseling with hi- -ale- di-

rector, llenr\ Slaughter, lb- hi

low-pressure "but linn'" -ell which is

in character "with the qualit) and the

distinctiveness" of hi- development.

Because be expa ts to _••! even m
mail and more visitors, he's now

geared to handle the volume. Caught

oil base just after the television sched-

ule was finished, be found he had to

hire Id extra full-time employees just

to open and process the mail. ^
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Tornado in the making for Eveready battery commercial. Twister was done with netting hung from spinning hoop

HOW TO BUILD A SILHOUETTE SPOT
Eveready batteries needed something different from straight

live action or animation to translate its radio ballads to tv

^Jn 6 January when the first "Criti-

cal Moments" commercial for Eveready

flashlight batteries appeared on ABC
TV's Omnibus, quite a few admen and

clients asked, "How did they do it?"

They've asked it again in succeeding

weeks as two more in the series were

shown.

The sequences that aroused curiosity

each represented 60 seconds of the

two-minute film commercials. One de-

picted the true story of how an

Eveready flashlight saved the lives of

a family caught in a tornado. An-

other pictured the rescue of a fisher-

man marooned on a rock off the coast

of Maine. A third showed how a wom-
an saved her husband's life after a

head-on car crash. The production

technique was the enigma. The stills

on these pages give some idea of the

effects achieved. They might have

been animation, only the settings had

perspective. They resembled shadow-

grams, yet there were strong "in-

lines" of light that gave form to what

otherwise would have been flat masses

of black.

They were, in fact, live action film

in silhouette. The stage was lit from

the rear. Actors performed on sets of

cardboard cut-outs, using cardboard

cut-out props. The previously men-

tioned "in-lines"' were nothing more

than slits in the cut-outs that let

through strips of light. The client,

agenc) and film producer had gone

back into history to lift from the 18th

and earl) l
()th centuries the art of sil-

houettes. When an idea is ancient

enough, its revival makes it seem new.

The cost of each full two-minute

commercial of which the silhouette se-

quence was a part worked out to about

$8,500. They represent the joint crea-

tive efforts of the staffs at National

Carbon Co.. the William Estv Com-
pany, and Filmways, Inc. Thev were

filmed at Filmways' New York studio.

The commercials will continue on

Omnibus through March, and may see

extended use after that.

Meanwhile the Eveready radio com-

mercials—from which stemmed the tv

versions— continue as a spot radio

campaign in close to 300 markets.

These are one-minute announcements

that get aired five to 25 times a week,

depending on the size of the cities.

These radio commercials also feature
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"(
i ii ical Moments" h here I i ereadj

saved the day, .mil are Bung bj Burl

I .c- .1- ballads

The concept "I the ballad treatmenl

feu the "Critical Moments" began last

summer in the Estj agency , Prior i<>

thai the true Btories bad been given a

news treatmenl tor —
|

» «
> i radio and,

in spot i\
. some bad been told in 20-

second animated cartoons. Now that

the radio commercials were to be han-

dled as ballads, the question was how
in give effective pictorial treatment i>>

these same ballads for t\. There was

some doubl thai straight live action

would come <>lf considering the "cliff-

hanger" themes "I the "Moments." <)n

the other hand, animation tended to

destroj credihilit) of these true stories.

National Carbon Co., ;i Division of

Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., pro-

duces the Everead) line of about 300

kinds of dry-cell batteries ranging from

a miniature energizer lor wrist watches

to a 90-volt farm i\|it- receiver bat-

ter) weighing better than L6 pounds.

Of i hi- line, five arc flashlight batteries.

It is these latter, along with the 28

Everead) flashlight models, that are ad-

vertised on radio and t\. What better

wa\ to suggest flashlights in a televi-

sion commercial than 1>\ creating an

atmosphere of strong light and dark-

ness throughout the film? Out of this

evolved the idea to silhouette the dra-

matic incidents. But the attention to

light-and-dark values didn't -top with

tin- dramatic sequences. The feeling

wa- worked into the entire commer-

cial from the opening shot of the bal-

ladeer on through the "Critical Mo-

ment" to the product shot- that follow.

The sound track- were completed b)

October and the commercials went into

production the following month at

Filmways, Inc. Four commercials

were made, three of which contained

"Critical Moment'" sequence-. \lto-

gethei thej took about five days of

shooting. Mam of the effects were in-

genious. The tornado, for example.

was created by netting bung from a

hoop that traveled on a track over the

set. A- the hoop spun across the sel

it whirled the netting into a real "twist-

er." Leaves Mew wild across the set,

driven bv electric fans. The tree

i built from cardboard, real branches

and a two-bv -four backing^ broke

away, as did the cardboard outbuild-

ing. But far in the distance, the w ind-

25 YEARS OF ADVERTISING

1 930's: In I the Evi read) ad

in ei ii I
ii".- ii is" Critical M nt»" was b<

I hese ii u< in. idi nl i in national d

/in' el- and attracted mor< unsolicited incidents.

1949: I " id) switched from national

zinea i" Sunda) new spap< i • omii -. and "'
i itii .il

Mc in. ni-" ippeared i-
i irtoon strips. I t \ air

in. -.Ii. i. instead i>l newspapers gel I n-n
"-

1955: ' ritical Moments" dramatized in -|">i

i. elm announi em< n( -. won ElAB ai ird Foi

live commercials. Everead) now in 100 markets

in - 1 mi radio with up i" 25 announcements i week.

1956: I' 1 '- v. .ii saw the radio dramatizations

Bel to music in ballad form, Si idea was devel-

oped into i\ commercials (desi ribed in stor) > and

these .i" now being used on Mi' TV's Omnibus.

Silhouette ,r ' hniques were worked out at Perspective in -'11 silhouette sequeni

Willi. mi Est) agency. Car and scenic effects managed spacing o\ scei it-outs ami "in-

were cardboard cut-outs. Set was lit from rear lines" achieved b) slits tliat let through light

Product line was shown Following ballad-sill ette sequence. The
.'8 models "t Everead) flashlights passed undi i i -|i"t one-by-one
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Eveready continued . . .

mill—not in the twister's path—kept

turning.

In the car crash sequence, the on-

coming car (a cardboard cut-out on a

track I was run right up to the camera's

eye. The explosion at the moment of

impact was created with a hand ex-

tinguisher for aircraft fires.

The actors in these silhouettes will

receive SAG scale re-use payments

despite the fact that they are unidenti-

fiable and need not be concerned about

product association in getting other as-

signments. The balladeer-announcer

who opens the story — although he

wears country-western garb and uses

a guitar—is not the same person that

does the ballad as voice-over to the

sequence. Casting for these two roles

was complicated by the fact that speak-

ing and singing voices had to match.

The remainder of the commercials

are devoted to product shots of

Eveready batteries and its flashlight

line as well as to demonstrations of

various flashlight models.

The "Critical Moment" series has

been the backbone of Eveready flash-

light and batteries advertising copy
since the 1930's. The "moments" were
used in national magazine ads and,

later, as adventure cartoon strips in

Sunday newspaper comics. It wasn't

until 1955 that these true experiences

from Eveready flashlight users were

introduced as radio copy. These com-
mercials were handled in news style by
Kenneth Banghart, and later won an
RAB award for effectiveness in radio

commercials.

Last summer the Esty agency hit on
the idea of setting these to music, and
the example of one of the ballads

—

The Tornado—demonstrates how the

new audio called for the special video

treatment it received in filming the tv

commercials.

".
. . The door of the cellar was
blocked by debris,

And unless help was summoned
they'd never get free.

Through a crack in the door,

Gerald's flashlight burned bright,

And its strong beam brought rescue

that perilous night.

The moral is plain when vou go out

at night.

If you want to be safe take a long-

lasting light.

The light that is sure to burn bright,

strong and steady

Is the flashlight and battery named
Everead\ ." ^
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TAKING THE PAPER WORK
OUT OF SPOT RADIO BUYS

I hree mimeographed sheets, saving hours of paper-work

and reams of correspondence in the buying of spot radio, have

been introduced by a Denver agency, Rippey, Henderson. Buck-

num & Co. The three-page form specifies client, number and

type of announcements, duration of campaign, types of adja-

cencies and time-periods preferred. The station is free to de-

part from the time and adjacency recommendations if by so

doing they can increase potential audience. The last page of

the form is an outline on which the station lists the recom-

mended schedule and the adjacencies. The radio station

returns this page to the agency with a contract.

Florence M. Gardner, general manager of KTFI, Twin Falls.

Ida., whose station was contacted bv James S. Holme, partner

of R.H.B.&Co., for availabilities, notes the advantages of con-

cise information contained in the form.

For stations: 1) We know the client

I many times both name and nature of

client is top secret I and availabilities

are chosen with him in mind. 2 ) To-

tal number of announcements, dura-

tion of schedule, dates are all given

^t - '*'' IK ' manv times a station has no, or only

t <JS$i a vague idea of these things. A cam-

paign will sound big and lots of avail-

abilities will be sent and held with no

confirmation. Availabilities are then

requested by other clients and two clients are quoted the same

availabilities of necessity. Then lots of correspondence to

straighten it out!) 3) Nice to know if the client wants to in-

clude Sunday when the request says "daily." 4 1 Instructions

on client's desires are explicit. 5) Stations know that within

two weeks they will have a decision bv the agency as to

whether or not the submitted availabilities are sold. 6) There

can he no question on rates and contracts.

For the agency: 1) They have asked for specifics and have

gotten them. It has been easy for the station to answer and

has not involved unnecessary information or additional corre-

spondence. 2) They can be sure that these availabilities will

be held for the short period of time. No problem of "prior

sale. " 3 I All information in one contact, agencv is able to is-

sue orders and contracts immediately. Rates are explicit.

For the client: 1 i Can be assured they have good placements.

Station knows needs and desires of client and knows it is good

business to satisfv them. 2 1 Requires minimum negotiation

with the agenc)

.

This method, combining an explicit system for information

with flexibility in the actual schedule speeds up buying, cuts

costs and insures the client maximum audience potential. ^

James Holme, of Rippey,

Henderson, Bucknum
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TV PROGRAMING: FALL 1957

New shows are offered earlier this year. Trend

is toward Westerns, aetion and hour or longer dramas

n 13 February, SBC TV will pre-

\irw it- fall programing fur 1,500

agencymen and advertisers in New

York's Waldorf. The other two t\ net-

work- are launching the fall selling

- son !•'-- tornialK bj beginning to

offer some <>f their programing.

\t sponsor's presstime, network

programing chieftain- were huddling

in hush-hush sessions to work out the

fall lineup, ^gencj t\ -radio directors

have been scouting Fast and West

Coast for weeks in search of exciting

new product.

Fall 1957 plans are shaping earlier

than ever this year. The reasons for

the breathless start are clear: Fall 1956

was the most disastrous season in tv

by Evelyn Konrad

history. Show mortality was highei

than in previous seasons. Ratings

were generall) disappointing. and

man) client- have been running -cared.

\- the network t\ lineup- begin to

take shape, some trend- in fall pro-

graming arc emerging. Based upon

interviews with network program ex-

ecutives, top independent packaj

and major agencj tv-radio head-.

here's sponsor's forecast of things i"

i ome when the lca\ es turn

:

• l\ -how costs are rising slightly,

["he days ol substantia] hike- are past

On the average, the maximum increase

might he some 5%, due to new union

i Ontracts. I his doe- not include .
•-!-

lor newl\ planned hour and loi

programing which i- joinu up in costs.

• Shows an' being bought on -dort-

er contra< !-. Agencies and network-

alike are buying on I'd-mrk and I".-

week base when possible, particularly

w hen going into situation i omedii

• The hour and hour-and-a-half

formal i- here to stay. [Tiere II he an

increase in this longei ling

form, in variety -how-, straight drama

a- will a- Westerns and a<l\enture

programs. Competition from feature

films in station-option time i- one rea-

son for this trend.

• The 7:30-8:00 p.m. period will he

revolutionized. NBC TV, particularly,

will he coming in with longer family-

appeal -how- in this time period.
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PROGRAMING continued . . .

• Fall ma) mark the end of the

regularb scheduled comedy show huilt

around one personality. Neither Jackie

Gleason nor Sid Caesar have an-

nounced their fall plans yet, but it's

(iredictahle that they will change their

l"i mats if they go on with a regular

hour again. Rather than dissipate the

popularit) of top comedians, NBC TV
plans a regular hour of comedy on a

weekly basis, but rotating such stars as

Bob Hope, Jerry Lewis, Dean Martin.

• Westerns will be to Fall 1957 what

quizzes were to Fall 1956, numerically.

ABC TV is likely to continue its block-

programing concept, with one night

devoted to strong Westerns. NBC TV
has tentative plans for three or more
hour shows to start at 7:30 p.m., at

least one of which would be a Western.

• There'll be fewer anthologies. A
dramatic show will be built on a spe-

cific concept, such as mystery or melo-

drama.

• Adventure and mystery shows,

bread and butter of the industry, are

making a strong comeback, and may
be the single most popular show cate-

gory next fall.

• Situation comedies are here to

stay, but in far smaller number than

during the past season.

• There'll probably be fewer spec-

taculars, scattered across the board,

rather than scheduled on set nights of

the week.

Specifically, these are the highlights

of next fall on a network-by-network

basis:

ABC TV—this network is making
an all-out bid for status competitive

with CBS and NBC. Its major push is

in three directions: (1) strengthened

new programing and a revamped line

up; (2) splashy presentation of its

new plans from its 13 February pre-

view to the accompanying promotion;

(3) price competition in programing.

Among ABC's major coups for next

season is the signing of Frank Sinatra

for a weekly half-hour series plus two
full hour live shows. Westerns will

continue to be an important part of

ABC's plans. There will also be a

crop of new hour and half-hour melo-

dramas.
" \d\ cnture, mystery and excitement

shows will be strong next fall," says

Jim \ubic\. \BC TV's new v. p. in

harge of programing. "And tv is find-

ing thai the hour show often has more
strength than the half-hour. You can

tell a full stor) in one hour, rather

than just touching one incident or

doing a character study as you do in

a half-hour."

This fall ABC TV will go heavily

into big-mone\ quiz shows, with two

new ones already scheduled. The net-

work is adding Zoro, a new half-hour

live action film produced by Disney.

\l a l,< \ Mouse w III become a half-hou]

show across the board, while Disney-

land remains as is.

ABC TV does not plan on any "spec-

taculars" or irregularly scheduled ex-

travaganzas, but is still trying to for-

mat a strong variety-type show, built

around a personality. Sinatra, who'd

been invited to headline such a show,

will be too busy with his two live

hours plus the film series. But the

network feels that this is an area of

programing where it should enter, if

the proper personality is available.

"Fine features will be a part of the

network plans again, perhaps as a

wtvkK format," says Aubrey. "They'll

be first-run, but not pre-theater re-

lease American films."

Advertisers can expect to see a crop

of new situation comedies developed

by ABC TV. "Such shows are expen-

sive because they depend upon top

writing and performances on a star

level," sa\s Aubrey. "We're going

ahead with them, but we're developing

our own."

During the 7:30-8:00 p.m. strip,

ABC TV will stick with the family-

appeal programing with which it built

that time period. Plans do not in-

clude costume drama, but stress Amer-

ican Westerns.

Among the most significant ABC TV
developments next fall will be the net-

work's plan to go heavily into daytime

programing. Working backwards from

the 5:30 p.m. time in which ABC TV
has had its experience, the network

plans several audience participations,

daytime personalities and dramas.

ABC puts in its bid for the top competitive spot

Musicals, 1'ke Lawrence Welk's two Westerns major ratings succe*'

programs, will continue. ABC is seeking in 1956. \\)(. keeps Earp (above

format and star for major variety entry adds new hour-Ions Western >how

TRENDS: Biggest change will be ABC TV's plunge into day

time programing. Network plans to work backwards from 5:30 p.m

adding daytime dramas, audience participation and personalit

shows. Biggest nighttime programing coup is signing of Fran

Sinatra for two live hour-long shows plus weekly film series i

drama, music. Disney will continue with Disneyland, but Micke

Mouse becomes weeklv half-hour strip. Zoro is new half-hour livi

action film show by Disney for fall. Net plans several new houi

long live dramas, but emphasis continues on Westerns and adventurt
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CBS T\ ITiia network has bad

relatively few casualties in the general-

ly disappointing I .ill 1956. Majoi

failures to date were The Brothers,

ll<\ Jeannie, l/i Friend Flicka, Giant

Step and Herb Shriner. <»l course, if

Gleason doesn'l go back on the air in

fall, t BS I \ has i" reprogram Satur-

day night almost completely

.

\t sponsor's presstime, the network

bad begun to offer four new shows:

i 1 i Ethan lllen, a balf-houi film ad-

venture in script form; (2) Got Gun,

Hill Travel, a half-hour private-eye

Western; (3) The l>i^ Record, a one-

hour 1 i v «- musical show for multiple

sponsorship, which would feature big

recording Btars;
I

I) Perry Mason, a

one-hour mystery Beries which CBS l'\

offered lasl fall.

Despite recent sponsor problems,

CBS 1\ is expected to continue Play-

house (>(> next fall, and the Madison

Wenue grapevine has it that the net-

work is tentativel\ read\iii
t

« another

90-minute dramatic -how for fall.

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

ABC TV will have formal preview of

fall shows 13 February, CBS and NBC

have begun offering their product.

Trends include emphasis on family

programing in 7:30-8:00 p.m. slot,

more hour and hour-and-a half shows,

few regular comedies around one star.

\\ hile it's likely thai there II be some

replacing ol shows in the 7:30-8:00

p.m. strip, CBS l'\ is expected i" stick

with the costume and adventure for-

mula h hich has built up its \ iew ing

audience in that pei iod. Bui thei e - a

strong possibility that a more adult-

appeal hour-long show may start at

7:30 p.m. on >nu- weekday night.

NBC T\ There'll lie a major re-

vamping "I the lineup in fall. Vmong
the most significant changes is NBC's

planned big plunge into 7:30-8:00 p.m.

with several hour-long Westerns and

adventure shows to appeal to all ages.

"We want family-appeal programing

at that time, rathei than emphasizing

kid Bhows," Bays I om \li Wity, \B<

I \ i Mi lllive \.|i. fni pro and

sales.

I heie'll be a ' ut-back in sp< i

I. ii -. "\\ e think they 're designed to

freshen the -• hedule, bo we II keep a

few and -< hedule them at rose the

board, rather than on one spa ifi<

evening," Mc \\ it\ told sponsor

Rather than start ing m iili i li>- regu-

lai K scheduled "spec time period

progi aming to fill, NB( I \ plans to

scout out the shows and program them

accordingly . The Satui day nighl Bpei

t. n ill. ii- are almost i ei tain to be out.

In the ana ol personality-variety

shows, NBC T\ has definite plans

hour Bhows Btan ing Pei i
j

< omo,

Stew Mien ami may build up Dinah

Shore for a full-houi show as well. In

addition, the network
j

>

lii n - on a

ulai. irregular" schedule ol hour-long

comedy and musical -how- including

i Please turn to page 66]

S continues its proven programing formula

Cnin. drama, like Play-

n 90, w ill continue. Network

plan long weekl) drama

Costume shows had spotty rat-

ings xi epting -u Inl Rubin Hood

(above). Stress is "" action shows

1ENDS: * l> s T\ is also planning more hour and

shows. Already being offered is hour-long Perry

mystery series, ^mong it- new Westerns, network

I Got Gun, If ill Travel ready lor fall. Major new shows

lude The Bis: Record, an hour-long live musical show

ch will feature recording stars. Ethan tUen, a half-hour

,n show. i> heitiii shown in script form, without pilot Big-

t question mark is future ol Jackie Gleason. If show is

,*
>Pped . hour-Ions musical nun go into Saturday night.

NBC plans fewer specs, but longer dramas
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Situation comedies had high Quiz show, e, big

mortality. Stanley (above) flopped. - ss, Network keeps it. but

but NBC plans some new comedies plans no i For next fall

TRENDS: Majoi revolution in NBC lineup will be in

the 7:30-8:00 p.m. block. While plans aren't firm yet, NBl

plans several hour-long Westerns and adventure-action

-how-, some of which may -tart at 7:30 p.m. NBC inti

tn capture -hare of early-evening audience from it- •

petitors with family-appeal programing. Network will

irregularly scheduled specs e hoard, but few-

er than in 1956. Weekly comedy hour will rotate such -

as Jerry Lewis, Bob Hope. Hour drama- are in the works.
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In comedy, variety, mystery, quiz shows, spectaculars—

virtually every type of program, nighttime and daytime—NBC
is building bigger and bigger audiences. Here are some

representative examples of' the dramatic audience increases

being registered at NBC.

% gain over last year for same time period

The Steve Allen Show ... UP 53%
Twenty-One... UP 38%
Perry Como Show ... UP 33%
Bob Hope Show ... UP 30%
Dragnet... UP 83%
People Are Funny ... UP 51%

Noon to 6 pm (Mon.-Fri.) average... UP 41%

Spectaculars and "out-of-schedule" shows ... UP 25%

DAYTIME OR EVENING, MORE PEOPLE VIEW THE

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK
THAN ANY OTHER NETWORK* "Nielsen Coverage Service, St

(Spring 1956) Weekly Viewing Data



HATS
(Continued from page 27)

cepts here are concerned with physical

time rather than intangible content.

Ted Bates is an example of a highly

integrated agency, and it intends to

remain that \\ay. Says James Doug-

la--. \.|i. and director of radio and tv,

"Our people who are now servicing

tv can just as capably handle radio.

They become stronger by handling

both media. We still consider radio

and tv part of the same medium, and

think our staff works more efficiently

integrated than they would separated."

He doesn't like this implication of a

division between radio and tv: that

personnel would "sell" their own me-
dia specialty to upper echelons at the

managerial and account levels. This

kind of division "is all right for an

organization such as CBS, which is

selling rather than buying or imple-

menting. A salesman selling both

would tend to hit one medium harder

than the other."

At Bates, "radio isn't neglected, by
an) means. We know through it we
can reach the greatest number of peo-

ple with the most effective circulation

at the lowest cost."

Another agency man, the director of

There's a pocketful of listeners tuned to KONO
Radio in South Texas . . . proven by 88 national

advertisers who sack up profits by continuous

advertising year after year on San Antonio's

No. 1 station of Music and News. Get the facts,

man — see your H-R or Clarke Brown man be-

fore you buy the 63-county San Antonio market.

860 kc 5000 watts »

NO
SAN ANTONIO RADIO

a large television-radio department,

admits radio gets less attention than

tv. But there are "many and good

reasons for this. For ever) $10 ue

bill in tv, we bill SI in radio. T\ i-

far more expensive, and we have a lot

more at stake in buying it. Our ad-

vertisers are following public demand,

and the public demand is for televi-

sion.

"We feel it's much more difficult to

write tv copy than radio, and we have

a standard approach to radio writing.

When a new writer comes into the

shop, he starts with radio. When he's

good, we take him off and put him on

tv or print.

He agrees with Hayes that radio

isn't being capitalized on to maximum
advantage, but, "at the same time,

copy writers are expensive, and we

just can't afford to put costly people

in a department which doesn't support

their cost."

To which Hayes replies: "Your com-

mercials would even be more effective

. . . your clients would want more

radio . . . your radio departments (and

your clients) would show bigger

profits."

Agency dollars today are coming

from tv, says Max Tendrich, vice pres-

ident of Weiss & Geller. "And some

agencies, though we are not among

them, think tv can sell anything. We
balance radio and tv according to their

merit on a particular buy or for a

specific account. To split creative

tasks would be an exceeding waste of

effort, and something few agencies

could afford. An awful lot of an agen-

cy's overhead is spent on creative peo-

ple, and a split would lower the calibre

of the person because we'd have to

spend less per person in hiring more

people as one-medium specialist-.

As for copv approaches, Tendrich

says "you use the same themes, any-

way, in a coordinated media campaign.

You defeat the purpose of the whole

advertising effort if you switch themes

according to different media. Media

are not mutual!) exclusive, and they

should help each other. You cant

have separate thinking for separate

commercials.'

Fairfax M. Cone, president of Foote.

Cone & Belding, says his agency has

evidenced unusual interest in radio in

the past year.

"\\ e not only haven't forgotten ra-

dio, but last year we gave it an enor-

mours boost Ashen we put almost all of

the Pepsodent money into it. And our
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^.iii Francisco office, for -< • new

Dole fruil juice concentrates, is heav)

<>ii radio in the New \ <>ik market."

I Respite these indications "I .1 happ)

reai tion i" media integration .11 the

creative level, there's a Madison We-

nue agenc) gianl which is giving ver)

serious consideration i" the recom-

mendation "l \i linn I lull I [ayes. It is

mulling the [><>—^il>ilit\ oi converting,

in the relati\ el) neai future, to a -plit

Bystem which would divide responsi-

bilitj l"i creative work in radio and

i\. \ncl this agenc) had 1 1 »
«

- idea l< >n l;

before Hayes' recommendation un-

known.

I be senior \ ice president oi this

agency, in talking with SPONSOR aboul

his projected plan, says the Bwitch will

have nothing to do with the buying

practices. "I'm concerned with con-

tent and creativit) in programing ami

copy. That's where we arc weak, and

where tin- industry i- weak. Our buy-

ing, which is integrated, i- excellent.
'

"Weak." in llii- case. i- one man's

opinion. This particular agenc] lias

been in the vanguard 01 advertising

experimentation and creativit] for

many, man) years, and it's considered

1>\ agenc) competitors to be among
the top pace-setters in creative ideas.

It hopes to make a smooth—and
unheralded transition to a system

whereb) there "is no conflict of inter-

est, and under which we can develop

new writers and new production peo-

ple who will take a fresh tack to radio

advertising. We want the eager beav-

ers; we want the kids who know ver)

little about radio because they've been

weaned on tcle\ i-ion."

Can he afford to do it? "We have to

afford il. because radio ha- taken new
tool-. Radio ha- a better and a strong-

er stor) than ever before, and we have
t" live up to it- potential bv develop-

ing our creative actualit) ."

He suggests a- a lir-t step: a divi-

sion, such a- he described, in the top

— '

'
<>r 25 agencies, which '*ha\e the

financial resources to take the leap,

and the potential billing to make it

Worth while. There's a lot more to ra-

dio than music and news, and bad or-

chestras. We have to find exactl) what

tin- 'lot more' is."

The media planning director of the

same agenc) advanced an interesting

theor) on the development of radio

specialists.

"We ought to start out from the

point of view that there's only tele-

vision, and then uet the "new thought
1

oi ha\ ing a brand new medium ol t\

w ithoul pictures. I hen we . ould pro-

- i.. inn pi ograming con. epts t"i

lln- "new medium.

"But, because there's reallj nothing

new in advertising and onl) new peo

pie, we should gel these new people.

\mon- In- suggestions for using

this "new medium "f pictureless t\ :

"leSS ham and more heel, excitement

and perhaps fire and brimstone jour-

nalism, qualit) programing which peo-

ple m ill pa) attention i". developmenl

oi workshops concerned onl) with ra-

dio, concentration on youngei people

because the) know less ol what the)

""can I do and the) li\ e more damjei

ousl) an) wa\ !"

I'hi- agencv ha- departmentalized

it- media buying, and would continue

to departmentalize the creative activ-

ity. Bui among the lii-t steps it en-

visions it it- separation plan goes

through are these:

• The hiring and conversion ol

copywriters to write for onl) one me-

dium, radio or lele\ ision.

• I he channeling of production per-

sonnel 1 producers, directorsl into one

or the other.

• Specialization of account person-

nel, sales development people, media

planners, in one medium.

• Departmental budgets taken from

revenue gained from radio billing or

tv billing.

• Radio specialists who contact the

client who is a prospective radio ad-

vert i-er. or a current one.

In line with this last point, two ma-

jor advertising agencies in recent

week- have implemented their ahead)

strong broadcast advertising depart-

ments b) hiring radio specialists. The)

are BBD&O and Young & Rubicam.

Have- think- these agencies are ex-

ceptional in their tangible efforts to

gel more for their radio money, but

he thinks they're akin to main agen-

cies which see the need for greatei

productivity in all media.

The clamor of the advertising mar-

ketplace, and the intensification of

competition among manufacturers,

mean am advertiser must maximize
his media -election. \ml radio ad-

vertising, because it's so often mini-

mized, usuallv warrants even more at-

tention than other media in the agen-

cy - search for productivity, asserts

I lax es.

Agencies arc somewhat inactivel)

concerned with qualit) a- the hand-

maiden of quantity, but the trend is

foi bu) ei - ,i\ both thl

c lienl level i" be just a- < on< 1 1

\- ilh content a- with in illation. I

day, !•! example, we < an oil. 1 > bet-

lei dollai value than evei befon

low a- 65 cents pet I
ni H 1. Bui tin- is

an empt) figure until the- advertise)

know- what t\ pe of audiem e he's

reai bing, tin- km<l oi recepth it\ he'll

gel when he reaches that audience, the

buying impetus which stems from the

advertising," &a) - Hayes.

These are the fat toi -. be
1 on< ludes,

which will a—ume thru propel

nificance fastei a- more broadcast men

in an n<u-i\t \ we. 11 one bat. 1 adio 01

tele\ ision, rathei than two bats 1 ovei

ing both.

One adman an agenC) produi tion

chief sums it u|i this wa\ : "The one-

hat theoi \ i- great, but a complete di-

\ i-ion in the creative -tall i- impracti-

cal. W e think we make a healthv 1 om-

promise in com erting all oui 1 native

people to -peciali-t-. letting them con-

centrate on either radio 01 tv. But.

because the) know the strength and

limitation of bulb broadcast media,

we can swing-shifl them into one or

the other when the need ari-e-. \nd

thi-. in the agenc) business, happens

to be nil of the time!" ^

ROANOKE
60 County Coverage

M /"" ~>t\ M
A _r ^ A
x /W. VA. f \ X

1

fe> r-^k I '

(OANOKE&
" \
M /

U

M
POWER X^n. C.

~? HEIGHT

Television's Top Programs

Ask Your "Colonel" at

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WDBJfr
CHANNEL
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
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Capsule case histories of successful

heal and regional radio campaigns

RADIO RESULTS

VARIETY STORES
SPONSOR: Weal Variety Store

ICE CREAM
\(.l \( Y": Direct SPONSOR: Wheatridge Farm & Dairy VGENC5 : Direct

Capsule case history: The Ideal Variety Store, located in

Kerman, Cal, demonstrated recently that the pioneering

spiril is slill paying ofi for enterprising Californians, even

though the returns in "gold" may not be of the nugget

variety. Ideal was the first store in the town of Kerman to

use radio exclusivel) to promote a sale. This innovation

resulted in a sale which was not only the most successful

one Ideal Variety had ever had but also the biggest single

store sale in Kerman history. Ideal aired its commercials

on KBIF, located in Fresno which is 20 miles from Kerman.

The total advertising budget for the sale was .§260. all of

which was spent on commercial broadcasts on KBIF. The

store used 100 spot announcements, placed at various times

dm in» the two-week period the sale ran. The gross from

the sale was well over $6,000, which is more than 23 times

the amount spent on advertising. Flora Piacentini. the store's

owner, reported that the greatest part of the proceeds from

the sale resulted directlv from the announcements on KBIF.

Capsule case history: A radio campaign needn't be long

or expensive to bring results. With just two one-minute

announcements costing only $22 each, this sponsor sold

450 more half-gallons of its Pride of the West ice cream

during the week of 15 Oct, than during any other compar-

able week. The spots were aired on station KLZ, one 15

Oct and one 16 Oct on the Pat Gav Show. Pride of the

\\ est ice cream, regularly priced at 85c a half-gallon, was

advertised at a "radio price of 10c a half-gallon". No
other advertising was used and there were no signs in-

dicating the reduction in the two Wheatridge Farm & Dairy

retail outlets. Gus Baumert, sales manager of the ice cream

division of Wheatridge Farm & Dairy, reported that re-

quests for the half-gallon ran as high as six a customer,

with no drop in sales of gallons, quarts or hand-dipped ice

cream. The success of the special promotion was due

entirely to the two announcements broadcast on KLZ,

since customers had to say they heard the ice cream

advertised on the Pat Gav Show to receive the 70c price.

KBIF, Fresno PROGRAM: Announcements KLZ, Denver PROGRAM: Pat Gav Show

BEVERAGES
Sponsor: C. C. Lang & Si hi AGENCY: Marc Smith & Associates

Capsule case history: This sponsor wanted to increase

distribution in the Baltimore market of their new product,

Real Kool beverage and flavor concentrates in pressurized

pushbutton cans. Sponsor's agency decided to make a con-

centrated effort directed at one consumer segment rather

than using an "all or nothing" campaign. Consequently,

i ad in was the only advertising medium used. WBAL and its

number one personality, Frank Hennessy, were selected for

the promotion. Hennessy was chosen for his popularitv

with housewives and particularly because morning radio

reaches the entire family. A concentration of time seg-

ments and minute spots were placed throughout the day

from 7:25 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., running for four consecutixe

weeks during summer at the height of the beverage season.

The success of the campaign was measured not only b\

increased sales and distribution, but principallv by the fact

that it helped maintain distribution in the Acme chain through

thf fall and winter season, which is unusual for a product

nli red a summer item by most grocery store buyers.

PLANTS AND SHRUBS
SPONSOR: W. W. Wilmore \ lurries AGENCY: Mark Schreiher

Capsule case history: The accumulation of excess inven-

tor\ is a problem which often confronts retailers. It can

be a real headache for the retailer who deals in perishable

products on a seasonal basis because for him there is a

greater chance of incurring hea\ \ losses through over-

stocking. The W. W . \\ ilmore Nurseries, Denver, dealt

with this problem through radio advertising and in less

than four weeks the nursery was sold out on the very plants

and shrubs which it had feared were overstocked. Wilmore

Nurseries made an experimental buy on station KM\ K. \

spot campaign consisting of five announcements per day

was run for a period of four weeks. Mark Schreiher agency

reports that no other media were used. Even before the

campaign ended, Wilmore Nurseries had sold its entire

stock of over 2000 rose bushes, the item which had caused

the greatest concern regarding overstocking. In addition.

the nurserj attained a sell-out on three other items: stocks

of over 400 shade trees, 600 shrubs and 500 evergreen

trees were all sold. The campaign cost the sponsor $385.

\\R\C. Baltimore PROGRAM: Announcements KMYR, Denver PROGH V.M: Announcements
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Available NOW

!

Spot participation

in all 154

Washington Senators

baseball games
* Last year WWDC baseball broadcasts commanded the largest radio audiences in Washington

from April through September. ^- Civic interest in this year's team is at all-time high— season

ticket sales breaking all records, jr Each spot advertiser will be exclusive in his category.

'Subject to prior sale

Call your John Blair man today

-

or contact Herman M. Paris at WWDC: TU 2-7600

1st in audience—1st in results—1st in the hearts of Washington, D.C.
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Only market place of its kind. Gives programing profile of every

tv and radio station in the United States and Canada.

Published each March. Advertising forms' close mid February



RADIO AND TELEVISION

^ buyers' guide

to station programing

If you were a timebuyer asked to make up a list of 60 farm stations

how would you go about it 7 If it were your job to build lists of

stations featuring farm programing, or sport shows, or negro, news

of Latin American programing, homemaker shows or other special appeal

programing where would you turn 1

If you were asked to make up a list of tv stations on one day's

notice and needed film and slide requirements of each station; if you

had to know about likely homemaker shows, farm programs, sportscasts,

feature film availabilities - what would you do?

The busy timebuyer, account executive, and ad manager turn to the

Buyers' Guide to Station Programing . It works wonders for him. It's

the only tool enabling him to quickly, accurately and expertly sort

out the 3,500-plus radio and tv stations of the U.S. and Canada by

their program characteristics.

The 1957 BUYERS' GUIDE is as basic as your rate card. It's the only

source of its kind. Your ad in BUYERS' GUIDE, near the programing

analysis of your own station, will benefit from a year 'round exposure

before the largest concentration of advertiser-agency readership in

the trade paper field. BUYERS' GUIDE goes to the full SPONSOR reader

list of 13,500 circulation.

Send your reservation in right away. Use the attached order form,

or wire collect for choice position. Regular rates and frequency

discounts apply. Advertising deadline is 15 February. Regards.

Sincerely
,

Arnold Alpert f
BOLDFACE LISTING WITHOUT COST

Along with your ad in the 1957

BUYERS' GUIDE your station

will be listed in boldface in

the master directory.

SPONSOR SERVICES INC.. 40 EAST 49TM ST . NEW YORK 17. N Y

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE ADVERTISING ORDER FORM

Please reserve following space in the

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE TO STATION PROGRAMING

full page $450
Txl I

half page .... $265
x

.

'

.

two-third page . $330

one-third page . $180
deep

horizontal i < tory only)

I understand my ad entitles me to boldface listing of my
station in the master directory at no extra cost.

NOTE TO CONTRACT ADVERTISERS. Kjrne.l contract rates Including frequencj

discounts, applies to BUYERS 1 QUIDS n I FALL FAI TS B

I prefer placement in Master Directory

I prefer placement in category listings

Firm-

City- .Zone _State

Name

CATEGORY
LISTINGS

RADIO

Classical Music
Farm Service
Country and

II, «r. m Music
Foreign Language
Latin American
S'egro
Popular Music

TELEVISION

Far>*
Feature Film
Homcmaking
Special Facilities <£

Film <£- Slide
Specifications

Specialized Appeals
Sports
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NIELSEN NCS NO. 2

NOVEMBER, 1956

Station
No. of

TV Homes
In Area

WKZO-TV

STATION B

633,120

512,980

DAYTIME NIGHTTIME
Weekly
NCS
Circ.

421,820

310,720

Daily

NCS
Circ.

Weekly
NCS
Circ.

292,720

203,170

464,530

348,140

Daily

NCS
Circ.

YOU MIGHT THROW THE DISCUS I94V2 f *-

lll'l... YOU NEED WKZO-TV

TO BE CHAMP IN I

KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS!

Here's proof that WKZO-TV is the top buy in one of Amer-

ica's top-20 television markets. November, 1956 Nielsen fig-

ures, left, show that WKZO-TV gets 44^c more viewers day-

time, and 36 r
r more nighttime, than the second station. In

fact, WKZO-TV delivers more viewers nighttime DAILY
than the second station delivers MONTHLY, day AND night!

WKZO-TV is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet for

Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids and Greater Western Michigan.

It serves over 600,000 television families in 29 Western

Michigan and Northern Indiana counties.

100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

mzo-Tv
Kalamazoo - Grand Rapids and Greater Western Michigan

378,080

278,660

*- TV -'*

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-fM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

Avery- Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

'Fortune Gordien net this world's record in Pasadena. California, on August 22, 1953.

I



A weekly listing <>j < li<in%es

in the advertising and broadcast fields

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR

Bon Ami. NY
Johnson & Johnson. New Brunswick. N|

Kemper, Chi

Kemper. Chi

Philip Morris, NY
Ralston Purina. St. Louis

Revlon, NY

AGENCY

Royal Typewriter. NY
Toni. Chi

Toni. Chi

R&R. NY
Y&R. NY
John W. Shaw, Chi

John W. Shaw, Chi

Aycr, NY
Cardncr. St. Louis

C J. LaRochc. NY
Y&R. NY
North. Chi

Tatham-Laird, Chi

STATIONS

CRS 114

CBS 69

CBS 8

CBS 81

ABC
NBC 90

CBS 135

CBS H7
NBC 160

NBC 115

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Wcstpoint; F 8-8 30 pm ; 8 Feb only

Heckle & Jecklc; alt Su 1-1:30 pm; 13 jam 6 wks

NIT Basketball. Sa 2 pm concl: 16 23 Mar

East-West All Star Came; Sa 2 -15 pm-concl; 30 Mar only

Mike Wallace Show; Su 10-10 30 pm; 28 Apr

Big Story: alt F 9:30-10 pm; 8 Mar-21 Feb. 1958

20th Century Fox Hour; alt W 10-11 pm 6 Feb. 26 wks

Playhouse 90; Th 10-10:30 pm: 14, 28. Feb. 14 Mar

You Bet Your Life; alt Th 8-8:30 pm ; 10 Jan-19 Sept

Blondic; alt F 8-8:30 pm; 4 |.in 27 Sept

RENEWED ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR

American Tobacco. NY

AGENCY

SSC&B. NY

STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

NBC 90 Big Story; alt F 9:30-10 pm ; 1 Mar-14 Feb, 1958

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES

NAME
Dr. Thomas E. Coffin

Allen R. Cooper

James H. Cornell

Major Robert Cranston

Jerry Dan ford

Bob Dickey

Leon Dolnick

|ohn T. Dunphy

Heyward Ehrlich

Leonard O. Fischer

Richard L. Frcund

James A. Cunn

Joe Klaas

Bonnet H. Korn

Harry Lange

Fred McManus
Edward I Montagne

Dick Passage

Arthur Perles

Florence Reit

Robert C. Richards

Martin F. Rohde .

John R. Sheehan

Dell Simpson

Stephen Strassberg

Edward R. Theobald

Lawrence Turct

Larry Wynn

FORMER AFFILIATION

NBC. NY, mgr research

NBC .NY. mgr markets & media

NBC. NY, mgr audience measurement

RAB, NY, nat acct exec

KDKA. Pitts, announcer

WITI-TV. Milwaukee, promotion dir

Sound Masters, NY, tv exec producer

CBS Radio. NY. program promotion

Merrill Lynch. Pierce. Fenner & Bcane, NY, acct exec

NBC. NY, atty-labor law

KONA-TV. Honolulu, gen sis mgr

WABD, NY. vp chg sis

WAHR. WITV. Miami Beach, sis rep

CBS. Tv. NY, super film production

CBS. NY, press information-admin

NBC Radio. NY, public service program dept.

KCRC. Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Cunningham & Walsh, NY, vp & dir r-tv

WABC, WABC-TV, NY, dir publicity

Weir Associates, NY & Miami, producer-dir

WABC-TV, NY. sis mgr

NEW AFFILIATION

Same, dir research—NBC research & planning

Same, dir corp planning—NBC research & planning

Same, program planning staff asst—NBC research & planning

Dept of the Army, Wash. DC, chief, r-tv branch

KWK. Inc. St. Louis, eastern sis mgr
Same, acct exec

Same, sis

.Same, also vp & member board

WABC. WABC-TV. NY. dir publicity

Official Films. NY. a director

ABC, NY, dir labor relations

KVAN, Vancouver. Wash, acct exec

KCSB. San Bernardino. Cal, sis mgr
Same, vp & station mgr

_Khng Film, Chi. acct exec

KCBS. San Bernardino Cal. staff

Same, exec producer chg film operations

KIMA. Yakima. Wash, farm dir

California National Productions. NY, dir public relations &
exploitation

Same, super religious programs & educational features

WMAL. Wash. DC, acct exec

_KONA-TV. Honolulu, gen sis mgr

TvB. NY, sis

.KONA-TV. Honolulu, sis

ABC, NY. asst dir press information

Venard. Rintoul & McConnell. Chi. acct exec

WITI-TV. Milwaukee, promotion dir

WATV. Newark, acct exec

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES

NAME

lames B. Briggs

Brantz Bryan

David Cloud

FORMER AFFILIATION

.Ceare-Marston. Phila, exec vp

Erwin. Wasey. NY
Fitzgerald Advertising. New Orleans, dir r-tv creative dept

NEW AFFILIATION

_Ceare-Marston Div—R&R and R&R NY, vp

Ted Bates. NY. asst acct exec

Earlc Ludsin Chi tv production dir
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** NEW AND RENEW

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES continued

FORMER AFFILIATION

K&E. NY, media merch acct exec

NEW AFFILIATION
R&R, NY, acct exec

NAME
Mahlon W. Edmonson

Frank Cianattasio Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, NY, asst timebuyer Same, timebuyer

Oaniel ). Gorman Dancer-Fitzgerald-Samplc. NY. acct exec Same, also vp

Channing M. Hadlock Rose-Martin, NY, dir r-tv Same, also vp

Vera Hopkins E W. Reynolds, Toronto Same, r-tv timebuyer

H. Maurice Jones Armour & Co, mktng research super Earle Ludgin, Chi, research dept

Frank W. Julsen R&R, Chi, vp & acct super MacFarland. Aveyard & Co, Chi, vp chg mktng & merch

Francis C. Kerr Baker, Johnson & Dickinson. Milwaukee, chg packaged food
accts & member plans board Cunningham & Walsh, Chi, merch dir

Elliott W. Reed Necdham, Louis & Brorby, NY, acct exec _ R&R, NY, acct exec

Marion Vilmure Roy S. Durstine, LA, media dir — Barnes Chase, LA, media dir

John M. Wolfe Chicago Tribune, promotion dept Earle Ludgin, Chi, copy

SPONSOR PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Ralph E. Barrett

NEW AFFILIATION
Cruen Watch, advtng mgr

CBS-Hytron, president

Same, asst gen mgr—Crasselli chemicals dept

Same, refrigerator & food freezer sis mgr

Frigidaire Oiv—CM, laundry product sis mgr

American Home Foods, dir advtng

E. I. Du Pont, asst gen mgr—Crasselli chemicals dept _ Same, asst gen mgr—polychemicals dept

Arthur L. Chapman Sylvania Electric Products, vp manufacturing

Dr. Wallace E. Cordon E. I. Du Pont, dir advtng

Roy L. Hatfield Frigidaire Div-CM, mgr Birmingham branch

Terry D. Kennedy Crosley-Bendix Div-AVCO. merch mgr

Fred C. Robbe __ P. Lorillard. advtng mgr

Walter H. Salzenberg .

Alex L. Semegen B. F. Coodrich Tire Co, sis promotion

Ralph M. Somerfield

Irving Tuckman Cund Manufacturing, advtng asst

Dr. Thomas H. Vaughn Colgate-Palmolive, vp

Frederic A. C. Wardenburg E. I. Du Pont, sis dir—pigments dept

International B. F. Coodrich, advtng mgr

.Cruen Watch, sis promotion mgr

Same, gen advtng mgr

. Pabst Brewing, exec vp chg corporate devel

Same, dir advtng

STATION CHANGES
KAYL, Storm Lake, Iowa, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broad-

casting System

KFCT, Fremont, Neb, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting

System

KIRT, McAllen I Mission I, Texas, has become an affiliate of the Key-
stone Broadcasting System

KNEW, Spokane, has been purchased by Mt. Raincr Radio & Television

Broadcasting Corp., subject to FCC approval

KWC, Stockton, Cal, is now an affiliate of the Mutual-Don Lee Radio
Net

Mid South Radio Net, Miss, will be represented in the southeast by
Dixieland Stations

Mid South Radio Net, Miss, has appointed Everett-McKinney natl reps

WAMW, Washington, Ind, has become an affiliate of the Keystone

Broadcasting System

WAMY. Amory, Miss, has become an affiliate of the Keystone Broad-

casting System

WBCO. Bessemer, Ala, has appointed Interstate United Newspapers
natl reps

WCBI-TV. Columbus, Miss, will be represented in the southeast by

Dixieland Stations

WCBI-TV. Columbus, Miss, has appointed Everett-McKinney natl reps

WCHI, Chillicothe, Ohio, has been purchased by Norman M. Clenn

WFLW. Monticello. Ky, has become an affiliate of the Keystone Broad-
casting System

WCEA, Ceneva, Ala, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting
System

WCIR, Manchester. NH. has joined the CBS Radio Net

WIL, St. Louis, has appointed Headley-Reed natl reps

WKWF, Key West, Fla, is now an affiliate of ABC Radio Net

WLAM, Lcwiston, Me, is now represented by Weed & Co

WMMN, Fairmont, W Vir, has appointed George P. Hollingbery natl reps

WMOO. Milford. Mass. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting
System

WSFB. Quitman, Ca, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting
System

WTMV, St. Louis, has appointed Interstate United Newspapers natl reps

WWCS. Tifton, Ca. has become an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting
System

WWIL. Fort Lauderdale. Fla. has appointed Headley-Read natl reps

NEW FIRMS, NEW OFFICES (Change of address)

Ad Fried Agency. Oakland, is now located at 160 Santa Clara Ave
Communications Counselors has opened Oklahoma City offices at 1501

Republic Bldg
Darrell Prutzman Associates, Providence, is new agency with offices at

85 Westminster St.

Dubin & Feldman, Inc, Pitts, has changed its name to Dubin. Fe^lman
& Kahn, Inc

Phil Dean Associates. NY. recently affiliated with Thomas P. Swift Asso-
ciates, will move to 6 E 39th St on 4 Feb

Sports Broadcasts. NY. has moved to new offices at 420 Madison Ave

WMUR-TV. Manchester, NH, has opened a Boston sales office in the
Sherry Biltmore Hotel
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A NEW

Now in Houston television acquires a new

flexibility ... a soundtrack for modern

living . . . under the genial guidance of

Houston's long time favorite ltd Nabors!

The 7 to 9 morning audiences listen and watch

what they've missed on TV and Radio —
maximum music and minimum talk with the

besl in pop records, latest news, weather

information and time service . . . all on KTRK-TN 's

*SOUNDTRACK!

EPT IN BROADCASTING

•SOUNDTRACK, hacked by written testimonial

proof from satisfied clients has done an

outstanding job of salesmanship. Another

unquestionable indication that KTRK-TV's
hetter showmanship, hetter shows, mean better

results. For your next buy ... for your

best buv . . . buy KTRK-TV and, ask about

"SOUNDTRACK . . . the program that

gets results.

KTRK-TV
Channel 13

The Chronicle Station

P. O. Box 12

Houston 1, Texas

tional Representatives:

P. Hollingbery Company,
500 Fifth Avenue,

New York 36, New York

i <>p\ righted feature
ol KTRK-TV

Houston Consolidated Television Co.

General Manager, Willard E. Walbridge

Commercial Manager, Bill Bennett
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A SWEETHEART ;

of a MARKETS

IN THE
HEART
of a

METAL
EMPIRE

2nd Largest Market in the Northwest

Hundreds of million* of dollars spent and proposed—
TACONITE MINING—New Towns—SEAWAY—
New Payrolls

To reach and sell this vital market your
best buy is WDSM TV
Top TV at the Top of the Nation

WDSM-TV
NBC — CHANNEL 6

A 3 BILLION DOLLAR MARKET

Duluth 6l Superior
Affiliated with Duluth Herald and News Tribune

C'i PETEns. Griffin.Woodward i«.

^^fc-' Exclusive National Representative*

corasmsA)$
ALL 0KLAH01

tvlths...

* COVERAGE
* PERSONALITIES
* RATINGS
* ECONOMICAL

RATES...
Aik yoiris BIAIR«w«,
FOR THE ?iuka>Shrif!

KRMG
740 KC - 50,000Watts
TULSA ,OKLAHOMA
Tha 0REAT INOEPENOENT

OP THE SOUTHWEST...

48

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: There's a pre-spring slack in agency

calls for availabilities after a smash '56 windup and '57 start.

Clients are now making Spring and Summer ad plans.

Carter Products, Inc., New York, is requesting availabilities on

local sports shows nationally for quarter-hour sponsorship and/or

shows adjacent to sport events, such as pre-game or post-game

presentations based upon the sports event. So far, they've bought

one-half sponsorship of the KHJ-TV, Los Angeles, broadcast of

weekend and holiday games played by the Los Angeles Angels of the

Pacific Coast League. Buyer: Tom O'Dey. Agency: SSCB.

Procter and Camble Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, through Benton and

Bowles, New York, is buying nighttime minutes and 20's nationally

for its Tide film commercials. Buying is not completed. Buyer:

Justin Gerstle.

The Frenchette Co., Inc., New York, is buying daytime minutes

and 20's for its salad dressing. Commercials will be on film.

Buying is completed. Buyer: Bernie Singer. Agency: Harry B.

Cohen, New York.

Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa., has secured one-minute participa-

tions for Scott Tissue on late evening film shows. Buying is

completed. Buyers: Jayne Shannon and Maria Barbato. Agency:

J. Walter Thompson, New York.

Disabled American Veterans, New York, through Clemons, Esau

& Garicke, Inc., same city, has asked for one hour prime time avail-

abilities in 80 top markets to place a series of musical variety films

emceed by Robert Q. Lewis. Planned schedule is for one show

every four weeks. Buying will start shortly.

RADIO BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: Advertisers are increasingly conscious

of when consumers buy products—the days of the week on which

they shop—and they schedule announcements to coincide with these

traffic days. A logical omission is shown in Krueger beer report

below, where client eliminates Sunday schedules in areas where

beer isn't sold on that day.

Buick Motor Car Div., General Motors Corp.. Flint. Mich., through

the Kudner Agency, New York, is placing e.t.'s of various lengths

in 20 major markets. Buying is completed. Buyer: Ann Gardiner.
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please care..
because hunger hurts!

because this little boy's not interested in catch-

er's mitts or chemistry sets . . . He's hungry all

the time. All he asks is enough to eat!

because you can do something about it. You
can help feed his family (a family of four) for a

whole month with just a single dollar!

because SI to CARE sends 22 pounds of U. S.

surplus food overseas — delivered in your name
bv CARE's world-wide organization!

Send s
l to

w
CARE FOOD CRUSADE
NEW YORK 16, NEW YORK

or to your local CARE office
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TOP MARKETS

IN ALABAMA:

BIRMINGHAM

WEDR
P" in Negro Audience

'Hooper, Oct. -Nov. 1955)

'Also 1st in Negro Audience in Central

Hooper, Nov., 1956)

3
rd

in total audience
Hooper, Nov. 1956)

in total audience
i Hooper Feb. 1956)

(Pulse June 1956)

Your best ALABAMA buys

^ w \ 3 r«

For combination rates,

see John E. Pearson

WEDR-WMOZ
EDWIN H. ESTES

Otvner

50

Spot buys continued...

Krueger Beverage Co., Newark. New Jersey, is buying radio in

12 markets in New England for 39 to 52 weeks. Announcements

will be minutes. 20"s and half minutes. Both daytime and night-

lime hours will he used, and e.t.'s and or personalities will promote

the slogan "the heer with zing." Pattern: e\er\ day of the week

except in areas where heer cannot be sold on Sundays. Most of the

buying is complete. Buyer: Joan Rutman. Agenc) : Grev. New York.

Royal Lace Paper Works, Brooklyn, is buying participation- on

women s service shows for its Royal-Foyal, a paper shelf dressing

for kitchen shelves and bureau drawers, and Bug-Ban. a paper insect

repellent. Royal-Foyal will be advertised in Northern markets. Bug-

Ban in Southern ones. Schedule begins in the Spring. Buver: Don
Heller. Agencv : Al Paul Lefton. New York.

RADIO & TV BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: Media testing in a hand-picked list of

markets with a step-bv -step check radio and or tv in comparison

with other media, is used to isolate results of ad schedules. Good

example is seen below, with Masland carpet company and its match-

ing of various media patterns to local rug-buying habits.

Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga.. has asked for availabilities in 25(1

markets — 160 in tv, 90 in radio. Campaign is for Roval Crown

Cola and Nehi beverages. Thev will use minutes and chainbreaks

in radio during daytime and early evening hours, and minutes. 20'

s

and IDs during evening hours in tv. Radio commercials will be

e.t.'s. tv commercials, film. Buying is just beginning. Buyer:

Genevieve Schubert. Agency: Compton. New York.

Corn Products Refining Co., New York, through C. L. Miller,

same city, is looking into 15 markets to place radio and tv commer-

cials. The minute e.t.'s and minute films will sell the idea of the

efficiency of using Niagara Cold Water Starch. Buying will prob-

ably begin in late Februan for a six-month schedule. Buver:

Frank Delaney.

C. H. Masland & Sons, Carlisle. Pa., is conducting a media test.

Traditionally, rug advertising has been mostly magazines and news-

papers. But because thev want to know how to best service their

retailers, the companv has decided upon a comprehensive media test

in 18 markets. A measure is not simple, they point out. because

buving habits for rugs vary considerably from market to market.

particularly davs on which thev are purchased. Test markets will

consist of newspaper only, radio only, tv only, newspapers and tv.

newspapers and radio, and all-media. Among the cities. Buffalo will

be used for television and newspapers. Pittsburgh for newspapers-

radio-television. St. Louis for radio and newspapers, Detroit. Los

Angeles and Philadelphia for radio, and Dallas and Seattle for tele-

vision. Predominantlv daytime participations and minutes will be

used for both radio and television, but it will be supported by some

nighttime tv to sell the man of the house also. Buyers: \ ictor Sey-

del and Ann Burkholder. Agency: Anderson and Cairns. New York.
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The Area Pulse of the Knoxville market, recently released,

included 72,000 personal quarter-hour reports— 6 a.m. to

midnight, Monday through Fiiday, October 15-19, 1956. Besides

counties shown on the map, the survey included Wise County

in Virginia, and Beathitt, Knox and Letcher Counties in Kentucky.

This 61-county area has 421,700 radio families.

s shown by

ie recent 61-county

Inoxville Area Pulse Survey,

: AMERICAN M

lit;

what station stands

FIRST
in every quarter-hour

from 6 a.m. to Midnight?

WNOX
FIRST AGAIN, AS ALWAYS

OBVIOUSLY. .

.

If you do business in Tennessee,

VN0X can help you do more business

P CO., INC. NO. 11754

Other significant facts

from the Area Pulse:

1. Day and night, WNOX comes with-

in 5 percent of having MORE
AUDIENCE than all other Knox-
ville stations combined.

2. From 6 p.m. to midnight, WNOX
does reach more listeners than all

other Knoxville stations combined.

3. 53 stations located outside Knox-
ville are heard in various parts of

the 61-county area. From 6 a.m. to

6 p.m. during the entire five-day

period covered, WNOX alone had
two-thirds as many listeners in the

61-county area as these 53 stations

combined.

4. ALSO, from 6 p.m. to midnight,
WNOX alone had 72 r

'. as many
listeners in the 61-county area as

these 53 stations combined.

5. Day and night, WNOX has more
than twice the audience of any
other Knoxville station.

WNOX East Tennessee's NUMBER ONE Radio Station

10,000 watts — 990 Kilocycles — CBS Radio A Scripps-Howard Station represented by



SPONSOR ASKS

Is Music and News the best of all programing policies w

Evelyn Lee Jones, business manager,

radio-tr dept., Donahue & Coe, Inc., N. Y.

The mad scramble by radio station

owners and managers to get on the

"News and Music"' bandwagon has

some of the elements of mass hysteria.

The urge, the drive, the excitement, the

big push is on—to follow the

"WNEW" pattern. Find the right disc

jockeys, get on the record companies'

free lists, dust off the news tickers and

sit back and watch the money roll in!

"the elements

of mass

hysteria"

But it's not quite as easy as it sounds.

And smart radio men knowT
it.

Let's examine the reasons that may
have created this "News and Music"

kick:—wake-up radio programs should

be bright, airy, newsy and tuneful.

Thus, from 6:30-9:30 a.m. you have

news and music. The plethora of

dramas on both day and nighttime tv

are supplying the lady of the house

with all the bathos, pathos and vicari-

ous living she needs. Even the most

avid dweller in the lives of others can't

take it night and day. She wants a

change of pace. Then she turns on her

radio—there's music and news—and it

finds attentive ears. And these ears

would be more appreciative if a little

more planning went into these news

and music programs.

Yes, I believe it's a timely formula

for radio—but it can be beaten to

death by the simple belief that all

that's needed is to turn a disc jockey

loose in a roomful of records and

they'll make beautiful music together.

Thoughtful programing of jazz, semi-

classics, current hits and maybe just a

smattering of the classics thrown in

hopefullv—should be the aim of everj

station man who's got news and mu-

sic on his mind. A news editor with

that well known nose for local high-

lights can spark the news portions of

the tuneful hours—but a disc jockey

who reads news might not know a man
from a dog and the bite will be miss-

ing from his chronicle. In short, the

guy that sells it shouldn't be the guy

who makes it. Get the right talent to

program news and music, get the right

talent to give it out, and the formula

will work. The talent might come high

hut it's a sound investment. Good
money used behind the scenes as well

as on the air should prove to be the

factors that get audiences and hold

them.

Now7—take WNEW for instance. . . .

Jack Keiner, director oj advertising and

sales presentations. Edward Petry & Co.,

Inc., New York

Certainly not! There is no one best

programing policy, just as there is no

one best musical comedy theme, no

one best form of literature.

A music and news format is no

magic recipe for success. Neither is a

network affiliation. The best of the

music and news stations know that it

takes more than a stack of popular

records and some wire service news to

make a successful radio station. Thev

have well-planned shows with good

balance: appealing personalities, pretty

thorough news coverage and fine pub-

lic service features presented in com-

pelling fashion. These few great in-

dependents are among the finest op-

ciations in the country and they got

that waj by design. They are filling

a special niche, meeting the needs of

some of the people.

The really outstanding network affi-

liates have a great deal in common
with their independent brethren. Actu-

ally, a great part of their programing

is music and news. And these wise

broadcasters know that the days of

"filling" a time slot with a staff an-

nouncer and a pile of his favorite discs

are over. They have to give the mu-
sic and news segments the same crea-

tive approach and knowledge of dra-

mative values which bring success to

the independents.

But. in addition, they do more,

blend in other features, fill other needs.

Network shows, religious programs,

sports coverage, special event and on-

the-spot news coverage, musical fare

which is wider in scope than many

no magic

recipe for

success''

music and news stations choose to of-

fer, drama and commentary—all of

these things are programed because

the people demand them and the peo-

ple must be served. And these shows

must be—and certainly can be—made
as appealing as the music and news

because you can't serve the people if

you're not reaching them.

There is no one best programing

policy except the one which dictates

that each station fill its special niche

to the verv best of its ability so that

everybody will have a radio service

that meets his needs. ^
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OLD HANDS IN A YOUNG INDUSTRY
Once you've made the spot buy on
WNCT, they take over in your behalf.

These are the skilled hands of a TV
pioneer's experienced staff, any one of

whom could qualify as your right-hand
man or Gal Friday.

They are the hidden part of your pur-
chase of TV station time, working in

the area Hollywood christened "Behind-
The-Scenes". And yet, so few buyers
ever see it or give it consideration.

Their job is to get your message on the
air as you would if you could do it your-
self.

Neither surveys nor industry reference
books list this information. However,
those who have used WNCT know of
it from personal experience.

W.

channel V >i.»ui c»s >»
316 000 wam f»M l,m«

A M,— .!l C.-ob. II &.- M,.

ICPIISINTfD NATIONAllT IT HOUINCIilT

FOOTXOTK: Pulse and Nielsen, old hands in the survey business, published figures verifying- that WNCT
is Eastern Carolina's =! TV station. The Hollingbery man can plaee this data in your hands.
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24 out of 30
TOP SHOWS ARE
are on KROD-TV
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December ARB
SIGN ON TO SIGN OFF

KROD-TV 62.4%
Station B 36.1%
Station C 6.5%

OF THE EL PASO AUDIENCEl
Call Branham for other

REVEALING FACTS!

KROD-TV
CHANNEL 4

EL PASO texas

CBS

AFFILIATED with KROD-600 kc (5000

Owned tj Operated by El Paso Times, Inc

Rep Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY

•I

News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS!
Colgate is expanding 15 of its 20
segments on CBS Radio from
seven and a half to 10 minutes,
starting 1 1 February.

This means an extra SI million in

gross billings and a third more time.

Colgate originally alotted S3 mil-

lion to radio this season. (See Spon-

sor-Scope 27 October issue.)

Here were the top station users

in radio spot for December 1956,
according to Executives Radio-TV
Service Spot Radio Report :

1. d-Con I insecticides I : 297 sta-

tions. Leeds & York is the agency.

2. Kroger (foods); 157 stations.

Ralph H. Jones is the agencv

.

3. Nabisco; 231 stations, including

Keystone and Z-Bar Networks.

On the tv side of the ledger—Rora-

baugh l 4th quarter '56 report I shows

d-Con with just five stations. Kroger

with 23 and Nabisco's combined prod-

ucts with 276.

Top tv spot users in fourth quar-

ter of 1956, according to the Rora-

baugh Report :

1. Brown & Williamson's Kool Cig-

arettes; 255 stations.

2. Brown & Williamsons Viceroy

cigarettes: 248 stations.

3. Ford cars: 228 stations.

Above figures are for single prod-

ucts.

Automobile dealers at the 40th

Annual NADA convention in San

Francisco last week were offered

these keys to effective advertising:

1. Start with a receptive attitude.

2. Giye time and thought to it.

3. Plan and budget.

4. Decide when to advertise -with

the general rule that advertising musl

be carried on all the time with a

"cushion" saved for special pushes.

5. Decide where to advertise- ra-

dio, newspapers and direct mail rec-

ommended with t\ mentioned as good

even though expensive and difficult to

^et prime evening time.

6. 1 se copv with ideas and not just

words.

These six steps to advertising suc-

cess were offered by Del Wakeman. of

the Del Wakeman Co. San Francisco.

The Spring offensive for the Live

Better Electrically program will

get backing on network tv from mosl

of the major electric appliance manu-

facturers using the medium.

\\ estinghouse. General Electric, and

Nash-Kelvinator. all nighttime network

tv users, have endorsed the program

and pledged support during 57.

The new crush-proof L&M Ciga-

rette box is now distributed in all

major markets and will be supported

by radio and tv saturation spot sched-

ules as well as L&M's regular network

tv shows. The new box was intro-

duced in four major areas last month.

. . . Crayola (children's crayons)

is using tv for the first time. \

one-market test is now underway at

WMUR-TV, Manchester. N. H.. using

a 15-minute adult-slanted series titl

"Mothers Helper."

Kitchen appliance advertisers at

cutting back and dropping out

network tv.

Of the six major users two. \mai

and Frigidaire. have pulled out

their network shows completely, ar

one. General Electric, has dropped or

show and reverted to alternate uei

sponsorship on another.

Onlv \\ olinghouse. Kelvinator ar

Whirlpool are holding firm at tl

point.

Contributing factors

—

a slowdov

in appliance sales in '56 and possibb

the replacement of the refrigerator

appliance sales leader I'automati
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washers topped refrigerators foi the NETWORKS
!:i -i lime lasl \ eai . repoi ts the Murra)
Corp.. m.ikfi- ,,i Eas) Washing \la Highlights h<»m Merle §• Jones1

chines.) talk before the Minneapolis \<l-

l{< \ has inn,.,,,, I prices on three vertiaing ( lull lasl week give this

models in its coloi h receive! line
profile of ti today:

3 I > i" x ><• .mil 1 1

n
• (ompain expects

furthei hike- to come nexl summer . . .
families in the I ,S

Krafl has introduced its new jams • The average home viewed televi-

and jellies products on the Kraft II sion five hours pei daj throughoul
Theatre and in furthei product diversi- the yeai in '56.

'"'•'
'
has added orange juice to the . American families are currentl) month

""" l,lN handled b\ its agency, J. devoting a total ol 200 million hours the three most populai monthlj worn-
U • ,l, ''

, Thompson.
a d ,,, ty< ,.„•„ maeazines combined."

I he CBS I \ president also gave i li i~

outline "I da) time \ iew ii

• I laj i ime l\ a inted i"i I' 1 mil-

lion hours ol i iew ing evei ) da)

.

• I he . i
\

«

•
i age famil) spent ovei

[O'/i in, ii>- time watching daytime i

v

I ln'1 ,• are now 18,675.000 t \
i , , , i , , , , • , • ,

,

l.l-l I. ill III. Ill lll<", lllll III III,' .1 111 II ! . I 1 1

oi ,
i

• I he averagi CBS da) time t\

show now reaches I 1 ,783,000 Vmei i-

can homes during tin- course of a

AGENCIES
D'Arcj \»ill be placing $3.8 mil-

lion in radio and l\ spots for

tnheuser-Busrh starting I \pril.

I li>- campaign w ill run until the <-n< I

oi 1957 .mil in i\ u ill use minutes, 20

seconds, and I D's.

I \ !! has been working w iili \n-

heuser-Busch to bring them back into

i\ since the brewer bowed out of the

medium lasl year.

KUDO has issued an encouraging
report on Ben Duffy's progress.
Hie statement from Bruce Barton says

the doctors arc "very optimistic" —
lli~ mind i- clear, he is loking at

television, eating normally, sitting up
.i part ol ever) da) . and presentl) will

he on his feet."

in,'

Howard C. Wilson, founder of
Wilson. Haight. Welch & Grover,

resigned as chairman ,.f the board
directors and i- retiring as a prin-

ipal owner of the agenc) . He will

sta) "ii in charge of several accounts

.mil continue as a director. . . . Paris
X Peart lias opened special offices

for its Media Division at 2 (
).i Madi-

son \\c. \\ V. The executive and
service offices, however, will remain
it 370 Lexington \\e.

>• w agency appointments: Eas)

-nil- Machine Div. goes to F.arle

Ludgin next month. BBDO resigned

the account when it took over Philco,

which now Ims the Bendix washer....

Bayuk ( igars has appointed Feigen-

& \\ ermen to handle
te

r

'i & \\ ermen to handle national

idvertising on all products. Green

t,

:

Shaw & Hush. Memphis, will continue

as Bayuk's agenc) for some
outhern and southwestern states, how.

ever. Reese Cand) Co. and Martin H.
I Ope ( o. have appointed Michener
ami O'Connor as advertising agency.
Both lirni> will use telc\ ision.

RESULTS
and

only

results

have made WIBW
the most powerful single

selling force in Kansas

and adjoining states .

Missouri

Nebraska

Iowa

Oklahoma

TOPEKA, KANSAS
Ben I iid] . I ren. Mgr.

\\ IliW & \\||;\\ -T\ in Topeka

Rep: Capper Publications, Inc.

Our 30th Year

SPONSOR (
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NBC has formed a new division

—

the Department of Corporate

Planning. This department makes

recommendations to the executive

council covering both radio and tv

and will act as a guide to manage-

ment in its decisions.

Recommendations cover all phases

of NBC broadcasting operations.

Head of the new department is Al-

len R. Cooper with the title of director

of corporate planning. Cooper was

formerly manager of markets and

media.

Hal Cranton will serve as the man-

ager of plans presentations and will

coordinate and produce the presenta-

tions to NBC board, program board

and executive council. Cranton was
formerly supervisor of tv sales presen-

tations.

Panic! b&w suspense drama will re-

place Noah's Ark color series on NBC
TV starting March 5. Chesterfield and

Max Factor will continue to sponsor

the Tuesday 8:30-9 p.m. slot.

ABC has bought three Ampex
videotape recorders. Primary pur-

pose will be for Daylight Saving Time
zone repeats, starting in April. . . .

Bon Ami, big spot tv user, is now-

going into network tv via participat-

ing shows and one shots. The cleanser

has bought General Foods' West Point

for 8 February, plus participations on

ABC TV's Circus Time, and NBC TV's
Today show, with Matinee participa-

tions due to start in March.

1956 Nielsen rating leaders are

as follows:

• Total audience

—

Ed Sullivan

• Average audience—/ Love Lucy
• Most times in first place

—

$64,000

Question

• Top daytime program — Mickey
Mouse Club.

TV STATIONS
Idea at work at KWY-TV and
KWY, Cleveland, combines pro-

motion and public service in

hearts.

The Westinghouse stations, which

are celebrating their first year in

Cleveland on Valentine's Day, are

sponsoring a "Twin Hearts Anniver-

sary Ball" on 13 February. Proceeds

of the ball will go to the Cleveland

Area Heart Society.

In the meantime Twin Hearts theme

is getting widespread identification

with the twin stations. Department

stores, drug stores, banks, etc. are sell-

ing the tickets. Hotels are advertising

the ball on their marquees, tables and

in the lobbies. The Cleveland Florists

Association has adopted the twin

hearts motif for Valentine's Day (and

has even developed a new variety of

orchid for the occasion.) One of the

<it\'s leading hair stylists has con-

cocted a "Twin Hearts Hair-Do."

NBC's seven owned tv stations will

get an additional hour of color

programing each day beginning
18 February.

A new variety show originating

from WNBQ, Chicago, will be broad-

cast daily during local station time

—1:30 to 2:30 p.m. Monday through

Friday. The new program follows the

Tex and Jinx McCrary show which

also will be fed over network lines for

presentation on the NBC-owned tv

stations.

Both programs will be sold on a

participation or program basis, on the

entire group of stations or any single

station or any combination of sta-

tions.

TV applications: Between 28 Janu-

ary and 2 February two construction

permits have been granted, three ap-

plications for new stations were filed

and one station took to the air.

Construction permits went to Tele-

vision Muscle Shoals for Channel 41,

Florence, Ala., permit allows 15.8 kw
visual; Donald Lewis Hathaway (KS-

PR) for Channel 6, Casper. Wyo.,

permit allows 12.9 kw visual.

Applications include: Marvin Krat-

ter (Golden State Telecasting), for

Channel 38, San Francisco, 16.8 kw
visual, with tower 481 feet above

average terrain, plant $85,755. yearly

operating cost $175,000: Kenyon
Brown, Wichita Falls, Tex, for Chan-

nel 7, Amarillo, 47.3 kw visual, with

tower 655 feet above average terrain.

plant $202,500, yearly operating cost

S275.000: Granite District Radio

Broadcasting Co., Salt Lake City, for

Channel 9, Ogden, 1.7 kw visual with

tower minus 301 feet above average

terrain, plant $78,280. yearly operat-

ing cost $126,000.

New station on the air was \\ T\ \\ .

Tupelo. Miss.. Channel 9. tower 509

feet above average terrain. 26.9 kw
visual, owned by Tupelo Citizens Tele-

vision Co.

WAPB-TV, Baton Rouge, staged a

10 and a half hour telethon brought

in over $18,000 for the March of

Dimes ... ID idea from WAIM-TV,
Anderson S. C. : The station uses photo-

graphs of prominent business and pro-

fessional men along with its call letters

under the slogan "Anderson is my
town" for personalized station breaks.

In line with NBC's "Impact Pub-
lic Service" program WRCV and
WRCV-TV, Philadelphia, sponsored

the Philadelphia Ramblers - U. S.

"World" Hockey team game and

brought almost $9,000 to the Women's
Medical College fund . . . WSAZ,
Huntington, W. Va.. has sent its book-

let on the educational use of commer-

cial television facilities to members of

the U. S. Legislature, state legislatures,

the FCC. NARTB the three major tv

networks and to tv stations throughout

the countrv.

RADIO STATIONS
WTOP, Washington, D. C, has

sent out a promotion brochure
representing the best of the soft

sell tradition.

Actually it's a handsome portfolio

of 12 Robert Osborn drawings carica-

turing Capital types— and the only

blurb for the station is contained in

one short paragraph on the inside cov-

er of portfolio.

Keystone Broadcasting System,

which has just passed its 17th birth-

day, now has 920 stations—and ex-

pects to bat 1000 by the end of '57.

KBIF, Fresno, will be sold to Davi

Harris and Ethan Bernstein of K!

The John Poole Broadcasting Co. i

the present owner.

The Georgia Power Co. is spon-

soring a state-wide radio news servic

to be carried over five radio statior

The programs will originate at WAGA
Atlanta and be picked up and re

broadcast by WGAC, Augusta: WMAZ'
Macon: WRFC. Athens, and WRGA
Rome. . . . WROD. Daytona Bead
conducted a giant disc jockey mara

thon for the March of Dimes,

two d.j.'s Bob Kulz and Jack Platte

stayed on the air 402 hours and

credited by the regional directors o

the March of Dimes with giving th
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drive "much needed assistance in light-

ing a fire under local enthusiasm.". . .

Kl IH . Ventura, Calif., reports a

M.ik li nl Dimes marathon from the

distaff side. Jerr) Loomis broadcasted

89 hours and gathered in 13,000 in

pledges. . \\ \\ IX . Washington,
1). ( !., i~ issuing lnniiii.il \ news re-

porter press cards iii listeners who

phone in usable news tips. . . .KGMS,
Sacramento, has gone from daytime-

onl) broadcasting to 24-houi .i daj

sen ice.

There seems to 1m- increasing ac-

t i> it > among tin stations. WS1 S

I M. Roanoke, \ a., has recentl) start-

ed separate programing from ii- sister

station, W5LS-AM. \ccenl at the sta-

tion will be mi fine music. . . . \n-

other fm station, WFTL-FM, Phila-

delphia, starts weekend programing

today (
f) February). The station will

now program six hours of good music

seven days a week.

ASSOCIATIONS
I In- Association of Advertising

Men & Women will pla\ host to 60
selected advertising students from uni-

versities and colleges in the U.S. and

foreign countries during the Seventh

\nnual Inside Advertising Week, 31

March-*) April.

Inside Advertising Week was estab-

lished in L950 l>\ the \ \\k\W to give

honor students in advertising and mar-

keting an inside picture of the business.

The national convention of the In-

•litute of Radio Engineers will be

held Tuesda) 19 March at the Wal-

dorf-Astoria, New York. Ralph Y
Harmon. Westinghouse Broadcasting

v.p. for engineering, will be sessions

i hairman for 19th technical session.

Oscar W. B. Reed, Jr., is chairman of

the administration committee.

SMPTE has authorized a Canadian
section with headquarters in Toronto.

The annual meeting of the Ca-
nadian Association of Radio and
Television Broadcasters will be ad-

dressed by Barney Corson, advertising

director for Tidy House Products, on
Radio Dav. 2i March. The CARTB
meet will be held in Quebec City.
1 \RI"R membership now includes 145
radio stations. 28 television stations

and 54 associate members.
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FILM

\ promotional battle involving

ratings ot features vs. syndicated

half hours appears in Re v ind.

In the Ea< e of publicity given recent

feature &lm ratings, NBC Rim's sales

directoi lake Keevei has fired a bar-

rage of figures showing syndicated

shows winning hand-to-hand battles

with top-rated features.

Keever's data also Bhows that, tak-

ing features and syndicated Bhows a^

a group, the latin i- grabbing most

of the "top 10" plat es.

li i> no accident, 1 1 ade boui ces point

out, thai the promotional counter-

attack comes from the subsidiary of

network whose chief has warned

against the dangers of too much film.

Keever's figures cover five markets:

New N ork. I .os \ngeles and Boston

in October; Chicago and Detroit in

November. \RR rating- were used.

As an example of how half hours

in doing in direct competition with

features, Keever cites the five top-

ranking features in Los Angeles which

faced syndicated half hours (in the

same time slot).

The figures showed 11 half hours

topping the five features.

On a top 10 basis, the data showed

35 ndicated shows winning all 10 places

in Detroit, nine in Boston and eight

in Los Angeles.

Vnother Hollywood tradition—the

sneak preview—has spilled over
into the video business.

TPA's newT Tugboat Annie was dis-

creetly placed between the last two

shows at the Lake Theatre in Oak Park,

a suburb of Chicago on 1 Februarv.

[here was no advance ballyhoo.

The theatre audience was given

cards asking three questions: (1) how
the) enjoyed the show. (2) their age

bracket and (3) occupation.

TPA considers the reaction from

the "random sample represented bv

the Lake Theatre" audience is more
an urate than would be gotten from a

"partially pre-conditioned panel of

chosen \ iewers."

The use of spot-placed tv film

shows by national advertisers to

solve special marketing problems
will be a feature of 1957, according to

M. J. Rivkin. Ziv Tv -ales v.p.

KTRE-TV
CHANNEL 9

NOW SERVING

MORE THAN 60,000

TV FAMILIES

in East Texas with NBC-TV

basic programming.

(Via KPRC-TV)

KTRE-TV
CHANNEL 9

LUFKIN. TEXAS
Vice-President and General Manager

Richman Lewin

National Representatives

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell

Southwestern Representatives

Clyde Melville & Company
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Rivkin -aid "at least 20' <
" of the

increased purchases ol syndicated film

shows li\ national clients this year will

I e i raceable directl) l<i this factor.

Hi- cited such sponsors a- I\\C Lig-

gett \ Myers, Shaeffer, Nabisco,

Pabst, Pet Milk. Budweiser, Seal) Mat-

tress, Swift, Brown \ \\ illiamson. Gen-

eral Cigar and Emerson Drug, who

have bought /i\ shows to solve "area

weakness" or other specific problems.

(.HS Film's Whirlybirds is getting

heavy promotional support from
Stations in a number of markets.

• h,ll.|-l\. Los \ngeles heralded

the 4 Februar) premiere of the show

l>\ having a fleet <>f four helicopters

low banners with program informa-

tion throughout the daylighl hours of

the weekend before the debut.

• WHY \ew York, ran a contesl

among small fry. Prizes will he given

for the most original artistic concep-

tions of a helicopter.

The number of stations making
important program changes in-

volving feature film continues to

pile up.

\mong the recent examples:

• KPHO-TV, Phoenix, is face-lift-

ing its 12:30-4:00 p.m. weekday sched-

ule highlighted bj two hours of After-

noon Movietime. The station has

MGM, TCF. Selznick, Republic, RKO
and I A films.

"I know KRIZ Phoenix insists on

brief commercials, so I thought I'd

dress appropriately."

• \\ BZ-T\ . Boston, started a morn-

ing movie show. Ciani Movie Time.

on 2i! January. The show will include

live interview portions of an off-heat

nature with WBZ Radio personality

\oiin Prescott hosting.

• \\III\VI\. Syracuse, started off

its new \Kf\I package with 30 Seconds

Our Tokyo ui popular debut show

for the package) yesterda) if! Febru-

ary). The MGM movies will replace

I he 11:15 p.m. Hour of Mystery, Fea-

ture Playhouse, Premiere Playhouse

and Family Theatre, the latter a Sim-

da) afternoon show.

Ziv Tv's //arbor Command has been

bought by Hamm Brewing in 55 mar-

kets for next fall, the largest pre-

release sale for a new syndicated show

in Ziv"s history. . . . Guild's (.apt.

David Grief has hit its first eastern

sale with Utica Beer picking up the

tab in 10 upstate New York markets.

. . . Medallion Tv's High Road to

Danger, which has been running lo-

cally on KHJ-TV, Los Angeles, is be-

ing put into syndication.

National and regional sponsors

will spend more than §125 mil-

lion on syndicated film this year,

according to a Ziv Tv estimate. This

figure covers both program cost and

time.

Of this total, Ziv says, full program

sponsorship las opposed to participa-

tions in syndicated film i will account

for about $100 million.

This latter figure breaks down into

$60 million for single sponsor pur-

chases and 40' < for co-sponsorship

buys.

The estimated 1957 total will be

about 2()'< above 1956. Ziv feels.

The figures are based on special re-

search done by the tv film firm.

Trident Films Inc. of New York

Cit\ is among the nine associate of-

fices appointed by Fast-West T\ Net-

work, which claims to he the largest

independent supplier of closed circuit

projection equipment in the country.

. . . NTA has sold its "Rocket 86"

package to \\ VI \ . Newark.

COMMERCIALS
It's true even with commercials

—

..omen react differently from
men. Here are some observations

from Schwerin Research Corp.:

• Commercials which put heaw
emphasis on entertainment tend to be

more effective among women than

among men.

• I he other side of the coin—men
are usualK more influenced by the

"scientific approach."

Commercials used in the test were

cf general-usage—products commonly

bought h\ both sexes.

Schwerin Research adds that the en-

tertaining commercial is not the onlj

type of commercial effective with

women: it is just one kind that works

when used properly. Another qualify-

ing thought: "To succeed with anyone,

the entertainment must have a reason-

able relationship to the selling objec-

tives.

Warner Bros, tv commercial and
industrial film department is mak-
ing rapid growth strides. Branch

offices are being opened in New ^ ork

and Chicago in order to give ad agen-

cies direct service.

Joseph D. Lamneck will supervise

Eastern states operation from New

York headquarters. Mid-western states

manager: Burton A. Neuburger.

L PA is also opening a Chicago office

—this makes the firms fourth branch.

Peter Del Negro has been named gen-

eral manager and will headquarter at

360 No. Michigan Ave. The Chi'

M0W People

Listen

£\P!
BIRMINGHAM

THE Voice OF ALABAMA
John Blair & Co.
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office offers ci eal ive production set \

n e » iili finished product ion facilil ies

coming from I I' \ - Hollywood and
"\ I- W ^ III k StudiOS.

RESEARCH
V special then-and-nov MJH stud]

shows ili.it seven of the top 10 l\

hows for January "57 have added

viewers and gained highei positions

from their January .">(> rankings.

1. The h<l Sullivan Shou moved
up from third to the number one -|>"i

and reached 28,090,000 more \ iewers.

2. / Love Lucj up from -i\th to

second with 16,840,000 additional

\ iewers.

I'ii i \ Como Shou up from

l(>tli to third with 17,185,000 addi-

tiniial \ iewers.

I. GJE. theatre up from V)\\\ to

fourth with I 1,320,000 additional

\ iewers.

5. (Umax ii|> from 12th to fifth

with 8,165,000 additional \ iewers.

He special comparison stud) also

shows two programs thai made huge

gains. Hire,/ Hitchcock Presents and

Godfrey's Talent Scouts (which rank

Bixth and luth respectivel) for Janu-

ai )
">7

i were not even among the top

2> -how- in '56.

Richard tVIanville Research. 230
Park \\c. New York, is offering free

copies of "Index of T\ Advertising

!&*

THERE'S ONLY ONE. LEADER...

KMT TV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION . BUTTE

I tl.i i \\ eness. " This is a broi hure re

centl) prepared foi \\ > I \ I \
. Steu-

bem ille 0, which offers help on how

to measure results advertisers are eel

ting from their h budgets. . . . I .S.

Department of ' ommerce reports

7<i' / households h ith u sets as oi

August '56. . . . Note from the latest

Nielsen Newscast "cold nights and

i\ go togethei . I In- \ ielsen lettei

says thai from a review ol lasl yeai -

figures i\ families can be expected to

average "almost twice as much view-

in- this w inter as lasl Bummei

TvB's comparison of the 1956 i<»

the L955 viewing audience breaks

down this waj :

• Evening: advertisers reached 17'«

more home- in '56.

• Da) time: l<">' < mo re h o mes
reached.

• Daj time weekend :
21'. more

home- reached.

Increase in homes reached pei

broadcast was:

• Evening: over I million.

• Daytime: 118,000.

• Daytime weekend: 823,000.

STOCK MARKET
Following stocks in air media and

related fields will be listed each issue

with quotations for Tuesday this week

and Tuesday the week before. Quota-

tions supplied by Merrill Lvnch,

Pierce. Fenner and Beane.

Stock
Tues.

29 Jan.

1 Hi--.

5 Feb.

Nel

Change

\ ew York Stock Exchange

LB-PI 22K -•2 ;

,

— %
AT&T i:t T

- 176% -Hi \ •_•

Lvco 6% 7 + :'s

i BS "A" ;r :

. 33% + I's

< olumbia Pi< i:
:;

, 17% — '.

1 iirv.
"-

Paramount

20%
10%

20

30%

— 3/8

EN \ 13% — 7 -

Storer 26% 26Y4 — :

>

20th-Foi 24% 24 — '-•

\\ arnei Bros. 26% 26 — 's

\\ estinghouse .">."> 54% - 's

American Stock Exchange

Ulied Irtists 1% — '*

i \( *uper 1% 1 — '-

DuMont Labs 5% — Va

Guild Films \ — %
\T\ «>"-, 9 — l

.

WANTED
Are You the Sales Manager
SPONSOR Needs in the

Midwest?

SPONSOR i- looking for a Sales

Manager in the Midwest with a

-t rong sales record. I his is a kej

-ales area, with headquarter* in

Chicago, and requires a top-

DOtch man wlm i- looking lor an

exceptional opportunity and is

willing to work for it. You'll be

calling on top station executives

in 10 states. There » plent) of

prestige, sales advantages, and

interesting activitv to this align-

ment jilentv of travel, too. If

you're the man, you'll have a

I

it oven sales record, some knowl-

edge of station operation, a repu-

tation for square dealing, and a

deep down desire to improve

votir financial position. Please

rush full detail-.

BOX 92

SPONSOR. 40 E. 49

NEW YORK 17

SPONSOR FEBRUARY 1951



RIGHT

IT'S A FACT! With the right two-WFBG-TV, Altoona, and

Pittsburgh— you get 76,701 more TV homes. In this area— day

and night — seven days a week—WFBG-TV delivers average

audiences 30.1% greater than Johnstown; 71.4% more
quarter-hour firsts. Your BLAIR-TVman has the proof: ARB,
November 1956; ARB Altoona Coverage Study, March 1956. WFI3G-TV
OHLY BASIC CBS-TV STATIOH SERVING THE AREA ATfo on a ? eTn s y i v a nTa

Channel 10
ABC-TV • NBC-TV

Represented by BLAIR-TV

operated by: Radio and Televi-sion Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts.. Philadelphia 39, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa. / Binghamton, N. Y.WFIL-AMiFMiTV, ..----_..
- , W NBF-AM«FM»TV,

Harrisburg, Pa./ Altoona, Pa./.
, ___ _.. New Haven-Hartford, Conn.WHGB-AM, 'WFBG-AM«TV, ' WNHC-AM • FM • TV,

National Sales Office, 4-85 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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What's happening in U. S. Government

dial afjects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
rl ht lg57

CBS ami NBC might as well get themaelvea net for some mmiuII hand grenades
•ponsor publication* inc lli.il the Dean BarrOWl network -linl\ group in about to Iomh their way.

I In- complete report on what tin- Harrows group thinks won't he released until June; hut

in the meantime at least two sections will he pulled out for public scrutiny.

Insiders who have seen fragments of the report describe it as loaded with dynamite.

Also from the investigative grapevine: The Celler House anti-trust subcommittee
may resume its probe. People have been coming forward and a^kin^ for an opportunity to

Bubmit information and viewpoints.

Apparently the top brass of ad agencies don't contribute to Democratic cam-
paign coffers.

A campaign-spending report issued by the Senate elections subcommittee shows that quite

a number of agencv partners contrihuted a total of $51,000 to the Republicans, compared to

zero for the Democrats.

Larger contributors were Bruce Barton, J. D. Danforth, Fred B. Machee and A. F.

Osborn, of BBDO; William R. Baker, Jr. and Robert E. Lush, of Benton & Bowles; Clifford

Fitzgerald, of D-F-S; Robert Carney, of FCB; Thomas U. A. Brophy and Dwight Mills, of

K&E; Leo Burnett; Stanley Resor and Norman Strouse, of JWT; James Houlahan and John

Peace, of Estj ; Sigurd Larmon and Louis Brockway, of Y&R. Their contributions averaged

around $1,000.

Of the over-all ad campaign expenditures, totaling $33 million, almost S10 million

went to tv and radio.

The Senate Commerce Committee resumes its inquiry into tv problems 5

March. That's the first date the committee and FCC commissioners found mutually con-

venient.

The long delay will not affect overdue reports on subscription tv, network practices, and

channel allocations.

Main purpose of quizzing the commissioners this time is to get an explanation of FCC
behavior on the I III problem.

The FCC general counsel made clear to a National Religious Broadcasters con-

vention in Washington this week what FCC policy is on religious programing.

In outline, the FCC:

• Can't tell radio and tv stations how much time should be devoted to religious

subjects; whether to charge or not to charge for religion; or how the station should walk

the chalk line between competing denominations.

• Has the right, when license renewal time comes up, to see whether a station has given

the community balanced programing in the public interest—which includes religious pro-

graming.

Tbe U. S. and Mexico have come to a new agreement on the use of broadcast

frequencies.

The agreement would run for five years.

The I . S. Senate and the proper constitutional authorities of Mexico have yet to ratify it.
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GETTING THE MOST FROI\

If the Picture "Pops"
It Has What It Takes!
Many a good film commercial has been ruined by o poor presenta-

tion "on-air." If the picture "pops" out at you, has sparkle and dimen-

sion, you know it's good. With modern RCA Film Equipment you can

expect and get the highest quality reproduction and long term reli-

ability in operation.

Slt*CB
HOW L°N6

4
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VOUR FILM DOLLAR

How to Get the Kind of Picture

Quality that Advertisers Want
There are two ways to increase the quality of your

film programs:

(a) By using Vidicon film cameras

(b) By using professional projectors.

Vidicon cameras give you sharp, clear, virtually noise-free pictures

of live picture quality. The Vidicon will show every detail that is

on the film. For example, night scenes are much clearer with new

Vidicon cameras than with older Iconoscope equipment. Vidicon

film cameras have ideal tone or gray scale range for high quality

reproduction of film. A remote light control permits the RCA
Vidicon camera to be adjusted to optimum operating conditions

at all times.

Professional RCA projectors are another requirement for high

picture quality. Professional film projectors provide a rock-steady

picture, free from jump and jitter, as well as high fidelity sound.

Precise optics in the RCA film and slide projectors assure evenness

of illumination and excellent resolution.

Whether you are a station executive, program sponsor or

agency man, you'll be helping the cause of good film program-

ming by advocating the use of up-to-date film room equipment.

Ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to show you our new film

manual "Planning TV Film Facilities for Color and Monochrome."

RADIO COR PORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal
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A roundup of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
9 FEBRUARY
Copyright 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.
Latest addition to agency jargon is the word "engineering."

You'll be hearing it more and more in descriptions of the organizational mechanics of

lugger agencies.

Obviously it's another instance of agency top management borrowing termi-

nology from the client.

The president of a leading agency is having trouble getting the manpower
he wants unless he offers contracts up to five years.

Candidates have learned through the grapevine that the dynamo president is inclined to:

• Play his top key people off against each other.

• Exhibit fickleness in his choice of confidantes.

• Make decisions on the basis of who gets his ear first.

Here's why you rarely see rival station reps breaking bread together, in con-

trast with the open camaraderie that exists among print reps:

It's mainly due to a stronger sense of caution—dating back to the days when the

loss of an important station could put a rep firm on the fatal edge.

Veteran reps cite this classic anecdote of what can happen when a slip is made over

the lunch table:

Murray Grabhorn. while Blair's New York manager in the mid '30s. boasted to a com-

petitor how he had just told off one of his stations.

Three months later that station wras in his luncheon companion's fold.

ABC TVs New York flagship (WABC-TV) can expect the Ellington agency to

raise a howl if John Cameron Swayze winds up on a late night news spot for Esso.

Months ago Ellington responded to a WABC solicitation for the Cities Service ac-

count with this counter gambit: get Swavze and we'll talk.

Though the Esso-Swavze deal is still in the preliminary stage. Ellington has told the

station it deserves first place in line.

Here's an industry memory test that should make your colleagues shake their heads:

• When the first radio commercial was aired, fit was in 1922 over WEAF. N. Y..

then owned bv AT&T: the Queensboro Corp. was the sponsor.)

• When the 4 A's protested to NBC about affiliates hitchhiking local commercials on-

to network programs without permission.

• NBC extending the chainbreak from 20 to 30 seconds — both to stop hitchhiking

and give affiliates a chance to add to their income.

• Longine's innovation of the time signal in the station break.

• Stanley Hubbard (KSTP) and Ed Craney (KXLF) perking up NAB conventions with

their protests against "steamroller tactics."

• Chicago as the birthplace of the soap opera, the half-hour situation comedy, and

m.c.M drama formula.

• Doc Brinkley selling pep-up glands over a Kansas station.

• The Federal Radio Commission putting a sudden crusher on the swami programs

infesting the air.
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TV PROGRAMING
(Continued from page 35)

-i\ starring Bob Hope, six starring

Jem Lewis, two with Dean Martin

and some with Eddie Fisher.

NBC T\ plans on the same number
<>f situation coined) shows in fall L957

as during last fall, hut contracts with

packagers and talent are on an 18-

week, rather than .'W-week hasis.

"At the end of 10 weeks, you can

tell whether you have a flop and still

have time to shop for a new show,

say- McAvity. "Or, you can order the

19th in the series, if the shows good.

It's true that this causes a problem

for the producer with the idea of get-

ting hack his money through syndica-

tion. But the agencies agree with the

network- on this point, so shorter con-

tracts ran be negotiated."

A stumbling block to the 18-week

contract is the fact that SAG won't

sanction employment for less than 2d

weeks, but clients still find it cheaper

to pa) for the individual actors than

ft r the entire show production.

While NBC TV is very bullish on

V\ e-terns and adventure-mysteries, the

network is not specifically planning

an) new quiz shows. The door's open

to a new show in any category, says

\leAvit\. if it is sufficiently good.

Packagers—The most significant

StU tf THE

ON
CHANNEL

CONTACT YOUR
KATZ MAN FOR

ADJACENCIES

316,000 WATTS COVER/NG MORE THAN 50 COUNTIES IN TENN.,KY.,& N.C.

WBIR-TV WSBB

development of 1957 seems to be the

trend away from pilot films. Inde-

pendent producers are offering shows

earlier than last year, but they're of-

fering a large proportion of them from

scripts and presentations, without go-

ing into pilot film production unless

the) have a potential buver.

Shows being currently offered run

the gamut from situation comedy to

\\ < -terns to adventures and drama.

However, the largest single category is

action-stories.

Costume dramas are also being of-

fered around quite a bit. Official

Films is starting pilot films for two

new costume dramas to be shot in

London studios with European back-

grounds. They're tentatively titled The

Highwayman and Sword for Hire.

Both are intended for network expo-

sure, but neither is committed vet.

Screen Gems has almost finished a

pilot on Ivanhoe, its costume drama.

The heaviest months for showing

pilots are February and March this

year. However, a number of major

agencies have been working with inde-

pendent packagers from the shaping

of the show concept through the de-

velopment of the format. And, while

they might not have made actual com-

mitments at the idea stage, pilots for

several shows are being made with a

tacit understanding that there's a po-

tential buyer for the show.

Several of the situation comedies

being offered are built around several

characters rather than one. For in-

stance, Screen Gems' The Shape, The

Face and The Brain deals with three

career girls. Screen Gems, Tom, Dick

and Harry also spreads family and

marital humor amid three performers.

TPA has two situation-comedv en-

tries: Mr. Digby and Waldo, three ad-

venture series and a Western. NTA is

producing two situation comedies

l How to Marry a Millionaire and

Mother is a Freshman) and one adven-

ture series (Anything Incorporated)

with 20th Century, five adventure se-

ries, one Western and one situation

comedy with Desilu.

Ziv is planning six or seven new

shows, mostly in the adventure-my stery

and Western categories. And ABC
Film's new product also emphasizes

action and mysteries. Its new shows

include 26 Men I adult Western), Ex-

clusive (adventure). Bulldog Drum-

mond (mystery).

Reaction among agent) tv-radio di-

rectors to-date: On the whole, there
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seems i<> be no startling new concepts

forthi < 1 1
1

i r i for the next season.

The) 're afi aid thai the "\ ei pi oduction

of shows in categories which proved

successful this year maj backfire as

it diil when an avalanche of imitative

quizzes followed si> I JUKI Outwtion.

But, "ii the u hole, agenc) men undei

line the trend tow ard W estei ns and

action stories, expect \>> see them sue-

i
ii'il in the tail.

Agencies The greatest change in

approach to pi ograming has occui red

within agencies during the past 1 • \\

months. Because last fall was so dis-

appointing and because the initial in-

vestment required for nel i\ sponsor-

ship is so sizable, agencies are once

again taking a more active part in

programing production. They're doing

-d under a system that \h< aim l.riek-

son's George Haight calls "coproduc-

tinn. as compared with actual lull

production with an agenc) stafl as in

the case of J\\ I - Lux and Kraft

Thrillers.

In essence, this term means that top

agency tv-radio executives have been

working with reliable producers from

the time an interesting show concepl

or idea i- presented to the agencv

.

i athei than simpl) buj ins a pilot and

ordei ing the (dm set ies from sample

sci ipts. Bj getl in" in mi tin-
"

" i
.

I
• i

ground Boor, majoi agencies are re-

i aptui in u agree of < ontJ "I

i \ ei the content and production.

I mtlni nunc, the scouting for prod-

uct intended l<.| next fall began miirli

earlier ilii- year. Y&R'a Rod I rickson,

for instance, began talking fall 1957

programing with producers as far back

as the beginning "I t.ill L956. ll<>w-

<\ ei . the pattei n has been ii tie "I othei

majoi agencies as well, and in the

month oi January in particular there've

been as main top-level conferences

with packagers and screenings "I

pilots as USUall) occur in Man Ii.

One outcome of this "coproduc-

tion" system is a dilTerent outlook on

I lie pilol film. Among packagers

there's a trend awa\ from shooting

pilot films stricth on speculation.

\\ bile few clients are willing to make

outright commitments at the idea

stage, they do talk to the packagers

at the idea stage and contribute,

through their agencies, to the shaping

of the final product.

Major agency tv-radio v.p.'s inter-

viewed bj sponsor agree on several

programing trends the) expect ti

in fall
:

' I > more mj stei - melodi
i 2

1 wai ineas of situation i omedies

Several expressed a feai that > ui

enthusiasm f"i Westerns maj product

such an overloading "I programing in

this category that mortalit) is expected

to be high.

\ 1 1
1 <

> 1
1
_ i. HI plans t li.it are tentativel)

firmed up is Chesterfield's sponsorship

of Frank Sinatra on \l»' I \ and

Standard < Hi's bankrolling ol an \ B(

T\ Bpe< ta< ul. ii foi the fii m's 75th

\nni\ei-ai \
| both through \I< i !ann-

I i ii k - »i 1 1

.

There - some i
«

> 1 1 1 1 i
< t, ai i ording i"

ic) i\ toppi i -. between the trends

in netwoi k programing and i lient

preferences. Networks are generally

bullish on hour and longer program-

ing formats, which frequentl) require

multiple sponsors. Clients, on the othei

hand, are returning t" the concept "I

alternate-week sponsorship when finan-

cially feasible, because they feel the

financial investment in tv should pro-

duce program identification and

greater opportunities fur merchandis-

ing and use of star- than multiple

sponsorship generalK permits. ^

TV in Fresno --

the big inland California market-- means

KMJTV
Best local programs Basic NBC-TV affiliate

Paul H. Roymer Co .,

National Representative
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available...
Participating Spots in

a Schedule of Domi-
nate Programs in Ok-
lahoma's Biggest
Market!

mystery
playhouse
6 Nites a week
at 10:30 p. m. . . .

'Every Sunday
MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Every Monday

CITY DETECTIVE
Every Tuesday

RACKET SQUAD
Every Wednesday

SAN FRANCISCO BEAT
Every Thursday

HEADLINE
Every Saturday

CONFIDENTIAL FILE

Buy MYSTERY PLAYHOUSE

at Class B Rates . . . (Participating)

/jooiALl!

tooe>o oooo

tfCOMLI
OOOOO OQOOoOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

Full length, top Warner Bros.

features, 6 nights a week
1 1 :00 p. m.

Buy THEATRE 8 at Class C
Rates. I Participation)

Reach the people with the kind of
entertainment they like. Cover
TWO of Oklahoma's major mar-
kets at ONE Low Cost.

• Oil Your Nearest AVERY-KNODEL Representa-

tive for Complete Information.

MUSKOGEE — TULSA

TULSA BROADCASTING COMPANY
Box 9697, Tulso, Oklahoma

Reps at work

Shel Van Dolen, Weed Television Corporation, New York, thinks

that the tirnebuyer can save time, money and effort by alwa\s

dealing directly and exclusively with representatives rather than

going to stations. "The representative is equipped to answer almost

all questions about stations and markets he represents, amd most of

the time he can supply the infor-

mation immediately," Shel sa\~.

"Consequently, when a timebuver

contacts a station for information

about programing, prices, avail-

abilities, or merchandising, the

station manager invariablv relays

it to his representative." Con-

tacting the station, Shel points out,

increases the advertising agency's

cost of doing business: (1) the ex-

pense of an unnecessary phone call

and (2) the delay of a question

and the resultant answer by mail. Many times, when a timebmer

wants the answer in writing, it's the rep who writes the letter. "Let

the station representative serve you," Shel says, "and if that un-

usual question comes up for which he has no answer, let him serve

you further—and faster—by getting the answer from his client, just

as you would. This is the more efficient and economical method."

George Bingham, The Walker Representation Co., New York, com-

ments: "The upsurge of spot radio re-emphasizes the old question

as to which can do a better selling job for the advertiser—purely

local stations or regional power houses? Many local stations, wheth-

er independents or network affiliates, serve the advertiser more effec-

tively. The\ have a solid nugget

of local acceptance, not necessar-

ily reflected in ratings. Many na-

tional advertisers realize this and

one auto company comes to mind

as an outstanding example of the

comprehensive use of smaller sta-

tions. In addition, they offer sat-

uration plans that enable the ad-

vertiser to secure a lower cost-per-

1,000 as well as many merchandis-

ing services which the large sta-

tions do not have. But what about

power house stations? They cover ground—and in some cases

several states. This looks good on paper to power-conscious adver-

tisers who think that size determines sales. They are unaware that

most power stations do not sell local products and services beyond

their nugget area. And of necessity, their rates are much higher

than lower power competitors with concentrated selling markets."
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channel 12
CALL HEADLEY-REED, REP.

WINSTON-SALEM
•Tfn Xk WINSTON-SALEM
•Jin TOT GREENSBORO

HIGH POINT

AFFILIATE
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NIELSEN' SURVEY

PROVES
KTBS-TV
LEADS

MONTHLY COVERAGE
Homes Reached, 1Ju

?
OuU

A Bonus of 6,740 over Station B

TELEVISION HOMES
in KTBS-TV Area 157,980
A Bonus of 13,1 20 over Station B
•N.C.S. No. 2, Spring 1956

KTBS*?L/
CHANNEL

SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
E. NEWTON WRAY, President & Gen. Mgr.

NBC and ABC
Represented by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

70

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Donald D. Sullivan, general manager of

WXAX, Yankton, S. D., and KVTV, Sioux

City, la., has been elected a vice president

of the Cowles Broadcasting Co., according

to an announcement made recently by Lu-

ther Hill, president of the organization.

Sullivan first came to Cowles Broadcasting

in 1948. His initial assignment there was

that of commercial manager at station

\\ \ AX. In 1953 he moved to Sioux City. la., where he assumed

the post of advertising director for the two affiliated station-. \\ \ \\

(radio) and KVTV (television). He was appointed to the position

of general manager of both stations in July of 1956. In addition

to WNAX and KVTV, the Cowles Broadcasting Co. currently oper-

ates four other radio and television stations: WHTX and WHTN-TV,
Huntington. \\ . Va.: and KRNT and KRNT-TV Des Moines. la.

Reg W. Twiggs has been elected a vice

president of McCann-Erickson, Inc., and

has been appointed manager of the Los

Angeles office. The announcement was

made by Marion Harper, Jr., president of

the agency. Twiggs joined the firm as an

account supervisor in April, 1956. He
came to McCann-Erickson from Erwin,

\\ asey & Co., Los Angeles, where he also

held the position of account supervisor. Previously he had worked

as an account director with several national agencies in Cleveland.

He is a graduate of Oberlin College and is 38 years old. Twiggs

succeeds Burt Cochran who has been vice president and manager of

McCann's Los Angeles office since 1941. Cochran, who has been

with the agencv since 1926, will continue to serve as a member

of the advisory committee and devote his time to client service.

George Henderson has been appointed

general sales and promotion manager for

the new Channel 9 television station,

\\ SOC-TV, Charlotte, N. C, according to

an announcement made by Larry W alker.

executive vice president of the company.

H Henderson previously served as general

iW sales manager for all the radio and tv sta-

tions of the Crosley Broadcasting Corp.

He joined the Croslev organization in January 1949 as sales mana-

ge) and is credited with the organization and activation of \A LVv -C.

Columbus, ().. in that same \ear. Prior to joining Crosley he

served as advertising manager for the Ohio Fuel and Gas Co. Hen-

derson also served as past governor of the fifth district of the

Advertising Federation of America. He will report to dutv at

WSOC-TVs temporary offices at 2221 North Tryon St., Charlotte.
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ALL PERIODS
ARB December 1956

STATION SHARE OF SETS IN USE

Sign on to 12 noon

WDEF-TV
Station B

WDEF-TV
Station B

6:00 p.m. to Midnight

WDEF-TV
Station B

Noon to 6:00 p.m.

55.7

43.2

WDEF-TV
14 of top 15

Net Shows

WDEF-TV
8 of top 10

Syndicated Shows

WDEF-TV
428 of 562

Measured V* Hours



SPONSOR

Licking the muddle
llm\ to lick a muddle was never better illustrated than the

swift, positive steps taken l>\ a number of national repre-

sentatives to bring NCS -7x2 under control.

Along with its virtues, NCS #2 brought distress for two

basic reasons— rep and stations considered it deflationary;

agencies began to adapt the material in confusing ways.

The result has been another example of industry chaos

with -cores of differing agency formulas.

Hut the reps, who have frequently taken it on the chin

because of mass industry confusion, decided to do something

about it. Three members of the Station Representatives'

Association, working independently, arrived at the same

formula. Then one of them succeeded in simplifying the

formula. This became known as the SRA Formula. By the

time you read this the SRA Formula may be approved by the

Radio/Tv Committee of the 4A's, which has shown genuine

interest in it.

The three reps who pooled their efforts are Blair, Young

and Katz. Dan Denenholz of Katz gets credit for working

out a simplified adaptation. Undoubtedly other reps have

worked hard on the same project.

We applaud the SRA Formula (whether accepted or not).

Two hats or one?
Agencies ( and their clients ) will do well to take special

note of the problems of creative radio delineated on page 25

of this issue.

One of the facets of the problem, as seen by such forceful

exponents of a dynamic radio medium as Arthur Hull Hayes,

president of CBS Radio, stems from linkage of tv and radio

at advertising agencies, with radio usually getting the short

end of the stick.

The solution, as seen by Art Hayes and other thoughtful

experts, is in specialization. Let radio men specialize in

radio at the agency level; let tv men specialize in tv. At

BBDO and Y&R thi> process is going on. We believe other

agencies will follow suit.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Television program-

ing experimentation resulting in a free flow of

new presentations, new formats and new ideas

that enable tv to serve the public better both

as an entertainment and advertising medium.

72

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Blooper: Dallas Williams, of Dallas

\\ illiams & Sons Advertising in L. \..

recalls this spoonerism in a live com-

mercial on a local tv station. The an-

nouncer stood beside a mattress, held

up a bed slat, suddenlv tossed it aside.

"Yes. back-sufferers," he said, "you

can throw away your bed slats when

you sleep on a Sealy Orthamadic

Peetress."

Excused: Charles B. Willard, time-

buyer at McCann-Erickson, was re-

recently called on jury duty. He sat

out the first case on the docket, dis-

qualified at the request of the proa

cuting attorney on the grounds of oc-

cupational bias. The nature of the

case: a client vs. ad agency suit.

Greetings: The Boiling Co.. station

representatives, sent out "Happy

Ground Hog Day ' cards this year.

Typo: From N. Y. Herald Tribune—
"Jerry Marshall, the disk jockey,

be is leaving Y\ XEV\ after fourteen

years because 'it has become clear that

differences of opinion between me and

the management of the station with re-

spect to the programing policv of the

Make BBelieve Ballroom have made
necessary a severance of my relation-

ship with the station." BBlubbering

will get you nowhere.

Some chick! From Executive Pu*i-

tions Wanted columns in N. } . Times:

(ADV.) EGGHEAD FOB H1BE
Em in the market for a copv-writing

or advt exec position where my Grade

A noggin and AD-versatility can be

utilized to the hilt. Am happiest in a

warm roost where I can hatch

business ideas and write perky, chirpy

copj . . . Okay, Egghead, come in for

a candling.

Swap? Ad in Liverpool, Nova Scotia

Weekly-Advance—FOR SALE—T\ set,

almost new. 21 -inch screen. W ill trade

for ox.

Sounds like some sore loser on die

$64,000 question.

Valentines: air mediawise

From an agenc] to prospect client

—

I'm not much at wooing

I'm not much at cooing

But if n you're willing

Ed sure like your billing.

From a sponsor seeking an alternate

—

Come buv with me and share

ni\ show

Dear major-minor sponsor-co
v
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WATCH WTCN-TV. . . where BIG things are happening!

WTCN-TV in 1st or 2nd place 5&°o of the time!

No place else in the important Twin Cities market can an advertiser find ratings like these

at rates like WTCN-TV's! Out of 160 total quarter hours between 4 pm-midnight " ARH shows

WTCN-TV pulls top . . . or next to top . . . ratings 58'
, of the time! Get all this PLUS the lowest

rates of the "big three" network stations in town! Contact your Katz representative today!
*ARB . . . December, 19.56

WTCN-TvCLw^ll
ABC Network MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.

Affiliated with WFDF, Flint; WOOD AM & TV, 316,000
Grand Rapids; WFBM AM & TV, Indianapolis

watts



BUGS BUNNY'S

A WINNER TOO!
Wed. 6-6:30 P. M
BUGS-18.3
ADVENTURE
LAND-14.2
NEWS & EARLY
SHOW-3.2

% + +

WARNER CARTOONS

COMPETITION!
For WCSH In Portland, Maine

December ARB Ratings

("Fun House" 5:30-6 P.M. Mon. thru Fri.)

WCSH WGAN WMTW
WARNER CARTOONS ADVENTURE LAND MICKEY MOUSE CLUB

AVERAGE 18.7 14.2 6.2

MON. 15.6 16.1 5.1

TUES. 19.6 13.5 5.9

WED. 18.1 14.6 7.3

THURS. 20.0 14.2 6.1

FRI. 20.0 12.4 6.7

PUT THESE RATING WINNERS
TO WORK FOR YOU!

write or call

345 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. MUrray H II 6-

I |
2323

|

Inc.

CHICAGO
75 E. Wacker Drive

DEarborn 2-4040

DALLAS
1511 Bryan Street

Riverside 7-8553

LOS ANGELES
9110 Sunset Boulevard

CRestview 6-5886
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PON
RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

HMDCASTWG COMPANY,
UBRARY

RADIO STATION KOWII
THE STOR2 STATIONS

OMAHA 2.NEBRAM. \

KOWH OMAHA
VHI KANSAS CITY

WTIX NEW ORIEANS

WQAM " '

February 16, 1957

|
lllPATRliX PI II niv..

AH A

Mr. Chick Crabtree
Co -Manager
Radio Station KOIL
Omaha, Nebraska

Dear Chick:

We have read your ad on the cover of February 9 Sponsor, and we believe there

are several inaccuracies.

1. You say, "A mere 18 months ago, KOIL claimed only fifth place in

Omaha's six-station market."

The fact is that in the August-September, 1955 Hooper, KOIL showed

up a very strong THIRD .

2. "Today, a year and a half later, the new KOIL has risen to dominant
second position. Both Hooper and Pulse prove it."

The fact is that December Hooper figures showed KOIL to be THIRD;

KOWH, in first place. The two most recent Pulse ratings show KOIL
to be a VERY WEAK THIRD .

In the September Pulse you were just 0.8 of a point ahead of the

4th station and the December figures show KOIL again to be a WEAK
THIRD while KOWH has almost twice your rating. (Monday-Saturday,
KOWH 32%, KOIL 16.57.).

3. "KOIL's success formula means that only KOIL in Omaha has higher
and higher ratings continuously."

The fact is that only KOIL of the big four stations has shown a

decline in the last three PULSE reports.

4. "More local advertisers use KOIL than all other Omaha stations
combined."

Not only is it a fact that KOIL does NCT have more local advertisers
than OTHER OMAHA STATIONS COMBINED; actually, KOIL doesn't have more
local advertisers than KOWH ALONE A notarized air check made the
week of December 17, 1956, showed that KOWH had 112 while KOIL had
only 93.

Virgil Sharpfe

General Manager

cc : Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D.C.
Dr. Sidney Roslow, Pulse, Inc., New York
Frank Stisser, C. E. Hooper, Inc., New York
Norman Glenn, Sponsor Magazine, New York
Harold Fellows, NARTB, Washington
Omaha Better Business Bureau, Omaha
Omaha Advertising Club
All Major Omaha Advertising Agencies
Legal Counsel, KOWH
Legal Counsel, KOIL

WHY SPOT RADIO

WILL COST YOU

MORE IN 1957

Reps -.iv rate hikes,

which alarm agencies,

are due to buyers in-

sisting on onl) certain

broadcast time-periods

Page 27

Spot tv figures

hit new high in

4th quarter '56

Page 30

Candy industry:

low ad budget,

high sales goa!

Page 34

Monthly cost

and programing

comparagraph

Page 39



iiTODAY" in Housloi

NETWORK
QUALITY

at the local level!

V

KPRC-TV was there when Dave Garroway toured Houston's gigar.

new Bank of the Southwest on opening day for the "Today" sh<

KPRC-TV furnished the entire production and engineering faci

for the show including live commercials. KPRC-TV ... the t

station in your Houston selling plan! KPRC-TV . . . proved t

and again over the last eight years . . . the most potent advert is

force in the Houston market!

KPRC-TV
H O U S T O h

CHANNEL
JACK HARRIS

Vice President ami General Manager

JACK McGREW
National Sales Manager

EDWARD PETRY & C.

National Represe»t.i:;n

K PRC-TV FIRST IN EXPERIENCE WITH OVER 900 M A N - Y E A R S



CBS, NBC, and ABC Television Networks

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

BOLLING CO NEW YORK CHICAGO.
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO BOSTON

and RADIO, too!
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Why spot radio will cost you more in 1957

27 Spread of rate rises in early morning, late afternoon i» alarming some
agencies. Reps blame buyers for insisting on high traffic slots only

Spot tv figures hit new high

30 TvB dollar data for final quarter of 1956 passes a record $107 million

compared with $103 million for corresponding quarter of year before

An adman ad-libs on tv

32 ^ OI
i
Us| tv—but all broadcast advertising gets cap, bells and rapier

treatment in new book by Bob Foreman, sponsor columnist, BBDO exec

Candy industry: low on ad budget, high on sales goals

34 Only the giants among confectioners really spend, accounting for two-

thirds of $45 million for 1957. Radio and tv may get $15 million

Monthly tv cost and programing Comparagraph

39 Features include average costs by network program types: cost-per- 1,000

for top 10 nighttime and daytime network shows; spot television basics

FEATURES

18 Agency Ad Libs

24 19th and Madison

58 Mr. Sponsor

63 New and Renew

68 News & Idea Wrap-Up

S Newsmaker of the Week

94 Reps at Work

56 Sponsor Asks

88 Sponsor Hears

' 9 Sponsor-Scope

96 Sponsor Speaks

64 Spot Buys

96 Ten Second Spots

16 Timebuyers at Work

92 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

85 Washington Week

In Next Week's Issue

Part Two of SPONSOR'S candy industry roundup

Spot and national advertisers may spend $15 million on broadcast media

this year. Capsule case histories show howT manufacturers use tv-radio

Can you buy spot media like you do outdoor advertising?

Weiss & Geller v.p. Max Tendrich says you can, and advocates system

in spot by which you buy "exposures'" to total station circulation
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DOLLAR
j will go
I a long way
these days on WHO Radio!

Take 8 a.m. to 72 noon as an example . . .

WhHEN you consider what's happened to the

purchasing power of the dollar, it's mighty im-

pressive to see what a buck will still buy in

national spot radio— especially WHO Radio!

LETS LOOK AT THE RECORD . . .

On WHO Radio, a 1 -minute spot between

8 a.m. and 12 noon will deliver 53,953

actual listening homes.

That's 1,136 homes for a dollar, or 1,000

homes for $.88— ALL LISTENING TO WHO!

That's the rock-bottom minimum. Over and

above this proven audience, 50,000-watt WHO
is heard by hundreds of thousands of unmeasuri d

listeners, both in and outside Iowa. Bonus in-

cludes Iowa's 5~3.000 car radios and 52~.()()0

extra home sets— plus vast audience in "Iowa

Plus"!

Let your PGW Colonel give you all the facts

on WHO Radio.

(Computations based on projecting Nielsen

figures and 1955 Ion a Radio Audience Survey

data against our 26-time rate.)

WHO Radio is pan of

Central Broadcasting Company.
which also owns and operates

WHO-TV. Des Moines
WOC-TV. Davenport

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B. J.
Palmer. President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin. Woodward, Inc.

National Kepresentatit is

SPONSOR 16 FEBRUARY 1957



I

they're a pourin' in... kit n' kaboodle!

These here folks come a-traipsin' into LA only to find things ain't

like they were back home. They need bales o' things and man do they

and millions like 'em ever buy. Yep, stuff sure moves fast when you

use KXLA, most listened to 24-hour country and western music statior

10,000 watts covering the greater Los Angeles market

11 10 on the (Ha

represented nationally by Burke-Stuart Co., New York, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco

.-^



NEWSMAKER
of the week

(The news: " illiam />'. Campbell, formerly national advertis-

manager for ill-Borden ii and nii/m has been promoted to

[manuka aj the Borden Company's general advertising department,

trding to an announcement l>\ ^imul Peabody, assistant vice

\ president.

|The newsmaker: < ampbell, who joined Borden's in L952

.1- .in assistant tv-radio manager, apparent!) is being readied I" take

ovei llic l«>|> ad-public relations spot in the parent company when

Stuart Peabodv's scheduled retirement occurs .ii the «-m<I of tlii- year.

Campbell now moves into a |>» >~t thai was not filled, but whose

(unctions were absorbed l>\ Peabod) when Henrj M. Schachte

resigned from the Borden Compam in 1953. The general realign-

ment of the Borden Compam ad department also includes these

promotions: Tern I!. Rice from assistant l" manager for VU-Borden

t\ .mil radii' and Edward .1. Peguil-

lan, from manager of Elsie Enter-

prises licensing and premium sec-

tion, to Rice s assistant.

Campbell's appointment also

precedes, according to reports, a

trend within the Borden organiza-

tion, now celebrating it- louih

jrear. toward less decentralization.

Borden remains one of the few

major corporations in the food

field thai -till operates on the basis

<>l complete divisional autonomy.

(General Food*, for instance, re-

cent!) appointed a head of marketing for the corporation.)

\s the Borden interests now function the sole authority over cadi

division i> the divisional vice president He has no staff between him

and the president to review or scrutinize his plans.

Relying heavily on the air media. Borden spenl an estimated $1.5

million in spot tv in 1956. Borden's spot radio strategy leans heavily

"ii the tailoring of the campaign to the local market.

Local radio personalities arc used for their loyal and continuous

audience, saturation for impact and wide] coverage. In both media a

great stress is placed on keeping abreast of local condition-.

Mr. Campbell before coming to Borden had been a partner in

a small New \ ork agency. Prior to that he was a merchandising man
with Young & Rubicam for three years, serving several large account-

including General Foods.

Stuart Peabod) joined the Borden Compam as advertising manager

in 1924. He was made Director of advertising in 1930. In his present

position he has charge of public relations, sales coordination and

advertising. Peabodv is a former president of the \\ \ and has

Berved as chairman of the Advertising Research Foundation. ^
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William H. < ampbell

eA- ^
GBEATE%
gAET hM§
I he Sail Lake Markei

is more than a c il\ ...

It's composed "I hun-

dreds ol cities and

towns and more p< 1

1

1
jU than Pittsburgh or

Cleveland 1 1,617,200) *.

Only powerful K.SL

radio among Sail Lake

ad media makes the

arc. i a (> r e a t e 1 Salt

Lake.

50,000 WATTS FOR CBS

IN THE MOUNTAIN WEST

Represented by CBS

Radio Spot Sales

* Nielsen 40°o-100°o coverage



M MOST COLOSSAL M>

NEW YORK
711 Fifth Ave.
Plaza 1-4432

FEATURE FILM!
DRAMAS • MYSTERIES • COMEDI

MUSICALS* ADVENTURES

i;

679 EPISODES of 53

SERIALS

DETROIT
709FoxBldg.

Woodward 1-3979

CHICA4
230N.Michig*

Franklyn 2-3h

i«



COLUMBIA PICTURES

\

I

i

I ms T

III!
kWIWUS QUALITY HIM ENTERTAINMENT!

i HALF HOUR SYNDICATION PROGRAMS
ALL STAR THEATRE •TALES OF THE TEXAS RANGERS

CELEBRITY PLAYHOUSE *TOP PLAYS

JUNGLE JIM • DAMON RUNYON THEATRE

•JET JACKSON

130 QUARTER HOUR PROGRAMS
PATTI PAGE SHOW THE BIG PLAYBACK

FEATURE FILMS

ORMATION CONTACT

I3LLYWOOP
W\\ Beechwood Dr.
JUvwood^m

NEW ORLEANS
1032RovalSt.
jxDre^3913

TORONTO
102-108 Peter St.

Empire 3-4096 ^^i



STATION

Representative

The MEEKER Company, Inc.
New York
Los Angeles San Franciscc
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth jar busy readers

16 FEBRUARY
Copyright I #57

JNSOR PUBLICATIONS IMO.

SPONSOR-SCOPE
Whatever visions anyone in network tv may have had of a nice orderly eve-

ning pattern emerging some day, with names and time slots as neatly arranged as beads

on a rosary, were shattered this week.

That bellwether—P&G is burying the franchise (entrenched show) idea. It seems

to be firming up the philosophy of buying into shows as they produce "tonnage"—an

opportunistic approach sure to make the industry sit up and take notice, for P&G last year

sponsored $41 million, time and talent, in network and $18 million in spot tv time.

You get a clue to all this in the fact that P&G would like to pull up its initial nighttime

franchise—Tuesday, 9 to 9:30 on NBC—and move into the same spot on CBS. The program

involved is the Jane Wyman Show.

You can see what a kaleidoscope thus is in the making:

If P&G switches Jane Wyman, it would be in the curious position of following The

Brothers, sponsored by competitor Lever Bros. The move also would give CBS the

oddest sponsor rotation in the history of air media that night: 8 o'clock, P&G; 8:30,

Lever; and 9, P&G once more.

Again, should the switch of Jane Wyman to CBS take place, P&G would be left

with but one franchise on NBC—Loretta Young, Sunday at 10 p.m.

P&G sponsors exclusively only one other nighttime show—This is Your Life. However,

the period occupied by Your Life (NBC, Wednesday at 10 p.m.) is not in the nature of a

franchise, since NBC owns and controls the show. In other words, the period goes with the

program.

P&G has no reason as yet to shy away from this concept in daytime tv, how-

ever. It was the franchise buildup that made P&G the original powerhouse in daytime

radio, and the same thing seems to be working out satisfactorily in daytime tv—
except perhaps in the late afternoon, where NBC TV is beginning to nibble away at the

company's half-hour soapers on CBS TV.

(For additional notes on tv program strategy, see page 11.)

One clue to the cost direction fall tv network programs are taking is Screen

Gems' asking prices for Showboat.

Half-hour version: §55,000 net for first run, and an average of $48,750 net weekly for

39 new and 13 reruns. Hour version: $105,000 net.

It looks as though Stuart Peabody, advertising statesman and one of radio's

earliest boosters, is approaching retirement at the Borden Co.

Company talk is that this week's realignment of the Borden advertising setup points

to a preliminary step in that direction.

(See Newsmaker of the Week, page 5.)

Tv continues to improve its daytime viewing story: January's audience showed

a record year-to-year increase for that month.

In terms of homes viewing per minute, the comparison shows:

PERIOD 1956 HOMES 1957 HOMES INCREASE

9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 6.199,000 6,903,000 11.3%

Note: These are SPONSOR-SCOPE figures; they are based on Nielsen ratings of 16.8

and 17.7 for 1956 and 1957 respectively, and 36,900,000 vs. 39,000,000 homes.
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^ SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

This week buyers and sellers alike had their teeth deep in coverage. And

uniquely, the news broke in the form of a natural pun—for the coverage includes both hills

and audiences. Thus:

] i Stations and reps are somewhat puzzled by the recent "rash'" of slow pay-

ments for spot billings. They think it's largely due to the amount of paper work agencies

have to complete while buying a spot campaign.

SRA's thoughts about a solution are this: develop a series of standard forms for

use by reps, stations, and agencies. Some time ago the SRA introduced a standard

form for submitting availabilities. It is now working on a uniform confirmation con-

tract to serve as the rep's okay and the formal record of purchase. This would (a) eliminate

The 4A*s own standard form, (b) make it unnecessary for the reps, stations, and agencies

to duplicate paper work, and (3) provide a single form for agencies to use as a basis for

making payments.

The next step will be to standardize invoices and affidavits.

2) The research committee of the SRA is wondering how it can get some positive

action out of the 1 A*s group toward acceptance of the SRA formula for projecting local

ratings to a station's full coverage. Comment from one of the 4 A's broadcast media group

at the meeting: "There were lots of divergent points of view: we'll need lots of time to

study the SRA's formula."

Here is an unfamiliar twist that has stations scratching their heads:

L&M's radio campaign (via DFS) has a stamped-on disclaimer in the con-

tract. The station is asked to indemnify the client and hold him free of any claims

that might result from the jingles in L&M commercials.

Obviously befuddled by this technicality, some stations are returning the contracts

unsigned to the agenr\

.

SRA's estimate for national spot radio's volume in 1956 is $149,921,000.

The increase over 1955 is 24.5 c
\

.

December set a record for a record year—si 3.386.000, up 23.6%

.

Though December 1956 lagged behind the previous month by 25%, SRA attributes this

to the Christmas season.

You can get a pretty startling index of the resurgence of network radio by not-

ing how many of the top 15 tv advertisers now also use CBS or NBC Radio.

The score is nine out of the 15.

Tv leaders also using network radio are : P&G, General Foods, General Motors. Col-

gate. Gillette-Toni, Lever Bros., Liggett & Myers, Bristol-Myers, and American Home Products.

Not on the list: Chrysler, Ford. GF, American Tobacco, Reynolds. General Mills.

However, both CBS and NBC are expecting action from General Mills any day.

Night baseball may put a crimp in deals for quality films this summer on non-

network stations.

The swing to more night games is country-wide, with Chicago's Wriglev Field the lone

boldout.

Moreover, the fore part of Sunday night also is dubious because of the frequent double-

headers on that day.

Baseball sponsorship in the New York area will get an expenditure hike of

between 15% and 20% this season, according to the agencies doing the buying.

The difference is due to rate increases, more money for the teams, and added production

costs.

The hike is also justified b\ the fact that last season's viewing audiences were well

above the average.

!
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^ SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Although drugs and i osmetii a often are f< und side by-side in the mcdii in< i abim i t
h<-

makere of pharmaceuticals and the food«soap people have developed widelj oppo-

site strategiea In network tv. Currentl) theii thinking shapes up thus:

• The food-soap category think." in termi of the show first and the time slot so ond.

• The pharmaceutical manufacturer, conversely, keeps 1 i — «•><• mainly on the

linn' period. I In- Bhow i- a pawn. If ii doesn't win in .1 reasonable number of weeks, oul

it goes and anothet takes its place.

%••(.- li«>\v this applies to quiz shows, for example. II the pharmaceutical sponsoi hits a

Lad cur. he <|uit-. But it he gets a break, he rides ii foi .ill it'- worth.

That's exactly what happened lately in tin- case of Twenty-One. It caught .1

"freak in Charles Nan Doren who built his winnings !<• 1138,000.

So now the good fortunes of that Bhow binge on 1 1 the time it take- for Van Doren's

impact to wear olT 1 his take was lopped last Sunday night In Leonard Ross on The 164,000

Challenge), or 2i the breaks in coming up with another luck] "freak."

The monej involved in this kind of quick jabbing doesn't mean too much to the pharma-

ceutical fraternity: Profits are high, and the percentage of advertising costs to sales hardlj

make settlement of torn-up program contracts prohibitive.

McCann-Erickson, the parent corporation, has special ambitions for its Bub-

Bidiary, Marschalk & Pratt. The) include:

• Merging a western agency with M&I' so that it will have it- own Coast office.

• Using M&l* in going after 81 to 82 million accounts—in other words, those too

-mall to fit into the ke\ divisions of McCann-Lrick-on. Some one with top level statu- (such

as Don \rmstrong) probably will be [end-leased from McCann to spark this drive.

Meantime Bulova and McCann-ErickBon have resolved the dilemma of having

two shaving accounts in the house.

The forthcoming Bnlova electric shaver will he handled by Marschalk «.V Pratt.

That leaves McC-E free to retain the Bulova watch account plus American Safer) Razor and

\I. mien- shaving cream.

P&G refuses to work up a fever over the fact that Wi(. T\ has begun to out-

rate (IBS TV in the late afternoon.

No matter where the audience drifts between 4 and 1:45, it will see a P&G program

anyhow.

On NBC TV, the soap company supports two-third- of Queen for a Da) : two of Queen's

competitors are Brighter Day and Edge of Night—which P&G underwrites, too.

P&G brands constantly play a game of war among themselves. Apparently it

keeps P&G personnel awake while keeping the audience in the same general fold.

N 011 can expect some massive General Motors institutional spending in I °-.">{l

when GM celebrates its 50th anniversary.

Kudner, which has the account, already is working on plans.

\- a footnote to aid your memory: Buick was the kev company.

.Network tv sponsors apparently don't pay much attention to the turnover

factor, marketing experts say.

Time was when an advertiser (especially in radio 1 was as much concerned with the

turnover rate of his audience as the rating for am particular month.

Preoccupation with ratine- and program turmoil seem to have shelved all that.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The initial confusion of how auto makers will handle their erstwhile co-op
money was being lifted this week. The new view has a couple of surprises:

• For one thing, factory agencies—not local agencies—will handle the money.
• By the same token, the splurging will be at national—not local—rates, and so the

station reps (who had visions of heing stranded) are very much back in the swim.

More specifically, these are the broad mechanics of the forthcoming spending:

1) While the factory agency will do the billing, the factory will be open to, but not

bound by, the media recommendations of important dealers. (The zone manager will

not figure in the picture as a major force in the allocation of the money, as previously

reported from Detroit.)

2) Hence, as far as air media are concerned, all spot money will come out of the

same pot (looks like a windfall for spot radio, in particular).

3) The new system presents a challenge to reps in telling the story of their media's

car-selling effectiveness at the local level.

Meanwhile here's a tip to stations in the smaller markets: Between now and 1 April

several million dollars in unspent co-op money will be refunded to dealers.

(See 23 February SPONSOR for a full-dress Detroit survey on how the three automotive

giants intend to distribute advertising money.)

ABC TV put a bright spotlight on a new and lower daytime "rate alignment"
at its presentation this week before 1,500 admen in the Waldorf Astoria.

Starting 1 March the network's daytime rate—up to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday

—

will be 33.3% of the class A hour rate.

Admen were told that advertisers no longer will be charged for the "myth of audience

availability," but rather for the "realistic math of how many homes I can reach." (Since

the early days of radio, the traditional network daytime charge has been 50% of the

nighttime rate.)

• Other features of the presentation:

• A report of ABC TV's four-year growth and "emergence as the second network."

• A description of the network's new available properties and personalities.

The majority of national advertisers on New York tv stations prefer the full

screen plan in their ID commercials. The reasons are two-fold:

1) Even though they get less visual and audio time, the use of the full screen is

much more effective for the commercial.

2) They don't have to go to the extra cost of making up an overlay.

Most local advertisers, however, prefer the shared screen (which includes the

station's channel and call letters). They want local identification.

The shared ID gets 10 seconds of visual and 7% seconds of audio, whereas the non-

shared ID is limited to 7% seconds visual and 6 seconds audio.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New
and Renew, page 63; Spot Buys, page 64; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 68; Washington

Week, page 85; sponsor Hears, page 88; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 92.

Paul Raymer Co. had asked its various offices to probe 1957 spot prospects.

The estimates they got average out to an increase of 15% for radio and 10%
for tv.

A substantial number of the media people gave these reasons for their upward predic-

tions.

• Radio is gathering more and more momentum in its resurgence.

• Advertisers will funnel some of the money saved from canceling or alternating

their tv network shows this season into spot. (Case in point: GE, which recently yielded

the 20th Century-Fox show to Revlon, is using the funds for weather and other spots.)

• Quality feature films have created a new excitement for spot.
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Here ne go again

WMT-TV

CBS Television

for Eastern Iowa

National Reps

The Katz Agency
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SOUND EFFECTS ON SALES
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O

"G( raid not only can count on ttu yo

but adults as "< 11" \ \kikty

"Should start adults elbowing children for spaa in front of

tin 8< I." TIME

"For all of thosi who liar, i„ , ,, crying that U U vision m < ds

8om< thing Irish and m w, this is it." billboard

"< ,i raid is the Ed Sullivan oj the world oj animation."

RADIO AND TELEVISION DAILV

"The Boing-Boing Slum- should /nun a family a\ light."

THE NEW YORK MMES

"1 can a commi nd it to you without n s< rvation as om of

tih vision's greatest pleasures." new york post

V
a* ^

Gerald McBoing-Boing cannot speak a word.

He doesn't have to. The television critics have

been speaking up for his new UPA-produced

cartoon program in glowing phrases. The movie

exhibitors have named his film, "Top money

short of the year." And Hollywood has given

him an Academy Award. But words cannot

describe the delightful effect of Gerald's sound

effects. He's got to be seen to be appreciated.

As an advertiser who knows how readily family

pleasure carries over into family buying, we

suggest you see Gerald on Sunday at 5 : 30 pm

EST, and let him show you what sound effects

The Boing-Boing Show can have on your sales.

® CBS TELEVISION NETWORK

*m



CASE HISTORY- PEANUT BUTTER

Cute Kids + Catchy Jingles

Saturation=1 Food Sales

Real saturation radio . . . meaning
from 2000 to 5000 -pot- in a single

month . . . has helped boost Scud-

der Food Products, Inc. of Monte-
rey Park to top position in South-

ern California. And this key
regional advertiser always has con-

sidered KBIG Catalina a basic es-

sential in its wooing of the nation's

#2 market.

'"Radio is a must for all-over pene-

tration of huge, rich, sprawling
Southern California." says Lee Site-

man, partner. Mottl & Siteman Ad-
vertising Agency. Los Angeles.

"And KBIG is a must for tremen-
dous coverage at low-cost-per-thou-

sand."

Catchy jingles with the voices of

cute kids are used by Scudder
Foods in both minute and thirty-

second form to sell potato chips

and peanut butter. They've been
broadcast over a thousand times on
KBIG land over 700 on its newer
sister station, KBIF Fresno).

Scudder's steady increase of its

KBIG buys since 1954 typifies a

trend which has made grocery

products today's biggest category

mi the Catalina Station.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Ttlefi/ione: Hollywood 3-3105

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

L6

Timebuyers
at work

Tom Hardy, Donahue & Coe, New York, timebuyer for MGM pic-

tures, comments: "Perhaps the most gratifying and encouraging

trend I have noticed in recent months is the ever increasing effort

of lepresentatives and station personnel alike to delve into agent \ and

client problems: Keen competition in all fields — spearheaded

li\ increased advertising— has

brought about the realization that

the greatest possible cooperation

between reps, stations and adver-

tisers is almost mandator) in order

to reallv sell a product. On the

television side. I think the release

of feature length motion picture

libraries, highlighted by outstand-

ing films, has contributed greatlv

to this trend simply because it

has stimulated station competition

in markets where there was little,

if any. On the radio side, the continuing switch to more reali-t i<

programing has opened a much wider field for constructive buying.

In both cases, stations which were once hard put to present a

convincing pitch now find themselves in possession of important

concrete selling factors and they are doing their utmost to co-

ordinate effective schedules for particular product requirement-."

Jim Kelly, Fletcher D. Richards. New York, timebuyer for Eastern

Airlines and L. S. Rubber, thinks these are the essential qualities of

a good timebuyer: "ill He is familiar with his media: he knows

that radio provides 98% coverage of all American families and is

low co;t, both network and local: that television is a triple-threat

impact of sight, sound and motion,

and creates high sponsor-product

identification and sees the over-all

picture of how each medium com-

plements the other. (2l He has a

thorough knowledge of the adver-

tiser's product. He uses it himself

^k
jj

»«-~ and constantly speaks to people

^^k Wk\ fi^jw who bu\ He studies all the

K jAkfl 1^^ available market research on the

Bl £.1 product, i
.'>

i The Inner tries to

A 1 -f\ learn about each station, it- cover-

age, audience composition, pro-

graming and personalities. (4) The buyer informs the rep about

the buying psychology as much as possible without revealing the

client's method of operation. The rep cannot help the buyer unless

he tells him what he wants. (5) The bu\er endlessly studies the

various ratings reports for indication of changes in the market.
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\-N-D-l-S-P-U-T-A-B-L-E

DOMINANCE

ItfTVR RICHMOND
VIRGINIA

I

THE LATEST NOV.-DEC. PULSE SURVEY PROVES IT!

STATION SHARE OF AUDIENCE

WTVR
MON.-FRI. 6 PM-12 MID.

STATION "B"
Mon.-Fri. 6 PM-12 Mid.

STATION "C"
Mon.-Fri. 6 PM-12 Mid.

36
35

28

AND WTVR HAS 6 OUT OF THE IS TOP WEEKLY PROGRAMS

PLUS 5 OUT OF THE 10 MULTI-WEEKLY PROGRAMS

OMINANT IN
HOMES
REACHED

MONTHLY, WEEKLY AND DAILY—DAY AND NIGHT

SEE NIELSEN COVERAGE SURVEY =2

NATE IN RESULTS
BY CALLING ANY BLAIR TV OFFICE

OR WILBUR M. HAVENS 5-8611

WTVR— RICHMOND, VA.

1



Nielsen

IVew

No. I

PROVES

Ctuutitfil WRBL-TV

COLUMBUS. GEORGIA
|

IS

your

best

choice

for

1957
IN THE BILLION

DOLLAR

COLUMBUS,

GEORGIA

MARKET

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

L8

b\ [Sob Foreman

Agency ad I

rather confining aesthetically
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Strange criteria in tv judgments

Few would contest the fact that it is common

indeed in this business for us to discover our

idols have feet of clay as well as meat heads.

Disillusionment is rife among us.

For this and other more abstruse reasons, our

criteria for judging shows as well as people are

often confused and more often absurd. Recenth

I came across two superb examples of the Ab-

surd School of Show Criteria, both designed to srell show ideas.

The first, from a reputable and highh successful outfit, is an at-

tempt to sell a program, based on. among other things, that said

program is unique because it is the first "Eastern."

As we all know, to our chagrin, television suffers from a plethora

of Westerns, each of them respectable enough in itself but when

put end-to-end with its fellows supplies the viewer every week with

enough horse opera for a lifetime. So along comes this pix-producer,

cognizant of the above, as well as of the rate-ability of Westerns.

He offers the buyer something "new"—the genus "Eastern" which,

it turns out, looks a lot like a Western because it has Injuns, both

good and bad. White Men, both good and bad. and sufficient gun-

play to make up for shortages of plot.

What permits the producers to label this series of epics as they do

is the fact that the tribe of Injuns featured once resided in the

Eastern portion of our fair land. Hmm!

The compelling wonder of a talking horse

Now to example Number Two. Another film outfit has whipped

up a series of shows which feature a horse, a HI chile, a rough V
ready cowboy, etc. This tone poem is set in the West. Nothing verj

unusual so far. But hark! Difference Number One: the horse talks

to the child! I You've got to admit this is far from commonplace

even in tv. You may recall, however, that there are two show> in

which dogs converse. I

.

One of the most compelling lines in the sales brochure on this

drama goes this way—"because of a wild stallion who talks . . .

audiences will return again and again to watch and wonder." Won-

der they will—but return again and again to watch?

The two cases above bring me back to a radio situation in which

I was involved some ten years ago with an advertiser who made

gasoline. The ad manager insisted we develop a situation comedj

that took place in a service station, a locale which might, it is true,

have permitted commercial integration but which would have been

I might also add the idea almost



MIAMI, FLORIDA
The South'8 most powerful

full-time independent

radio station. (,50,000 watts)

Rex Rand, president of the

Rand Broadcasting Company proudly

announces the appointment of

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
RADIO DIVISION

as exclusive

national representative

effective im mediately

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS
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Dairy Renews

MA01A MILK & ICE CREAM CO.,

North Carolina, sponsor of Cisco

in Wilmington for third year and

in Greenville for one year, en-

thusiastically states through Wal-

ter J. Klein, Inc.:

"Sales have jumped in

both markets as result

of the TV series and

Cisco's ^Ranchers Club'

activities. Each Rancher

(boy or girl) signs a

pledge to drink 3 glasses

of milk a day."

Ask to see more success stories of

THE WORLDS GREATEST SALESMAN!

"THE CISCO KID"

ctt/e&Mt&i>

20

Agency ad libs continued..,

asphyxiated several writers who we tried to interest in the idea.

While we're speaking of commercials, let me return to ''strange

criteria" as they applv to Tv copv . We often permit ourselves to

be deluded b) commercial standards too that are irrelevant as well

as ridiculous. For example, there is an approach to copy testing

which seeks out the number of ideas remembered when a given

piece of copy is screened before an audience. The grade which thia

commercial is awarded is based upon the number of idea- played

back by the respondents. By writing cop\ which would do well

i according to this set of standards I . it is entirely possible that a

commercial is produced which is unable to perform its real func-

tion—selling the product. Perhaps a .single idea is the best wa\ of

transforming a viewer into a buyer. Or perhaps no ideas played

back at all. since some commercials create a mood, an aura, a

wantedness for the product without expressing in concrete ten

single thought. Hence respondents could not play back (in their

own words) a single thought. On the other hand, the respondents

max be 100% sold on the product. Automobile commercials can

and often do achieve their results just tins way.

The ratings criteria tells but half the story

Finally, of course, we must bring the subject of ratings into 1 1 1 i

-

discussion. Ratings have been condemned as inaccurate, absurd,

and even seditious. It is true that we spend far too much of our

time slavishly participating in this numbers racket and it is equalb

true that there always are a number of programs which exist only

because they are rating well when anyone with the judgment of a

ten-year-old would instantly recognize that the type of show is com-

pletely incompatible with the type of sponsor which broadcasts it.

On the other side of the coin, some shows are yanked each sea-

son because their ratings do not appear to measure up to a slide-

rule criterion established by some Piltdown man in the front office

—

whether it be cost-per-1,000 homes, or cost-per-1.000 per commer-

cial minute, or Nielsen total audience or Trendex or what-have-you.

Nevertheless, I still believe we are better off with rating sen ices

than we would be without them. Since a half hour of nighttime

television eats up about four million dollars of tbe advertising bud-

get in a year's time, some standards of audience size must be made

available. Magazines provide us with Audit Bureau of Circulation

figures and other readership data. But never to my knowledge have

advertisers demanded issue-bv -issue tabulations of the people

reached.

A Trendex can. though, tell us how. in general, we stack up

against competitive programing. \ Nielsen or ARB can give us an

idea of the number of homes we arc getting into on the line-up we

are using. Looking back over the months and vears of pocketpieces

can help us see what a time spot might deliver—and what seasonal

problems it has inherent in it. But if you use these data every

week, it's entirelv possible you are provided with criteria as dubious

as talking horses and Easterns. ^
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Nothing Else Like It In Louisville!

ffDIAL 970JJ

WAVE'S MONITOR FORMAT!

WAKE UP WITH WAVE
(6 a.m. — 9 a.m.)

Wake Up With WAVE is DIAL 970's early-

morning feature, bringing Louisvilliane

everything the) need to know to start

tin* day. W V\ E's popular Foster Brooks

i* at the mike . . . friendly, relaxed,

informal.

Wake Up With WAVE i> a happy blend

of recorded music, newscasts ever) half

hour, weather and traffic reports, school

closings and farm news. Hi^;hl\ successful

nrw feature is a beeper phone report

every quarter hour from Police Head-

quarters giving specific when-and-where

details about accidents, traffic jams, fires,

ic\ roads, etc.

Other Coordinated DIAL 970 Programs
Complementing MONITOR

DIAL 970-WAVE'S DYNAMIC NEW RADIO
SERVICE FOR A DYNAMIC NEW LOUISVILLE!

WAVE
5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATE

LOUISVILLE

I SPOT SALES
Exclusive National Representatives

CAROUSEL Fun and facts for busy Louisville home-

makers. Club new-, interviews, book reviews and

music.

ROAD SHOW Riding with Louisvillians in their

cars getting them home relaxed and informed.

Music, news, weather and traffic reports, time,

sports ami humor.

NIGHT BEAT The pulse of Louisville after dark.

Direct local news. Direct local sports round-up.

Music and world news. Human-mi' - itures.
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There's more to Florida!

The image of Florida as America's greatest playground

frequently overshadows the fact that the northern part of

the state is one of the hardest-working, fastest-growing,

wealthiest industrial complexes of the nation — with more

manufacturing than sixteen states!

There's Jacksonville, for instance

. . . the hub of this $1,660,000,000 business empire.

Because it is strategically located to serve the needs of the

entire Southeast, and provides business and industry with

superb railroad and deep-water port facilities, Jacksonville

has become headquarters for more than 600 manufacturing

enterprises — and bank clearings have doubled in five years !

(ftl(l ff filSii'M f is the one and only medium

that can sell all of northern Florida phis southeast Georgia.

To get your share of this market of 264.000 television

families* you need 11 \IHR-TV—the vieivers'favorite station

by a 5V2 to 1 margin r**

'Nielsen Coverage Study - .'. updated to 1-1-57

'• 1RI1. .\m ember 1956

W y\ WW I \— Channel /. Jacksonville

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales



AN ittftttt BUY
IN WASH

The MIDDLE of Washington State,

growing economy based on diversified

agriculture* and metal industries.

t

* The Apple Capital of the World, plus

1,000,000 new acres of irrigated

farm lands.

t Alcoa, Keokuk Electro, and other metal

industries have selected Wenatchee
plant sites due to low-cost hydropower
from the Columbia River dam system.

More are coming!

That's AUDIENCE APPEAL:

We program to our audi-

ence, with SELECTED top

network programs plus lo-

cal color . . . music, news,

farm shows, sports — the

things people call about,

write in for, and partici-

pate in.

5000 WATTS
560 KILOCYCLES

KPQ's 5000 W, 560 KC combination gets

way out there, covering Central Washing-
ton, parts of Oregon, Idaho, and Canada.
We know because of our regular mail

from those areas. Then too, we have no
TV station here, we're separated from
Seattle by the high Cascade mountains,

and we're many miles from Spokane.
YOU CAN'T COVER WASHINGTON
WITHOUT GETTING IN THE MIDDLE, AND
THAT'S KPQ. —Wenatchee, Wash.

National Reps: Portland and Seattle Reps:

FORjOE AND CO., INC. ART MOORE AND ASSOCIATES

One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented Stations of Washington State

24
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Radio's rising rates

Congratulations on \our January 26

"sponsor Speaks" which dealt with

the subject of radio's rising rates. 1

would like to take this opportunity to

echo your advice to stations to keep

their perspective as they upgrade their

rate cards.

Important among the many reasons

for the resurgence of radio is the effi-

ciency of the medium. While, at pres-

ent, the demand for time on many sta-

tions exceeds the supply, it would be

unfortunate if impetuous rate increases

on these stations counterbalance ra-

dio's current competitive position. If

stations do find a justification for rate

increases, they should introduce a

flexibility into their price structure

that will accommodate all users of ra-

dio whether thev be large or small,

long term or short term advertisers.

"SPONSOR-Scope" in the same issue

noted that Blair openly advocates onl\

six-month protection against radio rate

increases. As a buyer who must plan

campaigns which span at least a year.

I cannot help but feel that this is an

opportunistic and shortsighted ap-

proach.

Richard C. Pickett, radio-tv timebuyer

Foote, Cone & Beldin^. A e/< ) ork

Bob Dwyer has passed along to me

your very fine letter to the editors of

SPONSOR regarding the "sponsor

Speaks'" pertaining to radio's rising

rates. Our company was quoted as

openly advocating only six months

rate protection.

Although I am sure that the SPONSOR

quotations were probably quite cor-

rect, it is unfortunate that the state-

ment given to sponsor by one of our

people was not further qualified. . . .

Let me assure you. Dick, that we

have absolutely no intent of being

opportunistic or short-sighted in our

approach to radio rates. The stations

we represent and ourselves are inter-

ested, as 1 am sure you are aware, in

doing everything feasible to build a

stronger medium in spot radio. Its
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strength musl come from it- .il>ilii\ to

produce more efficiently foi the adver-

tiser.

\- \ <mi have observed in mam mat

kets, the radio picture has changed in

an amazingly short span "I time. In

Minneapolis, foi example, in less than

eleven month-. \\ IX, ^ moved u\> from

last position i" firsl position in audi-

I he) accomplished this h ith .1

tremendous investmenl "I work, idea-.

creativity and money. It would be un-

faii foi them to have t" wail the bet-

ter pari of a y ear l<>r adequate retui ns.

\\ .• < ite W DG\ aa an example.

There are numerous similar circum-

stances in major markets throughout

the country which we Feel have neces-

sitated a shorter protection period. It

i- probable thai six months protection

will become more standard in radio

rate-
j
u -— t because it is such a change-

able medium.

Robert I . I a-tman. exec, r. p.

John Blair. \ew ) ork

The NCS— 2 controversy

I was very much interested to read

the article in "sPONSOR-Scope" con-

cerning the Nielsen Survey 1 19 Janu-

ary . page ')
i

.

I personally don't iliink agent ies

and advertisers should encourage Niel-

sen by buying a survey which is

—

1. Considerably outdated when it is

receh ed

:

2. Requires adjusting by a multi-

tude of method-.:

3. The -ample i- so palpably thin

thai while it might be sufficient

to compare one brand of soap

with another brand of soap, it

cannot possibly begin to com-

pare thousands of products

against other thousands of prod-

ucts which is the situation you
have when you consider the to-

tal number of radio stations in

the city, the total number of pro-

grams they carry each day, most
of which are different all seven

day s of the week.

I just wonder how long the agencies,

advertisers and Nielsen can maintain
this kind of comedy .

W illiam R. Caskey

v. />. & general manager,
11 PEN, Philadelphia

SPONSOR 16 FEBRCARY 1957

Al always

has time. .

.

For more than twenty years now, Allan Kerr

has devoted his tunc to finding the right tune

for his clients. Result : Detroiters whose prime

interests today are best served by time on

Burke-Stuart radio and tv stations, continue

as always to demonstrate their faith in Al's

judgment. His knowledge of the business and

his integrity (a little used word these days)

have bred this confidence. And his knowledge

of markets and how they can be reached is as

great as his integrity. Al is a real veteran in

many ways. Golf, for example. But he is no

less a veteran when it comes to "doing a job"

for the client and his product. Al is always

available when help is needed, and he always

has the time. Give Allan Kerr a ring. The

telephone in Detroit is: Woodward 1-1675.

I [e may be able to help you, too.

BURKE-STUART CO., INC.
R.adia attd VeleaUioH £tcdtim R.ep.iedeatatw&i

60 East 56 Street, New York 22, New York

Chicago * Detroit Los Angeles * San Francisco

Representing, among others: fFBNY, Buffalo, V. V. /

WCMW, Canton, Ohio; UCFL, Chicago, III.
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Next time you're

in Miami . .

.

dial WQAM (560)

and hear why . . .

'

there's

been a

runaway...

without a M
give-away

WQAM . .

Station "A"
Station "B"
Station "C"
Station "D"
Station "E"
Station "F"
Station •<;•

Station ••II"

Station •"
I

"

Others . . .

\iu„,,. , i). . <se I'",

7 II. III. li jl. Ill ., M nil I / ,

29.9%

17.:!',

16.1%

8.0%

7.4',

5.69?

5.1',

4.8%

:;.:»',

0.995

Newest Hooper" jiiits WQAM even further out front with 25.5%

morning . . . 33.69? afternoon . . . 29.99? ;'U day! The force

of Storz programming is dramatized by the swift, convincing

change in Miami radio listening. WQAM leaped to first place after less

than 3 months of Storz programming.

Latest Hooper finds WQAM even further

ahead. This lias been accomplished without

a single give-away, and without a single

contest requiring participants to be tuned in

... in order to win. Already a fine buy to

begin with—WQAM is now tin buy in

.Miami. Talk to the Blair man—or WQAM
General Manager JACK SANDLER.

WQAM
Serving all of Southern

Florida with 5,000 watts

mi 560 Ac

MIAMI

The Storz Stations TODD STORZ
President

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

WQAM
Miami

Represented by John Blair & Co.

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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WHY SPOT RADIO
WILL COST YOU MORE IN 1957

Heavy dnuand for early morning and late al'lrriioon time h«*l<l

major reason for rate hiko which are alarming

\J11r "I the quietl) developing, but

potentiall) explosive, stories "I L957

i- the rising U-\ <! of spot radio rates.

S lai onh a minorit) of stations

have raised rates and not all times "t

the daj have been affected.

But the increases have been wide-

spread enough I" cause alarm among
some buj ers. I he reason for 1 1 1 i

—

alarm was summed up In a media

executive at one "I the leading air

agencies

:

"Repetition i- tin- heart of adver-

tising. This i- especially true in spol

radio where you have to reach a cer-

tain frequencj level to have an effec-

by Alfred J. Jaffe

tive campaign. Now. il rates go up t""

much, our clients will have to rut the

frequency. So I ask myself tlii-: If

I cut down on (In' frequenc) I need,

can I remain in the medium? This is

not an abstract question. Tin- prob-

lem ma\ well come up at our agency."

If thi> sounds like an iron-fisted

warning clothed in a velvet glove, it

it because tin- executive, like main

admen, i- sympathetically awari

tadio station problems particularly

the fait that radio rate- have been

boxed in 1>\ t\ while mam broadcast-

ers have not had the nerve to

them from this artificially low level.

advertising agencies

What i- beginning to bother buyi

however, is the growing conviction

that supply-and-demand forces are a

strong factor in jacking up costs and

that stations are playing follow-the-

leader in setting rate-, [nis conviction

i- enforced In one striking pattern in

the rate rises: nearl\ all the increases

an- in the "high traffic" periods, par-

ticularl) the 7:00-9:00 a.m. and I

6:00 p.m. blocks.

aand lor earl\ morning time

i- certainl) no new phenomenon. Its

attractiveness to radio advertisers in

the i\ eia stems from the availability

of the entire family in the morning
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New spot radio cost structure of "A" time for

early morning blocks and "B" time tor late afternoon

periods may replace the single rate trend

cation for widespread rate rises. Some
recent Nielsen figures made available

to sponsor show that in-home listen-

ing during the September-October-

November period in 1956 is no higher

than the comparable period in 1955*

These are the figures:

plus the semi-captive male audience

drft ing to work. Likewise, the growing

importance of the late afternoon slots

—a more recent development—stems

from the auto audience and the grow-

ing share of all radio listening auto

radios are providing.

While most reps publicly maintain

that rate increases are a reflection of

higher audiences for individual sta-

tions, one radio sales manager said.

in a burst of frankness:

""If most advertisers are going to

ask for the same time slots, they're

going h> have to pa\ for it. It's the

advertiser who's raising the rates. If

they took advantage of some of the

good cost-per- 1,000 bins in the late

morning, early afternoon and night-

time, you'd find rates holding steadx.

The reps deny any charging-what-

the-traflic-w ill-buy philosophy. They

point out that unlike print media, sta-

tions only have so much time to sell so

that holding rates steady in the early

morning and late afternoon would put

a ceiling on their income. The fact

that many advertisers of package goods

prefer late-in-the-week slots onlv i>

regarded as a further danger to the

income potential of radio stations.

One rep is turning down requests for

late-in-the-week slots onlv for high

traffic periods. "What the hell!" an

executive of this firm exploded. "You
can't make a living selling onl\ 12

hours a week."

Reps also argue in justification of

the rate rises that the demand for time

in certain periods is clear proof of

their greater advertising effectiveness.

The time, therefore, is worth more
in terms of money.

The agencies, of course, have no

quarrel with stations whose rate in-

creases reflect audience gains. And
there is no doubt that the spread of

tv has tumbled main top stations from

leadership and put new leaders in a

number of markets. So admen expect

these days a greater number of rate

adjustments than under "normal" con-

ditions of selling.

But admen also point out that the

general level of radio listening is not

going up. thus precluding any justifi-

1956 1955

6-9 a.m. 10.7 10.6

9-12 Noon 15.0 15.0

Noon-3 p.m. 14.3 15.3

3-6 p.m. 11.5 12.6

6-9 p.m. 10.1 11.0

9-Midnight 7.5 7.7

I Interestingly enough, the figures

also indicate that the least-wanted day-

time hours have the best audiences,

This, however, is just a rough indica-

tion since the figures are based on

Eastern Standard Time so that the

9:00 a.m. to Noon period is actually

measuring the 6:00 to 9:00 a.m. period

on the west coast.)

To most admen it is no accident

that rate increases and the resurgence

of spot radio are running parallel. The

concensus of both admen and rep- la

that the rate increases became notice-

able in the fall of 1955 and became

more numerous in 1956. Nobodj ex-

pects am lessening of the trend this

v ear and even some of the reps expect

rate hikes to increase.

A general rise in spot radio rates

is certainly not welcome at the agen-

A big factor in the demand for early morning and late affernoon time \<\ spol radio clients is auto

listening. Growth in number of ears on road is pushing up share of unto to all radio listening
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c«. particularly 1 1 1 • » — •
- who have

ressed radio's '•' ononi) to their cli-

,i- But there ia no <-\ idence thai

nncies are undertaking an) general

touting expeditions to hunt foi avail-

lilities in what are now the least-

anted slots.

Oddls enough, a small group ol

ldiii boosters at the top agencies Bee

niic .nl\ antages to rate jumps il the)

re kept undei rontrol. Said one of

icm :

'Radio has been under-selling itsell

<\ under-pricing itself. Some judicious

ate rises will make radio sound mi-

litant to tlir clients, especiall) those

dm are sta) ing out of the medium.

|bm boys will tell themselves thai it

idin can raise its rates, there must be

something good happening there."

But tli«- majorit) fear that this band-

Kon psycholog) also work- in an-

other way. Their analysis, and rep9

private!) agree with it. goes as follow-:

Rates in a market arc often -el l>\ the

leader. If the leader keeps rate- steady,

it will be hard for most stations to

just if) a rate increase. If the leadei

raises rate- the other stations will do

the same. Indeed, the other stations

will feel the) have to or else im|»l\ the)

are losing ground as an advertising

outlet.

Some of the reps see a new rate

structure evolving out of the current

beav) demand for earl) morning and

late afternoon time. W hile the trend

during the past few years has been

toward the single rate, a new "A" and

"W time ma) be e\ oh ing. \dam
Young i- recommending to stations

that, where possible, the) make the

7:00-9:00 a.m. hour- "A" time and

1:00-6:00 p.m. hours ""I!" time.

It ma) also be in the raid- that a

al rate for nighttime is coming.

With advertisers, for the most part,

still turning their tare- awa\ from

nighttime, after-dark periods are replete

with packages. Hiese packages ma) be

eventual!) consolidated into a new,

lower gross rate. \ kal/ \genc) con-

tinuing stud) of the relationship be-

tween nighttime and daytime rate-

show- a decline in the former relative

to the latter.

I he increase in spot radio rates (or

reduction in the availabilit) of pack-

s. which amounts to the same
thing) is not the onl) cost factor both-

ering agencies. Coincidental with the

rate rises is the increasing number of

stations cutting rate protection from a

year to six months. \ number of im-

Here's the spot radio rate trend

l.

2.

3.

4.

While then has been no general rise in -pot ra-

dio tali-, a striking pattern of in< reases between

7:00-9:00 a.m. an. I 1:00-6:00 p.m. i- becoming

widespread, alarming Borne advertit encies

Some np- privatel) blame advertisers i"i rate

rises, pointing out thai theii insistence on buying

high traffic periods onl) is forcing Btations, whicb

have onl) bo mm h time to Bell, to hike spot costs

Paralleling the rate rises, whicb have taken the

form of Imili premium rates and reduction in

package availabilities, is a trend to redui ing rate

pioi<-( linn fni client- from one yeai to -i\ months

At the -aine time that certain daytime costs are

rising, nighttime costs are continuing to decline

\ stud] b) Kat/ -how- the ratio of nighttime to

daytime rates falling from last Mai to this yeai

Rate increases arc linked b) agencies with the

resurgence of -put radio, both of which apparent-

ly got under way in late 1955. Both admen and

iep- expect that rate rises will speed up in 1
( J~>7.

portant stations reduced their protec-

tion period -nine \ear- ago hut in re-

cent month- there ha- appeared re-

newal of this trend.

The executive in charge "I -pot and

station relations at one of the Big Foui

agencies told sponsor: "I've come
aero-- a number of rate increases re-

centl) hut the thing that bothers me
most i- this six-month rate protection.

I hat s like a double rate increasi

far as I'm concerned."

r ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Agencies are beginning to beco-re

alarmed by spot radio rate increases

in early morning, late afternoon. Reps

say advertisers themselves are respon-

sible since they insist on high traffic

periods while letting other good buys

during nighttime, daytime lie fallow.

Media people appreciate the need

for a station, which ha- -unk a lot of

mone\ into new program efforts, t"

Lit it- mone) hack within a reasonabli

time. But, a- in the case o! i osl in-

creases, mam of them feel that a fol-

low -the-leader trend i- in the making.

v " far the agencies an- ai ' epting the

rate situation hut the) re watching de-

velopments carefully. \ media execu-

tive at one ot the most active spot radio

agencies -aid he would have gotten

around to analyzing the rate trend

some months ago if he had time. "But

we're going to do so soon, he -

One problem in figuring out whether

rati' increases an- justified is the fait

that agencies themselves have not yet

decided how to use \< S No. 2. Man)

of them feel a little- frustrated at thi>

bottleneck but the) have to settli

\( S t\ figures tir-t. ^
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TvB executives peruse record spot spending figures for last quarter ot ly56. L. to r., Harvey Spiegel, assistant research

director: Norman Cash, president; George Huntington, sales development director; Dr. Leon Arons, research director

SPOT TV HITS NEW HIGH IN 4TH QUARTER

Fourth (juarter gross time expenditures pass $107.8 million

compared to $103.9 million for corresponding quarter in 1955

^% new record for spot tv expendi-

tures was set during the last quarter

of 1956. Estimated gross time spend-

ing came to $107,842,000.

The data, based on computations by
l In- Y C. Rorabaugh Co. and released

b\ the Television Bureau of Advertis-

ing, compare with a spending figure

of Si 03.872,000 for the last 'quarter

of 1955.

The latter figure was the first one

released by TvB and the new data now

provide, for the first time, a complete

calendar year for comparisons. Total

spending for 1050 was $397,498,000.

The last quarter figure for 1956 rep-

resents a considerable jump over the

previous quarter, which, because of

relatively light summer spending,

showed a $83,863,000 total.

More data on 1050 will soon be re-

leased In TvB. The promotion out-

fit's president. Norman E. Cash, said

:

"Of further interest to advertisers,

agencies and the sales force of the tele-

vision industrj is the Bureau's forth-

coming release of an annual report on

spot tv spending, listing all national

and regional spot advertisers using this

productive area of television selling

during 1950 and their expenditures by

brand. For the first time, advertisers

will be able to see how their brands

rank among the competition in this im-

portant half of television.

Pacing the rise in spot t\ spending

war- the food and grocen category,

which accounts for about a quarter of

all spot t\ gross time spending.

Impressive jumps over the third

quarter were registered by the auto-

motive categorj as well as the cleaner-

wax-polish group. The latter almost

quadrupled its spending, bitting $2.4

million in the 4th quarter. ^

FOR TOP 200 SPOT TV CLIENTS IN FOURTH QUARTER, SEE PAGE 50



Spot tv expenditures by 31 industry categories during 1956
iNfflifwin ' "- in i

"' iii«""""ff""i '

Product category Spending estimate
1st quarter '56

Spending estimate
2nd quarter 56

Spending estimate
3rd quarter '56

Spending estimate
^th quarter 56

Estimated total

spending 1956

Agriculture 1310,000 $327,000 $278,000 $310,000 $1,225,000

Ale, beer & wine -::.;_';. hi in -'MM.'). 1 s;;jm.im>i) $8,442,000 IKK)

Amusements, entertainmenl - H ','». SlTUMMI $90,000 $5# u m •« i

Automotive $3/280,000 $3,556,000 $1,827, ' $4,249,000 $12,912,000

Building material, fixtures, paint- s;:<>-,.(,on si.iT.VMin S791.,MXI $651,000 - 122, 1

Clothing & accessories si.7'«.(MM) S2.221.000 $1,861,000 $2,813,000 $8,688,

Confections & soft drinks $4,673,000 §5,322,000 St.o20.noo $6,961,000 $21.57d.<

Food & grocery products §28.461,000 828,381,000 $21,775,000 $28,998,000 $107,615,1

Garden supplies & equipment sm.nnn $187,000 $38,000 $54,000 $413,000

Gasoline & lubricants $3,123,000 -1.206,000 | ',008,000 $4,793,000 -loom.

Hotels, resorts, restaurants $48,000 -'"•.000 -ti.ooo $70,000 $290,000

Pel products S986,000 $1,174,000 -:;|'U)00

Publications S5t .4.000 $183,000 si;:i.(Hiii

$1,649,000

$135,000

su.5;;.oo(i

$1,366,000

Sporting goods, bicycles, toys $98,000 $102,000 $79,000 $1,161,000 $1,440,000

Consumer services $2,952,000 $3,126,000 -2.194,000 $3,973,000 $12,545,000

Cosmetics & toiletries $7,442,000 so.rui.oiH) $8,950,000 $8,307,000 - 14,240,000

Dental products $4,253,000 si.H2.noo $2,742,000 $1,765,000 si 3.202.000

Drug products $10,726,000 $6, 168,000 $5,295,000 $9,537,000 $32,026,000

Household cleaner-, polishes, waxes $1,579,000 $2,301,000 S592.000 $2,391,000 $6,863,

:
Household appliances $1,505,000 $2,430,000 $1,446,000 $2,354,000 $7,735,000

Household furnishings $768,000 $958,000 $898,000 $1,182,000 $3,805,000

Household laundry products $4,747,000 $5,242,000 $3,284,000 $3,013,000 $16,286,000

Household paper products $1,108,000 $1,502,000 $1,016,000 $1,703,000 $5,329, 1

Household general $975,000 $1,092,000 $511,000 $497,000 $3,075,000

Notions $80,000 $98,000 $162,000 $116,000 $456,000

Stationer) . office equipment -7 1.000 -.1.000 $23,000

Tv, radio, phonograph, musical inst's $626,000 s.vn.onn -;i;:.000

$89,000

$832,000

i.OOO

$2,360,000

Tobacco products & supplies $7,081,000 $7,371,000 $7,823,000 $8,115,000 $30,390,000

Transportation & travel - ").000 $898,000 $5 12.000 $761,000 --'.'166.000

W atches, jewelry. camera- $1,834,000 $1,982,000 $1,637,000 $1,613,000 - 7.(166.000

Miscellaneous $1,040,000 -l.i n.i Kin -::; M.OOO $1,218,000 $4,583,000

TOTAL $100^209,000 $105,584,000 $83,863,000 $107,842,000 $397,498,000

I ..'Uiiuiniiiiiiin:: ; Hi i
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AN ADMAN
AD-LIBS ON TV

Not just tv—but all broadcast advertising

gets cap, bells and rapier treatment in

Bob Foreman's newly published book

From the more than 100 "Agency ad

libs" columns that Bob Foreman,

BBDO's v.p. in charge of tv-radio, has

turned out in five years of writing for

sponsor, 63 of the best have just been

published in a book by Hastings

House, N. Y. The title is: "An Ad
Man Ad-Fibs on Tv." Illustrations are

by Alphonse Xurmandia. For a sam-

pler, Bob's preface is reprinted here.

^9 ohm* months ago I was in Cleve-

land on a business I rip. I stopped in a

little bar for a nightcap on m\ wa\ to

the hotel where the only empty stool

was adjacent to an attractive voung

lady.

Shortly we were engaged in conver-

sation and I explained to her where I

worked and what I did. I asked about

her and it turned out that she was in-

volved in a form of endeavor consid-

erably older than that of television.

I expressed amazement that one -

young and lovely would be so em-

ployed to which she replied
—

"And
what's so damn respectable about what

you do?"
This was a good question and many

times since it's caused me to ponder.

Not that I believe, with the girl, that

the business of preparing advertising

is not respectable. But—my thought-

go—whj do so many people seem to

think were engaged in something of

less stature, of less value to our nation-

al economy, of less mental challenge

than. sa\ . being a broker or lawver

or doctor?

A former boss of mine used to sav

—when required to defend advertising

—there were fewer admen in the jails

than either lawyers or doctors.

I think I do know the answer to my
own question, however. Most people,

if they have any knowledge of adver-

tising and especially of broadcasting,

have used as their source material such

racy novels as The Hucksters. The

Golden Kazoo. The Great Man, etc.

Since the lead characters in these

epics are generally loaded with cash

and are always bedding down with

beautiful women who would be unat-

tainable to the members of most other

businesses, our critics assume that all

admen are rich reprobates.

This is a rather pleasant picture but

not very factual.

Advertising including those phases

which involve radio and television is a

serious business, inhabited in general

by serious minded people. Most of

these people, at least the ones 1 ve
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Commercials

"I'm not slur that a'"h</ health) noise and

peppy jingles ami pleasantly animated

chainbreaks .... aren't i.
r <"'>/ things."

Sponsors

"Thru- are no dumb advertisers, only those

suffering hum the inabilities oj theii

agency in transfei the saw \ due them."

Radio
"/ </m amazed m the caliber »i the copy

running <«i /«"// stations. 7A<- jingles have

more charm, tin- sell Ims more persua

worked with, have a great deal <>t re-

Bpecl for their chosen field .1- well as

I'm- their fellow workers. W hen I run

into folks who feel differently, mj ad-

sin- is that the) gel out of the busi-

ness. They'll never really make a go

of it. More important, they'll nevei

find a minute of gratification.

Don't get me wrong. 1 don't mean

you have l<> be deadl) serious at all

times. \ good joke on yourself or mi

the business helps to keep one - per-

spective as well a- sense ol humor. I

was talking about the I nil I ime

Knockers.

\i the risk of sounding conn ma) 1

-av that I believe ours is a proud pro-

fession, h is an important field of

endeavor and in mj opinion, preju-

diced to l>c sure, television and radio

advertising are the most important

anas of tlic advertising business.

The reason advertising itself is so

vital toda) is that the manufacturers

of our country, as we all know, have

solved tin 1 problems <d production.

I lie amount of production, the quality

of it and the innovations in it are as-

sured. Where we face difficulties is in

the distribution of these products.

How to get them into the hands ol

more and more people. How to raise

and keep raising their standard of liv-

ing. How to keep demand on the in-

crease so that the consumer, dissatis-

fied with the status quo, will always he

looking lor the new. the improved and

the Letter.

I his problem of distribution is not

peculiar to the I nited States. It'- the

problem of the world in general. But

the big reason we are better oil over

here, 1 think. i- that we know more

about keeping open the channels from

manufacturer to consumer.

So. again at the risk of sounding

1 orny, I'm proud to he in this phase

.it the advertising business.

In addition to being important, tele-

vision and radio are exciting and un-

stodg) and different. Being part the-

ater and part motion picture- and part

talent scouting and part salesmanship,

what else could the) be? \nd no won-

der the) often have such a mongrel

|o( ik.

In seven short years the l\ end of

the business has changed tremendous-

l\ not just in it~ size. Toda) it is

in violent transition. \nv of 11- who

have decisions to make, whether the)

he minor or major one-, must he more
and more alert than we have heretofore

I ecu to it- uses a- a sales-medium. \\ e

must be more and more critical of it.

We must he more and more creative

and careful ami questioning in our ap-

proach to the medium's costs, to its

commercial impact, to it- program-

companv associations, and to it- trace-

able benefits.

On the other side of that same coin,

we must l>c constant!) dissatisfied with

it- rising costs, it- dissipation of spon-

sor identity, it- growing lack of pro

gram-product relationships, its can

moral attitudes: all of which i- a wav

of Saying we can no longer he de-

luded b) the magic of tv's newness,

it> capacit] lor making headline-, it-

abilit) to hop up dealer and other

trade groups or hv the fait that the

wive- and or children of the presi-

dents of companies look at it. v7e

must now contend with it analyticall)

a- we do othei media. \\ ithoul pas-

sion, prejudice oi lenienc)

.

Furthermore, we must all realize

something that superficial!) i- apart

from our business. I -av superficiall)

because actuall) the moral and ethical

standards of television affect each of

us as citizens in one ol the few free

( ountries left in the world. So what we

do affects not onl) ourselves hut oui

countr) and the world toda) as well

as the generations to come.

\\ e can never agree to prostitute

this medium for the fa-t buck, to de-

grade it for the high Nielsen, to pic

vent its hard-made steps forward for

the eas) status-quo. To do this would

hi- to jeopardize more than one pro-

gram or one advertising budget. Far

moie. We must temper our salesman-

ship and showmanship with statesman-

ship.

The following efforts, a- some of

x < 1 1 ma) know, were written bi-weekl)

for the broadcast magazine sponsor.

When it conies to writing about this

business, niv forte, if I have one. has

always been in non-fa< tual, un-< harte I,

sans-graph reporting and musing.

Therefore, you will find this typical ol

mOSl of the -election- I ve made. I

personall) prefer that kind. There

few hoW-to's, there .lie none that he-

gin
—

"Follow these •'! eas) steps t"

and to the best of mv knowledge I

haven't used a single pie chart. ITiere

mav he some meat, however, hidden

here and there among the whimsies. I

sincerel) hope so. But I also hope

somebod) gets enjoyment out of what

lie- ahead. ^
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A SPONSOR product roundup
PART ONE of a two part report

B

?

By Jane Pinkerton

I he candy industry a long time ago

decided to assume a conservative, non-

gambling nature, unlike its own cus-

tomers—calorie consuming adults and

gumdrop gobbling kids. Even though

candy eaters live adventurously, candy

manufacturers and retailers decline to

do so. And, as non-gamblers, they

spurn any sweetening of the candy

advertising pot.

Americans last year spent about

$1.8 billion on candy—candy of all

types, nickel and dime bars, bulk

pounds and bags, fancy pounds and

imported products—sold in every type

of retail outlet—supermarkets, news-

stands and drug stores, vending

machines, candy stores. Yet the entire

industry, covering the manufacturers

themselves, manufacturers who also

operate retail confectionery stores and

independent candy retailers, probably

won't spend more than $45 million on

advertising in 1957. Of this, radio and

tv may get as much as a third—$15

million.

This figure represents about a 2.5%
investment in advertising, the ad ex-

penditure in ratio to net sales. First

perusal might indicate this to be a

favorable ratio. After all, a lot of in-

dustries never spend more than two

and one-half percent of their sales for

advertising.

There's a hitch in these candy in-

dustry figures, however, and a big one.

Of this anticipated 845 million in ad-

vertising for 1957, some $33.7 million

will he spent by only 37 companies

—

the candy industry giants. The remain-

ing sll-plus million would cover ajl

the advertising effort of the rest of the

industry. This comprises some 1,500

wholesale and 2,000 retail candy and

chocolate manufacturers in addition to

Gun-toting tot symbolizes perennial appeal

of caii(l>. cowboy heroes, costumes and tv



CANDY INDUSTRY PARADOX:
LOW AD BUDGETS, HIGH SALES GOALS

Candy makers and retailers do a 81.8 billion business yet

spend onl) $45 million on advertising, with some $15 million in t> and radio

thousands ol manufacturer-retailers

and independent retailers.

sponsor, in surveying the cand)

manufacturing and retailing field,

Bought to highlight some of the back-

ground facts which indicate the unique

advertising philosophy of the industry

a- well as 9ome <>f its basic problems.

I; queried cand) specialists, manu-

facturers and advertising executhes on

how some <>f the giants arc now using

i..dio and or television advertising. In

most cases, as is shown in the accom-

panying chart, it i- the giants, alone,

who indulge in consumer advertising.

\nd. not coincidentally, it i- the) who

have made the most consistent and the

biggest ->il.- gains despite a trend

within the cand] industry toward

mergers, mam bankruptcies, and more
intense competition as the big com-

panies get bigger.

In this first part of the cand) story,

sponsor covers background material

and the advertising specifics. In Pari

I wo to In- published 23 Feb] uai )

.

radio and t\ advertising practice- of

individual companies ranging from

local through regional to national

will lie reported.

I'clcx ision nunc than an) othei ad-

vertising medium ha- -parked the

Cand) industr) into a new and (|iie--

tioning interest in advertising and in

-mil corollar) held- a- merchandising

and marketing. Because cand) is asso-

ciated particular!) with kid-, and kid-

[
ARTICLE IN BRIEF

The candy industry grosses $1.8 bil-

lion a year, spends only about $45 mil-

lion on advertising—and most of this

is spent by 38 giant companies.

Part 1 in this roundup details back-

ground of ad philosophy; Part 2, in

next issue, activities in tv-radio.

\. iih teles i-ion. cand) manufacture]

-

moved ver) earl) in the t\ game in

form a -olid and commanding phalanx

in the kid-show lineup.

For \eai-. cand) people had relied

on word-of-mouth, impulse, pa' kaging

1.
1 low cost to attract new kiddie i us-

tomers and to keep the old one-. I he

more orthodox put dollar- into con-

sumer magazines, comic sections, out-

door and—sometime- radio. I lien

came telex i-ion. with an attraction foi

youngsters which was nothing less than

monumental.

The -ale- ahilit\ of television, com-

bined two factors in cand) marketing

—heavv intra-indu-ti \ competition ami

intensive promotion aimed at dietetii

or non — weet products for the calorie-

conscious adult—combined to -tart

something of an advertising revolution

in the confection industr) in L952.

In that year, the 38 industr) giants

Captain Kangaroo, Boh Keeshan on
i li- r\ . gives .i -nft bm emphatic -ell in

the new tv trenil for t -amis makers. I. mien'-,

for 5th Avenue candy bar. i- t\ pioneer

using it seven years to reach young:

Impulse buying tor in cand]

merchandising a- supermarkets move into field

Broadcast stars merchandise .ill

tr\ promotions as well

Old-time < ihicago pi< i

audience-getting DJ's 'I to r) : Ernie Simon,

Hnlihanl. Linn Bur!"ii. Dave <
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Confection industry disagrees on the need

tor consumer advertising, and only a few leaders

in manufacturing and retailing set a brisk buying pace

w ho account for the greatest share

of the confection business—spent only

$14.7 million on advertising. Here's

what the pattern has looked like since:

In 1954. $20.4 million was spent on

advertising, an increase of 38 r
/i from

the previous year; 1955, $24.5 million,

up 20' ( from "54; 1956. $30.1 million,

up 47 '/( from '55; and. projected for

1957, $33.7 million, up only 11
' < from

'56. Yet even though the rate of in-

crease is slowing for these 38 candy

makers, the contrast between 1957 and
1952—five short years—is a marked

one: a 129% gain, more than double.

There are no records of exactly

where this money goes, or what media

are preferred by candy and confection

advertisers. There are indications,

however, that radio and tv are hold-

ing strong. Of the expected

lion to be spent

candy companies this year, some
million may go to the broadcast media.

These are estimates based on scat-

tered statistics.

Analyses of third quarter 1956

spending in spot tv and in spot radio

m li-

on advertising by

show the following: Confection and

soft drink advertisers, in the three-

month period from July through Sep-

tember, spent $907,493 in spot radio:

$4,620,000 in spot tv. Soft drink ad-

vertisers outspend confection com-

panies at the rate of about three to

one, reports Candy Industry magazine,

which also publishes a soft drink trade

magazine. Thus, confections would

therefore account for some $1.4 mil-

lion of this spot radio and tv total for

one quarter. Projected to four quar-

ters, the annual spot investment might

reach some $5.5 million.

Network radio and television, con-

sistent media for some confectioners

and in-and-out efforts for others, might

account for some $6 to $7 million in

gross time charges this year. Network

radio has no measurement since Pub-

lishers Information Bureau cancelled

its report more than a year ago, but a

PIB report covering the first 11

months' investment in network tv last

year shows $4,301,829 was spent by

candy and confection advertisers. The

year's network tv totals, projected

Easter is one of top promotional events,

when candy consumption zooms naturally

from this 11-month figure, would be

$4,692,904.

Thus the spot estimates and network

estimates, combined, add up to a pos-

sible $10 or $11 million, including net-

work radio, but exclusive of produc-

tion charges. In tv. of course, these

charges add greatly to the total adver-

tising tab. All told, radio and tv pro-

duction charges might add another

50' < of the time costs, making the

candy industry's investment in broad-

cast media this vear a possible $15

million.

The big 11 advertisers in the con-

Innovation in candj marketing is this new vending machine in window of Loft's Candy shop

in New York. Because great proportion of candy buying is done on impulse in food stores or l>y

automatic vender. big companies with name brands use advertising for needed identification

ln-store promotion with established

personalities, such a- CHS Radio's Galen

Drake, gets store traffic, better sbelf position
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in i inn field those planning to spend

more than $1 million on advertising

this yeai also happen to be the man-

ufacturers most active in the broadcasl

media. Hie detailed chart which ap-

pears with this stor\ shows dollai ex-

penditures .1- planned bj 38 companies,

wlin were Burveyed just before the nev

yeai l>\ Candy Industry magazine.

Tin- big 11. with their proposed ad

budgets, are listed with their current

type <>f broadcasl media advertising.

SR indicates Bpol radio; ST, spot t\

:

NR, network radio; NT, network tv.

William \\ ri:Je\ Jr. Co., 18 million

(SR, ST, \l!
I : Beech Nut-Life Savers

Corp., S3 million (SR, ST) : Mars,

Inc. $2 million (SI I : Peter Paul,

Inc., $1.8 million (SR, ST) : American

Chicle, $1.5 million (ST) ; E. .1. Brach,

-I 5 million
I
nonet : Planters Nul &

Chocolate Co.. si.') million (NT);
Curtiss Cand) Co., si million (ST,

M{ i : Sweets Co. of America, $1 mil-

lion (ST, NT) : Stephen F. \\ hitman

& Son, $1 million (SR, ST).

Main ot (In- more aggressive and

progressive elements think the entire

industry, as a group, should subsidize

a coordinated advertising and [
> n 1 > I i <

-

relations program to sell the consump-

tion ot cand) and other confections.

Vnother segmenl ol the industry, and

one equall) a> vocal, is insistent on

continuing the status quo a static

kind of merchandising.

('<int/\ Industry magazine, blasting

the "Lei John do it tactics, i- one of

the sponsors, with the Cand) Confec-

tioner] \--n.. of the industry's <>id\

coordinated promotion campaign. It's

called Cand) Carnival, a one-a-year

feature which brings together a repre-

sentative group of manufacturer-, job-

bers and retailers for Cand) Carnival

Week. The promotional event this

year, scheduled for 11-17 March, in-

cludes a group which ma) be represent-

ative, hut is hardl) all-encompassing:

some 2"> participating manufacturers

and "id jobber organizations who cover

about 25,000 retail outlets of all kinds.

The magazine, on one of its edi-

torial pages last month, published an

editorial cartoon which showed a cook

mixing a concoction in a pot labeled

"cand) business." The ingredient he

was pouring was labeled "advertising,"

and the caption read: ' \- important

as am other ingredient . .

."

In an accompanying editorial, the

magazine charged that apart from the

giants in the confection world, "the

rest of the industry—the great major-
it) of cand) manufacturers, small and

hig. have mi advertising programs at

all. spend oi invest nothing. With

-i> little interest and enthusiasm shown
l»\ the majorit) of it- members in ad-

vertising and promotion, is it an) won-

del that the industr) remained al a

dangerous plateau foi H> years from

I*>1<> until the middle of lasl yeai ?"

The magazine, again Bpeaking edi-

torially, suggested thai 1956 was a

dand) cand) \cai foi three reasons:

i I i the economic climate was as fa-

\ orable as it had evei hen
; (2) there

were fewer cand) manufacturers in

business than at an) time Bince World
W ;ir II. in pel hap- in the pa-l 2")

\ear-: (3) then- was a bettei grade

of candy, more attractive!) packaged.

W hai dm-- this mean ? Simpl) thai

conditions favored good Bales, even

though advertising stayed in its usual

place the bat k Beat Bui one !

to I"- learned from this Is equall) as

simple : conditions ma) ' hange, and

advertising and promotion will bi

needed to till the t oid.

\n estimated - ">'
I of all < onfe< tions

are sold in Bupei markets, about $4/>8

million worth. The big three fund

• hains, alone Safewa) . Krogei and

\\l' a. . mint foi $101 million O. this

\ll nl these < ompanies use Borne

broadcasl media al the local level, and

i and) ma) gel in< idental mention in

it- cop) . But, b) and lai ge, i and) is

-pulled in the store on a good displa)

i Please turn to page 90 •

CANDY AD BUDGETS HAVE GROWN
Company

Vmei ir.in ( hide < ".

trnl \\ Vmend Co. ..

tin rh Nut-Life Savers < orp.

Paul I'. Beich Co.

E. .1. Brach & Sons

Brow n & I lalc\ ( !arul\ ' n.

I). L Clark Co., The

( lunik\ ( hocolate i !oi p.

( Iracker Jack ( !o., The

< Inrtiss I andy Co.

Daggetl ( ihocolate ' o.

De M'i"-. Iin.

I'liin l!rn-.

Frank II. Fleet ( !orp.

Gold Medal Candy Corp.

Hawley & Hoops, be. (formed] M S M I td.)

Henry lleiile. Inc.

Hollywood i ainl> i o.

Walter II. Johnson Candy Co. ...

Loft Camly Corp.

Mar-. Inc.

New England I onf. Mfg. Co.

Nesl If I hocolate ( n.. The

Pearson I landy < q., The

Peter Paul. Inc.

Planter- Nut & ( hoc. I 0.

Tim-. I). K ic li.u il-nn Co. _
Rockwood & Co.

Sweets ( n. of America, The

Frank G. Shattuck I o.

Sophie Mae ( .irnl\ t orp.

Sw it/er'- Licorice I o

Vernell's Candies, Inc.

James <). Welch < o.

Stephen F. Whitman S v"n. Inc.

Williamson Cand] Co.

W illiam R. Wrigley, Jr.. Co. _
Total

7952 19S7

- 200,000 S 1,500,000

r.o.ooo 600,000

8H0.000 3,000,000

150,000

500,1 1,500,000

35,000 200,000

.nii.OOO 545,000

210,000

150,000

500,000 1,000,000

150,000

50,000

61,678

R',.000 400,000

75,000 425,000

.•(>< 1,000 650,000

100.000 350,000

..000 750,000

750,000

250,000

1,500, 2,000,000

I'T.i.OOO 850,000

300.000 700,000

60,000

l. -.iMi.ooo 1,800,000

1,250,000 1,500,000

110.000 110,000

350.000

100.000 1,000,000

12").000 500,000

H7.000 264,000

60.000 500,000

70.000 100,000

P.i 1.000 150,000

600.000 1,000,000

130,000 300,000

3.800.000 8,000,000

$14,72 $33,775,678

iphs an.l chart material reprinted by special permlxlnn M Cindy ln<lu«(ry and OanferttooeTi
l.nmul published by Ikm I
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NO BUSHEL OVER THIS LIGHT!

It's been shining in your eyes (or were you looking the other way the

last time we called). And it's not a danger signal. It's a direction signal

that tells you how and where to find that market of 80 Million folks who
eat, drink and are merry in Hometown and Rural America. These healthy,

hungry, country folk bathe regularly and use carloads of soap, brush their

teeth regularly and love those jingles. They smoke cigarettes by the carton

and it could be your brand.

Everyday—seven days a week they're tuned to the 920 Keystone

Broadcasting Radio station affiliates and they stay tuned for

commercials (ask your sponsors).

If you have 90 markets or 900 that can stand a KBS atomic charge, we'd be

happy to give you all the details— costs, coverage and (for real) the best

and most intensive PLUS MERCHANDISING SERVICE YOU'VE EVER
FELT! (And we do mean YOU'LL FEEL IT!)

Send for our new station list

CHICAGO NEW YORK IOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
HI W Washington 580 Fifth Ave. 3142 Wilshire Blvd 57 Post SI

Sta 2 8900 Plaza 7 1460 DUnkirk 3-2910 SUtter 1-7440

• TAKE YOUR CHOICE. A handful of stations of the network a minute or a full hour-it's

up to you, your needs

• MORE FOR YOUR DOLLAR. No premium cost for individualized programming. Network

coverage for less than some "spot" costs.

• ONE ORDER DOES THE JOB. All bookkeeping and details are done by Keystone, yet the best

time and place are chosen for you.
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Tv programing and costs

COMPARAGRAPH

I hi> i> the fourth "I sponsor's new Comparagraph sections.

It is designed i<> give readers a monthly updating on i\ net-

work programs, sponsors and costs plus basic data of interest

to users of spot t\. Each Comparagraph section will provide

some new material in addition to the up-to-date facts on the

network tv picture. For example, this section will contain

a li>t of the top 2()i> spot t\ spenders during the last quarter <>f

1956 plus the spending oi these same 2<>ii during tin- previous

three quarters o| last sear. Future i— ii*-~ will cam new

breakdowns of data in the spot t\ held. The next Compara-

graph will he featured in the Id March issue of SPONSOR.

Vetworh program profile provides

Sponsored hour data . . . sec below

Cost-per-\A for top 10 night

mitt daytime programs . , , page 40

Alphabetical list of new shows

includes cost data . . . page 42

Comparagraph gives day-by-day

chart of all net shows . page 44

Spot tv basics covet top 200

advertisers in 1956 . . , page 50

1. NETWORK PROGRAM PROFILE
AVERAGE COST OF PROGRAMING BY TYPES

Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number

Hour drama

$59,000 12

Half-hour drama

$35,235 17

Situation comedy
$37,177 17

Hour comedy-variety

$65,555 9

Half-hour comedy-var.

$39,375 6

Half-hour adventure

$30,374 16

Quiz

$26,801 15

Daytime serials

$10,429" 7

NUMBER OF SPONSORED HOURS: LIVE AND FILM*

Dayt me

Network
Sponsored

hours % live °o film

ABC 11.75 8.5 91.5

CBS 34.25 90.5 9.5

NBC 18.33 83.6 16.4

Nightt ime

Network
Sponsored

hours °o live °o film

ABC 21.75 47.1 52.9

CBS 27.25 54.1 45.9

NBC 23.75 67.4 32.6

Kit iraek >t 10 16 February.
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2. NETWORK SHOW COST-PER-1,000
Cost-per- 1,000 charts below provide an efficiency comparison for the top 10 night-

time and the top 10 weekday programs during the two weeks ending 12 January

L957. Ratings shown are A. C. Nielsen (average audience basis). Time costs are

computed by SPONSOR with discounts applicable only to the show being measured.

They are thus a measure of the show's efficiency and not the advertiser's buving

power. Cost figures for the New Year's Day daytime shows are not included

because of their special one-time nature. Talent costs are SPONSOR estimates. Top
25 network shows and audience composition according to ARB are on page at right.

Cost-per- l.OOO homes per commercial minute for top lO nighttime program:

123456789 10
Ed I Love G.E. Hitchcock $64,000 Disney- December Shower ^ Godfrey's

Sullivan Lucy Theater Presents Question land Bride of Star^ Scouts

47.4 rating 46.6 rating 43.3 rating 38.9 rating 36.0 rating 35.5 rating 35.4 rating 35.4 rating 35.2 rating 34.6 rating

$2.25

$2.00

$1.75

$1.50

$1.25

$1.00

$0.75

$0.50

Cost-per-1,000 homes per commercial minute for top lO week day program;

$1.01
SO. 98

$0.87

Not
available

Not
available

Not
available

$0.81

I I
Not

available

Not
available

Not
available

1 8 10
Rose Rom' Cotton \li<ke\ Mouse Mickey Mouse Rose Sports MickeyMouse Queenfora Orange

Bowl Parade-NBC Bowl Club (5:45) Club (5:30) Parade-CBS Highlights Club (5:15) Day (4:30) Bowl

38.3 rating 22.8 rating 20.1 rating 19.4 rating 18.8 rating 17.5 rating 17.2 rating 15.5 rating 14.8 rating 14.0 rating

ed used in cost-per-1,000 calctilm u» \ C Nielsen (average audience) for two weeks ending l- January II*"



I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

14.

116.

11
22.

23.

24.

25.

TOP 25: ARB

Rating

Ed Sullivan 59.0
I Love Lucj 51 .9

I'll i

)
( omo 46.0

G.E. Theatre 44.0

Showei of Stars 42.6

Ufred Hitchcock 42.3

164,000 Question 40.8
^ on Bel ^ our Life 40.1

Disneyland 39.8

( rodfrej s S< "Hi- 39.4

People \n- l'umi\ 37.9
I've Gol \ Secret 37.0

Lawrence \\ <lk 36.6

Lassie 35.9

What's \K Line 35.9

December Bride 34.9

Red Skelton 34.9

Burns & Ulen 34.3

164,000 Challenge 33.8

Your Hit Parade 33.5

Phil Silvers 33.3

W\att Earp 33.1

Gunsraoke 32.9

Ernie Kurd 31 .9

Hie Millionaire 31.3

Audience Composition
M W C

1. l.d Sullivan 34% 41% 26%

2. 1 Love Lucj 31 43 26

3. Perry Como 33 41 26

4. G.E. Theatre 37 45 18

5. Shower <>f Stars 31 50 19

6. Alfred Hitchcock 39 47 14

7. 164,000 Question 37 51 12

8. ^ on Bet ^ our Life 35 48 17

9. l)isne\ land 20 26 55

10. ( iodfrej 's Scouts 32 44 24

11. People Vre Funnj 32 40 28

12. I've Gol a Secret 36 50 14

13. Lau rence W elk 37 47 17

14. Lassie 23 29 48

14. \\ hat's M\ Line 40 52 8

16. December Bride 31 45 24

16. Red Skelton 38 46 16

18. Burns & Mien 31 43 26

19. $64,000 Challenge 41 53 6

20. i our Hit Parade 37 47 16

21. Phil Silvers 30 37 33

22. \\ \att Karp 34 34 32

23. Gunsmoke 36 40 24

24. Ernie Ford 36 48 16

25. The Millionaire 34 48 18

*Januarv 1957
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"The service with the most subscribers"

LARGEST SAMPLING OUTSIDE U. S. CENSUS

DO YOU KNOW?
Pulse interviewers make an original ittempl plu

follow • 1

1

> attempt: u> vigil with ili<- same family. Vnd
remember, Pulse is the soli servici able i" measure out-oj-

home television and radio, program bj program station l>\

station, additive i" the home audience with com
in ' iiil idem it*, .ii ion.

I lii • Mm see .i lull year's record and "I course the
largest population areas bav< upations, umUi^ hours,
mil diversions thai tend i" maximize "Nol \i Hom< - Mori

i mill. - are al honv in smallei mai kets.

SIPT 0(1 NOV
I

OK
1

JAN ((B MAR APR MAT JUNI JUIT AUG

+ f H
90.97. 92.17. 92.27. 93.87. 95.07. 95.17. 94.27. 94.57. 91.37. 90.07. 19.27. M.5*..

R

E

A
C
H
A
B
L

E

l l I I I I I I

AT HOME AND INTERVIEWED
I I I I I I I

Pulse interviewers' three attempts to

visit each family, in properly spaced

revisits the same night, minimize the

"Not-At-Home" to specific percent-

ages shown in each Pulse report. A
scientific substitution is then made
for families that are not available.

10 8 11.5

PULSE'S 3 TRY'S-iypical of costliest

"tailor-made" surveys

Please bear in mind that what Pulse does every

month as part of its regular service, is ordinarily

done only occasionally, chiefly in expensive, "one-

time'" surveys. Pulse's highly accurate audience

composition data is vitally important knowledge.

This month throughout the U.S., 150,000 homes are

being interviewed tor next month's "U.S. Pulse TV"

PULSE, Inc., 730 Fifth tve., New York 19

Telephone: Judson 6-3316
IN IMS ANGELES—6399 WIIMIIIU linl I t.V \RI>—WEBSTER 1-2112

41



3. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX

Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Air Power: Dr-F
Steve \llin Show : V-L

Amateur Hour: V-L
Ray Anthony Show: Mu-L
*Red Barber's Corner: Sp-L
Heat the Clock : Q-L
Jack Benny: C-F
Big Story: Dr-L&F

Big Surprise: Q-L
Blondie: Sc-F

Bold Journey: A-F
Jim Bowie: A-F

Broken Arrow: A-F
The Brothers: Sc-F

Buccaneers: A-F
Bums & Allen: Sc-F
Caesar's Hour: Y-L

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L
Cheyenne: A-F
Circle Theatre: Dr-L
Circus Boy: A-F

Climax: Dr-L
Nat King Cole: Mu-L
•'Perry Como: V-L

Conflict: Dr-F
Joseph Cotten Show: Dr-F

Crossroads: Dr-F
Bob Cummings Show: Sc-F
John Daly News: N-L

December Bride: Sc-F
l)i-neyland: M-F

Do You Trust Wife: Q-F
Dragnet: My-F
DuPont Theatre: Dr-F
Wyatt Earp: A-F
Doug Edwards News: N-L&F

Father Knows Best: Sc-F
Eddie Fisher: Mu-L

Ford Show: V-L
Ford Theatre: Dr-F
G.E. Theatre: Dr-F
Giant Step: Q-L (last 2/27)
Jackie Gleason : V-L
Godfrey's Scouts: Y-L
'Arthur Godfrey Time: V-L

George Gobel: C-L
Gunsmoke: \-F

Hey Jeannie: Sc-F
Hitchcock Presents: My-F
Hold That Note: Q-L
Hiram Holliday: A-F

(last 2/27)
Robin Hood: A-F

I Love Lucy: Sc-F

I've Got a Secret: Q-L
Kaiser Alum. Hour: Dr-L
Kraft Tv Theatre: Dr-L
Kukla, Fran & Ollie: J-L
Lassie: A-L
Life of Riley: Sc-F

37,000

63,000

23,000

17,000

3,000

18.000

65,000

33.000

33.000

37,500

8.000

32,000

31,000

39,000

24,000

33,000

114,000

35,000

90.000

40.000

34,000

55,000

14,000

108,000

90,000

38,000

31,000

36,000

6,000tf

28,000

75,000

35,000

37,000

37,000

30,000

9,500|t

38,000

20,000

33,000

36,000

45,000

23,000

102,500

28,000

38,000tt

45,000

38.000

41,000

34,000

23,000

42,000

28.000

45,000

24,000

58,000

34,000

34,000

32,000

Ralston Purina

Prudential, Calkins & Holden
Brown & Williamson, Bates; Jergens,

Orr; U.S. Time (2 24, 3 10), Peck;
Vitamin Corp (2 17. 3 31, BBDO

Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

Plymouth, Crant

State Farm Ins, NLB
Hazel Bishop, Spcctor

Amer Tobacco, BBDO
Amer Tobacco, SSCB;

1 3 8 start), Cardner
Purex, W&C; Speidel, NCK
Nestle, B. Houston; Toni, Tatham-

Laird, C. E. Frank
Ralston Purina, CBB
Amer Chicle, Bates; Chesebrough-

Ponds, Mc-E
Cen Elect, Y&R; Miles, Wade
Lever Bros (2 19 start), JWT;

Shaeffer, Seeds
Sylvania, JWT
Carnation, Wasey; Coodrich, BBDO
Babbitt, DFS; Benrus (2 '23, 3/9),
L&N; Knomark, Mogul; Quaker
Oats, NLB: Wesson Oil, Fitzgerald

Gillette Maxon

Cen Elect, Y&R, BBDO & Grey

Armstrong Cork, BBDO
Reynolds Alum, Clinton E. Frank,

Buchanan
Chrysler, Mc-E

Carter, SSCB

Cold Seal, North; Kleenex. FCB;
Noxzema, SSCB; RCA, K&E; S&H
Stamps, SSCB; Sunbeam, Perrin-Paus

Chesebrough-Ponds, JWT & Mc-E

Campbell Soup, BBDO; Lever Bros,

BBDO
Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald

Colgate, Brown; R. ). Reynolds, Esty

Du Pont (3 14 start), BBDO; Gen-
eral Cigar, Y&R

Cen Foods, B&B
Amer. Motors, BFSD & Ceyer; Amer.

Dairy, Camp-Mithun: Derby, McE
L&M, DFS

L&M, Mc-E; Schick, W&L
DuPont, BBDO
Cen Mills, DFS; P&C. Compton

Whitehall, Bates; 1 seg & 2 alt segs

open
Scott Paper, ]WT
Coca Cola, Mc-E; Planters, Coodkind,

Joice & Morgan (ev 4th show alt

W&F)
Ford, JWT
Ford, JWT
Cen Elect, BBDO
Cen Mills, BBDO
Bulova, Mc-E; P. Lorillard, L&N
Lipton, Y&R; Toni, North

Amer. Home Prod, Y&R; Bristol-

Myers, Y&R; Kellogg, Burnett; Pills-

bury, Burnett
Armour, FCB; Pet Milk, Cardener

L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand (1 wk in 4),

Y&R
P&C, Compton: L&M, Mc-E

Bristol-Myers, Y&R
Lanolin Plus, Seeds

Cen Foods, Y&R

Johnson & Johnson. Y&R; Wildroot,

BBDO
Ford (3 4), JWT; Cen Foods, Y&R;

P&C, Crey
R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Kaiser Alum, Y&R
Kraft, JWT
Cordon Bkng, Ayer; & co-op

Campbell Soup. BBDO
Culf Oil, Y&R

PROGRAM COST

Line-Up: My-F
Lone Ranger: A-F
*Lux Video Theatre: Dr-L
Meet the Press: I-L
Millionaire: Dr-F
Robert Montgomery: Dr-L
Mr. Adams & Eve: Sc-F
Name that Tune: Q-L
Navy Log: Dr-F

NBC News: N-L

Noah's Ark Dr-F (last

2/26)
Omnibus: M-L&F

Ozark Jubilee: V-L

Ozzie & Harriet : Sc-F
Panic: Dr-F (3/5 start)

People Are Funny: M-F
People's Choice: Sc-F
Person to Person: I-L

Playhouse 90: Dr-L&F

Private Secretary: Sc-F
Rin Tin Tin: A-F
Roy Rogers: A-F
77th Bengal Lancers: A-F
Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F

*Sir Lancelot: A-F

Sgt. Preston: A-F
Dinah Shore: Mu-L
$64,000 Challenge: Q-L
$64,000 Question: Q-L
Red Skelton: C-L&F
Stanley: Sc-L

Gale Storm Show: Sc-F

Studio One: Dr-L
Ed Sullivan Show: V-L
Sunday News Special: N-L
Telephone Time: Dr-F
This Is Galen Drake: \ -L

This Is Your Life: D-L
Dannv Thomas: Sc-F
To Tell The Truth: Q-L
Treasure Hunt: Q-L
TV Playhouse: Dr-L

20th Century Fox: Dr-F
Twenty-One: Q-L
U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L
The Vise: Dr-F
Voice of Firestone: Mu-L
Wednesday Fights: Sp-L
Lawrence Welk: Mu-L
Welk Top Tune-: \ -I.

Wesl Point: Dr-F
What's My Line: Q-L

Jonathan V inters: C-L
\\ ire Service: Dr-F

Jane Wvman Show: Dr-F
You Asked For It: M-F
You Bet Your Life: Q-F
Loretta Young Show: Dr-F
Your Hit Parade: Mu-L

You're On Your Own: Q-L
Zane Grej Theatre: Dr-F

31,000

24,000

43,000

7,500

32,000

52.000

41,000

23,000

32,000

9,500tt

38,000

80,000

18,000

36,000

41,000

24,000

34,000

34,000

117,000

36,000

32,000

32,000

41 ,000

42,000

24,000

32,000

22,000

32,000

32,000

48,000

41,000

39,500

45,000

69,000

9,500

31,000

15,000

52,000

33,000

22,000

21,000

52,000

110,000

30,000

58.000

19,500

24,000

45,000

14.500

16,500

40,000

28,000

12.500

77,000

27,000

14,000

35.000

40,000

46.000

23,000

41.500

SPONSORS AND AGENClE

Brown & Wm'son, Bates; P&C r

Cen Mills, DFS; Swift, Mc-E
Lever Bros, JWT
Johns Manville, JWT; alt wks opt

Colgate, Bates

S. C. Johnson, NLB; Mennen Co (

Colgate, L&N; R. J. Reynolds, E

Kellogg, Burnett; Whitehall, Bate:

Amer Tobacco, SSCB; US lab
F. D. Richards

American Can, Compton; Miles W
Sperry-Rand, Y&R; Studebai
Packard, B&B; Time-Life Y&l
seg

Max Factor, DDB; L&M, Mc-E

Aluminium, JWT; Union Carfc«j.
Carbon,

J. M. Mathes
Amer Chicle, Bates (alt »h<

10:30); co-op 10:30-11
Eastman Kodak, JWT
L&M, Mc-E; Max Factor DDB
R. J. Reynolds, Esty; Toni, Nort>

Borden, Y&R; P&C, Y&R
Amer Oil, J. Katz; Hamm, Ci

Mithun; Time-Life, Y&R
Amer Cas, L&N; Bristol-Myers Br

Philip Morris, Burnett; Royal T\
writer (2/28, 3/14), Y&R- Sin

Y&R
Amer Tob, BBDO
Nabisco, K&E
Cen Foods, B&B
Cen Foods, Y&R
P&C (2 26 start), Burnett; .

Reynolds, Esty
Amer Home Prod, Bates; Lew t

SSCB
Quaker Oats, WBT
Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald
P. Lorillard, Y&R; Revlon BBDC
Revlon, BBDO
S. C. Johnson FCB; Pet Milk, C

Amer Tobacco, SSCB; Toni, Tatr

Laird

Nestle, B. Houston; Helene
Weiss & Celler

Westinghouse, Mc-E
Lincoln-Mercury, K&E
Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

Bell, Ayer

Best Foods, Cuild, Bascom &
P&C, D&B
Armour, FCB; Kimberly-Clark, P

Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

Mogen David, Weiss & Celler

Alcoa, Fuller, Smith & Ross; C

year, Y&R
Revlon, C. J. LaRoche

Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

U.S. Steel, BBDO
Sterling Drug, DFS

Firestone, Sweeney & James

Mennen, Mc-E; Pabst, Burnett

Dodge, Crant

Dodge & Plymouth, Crant

Cen Foods. B&B
Helene Curtis, Ludgin; Sperry-fc

Y&R
Lewis-Howe, DFS; Vicks, BBDO

Miller Brewing, Mathiesson; R

Reynolds. Esty; '4 sust

P&C, Compton

Skippy Peanut Butter, CBB

DcSoto, BBDO; Toni, North

P&C, B&B & Compton

Amer Tobacco, BBDO: Warner H

nut, SSC&B
Hazel Bishop, Spector

Ford. JWT; Cen Foods, B&B

'

•Color show, M.i Live, (F) Film, ftCost is per segment. List does not include
. sustaining, partii ir co-op programs—see chart. Costs refer to average show
costs i and production, They are gross (include I59i agency com-
missii do not include commercials or time charges. This list covers period

of Ifi Fell, thru l ;> Mar. Program types are indicated as follows: (A) A
(C) Corned] (D) Documentary, (Dr) Drama, (1) Interview. (J) Juven
Misc., i.Mui Music, (My) Mystery, (X) Wws Q Quiz. S) Serial, (Sc) S

Corned]
I Sp I Sports,

l
V I Varierj

,

(Continued bottom of pages 46, '
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... Conger ffcach!

...lerrrfie'Rnd)!

^ -'Rpular witfc^ tveryone!

THE BEST FILMS! THE TOP WESTERNS!

DAILY EXCLUSIVE FEATURES!

JEST LOCAL AND REGIONAL PROGRAMS!

Where annual retail sales

top a billion! Where drug store

sales exceed 22% million!

And food sales are more

than 250 million.

THERE'S A BOOK
ABOUT THIS NEW CHAMP

Every Headley-Reed TV man has it.

Shows you how smart you'll be

to get a piece of this

new champion.

• V/7/ '

antenna abo\

in W
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DAYTIME

ABC

c o P Al
SUNDAY

CBS NBC

Lamp Unto My
Feet
lust

Look Up & Live
sust

U.N. in Action
sust

Camera Three
sust

Let's Take Trip
BUSt

Wild Bill Hickok
Kellogg

Heckle & Jeckle
Sweets Co. alt

Johnson & .lohnson

No net service

Frontiers of

Faith
sust

No net service

No net service

NBC Opera
(3-4, 3/10 only)

sust

The Last Word
sust

Youth Wants
To Know

Hoover Report sust alt

3/3 only Amer Forum
sust

Face The Nation
sust

Outlook
sust

Johns Hopkins
File 7
ust

World News
Round Up

sust

Zoo Parade
sllst

College News
Conference

sust

Odyssey
sust

|Medical Horizons
Ciba

Wide Wide Work
(alt wks 4-5:30)

Gen Motors

Odyssey

Wash Square
(alt wks 4-5)

Helene Curtis

Dean Pike
BUSt

Mjm.i
8U8t

See It Now
Pan Am

(5-6, 3/3 only)

Topper
(alt wks 5-5:30)

sust

|Press Conference
Corn Prod

Boing Boing
suit Capt Callant

Heinz

ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC

Carry Moore
Campbell Soup

Lever Bros
alt

Bird & Son

Arthur Codfrey
Stand Brands

Home
partk-

10-11

Stand Brands
Home

Bristol-Myers

Bristol-Myers

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Price Is Right
sust

Truth or

Consequences
sust

Valiant Lady
Stand Brands

Love of Life

Amer Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough
sust

Toni alt sust

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

Guiding Light
P&G

It Could Be You
BUSt

Amer Home Prod

News
(1-1:10) sust

Stand Up & Be
Counted

aiii

No net service

As the World
Turns
P&G

No net service

Our Miss Brooks
sust

No net service

Art Linkletter
Stand Brands

Campbell Soup

Afternoon Film

Festival
(3-4:30)

partic

Tenn Ernie
P&G

Swift alt Brown
& Williamson

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
(3-4)

partic

Afternoon Film

Festival

Bob Crosby
sust

Brown & Wmson
alt Mentholatum

Matinee

Afternoon Film

Festival

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a Day
Amer Home Prod

Toni alt Brown
& Williamson

No net service
Edge of Night

P&G
P&G

Modern Romance;
eust

Mickey Mouse
Club
co-op

co-op

Coca Cola

Miles alt

Minn Mining

Comedy Time
sust

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

"jS

Carry Moore
Hoover

Arthur Codfrey
Mutual of Omaha

Home
partic

Home

Kellogg

Pillsbury Price Is Right
sust

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Truth or

Consequences
BUSt

Valiant Lady Tic Tac Dough
Wesson Oil

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod

sust

Sill-.-!- Co

sust

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

It Could Be Yot
sust

Cuiding Light
P&G

Alberto Culver

Lehn & Pink

News
(1-1:10) sust

Stand Up & Be
Counted

sust

No net service

As the World
Turns
sust

No net service

Our Miss Brooks
Best Foods

alt sust

No net service

Art Linkletter
Kellogg

Pillsbury

Tenn Ernie

P&G
Stand Brandi

Afternoon Film
Festival
(3-4:30)

partic

Big Payoff
sust

Matinee
(3-4)

partic

Afternoon Film
Festival

Bob Crosby
Wesson Oil

Matinee

Afternoon Film

Festival

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a D>)
Sandura alt

Chick at Sea

Lehn & Fink

alt Stand Brandi

No net service
Edge of Night

P&G
Modern Romance

Culver alt

Sweets Co

Mickey Mouse
Club
co-op

co-op

Armour

Comedy Time

V.

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S

NEW NETWORK TELEVISION

COMPARAGRAPH AND INDEX

The network schedule on this and following pages (46, 4, l

includes regularly scheduled programing on the air between

16 February and 15 March (with possible exception of

changes made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly

scheduled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are as follows: Tonight, NBC, 11:30-12:30

-



GRAPH 16 FEB. - 15 MAR

SDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Home

Home

Carry Moore
N ellie. I

Tonl ill Su in

Home

Arthur Codlrcy
Pen I

Carry Moore
nil!

fl A Johnioii

tit in.

l

Home
turtle

Home

Opt Kangaroo
•uit

Mighty Mouse
•It ill

IglU

Howdy Doo l»

Itaklm ill

I Mjrried Join
tun

| Price Is Right
suit

Truth or

Consequences
lint

IMlMjury

Strike It Rich
I lilt*

Price Is Right
lUlt

Truth or

Consequences
uit

Yir.lley tit

rit ti Plite Olm
Sttlejr tit SOS

Price Is Right
suit

Truth or
Strike It Rich Consequences

•uit

Wmky Dink
uit

rurj

T. ».,s Rangers Cowboy Theatre
Mllli

tit

Kw.
uit

Tic Tjc Dough
uit

|lt Could Be You
<u«t

\ Wmson
I'i.. I

Valiant Lady
Tonl tit

Ne*tle

Lov of Lrt

tmi - II 'ine Prod

Seirch for

Tomorrow
r*o

Guiding Light

Tic Tac Dough
Krtft

Valiant Lady T|C T3C D ° u « h

<l<n Mill,

It Could Be Yoi

Love of Life
fome P

Search for

Tomorrow
PAG

Menlhnlatum

It Could Be You
lust

Rrlllo Guiding Light Ilrlllo. Pharmaco
PAG

Big Top ^7i"

Big Top
Mr Wizard

luit

No net service

News
(1-1:10) suit

Stand Uo & Be
Counted

tut

No net service
News

(1-1:10) «ust No net service

Stand Up & Be
Counted

lust

No net service
As the World

Turns
an

No net service As the World No nct scrvicc
Turns
PAG

Our Miss Brooks

No nct service

Tcnn Ernie

PAG
Swift tit

Rrmin & Wmson

Nestle nit sust

Art Linklettcr
Kellneg

No nct service

Tcnn Ernie

PAG
Pill-bury

Our Miss Brooks
sust No nct service

Johnson A Johnson
alt sust

Art Linklettcr Tenn Ernie
Lever Rros r*0

Swift Si anil Brand!

Lone Ranger You , F ,

n,'\ "»• Your Fortune
"" Warner

11-2

No nct service No nct

Hockey
I Carllng Brewing No net service

(2-eoncI)

Basketball
(2:30-4:30)

Hockey - Pr0f)

l:
. n A Wm«nn

Matinee
18-4)

Pirtlc

Aftcnoon Film
Festival

J. I 101

nirtlc

Bit Payoff
ColgtU

Matinee
(3-4)

pirtlc

Aftcnoon Film
Festival

partle

Big Payoff
Col:-

Matinee
(3-1)

partle

Matinee
Afternoon Film

Festival

Bob Crosbv
Tnnl alt Swift Matinee

Afternoon Film

Festival

Bob Crosby
SOS ill Swift Matinee

Hockey Basketball

Hockey
Basketball

Queen for a Day
Borden

Mermen
Com Tro,!

Afte-noon Film
Festival

Brighter Day <? uccn for a Day
pjHl neddl-Wlp tit

—; Sunklst
Secret >tom —
\mer ITnme Prn<l Miles

Afternoon Film

Festival

Brighter Day
Vf.r, Queen for a Day

P.nrrlcn
Secret Storm

Anicr IIn„,e PrrKl
nc "- Corn 1

'
r"cl

r&c.

'odern Romances
Sterling Drue

raa
No nct service

Edge of Night
PAG Modc-n Romance ! No net service

Edge of Night r*°
PAG Modern Romance:

S-e-llnj Drug

Eye on NY.
Basketball

Horse Racing

—

Hialeah Park

Comedy Time

Mickey Mouse
Club
co-op

Comedy Time
sust

'v alt

Am-Ptr

Bristol -Mvers

Mickcv Mouse
Club
ro-op

Welch alt lust

Comedy Time
sust

Pharrnaen all

lust

Mvers

[mil. Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday

Neics Special. CBS, Sunday. 11-11:15 p.m.. sponsored by

Pharmaceuticals Inc.: Today, NBC, 7:00-9:00 a.m.. Mon-

day-Friday, participating sponsorship, and two CBS partici-

pating shows, Good Morning, 7:00-8:00 a.m. and Capt.

kangaroo. 8:00-9:00 a.m., both Monday-Friday.

All times are Eastern Standard. Participating spon- -

are not listed because in main cases they fluctuate.

Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are

shown along with I he names of programs. I Ids i- a change

from the previous Comparagraph i printed in yellow and

black i which included costs, name of agency, place of

origination. This data now appears as part of an alpha-

betical listing oi all network h programs starting page 12.



4. NIGHTTIME C O P A
SUNDAY

ABC CBS NBC ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Telephone Time
Bell

Meet The Press
Johns Manvllle

alt

sust

Air Power
Prudential

Roy Rogers
Gen i D Edwards

Whitehall
D Edwards
Whitehall
alt sust

fou Asked for It

Sklppy Peanut
Butter

Lassie
Campbell Soup

Amateur Hour
Pharmaceuticals

(7:30-8:30)

Pvt. Secy, alt

wks Jack Benny
Amer Tobacco

77th Bengal
Lancers

Gen l'oods

Kukla. Fran
Cr Ollie

iordon BknE-co-op |_

John Daly News
Genl Cigar

Circus Boy
Reynolds Alum

Wire Service
K. J. Reynolds

D Edwards
Whitehall

Kukla. Fran

& Ollie
rdon Rkng-co-op

John Daly News
Oenl Cigar

D Edwards
Wi.itehall

Robin Hood
Johnson & Jhsn

alt Wlldroot

Nat King Cole
Carter

News
Stude-Pack alt

American Can

Cheyenne
Gin Electric

(alt wks
7:30-8:30)

Name That Tune
Whitehall alt

Kellogg

Jonathan Winters
Lewis- II am
alt Ticks

News
sust

Amateur Hour
Ed Sullivan

Lincoln-Mercury
(8-9)

Steve Allen
Jergens. Brown
& Williamson.
Vitamin Corp
US Time Corp

Wire Service
Miller Brewing

alt sust

Burns & Allen
Carnation alt

Goodrich

Sir Lancelot
Amer Home alt

Lever Bros
(3 wks in 1)

Conflict
Chesebrough-

Ponds
(alt wk-

7:30-8:30)

Phil Silvers
P&G (2/26 start)

alt

it J. Reynolds

Big Surprise
Purei alt

Speidel

Open Hearing
suet

Ed Sullivan Steve Allen

Voice of
Firestone
Firestone

Talent Scouts
Lipton

alt Toni

Stanley-Toni alt

Amer Tob (3 In 4)

Prod Showcase din
1. 8-9:30) Hancock
RCA- Whirlpool

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills

alt P&G

Brothers
Lever Bros.

(2/19 start I alt

Sheaffer

Noahs Ark
Hast 2/26)

Panic 13 5 start)

LAM alt

Omnibus
Aluminium

Union Carbide
(9-10:30)

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric

Tv Playhouse
Goodyear alt

Alcoa
(9-10, 3 wks in 4)

Bishop Sheen
co-op

I Love Lucy
PiG alt

Gen Foods
Ford Motor
(3/4 only)

Twenty-One
Pharmaceuticals
(3 wks in 4)

Broken Arrow
Gen Electric

alt Miles

To Tell The
Truth

Pharmaceutical!

Jane Wyman
1'A.G

March of Medicine!
Smith. Kline & Frl
(9:30-10:30, 3/5)

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

Omnibus
Hitchcock
Theatre

Bristol-Myers

Chevy Hour
Chevrolet

1(9-10, 1 wk In 4)

Welk Top Tunes
New Talent

Dodge-Plymouth
(9:30-10:30)

Dec Bride
Gen Foods

Robt Montgomery
S. C Johnson

alt Mennen
(9:30-10:30)

Cavalcade
Theatre
DuPont

Red Skelton
Pet Milk alt

S. C. Johnson

Circle Theatre
Aiurstrong

(alt wks
9:30-10:30)

Omnibus

S64.000
Challenge
Revlon alt

P. Lorillard
Loretta Young

P&G
Welk Top Tunes

Studio One
Westinghouse

(10-11)
Robt Montgomery

It's Polka Time
co-op

S64.000
Question
Revlon

Kaiser Alum Hr
Kaiser Alum

(alt irks

9:30-10:30)

What's My Line
Sperry-Rand
alt H Curtis

No net service Studio One
Do You Trust
Your Wife

US:M

Hold That Note
I.anolin Plus

Index continued Sponsored Daytime Network Programs 7 a.m.-6 p.rrt

PROGRAM

As the World Turns: S-L
Basketball: Sp-L

Big Payoff: O-l.

Brighter Day: S-L
Capt. Gallant: A-F
Comedy Time: Sc-F

Cowbo> Theatre: A-F

Bob Crosby: V-L

Edge of Night: S-L
Fur\ : \-F

Arthur Godfrey: Y-L

Guiding Light: S-L
Heckle & Jeckle: J-F

S 3,400+7

20.000"

6,000Tr

10,000 wk
31.000

rerun

2.500rf

3.150tf

17,000 wk
33,000

4,150ft

10.000 wk
6.000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

P&C. B&B (T & Th sustl

Carter. SSCB; Bristol Myers. DCS&S;
Brown & Wmson, Bates: 1 seg
open wkly, 3 segs open alt

Colgate, Houston iT sustl

P&C, Y&R
Heinz, Maxon

Pharmco. DCSS: Welch. Rich. K.

Manoff; 8 segs open & 2 alt segs
open

Sweets Co, Eisen; 3 segs open; 4 segs
open alt wks

Best Foods. DFS, Ludgin; Brown &
Wmson, Bates; Cen Mills. Knox-
Reeves; Cerber, D'Arcy; Mentho-
latum, JWT; P&C, Wesson, Fitz-
gerald; 1 seg

Compton; SOS. Mc-E; Swift. Mc-E,
JWT; Toni. North; P&C, B&B

Cen Foods. B&B: Borden. Y&R
Bristol-Myers. Y&R; Cen Foods. Y&R;

Kellogg, Burnett; Mutual of Omaha,
Bozell & |acobs; Norwich, B&B;
Pillsbury, Burnett; Scott Paper,

JWT; Sherwin Williams, F&S&R;
Simoniz. Y&R; Stand Brands. Bates

F&C, Compton

Sweets Co., Eisen; Johnson John-
son. Y&R

FROGRAM COST

Hockey: Sp-L

Howdy Doody: Ju-L 24,000

It Could Be You: Q-L 3.000vt

Art Linkletler: Y-L 4.0C0-T

Love of Life: S-L
Lone Ranger: A-F
Medical Horizons: D-L
Mickey Mouse Club: J-F

10.000 wk
18.000

22.000

5.040 to

6.300+7

Mighty Mouse: J-F
Modern Romances: S-L

20.000

2.7007T

Gam Moon : \ -I
3.600f

SPONSORS AND A INCU

Carling Brewing. Lang F

Stashower
Cont Baking. Bates: Sw

'2 open alt wks
Amer Home Prod. Ceyer; ilk

Brown & Wm son. ai

Prod. C. L. Miller: Allto

Wade; Lehn & Fink, K E:

Rich K. Manoff: 5 see ;(*

Campbell Soup. Burnei '

Burnett; Lever Bros. IX)

bury, Burnett; Simoniz &R

Brands. JWT: Swift, W:
Amer Home Prod. Bates

Cen Mills. DFS; Nestle, hi
Ciba, JWT
Amer-Paramount. Buchan '

Tat-Laird: Bristol-Myer >CS

nation. Wasey; Coca la

Cen Mills. Knox Ree :

Carson Roberts. Miles. J*
Mining. BBDO: Pillsbi »«"

SOS. Mc-E; 8 segs co-

Cen Foods, B&B; Colgate -ates

Alberto Culver, Wade; SI*
Sweets Co, Eisen: 2 se|OP*»

Best Foods, DFS. Ludgin: rd 6

H. Alley & Richards C»i»P

Burnett: Cen Motors Cami

Ewald: Hoover. Burnet !«*"«>

lohnson. Y&R; Lever MB

'Color show. (L) Live. (Fi Film, ++Cost is per segment. List does not include
lining, participating or co-op programs—sec chart. Costs refer to average show
including talent and production. They are gross (include IV, agencj com-
in). They do not include commercials or time charges. This li-t covers period

of 16 Feb. thru 15 Mar. Trogram types are indicated as follows:
(C) Comedv. (1)1 Documentary, (Prt Drama. (I) Interview. (J

Misc., Mis Music (My) Mystery, iN News. Q) Quiz, (S) Seria

Comedy, (Sp) Sports, (V) Variety.



I.G A P 16 FEB. = 15 MAR
i SDAY

NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

D Edwards
'hall

D Edwards
tux

Kukla. Fran

& Ollic

Du Pom ill 8 11

Eddie Fisher

nil lU
Hmtert

News
Time ilt Miles

Lone Ranger
Oen Mill, ilt

Sulfl

No net service

D Edwards
U Itr-hall

Sgt. Preston
Hunker Oils

Kukla, Fran
& Olhc No nct service

l>. i;

D Pout ill 3/15

D Edwards
>uit

Dinah Shore
Chevrolet

News
Sperry Rand

Rin Tin Tin
Xablico

Beat the Clock
ii Hlahop

This Is

Calen Drake
Beit ForxJi

Vincent Lopez

Eddie Fisher
ill ill

Planter!

News
Miles

Famous Film
Festival
panic*

10-9)

Buccaneers
rani*

People Art
Funny

Tonl alt

II J I;

Hiram Holliday
17) O Fdi

Chevalier's Paris
Chicken

Father Knows
Best

Paper

Circus Time
partlc

Circus Time

Bob Cummings
Colgate alt

It .1 Reynold!

Climax
i "1 mier

(8:3"

3 «ks In 4)

You Bet Yr Life
DeSoto alt

Tonl

Jim Bowie
Icle alt

ChMebmugh-
Pondi

Dragnet
LAM alt Bcblck

Crossroads
r>>let

West Point
Gan i

Zanc Crey
Qcn Foods
alt Ford

Blondic
Tonl alt

Nestle

Film Festival

Jackie Clcason
Rulora

P Lorllllrd

(8-9)

Perry Como
ID Hi

H A II Htampa
Nozzema

Life of Riley
Gulf Oil

Film Festival Jackie Clcason

Sunbeam
Kimberly-Clark
low. Ooid Heal

Kraft Theatre
Kraft 19 lin

Danny Thomas
Armour alt

Kimberly-Clark

Shower of Stars
Chrysler

(8:30-9:30.

1 wk in 4)

People's Choice
Borden alt 1'iR

Treasure Hunt
Men David

r. Adams & Eve l°s Cotton Show
Colgate alt

R. J. Reynold!

bell alt

I-ever llroa

(3 trki In 4)

Lawrence Welk
Dodge
(9-10)

Cale Storm
Nellie alt

Helen* Curtli

Caesar's Hr
(9-10. 3 In 4)

Bennii. Babbitt
Quaker Oali

Knomark. Wesson

Kraft Theatre Bold Journey
Purina

Playhouse 90
Singer all

Bristol-Myers

Ford Show
Ford

The Vise
Sterling Drug

Playhouse of

Stars
- .nu

Big Story
-. Purina al

Amir Tob (3 In 4)

Chevy Show
(9-10. 1 in 4)

Lawrence Wclk
Hey Jeannie

P*0
alt LAM

Color Carnival
Itr A Whirlpool
Old! (9-10:30

1 uk in 4)

This Is

Your Life

PAG

Air Time '57

sust

Playhouse 90
Bristol

alt

Royal T\

:

Lux Theatre
I.erer Bros

(10-11)

Ray Anthony
Plymouth
(10-11)

Line-Up
PAG al' r

A Williamson

Cavalcade of

Sports
Gillette

(10-concl)

Ozark Jubilee
Am Chid*
alt sust

Cunsmoke
LAM alt

Sperry-Uand

Ceo Cobel
Amour alt Pat
13 wk! In 4)

No net service

Playhouse 90
Philip Morris
all Amer Gas

Lux Theatre Ray Anthony
Person to Person
\mer Oil A Hamm
alt Time. Inc. Red Barber

St Farm Ins

Ozark Jubilee
co-op

You're On Your
Own

Hazel Bishop

Hit Parade
Amer TV*
all Hudnut

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

lit. 1

\ - Brooks: Sc-F rerun

Nestle. Mc-E: Pittsburgh Plate
Class. Maxon; SOS. Mc-E: Staley.

R&R: Swift, JWT. Mc-E; Toni;
North: Yardley, Aycr; 1 seg & 2
alt segs open

Best Foods. DFS; Ccrber. D'Arcy;

Tic Tac Dough: Q-L

\ alianl Lady : S-L

WUd Bill Hickok: \ -F

2.500--

10.000 wk

27.000

Kraft, JWT: Mcntholatum JWT
Sweets Co. Eisen: Toni, North; 6
segs & 2 alt segs open

Cen Mills. DFS: Nestle. Mc-E: Stand
Brands. JWT: Tom Tatham-Laird;
Wesson. Fitzgerald

Kellogg. Burnett

Johnson & Johnson. Y&R; Nestle.
Mc-E: 5 segs open & 5 alt segs
open

nee: I-L 8,500 Corn Prod, C. L. Miller

iraDay: M-I. 3.000+t Amer Home Prod, Ceycr: Borden,
Y&R: Brown & Wm'son. Seeds:

Specials and Spectaculars
for 16 Feb. - 15 Mar.

01 Tomorrow: S-L
torm: S-L

1 Rich: Ml.
angers: \-F

nie Ford : Y-L

10.000 wk

9.500 wk

15.000 wk

18.000

3.500tt

Chicken of Sea. Wasey; Corn Prod.
C. L. Miller; Dow, McM-J&A: Lehn
& Fink. Mc-E; Mennen. Mc-E;
Miles. Wade: P&C. Compton;
Rcddi-Wip. R&R: Sandura. Hicks &
Criest: Stand Brands. Bates: Sun-
kist. FCB; Toni. North

P&C. Burnett

Amer Home Prod. Bates

Colgate. Bates

Gen Mills. Tat-Laird; Sweets Co. Eisen

Brown & Wm'son. Seeds: Miles.
Wade; Minute Maid. Bates; P&C.
B&B: Stand 8rands. Bates; Swift.
Mc-E

•Chevalier's Paris: Dr-F
Chevy Show : \l
Man-h oi Medicine: D-F

'Producers' Showcase: Mr-

M,i-I.

*>at Color Carnival: Dr-Mu-L

See It Novi ; D-F
Shower of Mar- : \ -L
* Washington Sq.: \ -1

Wide Wide World: M-I.
*^ our Figure is 1 mir

Fortune: M-I.

once only

$145,000

once only

320.000

150.000

125.000

140.000

125.000

195.000

once only

Breast O Chicken, FC&B—3 6

Chevrolet Camp-Ewald—2 22, 3 10

Smith. Kline & French. Doremus-
Eshleman—3 5

RCA-Whirlpool. K&E: John Hancock
Mc-E—3 4

RCA-Whirlpool, K&E; Oldsmobilc
Brother—2 16

Pan Am. JWT—3 3

Chrysler. Mc-E—3 7

Hclene Curtis. Ludgin

Cen Motors. Brother & Camp-Ewald
Warner Lingerie. La Roche—3 2

Film, ttCost is per segment. List does not include
.participating or coop programs—see chart. Costs refer to average show
ining talent and production. They are gross (include 15 r

'c agency com
They do not include commercials or time charges. This list covers period

of 16 Feb. thru IE Mar Program types are indicated as follows: (A) Adventure.
Comedy. (D) D Or I Drama. (I Juvenile

lilti) Mu«i.\ , My Mystery, N New», w guiz. (S) Serial - - ation
Comedy. (Sp> Sports. (V) Varietv.
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THE GREATEST
AUDIENCE SWING

IN DAYTIME
TV HISTORY. . -

NBC

is now taking place. Viewers by the mil-

lions are shifting to NBC's power-packed

line-up of daytime hits.

And the trend is unmistakable- no

matter which research service you use

- Nielsen, ARB or Trendex.

According to Nielsen, NBC average day-

time audiences are up 43% over last

year's.* The competition is down 12%. So

great is the appeal of these fresh new

shows that the entire level of daytime

sets-in-use is being raised.

Afternoons, NBC, with a 49% increase

over last year, is clearly the Number One

Network. The second network has

dropped 7%. Queen For A Day and

Comedy Time are the two top-rated,

regularly-scheduled adult programs in

all daytime television.

Mornings, NBC has scored a 27% up-

swing in the 11 am-1 pm time period.

At the same time the competition has

dropped 16%.

Advertisers, too, are moving toward NBC

daytime shows, attracted by their strong

line-up of star sales-personalities. This

January, sponsored time on NBC day-

time has increased 40% over last January.

Daytime or evening, more people view the

TELEVISION
NETWORK
than any other network. *•

•N.elsen. Jan. 1, 1956-195? HI am-530 pm. «

«*Nielsen Coverage Serv.ce. Study =2 (Spring 1956' •• 1 Data



5. SPOT TELEVISION BASICS

Brown & Williamson

occupies No. 1 slot among

spot tv clients, replacing P&G

^^[>ot tv dollar expenditures, based on data computed by N. C. Rorabau«h

Co. and released by the Television Bureau of Advertising, are shown below

for the top 200 clients during the last quarter of 1956. For the first time

since the data were released (the first report covered the final quarter of

1955), P&G was not the top spender. The soap firm's expenditure of

$2,324,000 during last year's final quarter compares with a figure of

about $4 million during the fourth quarter of 1955. Brown & Williamson,

which has occupied second or third place, hops into first place though its

level of spending remains relatively unchanged. Among the top 200 were

the Republican Party, whose expenditures of $772,400 put it in 28th

place and the Democratic Partv. whose spending of $448,300 put it in 47th

place. TvB's president Norman E. Cash noted that 16 clients each ac-

counted for more than SI million in gross time expenditures compared

with 13 during the corresponding quarter of 1955. Among those appearing

for the first time in TvB's top 200 list are Bon-Ami Co., United Fruit Co.,

Miller Brewing. Kaiser Aluminum. Max Factor. Helene Curtis. Kimberly-

Clark. Lanvin Parfum. Lionel Corp. and Sears Roebuck. ^

WHAT 4TH QUARTER TOP 200 SPENT IN SPOT TV

Rank Advertiser

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter
1956 1956 1956

4th Quarter
1956

1. Brown & Williamson... $2,921,900 $2,673,400 $2,826,700 $2,866,700

2. Sterling Drug _ 2,252,800 2,138,500 2,040,500 2,391,600

3. Procter & Gamble

.

5,782,800 6,541,000 2,873,700 2,324,400

4. Continental Baking . 761,400 1,103,200 1,387,500 2,012,800

5. General Foods _ 2,053,800 2,978,200 2,440,200 1,939,200

6. Philip Morris .. 1,542,200 1,833,100 2,070,000 1,924,100

7. Colgate-Palmolive.. 1.583,100 2,115,700 1,839,900 1,775,900

8. Robert Hall 869,100 973,800 943,200 1,664,400

9. Anahist — — 1,523,100

10. Lever Bros. .. 471,000 1,263,900 1,502,300 1,297,800

11. National Biscuit 1,478,400 1.735,900 1,141,900 1,180,300

12. Ford Motor ... 985,100 762,900 406,200 1,178,500

13. Carter Products .. 1,059,900 916,500 1,391,700 1,167,200

1 I. Miles Laboratori.

-

1,696,900 1,392,600 1,103,000 1,162,200

15. Coca-Cola ... 654,600 1,215,400 783,900 1,043,400

16. Grove Laboratories .. -- - 1,018,400

17. Kellogg 1,780,000 1,139,600 917,100 978,400

18. Corn Products Refining 425,900 611,400 775,000 976,100

19. Bulova 1,228,400 1,121,600 973,000 975,600

20. Liggett & Myers ... 1,122,900 1,237,400 1,129,800 910,700

21. American Tel. & Tel.*.... 1,143,300 976,700 786,600 897,400

22. Avon 174,000 157,600 110,500 865,600

23. American Tobacco ... 133,600 157,700 841,900

24. International Latex 474,900 835,000

25. Nestle _ 542,400 524,000 474,600 834,000

NOTE A blank in the first three quarters indicates that the company was not

one of the top 200 in the third quarter. It does not necessarily mean the

Rank Advertiser
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter

1956 1956 1956
4th Quartei

1956

26. Chrysler 481,700 414,600 189,300 828,500

27. American Chicle 224,300 301,200 152,600 802,300

•?a Republican Party

Warner-Lambert

772,400

29. 725,900 745,400 853,400 729,600

30. General Motors 1,264,200 1,170,700 351,300 700,700

SI P. Lorillard 229,500

531,500

460,600

528,000

762,000

444,700

696,600

3? Esso 687,800

33. Max Factor 678,200

34. Harold F. Ritchie 642,000 546,900 485,800 667,000

35. Shell Oil .. 324,600 403,200 630,200 642,200

36. Charles Antell 847,300 843,700 467,000 616,100

37. Ralston-Purina 149,400 165,500 232,600 596,300

38 Pepsi Cola 373,700 545,700 488,800 584,800

39 Peter Paul 583,700

40. J. A. Folger 531,300 317,900 206,400 571,500

41. Northern Paper Mill> 448,400 453,100 371,900 525,200

4? 522,500

43 Simmons 270,500

175,300

360,300

155,600

503,500

44. Se\en-l p 368,400 502,200

45. Helaine Seager _ 725,800 890,000 681,100 483,800

46. Glamorene 482,500

47 Democratic Party

R. J. Reynolds

448,300

48 487,800 558,700 465,000 441,200

49. Ballantine 429,600 514,200 485,300 423,200

50. American Home Foods. ... 313,800 317,600 362,000 407,000

company was not in the top 200 in the first or second quarter,

all regional telephone companies.

Includes

FOR SPENDING BY INDUSTRY CATEGORIES, SEE PAGE 31



oome people believe

that anything which

is new is not good.

.

This is reactionary

Others believe that

anything new is

good because it's

new. . . This is

revolutionary

* * +
At KSTP, 19S7 brought many new

developments . . . the whole Northwest

is talking about them And. they're

good because they're good, for bus-

iness . . . your business.

* * *

First, there's a new
QUALITY programming

concept, the result or

months or scientific re-

search in 10,000 North-

west homes to determine

what radio li9teners

want to near and when

they want to hear it

.

* * +

Second, KSTP s new

$125,000 transmitter

delivers the new shows

with HI-FI quality

for better reception

and easier tuning

.

Third , the revised and

expanded KSTP music

library now includes

40,000 selections of

the world's finest and

wi09t popular music.

Fourth, KSTP's new

Mobile Unit
,
plus

NBC's Hot Line

oervice delivers

instantaneous cov-

erage of local

,

national and inter-

national news.

It all adds up to Radio 57 Style from

the'Northwest's QUALITY Station'. For

further information, contact your near-

est Petry office

or a KSTP
representative

.

KSTP

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL Basic NBC Affiliate

"The Northwest's QUALITY Station"

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

SPONSOR • 16 FEBRl'ARY 1957 51



WHAT TOP 20O SPENT IN SPOT TV FOR 1956 .

Rank Advertiser
1st Quarter 2

1956
nd Quarter

1956
3rd Quarter

1956
4th Quarter

1956

51. Vnheusei -Busi li 325,400 405,300 398,300 405,700

52. \\ nil Baking 162,200 161,400 122,700 401,900

.', Pie] Bros. 394,200 353,800 342,100 395,200

54. 1 ipton 212,888 298,100 394,600

55. S iv Mobil < )il 227,400 400,400 207,300 393,600

56. \\ riglej 107,300 175,300 323,700 392,800

57. National Dairy

f

200,500 376,800 282,600 386,700

=i8 Food \ll"i~. 382,100

59. \\ esson Oil & Snow Drill 346,600 387,800 393,300 370,400

60. Proctor Electric 367,400

61. Pillsburj 99,000 353,600

62. Standard oil of [nd. 230,200 341,200 325,500 350,200

63. II. J. Heinz 327,300 344,100 316,900 346,000

64 294,500 345,700

n.~> 157,900 341,900

66. Plough, Inc. 109,300 339,600

67. Pabst 313,500 207,500 640,400 339,000

68. Minute Maid 839,000 83,900 335,900

69. \\ in. B. Reily 120,000 132,600 170,600 335,500

711. E. Si .1. Call,. 388,400 236,700 176,000 329,700

71. Adell Chemical 1 18,500 269,600 329,300

72. Florida (Citrus ( !omm. 698,500 589,000 358,200 326,700

73. Kimberl\-( dark 324,400

7] 311,500

7.">. Tea Council

314,100

234,600

332,800

311,200

76. Beech-Nut Life Savers* 262,700 309,900

77. Clorox 348,700 307,900

78. Ilanini Brewing 260,300 324,300 417,900 306,700

79. Sunshine Biscuil 203,100 212,800 91,300 302,900

8(1 Lionel 298,600

81. Carnation! 258,800 301,300 298,100 296,900

82. Pharmaceutical-, Inc.** 267,500 225,900 177,300 294,500

83. Pac ific Coast Borax 214,900 295,500 297,300 290,300

81. DuPoni 282,800

85. Falstaff Brew ing 377,900 330,000 236,100 280,400

86. M. J. B. Co. 116,500 208,900 244,400 278,800

87. F F Drew 277,600

88. Ouaker Oats .. 147,700 136,600 274,500

89 Carling Brewing 261,000 437,600 323,300 273,000

90. Buitoni Products 135,800 123,800 96,000 266,900

91 Grocer) Store Prods 264,000

261,30092

93 ( .' innil M ill- 256,100

253,90091. Dracketl < o.

95 \ ick ( lieinii al 252,400

96. Standard Brands 285,600 673,100 370,000 251,400

97. Gold Seal _ 251,000

98. Hill- Bin-. 1 nffee 403,500 249,600 174,100 250,200

99. RCA 344,000 471,700 341,700 249,800

flncludes Krafl 1 od Co
includes Lifesavers Unci ides Albera M IHng •'"

I ncludes Serutan.

Rank Advertiser
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

1956 1956 1956 1956

100. Armstrong

loi. Lanvin

ln_'. Frontier Food-

103. Duffy-Motl

104. Monarch Wine

L05. Block Drug

106. Campbell

107. Gilmar Record

108. Commercial Solvents

109. Best Foods _.

110. Anderson Clayton

111. Rath Packing

112. Bon Ami

113. Avosel ( o.

1 11. General Cigar

115. Bristol-Myers

116. Kaiser Aluminum

117. Swift

1 18. Safeway Stores _

119. Top \ alue Enterprises

120. Sealy Mattress ..

121. Canada Dry .

122. Borden ..

123. Wildroot

124. Petri Wine

125. Nehi

126. F. & \I. Schaefer _.

127. Langendorf Bakeries

128. National Carbon

129. Dr. Pepper _

130. Chesebrougb-Ponds .

131. San Franci-co Brewing

132. ("ream of Wheat

133. Gilletteft

134. Sears Roebuck

135. Sardeau

136. General Electric

137. Drug Research

138. Benrus Watch

139. Duncan Coffee

1 10. American Sugar Refining

111. Chunk] Chocolate Corp.

1 12. A & P

143. Wander Co.

1 11. Studebaker-Packard

1 l.i. ( !ol> . Inc.

1 16. Luck] Lager Brewing

I 17. Kroger Co.

148. Foremost Dairies _

(•(Includes Ton! and Paper Mate.

751,200

475,600

349,400

108,100

1 10,000

384,800

100,000

211,300

147,000

218,700

573,600

341,300

213,500

145,500

474,500

155,500

221,500

497,700

135,300

124,700

417,000

148,300

286,600

202,200

156,900

231,000 249,100

249,000

106,400 247,800

247,300

246,700

613,100 330,000 243,500

380,500 81,200 239,100

236,300

236,100

193,100 136,000 236,100

74,700 235,300

200,600 247,200 234,700

234,400

232,900

127,400 131,000 215,800

175,300 94,600 209,400

207,400

317,700 467,100 207,000

301,200 259,400 206,500

266,200 264,400 203,900

202,500 173,900 200,600

200,000

545,200 165,700 199,100

190,300 140,700 197,500

196,700

616,000 733,900 194,200

122,100 118,800 193,700

189,200 173,400 192,700

191,600

198,300 241,900 187,000

414,500 350,500 186,000

121,800 201,000 184,800

162,600 139,700 184,100

530,700 356,200 184,000

183,100

293,700 106,600 182,400

459,300 274,400 181,500

180,700

401,800 292,800 179,600

194,500 178,400 179,000

176,300

176,200

233,800 208,400 174,000

173,400

173,100

172,900

148,900 156.700 172,800

191,700 157,700 171.900

123,500 155,400 170,300
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IN THE HOUSTON

MARKET!

We've Got The Rating

Rustlers on the Run.

They're Lookiri

Down the Barrel

of Houston's Top Gun.

ABC's great program

line-up plus KTRK-TV's

hard riding promotion

and local showmanship

have done the job.

Congratulations

to ABC!

KTRK-TV
The Chronicle Station, Channel 13

P. 0. Box 12, Houston 1, Texas — ABC
Basic

Houston Consolidated Television Co.

General Manager, Willard E. Walbridge

Commercial Manager, Bill Bennett

National Representatives:

Geo. P. Hollingbery Company
500 Fifth Avenue

New York 36, New York
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AND THE

James Fenimore Cooper's all-

family classic has a ready-

made audience. Hawkeye's

everybody's idol! Thrilling

outdoor action—an "Eastern"

filmed on location in actual

French-Indian War Country.

You get better sponsor iden-

tification. Excellent markets

still available. Wire or

phone collect right now for

your market before another

sponsor beats you to it.

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

A

WHAT TOP 200 SPENT IN SPOT TV . .

Rank Advertiser
1st Quarter

1956
2nd Quarter

1956
3rd Quarter

1956
4th Quarter

1956

149. Geo. Wiedemann Brew 128,200 163,600 134,400 167,900

150, Texas Co. 167,800

167,300151. National Brewing 186,900 173,000 164,900

152. Stephen F. Whitman 166,900

153, Revlon 1,191,400 435,000 166,700

154. Paxton & Gallagher 155,100 179,200 166,100 165,400

155. Schlitz Brewing _ 110,500 168,400 196,400 163,100

i.sr,. Malt-O-Meal 162,500

157 La Rosa 160,800

158. Salada Tea _ 355,900 298,900 191,800 160,100

159. Armour 340,500 257,900 120,500 158,500

160. Better Living Enterprises 393,900 329,100 433,300 156,100

161. Blue Plate Foods 129,800 152,700 133,600 150,300

162. Emerson Drug 107,600 152,900 155,700 146,600

163. CBS 115,600 143,100 123,400 146,500

164. Standard Oil Co. of Ohio 199,900 1 10,900 82,200 144,600

165. Beatrice Foods Co. 96,200 142,900

166. Greyhound Corp. 115,600 287,800 93,500 142,600

167 Montgomery Ward & Co. 142,300

168. W. F. McLaughlin 179,100 152,800 106,800 142,200

169. Walgreen Co. 126,100 120,600 120,700 141,200

170 New7 England Confec. 135,800

171. Frito Co. 101,700 104,700 82,100 135,700

17? Tidewater Associated Oil 136,700 135,700

173 Whitehall Pharmacal Co. 1 18,300 135,600

174. Mayer, Oscar, & Co. 97,100 106.100 230,300 134,100

175. Helene Curtis . 132,800

176 Int. Milling Co. 132,600

177. Rayco Mfg. Co. 106,000 206,200 276,800 132,500

178. G. Heileman Brewing 122,300 150,000 182,100 130,900

179. Drewrys, Ltd. 134,000 177,500 147,200 129,400

180. Gunther Brewing Co. 125,100 126,600 128,800

181. Phillips Petroleum 168,600 167,800 159,700 128,300

18? Pfizer . 80,600 128,200

183. Duquesne Brewing _. .... 138,200 121,800 124,900 127,900

184 Lewis Food 212,000 194,800 126,500 123,800

185. Continental Oil 124,500 139,000 120,700 123,800

186. Jackson Brewing 153,000 143,600 147,700 122,300

187. Regal Pale Brewing 106,000 139,900 121,200

188 Miller Brewing ....

Household Finance ..

120,500

189. 135,100 122,100 126,000 120,400

190 \merican Character Doll 118,100

101 117,200

199 United Fruit 117,000

193. G. II. P. Cigar 92,000 115,400

194. Stroll Brewing 100,300 101,800 85,100 114,100

195. Richfield Oil 135,200 148,000 146,400 113,400

1
()6 112,900

1
(»7 Lone Star Brewing 1 16,300 115,100 112,700

198 Omar, Inc. 112,200

199. Pan-Am Southern Corp. 87,500 110,800

200. General Tire & Robber 107,800 107,000 110,000
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SPONSOR ASKS

What have been your most successful publicity projects M

Robert A. Fuller, director of publicity,

WCBS-TV, New York

Every daj of the week, a local station

in New ^ (irk must compete with the

networks for space in the metropolitan

dailies. The network programs have

the bigger names, the bigger budgets.

So when a local show makes the head-

lines, the cheers resound throughout

the entire establishment.

To help build a local live program

to a point where it is chosen by the

"pick the

top shows

before"

network for coast-to-coast transmis-

sion is, in my opinion, the most re-

warding experience for any station

publicity man. In the past year, three

WCBS-TV programs have won that sig-

nal honor. The first is Camera Three,

a frankly experimental educational

show : the second is Eye on New 1 ork,

starring reporter Bill Leonard, and the

third and latest is the Vincent Lopez

series.

How. \ou ma\ ask. does publicity

fit into these achievements? To
answer this. Ill stick to a case histor\

of Camera Three.

To the (initiated, getting Camera
Three on the network might seem like

a minor victory, since WCBS-TV is

owned and operated bv CBS Television

and is considered the network's key

station. Recognition came onh after

two-and-one-half years of diligent ef-

fort in experimental and imaginative

programing, the winning of both the

George Foster Peabody and Ohio State

I Diversity awards for cultural tele-

\ ision, plus a m\ riad of laudatory com-

m< tit 1- from the New York press, main

educators and the viewing public.

The key here is the '"laudatory com-

ments from the New York press." Ex-

amples: "A brilliant, courageous pro-

gram"'
—"An unusual and penetrating

study of human relations'"
—

"Always
interesting and often really exciting."

Obviously, not even show a tele-

vision series puts on the air can live

up to raves. The trick is for the P. R.

man to pick, after consultation with the

producers, what he considers the top

single shows, before they are broad-

cast, and then flood the critics with re-

quests to review them. Does this

work'.'' I'll say it does. Just look at the

record !

!

John O'Keefe, director of publicity,

WRCA-TV, New York

Probably the most successful pub-

licity campaign conducted bv WRCA-
TV was the one which kicked off the

'caution—
bathtub gin"

stations new blue chip feature film

series Movie 4. The publicity depart-

ment sent out a series of promotional

gimmicks to the press. The most suc-

cessful of these was the ''bathtub gin""

idea. The station scheduled the "Roar-

ing Twenties"" with Bogart and Cag-

nev. We sent medicine bottles labeled.

"Caution, bathtub gin"— if \our pre-

scription should run out during the

"Roaring Twenties"" over WRCA-TV7

ji.-t dial Ci 7-8300 i the station's num-

ber) and say Cagney sent you. The

bottles were wrapped in French news-

papers i as they often were during the

Twenties l and sent to t\ editors, col-

umnists and trade publications. For

"Anna, the latest movie in the series

we sent a glamour shot of the film's

sultr\ Roman beauty. Silvana Manga-
iio. accompanied bv a cheesecake from

Leone's Restaurant as "a Double serv-

ing of Italian cheesecake.'" i The total

cost of three such promotions—$41.)

If these added flourishes do nothing

more than give dimension to one of the

many tired press releases that land on

the tv editors desk during the course

of the day then you have accomplished

something.

To attract attention for some silent

film classics the WRCA-TV publicitv

department sent a pretty girl dressed

as a vamp, in a horse drawn carriage,

accompanied by the two Wolfschmidt

Russian \\ olfhounds on an itineran

that included Madison Avenue. Rocke-

feller Center and other meceas of ad-

vertising.

Probablv the most successful cam-

paign in terms of space was for the

Nancy Berg Count Sheep program

which created a sensation in practi-

callv even big paper in the world. Al-

though the idea for such a program

w as conceived by a secretarv in the

publicitv department we cannot take

credit for the final product. I Besides

the show is no longer on the air. i

jo Ranson, publicity director, W IK, I/.

Veto York

In a couple of weeks big league base-

ball will be upon us and WMGM, as

in the past, will be airing all the home

and away games of the Brooklyn

Dodgers. We've been calling attention

to the Luck\ Strike and Schaefer Beer

sponsored games in a number of wa\«

but one of the sprightliest has been

through the medium of a series of

first aid pamphlets issued h\ W\1<"M

in cooperation with the Brooklyn

chapter of the American Red Cross

First aid and the Brooklyn Dodgers

—they are synonymous— like ham

and eggs, like Tallulah Bankhead and.

you should forgive the expression, the
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pants! \ good v\;i\. it Beemed n> ..-.

. promote all concerned w .1 - through

ic i reation "I a manual entitled

,11. .iikI Protect ion "I I lodgei Fans,"

hi 90 l!"\ Popkin, press i hief <>( tin-

rookh ii chapter, and I went to work

ii llii- project.

\n ancient theorj has ii that there

re four principal humors in the bod)

,

In \ are phlegm, blood, choler and

lack I »

i

l«-. I In \ are indeed (lit- humors

Dodger fan experiences dail) during

if season. In the I ir-i \id manuals

e tried, apothecarv-like, li> compound
i ju-t balance ol the four humors

II making for "good humor in

lodger broadcast listeners.

Hundreds "I columnists gave us

pace "ii the manuals on the care and

ledin" ol Dodger fans. I In- wire ser-

"core nml

protection <>l

Dodger fans"

\\*
ices, national magazines, house or-

.ans and main other publications

•pread the news of i\\\> fresh combina-

ion of program publicity and public

•ervice. I li»- gospel ol safet) and ac-

ult'iil |)revention was transmitted

icross the country through these

nanuals. \ irtualL every network

ewscaster and sports broadcaster told

- audiences about the manuals. Ves,

Vfurrow also read it on the air

and gave lull credit to all concerned.

I lu- manual was read into the Con-

atonal Retort! and then included in

.m anthology of outstanding sports

humor. The various manual- I there

-time -i\ or seven different editions

now available) have become part of

courses in journalism and public rela-

tion- at N\ I . CCNY, 1 niv. of Wis-

sin. I niv. of Southern California,

Mt. Holyoke and do/en- of other in-

stitutions ol learning in the country.

1 lie manuals have been copied in

main parts of the country 1>\ Red
>ss groups and other-. On the screen

one of the manuals was acted out at

I bbets Field for Paramount News
hers. To Pakistan went copies of

the manual, requested 1>\ the Pakistan

delegation to the I \. Where it will

iend, nobody knows, but \\ MGM knows
the manuals have called successful

Mention to the Brooklyn baseball

broadcasts. ^^

UNANIMOUS!
Hooper, Pulse, Nielsen, Cumulative Pulse-

All Agree!

NO.l
Radio Station in Houston is

rvz,r\r

HOOPER (Do,-. L956-Jan. L957) K-NUZ leads all stations l.\ a

wide margin . . . L'li.ii'. of the morning audience and

32.2$ of the afternoon audience. This is almost double

second stat ton from 7 :00 A M tothe audience of the

6:00 I'M.

PULSE (Oct.-Nov. L956) K-NUZ is No. 1 in all rated time

periods Monday through Saturday. Nine of the top ten

five time a week- shows belong to K XI X.

NIELSEN (Dec. L956) K-NUZ is No. 1 in Total Day Audience
6:00 AM to L2:00 Midnight, and K-NUZ is No. 1 in

total audi. 'tieo 6:00 AM to L2:00 Midnighl in the N'SI

area. K-NUZ is almosl double the second station in

the M.'t r<> audience !

CUMULATIVE PULSE FOR HARRIS COUNTY (Nov. L956)

K-NUZ reaches more homes in Harris County (home
county) than any other Houston station on a daily
basis and a weekly basis. K-NUZ delivers 226,200 homes
in Barris County weekly or 74. l", of all homes in

Harris County weeklv.

»»"»«-

(

Xo\\ . . . K NUZ is the Leader by a GREATEB
^MARGIN Y.'t the rates are Low. Low. Low!
5 .loin the Lush for Choice Avails. In Bouston the
? swing is to RADIO ... and Radio in Bouston is . .

.

HOUSTON'S 24 HOUR MUSIC AND NEWS
National Reps.: Forjoe & Co.

—

New York • Chicago • Los Angeles •

San Francisco • Philadelphia • Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.—
Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta

IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS, jAckson 3-2581
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there's

something

special

about

.

'

dOdM
out 'saAiieiuasaadajj jj"H

Xq pajuasaaday

s))BM 000'9— sapXooii>i oiH
moipauuo^ 'paoj;jBfj

it's a

TELE-BROADCASTERS

station

TELE-BROADCASTERS, Inc.

41 East 42nd Street

New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 7-8436

H. Scott Killgore, President

Owners and Operators of

KUDL, Kansas City, Missouri

WPOP, Hartford, Conn.

WKXL, Concord, New Hampshire

WKXV, Knoxville, Tennessee

58

r. Sponsor

John Alden: speaks for himself—on media

W etwork radio is a fine medium today," sa>~ Norwich Phar-

macal's John Alden, v. p. in charge of advertising. "As a medium

it deserves more study to define its place right now. I have confi-

dence in it, but not much data to support this confidence."

Alden proves his confidence by participation in three .NBC

Radio shows with several Norwich Pharmacal Co. products. The

shows include Bandstand. Monitor and Five-Star Matinee. With this

buy, Norwich gets some eight to 15 messages into 165 markets.

"Some 50% of our multi-million budget this year is going into

air media, from network radio to spot radio and spot tv," says Alden.

For Pepto-Bismol, one of the firm's 50 consumer products. Benton

& Bowles I Norwich Pharmacal's agency I has bought segments of

the davtime Godfrey simulcast. Norwich supplements this effort

with spot radio fill-in in those markets where Godfrey either ha- no

coverage or where the sales curve spells out trouble.

"But we never go in for less than 13 weeks at a time," says Alden.

Alden finds network radio an effective buy tor \oruich products today

"You need at least 13 week* to register a message on the bulk of the

people you want to reach."

Alden measures the effectiveness of the Norwich air effort in a

combination of ways. One measurement is the firms actual -

pattern, another the Nielsen index.

"\\ e also get reports from the field through our larjie sales fori e,

says Alden. "But when you're in more than one medium impor-

tantly, its hard to judge which has been most effecti\<\ \11 I know

definitively is that spot radio has produced reactions when we've

bought it in trouble spots. You cant make advertising impressions

consistently without seeing some merchandise movement as a result.

Alden. who's one of some 50,000 to 75.000 i estimate's his) dired
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I N I T I A T I V E

. . . the quality that always seeks new and

better ways.

In serving our clients we prefer to use

our initiative . . . give that extra measure

of performance that makes their job

easier, more productive.

We call it creative selling. It makes

friends ... as well as sales.

AVERY-KNODEL
INCORPORATED

NEWVORK ATLANTA DALLAS DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES CHICAGO



KING-SIZE
KING-SIZE in COVERAGE -KOA-Radio
blankets 302 counties in 12 states, reaches

and sells over 3 ]

2 million westerners.

KING-SIZE in POWER _ KOA-Radio

speaks to these Westerners with the

50,000 Watt voice they understand and

have trusted for 32 years.

KING-SIZE in AUDIENCE ACCEPT-
ANvX — By programming in character

with its area... and providing a strong

lineup of NBC programs, KOA-Radio has

established audience leadership through-

out the West.

KING-SIZE in VALUE _koa-Radio de-

livers more for your money, day and

night, seven days a week. It's your best

buy in the RICH WESTERN MARKET.

CALL NBC SPOT SALES

KO
*%pafaDENVER

One of America's g reat radio stations

50,000 WATTS • 850 Ke
2/S7

60

Mr. Sponsor continued . .

descendants from the original John Alden, is actually a tall, slender

aristocratic-looking man in his fifties. He tends to under-

play personal achievements with a sense of near-embarrassment,

steers conversations easilv into the impersonal. There's a reticence

about him that bespeaks of the Pilgrim heritage.

He does admit with considerable pride, however, that there's final-

Is a Priscilla in his family : his most recently born granddaughter,

one of four grandchildren. Alden likes to spend much of his free

time "'puttering" around his 14-acre Sherburne home, and actualh

has been coming to New York mainly on business.

"My wife ficts herself so involved in community and state projects

that I'm forever being involved as well," he says. ''I guess it's onlj

natural that she throws herself into all this activity, because our four

kids are grown up, and that could have left a real vacuum, if we

weren't deeply involved with our own lives."

He "drifted'" from South American oil fields into advertising

Alden's own major involvement and greatest interest is advertis-

ing, despite the fact that he "drifted into it" back in 1930. rather

than planning on his career from the start. After spending several

years in sales in South America. Alden (with some coaching from

Mrs. Alden I decided to move the familv back to the States, and

found himself logically enough involved in sales promotion and

advertising.

"There's one media buying principle that I've adhered to fairly

strictlv in m\ years in advertising,'" says he. "I don t want t

into any medium unless I can dominate it so far as the budget will

permit, or at least be in it importantly. In other words. I don't trv

to fight large-budget competitors of our Norwich products on their

ground, but prefer to chose the medium where we'll be outstanding.

In practice. Alden relies on the agenc\ for media recommenda-

tions, which, in the final stages, are reviewed and passed upon by

all the top Norwich executives. This review and approval occurs at

annual or biannual presentation meetings.

"The agency is also called upon to make packaging, pricing rec-

ommendations as well as offer general marketing advice for our

advertised products." says Alden.

The advertising approach itself is strictly product advertising and

direct sell on the air. rather than institutional copy.

"We want the maximum circulation and impact for our product

messages." he told sponsor. "Our products are in a price and need

class that appeals to a mass market. Hence direct use copy seems

most effective.

While Alden says he has relatively little contact with the agency

timebuvers on his account, he does work closeh with the copywriter

to make sure the message evokes the proper product image. The

radio commercials are principalis e.t.'s because Alden likes to feel

that the agency can control and police the quality of the com-

mercial. However, when they've been done live by local stations.

Alden has made spot checks on occasion and has found the com-

mercials were well-handled and effective.

"Although were not strictlv speaking, seasonal."' says Alden. "We

do tend to emphasize air advertising during seven months. sta\ ing

off during the five-months hot season. This gives us a chance to

get more mileage out of our budget during the peak selling season,

rather than spreading ourselves too thin." ^

'I

P

«

J
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NIELSEN NCS NO. 2

NOVEMBER, 1956

Radio Monthly
Homes Homes
In Area Reached

DAYTIME
Weekly Daily

NCS NCS
Circ. Circ.

YOU MIGHT LIFT 435 POUNDS* -

BUT . . . YOU NEED WKZO RADIO
TO LIFT SALES
IN KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN!
If you wanl to sell in Western Michigan, use tin- .">()()(> watt

voice of WKZO. It delivers over 2 1 > times as main radio

homes as the nearest competing station, according to Nielsen,

and lias almost twice the Bhare of audience, according t<>

Pulse.

Take a look at November, 1
().")() Nielsen figures at the left.

WKZO delivers 56$ more homes daily than the second
station ran deliver monthly!

Let your ivery-Knodel man give you t li«- whole story.

WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO—BATTLE CREEK

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery- Knodel. Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

* Paul Anderson set this record at (let eland. Ohio on January 5, 1955.

208,450 107,490 95,520 67,470

106,570 43,420 38,670 25,630

42.990 15,080 12,550 7,560

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS
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A symbol of broadcasting integrity

"White Columns'
1

is the home of WSB Radio and WSB-TV. To
the people of this region, "White Columns" is more than a beau-

tiful building. No other broadcast source, or combination, has such

a vital influence in Atlanta and Georgia.

Thirty-four years of programming in the public interest has

earned for these stations an audience confidence and respect that

means much to advertisers. It means a pre-conditioned acceptance

of your programs—even those still in the planning. It means an

audience more receptive to products and services advertised on

WSB Radio and WSB-TV. These are tangible assets . . . with a

record of higher-than-anticipated dividends paid to sponsors.

IO / wsb-tv

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution.

NBC affiliate. Represented by Edw. Petry & Co.
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A weel.h listing of changes

in the advertising <m,l broadcast firldi

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR

Boo Ami. NY

Bon Ami. NY

Bon Ami NY

Bon Ami, NY
Campana Soles Co. B.it.ivi.i III

Camp.ina S.iles Co. B.it.ivi.i III

Camp.ina S.ilos Co. Bat.ivi.i III

Ccncr.il Foods. White Plains. NY
Ccner.il Foods. White Plains

Cener.il Foods, White Plains

Hudson Vitamin. NY
Insurance Co of North America
Lever Bros, NY
Lever Bros. NY
Lever Bros. NY
Lever Bros. NY

NY
NY

Ph. I.i

Motorola. Chi

Park & Tilford. NY
Park & Tilford, NY
Chas. Pfizer, Brooklyn

Chas Pfucr. Brooklyn

Renuzit. Phila

AGENCY
R&R. NY

R&R. NY

R&R, NY

R&R. NY
Erwin. Wascy. NY

Erwin Wasey. NY
Erwin. Wasey. NY

Y6R. NY
Y&R. NY
Y&R. NY
Pace. NY
Ayer. Phila

K&E. NY
K&E. NY
K&E. NY
K&E. NY

Burnett. Chi
Emil Mosul. NY
Emil Mogul. NY
Burnett. Chi

STATIONS
NBC 181 .

_NBC 181 .

NBC 181 .

NBC 181

CBS 201 'Mi

61 'Wi
CBS 61

CBS 61

Burnett. Chi

APCL&K. Phila

ABC
ABC
ABC
CBS 201
NBC 181

CBS 201
CBS 201

CBS 201

CBS 201

NBC 181 .

ABC
ABC i

CBS 201 i

CBS 64
CBS 80

PROGRAM, rime, start, duration

Bandstand. M-F 10:05-11. 1105 12n: 1 mm p< r vt
|an-29 Mar

Hilltop House; MF 3 30 3-15 pm 1 mm per wk 24 |an

29 Mar
Pepper Young's Family. M F 3 45 4 pm ; I mm per wk 2^

Jan -29 Mar
Monitor; 1 mm per weekend. 24 Jan-29 Mar
Young Dr. Malonc. MW I 30 1 45 pm ; >

2 spon ; 14 |an

26 wks
Helen Trent; TuF 12 30-12 45 pm , 14 Jan. 26 wks
Right to Happiness; Th 2:05-2:15 pm; 7'

2 n" n '•*
l
an

26 wks
Breakfast Club; M-F 9-10 am; parties: 4 Feb
My True Story; M-F 10-10:30 am; parties: 4 Feb
When A Cirl Marries; M-F 10:30-10:45 am; parties; 4 Feb
Calen Drake; Sa 1040-1045 am; 12 |an ; 13 wks
Monitor; F 8-10 pm ; 4 parties per wk , 15 Mar; 26 wks
Helen Trent; M-F 12:30-12:45 pm; '

2 spon; 2 )an; 52 wks
Ma Perkins: M-F 1:15-1 30 pm; '

2 spon; 2 Jan: 52 wks
Young Dr Malonc; M-F 1:30-1 :45 pm; <

2 spon; 2 |an; 52 wks
House Party; TuWF 3:00-3 15 pm MTh 3 15-3 30 pm; '

2

spon; 2 Jan. 52 wks
Monitor; 20 parties per weekend; 2 Fcb-9 Mar
When A Cirl Marries; M-F 10:30-10 45 am; parties; 6 Mir
Whispering Streets; M-F 10:45-11 am; parties; 6 Mar
Arthur Codfrey Time; MWF 10-10:15 am; various; 8 Feb:

10 broadcasts
Edward R. Murrow; M 7:45-8 pm; 11 Feb: 10 wks
House Party; F 3-3:15 pm; 1 Mar; 52 wks

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Ccnc Accas TvB. NY, vp

S. L. Adlcr Screen Corns. NY, senior acct exec
Maryellcn Anderson Walter Schwimmcr. eastern sis mgr
Richard Barnhill WRCA-TV. NY. floor mgr
Donald Bruce WIRE, Indianapolis, news dir

Richard L. Berman NBC, NY. bus mgr—NBC opera

Dr. George Crothcrs CBS. NY, dir educational & religious broadcasts

John Egan KCO-TV. SF, traffic

Alvin Ferleger NBC. NY. att'y

M. Wayland Fullington WIRE. Indianapolis, program dir

Paul Mark Crcgory
Pamela llott . CBS Tv. NY. super "Lamp Unto My Feet"

Bruce Johns WTVN-TV. Columbus, promotion dir

Ted H. Kendig _ KOSI. Aurora. Colo, staff

Robert E. Kintner NBC Tv, NY, exec vp-coordinator color activities

Thomas A McAvity NBC Tv. NY, exec vp-tv net programs & sis

Howard W. Meaglc WWVA. Wheeling, WV. promotion & publicity dir

). L. Miller, Jr. Kansas City Star. Mo. advtng sis

Roger Neuhoff Central Intelligence Agency. Wash. DC
Donald O'Brien NBC Tv, NY, acctng dept
Kent Paterson
Arthur Poppcnberg WBNS-TV. Columbus, sis

Jason Rabinovitz ABC. NY. asst controller

Mildred Ramey . KCO. KCO-TV. SF. publicity

Russ Russell WILY. Pitts, news editor
William Sackheim Screen Ccms. NY. producer
Frank Schudde Terrytoons. NY. animation super
Melvin L. Stone WRUM. Rumford. Me & WCHM. Watcrville-Skowhegan. Me

owner
James R. Ward Caffney Ledger. SC. advtng mgr
Vernon L. Wickre KOSI. Aurora, Colo, acct exec

prom research

NEW AFFILIATION

ABC Tv. NY. special assignments in advtng.
sis

Cuild Films. NY. nat sis mgr
Pathcscope Productions. NY. tv contact-production dept
Same, operations coordinator
Same, program dir

Same, mgr facilities—NBC international operations
Same, dir public service broadcasts
KCO. SF, sis service

Same, mgr admin & sis devel—NBC international operations
Same, dir promotion dept
WCPO, Cin. head client service dept
CBS Radio & Tv. NY. dir religious broadcasts
WCHS. WCHS-TV. Charleston, WV, promotion dir

KBTV. Denver, local sis

Same, exec vp-tv net programs & sis

Same, exec vp-staff
Same, nat sis promotion dir

KCMO. Kansas City Mo. local

WTOP. Wash. DC. acct exec
California National Productions.
WOV. NY. sis

WTVJ. Miami, asst nat sis dir

ABC Tv. NY. chg finan & bus affairs & coordinator operating
& service depts

Same exploitation dept
same, also dir publicity

Same, dir program devel
Same, production mgr

WLOB. Portland. Me & Lobster Net. Me. gen mgr
WFMY-TV. Creensboro. NC. sis

Same, local sis mgr

sis rep

mgr acctng & budgetsNY

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME

James A. Ahlgrimm KPRC-TV
Norman Borish

Fred Burghard. )r.

FORMER AFFILIATION

Houston sis mgr

Fred Charlton
James J. Cochran
Charles Dreier, Jr.

Robert C. Elvin

William H. Lewis. Jr.

|ohn J. Mcskil
Charles A. Mittelstadt
Arthur B. Smith

Faye Stcckly

Boonton Molding Co. Boonton. NJ. advtng & sis promotion
Boontonware

Cunningham & Walsh, Chi. acct super
Kudner. NY
Fletcher D. Richards. NY, mgr media dept
E W. Reynolds. Toronto, acct super
Benton & Bowles. NY. vp
Fletcher D. Richards. NY. spacebuyer
Tatham-Laird. Chi. acct exec
Flagler. Inc. Buffalo, production mgr

NEW AFFILIATION

Bennan-McCary-Robinson. Houston, r-tv dir

Henry ). Kaufman & Associates. Wash. DC. acct exec

Ruthrauff & Ryan. NY acct exec
Same, vp

J Walter Thompson. NY. rep

Same, media dir

Same. Montreal, office mgr
Marschalk & Pratt NY vp. group head & member plans bd
Same, mgr media dept
Marschalk & Pratt NY acct exec
Robert S. Risman. Buffalo, production mgr & publications
media dir

Frascr Advertising. San Antonio vp chg r-tv
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S>\r §>twn presenteth

a CLUE for

WSAU-TV
WAUSAU, WISCONSIN

my name is . . g>tr §>nint

I'M A TELESTATION
YOUR JOB . . . INVESTIGATE

YES MAMr THIS IS THE
MARKET.

COVERS AIL NO. CENTRAL
WISCONSIN

EXCLUSIVE COVERAGE!
CHECK OUR "M.O."

{Method of Operation)

THE FACTS:

Total Retail Sales $567,064,000

Gross Farm Income $207,408,000

WM
WAUSAU, WIS

OWNED AND OPERATED BY

WISCONSIN VALLEY TELEVISION CORP.
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National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS

TREND OF THE WEEK: There is no better time to sell the house

wife than at the point of persuasion: Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co.. as

shown below, is using tv to sell its new model at times of the day

usualh devoted to housecleaniiiii.

Hills Bros. Coffee, Inc., San Francisco, for its coffee, is converting

a good part of its radio scheduling to tv in the West, after a

re-evaluation of its media. This is the initial step of an over-all

changeover throughout the entire country in all Hills Bros, markets.

In television, the company is looking for da\time and nighttime

minutes and 20's to place its film commercials. Buying is not com-

pleted. Buyer: Paul Kizenber<ier. \gency: Y \\ . Aver. New York

Hood Rubber Co., Div. of B. F. Goodrich Co.. Watertown, Mass.,

is bu\ ing participations on local children's shows to sell its P-F

canvas shoes. Campaign is national and will run through summer.

The minute participations will be live and filmed. Buving is partialb

completed. Buyer: Murrav Ruffis. \genc\ : McCann-Erickson. New

York.

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co., Crand Rapids. .Mich., is looking for

da\time minutes to promote its new "Grand Rapids" carpet sweeper

model. It is particularly interested in participations in shows with

a woman's audience. The five week campaign will average one to

four announcements per market per week, concentrated on the im-

portant shopping davs in each market. The commercials will be "ii

film. Buving has not begun for the 25 March take-off. Bu\er: \ al

Ritter. Agency: N. W. Ayer. New York.

The Procter and Gamble Co., Cincinnati. Ohio, is buying minutes

in various markets. Time is for Dash, and the buying will start nexl

week. Buyer: Dick Zuver. Agency: Compton. New ^ ork.

RADIO BUYS

TREND OF THE WEEK: The upsurge in radio continues to grow

as even more advertisers re-evaluate the medium. Most sensational

of these seems to be R. J. Reynolds" reported saturation plan for the

medium in the spring, as indicated below.

Standard Brands, Inc., New ^ ork, through J. Walter Thompson

Co., same city, plans to buy daytime minutes and 20 s in the 12

largest cities to promote render Leaf Tea. Campaign will start in

April and run for four weeks. Pattern: 15 to 20 e.t. s and live

announcements in each market per week. Buying will start in March.

Buyer: Harold \ eltman.
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Put your money where the people are

Broadcasting to beavers gets you nowhere

—

but pleasing people makes cash registers sing

with joy.

WWJ's new Hi-Fi signal, personalities, news

coverage, and feature programming concentrate

on people— the big-earning, big-spending folks

in southeastern Michigan to whom WWJ is a

constant companion and trusted friend.

Bow to beavers when you're on a holiday. Use

WWJ when you're bidding for sales.

Seventy per cent of Michigan's
population commanding 75 per
cent of the Hate's buying income
is within WWJ's daytime pri-

mary area. In the Detroit area

alone, over 3 ui million people
drive nearly l\\ million cars and
spend over $5 billion annually

for retail goods.

WWJ AM AND FM

RADIO
WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned and operated by The Detroit News

NBC Affiliate

National Representatives. Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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Spot buys continued.

TOP DOG
in Central
ARKANSAS*

* PROVED BY SEVEN
CONSECUTIVE MONTHLY

HOOPER RATINCS!

k/
latest 'PULSE"

report of metropolitan

LITTLE ROCK
ranks KVLC FIRST in

145 out of 200 quarter-hours

Monday thru Friday

* sign-on to sign-off

Cet the KVLC SUCCESS STORY today!
New York: Richard O'Connell, Inc.

Dallas: Clarke Brown Company
Chicago: Radio-TV Rep., Inc.

KVLC
LITTLE ROCK

66

American Cyanamid Co., New ^ <>rk. is planning three-week tests

for its live stock feed, Aurovim, in scattered markets covering parts

of Ohio. Indiana, Kentucky and Iowa. Product had previously used

newspapers primarily and the plan is to test the concept of saturation

on radio during periods of peak farm-listening through the use of

both power stations and local stations. They will look for minute

adjacencies to, and participations in, news and weather shows.

Buyer: Bob Palmer. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, New York.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, \. C. is reported

planning a saturation campaign in main markets in addition to its

regular schedules. The pattern for years has been approximately

five to stnen announcements per week in radio in 150 to 200 mar-

kets. Now the indications are "full speed ahead"' in radio. Bu\ci :

Hal Simpson. Agency: Wm. Esty, New York.

North American Philips Co., Inc., New York, has asked for avail-

abilities for its spring advertising campaign for Norelco electric

shaver. The company wants daytime minutes to place live commer-

cials and e.t.'s. Buying has just started. Buyer: Doris Gould.

Agency: C. J. LaRoche, NewT York.

General Foods Corp., New York, plans to buy radio in 10 markets

for its La France blueing. The 25-week campaign will have an a\er-

age of five announcements per market per week. E.t.'s and live com-

mercials will be used during daytime hours. Buying is about to

begin. Buyer: Bob Fountain. Agency: Young & Rubicam. New York.

RADIO & TV BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: Advertisers are pretty much sticking to

last year's schedules. Apparently they feel that selling conditions in

their markets have remained constant and the wisest policy is to

follow the pattern that has proved successful. Note Sterling Drug's

buying for Bayer Aspirin below.

Sterling Drug Co., National Brands Div., New York, is renewing

and hu\ ing in 100 radio markets and 72 tv markets for Bayer aspirin.

Announcement pattern is much the same as last year's campaign.

Sterling broadcasts live minute commercials on radio, with an aver-

age of five per week in each market. Tv commercials are both live

and on film, with 3 to 4 average per week per market. Commercials

for tv are 10-second ID's, 20's and minutes. Buyer: Frank Moriarity.

Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. New A ork.

General Telephone Corp., New York, is buying time in 40 radio

markets and 16 tv markets to advertise its general telephone direc-

tor. Campaign is onl\ in markets where the company owns the

exchange. Buying is not being done all at one time, but by area

—

for a period of six weeks in each area. It will place a total of 26

spots on radio per market, a total of 16 ID's and six 20's in tele-

vision. All of it will be class "C" time. Bu\cr: Elaine Askt. Agen-

cy: H. B. Humphrey, Alley & Richards. Inc.. New York.
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EA R LY does it inkmiM Cty

Look What Happened When WDAF-TV Launched

"NINE-THIRTY THEATRE"!

/

OF THE
AUDIENCE!

I N T H E

EVENING !

SUNDAYS • TUESDAYS • WEDNESDAYS
YES, EARLY does it in TV-loving Kansas City! 'NINE-THIRTY THEATRE"
is getting and holding the major share of Kansas City viewers! On WDAF-TV

—

and only on WDAF-TV—they can watch a top-notch movie and still get a good

night's rest. The program that moved the clock ahead is moving merchandise. For

availabilities and a result story that will "make your hair curl," write, wire or phone

!

izsnsrWDAF-TV
\ ReDresented Nationally bv

" HB\ Represented Nationally by

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS

channel
4

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE KANSAS CITY STAR CO.

\

Basic

NBC
Affiliate
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IT you want

SALES *"
RESULTS

in Shreveport's

RICH NEGRO

MARKET
(and it's a big one!)

KANV
is THE station!
. . . because KANV is the ONLY
ALL NEGRO PROGRAM station in

the Shreveport area.

. . . because Negro families in this

area make nunc and s/ioul more on
the average than in other Southern
cities like Dallas, Little Rock and
Jackson. (U.S. Census)

. . . because KANV personnel know
their audience —-know how to sell

their audience. This experienced

team is read) to help with your sales

problems at the local level.

. . . because KANV rates are low.

. . . because KANV gets results. Spon-
sors not only renew but increase

dun schedules.

GET THE PROOF

of KANV results!

It's yours for the asking.

Write, call or wire the KANV
Representative in your area—NOW!
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News and Idea

WRAP-UP

AGENCIES
Leo Burnett is operating on the

thesis that the most effective place

to do an integrated commercial is

on the scene where the film show
is heing produced—and not 1,000

or 2.000 miles away, as is not uncom-

mon among agencies.

A case in point is Burnetts' handling

ai the moment of the Joy I P&G I com-

mercials on the Phil Silvers Show.

Woody Klose has been assigned from

the New York office—though the Joy

commercials are otherwise prepared in

Chicago—to regular attendance at the

show's shooting. There he picks up

cues for commercials and proceeds to

block them out.

Camel, the shows original sponsor,

has been using the Silvers cast almost

exclusively for its commercials.

Erwin, Wasey's London and state-

side branches have worked out a

plan to exchange commercial tv

ideas.

The international swap will work

like this: back and forth screenings of

U. S. and British storyboards. sample

scripts and finished film commercials.

All Wasey offices are participating

with the New York arm acting as

funnel.

Agency appointments: Paris & Peart

has been appointed to handle the La

Perla Food Products Division of Con-

tadina Foods Corp. The agency plans

an intensive ad campaign in the East-

ern seaboard states. . . . Marschalk

and Pratt I Division of McCann-Erick-

SOn) for Bulova's new electric shaver.

. . . Sullivan, Stauffer. Colwell & Bayles

for Salada Tea effective 1 June.

BHDO staffers not aide to attend in

person this year's annual convention

I to be held 21 Februarv in New York I

will get a closed-circuit tv look at high

points.

The agency plans to feed the most

important session to each regional of-

fice cit\

.

Among those coming to New York
will be a 32-man delegation from the

four West coast offices headed bv J. G.

Motheral. A. W. Neally, Wayne Tiss

and Walter Fitzsimmons, managers of

the San Francisco, Los Angeles. Holl\-

wood and Seattle offices.

ADVERTISERS
Sears, Roebuck's changeover to

an overall concept, mass consumer
advertising, has opened the way
for the firm's entry into network
tv.

First step is a three-month partici-

pation schedule on NBC TVs Today.

Home and Tonight shows starting 22

February

.

The big mail order and retail outfit

started their new- slant of selling the

Sears name and Sears brand names

via two-page spreads in national mag-

azines last year—and will use this

same concept in their T-H-T announce-

ments.

On the local level, films created for

individual stores' use on local stations

follow the same pattern.

Signal OiFs new idea in commer-

cials: tying in the commercials with

the company's outdoor advertising.

Commercials are replicas of outdoor

billboards with animated puppets used

to bring them to life.

Signals agency. Barton A. Stebbins.

says the new technique has never been

used before and credits Song Ad Film

Productions with developing the form.

General Foods will use radio and t\

to introduce a new Good Seasons salad

dressing. American French, starting in

\|nil. . . . The Vitamin Corp of

America will spend over SI million

to advertise Intracel. new pain-reliev-

ing drug, and Rybutol. vitamin-min-

eral formula, this season. Network tv
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iii be used includes Steve ///«// Show,

Today and Tonight. Network radio is

also planned.

NETWORKS
MM T\ has added Snowfire, ;i

film adventures series l<> the li>i

nl shows available lor tin- hill.

Mii^ makes i In- second lilm a<K en-

hire 9eries under sales contract, 1 1
1«

other being Disne) 's Zoi /<>.

\li( i- also going in bias iK toi

vocal names. Vdded so fai are Frank

Sinatra, Pal Boone and Gm Mitchell.

The Marge and Gower Champion
Show will be Jack Benny's alternating

partnei in the CBS T\ Sundaj 7:30

p.m. slot, starting 31 March. . . \il<l

to the growing li-i "I one-shol spec-

taculars, Maurice Chevalier's Paris

sponsored l>\ Breast-O-Chicken will be

seen on NBC-TA the firsl Wednesday

in March.

Greyhound has bough) one-third "I

the Steve Allen Show starting 7

Vpril. Purchase mark- the l>u» com-

pan) s re-entrj into network t\ and il~

first ride mi NBC T\ .... The board

of direetors of the CHS Radio M-
filiate- Assn. met in New i ork lasl

week and recommended the continu

ance of the Daj lighl SaA ing I irae Plan.

( BS Radio president, Arthur Hull

Hayes, told members present that the

network's research department shows

< BS nighttime programing leading on

a weekl) basis and he stressed his

confidence in the strength <>f il» Mon-

da) through I'riil.n daytime schedule.

Local Promotion and Exploitation

Manual is being circulated bj \I5C to

it- radio and l\ affiliates. The I klel

contains outstanding promotional ideas

contributed l>\ the network's radio and
h outlets. Sample: KBTV-TV's lend-

l< ase deal with a local I us company.
I In- Denver station repainted one of

the buses with large ••Channel 9's" and
colored circles with audience promo-
tion blurbs. The companj in turn, go!

a jrear s worth of announcements.

Good Housekeeping Magazine has
bought into seven of CBS Radio's day-

<\\/^>

PULSE
Sept
1956

What
a difference

a year makes!

WKRG-TV
is in front to stay

in Mobile . . .

No matter how you measure it

Telepulse (Sept. '56) shows WKRG-TV leading in

275 quarter hours to 171 tor Station "X". The night

time lead is most one-sided, 117 to 48.

NIELSEN

The 1956 Nielsen Coverage Service

shows WKRG-TV leading in every de-

partment . . . covering 33 counties to

?6 for Station "X", with 45,000 extra

homes in Channel 5's Nielsen Coverage

Service area.

Ml
A. R. B. (Nov. 56) shows Channel 5 pulling ever,

further ahead, leading in morning, afternoon and

night . . . and with 10 of top 15 shows in Mobile.

• WKRG-TV
CBS Channel 5 in Mobile
Representatives: A very-Knodel
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time serials. Contract calls for seven-

and-one-half minute segments for one

week each month. Grey is the agency.

. . . Close-up, NBC TV's new inter-

\ ieu show with lex and Jinx MeCran
which was originall) to be broadcast

link tn tlic network s seven owned sta-

tion:-, will now be available on a co-op

basis to all interconnected affiliates at

the 1-1:30 p.m. (EST) time.

TV STATIONS
The Peoples Advisory Council is

an idea-at-work which is making great

headwa) at The Crosley Broadcast i ng

Corp. The PAC, started 10 years ago

li\ Crosle) - research department, has

grown to four panels with a roster of

2,500 active participants supplying

sponsors and clients with an analysis

of buying trends throughout the \\ I.W

stations areas.

I he four panels break down like

this: one covering \\ I.W radio and

one each for WLW-T, \\ LW-D and

\\ I.W -C. Each panel represents a cross-

section of viewers and none of the

members know that the stations spon-

sor the studies.

Croslej reports close to 1009? re-

turns of the questionnaires due to in-

centive offers of "points"' to be applied

towards valuable gifts for regular!)

completing the PAC questionnaires.

K.TYR. the Denver independent which

recentlv reported an 86% increase in

gross month!) billings after purchase

of the MOM feature package, is now

adding the NTA "Rocket 86" package

of 20th Century Fox pictures. . . .

WGN-TV will be Chicago's outlet for

the NTA Film Network starting 1

April.

Tv applications: Between 1 Febru-

ary and 9 Februarj one station took

to the air one construction permit was

granted and three application- for new

station- were filed.

New station on the air: Kl \I\-T\.

W illiston. N. I).. Channel 8, using in-

terim tower, owned b) \le\er Broad-

casting Co.

Construction permit went to Public

Service Television for Channel 10.

Miami, permit allow- .!1(> kw \ isual.

Applications include: Mo\er Tele-

comman

SPOT RADIO harmonizes with th

busy life of young housewives

* 95% listen to

radio every week

# 80% listen daily

an average of

2K hours

^ favorite listening places are:

kitchen 38%

bedroom 20%

3Q-_.i ., living room 17%

automobile 9%

68% of all young housewives

prefer musical personality prograi

SOUICE: RAB-Puls*, Inc. Surv.y, Ap.

THE VISUAL ABOVE is one of a series comprising "Spot Radio
— 1957"; a concise 20-minute slide presentation marshaling basic

media facts around which outstandingly successful sales-strategy

has been planned. This study has already aroused the enthusiasm
of key marketing men in America's advertising centers. If the

executives who shape your advertising plans have not yet seen it,

ask your Blair man to arrange for a showing soon.
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f
-attention from homemakers

and these major-market stations pioneered

in programming that brightens a woman's day

Are women important to your business? Yes?

Then Spot Radio is important to your adver-

tising strategy.

Today's homemaker is part of a gigantic

mobile market. Hour after hour she's on the go

i\ —from bedroom to kitchen— to bathroom— to

living-room— to bedroom— to kitchen—and on

through the day. Radio and only radio can

deliver sales messages wherever she goes, even

when she goes by car.

Spot Radio fits perfectly into her pattern of

living. Listening does not interfere with her

work. Instead the companionship of her favorite

local radio personalities actually lightens the

daily monotony of 'dishes and duds.'

The companionship nature of Spot Radio has

universal appeal. In the years when television

changed listening habits, certain major-market

stations were studying audience-preferences

more closely than ever before. Out of these

studies came local-interest and service pro-

gramming—the solid foundation of radio's

strength and vitality today— the main reason

why radio-listening continues to rise.

Forty stations in these major-markets are

represented by John Blair & Company—by far

the strongest group of markets and stations

served by one representative firm.

Our association with these stations has been

a constant source of pride in accomplishment.

Beyond our primary responsibility for sales,

we work closely with them as partners on pro-

gramming, rate-structure, research, personnel,

and promotion.

So it is no mere coincidence that today, in

market after market, the Blair-represented

station stands first in audience, first in adver-

tising accounts, first in sales-results.

lOHN
LAIR
(COMPANY

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
OFFICES:

NEW YORK
ATLANTA

CHICAGO
DALLAS

BOSTON
LOS ANGELES

DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO

ST. LOUIS

SEATTLE

ttk WABC

M WLS

(fchia WFIL

m wxyz

M WHDH
sncisco KGO
H.)h WWSW
* KXOK

hi)ton WWDC
"e WFBR

»st. Worth KLIF-KFJZ

Exclusive National Representatives for

Minneapolis-St. Paul. . .WDGY

Providence WPRO

Seattle KING

Houston KTRH

Cincinnati WCPO
Kansas City WHB

Miami WQAM
New Orleans WDSU

Portland, Ore KGW
Louisville WKLO

Indianapolis WIBC

Birmingham WAPI

Columbus WBNS

Tampa WFLA

Albany- Schenectady-

Troy WTRY

Memphis WMC
Phoenix KOY

Omaha WOW
Jacksonville WJAX

Knoxville WNOX
Wheeling WWVA

Nashville WSM
Binghamton WNBF

Fresno KFRE

Wichita KFH

Tulsa KRMG

Orlando WDBO
Savannah WSAV

Wichita Folls-

Amarillo KWFT-KLYN

Bismarck KFYR
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vision, Taylorville, III.. For Channel

23, Decatur, 20.9 kw visual, with towei

.''i.")') feet above average terrain, planl

889,010, yearl) operating cosl $96,-

000;Nevada Radio-Tv, Inc.. Reno, for

Channel L0, Elko, Nev., 3.02 kw \ isual,

lower ininu> 1'iO leet above average

terrain, planl $75,500, yearl) operat-

ing co-i s I .")().()( i( ) : and Harriscope,

Inc.. Beverlj Hills. Calif., for Channel

9, Sheridan, Wyo., 3.08 kw visual.

with tower 349 feet above average

terrain, plant 8i!(>.(>71. \earl\ operat-

ing cosl $83,400.

WSM-TV, Nashville, Post comments

on the collapse of the new tower while

under construction: The cause is still

unknown. No plans for another tower

arc contemplated at (his time,. Opera-

tion- have not been allectcd.

RADIO STATIONS
Peters, Griffin, Woodward asked

agencies how they used and in what

form they wanted radio station pro-

irain schedules. The queries and

answers:

\\ hat is done with program sched-

MAXIMUM POWER
316,000 watts

MAXIMUM HEIGHT

1,010 feet

TOPEKA, KANSAS

Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr.

WIBW & WIBW-TV

in Topoko

Rep: Capper Publications,

Inc.

CBS ABC

Take a look at

SUNDAY
All day Sunday—from 9:00 A.M. until

6:00 P.M.—this latest A.R.B. report

shows WIBW-TV an undisputed first

choice of viewers in the 20-county

TopckAREA. Out of a total of 36

quarter-hours, WIBW-TV shows 32

first places and is tied for the remain-

ing four.

or ANY NIGHT
In the 126 quarter-hours between

6:00 and 10:30 P.M., when competi-

tion is the toughest, A.R.B. figures

give WIBW-TV 97 first and 26 sec-

ond places.

DOMINATE
THIS SIX STATION

MARKET WITH WIBW-TV
Take a look at the map and see how
perfectly WIBW-TV's 20-county sat-

uration coverage fits your sales, distri-

bution and merchandising picture.

Then call your Capper Man.

The Kansas View ftjint

ules: 14'
< are placed in personal files;

ll''
< are filed in a central source;

H )' ( are thrown awa\

.

How programs are used: 38$ as a

media tool in planning a campaign;
()\' i with availahilities when buying;
''•>'

i to write on in plotting schedules.

Station information that might he

included in program listings; co\erage

map i7 (J'< i. market data i47', i and
success stories ill', i

.

As to format desired : one page
schedules. 13%; four-pages schedules,
~>2'

< : six pajie>. 27' <

.

Some agencies volunteered these

suggestions: ill Stations show < it\

and state prominently and not just

their < all letters and (2) stations

standardize on .05 mv countour cov-

erage maps.

KSON, San Diego, is floating high on,

a new concept in the use of nighttime

radio called Cloud Seven.

I he show has been on for almost u
year now and every original sponsor

is still with it. Programed seven night

a week for seven hours I 6 p.m.-l a.m i.

Cloud Seven uses only four commer-
cials each hour. The rest of the tir

is filled with soothing, non-vocal mi

sic. With commercials showcased

this manner, the program has accom-

plished two things: getting results for'

its sponsors and getting time sold for

the station.

WAKE, Atlanta, has just won the

Telechron Timers Award for its

vigorous promotion of "W ake to

Music Month," Telechron's campaigi

to push the sale of clock radios last

November.

Station WAKE (the call letters mac

it a natural for the promotion i is cite

for utilizing all media to advantage ii

addition to special contests and tie-in

with local anniversaries and leading

the way to a virtual sell-out of clod

radios in Atlanta. Stores even report

ed customers who came in asking fo

""one of those \\ \KK radios."

WWJ. Detroit, has inaugurated a ne\

public service; Reports ever) 10 min

ules during the morning and evenin;

rush hours on traffic How. accident-

weather and other pertinent informs

tion about the city's heavih loadei

expressways. . . . The Associate"

Negro Press. Chicago, has started

news service for radio stations earn
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the stamp of quality coverage . .

.

in the Prosperous Piedmont section of North Carolina and

Virginia is that delivered ONLY by WFMY-TV. You too can stamp-out

more accounts receivable, greater profits, too, by calling your

H-R-P man today for the full story of this booming Southern

market . . . completely covered only by WFMY-TY.

Greensboro

Winston-Salem

Durham

High Point

Salisbury

Reidsville

Chapel Hill

Pinehurst

Fort Bragg

Sanford

Martinsville. Va.

Danville, Va.

WFMY-TV . . . Pied Piper of the Piedmont

"First with LIVE TV in the Carolinas"

50 Prosperous Counties • 2 Million Population

S2.5 Billion Market • $1.9 Billion Retail Sales

lufmu-tv
GREENSBORO. N. C.

Repreienled by

Harrington, Righ+er & Parsons, Inc.

New York Chicago — Son Francisco — Atlanta

Basic

Since 1949
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ONE WILL DO/
Fast-stepping WBNS Radio waltzes away with

the quality market in Columbus and Central

Ohio. WBNS delivers the most listeners . . .

twice as many as the next biggest station. The

most and also the best. With 28 top Pulse-

rated shows, WBNS puts push behind your

sales program. To sell Central Ohio . . . you've

got to buy WBNS Radio.

CBS FOR CENTRAL OHIO

Ask John Blair

The number one Pulse station

covering 1,573,820 people with

2 Billion Dollars to spend.

WBNS
radio
COLUMBUS, OHIO

ing programs directed at negro lis-

teners.

WTIC, Hartford. Conn., is now start-

ing the 10th year as sponsor of its

Farm Youth Program. Through the

project the station has lent S08.405.25

over the period of the last nine years

for the purchase of 435 pure bred

heifer calves. The livestock has been

raised by 354 youngsters, each of

whom became a WTIC partner during

the time the loan was outstanding. . .

Frank Roehrenbeck, associate direc-

tor of station management for WMGM,
New York, has resigned to open his

own office as radio-tv consultant.

ASSOCIATIONS
RAB has just launched the first of

a projected series of 26 individual

city sales "blitzes" with the purpose

of selling radio's "sell-ability" to ap-

proximately 1.400 regional and local

advertisers.

The first city. New York, currently

is getting a two week concentrated

campaign, including the most remit

statistics on the effectiveness of medi-

um, documented success stories, and

28 specially prepared presentations

using tapes and visual material. Over

100 regional and large local advertis-

ers and their agenices are attending.

Objective is to increase radio bill-

ings by pointing out the advertising

advantages from the exclusive use of

the medium.

RAB originated the blitz last year

and brought the radio story to ovei

350 major regional advertisers.

Immediately following the New

^ ork drive similar campaigns will be

conducted by RAB in Los Angeles,

Portland, Ore.. Seattle. Salt Lake City.

Denver, Omaha and Des Moines with-

in the next two months.

The Atlanta Chapter of the Ameri-

can Women in Radio and Tele-

vision reports such high enthusiasm

for their first regional conference that

from now on it will be an annual

affair.

AWART national president, Edythe

Fern Melrose, talked to the "roup

about "Things Men Don't Know About

\\ omen." She said the five primary

emotions that prompt a woman to buj

are: desire for admiration, adoration.

security, sincerity and prestige. \dd-
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WCAU
PHILADELPHIA

means

reach

Most Philadelphians don't say, "turn on the radio." They usually say,

"turn on WCAU." This is our 35th anniversary and they've been saying

ii all these years. Apparently the people like what they hear on WCAU.

A gallery of local public service awards and the size of our audience

make that point eloquently. More than 930,000 different families

reach for WCAU's dial position each week, and we reach them.

That makes WCAU your best radio buy here. In other words,

to reach the most Philadelphians. reach for WCAU yourself.

WCAU, WCAU-TV The Philadelphia Bulletin Radio and TV stations. Represented nationally by

CBS Spot Sales. By far Philadelphia's most popular stations. Ask ARB. Ash Pulse. Ask Philadelphians.
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JIM RUSSELL

KKTV,

COLORADO SPRINGS

codeQ racked up a

21.4 ARB in November!

Sponsor: Standard Oil Of Indiana

for your market availabilities,

call, write or wire

ABC Film Syndication,

1501 Broadway, New York • LA 4-5050

MOW EVEN MORE THAN EVER

Stoc6to*t'4 Tfttet *&A£e*ted fo Station

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
STOCKTON, CALIF. OCTOBER -DECEMBER 1956

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

7:00 A.N. -12:00 NOON

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c N KSTN A M
OTHER

AN & FM
CAMPLE
SIZE

1^.0 1^.2 8.1 42.1 11.6 5.h 18.5 10,163

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

12:00 N00N-6:00 P.M.

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

C . ^i KSTN A M OTHER
AM & FM

SAMPLE
SIZE

io.IA ^8.8 6A 34.6 7.0 11.2 21.8 12,159

Fall 1956 Hooperatings again

shows 4-year KSTN dominance

of Stockton Radio Audience.

*America's 92nd Market

Represented by Hollingbery

ing that women spent $385 billion in

1056. Miss Melrose told the session

that the five basic desires of the woman
purchasers must be observed in order

to move merchandise.

J. Leonard Reinsch, executive direc-

tor of \\ SB and WSB-TV, Atlanta, and

\\ 1110 and WHIO-TV, Dayton, told

AWRT members that "'The da\ i- rum.

ing when you will be able to tune your

set in on events as the) happen all

over the world." Reinsch also outlined

what he called the forerunner of uni-

versal vision currently in operation in

Europe—or Eurovision.

Apparently the NARTB will be
changing back to its original title

—the National Association of

Broadcasters. The switch has been

okayed b\ the National Board of Di-

rectors and after consideration by the

regional directors a referendum will

be sent to the general membership.

An interesting sidelight is the posi-

tion of the CARTB. The Canadian

group originally was named the CAB
but changed its title to conform with

its I . S. counterpart.

REPS
Edward Petry & Co. is instituting

a special seminar for the traffic

managers and personnel of the

radio and tv stations it represents.

The reason: Traffic is of such particu-

lar importance in the station-represen-

tative relationship.

Full details and the agenda of the

seminar were announced b\ Lee Red-

field, manager of the special sen ices

department of the Petry Co. Plan

starts 15 February and runs through

Ma\. Its purposes: ill exchange and

develop ideas which will expedite and

simplif) even further availability data,

i 2 i clearance and confirmation of time

and contract execution, and (3) bring

about an even closer liaison between

the Petry organization and the sta-

tions traffic people.

Each week, for a two-day period,

the IVtrv office will host two or three

station traffic department heads and

their as>i>tants. B\ limiting the num-

ber to three at am one time the par-

ticipant can easily be absorbed into

the actual workings of the company

for the course of the \ isit.

At the conclusion in May, a compila-

tion of the findings, and the new ideas
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This is the Southeastern j
New England Market... 810,700 Homes!

WJAR-TV Channel 10
Reaches More of These Homes
Every Day Than Any Other

Television Station*

wjar-tv
CHANNEL

Represented by

WEED Television

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
A service of The Outlet Company

SPONSOR • Id KKBRl \RY l
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Oldtime steamboat races along

our Ohio River Valley were often

close, and hazardous to put your

money on. Quite different from

today's audience race among
TV stations. When you put your

money on WSAZ-TV, you've

picked THE winner. Survey after

survey gives the title to this 69-

county giant — and the latest

Nielsen is no exception. Consider

these WSAZ-TV margins over

the next-best station:

95,670 more homes per month
99,430 more homes per week

101,130 more daytime homes,
weekdays

100,580 more nighttime
homes, weekdays

WSAZ-TV steams with compar-
able popularity across a four-

state domain wherein almost

$4,000,000,000 buying power
awaits advertisers who like to

ride with the winner. The gang-

way is down at any Katz office.

HU/NTINGTOM-CHARLESTOM, W. VA.

Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington <S WGKV, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT

Represented by The Katz Agency

resulting, will be made available to all

traffic personnel who were unable t<>

attend, as well as to the participants.

In addition, station guests will make
calls on agencies for their own stations

and markets.

The Meeker Co., Inc. has estab-

lished one centralized research-

promotion group to serve all its

offices.

Vic Piano heads up the promotion-

research department in New York. He
feels that b\ running a centralized pro-

motion effort, Meeker will have its

entire crew available to solve the prob-

lems of each station : each station

benefits from the experience of the

others, and Meeker can handle these

problems efficiently and without an

office by office duplication of staff and

effort.

COMMERCIALS
Here's the ARB list of the "Best

Liked Commercials" as taken

from its national diary for 1-7

December:
1. Piel's Beer _ . 8.5

2. Hamm's Beer .. 6.0

3. Dodge 3.7

4. Jello 3.3

5. Winston . 3.2

6. Alka Seltzer .. 3.1

7. Ford . . 2.9

8. Ipana 2.8

9. General Electric . .1.8

10. Snow Drift 1.7

The Film Producers Association, New
York, has elected Harold E. Wondsel

as its fifth president.

Wondsel is president of Sound Mas-

M(ft& People are

LookingmOtt

s\
IT

>

BIRMINGHAM

[Alabama's Jfe^^ in Television

BMI
"Milestones" for

March

BMI's >eric* of program
continuities, entitled "'Mile-

stoncs," focuses the spot-

light on important events

and problem* which have

shaped the American scene.

March's release features

five complete half -hour

shows—ready for immedi-

ate U!„. smooth, well writ-

ten script* for a variety

of uses.

"CIRCUS b CARNIVAL MAN '

P. T. Barnum
March 3. 1957

•HAVE WANDERLUST;
WILL TRAVEL"

(World Wide Travel)

March 10, 1957

"CIRL SCOUTING—
A FAMILY AFFAIR"
iCirl Scout Waekl
March 10-16, 1957

"ST. PATRICKS DAY
March 17, 1957

"COURMETS & RECIPES'
' Hobby-Cookeryl
March 24, 1957

"Milestone" i.

commercial spoil!

local station

in. iil.il. I. for

rnrship—see your

fnr detai'a

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

ONE OF THE

FIRST 100 MARKETS

^STHEBO*
'

WHDF
RADIO & TELEVISION

the station

of marketing success

in the Quad-Cities

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
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ASK

YOUR

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE
You're on the verge of a decision, and a problem.

What business papers to pick for your station promotion?

It's no problem to kiss off, for your choice can have a telling

effect on your national spot income.

But where to get the facts?

The answer is simple. Ask your national representative.

He knows. His salesmen get around. They learn which business

papers are appreciated, read and discussed by buyers of broadcast time.

His is an expert opinion. Don't overlook your national representative.

SPONSOR
The weekly magazine tv/radio advertisers use



Daytime Audience
DOMINANCE

KCRA-TV Has
More Daytime
Viewers Than
All Competing
Stations COMBINED!

Sign-on to 6 p.m.
Monday- Friday

ARB
SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

In this period, Clear Channel 3

has 190 quarter-hour "firsts"

out of a possible 220.

Avg. Share
Audience

59.1%

23.8%

13.2%

16.0%

KCRA-TV 60.0%

"B" 37.7%

"C" 1.3%

"D"

58.4%

14.8%

14.0%

16.0%

KCRA-TV has 21.3% more au-

dience than the second station

in the big Sacramento TV
market from Sign-on to Signoff,

Sunday through Saturday:

ters, Inc. He succeeds Robert L. Law-

rence, of Robert Lawrence Produc-

tions.

Other newly elected officers: Nathan

Zucker, Dynamic films, vice presi-

dent; Mrs. Elda Hartley, Hartley Pro-

ductions, secretan : and Edward J.

Lamm, Pathes< <>pr. treasurer.

Ralston Purina cereals has come up

with a "different" look in commercials

- soft-sell announcements combine

child-like stick figure cartoon tech-

tiique with "live" announcer's head

against a blackboard background . . .

Harris-Tuehman's News & Notes,

monthly newsletter to advertisers and

agencies, makes this pertinent point:

Sometimes the commercial takes so

long to arrest attention and entertain,

that the sell gets sold short. HTP is

all for getting attention through en-

tertainment, but advises telescoping

the attention device and the frivolity

so that the product makes an earh

entrance without sacrificing impact.

FILM
A craek list of elearanees was eap-

tured by Standard Oil (Califor-

nia), which is sponsoring Guild

Film's Capt. David Grief in 23 west-

ern markets. The show made its debut

for S.O. and other sponsors this past

week.

S.O., via BBDO, San Francisco,

cleared the following times for the

half-hour show: two markets at 7:00

p.m., one at 7:30, two at 8:00, eight

at 8:30, nine at 9:00, one at 10:00.

Serving 28 Northern Calif-

ornia and Nevada Counties

Sacramento, California CHANNEL "We never had weather like this

until KRIZ Phoenix started fore-

casting!"

THERE'S ONli ONE LEADER...

KM,F TV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION

.
BUTTE
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ARRESTED!
A 31.0 Pulse rating for a public service show— and if that isn't making
friends and arresting people's interest, we'd like to know what is! That
rating makes Police Call' the highest rated local once-a-week show in the
area— commercial, sustaining or public service! How's that for producing
and programming?

What's it to you? It's another example of the programming and producing
thinking that keeps the dials of the great Miami Valley Area market tuned
to WHIO-TV. The same emphasis and techniques employed in our regular
commercial efforts are always used in our public service presentations. And
so— as Police Call introduces our citizens to our Police department in a 15-

minute, once-a-week film plus live studio show conceived, produced and
purchased under our direction—we get a big audience plus instead of

incessant minuses.

Your program belongs on a station like this in a market like this. Get
facts and figures from our national rep.— Plain-clothes man First Class
George P. Hollingbery.

*6:J,5 P.M. MONDAYS

CHANNEL DAYTON, OHIO whio-tv
1

One of America's
great area stations



YOU SELL

Louisville

When

You Use

RED KIRK

In one year at WKLO, Red Kirk

has made more FRIENDS and

has been responsible for more

SALES than most Air-Salesmen

hope for in a much longer span

of time. Red Kirk is firmly estab-

lished as a solid Air-Salesman in

the Greater Louisville Market.

Insure Sales Results, specify Red

Kirk when you want to sell all

Kentuckiana.

Rpresented by

John Blair & Co.

jL=J^,
WKLO
LOUISVILLE

Also sponsoring the show are D-X
Sunra) Oil. Stroh Brewery, Pearl

Brewing and Utical Club Beer.

Department stores are exhibiting

more interest in syndicated film,

according to MCA TV.

The syndication firm has sent out

its second mailing of "Cheaper by the

Million. ' a 24-page two-color primer

on syndicated film aimed directly at

department stores. More than 2.000

department stores were on the mailing

lisl to receive the brochure.

Strong attacks on newspapers fill

the brochure. One key chart points

up the great commercial audience

reached per dollar by syndicated film

ads compared with newspaper ads.

Among department stores which

have used MCA shows are Sears'

stores in Los Angeles, Houston and

Saginaw-Bay City; Joys in New Or-

leans, La Salle's in Toledo, Heironi-

mus' in Roanoke.

TPA's sneak preview of Tugboat
Annie in a Chicago suburban
movie house disclosed some interest-

ing data about this audience popu-

larity measurement technique.

The 1 February preview was held in

the Lake Theatre, a 1,475-seater in

Oak Park. 111. Theatre manager Wil-

liam Cole estimated that between 750

and 850 saw Tugboat Annie. Though
the tv film was sandwiched in between

two wide-screen color features. 444

usable ballots were returned. Of these.

81.5% of the respondents said they en-

joyed the show while 72.6% said they

would watch it on tv.

The sample broke down as follows:

f 41.27c married. 44.1% single, 14.6%

did not answer the question on marital

status: 33.8% male, 37.8% female,

28.4% did not answer the question on

sex; 14.6' i under 18. 59.5% between

18 and 35, 21.9% over 35, 4.1% did

not designate their age.

To avoid "conditioning" there was

no advance ballyhoo on the tv film.

What started as a small experi-

ment may turn into a major pro-

motional gimmick for tv film

shows.

Ziv Tv arranged for an exhibit of

highway police patrol equipment at

the Cincinnati Auto Show, which ran

21-26 January in Ziv's home office

city, to tie in with its Highway Patrol.

About 65,000 visited the exhibit,

forcing Ziv to double the staff there.

A windfall press break helped atten-

dance when a highway patrol car.

being driven from Hollywood for the

exhibit, was delayed by snowstorms.

Ziv's efforts to locate the driver re-

sulted in a newspaper story headlined:

KSON
•• ••

San Diego's No. II Radio Station

PULSE
'Out of Home" & "In Home'

IhVirsciitcil Xntimmllv l.y loluoi: ,v l\

3rd TV MARKET
in

PENNSYLVANIA
. . . and only WJAC-TV really

covers this rich Southwestern

Pennsylvania area. . . .

• Over a million TV homes!

• 41-county coverage with

20 key counties showing
80 to 1007o coverage!

• Proved audience prefer-

ence—WJAC-TV leads in

7:00-11:00 P.M. periods

105 to 7 o\er Station "B"
. . . has 24 out of the 25

top night-time shows.

Get full details from your KATZ man!
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WANTED
Are You the Sales Manager
SPONSOR Needs in the

Midwest?

n|'m\mU{ i> l«...kiii«! for a Sales

Manager in the Midwest with a

Strong sales record. This is a key

sales area, with headquarters in

Chicago, and requires a top-

notch man who is looking for an

exceptional opportunity and is

willing to work for it. You'll he

calling on top station executives

in 10 states. There's plenty of

prestige, sales advantages, and

interesting activity to this assign-

ment plenty of travel, too. If

you're the man, you'll have a

proven sales record, some knowl-

edge of station operation, a repu-

tation for square dealing, and a

deep down desire to improve

your financial position. Please

rush full details.

BOX 162

SPONSOR, 40 E. 49

NEW YORK 17

llh.HW H PATROL < \l( SOI GH I

\'A IIK.IIW n PATROL
( o-sponsors "I Highway Patrol in

( incinnati are \\ iedemann Brew ing

and fop \ alue -lamp-.

RESEARCH

Amtrq Us 7ok/et$

up\ VRTB radio board has Btepj

efforts to obtain an accurate measure-

ment of radio circulation,

I lie radio boat d of directors thi-

week adopted these three recommenda-

tions of the \ VRTB research commit-

tee:

1. In conjunction with the I960

census: work with the census bureau

to gel complete, up-lo-date count of

radio home- with number and types of

sets i including portable and automo-

bile and multiple sets in the home i

.

2. In connection with the 1958 busi-

ness census: tr\ to get census bureau
to incorporate questions designed to

bring in data on business-owned sets.

3. Expenditure of $10,000 to obtain

a qualified statistician.

STOCK MARKET
Following stocks in air media and

related fields will be listed each issue

with quotations for Tuesday this week

and Tuesday the week before. Quota-

tions supplied by Merrill Lynch,

Pierce, Fenner and Beane.

KPRS
is the KEY to

Kansas City's 127,600

Negro Market

Tues. 1 ues. Mel
Stock 5 Feb. 12Feb. < hange

New York Stock Exchange

Ui-I'T 22-U 21% - 7
.

AT&T 176% 174 -2%
\\CII 7 6',. — %
CBS "A" 33% 31% -2
Columbia Pic. 17% 17% - %
l.OI'U

'-
20 l'"i

Paramount 30% .;(>>,

RCA 32% '-",

Storei 26% 25%
20th-Fox 2t 22% -1%
Warner Bros. 26 25% - %
Vl estinghouse .it 7

- -2%

American Stock Exchange

Ulied Vrtists 3% 3% at

i &( Super 1 1

DuMont Labs 5% 5 -
Guild Films

\T\ 9 8', -
.

The ONLY station in the rich Kan-

sas City Metropolitan area beamed
exclusively to the Negro Market . .

.

KPRS
1000 W. — 1590 KC.

Kansas City, Missouri

Represented nationally by

John E. Pearson Co.
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WEBC
is now the number one

radio station in the

Duluth and Superior

market!

WEBC TRAFFIC TOWER
This complete broadcast studio over-

looks the heart of Duluth's business

district .... a service to routing traffic

and emergency vehicles and a constant

reminder to Duluthians of WEBC's
outstanding programming.

WEATHER BEACON
Mounted atop the Traffic Tower, t he

WEBC Weather Beacon signals the

weather forecast for the Twin Ports

area. Weather is important to these

people . . . same as listening to WEBC.

Contact Qeorge P, Hollingbery Co.
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What's fiappening in U. S. Government

diat affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
16 FEBRUARY
Cavrrlght l»57

)NSOR PUBLICATION* INO.

Rep. John Heselton (K., Mass.) is hack on his commercial-time regulation
kick.

For the second Congressional session he's introduced a hill directing the FCC to deter-

mine the maximum time for commercials.
The FCC, according to the bill, would also he charged with enforcing these "standards."

The House Commerce Committee, of which Rep. Heselton is a member, last year failed

to hold a hearing on a similar Heselton measure.

The same House eommittee is getting set to probe the FCC and the FTC, with
the FCC likely to be quizzed from two angles.

Committee chairman Oren Harris (D., Ark.) has agreed to name a subcommittee to

study how the FCC, along with other regulatory agencies, have been administering the
laws under its jurisdiction. The probing will extend back to the time the FCC came into

power, as demanded by a Republican member of the committee (Rep. Springer, 111.)

At the same time, the House Commerce Committee will be investigating, roughly, the

same tv field on which the Senate Commerce Committee has spent so much time in recent

years.

The FCC won't be inviting FBI sleuths to screen its personnel and officials for

news leaks.

As a second resort, it will make public the tentative votes in docket cases as soon as the

seven commissioners' ballots are counted.

In making the preliminary votes public, the commission will not reveal how individual

commissioners voted. It also specifically reserves the right to come to conclusions in

the final decisions different from those announced in the tentative decisions.

The final straw which broke the secrecy back was the leak of a preliminary

decision to award Channel 12 to New Orleans and a decision against deintermix-

ture in that market.

Earlier, it had leaked that the first vote showed the commission majority to be on the

side of keeping Channel 3 in Hartford rather than shifting it to Providence. Travelers

Broadcasting holds the Hartford Channel 3 CP.

Latest leaks, filtering out at the same time the commission was concocting the cure, had

the majority voting to deintermix Fresno, Calif., and Evansville, Ind., while voting against

deintermixture in Madison, Wis.

There was final action in another celebrated "leak" case. The commission overruled its

hearing examiner and awarded Miami Channel 10 to a wholly owned subsidiary of National

Airlines. WKAT, Inc., got the initial award.

What apparently influenced the commission were the charges relating to WKAT's ad-

vertising practices.

WKAT was said to have fired free-lance personalities, who sold time on their own

programs on commission. A majority of the commissioners held that this system might

create an excess of commercialism.

Never has the FCC failed to renew a license because of over-commercializa-

tion, though it has threatened to do so. The Channel 10 matter, however, is the

first time the FCC has acted against a tv applicant for such cause.
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DELIVERING
from PITTSBURGH to HARRISBURG

WFBG-TV is FIRST!
World's Best Movies : WFBG-TV has exclusive rights

to the great MGM, Warner Bros., 20th Century-Fox

and RKO feature films that have topped all com-

petition in market after market.

WFBG-TV is FIRST!
Network Shows: Only basic CBS-TV station cover-

ing the area, WFBG-TV also carries the outstanding

ABC-TV programs. WFBG-TV delivers 13 of the top

20 shows.

WFBG-TV is FIRST!
Coverage Superiority: 76,701 more TV homes in

combination with Pittsburgh than any other station

combination in the area. Less waste, less duplica-

tion, more mileage for your TV dollar!

wfbg-tv is FIRST!
Audience Superiority : In this area covering 76,701

more TV homes—from sign on to sign off, seven

days a week—WFBG-TV delivers average ratings

30.1% greater than nearest competitor; 71.4%

more quarter-hour firsts.

For top-audience availabilities on WFBG-TV, check BLAIR-TV or Triangle's National Sales Office today!

Sources: ARB 29-County Coverage Study, March 1956/ARB, Altoona, November 1956

ARB, The United States Television Audience, December 1956



)P AUDIENCE

TRIANGLE STATIONS

WFIL-AM* FIVI-TV
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

WNBF-AM*FM*TVBINGHAMTON, NEW YORK
W H g m - AHARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIAWFBG-AMTVALTOONA, PENNSYLVANIA
WNHC-AM-FM-TVNEW HAVEN-HARTFORD, CONN.

operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th A. Market Sts., Philadelphia 39. Pa.

WFIL-AM.FMiTV, Philadelphia. Pa. / WNBF- AM • FM • TV, Binghamton, N.Y.
WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa. / WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV. New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 4-85 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York



A roundup of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
16 FEBRUARY
Copyright 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

ABC TV is putting up a hard fight to hold the Saturday night Lawrence Welk
show next fall.

NBC TV has rolled out the red carpet for Dodge, offering it the time period cur-

rently occupied by Sid Caesar. (That's also the same period Welk now has on ABC).
Special discounts figure in the competitive picture.

Admen, who have been scanning the new network programs, have a capsule version

of how all the westerns open:

A guy with an outslung gun gingerly walking up a dusty street.

Many a man with a nest egg and passable health dreams of being an ambassador. Not

so McCann-Erickson's president Marion Harper. He wants to head a university.

The president of a top-rated institution of learning is due to retire in the not too distant

future, and one of the successors the trustees have under scrutiny is Harper.

J. Walter Thompson has in Sam Meek and O'Neill Ryan, Jr., perhaps the most in-

dependently wealthy v.p.'s in the agency business. But Dun & Bradstreet might be interested

in this:

A lot of v.p.'s at BBDO are really loaded.

They started to accumulate BBDO stock in 1937 when the backlash of the depression

hit the agency and Bruce Barton traded shares for salary waivers and personal

savings.

This display of faith has not only paid off in rich dividends but accounts for this fact:

The rate of turnover in the upper BBDO ranks is about the smallest in the agency

field.

Ten years isn't much in the life of a medium (or just about anything else) ; but at the

rate tv is aging, candidates for a 10-year club are about as plentiful as Spanish

War veterans.

Among those in the management and sales executive categories with an unbroken tenure

(albeit sometimes changes of affiliation) you can find:

Paul Adanti

George Burbach

Roger Clipp

Walter Damm
Don DeGroot

E. K. Jett

Ernest Lang

James Hanrahan

Harrison Hartley

Roland V. Tooke

Niles Trammell

Edwin Wheeler

88

THEN NOW
WRGB, Schenectady WHEN, Syracuse

KSD-TV, St. Louis Same

WFIL-TV, Philadelphia Same

WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee Same

WWJ-TV, Detroit Same

WMAR-TV, Baltimore Same

WMAR-TV, Baltimore Same

WEWS, Cleveland Same

WEWS, Cleveland Same

WPTZ, Philadelphia WKYW-TV, Cleveland

WNBT, New York WCKT, Miami

WWJ-TV, Detroit Same
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WERE SCORES FIRST IN NIELSEN . . . reaching more homes monthly, weekly,

daytime and nighttime, in its six county Nielsen Coverage Service -2 area

than all the homes reached in the total 25 Ohio counties covered by the

next trailing station.

WERE SCORES FIRST IN PULSE . . . with the greatest total share of in-and-

out-of-home audience 24 hours a day.

WERE SCORES FIRST IN HOOPER . . . leading with almost twice the total

share of audience, day and night, as the next two stations combined.

All figures from current surveys

buy WERE and sell CLEVELAND

CLEVELAN D'S

RICHARD M. KLAUS

Vice President and General Manager

represented by

VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.

N D HABIT
1957 Cleveland Indians Baseball Availabilities Wire or Phone Now!



W/BOty
"The Giant of

Southern Skies"

Video— 100,000 Watts
FCC Maximum)
Audio—50,000 Watts

Antenna Height— 1204
feet above average

, terrain—2,204 feet

above sea level.

WFBC-TV ... 1st in South Caro-

lina "The Giant of Southern Skies"

again gets top rating (by far) in

all data, in comparison with, other

television stations in its home state

. . . according to NCS No. 2.

in South

Carolina!

HERE'S THE COMPARISON
Television Weekly

STATION Homes Coverage

WFBC-TV . 248,990 177,150

Station "B" 198,780 114,240

Station "C" 181,920 102,230

Station "D" 150,110 97,100

Station "E" 159,040 103,600

Station "F" 54>380 19,660

Station "G" 48,050 32,800

Station "H" . 24,620 12,360

For information about NCS No. 2,

and for rates, availabilities and as-

sistance, contact us or your nearest

WEED man.

NBC NETWORK

Channel 4

'

WFBC-TV
Greenville, S. C.

jl

Represented By
WEED TELEVISION CORP.

Affiliated with WFBC-AM & FM
NBC Affiliate

Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

CANDY
(Continued from page 37)

section and is sold as an impulse item.

As food chains move more strongly

into manufacturing, stocking their own
brands and giving preferred display

space to them, national manufacturers

are increasingly concerned with keep-

ing the distribution they have and en-

couraging consumers, whether they

buy on impulse or not, to buy by

brand. Brand identification is the rea-

son the big industry leaders advertise,

and they know they get it from tele-

vision, particularly. They're learning

how to do a more effective job in

doing it with radio.

Even though kids and candy are

synonymous, adults are a big determi-

nant in sales because they are both

consumers and purchasers. That's why
spot advertisers, particularly, are tend-

ing to buy daytime and nighttime pe-

riods when kids are a fairly inciden-

tal part of the listening or viewing

audience. And it's why Tootsie Roll,

the biggest of the network tv advertis-

ers among confectioners, has moved
into daytime tv with women's shows.

Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr., executive

vice president of the A. C. Nielsen Co.,

has cited "new sales and advertising

tools" as one of the 10 basic trends

which have influenced the industry.

"Foremost" among these new tools,

he said, "is television powerful enough

to move the vast output of expanded

factories.

"Television should not be consid-

ered as a high cost advertising medi-

um. While the cost of sponsoring a

television program is high in dollars,

the cost in terms of advertising mes-

sage delivered is low—an average of

$4.59 for a one-minute commercial de-

livered to 1,000 homes."

Advocating research, and investiga-

tion of potential markets, he said

"Don't be afraid to innovate and

pioneer. A substantial marketing ad-

vantage usually lies with the origi-

nator."

Some of these "substantial market-

ing advantages" are seen in the case

histories of many television and radio

advertisers who have been idea origi-

nators in their advertising. These will

be reported on in Part 2, as sponsor

outlines some of the confection manu-

facturers who are now using—and who

have used—broadcast advertising in

significant weight to influence con-

sumer buying patterns. ^

People
"w-lio know

stay at the

• 3 Minutes from Grand Central

• Convenient to 5th Ave. Shops

• All Outside Rooms

• Radio; Television; Circulating
Ice-Water; Tub and Shower

• Superb Food at Modest Prices

• Newly Decorated Rooms and
Suites

• Close to All Theatres

• One Block from Park Avenue

\*3

^"WW
i rvxr.

HOME OF THE FAMOUS

'Hawaiian
Room'

Known For Authentic
Hawaiian Cuisine and
Native Entertainment

$ee your
local travel agency

or write to Promotion
Dept. for Brochure 180.

LEXINGTON AVE. at 48th ST.

NEW YORK CITY, 17

BOSTON—HANCOCK 6-662S
CHICACO—DEARBORN 2-4432
MIAMI—FRANKLIN 9-8331

WSJS-
Radio deliv-

ers more audience

in Winston-Salem
phis a rich, pro-

gressive 18-county

Piedmont area than

all other Winston-

Salem stations

combined.

WINSTON-SALEM
NORTH CAROLINA

f WINSTON-SAIEM
-Gn. I GREENSBORO

'U ^ HIGH POINT

5000 W • 600 KC • AM-FM
AFFILIATE

HEADLEYREEO Representatives
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Latest Bell System control units

speed accurate network switching

New Bell System control unit permits network

switches to be set up and double-checked in advance.

Network switches ran be set up in

advance and double-checked, thank-

to new Bell System control units.

Ten or 1
•") minutes before actual

switching time, buttons representing

incoming and outgoing circuits are

punched on the control panel. Then,

at tin- appointed split second, one

master button i- pushed and all

~w itches are performed at on< e.

I In- first new operal ing center

utilizing tiro control unit began oper-

ation in Chicago dm ing the summer

of L956, followed 1>\ similar instal-

lations in Los Vngeles and New York.

In the near future, opei ating i entei

s

will 1m- added in Des Moines, Dallas

and \\ ashington, I). C.

This development, « hi< h makes

switching faster and more accurate,

i> another example ol how th. Bi I

System is constantly finding new and

better ways to serve the broadcasting

indii-ti \

.

MK BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Providing intercity channels for network radio and television throughout the nation



in the

PORTLAND, ORE.

MARKET i*

CHECK THE RATINGS
• 56.2° Share-of-Audience in

Metropolitan Portland.

• 13 of the Top 15 Weekly Shows.

• 9 out of Top Ten Multiweekly.

Source: November 1956 Portland ARB

KOIN-TVV
Channel 6
Portland, Oregon

Represented Nationally by

CBS Televition Spot Sales

92

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Joseph M. Bryan tin- week was singled

out for a special salute by the Jeffer-

son Standard Life Insurance Co. as part

of its 50th anniversary celebrations. Bry-

an is a senior vice president of the com-

pany and president of its broadcasting

subsidiary operating WBT and WBTV,
Charlotte! N. C. and WBTW, Florence,

S. C. Bryan joined Jefferson Standard Life

in 1931 and has been in charge of the radio i and later tv I arm since

the purchase of WBT from CBS in 1945. WBTV. the Carolina*

first tv station, was established in 1949 and was the first Southeast

station to introduce local live colorcasts (in 1955.1 The

third station. WBTW, went on the air in 1954 as a companion

tv station to WBTV. Jefferson Standard Broadcasting is known
for its popular programing and fine public service work.

Raymond Junkin has been elected to the

position of vice president of Official Films,

according to an announcement by Harold

L. Hackett, president and chairman of the

board. Junkin joined Official in 1953 as

head of the Dallas office. In that position

he supervised station, client and agency

sales throughout the Southwestern area.

He came to New7 York last year to serve as

assistant to the president, and functioned in that capacity until his

election as vice president. As vice president he will be responsible

for relations and liaison with the networks, agencies, advertisers

producers, talent and related services both in the Lnited

States and overseas. Prior to his coming into the television

field Junkin was East Coast sales manager for a \\ eel

Coast cosmetic and drug toiletry manufacturing compam.

Channing M. Hadlock has been ap-

pointed a vice president at Rose-Martin.

Inc., according to an announcement made

by Irl W. Rose, II, president of the 38-year-

old New York advertising agency. Hadlock

joined the agency as director of radio and

television last year. His chief function was

to supervise the pioneer entry of one of the

nation's largest commercial banks into

sports telecasting: sponsorship of the Red Barber showr preced-

ing and following the seasonal New York Yankee baseball tele-

casts. Before his present position Hadlock was with Quality

Bakers for three years as a tv account executive. He also was

with Cunningham and Walsh, Parents" Magazine las radio-h

director) and with NBC on the West Coast for three years. During

the war he was a member of the staff of ^ ANK, the Army weekly.
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in Kansas City

if you want to sell

the rock-n-rollers,

there's a place to go...

but if you wa

the whole fami

it's KCM
Basic CBS-50,000 W.
Joe Hartenbower,Gen. Mgr.
R. W. Evans, Commercial Mg

KCMO ...One of Meredith's Big 4

SYRACUSEWW All-Family Stations.

OMAHAW W

B • p r • • n t. d by KAT2 AGENCY INC

RADIO
590 kc. \ Channel 6
CBS \ CBS

JOHN 81AIB S. CO BlAIS TV. INC

MEREDITH Kadi* cutd Ida^Uon STATIONS
affiliated with IIPlIlT llllllll'S and liiirdfllS and Successful Farming magazines
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cost per thousand is

44% lower than its

closest rival.

OV

O

delivers 5.1 average

between 8 and 5. No
ratings below 4.4

Pulse: Sept.-Oct. '56

covers what counts!

800,000 people in half

millivolt contour.

550,000 of them are

in Franklin County . . .

the home county.

I

Columbus, Ohio

the station with

a personality.

U&e-fke Afote-We

(ml call foiloe

94

Reps at work

Bruce Pattyson, Blair-TV. Boston, Mass.. thinks feature films have

"shown the error of the so-called 'fringe time' concept." Bruce says

that viewer response to quality feature films now being shown in

many markets is dramatic proof of the danger of setting up rigid

buying patterns based upon set, pre-determined time periods. "Top

features with name stars are at-

tracting big tune-ins wherever they

appear on the schedule. Daytime,

weekend and late evening show-

ings have all scored impressive

competitive ratings, in many cases

outpulling far more expensive and

long established network pro-

grams. With over 6,000 feature

films now available for television

showing and more on the way, lo-

cal programing patterns should be

considered only on a market-by-

market basis."' Bruce also thinks that the use of feature films should

make advertisers re-appraise the one-minute commercial. "The

length and pace of high-caliber film programing presently on tv

creates an ideal advertising framework for the fuller product storj

covering all the major selling points that many advertisers and

agencies need for maximum effective use of the television medium.

Harold Lindley, H-R Television. Inc., west coast offices, comments:

"The operation of a branch office of a rep firm is essentially the

same as that of a main office. Problems, if any, are caused by lack

of adequate communications, and there is little justification for such

lapses in this age of the telegram, TWX, long-distance telephone

and air-mail. While each man in

New York gets a large amount of

business from a small number of

agencies, we in Los Angeles and

San Francisco cover many agen-

cies over a larger territory. Ap-

propriations and schedules are

smaller and most of the accounts

are sectional. Many advertisers

have distribution only on the west

coast and are not interested in any

of the eastern stations which we

represent. We frequently work

with a timebuyer for a month or two and then have no occasion to

call upon him again for several months, since he has no schedules

planned for the major markets. During such periods of inactivity

we keep the agencies informed about our stations through constant

contact, but calling upon them is not the weekly or multi-weekly

procedure it is with agenc) timebuyers in a city like New \ork.
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LOOK AT IT THIS WAY. .

.

^*11 OF THE TOP 15

SHOWS IN ROCHESTER
are on Channel 10!

OR THIS WAY...

% OR

JU ^OF ROC

> OF ROCHESTER'S MORNING VIEWERS

HESTER'S AFTERNOON VIEWERS

*
J J '° OF ROC HESTER'S EVENING VIEWERS

SUNDAY THROUGH SATURDAY!

THIS WAY...

OUT OF 570 COMPETITIVE QUARTER - HOURS .

^CHANNEL 10 GETS 384 FIRSTS. ..5 ties

STATION "B" GETS 181 FIRSTS. ..5 ties

Whichever way you look at it... CHANNEL 10

HAS A GREAT BIG LEAD IN ROCHESTER
* LATEST ROCHESTER PULSE REPORT • OCTOBER 1956

CHANNEL
ROCHESTER'S
OWN "BIG lO"
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SPONSOR

More on rate cutting

Arthur Pardoll, Foote, Cone & Belding media group

director, tells buyers to ask themselves a few questions tliat

stations would do well to note. Pardoll, who penned his re-

marks in sponsor's "Timebuyers at work" column, 9 Febru-

ary issue, points out how important it is for stations to

adhere to card rates and how urgent it is for the buyer to

consider, in addition to qualitative and quantitative informa-

tion, these questions: "Is a package rate offered to all? Is

such a rate published on the rate card?*'

The fact that a buyer of Pardoll's stature refers to the

matter of rate irregularity points up the continuing battle

in the industry for adherence to published card rates in the

face of frequent violations. Those who continue to do business

at any price are either desperate or have no confidence in

the facilities they are licensed to provide. In either case, the

disservice to the industry is enormous.

Eliminate the obstacles to spot buying

Evidence is piling up that spot continues to grow at a

tremendous pace for both radio and television despite handi-

caps that would easily throw a less robust medium in reverse.

We refer to the mountains of paper work and the lack of

uniformity that plague the buyer and result in endless delays

that frustrate clients, stations and their reps alike. To com-

pound the problem there are now rumbles that the integrated

media buying system further complicates matters at the

agency level. The popularity of spot has clients asking for

more and more reports with the result that the media depart-

ment gets trapped in bookkeeping (see SPONSOR-Scope 9

February issue).

The obvious solution, at least on the selling level, is the

adoption of uniform standards. We understand that SRA has

prepared availability forms and is working on other forms

t<> make spot easier to buy. These are step:- in the right direc-

tion and should receive earliest industry consideration.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: for the preserva-

tion of free tv as opposed to fee tv. To curtail

the service tr now provides by substituting a

system thai requires a fee is unthinkable.

Advertising has proved to be the best ticket.

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Peace declared! In San Diego, the

advertising agency and tv productions

firm of Robert E. Lee is in the U. S.

Grant Hotel.

Souped up: At BBDO, New York,

robot dispensers of Campbell Soups

(a client, naturally) have been installed

for the staff. According to the release,

one a.e. remarked, "From Martinis to

Miltown to Mushroom—how's that for

touching all bases and racking up a

triple plaj ?" A soup line at BBDO!
Could this be what led ex-President

Hoover to make that "depression" pre-

diction last ueek?

Visitor: During a nightly record show

over WDRC. Hartford, a lost parakeet

flew into the studios and perched on

the head of control room operator

Carlton Brown. One of the theories

advanced as to win the parakeet came
to WDRC is that it was guided to the

station 1>\ some imsterious radar -\

tern that birds have. All right, so it

rode in on a radio wave. But that

doesnt explain why it finally lit upon

Carltun Broun.

Shop talk: Holiday, the Curtis maga-

zine, has just published an "'Advertis-

ing Man's Diary for 1957" that is

sprinkled throughout with a lexicon of

advertising lingo. Random sampling:

Compound fracture

—

Five account > \-

ecutives laughing at one client's joke.

Let's follow it and see what it eats

—

It's a real turkey, but Skinhead's wif<

will probably like it.

That's the way the banana peels- Tin

release will say ice resigned the ac-

count.

Let's not open that can of peas

—

Vve I

gotta make the 5:15.

Arf: From CBS news release Mi-

ter Eve. the talkative dog belonging to.

Henry C. Allen of Panama Cit\. Fla..

won s, .")()()
. . . by pronouncing the

word "Mania" on CBS TVs Good

Morning With Will Rogers. Jr. . . .

In addition to the cash award, the

dog was presented with a huge dic-

tionary. . . .

Educational tv is here!

Fluff: WCBS-TV, New York, has been

getting a lot of calls from viewers

pointing out that in their trailer on

the bate Show, for a coining movil

Louis Pasteur was spelled "Louis Pas-

tuer." Proving Johnny can read!

*

:
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in BALTIMORE WBAL-TV's

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMMING

REALLY STANDS OUT!

3:00
HOPALONG
CASSIDY

Participating Sponsorship

3:30
BUFFALO BILL, JR.

Sponsored by Mars Candy

4:00
77th BENGAL LANCERS
Sponsored by General Foods

4:30
SKY KING

Sponsored by National Biscuit

5:00
ROY ROGERS
Sponsored by General Foods

5:30

ANNIE OAKLEY
Sponsored by Carnation's Friskies

6:00
FOREIGN LEGIONNAIRE
Sponsored by Chunky Chocolates

a solid 3£ hour block of

shows for family viewing
co-ordinated by Jarrett "Patches" Lickle

Veteran of Godfrey's Talent Scouts and Kaptain Kangaroo

WBAL-TV Saturday afternoon programming is outstanding . . . solid

with favorite shows popular with the entire family! "Patches" as M.C.

throughout the afternoon gives it the festive appeal of one big party.

Many of these shows are available for participating or co-sponsorship.

Your nearest Petryman, or any of the fellows at WBAL-TY Sales will

gladly give you complete information.

WBAL-TV Channel 11 BALTIMORE |Q|
Nationally represented by The Edward Petry Co. Inc.

-a-
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RIGHT

TS A FACT! With the ng/;/ two—WFBG-TV,
kltoona, and Pittsburgh—you get 76.701 more

[V homes. In this area—day and night— seven

ays a week—WFBG-TV delivers average audi-

ences 30. I

r
(

'

greater than Johnstown: 71.4', more

luarter-hour firsts. Your BLAIR-TV man has the

[roof: ARB. November 1956; ARB Altoona

Coverage Study, March 1950.

my BASIC CBS-TV STATIOH SERVIHG THE AREA

WFBG-TV
ALTOONA PENNSYLVANIA

© Channel 10
ABC-TV • NBC-TV

Rtprtitnfd by BLAIR-TV
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SPOT GETS *

A NEW DEAL

IN DETROIT

End oi auto co-op
funds pntfl national

spot in challenging po-

sition. Refunds to deal-

ers can mean local sales

Page 31

The new ABC's

impact on tv as

admen see it

Page 34

Why not buy

spot radio and tv

like billboards?

Page 38

Should tv and

radio be kept

out of courts?

Page 41
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third in a scries o\ 12 ads

. . . and twelve months

out of every year

stations

under the sign of MEEKER

benefit by:

SENSITIVE soundings of the

"Pulse of the Business".

We constantly cover the field

to maintain established relationships

with all important sources of spot business.

./US study to research

and develop sales stories

that are clear, accurate and brief...

designed to save the precious time of

media executives.

?P*fc:'

the meeker company, inc.
radio and television station representatives

newyork Chicago san francisco los angeles Philadelphia

k



Yoax taste

can't tell

the filter's

there!

Flip your l\ or radio dial to almost any station, and you'll

meel America's newest filter cigarette Hit Parade. Keynote of

this saturation "spot" campaign is a bouncy jingle which >ings

out the theme, "... tobacco so fine, so rich, so rare, your taste

can't tell the filter'- there." Newspaper advertising also helps

spread the g I word about new Hit Parade cigarettes -made

by The American Tobacco Company. Have you tried 'em yet?

The most famous label .1 woolen can wear is Forstmann. \nd

thi- surveys saj 1- the label that more retailers <l se to

display on women's suits and coat- than any other. But t" belp

Forstmann sell even mure yards <d fabric, manufacturers must

sell more Forstmann-labeled coats and suits. What'- doing it?

A new campaign in fashion magazines for this new client, selling

finished garments directly, selling Forstmann fabrics indirectly.

VOOK!

-.

EACIi >(

VERIfHlN
1

VOOK!
An E.ql. Verilhln »

those numb«
,.lh any

red penciW

...; .> -
1

.- •

. - - "

-

-

-

.
• . .

Scribbles, doodle*, and assorted "lien scratchings" make a lot

of -ense in this new two-color campaign for Eagle Verithin

red pencils. As one ad says, "Look! An Eagle Verithin made
all this line (there's 34 ft. of it I and kept a -harp point. Try this

with any other red pencil!" Punch line follows scribbles, "This

i- the point: Eagle Verithin is the one red pencil that really

stay- sharp." Quarter-pager* run in The Saturday Evening Post.

A brilliant European postei technique goes Yankee in this

colorful campaign for Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation.

Created to -how businessmen the visual and indu-trial attrac-

tiveness of I pstate New York, each ad feature- a different

-<•! tion of this booming area served bj Niagara Mohawk. Series

runs in leading business and financial publications. \d- a-k

for reader response . . . and net it. Prepared by BBDO Buffalo.

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN N C ADVERTISING
NEW YORK aUM» • KMON • Itt fTUO iit'.M or H<v ; 1 ITOOI I

»'- INCELES PITT-Bt P(.H
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Spot gets a new deal in Detroit

31 Chrysler, Ford and CM have killed their dealer co-op funds. Spot tv and

radio are in a strong competitive position under the new buying plan

ABC makes it three big networks

34 Clients and agencies like program lineup, new price policy. See better

programing from all nets as a result of ABC's strengthened position

Why not buy spot like billboards?

38 ^ eiss & Geller v.p. Max Tendrich suggests that spot be bought in guar-

anteed audience packages with no concern for individual availabilities

Should tv and radio be kept out of the courtrooms?

41 Morris Ernst, noted lawyer and Judge Justin Miller discuss the pros and

cons of this hot issue at a recent RTES luncheon debate in New York

Candy industry roundup, part two

42 Sp&t and national advertisers may spend $15 million on broadcast media

this year. Case histories show how candy manufacturers use tv-radio

FEATURES

56 Film chart

26 49th and Madison

61 New and Renew

70 News & Idea Wrap-Up

5 Newsmaker of the Week

22 Reps at Work
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In Next Week's Issue

Let's make spot easy to buy

An analysis of the factors which complicate spot tv and radio buying

with proposals for modernization and time-saving procedures

Coppertone's spot radio strategy

The firm concentrates on weekend-, stresses personalized messages by

local personalities. Out-of-home audience is big target
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Are Your TV Schedules

Reaching THIS MUCH
of Arkansas?

On KTHV, they will!

With 316,000 watts on Channel 11 and with the tallest antenna in the

Central South (1756' above average terrain!), KTHV is seen, heard

and gets viewing response from almost all of Arkansas.

Take a good look at this mail map. Letters come to KTHV from 47

Arkansas counties— as well as from viewers in Mississippi, Missouri,

Oklahoma and Texas!

Your Branham man has all the facts on KTHV — the big buy in

Arkansas. Ask him!

KTHV Channel 11

LITTLE ROCK
316,000 Watts

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President B. G. Robertson, General Managi r

AFFILIATED WITH KTHS, LITTLE ROCK AND KWKH, SHREVEPORT



Now, 18 hours of

MUSIC
with 18 news shows daily on

WJIM-RADIO
Lansing, Michigan

say it with music
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NEWSMAKER
of the week

The news: John /. Ewald, president <>l \von Products, Inc.,

reports sales of $86,826,432 for L956. Revlon's 1956 tales were

700,000. turn retains //•> leadership in the cosmetic field.

The newsmaker: John Ewald reports the hare (Revlon)

did not, after all. catch the tortoise I Won) in the race i"i domi-

nance <mi milady's dressing table. Perhaps ii was because in 1 1 1 *
-

last quarter <>t 1956 \\<>n quickened its pace in advertising. Won
for thai quarter spent $850,000 for spot t\. almost triple what ii had

expended for the firs! nine months ol 1956.

Prior t<> the final quarter of '56 the experts in the intensely com-

petitive cosmetic industry predicted thai the leadership for the yeai

would shift from Avon, traditionall) No. I. to Revlon.

Revlon bad gone all out in net-

work t\ in 1956, investing ovei 16

million i time and talent i in the

-i,j i,()() Question, the $64,000

Challenge and the ill-fated Can

Do. The popularity and aggres-

sive merchandising <>f the two

$64,000 programs gained Revlon

distribution and in-store display

that are without parallel in the

history of the cosmetic business.

Compare the progress of these

two chief cosmetic antagonists

during the two \ears Revlon has

been riding network t\ : Vvon's sales jump from 1954 to 1955 was

about 2.V , . whereas Revlon zoomed 1>\ ~>.V , . Avon's margin be-

tween 1955 and 1956 was 2<>'
, . while Revlon shol up 66%.

Won, which plays its business methods close to the vest, concen-

trates its t\ pitch on creating a friendly reaction to the company -

door-to-door representative. No specific product is pushed on the

air. Ml the direct selling is up to the home-to-home satchel carrier.

I he advertising centers around [\u< simple theme, to quote president

Ewald: "We present quality products in the privacy and conveni-

ence of \ our home."

Revlon's tremendous advantage—and obviously the reason for its

fast growth—is the fad that through network television it is able

to demonstrate the product to upwards of ID million women at one

time. Another asset is the use of demonstrators and company sales-

women in department and other stores throughout the country. For

Revlon. in particular, tv has done two things: it has enabled the

manufacturer to control the demonstration and to speed up the

process of persuading women that thev need the cosmetic.

Though the gains in cosmetic sales have in recent \ears been

spectacular, even more spectacular is this: advertising in measurable

media In the cosmetic field has been increased three times in com-

parison with increased volume of sales. Women today can hardly

turn on tv without seeing the new fashions in cosmetics. ^

John A. Ewald
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popular

film

programs
6:00-7:00 P.M.

AMOS 'N

ANDY
weekdays

at 6

WATER-

FRONT
with

Preston foster

Monday
at 6:30

4
ill

CITY

DETECTIVE

PUBLIC

DEFENDER
with

Reed Had/ey

Tues., Thurs.

at 6:30

with

Rod Cameron

Wednesday
at 6:30 ^i^Bl

J
FEDERAL

MEN

\ «r . 'M

with

Walter Greaia

Friday

at 6:30

WMAR-Tv
• • • •
CHANNEL

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

New York. Detroit. Kansas O'y. Son Froncisco,
Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles



MOW IMTA PtATURE FILIY|{|!

...in market after marke

.In PROVIDENCE ( Rating...with 68.3 Share-ARB)

WING AND A PRAYER, starring Don Ameche

and Dana Andrews, achieved rating more than

twice that of network competition...when shown

onWJAR at 10:30 P.M.

.In HARRISBURG, PA. ( Rating ...with 4I.O Share— AR

HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY, starring

Walter Pidgeon and Maureen O'Hara, ouiraied

Disneyland, Kraft Theatre, Arthur Godfrey...

when shown on WHP, a "U" station.

When you come down to it, numbers can be beautiful. After

all, what is more lovely than a figure that's going your way?

It's so — with NTA's fabulous feature films, which outrate

competition nearly all over this fair Republic. And why not

— when they derive from such stellar producers as 20th

Century-Fox and David O. Selznick, to name only two?

So if it's ratings you want—and name somebody who doesn't

—there's only one thing to do. Reach for your telephone,

Western Union blank, or ball-point pen, and get in touch

with NTA today. Tell 'em statistics sent you!



SKYROCKET RATINGS
according to ARB

In CHICAGO ( Rating. ..with 88.5 Share—ARB) m

OCIATES. INC.

CHICAGO

60 W. 55th STREET • NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • PHONE: PLAZA 7-2100

HOLLYWOOD • MONTREAL • MEMPHIS • BOSTON • MINNEAPOLIS
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MORE AUDIENCE THAN

ANY STATION IN HOUSTON

THAT'S WHAT

WNBF-TV, BINGHAMTON, N.Y,

DELIVERS DAY AND NIGHT

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK-AT

LOWER COST PER 1000.

YOUR BLAIR-TV MAN HAS

THE EVIDENCE FOR YOU.

Also more audience than any

station in Baltimore, Kansas City,

Buffalo, Minneapolis-St. Paul,

Milwaukee and other major

markets; at lower cost than

every station in eight out of

the ten major markets.

Telepulse, December, 1955.

WNBF-TV
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK

QBD Channel 12

NBC-TV • ABC-TV

operated by: Radio and Television Dlv. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts.. Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM»FM»TV, Philadelphia, Pa./WNBF-AM»FM»TV, Binghamton, N. Y.

WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa. / WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona, Pa. /WNHC-AM • FM • TV, New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York



Must $ignificatti to and radio

news of the week with interpretation

m depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
77 PPRR 1 1 A R

Y

c^yrdht IM7 Showmanship," in the la^t analysis, is the gift of propheC) the foreknowledge of what
•pon«or publications mo. will succeed and what won't But after this year's network tv program record, NBC

has decided to huy what may amount to SI million worth of foreknowledge of

another sort—for 1957-58 research.

There's heen nothing like it in the air media on this scale. NBC's proje< t is no

off-and-on "tryout" or "sneak preview" gimmick; nor will it he dream stulT concocted out of

a rearrangement of ratings. Here is what will happen:

1 I NBC will prc-tcst its important tv properties in such a way that it will have both

audience reactions and pre-show ratings.

2) If the show looks O.K.. it goes on; then— after a couple of months—its actual rat-

ings will he compared with the pre-show figures.

Note this ahout the comparison of before-and-after ratings:

• If the matchup is good, NBC will have evolved a fairly reliable prediction tech-

nique. This is a research facet not commonly attempted—the element of predictability.

• If the comparison is sour, NBC at least has an idea of how far its method was off and

can make corrections.

The project already has gone through the tryout stage. Extensive audience re-

search through outside organizations is being made on "Wells Fargo," which makes its

debut on NBC TV 18 March.

In all, NBC looks at it this way: A $50 million program investment for next year is

at stake, thrice that in time sales, plus its standing in the network field. A SI million insur-

ance policy thus looks cheap.

Moreover, figures NBC, research of this kind is bound to produce a lot of by-

product values—both in actual findings and in perfections of technique.

Here are some notes on how tv time sales fared in 1956:

• PIB gives gross time charges for 12 months of network tv as S488. 167,634-.

That's an increase of 20% over 1955.

• TvB estimates that spot tv had a 1956 total gross of S397,498,000. No com-

parative figures for 1955 are available.

NBC TV continues to hammer away in trade communiques its boast that it's

making inroads on CBS TV's daytime dominance. Using January Nielsen advances, it

says:

• NBC now trails CBS by only 11% in the 11 a.m.-l p.m., compared to 28% in the

previous Nielsen report.

• NBC leads CBS by 12% in the 2:30 to 5:30 strength, against 5% in the prior Nielsen

report.

Time, Inc. is setting up a subsidiary division for its tv and radio properties.

Wes Pullen, meantime, has been elected a v.p. of Time. Inc., in charge of all

broadcasting operations.

Pullen will report directly to Roy Larsen, president of Time, Inc.

Contracts for Time's purchase of three Consolidated Radio & Television properties (sale

price. $15.750,000 "I are expected to be signed this Tuesday (26).
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The resurgence of radio is causing restiveness among stations in those

markets where the pie isn't quite so luscious.

They hear about the big spot radio campaigns being dished out. then wonder where their

cut is.

Result: they raise the question of whether they are tied up with the right rep.

Reps specializing in smaller stations say it's been years since they have been ap-

proached by so many stations pondering a switch.

Business continues to look up for the radio networks.

Standard Brands returns to CBS 11 March for a three-week flight, using 10 seven-and-

a-half-minute program units during the day.

NBC reports garnering $300,000 worth of business the past week. The accounts include

Motorola, Midas, Inc. (auto mufflers), and Hearst Corp.

The heat really is on from the competition to get some of CBS Radio's busi-

ness. An example:

CBS is program servicing the Chevrolet five-minute news strips—there are 10 of them

a week—at $480 gross per shot. A competitor offered to cut to $100 net per show.

The catchy label that NBC Radio's vice president Joe Culligan has been

popularizing so much lately—"imagery transfer"—is going to find permanence
in a book.

Culligan has commissioned an industrial psychologist Dr. Charles Winet, to compile

a tome dealing with the scientific basis of the subject.

NBC will send it to college libraries and media researchers.

Agencymen on automotive accounts say the end of co-op campaigns, and the

beginning of the new, factory-directed advertising, will be a boon to spot radio

and tv because:

• Dealers had been too volatile about their media decisions, often splashed all their co-

op money in a brief newspaper campaign.

• Agencies, using professional planning, will urge sustained use of the spot money
—which means radio and tv will get a bigger proportionate share.

(See SPONSOR'S Detroit survey on the new outlook for automotive spending in spot,

page 31.)

While the national rep will gain in commissions because of the end of the automotive

co-op era, the same may not be true for the local station salesman.

Much of his income came from co-op funds. To keep their stellar salesmen happy.

station managements now may have to adjust their losses by working out a dif-

ferent compensation arrangement.

However, local dealers still are expected to do some advertising on their own. It won t

be a total loss locally.

If they aren't careful, incorporated ad agencies may find their undistributed

income taxed as high as 85% by the Government.

Ad agency representatives were warned of this possibility at a luncheon meeting this week

sparked by Milton Mound, specialist in tax law.

A tax regulation, proposed by the revenue people in November, would affect all incorpo-

rated agencies—excepting those whose accounts are serviced and supervised by people holding

25% or more stock.

Also at the meetings were tv program packagers.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

This comment to SPONSOR-SCOPE by an executive of one of the Park Avenue soap
companies pinpoints a trend that is sura to highlight 1957. Note the far-reaching -i-nifi-

cance <>f his observations:

"The current year may be looked back upon as the year of the great media r«--

appraiaal. When the big advertiser takes stock of the fad that bis dollar is Bhrinking
badl) in impression-value, be will put his media concepts through a drastic re-evaluation.

"Oul o| this reappraisal may emerge setbacks for some of the media and continuing
benefits to others."

In short, advertising is li coating relatively more 2) consuming more time as it

becomes more elaborate, and 3) is in for some prions h<>uI searching media-wise.

How are the leading advertisers in nighttime network tv stacking up on a

Strictly cosl-per-impression basis?

Specifically, what would be the end result if you average out the cost-per-1000-homes-

per-commercial minute of all their evening shows?

SPONSOR-SCOPE herewith presents such a tabulation, limited to the 15 top tv network

spenders for 1956. Based on January 1957 time-talent costs and average homes reached

(special programs and spectaculars are not included), the averages look like this:

VDVERTISER

NO.

AVERAGE NET
CPMH-PCM SHOWS

Ford Motor Co. $ 2.13 4

Chrysler Corp. „ 2.24 5

R. J. Reynolds 2.34 6

Colgate 2.35 4

General Electric 2.36 4

Gillette-Toni _ 2.37 6

Bristol-Myers 2.40 3

Liggett & Myers 2.55 5

Procter & Gamble 2.57 9

General Foods 2.62 7

American Tobacco 2.67 6

American Home 2.74 3

Lever Bros. _ 2.86 3

General Motors 5.19 4

WKLY.
SHOW

BILLINGS

t 158,000

135,000

165,000

110,000

260,000

120,000

90,000

150,000

245,000

225.000

1 55.000

58.000

85,000

170.000

WKLY.
TIME

BILLINGS

t 185,000

256,000

240,000

120,000

175,000

145,000

105,000

170,000

270,000

235,000

135,000

105,000

125.000

155.000

Sponsors can expect to pay appreciably more for their filmed network prod-

uct this fall.

Prices on the new product range between S45.000 and S50.000 per half hour.

At the start of the current season, the range was between $38,000 and $40,000.

An index of the new price level is 7 Up's deal for Disney's Zorro The net is $46,000

for originals and $25,000 for repeats. The advertiser hopes to use an eventual hookup of

135 stations on ABC TV.

Latest slugging match for Late Show dominance has the New York flagship*

of both NBC TV and CBS TV in the familiar race for the starting line.

WCBS TV isn't saving much about rating-, but WRC \ TV is waving a special Trendex

showing that on 10 February it got an average of 19.0 as against the opposition's 7.3.

WRCA TV put its feature film on a half-hour earlier than WCBS TV. interrupt-

ing at the 30-minute point with 10 minutes of news. WRCA TV. incidentally, uses feature

films only on weekends.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

\ iewers apparently are unimpressed by what the critics have to say about this season's

new tv network shows. In any event they're spending more time at their tv sets.

That's evident in this set of figures obtained from Nielsen by SPONSOR-SCOPE on the

average minutes of viewing per home per hour.

PERIOD JANUARY 1956 JANUARY 1957
7 p.m. to 11 p.m. 36 minutes 38 minutes

Note: The base is all tv homes.

As every adman knows, his business consists mainly of strategy. This week top

ageney and sponsor generals were going over preliminary maps for next fall's net-

work tv campaigns. Here are the first things they noticed about the terrain:

1) Audiences more and more are leveling off among the three networks.

2 I The right time thus may be almost as important as the right show.

With that pretty well fixed, the next step is to fill in tactics that will take advantage of:

• Marginal time (if any).

• Share of audience carried over from the prior show.

• Unique slants that may successfully challenge an established program. (On this score,

some agencymen feel that by the time you get the third rating you can tell whether to con-

tinue or to duck.)

SPONSOR-SCOPE polled a cross-section of Madison Avenue program people on their

nominations for outstanding draws in one-shot telecasts.

The 10 most mentioned: Marilyn Monroe, Clark Gable, Ingrid Bergman, Bill Holden,

Cary Grant, Marlon Brando, Danny Kaye, Rex Harrison, Katherine Hepburn, Elvis Presley.

Shulton may be setting a new pattern by using a single agency to control the

various commercials used in a spectacular.

The toiletries manufacturer has commissioned K&E to do the commercials on Rogers &

Hammerstein's Cinderella, which CBS TV has scheduled for 31 March. Shulton's regular

agency is Wesley Associates.

The reason: Pepsi-Cola, which K&E represents on the show, and Shulton have

similar integration problems. So Shulton thought it would be more feasible to let the

same agency handle both.

R. J. Reynolds' record sales year (957 million) and net earnings ($62 mil-

lion) has evoked some interesting comments on the role of advertising in the to-

bacco field.

A quick turnover product depends primarily on pre-conditioning the consumer, say the

experts. And with the exception of Raleigh, cigarettes offer no premiums, coupons, tie-ins,

or other hypo devices.

The three requisites for success in the tobacco business are: 1) sound management; 2)

quality product; and 3) topflight advertising.

Management and product among the giants in the field are considered pretty much on

a par. So that leaves but one difference: quality of advertising.

Cigarette marketers, as a whole, don't think there's an exciting outlook for

the mentholated brand, except as a specialty.

Kool and Salem— appreciable spot users—have between 3% and 4% of the market be-

tween them.

What prevents a real rush, though, is that

:

• Many buyers regard mentholateds almost as a medical product.

• Sales fluctuate sharply with the season, somewhat paralleling the sale of cold remedies.

• Sectional popularity is marked.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New

and Renew, page 61; Spot Buys, page 64; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 70; Washington

Week, page 87; sponsor Hears, page 90; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 96.
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Latest

METRO PULSE
Will", firsl all day and night.

Will', firsl 360 out of 360 quar-
ter-hours. In and "ut oi hi

Mon.-Fri., 6 a.m.-midnight.

Latest

AREA PULSE
Will', firsl .-ill day, Will! firsl

263 out of 'J
s> quarter-hours.

25 second place ' i's, none lower.

Mon.-Sat., ti a.m.-midnight.

Latest

AREA NIELSEN
Will! firsl all day and night,

with IJ.7' , share of audience.
W III! firsl every time period.

Mon.-Sat., 6 a.m.-6 pjn.

Latest

HOOPER
Will! firsl .-ill day with 12.2$
of audience. June-Sept., I

month average .Mon.-Fri.. 7

B.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

at WHB 87% renewal

87^5 oi WHB's largesl billing local accounts in 1955 . . .

renewed in L956!

Sure, Will', dominates Kansas Citj on everj national

survey. Sure, Storz Station programming quality al

tracts tremendous audiences which in turn attra i ad-

vertisers. Bui it takes results to make local advertisers

come back for more. And Will; is Kansas City's results

station. s<> much so, thai WHB ba6 a higher percenl

ol renewals for both local and national advertisers than

any other Kansas Citj radio station. Talk to the man

from Blair, or Will: General Manager, GEORGE W.

ARMSTRONG

The Storz Stations
"o day's Radio for Today's Selling

WHB
Kansas City, Missouri

TODD STORZ
;

President

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

WQAM
Miami

Represented by John Blair &. Co.

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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Timebuyers
at work

! !

O

Meat Packers

Bob Palmer, Cunningham & Walsh, New York, timebuver for

American Cyanamid products, comments: "Using radio to sell farm

products has many problems. Some markets for the product are

small, particularly in the South. Local stations are usually too low-

power to comprehensively cover the market, and power-house sta-

tions can cover too large an area

for the products market. Conse-

quently, we use newspapers as the

primary medium and radio as a

su plement. In the Midwest, how-

ever, farm areas are broad and

radio Lest suits the product and

newspapers supplement it. At the

present time, we are testing the

saturation technique in this area.

This is particularly difficult be-

cause early morning, before sun-

rise, is one of the best times of the

day to reach the farmer, but very few local stations are operating at

that hour. To cope with the problem, we must often buy time on a

distant powerhou:e station which is on the air at that time and sacri-

fice local identification. For programing, we seek participations, and

adjacencies to, farm, news and weather shows. These programs are

likely to have a farm audience and easily integrate the commercial.''

KINGAN MEATS, through

Lindsey and Co., reports:

"Trie C/sco Kid played a

large part in the most

successful promotion we

have ever run . . . While

I will not give you the ac-

tual percentage of sales

increase, I can tell you

that the sales increases

were very substantial."

Ask to see more success stories of

1HL WORLDS 6REAJESI SAUSMANl

"THE CISCO KID"

C^rS^^W^

Maggie Thomas, Doremus & Co., New York, buyer for Paine,

Webber, Jackson & Curtis and other brokerage houses, comments:

"To reach people who have money to invest requires specialized

p o^ram'ng. Most of our brokerage accounts sponsor five-minute

bus'nsss-financial news shows on radio. The best time for these

shows is from 6-7 p.m. Each re-

ports Dow-Jones averages and the

day's stock information. They are

slanted to men and we use an an-

nouncer whose voice is masculine,

confident, distinguished vet natu-

ral: has a 'feel" for finance and

infuses the news and the adver-

tising with interest and excitement.

The average Pulse rating is 5, but

cost-per-1.000 is unimportant. The

only real measure of the shows

success is the amount of sales it

produces. To secure salesmen's leads, a free different brochure is

offered each week. Quality is wanted, not quantity. Some stations

ha\e brought a high number of requests—at an advertising cost

per lead of $2-$3—yet few were from people who bought securities:

other stations 1 rought a small number, but a high percentage of

sa'es. Best results have been on qualitv programed network affiliates."
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PIN
POINT
POWER
GETS
BEST
RESULTS

Buy
Tom Tinsley
President

R. C. Embry
Vice Pres.

Radio Station W-I-T-H "pin point-power" is tailor-made to blanket

Baltimore's 15-mile radius at low, low rates with no waste coverage.

W-I-T-H reaches 74c
(

' * of all Baltimore homes every week delivers

more listeners per dollar than any competitor. That's why we have

twice as many advertisers as any competitor. That's why we're sure

to hit the sales "bull's-eye" for you, too.
"Cumulative Pulse Audience Survey

c o F I D E N C E
National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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1000 WATTS

970 KC

POPULAR!
MUIIC
24 HOUM

| AROUND TNI
CLOCK . . .

lAKEAIflELD & KERN COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

1. Hub of California's

petroleum industry

t. Nationally #1 in cotton

13 In agriculture.

of the

WEST'S
RICHEST

MARKETS
Center of Nation's

Supersonic Aircraft

production.

Desert Expansion!

America's fastest

frowing frontier.

1 000 WATTS

1380 KC

-^%
Pi

THI , .Mm
Bi«
Voici or
Munc . .

•OR COMPLITI
ANTILOPI VALLIY COVERAGI

LANCASTER & ANTELOPE VALLEY

CALIFORNIA

^Hp Inquire of

ADAM YOUNG, INCORPORATED
• bout this outstanding

combination buy.

L6

by Joe Csida

or

It takes knowhow to "ad lib"

Having been a working trade newspaperman

for over 20 years I have a large respect for the

writers and ohseners who cover the broadcast,

advertising and show businesses. Having been

a toiler in various nooks of the broadcast, adver-

tising and show business vineyards for almost

five years, however, I must make the point that

I learned of situations and their causes and ef-

fects while actualb working in the field, that I

never would have discovered in 20 more \ears of close observation

as a tradepaper editor, reporter and columnist.

I must make this point because it explains wh) I have always en-

joyed Bob Foreman's Agency Ad Libs column in this paper so

much and it is the basic reason why I found the book "An \d

Man Ad-Libs on TV" (a collection of Bob's pieces) so interesting

and stimulating, even though I had read the columns previously

.

Bob, of course, is the v. p. in charge of the television and radio de-

partment of BBDO. and has been with that agency since April 1939.

BBDO was then billing (as the book's jacket relates) $17,000,000

per year. Today Bob's own department I tv-radio i alone bills

$80,000,000 per year. The agency's total billings run close to

$200,000,000.

Snappy copy for the ""Progressive Grocer"

It is from this background of 18 \ears with the agency—begin-

ning with the time when he wrote ads for what he himself terms

"such raucous publications as Progressive Grocer and American

School. Board Journal" to heading up the television wing of the shop

which has such outstanding shows as Hit Parade, Groucho Marx.

the U. S. Steel Hour and many others—it is from this background

that Bob writes his pieces in this weekly sheet.

The practical good sense, the no-nonsense observations and com-

mentaries with which his pieces are invariablj filled could only stem

from such long, close actual working in and with television and

radio. Yet Bob has never stumbled into the trap which ensnares

most writers on business subjects. He has never permitted himself

to become pompous or pedantic. He never takes himself too seri-

ously. He writes always with at least the tip of his tongue touching

the flesh of his cheek. And often with said tongue pushing against

the side of his face so hard he looks like he's chewing the world's

largest plug of tobacco. His sense of humor, on the other hand.

never obscures the alwaxs interesting, stimulating. usualK construc-

tive points he sets about making.

1 was somewhat surprised (though less so as I read on I to learn

that despite the fact I had read practically all the columns in the

(Please turn to page 20 >
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Omaha's Success Station
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WOR . . . 35 YEARS 0!

On February 22, 1922 WOR began

serving New York. During the 35

year span — 1922-1957 - the city has

grown tremendously and its people

have changed in habit and outlook.

Today, New York in many senses is

not one city, but millions of separate

cities, each created by one of the mil-

lions of people who make worlds of

their own in its crowded privacy.

And WOR serves each of these cities

by providing a program schedule that

is both varied and universal in appeal.

WOR personalities such as John

Gambling, Martha Deane, Alfred &

Dora McCann, Dorothy & Dick, Stan

Lomax have large and devoted audi-

ences who wouldn't think of missing a

single program. And in coverage of

the news and sportsWOR is unrivaled

in New York. The Station's great new

music program "Music From Studio

X" has drawn critical and listener ac-

claim since its inception eight months

ago. And WOR has recently added

these exciting personalities to its pro-

gram lineup; Bob Smith,"Long John"

Nebel, Newsman John Wingate and

the much-talked-about Jean Shepherd.

WOR's firm grip on New York for 35

years is no accident. Like the city

WOR has changed with the times. It

has kept pace with, and in many cases,

set the pace for its audience. As a con-

sequence, WOR has always been and

is today a great advertising medium.

On the opposite page you will find

evidence of WOR leadership— leader-

ship that WOR intends to maintain

and extend.

50,(XX*



EADERSHIP IN RADIO
FIRST IN COVERAGE

FIRST IN AUDIENCE

FIRST IN MAIL PULL

FIRST IN NEWS

FIRST IN ADVERTISING

WOR reaches more people in more places than any other station in

America.

WOR ratings in metropolitan New York outrank all other stations.

(Hooper, Oct.-Nov. 1956)

Every minute of every hour of every day all year long some listener

is writing to WOR.

More people tune to WOR for news than to any other station in New
York. (Special Pulse survey March 1956)

WOR has a greater number and variety of advertisers than any
other radio or television station in the country. (BAR Reports,

Fall 1956)

These are the primary reasons why WOR is . .

.

FIRST IN SALES IMPACT
WOR's extensive file of sales success stories—from sponsors

both large and small—provides tangible evidence that WOR
delivers unequaled sales impact.

RADIO
Jw York, N. Y.

For 35 years the call lct'ers of quality

Key Station of the Mutual Broadcasting System

A Division of RKO Teleradio Pictures, Inc.

Thomas F. O'Neil. President and Chairiran cf tb° Bor-<l

.John B. Poor, Vice-president, General Teleradio

Robert J. Leder, Vice-president & General Manager. V



5000
LIVELY WATTS

20 to 1 power in the

Central Michigan area.

WILS

24 hour broadcasting schedule-

Local and national news 26 times

a day.

LANSING

2nd busiest market in Michigan

— 12th busiest market in the

nation*.

Consumer Markets

WILS
Music w^s sPorts

1320 KC Represented Nationally by

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

Sponsor backstage continued

book, when the) original!) appeared in sponsor, I enjoyed them as

much as if I were reading them for the first time. And. possibh

even more surprising, I was getting more in the wa\ of information

and stimulation out of them, then when I had read them originally.

The reason for this, upon a little consideration, is plain. Bob has

done a truly fine job, not onlj of selecting, but of grouping the

pieces in the book. It is dhided into eight parts, as follow-: ''The

Agency and Its Denizens," "Nuts, Bolts and Commercials.'" "I be

Audience, Confound 'em," "Sponsors, the Care and Feeding Of,"

"The Fine Art of Video," "Research—If You Can Call It That."

"The One \\ ithoul the Pictures—Radio.'" and "Color or Hue.

Whew!"

The eight parts are made up of a total of 63 columns with some

containing as few as three (those on color and research* and some

as many as 18 (the one called "The Fine Art of Video" i
. The net

result, however, is that each piece gains in informative values from

the pieces related to it. Thus, in the "Nuts, Bolts and Commer-

cials" section, the columns on station I.D.'s. I with its astute observa-

tions on 10-second spots) ; the Emotion Quotient (on the self-

identification factor in shows and commercials i : From Print to T\

Copy and How, and Tv Art (two columns) and others almost consti-

tute a knowledgeable, practical primer on effective t\ advertising.

An understanding and compassionate wit

As I've indicated, Bob's columns, themselves contain frequent and

wonderful touches of humor, but for the book Bob has written spe-

cial, brief introductions to each of the 63 pieces, many of which pro-

vide a substantial bonus in chuckles. Many of them, too, contain

words of wisdom, and stimulating philosophical meanderings. And

all sharpen the point of the pieces they precede. Here's a rather

typical one, which prefaces Bob's piece on sponsor detractors:

"I can't say I blame young gentlemen in our business for feeling

cocky or opinionated. However, a cocky and intelligent young "un

may feel so superior to the people with whom he deals that his dis-

dain is dangerous for the company he works for. It is too bad you

have to grow old to realize this. Its much more pleasant to be

young and wrong than decrepit and correct."'

The great thing, to me, about Bob's pieces, taken in a collection

of this kind, is that while he rips apart many people and practices

in advertising, television and radio, he does so with wisdom, under-

standing and compassion. And for every knock piece be writes, he

does another praising the broadcast media and calling for tolerance

for the people in it.

"Yes, I'm looking for sympathy" he says, "not merel) For myseb

but for the guys and dolls who spend their waking and what should

be their slumbering hours in the tv-palaestra. If sometimes, thej

are irritable, overbearing or loaded, remember please that this is

protective coloration which is much needed.

I hope Bob, some day, will find time to do a novel on hi> >m >< >k.

Crappie and Bream. Inc.. agency. In the meantime I urge you to go

get this book of Bob's. It's published l.\ Hastings House and goes

for $4.50 per dip. ^
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I; I spot editor
i column ipontored l>\ one of the leading film producers in telex ision

s \ it it \

NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET

CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

Penney's ""Carousel <>l Cottons" introduces suburban cotton dresses it $2

and in the style ol .i fine fashion showl Beautiful models in .i modern setti

high-fashion photography and style show narration puts lots ol sell in thes<

I in i nine spots, which will saturate multiple markets during .i short, intensive

television campaign. Frequenl use ol Penney's name and promineni label

display strongly identify the dresses. Created and produced by SARRA Eoi

f. C. PENNEY CO., INC. through I III RALPH VLLUM COMPANY l\<

s\KRV. I\(

New York: 200 East 56tb Sneet
Chicago: 1(> East Ontario Street

Wli.n (oiild wIh-i the appetite more than .i big beautiful turkey, roasted to

i -olden brown? \ i u I what * < >i 1 1 1 1 sell buttei better, ih.ni seeing that turkey

brushed and basted with plenty of it? rhis I minute I V spoi Eoi

American Dairy Association is one ol a series extolling buttei as the spread
.Hid ,h a flavorful cooking ingredient. Step by step this particulai episodi

shows preparation and roasting. \ml SARRA's food photography gives the

resuli plenty of appetite appeal. Produced l>\ SARRA Eoi tin Wll RI< \\
DAIR'i ASSOCIATION, through CAMPBEL1 Ml I III V l\(

SARRA, INC.
New York: _'(M) East 56th Street

Chicago: lfi East Ontario Street

1 he newest in the continuing I A . spot seiies foi St. foseph Aspirin stress* -

its disintegrating speed ".I times faster than othei pain relievers tested!"

A dramatic, comparative laboratory test proves another point ol St. Joseph's

superiority. The entire series of 1 minute and 20 second l\ spots is List

paced and exciting. I he product is strongly identified, and the nam< s

foseph is well handled to stay in viewers' minds. Produced l»\ SARRA foi

PLOUGH INCORPORATED, through LAKE-SPIRO-SH1 RMAN, INC.

s\RRA, IN( .

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

I In \ew Lilt Home 1'ei iii.uient is the "fastest, easiest permanem ever"

says the charming nai rator. And a convincing demonstration bears this out.

Contrasting Lilt with a competitive product, this I \ spot shows how easily

the lilt squeeze bottle sprays Lilt on and ingeniously proves its fastei satura-

tion with blotting paper curls. Shots of a model's hah -slioit. shoulder

length—offer evidence that curls sprayed with Lilt "last and last until tin

cut!" rhis series ol t' 11 set ond I A spots was produced by SARR \ foi I Ml

PROC1 ER AND GAMBL1 COMPANY, through i.KW ADVERTISING
VGENCY, INC.

SVRRA. IN(
New ^oik: 200 East 56th Mieet
Chicago: lt> East Ontario Street
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give dominant

Negro coverage in

the 2 top markets

in ALABAMA

]ST
in Negro Audience
(Hooper, Oct.-Nov. 1955)

(Also 1st in Negro Audience in Ceneral

Hooper, Nov., 1956)

3
RD

in total audience
(Hooper, Nov. 1956)

BffittftM

MOBILE

WMOZ
L*' in total audience

(Hooper Feb. 1956)
(Pulse June 1956)

WEDR-WMOZ

For combination rates,

see John E. Pearson

EDWIN H. ESTES

Owner

22

Reps at work

Ralph Patt, CHS Radio Spot Sales, Detroit offices, comments: "The
elimination of automobile factory-dealer cooperative advertising is

the beginning of a pattern that will benefit spot radio considerably.

Other major manufacturers are taking notice of this situation and

will probably take similar steps in their advertising arrangements.

I he appliance manufacturing field

is likely to be one of them. Appli-

ance manufacturers are now split-

ting their advertising dollars with

a limited number of dealers and

sacrificing coverage, among many
advantages. A return to nationally

controlled advertising by the ma-

jor manufacturers will correct

badly conceived advertising pro-

grams that limit the sale of their

products. It will enable the fac-

tory people to: ( 1 1 serve all their

dealers, regional and local, through the use of more powerful and

popular radio outlets for their advertising: l2) find programing and

time segments that are best suited for the products; l3i secure a

low cost-per-1.000 through intelligent and careful appraisal of all

markets and stations and thus their budget will encompass consid-

erably more advertising. 4) Use top talent for ad creation.

George Backus, Edward Petry & Co., New York, thinks that time-

buyers could help representatives and radio stations break the

log jam between 7 and 9 a.m. "Agency people all know that late

morning, noontime, afternoon, evening and even nighttime schedules

can be equally if not more valuable."' George says. "But they all

seem to accept the dictum that

'Buy 7 to 9 only and do not take

steps to educate their clients and

account people to the fact that

very often a careful buyer can do

a better job for the product at

other times/' George points out

that other time segments may offer

higher ratings, lower costs—and

certainly more room for real show-

casing of a sponsor's commercial.

"Besides," George says, "the 7 to

9 a.m. period might not even ef-

fectively reach the audience you're after." In that connection.

George emphasizes that too often spots are bought on the basis of

high ratings without any consideration given to the audience com-

position factor—or the actual selling power of the personality.

"Many shows with low ratings," George concludes, "move products

—and many with high ratings couldn't sell food to a starving man!
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OKLAHOMA CITY
50,000 WATTS

In

klahom
NEW Progra
NEW Person
POWER Unli

ming
liti

ited

IM

A IMEIV

DIMENSION

NOW REPRESENTED BY . . .

GILL-PERNA, ln<

NEW YORK CHICAGO
654 Madison Avenue 75 East Wacker Drive

Phone TEmpleton 8-4740 Phone FRanklin 2-8665

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
2330 West Third Street 57 Post Street

Phone DUnkirk 7-4388 Phone SUtter 1-5568

BOSTON
80 Boylston Street

Phone Liberty 2-6481

[/on the NEW DIMENSION IN SOUNon the NEW DIMENSION IN SOUND ... for Oklahoma City

contact your nearest GHI-Perna office.

'4$k:



ON
SPOT

Capital Airlines and its agency, Lewis Edwin R>

Sold on Spot as a basic advertising medium .

To get its fast-growing Viscount service off anc/i|

ing in a new market, Capital Airlines relies ofl|

Radio. Ten days before a new Viscount flight sell

goes into operation, Capital opens full blast tl

six-week saturation schedule. A hard-hitting.*
round campaign follows, precision-timed to re;i|

businessman who must travel. Early in the m ii*

late in the afternoon, early and late in the e litf

Spot sells the businessman on the economy, luxi'*

speed of Capital's Viscount flights.

Sells? In July, 1955, Capital inaugurated a new V,o«



between Washington and Chicago. By October,

'hey had tripled the service and zoomed from less

)O'

to more than a 50% share of a greatly-e.x-

rket! In Washington, and in Chicago, as in

'•m-line city served by NBC Spot Sales, Capital

;BC Spot Sales-represented stations.

• how James W. Austin. Capital's Vice-President

Vge of Sales and Traffic, sums it up:

kfs problem is to sell seats and to sell them right

o cover the market completely and to provide

Mbility we need in each market. Spot Radio is a

Hn our advertising program."

If you're looking for lightning-fast results for your

product or service, look to . . .

NBCl SPOT SALESfNBCJ
representing these leadership stations

HARTFORD-NEW BR>TAIN—WNBC
NEW YORK—WRCA, WRCA-TV
SCMENECTADY-ALBANV-TROY-WRGB
PHILADELPHIA—WRCV, WRCV.TV
WASHINGTON—WRC, WRC-TV
MIAMI—WCKT
Buffalo—A3, f

CLEVELAND—WHK
LOUISVILLE—WAVE. V.'

CHICAGO—WMAQ, WNBO
ST. LOUIS—KSD, KS:
OENVER—KOA. KOA -.

SEATTLETAC- MO-TV
LOS ANGELES—KRCA

. ORE—KPTV
• CISCO—KNBC

MONOLULU-KGU, KONA-TV
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Fire is pretty nasty anytime— but the day after Christmas it

became a terrifying reminder that the brittle,

grey Malibu hills 20 miles north of Los Angeles had gone for

11 months without water.

Mountain brush and scrub oak can get pretty mean with

11 months between drinks...

Before it ended, the fire had destroyed 40,000 acres, 72 homes

-

had cost one life and 70 million dollars.

Three hours after they got the word to roll,

Special Events Units #1 and #2 were operating from either

flank of the fire line. Soon after, four remote units were

delivering exclusive television coverage to anxious viewers,

and continued to do so for twenty-five hours, until the

emergency had passed.

It was 30 hours before a second television station began

transmitting from the scene.

KTTV was officially commended by the Los Angeles County

Board of Supervisors for excellent coverage of the disaster

and assistance to the authorities.

Fires, floods, earthquakes and such are grim, dirty business—

but, like the man said .'.

.

"If you have to tell a dirty story . . . tell it well . .
."

LOS ANGELES TIMES- MGM TELEVISION

Represented Nationally By

BLAIR-TV

49th an(

Madison

Who pioneered textile Tv

I have just read your interesting piece

on Dan River I 2 February 1957. page

261.

One statement needs correction

—

"How a 75 year old textile firm revised

media thinking to become a pioneer

user of tv for selling soft goods."

We have been sponsoring a national

network show to sell nylon since

November L955. The promotion is

based on "Father Knows Best"' which

is shared with Player's cigarettes. It's

a year round promotion continuing

through 1957 with a complete program

of merchandising support for all soft

goods manufacturers participating in

the program—at no cost to them.

We believe that we have really

pioneered the medium. We had to es-

tablish our own ground rules for none

had been established. For instance, we

produced 47 commercials—on film

—

during our first full year of operation.

That called for a brand new approach

to commercial production because most

of our featured items are found in

the field of fashion. Fashion and film

production deadlines very rarely coin-

cide. But we haven't missed a program

yet!

C. R. Payan. adv. mgr.. I)u Pont

Company of Canada \]9r>6\ Ltd.

• SPONSOR did not mean to imply in the
article that Dan River Mill* was the only pioneer
in soft poods tv advertising.

Radio's rising rates

\ our editorial on "Radio's Rising

Rates'" was a crackerjack. x ou

couldn t have been more right when
you said "that radio has been a tre-

mendous bargain at the price."' As a

matter of fact. KY\ KH is raising its

rates by approximately 1<'!'<. and we
think we are still underpriced. To
justify this feeling, Nielsen's recent

study reveals—just to cite an example

—that KAYKH's daily coverage is 21.-

000 more than the monthly Nielsen

(overage of the top television station

in Shreveport.

When you realize that the top tele-

vision station is operating from a
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l.iKio fool tower with full \ III powei

.inil has been on the air foi several

years, ii is reallj astounding to know

limv strong radio reall) is. \\ ben j ou

considei the cost of television ;i> com-

pared i" radio, I couldn't help but

wholeheartedl) agree with your edi-

i * »
i iaJ thai radio is -till undei pi iced

of course, I am talking about good

radio.

Henr) H. Claj . exec. v. p. \ general

manager, KIIKII. Shreveport

Sponsor-Scope

For some time I have been meaning to

• ell you ot the excellent reception

SPONSOR-Scope receives al our com-
pany. For ;i quick, timet) summan
ol the news thai affects oui end of the

business you have devised the practical

answer for the person in a burn
and most of us are.

Congratulations and thanks for this

new and up-to-date sponsor service.

Robert I). C. Meeker, president

The Meeker Co., Sew ) orh

The long hard sell—Florida style

Joe Csida's column entitled "The Hard
Long Sell Florida Style" in the Feb-
ruary 9 issue was terrific. Have seen

the -how have het-n to Howards—
and Csida's coverage of the telecast

was true blue. Keep up the good work.

Ell Henry, director of advertising,

promotion and press information.

4BC. Chicago

1957 Tv radio directory

I would appreciate it very much if you
would send me a copy of your Tv and
Radio Directory of New ¥ork and
Chicago for 1957. There is one cop)
in our office and a second one is essen-

tial to our work.

Joan Fellerman, production depart-

ment. Geyer Advertising. Xeic York

I would greatly appreciate a 1957 edi-

tion of the Radio and Tv directory.

The one I have is the 1954-55 edition

winch is well worn and wean bv now.

Mar\ \\ . Warren, promotion de-

partment. If TOP, Washington, D.C.
• SPONSOR'S free, new 19S7 TV RADIO DI.RECTORY i, now available. This booklet is an
in»aluable suide In Nam York and Chicago ad
agencies, advertiser-., associations, nets. rep., t\
film WBRM and other related organization*. Re-
quests for copies -hould be sent to SPONSOR'S
readers' service dept.
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No one will "rustle" your audi-

ence when you u>e KSO. Iowa's

most powerful independent sta-

tion. Continuous popular pro-
gramming of music, news and
sports, puts a buying frame in the

mind of KSO listeners . . . just

awaiting your sales "shot!" To
make everv shot count, "zero" in

with KSO!

G(t tht Fads from Your

JOHN E PEARSON Repmrntatix

950 A (

Indianapolis, /»</

Put each "shot" where it counts,

in the "heart" of the steadil) grow

ing Indianapolis market From
dawn to dusk. WXI.W 1

"reach." with entertaining music

and news, an audience of finan-

cially capable husers who'll re-

spond with sales. Put a "hulls-

eye" in your sales message!



£?We
in Cleveland.

Nobody bat nobody can deny the fact that KYW beats every oth

Cleveland radio station from 6 AM to Midnight, seven days a week, in both

NSI ayid Total Station audience, according to the latest Nielsen figures.

KYW's popularity goes around the clock. 89 c
o of the time (64 out of 72 quarter-

hours, Total Station Audience) more people are tuned to KYW than any other

Cleveland Station. And KYW is the station NSI area listeners tune to 58.3% of the day.

When you buy a spot campaign on KYW you are assured peak

listenership throughout tin day and evening.

In Total Station Audience, KYW leads the second place station by 92.9 r
'c and

the third place station by 166.7^c. In the NSI area, KYW has 28.2 rc more listeners than

the second place station and 30.8 /b more listeners than the station in third place.

When you buy a spot eampaign on A'Yir yov are assured of reaching

the largest number of radio listeners.

YOUR MONEY AND YOUR CONFIDENCE ARE WELL PLACED IN KYW.

4\ Clobbet'lobber: Modification of Scot. dial., clabber. SLANG — to defeat overwhelmingly



w*h7,-£WJK -a*> ****&»*> t?W1WS* *

o©
RADIO - CLE VEL AN D, OH IO

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

RADIO BOSTON, WBZ+WBZA. PITTSBURGH. KDKA CLEVELAND. KYW;
FORT WAYNE. WOWO. CHICAGO. WIND PORTLAND. KEX;

TELEVISION BOSTON. WBZ-TV- PITTSBURGH. KDKA-TV:
CLEVELAND. KYW-TV SAN FRANCISCO. KPIX

WIND REPRESENTED BY A M RADIO SALES
KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.

All other WBC stations represented by Peters. Griffin. Woodward. Inc.



KBET's
o

G3GEB3&...A TOP BUY!

...MAKE M RK SHOWS

'Sponsor Magazine

22 December 1956.

Av. '/4-hr. ratings from

Nov. '56 ARB Diary

IT DOESN'T TAKE A MAGNIFYING GLASS

TO MAKE THIS STORY CLEAR . .

.

KBET's "Great Movie" strip averages higher ratings against 3 opposing,

top network programs . . . completely dominates local programs.

TOTAL AREA SET COUNT:

389,301

SACRAMENTO STOCKTON MODESTO

KBET-TV • CHANNEL 10
SACRAMENTO A® CALIFORNIA

BASIC Ky CBS OUTLET

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails
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NEW DEAL IN DETROIT

Dropping of auto co-op ad funds puts spot radio and

tv in stronger position as buying becomes selective

_ DKTKOIT

|f spot radio and spol t\ play their

cards right, the) stand to be big win-

ners now that the automotive big

three have eliminated co-op advertis-

ing funds. This i- the feeling here

in The Motor ('it\ where SPONSOR

came to cut through some of the con-

fusion surrounding the neu hand jus!

being dealt at Chrysler, Ford and

GM. The basis for this feeling lie-

in these new table rules:

1. No more dealer's choice.

^ hile media recommendations from

individual auto dealers are still con-

sidered, the final decision of where

and how advertising dollars are spent

now rests siiuareh with the auto fac-

by Bill Miksch

tories and their advertising agencies.

2. Brand neu- jack-pot. Stakes

will be just as high or higher (car

and truck advertising ma\ edge close

to (250 million in 1957), Factory-

agencv control of this pot means a

new flexihilit) in media buying. I nder

the new plan, dealers no longer ante

up for this pot in the wa\ the) for-

merh did. A Chevrolet dealer, for ex-

ample, used to pay into the co-op fund

about >2(> on each car he bought

from the factory. Now tin- |20 i-

added to the wholesale price of the

car so that, in theorv at least, the

dealer is no longer contributing !•>

advertising but is simpl) paying a

higher price for each car. It i- now
up to the Factor) to see that he gets

the best possible advertising coverage.

These are the basic differences be-

tween the old co-op system ami the

new factor) advertising plans. Their

effect "ii the broadcast advertising in-

dustry ma) well take this shape:

• Agencies uill gain stature.

\uto companies will rel) more than

ever on then- idvertising agencies for

sound marketing advice rather than

adhere t" the old system "f leaning

heavil) on local dealer media prefer-

ence-.

• Longer-term station hays. Fac-

tory-agenci controlled advertising

SPONSOR 23 FKBRlWn 1957 31



Bigger share of possible $250 million automobile

advertising total should go to spot radio and television

in 7957 as marketing comes to the motor capital

funds now give opportunity for long-

range, strategic planning of spot cam-

paigns.

• Mo more angling for local

rates. Since the fund is no longer

local-national cooperative, but wholly

national, there exists little basis for

requesting local rates on the grounds

that '"(><)', of this money comes from

your own community."

• More money for spot radio.

Under the old system, radio was often

bought as an afterthought out of left

over co-op money. Right now several

autos are buying or in the process of

studving heavy new spot schedules.

• Metro markets may gain. Auto

companies are now obligated to give

their dealers widest and most efficient

support. In the auto business, about

65' i of all sales come out of 45

major markets.

• Local dealers and dealer coun-

cils will boost their oicn ad bud-

gets. With the death of co-op. dealers

who want to enlarge their own busi-

ness will have to do more advertising.

• M etwork advertising will be

unaffected. Only about KVA of all

the money auto companies invested in

network shows came out of old co-op

funds. These are traditionally factor)

buys, as are national magazine cam-

paigns.

• Station reps will have to sell

harder. They will have to know their

markets and speak with real marketing

authority in making presentations.

• Possible decline of all co-op

advertising. The move by Chrysler,

pillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllll^ :::; ;,: Iimmillllllllllllllllllllllllllg

HOW TOP THREE
ARE PLAYING NEW HANDS

CHRYSLER CORP. This company which last

year produced 1,077,877 passenger cars and

trucks, will soon refund to dealers money left in

co-op fund at 1 Januan . Thej already are mak-

ing buys under new plan, shutting off schedules

contracted for under old co-op advertising set-up.

FORD Producer of 1.966,474 cars and trucks

in 1956. this companv discontinued its co-op ad

plan on 31 January. Ford dealers who have re-

funds coming should receive them by April.

Companv is moving cautiously into new plan,

trying not to disturb media buying mechanics.

GENERAL MOTORS Biggest producer (3,-

507,115 cars and trucks last year I was first to

announce abandoning of co-op. GM dealers had

complained of inequities under system to Sen-

ate committee. GM has operated under new plan

since 1 Januan ; dealer refunds beina made.

ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii nun urn i minium I miiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiii mi nmiriimmi imiiiiiiiiniiiiiii^

Ford and GM may well lead other in-

dustries to re-examine their co-op

systems.

Chrysler and GM dropped their

co-op plans as of 1 January; Ford as

of 31 January. Accounting depart-

ments in all three firms are now
dividing up what dealer dollars re-

mained in co-op pots at these dates.

The combined amount may reach close

to 815 million. By \pril. all dealers

who had refunds coming should have
received them. These will be for the

most part Chrysler, Ford and GM
dealers in the smaller markets in rural

areas. (Wide-awake time salesmen can
cash in on this windfall by calling on
local car dealers right now. i

Existing media buys made under
the old co-op systems are being termi-

nated as fast as possible to enable the

auto firms to replace them with buvs
under the new plan. Dealer commit-
ments to stations and other media
made prior to 31 December. 1956 are

being examined. In cases where in-

telligent campaigns might be disrupted

or where iron-clad contracts exist, the

manufacturers are honoring tbese buvs.

But before the new plan can operate

at top efficiency, a lot of debris must
be cleared away

.

The foregoing has painted the new
Detroit canvas with broad brush
strokes. Specific details sponsor un-

covered in talks with ad managers of
motor companies and their divisions,

with individual auto dealers, with ad-

vertising agency executives and with

station representatives here in The
Motor City follow in question-and-

answer form:

Q. Are station buys being made right

nou under the neu plan?

A. Yes. and many more are being

considered. For example. Chevrolet

is starting a short spot radio satura-

tion campaign running from 20 March
to 29 March in 400 to 500 markets at

a 26-and-up announcements frequency

.

A 52-week spot radio campaign is now
under consideration at Plymouth.

Dodge Trucks has just made its first

newspaper buy under the new set-up

and may be ready for radio within a

month. Pontiac is thinking about a

13-week. SI million spot radio cam-

paign. Oldsmobile has just begun a

three-week saturation spot radio cam-

paign in 55 major markets and close

to 300 minors.

This latter example might well be
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Dealers "' fissured new program replacing co-op «ill mean '<-

advertising for all. Shown here are members "t Lincoln-Mercurj

National Dealei i ouncil .11 meeting in Detroit tlii- past

Marketing comes t" motordom. Chestei I- Bowie, Mercurj

Bales managei (1), and George S. < oats, gi neral marketing man-

plan new ad Btrateg) made possible througb demise of co-op

tlif key i" the new strategy thai has

come to auto advertising under the

new plan, rhose nearly 300 minor

market- represent a hold-over from

the co-op system inasmuch as they

were just about the extent of Olds spot

radio coverage at the end of 1956.

I'licv were all bein« used at the re-

quest oi Oldsmobile dealers in those

markets. Olds activit) in major mar-

ket- had dwindled 1»\ thai time to only

New "tnrk. Los Vngeles, Detroit and

Chicago. Now Olds has taken a new

look at its marketing strategy, and

built to 55 major market-. It is quite

possible thai strong radio coverage in

these majors will he the backbone of

Olds advertising on a 52-week basis.

(J. If ill the automotive advertising

pot he just as large as before?

A. No reason win it shouldn't be. In

fact, it ma\ grow larger. The old co-

op funds were raised bj local dealers

chipping in ahout -S20 to SoO dollars

(depending on makes and model-'

whenever the) purchased a car from

the factory. In 1956, total passenger

car and truck sales were 6,403,330

units. Taking $25 as an average co-op

contribution, this meant that dealers

put in slightly more than $160 million

toward advertising last year. Industry

estimates for L957 auto vehicle -ale-

put volume at ahout seven million

units. I be pi ices oi these cars to deal-

ei- will be increased $20 to $50 more.

I lii- money w ill ^<> into the factory

advertising fund-. So it sales do hit

seven million units this year, then at

the same $25 average, the advertising

I"! raised through increased wholesale

prices should reach $175 million. The

factories will go on swelling these

hind- with their own money in the

same proportions as they did before.

(J. H hat proportion of the old co-op

I u mis came from i In- factories.

A. Dealer- were traditionally the big-

gest contributors. In some companies
it was a two-thirds dealer, one-third

factory pot. \t Senate investigations

early in 1956, it was claimed that <;\l

dealer- had contributed $70 million to

the CM co-op fund while the company
itself had only put in $20 million.

Nash has been said to be the only auto

company which matched dealer fund-

on the basis oi complete equality.

r ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Except for American Motors and Stu-

debaker-Packard, auto co-op advertis-

ing funds are dead. About S15 million

is going back to local dealers as old

pots are split. Spot is in strong position

under new, more selective media buy-

ing. Buys will be for longer terms.

(J. \\ Imi iilimit Imerican Motors and

Studebakei -Packard?

I. Both these In ms continue to

ate with co-op fund-. However, each

i- studying the possibility oi dropping

them. If they decide to follow in the

footsteps of the three majors, the move
might come this fall when they intro-

duce 1958 model-. In automotive

sales, Mudebaker - I'aekanl controls

only 1 .90' i of the market ; American

Motors
1

-hare i- 1 .95' i . I heir com-

bined -pending in all media i- ahout

U >'
I of all automoth e advertising.

(J. Does the elimination oj the co-op

advertising funds mean local dealers

no longer hair n voice in selection of

media?
1. By no mean-, lie i- simply freed

of media decisions. But if he has any

legitimate recommendation lor an ad-

vertising medium, he will he listened

to h\ the factory advertising depart-

ment who in turn will pa— it along t"

their agency. Vs Richard I.. Forbes,

directoi "I advertising and sales pro-

motion f,.i Chrysler Corp. put it t"

sponsor, "We regard every Chrysler

dealer as our customer. Well always

listen to any thing he has to say

It also stands to reason thai a dealer

with a g 1 -ale- penetration in his

community will always be listened to

very attentively. He probably wil

I Please turn to page 2
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ABC TV's presentation graphically illustrated the network's history of growth over four years, emphasized its growing >hare of top ratings

NOW IT'S THE BIG THREE

Admen view ABC TV's spectacular presentation as start of new three-

network era promising increased over-all audience, better programing

I his week there were few major

advertisers and agencies who hadn L

gotten the message: There are now

three major television networks.

The point was carried by ABC TV
last week with one of the most dra-

matic presentations staged in recent

television history.

As AB-PT President Leonard Gold-

enson indicated last fall when he took

over as active head of ABC, the big

push for major network status would

come in 1957. (See Newsmaker of the

Week, sponsor 27 October 1956.) Last

week the big push got underway for-

mally with a spectacular mass presen-

tation before audiences of 1,500 in

New York, 500 in Chicago. How did

they react to ABC's hard-sell storj ?

A SPONSOR survey found these were

key opinions.

• ABC's emergence as a major tv

network accelerates the move awav

from a tight sellers' market. Clients

will ha\e a wider range of choice in

making network buys and may achieve

increased flexibility in network con-

tracts. Show costs are likeh to rise.

• New monej will he attracted into

the medium via advertisers through

more vigorous selling and greater

choice of strong programing. As Ollie

Treyz, v. p. in charge of ABC TV, told

sponsor:

"We're not seeking to raid the other

two networks. Our emphasis will be

on developing new programing and

new clients for television."'

• Strong programing in ABC T\ 5

fall lineup ma\ force a general up-

grading of network tv programing.

And more and better programing, ad-
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men agree, makes l"i .1 healthiei tele-

\ ision indusl i \ totally.

• II \|;< l'\ .11 hieves bettei clear-

ances as anticipated, -i»>i t\ will bene-

fit too. I here'll be more good avail-

abilitiea and probabl) ;i resulting in-

lhi\ of new money into -|i"t t\ as well.

• Cost-per-1,000 needn't necessaril)

suffer, admen told sponsor. Good pro-

Kramins on three networks ma\ l>uiU

..\ ci .ill sets-in-use.

"^ ou develop ;i biggei and bettei

total audience l"i television with three

strong networks," says Ed Early, Spud

..I manager. "We were better oil as

advertisers when there were four rathei

1I1. in three big genera] national maga-

zines. Tin- same thing holds true for

iclc\ ision."

^.i\- Nick Keesely, Lennen & Newell

\ .p. in charge of t\ ami radio.

"We hated u> see Du Muni go out.

["here's definitelj room for more Bets-

in-use, and three strong networks will

stimulate more total viewing. There-

fore cost-per-1,000 won't necessarily

suffer from ^BC's competitive position,

particular!) if show costs don't keep

rising at the same rates a- Last year.

• \l!( - enham ed positi naj tak

the edge of! government investigations

ill the networks since ii makes the en-

tire ii|i\ ision industr) more 1 1 ul\ com
pel ii i\ e.

• Man) 1 li.-iii- .hmI agenc) men anti-

cipate an upsui ge in da) time i\ as a

resull ol VBC's enti j into da) time pro

graining. Once again, the principle oi

I
ARTICLE IN BRIEF

ABC s dramatic mass presentations

open era of three major networks, ad-

men agree. Clients view strong ABC
TV as booster for total sets-in-use,

and added cause for buyers' market in

net and spot tv alike. Good program-

ing, clearances make ABC big-league.

increased over-all sets-in-use is men-

tioned in connection with a wider

choice in programing. \lsc>. MIC-

precedent-breaking |>ricr polic) (one-

third rather than one-half of the night-

time ralr 1 i> expected to attract new

mone) mi" daytime network television.

I In- portion "I il>- M'- 1 presentation

that's been called the 1
openei

and thai has -iii red mosl talk was the

ii.,, in ..1 \H' I \ - growth in tin- pasl

foui ) eai -. I he > ompel itive 1 al

ind 1
"-1 pei -1,000 figures 1 ited in thi

mass pit' Ii are now being re\ iewed in

man) an agent \ and client 1 eseari Ii

depart ment.

"\\ i- ve all been aware •! VB( I \ -

growth, lull I think most <>f us were

pleasantl) bui pi ised i" see the extent

el it," said the t \ -ra<i i<
> executive "f

.' gianl compan) with grocery- and

<li ug-disti ibuted produi 1-. "' »( 1 oui se

pai ison "I average 1 atings f'.i

liilK sponsored programs tends i" dis-

ci iiriiii.it. againsl the netwoi k h itli the

-1 sponsored -ln>u>. since it- aver-

age will be dragged down b) tin- in-

1 \ itable numbei "I -ti agglers."

The presental ion drew the follow ing

comparisons based on 1953 and 1957

Nielsen average audience figure-:

\I!C I\ L9.0 four years ago againsl

24.6 fur CBS l\ : 27.1 foi NBC TV.
In I

').-,;: \B<; |\ 21.1: CHS T\ 28.1;

Mass presentations in New York and Chicago drew 2,000 admen

Presentations drew audiences "t 2,000 ad-

men. Gathered al New ^nrk'- presentation

(above, 1. i<> r.i were Leonard Goldenson, AB-

PT pres.; Mill Gillogly, \l!i W I astern -I-

mgr.; Hill Mullen, VBC TV a .•: Ollie Treyz,

v.p. in ihar^f of \B< T\ ; I.. F. Desmond, >1-

?.p. fur Dodge; Jack Minor. sis ?.p, PUmouth

Huge tv screen showed rlata projected from coloi

slides, accompanied l>\ full \B< orchestra Uiove,

workmen pul screen into wooden Frame painted

in simulate .1 tremendous u set on stage of

Waldorf's Grand Ballroom. Presentation was re-

peated two days latei in • Iih.il;"'- Hotel ^li'-rman

fur 500. \i right, workmen - si up mock h -

Closed-Circuit, lianilleil I. \ \B'

bile "crash" unit in \XjMnri '

guests arriving on monitors in Ballroom



ABC i ontinued .

ABC TV's low daytime pricing may stimulate over-all daytime tv business

\l!( T\ li!.() in rt--[icc t i\ < Februarys.

During the same period. \BC TV
has increased its hold on first place

among all evening periods in 10 half-

hour periods, as against three in 1953,

out of a total 49.

"There's little question hut that

ABC TV is hecoming fully competitive

with the other two networks," says

Revlon advertising v. p. George Ab-

rams. "As for the clearance picture,

which sounds very encouraging ac-

cording to the presentation, there's no

clearance problem that top-grade pro-

graming won't help solve."

In its presentations. ABC paid spe-

cial attention to the radio network pic-

ture, illustrating how the medium can

add major total impact and audience

to a network tv buy at additional costs

ranging from only 10% to 20% of

the network tv budget. Don Durgin

v.p. in charge of ABC Radio, calls net-

work radio "the newr medium, ideally

complementarx for the tv advertiser."

Using Nielsen figures, he showed

thai a leading hour tv drama reaching

18 million homes a month could add

29% more new homes a month

through network radio at an addition-

al cost of 10%.
He also showed, with another color-

slide presentation, how ABC Radio

weekend news could add 38% addi-

tional homes to the audience reached

by a top tv comedy-quiz which reaches

20 million homes on its own. It could

do this at an extra cost of 15%.
"There's another side to the picture,

too," Durgin said. "An advertiser who
translates a good television propertj

into a radio show gains an important

plus. By adding the same property in

radio, you not only add circulation to

your franchise, but important mer-

chandising, dealer-distribution and

audience promotion support as well."

He gave special mention to Tintex

and Jet Bon Ami network radio com-

mercials as being outstanding examples

of good visual adaptation into radio

terms.

ABC TVs new fall programing is

built around developing tv stars of its

own, rather than raiding the other two

major networks. Most of the adver-

tiser excitement was stirred by the

Frank Sinatra series, the Mike Wallace

interview shows and the new full-hour

mystery series being produced by
MGM for ABC TV. There'll also be a

new musical program built around Pat

Boone, a recording star new to tv.

A new Disney program, Zorro, will

be sponsored on an alternate-week ba-

sis by 7-Up, which has been active

only in spot prior to this effort (plus

brief participations in ABC TV's Cir-

cus Time in winter 19501.

"The programing outlook for fall

seems exciting," says John Kennedv,

Bristol-Myers brand advertising man-

ager. "If they can also deliver the

station lineup they suggested in the

presentation, they'll be intensely com-

petitive."

Other new shows mentioned in the

presentation included a situation com-

edy, Tin Pan Sally, and a new big-

money quiz. Fame and Fortune. Other

programing plans will stress action

and Westerns.

"It strikes us as a little bit too

weighted toward action programing,

but if that's what the public wants.

they've got the right idea," said the ad

Fall programing lineup includes two major

personalities new to network t\ : Mike Wal-

lace (above) and Frank Sinatra. The lattei

will Mar in two full hour shows as well

as package a weekh half-hour film series

Station clearance problem ' s expected to ease as result of strong programing star-

ring personalities like Sinatra and Wallace in new net shows. Presentation (above) showed

a\erage ABC T\ -how toda) gets 87.8% of total coverage with 119 station lineup, antici-

pates 92.3' , coverage for average fall program with expected 130-station lineup



managei ol a majoi food advertiser.

•

( me c.f the troubles is thai this t\ pe

11! programing ma) gel mixed adull

viewing, bul it's nol reall) concen-

trated \ iew ing "ii the pai 1 "I women.

\iii.i!hi new show plan I t"i 1.1II

i- designed nol onl) to have family-

appeal, l>ut has a female stai .
It s

Publicity Girl, uith Jan Sterling.

\ru programing now being pre-

pai '''I b) \\ ai nil lii os. Si udios h>i

\l'>(! T\ include an hour-long alter-

nate-week him —In

»

w with emphasis

upon the W est. I \ in. al t it I *— are

Trouble Smith. Oklahoma Knf. I In-

Texan. Warner is also preparing

tmozon Trader, a weekl] balf-houi

adventure program.

I here's also a new famil) -appeal

series starring an animal, Snowfire,

about a white stallion and the li\<-

jrear-old daughtei ol a widowed
rancher who loves the horse.

Daytime plans aren'l full) developed

j et. \l'>< I \ did announi > one dail)

half-hour feature called Glamor Girl,

in which makeup artists and designers

will transform average uiil- into

iiii>\ ie queens."

Most admen felt thai while the prod-

uct shown looked exciting, it i- -till

too earl) to evaluate the fall VBI I \

programing lineup. So much of the

strength "I the lineup will depend

upon the programing opposite as well

as upon individual program station

clearances.

'in network t\ toda) \"ii can't take

am single show oul of context, in-

cluding such promising and glamorous

programing as a Sinatra show," said

a drug brand ad manager. ""I mil you

know the adjacencies, the pricing,

clearances and shows opposite, \<>u

can't properl) evaluate a show buy."

\ meat deal nf speculation resolves

around \!'.( l\ s daytime programing

and new pricing.

"The new daytime pricing is won-

derful sales strategy," -a\s Harold

Dobberteen, Bryan Houston v.p. in

charge of media. *'lt take- courage to

break through a 30-year tradition and
this move is \er\ likeK to attract cli-

ents to ABC T\ ."

It is generally agreed among clients

and agencymen alike that the mass
presentation- in New York and Chi-

cago have helped catapult ABC TV
into the "big three.'" and that they're

paving the \va\ for intensely competi-

tive inter-network salesmanship for

fall. +
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DISCOUNT HOUSE HAD TV

TROUBLE— THEN, ZOWIE!

J^.iiriiej i\ ami the discount house, both lust) postwai

babies and both contributors to the i urrenl marketing revo-

lution, i- not always as simple as it mighl sound. Bul

the loi mill. i i- found zow ie!

i ase in point: Tellei -. a two-store discount house in

the San Diego area now going great guns with i\ as the

majoi artillery. (Foi anothei example ol how video jazzed

up the cash registers Foi a discount house, -• • I in a

discount house afford to use tv?" sponsor, l_' fanuar)

1957.)

Teller's is run b) an erstwhile World Wai II flyei b) the

name of \|\in Strep. I he chain i- named aftei J.i> k Teller,

a partnei whom Strep bought oul about _''- years ago. Ihi-

acl was the first step ol Strep's in doing awa) with the

card-holding device, which so man) discount bouses used

i" jet of! thi ground, and expand the store into a market

place for the general consumer. Hi- nexl step was to

more cooperation from his suppliers, who. to put it mildly,

were not overly-excited about Strep's price-cutting advertis-

ing. He chose t\ to gel his message across to the San I
1

public and retained an ex-arm) budd) to acl a- his ad

director. The latter"- job: find the right t\ approach.

First tv efforts went sour

Strep's first t\ efforts went sour. He tried announcements

on \| I \ along with a 15-minute live sports -how. then

went over to KFSD-TV, where In- tried another -ports

-how. with a local baseball personality doing the announc-

ing. \liri dropping thi-. Strep and hi- budd) produced an

interview show on KFSD-TV with controversial elements

and with one ol San Diego's leading new-men. Lionel Van

Deerlin. as moderator. Finally he tried a half-hour syndi-

cated program, < raig Kennedy, Criminologist, on tin- same

station. No dice.

Two factors Gnall) turned the tide: ill availabilities on

a Saturda) nighl feature film pro-ram on KFSD-TA and

<2< the decision to let Strep do his own announcing. The

commercials were long hut the format was low pressure.

Speaking in a natural tone ot \,,n -. Strep used a gem ralized

cop) line stating that shoppers could save b) buying at

Teller-.

The effei t was almost instantaneous. Strep shortl) after-

wards
I
August, L955) moved from his rather small si

to a new location with no parking problem- 'and right

across the street from Sears, Roebuck, no less). He al-o

increased his t\ coverage b) buying into another Kl >I)-T\

movie show. I.a-t August, Strep opened his second -'

\nd he's -till announcing, naturallv. ^
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Max Tendrich, vice president of Weiss & Geller, New York, sug-

gests a change in the method of spot buying in the article below.

The sale of outdoor advertising in guaranteed coverage packages

provides his theme. Spot, he says, could be bought on a guaranteed

audience basis through station packages which would meet the

requirements of most advertisers with a minimum of paperwork.

«WHY NOT SELL SPOT LIKE Bit

Guaranteed audience packages would eliminate a large part of the problems and

paperwork now involved in the placing of a spot radio or tv schedule

L et's make radio and tv spot an-

nouncements easy to buy. This will

bring more business at a greater profit

to the stations and encourage the

greater use of broadcast media by ad-

vertisers and agencies.

The buying of broadcast media is

much too complicated. What a differ-

ence when compared to the purchase

of an outdoor advertising showing!

Let's assume that there is a choice of

the selection of media for Product X
between 24-sheet posters and spot ra-

dio for the Philadelphia area. The

agency media buyer refers to the cur-

rent National Outdoor Advertising Bu-

reau Poster Manual and "quietly" de-

termines that he can buy in Philadel-

phia a 100% showing of 64 illumi-

nated posters and 44 un-illuminated

posters for $5.400—or a 50' < showing

of 32 illuminated and 22 un-illumi-

nated posters for $2,700—or a 25%
showing of 16 illuminated and 11 un-

illuminated posters for $1,485.

He knows that for his client's $5,400

a month, he can saturate the Phila-

delphia market with outdoor posters

because the outdoor plant operator

(who maintains a total of $2,655 post-

er panels that he services I , has selected

108 posters that will give an advertiser

exposure to the maximum number of

people during a 30-day period—or for

$2,700 an advertiser can expose his

message to 50% of the maximum.
The outdoor people maintain a Traf-

fic Audit Bureau which, like the broad-

cast rating services, estimates the num-

ber of outdoor travelers, auto or pedes-

trian, who pass by and have a chance

to see an outdoor showing. Utilizing

these figures, an outdoor plant can tell

an advertiser how many people can be

exposed to his message during a

month's period.

The client okays the expenditure for

the 100% showing and the agency me-

dia buver orders the showing b\ con-

ducting through the National Outdoor

Advertising Bureau.

\\ ill all the good locations be taken

by the large long-term advertisers?

No. In every showing the outdoor

plant operator allocates a fair share of

all different types of locations so that

a 100% showing can be compared in

value with any other 100% showing

heinji used. \ll of the locations are

selected in advance in accordance with

this pattern to give every advertiser a

share of the better travelled locations.

What happens when the media buy-

er begins to try to expend $5,400 in

spot radio today?

Assume Product X calls for appeal

to both sexes. The agency calls on the

representatives of those stations w itli

whose rating information and coverage

data he may be familiar and asks for

availabilities. Back comes a list of

spots available with rating information

of the stations contacted, programs

and personalities which may not be

familiar to the buyer. So the buyer

proceeds to try to make up a sched-

ule. Very soon he notices that there

are fewr early morning availabilities

and few good daytime network breaks.

and not too many spots between 5 and

7 p.m. So he proceeds to pick and

choose among the stations, unable to

put a saturation on any one because

of the lack of suitable spots—and he's

therefore unable to earn maximum dis-

counts.

His selections are then typed for

presentation to the client. The client

comments on the lack of suitable time

periods and sa\s. "Aren't we better off
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CARDS? 11

How billboards

are bought

buying billboards

not
i

> i r • base individual

post ere 01 lot ationa. I bi j buj

-I|CI\\ ill^-. H lli' '

ol guaranteed i iri idation.

tO -.ilni.il. .1 in. i>
I

00' . show in- i- pup I

["hen I no

monopoly "f tin- "best -i

in newspapers, or outdoor, where we

don't have to take second best, where

ever} advertiser has the same oppor-

t ii ii it > for exposure?" Maybe he says:

"Lei > imis Inn the better spots and

Bave ili«' balance for good openings"

so he and the agenc) proceed to weigh

the merits of each spot. Nexl daj the

timebuyer i- instructed to order.

lie calls the rep to place the order,

but two hours later the rep calls him I"

-a\ certain spot- arc tin longer avail-

able but the station has offered others

as replacements. Timebuyer to ac-

count exec to client back to account

exec to timebuyer to rep to station for

decision on replacements. \n extraor-

dinary effort 1>\ all parties to place one

broadcast schedule.

But all i- not finished; a week later

the rep calls the timebuyer saying two
s|)ot> were not broadcast that week

because the hall game ran over into

extra innings. Do we want a make-

good or a credit? Station offers make
goods; can we get client to oka) ? Rep
to timebuyer to a e tn client to a/e to

timebuyer to rep to station to oka) the

makegoods. Much ado about a make-
good- -much effort and a lot of paper

work l»\ all of the parties involved.

I hi- i- a dailj occurrence \\ ith main

media bu) ei s.

Radio i- better than ever.

I heir are waiting li-t- for advertis-

ers, but tnostl) during certain time pe-

i iods namel) 7-') a.m. ^ et \\ hat

alioul all that afternoon and night

time.'' Consumers also listen during

these periods. Will advertisers stop

advertising and selling because of wait-

ing li-t-.' No, they'll take their mone)

elsewhere, and this mone\ i- lost to

I roadcast media.

Win don't hroadcasl stations, both

radio and t\. arrange their spot broad-

casts so that am one advertise! cannot

gel am special preference over an-

other." This mean- that Stations will

E
ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Lets make spot radio and television

easier to buy, says Max Tendrich of

Weiss & Celler, by substituting satu-

ration packages for present method

of individual availabilities. As with bill-

board 100°o showing, saturation would

be base, smaller packages available.

-ell total schedules rather than indi-

\ idual spots
I
similai t" purchasi

_' l--hcci outdoor postei advertising

\n advertiser would buj from a sta-

tion a 10095 show ing spots w hich the

station has selected that reach, in ac-

1 ..I dance w ith an approved 1 ating

tem 1 .1 system which i- non-existent

toda\ 1. a saturation of the market.

Suppose .it Stat ion \ 30 annount e-

ments
I six between 7-9 a.m.; -i\ be-

tween 9-1] a.m.: -i\ between 11 a.m.-

3 pan.; sis between '>' p.m.; and six

between 7 p.m. -12 midnight) total

I
nit points. 'I will not gel into the

duplication and unduplicated hassle.)

The station would program a certain

number ol these show ings as well

certain number of 50^5 01 representa-

tive show ings and a number of mini-

mum show Ings.

I ach of these plans would be priced

advantageously; an advertiser buying

spots individual!) outside of this plan

would pay a premium. At the end of

the month, the station would submit

normal affidavits as to the number and

time ol broadcasts. Ni s;er would

calls foi availabilities be needed. Most

of the paperwork would \><- eliminated.
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Saturation packages would simplify spot

buying and prevent monopoly of "best" times by big clients

Reps would now sell their stations" pro-

graming, stature in market, personali-

ties and merchandising help instead of

being mere clerks and bookkeepers.

Advertisers and agencies would now

be able to tell verv cioselv what a ra-

dio schedule would cost in any num-

bei of markets. There would not be

any delav^ in getting schedules on the

air, provided stations had these satu-

ration units available. In outdoor,

plant operators are sometimes sold out

of showing; but there are other broad-

cast stations in the market that can

offer these saturation units. Thus, if

one station does not have a 100% unit

available, an advertiser can buy two

(50%) units on two stations.

Now7 you readers are sav in<i "dream

on." What central authority can be

conjured up to determine what makes

us these 100',. 5095 and 25% units

on a particular station? This brings

up that matter of rating coverage

sen ices.

Yes. we'll have to wait until the

broadcast media comes up with a Traf-

fic Audit Bureau, which does the job

for outdoor, or the Audit Bureau of

Circulation, which does the job for

publications. Yv hv not a new BAB

—

Broadcast Audit Bureau—to which sta-

tions, advertisers and agencies would

subscribe? This new rating service

would offer to stations ratings for the

time periods that make up the satura-

tion units rather than the current

quarter-hour hocus pocus.

Now if a couple of announcements

are pre-empted, the station automati-

cally substitutes equivalent spots with-

out any more "Teacher, may I leave

the room?" permissions.

This '"new" method of buying ap-

plies to spol tv as well as spot radio.

Suppose an advertiser wished to

reach a particular segment of the audi-

ence rather than the whole familv.

Saturation units can be worked out

for the male-only, female-only, chil-

dren-onlv advertiser at a premium.

You can specify positions in a news-

paper, often at a premium for guaran-

tee of special positioning.

The class "AAAA" breaks (also

non-existent but potentially under fu-

ture rate-card revisions) and "I.D.'s"

in nighttime tv would be offered the

iun outdoor spectaculars on rotary

plans are sold.

Spots around high - rated shows

would be rotated among advertisers.

They would still be sold according to

100%, 50% or 25%) saturation units,

but no advertiser would have any one

schedule for more than a limited pe-

riod (if there were a waiting list
I

.

For example, an advertiser might have

the breaks following Lucy, following

I've Got a Secret, and preceding Studio

One for the 100% unit; this would

then rotate with the unit consisting of

an Ed Sullivan, Jackie Gleason and

Phil Silvers spot.

All of this should make broadcast

media easy to buy, would not give

preference to anyone, would encourage

the use of radio and tv at all times of

the broadcast day.

A few7 further observations about

the radio and tv business, this from the

purely bookkeeping side.

Most agencies and clients agree on

weekly expenditures for radio and tv

in various markets, and orders are

placed that way. Yet stations insist on

sending bills for individual spots.

When the end of a month falls in the

Do you agree with the author?

The rapid growth of the spot media has aggravated mechanical

difficulties inherent in the present buying svstem. Do you agree

with the ideas forwarded bv Tendrich to eliminate the complexities

and paperwork of spot buying? SPONSOR welcomes comments and

suggestions related to this article and the general problem. Address

letters to sponsor, 40 East 49th Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Ill Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIH Illlllllllllllll il

middle of the week, agenev billing to

client, and station billing to agency,

never agree. Because of omissions and

make-goods, station billing practices

further confuse agency bookkeeping.

Inasmuch as the original budgeting

and buying was on a weekly basis,

why don't stations bill vveekh—or bv

weeks—and if spots are omitted, credit

accordingly?

In conclusion let me make clear

that despite difficulties experienced in

placing spot schedules, the spot radio

and tv media are nonetheless reward-

ing for the advertiser. Even if no

changes in buying procedure evolve.

the spot media will continue to grow

because of their advertising effective-

ness. But it is mv contention that thev

can grow faster and be more effective

for more advertisers if a wav is found

to hack through the paperwork and

delays which can plague buying today.

It is the growth of the spot media,

actually, which has created the prob-

lems we have been discussing. A
system of buying and selling which

was adequate 20 years ago is being

outmoded today bv the size and stature

of the spot media. It should be noted,

however, that both those who buy and

sell spot have worked long and hard

to overcome the difficulties inherent in

spot placement. It is not the individ-

uals who are at fault but the system

which has evolved.

We have seen, however, that it is

possible to solve spot problems which

were once considered insoluble. For

example, spot television billings fig-

ures by advertisers are now published

regularly each quarter by the Televi-

sion Bureau of Advertising. The

Station Representatives Association has

made big strides toward a similar re-

port in spot radio via its monthly bill-

ings totals for the spot radio medium.

If these two previouslv "impossible

problems could be solved, then it is

not over-optimistic to believe that new

buying systems can be created. The

same ingenuitv with which buyer and

seller now w:ork within a cumbersome

buying svstem should be applied to

making adjustments in the svstem

itself. ^
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Throughout tin- nation the issue oj courtroom • "< i ra > En /' <mil

radio is being pressed by nations attemptin erse rutin • which

/mi thru entry into the courts. I concise discussion oj the problem

iin\ heard at a recent 1(1 1
s luncheon debate m Seu York. Below an

edited excerpts from talka by n orris Ernst and fudg< fustin Miliar

Yes says Morris Ernst, ur •'" |1 " 1 readj Eoi broadcast >><\'< No says Judge Justin Miller, court broa • inevitable

SHOULD TV AND RADIO BE
KEPT OUT OF THE COURTROOM ?

A possible conflict between basic rights of free speech

and <lnc process of law is behind this hotly contested issue

i morris i RNS i
I

I here are questions in

ni\ mind about having television in the

courtroom and I 3ee nothing which gives me answers.

\\ hat about the effect of t\ on witnesses? Some will enjo)

acting, some won t. I'm assuming the) won't see the camera,

hut won l the) be conscious ol il ? \\ on'l it in\ ite histrionics

or make ii more difficult to gel testimony ?

What kinds "I cases do we televise? Criminal rases?

Prostitution cases? Do you gel a bigger sponsoi and

more mone) il you televise Jelke than if vou do some
important issues.

I am concerned about the ultimate decision as to sponsor-

ship. If litigation now pending of Zenith against RCA were

to be sponsored In CBS, how <lo you feel about it? What
about a teetotaller witness sponsored 1>\ a beer ad?
Who i- to do the picking a- to what part of the case is

shown so as to have a balanced -how.'

Is this an instrument of national distribution or local?

I am concerned about situation- where there i- onl\ one

newspaper and one radio station.

There is here a clash of two values. The value of an
informed public seeking the truth. The other is due process,

another kind of search for truth. The search in the court-

room. It ought to be considered, before we decide to televise

the court-, how much we are nudging llii- most delicate

search out of its proper path. ^

Wl^ ^^ '.il in.
i II -I in M I i.i.l.K I propo-e that we -hall

'^ ^^ pr\ loose the hold which ha- kept broadcasting

"lit "I the courtroom, !>\ such methods as ma) be necessary

and with the proper safeguards I" insure due pn.ee--. If

\ mi come into a courtroom properl) equipped and willing

to exercise your power as a conveyor of information, the

judge, under due process of law has no power to evlude

5
mi from the courtroom.

Some judges think the) have, hut the Supreme ( ourt has

expressl) rejected that. It said in effect judges have no

greater power to censoi oi exclude than Ise.

Mr. Ernst and I agree that .1 court should have the

powei to preserve order, and anyone who interferes with

the dignit) "I the court should be excluded.

The psychological hazard which i- imputed to television

is, I think, largel) fictional. Have you ever observed ai

getting disturbed by being televised? In lexas at a demon-

stration case, testimon) was t" the effect that individuals

did not know the) were being televised even thou

were told in advance.

The whole thing i- a gradual growth from the

the ecclesiastical and stai chambei courts. I rsl I

ence, then the pamphlet, then th v •
I

and t\ which expand the vision of the people. Inevitably

we an- coming to the recognition "I this new form of

information to the people. ^
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A SPONSOR product roundup (1'urt 2 of a two-part report)

CANDY ON THE AIR
Confection manufacturers'' use of television and radio indicates

the bigger firms are progressive hut the candy industry isn't

\^and\ manufacturers are sweeter on

television and radio than they are on

advertising generally.

As detailed in Part 1 of this cand)

industry roundup, published 16 Feb-

ruary, SPONSOR estimates about a third

—$15 million—of all advertising money
being spent this year by candy and

confection concerns will go to the

broadcast media. Yet of the $45 mil-

lion anticipated as advertising ap-

propriations for the entire industry

this year, some $33.7 million will he

spent by the 38 top-volume companies

in the held.

By and large, these industry giants

are the giants in the confection group

using television or radio advertising.

SPONSOR estimates that most of the

$15 million which may go to tv and

radio this year will be entered in the

television column, with emphasis on

sjiol rather than network. In radio,

spot likewise gets the candy advertisers'

nod. This figure represents only es-

timated national billing—network and

spot and does not include the many
thousands of dollars which will be

spent at the local or, in some cases,

regional level.

Advertising revenue comes from

three sources within the candy in-

dustry: (1) manufacturers, (2) manu-

facturer-retailers, the producer who
also operates retail outlets, and (3)

independent retailers, such as candy

and confection stores and candy de-

partments of department stores.

sponsor, in talking with candy

manufacturers, executives in the ad-

vertising agencies servicing confection

accounts, and representatives of re-

search and marketing associations, at-

tempted to draw a profile of how

these sponsors are currently using the

broadcast media.

Here are some of the broad-stroke

outline- which indicate the status quo

—and the future possibilities—among
cand\ advertisers on the air.

Media: Television seems to be pre-

ferred b\ advertisers making branded

products with a more obvious appeal

to youngsters. This is particularly true

for the nickel candy bars, and for pack-

aged lines available in supermarkets.

The heaviest radio schedules are placed

by those manufacturers producing a

higher priced product, such as a dime

bar or a box of chocolates because

radio delivers them an all-familv or

adult audience. The adult—particu-

larly the woman— is a secondary tar-

get in the sales goals of most tv buyers.

Programing: Because youngsters

are still the biggest candy consuming

--v

Leaders in sir media have varying prob-

lems and usage. Peter Paul, with Almoin!

Joy and Mounds liars, seeks different au-

dienee from Whitman';- boxed chocolates

Program favorites in tv are still kid

shows; in radio, daytime program- with all-

famih or housewife appeal. Trend is

to tv shows and radio announcements

,*!*<«

£2k
f
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w
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ARTICLE IN BRIEF

What arc candy companies buying with

their estimated $15 million in broad-

cast media? Part 2 in this series shows

cross-section of national and regional

advertisers using network and spot.

Trends: longer contracts, harder copy,

more frequency, new merchandising.

group and are mosl responsive t" tele-

vision advertising, candj companies

using t\ concentrate in and around

kid shows.

Accounts interested in reaching

women onlj or adult- in television

choose all-famik program appeals and

adjacencies to general network shows

or such popular local features as news-

casts. In radio, there i- a lessening of

ram purchase and a continuing

trend toward spol announcement parti-

cipations or adjacencies.

Copy: Radio copj stresses repeti-

tion, and t\ cop) liits hardest on l>rand

identification and packaging. \- com-

petition within the candj industry in-

tensifies, and as the t\ and radio

marketplaces grov ever more crowded

with spot advertisers, there's stronger

pressure for more attention-getting

copy. In t\. advertisers think the at-

tention factor is heightened for

youngsters, especially with use of a

strong personality with whom the tots

identify or with use of catch) animated

cartoon films.

Seasons: The <an<l\ iinlu-ti\. tra-

ditionally pull- hack on advertising

and promotion budgets during the

summer months. This i- especiall) true

of the chocolate candies.

But M and M candies, made 1>\

1 Manufacturers, have a particu-

larly strong summer -ale- point in

their chocolate product which i- sugar

coated and therefore "'cant melt in

your hand." M and M. therefore, i-

One ot the lew cand) account- which

Stays on the air all year around, i Some
200 tv station- at la-t report, i

Phe periods of heaviest advertising

are coincident with the industry's

major promotional events: Christmas,

\alentine*s Day, Easter, Mother's Dav

CROSS-SECTION OF CANDY AIR ACTIVITY

Advertiser Product Agency

Spot Spot Net Net

radio tv radio tv

1 r. ,1 \\ \ iii.-iii 1 < ... < Inn Idea direct X

Vmerii an • hii le Bl in III -Hill Ted Bates X

i In. lets Ted Bates X

1 >. ntj n. DFS X X

Beei li \ui 1 it.

^.i\.'i - Corp

Beech Nul

lii. Savert

Y&R

Y&R
X

x

X

X

i adburj ' n i adburj Pace Adv. X

i tin in- i .. i harms Schcck Adv. X

< hank] i hex olate < hunk]

I). I .
i l.uk i ... < l.uk Bai

Grey Adv.

SSCB; Wcntzel,

Woinwright, Poistcr

& Poore

1 i mi Bros Buttei Brii kle Compbcll-Mithun X

1 i-li. i Nut Co. 1 ishei nuts Bozcll & Jacobs X

!
1 Manufacturers M 8 M cand] Ted Botes X

Gold Medal < and] Co. Bonomo taffy Emil Mogul »

Henrj Heide Ileiih- Kelly Nason x lllllllll

Hollywood Brands Butternut Grubb & Petersen x lllllllll

llnll\ wood Grubb & Petersen llllllllll

P.i\ da]

Robert \. Johnson Johnson

Luden's Fifth Avenue

Grubb & Petersen

Klau-Van Pieter-

som-Dunlap

J. M. Mathes

Mars, Inc. Milkx Waj Knox-Reeves

"-ink. Knox-Reeves

Three Musketeers Knox-Reeves

Mason, \u &

M ingenheimei

Mason's Mints Ellington

Nestle Co. Nestle l>ar- McCann-Erickson

New England Con-

fei i ionerj Co. C. J. LoRoche

Peter Paul, Inc. Vlmond Jo]

Mounds

DFS

Pez Haas, Inc. Pez Mann-Ellis X

Planters Nul and

( hocolate Co. Planters peanuts Don Kemper
llllllilllllllll

Quakei < it\ < hocolate

8 i onfecti irj < o. t
1 .mil Plent]

Adrian, Bauer &
Tripp X

Reed < and] Co. Reed Kencliff Brcshch X

II. li. Reese Candy

Co.

Michener &
O'Connor X

Roi ku 1 8 Co. Rockwood Robert W Orr X

Sperrj < and] Co. Spei i

s
Keck Adv. X

Sweets Co. -! Roll direct X X

Stephen F. W hitman

W hitman N. W Aver X X

\\ ilbur-Sui hard

< hocolate Co. ir.l Foltz-Wessinger X

William \^ rieley Jr. mint

Double Mint

Juic] Fniit

Arthur Meyerhoff

Arthur Meycrhoff

Ruthrouff & Ryan
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CANDY ON THE AIR . . .

and the post-Thanksgiving holiday

period. Most candies lend In peak up

before and during these periods, and

to slacken oil until the next promo-
tional or sale.-, feature.

Vir times: In tv. again because

children are the primal") target, the

preferred times of the day are late

afternoon and earl) evening and Satur-

day, when the maximum children's

audience is available. More candy com-

panies are moving back into daytime

t\. and some into late-night television,

to reach the housewife. In radio, pre-

ferred times are the daytime hours,

spanning the periods from breakfast

through the dinner hour.

Trends: There will be more 52-

week schedules, both in network and

in spot, and the peaks and valleys

of candy advertising are already even-

ing out to a degree not seen before.

As advertisers move into the broad-

cast media, many using national ad-

vertising for the first time, they're

learning the values of merchandising

to their own trade and merchandising

their broadcast personalities as well.

There 11 be more tie-ins through sta-

tions with retailers, and more contests

at the local level to spurt sales.

Some of these air patterns, and

some of the trends in the marketing

and advertising of confections, will be

traced in the following advertiser re-

ports. They cover a cross-section of

candv advertisers—encompassing large

national and medium regional ac-

counts, those which devote their entire

budgets to tv or radio and others

which use them only in supplemental

fashion. The accompanying chart,

likewise representative rather than an

exhaustive listing, indicates the types

of broadcast media used by some
major confection advertisers now on

the air.

Luden's Inc. splits its $1 million-

plus budget about evenly between net-

work television and large national

magazines. It advertises two branded

products, its nickel bar, Fifth Avenue,

and one of its three brands of cough

drops, wild cherrv . Although cough

drops, technically, are not a part of

the confectionary business, Luden's

classifies them similarly because they

are sold at the same retail outlets and

handled by the same jobbers.

So explains Read H. Wright, vice

president and director of tv and radio

at the J. M. Mathes agencv. New ^ ork.

Luden's entire tv budget goes to partial

sponsorship of Captain Kangaroo on
CBS TV Saturday mornings. Luden's

has used television for about seven

years, running the gamut of tv person-

alities such as Howdy Doody and

Pink) Lee who appealed "directly and
almost exclusively to youngsters" sav-

Wright.

Bob Keeshan as Captain Kangaroo,

however, in his opinion, has "a soft

but emphatic sell which has a great

deal of appeal for parents. He has a

"ii of patient insistence which kids

can understand, rather than a scream-

ing insistence. Parents like him, too,

because they're not as fond as their

\oungsters are of pratfalls and loud

noises and a frenetic personality."

"\\ e think the real value in tele-

vision is the association of the star

with the product, and the star's de-

livering the commercial gives the

implication of endorsement," says

\\ i ight.

Commercials stress the big "5" in

the Fifth Avenue name, and this trade-

mark, plus the package identification

on tv, is designed to attract both the

tot and the mother when they are shop-

ping. Youngsters are most influential

in the sale of five, six and 10-cent

items, he says.

Although Luden s has a large cand\

manufacturing operation, it supplies

the product as non-branded candy to

retailers. Thus the television effort has

a secondarv function of solidifying the

company's position and prestige as a

supplier to the candy trade.

The William Wrigley Jr. Co.,

Chicago, continues to hold its position

in the chewing gum segment of the

confection realm for Juicv Fruit.

Doublemint and Spearmint. It has

purchased radio and tv advertising for

many years, and its current schedules

are concentrated on network da) time

radio, reports Advertising Manager

Wrigley Offield.

Wrigley sponsors tw7o network shows

on CBS Radio: the Howard Miller

Show from 12:45 to 1 p.m. five times

weekly and the Pat Buttram Shoic

from 2:30 to 3 p.m. five times weekly.

His company's reason for using net-

work radio: "Our products are dis-

tributed in every city, town and vil-

age in the U. S., and we feel that

network radio gives us the broad

national coverage to reach people

everywhere." In addition, the com-

pan) buys both spot radio and tv. with

heavier schedules in the latter.

The one-minute tv c mercials are

not placed according to "geographical

or population arrangement," says Of-

field. "and we are just putting them
into Localities as the need arises."

There are no plans at this point to ex-

pand or change the tv lineup, he says.

\ representative spot tv schedule

for Wrigley, as reported by Broadcast

\ilvertisers Reports: 25 station break

minutes and three participation min-

utes divided between two stations and
scattered over all seven days of the

week. The participations are in an
earlv evening film show, the bulk of

the announcements are slotted during

daytime hours to reach women.

Beech Nut-Life Savers Corp.,
which makes Beech Nut gum and Life

Savers, was one of the major confec-

tion industry mergers last year. Ed-
ward A. Noble, former president and
board chairman of the American
Broadcasting Co.. who also was board
chairman of the old Life Savers firm,

now holds the same position with the

merged corporation.

Both of the product lines are ser-

\ iced b) ^ oung & Rubicam. New York
City. Beech Nut this year has switched

io spot radio and national magazines
after intensive spot t\ schedules last

year.

Life Savers, which has long u-ed the

broadcast media, at this point is using

spot radio in only two market areas,

New York and Washington. Each
major station is purchased in each

market, at a saturation rate of 30 to

40 10-second announcements weekly

during the morning hours. The com-
pany is using the jingles which were
popularized seven years ago. and finds

the repetition theory a sound one, ac-

cording to an executive on the account,

Jack Greer. They use one jingle for an

extended period of time to get maxi-

mum registry of the brand and the

theme.

H. B. Reese Candy Co., which

makes Reese peanut butter cups, is

planning a campaign which will con-

centrate on television in major mar-

ket areas and be backed up by advertis-

ing in the candv trade papers. After

animated musical commercials are

completed at the Michener and O'Con-

nor studios in Harrisburg. Pa., time

slots will be scheduled at the agency of

that same name.

Quaker City Chocolate and Con-
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SALAAM ALAKIM!
Behold! Soon the grand wazirs of

television, agencies and sponsors will

be privileged to audition (he spectacularly

new and exciting adventure series...

...never-before-told tales of daring deeds

and wondrous enchantment from the fabled

city of Samarkand, to gladden the hearts of

youth and all who share the spirit of youth

...filmed in Eastman color.. .starring the

fabulous Sabu himself and a cast

whose every player will excite

i\

dterStttte TELEVISION CORP. production

S NSET DR., HOLLYWOOD 27, CALIF.. .445 PARK AVE., NEW YORK CITY

FILMED AT

Allied Artists Studios



fectionery Co., which makes the

candy bar Good and Plenty, is sponsor-

in- both programs and announcements

in 10 major t\ cities tliis year. Film

commercials will pluji both the five-

cenl pocket package and the large

faniiK size.

Lester Rosskam. Jr.. vice president

of the company, says the 20-second

and minute announcements '"include

appeals to all candy consumer groups,

and will also promote all seasons and

major holidays." The large package,

because it boosted Good and Plenty

supermarket sales so much last year,

will get a bigger share of the promo-

tion this \ear.

Rosskam says: "Good and Plenty

sales keep climbing for a plenty-good

reason : spot television. We've been

using tv for seven years, and every

year our sales have shown a substan-

tial increase. We've had dramatic

proof that the trade recognizes the

celling power of television. When we

introduced our new half-pound pack-

age, we got fine trade support and

wide advance distribution just by an-

nouncing our plans to feature the

package on tv.

"'Television is the whole reason why

sales keep climbing, and that's why

we're concentrating virtually our entire

budget on spot tv."

Mars, Inc., Chicago, through
Knox-Reeves agency, Minneapolis,

spends a reported 70% of its annual

advertising budget for spot television

in behalf of its three nickel candy bars.

Three Musketeers, Milky Way and

Snickers. Its popular dime bar, the

Mars bar. is advertised in consumer

magazines.

The spot television effort consists of

a half-hour svndicated film show,

Buffalo Bill. Jr.. in 65 markets across

the country. Saturday mornings are

preferred times for the program be-

cause the client wishes to reach chil-

dren in addition to as many housewives

as possible, according to Russell Neff,

director of radio and television for

Knox-Reeves.

The agencv took over the account at

the beginning of this year, continuing

I lie Buffalo Bill Jr. program for the

third consecutive year. It normally

lakes a 13-week summer hiatus, when

school kids are on vacation and returns

to the air in October. Lasl year Mars

used a supplemental") l\ spot schedule

on 1~> stations, going off the air last

r oiilh. The commercials arc filmed.

both for the spots and the programs.

Curtiss Candy Co., according to

Advertising Manager F. R. Reiter, is

using "a small amount of local radio.

Its advertising plans are in a limbo

stage, inasmuch as its advertising and

management executives are "under-

going a marketing and media stud\"

on which future expansion and exten-

sion will be based.

Curtiss this year will spend about

si million on advertising, most of

which is going to newspapers at this

juncture before final analysis of the

media study is completed. The com-

pain has long used radio, both network

and spot, and last year it w-as an alter-

nate sponsor of CRS TV's Tales of the

Texas Rangers.

Planters Nut and Chocolate Co.

puts the bulk of its broadcast expendi-

ture into its sponsorship of Eddie

Fisher on the NBC TV network. About

95' ! of the commercial time is devoted

to its peanuts and candy with a brief

opening mention on the opening bill-

board for its peanut butter. The com-

pain, according to its advertising de-

partment, is currently re-evaluating

media and is contemplating the use of

television at the local level. The local-

level advertising, as it is now thought

of. will tie in with various local pro-

motional and merchandising plans in

the offing. Planters" agency is Don

Kemper, Inc.

Stephen F. Whitman & Son.

Philadelphia, is one of the big inves-

tors in spot. Spot, tv and radio in

combination, account for more than

50% of the total advertising invest-

ment, and, of this, the bulk of the em-

phasis—perhaps 80' V of it—is in spot

television.

William I Bill I Clay, supervisor on

the account at N.W. Aver & Son in

Philadelphia, says the tv spot pattern is

a schedule of flights on a minimum of

100 stations. The flight patterns vary,

and are concentrated prior to the four

major promotional events for candy-

Christmas. Valentine's Day, Easter and

Mothers Day. The biggest announce-

ment buildup is in the fall before the

Christmas season.

The client buys only A. A\ and

AAA prime times in television, schedul-

ing announcements per market on the

basis of an individual market budget

which allow- lor a range of up to 11

announcements weekly in each market

depending on ratings. They are on film,

and 20 seconds long. Whitman seeks

an adult audience, and prefers adjacen-

cies to top-rated nighttime programs.

In radio, the storj is a \er\ different

cne—and an untold one. Whitman
continues to conduct a great deal of

experimentation in its radio adver-

tising, and. after two \ears of analvsis

it's about ready to make its 1957-'58

media selections on the basis of multi-

ple-market results of this testing. The

account is testing for many factors,

one of which is the balance achieved

h\ ill the use of radio alone. (2i

or in conjunction with tv, or (3) tv

alone. Sixty-second announcements

are preferred in radio.

Whitman, a traditional print adver-

tiser, entered into the spot broadcast

field almost two \ears ago. One of its

advantages over many of its competi-

tors: the name and package had long

been established in the public mind be-

cause of the heavv consumer magazine

campaigns. As a result. Whitman
would seem to have less of a problem

than other manufacturers in gaining

brand recognition and package identi-

fication.

The Fred W. Amend Co., Dan-

ville. 111., puts 95% of its total adver-

tising budget in television to advertise

its Chuckles cand\. Its advertising

appeal is primarily to youngsters and

secondarily to mothers.

The company bought spot television

in about 10 major markets last year,

slotting live participations and film an-

nouncements in and around kid shows.

Amend likes a combination of live sell

w ith a popular local personality, such

as John Conrad on Elmer the Elephant

in Chicago, and 20-second animated

film commercials around the ABC T\

network feature. Mickey Mouse Club.

The range of frequency is from five

to 10 a week, with an average of eight

announcements per market per week,

teports Amend President A. F. Rath-

bun. He says the company used radio

advertising consistently from about

1927 to 1950, when the pattern changed

to tele\ ision.

"We concentrated on cowboy movies

for three to four years, and then

bought our own show. Hail the Champ.

lor showing in 21 markets for almost

two years. \t this point, we plan to

staj w ith spot t\ for awhile."

Chuckles is its only consumer prod-
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net, and the most populai packagf for

(lie gumdrop-type cand) is the nickel

variety. Larger packages are distrib-

uted in f I chains and supermarkets

.mil television serves the purpose "f es-

tablishing Ixitli brand name and pack-

age in the mind <>f the housewife and
her children as she shops.

the Amend company, at this point,

i- between agencies,*' says President

Rathbun. It was serviced pro ioush

l>\ Earle Ludgin S Co., Chicago.

The New England Confection'
rr\ Co. uses broadcasl media in com-
pletel) different ways for its two mar-
keting divisions, which have different

products with opposite advertising and
sales objectives The NeCCO division.

which makes nickel and dime candy
bars and mints and these same items
in hulk, sells its Necco line onl) to

cand) jobbers and wholesale distribu-

tors. Hut the salesmen in its second
division. Lovell and Covel, sell exclu-
sivel) to retailers. IAC makes a varied
line of boxed chocolates. Distribution
for Necco extends i,, the Midwest, with
both lines concentrated on the New
England and Middle Atlantic areas.

Because of the product, marketing
and distribution differences, the adver-
tising approach is -cared to each divi-
-ion. Necco's entire budget goes int..

broadcast media, both spot radio and
t\.

John L. Southard, account executive
on New England Confectioner) for C.

J. LaRoche agenc) in New "i ork, says
the audience objective for the \ecco
line is youngsters and some adults.

Minutes and 2<>'s are scheduled through
I he late afternoon and early evening
hours. I sual broadcast schedules _

as far \\ est as Chicago, but this spring,
preparator) to a complete reevaluation
of broadcast media techniques, the
compan) is conducting an extensive
media and marketing test. To better
control the test situation, Necco has
pulled back its ad money to concen-
trate all of it in the New England and
New York state areas.

It s testing radio only, tv onl) and a

combination of both media, and when
analyses are completed in June they
will serve as the basis for broadcast
advertising patterns in the fall.

The boxed chocolates are heaviest in

newspaper, but radio is used at satura-

tion frequencies to back up the holiday

and promotional events which form the

basis of cand) industn sales, ten-dai

iadio schedules have a frequency of

between 30 and t(| announcements

weekl) in some Jti to 25 market areas

throughout the North Last and Middle

Atlantic states. This has been the L&C
pattern for three years and its goal is

to reach an adult audience at home in

the earl) morning, in cars as the man

drives to work and at home in the

evening.

These are some of the advertisers

who will contribute toward the esti-

mated SIS million advertising invest-

ment which confections will make in

the 1. 1'. .id' ,i-l media this yeai

loi more detailed case hist,,ri<-~ .,.,

• and) i oni ei na, and how they use

broadcasl media, sec the following ar-

ticles published previoual) l>v sponsor:
"( liunkv goes national on I

on' , n
diet." 22 August 1955; "Radio an. I tv

greatest sales toolfl we ever had'

i Mars i. |") Decembei 1952; "Mow tv

took a cand) out of the doldrums"

(M & M), 16 J um- 1952. ^

WE DELIVER • • •

KONO'S 24-hour delivery of Music and

News really sends listeners. Sends them buy-

ing products of 88 national advertisers who

buy KONO Radio year after year.

860 kc 5000 watts •KONO
SAN ANTONIO RADIO

GET THE FACTS . . . FROM YOUR
H-R OR CLARKE BROWN MAN
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Capsule case histories of successful

heal and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

TOYS
SPONSOR: The Marwin Co. VGENCY: Direcl

Capsule case history: Television has repeatedly demon-

strated its effectiveness as a medium for the abbreviated,

special purpose ad campaign. Time after time it has brought

results to advertisers who relied on just a few announce-

ments to promote a sale, a particular product, a special

offer, etc. The impact of a "quickie"' television campaign

was illustrated again in a special promotion initiated by the

Marwin Co. during the 1956 Christmas season. The com-

panj bought just three one-minute participating announce-

ments on WBkB to advertise their Add-A-Count toy. The

announcements were broadcast on the children's show

Morning Spectacular and were presented live once a day

for three consecutive days. The $1.25 toy was made avail-

able to viewers only through mail or telephone orders. As

a direct result of the trio of commercials. Marwin Co. sold

1.400 of the toys for a gross sales volume of $1,750. One-

third of the orders were placed by people from four

states outside of Illinois. The three-day advertising

campaign cost the Marwin Co. a total of $322.50.

WBKB, Chicago PROGRAM: Morning Spectacular

FURNITURE
SPONSOR: Empire Furniture Store AGENCY: Direcl

Capsule case history: Just four one-minute announcements

on station CJLH-TY brought the Empire Furniture Store a

dollar volume amounting to over 18 times the cost of the

announcements. The live commercials were designed to

increase sales of specific items from Empire s varied stock

of furniture and home furnishings. The four announce-

ments were aired during the two-week period prior to Christ-

mas 1956 and onlj television advertising was used. One

announcement brought the sale of 40 television stools. 24

hassocks and 10 sewing boxes. Well over 60 hostess chairs

were sold as a result of two of the announcements and with

the remaining plug the Empire sold 10 studio lounges. The

amount realized from these sales totaled over S3.300 and

was the direct result of tv commercials costing only $184.

The $3,360 reoresents sales of the advertised items onl\ and

does not reflect the increased dollar volume on other goods

resulting from store traffic created bv the tv campaign.

Empire has continued its use of t\. concentrating the

greater part of a January sale ad budget in that medium.

CJLH-TV, Lethbridge, \lberta PROGRAM: Announcements

WASHING MACHINES
SPONSOR: Schorr Furniture & Appliance AGENCY: Wilkes

Capsule case history: A sales increase described as "star-

tling " was the result of this advertisers departure from the

advertising procedure most often employed by retail stores.

It's not uncommon for retailers to use only one advertising

medium but when this is done newspapers are usually

selected. As an experiment, Schorr Furniture and Appliance

placed its entire advertising budget on television for one

month. The results of this experiment led Schorr to make

an ad budget allocation unusual for a retail store: for

the entire year of 1956. Schorr's total ad expenditure of

$12,000 (devoted only to Bendix washers I was for com-

mercials on KSLA-TV. The store used the Amos 'n' Andy

show for 10 months, changing to one-minute announcements

at the end of the Amos c

n' Andy series. For the remaining

two months five filmed announcements were run per day in

the morning, afternoon and in KSLA-TVs late movies.

Schorr reports that with tv only, more Bendix wash-

ing machines were sold in 1956 than in any previous year.

KSLA-TV, Shreveport, La Program: Amos 'n'Andy; Announcements

LAUNDRIES & CLEANERS
SPONSOR: Page the Cleaner & Furrier AGENCY: Direcl

Capsule case history: This advertiser's use of television

to promote its new shirt laundry division brought Page the

greatest volume of shirt business in the Edmonton. Alta..

area. Page's success with tv advertising in promoting its

dry-cleaning and fur storage facilities led this Edmonton

firm to rely heavily on tv when introducing its shirt service.

Since it began using CFRN-TV over two years ago. Page

has experienced a steady upswing in sales of all its various

services. The firms commercials, aired in announcements,

consist of approximately one-half bye and one-half film

clip announcements. Page personalizes its service by using

the live announcements to introduce its route salesmen.

The successful introduction of the new shirt laundry depart-

ment underlines the effectiveness of television in meet-

ing Page's advertising needs. The Page shirt depart-

ment now processes over 7.000 shirts per week. Page's

Alex Starko reports that the firm's dollar volume is

now now running some 40% to 50' < ahead of last

year, in all divisions, due principally to CFRN-TV.

CFRN-TV. Edmonton. Alberta PROGRAM: Announcements
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re respectfully submit that this is the most outstanding sports

series ever filmed for TV; and that it will become

one of the most talked-about television shows of 1957

t
WE HAVE SIGNED THE

WORLD'S GREATEST STARS
(Exclusively for our shows)

lary Middlecoff - Sam Snead — Julius

loros - Mike Souchak - Gene Sarazen

Dutch Harrison - Jack Burke, Jr. -

Furgol-Gene Littler— Fred Hawkins
Arnold Palmer - Lloyd Mangrum -

imy Demaret - Ed (Porky) Oliver

* * •

Tournament golf. Medal play

Ummy Britt does on-the-spot narration

$100,000 IN AWARDS
• • •

Typical Matches Never Before Seen
on TV or Anywhere Else!

Ed Furgol vs Cary Middlecoff

C Both U.S. open winners)

Jack Burke, Jr. vs Jimmy Demaret
upil vs teacher

)

Lloyd Mangrum vs Sam Snead
(Two of America's all-time greats)

SORRY -

Because of limited number of audition prints

available, please don't write, «ire or phono for

prints unless you mean business!

Thrilling one-hour 18-hole matches, with all the

excitement and suspense of a live sports

event—filmed especially for television. It will

be a block-buster in every city on this or any

hemisphere. There is nothing in TV that can be

substituted for great sports competition.

This is the first time that modern TV

techniques have been properly applied to the

game of golf . . . we eliminate the "walks"

and the "waits" . . . but we graphically capture

all the shots and all the drama that make

this game famous. Seven cameras photograph

the action and every nuance . . . you see

and you hear what's happening better than if

you were there in person.

Walter Schwimmer Co.
75 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, 111. / FRanklin 2-4392

527 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y. / ELdorado 5-4616

You can buy 13 shows with an option for 13 more. Remember,
this is an hour show—and what a gold mine this "All-Star Golf"
series will be for late spring and summer!
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IL-STAR GOlF-produced by PETER DEMET, responsible for CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING, Americo's most successful TV sports show

:
.

i E AD - The
• winner

V ^ - ^«\ mHHP JL V
JULIUS BOROS-The
World Champion at

Tam-o'-Shanter in 1955

JACK BURKE Jr. -1956

Golfer for the year-Mas-

ters and PGA winner

JIMMY DEMARET-1957 ED FURGOL-The U.S.

Thunderbird Invitation- Open Championship

al winner, Palm Springs winner in 1956

DUTCH HARRISON - MIKE SOUCHAK-Was

1956 All American winner of the St. Paul

Championship winner Open in 1956



SPONSOR ASKS

Who sells the product better on television.

a "stereotype" or "off-beat" actor

Evelyn Peirce, commercial casting direc-

tor, ./. Waltei Thompson Co., \ <wi York

\- Eliza Doe-little's father says in

"Pygmalion" . . . "A little of both,

Ht'in \ . ... a little of both." To answer

\ e~ in no in "stereotyped or '""II

-(i little of

both, Henry . .

a little of both'

beat casting is to oversimplify the

situation . . . let alone the problem.

In techniques, tv and radio com-

mercials toda\ run the gamut from

Graustark l<> Paddy Chayfesky. We
must satisfy a large audience which re-

sponds to the familiar even though it

hopes to see something new and differ-

ent and so our commercials must in-

clude liolli elements. I here i-. however,

one essential . . . the audience must be

aUe to identify

.

A well conceived and produced com-

mercial brings valuable information to

the audience. The effectiveness of it>

reception depends largel) upon lion it

i- conveyed. Here casting assumes its

important and personal role. The de-

gree to which the audience can identify

with, and therefore accept the person-

ality, the famify group, the boy-girl,

the straight or corned) approach de-

termines, to a large extent, their ac-

ceptance ol the product.

Good commercial casting, then, calls

For "types' we all know and who be-

come people with whom we can feel

at home. Since real people hear no

resemblance to cardboard cutouts, it

follows that casting emphasis should

be placed upon personality more than

upon the stereotv ped . . . upon the real

rather than the s\ nthetic.

Commercial casting today is so wide

and varied in its needs and scope that

it demands some of the stereotyped,

hut more of the off heat I assuming that

'"oif heat reall) means characteriza-

tion i

.

To return to George Bernard Shaw.

"A little of both, Henry, ... a little

of both."

Mary Lu Hertwig, casting director for

films, /.en Burnett, Inc., \ew ) ork

When the l\ viewer can stand up (or

sit dow nl after seeing a commercial

"getting the

talent

to hleml

and sa\ "I believe, the talent involved

has -old the product.

I have never met a professional actor

or actress who couldn't do a job of

selling a commercial. It all depends on

getting the talent to blend with the

mood and tempo of the commercial

designed to sell the product.

By that 1 mean in a direct sell

approach where talent stands up gen-

erallv sans all hut product, presents

the product and forcefullv delivers the

particular advantages of the product

to the audience, it take- a convincing.

sincere, down-to-earth professional ac-

tor or actre--

.

1 he situation tv pe commercial— w it li

a story line and generallv more than

one actor or actress—also calls for

sincerity. In this approach, good talent

sells by being real. evendav people

dove-tailed into the storj line about the

product. This way viewers can identify

themselves with the talent.

Both tvpes of talent are a necessity.

Both tvpes sell—if the tv audience can

-av . "I believe."

Alice Duff, casting director, Cunningham

& U dish. Inc.. \ eu ) orl.

The purpose in casting a commercial

is to find the person or persons best

suited to sell the product. Therefore I

find it impossible to sav that a stereo-

type sells a product better than the off-

beat type, or vice-versa. The concept

of the commercial plus the cop) to be

delivered are the kev s to what "type"

of person is chosen for the commercial.

If a commercial is slanted to appeal

to a group of persons, i.e. the average

American housewife, the talent used

would in all probability he the epitome

"the commer-

cial dictates

which type"

of the average American housewife

—

a stereotype. In this instance, a stereo-

type commands the attention of the

SPONSOR 23 FEBRl VM 1957



consume! because she is believable. \n

,,|i
! eal i\ |"- might >-.i-iK become •>

caricature <>f the housewife, thereb)

turning the consumei awa) from the

I

i oduct.

I [owe\ er, should .1 commei < i;il be

, reated thai is "off-beat" in charactei

.

then .111 "off-] eat" person would I"- best

suited to that commen ial. Because the

bodj "I 1 1 1
«

- commercial is entirel) <lif-

ferenl from a straight-sell <n "stereo-

h pe" commercial, a stereotj pe a< i"i

is mil usuall) equipped to handle ilii-

different approach I" 1 «

»
1

> v. . II the "off-

beat" talent i- suited t<i the product

and tin- commercial, he would probabl)

sell ihe product better than the stereo-

tj pe.

I feel that the commercial dictates

which type of person should I"' used

in >cll the product; therefore, one type

1 milil not |n>"il'l\ out-sell the other

i\ pe in c\ erj instance.

Doris Cravert, casting supervisor, Dancer-

Fitzgerald-Sample, \ <» ) orh

Webster defines the word "stereotype"

as something which i> dull, repetitious

and routine. \ commercial cast with

stereotype actors is going to fall into

the same category. Off-beal casting can

"medicine shou

brought

up lit dale

help a commercial sell bj capturing the

television viewer's attention and imag-

ination.

Off-beal casting does not mean using

weird, odd or peculiar t\pes hut rather

Using actors and actresses who seem

believable in the roles the) are playing,

it i- casting not to anj particular physi-

cal types hut rather to the needs of the

commercial and to what the actor can

bring to the copy. It is main times

casting an actor for a commercial who
is an exaggeration of type, but keeping

within the limits of good taste. Though

not a commercial, and it would certain-

l\ make a wonderful one. Jackie Glea-

1 Please turn page 1

KLZ is FIRST

MORNINGS
AFTERNOONS
NIGHTS

I

Weekly averages as reported by Pulse, Inc.— based on 72,000

completed quarter-hour reports, November 1956. Full Morning

6 AM— 12 Noon,- Full Afternoon 12 Noon— 6 PM; Full Evening

6 PM— 12 Midnight. No selected segments.

MORE Va HOUR FIRSTS THAN ALL

OTHER DENVER STATIONS COMBINED
No wonder national and local spot

business in 1956 was the greatest in the

35 year KLZ-Radio history!

ALL KLZ PERSONALITIES CcHtiUUl

TO DO A GREAT SELLING JOB
TOO -THANK YOU!

Dale Morgan Show from 5:30 o.m. to 9 a.m.

Art Gow's Ladies Choice from 10:30 a.m. to 11:15 a.m.

Pat Gay Show from 12:05 p.m. to 12:45 p.m.

Carl Akers Show from 4:00 p.m. to 4:55 p.m.

Starr Yelland's Party Line from 8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

and Denver at Night from 5:00 p.m. to Midnight

STEP UP TO KLZ IN DENVER

KLZ*
ixidi& 560 kc Demist

For Ihe full story of KLZ's leader-

ship in Denver, coll your KATZ

man ... or tee Fondren, General

Sales Manager, in Denver at MAin

3-4271— today!

i y through Friday

CBS FOR THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN AREA

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

SPONSOR 2'.\ FEBRl VKI L957 V,



L II II I J li last month

please correct your records

KMSO-TV
Missoula, Montana

is the

ONLY
MONTANA TV AIRINC

LIVE SHOWS

People out here prefer

live TV to canned!

Your best Montana BUY

K-MSO-TV
Missoula, Montana

Has Rochester

by the Ears

!

)

MELODIOUS MUSIC

ABC NETWORK FEATURES

TOPFLIGHT HOURLY NEWS

. . . that's how we win and hold the

"buying-est" audience in the rich

Rochester-Western New York market.

GET FACTS AND FI6URES

ON "PREFERRED PROGRAMMING"

FOR YOUR ADVERTISING

5000 WATTS 1280 KC

WVET
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Represented Nationally by

THE BOLLING COMPANY

SPONSOR ASKS continued . . .

son's "Honeymooners"' sketch is an

example of this.

A well-cast commercial and one that

sells, takes into consideration what the

copy is saying and who the copy is

selling. It uses talent which will most

effectively accomplish this. A commer-

cial on television is the old traveling

medicine show brought up to date

—

first you entertain them—or maybe I

should say. you sell them while you

entertain them.

Lucile Mason, (fisting director, Compton

Advertising, Inc., New York

The person who sells best is the be-

lievable individual, and believability

cannot be typed. Rather it is a quality

which emanates from the heart and

mind of the speaker. Its appeal is uni-

versal. Not only is an appeal made to

the mind of the potential buyer, but

also to the emotions. For not until the

mind and emotions of the viewer have

been welded together will the effect be

"she acts

from the

inside out

felt along the pocketbook nerve and a

sale result for the advertised brand.

When casting a commercial, we look

for far more in an individual than an

attractive appearance, a pleasing voice,

and a degree of technical facilitv.

Uniqueness and believability are the

prime requisites. An actor must dare

to be himself. As Brooks Atkinson once

said about Man Martin: "She acts

from the inside out." We want individ-

uals with warmth and vitality to talk

about our brands. Beauty alone does

not sell soap. "That IVORY look" may
be a great asset, but an agency tries

to find a person who can speak know-

ingly and believably about a product

. . . someone without an ounce of

'phonyness." An actor can give his

individuality free rein. We want

uniqueness! And when we find this,

we're sure our product will sell. ^

GRASS ROOTS

PROMOTION

I believe in "grass roots"

promotion, down-to-earth ac-

tivities in terms of people's

interests and needs, be they

listeners, viewers, or buyers

of time.

I believe that practical pro-

motion ideas are born from

a continual evaluation of the

needs and interests of the

advertisers and public we

serve. I therefore believe in

being creative, without be-

ing so "cute" that the pro-

motion aim is out-dazzled

by the "gimmick."

My 10 years broadcasting

experience has shown me

the value of such "grass

roots" promotion, without

bent-fit of large cash budgets.

Though no fault of my own

t'm available to put my ex

perience and ideas to worl

for you. wherever your sta

tion is located. At present

I can be inteniewed in Ni-n

York. Let's grt together.

I WRITE

BOX 232

SPONSOR

54
SPONSOR 23 FEHRl \RY 1957



Louisville's

BEST KNOWN FIGURE

The WHAS-TV Channel 11 figure is Kellogg's "Superman"
here, and the promotion slide adds Sunday, 6:00 pm. At other

times, he removes the cape and shows up as a dramatic

director to promote Heinz' "Studio 57".

The WHAS-TV Channel 11 figure is known at a glance, and
morning, noon and night, he goes into Kentucky and southern

Indiana homes to remind viewers of the outstanding programs

on WHAS-TV. He's a constant symbol of excellence.

He should remind you that for selling results, individual

and distinctive treatment, your advertising deserves the impact

of programming of character. In Louisville, WHAS-TV
programming PAYS OFF!

Are you participating?

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

NEIL CLINE, Stofr'on Mgr.

Represented Nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsont

Associated with The Courier-Journal and Louisville Times

BASIC CIS-TV Network

SPONSOR 23 FEBRUARY 1957 DO



TELEPULSE RATINGS:

Rank Past'
now rank

1 2

10

2 5

3 3

4 8

4 6

6 4

1

7 1 7

Rank Past*
now rank

4 4

6

7

8 7

9 10

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period 1-8 December 1956

TITLE. SYNDICATOR. SHOW TYPE

Highway Patrol (M)

Man Called X (A)

Badge 714 (M)
NBC •

i LM

Superman (A)
FLAM I NGO

Sheriff of Cochise (W)

Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal (D)

Science Fiction Theater (SF)

San Francisco Beat (Mi
CBS FILM

Soldiers of Fortune (A)

Jet Jackson (K)
SCREEN GEMS

Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

Doug. Fairbanks Presents (D)

Esso Colden Playhouse (D)
OFFICIAL FILM

Patti Page (Mu)
OLDSMOBI LE

Life of Riley (C)
NBC Fl LM

Frontier (W)
N8C Fl LM

Man Behind the Badge (M)

Frontier Doctor (W)
HOLLYWOOD TV

Code 3 (M)
ABC Fl LM

Ramar of the Jungle (A)

Average
ratings

20.4

18.0

17.2

16.9

16.9

16.6

16.4

16.1

16.1

11.2

7-STATI0N
MARKETS

13.9 16.3
wrca-tv kllv

; 1
1

.
i

. 1 1 ,
:i 00pm

2.4 6.0
vvpix khj-tv

v 30pm 7:00pm

4.2 9.9 15.5
wpix

8:30pm
kttv

7:30pm
k | > i \

9 :00pm

7.4 8.0 6.0
U.ihr l\

6:00pm
kttv

7:00pm
kco-tv

6:00pm

3.3 8.8 12.0
wabd
7:30pm

kttv

7:00pm
kron-tv

6:30pm

3.1 8.0
wpLx kttv

In .unpin :i oftpin

10.4 17.7
kttv

8:00pm
wrca-tv

7 :00pm

3.4 11.9
\vpix kttv

8:30pm 9:30pm

4.0
wpix

6:00 pm

3.4 5.7
wpix kttv

i :00pm 6:00pm

5-STA.
MARKET

16.5
ki"ii iv

6 :30pm

10.5
kmn tv

6:30pm

19.2
kron-tv

7:00pm

6.2
kpix

2:00pm

4-STATION MARKETS

Boston Chicago Detroit Mib Mnpts.
Seattle-

Phila. Taeoma

16.2 11.5 19.5 ; 08 11.7 15.0 25.9 16.5
wta ti ukn-tv wjbl

I nj-ti kstp tv wcau-tv kotno-tt wtop-tv
10:30pm 9:00pm 10:30pm 10 10pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

17.0 9.9 14.5 '4.2
wbz-tv
10:30pm

wjbk-tv ivtmj-tv

9:30pm 7 00pm 9

10.9

7:00pm

9.4
vvinal tv

9 OOpm

17.7 9.4 14.4
wnac iv wgn-tv vvjbk tv

6:30pm 8:00pm

12.0 17.4 18.3 11.5
kstp iv

10:30pm
wcau-tv

7:00pm
king-tv wtig

6:00pm 7 OOpm

20.0 10.2 18.9 9.5
wnac tv

6 30pm
wgn iv

6 :00pm

vvxyz tv Uili IV

00pm

21.4 21.2 8.9
wcau-tv king-tv wrc-tv

7:00pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

20.2 17.2 17.5 6.5 19.2
wnac-tv wtiImi

6:00pm 7:00pm
vwj-H
i :00pm

vvtmj-tv

10 I0| m 9 :30pm

19.3
king-tv

7 :00pm

18.4 20.2 12.7 21.5 9.3 5.7
wnac-tv wnho. wxyz-tv wtmj-U
10:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm -

kstp-tv wrcu-tv

7:00pm 7:00pm

5.0
vvmal-tv

10:30pm

15.0 16.9 3.5 7.9 6.7 8.2 18.2 7.4
wbz-tv wnbq wxyz-tv wtmj-tv kmgm-tv wfil-tv king-tv wmal-tv
6:45pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 11:00pm 8:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 6:00pm

12.5 12.2 11.4
uiiar-tv wgii-tv wjbk-tv

11:15pm 9:00pm 7:00pm

12.8
Mtil-tV

10:30pm

7.5 11.5 7.9 12.8 19.9 18.1 12.9
wgn-tv wxyz-tv
6:00pm 6:00pm

witi-tv

5 :30pm
WCCO-tV

10:00pm
wcau-tv king-tv wtop-tv

6:00pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

11.4 8.0 7.7 8.5 12.2 4.5 16.7 5.9

wnac-tv wbkh wjbk-tv wtmj-tv ucco-tv wrcv-tv king-tv wrc-tv

9:30am 5:30pm 12:00pm 10:30am 10:00am 9:30am l:nupm 9

Death Valley Days (W)
PACI Fl C BORAX

18.9

17.0

16.1

15.8

15.1

14.7

13.6

13.5

12.8

12.8

12.1 8.3

wrca-tv krca

10pm 10:30pm

16.8
kttv

8:30pm

2.4
wabd

S :00pm

4.9
wpix

13.4
kttv

9:30pm

1.7

vvpix

9.1 8.4

wrca-tv krca

7:00pm 7:00pm

15.5
kron-tv
in 30pm

2.5
wbkb
3:00pm

15.5
wtmj-tv
9 :30pm

11.9
wbz-tv
6:15pm

17.0
wcau-tv
10:00pm

6.5
wrc-tv

; 00pm

14.4
wnac-tv

7:15pm

5.2 11.2
wwj-tv wtmj-tv

11 15pm 1

16.0
wnbq
6:00pm

7.9 10.2
\ix kstp-tv

5:00pm 6:00pm

27.9
king-tv

; 30pm

21.4
wnac-tv
in 30pm

8.7 8.5
wjbk-tv

6:30pm 9:30pm

13.2
ktnt iv

7 :00pm

18.7 11.7
wnac-tv ' 1-M-tV

10:30pm

17.5 14.4
wxyz-tv wxix-

6:00pm 10:00pm

11.4
wrc-tv

7.5 11.9
wxyz tv

7:00pm
wisn-tv

14.3 15.0 12.2
wrcv-tv king-tv v

: 00pm

16.0 16.0
wxyz-ti

3:00pm

19.5
wtop-tv
7 OOpm

7.5
wbkb

8.5

9:30pm

12.5

Show type symbols: (A) adventure: (C) comedy; (D) drama; (Doc) documentary; (K) kids; (ID
mystery; (Mu) musical; (S) sport; (SF) Science Fiction; (W) Western. Films listed are syn-

dicated. \i hr.. M hr. & hr. length, telecast in four or more markets. TTie average rating ts

an unweighted average of individual market ratings listed above. Blank space indicate* dim

not broadcast in this market i-8 Di embei While network shows are fairly -

month to another in the markets in which they are shown, this is true to much lesser exl
ted shows. Tills should be borne in mind when analyzing rating trends from one I

another in this chart. 'Refers to last month's chart. If blank, show was not rated at a]
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AN MARKETS

SHOWS

I STATION MARK! Is

I Columhu St L Bum CI tl.nt. n in Or f i .i.i hi .

27 29 18.5 22.8 39 3 46.3 27.3

'> OOpm i i

1 2 23.4 18.2 35.8 32.0 46.3

i ni » OOpm

1 5 21.3 40.0 31.0 22.8

ira
'• OOpm

is
15.4 11.3 30.8 30.8 29.0 19.5

nbti

6:00pm
wdsu t\

4 26.5 12.2 38.8 15.8 27.8

22.0

Wbll wlwd

5]
2 20.5 52.3 27.0 19.8

tT

IB

kid ti

24.5

wbll

B OOpm
u.lsu tv

: OOpm

5.0
14.2 49.3 20.0 29.0 18.8

•v

10 OOpm
« Iwd

10:00|)m

26.7 49.5 9.3

9'
5 18.2 19.2 19.3 29.8 35.3 37.0 13.3

tod h
in OOpm

wbti

5:00pm

g,l

5 11.5 10.9 24.3 12.3 26.8 12.3
\ ul\n h wlwd

6 :00pm

-
62.3 32.0 5.4

10:00pm

40.8
W.lsUtV

6:00pm

""
40.0
whtv

1 2 42.0

10:00pm

1 C 27.2
uilsu t\

1 :00pm

14.0

15.5 16.0
tad-ti

10 OOpm

11.0 13.3
ks.l tv

10.3 26.4 24.3
uhns !\ kuk-lv

NOW...

more than

ever!

TWO OF
DETROIT'S

"BEST

SELLERS"!

The tremendous sales records

established for advertisers in '56

are positive proof of the potency

of these two powerful stations in

the Detroit area. Look at the

record and you'll look no further

for your advertisers.

I E Compeou. Pr

GUARDIAN BLDG.

DETROIT

Young Television Corp., Noll. Rep.

nice
work,

John i

JOHN J. LAUX

WSTV-TV,

STEUBENVILLE

codeQ increased your Thursday

9:30-10:00 time slot rating 96.6%*

Sponsor: Stroh's Brewery

•ARB. Nov. 195
'»s in other Hian top 10. Classification as to number of stations In

m-n. Pulse determines number by measuring which stations
*v recvive>l by homes in the metropolitan area of a ftiTen market
tri station itself may be nutstde metropolitan area of the market.

for your market availabilities,

call, write or wire

ABC Film Syndication,

1501 Broadway, New York • LA 4-5050

57
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8 OUT OF lO

TOP HOUSTON
SHOWS
ARE ON

KPRC-TV
CHANNEL 2

HOUSTON



10 top shows in the nation, only two are tops in Houston. Eight

the 10 top rated shows in the Houston market are on

'-TV. Remember, when you buy Houston. Houston audience

ces do not coincide with those of the nation. Here is

i that KPRC-TV is the best buy for the South's largest market.

MJSTON TOP TEN NATIONAL TOP TEN **

MY COMO KPRC-TV

[PARADE KPRC-TV

IftGE GOBEL KPRC-TV

OUCER'S SHOWCASE KPRC-TV

HER KNOWS BEST KPRC-TV

TT EARP Station B

HE FORD KPRC-TV

IETTA YOUNG KPRC-TV

IFLICT Station B

I! IS YOUR LIFE KPRC-TV

V Report — Houston Area, Eight Weeks,

October 28 - December 22, 1956.

HARRIS
'if and General Manager

I McGREW
i '<;/ Sales Manager

'*RD PETRY & CO.
i •'<'/ Representatives

f^^Mja.HOT.NHOUSTOrSTOPTEN
1 inVf ""' WT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEN
fi F THFliTBF not in Houston's top ten

JAOK DENNY NOT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEN

PRODUCER'S SHOWCASE

T6MQQ QUESTION NOT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEN

DlfiNEYI AND NOT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEN

THF I IM * — NOT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEM

PERRY COMO

I 'VE G OT (I SFfiBFT NOT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEN

**National TV Nielsen Ratings, Two Weeks Ending November 24. 1956

DIFFERENT!



LATEST NSI RADIO REPORT* SHOWS KDKA
... TOPS in the all important metropolitan area

. . . TOPS in the 8 county area

. . . TOPS in the total market area

GREATER PITTSBURGH PULSE* CONFIRMS
Latest Pulse Report shows KDKA the leader in 360 quarter hours
a week, Monday-Friday, out of 360 surveyed.

What's putting KDKA way up there?
MUSIC— that's programmed the way people like it . . . not only

what they want to hear, but when they're in the mood
for it, around the clock.

NEWS— that's reported while it's happening—fast, prompt,
complete on-the-scene coverage . . . from mobile units,

beep phones, and wire services.

SERVICE—that's all-out . . . including complete weather round-
ups, hourly . . . full traffic reports at peak hours . . .

where to go . . . what to do . . . Community Bulletin

Board . . . lots more selling-service features!

That BIG audience you want to reach is yours for the phoning.
To check on availabilities, call Don Trageser, KDKA Sales Man-
ager, EXpress 1-3000, in Pittsburgh. Or A. W. "Bink" Dannen-
baum, WBC-V. P. Sales, MUrray Hill 7-0808, in New York.

In Pittsburgh, no selling campaign is complete

without the WBC station—

L^Radlo
WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

RADIO

—

BOSTON. WBZ+WBZA PITTSBURGH. KDKA;
CLEVELAND. KYW. FORT WAYNE. WOWO;
CHICAGO. WIND PORTLAND, KEX

TELEVISION BOSTON. WBZ-TV, PITTSBURGH. KDKA-TV:

CLEVELAND. KYW TV SAN FRANCISCO. KPIX

wind represented by a m radio sales

kpix represented by the katz agency. inc.

All other wbc sta'ioss rfpresented by
peters. Griffin. Woodward. Inc.

'NOVEMBER, 1930

SPONSOR 23 FEBRI \i;v 195 7



1 ii rr/.l\ listing "I i ImriL'fi

in the advertising <"»/ broadcast fields

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR

Bell Telephone. NY

AGENCY
Aycr. NY
HAOR. Boston

STATIONS
CBS 193

CBS 77

Crcy. NY NBC 129

Lignctt Myers. NY Mc-E. NY CBS 134

Pepsi -Cola. NY K6E. NY CBS 2H
CBS 157

Quaker O.its Chi NL&B. Chi NBC 82

Shulton. NY Wesley. NY CBS 214

PROGRAM, time, stort, duration

Homo the Magnificent; W 9-10 pm; 20 Mar only

Carry Moon ill M 10 15-1030 am; 11 Feb; 26

Steve Allen; Su 8-9 pm ; 7 Apr 30 |um

Hiy Itannil ill Sa 9 30-10 pm 16 Feb; 6 wks

Cinderella: Su 8-9 30 pm; 31 Mar only

Phil Silvers; lit Tu 8 8 30 pm 26 Feb 52 wks

NBC News. Tu 730-7 45 pm; 12 Fcb-23 Apr

rclla; Su 8-9:30 pm; 31 Mar only

wks

RENEWED ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
Corn Products. NY
Rcvlon. NY

Miller. NY

BBDO. NY
NBC 122

C8S 178

Queen For A Day. WF 4:15-4 30 pm; 22 Mar; 52 wks

S64.000 Question; Tu 10-10:30 pm ; 5 Mar. 52 wks

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME

Alfred R. Beckman

Joseph C. Betzer

Oka Blohm

Paul C. Brines

Donald Bruce

James H. Burgess

Ceorge Chamberlain

Robert Cole

Keith B. Collins

)ay Corrington

Frank Crane

Alan B. Cullimore

Edward I DeCray

Frank Dcvancy

Frank T. Edwards. |r.

Ramsey C. Elliott

William Flynn

Wally R. Foxal

Raymond L. Fuld

Carlos Rivera Conzalez

Ceorge Crcaves

Frances Haughn

Jean Hcndrix

FORMER AFFILIATION

ABC Tv. NY, dir stn relations

Vogue Wright Studios, acct devel exec

.Standard Radio Transcription Services, Chi. admin

..WIRE. Indianapolis, news dir

Crosley Broadcasting, nat sis rep-tv stns

WQAM. Miami, sis

KFBK. Sacramento, stn mgr

KODE. joplin. Mo. chief announcer

Ceorge Huntington

Barton C. Isbell. |r.

Richard Johnson

William Kobin

Southern California Broadcasters Asso, Hy. pros

._ McCann-Erickson, Toronto, dir tv

ABC Radio. NY. dir stn relations

_KFBK. Sacramento, chg sis & service

KBTN, Neosho. Mo. mgr

KM), Fresno, program mgr

US Rubber advtng exec

KOMO-TV. Seattle

M-C-M Television, sis exec

Publicidad Badillo, San juan. Puerto Rico, acct exec

KRCA. LA. staff exec

KNXT-CTPN, Hy. sis traffic mgr

WSB-TV, Atlanta, filmbuycr

TvB. NY. dir sis devel

Robert M. Lcthbridgc

Al Madden

Ceorge Marr

Alfred M Masini

Donald McFall

Andy Murphy

Jeff Nagle

Ed Podolinsky

David Robbins

Van Rubenstein

Robert Rufncr .

William Sackheim

Ad Schneider

Edgar C. Shelton.

H. W. Shepard _
Berry Smith

Robert L. Stone

William Walsh

Lcnncn & Newell. NY. media dept

WSVA-AM-FM-TV. Harrisonburg. Va, promotion
public relations

CBS, Wash, DC

Weed Television, Chi

KCO. KCO-TV. SF. acct exec

Dclmar Productions. Milwaukee, head

C8S. NY. acct exec-net sis service

Quaker Oats. Chi. oublic relations dir-Pet Foods div

KMJ. Fresns. announcer

Household Finance, Chi, regional advtng mgr

I'

KNXT-CTPN. Hy. sis service

.J. A. Hogle. San Diego, sis

.Screen Cems. NY. producer

NBC, NY, exec

US National Security Training Commission, dir

.California National Productions, NY. dir bus devel

_WAVE-TV. Louisville. Ky. sis

WABC-TV, NY. gen msr

.''nderwood Corp a$st convention mgr

NEW AFFILIATION

Same, also vp

Cal Dunn Studios. Chi, vp chg sis & creative services

Same, gen mgr

Truth Publishing Co. Elkhart, Ind vp

Same, program dir

WLW-A (tv), Atlanta, sis mgr

WTV), Miami, acct exec

KNXT-CTPN. Hy. sis service mgr

McClatchy Broadcasting. Sacramento, sis dir

Same, program dir

KPOP. LA. dir nat sis & merch

Couscns Productions. NY. vp

Same, also vp

Same, stn mgr

KODE, Joplin, Mo, radio sis mgr

Same, stn mgr

Ziv Tv. NY. nat sis exec

KVAL-TV. Eugene. Ore, sis

Ziv Tv, NY. nat sis exec

WAPA-TV San Juan. Puerto Rico, sis Mgr

KBET. Sacramento, stn mgr

Same, sis service super

'amc, asst to s*n mgr

Same, also asst to pres

Peters. Criffin. Woodward. Atlanta, radio mgr

Same, sis mgr

Same, general assignment producer—CBS news & public

affairs

Ziv Tv, Chi. nat sis exec

KXXL, Monterey-Salinas. Cal. gen mgr

WISN-TV. Milwaukee, sis

Edward Petry NY tv sis

Truth Radio Corp. Elkhart. Ind. vp

Weed Tv. Chi. sis

Same, program mgr

Weed Tv Chi. sis

Walt Framcr Productions. NY head film div

Same, nat «ls rep

KFSD San Diego sis

Same, dir program devel

Shamrock Pictures Winter Park Fla. gen mgr

ABC. Wash. DC, asst to vp & dir

NBC. NY. dir special projects—NBC owned stns

WFIE (tv), Evansville. Ind. gen mgr

Same, also vp ABC
_. Cellomatic. NY. acct super
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# NEW AND RENEW

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Albert W. Allen Bryan Houston, NY. vp

Elizabeth Crumpacker Allardice-Ridgway, NY, partner

Norman L. Drynan F. H. Hayhurst, Toronto, vp & senior acct exec

Norman M. Finke Scripture Press, controller

Siler Freeman Crowell-Collier, NY, industrial ed

John Hackett Katz, Baltimore, media buyer

Fred Kaplan

Albert Kornfeld

John B. Lcupold

Andre Luotto

lames MacPherson

Eric McGregor

Curtiss Melby

Gene Miller

John J. Mulligan

Mildred North

Al B. Pote .

Richard C. Pratt

lames R. Roberts

William Salkind

Angus Simpson

Sherman Slade

Esty Stowell

Ferdinand C. Teubner

lean M. Tougas

Dan B. Miner, LA, art dir

_House & Garden, NY, editor in chief

F. H. Hayhurst, Montreal, vp & office mgr

Andre Luotto Productions, NY, pres & gen mgr

Warwick & Legler, NY, acct exec

NEW AFFILIATION

Joseph Katz, NY, vp

Kcnyon & Eckhardt, NY, staff publicist

Same, also member board

Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chi, bus mgr

Kudner, Detroit, public relations

Knox Reeves, Minneapolis, timebuyer

Same, also member board

Lewin, Williams 6 Saylor, NY, vp & member plans board

Same, also member board

Emil Mogul, NY, dir foreign lang dept

Calkins & Holden, NY, acct exec

E. W. Reynolds, Toronto, asst acct exec

Pillsbury Mills, mktng & advtng—refrigerated foods div _ Knox Reeves, Minneapolis, acct exec

Potts-Woodbury, Kansas City, Mo, r-tv writer

Mumm, Mullay & Nichols, NY, office super Robert Otto, NY, acct exec

E. W. Reynolds, Montreal, space & timebuyer

Charles H. Garland, Phoenix, acct exec

Charles W. Hoyt. NY, vp _ Same, also a director

Charles W. Hoyt, NY, sec Same, also vp

Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, asst acct research super Same, super experimental research

E W. Reynolds, Montreal, prod mgr

Dan B. Miner, LA, acct super _ Same, also member board

Benton & Bowles, NY, exec vp Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, NY, exec vp

Patterson Productions, Phila, vp _ American Asso of Advtng Agencies, NY, exec staff

E. W. Reynolds, Montreal, acct exec Same, dir French services

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, NY, r-tv dept Same, also vpRichard R. Uhl

Thomas F. Victor Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, NY, r-tv dept

Andrew N, Vladimir WAPA-TV, San Juan, Puerto Rico, sis mgr

Robert |. Ward California Advertising Agency, acct exec __

lames H. West __H. W. Kastor, Chi, r-tv dir

Eugene F. Whelan Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, NY, r-tv dept

Same, also vp

Gotham-Vladimir Advertising, Puerto Rico,

Compton, LA, acct exec

Same, vp chg r-tv

Same, also vp

vp & gen mgr

SPONSOR PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Hugh R. Conklin Ceneral Foods, nat sis mgr—Post Cereals div Lever Bros, gen sis mgr—Lever div

Laurence Dunn Grove Laboratories, mgr grocery & variety store sis div Same, also asst to mktng vp

Daniel T. McFadden American Can Co, asst to gen sis mgr Same, gen sis mgr—beverage container div

Hollice H. Sims .Continental Baking Co, regional mgr-Hall Baking div Same, asst to pres

Max C. Sisk Grove Laboratories, asst sis mgr Same, sis mgr

Raymond F. Underwood Lever Bros, gen sis mgr—Lever div Same, dir sis devel

STATION CHANGES
KABQ, Albuquerque, has appointed National Time Sales east & mid-west

reps

KABO, Albuquerque, will join National Spanish Language Net, effective

1 Apr

KCKN, Kansas City, Kan, has appointed Litman-Stevens & Margolin
as agency

KOVR-TV, Stockton, Cal, is now an affiliate of ABC Tv Net

KPOO, SF, is now KSAY

KSAY, SF, has appointed |ohn E. Pearson natl reps

KWC, Stockton, Cal, is now an affiliate of Don Lee Net

Lobster Net, Me, is represented in NY by Richard O'Connell

Lobster Net, Me. is represented in Boston by Harry Wheeler

Lobster Net, Me, is represented in Chicago by Hal Holman

WCOU, Lewiston, Me, is now a member of the Lobster Net

WFAU,

WFST,

WCHM
WCUY,
WINZ,

WKJC.
Publi

WLAM
WLOB,
WLOB.
WPTV,
WRUM
WSOC-

Augusta, Me, is now a member of the Lobster Net

Caribou-Presque Isle, is now a member of the Lobster Net

Waterville-Skowhegan, Me. is now a member of the Lobster Net

Bangor, Me, is now a member of the Lobster Net

Miami, is now represented by Petry

WKJC-TV, Fort Wayne, Ind, have been purchased by Truth
shing Co

Lewiston, Me, continues to be represented by Everett-McKinney

Portland, Me. has begun broadcast operations

Portland. Me. is now a member of the Lobster Net

West Palm Beach, has appointed Blair Tv Associates natl reps

Rumford, Me. is now a member of the Lobster Net

TV, Charlotte, N. C, will become an NBC affiliate around 1 May

NEW FIRMS, NEW OFFICES (Change of address)

Deitcnbcck Advertising, Orlando, Fla, is new agency with offices at 169

E Church St

Shamus Culhane Productions, LA, is now located at 6226 Yucca St,

Hollywood

UPA Pictures has opened Chi sales office located at 360 N Michigan Ave

Wagner-Smith Associates, NY, has become Roy V. Smith, Associates

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co's midwest sales office, Chi, is now
located at 2818 Prudential Plaza

W-CAR, Detroit, will have new location in Detroit's Masonic Temple,

effective late in Feb

WSTV, Inc and The Friendly Croup have opened new national sales

office at 487 Park Ave. NY
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• COVERAGE IN 32 COUNTIES
In Texas-Arkansas-Oklahoma-Louisiana

(NCS #2)

• OVER 100,000 TV HOMES
88,450 TV Homes (NCS #2) (plus Projected

increase) not including Home County
of any other TV Station

• ENTHUSIASTIC ADVERTISER ACCEPTANCE
Illustrated by 250 Hours Sponsored Network
Programs Monthly

KCMC-TV
CHANNEL 6

TEXARKANA- TEXAS, ARKANSAS

MAXIMUM POWER 100,000 WATTS
Walter M. Windsor Richard M. Peters

General Manager Commercial Manager
Represented by Venard, Rintoul and %%^

by the only sales

influence which

unites the great

resources and

buying power

of over 600,000

^j people . . .

A, (engaged in industry.

J commerce, agriculture.

oil production in the most

diversified and growing

area in the count r\

.

INTERCONNECTED

MeConnell. Inc.

TRANSMITTING
NETWORK
COLOR Q
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HI
o

HI
HI

*
o

delivers 5.1 average

between 8 and 5. No
ratings below 4.4

Pulse: Sept.-Ocr. '56

covers what counts!

800,000 people in half

millivolt contour.

550,000 of them are

in Franklin County . . .

the home county.

1

Columbus, Ohio

the station with

a personality.

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS

TREND OF THE WEEK: Advertisers are enlarging the scope of

their advertising to include a general audience. Apparenth. some

feel that advertising strictly geared to the housewife is too special-

ized to produce maximum sales results. Much recent research indi-

cated that the trend towards suburban living throughout the coun-

try has made the man a more important factor in the sale than pre-

viously because he now usuallv accompanies his wife to the market

on weekends. Note below National Biscuit Co.'s 18 week campaign

in the Midwest during afternoon and evening hours.

Sterling Drug Co., New York, is buying in 22 markets nationally

for its Haley's M.O., a laxative; it will he a 13-week campaign. Most

announcements will be minutes, with an average of three to four per

week per market in daytime hours. The film commercials are for a

women's audience. Buying is completed. Buyer: Bob Bruno.

Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New \ork.

Economic Labs, Inc., St. Paul, is buying in Los Angeles and San

Francisco and 14 additional markets in the Midwest and West for its

Soil-Off product, a detergent. The campaign will start 4 March in

Los Angeles and San Francisco for a period of 10 weeks; late April

and early March for the other markets. Average number of an-

nouncements per market per week will be 10. The 20-second film

commercials and the one-minute live announcements will be slotted

mostly in daytime hours for housewife impressions. Buying has not

begun with the exception of the two above mentioned cities which

have been completed. Buyer: Fdna Cathcart. Agency: J. M.

Mathes, New York.

Block Drug Corp., Jersej City, is planning a test campaign in

four to six scattered markets to sell Denture Grip. One-minute an-

nouncements are being bought in late evening hours for its film

commercials. Buying has not begun. Bu\er: Herbert Lieberman.

Agency : Grey Advertising. New ^ ork.

Duffy- Mott, Inc., New York, for its apple sauce and juice, i- enter-

ing a number of markets beginning 25 February for 13 weeks. Ibis

is the second half of the campaign which was initiated last fall.

LD.'s and chain breaks will be used during both daytime and night-

time hours. The campaign is slanted to a family audience. Buying

is completed. Buyer: Russel Young, \j:enc\ : Noting & Rubicam,

New York.

National Biscuit Co., New York, is buying time in 20 markets in

the Midwest for an 18-week campaign to promote 100'; Bran.

One-minute film commercials are aimed at a general audience. The

{Please turn to page 69)
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The Highest Rating EVER Made
on a Feature Film!

WOW-TV
Registers 50.5 Trendex-

95^° Audience Share

with MGM FILM —
"30 Seconds
Over Tokyo"!

(10:30 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 2)

WOW-TV^6^
* I FRANK P FOGARTY, Vice President and Generol Manager f
** FRED EBENER. Commercial Manager \

FRANK P FOGARTY, V

FRED EBENE

IN OMAHA it's WOW and WOW-TV
IN SYRACUSE it's WHEN and WHEN-TV
IN PHOENIX it's KPHO and KPHO-TV
IN KANSAS CITY it's KCMO and KCMO-TV

represented by BLAIR-TV, Inc.

represented by The KATZ Agency

represented by The KATZ Agency

represented by The KATZ Agency

Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines
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the new self-liquidating

for boosting power!

25-KW AMPLIFIER
(low or high band)
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There are a number of VHF-TV stations for whom the S-E Silver Dollar Plan represents a practical way

to add profitable revenue. Through the addition of a 25-kilowatt S-E "Add-A-Unit" Amplifier— these stations

can now add signal strength and viewers ... to obtain more profitable time charges. The tost of the amplifier

is only $25,000 . . . half the cost of previous models of this type ... an achievement made possible by new

manufacturing techniques which have substantially reduced production time. Expansion

can be made without disposing of or replacing your present equipment. Let us show you . . . with facts and figures based on

your station's present and potential signal coverage . . . how The S-E Silver Dollar Plan can add profitable

new income which pays for your station's expansion. Write at once to William Zillger, Vice President,

Standard Electronics Corporation, 285-289 Emmett Street, Newark 5, New Jersey.

standard electronics corporation
A SUBSIDIARY OF DYNAMICS CORPORATION OF AMERICA, INC.
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Right from the horse's
To make sure you say what you

mean . . . mean what you say I—

put your message on film . . . check

and recheck it with real live audi-

ences before it's finally aired. Then

there'll be no "fluffs"- no fault to

find with what's said and done.

Furthermore, you schedule to bes

advantage, save time and mone)

-when you use EASTMAN FILM

For complete information write tot

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY I

Rochester 4, N. Y.

Be sure to FILM IN COLOR . . . you'll be glad you did



Spot buys continued.

schedule encompasses mostl) aften hours and evening, with an

average ol foui announcements in each markel pei week. Buying

has been completed. Buyer: Bob [nnes. Vgency: Kenyon Si !•

hardt. New ^ "i k.

S*

RADIO BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: More and more advertisers find thai

radio i- the onl) medium thai can comprehensivelj reach the

Icei when the producl is Bold to .1 specialized group and 01 unusual

living patterns exist. Note below Noxzema Chemical Co.'s radio

advertising in seven Florida cities. Potential consumers are tnosl

[ikeh i" be tourists who do nol have h sets available to them;

1 eovei seasonal aspects reduce general h watching and incn <-•

radio listening because it follows the audience out-of-doors.

Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore, is testing its new sun tan

lotion "High Noon" for LO weeks beginning II March in seven

Florida cities, including Miami. One-minute e.t.'s will be aired .it

various hours with a general audience in mind. Pattern: 10 an-

nouncements in each market per week. Buyer: Vera Brennan.

WencN : SSCB. New York.

Mad

JBB
."-

Lever Bros., New York, is buying time to broadcasl Lifebuoj an-

nouncements in 90 I" 100 markets. Campaign will run from L3 to

30 weeks, depending upon the market. E.t.'s will be one-minute

length. Buying Has not been completed for II March kick-off.

Buyer: Vera Brennan. Agencx : SSCB. New ^ oik.

Drug Research Corp., New York, is testing it- new producl Regi-

men in Columbus, Ohio, for an indefinite period. The weight re-

ducer will undergo a heav) saturation campaign during daytime

and nighttime segments. Commercials will be live and mostl) min-

utes. Buying is completed. Buyer: Jack Peters. Vgency: Kastor,

Farrell. Cheslej & Clifford. New York.

Lever Bros., New York, is buying in approximate^ 85 markets for

Silverdust. Most of the market- are in the Eastern half of the

country. Plan is for 7 to 20 announcement- in each market per

week. One minute e.t.'s \ar\ in theme, from jingle to Straight copy.

Buying is completed. Buyer: Ira Gonsier. Vgency: SSI B, New York.

outli

!

East Coast Division

342 Madison Ave.

New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division

1 30 East Randolph Drive

Chicago 1 , III.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

or W. J. GERMAN, Inc.

Agents for the sale and
distribution of Eastman

Professional Motion Picture Films,

Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.;

Hollywood, Calif.

RADIO & TV BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: Longei tests to measure media, and the

saleabilitj of a product, are being conducted so thai conditions are

more representative of a normal market. In the past tests have

often been too short and when a campaign was rolling later, it was

found the research wasn'l valid. Note below that Level Bros, did

not extend its advertising for Mum until after it had been tested for

five month- in one < it \

.

Lever Bros., New York, is extending it- test for Hum. a new liquid

detergent Product has been promoted in the Columbus, Ohio, mar-

ket for the la-t h\e month-. Now, the plan i- to advertise it in

Mattered market- nationally. Buying ha- not been completed.

Bu\er: Jack Canning. Vgenc) : SSCB, New York.

I
I



4 The News and Idea

WRAP-UP
Highest antenna in

South Carolina

Highest above sea

level (2209 feet)

Highest above average

terrain (1182 feet!

CBS for Spartanburg-

Creenville area

Nation's 50th Market

CBS report to FCC
Dec. 1955

3. Top network

shows, films and

local programs

4. Center of the

progressive

Industrial

Piedmont

5. 2 - billion market

286,765 TV
homes

200,000

unduplicated CBS

6. No adjacent

channel

interference

7. Active

promotion

Geo. P. Hollingbery
National Representatives

SPARTAN
RADIOCASTINC
COMPANY
SPARTANBURG

S. C.
WALTER BROWN

Preiident

AGENCIES
Sherwood Dodge has been named
national marketing director of

Foote, ("one & Belding.

Previously v. p. and general manager

of the New York office, Dodge will

coordinate marketing plans and ser-

vices in all FCB offices.

The merchandising department un-

der v.p. Everett F. Braden will func-

tion as a separate entity. Dodge's new
post is an innovation for the agency.

Here are some reasons why ad-

vertising is essential to "our dy-

namic way of life" as outlined by
Thomas D'Arcy Brophy, chair-

man, Kenyon & Eekhardt, and
chairman of Advertising Week:

• Advertising

security.

• Advertising makes jobs.

increases company

• Advertising reduces selling costs.

• Advertising increases company

profits.

• Advertising speeds up consump-

tion (needed by "our enormous

and growing productivity.")

Brophy sees the general integration

between merchandising, promotion

and research as "The pattern of the

new advertising to meet the challenge

of the marketing future."

The Ettinger Co. will merge with

Communications Counselors, Inc..

public relations affiliate of Me-
Cann-Erickson. The merger becomes

effective 1 March. Under the new set-

up Margaret Ettinger will be vice

president and manager of the Holly-

wood arm of Communications Coun-

selors.

New agency appointments: Doyle.

Dane. Bernbach for CBS Radio's con-

sumer advertising . . . W. B. Doner,

Baltimore, for the Phillips Packing

Co. as of 1 March. Radio and news-

paper advertising will be used for Phil-

lips" soups, canned vegetables and

processed foods . . . Blaine-Thompson

for the P. J. Ritter Co., effective 1

April. Ritter ad plans call for regional

and seasonal promotion with main
emphasis on Ritter's Ketchup, Mclll-

henny Tobasco and Farm-Style Relish.

Spot radio will be among media used.

. . . Compton for G.H.P. Cigar Co. on

El Producto, La Palina and Lovera

Cigars. G.H.P. is an independent divi-

sion of Consolidated Cigar

ADVERTISERS
Here's a unique and constructive

idea from MFA Mutual Insurance
Co.

The insurance firm is throwing

a sponsor-station party on 24 Febru-

ary.

Attending will be representatives of

MFA units that sponsor 43 programs

in 31 markets along with station man-

agers and show personalities. Over

100 guests are expected and MFA's
director of advertising. W. Judd Wyatt

says: "We think we'll all learn some-

thing from each other." (See Sponsor,

3 October 1955, for MFA story "Farm
Radio Helps Up Insurance Sales

27.5',.,

Re-dedication to the ''Truth in Ad-

vertising" crusade founded 50 years

ago by Samuel Candler Dobbs. former

president of Coca-Cola, was a high-

light of Atlanta Advertising Club's

observance of National Advertising

Week.

William E. Robinson, present Coca-

Cola president, told members that ad-

vertising is "the tireless and persistent

generator of dynamism in the Ameri-

can economy—for better goods at low

prices." Robinson then went on to

call for the resumption of the crusade

for truth and integrity in advertising.

"\\ bile examples of dishonest insinua-

tion and innuendo are not multitudi-

nous." he added, "we should seek

them out and bring to bear all the in-

fluence we can to eliminate them. Ad-
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vertising cannol afford to have an)

rotten apples in the bai rel.

On i!i< automotive fronts Dealei

meetings are now being held in Detroit

and at ound the count i

j

\i these get-togethers new factor)

advertising plans for replai ing the old

co-op systems are being explained 1>\

the Big Three it.. M., Chrysler, i ord I

to the dealers, i See "Spot I lets a New

Deal in Detroit," page 31.)

NETWORKS
For the first lime two UJC IN

shows have hit in the Trendex top

10. See the February L957 report.

New to ili«' lisl is II yati Earp, 1 m
the number three spot), while Disney-

land (in ninth position) makes up the

other half of the \I'>C duet.

Onl\ one \BC. T\ program placed.

Perry Como shows up as number five.

rhere's an interesting slant (re

network thinking) in connection

with tVBC TVs neM middaj shows

The network is pointing up the fad

that the programs, Close-l p and Club

60, will replace 31-1 I hours of feature

film shows each week on the seven o&o

station nucleus carrying the duo.

Originally the programs were of-

fered onl) to the o&o's, but now both

are available to all interconnected affil-

iates. Cost set up is unusual too.

On station- other than the O&o's

sponsor's price will be thai of affiliate's

rate card it is understood. If sustain-

ing, there will be no cost t<> carrying

the show.

Special prices have been sel up on

the o&o stations ranging from $425

on WRCA-TV, New York, to $40 on

W 1U F. Buffalo. (These prices are for

one time per week. Rate protection

is 30 days, except for WCAU-TV,
Philadelphia which has six-months

protection. 1

Radio as a supplement to t\ was

theme ot Don Durgin's remark- during

the panel discussion on "\\ h\ the

Boom in Radio" at a recent meeting ol

the AWRT.
The vice president in charge ol the

\BC. Radio Network said, "While the

basic franchise for the large advertiser

is hpicalh in television, network radio

for approximate!) li'', additional

FIRST in the MARKET

WTAC
RADIO

DOMINATES!
FLINT, MICHIGAN

All day average 38.3 —

Nearest competitor 15.8 (Hooper)

n every quarter-hour,

6 A.M. -6 P.M. (Pulse)

In twenty of twenty-two half-hours,

7 A.M. -6 P.M. (Hooper)

FOUNDERS
CORPORATION
One of the Founders' group of stations, includ-

ing KPOA, Honolulu, and the Inter-Island Net

work; WFBl, Syracuse, New York; and KTVR,

Channel 2, Denver, Colorado.
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SPONSOR'S FIRST 10 YEAR!

NOTHII

10 years ago SPONSOR appeared on the broadca:

scene with a sparkling new concept — a use magazin

beamed 100% for air-minded agencies and advertisers. I

the decade recently completed its impact has been full

felt and its concept fully tested. Nothing speaks loudc

than results, and the ladder of uninterrupted growt

shown on these pages underscores sponsor's progres



..

IIT

In its second decade, sponsor has gone weekly with a remark-

able new format. It combines the use article concept for which

SPONSOR is noted with a use newsletter of essential tv radio reading

or busy executives. Thus an important dimension is added to broad-

ast trade publication service—and more decision-makers are better

nformed on air advertising than ever before. Today seven out of

:very ten copies of sponsor go to air-minded agencies and clients.

•"he Weekly Magazine TV/ Radio Advertisers Use ^.

ON YOUR

DESK

EVERY

FRIDAY

Contract

Advertisers

Are Protected

At Present

Low Rates

Throughout 1957
rate increase I May II



cost typicall) increases the monthly

net unduplicated homes reached b)

30%."

Durgin also stated thai lie I'elt radio

station managers recognized the fact

[hat il the music-news formal was uni-

versally adopted, it- "sameness in

-hiiihI" would be of great harm to the

medium.

(IBS TV's new Operations Informa-

tion Center has been set up to act as

.1 "clearing house" for all production

services, materials and facilities . . .

NBC TV has added $3 million in

gross billings on two of its daytime

shows, Queen for a Day and Tic Tac

Dough. Sponsors Queen include Min-
nesota \l ining and Manufaclui ina and

Standard Brands (an additional seg-

ment added to present schedule). Rid-

ing with the new quiz {Tic Tac
Dough) are Minnesota Mining and

Manufacturing, Corn Products, and

Mentholatum.

Clraud "Jerry" Chester has quit

NBC TV as general program executive

in charge of das time shows to join

Sylvester "Pat"' Weaver in forming a

new tv enterprise . . . Kleenex's new
giant billboard, which recently made

RADIO SHOWPLACE OF LONG ISLAND

FORMAL OPENING— FEBRUARY 26, 1957

WHLI THE VOICE OF LONG ISLAND"

proudly announces the opening of the newest

and most modern radio broadcasting facilities!

• Newest and most modern radio equipment

• Best equipped radio broadcast studios and facilities

• Largest and most complete record library

• A large, trained, experienced staff of 42

NOW . . . better than ever . . . able to serve the needs

of Long Island with programs that have dominated

Long Island listening for nearly ten years.

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

AM 1100

FM 98.3

ikomo(

PAUL CODOFSKY, PRES. AND CEN. MCR.
JOSEPH A. LENN, EXEC. V. P. SALES

Represented bj (-11 l 1>1 rn \

its debut on Broadway, got extra ad

milage b) having the light-up cere-

monies beamed coast-to-coast via NBC
T\ s Tonight. Paul Gilbert Associates

worked out the details for the sign's

super coming-out part\.

The Community Broadcasters As-
sociation's surve) of <)()() 250-watt
Class IV radio stations concludes that

one out of every 11 stations in this

ciass is "unable to reach homes which
now have no local radio service at all."'

I he CBA conducted the survey in con-

nection with its effort to get the FCC
to grant an across-the-board one kilo-

watt power increase to the over 900
Class IV 250 watters.

TV STATIONS
Westinghouse Broadcasting is fi-

nalizing arrangements for its

three-day conference on local pub-
lic service programing to be held
27 Febrisary through 1 March.

Among the principal speakers will

be Joseph N. Welch, Boston lawyer

who served as Army counsel during

the Army-McCarthy hearings, and FCC
chairman, George McConnaughe\.

WBC is sponsoring the conference

which will be attended by representa-

tives from around 100 radio and t\

stations.

As a reminder of the conference

\\ estinghouse is sending a reproduc-

tion of The Bill of Rights to broad-

casters throughout the country.

Blackburn-Hamilton Co. has been
dissolved. The partners of the 10-

year old broadcast brokerage firm

have separated to form independent

companies.

Ray V. Hamilton has already set up

a new organization. Hamilton. Stub-

blefield Twining & Assoc. James \\ .

Blackburn is due to announce his fu-

ture plans shortly.

TV applications: Between 11 Febru-

ar\ and 16 February, four construc-

tion permits have been granted and

one new station took to the air.

New station on the air is KBAS- 1 \ .

Ephrata, Wash., Channel 43, tower

656 feet above average terrain, owned

by Basin TV Co.

Construction permits went to West

Central Broadcasting Co. for Channel
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You're in Good Company
ON WGN-RADIO, CHICAGO

From "A" for Anacin to

"W" for Winston....

TOP-DRAWER Grocery Store Product
advertisers are buying WGN-Radio!

FOR THE RECORD: Anacin •

Arid • Bayer's Aspirin • Beechnut Gum •

B. C. Headache Powders • Ben Bay,

Pacquin Hand Cream • Birds Eye Fish •

Blue Bonnet Margarine • Coca Cola • Coco

Wheats • Colgate's Vel, Chapstick. Chap-

ans • Del Monte Pineapple-Grapefruit

Juice • Fels Soap • Fox Deluxe Foods •

Franco-American Spaghetti* Frigidmeats

Products* General Foods Instant Postum
• Golden Mix Pancake Mix • Heinz Camp-
side Beans • Herbox Bouillion Cubes •

Westchester Chicken* Herschel California

Fruit Products • Hills Brothers Coffee •

Hit Parade Cigarettes • Joan of Arc Pork

and Beans • Kent Cigarettes • LaFrance

Blueing • Listerine Antiseptic • Lite Soap
• Marlboro Cigarettes • Milk Foundation.

Inc.* Old Manse Syrup* Oregon Washing-

ton Pears • Pall Mall Cigarettes • Pepsi

Cola • Pepsodent • Quick Home Perma-

nent • Ralston Wheat Chex, Rice Chex •

Salerno-Megowen Biscuits • Sleep Eze •

Smith Bros. Cough Drops* Spry 'Stewart's

Private Blend Coffee* Winston Cigarettes

• and many more!

Yes, Top-Drawer Advertisers are buying "WGN-Radio

Join the nation's smartest time 1957 promises exciting new pro-

buyers who confidently select gramming to make WGN-Radio's
WGN-Radio to sell millions of policy of high quality at low cost

dollars worth of goods for top- even more attractive to you.

drawer clients.

WGN-RADIO 720 ON THE DIAL

The Chicago Tribune Station, Owned and Operated by WGN, Inc.

Midwest Office

441 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 11

Eastern Advertising Office

220 E. 42nd Street

New York 17

Also represented by
Edward Petry

& Company, Inc
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35, LaSalle, III., permit allows 15.1

kw visual: to Mid Illinois Tv Co. for

Channel 69, Pekin, 111., permit allows

20 kw visual; to Helena Tv, Inc. for

Channel 10, Helena, Mont., permit al-

lows .415 ku visual; and to Peoples'

Forum of the Air for Channel 12.

Helena. Mont., permit allows .257 kw

visual.

A tv set will be placed in the cor-

nerstone of KETV, Omaha, along

with prophecies of the future by

leaders of government, broadcast-

ing and business in special cere-

monies on 26 February.

Among those contrihuting to the

time capsule are: Walt Disney, Attor-

ney General Brownell. Thomas J. Wat-

son, Jr., Capt. Eddie Rickenhacker,

Gen. David Sarnoff, W. R. G. Baker;

ABC"s John Dal\. Secy, of the In-

terior Seaton. Charles Kettering. Post-

master General Summerfield, Secy, of

Commerce Weeks, Gen. Carlos Ro-

mulo, FCC Chairman George C. Mc-

Connaughey. J. Edgar Hoover, T. A. M.

Craven, Henry Luce;

Norman R. Glenn. Sol Taishoff.

TE ESSEE'S

KNOXVILLE"

IS COVERED BY

WBIR-TW
C H A E L10

KET

Metropolitan
Area Rank
MEMPHIS
KNOXVILLE
NASHVILLE
CHATTANOOGA

316,000 watts covering more

than 50 prosperous counties

in Tenn., Ky. and N. C. One

of the Nation's most power-

ful stations.

Call Your K A T Z MAN
For Availabilities

the TREND'S to
in TENNESSEE

TEN

Erederic R. Gamble, Arthur H. "Red"'

Motley. Robert A. Whitney. Paul B.

West;

N \RTB president Harold E. Fel-

lows. NARTB chairman of tv board of

directors Campbell Arnoux. television

Bureau of Advertising chairman W. D.

Rogers and others.

Lawrence H. Rogers, II, president

and general manager of WSAZ W1-

TV. Huntington, W. Va., has received

the Distinguished Service Award of

the Huntington Junior Chamber of

Commerce. . . . Allen Woodall, presi-

dent of WDAK. and general manager

of WDAK-TV, Columbus. Ga.. has

been appointed to the Board of Re-

gents of the I niversit) of Georgia as-

tern. He is the first Georgia broad-

caster to serve in this post.

RADIO STATIONS
WING, Dayton, has elected to re-

\ erse the trend in local promotion.

I he stations running ads in the

Davton newspapers touting the fact

that its a network affiliate I ABC I.

WING in the ad describes itself

as "one of Davton s great network

stations" and lists what it considers

the meaning of a network station in

terms of programing service to the

listener.

Top Value Week, the broadcaster-

supermarket promotion running suc-

(<js-!ullv in Los Angeles, San Fran-

cisco, San Diego and Las Vegas, is

being introduced to the Fresno market

via KBIF.

Here's the way the promotion will

work

:

• In-store merchandising with all

KBIF grocery product advertisers fea-

tured in banners, wire-hangers, shelf

markers, windows, product stacks, etc.

• Insertions in newspaper ads by

six key chain stoic-.

• Bottle-hangers plugging the sta-

tion and its food clients which will be

distributed monthly to home consum-

ers by a leading milk company (Gold-

en State i

.

KXO, El Centro. Calif., has just con-

cluded its month-long 30th Anniver-

sary celebrations. . . . Richard 'VS

.

Chapin, general manager of KFOR,
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GIVES PERSONAL SERVICE TO

ike, Luut o( Mi£fc &X<m«>4j*!

,3?
G«IIN iAY. r V)

I

MILWAUKEE
'SMALL CITIES & BIG FARMS.. .A MILLION FOLKS



Lincoln. Nebr.. lias received the Lin-

coln Junior Chamber » » f Commerce

distinguished service award as the out-

standing young man <>f L956.

ASSOCIATIONS
\ $500,000 fund and a commis-

sion to investigate the problems
of radio-tv broadcast coverage of

court trials were suggested b\ both

speakers at the recent RTES sponsored

debate on the American Bar Associa-

tion's Cannon 35.

The hot contro\ers\ that surrounds

Cannon 35 (the ruling against broad-

casts in courtrooms was boiled down

to two basic opposite views:

1. The broadcasts would interfere

with due process of the law—stand

taken l>\ Morris Ernst, leading legal

authority

.

2. To prohibit court broadcasts in-

terferes with freedom of the press and

freedom of speech—position put forth

b) Judge Justin Miller, former \ Mill!

general counsel.

(See page 41 for highlights of the

debate.)

NATRFD is seeking data on what its

members did to support National Farm

Broadcasting Da> (2 rebruan I. Ques-

tionnaires are being sent to all active

members along with requests for

''Proclamation-." new- stories and

similar material on NFBD.

Jack Jackson, chairman of National

Farm Broadcasting Day, reports that,

"all indication- are that National Farm

Broadcasting Daj was a tremendous

success."

FILM
CBS T\ Film Sales is making a

determined effort to extricate it-

self from the chaotic pricing hab-

its of the syndicated film industry.

Salesmen at its annual sales clinic

in New York on 18, 19, and 20 Febru-

ary were given details of the firm's

new pricing polic) b\ General Sales

Manager Thomas Moore.

The plan embraces a fixed rate lor

each market based on that market's

percentage of the potential sales for

each film series (if sold in all t\ mar-

kets). The market percentage is based,

roughly, on the ratio of the t\ sets in

the market to the total in the I .S., it

is understood. Potential sales are cal-

culated bv adding a profit figure to

sales, overhead and production ex-

penses.

Though this pricing method is. in

theory, the ideal toward which all film

distributors aim and, to some extent,

practice, CBS Film now expects its

salesmen to stick to it, no matter what.

The film distributor has also for-

malized a discount system for stations

which bu\ strip programs or groups

of show-.

The fact there are more ways to

sell tv film than you can shake a

stick at i see stor\ above) is well illus-

trated b\ one of the latest film deals.

Principals invoked are Seaboard

Drug Co. and King-Shore Films. Ltd.,

which have joined in a sales merger

involving Errol Flynn Theatre. The

show will be presented in behalf of

"Mericin," an anti-arthritic drug, in

150 markets beginning 1 March.

The deal provides that King-Shore

will participate in the profits of sales

of the drug. The transaction involves

a 52-week bu\ and a reported 84 mil-

lion in time and talent.

Trade sources noted a resemblance

between the Seaboard-King-Shore deal

and Math Fox's deal with Internation-
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Uranium Mine In The South!

\ir you entertaining the notion "I

investing in the stock of some I ranium
Mine? Well, of course, there's always
tin- wistful possibilit) that you might

liii lucrative traces. But, it's smartei

tn take the realistic view. So, give con-

sidered thought i" investing in a sound
business proposition, which has the

profit potential of a uranium mine

—

the untapped resources "I the Negro
market in the South, staked primarily

li\ the Negro radio station, \\ Dl \.

Concentrated Coverage
\\ 1)1 \ hits i>a\-dirt on tn|i national

accounts, for this top regional nutlet

hits a \ a-t market, which mass media

miss entirely. Within Memphis and
adjacent trading /one-, there is one of

the heaviest concentrations of Negro
population, percentage-wise, in the

I nited Mate-. Almost one-tenth of all

Negroes in the country reside in the

Memphis area.

\\ it It it- 50,000 watts, \\ Dl \ covers,

and make- contact with a total of

1,237,686 Negro consumers. Due to

the low readership count, the onrj \\a\

to reach this concentrated group is l>\

air media. According to recent -ur-

\e\. |'\ ownership in Negro home-
add- up to a negligible percentage.

Obviously, then, radio is the medium
for penetration and. \\ Dl \. a power-
house of pressure, is the mosl effective

regional station for merchandising na-
tional products!

Financial Status

Due to an unprecedented payroll,

from latelj developed industry, the

financial statu- of the Memphis Negro
is at an all-time high. The per capita
income, relative to white, exceeds that

By Ihirolcl W.ilKri

ol the Negro in an\ othei majoi ii\

of the nation. It is approximate^
double the pei capita income "f the

Negro in Detroit, ovei three times that

of the < hii ago Neg ro, and nunc than

five times that of the New ^ .nk Negro
Specifically, the Negro population of

Memphis has a quartet oJ a billion

dollars to Bpend and is willing to

spend it on marketable merchandise,
-mil as:

Rieelatul Rice . . Pel Milk . .

Chee r . . Sal llvpallra . .

\ rr ill . . \\ rialvu f>n>ii . .

EMe . . I'orrl.

These arc all name-brand commodities,
which \\ Dl \ vends for national client-.

on a regional basis, at profits that are

staggering and from a market, mind

you, almost untapped b) national press

and I \ media.

If youi operations include
| lucts

in the consumer held, consider the im-

pact made upon 1,237,686 potential

buyers, bj Negro announcer-, enter-

tainers, consultants - sale-men. all!

Listeners react to suggestions and per-

sonalized sale- messages, delivered l>\

the all-\egro staff, in a concrete wa\

. . . with action at points-of-purchase.

The proof? \\ Dl \ consistent!) car-

ries a larger number of national ad-

vertisers than an\ other radio station

in Memphis. It you want your share

<d thai quarter billion dollars, let

\\ Dl \ plan \ our program !

I I I « •<• I ive I'licra in in i n -

Vll-Negro -how- <m \\ Dl \ are "cus-

tomized" to awaken intellectual and
emotional responses, reflect traditional

tastes, stimulate loyalt) to a given

product through the performer in-

volved. Programs varj in subject from
musical favorites to new- and inspira-

tional chat-. Mar- range from popular

\ ocalists to home economists. Ml de-

liver solid entertainment, in a style

familiar and acceptable to Negro
li-tenei -. I he) appeal, in a personal

wa\. t<> the colored sense of responsi-

bilit) in supporting the product the)

represent. I he tremendous response i"

this customized programming is evi-

denced b) the fact thai \\ Dl \ has in-

creased it- annual gross dollar volume
over 600^5 !

Push Market
\\ Dl \ has all the element- tor a

first-rate market mix. \\ ith a sensi-

ti\ ii\ to changing conditions, \\ Dl \

i onverted, in L9 18, from a i onven-

tional station to an exclusive-for-N<

i oes, entertainment i entei ,
\\ Dl \

incoi porates into it- Bchedule .i publii

illation- Bei \ ii i
. which promotes the

intere t ol Memphis Neg] oes in all it-

home, i i\ 'n . -in ial, ami economic
prog] ams.

\- a result of this i lose assoi iation

w ith the Neg ro interest, \\ Dl \ h

phenomenal contact with, and compre-

hension of. the emotional, social, and

economic need- of these i olored citi-

zens, who make up 1

.''.'

I
of Memphis'

total population. This understanding
i- translatable into cash. Foi instance,

\\ Dl \ i- cognizanl ol the motive thai

impel- these Negroes to show a con-

sume] preference for premium-brand
goods. So thej bu) the besl !

\\ Dl \ not onl) has a i omprehension
ol consumer-attitude in this specialized

market, the -Iation has singular know-
how on advertising techniques for these

particular i ustomers and method- of

appl) ing them with maximum efle<

tiveness.

\udil the slati-lical records \\ Dl \

has made for blue-chip, national ac-

count- in the development, distribu-

tion, and sales promotion of name-
brand lines. Let \\ Dl \ -how you how
this station can integrate your market
problem, operational structure, and
profit objecth es into it- ow a planning
and service. With its specialized strat-

egy, \\ Dl \ can promise you unparal-

leled opportunities for immediati

sponse . . . can indicate new directions

and growth potential for the futuri

the unmined, Memphis Negro market!
Send your inquir) for detail-, on \ our
letterhead, now . . . and ask for a bound
cop) of. ••The Stor) of \\ Dl \!"

W Dl \ i- represented nationall) 1>\

the John E. Pearson < lompan)

.

JOHS~FePPER, President

FERGi

e\K*^-t~>

BERT FERCVSOS, General Manager

Iktula^
HAROLD WALKER, Commercial Manager
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al Latex. Fox, president of C&C and

distributor of the RKO movie films,

"sold " time to Latex in return for

cash-plus-a-percentage. Fox got the

time from stations in exchange for the

RKO films.

Got a fall programing problem?
Would you he interested in a new
tv series based on a top-grossing

movie?
If so, you might contact MOM Tv.

The tv subsidiary, planning to go into

tv film production in a big way, is

soliciting sponsors with the idea of

turning out pilots on such properties

as The Thin Man, Dr. Kildare, Mrs.

Minniver, Min and Hill and Goodbye,

Mr. Chips.

Advertisers are being told: Tell us

what MGM property you're interested

in and we'll get a pilot rolling.

For stations interested in certain

kinds of programing, Guild Films

WHEC Rates FIRST
with Rochester Listeners

Out of 360 Quarter-Hours Mondays thru Fridays,

In Competition with Five other Radio Stations

WHEC RATES 275 FIRSTS and 10 Ties!

Here's the Breakdown:

WHEC
Station

B
Station Stations

C DE&F

FIRSTS in the Morning 115 5

*FIRSTS in the Afternoon 70 50

"FIRSTS in the Evening 90 20
(10 ties) (10 ties)

-COMPLETE ROCHESTER PULSE REPORT OCTOBER 1956

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING . . ROCHESTER'S TOP-RATED STATION

WHEC
o

S.000 WATTS

Kepresenljlive^ EVERETI McKINNEY. Inc. New Yolk. Chicago. LEE f.O'CONNEI I Co. los AftRele; Sinfunciv

is packaging its product in groups of

similar series.

They include ( 1 ) a musical group

consisting of Liberace, 113 shows;

Florian Zabach, 39; Frankie Laine,

39; (2) mystery-documentary; / Spy,

39; Sherlock Holmes, 39; Paris Pre-

cinct, 26; Confidential File, 39; (3

1

comedy and drama: Molly, 39; Life

With Elizabeth, 65; Daffy 's Tavern,

39; Janet Dean, 39; Conrad A'age/

Theatre, 26; (4) kid shows: Flash

Gordon, 39; Joe Palooka, 26; Tim

McCoy, 39, Junior Science, 39.

Guild also distributes It's Fun to

Reduce, 65; Captain David Grief, now

in production, plus cartoons and fea-

ture films.

RKO TVs "Million Dollar Movie"

package has increased late-evening

tune-in 49 <

/t in Philadelphia, accord-

ing to WCAU-TV, which runs the pack-

age. The Philly station also reports

success with a late-afternoon com-

panion. Million Dollar Matinee . . .

MCA Tv reports the debut of State

Trooper in Denver topped a Clark

Gable opus {Homecoming, with Lana

Turner
)

, beat out a SeLznick feature

I The Paradine Case I and tied CBS
Tv's Studio one.

CBS TV7

Film Sales has sold its news

film service to six additional stations:

KCRA-TV, Sacramento; WGAN-TV.
Portland, Me.; KHOL, Kearney,

Neb.; WNBF-TV. Binghamton, N. Y.;

KOOK-TV, Billings, Mont.; KGW-TV,
Portland. Ore. . . . Minot Tv an-

nounced the sale of The Tracer to

three markets.

Bernaid L. Schubert, Inc., has

completed arrangements for the listing

of every market carrying Tv Reader's

Digest in Reader's Digest magazine.

The show is now in more than 50

markets. Schubert has also sold the

show in four Canadian markets to

Security Storage Co. . . United Artists

has racked up sales of $2.2 million for

package of 39 movies, the only pack-

age comprised of all major post-1948

features. Stations in 85 markets are

cam ing the films.

Screen Gems will produce a half-

hour film series about Sam Houston

under the title. The Man From Texas
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THERE'S ONU ONE LEADER...

KM.F-TV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE. STATION . BUTTE

MEMO: TIMEBUYERS!

Pulse:

Wilkes-Barre Metropolitan Area

November 1956

Monday through Friday

6:00 AM-
12 Noon

12 Noon-
6 00 PM

6:00 PM-
12 Midnight

WILK 29 21 21
Sta. B 17 20 28

c 13 12 12

D 9 16 12

E 8 9 X
F 8 8 10

Misc. 16 14 17

In every radio classification but

one WILK leads in the Wilkes-

Barre Metropolitan area.

It's your bsst radio buy!

Wilkes-Barre

Scranton
Call Avery-KnodH, Inc.

. . . Maurice II. Zouary, independent

producer-packager, has purchased 1 1 1 *
-

Miles and Progress film libraries,

h hull include one-and two-reel -li"i t-.

full-length features and about 3 million

feel of stock ^Imt-.

KHJ-TV's |Los Vngeles) new, two-

hour Murk <>l s\ ndicated film is »0'
I

Bold .1 week aftei its debut Dubbed
Milium Dollm Monday, the block con-

Bists (.I \K \ TVs Soldiet oj Fortune

ami State Trooper, I BS Film - " hirly-

birds and Gross-Krasne's O. Henr) . . .

\T \ has set up a Canadian affiliate

in what is described as the first step

in distributing its films on a world-

wide scale. . . CBS Film's
"' hirlybirds

is now 'list ributed in I 1<> mai kets

covei ing 73'
i of the I . S.

COMMERCIALS
How much allowance is needed

for t\ cut-off?

Here are results of the recenl

Screens Gems WRCA-TV tests to de-

termine how much <>f the transmitted

picture is seen on the average at-home

t\ screen:

ll Middle screen losses I top. hot-

tom and sides i about eight per cent.

2) Corner losses \ ai \ from 11 to

25%.

These finding were worked out 1>\

Peter Keane, technical director at

Screen Gems and were developed sep-

aratel) from WRCA-TV's tabulations.

The New York station plans to release

its findings next week.

New techniques and new horizons

in commercials nill be added to

the curriculum of the Film Pro-

ducers Association's current group
of film quality seminars.

I he YV\ is changing its original

concept somewhat with the techniques'

addition. The association feels that

qualit) on the production end rates

high, but there's -till plent\ of room

for improvement on the projection

level i prints and station equipment).

\e\t seminar is scheduled for the

first week in March in New ^ ork.

Some Chicago, as well as New ^ ork

agencj groups, will attend.

MEGM's film commercial division has

snagged its first account. Jacob Hup-

perl < ontrai i i ill- foi Hi one-minute

commen ials f"t Knii kerboi kei B
Y\ .ii m ii k and I eglei I- Ruppert's

icj ... Le < >i ;i I hompson \ —

sociates i- the newest Hollywood ani-

mated commercials produ< tion outfit

REPS
Frank B. Headley, president oi Sta

lion Represental h es Vssoi iation and

II K Representatives defined the func-

tions ami i ontl i! ul i"iis ,i( the Btation

representatives at the luncheon in Bos

ton <>l the Bi oadcasl Executives < lub

of New England.

I'm the ad\ ertising agenc) . the rep-

resentative: I
1 furnishes complete in-

formation and analysis of station data,

including such highl) Bpo ialized in-

formation as traffic counts on certain

corners, percentage of women who
work in a given market, oi even the

numl er of chickens w ithin a i ertain

station s grade " \ contour; '2
i sug-

gests station line-ups for products; 3)

advises on strong points of a product

for emphasis in commercials; I
1 sup-

plies data, such as coverage figures;

5
1

does duplication studies between

specific bu) s.

For the station, the rep :
|i provides

general information on a station's cov-

erage, the size of the market, the na-

tional accounts going in: 2i supplies

rating analyses, specificall) tailored

for sales and to inform station man-

agement id trends; 31 handles contact

with national surve) organizations,

often determining what surveys t" buy,

the proper scheduling of them, the de-

sign of the sample: L) calculates set

MM& People

Listen 4/I0K

API
BIRMINGHAM

THE Voice OF ALABAMA
John Bla.r & Co
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count figures and conversion percent-

ages; 5) prepares promotion mate-

rial; 6) advises on programing, such

as the types of shows or talent that are

saleable.

Vdain Young lias announced forma-

tion of a new subsidiary firm. Young

Representatives, Inc., which will sup-

plement parent company, Adam ^ oung,

Inc.. in radio representation.

^ oung Representatives is specifical-

l\ designed to meet the requirements

of stations in markets which rank he-

low the top 50 hut within the top 100.

These stations can best be sold. Young
feels, by specialized, tailor-made rep-

resentation.

Adam Young. Inc.. continues in the

representation of stations in the top 50

markets. Formation of the new corn-

pan) will provide two specialized sales

staffs—one concentrating on top mar-

kets, the other on medium-sized mar-

kets.

Blair Tv Associates now represents

\\ I '-TV, West Palm Beach. Florida.

Joint announcements were made by W.

I.. Woods, national sales manager of

Phipps Broadcasting Stations, and

Richard L. Foote, executive vice presi-

dent, Blair Television Associates, Inc.

RESEARCH
While tv viewing reached an all-

time peak in I9.»6. TvB finds the

current year pushing to even

greater heights.

The growth comes not onlj from

the increase in homes owning tv but

also from the increase in time the

average home spends watching t\

.

New tv homes, as of 31 Dec. L956,

increased more than 4 million as com-

pared to the same period in 1955: and

1956 was the first year to average

over five hours per dav viewing all

year long.

First reports for 1957 las compiled

by Nielsen I show homes watching

television up 15% over the correspond-

ing period in 1056. Norman F. Cash,

TvB president, reports, "The average

nighttime program delivered over 2

million more homes at the start of

1957 than at the start of 1956."

and completely covered
KTHT's 0.5 mv/m contour

blankets two and one-half million

Gulf Coast residents, in

750,000 radio homes.
Reach them quickly, effectively,

inexpensively by calling your
Paul Raymer Man.

FOR HOUSTON AND SOUTH

The Advertising Research Founda-
tion has appointed Dr. Herta Herzog

as chairman of its committee on Moti-

vation Research. Dr. Herzog is di-

rector of creative research for McCann-

Erickson. Arno H. Johnson, vice

president at J. Walter Thompson, has

been named ARF treasurer.

STOCK MARKET
Following stocks in air media and

related fields will be listed each issue

with quotations for Tuesday this week

and Tuesday the week before. Quota-

tions supplied by Merrill Lynch,

Pierce, Fenner and Beane.

Tues. Tues. \et

Stuck 12 Feb. 19 Feb. Cbange

Sew ) oik Sim 1, Exchange

AB-PT 21% 22% + :i
s

AT&T 174 176% +2%
Avco 6% 6% + %
CBS "A" 31% 32 7

-

Columbia Pic. 17% t7%
Loew's 19% 19%
Paramount 30% 31

RCA •51", 32% + %
Storer 25% 26 + %
20th-Fox 22'

-j 23 + %
Warner Bros. 25% 25^ + %
Westinghouse 52% 53%

American Stock Exchange

Allied Artists 3% 3%
C&C Super 1 1

DuMont Labs. i 5% + '4

Guild Film- 3% 3% - %
NTA 8V4 8 ;!

, + %

"If it weren't for us KRIZ Phoenix

account executives, you air person-

alities would be permanently sus-

taining."
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA iand western nevadai

"BEELINEf—
cUALoets *»*ote 4ox, -khz, Kioueif

This group of mountain-ringed
radio stations, purchased as a unit, de-
livers more radio homes than any
combination of competitive stations

. . . at by far the lowest cost per thou-
sand. (Nielsen & SR&D)

They serve this amazingly rich

inland market — with more people
than Iowa — and effective buying in-

come of almost $4.3 billion, nearly
triple that of the metropolitan Dallas
market. (Sales Management's 1956
Copyrighted Survey)

McC*a*ciuf

Sacramento, California

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative

SPONSOR 2.'^ kkbki wn 1951 8.3



•#. Only markat place of its kind. Gives programing profile of every
tv and radio station in the United States and Canada.

Published each March. Advertising forms close late February



RADIO AND TELEVISION

g buyers' guide
to station programing

'*

If you were a timebuyer asked to make up a list of 60 farm stations

how would you go about it? If it were your job to build lists of

stations featuring farm programing, or sport shows, or negro, news

of Latin American programing, homemaker shows or other special appeal

programing where would you turn?

If you were asked to make up a list of tv stations on one day's
notice and needed film and slide requirements of each station; if you
had to know about likely homemaker shows, farm programs, sportscasts,
feature film availabilities - what would you do?

The busy timebuyer, account executive, and ad manager turn to the

Buyers' Guide to Station Programing . It works wonders for him. It's

the only tool enabling him to quickly, accurately and expertly sort

out the 3,500-plus radio and tv stations of the U.S. and Canada by

their program characteristics.

The 1957 BUYERS' GUIDE is as basic as your rate card. It's the only
source of its kind. Your ad in BUYERS' GUIDE, near the programing
analysis of your own station, will benefit from a year 'round exposure
before the largest concentration of advertiser-agency readership in

the trade paper field. 8UYERS" GUIDE goes to the full SPONSOR reader
list of 13,500 circulation.

Send your reservation in right away. Use the attached order form,
or wire collect for choice position. Regular rates and frequency
discounts apply. Advertising deadline is 15 February. Regards.

Sincerely,

Arnold Alpert f
B0L0FACE LISTING WITHOUT COST

Along with your ad in the 1957

BUYERS' GUIOE your station

will be listed in boldface in

the master directory.

SPONSOR SERVICES INC . *0 EAST 49th ST.. NEW YORK 17. N. V.

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE ADVERTISING ORDER FORM

Please reserve following space in the

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE TO STATION PROGRAMING
two-third page . $330

vertical i h%xl0" deep

one-third page . $180
vertical 2 x

t xi0" deep
horizontal (master directory only)

full page .... $450
7zl0

half page .... $265
horizontal Txi's

I understand my ad entitles me to boldface listing of my
station in the master directory at no extra cost.

NOTE TO CONTRACT ADVERTISERS: Karned contract ratM Including frequency

discount*, applies to 111 VKKS QVIDI an 1 FAI.I. FACTS BASH i

I prefer placement in Master Directory

I prefer placement in category listings

Firm.

City_ .Zone- Stale

Name

CATEGORY
LISTINGS

RADIO

Classical Music
Farm Service
Country and

rn Aluic
Foreign Language
Latin American
S'egro
Popular Music

TELEVISION

Farm Service
Feature Film
Homemaking
Special Fac-
Film A Slide
Specifications

Specialized Appeals
Sports



NEW, ADDITIONAL SURVEY PROOF:
WNHC-TV—seven days a week, sign on to

sign off—delivers average audiences 21 0%
greater than top New York City station reach-

ing any part of the area; 244% greater than

Hartford; 174% greater than New Britain.

Kail KATZ for the proof: ARB, Nov. 1956;

PULSE, Oct. 1 956; NIELSEN NCS #2, 1 956.

WNHC-TV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD, CONN.'

Channel 8
ABC-TV- CBS-TV
Represented by KATZ

operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th &. Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

W F I L - A M • FM'TV. Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM •TV.Binghamton, N . Y.

WHGB-AM.Harrlsburg, Pa./ WFBG-AM • TV. Altoona, Pa./ WNHC-AM • FM • TV. New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 4-85 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York

ESPECIALLY IN HARTFORD!
86 SPONSOR • 23 FEBRUARY 1957



Ifhat's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
23 FEBRUARY
C.t>Tlght IM7

>HtOR PUBLICATION* I NO. Holderi of nhf construction permits who I) never constructed or 2) khii off

the air due to heaw losses oik < again have put the FCC on the spot.

Another deadline set by Hie FCC for building or surrendering the CP has gone by. Ml

the FCC gained from the last CF» extension were letters bemoaning the handicaps
under which ubf stations must operate in competition with established ulif stations.

Out of the IYA applicants faced with the FCC's CP ultimatum, two turned in their CP's

outright i Staid. \ Durwood, Channel U>. Wichita; and Johnson Broadcasting, Channel 48,

Birmingham >

.

Only those not faced with stiff vhf ""blanketing" gave any assurance they

planned to do something about building.

Some suggested thai since the FCC was in process of seeking to better uhf's lot it mighl

be best to wait until the commission had made some progress.

Others intimated that it would he financial suicide to proceed at this time, and even

dared the FCC to eaneel their permits.

Many favored a trial for subscription tv. Another group thought a close look should

be given the Craven plan for eliminating the table of allocations in favor of individual con-

sideration for individual applications.

The tide is pushing hard at the FCC on the matter of fee tv.

The commission faces the Senate Commerce Committee 5 March on this issue with re-

gard to uhf permit holders.

The committee's staff is readying a report calling for a large-scale trial of fee

tv, although there's no certainty that the committee itself will subscribe to the report.

There's strong feeling in the industry to have the report withheld or changed.

The FCC is watching the pulse carefully.

Congressional hearings on radio-tv problems are much slower getting started

than last year.

On the other hand, the list of proposed committee inquiries grows longer each

week. By the end of the session it is entirely possible that network chiefs and FCC officials

may have spent plenty of time on Capitol Hill anyhow.

The two latest hearings to be marked on the tentative calendar are of lesser importance.

In one, the FCC (and the FTC, as well as other regulatory agencies) would be scruti-

nized by Rep. Celler (D., N. Y.) on the degree to which appointed Democrats actually resem-

ble Democrats. These agencies are supposed to be split between the two major parties, but

Celler suspects the Administration has been appointing Democrats-for-Eisenhower.

The other added inquiry: A Senate Small Business subcommittee will be looking into the

problems of daytime-only radio stations.

A big complaint here is the vagueness of their time schedules—sunrise to sunset. Mean-

time the clear channels feel the daytimers should be even more restricted.

As if this isn't opposition enough, the still smaller fulltime (250 watt) stations are

apt to come into the hearing with their own grievances. They claim the 1,000-watt

davtimers have an unfair advantage, ask that their own power be boosted comparatively.
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GETTING THE MOST FROM

If the Picture "Pops"
It Has What It Takes!
Many a good film commercial has been ruined by a poor presenta-

tion "on-air." If the picture "pops" out at you, has sparkle and dimen-

sion, you know it's good. With modern RCA Film Equipment you can

expect and get the highest quality reproduction and long term reli-

ability in operation.



/OUR FILM DOLLAR

How to Get the Kind of Picture

Quality that Advertisers Want
There are two ways to increase the quality of your

film programs:

(a) By using Vidicon film cameras

(b) By using professional projectors.

Vidicon cameras give you sharp, clear, virtually noise-free pictures

of live picture quality. The Vidicon will show every detail that is

on the film. For example, night scenes are much clearer with new

Vidicon cameras than with older Iconoscope equipment. Vidicon

film cameras have ideal tone or gray scale range for high quality

reproduction of film. A remote light control permits the RCA
Vidicon camera to be adjusted to optimum operating conditions

at all times.

Professional RCA projectors are another requirement for high

picture quality. Professional film projectors provide a rock-steady

picture, free from jump and jitter, as well as high fidelity sound.

Precise optics in the RCA film and slide projectors assure evenness

of illumination and excellent resolution.

Whether you are a station executive, program sponsor or

agency man, you'll be helping the cause of good film program-

ming by advocating the use of up-to-date film room equipment.

Ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to show you our new film

manual "Planning TV Film Facilities for Color and Monochrome."

Tmk(») S>

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company ltd., Montreal



A roundup of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
23 FEBRUARY
Copyright 1957

•PONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

A top-level management flareup in one of the top five and oldest agencies

seems to be thwarted by the timely return to the scene of the agency's board chair-

man.

Several of the old guard—loaded with agency stock—had been raising points of policy

against the president—notably that he was trying to change the image of the company.

The agency's chairman of the board, who is also the largest stockholder, always has been

a master at pouring oil on troubled brass.

Predictions on Madison Avenue are that Philip Morris top management hag

started to get "restless" about its PM advertising, wants to "re-direct" it. Ayer now
has the account.

After a two-year absence, the brand is returning to nighttime network tv via the Mike

Wallace Show on ABC TV. It's the type of offbeat thing that Philip Morris always

has preferred to identify itself with.

The tv networks apparently are in for a rash of cops-and-robbers shows

—

prowl car versions of westerns—this fall.

ABC TV has tied up with the New York police's endowment fund for such a series, and

CBS TV is working on one called Twenty-First Precinct.

That preference of C. Terence Clyne's for livingroom (instead of office) decor

in McCann-Erickson's new New York office dates back to his days at Biow.

Milton Biow was allergic to two things: the pomp and circumstance of the business and

a desk cluttered with papers.

Like Biow, Clyne has no desk in his office. (Several of the top CBS people likewise pre-

fer this kind of setup.)

A frequent crack among timebuyers these days, with overtones of frustration:

Some stations have sold so much time on saturation and similar plans that

they have trouble handling ordinary card-rate campaigns.

With albums and histories so much the rage these days, the all-time classic radio

broadcasts are turning up in conversations more and more. Here are some:

• The late Graham McNamee's coverage of the Dempsey-Tunney long-count bout.

• NBC's broadcast of the Hindenburg fire as transcribed by a WLS staffer who, by

chance, was set up at the mooring-port to greet some Chicagoans.

• Orson Welles' Man from Mars hysteria-producing event (CBS).

• Gabriel Heatter's marathon ad libbing during the Bruno Hoffman trial, aftermath of

the Lindbergh kidnapping (Mutual).

• CBS' special events treatment of the Detroit race riots.

• H. V. Kaltenborn's valedictory from Berlin at the outbreak of World War II (NBC).

• John Hicks' coverage of the "D" Day landings.

• The dialogue between Mae West and Charlie McCarthy on the Chase & Sanborn

Show (NBC).

• The program climaxing the Jack Benny-Fred Allen feud (NBC).

• The initial Sorry, Wrong Number program (CBS).

90 SPONSOR 23 FEBRUARY 195'
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BLAIR IMAiatASSOCIATES
IN C.

SEATTLE NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
3319 White-Henry-Stuart Building 422 Madison Avenue 737 North Michigan Avenue 2502 Russ Building 3460 Wilshire Boulevard

Elliot 6270 Plaza 1-1922 DEIaware 7-2145 YUkon 2-7068 DUnkirk 1-3811

DETROIT ST. LOUIS JACKSONVILLE, FLA. DALLAS BOSTON
617 Book Building 1037 Paul Brown Building 1402 Barnett Bank Building 467 Rio Grande National Building 6 St. James Avenue

WOodward 1-6030 CHestnut 1 -5687 ELgin 6-5770 Riverside 4228 HUbbard 2-3163
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SPOT'S NEW DEAL
{Continued from page 33)

what he asks for. too provided it is

within reason.

Q. Will local dealer associations still

continue to make buys locally?

A. In areas where local associations

or dealer councils exist, they will go

on raising funds for local co-op adver-

tising by adding X dollars to the price

of each car they sell. In the same way,

individual dealers will raise their per-

sonal ad budgets for promoting their

own establishments. The factory will

have no say in how they spend this

money. In the case of associations or

dealer councils, committees make the

media buys. With the end of factory

co-op, dealers and dealer councils are

likely to increase their own local ad-

vertising budgets.

Q. Must advertising dollar still be

spent in the proportions in which it is

raised in the areas from whence it

comes?

A. Definitely not. The new advertis-

ing fund will be spent where it can do

the most good. Flexibility and efficien-

cy arc tbc keystone of the new plan.

If. for example Chevrolet sales were

to sag in Peoria, that GM division

would be free to wage a heavy cam-

paign there, spending many times

more than had been collected from that

market. Support can now be given

where needed.

Q. Will media buys be more selective

than before?

A. Yes. Decisions now will be made
objectively based on sound advertis-

ing and marketing criteria developed

bv agencies and auto company ad

departments.

Q. Why do spot radio and spot tv

stand to gain?

A. Because dealers generally preferred

newspapers—not from objective studv

but rather on the grounds of old

friendship or local prestige. And since

the co-op game was strictly dealer's

choice, local air media often got short

shrift. Now with the companies them-

selves committed to provide every one

of their dealers with the heaviest cov-

erage possible, agencies and ad depart-

ments are re-examining all media. All

HOTTEST
RADIO BUY
IN PROVIDENCE

WICE — a strong 3rd afternoons

WICE — a strong contender for 3rd mornings

Rhode Islanders love our local and

national news coverage, go for our

"more music" policy, think their inde-

pendent Elliot station is great. So do

the sponsors. Check Hooper . . . ask

your JEPCO man!

m0re MUSK

m0re NEWS
OFTEN

The ELLIOT STATIONS
great independents • good neighbors TIM ELLIOT, President

Akron, Ohio - WCUE / WICE - Providence, R. I.

The John E. Pearson Co., National Representatives

tv and radio have to do now is sell

themselves on their merits.

Q. For how long will auto companies

go on honoring old buys made under

co-op system ?

A. For no longer than is necessary.

For example practically all such bu\~

bj Dodge dealers have been shut off

already. Chrysler hopes to have all its

old co-op deals- cleared away by the

end of March. GM is counting on hav-

ing its decks clean by June. Ford,

which was about 30 days later in drop-

ping its co-op plan, is trying to intro-

duce the new system as gradually as

possible. It is still studv ing the situa-

tion and may go on doing so for quite

a while to come. Its major change to

date is in the method of raising the

new factory fund which is the same as

the methods of Chrysler and GM. But

it is still trying to continue the me-

chanics of buying as before. By the

beginning of 1958. they expect to have

finalized their plans. It is possible

within the Ford company, that differ-

ent plans may be used for different

divisions. Lincoln, being a relatively

low volume car, may set up a different

advertising system than Ford cars

div ision.

Q. Did the marketing revolution play

a role in the dropping of auto co-op

advertising?

A. Yes. Although GM dealers them-

selves got the ball rolling when they

complained about co-op inequities to

a Senate investigating committee early

in 1956, the fact is that new marketing

concepts within the advertising depart-

ments of the auto manufacturers would

eventuallv have killed co-op anyway.

The motor industry has gone through

the phases of stressing first research

techniques, then technological develop-

ments. It has learned how to re-tool

for a new model car while still keep-

ing up production on current models.

It has reached a zenith of assembly

line perfection. Now, at long last, mar-

keting has caught up with it.

Flie co-op system began in the auto

industrv when man} car dealers were

former carriage shop proprietors. They

knew nothing of advertising. Yet thev

were handed a carte blanche sav in

what advertising was to be bought. As

new media radio and television

—

came into the picture, they still fa-

vored their old pals, the local news-

paper publishers. Others spent their

92 SPONSOR 23 FEBRUARY 1957
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She's A Big One,

All Right!

WHO-TV is as big a television value— and

getting bigger all the time!

As of March, last )air. the Iowa Television Audience

Survey found that "i.2r
'

f of all Iowa families

owned television sets. Today we conservatively

estimate that WHO-TV's coverage area has 284,500

television sets— viewed by over one million

people, divided almost exactly 50-50 between

urban and non-urban families.

Ask Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. for all the facts on

WHO-TV—Channel 13— NBC-TV in Des Moines.

WHO-TV .- pari of

Central B tig Company,

which also owns and o

WHO Radio, Des Moines

WOC-TV. Davenport

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

LJWHO-TV
[WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

L^P, WHO-TV
;? WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

,WHO-TV&
^SV WHO-TV "^

WHO-TV
Channel 13 • Des Moines

f
<

4jp-

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter. Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin. Woodward. Inc.

National Representatives
Affiliate
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co-op funds in even kind of "tin-

uhistle" advertising from kidiU bal-

loons in skywriting. One Florida auto

dealei ha- foi \ eai - insisted in putl ing

the hulk of hi> mone) into a rate track

form. (This buy was shut off, the min-

ute co-op was dropped.)

I he co-op system was set up to ad-

vertise product at dealer level. Yet

what dealers did with their advertising

money frequent!) had no relation

whatever to the national programs of

the factories. The manufacturers knew

this, vet tried to live with it. Perhaps

the fact that a company like GM was

saving about $10 million a year in

Federal Excise Taxes under the old

set-up of raising dealer money for the

co-op pot had something to do with

their tolerance. But into a bitterly com-

petitive industry like automotives, mar-

keting was bound to come.

Q. Did the Robinson-Patman Act

bring about abolition of co-op funds?

A. No. But it's likely if co-op had

been continued, it would have entered

the picture sooner or later.

Q. What were the inequities and
weaknesses of co-op that may be elimi-

nated under new system?

A. Practically every advertising ex-

cess and malpractice was spawned in

co-op I double billings, kick-backs,

etc. I.

Advertising rates were muddled. In

radio particularly, there were a lot of

manipulations in which local rates

were obtained where national should

have prevailed. Now there can be no

longer any doubt that buys from a

national agency will go at national

rates. The fund no longer belongs in

part to the local dealers, but to the

factory.

Station reps often lost schedules

through co-op. For example, New York
area dealers might decide against a

local spot tv campaign on the grounds

that much of their advertising might

benefit dealers in neighboring Con-

necticut and New Jersey. Now if the

factory decides that tv is needed in the

New York area, it can go right ahead

and make the buy.

Under co-op plans, dealers in rural

areas could hardly spend all their

money in their country weekly. For

some of them, this was their only cov-

erage, except for network television

and national magazines I purchased

with factory—not co-op. funds ) . Mean-

while many suburban dealers were get-

ting coverage from their own local

newspapers and stations as well as

from the metro broadcasts and news-

LISTENERS

WHO LISTEN

LISTEN TO . . . SAN DIEGO'S ADULT RADIO STATION

92%
KGB IS SAN DIEGO'S ONLY
STATION WITH AN OVERALL
AVERAGE ADULT AUDIENCE
OF 92%.
NIELSEN . . . JUNE, NOV. '56

1360
ON THE DIAL

FIRST IN SAN DIEGO

MUTUAL DON LEE RADIO

CALL YOUR H-R REPS

FOR FULL DETAILS

papers which come into their own
areas. This gave them an unfair ad-

vantage, according to the rural deal-

ers. As for the metro dealers, their

co-op funds never went far enough
anywa)

.

\ow manufacturers are in a position

to j;ive one and all a fair shake, by
throwing the whole pot into nation-

w ide promotion of brand names. For

such campaigns, spot radio and spot

tv are in a strong position.

Q. What are the traditional peak

spending periods for auto advertising

in spot? Will they continue?

A. A good 60% of spot spending by

the auto companies has usually been

within a two-month period around the

time new models are brought out in

the fall. About 30' { has been spent

over a month each Spring. The re-

maining 109f has been spread through

the other nine months. It is unlikely

that the pattern will undergo much
change under the new advertising plan.

But the fact that auto companies and

their agencies are giving serious

thought to long-term buys, suggests

that annual budgets for spot radio

and spot tv may grow in size.

Q. Will auto companies still send

form questionnaires to dealers to learn

their media preferences?

A. Quite possibly. Such question-

naires were but one of several ways

that auto company ad departments

kept track of dealer feelings regarding

local media. However, with the

dropping of the co-op advertising

plans, these questionnaires are now for

the most part obsolete. At Chrysler

Corp., SPONSOR was told that all

divisions still do their best to work

closely with dealers on advertising

plans. But no definite questionnaire

has been designed vet to replace the

ones used when the co-op plan was in

effect.

Q. What are the chief advantages

of the neic plan to advertisers?

A. Flexibility and the opportunity

for clear-cut planning. Factories are

now in a position to pay closer atten-

tion to the potential of a market,

rather than to past performance of a

market. In advertising. the\ may now

enjoy some of the mobility they gave

to America when they put us on

wheels. Dealers stand to gain also.

Relieved of taking major part in fac-

tory media decisions, they are now

free to concentrate on promoting their

own establishments locally. ^
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VT^

NIELSEN REPORTS: VVKY's unduplicated

I

weekly coverage is greater than the next

4 Oklahoma City stations combined!
By using WKY, you cover 56 Oklahoma
counties, containing 68% of Oklahoma's

population and retail sales.

ASK YOUR KATZ MAN FOR THE COMPLETE
COVERAGE AND RATING STORY.

Source: A. C. Nielsen 1956— SRDS 1956 Consumer Markets

Owned and Operated by

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.

WKY-TV and WKY Radio, Oklahoma City

WSFA-TV, Montgomery, Ala. WTVT, Tampa, Fla.

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
RADIO



Things are hatching

in the

WREN's

Nest!

TO TIME BUYERS

LOOKING

FOR

A BUSY

SIGNAL
Metropolitan Topeka is proud of its

steady, high payrolls— like Southwest-

ern Bell's 1,200 employees. The com-

pany has already added three stories

to the new building opened in 1951,

and in addition has two suburban of-

fices in the mill. Nearly 10 per cent

of all Kansas construction for South-

western Bell is slated for Topeka in

1957. Topeka is a market worth having

. . . and WREN is the low-cost wav to

get it. Nielsen's latest, credits WREN
with 42 per cent of all Topeka homes

every single day!

REP. BY JOHN E. PEARSON

5000 WATTS
TOPEKA, KANSAS
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Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS!

Robert B. Hanna, jr., former manager

of the Broadcasting Stations Department

of the General Electric Co., has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Industrial

Heating Department for G. E. He will

assume his new duties in Shelbyville, Ind.

on 1 March. Hanna has been in charge

of the company's tv station WRGB, and

radio station WGY and WGFM, all in

Schenectady, since 1949. He was appointed manager of the Broad-

casting Stations Department in 1951. and in 1955 became president

and general manager of the Maqua Co., G. E.'s printing affiliate in

Schenectady. Hanna joined G. E. in 1929 just after his graduation

from Butler University, Indianapolis. Before his broadcasting assign-

ment in 1949, Hanna served in various public relations and advertis-

ing posts. He is a member of the board of directors of the NARTB.

Orrin Spellman hasjoinedGeare-Marston,

the recently merged Philadelphia subsidi-

ary of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, as

the senior vice president. Spellman re-

signed as regional vice president of Kenyon

& Eckhardt and head of that agency's

Philadelphia office to assume the Geare-

Marston position. His new appointment is

regarded as a move to strengthen the new

R&R subsidiary' in view of the additional clients which will be

handled through the office. Before joining Kenyon & Eckhardt, Spell-

man was associated with Holiday Magazine, Philadelphia, for 10

years. At Holiday he served as department store merchandising

manager, and later director of advertising and promotion.

Prior to Holiday, he was a merchandising executive with

Talon and assistant promotion manager of Fawcett Publications.

E. Robert Nashick has been appointed

advertising and promotion manager of

KYW-TV, Cleveland. Announcement of

the appointment was made by Ed Wallace

promotion manager of KYW and KY W -

TV. Nashick will assume his new duties

on 18 February and will report to Wallace.

He comes to KYW from WCKT-TV
and WCKR. Miami, where he has been

advertising and promotion manager since last April. Prior to that

he served as advertising and promotion manager for WXEL. Cleve-

land and WGBS-TV, the Storer station in Miami. He is credited

with establishing the promotion departments of all three stations. For

his work in radio-tv advertising and promotion he has won several

national awards. Before entering radio-tv, Nashick worked in the

promotion field servicing Loews and MGM theatres for eight years.
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KiNG-COPTER

Another Happy Client Drops in on KTNG-TV
Perry Shupert did a double take. Sure enough, there

was KING-TV's 'copter all revved-up, ready to whisk

him from Seattle-Tacoma International Airport to

KING-TV's roof— designated as Seattle-King County

Private Heliport No. 1 by the CAB.

Just ten minutes after his airport landing. Shupert,

dynamic Vice-President in charge of sales and adver-

tising for Miles Laboratories, Inc.. was dropping in

for a first-hand view of KING-TV production and

promotion methods that help keep Alka-Seltzer on top

of the Pacific Northwest market.

Like so many other top- notch advertisers, Miles

places its entire spot budget on KING-TV. No wonder

KING-TV enjoyed giving speedy service to the Speedy

Man . . . Results? Alka-Seltzer, One-A-Day Vitamin and

Bactine volumes push up and up. Is Perry Shupert

happy with KING-TV? Ask him and he fairly fizzes

with enthusiasm.

FIRST IN SEATTLE

ABC—Channel 5

100,000 Watts

TACOMA

KiNG-TV
ASK YOUR BLAIR TV MAN

Aisocioled with KGW-TV, KGW Radio, Portlond, Oregon



SPONSOR

The big three

Between the hours of 9:40 and 1 I on the morning of 13

February, the big three in network tv became a reality for

hundreds of top-flight agency and advertiser executives. For

on that morning ABC, to an audience of 1,500, unveiled an

explosive presentation that rank- among the finest examples

of showmanship, research, and sales persuasiveness in the

annals of the broadcast industry. Two days later the same

presentation was given to another packed house in Chicago.

With this single stroke ABC TV moved up many notches in

prestige, particularly among key executives who have not

been able to follow the day-by-day evolution of the networks.

Although the presentation was delivered with hard-hitting

competitive overtones (which by the time you read this will

undoubtedly have brought rebuttals) it is not without its posi-

tive aspects so far as NBC and CBS are concerned. For one

thing, it promises alert, aggressive, high-level competition that

should benefit all networks. For another, congress as well as

the FCC will be quick to note that the American system of

broadcasting allows room for initiative and growth.

How fast ABC will realize on its smash hit remains to be

seen. But it is hard to imagine that the master salesmanship

of Ollie Treyz, head of ABC TV, will stop just as his net-

work breaks through the sound barrier.

We look for an exciting 1957 among the big three in tv.

7 to 9 and 4 to 6

Are these the magic hours for spot radio advertising?

We think that many advertisers are mesmerized into think-

ing they are. But the facts say different.

Many clients who are standing in line today to buy early-

morning and late-afternoon time would do well to buy other

hours, including after-dark. And we're confident, that a swing

of the pendulum will come once the facts are fully understood.

Right now sponsor is busy gathering the evidence for

a definite article on this unique media problem. Look for it

in the 16 March issue.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: FCC may soon act

on a test of fee tv. The test, sponsor believes,

would do little to solve the basic problem: Is

fee tr in the public interest? We think not.

Ind we deem it a threat to commercial tv.

98

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Premium: Orange County, Cal., ad-

vertisers who si»n for a \ear with sta-

tion K.W IX receive free term life insur-

ance. \"/< there's real coverage!

Self-denial: The small daughter of a

cand\ manufacturer (who is a heavy

user of spot t\ i came home from

Parochial school the other afternoon.

"Daddy," she said, "the Sisters told

us we must give up candy for Lent."

Next day, the father was at the

school, protesting.

"I'm a generous contributor to this

parish and school." he pointed out to

the Sister. "Naturally I'm in favor

of the kids giving up something for

Lent—hut win pick on candy? It's

my livelihood, and besides that, all

during Lent I've got an expensive spot

t\ campaign running. Have you any

idea. Sister, how many thousands of

dollars it costs me to advertise my
candies on tv?"

Feeling he had presented a sound

case, he returned home, and was heart-

ened that evening when his daughter

reported. "Daddy, the nuns told us to-

dav we didn't have to give up candy

after all."

"That's fine," he said. "And what

must \ou give up instead?"

"Watching television," said his

daughter.

job wanted: From Y. Y. Times—
WOMEN LIKE ME

2Y2 to 80y2 . Not that I have that

"fatal attraction." They neither sigh

nor swoon. Rather, they make me tea,

watch over me. discuss home and

family and such. And they think I'm

so naive—and at my age! I'm a good

retail agency advertising copy/promo-

tion man. . . . Why change the subject?

Speed Age: According to the papers.

"Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver does not

have a company \et. but he has found

a business associate.'" Pat was never

one to let grass grow under his feet.

Cot a Spot?

This column welcomes contribution-

from readers. Subjects should be con-

fined to broadcast advertising, may

include news items, typos, on-tlie-air

fluffs wacky ad-, agency or rep firm

triviae. Those selected for publica-

tion will be credited to the senders.

Address: "10-Second Spots,'" SPONSOR,

10 E. 49th St.. New York 17, N. Y.

SPONSOR 23 FEBRUARY I
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ON TOP IN SAINT LOUIS

LEADERSHIP...

THE NINTH

MARKET

Well balanced programming and a reputation

for providing the finest TV entertainment-

local, film, and network— have made KWK-TV

the leader in St. Louis Television.

Personalities like Gil Newsome—Tom Dailey— Fred

Moegle dominate their time periods across-the-board.

A library of more than 300 selected feature movies

... top syndicated film programs . . . news, weather,

and sports shows distinguished by complete and

accurate reporting of city and state as well as

national events. . . and a constant awareness

of the programming needs of this metropolitan

community have led to this audience leadership.

INDEED, CONSISTENT AUDIENCE LEADERSHIP!

Pinpointed by survey after survey. (Nov. ARB

Share of Audience Average, 6 p.m. to midnight:

KWK-TV 52.1%; the §2 station: 46.2 (2.2 other). The Leader in

St. Louis Television

(^
TOP PROGRAMS

OF TWO NETWORKS 'w\

If you are campaigning (or planning one) in

America's Ninth Market check KATZ for full details

about KWK-TV—The Leader in St. Louis Television.

c_>

*fc ^

SERVING THE GREM ST LOUIS MIRKET



Your Radio Spots on ofsa

KMBC-KFRM

GoK'ghtVomlhe'Pike
To Sell the entire Kansas City Trade Arc

Ever since the magnificent new $160,000,000 Kansas I

Turnpike opened, smart radio advertisers have been selling \
plus of new customers with KMBC-KFRM. These "pike"
customers are not "pikers" ! They come to Kansas City wil

pockets full of money to buy all sorts of things.

They come from far down the pike in the rich

trade area to the west and southwest.

The ability of KMBC-KFRM to give you your pick of
j

pike customers is no accident. A look at the map above
will show you why. Note how the broad coverage of

KMBC-KFRM matches the Kansas City Trade area.

And KMBC-KFRM assure you of high listenership—
with potent, personalized programming of Music, News, Sp<

Major League Baseball, Farm Service and Women's Pro-
It all adds up to your best radio buy in Missouri, with
KMBC king-sized listenership in the Kansas City area;

and KFRM (a bonus to KMBC advertisers)

beaming your sales story to the State of Kansas.

MORAL: Send your message down the

Kansas Turnpike via KMBC-KFRM and step-up

your sales in the Kansas City market.

For choice availabilities, call your colonel from
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

il

KMBC V Kansas City

KFRM fa* the State of Kansas

The new 236-mile Kansas Turnpike—fast,

easy route to Kansas City—brings thou-
sands of new customers every day. They
listen to the KMBC-KFRM Radio Team on
the pike and in their homes.

Basic ABC Affiliate

1
JP

in the\Heartyof America

. . and in Television

the Swing is to

nean

KMB

DON DAVIS,
President

JOHN SCHILLING
Executive Vice-Presidei

GEORGE HIGGINS,
V.P. ond Sales Managi

DICK SMITH,
Manager, KMBC-KFRM i<>

MORI GREINER,
Manager, KMBC-TV

Peters Gr 's

WooiavaRI '
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PIN POINT
POWER GETS
BEST RESULTS

Radio Station W-I-T-H "pin point power" is tailor-made to blanket

Baltimore's 15-mile radius at low, low rates—with no waste coverage.

W-I-T-H reaches 74% * of all Baltimore homes every week delivers

more listeners per dollar than any competitor. That's why we have

twice as many advertisers as any competitor. That's why we're sure

to hit the sales "bull's-eye" for you, too.

"Cumulative Pulse Audience Survey

P'Sident

RC. Embry
V e Pres.

c o FIDE C E
; 'cal Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.

LET'S CUT

SPOT'S

PAPER MAZE

Spot continues to grow
in spite oi strangling

detail, bul it can only

reach full growth with

certain simplifications

Page 27

How spot radio

keeps Coppertonc

out in front

Page 30

Erwin, Wasey's

television

lend-lease plan

Page 36

Public service

shows: Important

to sponsors?

Page 38

GEST ON



WFRV-TV is now

* Maximum Power

* Wisconsin's Highest Antenna

* One Third of the Population of Wisconsin

Our NTH tower

wfer,1&o!
. . . Program

criteria—the

all-family

audience.

mnQDDD
* A Third of

Wisconsin's Counties

including the

fabulous Wisconsin

Fox River Valley
Gree|) Bay/ Wistonsin

CHANNEL
ABC, CBS, plus strong local

and regional programs

HEADLEY- REED Company, Representatives ^Nearest To Heaven.

1165 feet above
average terrain.



How to bufld and keep a radio audience
Bowling is the bigtime pastime in WNAX-
570's Big Aggie Land. And each year WNAX-
570 highlights the sport by sponsoring the
WNAX Bowling Tournament.

In the past 7 years: 60,000 bowlers have com-
peted for $175,000 cash, and $36,000 merchan-
dise prizes.

This year: 8,000 bowlers will try for $28,000
cash, $5,000 merchandise prizes.

And all the 2 '^million people in Big Aggie
Land can follow the tournament's progress
each day on Les Davis' "Today in the World
of Sport" over WNAX-570. A tremendous
number do.

Sports promotion like this is one of the ways
WNAX-570 builds and keeps one the best radio audiences in America.

BIG AGGIE LAND
190 counties in part* of

S states in the Mid
West's Grtat Upper
Missouri Valley.
oA0,9S0 families with
$2.8 billion to spend.
80% of them hear
WNAX-570 3 to 7

times a week

Represented b» KaH

WNAX-570
CBS Yankton, South Dakota

A Cowles Station.

Under the some manoqement as KVTV Channel '

Sioui City, Iowa.
Don D. Sullivan. General Monoqer

SPONSOR 2 M VR< H 1951
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Let's cut spot's paper maze

27 Giant in ;i jungle of paperwork, spol grows despite strangling detail,

luit it can realize it- full potential onlj with certain simplifications

Coppertone holds off the "big boys" with spot radio

30 f"his suntan products advertiser stretches his $200,000 spot radio

budget by concentrating on weekends, encouraging personal d.j. pitch

Where does the money go?

33 Viestinghouse -pent §26,000, or twice the norma] amount, on one "spec-

t ;i«u la r live commercial to 1 -t prestige, Here's a cost anal\~i-

Erwin, Wasey's tv lend-lease plan

36 Agency exchanges t\ knowhov* with England, sends creative chief to Lon-

don for commercial tv planning. Concept: England i- tv gateway to Europe

Public service shows: important to sponsors?

38 Don Mc(»annon, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. president, explains

«lu he thinks the answei is yes and why WBC is -pending $75,000 to

promote better public service programing throughout the industry

FEATURES

18 Agency Ad Libs

54 Agencj Profile

22 49th and Madison

49 .New and Renew

66 News & Idea Wrap-Up

S Newsmaker of the Week

24 Reps at Work

50 Sponsor Asks

SO Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

88 Sponsor Speaks

60 Spot Buys

88 Ten Second Spots

16 Timebuyers at Work

86 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

77 W a-hington Week

In Next Week's Issue

Summer selling: 1957

Have advertisers really junked the summer siesta idea? sponsor ex-

amines some recent radio-television summer trends to End the answer

The creative man's future

sponsor raised the question recently ol where creative men will fit into

the agency of the future. Here's an agency board chairman's answer
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LCI, MS.

The WOC-TV i

higher than the
boring TV st

satisfactorj sigi

this Hia Area
homos.
Ask your I' (, W
you NCS Cover

>'

! cr is .'20 feel
' lw cr of neigh

>n. assuring
throughout

J 1 7.902 TV

Man to show
e Report.

WOC-TV
( overs the Quint-Cities

Plus $9 Surrounding Iowa

and I llinois Counties.

Population — 1,568,500*

Families — »84.800*

Effective Buying Income—$2,582,388,000*

•Source: Sales Management "Survej of Buying Power,
1956

WOC-TV
On-the-Air since October, 19)')

. . . First in the Quint-Cities

and First in Iowa . . . Ser\ ing the

largest market between Chicago

and Omaha . . . between Minneapolis

and St. Louis.

WOC-TV- Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also owns and

operates WHO-TV and WHO- Radio-Des Moines

The Quint-Cities Station

—Da\enport and Betten-

dorf in Iowa: Rock Is-

land. Moline and East

Moline in Illinois.

Col B. J. Palmer.
President

I rru-st ( . Sanders.
Res. Mgr.

Mark Wodlinger,
Res. .sales Manager

PI I I Rs. (.RUTIN.
WOODWARD. I\(
EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE
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TO: OUR CLIENT WBRE-TV
Your Not Seventeen ads have been unusually attractive . . . your animal

tie-in to the Seventeen County Coverage theme . . . terrific. But . . . just

for the fun of it I'd like to make a few minor changes.

DOUG BROWN, Sales Representative

Headley-Reed Company *A7*^°

D C How do you like this for a "blue pencil" job? If you can't

read it tell Doug or me . . . we'll send you a copy of the DAVID M. BALTIMORE

original. Manager WBRE-TV



NEWSMAKER
of the week

The news: 29-year-old BBDO has almost reached the $200

million mark in billings; 1956 figures announced m the firm - annual

convention last week were $194.5 million u\> $30 m/llmn 01 20^

over 1955. 1 1 and radio hillings accounted foi almost I"', oj totaL

The newsmaker: \- convalescing BBDO President Ben

Duff) watched convention proceedings ovei a speciallj installed t\

monitor in his Rye, Y Y., borne, he could l"<»k back <i\rr a period

of revolutionary changes since he joined the firm "I Barton, Durstine

\ Osborne in 1920 as an office boy. But through them all BBDO's

position as one ol the i"|> agencies has been secure.

Duffy's interest in broadcasting was evident when he was in

charge of merchandising at BBDO. Then he would often button-

hole the radio men and throw question after question. I hi- interest

in radio and later television was put to good use when Dulh t""k

over the presidency "I the agency.

\ pioneei in the air media, BBDO went all out l"i radio in the

late 20's in both spol and network. (Maybe you remember the

Blackstone Plantation with Frank Crummil and Julia Sanderson.)

The agenc] was always "-how

\% i-t-. distinguished for it- stable

of programs. The Cavalcade oj

Interim. I . S. Steel Hour, and

Irmstrong Theater of the lir are

among the outstanding radio old-

timers that have successful!] made

the switch to t\. In the process the

agenc) discovered and launched

many top-flight tv and radio per-

sonalities, formed the careers of

mam of the industry's outstand-

ing executives and producer-.

BBDO i- now owned bj 283

stockholders, all full-time employees. Man} bought their -lock in

the depression or took -hare- in lieu of salary, displaying their con-

fidence in the future of the company . This confidence has been amphj

rewarded 1>\ BBDO'.- astronomical niowth over the la^t 20 years.

In 1938 the compan) hilled $17.5 million: b) 1950 this had

jumped to $87. 1 million. Five years later the figure almost doubled

to $162.5 million. Lasl s>ai BBDO, serving some 150 client- with

its staff of 2,238 in New York and 15 branch offices, billed $194.5

million.

Billing for 1957, as reported 1>\ Bruce Barton, is running at the

rate of $200 million.

Prospects for the coming year and agenc) plans and policies fur-

nished the theme of the hour-long closed-circuit telecast to nine of

the 15 branch offices throughout the country—and to a livingroom

in Rye, N. i. and a man who helped make the -how possible. ^

Ben Duff)

SPON.-CK 2 march 1957

Biggest Twin Cities traffic

jams are in store aisles

—

downtown, uptown, wherever

WLOL's Big 5 disc jockeys

say "CO!" Local businessmen

know that. That's why they

buy WLOL in preference to

any other station.

The local businessman will tell

you, too, that WLOL delivered

crowds reach first for

WLOL sold brands.

It's a merchandising fact

that will work for you! Let

B-5 selling impact send the

aisle jammers your way.

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL

1330 on the dial 5000 watts

LARRY BENTSON, President

Wayne "Red ' Williams. Mgr., |oe Floyd. V. P.

Represented by Ail Radio Sale*





WH IRLYBIRDS! Packed with high-voltage adventure, CBS

Television Film Sales' dynamic new action series is generating plenty of

excitement. First rating, in Omaha, was a high-flying 42.5, with 68.9%

share of audience. On WPIX, Whirlybirds'got the highest rating ever

won by a regularly scheduled nighttime program on a New York inde-

pendent station. Lots of sponsor action, too! Added to the 85 markets

originally sold in just six weeks' time, are a score of big new sales... to

such advertisers as Pepsi-Cola, Winston Cigarettes, National Tea Com-

pany, Duffy- Mott. Juice up sales in your market. For details, call or wire

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC.
. th# best dim* for all stations"



This one television station

delivers four standard

metropolitan area markets plus

• 917,320 TV sets

• 989,605 families

• 3!/2 million people

• $3 2
/3 billion retail sales

• $5% billion annual income

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNA.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION . Clair McCollough, Pres.

CHANNEL 8

MULTI-CITY MARKET

The MEE
New York
Los Angeles

Chicago
San Francisco

SPONSOR • 2 MARCH 1957



Most significant lv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth jar busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
2 MARCH
C»»»TlfM IM7

• 'ONIOR PUBLICATION* I NO

\lic;ul\ wrapped up in plenrj of paperwork (gee story, page 27i. the reps thi* week
found more and more agencies devising ;« new—and sinister—chore for them:

The agencies wanl the reps to check up <>n opposition stations suspected of

too much multiple spotting.

What burns the reps up, of course, is th< - question <>f ethics and the chances <>f stirrinp

up a li>t of bad will. Oil top of that, the reps are prettj >ure that agencies an- willing to settle

for an apology from the '_r uilt\ stations and lei it go at that Tn Bhort, it's much risky ado

about nothing.

The usual way an agency gets the rep involved is b) asking him to coax his station

into running a monitor on the fellow across the street.

The end of an era in programing may conn- thi-^ fall:

After 20 years of building its Lux Theatre into an institution symbolizing the

alliance of Hollywood-glamour-cosmetics. Lever Bros, is considering a bid from
Johnson's Wax for alternate sponsorship. If the deal jells, Johnson naturallv would

substitute its own name for "Lux" in the alternate weeks.

No matter which way the hall finally hounres. the mere fact that Lever has opened its ear

to such an unheard-of proposition shows how the times are changing. "Flexihilitv." "fre-

quency" and "tonnage" have supplanted "institution" and "franchise" as todav's major con-

cepts.

Meantime Lever is realigning the time, wherever possible, for Sir Lancelot. On
Trial, and The Brothers.

Agency media planners have been expecting it, so the event wont startle them: CBS
TV is raising rates on about 80 of its affiliated stations.

You can get a measure of the hike this way: The new Class A hour rate for the 56

"must" stations is $75,675. It was $71,125. The difference is 6.4
r '

.

A quiz of the other two networks by SPONSOR-SCOPE brought these comments:

• NBC TV: "As of 1 February our 'must buy' of 57 station- has been $77,775 . . .

obviously CBS has been slow in upping rates . . . We review our rates every month
by a definite formula: hence we don't have to put through wholesale increases, or tie in

our increase to a new NCS, as CBS may have done."

• ABC TV: "We're not planning any general increase . . . we do our rai'imr at

regular intervals as they become justified . . . Where our rate card will be affected im-

mediately is in those markets where our affiliates are also CBS TV's."

CBS Radio's rates did a seesaw this week : Nighttime prices went down by one

third while the daytime rate went up 5%.
Six months protection applie- to the increase.

General Foods is countering Desi Arnaz's idea to revamp I Love Lucy into a

monthlv 60-minute program next season with this compromise:

That Lucy stay weekly three weeks a month.

Arnaz's asking price for the hour version is $350,000 net \^ it !i asencv commissions,

time costs and special promotion, the monthly bill would run over £500.000.

The comparable gross cost of the half-hour show to General Food* as alternate sponsor

with P&G is about $200,000 a month for time and talent.

Anyway, General Foods wants continuitv.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . .

Don't be surprised if the 15-minute soap opera ceases to be a P&G tradition

by the end of this year. Broad reason: It's too short.

The P&G media and programing analysts in Cincinnati appear to be slowly moving

around to the thesis that:

• The longer, half-hour serial form is a more mature expression of the day-

time drama, eventually could attract more viewers than the quarter-hour form.

• Both P&G half-hour operas—As the World Turns, and Edge of Night—have
done a surprisingly strong job.

The first likely candidate for expansion among the company's trio of quarter-

hour versions is Guiding Light. Search for Tomorrow is also doing well, but Brighter

Day appears to be in rating trouble.

Why doesn't P&G advertise the company's name in connection with its prod-
ucts? Why is it just the brand itself?

A "management audit" just published by the American Institute of Management gives

these reasons:

• In a field as competitive and confusing as the soap business, the brand must stand

alone.

• The company markets more than one product of similar class, price, and use; hence the

company's name might only confuse the consumer.

• Many people think of P&G solelv as a soap marketing organization, whereas it also sells

food and paper products.

Incidentally. P&G's annual net sales in 20 years rose from S218.P.74.0O0 to $1,038,290.

BBDO this week placed its first piece of network radio business since setting

up a "radio specialist" to hoe that row again.

The account is the American Institute of Men's and Boys' Wear. The deal:

10 weeks firm on NBC's weekend Monitor, with exclusive rights to the weather package.

This manufacturer-retailer association—which previously had confined itself to print

—

will use 14 to 16 shots weeklv to sell the theme of dressing right.

As a merchandising plus, weather-giving "Miss Monitor can be featured in all the

association's promotions. Starting date of deal: 13 August.

R. J. Reynolds' buy of news campaigns on NBC Radio and ABC Radio will have

this bearing on Camel's current spot participation: the retention of local periods in

each market will depend on the strength of the individual locations on the sta-

tion's schedule.

The network deals are these: NBC Radio, five participations a week in News of the

World for 26 weeks, starting 11 March: ABC Radio. 20 five-minute newscasts a week at

night and weekends, with the starting date to be set.

Reynold's agrencv, William Esty. described the network moves to SPONSOR-SCOPE as

an "over-all realignment of Camel's posDion in radio".

For the second consecutive year the sale of co-op shows on NBC TV in 1956

topped the $1 -million mark.

Participations sold last vear by 133 NBC affiliates totaled 12,797. The tally for the

vear before was 6.999.

More than half of the 1956 participations were bought by national spot accounts.

CBS Television Spot Sales thinks it has found a way to compete with print in

making media buying easy for summer advertisers.

Eirms planning a summer campaign can sign up now and put off the starting date,

say. to some time in May. In effect. Spot Sales (which represents 13 stations) is waiv-

ing the 30-day confirmation rule.

Under this arrangement, the advertiser specifies the shows in which he wants to partici-

pate; when he's ready to start he is eiven a choice of available periods.

The advantage to the advertiser: He's able to merchandise his plans to the trade

long in advance of the campaign's debut.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

\ on can ^ct a measure ol big advertisers concern l"i certain broad problems when you

consider thai the Nielsen people actually were asked to trj to solve tlie following

stumpers with an electronic calculator i

Problem No. I: "The show we've got did fairly well until we got some competition.

Its beginning to slip in ratings. If we bought another show to replace it, we'd have to pay

inure. Our question i>: Should we get rid of what we've got which incidentally shoW8 00

sign of building or should we hold on to ii lot another season?'
9

Problem No. 2: We've got a tv spot program. We think it's one of the best in the

business. We can afford to spend a little more money for expansion but we're not able to

get in the market we want and the class of time we want If we should switch this extra

money to radio, (a) how much circulation would be duplicated, and (b) how would we get

the most for our dollar?"

Problem No. 3: "We're sponsoring a half-hour show every week on which we expose

three products. The show is beginning to slip in ratings. Would it be to our advantage to

reduce our participation in that show to alternate weeks and buy alternate sponsorship in still

another show?"

The spot ratings muddle this week shapes up about like this:

• SUA has been meeting with agencies via the 4 A's, urging radio buyers to adopt

the SRA formula for projecting ratings to get a station's full coverage when using NCS#2.

• Now, however, a number of the large agencies apparently are busy working up
their own formulas to the same end.

• SRA is still confident that when this flurry is over, the agencies will find the SRA
formula a solid base for a uniform means of measurement.

• An index of how agencies have responded to the SRA's efforts: At the last meeting with

the SRA's research committee many of the agencies had three or four media people

in attendance.

J. Walter Thompson is keeping tabs on viewer opinion and attitude toward

its various network tv shows by continuing depth interviews.

These studies, among other things, give clues to:

• Growth or decline in popularity of the show's No. 1 personality.

• Reaction to week-to-week guest stars.

• Disposition toward the material in the program.

Ratings of quality feature film in local markets will be watched this summer
to see whether they can actually combat the normal dip in seasonal viewing.

Media buyers say the answer will be determined, in a large measure, by the stations'

decision to withhold or let go with the cream of the crop.

(See more on this theme in sponsor's Summer Selling issue to be published 9 March.)

The personnel migration from ABC to NBC. continues. The latest to join up
is Don Durgin. who moves into NBC as a v.p. and director of sales planning.

The network cross-over score now stands at five. Starting with Bob Kintner. it includes

Bob Lewine, Charles (Chick) \vn\. and James Stabile.

The push for daytime tv business ro'led into high gear at NBC this week.

There's a twin objective: get new business; and hold what's already in hand.

One of the causes for the added drive and heat: UBC TV's adjusting the daytime rate

to 33. .3', of the class A hour rate.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

Because of their length and name power, king-size network tv shows have been steal-

ing the spotlight recently to the point where you almost would think that anything shorter

than 60 minutes is dead.

That, of course, is not so.

In fact, the trend toward longer shows is not meeting with 100% enthusiasm
from the medium's big and consistent users.

Their agencies, who are pushing their viewpoints for them in dealing with the networks,

raise this warning:

Participation in long shows for advertisers with multiple products can prove a
handicap—there's the constant hazard of product conflicts.

Soap and foods agencies also doubt that, the 60- and 90-minute shows offer the rating

advantage they once had over the 30-minute program.

One such agency—Y&R—recently did a statistical comparison which tended to indicate

that (1) not only has the advantage practically disappeared, but (2) the cost-per-1000 be-

tween the hour and the 30-minute show is almost identical.

A sidelight on the long vs. 30-minute show issue are the latest ratings on the competi-

tion against Playhouse 90.

Nielsen's second January report gives these audience shares:

Playhouse 90, 36.9; Tennessee Ernie Ford, 48.3; Lux Theatre, 44.6.

Marketing men compare the sales troubles bedeviling tv set manufacturers

with the dilemma of the guy who paints himself into a corner.

Where have the manufacturers guessed wrong? Marketing experts cite these directions:

• By not obsoleting the product through new styling and design.

• By trading down to low-profit items (portable sets), with no assurance, that this

would increase total unit sales.

H. L. (Hay) McClinton, one of the best known radio veterans among agency

men, has resigned as president of Calkin? & Holden, Inc.

Reason for the break: Differences of opinion with board chairman J. Sherwood Smith

over management policies.

While v.p. in charge of radio at N. W. Ayer, McClinton started building his reputation

for pioneering program types.

Paramount Pictures is listening to approaches for its library of feature films,

but to date hasn't actually decided what it's got to sell and how much it wants for

the library—or even how it proposes to sell it.

Frank Stanton, CBS, Inc., president, told SPONSOR-SCOPE Wednesday (27) that CBS

has been "kicking the thing around" with Paramount, but has neither talked price nor en-

tered into any type of negotiations.

• It looks as though there is going to be a considerable turnover in regional beer

accounts within the next few months.

Agency new business specialists report that there are at least five of them on the

loose (two of them in New York City and one upstate)

.

A marketer's explanation of the unrest: "The regional brewer as a rule refuses to accept

his status by setting a marketing limitation and sticking to it. He may have decided to stay

within a profitable 200-mile radius, but if a distributor 300 miles away comes up with a deal,

the brewer is off and running. He then looks to shore up his over-extension by scouting

for a new agency."

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New

and Renew, page 49; Spot Buys, page 60; News and Idea Wrap-up. page 66; Washington

Week, page 77; sponsor Hears, page 80; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 86.
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Uncle Bert Racks Up Ratings on KPRC-TVs "Loonex Town9

If it TAKES kiddie- and their mommas t<»

rint: your client's cash registers, you'll find

Houston's biggest audience on KPRC-TV's

"Looney Town."" Emcee, "I ncle Bert Lynn

supplements his antic- with cartoon- and audi-

ence participation stunts. Live dail) audience

ot 90 to 100 . . . available lor sampling. Per-

sonalized commercials harmonize smoothly with

format, add selling emphasis. "Loonej Town"
earn- a higher rating than other two competing

shows combined. ( ARB October '56.)

KPRC-TV
HOUSTON
CHANNEL 2

JACK HARRIS
l

i President and General Man

JACK MCGREW
N itiowd Sales Manager

\aJion/ilIy Represented b->

EDWARD PETRY & CO

KPRC-TV MOST POTENT ADVERTISING FORCE IN THE HOUSTON MARKET
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two ?
ne is for television . . . one is for radio. They go

jgether. Most homes have both — and use both.

They sell together, too. These days you don't use

Revision to reach one audience and radio to reach

nother. Most of the time they're selling to exactly

ie same prospects ... but at different times, in

ifferent ways. Today, radio and television are a

jam.

That's why today's Nielsen-minded TV advertiser

as come more and more to consider, in conjunc-

on with his basic TV buy, the ideally comple-

lentary medium of network radio. He sees in net-

'ork radio not the "old" medium of "filling in where
V isn't" (a fast-shrinking 21% of U. S. homes),

ut a "new" medium that adds important audience

i terms of TV homes not otherwise reached by the

asic TV properties and adds important frequency

and multiple-home visits to those homes reached

by TV. For example, special Nielsen duplication

analyses show what ABC Morning Radio or ABC
Weekend Radio add in one month to a prime TV

franchise*:

165
: more

30-50°o more

~l
New Homes

only 1015°= more

Home Visits Cost

Basic TV Buy Added by ABC Radio

That's why today the new medium for television

advertisers is network radio!

Based on actual duplication analyses of ABC Radio and representative TV shows — Studio One,
Groucho Marx, Lawrence Welk, Robin Hood, Alfred Hitchcock, Do You Trust Your Wife?, etc. Special

analysis of your TV franchise on request.
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CASE HISTORY

TRAVEL

Across-the-Board Radio-

All Aboard Union Pacific

If you're coming or going in Southern

California (and most of the area's 7 mil-

lion usually are) Union Pacific will reach

you . . . via railio.

UP hits solidly every day at the 99 f
f

radio homes and 80% radio-equipped

cars (l 1
/^ cars per family!) with a triple

punch:

1. MORNING NEWS on KBIG, cover-

ing all Southern California from
Catalina.

2. CLASSICAL MUSIC evenings on
KFAC.

3. NIGHT NEWS on KNX-CBS.

To holster this year-round schedule, UP
buys saturation spots for specific promo-
tions like Vacation Family Plan and in-

auguration of the "City of Las Vegas."

"Practically everyone travels in Southern
California," says UP Los Angeles ad
manager Paul Beach. "We put a substan-

tial share of the budget in radio because
it reaches practically everybody, consist-

ently and economically."

Adds Marion Welborn. vice-president,

The Caples Company ad agency: "We
picked KBIG 3 years ago as a basic for

Union Pacific, because its powerful sig-

nal gives us coverage of 8 counties at low
cost-per-thousand. Results have dictated
our renewal for 1957."

KBIG shares with two other fine stations

gratification for another "well done"
from a contented Southern California
radio client.

KBIG
The Catalina Station

10,000 Walls

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-310S t,

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

L6

Timebuyers
at work

Bob Morton, Erwin-Wasey, New York, who has specialized in

buying time for clients in Canada, comments: "The timebmer must

overcome these tv problems in Canada: ill It is difficult to secure

time and often when you do, the hour and/or the program is not

suited for the product. Most markets have only one station and this

usually operates only from 3 p.m.

to 12 midnight. Consequently,

stations are overcrowded with ad-

vertising. On the other hand, rat-

ings of 50 and 60 are quite com-

mon because of a captive audience.

(2) In cities such as Toronto and

Hamilton, American stations can

be picked up and major shows

steal a large segment of the Cana-

dian audience in these areas.

Seemingly, the advertiser could

solve this problem by advertising

on these across-the-border stations. But there would be a great deal

of waste coverage because usually the product is distributed under

a different trade name or the advertising concept is different.

(3) The Canadian Broadcasting Corp.. which owns many of the

major stations, does not have a representative here. This makes

necessary lengthy correspondence and or expensive phone calls.''

Roger Clapp, Benton & Bowles, New York, timebuyer for regular

Maxwell House Coffee, comments: "Standardized buying procedures,

if carried to extremes, can result in the tail wagging the dog. How-

ever, when you talk about forms with which a buyer must work

—

availabilities, confirmations, contracts, preemption notices— its a

different story. Processing detail

work is part of our function, of

course, but the speed with which

we can accomplish this is in direct

proportion to the degree of uni-

formitx among the forms. Fortu-

nateh. this need for standardiza-

tion has been recognized for some

time and welcome progress has

been made. The 4 A's led the way

with their standard contract: now

the) re working for acceptance of

standard forms for a\ ailabilities.

Among reps, new methods of eliminating duplication and speeding

up the paper work process have been devised, from combining con-

firmations and contracts to simplifying program logs. This is a

health) sign and with cooperation of the industry, ultimately we

will be able to perform our primarj function unencumbered-

intelligent Inning."' I See "Let's cut spot's paper maze." page 27.1
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SOLD

through I

Anion;' the n ised are i

land i

. Iian-

illahaaeei .Antonio,

bispo,

Albuquerque, .nngfield,

• mil. I'n i .-tin i ; I\ Mson-

Wichita, Columbu rg, Nash-

sill. tc.!

Among 1

1

rough

The Caples ( ng Company;
lilk: Ho '.y: Pepei-

throughV Voss

& Hevenor, 1

1

JurgerBi' o. through Midl.tnd Advert

Lgency; Walter Constructioi N'iagara-

lohawk Power Co.; Nashville Trust Co.; Bunker

lill Meats; and many others!

HUR
sponsors immediately recognize the universal aj

peal of HAWKEYE and the LAST OF THE MOHICA:
the great American outdoor action classic! So arrange today to

enjoy a private screening and to get the profitable-for-you facts

about HAWKEYE. But please hurry! Every day markets are

snapped up and even a day's delay may cost you your own
home market. Wire or phone us right now

!

JOHN HART LON CHANEY
as HAWKEYE as CHINGACHGOOK

AND THE

I

Hre or Phone, 'Let's

POW-WOW
f Television Programs of America, Inc. r

EDWARD SMALL • MILTON A. GORDON • MICHAEL M. SILLERMAN
man Prtlrttfnl faecvfrr* Vic*-Pr*fd«nl

ABB Madison Ave., New York 22, N. V. • PL. 8-2100 EI



Comes March,
Comes Springtime

Activity in the

Middle of Washington

WENATCHEE, WASHINGTON

5000w
560kc

We Guarantee
to deliver results from

your advertising investment

2 to 1
OVER ALL OTHER

NORTHCENTRAL WASHINGTON
MEDIA

National Reps

Forjoe and Co., Incorporated

Portland & Seattle Reps

Art Moore and Associates

L8

by Bub /• oreman

Agency ad libs

Live vs. film in tv commercials
/ have been asked to reprint on these pages my

recent speech [February 14) delivered at the TV
Seminar of the Association of National Adver-

tisers. I was asked this by my secretary who
made the request because she figured she'd get

out of some typing. With the help situation

what it is today, I can only comply. (Secretary's

note: Actually, it didn't mean getting out of any

typing because the speech had to be re-typed for the column. And
besides that my boss didn't have to think up a column for this week.)

However. I hope that what follows [shortened slightly from the

original i is of sufficient interest to satisfy my few followers and of

sufficient length to satisfy the voraciousness of the editors. The

subject, by the way, is—tv commercials with emphasis on the con-

trasting virtues of live vs. filmed copy.

If I tried to supply a categorical answer as to whether film com-

mercials or live are better I would run the risk of oversimplification.

And by oversimplifying, I could mislead you folks . . . much in the

manner of the 10-year-old girl who had just seen a matinee of "My
Fair Lady." She was explaining the story to her younger sister.

"It's all about a grubby little girl who gets remedial reading.'"

In order, therefore, to present to you a well rounded view on the

subject of film vs. live copy—I thought I'd get some opinions

from other members of the agency which employs me. So— I sent

a note, asking for their views to an account executive, to a producer

of live commercials, to a film producer, a tv copy writer, and a re-

search man. It is interesting, if not revealing, to see how subjec-

tive the answers were. The account man said
—

"Put 'em on film

. . . they're in the can so clients can't mess with 'em. Also you can

run 'em over and over and over and not one of those damn fool

actors can ever forget their lines or drop the bottle.
"

The producer of live copy said
—"you keep your copj spontane-

ous and flexible when you use live commercials. Also there's far

greater econonn ."

The film man said
—

"film is more economical because you can

re-run it. The lighting is better, no chance of error, more scope be-

cause of location shooting—you can use animation, stop-motion."

The cop) writer said
—"whether a commercial is film or live

should be decided b\ the creative man . . . according to the specific

( op\ job he's working on."

But the research man topped them all. He sent me a graph with

a red line and a green line on it labeled the Parabolo of Repetition

on Cumulative Audiences.

Actualh. all these gentlemen arc right! Each, like C\nara. in his

fashion.

A live action commercial on film with four setups or scenes, three

actors, one of whom speaks on camera, a stock music tag would cost
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Memphis Food

BIG STAR STORES of Memphis
and long-time sponsor of Cisco,

comment on entering 5th year

of sponsorship:

^Cisco Kid has shown a

high rating locally. It has

brought direct sales re-

turns for Big Star Stores

. . . We also sponsor

Cisco in Cape Girardeau,

Mo. The results in this

new area are excellent.

Recently when the Co-

lumbus, Miss., station

opened, we started Cisco

there. Already we see

sales results . . . Cisco

Kid has helped all our

big Star Stores."

Ask to see more success stories of

THE WORLDS GREATEST SALESMAN!

"THE CISCO KID"

£%&&€$U0?i<

20

Agency ad libs continued..

about $4,000 and take about four to six weeks to do. This same

commercial done live would cost $1,600 and take two days includ-

ing set building, rehearsing, etc. So you'd have to repeat the film

two and one-half limes to achieve the same cost efficiency. But what

wonderful things film can do—get us outdoors—add scope and

sweep. (Here I showed a Campbell-Ewald commercial on Chevy

trucks.)

Now film also makes animation possible and animation gives us a

wide price variation depending on whether it is full or if it is ani-

mation plus live. Say from $3,000—$9,000 for a minute of copy.

In order to amortize the cost of a film commercial, naturally, you

can repeat it and when contemplating repetition think of this to

alla\ your fears. (Here I showed a chart on audience turnover to a

half-hour show.) If \ou have a program with a 27 rating, in the

course of four weeks it just about doubles its unduplicated audi-

ence—to a 53.0.

Film repeats reach new audience segment

If you put a specific commercial in that show in the first week,

everyone has a chance of seeing it, naturally. But if it's in there

once in four weeks, the commercial will only be exposed to one-

half of the audience. If you put the commercial in twice in four

weeks, you have exposed it to three-quarters of the audience.

Now, examine the virtues of doing commercials live. I'd say

they are these. Immediacy—you are really there and your audi-

ence feels it. Spontaneity—another intangible but it brings elec-

tricity. Integration—so manv film commercials appear just dropped

in. Changeability. Timeliness, no lag. (Here I showed a kine of

a Revlon Snow Peach promotion.)

But let's not delude ourselves—film and live are merely tech-

niques—not creative functions in themselves. You've got to weigh

the copy problems, the need for flexibility, the cost of a time-lag,

the value or detriment of repetition—and then—and only then

—

can you intelligently decide whether to use live copy or put it on

film/

Furthermore, all the foregoing about film vs. live could very well

be academic in a year or so when video tape is available to us. For

this facility will give us every advantage of live copy—economy,

spontaneity, flexibility—in addition to every plus you get with film

—perfect qualitv, ease of reproduction and rerunning. ^
(To be continued in two weeks \

Speakers at ANA Seminar. I. to r., Sherwood Dodge, v.p. FCB; Betty Furness;

George Abrams, V.p., Revlon and chairman. ANA radio ti committee: Foreman
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in BOSTON
ALL of the Top Ten

Syndicated Film Programs
are on

Ijlflj-ty

10 out of 10 ARB
and

I January 1957

10 out of 10 PULSEg December 1956

. . // you 're buying BOSTON
select the Leader. .

.



blue-chip
ADVERTISERS

reach

blue-chip
CONSUMERS

through

KWKW
IN SPANISH, OF COURSE!

Barbara Ann Variety

Bread

Batter Up

Burgermeister Beer

Cal Mex Foods

Carnation Evapo-

rated Milk

Cheer (Procter &

Gamble)

Coca-Cola Bottling

Co.

Cocomalt

Creomulsion

Dodge Div. Chrysler

Corp.

Eastside Beer

Feenamint & Chooi

Folger's Coffee

Fritos

Hamm's Beer

Hills Bros. Coffee

Italian Swiss Colony
Wine

Langendorf Bread

La Pina Flour

Lucky Strike

Pepsi-Cola

Quaker Oats

Las Palmas Chile

7-Up

Sprig

El Pato Produce

White King Soap
Co.

William Wrigley Co

*S73,000 SPANISH-SPEAKINC
LISTENERS IN THE
LOS ANCELES AREA

THEY SPEND MORE THAN
A MILLION & A THIRD
DOLLARS DAILY!

140 HOURS OF SPANISH
LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
PER WEEK!

L.A.—RYan 1-6744

S.F.— Broadcast Time Sales

49th and
Madison

Traveling troubleshooters

Mav a former city desk reporter I now
in advertising i suggest an informative

article about one solution to one

agency problem?

Here at Ralph Jones, we have

created a separate service department

not found in standard agency setups.

It has been operating successfully for

more than two years. I have a notion

that other agencies, facing a similar

problem, might seek their answer in

our solution.

Our problem: How to service the

local-level radio and tv campaigns of

the Kroger Co. (grocerv chain i. whose

operations cover nearly 20 states, each

market presenting radio and tv prob-

lems unique to its own location.

Our solution: A platoon of wan-

derers called Field Service Men—in

addition to the agency's normal com-

plement of contact men. writers, time-

buyers and producers. These constant

travelers are qualified task forces able

to audition a new announcer, buy a

show or create a blitz campaign on the

spot.

Richard S. Perry. The Ralph

H. Jones Co., Cincinnati

• For a SPONSOR article on this theme
"'Know television, will travel" see the 1 October
1956 issue.

All media buying problems

In answer to the grumblings about

the integrated media buying system,

February 9 SPONSOR-SCOPE, we

have been using (and quite effec-

tivelv i this plan for almost four years.

Of the three problems mentioned in

SPONSOR-SCOPE, none of them seem

insurmountable. True, it would prob-

ably take a little longer to learn how
to use the multitudinous facts and

figures that come along with selecting

and buying broadcast media (and we

are in the process of cutting a lot of

this out by standard forms requesting

specific data i. but this time could be

taken from the "conference time"

that is needed to co-ordinate time and

space budget decisions from two sep-

arate departments.

\- for reports, time is also saved

11

for the client by the all-media buyer,

in having all the figures for a specific

market, campaign, or medium. For

instance, the client need only ask for

one report from one department re-

questing expenditures or future budget

plans for a single market. One report

under one filing system, in half the

time it would take two persons to

make two reports using two separate

files. Also, would you ask the time-

hu\er or the spacebuyer to make a

comparison of space and time media?

\^ ho is closer to the facts than the

all-media buyer?

Yes, it is true that print media can

be handled more speedily than broad-

cast media. SO . . .? \^ e devote a

little more time to the mechanics of

broadcast media. Print media or its

reps needn't suffer from that.

As to the increased turnover in

timebuyers. perhaps it is difficult to

work in a situation where the duties

are not clearly defined and the respon-

sibility is unrecognized.

Marguerite SowaaL all media

buyer. Strornberger, Lai ene,

McKenzie. Los Angeles

Two hats or one?

I found the article in the February

9 issue "Do two hats crush creativi-

ty?" of interest. I think it is healthy

to publish articles such as this and to

quote a handsome gentleman such as

Art Ha\es.

I don't know whether it is fair to

put one hat on top of another, no mat-

ter whether it is tv or radio. It seem-

to me that these hats are for two dif-

ferent heads and we ma\ even have a

two-headed monster on our hands.

Thanks for the article.

Edgar Kobak.

Veto York, V. Y.

Why spot radio will cost you more

I have just read, with particular inter-

est, the article. "Why Spot Radio Will

Cost You More in 1957." from your

February 16th issue.

This is a problem that has been

facing us here at WKBH for quite
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some time. \- .1 mattei ol fact, the

demands ol lai ge advertising agent iea,

bu< h as W m. I -u and < lompan) . and

othei 9, i"i 1 ei tified program logs is

evidence enough thai peak traffic

pei iods are literall) being stuffed «
i
1 1

1

ommercial time fai in ex< ess "I the

recommended standards ol NARTB.
During the l«-.m years "I radio, we

urn- all faced ^ iili a pi oble I main-

taining volume necessar) to take care

.>f overhead. I li i ~ overhead bas con-

sistently increased rathei than de-

creased and ii has forced us in some

. ases t>> redui e rates in ordei t"

thai necessar) volume, and .1- .1 result,

.i great man) Btations have become

saturated with business without an in-

1 rease in profit.

It seems to me thai ii would be well

foi time-buyers i" consider the value

• it radio all day, as well as 7 to 9 a.m.

and 1 t<> (> p.m.

I can't help bul feel that it the in-

dustrj was a little less interested in

increasing rates, and time-buyers a

little less interested in one particulai

segment, but rather on a broad overall

coverage, this problem u<>ul<l cease

to exist.

F. M. Smith, general manag
U IlKII. Hattiesburg, Miss.

Sponsor-Scope

I found your February l(>th issue

most interestim:. In particular, I en-

joyed Sponsor-Scope in it- entirety. In

m\ opinion, Sponsor-Scope is serving

a ver) real industr) need and you are

to be congratulated for keeping the

information so accurate and vital

John V.Schneider, general manager,

CBS Ti Spot Sales, \eu ) ork

Naturall) we arc interested in the

paragraph at the bottom of pane 11 of

the February 9 issue.

H> our arithmetic, the 2!i rating on

the Colgate Theatre, applied to the 2

million television home- in the K. TI \

area, translate- into a cost-per-thou-

sand-homes per commercial minute of

-- 23 rather than the (2.63 which vou

quoted.

Even the "$2.63 ' compares most re-

Bpectabl) with the averages on net-

work Inn- b) various leading agen-

cies, as tabulated on the same page of

"Sponsor-Scope'": the $2.23 figure

-how- clearl) what a terrific advertis-

ing value Colgate has obtained.

Jack O'Mara. director of

merchandising and promotion.

A, 77 I . Lot Ineeles

where
else

milwaukee
BUT ON

CAN YOU REACH SO

MANY GOOD PROSPECTS

FOR THE MONEY

WOKY consistently attracts a

major share of Milwaukee's

radio audience. So consistently,

in fact, that virtually every

time period represents Mil-

waukee's most efficient radio

buy. You consistently get more

for your money on WOKY,
Milwaukee.

• Milwaukee's most-listened-to independent radio station.

• Lowest cost per thousand in the market.

• Covers 54% of the population in wealthy Wisconsin.

CALL YOUR KATZ REPRESENTATIVE FOR DOCUMENTED PROOF!

FIRST I in

SPONSOR 2 m \r< 11 195"3

MILWAUKEE

1000 watts at 920 KC.

24 hours of music, news and sports.

A BARTELL
GROUP STATION

Other Bartell Group Stations:

KCBQ, San Diego • KRUX, Phoenix

WAKE, Atlanta • WMTV, Madison

WAPL, Appleton

Represented by. ADAM YOUNG, Inc.
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TAKE A

I

As any old riverboat-man will

tell you, the best channel runs

deep and lets you travel fastest.

Same is true today with tele-

vision throughout this busy Ohio
River Valley of ours.

No advertising medium gives

you such smooth sailing into

over 100 of its high-producing

counties as WSAZ-TV ... no
station's influence runs so deep
with almost three-quarter million

TV families comprising Amer-
ica's 23rd television market.

Today the nation's heaviest con-

centration of industry crowds the

banks of the Ohio — generating

within the WSAZ-TV area a buy-

ing potential nearly four billion

dollars deep! You can reach it

surely via WSAZ-TV's Channel

3, without fear of shoals, snags

or backwaters. You'll travel, too,

in company with many of Amer-
ica's most successful advertisers.

Any Katz office has the latest

soundings for your inspection.

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON, W. VA.

HL B.C ITETWORK
Affiliated with Radio Stations

WSAZ, Huntington and WKAZ, Charleston

LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency

work

Taylor Eldon, The Branham Co., New ^ oik. thinks "that 1957

should be a fine year for radio, from all current indications." Spot

radio's continued gain will come in the secondary and medium-sized

markets, Taylor says, as clients realize the important job radio can

do at minimum cost. "Both spot radio salesmen and timebuyers

should understand more fully the

marketing and sales problems of

the advertiser," he thinks. "The ad-

vertiser is spending a great deal of

money to influence the country's

buying habits and deserves the

interest of all those concerned

with his advertising plans. Per-

haps periodic meetings between

agency media departments and

representatives could be arranged

at more frequent intervals. Some

agencies have used this method to

good advantage when introducing a new client or product to radio."

This would result, Taylor says, in greater interest and awareness of

these important aspects of marketing among both representatives

and timebuyer: (1) distribution; (2) consumer's habits and prefer-

ences; (3) consumer profile based on sex, age, income, race, family,

occupation. "It is a part of our job to know our clients better."

George Olsen, Wm. G. Rambeau Co., New York, comments: "The

type of programing best suited for smaller markets differs with each

market. As an illustration, we now represent a station in the South

which gave up its network affiliation. The primary consideration

was that all competitive stations had affiliations, making the station

just one more affiliate added to

the fold. Entertainment and per-

sonalities were almost identical

with every other station in the

market. As an independent, it de-

veloped a personality of its own.

Great emphasis was placed on

local news and the type of music

preferred in the region. Personali-

ties with a loyal local following

were featured. Local and regional

acceptance was tremendous and it

became the strongest station in the

area. For local and national advertisers, far better results were ob-

tained from local program and personality endorsement than simply

b\ placing announcements between network shows. But, don't get

me wrong! It depends entirely upon the local situation. All the facts

should be considered. Network programing can be just what the

doctor ordered for one station and be a poor choice for another!"
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WBAY 2 GREEN BAY

M
GIVES PERSONAL SERVICE* TO tJte laxd o^ tAi£h £• #o«£aj

MARQUETTE
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AND WE RELAY THIS SERVICE, BY PRIVATE MICROWAVE,

175 MILES TO CH. 6 MARQUETTE, MICHIGAN



HEADED FOR M1AM
SELF WHY THERE'S

OVER 30!

WQAM 30.1%

15.3%

14.8%
7.7',

7.3%

6.8%

4.9%

4.6%
4.:{'<

•_'.(!',

Station "A"
Station "B"
Station '•(""

Station "D"
Station "E"
Station "F"
Station "O"
Station '-II"

Station "I"
Others . . .

Soopei I " a Feb., 1 95 7

7 " '" 6 /•.in
, .\f mi . l'i i.

I? DIAL WQAM ( 560) AND HEAR FOR YOUR
BEEN A RUNAWAY WITHOUT A GIVE-AWAY.

Xow WQAM lias jumped over the 30$ mark in share of audience all

day. That's what the newest Hooper says, continuing a dramatic, drastic,

fantastic change in Southern Florida listening since the start of Storz

Station programming fit WQAM.

All this has been accomplished without so much as a single give-away,

and without a single contest which required participants to he tuned in

in order to win.

And . . . all this has quickly caught

the eyes, ears and budgets of adver-

tisers, who are buying WQAM. and

profiting 1 herefrom. Lend an ear

yourself to the Blair man . . . or

WQAM General Manager JACK
SANDLER.

WQAM
Serving nil uf Southern Florida

with 5,000 trails on 560 fee.

MIAMI

he Storz Stations TODD STORZ
President

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

WQAM
Miami

Represented by John Blair & Co.

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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LET'S CUT SPOT'S PAPER MAZE
Who can estimate the real potential of spot until

buying is made less complicated via standardization?

I his week, the struggle to hack a

trail through the paper jungle <>f spot

buj ing goes on.

In New ^ork. the Station Represen-

tatives Association and the Broadcast

Media Committee ol the 1 V's are

drafting and re-drafting a proposed

standard combination confirmation-

contract form. The agencj of Sullivan.

Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles is develop-

ing a similar form for their own u~«-.

\t CBS Radio Spot Sales, electronic

billing is now being done on new

equipment installed late in December.

Station W IP in Philadelphia, on the

verge of bringing automation to its

bookkeeping department, has senl \ ii e

President Half Brent to visil some
Southern stations where such systems

have recently been introduced. \t this

moment, it would be hard to find a

single agency, station or rep firm

where some new idea is not under con-

sideration or in the works for making

spot 1 >u\ s easier.

The broadcast advertising industry

is a bouncy, optimistic giant It has

every reason to be. Despite the mosl

complex mechanics of buying and sell-

ing among .ill media, spot t\ and ra-

dio roai - on .it the rate of about |5(X

>

million annually. Hut this bouncy

giant also was horn with a strong

streak of individualism and a resis-

tance to am kind of collectivism. If

it ever outgrows enough of this t"

ognize thai standardization is the onlj

waj to clear away the tangle of paper-

work and make it a tid\ marketplace,

then and then onl) can it realize its

full potential.

That the industn i- moving in on

SPONSOR 2 M VR( 11 195' 27



THIS WE FIGHT FOR He fight for easier

methods of coordinating and launching spot

radio and tv campaigns. Much more spot

would be used if agencies could be shown ways

to reduce details presently inherent in buying.

this objective is apparent from accom-

plishments in the recent past (SRA's

standard availabilities form is an ex-

ample I and what is going on right

now collectively and individually. But

evervone agrees that spot will continue

to he the toughest and most-time-con-

suming medium to buy until these

basic needs are fulfilled:

1. Faster and better-screened avail-

abilities.

2. Faster handling of confirma-

tions.

3. Faster returns of contracts.

4. Faster and more accurate invoic-

ing.

5. Prompter payment of bills.

Communications breakdowns, paper

pile-ups, clerical inefficiency, duplica-

tion of work, and a quaint disregard

for uniformity are the bottlenecks in

spot buying. Further complications re-

sult from the confusion over coverage

(See NCS No. 2 Coverage Muddle,

SPONSOR 2 February 1957) and the

fact the nearly all the advertisers want

to crowd into the same time periods.

To pinpoint problems and explore

possible solutions, SPONSOR went to

the fountainhead—to the 4A's, SRA,

agencies, stations and representatives.

Here is what it found out:

Even if spot never mends its ways, it

will continue to do a large volume busi-

ness. As one agency executive put it

:

"No other media causes us more head-

aches and wasted time to buy than

spot. But we'll go right on buying it.

No agency has a right to sacrifice a

client s interests for the sake of buy-

ing what is easy to buy."

But another adman pointed out that

spot—because it is shot through with

paper thunderbolts— is losing a lot of

"'tail-end'' buys. That is, when it

comes to investing the last couple of

thousand dollars in a budget, the temp-

tation is to select a less-complicated

purchase than spot. At such times, it

hardly seems worth the trouble.

The ultimate answer to smooth, effi-

cient buying of spot radio and spot

tv lies in reducing the number of

forms now used and the standardiza-

tion of what forms are left. The Uto-

pia, many feel, might be a Central

Clearing House for spot—a non-profit

organization set up by the stations to

handle all bookkeeping and billing de-

tails. Some industry people believe

that such a clearing house system

could get off the ground for as little

as $100,000 and that maintaining it

might cost member stations (depend-

ing on how many would join) as little

as .05 to 1% of their annual gross.

All bills would emanate from such a

clearing house on standard forms.

Agencies would get one itemized in-

voice covering all the buys of any one

account. The\ would send a single

check to the clearing house, which in

turn would handle all of the necessarx

details of individual payments to the

various radio and television stations

that are members. Such a central

billing system would not in any way

eliminate the selling now done by reps

and stations. It would simply take

over the bookkeeping details to free

both stations and reps for greater

promotion and sales efforts

The stumbling blocks in the road to

this Utopia pointed out by others in

the industry are: (1) How to get the

majority of radio and tv stations to

underwrite such a plan? (2 1 How to

get members of a competitive business

such as broadcasting to operate open-

lv through such a clearing house?

Far-fetched as it may seem, such

systems are now working smoothh for

other businesses. The financial world

has used it for a long while. The mu-

sic publishing business — which can

hardly be termed non-competitive

—

has made its highly complex business

a smooth running machine through a

similar set-up.

About 30 years ago, the Music Pub-

lishers Protective Association was

formed in New York City. Onlv a

handful of major publishers were the

nucleus. It handles all the licensing

for its publisher members, receives the

payments, handles all bookkeeping de-

tails such as posting payments against

Automation tna> yel iron <>nt the wrinkles in -p<>t buying. TvB i~ awaiting delivery of

the IBM Random Access Memor; \ccounting Machine (above) which will lie storehouse for

a lot of vital information needed in hnxini: -pol tv. \t rij;ht. is RCA closed-circuit tv

ii that speeds communications within a Dallas bank. Could it be used for quit k avails?
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licenses, disburses payments i<» its

publishing bouse members, leaving i In

•

I. 'ii<r with nothing t<> d<> 1 >ut break

dow n ro) .ill ies l"i their iinli\ idual

compose] i and lj i n :ists and plug

their songs. Today, the association

has grown i" s membership "I aboul

100 music bouses h bo pa) ;it the rate

of .'*'
2! - on theii business for the

Bei \ ice.

\t both BM1 and *SCAP, similai

set-ups make f<>r smooth operations.

I ntil I topia comes along, bare are

some tiling that arc huh being done

or that could be done in l

( ).~>7 tn make

spot easier t<> bu)

.

• I ni\ rr>al adoption of SB. \ Stand-

ard \\.iilal>ilit\ lorms. Although prac-

tical!) all member firms ol Station

Representatives Association use the

standard form for availabilities, there

are a number of rep firms who still

ling to their ow n methods.

• \ standard combination Confir-

mation-Contract form. This i- now in

the works ami ma\ Bee fruition soon.

SB \ onl) recentl) presented one such

form to the I
\
's. It was returned last

week with suggested changes. Both

associations are anxious to perfect it

and put it to use since it i- possible as

both rep- confirmation and agency-

station contract. It will eliminate the

duplication of paper work now plagu-

ing agencies, reps and stations and

will speed up the process from order

to payment.

The present system works like tin-:

The agency asks for avails, -elect- it-

buys and notifies the rep. The rep

checks to see that agency selections

are still available at stations, then

writes up a confirmation. (The prac-

tice of a confirmation originating with

a seller is peculiar to air media. In

almost an) other industry, it comes
from the buyer. But in broadcasting,

the buyer can't be certain that what
he wants to bu) is a\ailable, so it must

come from the seller. 1 The rep sends

the confirmation to the ai:encv. a copy

to the station, and keeps copies for hi>

own files.

From this confirmation, the agenc)

draws up a 4As contract. Sometime-
there is a long time-lapse between con-

firmation and contract. Contracts have

been known to arri\e at stations sev-

eral months after the show or an-

nouncements have gone on the air.

But when thev do arrive, these con-

tracts must be posted against the origi-

1 Please turn to page 82)

THE PROBLEM AREAS OF SPOT

1 Problemi Bon can reps issue faster reports < » • >

availabilities? 1 1< > \% can these avails be screened

to fit agenci want- and presented to save time?

Solution; through -till closet communications ties between reps

and theii stations and b) widespread use ol SR \ - standard avail-

abilitv form. \gnn i.- -hould nol request the impossible, but

reps should uol -how up at 5 p.m. with avails promised f"i noon.

Actually, all reps are constant!) working «
• • 1 1 Improvements

in tin- area, are in close contact w ith stations via I \\ \ 01 I

Problem: W hj should months elapse between

confirmations from rep- and contracts from sta-

tions? Win not one confirmation-contract form?

Solution: Such a form is ri^ht now in the works al SRA. One

version has ahead) been presented to the Broadcast Media Com-

mittee at the 1- Vs. liuth I a 1 iv \\ ebb at v
l! \ and Ken Godfre) al

I \ - bope that a mutuall) acceptable form will soon result and

be accepted as the standard for the industry. It would eliminate

a big (hunk of paperwork and duplication of effort in spot.

3 Problem: Why must agencies get involved in sta-

tion bookkeeping? When will uniformity come
to station billing so that hills will be accurate?

Solution: Automation, in form of electronic bookkeeping-hilling

sv -terns i- not being tried out for speed and accuracy. The

4A's is currently studying the billing problem and has developed

a preliminary uniform invoice and affidavit, which when per-

fected and if adopted as standard by the industry would go a l< -n

^

wa\ toward making the purchase of spot much less frustrating.

Problem: Stations say that agencies arc often in

arrears in payments, and agencies -a> this i- due

in most part to inefficient, non-uniform invoicing.

Solution: Better than simpl) standard invoices w.>uld be a Cen-

tral Billing agency—a non-profit corporation sel up b) stations

or rep- from which all invoicing would come and to which all

payments would •j.h. It might operate for as little a- $100,000.

cost member stations around \
r

< of business volume t<> maintain.

Such clearing houses work for banks, BMI, \Si \IV Ml'I'V

NOTE: For more on spot buying, see "Sponsor Asks" on

page 50 where SPONSOR carries industry answers to its

article of 23 Feb. by Max Tendrich, v. p. Weiss & Celler
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HOW COPPERTONE STAYS ON TOP WU

Finn holds lead in suntan oil sales against heavy advertising competition

by concentrating $200,000 seasonal budget in weekend d.j. programing

Wan a small company with a limited

budget maintain its leadership in a

field once giant advertisers step in?

Charlie Clowe, president of Copper-

tone, maintains he can hold on to the

edge he has in the suntan product field

despite such major cosmetics firms as

Kevlon which came in a year ago with

the backing of high-rated network t\

programing. So far he's proved his

point b\ retaining Coppertone's posi-

tion as one of the two leaders in the

suntan products field.

He's kept his lead with a two-fold

strategy

:

• Concentrates his advertising bud-

get in spot radio where he can afford

effective frequency.

• Gets strong local salesmanship

from disk jockeys through frequent

personal contact with them. (See pic-

ture on page opposite.)

Clowe literally woos radio personali-

ties. Example:

A recent dinner party at Miami's

Biscayne Terrace Hotel for d.j.'s. Out-

side, a cool ocean breeze sways the

palm trees. Inside the dining room,

the smell of steak mingles with the

smoke and a big, bluff man with steel

grey hair and a sportsman's tan is

telling jokes to a group of young d.j.'s.

It's Charlie Clowe, president of Cop-

pertone, practicing his own brand of

personal salesmanship on the men who
sell his products on the air.

"If you're going to get the full im-

pact out of spot radio you've got to

have local personalities put conviction

into selling your product in their own
words," Clowe told sponsor later.

"We find that d.j.'s do a terrific job

for us, when thev know the product

and the sponsor personally.

His close relationship with d.j. s is

one of the cornerstones of Coppertone's

radio advertising strategy. Last year

this suntan products company, head-

Spot radio will be used in 100 markets this year. (L. to r.) M. Gusman.Coppertone v.p., J. Stoddart, a/e, C. Clowe, Coppertone pres., talk copy

_



tt»)0,000 IN SPOT RADIO

Sales ' •-• from $173,000 in M million in 1956. Radio

ed :nii"i role in expansion. At • oppertone plant (L to i I

ill- manager; John Stoddart, .

I
' I B ( .u-iiiaii. firm V.p.

Sponsor-d.j. contact improves d.j. personal radio pitch.

\t client dinnei ' lowe (second from r.) entertains i!"l> I

man, i oppertone district mgr.; Lee Taylor, WIN/. Miami, d.j.

ted), Ned Powers, Kirbj Brooks, Jim Harper, WIN/ d.j.'s

quartered in Miami, applied its theories

on a I0-station spot radio campaign in

37 markets. Hie effort proved so buc-

cessfuJ that the campaign is expanding

into LOO markets this year, and will

account for more than £200.000, or

iiver ~>0'. of ("oppertone- entire ad-

vertising budget through Grant Ad-

vertising, Miami. (The reinaindei

into outdoor and point-of-sale.)

(Howe - aggressive salesmanship and

use ot advertising has catapulted Cop-

pertone from a small local business

with $173,000 in sales volume in 1950

when he bought the firm into a > I mil-

lion (in retail volume) compan) in

1956 with thorough!) national distri-

bution. Advertising has played a major
iole in Coppertone's national and in-

ternational expansion since Clowe took

over the management
Ibis is Coppertone's 1957 spol radio

approach:

• The firm uses In /<> 2<> annoui
merits weekly. "You can't buj too

much radio but you can \>u\ too little."

Bays Clowe. "We feel that under 10

announcements a week isn't effective."

• Announcements are concentrated

on the weekend to reach people at the

time when the) re most likel) to bu)

suntan products. With impulse pur-

chase items such as suntan products,

says Jack Stoddart. (iranl accounl ex-

ecutive for < ioppertone, it's important

i" gel the message to people when need

lor the product i- uppermost in their

mind.

'"I was thinking ol thai coming to

work this morning," ( lowe told spon-

sor. "We tried buying announcements

across the week here in Miami, as an

experiment. Hut that dilute- out

quency. Were going to concentrate

the 2n announcements in two days

again."

• Coppertone's air effort is seasonal

i from June through August
I in mosl

market-., year-'round onl) in such sun-

blest areas a- Miami and Palm Springs.

• The company's sales force partici-

pates actively in time buying. I

tone has L4U.S. district managers who
know the requirements of their

and tend to know station personnel in

their cities personally.

"These men know how much mone\

they have to -['end and what the)

want.' says Jack Stoddart "So the

Detroit district man. for instance, can

i onsult with Grant's Detroit office on a

iadio buy. Generally, -ince we buy

weekend music-and-news adjacencies,

we lean somewhat toward the inde-

pendent stations in a market'

Grant Advertising, with it- nine

dome-tic offices and 2d offices outside

the I . >.. i- in a good position to work

with these district men on localizing

the effort.

'^pot radio has local impact by defi-

nition.'" says Stoddart. "It stands to

in that we'd localize the buying

effort as much as possible also in order

in make the most suitable media de-

!i-."

The agi di sends d.j.'- a recorded

jingle and a fact sheet from which the)

an adapt their personal sales pitch.

I lie jingle, written in the Miami office,

i- produced in New i nrk and so

^ "rk radii. -

t banted l>y "'Indian-like'" male

voices to the heat of tom-tom, the

hi don't hum.
1 pertone." \fter the chanted -I-

"Indian" baritone voice advis*
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COPPERTONE continued

Coppertone say!

Let in friendly tanning rays—
Block out rays that burn

Don't be a paleface. . .

Use Coppertone!

In a year when many major cos-

metics companies have entered the sun-

tan products field, there's a basic mar-

keting philosophy behind Clowe's ap-

proach to advertising. Coppertone's

budget, Clowe says, would be spread

too thin in television.

"Network radio wouldn't answer our

needs either, because we'd compete

with our small funds with too many
other products and lose the personal

touch of d.j.'s. We feel it's best to

dominate as much as possible the par-

ticular segment of a medium you pick

for yourself. In our case, that's spot

raido on weekends."

Coppertone's copy, unlike that of

some of the firm's major competitors',

is written with male-appeal in mind.

Use of suntan products has become

thoroughly accepted by women over

the past decade or two. In fact, women
between 18 and 35, according to

Clowe's surveys, are the biggest con-

sumers and control buying of suntan

products for the family. However,

there's now a definite trend for men
to use some suntan products.

"And our products are packaged and

advertised in a way that doesn't make
men feel 'sissy' when using them,"

says Clowe.

Coppertone's copper-colored bottles,

jars and tubes are now being dis-

tributed not only nationally, but into

Sportsman-president Charlie Clowe,

with 90-pound tarpon, takes portable radio

along on fishing trips. He feels surveys

still underrate out-of-home radio listening

such farflung areas as Hong Kong,

Tangiers, Europe and Latin America

as well. In most overseas markets,

outdoor and newspaper advertising are

the mainstay of the sales effort, but

where radio is commercial (Latin

America, some European countries, for

instance), Coppertone distributors use

the firm's announcement technique.

Today, Coppertone, is the only firm

in the U. S. which is exclusivel) in

suntan products. It is one of the two

leaders in the suntan field for all types

of suntan products, such as creams and

lotions, leads sales of suntan oils.

Clowe says Coppertone is neck-and-

neck with Sea and Ski, followed by

Skol, Tartan, Shulton's Bronze Tan.

Squibb and Revlon Sun Bath.

In 1950, when Clowe bought Copper-

tone, his surveys showed that 25% of

all people going on vacation were

using some suntan product. Since that

IHUIU,'"" ">J"" "...» '> " '"» " " l i . II i i iiiihk I

,
i ...... m i )

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Coppertone gets mileage out of its

$200,000 spot radio budget by con-

centrating 10-20 announcements on

sun-season weekends. Firm built its

sales leadership from $173,000 in

1950 to $4 million retail volume

through aggressive advertising.

time other companies have entered the

field, some with heavy network tv ad-

vertising which their suntan products

share with their cosmetics line (e.g.

Revlon). Through this increased ad-

vertising and education, Clowe finds

that the entire suntan market has in-

creased. Today 40 to 50% of vaca-

tioners use some suntan product.

Says Clowe, "I'm from Missouri.

The Madison Avenue boys scare me.

We're down to earth here. This little

company has developed its advertising

program on trial and error, not on

market surveys. I believe in market

surveys, but unless you test them for

vour product, you'll be chasing rabbits.

"Before we put on ad program na-

tionally, we try it right here in Miami.

Ml markets in this country are the

same. People are the same and their

vacation habits are the same. So if it

works here, it works in the rest of the

country
."

Clowe started promoting heaviK

from the moment he bought the small

local suntan products company in

1950. At first, he used only point-of-

sale material. Then as he began add-

ing products to the line (there are

now nine products in varying sizes),

he felt he needed national advertising.

In 1953 he bought quarter-page ads

in Seventeen, Glamour, Mademoiselle

and Modern Screen.

During the next year, he stepped

up his magazine advertising. He also

used 20- and 60-second films in 10 tv

markets and began using spot radio in

25 markets.

''For our tvpe of selling, personal-

ized spot radio produced the best re-

sults." he told sponsor. "In 1955, we
cut out tv, cut back magazines and

went into radio in a bigger way. We
tried net radio for seven weeks, but

were disappointed in the results."

By the time Coppertone switched

from a local Miami agency to Grant

in August 1955 (principally because

of Grant's broader facilities and ex-

perience in timebuying), the formula

for spot radio was beginning to take

shape. In 1956. Coppertone began

using 24-sheet posters, about 1,000 of

them through the year, but put the

bulk of the budget into spot radio on

40 stations. This year the spot radio

effort will be made in 100 markets.

Clowe's close relationship with the

disk jockeys who sell Coppertone on

the air stems partly from his own ex-

troverted, sportsman personality. A
few Sundays ago, for instance, he took

Kirby Brooks, WIXZ. Miami, d.j.

along on his 65-foot-boat for a fishing

trip. On his days-long fishing trips,

Clowe often finds that his onlv contact

with civilization is his portable radio.

"And I figure there're millions of

people like me who listen in boats and

on beaches, and no survey seems to

have done outdoor listening justice

yet."

By the time Clowe arrived in Florida

in 1950, fresh out of the shoe industrv

.

he was ready to find a nice, relaxing

business. His two sons and daughter

were grown (He's a grandfather three

times over now), and therefore family

considerations weren't a factor. "Bv
the time I came to Florida, I was look-

ing for a nice warm climate where
I could stay put and a business that

could be developed from here."'

After 14 months of searching, he

found Coppertone. In that year, the

company had grossed SI 73.000. It<

distribution Avas 90 f7 in Florida, and

10% in neighboring resorts. Clowe

bought the company with two asso-

ciates. Today he and v.p. Maurice

Gussman are the sole owners. ^
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'Spectacular" commercial was four-minute t'.ur guided bj Bettj Furness through imaginary home of the future equipped with tv-telephoni

A SPONSOR COST ANALYSIS

WHERE DOES THE MONEY GO?

Westinghouse put $26,000 into one "spectacular" commercial.

Here's an analysis of the eost components, production planning

wmr a year for main multi-product

advertisers an occasion arises that re-

quires a big. over-all promotion on

in twork tclc\ ision.

On 11 February, Westinghouse

(through McCann-Erickson) staged

such a promotion as its contribution

to National Electrical Week. West-

inghouse did the job with a "spectacu-

lar" four-minute live commercial on

Studio One. CBS IT.

This commercial, replacing W est-

inghouse's usual product commercials,

showed an imaginary "electrical world

of the future." It cost the sponsor

$26,000. or double the normal cost

fur all it- commercials in one -how

combined.

Westinghouse's experience in doing

this costlj commercial i- applicable to

main multi-product advertisers. The
commercial did not tr\ to sell an) cur-

rent Westinghouse product, but set out

to provide the impression of a for-

ward-looking and research-conscious

company. The atmosphere. Westing-

bouse feels, translates itself into sales

when coupled with \ ear-round hard-

-ell advertising.

The $26,000 We-tinghouse spent on

the commercial sounds particularl)

formidable when you realize tlii- sum

will pa\ for some half-hour lilin -ho\s~.

Here's box and where the monej was

-pent:

The work and planning that had

gone into 1 1 1 i — "spectacular" actually

predated it- one-time showing b) -i\

month-. That long .!_• McCann-Erick-

son asked < BS T\ to scout out a

Studio One script which would tie in

with National Electric Week and be a

ji 1 vehicle tor sucb a commercial.

In December the agencj be^an plan-

ning the actual commercial. Two copy-

writers were assigned to the job Mrs.

Shirle\ Schlubacb and Bill S< udder,

copj supervisor) and worked closet)
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WHERE DOES THE MONEY GO? continued .

with art director J. Wesley Doyle on

the visual conception. The finished

product was a 16-page script, includ-

ing the introduction featuring West-

inghouse executive v.p. Mark Cresap,

the four-minute middle commercial

and the closing commercial on house-

power.

Although this middle commercial

was not telecast in color, it had to be

produced in CBS Color Studio 72, be-

cause that's the largest CBS studio on

the East Coast. The complicated sets,

showing the house of the future, re-

(
1 11 i red an entire studio for the com-

mercial alone.

Betty Furness, dressed in 1957 fash-

ions, acted as guide and commentator

in taking viewers through this futur-

istic home.

"Actually, Westinghouse engineers

didn't guide us in the electronic prod-

ucts and services we predicted for the

future," Bill Scudder, McCann tv cop)

supervisor for Westinghouse, told

sponsor. They didn't want us to do a

drawingboard concept of products, but

rather let our imaginations run wild."

This meant spending hours in the

library browsing through science fic-

tion stories to get the proper atmos-

phere. These products <>f the writers'

and art director's imagination were

then translated into wood and canvas

and paint props by four men in the

CBS I \ Special Effects Department at

a $5,000 cost to the client.

Haves Costume House was commis-

sioned by Doyle to make up special

costumes. The agency rented these at

$1,000, since buying them would have

been even more expensive.

The result was a free combination

of feasible products (tv-telephone)

and blue-sky. The main purpose, how-

ever, was to humanize the world of the

future so that the viewers would get

a feeling of identification with an era

Westinghouse (implicitly) is helping

to usher in. Hence the script called

for a teen-age girl talking to her boy-

friend on the tv phone.

The total six minutes of commercial

time (introduction by Cresap, four-

minute middle "spectacular" and clos-

ing commercial) was costly. However.

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Westinghouse used "spectacular" $26,-

000 commercial as part of annual in-

dustry promotion and for prestige-um-

brella to its year-'round advertising.

Cost was double normal cost because

of elaborate settings, special costumes,

additional performers, studio space.

McCann-Erickson anticipated reaching

some 20% more people than the 22,-

346,000 average audience Studio One
reached in December (Nielsen). CBS
TV's normal audience promotion was

supplemented by Communications

Counselors (McCann's public relations

subsidiary) with promotion to the

radio-tv and electrical trade press.

"\\ hen an advertiser allocates an

outsize budget for a major tv promo-

tion, he should insure it through mer-

chandising and promotion," Myron
MacDonald, McCann v.p. and West-

inghouse account supervisor, told

SPONSOR.

At sponsor's presstime, two weeks

after the commercial had been on the

air, the reaction was in from Pitts-

burgh: Westinghouse executives, ac-

cording to the agency, were delighted

with the commercial and confident that

it had fulfilled its objectives.

The objectives, applicable to many
multi-product advertisers, were the

following

:

• Create an aura of a research-

conscious, forward-looking company
which serves as a "prestige umbrella"

for the year's product advertising.

• Provide a highly merchandisable

vehicle for distributors. Westinghouse

feels there's acceptance on their part

Special effects included "city of tomor-

row" illustration by free-lancer R. Chambers,

(i.) Bill Scudder, copy supervisor and Wes
Doyle, art director ^seated) planned concept

Costumes, designed by Eaves, were rented

for $1,000. They created aura for inhabi-

tants i if Westinghouse's "house of tomor-

row." Betty Furness wore 1957 fashions

Scenery construction, supervised by Wes
Doyle, cost $5,000 in addition to usual

$1,400 for normal set design. Rotondo was

commissioned to design sets for the "house"
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of the Deed foi such broad industry

promotions.

• Promote better l<il">r relations.

I li.ii type "I commercial, say agency

executives, gives employees pride in

working l"i the compan)

.

• Provide merchandising opportu-

nities with utilities, who are big West-

inghouse clients. Consumer products

actuall) account for _'7'
i of the In tn's

^:* billion gross sales. '"I tilities, "I

course, lik«- anj type <>f promotion thai

encourages use "f more electrical ap-

pliances in the home, said MacDonald.

• Enhance the firm'* prestige, \>ul>-

tie confidence in U estinghouse, and

tluis provides the proper climate f < >

r

Government contracts.

In an era when major advertisers

spend upwards of $200,000 foi .1

single t\ spectacular destined t" create

the proper climate for the sponsor's

year-'round advertising effort, remem-

ber that special time f<>r planning

and an outsize budgel for the com-

mercials an- Deeded. \\ bile the special-

promotion t\ vehicle is important, it~

effectiveness depends upon the actual

selling message. \ml spectacular t\

programing can overshadow an ordi-

nary commercial. ^

ONE-SHOT DOUBLED COST

1 \i 1 NT
$2,500

1 11 1 < rs

$5,000

SI \(.l II VNDS

$4,000

COST1 Ml -

$1,000

EQ1 IPM1 \ l

$2,000

-I T DESIGN

$5,000

NORMA! -I r

$1,400

( BS PROP
$1,000

( BS FAX

$4,000

$25,900

-

1 quir< 'I nine in< luding Belt) I ui

I -11. il Studio One pitch hat two 01 three in it

1 11 p< ui' 1 -. propa had to build su< li

effei 1- .1- in telephone, I

Effort required 75-man studio crew, foui timet

the normal numbei ol studio stage hands

I hi. 1 model 11 look required mak-

ostumes i" ordei and rent ing them

x
i

1 i|it called foi spei ial tei hnii al • quip-

menl like Budelman mikes hidden in • lothes

il sets, m ""I- ork, fibei

were built to r< present the I Be of the future

I -11. il Studio One commercials require one "i

i« ta shi rts "f kitchen, for instance

Network Special Effects Department used four

men on several days i" build special props

1 ommercial required Studio T_'. largest CBS
I \ .1. .r studio on East Coast, 120 x 100 feet

[*bis total ui' hides such items as illu-tra-

tion of futuristic city painted by free-lancer

Talent cost (2,500 for nine, including

Betty Purness. Sleeping boy in future home
can b<- watohed 1>\ mother on her "home

television network'* from the living room

Technical facilities cost 14,000,

commercial required CBS TVs largest K.j-t

1 ",i-t ^tudio, color studio ~2, which is

120 1 I feet, plus 1 BS T\ 1 1

4TW « A « A

"Props !: special effects like frei

oven combination for modern kitchen
1 5 S .1 Ef-

pywriter imagination
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Exchange of knowhow between Erwin, Wasey 's British and American staffs is finalized by, left, Ron Crichley, research dir.. in London, and

Austen Barnes, dir. of London office; right, Rollo Hunter, tv-radio dir., New York, J. Edward Reich, who moved from L.A. to London as tv dir.

ERWIN, WASEY'S TV LEND-LEASE PLAN

Two-way exchange of tv techniques helps

pave way for British commercial telecasting

BLrwin, Wasey advertising agency

has just started its own variety of lend-

lease with England. The lenders and

the leasers are (1) all the agency

branch offices in the United States and
| 2 1 the Great Britain headquarters

office in London. The item they're

exchanging is the commercial tv

know-how of each country's experts.

Austen Barnes, director (or, in

Americanese, vice president) of the

London company, has just returned

there after a lengthy tour of television

and advertising centers in the U. S.

and Canada. The pivot on which his

visit revolved: a bilateral exchange of

television ideas for commercial an-

nouncements. His goal, and that of

the international-minded Erwin. Wasey

board: the development of new ideas

for British tv (commercial tv there will

be two years old in September) and

stimulation of "second thoughts" for

the 10-year-old American tv.

Barnes and his research director,

Ron Crichley, conferred with agencv

executives in every department, but

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Erwin, Wasey advertising agency ce-

ments U. S. and London staff rela-

tions by exchanging tv knowhow and

sending tv creative chief to super-

vise London tv as commercial tele-

vision zooms there. Concept: Britain

is the advertising gateway to Europe.

concentrated on conversations with

Rollo Hunter, director of tv and radio

in the New York office. They made
plans to have a regular and continu-

ous screening of U. S. and British

storyboards, sample scripts and fin-

ished film commercials at all agency

offices, with New York the channeling

point. And, coincident with this new

film review plan, they gave an impres-

sive nod to the potential stature of

commercial tv in England by assign-

ing a top tv expert to London.

He's J. Edward Reich, who left

recently for a 7,000-mile trip from

his work as director of the television

department in Erwin. W ase) s Los An-

geles office. In his new job, as tv crea-

tive director in London, he heads up
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a 20-person department which includi -

.-i\ writers and L2 production assist-

ants. The) sei \ ice I \\ accounts in

these three categoi ies : (1) I . S. ac-

counts with British distribution; i2i

British companies affiliated as sub-

sidiai ies "i branches of I . S. com-

panies; i 3 i Hi itish-onl) concerns.

Barnes, in discussing plans for ex-

pansion "l lii- i\ creative staff, ex-

plained some <>f the reasons wh) this

i~ being done. These reasons reflect

some of the thinking of ever) interna-

tional-minded agenc) and advertiser.

Circulation: Set circulation is

growing fast, with commercial televi-

sion operation, 1 1 \ < Independent

Television Authority) now operating

in areas where 709! of the nation's 15

million families live. However, onlj

about three million oJ these families

have Bets equipped t<> tune to both the

non-commercial i British Broadcasting

Corp.) channel and the commercial

one. Four cities now have tv. and plans

include Scotland this year, Wales next.

VikMcikt: Because there lias never

been commercial radio in England,

there have been no commercial copy-

writers or producers. \nd. for the

same reason, "People bave been con-

ditioned to entertainment only, and

they aren't used to commercials." But.

Barnes says, "they're now read] for a

harder Bell, and a more direct ap-

proach than we've been using.

"The U. S. is much more conscious

ol the viewer, and understands him

better, and we want to take advantage

of what our agenc] has learned here.

\\ ere taking the approach that the

I . S. is our 170 million-person test

market! \ml we want to learn fast

some basics which the I . S. knows af-

ter more than a decade of telecasting."

Sponsorship: There's no sponsor-

ship, as such, ill Britain. Vdvertisers

cannot have integrated commercials

inasmuch as tv's "editorial" content

i completer) separated from its adver-

tising. No programs or program seg-

ments are sold, just announcements
(six minutes per hour, all told I . and
these on a run of schedule basis. \n

advertiser pays a 10^5 premium for a

specific time slot.

therefore, there can he no star

'testimonial"' or endorsement, and no

program identification with a product.

Because of this, greater emphasis has

to be placed on commercial copy. \n-

other reason for developing attention-

getting cop) : quintuple spotting is

frequent, with five announcements

ranging li om seven to 60 se< onds I but

10's are the most popular i i ompeting

for audiem e attention at the houj

mark. But < ommen ial breaks "an

nevei arbitrary," says Barnes, "as the)

seem to be with t\ in the I
, S. Bi i!

ishers would nevei stand foi Borne oi

the unnatural inti usions into the Btory.

l-'ilm : Vs t\ grows oldei in Bi itain,

ii follows the I . S. pattei n from live

to film. \ yeai ago, almost all pro.

eraminc and i ommen ial- were live.

I oda) . 7591 ol all t\ programing is

filmed; about 96' - of the commer-

cials. Mil- 1 alls for film Bpe< ialists,

and artists who concentrate on h \ is-

ualization, the agenc) executive Bays.

Merchandising: Erwin, Wase) has

.in enigma in the problem of merchan-

dising it- television buys. If the time

is not fixed, ami there's no personalit)

oi program tie-in, how do you mer-

chandise vom television advertising?

This is a marketing nut he hopes to

1 rack with the aid of Reich and mar-

keting specialists. "We merchandised

i ommercial tv for the first time in

England last November, when we tied

in our tv commercials for the Bacon

Information Council with a cookbook

1 ross reference in newspaper advertis-

ing. But we still haven't found the

final answer.'"

Advertisers: The London office

handles tv schedules for both \meri-

can and British accounts. The only

ivpe of account which is not accept-

able on tv there is a lotter) or sweep-

stakes, savs Barnes. As for hard liquor

accounts. "We can use tv advertising.

But almost all alcoholic advertising on

t is for beer and wine because Scotch

is still in short supply. It's exported

to the I .
>.!" Some of Wasev's Lon-

don .11 1 mint- : t, Mai fak.

Pi ide, < arnation, < lyeai Hoc
t ompetition : I nlikel) as 11 seems

| ( , most \ 1 1 1. 1 i< .ins. 1 11.-1 • are more

1I1. in 100 adverti i

land. However, "onl) 1 12 I

a tel.-s iaion department ol an) signifi-

1 .mi .-." sa) - Bai in--. I 1 h in. V\ ase) has

.• total billing ol more than 1 1.5 mil-

lion 1 some 1 1 2.5 million 1 . and about

l_" . oi $1,500,000 ol this 1- Bpenl on

h advertising.

Reich, w ho had ne\ ei been in I
1

land, had nevertheless been bi iefi d

thoi OUghl) on W hat to e\pei 1. He had

half • foi mulated Bome depintment.il

concepts before Bailing.

"I in- thing, we re going to de-

velop t\ w 1 itei s. I 1 1 1 i I now, the cop)

writers have necessarilv been ground-

ed in pi ill! be' aiJse there were li"

broadcast media.

"We're going deeper into motiva-

tional research. We don't think there's

anv basic difference between I i 1 i t i - }

)

ami \merican people, and one "f the

biggest misconceptions has been the

belief that there are man) differences.

I!u\ ing impulses are the same: the dif-

ference is in buying habits, and the in-

fluences which determine them.'"

London is the in ~t major interna-

tional capital to take advantage of

America's tv know-how. -as, Barnes,

and his new set-up is an accentuation

of this borrowing process. " \ml Lon-

don is the gateway to Europe. Com-
mercial television is coming along in

Europe, particular Iv in Germany, and

as Europe itself become- more inte-

grated it will become interested in and

borrow modern advertising techniques.

\ major aspect of British tv will be de-

velopment of a European market. ^

Bacon Information Council slide is from

nmercial. one of EWs I Qta using

spot London billing I 5 million

New American tv creative chief will work

in modern London office with Marl ol

-i\ writers and 12 production ,t--i-tant-



IS PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAMING
IMPORTANT TO SPONSORS?

It's key to station's "believability," says Westinghouse Broadcasting

which sponsored industry's first local public service meeting this week

I his week in Boston executives from

110 tv and radio stations across the

nation met with prominent educators

and public servants under the auspices

of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. The
occasion: tv-radio's first industry-wide

conference on local public service pro-

graming.

The three-day meeting, for which

WBC spent $75,000, was obviously im-

portant in the realm of public welfare.

But how significant is public service

programing to the advertiser? (Most

of this programing is unsponsored.

)

SPONSOR put this question to Donald

H. McGannon, president of Westing-

house Broadcasting Co., on the eve of

the Boston conference. McGannon re-

lates public service programing right

back to media buying strategy.

"The station which works for com-
munity welfare," he says, "leaves in

the mind's eye or the mind's ear an
impression of character which makes
that station more believeable when it

transmits the advertiser's message.

This has long been understood in the

newspaper field. Public service projects

are what makes great newspapers stand

out among their competitors. But this

form of stature-building is equally im-

portant to the air media.

"The sound or the pictures a sta-

tion transmits don't persist. But a

station can create a permanent image

based on its public service activity."

Just what is public service program-

ing? To many, it's programing of an

informational character with a neces-

sarily limited appeal.

But Don McGannon rejects the

theory that public service programing

must equate with limited appeal. First

(Please turn to page 40)

Creative cannonade in public service field is objective of WBC
Boston meeting with 110 stations. WBC President Don Mi-Cannon (r),

programing v.p. Dick Pack selected cannon, a revolutionary war

replica, as meeting souvenir. Meeting took place 27 February-1 March



WBC PANELS COVER WIDE RANGE OF PUBLIC SERVICE TOPICS

Film prologue with Vice President Richard II \ixon, tpeeches by

It ( Chairmw < I . WcConnaughey, Unoyei Joseph \ "

ami special guest f harles L. I un Doren were among scheduled high-

lights of IIIK public service programing conference in Boston

L'7 February 1 Wank. Delegates were welcomed by Donald II

WcGannon, If BC president. Chairman was Richard 1/ Pack, WB(

programing r./>. Stations invited were eruss-se, tinn «/ I .S. broad-

casters selected for public service leadership. Scope of program

is indicated by following list of panelists and topics they discussed. Carl Sandburg ippi trod in I
W l:< '

Kill Kaland (center) with cameraman Ralph Lopatin

The Challenge: \ prologue with Vice President Richard M.

Nixon; Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower, president, Johns Hopkins U.

;

Jolm F. Kennedy, I . S. Senator, Mass.; Reai Vdm. II. G.

Rickover, LISN; Dr. Ralph J. Bunche, under secretary, I N;

Carl Sandburg,

It Could Be You: Film with Rege Cordic, KDK \. Pittsburgh,

.Hid Vrnold Stang.

Meet the Critics: Panel with Lynn Poole, director public

relations, Johns Hopkins, chairman; Merrill Panitt, managing

editor, 1*1 Guide; Tonj LaCamera, radio-tt editor, Boston

tmerican; Dwighl Newton, radio-t\ columnist, San Francisco

Examiner : Fred Remington, radio-t\ editor, Pittsburgh Press.

Assignment Public Service Freedom: Tv panel v\ith Jerome

R. Reeves, gen. mgr.. KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, chairman; Ber-

aard C, Barth, v.p.-gen. mgr., WNDU-TV, South Bend;

Herbert B. Cahan, prog, mgr., W BZ-TN , Boston; Carl Fox,

prog. 1 1

1

l; r . . KYTV, Springfield, Mo.; Lewis Freedman, pro-

ducer. Camera Three. WCBS-TV, Ne« fork; Ralph A. Renick,

news dir.. WT> I. Miami.

Assignment Public Service Freedom: Radio panel with

Gordon Davis, gen. mgr., KYW, < leveland, chairman; Leon

Goldstein, prog. v.p. WMCA, New York: Sherwood R. Gordon,

pres.-gen. n^r.. WSAI, Cincinnati; Mark Olds, prog. mgr..

RAW, Cleveland; Sam Serota, dir. pub. relations-special

events, WIP, Philadelphia.

Showmanship in Public Service Programing: Panel with

James Macandrew, dir. of broadcasting, Board of Education.

\e« \e.ik I it\. chairman; James T. Vubrey, Jr., prog, v.p.,

ABC TV; Or. Prank ( '.. Baxter, professor of English, U. of

Southern California; Lewis G. Cowan, v.p.. CBS; Dr. Bergen

Evans, professor of English, Northwestern U.: William J.

Kaland. nat*l prog, mgr.. WBC; Robert Saudek, director,

Tv-Radio Work-hop. Ford Foundation; Edward Stanley, man-
ager public service programs, NBC.

Television News: Panel with John K. M. Met affery, WRl V
T\ . New York, chairman; Robert W. Breckner, prog, v.p.,

KTTV, Los Angeles; Bill Bum-, news dir.. KDKA-TV, Pitts-

burgh; James H. Ferguson, prog, dir., WSAZ-TV, Hunting-

ton, W. Va.; Mike Wallace, W Mil). Neu York.

Radio News: Panel uith Sandford Markey, neu- dir.. K i W .

KYW-TV, I leveland, chairman: Robert II. Forward, dir. of

program-. KMPC, Los Migele-: Jack Kerrigan, prog. m-r..

WHO. !).•- Moines; Daniel W. Kops, exec, v.p., W \\ /.. N
Haven: Rod MacLeish, news dir.. WBZ-WBZA. Bn-ton-Spring-

field: Gordon B. McLendon, exec. dir.. KPIP. Dallas.

Making the Most of Informational Film: Panel with Robert
B. Hudson, prog, coordinator. Educational Tv and Radio
("enter. Pord Foundation, chairman: Richard Carlton, v.p..

I i. in- I n\ Films; I bai lee I Dolan exi ;• . Sterling

Movies I .S. \.; Michael Hayward, i bii Radio

and Visual Service Div., Dept. of Pub. Information, I V
Caleb Paine, manager, station services, WRGB, Schenectady;

John F. White, gen. mgr., WQED, Pittsburgh.

Making the Most of Special Program Sources: Panel with

Seymour V Siegel, director, W\ N
i

. \eu '"i >rk . chairman:

Gertrude <>. Broderick, radio-h education specialist, I

Office of Education: Guy Harris, prog mgr., K I < K \ . Pitts-

burgh; Dorothy E. Lewis, radio-tt consultant. I \. 1....1 .

•

E. Probst, exec. I i r . . Thomas \l-.i Kdi-on Foundation; Barrii

Thome, North American Representative, BBl

Religious Programing: Radio and tv panel with Dr. Richard

\. Met ami. Our Believing If arid, WBZ-TV, Boston, chairman;

\lliert Crews, dir. of tv. Nat'l Council of Churches of ' brist;

Rev. Walter L. Flaherty, dir. of archdiocesan T\ ' entre,

Catholic Arehdioce-e, Boston: Milton Krents, producer, Jewish

Theological Seminary; Brine Wallace, m^r. promotion and

pub. service, W I M.I. Milwaukee.

Television Production: Panel with William ( . Dempsey,
mgr., KPIX, San Francisco, chairman: Philip II. Cohen, v.p.

radio tv SSI B. New York; K.is W. Trent, pi K I » I I!

TV, Lubbock, Texas; Charles Yanda. v.p. (tv) \\ < \l -IV.

Philadelphia- \rnold P. Wilkes, dir. of pub. affairs and

education, WBA1 1 \ . Baltimore.

Programing Concert Music: Panel with Ravmnnd S. t.reen.

exec, v.p.-gen. mgr., WHY Philadelphia, chairman: Martin

Book-pan. dir. of recorded music, WQXR, New York: Dr.

Douglas S. .Moore, exec, officer, dept. of music, Columbia I

Ray L. Stone, Maxon, New V.rk: Melvin C. Wissman, prog.

dev. mgr., W W J. I letroit

How Research Can Help Public Service Programing: Panel

with Melvin \. Coldberg, dir. of research, WBI . chairman;
Dr. Leo Bogart, assoc. dir. of account research service,

Met ann-Erickson; Dr. Philip Eisenberg ent, Motivation

\nal\ -1-.

Spots Before Your Eyes (The production, I -• ind Potentials

of Radio and Tv Public Service Spots): Panel with Franklin

\. Tooke, gen. mgr., WBZ-TV, Boston, chairman: Arthur J.

Bellaire. v.p. radio-h copy, BBDO, N( York; William J.

Kaland. nat'l pi".:, mgr., W p.i
. Gordon < . Kinney, radio-tt

dir.. Advertising Council; Irvine II. Millgate, dir. of visual

education. Boj "-.out. of Vmerica; .lame- II. Quello, pub. rel.

dir.. W IB. Detroit,

Children's Programs: Tv and radio panel -with Fred \.

Kellei lir., W P.I N l\. Buffalo, chairman: 'Big fohn"

Arthur. ABC; Gloria Chandler, dir. public - : , . . KING-TV,
ttle; Jack Miller, co-producer. Captain Kangaroo; Helen

Parkhnr-t. child psycholi teator; Judith 'Walh'. Nl'.i

3111" III I
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PUBLIC SERVICE
{Continued from j>age 38)

of all. In- points out, some of the

broadcast-appeal programing elements

are public services: news, weather,

time, trafiic information. What's been

limited, he feels, is the amount of

creativity applied to public service

programing in years past.

McGannon defines public service

programs as those whose basic objec-

tive is to inform rather than to enter-

tain. "But," he says, "there's no reason

why they can't be entertaining at the

same time."

Can they be sponsored too? Richard

M. Pack, WBC programing vice presi-

dent, and the chairman of the Boston

conference, believes the answer is yes.

"In Boston," he points out, "WBZ-TV
put on a show called 2000 AD as a

public service and wound up selling it

to IBM."

Pack feels the line between public

service and entertainment programing

is artificial; in fact that public service

programing needs a new name ("just

the way we need a new name for d.j.

in radio"). Pack looks at the num-

erous institutional advertisers using

newspapers and magazines and

wonders whether more accounts like

these couldn't be developed for the

air media "although public service

programing sponsors don't have to be

institutional."

\\ hether there's much sponsorship

potential in public service programs

is moot. But the philosophy at WBC
and its 10 stations is that public serv-

ice requires the same creative enthusi-

asm that's applied to other more com-

mercial facets of station operation.

Public service is built around a com-

pany-wide plan. WBC headquarters in

New York sets the basic themes

i American history, mental health

among them). Then it's up to the sta-

tions to work out their own approaches

locally. In addition to themes set for

the whole organization, each station is

asked to pick one local project of its

own. Public service activities of the

WBC stations aren't confined to pro-

grams, incidentally. There are an-

nouncements as well as informational

vignettes inserted into commercial pro-

grams.

WBC hopes the Boston conference

will spread around the industry en-

hanced enthusiasm for public service

good
work,

Bob
BOB KERNS

WBRC-TV,

BIRMINGHAM

codeQ earned a 15.5%* rating

on your station.

Sponsor: Miller High Life

for your market availabilities,

call, write or wire

ABC Film Syndication,

1501 Broadway, New York • LA 4-5050

Tclepulse, Nov.

programing. But it didn't go to Boston

to preach. The stations invited to par-

ticipate are themselves veterans of

public service programing, a cross-

section chosen from among stations of

all types for their outstanding public

service records. Actuallv WBC hopes

to see a cross-pollination of public

service ideas and techniques emerge.

Don McGannon points out that

there's no organized way stations in

one community can observe the public

service programing of stations far

away. The Boston conference was de-

signed to close this gap. Following the

conference, WBC hopes to make avail-

able a record of the ideas exchanged

in the form of a book or pamphlet.

The plan is to make this book available

free to stations requesting it. In the

end WBC hopes to see wide recogni-

tion that public service programing

can be entertaining.

Another important objective of the

Boston meeting was to focus attention

of advertisers and their agencies on

the role of public service programing

in building the stature of a station.

Public service programing is im-

portant in building stations, especially

tv, in still another way.

WBC's Dick Pack says that local

live public service programing is to-

day's training ground for new per-

forming and production talent. \\ ith

so much of local tv programing on

film, public service shows are fre-

quently the only place newcomers can

break in. The top d.j. on KDKA,
Pittsburgh, for example, is now moving

into tv as m.c. of a public service show

on KDKA-TV.
Pack believes that public service

programing can find new talent in the

classroom particularly. He feels there

may be more Professor Frank Baxter's

and Bergen Evans' waiting to be dis-

covered by stations and developed.

"There should be greater exploita-

tion of the resources of the educational

system," Pack says. "Almost any sta-

tion has a university or college within

reach and those that don't have high

schools. A great teacher in a local

school may turn out to be a great

personalis
.""

Both Prof. Frank Baxter and Prof.

Bergen Evans, incidentally, were

among the panelists participating in

the WBC Boston meeting. I For a com-

plete list of the panelists with their

subjects, see page 39.) ^
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A true story of five years of amazing national spot growth through advertising



Once there was a friendly little radio P\S< station in the Washington apple country.

It was called I II r Q ) and it lived in the city of Wenatchee.

It was a good little radio station and many people thought well of it. But it had a serious

deficiency. Instead of growing round and plump it® grew thin and gangly

like a stringbean. A specialist was called in to make a diagnosis. "There's nothing

that can't be cured," he said. "All that's needed is a balanced diet. It gets plenty of local

business. Just feed it a good dose of national spot business."

to follow the doctor's orders. But spot business didn't grow on every tree. A How toT
get it required some serious \ • r /thinking. Finally it decided to practice what it preached.

it decided to-ADVERTISE!



SPONSOR

In 1953

(5)
invested $122..")() in SPONSOR.

It wasn't long before things began popping.

MOST LISTENED- TO IN CENTRAL WASHINGTON
5,000 IDatts —=====

PHONE MOt...J, 3 5121

WENATCHEE. WASHINGTON
TWXWN 18

Jane BO, 1953

llr. Id Cooper
..cstern Uonuger, SI ONSOK
t»087 Sunset Boulevard
Los Anj i les 2i»,Cal if ornia

Uear Ld:

We had onlj run sm half-column ads when I mude a National Sales

trip. Host of the agency people remembered seeing our call

letters, they even remember.d we were in \ienatchee. They were

AtfAKt. of our station. Yes, I even came back with signed orders.

P0 ' II : zm

Sincerely,

Pat O'llal loritn

Vice President - Manager



In 1954 was shaping up and showing a happier hue.

National spot was taking root.

In 1954 $1385 went into space.

In 1955 underwent a startling change. It was round,

firm, and fully packed. It was no longer green. Its

business was 40% national and 60% local—a balanced diet.

In 1955 KPQ upped its SPONSOR budget

to $1944 and, additionally, took on a second trade magazine.



Di 3*»° *
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In 1956 grew rounder and rosier. And the SPONSOR

budget grew to $3823.50 (but during the year the second

magazine was dropped, for KPQ had developed a system

that told them where their business came from.)

MOST LISTENED- TO IN CENTRAL WASHINGTON
5,000 Watts

PHONE NO.™»J, 3-5121 TWX-WH 18

WENATCHEE, WASHINGTON

December 4, 1956

Mr. Ed Cooper
Western Manager
Sponsor
6087 Sunset Blvd
Los Angeles 28, California

Dear Ed:

Our National business was stuck on a low
plateau back in 1952-53. The Columbia Basin
population in Central Washington is growing
10% a year.

It was time to take our own medicine and
spend 57o of gross sales in advertising. KPQ* s

sales goal was set high. 20% per year, ie.,
a five year plan to double National spot bus-
iness. The chart shows Sponsor Plus results.
The plan is working.

Sincerely,

/r?
W. Wallace

President

JWW/vw



In 1957 stepped up its SPONSOR budget to $5,960,

1 I times what it had invested in 1952.

The little station in Wenatchee has become big in the national Held.

It gives the credit to its alert rep, Forjoe & Co., and to ADVERTISING!



Take a tip from

If your station lacks national spot S RO N -S O R

nourishment, plan a campaign in the use magazine SPONSOR.

You can't beat SPONSOR as a vehicle for your national

ad campaign because: (1) It's edited 100% for key decision-makers

—

and they're the men you have to sell; (2) about 6 out of every 10 readers (current press-run 13,500)

are agency and advertiser executives; (3) SPONSOR enjoys top prestige

and is the most-quoted magazine in its field; (4) it fights hard for worth-while industry objectives;

(5) a schedule in SPONSOR spotlights your station and sets it apart

from 3500 others; (6) you earn present low rates throughout 1957

—with extension to 1 May 1958; (7) reps love it.

Take a tip from

r
SPONSOR 40 E. 49th Street N. Y.

Let me know how SPONSOR can help improve my spot

billing—and how I can earn old rate protection for 12

months after new rates go into effect 1 May 1957.

Name

Firm

City

L J



/ ii »«/.7 \ listing "j rlmnges

in the advertising and broadcast firl/h

EW AND RENEW

NEW ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR

Columbia LP Record Club, NY

Evinrudc Motors, Milwaukee

Knjpp-Mon.irch, St. Louis

Lyon Van & Storage, LA
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Detroit

Quaker State Oil Refining. Oil City. Pa

R. J,
Reynolds, Winston-Salem. NC

AGENCY STATIONS
Maxwell Sackhcim. NY CBS 201

Cramer-Krasselt, Milwaukee NBC 188

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Amos n Andy: Tu & Th 7 7 45 pm, S.J 12 05-12 30 pm

;

5 mm si«s 9 12. 14 Feb
Monitor; 5 onc-min announcements per weekend; April

U.irt; 10 wks
Frank Block, St Louis NBC 188 Monitor; 5 30-scc announcements per weekend; 25 May-23

|une

Smallcy. Levitt & Smith, LA MBS Queen For A Day; M 11 30-12 n 18 Mar
BSDO. Minneapolis CBS 201 Amos n' Andy; MTW 7 7 45 pm 5 mm y us 4 Mar 4 wks
K&E. NY MBS Baseball; Sa 1 or 2 pm-concl: ' 2 spon; 30 Mar
Esty, NY MBS Baseball; Su-Sa 1 or 2 pm-concl; 5 mm scg after each

game; 30 Mar

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME

Sherman Adlcr
Louis B. Ames
Wayne R. Anderson
James Chapcllc
Edwin |. Charles
Howard W. Coleman
John M. Couric

Joseph Curl
Thomas A. Doolcy
lack D. Ellison

Merlin Fisher

|ohn P. Foster

William A. Cildcrslceve

Peter S. Cood
Baldwin Coodwin
Ralph Hansen
Lewis C. Hmchman .

Hal H. Hoffman
Frederic L. Karch
Edward R. Kcncfick
William MacLeod
Peggy McCann
lack Murphy
Warren Park
Richmond Patterson

Charles Pratt

Weston C. Pullcn, )r.

|o Ranson
Tom Redston
Daniel K. Sobcl

Dal Stallard

Le Ora Thompson
William C. Yenerich

FORMER AFFILIATION
NBC. NY. acct exec-tv films

.NBC, NY, feature ed & production mgr .

NBC, acct exec
American Express. SF. mgr
.WOL. Wash. DC. commercial mgr
-NBC, Chi, mgr color sis devel
.United Press. Wash, DC, asst news editor

NBC, NY, tv net sis

-Whitehall Pharmacal, asst to vp chg advtng
.KPTV. Portland. Ore. acct exec
-KTVW, Scattlc-Tacoma. copy
.T.ipp.in Stove Co, asst public relations dir

.WMUR-TV. Manchester. NH. program mgr

-WMBR. Jacksonville, Fla, acct exec
-WHAS-TV. Louisville, Ky, program dir

Croat Lakes Steel Corp. nat acct sis mgr Stran steel div _
.Boiling Co, SF
WCAU, Phila, producer-writer
George P. Hollingbery, NY

-Paul White Productions, NY, exec
KOOL-TV, Phoenix, program dir

WFMJ-TV, Youngstown, Ohio, program mgr

-Edward Petry, Chi
-Time Inc. NY, asst to exec vp & treas
.WMCM, NY, press relations

J. H. McCillvra, sis

WRCA-TV, NY, sis

-KCMO, Kansas City, Mo. chief announcer
-Playhouse Pictures, dir sis

-KCLO, Mason City, Iowa, sis dir

NEW AFFILIATION
CBS Tv Spot Sales, NY, acct exec-sis devel
California National Productions, NY, dir theatrical div
Motion Pictures Service Co, SF, sis mgr
Lloyd Pearson Associates, NY, program coordinator
KCKN Kansas City, Kan, gen mgr
WMAQ, WMAQ-FM, Chi. mgr
NARTB, Wash. DC, public relations-chief writer
WABC-TV, NY. sis

Adam Young. NY, radio sis

KVAN, Vancouver, Wash, sis

Same, promotion & publicity

WKNE, Kccnc, NH, news, publicity & promotion
Same, promotion mgr
WWI-TV, Detroit, asst program & production mgr
Same, asst gen sis mgr
KYW-TV. Clcvc, program mgr
WHIO-TV, Dayton, sis

KCO, SF, radio sls-acct exec
Same, operations program mgr
NBC Spot Sales. NY, tv sis

WJAR, Providence, radio sis

Ted Lloyd Inc. NY, exec administrator nat syn-Ask The Camera
Same, asst mgr
WMUR-TV. Manchester. NH, program mgr
W|AR, Providence, tv sis

NBC. Chi. acct exec-cent div tv net sis

Same, vp chg r-tv operations

Same, dir advtng. promotion & publicity

WAAT. Newark, sis

NBC. NY. net sis

KCKN. Kansas City. Kan. asst mgr
Lc Ora Thompson Associates. Hy, head
KTIV, Sioux City. Iowa, sis

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Henry H. Arthur Cunningham & Walsh, NY
Paul | Blakeslee . .Maltbic Laboratories, Newark, vp
Lucian R. Bloom Kenyon & Eckhardt. NY, media super
Robert Cary Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co. advtng & sis promotion mgr
Sherwood Dodge Foote, Cone & Belding, NY, vp & gen mgr NY office
Henry T. Cayley, Jr. Arndt, Preston. Chapin. Lamb & Keen. Phila, copy chief
David |. Gillespie

Wells Hoblcr
Sue James
Milton L. Krist

Roger W. LcCrand
Kenneth V. Moore
Raymond V. Muskopf
Richard T. O'Reilly

Leonora F. Peters

John A. Rodick
William J. Rogers
Kenneth Runyon
Michael Ryan
Max Sapan
Alvin N. Sarasohn
Arthur W. Sawyer
Robert E. Sayre
David W. Thurston
Arthur Topol
Saul Waring
Don E. West

Kenyon & Eckhardt. Detroit, office mgr
Gardner Advtng, St. Louis, acct exec

.Fuller & Smith & Ross. Cleve, spacebuyer
..Cramer-Krasselt Co, Milwaukee, dir r-tv dept
Erwin, Wasey. LA, acct exec
Frank Block Associates, St. Louis, asst art dir
Kenyon & Eckhardt. Detroit, acct exec
Biow, NY, r-tv dept

chief

Cardner Advtng, St. Louis, acct exec
_Cardner Advtng. St. Louis, dir mktng
.Cardner Advtng. St. Louis, acct exec
Dowd. Redfield & Johnstone. NY. copy
Kenyon & Eckhardt. NY. copy super
KFSD. San Diego, sis mgr
.Edwards Agency. LA. acct exec
.McCann- Erickson. NY. acct exec
-Dowd. Redfield & Johnstone. NY. timebuycr
_Dc Perri Advtng. NY. vp & acct exec
_Rockwood & Co. vp chg mktng

Ted Bates. NY, acct exec
Brudno & Bailey. Westficld. N| dir pharmaceutical div

Cunningham & Walsh NY mgr media dept
Doyle Dane Bernbach. NY. asst acct exec

Same, nat mktng dir

Crey & Rogers. Phila. creative coordinator-advtng staff

Same, also acct super

Same, also vp
Edwards Agency. LA media dir

Howard Swink. Marion. Ohio, media dir

Same, also vp

lohnson & Lewis. LA. acct exec
Same, production mgr
Same, senior acct exec
N W. Aycr. NY. asst timebuycr
William Schaller Co W Hartford Conn, vp

Same, also vp

Same, also vp
Same, also vp
Crey Advtng NY copy group super

Same, also vp
Teawell Co. San Diego, media & research super

Ad-Rcscarch Advtng LA. vp 6 acct exec

Lenncn & Newell NY vp & acct exec

Donahue & Coe. NY. timebuycr
Grey Advtng. NY. acct exec
Robert W Orr NY exec vp
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SPONSOR ASKS

Do you agree with the suggestion that spot

should be "sold like billboard"

Norman R. Prouty the Kalz Agency

We are certainly in favor of any and

all suggestions made by agencies and

advertisers that might make the buy-

"please utilize

rep services"

ing of spot radio and/or television

easier.

Certainly, the placing of an effec-

tive spot schedule is not the easiest

thing to do and, perhaps now is the

time to realize that a premium should

be placed on the buyers who have been

doing just that so successfully over a

period of years.

To paraphrase an old saw—the easi-

est medium to buy certainly isn't

always the most effective. We are posi-

tive that Mr. Tendrich was not serious

but was only making a tongue-in-cheek

comparison when he compared the ease

of buying outdoor with that of pur-

chasing a spot schedule. If ease of

buying were the panacea, we would

like to suggest the use of skywriting

as possibly the easiest to buy; cer-

tainly easier than outdoor. The ad-

vertiser would only have to rent a

plane, wait for a clear and windless

day, and tell the pilot a message to

write out—no printed copy to prepare,

no credits to worry about and one hun-

dred per cent showing in one opera-

tion. What could be simpler?

Actually the crowded condition of

certain time periods during the broad-

cast day is due primarily to the re-

quests of the agencies themselves. It

would certainly be a lot easier for the

I 'i nadcasters if they could sell on the

basis of one hundred per cent showing,

fifty per cent showing, etc. As it is

today though, agencies request avail-

abilities within various specific time

brackets, practically spelling out the

exact times when they want their com-

mercials delivered.

As a representative, we too have

some recommendations that would

simplify the buying of radio and tele-

vision time. In the first place, perhaps

Mr. Tendrich has had a bad experi-

ence with representatives or hasn't

really used them enough. The repre-

sentative, in many instances, has much
more than just rating information for

all the stations; for example, market

data and among other things, complete

details about the various personalities

available for sale. Any agency is able

to get this information with no diffi-

culty whatsoever from a good repre-

sentative.

Everytime I try to become objective

in my comments about a better way of

buying spot radio and/or television,

I am brought back to specifics men-

tioned in Mr. Tendrich's article. It is

very seldom that spots are not broad-

cast at the specific times scheduled and,

in most instances, when a spot or spots

is to be pre-empted by a public service

program, the representative is able to

advise the agency in advance of this

pre-emption. This point alone brings

us back to the problem of quoting

specific spots to an agency. If the

agency had complete faith in, not only

the station, but its representative, it

would buy the schedule of spots in a

*Suggestion ivas made in a sponsor article

last issue (23 February) by Max Tendrich,

v.p., Weiss & Geller. Tendrich contended

spot could be made much easier to buy if it

were sold in blocks rather than by individual

availabilities. For a sponsor analysis of to-

day's spot buying problems, see "Let's cut

-.flit's paper maze" this issue on page 27.

general time bracket thereby preclud-

ing the need for agency and client

contact for purposes of clearing make-

goods. The agency would seem to be

the one to solve this most easily, and

with our complete approval.

Speaking of makegoods and/or

credits, when a parade is held in Phila-

delphia or any other city blocking off

certain streets with outdoor billboard

showings, what sort of credit or make-

good does outdoor advertising allow?

I feel that I can speak for most rep-

resentatives in our field when I sav

to Mr. Tendrich, "Please utilize more
fully the myriad services that we will-

ingly render and offer to both agen-

cies and advertisers."

Robert E. Eastman, executive i.p., John

Blair & Co.

Admittedly, the goal of simplifying

spot buying is a good one. Undoubt-

edly, there is much room, still, for

further improvements in the methods

of selling and buying spot time.

There are, however, many pitfalls

in the plan expressed:

1. First, there is not in existence any

coordinating body to execute such

streamlining. The SRA comes the

closest to it, and as we are painfully

aware, even this fine organization does

not have the support and cooperation

of many of the representative firms.

It is easy to visualize the possibility

of working out schedules—which we

have done with saturation—which

would reflect "showings" of 100%,

50%, or 25% on a given station. To

effect a "showing"" in a market, of 10

radio stations, is another matter. A
formula would have to be devised

whereby a certain number of an-

nouncements at different times, on dif-
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ferenl stations would refle< i the

various "showing" ol percenta

Thia i- the big flaw in the pt

\\ e would n"i hold -till foi an arbi-

ii.ii
j allocation <>f the "show ing" l"i

mil station, and certainl) the repre-

sentatives of the other stationa would

feel tin- same. Uso, if 1 1 • * - "show ing

were designated t" a Bingle station, all

the other Btationa in the market would

be ii|> in arm-.

2. Buying -|"»t radio i- especiall)

difficult at the present time because

all tin- advertisers are trying to crowd

into the same time periods, rheii com-

petitor is in this time, and so thej

figure the) have to be in the same

bracket In main cases, theii com-

"hard hitting

still's medium
not a slum in^,"

petitive strategy would l>e hound to

be more effective through selecting

those times where tlieir competition

isn't The author's tJmebuying prob-

lems are compounded, because his em-

phasis is on the higher-demand earh

morning and late afternoon time. He
hasn't done the advance work with his

a< ount executive and client to sell the

scheduling opportunities and values

existing between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00

p.m.—the ideal time to reach the young
housewife. He hasn't unearthed and

dramatized the excellent \ allies avail-

able in nighttime and weekend. We
must admit that the sellers of time

have not fulfilled their obligations,

either, in demonstrating the advant-

anges <>! these other time periods.

There wouldn't be the hack and

forth, from buyer to a e, to client to

a e to buyer, routine to such a degree

if there was a better advance knowl-

edge regarding the nature of the

medium at that particular moment.

This is easy to come by, an) major

representative should he able to pro-

vide the information on a moment's

notice. To illustrate this point, the

other day a cigarette decided to buy

a spot radio schedule. Their time

specifications were 7 to 8 a.m. Thev

already had others of their own brands

running within the general time period.

i Please turn pa£

Coverage soars on SIX!
1956 Nielsen Coverage Service report for the WCSH-TV
market coverage area of 22 counties in southern Maine,

eastern New Hampshire and Vermont, encompassing

222,140 TV homes, shows Portland's Channel 6 reaches . . .

76 percent monthly

74 percent weekly . . . and a daily average circulation

as high as

59.6 percent

No other television station has comparable viewer ac-

ceptance in Maine and eastern New Hampshire.

WCSH-

Affiliate

WEED TELEVISION

Representatives

WCSH-TV

PORTLAND, MAINE
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SPONSOR ASKS continued . . .

plus various competitors, and yet

the) blithely specify this time, requir-

ing 15 minutes separation from other

brands, and it is going to be just

about impossible for them to get time

on the more desirable stations. The

5
nia\ be able to fulfill the cam-

paign by buying the least popular sta-

i inn- in the designated time bracket.

In the better interests of the advertiser,

wouldn't it be wiser to shop other

times of the day, such as nighttime and
weekend, where many very fine audi-

ence and price opportunities exist?

3. The author makes an undue issue

of makegood problems. This is true

of spot tv because of the important

exact position factor involved. How-
ever, he should know that in spot radio

buying, automatic makegood systems

have been worked out. For example,

at John Blair, we use a Schedule

Change Confirmation form, which

saves a good deal of going back and
forth. Our stations are advised—un-

less the client insists otherwise—to

always automatically schedule a make-
good, in equivalent time and, for bil-

ling purposes, within the same month.

The word comes to us by mail, and we
fill out the form which goes to the

buyer to the effect: "Unless we hear

from you to the contrary, we assume
the station's handling is satisfactory."

This saves a tremendous amount of

time, and the stations have worked
things out, so that the makegood is

usually completely satisfactory.

4. As to the bookkeeping problems,

I can only agree completely with the

author's complaints. If there ever was

a phase of our business which needs

straightening out, it is the bookkeep-

ing and billing set up. Some good,

standard accounting procedures would

help. It sometimes seems to us that

some bookkeepers stay up nights try-

ing to make an already complex busi-

ness more complicated.

Frankly, to me, from my prejudiced

viewpoint, the comparison of spot to

outdoor is somewhat illogical. The

media are so completely different.

Frankly, I know little about the ef-

fectiveness of outdoor, but I do know
for certain that spot radio, properly

purchased, is well worth the time and

trouble. During the past year, this has

been repeatedly proven by the sales

jobs it has done for products like Tet-

ley Tea, Pepsodent Tooth Paste, Chock

Full O'Nuts Coffee, Easy Glamur, R.

J. Reynolds, American Airlines, Pepsi

Cola—just a few of hundreds of really

remarkable sales successes. With no

intended detriment to the outdoor

medium, I would like to emphasize to

the author that spot radio is a hard-

bitting sales medium, not a "showing."

Advertising is a fascinating business.

The handling of some advertising is

easier than other. It's great accom-

plishment to buy a two-page spread

in three or four magazines. However,

putting together an effective spot radio

campaign in complexity might be com-

pared to conducting a symphony

orchestra. The ultimate result of a

skilled conductor or a skilled time-

buyer is well worth the effort.

Frank E. Pellegrin, vice president, H-R

Television, Inc.

I heartily agree with the basic premise

of the article. I wish radio had started

off that way 30 years ago and estab-

lished the practice so that television

would have followed suit—instead of

' every station

ivants to

be first"

going the other direction with speci-

fic pin-pointed time sales with all the

resulting headaches the article so well

delineates. It is too late to change?

Radio has been making headway in

that direction by instituting the satura-

tion-type schedules that have come

rapidly into vogue in the past two

years and seem to grow more popular

every day. Television has recently be-

gun to do this, but still lags far behind.

I sincerely hope both media will lean

in that direction and get wholehearted

support from agencies and advertisers.

As the author indicates, a crux of

this problem is the rating-service mud-

dle. With so many competing rating

services, all purporting to measure

substantially the same thing but all

coming in with widely divergent

answers, it would be difficult for all

broadcast media to agree on a single

service. If they could agree on it,

would the agencies and advertisers ac-

cept it? My experience has been that

the multiplicity of rating services has

been nurtured partly because every

station wants to be "first"; if a rating

service comes out with a report show-

ing his competitors leading, the sta-

tion manager hunts for another service

— using a different technique or

measuring a different area—that will

make him look better. The melange of

services has also been nurtured by the

agencies, each of which retires briefly

into its ivory tower at periodic inter-

vals, communes with some mystic fount

of inspiration or knowledge, and de-

cides which particular service its media
department will use, and none other!

Until all these ivory towers commune
with the same mystic source, stations

and salesmen will offer any service the

agencies (and presumably their clients i

want. In some agencies, alas, the sus-

picion lingers that price has been a

factor in deciding which survey to

buy. And this has also nurtured the

problem: any bright young man who
comes up with a new or different way
of taking a rating, or who can do it

cheaper, can go into business and find

customers.

The industry tried hard to produce

a tri-partite organization know as BMB
some years ago, which in time was ex-

pected to become the one single fount

of broadcast research data. It foun-

dered on its very first studv, partly

because it could only show one station

as "first" in any market, and every

other station was unhappy. But BMB
talked the industry into giving it a

reprieve and a second chance, on the

plea that nobody can be perfect the

first time. But the second survey was

definitely its last, and BMB went out

of existence. With it, many of us

think, went the last chance for the

three principal parties in interest

—

stations, agencies and advertisers—to

get together and set up or at least sup-

port a single research company. In

fact, under the stringent laws govern-

ing combinations in restraint of trade,

it would be extremely difficult to do

so, even if the parties could be brought

to some standards of agreement.

But even within the present frame-

work of conflicting research, it should

be possible for radio and television to

lean continually more and more to-

wards the segmented-package plan. It

can be done under present rate struc-

tures, using methods and materials

already available, if the stations de-

cide they want to go that wyay.

Anv encouragement from agencies

and advertisers would stimulate and

accelerate the process. ^
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in KNOXVILLE Based on new
I Telepulse Report, 19 Counties

WATE-TV AGAIN
Scores with Top Ratings !

14 out of top 15
ONCE-A-WEEK-SHOWS I ^^

* 10 out of top 10 * 428 Firsts in

Multi-Weekly Shows 460 Quarter Hours

MORE VIEWERS
than all other stations combined

Monday to Friday

7 AM.- 12 Nn.- 6 PM.-

12 Nn. 6 PM. 12 Mid.

Saturday

9 AM.- 12 Nn.- 6 PM.-

12 Nn. 6 PM. 12 Mid.

Sunday

9 AM.- 12 Nn.- 6 PM.-

12 Nn. 6 PM. 12 Mid.

WATE-TV
Share of Audience

60 62 51 71 63 53 56 50 54

WATE-TV REACHES 80% OF THE

TV HOMES IN 59 COUNTIES!*
1956 Nielsen Coverage Service

WATE-TV
POWER MARKET OF THE SOUTH
Kn oxvi I le Jen n essee

CHANNEL

I

Affiliated with WA I E RADIO 5000 WATTS, 620 KC.

Represented Nationally by, AVERY KNODEL, INC.
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BALTIMORE
IS EASIER

TO REACH

WHEN YOU

RIDE WITH

, 1 1 1 I I . 1 I I

|!»
B i||

1 1

1

ii

REPRESENTED BY

JOHN BLAIR AND CO.
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Agency profile

Mitchell Johnson: mom was a straightman

"Producers and networks have to share some of the risk of network

television with the advertiser," says Mitchell Johnson, Wm. Esty

\.p. in charge of tv programing.

"Of course we're in favor of shorter contracts but we don't want

to have that mean another cost boost to the advertiser. I think

everybody's looking for a formula to solve the apportioning of risk.

Perhaps in the case of a show that sells for $25,000 for 39 weeks

the client could make a deal for $25,000 for 26 weeks with a con-

venient option, but if he cancelled, he'd have to pay a penalty."

This penalty, Johnson feels, wouldn't have to pay for extra films

in the can since the producer would be notified in time about the

cancellation, but it would compensate him for the increased difficulty

in selling 26 weeks for reruns rather than 39.

"We work as long as nine months ahead in shopping for pro-

graming or helping shape it," he told SPONSOR. "Of course, this

does mean that you cant be too topical in your humor or action.

"It's difficult to maintain humor on tv" says former comedy writer Johnson

With all the talk of research, I guess in the last analysis, I pick

shows emotionally."

Johnson stresses that show business can't be researched for a good

buj as other fields can be. A "feel" for public taste really means

being in communication with the audience, says Johnson, and that's

one thing he's been doing ever since childhood.

"My parents were in vaudeville." he said. "My father was a

comedian, and mother and I were straightmen.

In 1945, when Johnson came out of the service, he went to Holly-

wood. He'd never had any great urge to write, but he did do a

script for a friend of his who was a radio comedian at the time

(the friend needed material badly I . "From that time on I was a
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...on a golden platter J

MGM-TV OFFERS THE WORLD'S GREATEST

STUDIO AND ITS FABULOUS FACILITIES FOB

THE PRODUCTION OF TV COMMERCIALS!

For the first time — all under one roof — the tremendous
physical and technical resources of M-G-M's 185-acre

Culver City lots are yours to command.

Here is a city within a city— giant stages and sets, prop
and make-up departments, story development, research
experts — and much more.

The most modern camera eguipment and M-G-M's own
laboratory are geared up and ready-to-go to give you
split-second action on the production, processing and
"on-time" delivery of black-and-white or color TV film

commercials.

The personnel and artisans employed on your commer-
cials or industrial films are the same people that have
made M-G-M the most famous trademark in the history
of entertainment.

The same animation department which has consistently

won awards for its "Tom and Jerry" and other cartoons

can now create characters for you.

All this at competitive prices. Your inquiries are cordially

invited — today!

A SERVICE OF LOEW S INCORPORATED
1540 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.

JUdson 2-2000

V^Virgil "Buzz" Ellsworth

Director of the Commercial and Industrial Dept
M-G-M Studios, Culver City, Calif.. TExas 0-3311



I Agency Profile continued

If you want

$ALE$

In

SHREVEPORT'S

Rich

NEGRO
Market

KANV
is THE station!

Get the PROOF!
It's yours for the asking

Write, call or wire the KANV Representative

in your area NOW I

comedy writer," Johnson said, looking quite mournful still at the

memory of trying to pound out jokes by the hour."

"There's nothing so difficult to maintain as humor," he told

SPONSOR. "The high mortality of situation comedies proves that."

Johnson isn't worried about situation comedies this tv season.

Esty's major network tv client, R. J. Reynolds, sponsors such ratings

successes as Phil Silvers, CBS TV, The Bob Cummings Show CBS
TV, Mr. Adams and Eve, CBS TV.

"A comedy show depends as much upon the format as the per-

sonality," says Johnson. "Sometimes \ou can avoid saturating

the audience with a comedian's humor by slight changes in format

or even just a change in locale. For instance, recently Sergeant

Bilko traveled to Monte Carlo. It was a pretty quick trip but it

provided a change of pace."

New program and new talent development is a major concern to

Johnson. He feels that the networks must assume this responsibility.

"In the early days of television, we at Esty did a lot of our own
show producing," says Johnson. "We actually maintained a pro-

duction unit on staff, rented studios and went out and shot films

like Man Against Crime and The Hunter. In those days, a half-hour

film might cost something like $12,000 or $13,000. That's no longer

possible today. We've never gotten out of production but we take

part in it in a different way now than at that time."

Showmen should staff agency tv departments

He feels that agencies should people their tv department "Like

Esty does, with men who're showmen first and admen second."

Such men, he adds, have the confidence of the independent producer

or network producer and are therefore in a position to help shape

a show or develop new formats and new talent.

"I don't think there's any need for clients to put such people on

staff because a good agency today has to fulfill this service." Johnson

says that his own background is typical of what William Esty has

sought for its tv department from the time the medium was born.

Prior to joining Esty in 1951, Johnson had come back to his native

New York to produce a couple of independent pictures with a friend

"They were artistically bad, but commercially successful," he said.

In the years since Johnson joined Esty the agency's tv billing

has grown until today it accounts for over 50% of the total.

"Of course, in an agency tv department, being a showman isn't

enough," he told SPONSOR. "Unlike Broadway plays, tv shows are

strongly affected by a number of factors beyond the content of the

show itself. You can change a show's rating by changing the show

preceding or following it. You have to consider the entire evening's

lineup on your network and on the other networks."

While it's early for an evaluation of next fall's programing and

network lineups, Johnson already feels that a number of new shows

now being offered sound more promising and exciting than in some

seasons past.

"There still aren't as many new ideas and concepts as in tv s

earliest days, but then the medium has eaten up a lot of programing

already in the past few years."

At home, with his wife and two youngsters, Johnson tends to get

away from show business entirely. "My wife was never in show

business," he says. "In fact, she was the first girl I"d met who

hadn't been." ^
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They do things BIG in "America's 27th Metropolitan Market", served by
WTAR-TV, Norfolk, Virginia.

In Newport News (see map) was built U. S. S. "FORRESTAL", giant

Aircraft Carrier. Her flight deck would hold The "Queen Mary" and The
"Queen Elizabeth" simultaneously! Her engines turn up an estimated

200,000 H. P. and her basso-profundo whistle can be heard for 20 miles!

BUT THAT IS JUST A WHISPER compared with

the "Voice" of WTAR-TV. This, the established
VHF Station for five bustling cities, operates with

maximum power and tower on far-reaching Channel 3.

POWERFUL, DOMINANT WTAR-TV IS
THE ONLY STATION YOU NEED TO
REACH POPULOUS TIDEWATER VIRGINIA.

(Based on Measured Contour Map by Jansky & Bailey)

5 of Virginia's Busiest Cities are

within WTAR TV's Grade A Signal.

YW /A H"

CHANNEL 3. NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Business Office and Studio — 720 Boush Street, Norfolk, Va.

Telephone: Madison 5-6711
REPRESENTATIVE: Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
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SPONSOR'S FIRST 10 YEARS

NOTHIN

10 years ago SPONSOR appeared on the broadcast

scene with a sparkling new concept— a use magazine

beamed 100% for air-minded agencies and advertisers. In

the decade recently completed its impact has been fully

felt and its concept fully tested. Nothing speaks louder

than results, and the ladder of uninterrupted growth

shown on these pages underscores sponsor's progress.



SL.

*IJT

In its second decade, sponsor has gone weekly with a remark-

able new format. It combines the use article concept for which

sponsor is noted with a use newsletter of essential tv radio reading

for busy executives. Thus an important dimension is added to broad-

cast trade publication service—and more decision-makers are better

informed on air advertising than ever before. Today seven out of

every ten copies of sponsor go to air-miuded agencies and clients.

The Weekly Magazine TV/Radio Advertisers Use ^

Contract

Advertisers

Are Protected

At Present

Low Rates

Throughout 1957
'ate |n<r»as« I May I

ON YOUR

DESK

EVERY

FRIDAY



National and regional spot buys

in ivork now or recently completed

KVLC
LITTLE ROCK
is undisputed TOPS in

ELEVEN CONSECUTIVE
MONTHLY HOOPER
RATINGS! And leading in

1 45 out of 200 quarter-hours

according to PULSE Metro-

politan Report!'

"Monday Through Friday

Sign-On to Sign-Off

ARKANSAS'
ONLY MEMBER
AIMS CROUP

Cer the KVLC SUCCESS STORY today!
New York: Richard O'Connell, Inc.
Dallas: Clarke Brown Company
Chicago: Radio-TV Rep., Inc.

SPOT BUYS

60

TV BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: Advertisers whose products are seasonal

are planning their campaigns earlier this year to secure the best

times for their advertising. Many seasonal advertisers last year

found it necessary to modify their tv advertising because important

time segments were not available. Big sales were lost and ill-will

created with their distributors, wholesalers and retailers. Christmas

time is a crucial period for toy manufacturers; note below the fore-

sighted plans of the Marx Toy Co., New York.

Major Industries, Cambridge, Mass., is introducing its new prod-

uct Take-Off in a 13-week campaign in major Eastern cities. Skin

softener product has already been advertised in New York, Boston

and New Haven. Average number of announcements will be 10-12

per week per market. Announcements of varying lengths will be

broadcast live and on film during daytime segments with a women's

audience in mind. Buving has just begun. Buyer: Janice Hamil-

ton. Agency : Fairfax, New York.

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, is buying for its Ad detergent

nationally. Schedule for film commercials begins in early April.

Buving has not begun. Buyer: Abbot Davis. Agency: Lennen &

Newell, Inc., New York.

Foster-Crant, Inc., Leominster, Mass., is going into 40 major

cities to advertise its Fosta-Grant Sun Glasses for a spring-summer

schedule. Pattern: three to six announcements per market per week.

Nighttime hours are being sought for the one-minute film commer-

cials. Buying has just begun. Buyer: Janice Hamilton. Agency:

Fairfax, New York.

Oakite Products, Inc., New York, is planning to buy time in

major Eastern cities to sell its Oakite. Film commercials will be

minutes and I.D.'s. The campaign will start in late March. Bu\ ing

has not begun. Buyer: Jim O'Leary. Agency: Calkins & Holden.

Carlock, McClinton & Smith. New York.

Procter and Camble Co., Cincinnati, is preparing a 52-week cam-

paign nationally for its Big Top peanut butter. The schedule will

go on the air in March. Buying has not begun. Buyer: Joe Bur-

beck. Agency : Compton, New York.

Marx Toy Co., New ^ <>rk, is going into the top 25 markets late

next September. The campaign for its many toy products will run

until the Saturday before Christmas. Plan is to buy time on two

stations in each market during evening hours on weekdays: daytime

hours on weekends. The 60-second film commercials are strictly

slanted to a juvenile audience. Buying has not begun. Buyer:

Ottn 1 la-land. Agency: Al Paul Lefton, New York.
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Represented National!) h\

Paul H. Raymer Co., Inc
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I Spot buys continued.

GINGER CALLAHAN

GINGER CALLAHAN ... the

woman's touch in the best in

country music and entertainment

is supplied Kentuckiana listeners

by red haired Ginger Callahan

—

The same superior showmanship

that has placed Ginger in the

number one position as a femi-

nine entertainer becomes equally

successful solid salesmanship

when you specify Ginger Calla-

han for selling your customers in

Kentuckiana.

Represented by

John Blair & Co.

WKLO
LOUISVILLE Tftr

(.2

RADIO BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: Better use is being made of personalities

through the use of ad lib commercials. Sponsors know the tremen-

dous \alue of a personality; nevertheless, some have been fearful

personalities might mishandle the commercial if allowed to tell the

story in their own words. Result: the canned copy sounded un-

natural and minimized the impact of the personal endorsement.

\<>w many advertisers are giving the personality as much latitude

as they need to properly integrate the announcement. Note below

P. J. Putter Co.'s campaign.

P. J. Ritter Co., Bridgeton. N. J., is planning a campaign in two

segments for its Deluxe ketchup and farm-style relish. The first seg-

ment begins 1 April for 13 weeks in Eastern cities; the second seg-

ment begins in September for 13 weeks in the same areas with New

York and New England added. Average number of announcements

per week in each market is 20-25. Most will be aired Wednesday.

Thursdays and Fridays during early-morning and late-afternoon

hours. The agencj has created a new transcribed jingle "different,

different. Ritter has that different flavor" that will easily integrate

with a personality's ad lib commercial. Buying has not been com-

pleted. Buyer: Barbara Jones. Agency: Blaine-Thompson.

American Tobacco Co., New7 York, is bu\ ing time for filter-tip

Tareyton cigarettes. Nationwide schedule begins in March and con-

tinues until the end of the year. E.t.'s of varying lengths will be

slotted mornings 7-8:30 and evenings 5:30-7. Number of announce-

ments per week in each market will run from 20 to 45. Buying is

almost completed. Buyer: Anita Wasserman. \gency: Lawrence

C. Gumbinner Agency. New York.

RADIO & TV BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: Manufacturers of farm products are

using tv as well as radio to reach the farmer. Thinking has been

that the farmer had little time for tv because of his working hours.

Many believe the farmers listening habits are not too different from

others. Note below Nitrogen Div. of Allied Chemical & Dye Corp.

Best Foods, Inc., New York, is placing commercials in approxi-

mated 12 markets in the East and South. Radio-tv campaign for

Hellmann's Mayonnaise will run eight to 10 weeks. Minute e.t."s in

radio and film commercials in tv will appear during daytime seg-

ments. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Gail M>ers. Agency:

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Inc.. New ^ ork.

Nitrogen Div. of Allied Chemical & Dye Corp.. New York, is Inn-

ing time in the Midwest and South for 13 weeks to sell various farm

products. Live announcements are being placed on radio in 60

markets; film commercials on tv in 25-30 markets. Average number

of announcements per week in each market is eight. To determine

the pulling power of each medium, different cities are being used

for tv. Buyer: Trov Ferguson. Agency: Albert Sidney Noble Ad-

vertising. New York.
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Do children

avoid you?
L

[f they're crossing the streel and watching

your competition instead, maybe it's becau

you're nol showing them what they like b<

of all Terrytoons ! Television stations that

show Terrytoons find they can dra^ a crowd

anytinn . For example . .

.

3:00 am, Los Angeles: kttv added Terrj

and increased its ratings bj 2 t>m<.< during

the first year!

/.' /"/<,//, Philadelphia: wfil-t\ putTerrytoo

on and mon than doubled its share of audiei

the first year!

6:00 pm, Washington: wmai.-t\ programmed

Terrytoons and quadrupled its share of

audience the first year!

7:00 pm, Ni w York: wor-tv put on Terrytoons

and doubled its ratings the first year!

And the story's the same across the nation.

Wherever and whenever a broadcaster programs

Terrytoons, up go the ratings. If you want

children to like you, get details on Terrytoons

(available to all stations) by calling or wiring

the nearest office of . .

.

CBS Television Film Sales, Inc.
".

. the beat films far nil stai

AHB



Only market place of its kind. Gives programing profile of every
tv and radio station in the United States and Canada.

Published each March.



RADIO AND TELEVISION

^ buyers' guide

to station programing

If you were a timebuyer asked to make up a list of 60 farm stations

how would you go about it 7 If i t were your job to bui Id I i sts of

stations featuring farm programing, or sport shows, or negro, news

of Latin American programing, homemaker shows or other special appeal

programing where would you turn 7

If you were asked to make up a list of tv stations on one day's

notice and needed film and slide requirements of each station; if you

had to know about likely homemaker shows, farm programs, sportscasts,

feature film availabilities - what would you do 7

The busy timebuyer, account executive, and ad manager turn to the

Buyers' Guide to Station Programing . It works wonders for him. It's

the only tool enabling him to quickly, accurately and expertly sort

out the 3,500-plus radio and tv stations of the U.S. and Canada by

their program characteristics.

The 1957 BUYERS' GUIDE is as basic as your rate card. It's the only

source of its kind. Your ad in BUYERS' GUIDE, near the programing

analysis of your own station, will benefit from a year 'round exposure

before the largest concentration of advertiser-agency readership in

the trade paper field. BUYERS' GUIDE goes to the full SPONSOR reader

list of 13,500 circulation.

Send your reservation in right away. Use the attached order form,

or wire collect for choice position. Regular rates and frequency

di scounts apply.

Sincerel y

,

Arnold A I pert f

BOLDFACE LISTING WITHOUT COST

Along with your ad in the 1957

BUYERS' GUIDE your station

will be listed in boldface in

the master directory.

SPONSOR SERVICES INC., 40 EAST 49TH ST., NEW YORK 17 N Y

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE ADVERTISING ORDER FORM

Please reserve following space in the

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE TO STATION PROGRAMING

full page . $450

half page .... $265
horizontal

two-third page . $330
vertical .

one-third page . $180
vertical fAtlO" deep

horizontal (master directory only)

I understand my ad entitles me to boldface listing of my
station in the master directory at no extra cost.

NOTE TO CONTRACT ADVERTISERS: Earned contract rates Including frequency

discounts, applies to >'.; If] BS GUIDE jn.1 FALL FACTS B

I prefer placement in Master Directory

I prefer placement in category listings

Firm-

City. .Zone. -State

Name-

CATEGORY
LISTINGS

RADIO

Classical Music
Farm Service
Country and

ll. item Music
Foreign Language
Latin American
Scgro
Popular Music

TELEVISION

Farm Service
Film

Homemaking
Special Facilities &
Film <£- Slide
Specification*

Specialized Appeals
Sports
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National Representative: RADIO-TV Represenfolivei

Montgomery's No.l
(says Hooper) is

WRMA
Serving 200,000 Negroes

Oci.-Nov. 1956 Hooper

*

Av. share 7AM-6PM

WRMA 27.6%
Second station, 21.4%

* Signed off 4:45PM during survey

Exclusive Market

The only Negro station

in a Central Alabama

area with 53% Negro population

WRMA
Montgomery, Ala.

Judd Sparling, Commercial Manager
Joseph Hershey McGillvra,

National Representatives

News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
The Dr. Pepper Co. is coming
along pretty fast—new ad budgel

for 1957 will top $2 million.

This is the biggest outla\ in the 71-

year history of the soft drink firm and

is more than 10% higher than last

year's expenditure.

Media emphasis for the current year

will be on television, and radio, with

tv spot plans encompassing around 71)

stations. Billboards, radio, and news-

papers will be used as supplementary

media in tv markets and as prime

media in non-tv markets.

Mennen's new type pre-sell cam-

paign—the Lady-In-Waiting promo-

tion aimed at introducing its babj

products to expectant mothers—got a

special send-off at the Sheraton-Astor

in New York last week.

Almost 2,500 "ladies in waiting" at-

tended a three-hour program designed

to "emancipate anticipation." The

Salute included a fashion show, make-

up tips, entertainment, etc. The pro-

gram will be repeated throughout the

country for expectant mothers in other

cities.

Background for the unique promo-

tion is Mennen's nation-wide survev

w Inch shows that the average expect-

ant mother feels "dowdy, neglected,

and generally out of things.'' The

"Salute Every Lad\ -In-W aiting" cam-

paign is designed to make her feel at-

tractive, active and important I while

also introducing her to Mennen's babj

products.)

The cross-country salutes are being

co-sponsored by Lane Bryant. Grej

\dvertising is Mennen's agency.

The American Can Co. is offering

a eo-op ad plan to its carbonated

beverage can customers— with

Caneo absorbing up to 50' i of

the eost of advertising and promo-
tions.

The program in behalf of "Mira-

Can ' consists of two alternate plans:

1) On promotions and advertising

combined, Canco will pav 50'; if

MiraCans are featured exclusivelj and

20', when other types of soft drink

containers are shown and or men-

tioned along with MiraCans.

2) On promotions only, Canco will

give a 25 /v allowance for t\ (209?

for space) when MiraCans are used

exclusivel) and 10' , when other con-

tainers are shown and or mentioned

along with Calico's container.

Whirlpool-Seeger and the Birtman

Electric Co. I vacuum cleaners and

other appliances i stockholders will

meet 29 March to vote on a proposed

merger . . .American Brands, Inc.,

new company formed to market new
food products, will start off with "2

Sec'n Tea". The instant liquid tea con-

centrate has been test-marketed region-

ally under a pri\ate label brand and

now being introduced nationally. Media

plans are not definitely set as vet.

Vincent J. Kirby is the new sales

and advertising manager of the Burrv

Biscuit Corp . . . Seott Paper reports

a record year with $270,311,337 in net

sales l9.6'r above 1955) and net earn-

ings $22,355,721.

Phillip Morris reports consolidated

net sales at $326,814,554 for 1956 as

compared with S283.218.64C for the

previous year. Net income for 1956 hit

$12,703,261. a 12' < increase over

1055. Phillip Morris tops off the re-

port with the statement that it is "em-

barked on the strongest advertising

program in our Companj s historj

. . . Last year saw Ceneral Elec-

tric sales pass the S4 billion mark
for the first time. Net earnings rose

to $213,756,849, but this is only a

2' i rise over the preceding year while

the increase in sales volume was 1!!'' .
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AGENCIES
Here are 1 1 «* i<>|> 10 advertising

agencies in spot billings lor tin-

fourth quarter «»l 1956. I
"\. IS a< I

-

< I ii ion in the Spiii Exenditure Report » :

1. red Bates

2. McCann-Erickson

3. ^ oung & Rubicam

I. Dancei -Fitzgerald-Sample

5. Benton & Bowles

6. J. \\ alter Thompson
7. BBDO
;:. Leo Burnetl

">. Compton
in. \. \\. Vyei

Note thai \\ri appears in the top

lo fur the firsl lime TvB points out

DFS'9 i ise to loin ih place • From

Beventfa the previous quarter) i- due

in increased activitj of both General

Mill- ami Peter Paul and Compton's

return to the top I" because "f P&G's

increased u>c of spot for ii- Big I"|>

Peanut Butter, Comet Cleanser, Duz

ami Ivor) Flakes.

Spot I'v Figures Mil New lli^li

m Fourth Quarter, l(> February SPON-
SOR issue, i

Gruwold-Eshleman, Cleveland, re-

centl) observed it- 15th anniversary

and topped off the occasion bj present-

ing service award- to 21 long-time

employees, ["he honored 24 represent

a combined total of 391 years of serv-

ice.

During the t~> years, tin* agenc) has

grown from one employee to over 100:

annual billings now top $10 million.

Present officers (all among t he long-

time employees) arc: Kenneth \\

.

\kfis. president (23 years service);

Lee H. Canfield, vice president i21

years service); Charles Farran, vice

president (29 years service); William

\. Weaver, vice president (22 years

sen icei : and John I". Da\ i-. secre-

tary-treasurer i long-time service leader

with V2 years).

Humboldt (irei-: i- heading up C. J.

LaRoche's timebuying department. He
formcrK operated his own radio and
i\ stations in Reading, Pa. Before that

he was with \BC and DuMont

I ucian R. Bloom i- new media

manager at Cunningham \ \\ alsh. He '

will report to Newman F. McEvoy,
senior v. p. and media director. Bloom

UNANIMOUS!
Hooper, Pulse, Nielsen, Cumulative Pulse

All Agree!

NO. 1
Radio Station in Houston is

HOOPER (Dec. L956-Jan. L957) K NUZ leads all stations by a

wide margin . . . 26.6^5 of the morning audience and

32.2% of tin- afternoon audience. This is almosl double

the audience of the second station from 7:00 AM to

6:00 I'M.

PULSE (Oct.-Nov. L956) KM/ is No. 1 in all rated time

periods Mondaj through Saturday. Nine of the top ten

five time a week shows belong to K NUZ.

NIELSEN (Dec 1956) K NUZ is No. 1 in Total Day Audience
6:00 AM to 12:00 Midnight, and KM/ is No. 1 in

total audience 6:00 AM to 12:00 Midnight in the NSI
area. K-NUZ is almost double the second station in

the Metro audience!

CUMULATIVE PULSE FOR HARRIS COUNTY (Nov. L956)

K-NUZ reaches more homes in Harris County (home
county) than any other Houston >tation on a daily
basis and a weekly basis. K X l / delivers 226,200 homes
in Harris County weekly or 74.2% of all homes in

I [arris ( lounty weekly.

Now . . . K NUZ is the Leader by a GREATER
MARGIN Yet the rates are Low. Low, Low!
Join the Rush for Choice Avail.-. In Eouston the

swing is to RADIO ... and Radio in Houston is . . .

HOUSTON'S 24 HOUR
National Reps.: Forjoe & Co.

—

New York • Chicago • Los Angeles •

San Francisco • Philadelphia • Seattle

MUSIC AND NEWS
Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.—
Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta

IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS, fAckson 3-2581
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formerl) media supen isor at K&L.

W. Stephens Deilz, acting head of

Kenyon \ Eckhardt's promotion de-

partment, lias been named vice presi-

dent in charge of the department.

Dietz is also chairman of the market-

ing plans committee. At the same time

K&E has named Milton Margolis as

manager <d merchandising and George

Cadenas as manager of publicity. The

promotion department, along with the

media, tv and radio programing and

research departments, is under the

jurisdiction of G. Maxwell Ule, senior

vice president in charge of marketing

sen ices.

On the subject of misleading

claims: Martin Aaron, director of the

American Standards Testing Bureau,

finds clients more guilty of exaggera-

tion than ad agencies. The direction

of the independent testing firm finds

co|>\ writers as "rarelv guiltv of any-

thing more serious" than the use of

extra adjectives.

New agency appointments: Glamur
Products (Easy Glamur rug and fabric

cleaners I has appointed Grey Adver-

tising to handle all advertising. . . .

ED PRE
CITATION

KRMG, TULSA
FIRST PLACE

FOR OUTSTANDING EXCHANGE

OF NEWS THROUGH THE AP

1956

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
DIO S TELEVISION ASSOCIATION

WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE WON THIS HONOR IN

FRIENDLY COMPETITION WITH 1600 AP STATIONS.

THIS IS ADDITIONAL PROOF THAT KRMG IS AN

OUTSTANDING MARKET.

ASK YOUR BLAIR MAN FOR THE KRMC STORY.

50,000 WATTS

740 KC AZe4f0 TULSA

OKLAHOMA

THE CREAT INDEPENDENT OF THE SOUTHWEST

G. E.'s communication Products Dept.

has appointed Brooke, Smith. French

& Dorrance as national advertising

and marketing counsel as of 20 May.

NETWORKS
Reasons for ""the greatly improved
atmosphere for network radio"

were given and predictions about

its future were made this week by

Matthew J. Culligan, NBC vice presi-

dent in charge of the radio network,

before the Broadcast Advertising Club

of Chicago.

The predictions:

1. Network radio is here to sta\

and will survive as long as the other

major advertising mediums—including

tv, magazines and newspapers.

2. New audience research tech-

niques will be developed this year

year which will show the "true audi-

ence levels" of radio, including in and

out of home portables as well as car

radios.

3. The fall of 1956 through the

spring of 1957 will prove to be the

"turning point"' in the upswing of net-

work radio. From this point on radio

will gain strength in advertising in-

come.

Culligan sees seven "forces' at work

which have arrested the downward
trend and started network radio on

its swing upward. These forces are:

1. Stability of audience.

2. Research —-showing network

radio as "definitely superior to any

other medium"' when used as a sup-

plement to an existing campaign.

3. Merchandisability.

4. Economies of television: Where

high costs have forced the alternate

week pattern and so turned man) ad-

vertisers to network radio as a bridge

between the gaps in tv exposures.

5. New equipment: Such as NBC's

hot line service, transistor radios, etc.

6. Need for networks:
—

"Advertis-

ers and agencies recognizing network

radio as a supermarket way to buy.

7. Imagery Transfer: Radio com-

mercials as a means of keeping visual

ad images "alive in the mind."

Telephone Time will move from

CBS TV to ABC TV in April. The

show, sponsored by American Tele-

phone and Telegraph, will be slotted

in the Thursday 10-10:30 p.m. spot

replacing iir Time '57. Contract with
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notroit News

Warnings by to*
X-v»oy Jams

Great New Service

to Rush Hour Motorists

Road Tips

Scheduled

by WW J

Motor*"*
'"

Polk* R*P«rti

ETen lOMfaiutM

Means Even Greater Audiences

for WWJ

Driving to Work

BOB MAXWELL
6:00-9:00 A.M.

Music with a melody, news,

weather

—

and official expressway

traffic reports every 10 minutes.

Driving Home
JIM DeLAND
4:30-6:00 P.M.

"Bumper to Bumper Club", news,

sports—and official expressway

traffic reports every 10 minutes.

Limited number of participations available

Call your PGW Colonel or WWJ today

|| | | AM AND FMWWJ RADIO
WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned and operated by The Detroit News

NBC Affiliate

National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc
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\ML i~ for 52 weeks v\ it ti starting date

sel Foi eithei I or II Vpril.

IN stations equipped to broadcast

in color now total 257 according to

NBC research department estimates.

Over half of these I L36) are NBC T\

affiliates and can service 96^ of the

total iiuinlicr ill l\ homes in the I . S.

. . . The Ford Foundation is

pulling out of Omnibus and has

no immediate plans for further ac-

tivity in commercial t\. Robert Saudek

Associates (Saudek is director of the

Foundation's tv-radio workshop) is

taking over the Omnibus propert) and

plans to present the program on an

entirelj commercial basis.

> oar Hit Parade will have an en-

tirelj new cast next fall. New singers

will be Jill Corey, Virginia Gibson and

Tommv Leonetti, with a fourth vet to

be picked. Don Walker will take over

as musical director . . . Quaker State

Oil Refining Corp. has bought

Mutual s major league Game of the

Day series plus six five-minute sports

broadcasts b\ Frankie Frisch. Starting

date is tentatively set for 30 March.

The International Amateur Hour.

in T\ production all say:

"The best spots come from Jamieson

JAMIESO
FILM

3825 Bryan
COMPANY
• TA3-8158 • Dallas

i lienti include:

I itzgerald Advertising \gem
)

i raw ford ^ Portei Advertising

Mi I

.

.niii-l.i ickson, Inc.

Trac\ -I .<» k<- I <-riij>an\. tin ."

Mexican affiliate of the Original Ama-
teur Him/ I \l!( TV), has been on

the air -ix weeks now. The program is

seen on three t\ channels and heard

on 41 radio stations south of the

border. Three-time winner- in Mexico

receive all-expense trips to \cw ^ ork

and an appearance on the I . S.

counterpart show. First Mexican win-

ner will appear on the New York

originated show 10 March.

TV STATIONS
More and more stations are add-

ing a new piece of equipment

—

the airplane. Stations \\ BT, WBTV
and WBTW, the Jefferson Standard

trio, have found that a station-owned

plane pays off. In less than a year

after the purchase of a twin-engine,

•~>-plaee Cessna, new business obtained

through the plane's use and placed on

the three stations has amounted to

more than double the purchase price

of the Cessna.

The plane is used for two purposes:

1 i B\ the sales staff for flights to dis-

tant cities for conferences with agen-

cies, reps and sponsors and 2 I By the

news staff—when newsgathering does

not conflict with pre-arranged sales

trips.

The stations also make double use

of their pilot, Thomas C. McNeil.

When he isn't flying, McNeil serves in

a sales development capacity.

Here's a case where law enforce-

ment officials worked in coopera-

tion with broadcast newsmen:
Stations WMBR and WMBR-TV.

Jacksonville. Fla. teamed up with the

n£#*?/ i

U>ffl

w^jr^
"fCl ^tr cos 1

-iJ^0
X^ V~^y

Duval Count) sheriff for on-the-spot

coverage of the arrest of principals in

a baby-sitting racket.

While the negotiations between buv-

er and seller were going on. newsmen
from WMBR shot newsreel and still

picture- from the back of an unmarked
panel truck. The collaboration between

civic officials and the radio-t\ new-
men was so successful that the sheriff

has pledged full cooperation with the

broadcasters in the future.

Tv applications: Between 18 and 23

February, one construction permit was

granted, and one application for a

new station was filed.

Construction permit went to Laurel

Television Co. for Channel 7. Laurel.

\li-s.: permit allows 97.77 k\\ visual.

Application was made by Grays

Harbor Television Inc. for Channel 58,

Aberdeen. Wash., 9.4 kw visual, with

tower 41 feet above average terrain:

plant S77..'J>.~>0: vearlv operating cost

$40,000.

John T. Griffin, president of the

Tulsa Broadcasting Co. i KT\ \ I . Con-

solidated Radio Enterprises i k 1 I L.

Tulsa and KFPW. Ft. Smith. Ark. i.

and Central South Sales i K VIA . Fine

Bluff-Little Rock I has announced these

executive changes: James C. Leake,

former executive vice president, as the

new president: Mike Shapiro, manag-

ing director of KTVX and KAiA . a-

executive vice president and member
of the board. Griffin becomes chair-

man of the board.

Hal Kennedy has been named sales

-ci vice director for KKT\ . Colorado

Springs. . . . WREX-TV. Rockford.

III., will originate color telecasting

starting o March. . . . William D.

Megahee has joined WTYJ. Miami,

as national sales representative and

food specialist in the sales department.

"He just heard over KRIZ Phoenix

that his house is on fire."

KSON
••II 99

San Diego's No. II Radio Station

PULSE
'Out of Home" & "In Home*

n«M Xalimiall> liy lOlt.luK ft
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WE'VE BLOWN THE LID OFF IN
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'Hooper, Jan.-Feb.

sponsor • 2 m \K( h 195*3

FOUNDERS
STATION

One of the Founders' group of stations, including KPOA,

Honolulu, and the Inter-Island Network; WTAC, Flint,

Michigan; and KTVR, Channel 2, Denver, Colorado.
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RADIO STATIONS
Here's a promotion idea-at-work

from WHDH, Boston:

It lia^ bought a series of sign-off

>|iots on the student-run Harvard Busi-

ness School radio station, WHBS.
WHDH figures that it is pitching its

storj at Future timebuyers, ad men and

sponsors.

KJCK, Junction City, Kansas, has

just wound up an unusual 12 day
musical promotion stunt.

The station gave a\\a\ its entire li-

brary of 78 RPM records (1,468) via

a nanie-it-and-claiin-it contest. The

records were played and the first per-

son calling in and identify ing the tune

won the disk. Aside from jamming
the telephone lines, the station received

over 1,500 cards and letters in connec-

tion with the promotion.

Here's the way the staff realign-

ments at NBC's Chicago stations

work out:

New manager of W \IAQ and

WMAQ-FM. is Howard W. Coleman.

Coleman will be responsible for the

supervisor of radio sales and program-

ing. Coleman was former head of the

WNBQ color sales development unit.

Russell G. Stebbins, former director

of sales for WMAQ and WNBQ, will

now asume the duties of director of

sales for WNBQ only.

The re-organization is intended to

result in a more complete separation

of sales and programing for both radio

and tv, and to assure autonomy for

both media in the sales and program-

ing areas.

The Music Broadcasting Co.

(WGRD, Grand Rapids) has bought

\\ k\K, Muskegon, Mich. . . . WDIA,
Memphis, got a nice write-up in the

February issue of Coronet Magazine.

... Jo Ranson has been named di-

rector of advertising, promotion and

publicity for WMGM. New York. Ran-

son was formerly in charge of press

relations. . . . Ken Firnstahl has been

appointed general and sales manager

of KEVE, Minneapolis. . . . WHLI,
Hempstead, L. I. I Peter Godofsky, gen-

eral manager), which is celebrating its

10th anniversary, has been granted

1000 watts per day on 1100 KC. This

is an increase from 250 watts on the

same frequency.

BEGIN YOUR
RADIO ENGINEERING YEAR

WITH MORE THAN BOO NEW IDEAS!

No wonder engineers say the radio-eleelronies year begins in March! This
year, the manufacturers aad suppliers for this 12 billion dollar and still grow-
ing industry require 4 floors of the Coliseum to showyou their new ideas.

834 exhibitors representing more' than 80% of the industry's productive
capacity will display all that's new in equipment, component parts, instru-

ments and production at The Radio Engineering Show. Attending the Show
gives you an opportunity to talk with the men responsible for these newest
advances in radio-electronics. The 55 technical sessions of The IHE National
Convention, with over 200 new papers presented by 22 different professional
groups, will also inform you of up-to-the-minute developments in your
specialized field of electronics.

Begin the year rijdit. Sec and hear all that's new in

1957 radio-electronics. Flan to attend or, better

still, make your reservations todav!

REGISTRATION:

MARCH 18-21

IRE Members $1.00
Non-members $3.00

The IRE National Convention
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel and

The Radio Engineering Show
Coliseum

New York City

The

Institute of

Radio

Engineers

East 79th Street, New York 21, N. Y.

COMMERCIALS
Effectiveness of tv commercials
cannot be measured by the re-

membrance of copy points tests,

according to Leonard Kudisch. execu-

tive v.p. of Schwerin Research Corp.

Kudisch finds that in audience-test-

iti" over 5,000 commercials, the ef-

fective announcements fall into two

categories—the logical commercial and

the mood commercial, and neither of

these types of commercials measure to

the same degree of effectiveness u ith

copy point recall methods.

Kudisch also lists four common
faults to be found in ineffective com-

mercials :

1. Poor blending of logic and mood.

2. Absence of demonstration.

3. "Piling on" of copy points.

4. Use of entertainment that is un-

related to the sales objective.

Jerome V. Ansel, former production

manager for Sturgis-Grant, has opened

his own h commercial film studio in

New York . . . Telepix Corp. has

opened a New York office.

ASSOCIATIONS
The most important challenges in

the broadcasting industry were out-

lined by NARTB president. Harold E.

Fellows, at last week's Second Annual

NARTB Conference of State Associa-

tion Presidents. Concerning the public

relations problem. Fellows called on

State Associations to keep the \ARTB
up-to-date on local level activities.

On the subject of free access to news

sources, the NARTB president asked

for full industry action against "arti-

ficial" rules and regulations that pro-

$ft€/ Peopl

Looking

e are

i/Abt
Alabama's ^fe^

BIRMINGHAM

in Television
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WCAU
PHILADELPHIA

means
drama

You've seen "Waterfront." It appears on film in many markets . . .

in Philadelphia it's the number one local television show. You just

don't get a rating like that for a syndicated show without

well-executed publicity, promotion and merchandising. And that's

just the kind of support WCAU gives its programs. One sponsor,

La Rosa macaroni products, canceled other forms of advert ising because.

"the combination of WCAU-TV coverage plus 'Waterfront' audience

is actually delivering more per dollar than anything we ever used bef<

The co-sponsor, Foremost Dairies, reported lightning reactions

to a special cottage cheese offer made on the Sunday night program,

with driver-salesmen selling out on Monday morning.

So you see WCAU sells with drama. WCAU can sell for you.

"WCAU, WCAU-TV The Philadelphia Bulletin Radio and

TV stations. Represented nationally by CBS Spot Sales. By far Philadelphia's

most popular stations. Ask ARB. Ask Pulse. Ash Philadelphians.
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Iiiliil ladio-H competition on an equal

basis with other news gathering media.

In regard to pay-as-you-see tv. Fel-

lows stressed thai "We are dead seri-

ous" in our purpose to preserve the

American system <>f Iree television.

FILM
Tin* problem of how to take the

gamble out of syndicated film is

increasing I \ bothering distributors as

both competition and costs rise.

This is particularly critical with

first-run qualit) products where pro-

duel ioti-plus-sales-and-overhead costs

can easily reach $50,000 per half-hour

episode. Color pushes costs up even

higher.

While the answer to removing the

-amble is obviously to sell as many
markets as possible on the basis of

a pilot, the question often remains:

I low much money should be in the till

before the distributor commits him-

—
« it to a full series?

One figure commonh bandied about

i- <me-third of the total expected cost.

including sales and overhead. In other

words, if a distributor's sales per epi-

sode of a $50,000 opus gets over the

$15,000 mark with only the pilot in

the can, he's just about reached safe

-round and can start the production

wheels turning.

CBS T\ Film sales will use this rule-

of-thumb as part of the re-evaluation

ot its syndication pricing and produc-

tion policies.

Guild Films, however, took a chance

on Copt. David Grief after signing

Standard Oil (California I. via BBDO.
San Francisco, on the basis of a $365-

000 deal, less than 20% of the produc-

tion cost alone. (Guild is now well

over half off the hook with the show, i

Evidence of efforts made to sell in

advance of production is Ziv's signing

of Hamm Brewing to a 55-market

regional spread for Harbor Command.
It was the largest pre-release sale in

Ziv's history. The Hamm campaign

wont begin until October 1957.

An increasing number of stations

are adding late-night programing
hours and racking up respectable rat-

ings with the new feature film pack-

ages.

Here are some examples by AAP,
distributors of the Warner Bros,

package:

• KREM-TV, Spokane, programs

Warner features until 1:00 a.m. three

nights a week, had added an hour of

programing in two cases and 90 min-

PutACTION in yout slide presentation with

CELLOMATIC PROJECTION'!

We point with pride to the A.B.C. presentation at the Waldorf Astoria

on February 13th as an example of what the Cellomatic Corporation
can do for you and your clients.

SCRIPT • DIRECTION • SOUND • PRODUCTION . STAGING
SLIDES • STRIP FILM • MOTION PICTURES •

And that big PLUS . .

.

CELLOMATIC PROJECTION!
animation of motion pictures on a slide budget.

onao^

NEW YORK
756 SEVENTH AVE

CHICAGO
556 W MONROE ST

CORP.
HOLLYWOOD

7313 SANTA MONICA BLVD

utes on the third night. November
ABB average for the features was 10.3.

• KLAS-TV, Las Vegas, programs

until 1 :00 a.m. six nights a week and,

with the help of Warner features, aver-

aged a IT.") for December (ARBi dur-

ing the late night period.

Tv station program directors who
feel their talents are frustrated by

the replacement of live shows with

films have creative opportunities with

Encyclopedia Britannica Films, ac-

cording to Richard Carlton, v. p. for

sales, Trans Lux Tv Corp.

Carlton, who recenth returned from

a selling trip, pointed out EBF shows

do not fill standard programing times

and require a live surrounding format

to be used to full advantage.

Carlton reported sales in Denver

(KOA-TV), Detroit and Minneapoli>

plus a deal pending in Los Angeles.

Sol Lesser is placing Vice Squad, a

new tv series, in the works in partner-

ship with Arthur Gardner and Jules

Levy. . . . TPA has been named world-

wide distribution rep for The Lone

Ranger by Jack Wrather. The U. S.,

Canada and England are not involved.

. . . Guild's Kingdom of the Sea was

bought in six markets during the first

half of February. John Cole, Guild

sales v.p, reported the show hung up

a 28.3 against 30.2 for the $64,000

Question in Seattle I February ARB
coincidental I

.

STOCK MARKET
Following stocks in air media and

related fields will be listed each issue

with quotations for Tuesday this week

and Tuesday the week before. Quota-

tions supplied by Merrill Lynch,

Pierce. Fenner and Beane.

ti

Tues. Tues. Net

Stock 19 Feb. 26 Feb. Change

New York Stock Exchange

AB-PT 22y4 21%
AT&T 176'N 177% + 1

\m (i 6% 6% - J
s

CHS "A" 32 31%
Columbia Pic. L7% 17 - %
Loew's 19% 19

Paramount 31 30%
RCA :i2

7
s 32%

Storer 26 26 1
, + y*

20th-Fox 23 23

Warner Bros. 25% 25%
\\ estinghouse 53% 53% + Vt

American Stock Exchange

Allied \xtists 3% 3% -r %
C&C Super 1 1

DuMont Labs. 5% 5 - *A

Guild Films 3% .!', + %
\T\ B'S 8% - k
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MOUSETRAP, STEAM TRAP, SEWER TRAP

. . . the world won't beat a path to the door of

the man who builds a better one and then doesnt

advertise it so that people will know about his

product, know where it can be bought and how
much it costs.

Advertising benefits the buyer, too. It tells you

the product story, makes it easy for you to buy.

Even more important to you, advertising leads

...it makes no difference

to mass production and volume sales . . . which

means lower costs and

lower prices.

Yes, ''Advertising

Benefits You" . . .

'specially business-

paper advertising.

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC

SPONSOR • 2 MARCH 1957
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gentlemen

prefer

sports

in

Milwaukee

WEMP
5000 wall power at 1250 k.c.

It used to be blondes, but WEMP has

changed all that! The male population here-

abouts is devoted to the Milwaukee Braves,

the Green Bay Packers and the University

of Wisconsin. They get play-by-play sports

year round on WEMP with the Voice of

the Braves, Earl Gillespie, at the microphone.

That means you stand a good chance of reaching

most of Milwaukee's breadwinners with

your message on WEMP . . . and at an

unusually low cost per thousand.

KEY ENTERTAINMENT STATION

SPORTS: Lire Play-hy-play Milh

Braves Baseball; U. of Wisconsin Football

and Basketball; Green Bay Packer

Football; spcrial sports events,

11 sportscasts daily.

BIG r RADIO PERSONALITIES:
Records round the clock . . . ii hours

a day, seven days a treek . . .

SS NEWSCASTS DAILY: Gathered and

edited by 6-man WEMP tiews department

from LP ncus wire, I'P sports

wire, 2 mobile units, special state

correspondents, V. S. Weather

wire. Police and Fire Dept. radio,:

regular daily telephone contacts^

represented wherever you lire by Hcadlcy-Rted

photography Silcs Lauritzer
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
2 march \\ stations thai haw traded their stock for feature film package! wdl be called
C**yrl|ht IBS7

I .1 !•/•/•
lo account Boon l»y the FCC

Under the law, stations arc required to report an) substantial change in stoi k (jwnershijj

within 30 days. Laxity in making such reports is deemed a violation of owner-hip responsi-

bility.

The citations will probabrj be issued also in cases where stork lias been exchanged for

consulting services.

The FCC has agreed t<) tunnel Federal Trade Commission information to tv

and radio stations.

FTC will advise the FCC when complaints are issued involving broadcast material and

keep the FCC informed about the progress of proceedings against advertisers. The F< I

role beyond relaying the challenged commercials is not clear.

As a matter of policy, FCC always has tried to steer clear of censoring either

commercials or programs, holding that it had neither the power nor the right to do so.

Apparently that resistance has weakened under pressure from certain legislators,

aided and abetted by the FTC itself.

Officially, the FCC does express the hope that broadcasters will be guided by FTC
proceedings and refuse to continue to broadcast the questioned commercials. Otherwise,

the FCC suggests, there would be "serious questions" about operation in the public interest.

The fact remains the commission doesn't expect to cancel any licenses under the

cooperative arrangement with the FTC.

decisive stage.

The battle between subscription tv and free, sponsored tv is moving toward a

sive stage.

Here are the latest developments:

• The FCC spent two solid hours on the subject last week; and on 3 March it will decide

what it's going to report on the matter when FCC chairman George McConnaughey goes be-

fore the Senate Commerce Committee the next day.

• The Senate Committee—as indicated by its chairman. Sen. Warren Magnuson, in a net-

work appearance Sunday (24)—will by then have approved a report favoring a large-scale

trial on the pay system.

• The FCC chairman will be primed for the committee's questions, and there is a chance

that the next move on subscription tv will be announced at the commerce committee's hear-

ings.

The FCC this week took its most drastic action to date toward tb.- implemen-

tation of deintermixture.

The orders, issued Tuesday and Wednesday l2(>-27 > . require:

• WRGB-TV, GE pioneering t\ station, to go from \ HF Channel (> to I HF Channel 17

Syracuse will get Channel 6 and Channel 10 will be deleted from the Albany area.1

• Elmira, N. V.. to become all nhf. suhstitir :

',_ Channel 30 for Channel 9.

• Springfield. 111., to ln-come all uhf. with Channel 2 going i<> K I'\ I. St Louis and K I \ I's

Channel 36 going to Springfield in exchange. (St Louis now ha- four commercial vh

• Peoria to go all vhf. with Peoria's Channel <"> moving to Davenport-Rock Island-Moline.

Hartford, Conn., and Madison. Wis., will remain as they are. Fresno is made all uhf

with Fresno getting Channel 30 and Channel 12 going to Santa Barbara. Evansville L-oe- all

nhf with Channel 31 assigned to Evansville and Channel 7 noing to Louisville.
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WFIL-TV
THE MARSHALL FIELD AWARD

"for fundamental and imaginative contributions to the well-being of children"

In designating the WFIL Stations— alone among all the communications media in

America— as the recipient of its 1956 Award, the Marshall Field Award Committee has

conferred on us a coveted honor.

The award honors the "WFIL Studio

Bchoolhouse," a series of daily programs

utilized in classroom instruction, now in its

fourteenth year on WFIL Radio, its ninth

r on WFIL Television.

[The WFIL Stations accept this award as a

challenge to still greater development of our

Influence for good among the millions of

listeners and viewers who look to WFIL for

enlightenment, entertainment and education.

WFIL-AM.TV
FHILADELPMIA, PENNSYLVANIA

*aat«d by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th A Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa

f W I L - A M • F M • TV. Philadelphia. Pa. / W N B F - A M • FM »TV, Blnghamton, N. Y.

'HOB-AM, Harrlsburg, Pa. / WFBG-AM • TV. Altoona, Pa. /WNHC-AM • FM • TV, New Haven-Hartford. Conn,

atlonal Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York



A roundup of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
2 MARCH In tv-radio, news gets around—and is acted on—before it even happens:
Copyright ID57

tPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.
This week the networks sniffed out the possibility that the v. p. in charge of

radio-tv in one of the top three agencies is going to be shifted to another admin-
istrative spot. (The agency's new-show record this season has been below par.)

The networks take this transfer as foregone; they're already going over the head

of the incumbent with their pitches.

NARTB Tv Code custodians are continuing to prod station subscribers on com-
plying with the Code's taboo on piggy-backs.

Stations are being asked to pay particular attention to the provision outlawing this de-

vice (crowding blurbs for two products into a single spot).

J. Walter Thompson may wind up 1957 with over S100 million in tv and
radio billings.

The agency's tv expansion during the 1956-57 season has kept it in the ring with the other

tough punchers—Y&R, BBDO, and McCann-Erickson. What's more: JWT expects to add

three new accounts which use air media to its list within a month or so.

A New York agency opened what it describes as a Los Angeles office in order

to get a local rate for a toiletries account.

But a rep who wasn't born yesterday checked the address: It turned out to be a pri-

vate home.

Hal Gross, of WJIM-TV, Lansing, this week may have won an attendance rec-

ord for parties tossed by an out-of-town station for New York agency people.

Despite competition from other festivities (and the fact it was the eve of a three-day

holiday), Peters, Woodward & Griffin helped Gross stir up an 85% response to this annual

event.

The home movie market which got the rug pulled out by tv in 1951, is begin-

ning to stage a comeback. Sales in 1956—according to United World. No. 1 distributor

in that field—were up 17%.

But there's little oall now for sound films: the cheaper 8 mm is far more in demand than

16 mm; and you can buy an 8 mm projector and camera for close to $110.

Producers of big-money quiz shows would like to help their heavy winners

lick the tax bite.

They have their lawyers and CPA's working on the problem of paying off winners over

a period of years so that they can keep a larger share of their booty.

The first obstacle to be overcome is this: The government is reluctant to treat quiz

participation as a trade or business.

A probable test case is that of Charles Van Doren. He wants the $30,000 he won on

Ttventy One in 1956 considered as that year's earnings, and the rest taxed separately as 1957

income. Some tax people think there may be even wider implications.
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Chicago, Chicago,

that High-Flyin' Town—

Number One

Air Travel Center

in the World!

. . . AND
CAPITAL AIRLINES

SELLS TICKETS IN CHICAGO
WITH WMAQ's HENRY COOKE

In July 1955. Capital called on Henry Cooke to

tell Chicago about its new Chicago-Washington

Viscount non-stop passenger service. By October

of this year, Capital had tripled its service and

had increased its share of the greatly-expanded

Chicago-Washington market from 17% to a wal-

loping 60%!

That's the kind of result Henry Cooke delivers.

WMAQ favorite since 1940. and "Communicator"
on "Chicago Calling" (Monday-Friday. 6:00-8:45

am) since 1953, Henry brings his audience on-

the-scene news reports, music sports round-ups,

and vital service features. And all the while he

sells! In addition to Capital Airlines, he sells for

such sponsors as: Clark Super 100 Gasoline; Con-

solidated Royal Chemical Corp.; Cory, Inc.; R. R.

Donnelly &: Sons Co.; Ford Motor Co.; Genera]

Foods Corp.; Parker Brothers, Inc.; The Quaker

Oats Co.; R. }. Reynolds Tobacco Co.; Shulton,

Inc., and Standard Brands. Inc. ... to upwards of

275.000 listeners for as little as 22c-per-thousand!

To get your sales off the ground in Chicago, ask

NBC Spot Sales about Henrj Cooke. In New
York, a call to your NBC Spot Sales representa-

tive brings you an immediate Radio-Phonic Spot

Buying audition by telephone.

WMAQRadio leadership station in Chicago SOLD BY© SPOT SALES
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EASIER SPOT BUYING
( OTltinued Irani fiti^c 2') i

nal confirmations. This means that

bookkeepers ai both the station and

rep firm musl dig up months-old con-

firmations from files. II discrepancies

occur, tbe\ know there's trouble ahead

—because stations have alreadx made
up invoices from confirmations.

The new combination standard Con-

firmation-Contract form, if and when

adopted, will cut paper work in half.

give stations a contract at sale-time.

There seems little reason wh\ this

form should not be soon forthcoming

and in widespread use before year's

end. Several agencies already have

adopted or are drawing up such forms

for their own use. William Esty Co.

has put a combination confirmation-

contract form to work in its spot busi-

ness except in isolated instances where

some stations still insist on a 4A's

standard contract. Harry B. Cohen

Agency has come up with a similar

time-saver. SSCB. as previously men-

tioned, is right now engaged in draft-

ing one for its spot buys. V \\ . \\er

is working along the same lines.

Among the representatives, some in-

dividual firms have worked out forms

similar to what SRA and the 4A's are

currentl) in the process of developing

as standard. One of these i- Edward

IVtr\. \nother is CBS Radio Spot

Sales which has now built its confirma-

tion into a combo confirmation-agree-

ment form.

The latter form is printed on two

sides. It begins with the words:

"AGREEMENT between CBS Radio.

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting

System, Inc. and the following adver-

tising agency ... to broadcast radio

programs and/or announcements." Its

columns and boxes accommodate all

information generally carried in con-

firmations plus such things as "Rates

Earned in Conjunction with Contract

#," "Rate Card #," and "Net Unit

Rate."' This "Net Unit Rate" breaks

down into two columns. The first is

'"Broadcast Facilities Subject to 15' <

Agency Commission.' The second

reads: "Additional Charges not subject

to Agency Commission." Thus in con-

verting everything to net unit prices,

the discounts have already been

knocked off. The basic premise of the

plan for which this form was devel-

oped is that the advertiser buy at the

dz^7«AJ2tt- CZ-oA^rts le^x/vc/S—

Over THREE

BILLION dollars spent

annually in retail

sales by residents in

KTHT's coverage area.

Get your share.

Buy Houston's

"most-for-your-money"

station, KTHT.

"3

SELL

THEM
ON

MBS for

Houston and
South Texas

Represented

Nationally

by Paul Raymer

f<7^,onX(
5000

end rate rather than at the short rate.

The combination < onhrmation-agree-

ment is signed by both advertising

agenc) and CBS Radio Spot Sales.

On the re\erse side are printed the

terms and condition-.

• Standard Invoices and Affida-

vits. \\ bile a standard confirmation-

contract form has an excellent chance

of being introduced this vear, the

standardization of invoices and aflida-

\ its of performance from stations re-

mains a more distant dream. Yet the

need for uniformity in this area is

being recognized more and more. No
matter how well they streamline the

getting and presenting of availabilities.

the confirmations and contracts, until

some semblance of law and order

comes to invoicing, spot busing will

remain a jungle of frustration.

"We need Chinese bookkeepers to

figure out a lot of station bills," the

media head of an agency heavv in

spot told SPONSOR. "I can only guess

at the type of help they re getting along

with. Their invoices have no relation

to reality. We're practicallv forced

into re-doing the bookkeeping for such

stations. That's a duplication of effort

and certainly not an advertising

agency s work. Sometimes thev even

neglect to include affidavits with then-

invoices.

"This is the big reason why agen-

cies are often late in their payments,"

he went on. "It accounts for about

75 or 809c of arrears."

There are other reasons why agencv

payments aren t always on the dot.

Sometimes thev run short of cash on

hand and must pass bills along to

clients to get money. In a business of

this volume, agencies must make fre-

quent trips to the bank for short term,

sizeable loans to pay off media. But

the fact remains that incorrect or in-

complete invoices with resulting ex-

change of correspondence is a major

bottleneck. (If this were not recog-

nized, the Central Billing idea men-

tioned awhile back would not keep

recurring as it has now for the past

several years.)

A number of agencv people ex-

pressed the view that where a rep bills

for his stations i such as Katz. for

example) there is more orderliness'than

in dealing with invoices from stations

individually, i Katz sends out about

8.000 bills monthly. The percentage

of error runs less than 19r.l This
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Adjacencies

available to

Chicago TV's greatest

feature for as little as

48c
, 1,000

home impressions

i

\

FOR THE TENTH consecutive year, WGN-TV will be televizing

the daytime home games of the Chicago Cubs and White Sox—
exclusively!

This is the highest-rated sports feature in the nation's second

largest market!

FOR THE FIFTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR, Hamm's Beer

and for the third consecutive year, Oklahoma Gasoline will share

Bponsorship of the play-by-play!

NOW AVAILABLE: Choice 10, 20 and 60-second

baseball adjacencies delivering from 5 million to

38 million home impressions!*

Also check availabilities in high-rated syndicated programs and
feature film presentations on Channel 9!

*Estimated impressions spot-for-spot for 1957 season based on the average

Pulse, AKB and Nielsen ratings for these spots last season in an area uith

2,300,000 television homes!

TOP-DRAWER Advertisers

buy WGN-TV in Chicago!
See your WGX-TV representative today!

WGN-TV 9
The Chicago Tribune Station, Owned and Operated by WGN, Inc.

Midwest Office Eastern Advertising Office Also represented by
441 N. Michigan Ave. 220 K. 42nd Street Edward Petry

Chicago 11 New York 17 & Company, Inc.
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THERrS ONLY ONE LEADER...

K23LMV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION . BUTTE

3rd TV MARKET
in

PENNSYLVANIA
. . . and only WJAC-TV really

covers this rich Southwestern

Pennsylvania area. . . .

• Over a million TV homes!

• 41-county coverage with
20 key counties showing
80 to 100% coverage!

• Proved audience prefer-

ence—WJAC-TV leads in

7:00-11:00 P.M. periods

105 to 7 over Station "B"
... has 24 out of the 25
top night-time shows.

Get full details from your KATZ man!

docs mil necessaril\ imply that these

admen advocate reps billing for sta-

tions. All it points up is that uniform-

ity is the key to smooth spot buying.

Stations meanwhile are doing their

best to wrestle with the problems of

billings. They realize that this area

is the thorniest in the whole briar

patch of spot business. Omissions,

make-goods, credits, discrepancies, and

plain bookkeeping errors pile up on

one another to complicate the process.

They are part and parcel of broadcast

media. A newspaper doesn't have to

send an affidavit of insertion to an

advertiser, nor a program log proving

that no competitor was adjacent. The
proof is already on the printed page,

the tear sheet. (Some station affidavits

include a Notary Public seal.)

There are now 2,896 radio and 550

tv stations. In the eyes of most agency

accountants, no two of these keep the

same kind of books or mail out the

same kind of invoices.

It was noted earlier that Ralf Brent,

vice president of Philadelphia's WIP,
is on his way South to examine elec-

tronic billing set-ups at two stations.

They are WTVJ, Miami, and WIS,

Columbia, S. C. If WIP goes through

with its idea of an IBM billing and

bookkeeping system, Brent hopes that

it will mean that along with accuracy

and uniformity, advertisers will also

get their invoices earlier—the 2nd or

3rd of the month rather than around

the 10th.

At the same time, Brent admits that

while automation may simplify things

at his station, it will not make a great

ripple in the world of spot buying.

"No matter what an individual station

does," he said, "that is, if just one

puts in a new system there is a good

chance it may only add to the overall

chaos."

CBS Radio Spot Sales is now begin-

ning to bill on Remington-Rand equip-

ment. Some of this has been there for

a decade, has been used for internal

purposes such as payroll. Late in 1955.

they studied the billing situation and

in June of last year ordered an elec-

tronic computor to complete the unit

necessary for station billings. The

computor was delivered in December.

The equipment is costing about $15.-

000 a year. It is still too early to say

what savings may be effected. It is

hoped that the machines will soon

make it possible to have all invoices

in the hands of the agencies by about

the 7th of each month. Meanwhile

'''7/

^bmTH
"Meet the Artist"

BMI's series of program

continuities, entitled "Meet

the Artist," emphasizes the

human side of our great

music performers.

"Meet the Artist" comes

to you as a 15-minute—
three - per - week series of

scripts highlighting behind

the scenes glimpses into the

music business . . the

stories of America's favorite

musical personalities and

their song hits. The ma-
terial is factual, up-to-the-

minute and presented in an

easy, informal style. Disc

jockeys will enjoy using it

—

listeners will appreciate

hearing it.

"Meet the Artist" fills a

special need in areas where

such data is not easily

available . . . highly com-
mercial.

/

\

\
"mm,,,, ""mm/,,., "wi

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

TH1MK
SENOR!

Language professors verify the fact
that no matter how many languages
a person speaks, he THINKS in the
language he first learned. In the
Phoenix area, 85,000 English-and-
Spanish-speaking KIFN listeners

think in Spanish. So, senor, sell

your product in the language they
think in. . .

SELL IN SPANISH OVER

Radio KIFN
—Central Arizona's ONLY full-time Spanish
language station! We translate your sales-
message FREE. Production spots available.

NATIONAL TIME SALES HARLAN C. OAKES
New York City San Francisco
Chicago Los Angeles

San Antonio

Kim
860 Kilocycles • 1 000 Watts

REACHING PHOENIX AND
ALL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA
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CBS l\ Spol Sales i- keepiii" a cIom-

watch in see how the system works

For the radio department

\t the buyei 'a end, .1 lot of thought

1- going into the subj eel of station

invoicing. I heir concern is undei

standable, for ii i- the] who are

snowed under bj this paper blizzard

<>l non-conformity.

rhe I \ - itself is working on the

billing problem. Ii bas come up with

a single-side, one sheel combination

invoice-affidavit. Ii i- not a revolu-

tionary thing; it embodies simpl) those

things thai an agenc) now looks for

before making payment. If it wen-

adopted and became a standard in the

industry, it might well streamline spot

buying. It i- -till in preliminary Form

and has not yet been shown to stations.

"II radio could onlj be started

all over again, one adman said to

sponsor. "We could do Buch a lot of

things differently. Network doesn't

entail the infinite complications of

spot. Hut spot radio and spot tv have

BUre outgrown their bookkeeping -v--

lems. The machinery of a spot bu)

remains a primitive art."

Once uniformity, in one way or

another, comes to lire areas of a\ail-

abilities, confirmation-contracts, and
invoices, spot will be as simple to l>u\

as an) other media.

in the meantime, however, there are

other efforts being expended to sim-

plif\ spot buying in other or over-
j

lapping areas. There are also a lot

of minor annoyances that need to be

corrected. Some of these ran he done

right now.

• Cop) and e.t.'s. Several station

heads have pointed out that agencies

often fail to adhere'to a urn form system

for handling copj and electrical tran-

scriptions. Agencies frequently send

these to stations addressed to "Traffic

Manager." The fact is. that a traffic

manager's functions vary from station

to station and often he has nothing to

do with copj and e.t.'s. Vboul two
years ago, SRA introduced a plan for

addressing such material to "Opera-
tions Desk." That this has been widel)

adopted bj radio stations (practical!)

unanimously In tv 1 can be seen 1>\

looking through SRDS.
\t the same time, it was pointed out

that agencies could do stations a favor

h\ sending instructions along on
what's to he done with an e.t. after

the campaign is over. Stations get

pile-ups of hundreds of old e.t."s the)

don't know what to do with unless

the) get involved in coi respondi

h ith the agent v

.

• Station rate card** Some sem-

hi. on 1 1 .1 uniformity hen- v, 1 mid I"-

a big help. Not onl) would it help

timebuyers, hut it would help rep Bales

men. \ frequent agent \ complaint i-

that sellei - aren 1 alwa) - familial w ith

then oy n 1 .tie 1 .ml-. Sometimes these

-ale-men ,ne unaware of package i ites

.il iheii stations and ha\e to w.i-te

lime checking. Package rates should

he pail o| a 1, lie eaid. I he\ -hoiild

he clearl) defined ami condition- listed.

• Promptness. Winn a timebuyer

a-k- icp- loi avails at a certain lime.

there i- -eiieiallv ,i good rea-on. \t

on.- Madison Wenue agency, the media

depaitmenl refer to one rep -ale-man

..- "Five O'Clock Shadow" because he

invariabl) i- several hours tardy.

Agencies however should take time

/one differences into consideration in

asking for quick avails.

Actually, in the whole area of speed-

ing up avail-, rep- are constant!) im-

proving their method-. Ml of them

are in close contact with their stations

\ ia I'W N. Fax, or long-distance phone-.

Blaii l'\ - "Vis-Avails" system sub-

mits avail- on a regular log sheel made

up ai a moment - notice from mastei

-tat ion boards on which 1 hai - in

1
osted il.nl Pet 1

j submits avaiU on

-imil.ii Ii NB( Spol S til

issuing "I ).nl Best B d about

-i\ unnitli- 1 ii ...In. ed it- Radio-

phonic plan whereb) timebu

audition pi ospei live show buj - v 1 1

telephone. Pet< 1-. Gi iffin, W Iward

Inc. has installed electronit equipment
to Bpeed up -11 \ ii 1

• Earned rates. W in) media
people wish that in multiple-agenc)

operation- (where client companies
have a product Inn -plead OVel ->v •

ei al agem ies I thai stal ion reps would

include in theii availabilities the

earned rates at that time.

• Coverage. I hat tin- rei ains a

question mat k i- reflet ted in the dif-

ferent interpretations agencies have

been giving Nt ^ — 2 data. Perhaps

the N l< \ foi inula foi ratings, now un-

der stmlv b) lA's, ma) l>r in j some

order to the problem. If the bro id

casting business were to -tart all ovei

again, man) feel ii would adopt the

pl i lit media concept of COVd B

culation instead of readership. < *i trans-

lated to air media: "W ho ran we reach

instead ol who listens to what?" ^

any way you look at it

KBTV
first in Denver

Quarter hour leads or percentage of audience . .

.

KBTV is No. 1 during the most important time classification-

Sign on* to 10:00 P.M.

Station D

QUARTER HOUR tEADS PERCENT OF AUDIENCE

Represented '>v /' H ood • •

MO 30 A.M.
•Jan. 1957 ARB duuwd

John C Mullms. President

Joe Herold. Station Manager

KBTV
5-6386
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delivers 5.1 average

between 8 and 5. No
ratings below 4.4

Pulse: Sept.-Oct. '56

covers what counts!

800,000 people in half

millivolt contour.

550,000 of them are

in Franklin County . . .

the home county.

I

Columbus, Ohio

the station with

a personality.

cmd qM foiioe

!!(,

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS
Charles E. (Ned) Midgley, Jr. has been

appointed manager of the media depart-

ment at Ted Bates & Co.. Inc.. according

to an announcement made by Edward A.

Grey, vice president and media director.

Midglej is also an assistant vice president.

He joined the Bates organization in 1950

as a member of the media department and

was later made media supervisor. Before

coming to the agency, Midglex was associated with CBS for nine

years in the capacity of sales service manager. Prior to that, he

served 13 years with BBDO. going from timehuyer to manager of

the ad agency's radio department. Midglex also has lectured at

New York University on the business side of radio and authored

"The Advertising and Business Side of Radio" published by Prentice

Hall. Albert J. Petcavage succeeds Midgley as media supervisor.

Richard A. Harper lias been appointed

general sales manager of MGM-TV, ac-

cording to an announcement made li\

Charles C. Barry, vice president in charge

of tv for Loew s, Inc. In his new capacity,

Harper will supervise all t\ sales includ-

ing: sales of the company's feature films

lo Nations, tv commercials sales, and tv

film show sales. Harper joined Loew 's

in 1946 and was appointed assistant to the general sales manager

of MGM in 1952. He was later made circuit sales manager of MOM
pictures and subsequentK transferred to the television division of

MGM at the time it was set up last summer. He ha» served as direc-

tor of operations of MGM-TV until his new appointment. Sol

Schrieber succeeds Harper as operations director. Schrieber is a

27-\ear veteran with Loew's theatrical distribution department.

T. Jack Henry has been appointed a vice

president of McCann-Erickson. Inc. and

director of client service in the Detroit

office. Announcement was made b\ Paul

Folex. vice president and manager of the

Detroit branch. Henr\ comes to McCann-

Erickson from the Mercun Division of

the Ford Motor Co. where he served as

advertising and sales promotion manager.

Henr\ joined Ford Motor Co. in 1953 as advertising manager of

the Lincoln-Mercury Division. Before joining Ford, he served in

the agencx field as a member of the \. \\ . \\ei \ Son organization

for 1!! years. In 1944 he was named manager of A\er's Detroit

office. Later, in L948, lie was appointed a vice president of the

agency. He continued to manage the Detroit office until he joined

Ford. Henn was born in Canada and attended McGill University.

SPONSOR 2 march 1957
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eatin'st folks in these here parts!

Regular little ol' ranch hands— all of 'em. Love their vittles and

them home -like western tunes. These eatin' folks are buyin' folks, live

mighty high on the hog. Yep, stuff sure moves fast when you use

KXLA, most listened to 24-hour country and western music station.

10,000 watts covering the greater Los Angeles market

1110 on the dial

represented nationally by Burke-Stuart Co.. New York. Chicago, Detroit. Los Angeles. San Francisco



SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Spot's biggest challenge

It's a tribute to advertising agencies that few of them allow

the difficulties encountered in buying spot to influence them

in their basic media recommendations. Agencies buy spot

because it works for their clients, not because it's easy to buy.

Fortunately, however, there's wide recognition of the need

to simplify and standardize buying procedure and paper-

work (see "Let's cut spot's paper maze," this issue, page 27).

The 4A's, SRA, individual representative firms, many agen-

cies and many stations are all hard at work meeting spot's

biggest challenge.

Nothing is more important to spot's future in our opinion

than this movement to smooth the rough spots in spot buying

at a time when both spot tv and radio are growing rapidly.

TV in the courtroom

Recently Judge Justin Miller, former head of the NARTH,

and Morris Ernst, noted lawyer, debated this question:

"Should all broadcasting of courtroom proceedings be pro-

hibited?"

It was interesting to note that Mr. Ernst, a fervent leader

of human rights, was not adamant when arguing to prohibit

television and radio. Indeed, he gave the impression that one

of these days the court rooms would be open to regulated

courtroom reporting by television and radio. Judge Miller,

who has led the fight for opening the courtrooms to air media,

presented an illuminating picture of the entire issue.

Courtroom gates are opening in many sectors. In Cali-

fornia KFMB-TV's George Whitney is vigorously opposing

an arbitrary courtroom decision prohibiting stenotype notes

for broadcasting purposes; in Oklahoma WKY-TV's P. A.

Sugg has been instrumental in opening scores of courtrooms

to judicious use of television cameras; in Colorado KLZ-TV's

Hugh Terry has won courtroom broadcast rights; in Texas.

KDUB's W. D. Rogers has done good work along similar

lines.

What this means to the advertiser is a further expansion

of service which guarantees a better advertising medium.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Both agencies an- 1

those who sell spot radio have a big job on their

hands: to promote spot radio beyond currrentl\

popular morning and afternoon hours. The facts

are there. The job is to get them understood.

88

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Point-of-sale: Word from W'CCO,
Minneapolis-St. Paul, is that in sub-

urban Fdina a giant supermarket has

equipped its shopping carts with port-

able radios. Here starts a new out-of-

home measurement for researchers:

"A la carte listening."

Definition: "Summer Replacement"
is the guj \our girl friend meets on
her vacation.

Miss Public Relations: Barbara

Lawrence, tv and screen star, quoted

in TV Guide: "I prefer pictures to tv

because more producers see pictures

than watch television. I don't care

what the little people back in Oshkosh
think of me. It's what the producers

think that counts in this business."

Anyone care to join our Barbara

Laurence Fan Club?

Progress: Spot tv sponsor Lanvin

Parfums has just hit a jackpot. A
one-ounce atomizer of their Arpege
will now be standard equipment in

the arm rest of each $12,000 Cadillac

Brougham. A lot of dollars for one
scent.

Narrow Narrow World: KDYL, Salt

Lake City, may have a new program

soon as the result of that recent I'tah

prison riot. Prisoners have asked to

do a regular amateur talent show from

the prison. Watch that lad with the

musical hacksaw.

Cood cheer: From a comic promo-

tional flier for \V\I\. Milwaukee

—

"One day as I sat musing, sad and

lonely and without a friend—a voice

came to me from out of the gloom sav-

ing 'Cheer up, things could be worse.'

So I cheered up—and sure enough,

things got worse!"

Oink! ABC TV is considering a coun-

ti\ quiz show titled Pig in a Poke.

Instead of isolation booths there would

be corn-cribs. Contestants would trj

for "whole hog" or ""half a hog.' And
this little pig stays home!

Princeton man? Jim Butler, manager
of YVIRL. Peoria, told us how the other

Sunday after Collector's Corner had

featured recordings b\ violinist Fritz

Kreisler, a listener phoned, remarked

in a "hill-billy" dialect: "Hex. 1 never

knew that football fella. Fritz Crisler,

played fiddle so purt\ !"

SPONSOR 2 \i \i!i ii 1951
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R BROS. RATINGS

START

AND
GET

14.8
4-month

average with
Warner Bros.

On WBZ-TV's "Boston

Movietime", (5:00-6:30 P.M.,

Mon.-Fri.) ratings shot up with

the start of programming

Warner Bros, features from the

previous month's 4.4 to a

rousing 13.8. Succeeding months

saw ratings go even higher,

and stay up!

13.8
first month of
Warner Bros.

4.4
before

Warner Bros.

4

FLASH: January ratings just in

are even greater ... up to 21.5!

Five-month average with Warner

Bros. Pictures now 16.1

AUG.

13.8

SEPT.

13.1

OCT.

17.7

NOV

These ARB Ratings Demonstrate Not Only The Tre-

mendous Audience PULL. . . But Also the Solid STAY-

ING-POWER Of These History-Making Warner Hits!

write or call

345 M
CHICAGO

75 E. Wacker Drive • DEarborn 2-4040

a.a.p
Madison Ave., N. Y. C. II MUrn

Inc.

rray Hill 6-2323

I

DALLAS
1511 Bryan Street • Riverside 7-8553

LOS ANGELES
9110 Sunset Boulevard • CRestview 6-5886
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In the center of

SUNBATHED GROWTH

^34*

|f»nia winters . . .

evith lush greenery
•Tig industrial expansion . . .

rij rise in population.

m

TOTAL AREA
SET COUNT:

389,301

SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA

BASIC CBS OUTLET

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails

10 QUESTIONS

SPONSORS MUST

ANSWER NOW

r<n idea-swapping at

\N Vs >r>ring meeting

next week. SPONSOI

presents background on

10 air media issues

Page 25

Is the agency

creative man

obsolete?

Page 30

How tv built

L. A.'s biggest

carpet business

Page 32

SPECIAL SECTION

Summer selling

trends: 1957

Page 35
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THE WHEELING MARKET IS ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING MARKETS IN AMERICA!

Take a good long look at this important Wheeling market. Many
of America's leading industries have—and liked what they saw.

That's why they are investing 450 MILLION DOLLARS in proposed

expenditures for the next 3 years.

When you do take that long look you will find that the most eco-

nomical and most effective way of reaching the 1,409,300 people in

the upper Ohio valley, having an annual income of TWO BILLION
DOLLARS, is via WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va. In audience— in

Power—in Promotion—WTRF-TV dominates. Rates, availabilities

and market data on request.

For availabilities and complete

coverage information—Call

Hollingbery, Bob Ferguson,

VP and General Manager,

or Needham Smith,

Sales Manager,

Cedar 2-7777.

reaching a market that's reaching

316,000 watts

Equipped for network color

new importance!

j
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PHILADELPHIA

Would like to express appreciation to the following wonderful

people who helped us introduce our new personalities to the

New York agencies at our recent reception.

TONI ARDEN

RUSSELL ARMS

EILEEN BARTON

CAROLE BENNETT

TONY BENNETT

POLLY BERGEN

MONA CAROL

DOROTHY COLLINS

JILL COREY

SAMMY DAVIS. JR.

DeJOHN SISTERS

STUART FOSTER

GEORGE HAMILTON IV

BILL HAYES

RICHARD HAYMAN

AL HIBBLER

dick jacobs

morgana king

eddie lawrence

denise lor

giselle Mackenzie

mitch miller

lou monte

jaye p. morgan

joe reisman

eileen rodgers

dick roman

jimmy saunders

LuANN SIMMS

SYLVIA SYMS

TONY TRAVIS

ANDY WILLIAMS

W$
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY GILL PERNA, INC. New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

SPONSOR • 9 MARCH 1957
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

10 key questions sponsors must answer

25 At ANA's spring meeting next week, "hot" tv-radio issues will be dis-

cussed in informal admen's gatherings. Here's idea swapping background

Is the creative man obsolete?

30 Agency board chairman Joseph Katz is convinced "factual orientation"

will never replace creativity—even in the super agency of the 1%0's

How tv built Los Angeles' biggest carpet business

32 With just one store, Al Terrence shot from 1482,000 to $3.25 million

in five years. Tv buys range from expose show to Bishop Fulton Sheen

SUMMER SELLING: 1957

What's been happening to the franchise?

36 An ironic reversal in franchise thinking is occurring in tv and radio.

sponsor delves into it and other factors influencing summer 1957

Summer tv and radio facts

39 Summer and winter listening and viewing patterns, set production

figures and billings shed light on this summer's advertising pattern

FEATURES

22 -19th and Madison

51 New and Renew

54 News & Idea Wrap-Up

5 Newsmaker of the Week

58 Reps at Work

48 Sponsor Asks

18 Sponsor Backstage

64 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

72 Sponsor Speaks

52 Spot Buys

72 Ten Second Spots

14 Timebuyers at Work

70 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

61 Washington Week

In Next Week's Issue

Monthly tv cost and programing Comparagraph

Features include average costs by network program types; cost-per-1000

for top 10 nighttime and daytime network shows; spot television basics

Spot radio's untapped hours

What is the case for spot radio outside the most popular early morning,

and later afternoon hours. Answer will include facts and reasoning
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KTHS (LITTLE ROCK)

Warbles Sweetly at Jenny (Ark.)

KTHS. 50,000 waits, is basic CHS Radio in Little

Rock. It dors a tremendous job tbcre — and it-

big voice also reaches nearl) all the State includ-

ing little Jennj Lind I
Vrk. i !

\our Branham representative can give yon all the

facts on KTHS — your BIG Bl ^ in Arkansas!

KTHS 50,000 Watts

CBS Radio

BROADCASTING FROM

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
Represented by The Branham Co.

Inder Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President

B. G. Robertson, General Manager

Latest Nielsen figures show KTHS with Weekly Day-

lime circulation of 62 counties and over 120,000

listening families. NCS No. 2 — November, 1956



A
DOLLAR

will go
a long way

these days on WHO Radio!

Take 8 a.m. to 12 noon as an example . . •

WhHEN you consider what's happened to the

purchasing power of the dollar, it's mighty im-

pressive to see what a buck will still buy in

national spot radio— especially WHO Radio!

LET'S LOOK AT THE RECORD . . .

On WHO Radio, a 1 -minute spot between

8 a.m. and 12 noon will deliver 53,953

actual listening homes.

That's 1,136 homes for a dollar, or 1,000

homes for $.88— ALL LISTENING TO WHO!

That's the rock-bottom minimum. Over and

above this proven audience, 50,000-watt WHO
is heard by hundreds of thousands of unmeasured

listeners, both in and outside Iowa. Bonus in-

cludes Iowa's 573,000 car radios and 527,000

extra home sets— plus vast audience in "Iowa

Plus"!

Let your PGW Colonel give you all the facts

on WHO Radio.

(Computations based on projecting Nielsen

figures and 795 5 Iowa Radio Audience Survey

data against our 26-time rate.)

WHO Radio is part of

Central Broadcasting Company.
which also owns and operates

WHO-TV, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!

Des Moines 50,000 Watts

Col. B.
J.

Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

National Representatives

SPONSOR 9 MARCH 1957



NEWSMAKER
of the week

The news: P. Lorillard Co., on behal) oj its <>hl f,<>/</ .,

ettes, Ims just contracted fot one-hall hout oj time weekly jot 39

weeks ovei 121! stations oj the VTA film network. This makes

Lorillard a co-sponsor with Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. who

mis iii si to join NT Is celluloid web </•> u lull hour-per-week sponsor.

The newsmaker: Lewis Gruber, 62-year-old president "f

P. Lorillard ('>>.. gave up law in L920 to become a salesman. His

first Belling job was for a film company. Phis week, he is back in

tilin -on a big Bcale. The 39 showings of 20th Centur) I ra fea-

tures on 12}! NTA stations will • "-t Gruber's line of <>|,1 Gold cig-

arettes in tin- neighborhood of $1% million. ' lota! cost to I.mil-

lard and Warner-Lambert is about $4 million). Lennen & NeweD is

the agenc) for ( Mil ( folds.

Sponsorship <>n the fihn series begins 1 \pril. \l \ film network

plans to promote it with on-air

announcements along with adver-

tising in various consume] and

trade publications.

\t present, Lorillard is co-spon-

soring just two network t\ shows:

Jackie Gleason tor Old Golds and

164,000 Challenge for Kents, both

on CHS I \ . I.a-t \car. in spot t\

.

the company invested S2,148,700

for their tobacco products. Its

venture this season as co-spon-

Bors of W alter \\ ini hell at \BC
was short-lived.

Gruber, who moved into tin- presidency in Vugust "I lasl yeai

from the position of vice president and director of sales, is a recog-

nized sales and marketing strategist in the tobacco field. What cir-

cumstances lead him into tlii> feature film purchase?

The year 1956 found the cigarette industrj ahead of 1955. Con-

sumption of cigarettes was up 2'i
; production up 3'

i with 121.2

billion cigarettes manufactured 1>\ all makers. Yet Lorillard fell

behind. Sales dropped fro,,, $228,268,392 in 1955 to $203,280,417

in 1956. Net earnings for Lorillard last year were $2,076,202 under

the year before. Net earnings per common share ol the company's

stock went down from $2.07 in 1955 to $1.34 in 1956. Perhaps the

tv popularity ol features appears to be .1 good base for a come-back.

It ma\ also ui\e them flexibility in marketing. Commercials

will be integrated on film and Lorillard will be able to make changes

on individual stations. In certain market-, filter cigarettes outsell

the regulars, while in others the reverse hold- tine. In -till others,

the king-size enjo) big sales. Old Gold makes all three types. No

longer in their current t\ commercials are the) advertised

"family" (of three dancing packs). The) are even featured sep-

arately in some print ads. So the NTA film network may be used

to promote the best selling Old Gold type in a given market. ^

Lewis Gruber

SPONSOR 9 MARCH 1957

ATLANTA
DAIRY
SALES
UP 20%
J. D. Gay, General A/anager

MISS GEORGIA DAIRIES, INC.

of Atlanta,

praises The Cisco Kid:

Sales are currently

running approximately

20°/o above normal from

the same number of

wholesale accounts . . .

Cisco opened doors for

us to put our products in

one of the largest chains

in this area . . . As long

as The Cisco Kid is

available as a tv show,

Miss Georgia Dairies,

Inc will be proud to

sponsc I

Ask to see more success stories of

THE W0RIPS 6REAJESJ SALESMAN!

"THE CISCO KID"

G%e/ee>tiliim



* V. V, fferald Tribune, I

**Nielsen Coveragi Stud) 2, updated to 2-1-57
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There's moiv Ut Florida i

lt\ fine year-round weather is certainly one <>l the factors that make

Florida a nation's playground. But- by assuring yea? round shipping

and high labor productivity- Us climate also helps make northern

Florida one of the wealthiest, fastest-growing industrial complexes.

There's Jacksonville; for instance
...huh of northern Florida's $1,660,000,000 market. Here,perfect

weather, perfect location, preferential freight rates, plentiful capital

anil excellent banking facilities create an ideal climate for business.

Served by 93 steamship and motor freight lines, 5 railroads and 5

airlines. Jacksonville is "the point where all major carriers <<,ni>

to form a giant distribution and service renter.

t

and M MMtn is the ley to this market. Northern

Florida's first and only VHF station, H MBR-Tl commands 272,500

television families in (>7 Florida and Georgia counties" -ami fit e and

a half times the average audience of its competition*

Channel 4. Jacksonville -\\ M BR'H
Operated In The Washington Post Broadcast l>>

Represented i>\ CBS Television Spot >



RIGHT

IT'S A FACT! With the right two-WFBG-TV, Altoona, and

Pittsburgh— you get 76,701 more TV homes. In this area— day

and night — seven days a week —WFBG-TV delivers average

audiences 30.1% greater than Johnstown; 71.4% more

quarter-hour firsts. Your BLAIR-TVman has the proof: ARB,
November 1956; ARB Altoona Coverage Study, March 1956. WFBG-TV
ONLY BASIC CBS-TV STATION SERVING THE AREA A

"
o on a p eTn s y lva n7a

Channel 10
ABC-TV • NBC-TV

Represented by BLAIR-TV

operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFI L- AM • FM . T V. Philadelphia, Pa. / W N B F - A M • F M • T V, Binghamton, N . Y.

WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa./WFBG-AM • TV. Altoona, pa ./
WNHC - AIWI * FM ' Tv . New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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Most ruin ant it and radio

newt of th>- week with interpretation

in depth h>r busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
9 MARCH
copyriiht 1957 Th.it week, as For m.m\. you could fi<;u tlic familial chant about mediocre new network

•onsor publications inc. tv |

)

r <

>

l> r;i ti i >. the leveling of ami iences, and ever mounting price tags. What does it por-

tend? Paradoxical!) thi~:

The fall t\ outlook lias a decidedly healthy gloM—BO health) thai 1957-58

probably lias another record in the hair.

Madison Wenue is betting on the bullish Btate of the union. The president of one of

the four top agencies has this capsule outlook:

"When the gross national product looks like $440 billion, compared to last year's ; 112

jrou can count on a whopping share for advertising."

Put another way: When the economy i*4 1» iir- advertising is 1» iir and thinks hip.

That means tv and radio—the tonnage media.

The radio networks are under mounting pressure from ageneies to produce

data comparing the cost-per-commercial-minute of network vs. 9pot.

Although a little* material of this nature has been furnished, the network* under«tandahlv

are reluctant to get themselves out on this risky limb.

The reason* for their hesitanee boil down to:

• Comparative figures of this kind invite distortions because the materials aren't exactly

comparable.

• The network^ have enough problems with their affiliates -without taking on anv new

ones.

Here's whv agencies are pushing for cost comparisons:

Thev can talk to the client about the prestige, qualitv, and unity of network programing,

but when it gets down to bra«s tack* the elient wants to know what's the differenee in

cost per commercial impression.

CP»S TV's latest home-office executive realignment has this main purpose:

To give administrative v.n.s William Lodge and William Hvlan enough time

to join the management team with network president Merle Jones and programing

executive v.n. Huhhell Robinson.

Heretofore, thev have heen tied down closelv to the dav-to-dav chore* of engineering-

station relations and sales.

So the move is designed to gain leeway for thinking, planning and internal

communication.

Other promotions: Edward P. Shurick to v. p.—director of station relation* and Thomas

Dawson, v.p.. network sales.

P&G may expand its tv network program string to include the Sfii.OOO Ques-

tion.

Alternate sponsorship with Revlon becomes available in Tune.

Time and show co*t* add up to $77,000 pp r broadcast.

CBS Radio's new rate card is due out next week
I the 37th in 28 years '

,

The card lists the new nighttime rates (2 '3 of daytime) and readjusted prices for

segmented programing.

When and if General Foods decides to a Id McCann-Krickson to its list of agencies,

Swansdown will be the initial account.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

With a deep scowl the New York Times' Jack Gould last Sunday charged that "the

misinterpretation of (ratings) is a major blight on the medium. . . . Already there is a

new promotional gimmick known as 'the Trendex tour.' It calls for a star of a program
to make a personal appearance at the right time in those cities that Trendex surveys."

Comments like these bring new life to an old question:

Would the appointment of a "Judge Landis" end the tv program rating

muddle?
Responsible researebers don't think so. Thev agree that present reports seem

conflicting, lead to interpretation headaches and give the devil a chance to quote scriptures.

However, thev don't think a "Judge Landis" would work, either, because:

• It's been fried before. Tn 1930. agencies and advertisers set up the Cooperative

Analysis of Broadcasting (Crosslev reports) to take network radio's pulse. Eventual dissen-

sion killed it.

• More recent efforts to push standards for the rating services haven't caused

much excitement.

• The trouble with a single. Landis-like rating system, sav the cynics, is that it produces

too many losers as against only one set of winners. As is. you stand a better chance

of finding: something to document vour case.

• A sensible person can sensibly read what currently is available. A single svstem

wouldn't prevent the naive from falling into traps, anyhow.

Ben Gedalecia. BBDO research director, is pushing a proposal that's been getting

a lot of thought latelv among admen:

That the radio-tv and advertising industries pool resources for a study on the

relation of advertising effort to sales results.

Said Gedalecia in a talk before the Radio-Tv Executives Society:

Rating services are O.K for measuring imDact; but a more important effort would be a

sound, honest attempt to delve into both success and failure stories.

Madison Avenue internrets P&G's abrupt cancellation of its spot tv campaign

last week to a miscalculation at a high level.

The starting date was 22 Januarv and the termination date was last Wednesday.

Much rueful reflection now persists among the reps because of the mass of paper work

that had been put into the order. Tt had been their impression the Prell splurge would run

for 34 to 38 weeks.

The cancellation doesn't affect Zest.

NBC TVs sales operation is undergoing both a consolidation and a revamping.

The staff selling- Today. Tonight, and Home will, according to plans, no longer func-

tion as a separate entity hut rather as part of the over-all sales department.

The idea is that sales can serve agencies and clients with greater efficiency when working

as a unit.

Under the old arrangement anvwhere from four to seven NBC TV salesmen called on

the larger agencies.

Members of the ANA will get a preview in a few days of Albert W. Frey's con-

clusions ahout agency services and compensation methods.

During the four-day session CI 3-1 6 March) at the Homestead in Hot Springs, Va., tv-

radio will get frequent treatment, both formallv and informally (See story this issue page

25.)

Westinghouse's network tv plans for next season don't include Studio One.

Meantime McCann-Erickson has placed orders for three different periods with NBC TV.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continmd . .

Who is footing tin* Will for network radio*i rebirth?

\- Bverybodj knows, figures in this field ire Eragmentary. So Sl'O.\X)B->C0PE has

compiled breakdown of ponton hy number and types <•! eeeonnte. It looks like

this:

Agriculture

Appliances

Business-] inancial

Drugs & loilelries

Foods «\ Beverages

Institutional ^ Religion 9 10 LI 30 (15j

Miscellaneous 2 3 t) 1 (3.0'
I |

Soaps & Household Items 9 13 7 1 30 (15.0%)

tobacco-Cigarettes 13 3 3 10 (5.0

Transportation-Fuel 5 1 2 11 19 (9.5%)

ABC CBS MBS NBC TOTAL ° TOTAL

1 1 2 (1.0

1 1 5 7 (3.5

4 1 2 .

7 18 7 11 43 (21.

11 20 4 46 (23.09 1

SPONSOR

TOTAL ACCOUN1S 50 65 50 200 (100%)

Note: Dollar figures, of course, are not available nor do the networks show much

sign of getting together on a common reporting system. Bear that in mind when you look at

the table ubo\c. For example, there aren't verj many tobacco-cigarette accounts (probably

because there are so few makers in those fields i, but the dollar figure could be big.

Media planners shouldn't expect the FCCs deintennixture plans in tv to go

into immediate effect.

For example, the niachinen it will take to convert a show-cause order into an actual move

for \\ RGB, Schenectady, into another spectrum will be complicated. ^ ou can bank on a lot of

skirmishing—before the FCC and in the courts.

For instance, the management of WRGB (owned hy GE) is quoted as prepared

to fight, even though the same company's v. p. Dr. \\ . K. G. Baker has long leaned toward

deintennixture generalls

.

Watch SPOSOKs WASHINGTON WEEK page for latest deintennixture de-

velopments and dates of FCC orders.

The adman, contemplating a late evening buy, may have wondered where the

population (over 10 years old) is at 11 p.m.

A clue can be found in a study J. A. Ward. Inc., did for Mutual in 1954. It showed

these activities I average of seven nights a week) :

PEOPLE AT HOME ASLEEP _„.. 56,800,000

PEOPLE AT HOME AWAKE _ 59,400,000

PEOPLE OUT OF HOME IN CARS 7.')00,000

PEOPLE OUT OF HOME NOT IN CARS 17,500,000

American Tobacco in 1956 outdistanced R. J. Reynolds in gross sales by

§125,000,000 but ran §10 million behind in net income.

The comparison, as shown by their annual reports:

American Tobacco: sales, $1,083,000,01)0 : net income. S52.0O0.OO0.

R. J. Reynolds: sales, $957,000,000; net income. S02.000.000.

A major tv user's success story: the Gillette Co. in 1956 had a net income just

about equal to what it paid for Toni and Paper Mate.

In its annual report Gillette said it had paid up the full $20,496,037 purchase price for

Toni and the S15.100.523 for Paper Mate.

Gillette's 1956 net sales were $200,714,707: net income was S31.54l.594.
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^ SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

It's rare these plush days to see the No. 1 salesmen of several networks calling

on clients and prospects in distant areas, remaining on the road from two to three

weeks.

Yet that's what NBC executive v.p. Robert Kintner and ABC TV's Ollie Treyz
are doing.

They have been popping up in such spots as Cincinnati, Louisville, Detroit, Grand

Rapids, Cleveland, and St. Louis, proclaiming:

• How programing schedules are being realigned and the shows available.

• The methods by which the client can buy into these shows.

Treyz bagged an important piece of business: A 52-week renewal for all ABC
TV's current Dodge-Plymouth advertising—worth about $10 million in time billings.

The boxscore on ABC TV's recent sales for fall or earUer:

Frank Sinatra Chesterfield Mike Wallace Philip Morris

Pat Boone Chevrolet O. S. S. Mennen

Zorro „ Philip Morris Telephone Time AT&T

Y&R's explanation of Singer's decision to cancel out of Playhouse 90 is:

The account is not happy with this type of multiple sponsorship; the program iden-

tity is not easy to merchandise; so Singer feels it's better off with a show of its own.

Singer previously had alternated on Four Star Playhouse.

CBS Radio is taking the story of network radio's resurgence to the West Coast.

Sales v.p. John Karol and network sales manager Ben Lockridge are making the

rounds of Coast clients and agencies. Between them they've picked up some good prospects

for small packages.

Meanwhile, the CBS network has sold Simoniz nine five-minute news-sports segments

Thursday-through-Sunday. Simoniz through Tathum-Laird, also bought $154,000 (net) worth

of Monitor on NBC.

Notes on the major soft drink makers, now getting set for the thirst season:

• Coca-Cola, a major user of spot advertising, reached a new high in gallon sales

and profits in 1956, with the new king and family size bottles contributing substantially to

the record. Net before taxes was $60.8 million—$2.7 better than for 1955.

• PepsiCola has started to plug its "hostess" family-sized bottle in spot and news-

papers—all leading up to the main fireworks on the Hammerstein-Rodgers version of Cinder-

ella (CBS TV) 31 March.

Si Fabian, veteran in the field of film theatre operation, thinks that the opening of

Hollywood's vaults to tv has quickened the theatre opportunities for quality films.

The president of Stanley-Warner Corp. told a convention of theatremen in Kansas City

that tv is:

"Educating a vast public in the differences between hastily produced television

shows and the completely satisfying entertainment available in motion picture

theatres."

For other news coverage in this issue, see .Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New

and Renew, page 51; Spot Buys, page 52; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 54; Washington

Week, page 61; sponsor Hears, 64; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 70.
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WHB . . . stronger than ever!

The new surveys all give new evidence of

leadership as WHB enters its 3rd year of

complete and utter dominance of the Kansas
City market!

When you see the brand new figures at the right, you Bee:

1. New substantiation of Will;*- continuing dominance of

Kansas City radio.

'_'. Ample reason whj Will', has been able to compile its en-

viable results record of 87$ renewal among its largesl

billing accounts.

WHB i> unmistakably Kansas City's results station, as well

a> top audience station. Talk to the man from Blair, oi

the n.'u data from Will". Genera] Manager GEORGE W.
ARMSTRONG.

WHB to,

Kansas City, Missouri

Latest
AREA NIELSEN—Dec.

7956
Will: is first in every time period,

Monday-Friday, 6 a.m.-6 p.m., with
IV, share oi "Total Station Audi-

ence."

Latest
PULSE—Nov.-Dec, 7956
Will; i- firsl all day and night. Will;
i- first in 360 out of 360 quarter hours.

In and out of home, Monday-Friday,
6 a.m. to midnight.

Latest
HOOPER
Win; U first in 264 oul ol 264 quarter
hours, . a.m. li p.m., Monday thru
Saturday, October, 1956-January,
L957. Wll |; is fii si in share ol audi-

ence with I"', all-da} average, 7 a.m.-

6 p.m. Saturday, dan. Feb., 1

9

Latest
TRENDEX—Jan. 7957

WDCY WHB WQAM
Minneapolis-St. Paul Kansas City Miami

Represented by John Blair Or Co.

Will! is first all day. with l-M'. aver-

in..

Monday throng S turday, January,

President.

TODD STORZ

KOWH WTIX
Omaha New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.

SPONSOR • (
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NIELSEN* SURVEY

PROVES
KTBS-TV
LEADS

<-i\
:

>9<;

"MONTHLY COVERAGE
Homes Reached, 1jD,OUU

A Bonus of 6,740 over Station B

TELEVISION HOMES
in KTBS-TV Area 157,980
A Bonus of 73,7 20 over Station B
•N.C.S. No. 2, Spring 1956

KTBS-70
CHANNEL

SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
E. NEWTON WRAY, President & Gen. Mg.

NBC and ABC
Represented by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

1

1

Timebuyers
at work

Bob Cleckler, Young & Rubicam, New York, comments: "The

brand image factor is a rather new approach to the understanding of

the public's appreciation of a product. A pronounced image tells

us two things: 111 what people think of a person who uses the

brand; and (2 I what the person himself thinks about the connection

between himself and the product.

Actually, this imagery factor was

engineered for producing copy

themes, but it should serve as an

important guide to the media man
for coordinating the appeals with

the exact media. This takes some

of the unnecessary slide rule ac-

tivity out of slide rule selection,

yet preserves a scientific approach.

Research can tell us about a prod-

uct from which a copy idea can

be drawn. With this campaign in

mind, media can take its objectives and mold them into a strategy

which will serve the image. A clear picture behind the mask of a

product could also aid in selection of talent to suit the desired me-

dium or it might serve to identify a special group which can onlv be

reached by a specific medium. Any changes in the image will have

to be reflected in media use. Consequently, flexibility is important."

John M. Kinsella, business manager for radio-tv, McCann-Erick-

son, Cleveland, comments: "One of our most interesting local ac-

counts is Lyon Tailors. The chain of 10 stores sells custom made

clothing. We want to reach adults and boys in their teens, but

women, too, because they exert a big influence on buying. We settle

for 60-40 men and women or vice

versa: with either were happy.

^ ou can t be that specific anyway,

especially on saturation drives. At

the peak of our six vearlv cam-

paigns, we place 35 one minute

e.t.'s daily during the high traffic

hours of 7 to 9 a.m.. noon to 1 and

3 to 5 p.m. Radio is an excel-

lent medium when there is mutual

understanding between advertiser

and station. Kinsella says, and

"we let the station know in

advance of Lyons basic plans. Radio is used as a separate medium,

rather than as a supplement, because it reaches a large audience at

a low cost."" In the first three months of Lyon's use of radio last fall,

sales went up 30%. The listening public was sold so big on the

concept of a custom-made suit at a relatively lower price ($55 to

$75) that Lyon Tailors had to change its approach to retailing.
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Top Pulse and ARB Ratings Show...

WE
the

Sheriff of Cochise
Produced for NTA by

Starring John Bromfield

" 1 syndicated show

ON MINNEAPOLIS' WCCO
with 19.3 (ARB, Dec.)

1 syndicated show

IN CHICAGO WNBQ

with 16.8 (ARB, Jan.

1 syndi'uied shov

IN PORTLAND, ME.'s WC<

with 25.3 Pulse, Nov.

* 1 syndicated show

ON DETROIT'S WWJ

with 21.9 (Pulse, Jan.)

'"

1 syndicated show

IN PROVIDENCE WPRi

with 28.5 (Pulse, Jar

1 syndicated show

IN EL PASO KROD

vith 36.3 (ARB, Dec.)

RIPTION: An action-packed bang-up

Western that's sure-fire for all the family. A
n police show with a Western twang that

last seen sure was going places.

BIG REWARD to those who can place this

terrific show, with the big following, in their mar-

kets, a few of which are still available. For full

details, phone, wire, write or lasso us today!

*a»%
4§*

You Can't Head Him Off — So Better Join Him
in the Markets Available! Reach, Pardner, for...

ATIOXAL 1EL AEFILM i ISSOCIATES, INC.
60 W. 55th STREET • NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • PHONE: PLAZA 7-2100



now

6 GREAT
TV

NEW

produced by ENTURY-FO
X

En route to you from NTA are six wonderful new half-hour TV series produced by those two studios

with the Olympic-like track records—20th Century-Fox and Desilu Productions.

They've applied all their skill and experience to create six—count 'em-six brilliant new TV offerings.

And more will follow shortly.

Whatever your preference— mystery, adventure, comedy, romance— you'll find them all in this in-

spired half-dozen from these two truly great producers. Alert program buyers and advertisers keen

to the fabulous success of Desilu-NTA's "The Sheriff of Cochise" (detailed on the preceding page),

won't let much grass grow under their feet.

They'll get in touch with NTA now... to arrange for previews of the latest Big Six to emerge from

NTA. And how do you do that? Why, it's simple! Just phone, wire or write NTA today. Since audi-

ences went that-a-way for "The Sheriff of Cochise," go this-a-way for the new ones from NTAI
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P*"'*: which?? ' 0#'*>*.
" """Que " ° new hi i

,

rc A " adul, Cr - ,

Qnc
' oc/vco.

\ HOW tO W^»Y

A i*llMOHAI«

fame

ries

Based on n« —
rOCWe,ed^n

oniedy se

^ventures oi ^j.
tor

someone
^°

—
'

'—
' r^

ANYTHING,

A broke and unemployed
guy and his gal, withoul
special skills of any kind,

advertise that they will do
anything to earn a dollar.

People then come to them
with odd and remarkable
jobs. High in human interest.

2p£

Heart-Arming > J f{

Comedy 4^tXJ
-° ir»~Z: ****** -

" er °vvn.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Atoentow

High-powered adventures of an

eleven-year-old in the jungle,

depicted with a maturity that

will appeal to the entire fam.ly.

A tropical Tom Sawyer, R.Uci

offers big merchandising oppor-

tunities.

. . . plus 4 more big

ones coming

Arrange preview dates now! Today, phone, wire or write:

rAL 1ELEF1LM , I SSOCIATES, INC.
60 W. 55th STREET • NEW YORK 19, N.Y. • PHONE: PLAZA 7-2100

CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MEMPHIS • BOSTON • MINNEAPOLIS



Nielsen

New

No. Z

PROVES

Cbwfil WIIL-TV

61
COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

|

IS

your

best

choice

for

1957
IN THE BILLION

DOLLAR

COLUMBUS,

GEORGIA

MARKET

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

by Joe Csida

18

Sponsor

Radio is zooming up on a rocket
The spot radio figures recently released b)

[lie Station Representatives Association (which

show an increase of 24.5% for 1956 over 1955,

or $149,921,000 worth in '56 as against $120,-

400,000 worth the year previous)—these figures

are exciting to be sure. But much more exciting

is to hit the road for a first-hand view of the

thriving, rocket-zooming radio business. Those

record-shattering figures really come to life!

As this is written I have just completed a tour of 10 cities, namely

St. Louis. Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, Cleveland, Akron,

Columbus, Dayton, Cincinnati and Detroit. In these 10 towns I

visited 59 radio and/or tv stations and had more or less lengthy

conversations with a total of 106 station managers, program direc-

tors, disk jockeys, librarians and other assorted radio-tv practi-

tioners. I sat in at least two score studios in stations, ranging from

250 watts to 50kw. and watched and listened as disk jockeys, news

commentators, women broadcasters and others did their shows and

read commercials. Without reverting to the statistical, I would

guess that spot radio growth in 1957 will be bigger than in 1956.

Only a minority of stations are "over-spotting"

There is no question that a small minority of stations are over-

loading their shows with spots. I saw and heard them do it. One

1.000 watter I visited has a morning record show, which runs three

hours, apart from a half-hour of news. This show is presentlv car-

rying more than 60 spots. I must stress again, however, that this

type of station is in the distinct minority. As a matter of fact no

more than a half dozen of the 59 stations I called upon could be

said to be cluttering up their programs with excessive commercials.

William Esty and any other agency which is concerned with this

problem mav save themselves considerable investigating time, effort

and money. At least in the Midwest area I covered, their spots are

being handled capably and conscientiously by the broadcasters. To

begin with the whole question of overloading a show with spots must

be viewed from other angles than the mere numerical consideration.

An observer catching enough radio personalities doing enough dif-

ferent shows will quickly realize that too many spots on one show

may easily be quite a comfortable number on another. The best of

the disk jockeys or news commentators or women's show stars can

handle a seemingly- excessix e number of commercial messages in a

given brief span of time and make each of them attractive, palatable

and convincing. The worst of the same kind of personalities can

make a single spot sound obtrusive and irritating. This goes double,

of course, for the transcribed spots supplied stations by agencies.

More than ever before in broadcasting's history is it necessary for

agencies to use ingenuity in the preparation of their transcribed

spots. For more than ever before are the spots not only competing

with the entertainment facets of the programs but with each other.
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pa's resting 011 his laurels! There ain't nothin'else

to rest on yet. But jes' you wait. Ma's been tuned to KXLA and she's gettin'

notions about beddin'down the brood in modern contraptions.

Whether it's beddin', eatin', or what-nots, you'll sell millions of these folks with

KXLA, most listened to 24-hour country and western music station.

10,000 watts covering the greater Los Angeles market

1110 on the dial

represented nationally by Burke-Stuart Co., New York, Chicago, Detroit. Los A :gelcs, San Francisco



5000
LIVELY WATTS

20 to 1 power in the

Central Michigan area.

WILS

24 hour broadcasting schedule-

Local and national news 26 times

a day.

LANSING

2nd busiest market in Michigan

— 12th busiest market in the

nation*.

•Consumer Markets

wiUS
Vusic .tt«*V

5
P<>rts

1320 KC Represented Nationally by

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

20

Sponsor backstage continued

It is truly remarkable what the most talented of the personalities

can do with their shows and their advertisers. In Cleveland, for

example, disk jockeys are snowed under with personal visits from

recording artists. While I was there Eddy Arnold, Joe Venuti,

George Hamilton IV, Bob Whalen, George Melachrino, the Four

Esquires and Roger Williams were all circulating from station to

station seeking on-the-air interviews with the town's leading jockeys.

The same situation concerning recording artists prevails in other

towns such as Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati and St. Louis, and in

these cities, too, jockeys like Ed McKenzie, Robin Seymour, Don

McLeod and Bob Maxwell in Detroit; Howard Miller, Jim Louns-

bury, Eddie Hubbard and Jack Brickhouse in Chicago: Nelson Kin».

Rex Dale, Bill Dawes and Ron Dunn in Cincinnati; Gil Newsome
and Ed Bonner in St. Louis—record men like these spice up their

programs with interesting chats with the stars, play the music their

listeners want to hear, yet do a most forceful and intelligent job of

selling their spot sponsors' merchandise and services.

Enterprise and enthusiasm for radio is overpowering

Another fact strikes you as you make the swing around a half

hundred stations: The enterprise and enthusiasm which made radio

the great medium it is, took it through the first shattering impact of

television's entrance upon the scene—this enthusiasm and enter-

prise is still much in evidence. Sherwood Gordon, for example,

who owns the Gordon Broadcasting Corp., operating WSAI in Cin-

cinnati, and WILD, Birmingham, played us a tape he had just re-

corded in Warrior, Ala. It was an interview with a 105-year-old

ex-slave named Will Sloan. The slave's tales of his boyhood, his

experiences in a coal mine, his philosophy of life were utterly ab-

sorbing. Gordon was more excited about this taped interview than

he might have been if every one of the stations accounts had signed

10-year extensions on their contracts.

On the television side I was struck once again with the tremendous

degree of effectiveness of much local programing. On WTMJ-TV,
Milwaukee, for example, a homey, cornball program featuring Gor-

don Hinkley and the Hot Shots is a standout rating-getter. In

Detroit Gil Newsome does one of the smoothest all-around music

shows seen on a tv screen anywhere. In Chicago Howard Miller

runs a truly authoritative and fascinating video stanza which can be

enjoyed as much via ear only, as via ear and eye. Jim Lounsbury's

teen-age show in Chicago is another winner, as is Ed McKenzie's

similar stanza in Detroit. In Cleveland Bill Randle has a solid,

entertainment-packed half hour. In Columbus a squat little lady

named Sally Flowers does a fascinating and fabulous selling job in

the Monday through Friday 6.30 to 7 p.m. spot on WLW-C. But

nun be the greatest example of all is the vastly talented Ruth Lyons

on WLWT-TV in Cincinnati. Miss Lyons plays to a live audience of

100 people a day who pay SI.25 each for a luncheon run off show

time. Miss Lyons' show runs from 12 to 1:30 daily, Monday

through Friday, and if you should want to attend the show you

would be able to pick up a ticket for four ^ears from now ! That is

how far in advance the showr is sold out. I know Miss Lyons once

had a crack at network. I don't know why she didn't catch on but

I seriously doubt whether it was her fault. I think she's one of the

smartest showmen, and most effective salesmen I have ever had the

pleasure of watching. ^
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Whatever reporl yon like best, you can use n to buy prime avail-

abilities in many first-place segments on WDGY.

Blake sure you buy Minneapolis-St. Paul with new audience data. Don'1

pursue old, out-dated information, which won't tell you, for example,

thai Trendex now has WDGY in first place in audience morning, after-

noon, and all day.

Storz station programming has broughl drastic change to the Twin

Cities audience picture, so much so thai whatever survey you prefer,

you're in for a good time when you buy WDGY. Consull Blair, or

talk new figures with WDGY Genera] Manager Steve Labunski.

WDGY 50,000 waits and a

nearly perfect-circh daytinn signal

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Pau

Represented by John Blair &. Co

ODD STORZ,
President

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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Soot like billboards

Max Tend rich's thesis in the February

23 issue on "Why not sell spot like

billboards?" was a most interesting

proposition. Although such a device

would undoubtedly meet opposition

from many quarters and would take a

great deal of refining, basically, I

believe it has great merit. Its advant-

ages appear to outweigh its disad-

vantages. Would like to see more on

the subject.

Your new magazine format is a

great improvement. Keep up the

excellent work.

A. E. Johnson, media broadcasting

facilities director, Needham, Louis

& Brorby, Chicago

I wish to take exception to Max Tend-

rich's interesting article (23 Febru-

ary) "Why not sell spot like bill-

boards?".

In my opinion, there are three basic

fallacies in the development of Mr.

Tendrich's theory—an assumption that

the guaranteed audience plan is suit-

able for a majority of clients, an over-

emphasis on the difficulties of buying

spot, and a feeling that a "billboard-

style" system could be worked out

satisfactorily.

Outdoor posting is sold in packages

of "showings" for one basic reason:

it is an inherently inflexible medium
I with respect to audience selection)

and is therefore readily standardized.

Regardless of the term "mass ap-

peal item", there are relatively few

advertisers who want to reach every-

body. Through intelligent time buying

we can, in today's market, build

schedules to fit the specific audience

requirements of each product. There

are many clients who avoid outdoor

solely because posting lacks this flexi-

bility. For the advertiser who does

want everybody, there are run of

schedule packages.

Also there is usually more than one

station in a market. NCS #2 indicates

that we cannot in a single month,

saturate the average city using only-

one station. Under the proposed
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system therefore there could be no

-in li thing as .1

u
100'/i show ing" m 1 1 1

-

oul .I multi-station buy.

I In- authoi Beema unduU concerned

i.\ i-i the difficult) "I plat ing spot

schedules. I he buj ei .1 e-< Inula -

buyer chain is seldom necessarj in an-

Douncemenl bu) ing. \ well i rained

.mil intelligent buyer, operating with

.1 realistic degree of authority, ran

asuall) arrive al excellent schedules

irdless ol the tight ,i\ ailabilit) -iiu-

ation. The foui \- and the SR \ are

currentl) tackling the paper-work prob-

lem. \ simplification <>f forms and
procedures, rathei than a complete

revision of tin- medium, i> what is

needed.

ferenrj I). Sprague, timebuyet

Cunningham & // alsh, V. ) .

NCS NO. 2 problems
I read with a greal deal of interest

in your Februar) 9th issue under the

title "Sponsor Speaks" about the prob-

lem the national representatives are
lia\ ing in bringing NCS No. 2 under
control.

I'hr thing thai amazes me i- how the

Station Representatives' Association

and others trj to <l<-\ ise a formula to

suit their own need- in-tead of accept-

ing the Nielsen Surve} for what it

actuall) i-. I never heard of news-

papers who showed up poorl) with an
\udit Bureau of Circulation Report

try d) devise a formula to make them
look good and then tr\ to get the in-

du-tr\ tu accept their formula. The)
don I do it because it i- ridiculous—
the) know nobod) would accept it.

The same thing should hold true for

NCS No. 2.

The real problem i- that the Station

Representatives who are 30 concerned

about Nielsen represent juke boxes,

and not radio stations, who don't -how

up so good whereas the stations with

prestige, believeability and impact.

who are doing the job that radio

should do if it i- «oing to maintain

the respect of its listeners, general!)

showed up quite well. . . .

Henry B. (day. exec. v.p.

kll Klf. Shreveport, La.

Will spot radio cost more?

\- one of your most avid and meticu-

lous readers, it is a logical develop-

ment that I might also be one of your
most outspoken critics.

For this ice fight: A realistic ap-

praisal of our medium, spot radio, in

rel ition i" othei advertising media. V.

medium in advertising stands entirel)

alone: the) are all related and propel

media evaluation must take this into

1 onsidei ation.

I he foregoing is bi iel preamble re

garding the article in the Februar)
It'lh issue of SPONSOR entitled "\\ h\

Spot Radio \\ ill Cost you More in

1957." I hi- i- an excellent article, well

w 1 iiien ami reflet 1 in" - I repot ting.

I lowever, in out opinion, it doesn't go
quite far enough.

I he article might have been bettei

titled: "\\ ith Smart Bu) ing, Spol Ra-
dio \\ ill Cost 1 ou Less in 1957." The
development ol more saturation plan-.

lowered-i "-1 nighttime and week end-.

all open up opportunities at lower cost

to bu) lai ge and responsive audiences

at even greatei efficienc) than hereto-

fore. \ surve) conducted for one large

national advertiser showed how his

cost audience efficiency could be in-

creased 91%.
During IT>(i. 40% of the news-

paper- in the countr) increased their

Bat line rate-. The average increase

was about 12%, ranging from aboul
-"

I to 50%. In -pot radio, the aver-

age minute rale change in 1956 was
+6%. The above facts are compiled
by Standard Hate & Data Service.

Probably the most extensive media
comparison ever conducted »a- the

201 ARBI Studies between spot radio

and spot new -papers. The same dollars

were spent simultaneously in each me-
dium advertising the identical mer-

chandise. The over-all composite of

these 201 test- showed that spot radio

both out-pulled and out-sold spot news-

papers! This was reall) the acid test

ol media effectiveness (we know that

this i- not the onl) measurement of

their ad) ertising \ alue >

,

We believe in a fair handling of

rate protection policies, and as the ar-

ticle acknowledged, rapid growth situ-

ation- with certain radio -tations re-

quire shorter protection. However,

there was no mention of the fact that

new -paper rate protection i- generally

60 to 90 days; magazines 90 <la\-.

Everyone interested in spot radio

should see to it that it continues to be

a fine advertising value for the client.

However, let's get our perspective

straightened out and look at this me-

dium in relationship to other media . .

.

Robert E. Eastman, exec. v.p.

John Blair & Company

New ) ork, V. )'.
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WITHOUT A "PEER"
in the Rockford Area!

W

IN THIS $ BILLION-PLUS

SALES EMPIRE WREX-TV

IS THE KING SALESMAN

The Rockford TV Area — Illinois' 1 st market

outside Chicago— is 400,195 families

strong, with S2, 357,080,000 income. It

embraces rich farm counties whose cities

house industrial giants like General Motors,

Fairbanks-Morse, Parker Pen, Burgess Bat-

tery, Sundstrand . . . and show sales indexes

like Rockford's 158, Beloit's 151, Janes-

ville's 153, DeKalb's 184, Freeport's 176,

Dixon's 203. Sales total $1,706,962,000,

average $4,265 per family — $447 above

average.

The most recent viewership survey again

shows WREX-TV as the favorite, by better

than 3 to 1 . It's favored by advertisers

too . . . for its consistent results, at much

lower cost per thousand.

J. M. BAISCH, GENERAL MANAGER
Represented by H. R. TELEVISION. Inc.

-TV
CHANNEL 13

ROCKFORD
ILLINOr

23
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Sales curves go blasting upward in the "clustered"

Milky Way Market, powered by WBTW's
unduplicated coverage.

Examine closely the impressive market created

by WBTW coverage . . . clusters of bustling,

prosperous communities orbited around Florence.

Compare carefully the 75-mile area population

of Florence with these other Southern markets:*

Florence—1,338,600
Augusta— 1 ,01 5,200 Miami— 1 ,1 51 ,700
Tampa-St. Petersburg—1,105,000 Charleston—484,500

Act decisively. Call your nearest CBS Television Spot Sales

office now.

*— 1956 Survey of Buying Power

*
>N STAN'DAHI) liRIIAUl'ASTIKQ COMl'ANY
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Ho* can sponsors limit the risks in t\ bdow selection?

\rr i\ franchises still all-important?

Hoi» can you gel more mileage oul "t commercials?

When are tv show costs heading, and how fast?

How should \< S No. 2 be used to e\alnatr nM-pn Iikiii.'

\ir sponsors over-emphasizing certain time Blots in radio?

\\ here is da] time tele\ ision headed?

Iliiw (In you gel the most oul o) the new oetwork radio?

Will Detroit's co-op dropout influence other industries?

I low can alternate-week sponsors \\"ik togethei best?

10 KEY QUESTIONS
SPONSORS MUST ANSWER

ANA meeting next week at the Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.. will

be chance tor idea swapping on air media issne> like these

#%\ \ members going to the Homestead in Hot

Springs, Va., next week for their annual round

of seminars are confronted with the mosl <U-

namic market and media changes in VNA's 17-

year history. The complexities of radio and

television toda) would have confounded their

forefathers when the) first met in 1910.

Some of today's issues, such as the agency

compensation question, will be taken ii|> in the

formal sessions scheduled during the four-da)

meeting. Rut many fruitful exchanges "I ideas

and know-how at such advertising meetings will

occur i as in the 191(1 era i during informal sessions

where individual \\ \ members exchange ideas.

It's principal!) as backgrounding for these

informal idea SWapping-sessionS that SPONSOR

pul into focus 1" current air media issues (start-

big next page). These are 10 of the questions

advertisers must face now, on the eve of fall

bu) ing decisii

When alternate-week sponsors, for instance,

meet on the Homestead golf link-, they're likel)

to talk rath sts and time franchises, and

ssibl) in that order, sponsor's up-to-date

analw- of these and other questions come at a

time, incidentally, when decisions involving both

television and radio are being made earlier than in

an) recent period in the hi~t « >r\ of the air media.
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With fall buying already begun,

most sponsors are thinking about television

show costs, time franchise strategy

I. How can sponsors limit the

risks in show selection?

( lients arc far from alone toda) in

their concern about tying up large

chunks nl money for a "pig-in-a-poke"

l\ -cries. Networks and independent

packagers I >»>th seek a formula for re-

ducing the risk the tv program sponsor

must assume when he contracts for a

new show

.

One plan networks as well as major

tv advertisers are pushing is the 26-

or even 18-week contract for film

series. Of course, there are stumbling

blocks.

First, it's rougher for the film pack-

ager to amortize his initial investment

through reruns if he's left with 26

rather than 39 weeks of a series in the

can.

Secondly, SAG requires a minimum
26-week contract for players. Still,

it's cheaper for the advertiser to pa\

26 weeks of talent costs without actu-

ally producing the last shows in a

floundering film series than to have

to pay for the entire production.

One solution agencies have been

talking up: a penalty to he paid by the

advertiser if he does not pick up the

option for a series beyond the first 26

weeks. With the penalty, a producer

would be indemnified in part for the

shorter contract without boosting the

show cost per film provided the option

is picked up for a third 13-week cycle.

Another risk-reducing step is one

top agencies have been taking in be-

half of the sponsor. They've been bin -

ing shows on a new basis, working

close to the independent packager or

the network from the time the show

is conceived. Result: ill The) get

greater control of the format and

actual show contents; and (2) they

can put to work the showmanship

agency tv executives have acquired

through the years.

Since filmed situation comedies had

the highest rate of mortality in the

fall season just past, some agenc\ t\

v.p.'s have considered a new method

of production: putting such situation

comedies on live for the first few weeks

and transposing them to film when

the format has been audience-tested.

2. Are tv time franchisee still

all-important?

There's been a partial shift this

season from a seller's toward a buyer's

market in network tv. And chances

nl the nighttime network t\ situation

loosening up further are increasing for

next fall with ABC TV's increasing

stature.

Even today the tv time franchise

has begun to lose importance. An\

time period is no longer the insurance

policy it was in earlier tv days or in

the big show era of network radio. Tv
programing just doesn't have the dur-

ability of radio programing.

The value of a time period depends

not only upon the appeal of the show

in it but also upon the shows on the

two networks opposite and the shows

leading in and out of that program.

There's less point today in hanging on

to an 8:00-8:30 p.m. period on one

network when the network opposite

might be planning to put in its strong-

est new show against it.

Another factor that is helping to

change the time franchise concept is

the cost of tv shows, which created an

alternate-week sp >nsorship pattern.

Toda) such long-time franchises as

Lux Video Theater are breaking down
with Lever Bros, offering half the

show for alternate-week sponsorship.

In spot tv. the situation is different.

Nighttime spot t\ buving is still tight.

and many buyers expect this will con-

tinue until the near-freeze on new tv

stations is resolved.

3. How can you get more mile-

age out of commercials?
In contrast with the bulk of new tv

programing, tv commercials hit a

particularly creative plane in the cur-

rent season. These are some of the

trends and techniques causing most

talk:

1. Budgets for commercials are in-

creasing. While film commercials on

the average still tend to account for

1
' ! or so of the sponsor's tv show-

cost, clients have been setting aside

larger chunks of money for more

Highlights of the 13-16 March ANA meeting

Wednesday: Norman Strouse, president, J. Walter Thompson, will

discuss "The Seven Areas of Opportunity" based on a $600 billion econ-

omy in '67./Irving Kahn, president. TelePrompTer, will talk about new

techniques for "Group Communications" and what they can do to liven

up company, sales and dealer meetings. He'll demonstrate techniques.

Thursday: "My Best Ad—and Why" will be presented by a panel of

\ \ \ members, whose advertising case histories w ill reveal the planning

behind their most successful campaigns./"How Do You Rate with

Women?" will be a luncheon feature on advertising to women, presented

by Margaret Carson, Foote, Cone & Belding. with examples of pitfalls.

Friday: "Well Manage—Somehow" will be both a skit and presenta-

tion of material admen can use now in planning, organizing and evalu-

ating their advertising program./"What You Can Expect from the \N I

Study of Agency Services and Compensation Methods" is an interim

report by Prof. Albert Frey, Dartmouth, on the new ANA project.

Saturday: "How Tomorrow's Advertising and Marketing Implications

Affect Us Today" is a special off-the-reeord preview of a new presenta-

tion by Yale University, Fortune and J. Walter Thompson./"The

Agency's Role In Planning the Introduction of a New Product" is

Ford Motor Co.'s presentation of its S2.S0 million Edsel venture.
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elaborate commercials in keeping w i 1 1

1

elaborate show productions, [uese

budgets are sometimes used I ie-

shol "spectacular
1

commercials such

u the live automotive commen iala

i"i new ( .11 introductions, "i special

promotions.

2. Film commercials are mixing

techniques more. Combinations of live-

.11 1 !• hi miuI animation oi dramatic -kit

and documentary footage are used to

give commercials more viewer interest

and \ arierj

.

3. Igencies and producers are pay-

ing more attention to entertainment

values. Animated cartoons emphasize

humorous characters, be it the Piels

Brothers <>r the Ipana Family. Live-

action film commercial- an- also reach-

iiii; for ofl-beat appeal, lor instance:

the new Schlitz commercials, which

are a nightclub scene done in dance-

pantomime.

I. Music is being used more ex-

tensively jor dramatic underscore. In

this area there's plenty of room for

experiment. However, agency copy

chiefs expect to see more tv com-

mercials that use music not merelv in

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Among 10 air media issues recapped

here is new formula for reducing tv

show risk. Trend is toward 26- or

18 week contracts to keep sponsor

investment down. Other key questions

brought up to date here include costs,

commercials, network radio, coop.

the jingle, but as a mood-creating

motive.

The greatest revolution 1 1 .i- come in

radio commercials. These are trends:

1. Radio copy often evokes visual

imagery. If the client i- also on t\.

copy writers ti \ to hi ing to mind the

actual t\ commercial with the radio

copy. (See SPONSOK \Sk>. pa.-e

18. ' \\ hen there"- no parallel t\ com-

mercial to l>e brought to mind, copy-

writers and producers tr\ to paint

word-pictures with the cop) and the

sound effects.

2. Agencies are paying special at-

tention to casting. The -tic-- i- on

interesting, individual \oices that hold

the listener.

3. There's a trend towards more

elaborate production. Rich musical

bai kgi ounds and divei sified sound ei-

ii used to set i ommen iala apai

i

ind make them memorable.

I. Where are i\ shou costs

heading, .on. Imu i ,i-t

?

Thi ill heading up, but not

a- rapidl) a- in r« enl seasons. <

Bensus among independent pai k i

is that the average half-houi film -how

can be brought in for bet i 000

and v 10,000, oi somi 5'
I above last

J
Ml .

\\ heir "average" half-houi shows

an concerned, network programing

ex« utives .cur. but the trend is

toward more houi and 90-minute

programing, and, •) , ourse, here pi i<
<•-

.ii'- shooting up fast. Part of the- reason

i- that networks, in their effort i

-ure higher ratings, are hiring more
high-priced talent to produce, direct,

perform in these regulai l\ and it n

lai K scheduled extras aganzas.

Vgain consensus among producers

and agencies seems to be that it isn't

the rising union scales a- sucb, hut

the over-scale talent i osts that are

pushing up the tab.

A recent SPONSOR survey of top

Paul West, head of the \\ \ fur 25 \rjrs will open VNA's four-day meeting at Hoi Springs, \ <
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Controversial agency compensation question and new trends in advertising manaonu

agency tv executives indicates that

show < t- are heading for a plateau

this fall. Three strong networks, say

agency radio-tv heads, max mean an

increase in total sets-in-use. But if

show costs push clients' cost-per- 1,000

up despite such increased sets-in-use,

prices will probably level off.

5. How should NCS No. 2 be

used to evaluate cost-per-1,000?

The question popped up in Decem-

ber and January when the new NCS

No. 2 coverage data first reached

agency subscribers. Problem is the

variety of formulae agencies use to

compute cost-per-1,000 with NCS as a

base. (See 2 Februan 1957 SPONSOR).

The cost-per-1,000 depends, of

course, on the size of a station's or

network's audience. Agencies have dif-

fering definitions of a station's "ef-

fective"' audience, on the basis of NCS
circulation figures.

Some agencies, for instance, cut off

audience in counties that have a pene-

tration below the agency's arbitrary

ratio to home county penetration.

Other agencies set a percentage of

total penetration (regardless of home

county I as their cut-off point. In other

words, they consider "effective" audi-

Prof. Albert Frey works with ANA on agency compensation study

REPORT DUE ON THAT 15%

Problem came to fore a year ago when 4A's signed consent

decree. At that time, ANA's committee on agency compensa-

tion, headed by Don Frost, Bristol-Myers v. p., undertook

to reevaluate agency services, compensation, client-agencj

relations. Prof. Frey will give interim report 15 March.

Client' views differ considerably depending partly on the

media used and on the degree to which account calls upon

such extras as agency marketing counsel and research, mer-

chandising services. Some feel that tv show commission is

-raw" when agency doesn't package the show, just bins it.

Agencies maintain that profit margin is loyv even under 15%
system because need for large, high-priced staffs in tv and

marketing departments particularly. They stress costly cre-

ative work that goes into selection of a tv show package,

top-level executive negotiations necessary for buying time.

llllllllllimillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllF'" 'llll!!li!i!l!!l!!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

ence only counties where the particu-

lar station has a certain minimum
penetration.

One solution now being discussed

is the formula proposed by SRA.
Briefly, SRA suggests this formula for

computing cost-per-1,000 based on

NCS No. 2: Total weekly audience

divided In the percent of penetration

in the home count\ multiplied by pro-

gram rating equals total audience of

the program.

SRA feels that this formula gives a

station or network credit for its audi-

ence regardless of its location f whether

in a county where station is strong

or weak)

.

6. Are sponsors over-emphasiz-

ing certain time slots in radio?

One of the complicating factors in

the already complex field of buying

spot radio is the big crush of advertis-

ers trying to squeeze in between 7 to

9 a.m. and in late afternoons. The

desire for so-called "prime" time on

the part of buyers is understandable,

but it must be remembered that fre-

quently a "prime" time is created more
b\ demand than by results. Todav. a

number of radio users are beginning

to re-examine other hours on the clock.

And they are finding some surprising

things.

Nighttime radio is big. Nielsen re-

ports 29,800.000 families listening to

radio at night in a given week. This

is 63.4/r of total U. S. radio homes.

Of the 29.800.000 families, 26.800,-

000 listen both dav and night. A sur-

vey by Pulse during January-February

1956 conducted in eight major mar-

kets with a sample base of 65.000

personal interviews showed that radio

sets-in-use between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m.

average about 22.7 r
r as contrasted

with about 25 r
r sets-in-use between 6

a.m. and 9 a.m. One of the reasons

advanced by buyers for their prefer-

ence for early-morning slots is that

they are aiming at men. Yet this same

studv showed 40.5% of those listen-

ing from 6 through 9 in the evening

to be men as compared with 34.5',

from 6 through 9 in the morning.

The 3 to 6 p.m. block in radio is

not a kids and teenage audience. The

(Please turn to page 65)
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ar,^H0 ANA projects reported on these pages

HOW AIR MEDIA HAVE
CHANGED AD MANAGEMENT

I be phenomenal Bales impact as well

.1- high investment i :ost ol network i\

i- having marked impact on advertis-

ing management among top sponsors.

I'll i - fact is implicit in new organi-

sational patterns revealed In the three-

year \N \ advertising management

study. The project plays a majoi

part in the \N \ Bpring meeting next

week. At that time, the first two books

in a seven-volume series on ad man-

agement will l>e made available l>\

\\ \ to it- members.

What the three-year research has re-

vealed about advertising management

was summarized in a sponsor inter-

view shortlv before tile \\\ conven-

tion by Russell 11. Colley, consultant to

the AN \ advertising management

committee:

• Despite a trend toward decentral-

ized company management, network t\

lias been a force toward centralization

on one level of advertising organiza-

tion. In Other words, companies with

division or product advertising mana-
uei-. toda\ frequently also have a

"corporate advertising stafT." Ibis ap-

plies to such major air advertisers as

Westinghouse, Heinz, Chrysler and

Campbell Soup, to name just a few.

Such "corporate"" advertising direc-

tors are able to act fast if a network

t\ program opportunity opens up. Buy-

ing a whole network t\ show usually

implies a budget beyond that appor-

tioned to any one division or one prod-

uct group within a company. Hut the

"corporate advertising director can

bin it and help aportion network time

among the various divisions.

Another corporate responsibility of

advertising directors: checking to see

that the company as a whole gets the

network discount due it as result of

several bins on the same network.

Naturally their function extends into

areas not necessarilv connected with

network t\. For instance, they're al-

ways members of the company - com-

mittee that chooses a new advertising

apencv for am of the divisions.

• Advertising bas gained Btature in

top company management, partly be-

. ause of the large financial responsi-

bilities t\ requires. Among the biggest

aii media sponsors, the top advertising

executive today is generally on a pai

with the top sales executive, lalhei than

reporting to him. Frequently both ad-

vertising and sale- manager report to

.1 top-level marketing executive, who

coordinates -ale-, advertising, market-

ing ami new product development.

• Client admen gel into more man-

agement decisions and at earlier plan-

ning stages than in pre-tv days. For

instance, they're called upon while new

products are -till in the draw ingboard

stage because company management

has found that in order to get the

most out of advertising, advertising

thinking must be applied from the

start. Not only are company advertis-

ing executives consulted about packag-

ing, but they contribute to fundamen-

tals like production schedule-.

• More and more top companies ap-

point the advertising director or mar-

keting man to the profit-plarmin.ii com-

mittee. In the streamlined companv

it's rare for an advertising man to

have to ask how much he can spend

for the next year. I -uallv. he's on a

sufficiently top-executive level to make

a budget recommendation instead.

These trends are not quite so clear-

cut in actual practice, Colley told

SPONSOR. For instance, some com-

panies have put a "marketing v.p."

into top executive position to coordi-

nate sales and advertising. But some-

times, this marketing man s main ad-

vertising aim may still not be con-

sumer-directed. If he's an ex-sales

manager, hi- prime aim may be "whip

up enthusiasm of the sales force.

However. Colley does see advertis-

ing men at the top management coun-

cil table more and more these days.

"With the shift in emphasis from pro-

duction to marketing—and with the

added shift in emphasis from personal

selling to more and more dependence

R. H. Colley, I I illanl

on advertising— the advertising mana-

ger is becoming a part of the top man
ageinent team in more ami more com-

panies. The wave of appointments of

advertising men to top management

posts in the la-t vear i- proof of that.

The title- of the seven proposed vol-

ume- in the series he prepared reveal-

the scope of the ANA's advertising

management project: VoL 1. The loo

of the Advertising Manager; VoL 2.

Organization of the Idvertising Func-

tion; Vol. '*>. idvertising Planning;

VoL 4. Advertising Budget nnil Cost

Control; VoL ">. Idvertising Igencj

Relations; Vol. (>. Idvertising Person-

nel Management; VoL ~. Measuring

idvertising Effectiveness.

The AN \ advertising management

committee of 2~>. undei gen. chairman

Henry Schai hie. Lever Bros, advertis-

ing v .p., include, I Don I i"-t. v.p. in

charge of advertising at Bristol-Myers,

heading suh-committee on agency rela-

tions; < >•••' -' I rost, ( annen Mill- ad

manager, head of advertising organiza-

tion sub-committee; Howard Marple,

Monsanto director of public relations,

head of advertising personnel sub-com-

mittee; John Jack-on. RG v mac

of advertising administration, chair-

man of the budget-control task-foi

Stanley Frame, Nabisco market re-

sear< h director, chairman of the re-

searcb committee; t'litT Samuelson,

Genera] Mill- ad manager, head of ad-

vertising planning subcommittee. ^
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Are idea-men the Willy Lomans of advertising IS
THE
CREATIVE
MAN

Agency board chairman Josep

am slightly dizzy after reading the

article in the 1 December SPONSOR

entitled, "A look at the super agency

of the 1960's." The blurb on the cover

continues: "One problem: Will the

creative man fit in?" I'll tell you

where he fits in ! The creative man is

the man who writes the ads that bring

in the customers. And if he doesn't,

I'll make you a present of the rest of

the boys, including the fancy-named

ones: The Motivation Man, The Mer-

chandising Man. The Research Man,
and that new guy—The Communica-

tions Man.
I took two Dramamines and kept on

reading. And the only thing in a class

with it that I can think of is "How
to get a baby without using a bed."

It's all worked bv Automation. The
client can just go fishing—and when
he's finished with that, he can drop

into the office and call for his check.

He has nothing to do. The agencv

does everything for him—including

counting his money. But even better

—why not buy a I nivac, throw in all

the questions and get it all over with.

sponsor calls it the Communications

Revolution. "Its proponents.' the arti-

cle says, "are. in many cases, still

savoring the sound of such key words

as 'problem solving." "fact-orientation."

'data processing,' 'group action' and

'group thinking." without anv funda-

mental change in the agencv practice

that is visible to the naked eye."

But the line that gets me is. "How
will the creative man fit in?"' For

years there seems to have been a plot

to make him the Forgotten Man of ad-

vertising. But he should come first, be-

cause without the ad that sells you can

kiss the rest goodbw.

Now. your article says, comes the
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Joseph Katz, board chairman "I J « >-«| »h k ii/ < - sui irised

sponsor uitli a 1,200-word rebuttal "I the arti< li \ l"..k at

the Btipei agenc) <>f ili»' 1960*8" ' I Dec., pa "\\ h< r<

will the creative man lit in?" the article asks. Everywhere

and anywhere, kai/ answers, but m<p-tl\ at tin- beginnii

things. Ideas are basic you cannol create l>\ committei

vinced thai "group iliink"" will never replace the solitary man with the pencil

Communications Revolution bringing

in the social scientist Continuing, you

write "This ha- already begun to bap-

pen. ami in the nexl decade psycholo-

gists, sociologists, statisticians, re-

search technicians of all kinds will not

onlj come into the agenc) in larger

numbers l>ut will assume policy-mak-

ing roles." i Italio mine, i "The social

scientist is bringing into the agenc)

not "iiK ,i new language but a greal

admiration tor facts or, t<> In' more

precise, validated facts." This I gotta

see ! I be attempt to make a science ol

advertising has been going on for a

long time. Progress has been made

—

but outside "f g I. sensible market

research and cop) testing, we have a

long wav to go.

Ml over Vmerica there are big fat

hooks full of figures that are gathering

thist verj expensive surveys but not

one in a hundred has been put to pra<

tical use. I <u example, one expert, as

the result ot a motivation survey, came
to the conclusion that the reason

Americans don t drink more tea i- be-

cause the) have a subconscious mem-
or\ of the Boston Tea Party. The Tea

Bureau ma) have my opinion on this

lor the price of a lea bag.

I -trough recommend you get a

cop) of the talk made b) Charles H.

Brower of 15BDO at the Western

Region Annual Meeting of the 4A's,

entitled "Are Copywriters People?"

It should be a collector"- item, lleic

is a section :

"1 know that some people who staj

in hotel rooms do not spend all of their

time reading the Gideon Bible. But

some read it . . .

""If. 1>\ an) chance, you open the

Gideon Bible, or any other Bible for

that matter, you will find that the first

verb in tin- most ancient ol hunk- i-

the word "Created". 'In the beginning',

it says, 'God Created the Heaven and

the Earth'.

"In those distanl days, Cod had to

operate without the advice of humans,

so He just went ahead and did the

best He could when He was creating.

He had no Callup-Robinson to mea-

sure the impact of His creation. He
had no motivational research to help

Him decide how this job might go over

with the public. He hadn't weighed

His markets. n<>i charted His strategy,

and there was no real good wav to <\<--

cide about consumer reaction, hecause

He hadn't gotten around yet to creat-

ing consumers.

"Naturally, lacking the help of mod-

ern psychological and physical re-

search, God was unable to do a I no'

,

job—not what you would call an \-l.

bang-up, perfect job. Physically, He

couldn't quite bring off a perfect

globe; it's too Hat around the poles.

Mechanicalh . it wobbles on its axis so

that the star Polaris ha- its job onl)

on a temporan ha-i-. Morally, it i-

assailed b\ criminals, juvenile delin-

quents, con-men. and pro-women. Po-

litically, it is a sordid mess. But,

whatever it i-. it was created, and if

God had waited for the right answer to

come from research the chances are

that the whole thing would -till he on

the draw bag hoard.

"Creation comes first.

"God put the creative function first.

Mid it seems to me that no right-think-

ing agenc) could do less.

"I'll admit that there are growing

temptation- to do otherwise. I read

of the great new concept called the

'marketing agency.' I heard about tin

srreat 'omnibus aeencv' that does all of

a client - thinking foi him BO that he

needs onl) count tin- pi ofits. I Bee the

gleam in the eyes ol account executives

as the) approach that great da) when
the guess-work goes out of advertising

and research comes bounding up with

the answer to each perplexing question.

"Then I wake up. throw awa) m)

opium pipe, ami find that I am sitting

in a committee meeting chewing m\

necktie, tearing hit- of paper, and mut-

tering to myself: "I ought to gel out of

here and get to work.'

"I am nut a lover of committees.

Committees do not write, the) do not

paint, the) do not bring forth music.

There are. throughout our land, thou-

sands of statues to th. great and the

near great. The) were all erected be-

cause someone gol something done.

\ <<u have never -><]] a statue erected

to a committee. Nor will you ever.

'"This is particularl) tun- of i reative

work, and especiall) true of advertis-

ing. The real top -idling idea- 'nine

from individual minds. Meetin -

call them 'brainstorms' or what you

will—can serve to stimulate the indi-

vidual mind. But finallv . . . usually in

the la-t period ot desperation, one man
ni one woman comes up with tin- idea.

"These people, the kind that | t •
-

dine ha-ii selling idea-, are precious

today. I nl'-- we do something t-

protect and help them, the) will he as

extinct a- the Passengei Pigeon in an-

other In "i 20 years. 1 think

ought to do as much for them as the

government due- for the Whooping
l une—protect them and their

against the encroachment "f rampant

industrialization. M least Id - tr) to

- rve them until atom
]

automation proves that it can do a

better job.'' ^
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Remote telecast from store allows viewers to see size of operation, volume and quality of stock. Commercials are delivered by Mary Dean

HOW TV BUILT THE BIGGEST CARP
With just one store, Al Terrence shot from $482,000 to $3.25 million

volume in five years. Tv buys range from expose show to Bishop Sheen

I
LOS ANGELES

n 1944 a motorcycle cop named Al

Terrence borrowed $500 from his land-

lord to go into business. He opened

a carpet repair and cleaning establish-

ment in Huntington Park, a Los An-

geles suburb.

"I wanted to sell carpets," recalls

Terrence, "but the major mills

wouldn't sell to an open-front store, so

I started by buying from dealers at

discount."

With a small advertising budget

("What was left over after meeting

overhead and payroll for two employ-

ees"), he placed ads in Huntington

Park newspapers. He took in $3.5,000

in 1945, spending $700 on newspaper

ads.

"By 1945 I had a store with a front

on it. In 1949 I had a bigger store,

32

but in 1950 I was still near the bottom

of the heap." His 1950 volume: $79,-

326.96.

That was the year he met Bill Hun-

ter of Hunter & Willhite, Los Angeles

agency, which still handles his account.

"It was Bill who talked me into bu\-

ing some radio and tv as a means of

attracting customers from outside

Huntington Park. No easy job in a

place as spread out as Los Angeles.

All I could give him to work with in

Ml was $3,000, twice my budget for

newspapers that year. He put it all in

radio."

The first buy was a Sunda\ morn-

ing Western variety program on

KFVD (now KPOP), then Saturday

and Sunday morning participations

on KLAC. Al's volume almost tripled

in 1951—to $219,726.83.

In 1952 he earmarked $1,800 for

newspaper advertising in and around

Huntington Park and $17,500 which

Bill Hunter put into tv.

"For most of '52," Al reports. "I

had to be curtain raiser for the wres-

tling matches, because first spots the

cheapest."

But by September he was into the

main events and even undertook 13-

week sponsorship of the Ina Ray Hut-

ton show, another top local attraction

of the day. on KTL \.

Al remembers, "I agreed to $1,800

for that fn.-t rlutton show, even though

I only had $600 in the bank. What
could I do when it was over but take

a sleeping pill and go right to bed?"
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Next daj In- did $9,000 worth of

hll-ine—

.

Overnight, hi- volume doubled t<> an

average ol $2,000 per da) and In- fin-

ished 1952 with $482,005.00 more

ih.m double his ."> I volume.

To keep on doubling at this rate in

.in area nol easilj reached l>\ most

people wasn'l going to be easy. Hut it

was in L95 I thai Bill Hunter had his

brainstorm, and t li«\ launched theii

big experiment: a commercial done

live from the store.

"You see," explain- Bill, "il was an

era <>f fly-by-nights Belling carpets

i i swatches and mil* the) carried

in trucks. \ll \l and I could carry in

the studio was a few swatches and a

roll or two. which didn't put US in

much better position.

"1 figured a live remote from the

store would give people a chance to

see what \l reall) had in the waj of

Carpets and -tore. \\ e could c\ en -how

what a particular carpel would look

like on the Boor.

" \- always, \l was willing to let me
try. We bought spot- during the mov-

ies on K 1 1. \ and k< OP bei auae il

w.i- in experiment and we needed

more t ime foi the < ommei < ials.

I sing the k 1 1 \ remote crew, the)

did their lii-t spot from the store in

June L9 > I.

^gain, business doubled overnight.

The commercial done thai night was

largehj the one -ecu today. "We've

never u-ed i e than one I
.unci .1.

Bill -a\ -. "'w iih the zoomai lens L:iv ing

11- the cil.-i 1 ol more.

The camera pan- rows of carpets,

inspecting closelv (he one- l>«-in» fea-

tured during the pitch b) pretty Maiy

Dean tv and radio aclre--. and "oui

best t\ saleswoman," according to

Hunter.

Two specials are Heir, I w ith prices

quoted and Bhown next to the rugs.

Locations of the rugs in the store are

also clcarlv defined by the camera.

\- \l point- out, "In a business

where there are racketeer.-, it's impor-

tant to -how that you offer legitimate

deaU on merchandise actual!) in youi

store.

"That's one reason we use a woman

on the ' ommi n ials. ^ it"

sell hard bul in ai torn \

woman an do ihi-. Mai y Deai hits

1 \ in. in 1 1 j
-

1 .nit put

sincerity w hen I

• lling

hard"

Six iii"iii)i- of these remotes dui

the movies were inching sales toward

that 1953 al of doublii - vol-

ume. Both M ami Bill agree they'd

have made it if they'd found Paul

Coates and Confidential File a little

en lier.

\l -aw the -how one Sunday nighl

at 9:30 p.m. on k II \
. He gol on the

phone i" Hill. "This _'u\ has guts," he

told him. "and thai - the kind of .1

progi .on I'd like to have."

It happened that the Bponsor, in the

twelfth week of the -how. had l"-t hi-

business franchise and the -how was

available.

Paul's fir-t program foi \l w .1 - 6

December 1953. That nighl he did a

live-and-filmed expose 01 the vacuum
cleaner come-on racket in I..- \n»eles.

Sale-men and victim-, masked in the

usual manner id the -how. answered

RIJSINESS IN L. A

Five years of growth

Year

1952

19.53

1954

19S

Tv Newspapers Volume

$ 17,500 $1,800 $ 482.005 j

$ 30,900 $2.51)0 $ 761.610

$110,132 $3,000 SI.612.098

$166,050 $3,500 S2.86i.686 j

1956 $169,794 $3,000 $3,250,000 j

One store operation did over $3 million volume in 1956. In

spread-out market, i\ draws customers from 100-mile radius

Latest tv venture, Life u Worth

Living, with Bishop Fulton J. Sheen

and Paul Coates' Confidential File

sponsored since '53, reach different

audit - ,1-nt-. provide high pro-

gram identification forTerrence 6arpel
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CARPET BUSINESS continued . .

Paul's low-keyed, highly-charged ques-

tions.

\ml in three remote segments. \ iew-

- shopped U's store from their liv-

ing rooms. Next day they shopped it

in person to the tune of $15,000.

When 1953 ended four weeks later,

Al had spent only $30,900 on h adver-

tising for the entire year, plus $2,500

in two community newspapers.

"Doing the commercials remote,"

says Bill Hunter, "was like striking

gold. The combination of the com-

ii< H ials and Coates was amazing."

From a 7.7 when they bought it. the

show started to climb. So did sales.

By the end of 1954, Coates had

reached a peak rating of 35, often pull-

ing in as much as $35,000 worth of

business on a Monday, traditional!) a

poor shopping day.

Al closed 1954 with a volume of

$1,612,097.87 - - more than double

Award for retail excellence from Carpet

Institute is held by Terrence and Coates (1.)

1953's $764,618.64. Tv budget in '54:

$110,132. Newspapers: $3,000.

When Alfred Hitchcock turned up

opposite Coates' time slot in the fall

of '55, it hurt the rating, but not the

sales. About this time Coates released

a syndicated version of the show, re-

peating earlier subjects on film (via

Guild Films). Running on KTTV on

another night, it was a threat to the

live show\ but Paul pulled a lot of his

Sundav audience back for an average

of 14 at the end of '55.

Al's sales had increased over a mil-

lion that year: $2,864,685.81— not

quite, but very near, double that of the

year before. His tv budget in '55:

$166,050. Newspapers: $3,500. The

Coates show cost him a total of $3,800

a week.

"Even when the show was taking

its worst beating," Paul injected, "Al

never brought it up. Always pulled

out that little book of his and said,

'Look what you're doing for me, kid.'
"

According to Terrence and that little

book, Coates is still drawing three out

of every four customers, or the same

advance in business as when the show

was at its peak, even though Al

dropped to half sponsorship of the

show last 29 April.

"Our identification with the show is

so strong," Bill Hunter explained,

"that half sponsorship brings the same

results as before, but frees monies for

other buys which otherwise would be

unrealistic on a local level."

Their first buy last spring was a late

Saturday panel and variety show mod-
erated by Oscar Levant, who inter-

posed so many censorable remarks that

station and sponsor dropped the show
before 13 weeks.

Then, on 15 October, Terrence be-

came weekly local sponsor of a net-

work co-op show on KABC-TV : Bishop

Fulton J. Sheen's Life Is Worth Liv-

ing, for which he pays $1,000 weekly.

"Everyone thought we were crazy,"

Al said, "because out here it bucks

Lucy. But this was a tested show, too.

It reaches audiences Confidential File

doesn't, brings big mail, lots of good
response. It's hard to check directly

because most people automatically say

'Paul Coates' when you ask what
brought them in. And there's less

commercial time on a network show."

sponsor checked Al about three

o'clock on a Tuesday following Sheen's

Monday kine. He reported three out

of seven sales made so far that day-

referred to the show, then added,

"If that's institutional advertising, I'm

for it."

On this showr
, the commercials are

not done from the store because, ac-

cording to Hunter, "operation costs of

a network station make a remote too

«—-™-r
ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Al Terrence Carpet Co. of Los Angeles

increased sales from $482,000 to $3.25

million in five years, relying on tv

for its pulling power in the spread-out

market area. This one store sponsors

two television shows, uses live, re-

mote telecast commercials from store.

expensive for us. So we create the

illusion of one with a rear-process

screen, duplicating the store's interior

as nearly as possible."

Thus, for an increase of less than

14,000 for the year in the tv budget,

additional exposure was obtained.

1956 tv budget: $169,794.50. Volume:

83,250,000.

The year saw a new item in the ad

budget: $8,000 for billboards which

\l hegan in February of 1956 with a

rotating spectacular to call attention to

his 1955 Award for Retail Excellence

from the Carpet Institute, composed

of nearly every manufacturer in the

country.

"After all," Al says, "I was the guy

they wouldn't sell to 13 years ago; I

thought I ought to do something about

it. Besides, billboards and increased

tv are groundwork for reaching our

1957 goal: $4 million."

Other plans for reaching that goal:

"Maybe some radio," says Bill Hunt-

er. "In August of 1955 we bought 72

spots on KFWB during a two-week

period for $702 as a test. Results were

good, and as a result there is a definite

possibility that we may go back into

radio, which we abandoned when the

demonstration value of tv proved so

effective for us. If we do, it wrill be
spots exclusively.

"On the other hand, we'll never do

filmed spots for tv because they don't

afford the immediacy, the warmth or

the quality of a live remote."

Newspaper advertising may be in-

creased a little from the $3,000 of

1956, though in the six years since

their first radio buy, newspaper adver-

tising has constituted a "negligible

percent of the ad budget,"' Terrence

told SPONSOR.

Al has no plans for opening another

store: "If I went outside the area, it

would only be to advertise on tv to

bring customers to the present loca-

tion."

That location has grown from 9,000

to 35,000 square feet. The original

location is now the site of a hot dog

stand. In the bottom one percent of

the country's 90,000 independent car-

pet dealers in the '40s, Al is now
among the world's largest.

In the most spread-out U. S. retail

market, 98% of his business now

comes from outside Huntington Park.

He gets customers from a 100-mile ra-

dius, though not located in an eashV-

accessible shopping area. ^
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SELLING
SPONSOR'S 1957 review of air media developments during the hot weather

Part 1-TRENDS P"ee 36

Are big shifts in summer air strategy relating to all-

year franchises (inning? Evidence is uncovered indicating

franchises arc becoming more important in radio anil less

important in tv. Spot radio is looking forward to best

summer ever. Despite show troubles, most network tv

sponsors will remain on air during the 'hiatus' season.

Par, 2-RESEARCH Page 39

A rundown of kc\ facts relating to summer t\ and radio:

winter and summer listening and viewing 1 • 1 1 1 on a na-

tional and local basis: trends in out-of-home listening;

comparisons of radio and tv time billings during the sura.

mer and winter: trends in production of portable radio

sets and small-screen t\ sets, factors in summer tune-in.
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PART 1: SUMMER TRENDS

BIG SHIFTS IN SUMMER Al

Staying on during summer to keep franchise is becoming

more important to radio clients, less important to tv, current trends indicate

W hat price franchise? Should an

advertiser stay on the air over the

summer to hold on to a valuable time

period?

If you think the answer is "no" for

radio and "yes" for tv. try again. An
ironic reversal in franchise thinking

about the two air media is becoming

apparent, particularly in spot. While

the trend can be easily exaggerated

and may be temporary, it is nonethe-

less a fact that franchises are becoming

more important in radio and less im-

portant in tv.

The bearing this has on summer air

advertising is obvious since the hot

weather siesta habit continues to raise

its head in the advertising business.

It will not surprise anybody that the

critical franchise area in spot radio is

in early-morning slots with late-after-

noon periods participating in this busi-

ness bonanza to a lesser extent.

While spot radio's upward zoom is

partly responsible for the seller's mar-

ket in these periods, there's another

factor, too. That's the diminishing

emphasis among agencies on using

radio primarily for short-term flights to

back up other media. More agencies

are eyeing the William Esty rotation

plan used for R. J. Reynolds whereby

a minimum 52-week schedule is bought

with extra spot radio pushes added on

top of that.

The psychological swing back to

radio is also making obvious what

should have been obvious previously:

that if repetition makes sense for short-

term radio drives, it also makes sense

(particularly for package goods) the

year 'round.

Spot radio's momentum minimized

the hiatus problem last summer. Time

sales during July and August were

about on the level of the previous Jan-

narv, February, April and June. Even

the year before, while July and August

time sales were lower than any other

months, the spread between the two

summer months and the previous six

was small.

Furthermore, July and August fig-

ures for 1956 were more than 27%
higher than the comparable months

the year before, compared to an over-

all increase in 1956 of 24.5%.

As for spot tv, a straw in the fran-

chise wind is the new look CBS Tv
Spot Sales has been taking at summer
business.

The rep is placing secondary em-

phasis on the 52-week discount concept

promoted last summer and is concen-

trating its fire on summer-only adver-

tisers.

In explaining this switch, Jack

Schneider, sales chief, told SPONSOR:

"Tv is the victim of its own success.

It moves goods fast. You can get

distribution for a new product in six

to eight weeks. On top of that you

have a high audio-visual retention fac-

tor, so that consistency is not as im-

portant as in other media. Now.

there's nothing wrong with consistency,

but we've got to face the fact that un-

der today's marketing conditions, an

advertiser must watch all costs. Five

years ago an advertiser could continue

plugging on tv with his product. To-

day, he has to make a lot of critical

budget decisions, even though tv's

efficiency is greater than it ever was."

Having concluded it couldn't legis-

late summer advertising with discounts.

the rep firm decided to make it easier

for summer-only clients to use spot tv.

Researching the subject revealed that

these clients have to make their ad

plans well in advance of the summer.

To help them do so, the rep sought and

obtained from its stations a waiver of

the 30-day confirmation clause which

had effectively banned commitments
for time more than a month ahead of

the starting date. For all practical

purposes. CBS Tv Spot Sales will sell

when these summer clients are ready

to buy.

The rep cannot promise specific ad-

jacencies ahead of time. But, since it

knows from its previous sales history

that, for example, roughly five adja-

cencies to the Godfrey morning show
are likely to be available in June, it

can sign up a client for, say, three or

four, starting in that month.

The franchise picture in spot tv is

also being affected by soft spots in

prime nighttime adjacencies. While

SRO conditions may well prevail again

in the fall, the unfamiliar sight of

juicy slots in top markets is tempting

to the hiatus minded. The rising cost

of tv is the main factor in this soften-

ing but an increasing interest in movie

participations outside of prime time is

also an important factor.

As a matter of fact, sellers and buy-

ers of time alike expect a rush on

movie participations this summer. This

will be due not only to the fact that

advertisers are becoming more appre-

ciative of full minutes of commercials

at low cost but to the fact that late-

night viewing holds up Avell during the

summer. It is early-evening viewing

that suffers most from the effects of

more daylight and heat.

Do all these developments mean spot

tv franchises are heading for the scrap

heap? Not at all. Agencv media di-

rectors queried by sponsor agreed

they still represent an important need

for main products.

Additionally, reps point out that

clients seeking new spot tv franchises

can start off ahead of the game by

bu\ ing in the summer. Because of the

greater number of availabilities, the
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ATRATEGY?

client has a better choice <>f -Jots than

lie has during the winter. With t\

costs increasing the amount of in-and-

out buying, this will be truer than evei

this summer.

\\ bile some clients ma) be reluctant

to -tart dfT during the summer because

of lower viewing levels, reps can eite

eases where, becau-e of the greater

choice of slot- afforded, advertisers

have garnered costs-per-1,000 which

compare fa\orahl\ with winter buys.

Spot"- lle\il>ilit\ also otTer- huilt-in

budget control for the advertiser and.

in cases where l.D.'s, daytime or late

evening will do the trick, dear-cut

economy

.

Latest cost figures worked up bj

the Kal/ \<rene\ -how the price of

either one or six announcements per

week for 13 week- on the highest cost

stations in the top (><) markets:

• \t the rate oi one announcement
per week, daytime minute- cost $74,-

600; daytime l.D.'s, $37,100; late

evening minutes. $79,300 and late

evening I.D.V. $39,500.

• \t the rale of six announcements
per week, daytime minute- cost $360,-

000; daytime l.D.'s, $73,000; late eve-

ning minute-. $383,700 and late eve-

ning l.D.'s. $184,000.

These figures are offered by Katz

as an example of what a network ad-

vertiser, burdened 1>\ budget prob-

lems, can do during the summer in

place ut his weh -how. Though pres-

SUre for a network hiatus will proh-

al>h be greater this summer than last,

it is not likely that any of the webs
will offer hiatus relief to clients so they

can buy spot however.

The webs ha\e not announced their

hiatus protection policies for 1957.

I he probability is that no hiatus pro-

tection will he offered, a policy adopted

by all three networks last summer for

Continuing show through summei u.tw

aponsoi ..t Lawrenci Wi-lk (Dodge) i<>|>

audience: 31.7 t.iim^ In Julj 1956 Mil!

Low-cost i placements, such as Ernie

Kovaxa Show, was one method used i<>

keep summei 1956 web t\ costs down

Westinghouse showed summer fare doesn't haw to In- fr"tli\. Vbove, a

scene from Shakespeare's '".1111111- Caesar" on client's Studio One la

the first time. I ntil 1956, network

clients were protected in their time

periods for eight week-.

In actual practice, client- will proh-

al>l\ be able (as during last summer)
to work out arrangements, either

through their own agencies or through

the network-, for other advertisers to

come in for eight week- (or less).

However, if the time is not sold, the

advertiser or advertisers occupying

the time slot must either continue or

take the risk of seeing the time sold

from under them.

Even before hiatus protection was

abolished b\ the network-, the hiatus

advertiser was a rare bird. I his was

partly because, while the network

would protect the time period, the web

could not always assure the client that

his entire lineup would remain intact.

Hut it was mainl) because the adver-

tiser wanted to continue through the

summer, a decision often fortified bj

52-week dis< ounts and lowern o~t shows

or reruns during the hot months.

This year, while onlj a small num-

ber of network client- can be expected

to take a siesta, three factors may

increase the hiatus-takers over la-t

year. One is cost Another i- the

unusual number of I lienl- who have

been seeking partner- tot their shows

i even during the height of the season >

because of unsatisfactory audiences. \

third i- the growing i
on\ iction an

some agencies that franchises are not

the critical thing the) om e were. Some
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SUMMER TRENDS continued

agencies are beginning to wonder

whether the number of alternate-week

sponsorships on the block foreshadows

the state of network tv business next

fall.

It is still too early to evaluate this

situation. Certainly, the reasons and

pressures for staying on network tv

during the summer remain great. While

it is true that sales for a number of

products dip during the summer, most

network tv advertisers are in the multi-

ple-product category. So there is a

great likelihood that one or more of

their products either hold up or go up

in sales.

The 52-week time discount (which

is not common in spot tv) can be a

tremendous convincer when an adver-

tiser compares the costs of 44 weeks vs.

the full year. Since these discounts

range from 5 to 20%, this means a

sponsor gets, in effect, from 2^ to 10

shows free of time charges for being

on the air an additional eight weeks.

The use of reruns and lower-cost pro-

graming (which many maintain is a

reason for lower t\ tune-in during the

summer) completes the picture of howr

52-week clients keep down their costs

during the summer.

In the past, time discounts to sum-

mer-only clients and program con-

tributions have been used as a lure to

keep network tv billings up during the

summer. As tv grewr
, these special at-

tractions grew less common. However,

ABC, for example, will grant a .$7,500

weekly commissionable allowance this

summer against program costs for un-

sold time peri( mI-.

As for network radio, it has strong

reason to expect a good summer in

1957. Last summer represented just

about the nadir in billings but the big

buys that followed the summer (Col-

gate, Lever, Brown & Williamson, etc.)

has sparked a reversal in web radio

fortunes that may repeat the recent

history of spot radio. Hiatus is a word
no longer heard around the networks

so that if business is good in general

it will be good during the summer.

pilllllllllllllllllllll!l!llllllll!lllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

MOVIES, PORTABLES ARE KEY TV TRENDS

Movies are expected to be in big demand this coming summer,

especially the late-night variety. This is not only due to the fact

that the coming summer will be the first for the big new packages,

but also to the fact that late-night tv viewing holds up best in

the summer compared to other day parts, especially early-evening

Portable tv sets had their first big year in 1956. Production of

small-screen tubes (less than 15") increased about six times over

the year before. Significantly, the larger sizes (19" and up) de-

clined insofar as production was concerned. The increase in porta-

bles is likely to increase viewing while people are on vacation

OUT-OF-HOME LISTENING MINIMIZES HIATUS

Spot radio billings during the past two summers have held up

well compared with the rest of the year, figures gathered by the

Station Representatives Assn. show. In 1956 July and August time

sales were about on the level of the previous January, February,

April and June. A >iniilar pattern showed up the year before, too

Out-of-home listening during the summer has been boosted by

the growing number of auto sets and radio portables. RAB esti-

mates that as of 1 January 1957 there were 37 million auto sets,

about 74% of the 50 million cars on the road. Estimates of battery

portables now range from 8 to 9.5 million and figure is rising

SJiiiiiimmiiiiiiiimii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiui; mum u mm i inn mi n miiiiiiiiiiii .../iiiimimiiiiiiiiiimus

This upturn in network business

comes without any benefit of evidence

that program audiences are getting big-

ger. As for summer, the audience dip

is still perceptible when a winter month
is compared with a summer month.
But averaging out hot and cold weather

comparisons over longer periods shows
hardly a change.

For example, Nielsen data covering

audiences between 10:00 a.m. and 3:30
p.m. on weekdays shows that during
the average minute 8,834,000 families

listened to radio in the January-April

period last year while 8,258,000 lis-

tened during the May-August period.

In both instances the radio audience
was considerably larger than the tv

audience.

The growing number of car radios

and battery portables is a key factor

in the summer radio picture. RAB
estimates that, as of 1 January 1957,

there were 37 million autos equipped
with radios, about 74% of the 50 mil-

lion-odd cars on the road.

Estimates of battery portables range

from 8 to 9.5 million, depending on
the replacement factor used in calcu-

lating the estimates.

While auto listening is caught by
Nielsen and Pulse and some portable

listening is caught by Pulse, there is

undoubtedly a fair amount of listening

to portables that is missed. This is

certainly true of listening in vacation

areas, many of which are not covered

by local rating services.

What with radios getting smaller

and more portable via transistor cir-

cuits, the problem of measuring audi-

ences to these sets is becoming more
critical. Production of portables in

1956 jumped 50% over 1955, going

from roughly two to three million. An
RAB study on portable use, release

this year, pinpointed the fact that a

high portion of visitors to beaches and

parks carried portable radios with

them. The study also found a high

percentage of those with sets tuned in

while at play.

While tv is still primarily a fixed-

position appliance, a trend to portables

is already established. Production of

small screen tv tubes (less than 15")

in 1956 went up about six times over

the year before. A matter of fact, all

categories of tube sizes under 19"

showed an increase in production while

all the larger sizes I including the stan-

dard 21" size) declined. And this

trend will probably continue. ^
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PART 2: RESEARCH

SUMMER FACTS: TV

How does national tune-in differ winter and summer?
: iiiiimimmmnfiuiiHiBHuiDniBiiiiuiiinuinffl

Homefl u^iiij: t\ l»> houri <>l day, L956
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^
6am 10 11 N 1pm

Monday through Friday—
6 7 8 9 10

Sunday through Saturday

I

Profile of |v tune-in lasl summei i- delineated above with

data from Nielsen Television Index. Hours an- based on New 'tork

time, -how pattern for network users. Dip in tune-in is compen-

sated mi webs b\ discounts and use of less expensive -hows so that

cost-per-1,000 may not increase. Biggest [all-ofi i- in early evening

4

*y How does local nighttime

tv vary winter & summer?

Differences in the decline in tv viewing 1>> various markets are

shown in 1 1 1 i — Pulse data representing tin- peaks and valleys of tv*s

audience la-t year. The decline- range from 3.2 percentage point-

in Los Vngeles to 10.7 percentage point- in Birmingham. Most of the

markets show a percentage point decline of seven to 10. These are

averages for the entire evening, thus hide some hourly variation-. Like

figures above, these show extreme variations. Deviation from annual

average during winter and summer i- less marked. See top of pan'- 12

Homes usinji t\ at night, 19.»f>

JANUARY JULY
MARKET 6 PM MID 6 PM-MID

\.w ") ork IS 6 36.2

Philadelphia 13.7 34.0

Washington, D.C. 43.3 37.3

Chicago 47.5 40.9

Detroit 17.6 39.9

Cleveland J5.9 38.7

Atlanta 1 1 .:> 34.0

New Orleans 46.1 35.7

Birminfiham 36.3

Minneapolis-St Paul 49.1 40.3

Milwaukee 38.8

Kansas City 4-1.8 40.1

Los Angele- 44.0

San Fran 38.5

Seattle-Tacoma 50.8 40.6

=i Hi
:

"!
,

"''"P]ii|ii|
,

i|ii
i

|ir,iu'
:

''*

I

' MB
Summer facts continue, page 42
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LEVISION CAN DO THIS

AUGUST 5, 7. 9

EWN SWITCHABLES
HOME SEWING,

DOUBLE-DUTY OUTFITS

fe&Oi

*SHlQN -

M«MBER 2.,3

0F A<-L KINDS

M

NOW
home: OFFERS
12 ON-SCREEN
AND IN-STORE

PROMOTION EVENTS!
Beginning this month home, nbc tv's

authoritative program for women, inaugu-

rates a powerful new year-round program-

ming-promotion-merchandising operation.

home (10-11 am est, Mon-Fri | now offers:

1. A series of 12 promotion events geared

to the seasonal needs of food, drug, soft

goods, home building and home furnish-

ing advertisers . . . based upon program fea-

tures firmly planned months in advance.

2. Specially prepared point-of-sale ma-

terial linking your name and products

with home's saleslady, Arlene Francis.

3. In-store tie-ins with key retailers across

the nation arranged by the nbc Merchan-

dising Department.

Every day 2,000,000 women turn to home
as their first authority in all things femi-

nine. They believe in the personal selling

of Arlene Francis, Hugh Downs, sewing

authority Lucille Rivers, fashion con-

sultant Natalie Core and food experts

Nancyann Graham and Chef Phillip.

And with home's buy-as-you -need-it pat-

r tern of participations you can

dovetail your advertising and

sales campaigns.

Combine all this with

home's new promotion

packages and you've got seasonal sales im-

pact available nowhere else in all television.

Call your NBC Television Network sales

representative today for full details.

NBC TELEVISION
NETWORK •—*•'



SUMMER FACTS: TV continued

3. How does local tv viewing vary during year?

( :hica»o

\rw Orleans

iiiiii

Average quarter-hour sets-in-use, noon-midnight, 1956

MARKET if JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

1
37.8 38.6 39.8 39.4 10.6 39.0 33.6 32.1 32.4 35.6 37.8 39.7

1
35.4 36.0 36.5 36.4 37.6 35.4 33.6 32.7 33.4 34.4 36.1 36.2

34.8 35.0 35.0 35.6 35.1 33.0 28.0 26.7 29.8 31.8 34.8 35.6

New York 33.2 34.0 34.1 34.5 36.3 34.5 27.1 25.8 28.0 30.3 32.3 34.0

IIIIIIIIIIIIIB

Seasonal variations in viewing in four well-saturated tv markets that monthly \ariations in each market show a similar profile,

are shown lure during average 12-hour period each month. Note Note also Chicago peak is during May. Data above is from Pulse

4 B How do network tv billings hold up in the summer?
liiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

Network tv billings held up well during the summer of

1956, as they have in previous summers. The marked jump

in August is due to convention sponsorship. End of

year increase reflects growth of tv. Data is from PIB
Manufacturer sales of picture tubes

_ What's the trend in

portable tv set sales?
Last year showed a remarkable jump in production and sale of

small-sized tv picture tubes, a reflection of the trend toward

portable sets. Note that all categories above 18" reflected

declines. While these are production figures, retail sales did

not differ much. Measurement of portable viewing represents

problem. Data is from Radio-Electronic-Television Mfrs. Assn.

TUBE SIZE
=

1955 1956

15" and underl 2 17.000 1,448,000

16" thru 18" 1 787,000 998,000

19" thru 21" 5,867,000 4,494,000

22" thru 25" 832,000 593,000

26" and over 20,000 7,000

TOTAL 7,752,000 7,540,000

Monthly gross time billings by network, 1956

MONTH = ABC CBS NBC TOTAL

January $6,382,046 S17.820.155 $14,695,116 $38,897,617

Febraury 6,418,210 16,928,361 13.845,000 37,191.571

March 6,747,928 17,834,976 15,955,688 40,588,592

April = 6,173,922 17,668,950 15,136,596 38,979.468

May 6,639,132 18,260,894 15,710.403 40,610,429

June I 6,119,917 17,935,789 14,186,929 38.242.635

July i 5,532,030 18,481,719 13,733,765 37,747,514

August 6,842,292 19,430,748 16,323,549 42,596,589

September | 5,673,910 18,399,872 14.932,295 39,006,077

October § 6,878,183 20,446,755 18,142,005 45. 166,943

November 6,619,109 19.866,463 17,593,056 44,078,628

December 6,699,450 20,395. 100 17,665.721 41.761.571

Total | $76,726,129 $223,520,382 $187,921,123 $488,167,634

i
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SUMMER FACTS: RADIO

1. What's the trend in out-of-home listening?

Percent homes listening out-of-home. winter and summer. I *>J» I - 1 *>."><>

Atlanta

Baltimore

Birmingham

Boston

Buffalo

Chicago

Cincinnati

Columbus

Dallas

Detroit

Fort Worth

Houston

Kansas City

Los Angeles

Miami

Milwaukee

Minneapolis-St. Paul

New Orleans

New York

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Portland, Ore.

Richmond

St. Louis

San Diego

San Francisco

Seattle

Washington, D. C.

Median

1951

S

4.0

2.7

2.9

2.6

4.1

3.1

3.9

3.5

4.1

3.5

1952

W S

3.2

30 3.3

33

2.9

2.6 32

2.6 3.1

3.0 3.0

3.8

3.5 4.3

2.9 3.3

3.5 4.0

3.3 3.7

3.6

2.4

3.8 4.3

2.6 3.1

3.1 3.6

3.1 3.3

1953

W S

33

3.2

3.2

3.8

3.1

3.1

3.0

4.2

2.9

4.0

3.5

3.9

2.8

3.2

3.2

3.6

3.5

3.5

4.2

3.5

3.7

3.6

3.1

3.9

3.8

3.8

3.2

4.4

3.4

3.2

4.4

3.8

2.9

3.4

3.2

4.4

3.2

3.6

3.6

1954

W S

32

32

3.6

4.4

3.6

3.9

3.6

3.6

4.5

3.1

3.3

3.4

4.4

3.6

3.4

3.1

3.5

4 1

3.2

3.7

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.8

4.6

3.7

4.3

3.9

3.2

3.9 4.2

4.1

3.7

4.8

3.8

3.8

3.7

4.8

3.9

3.2

3.8

3.5

4.2

3.5

4.0

3.8

1955

W S

32

32

3.3

4.2

3.2

4.1

3.6

3.1

3.6

3.9

4.0

3.4

4.5

3.3

3.3

3.7

3.3

4.4

3.9

3.5

3.6

2.9

3.8

3.5

4.2

3.7

3.6

3.6

4.6

3.4

4.2

3.9

3.3

4.0

4.2

4.3

4.7

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.4

4.4

4.0

3.9

3.0

4.2

3.8

4.2

3.9

3.9

1956

W S

3.4

3.4

4.1

48

3.2

4.0

3.8

3.4

4.5

3.8

4.0

4.3

3.8

4.4

4.4

3.5

3.7

4.4

4.6

3.8

3.6

3.9

3.1

3.9

3.6

4.5

4.1

3.7

3.8

4.0

4.1

5.1

3.8

4.6

4.2

4.0

4.7

4.3

4.6

4.1

4.7

4.6

4.3

4.2

4.6

5.0

4.4

3.9

4.3

4.3

4.1

4.1

4.3

Five-year span showing out-of-home listening during winter ami summer shows an inrrease of near in the

median figure for 28 markets. Figures are from Pulse, which includes all types >>f out-of-home li-tening. inrluiiing

visiting to other homes. Auto listening represents the greatest part of the out-of-home total, running between 5<
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SUMMER FACTS: RADIO continued

2- How does out-of-home listening compare with in-home ?

I|||||||!IIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIII!IIII!IIIIIIIII!IIM

Percent radio homes listening in- and

WINTER
MARKET

out-of-home, 1956

SUMMER
IH OOH

Vtlanta

Baltimore

Birmingham

Boston

Buffalo

( 'liiiago

( Cincinnati

( !olumbus

Dallas

Detroit

Fort Worth

Houston

Kansas City

Los Angeles

-Miami

Milwaukee

Minn-St. Paul

New Orleans

New York

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Portland

Richmond

St. Louis

San Diego

San Francisco

Seattle

Washington. D.

I'M 3.4 19.4 4.0

17.0 3.7 17.4 4.1

10.1 4.1 19.4 4.4

20.0 4.8 19.1 5.1

17.3 3.2 17.0 3.8

18.8 4.0 19.0 4.6

16.4 3.8 15.7 4.2

17.1 3.4 17.0 4.0

20.3 4.5 18.7 4.7

L7.8 3.8 16.7 4.3

18.8 4.0

19.3 4.3 18.5 4.6

18.5 3.8 17.5 4.1

20.0 4.4 19.6 4.7

21.4 4.4 21.1 4.6

19.1 3.5 18.7 4.3

18.1 3.7 19.0 4.2

20.8 4.4 19.9 4.6

19.2 4.6 18.5 5.0

16.4 3.8 16.1 4.4

18.6 3.6 18.4 3.9

22.1 3.4 ....

16.0 3.1 16.3 4.3

19.3 3.9 17.9 4.3

18.8 3.6 19.0 4.1

20.4 4.5 20.4 4.7

19.5 4.1 18.5 4.1

19.1 3.7 18.5 4.1

This Pulse <lata covering 28 markets

shows out-of-home listening is roughly 20%
and more of in-home. Differences between

markets rarely are more than one percentage

point in terms of out-of-home listening.

While out-of-home almost invariably rises in

the summer, in-home does not always drop.

The pattern indicated at left has become

pretty well set since tv entered the picture

3- How does national tune-in differ winter and summer?

[Illlllll!l!l!lllllllllll!llll![||||||||l!!lll[||||||llllll!l[|l!l!llllll!!l[ll

Nielsen Radio Index figures for Janu-

ary and July show significant dips in

summer tune-in during the morning and

only slight variations for the rest of the

day. The biggest drop is at 8 am, when

percent of homes tuned drops from 17.0

to 11.7. Data, based on New York time,

is of greatest interest to network users

of radio. Note that weekend daytime

figure- an- not reflected in this chart
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4- How does radio listening vary by months?
•

iverage quarter-hour -«-t --i n-u -«•. (» B.m.-midnight, I '>.">(>

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

( IhiCBgO

I / i
.7 1 other month >

Los Angeles
| / r\ Other month )

\ru Orleans
I I i erj other month i

New ^ hi k

i Ever) month I

22.7 2\:> 23.6 _' ;. i

24.3 24.6 24.9 24.3 23.4

i':>.i i 2").
1 24.9 24.5 2 1.6

23. 1 23.7 _'•..: 24.2 2\ ") 24.7 23.5 23.5 23.7 24. 1

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiii!

Total '.nil" audience figures (including out-of-home)

for four markets in various sections ol the I .S. show

a remarkable stability through the year. Data >- from

Pulse, which does nol measure .ill markets ever) month

5 What's the trend in

radio set production?

Radio set production figures from Radio-Electronic-Televiaion

Manufacturers Vssn. sho¥ overall 1956 totals down from 1955

because <>f the decline in auto production. However, all

other categories an- up, especially batter] portables, which

show a jump ol more than 50%. Measuring listening in these

portables i~ one of tin- problems radio lair- these days

I .S. radio «.»•! production l»> types

TYPE OF SET 1956 1955

1 1 < une 3,500,567

( lock 2,311,266 :.2 1 ;.'i7

1

Portable 3,112,558 2,027.-. r.

\iitu 5,057,409 7,229,954

TOTAL 13,981,800 l 1,895,055

6. How have spot time billings held up in the summer?

*l|! .i!:ii!:i;iiiiiii]i;

,

!:!;;;;; 1

,

:':
,

!ii
"'Hi'!!;, illlllllllllilll

Monthly comparison, spot radio time sales
> 1

MONTH 1956 1955 %

Januarj $10,758,000 *').(i.; I.iiii! > 19.1

February 1 1,643,000 1.000 24.0

March 12,349,000 10,756,000 + 14.8

April 10,278,000 9.828,000 + 4.6

M.n 12,396,000 9.631,000 28.7

June 11,791,000 9,2 18,000 27.6

Julv 10,719,000 8,474,000 26.5

\u^ust 11,207,000 8.707. 28.7

September 12,338,000 10,00l.(i<i(i +23.3

October 16,328,000 12.23 1.000 33.5

V.\ ember 16,728,000 12.286.000 36.2

Deeember 13,386,000 10.8,50.000 +23.6

TOTAL $149,921,000 $120,100,000 24.5

MMJIMIIBMIIM

Figures gathered by the Station
'

tatives Vssn. through it- memlx

luring the summer "f

1956 over the same period of [955 than

fur both i whole. Th'

~ta!iilii\ of railio listening throughout the

year is an important factor in the holding

up of billings 'luring tin- hoi summer

months. Th>- J «a- th<

in the aha os spot radio his
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The next-to-the-last word
on Hungary

Someday, the Hungarian people will have the!

word. Meantime, to record in sharp focus all the hrf

breaking events to date, newsfilm sifted thrl

its thousands of feet of exclusive film from ill

Hungary and produced a stark history of the ret

newsfilm subscribers in the United States, (i

Mexico, Argentina, Australia, Alaska, Japan tf

throughout Europe got it free ... a bonus suH

package. And the response was tremendous.

.



leal is this message from ktva-ktvf, Alaskan

ions: "Excellent coverage ... tremendous contri-

(b)n to your subscribing stations. We used it on

Anchorage and Fairbanks stations then turned

at to the high school systems of both cities." From
H, Peoria: "You are to be highly complimented

was stark drama, yet presented in good taste.

«»sed it very effectively as part of a show covering

nival of a plane load of Hungarian refugees in

Peoria." Stockholm newspapers commented: "Terri-

fying... one of the best documentary films."

"Hungary in Revolt" is simply another excellent

example of xewsfilm's vastly-superior coverage of

the news — fast, professional, complete. A product of

CBS News, NEWSFILM is available to all stations. For

the last word in television station news, get in touch

today with the nearest office of . .

.

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC.
'...the hist films for fill stations"



SPONSOR ASKS

Can tv commercial soundtracks double

effectively as radio commercials

Matthew J. Culligan, NBC v.p. in

charge of the radio network i—^-

It may sound strange coming from

me, but the answer is maybe.

Not every tv soundtrack is capable

"soundtrack

will be rather

inefficient"

of automatically producing "imagery

transfer." It has to have certain char-

acteristics. In some cases an entirely

new radio version may be required.

The main reason is simply this: The
original impact of a tv commercial

was aroused by a combination of sight

and sound blended together in a com-

plex interaction. It produced a latent

image. But for effective recall it is

not sufficient simply to use the tv

soundtrack. That may help to evoke

the original impact, but that impact

won't be quite the same as the original.

Usually the sound alone of a tv com-

mercial is not designed to stimulate

the listener's imagination.

Rather it fills in the visual gaps.

The significant points are made most

sharply in the visual part of the com-

mercial.

For greatest effectiveness in pro-

ducing "imagery transfer," the sound

commercial must meet several condi-

tions. The following are not the only

conditions, nor precisely worded I that

Avill require further research), but they

are important ones:

1. The commercial must epitomize

kej points, not talk around them.

2. The commercial must invoke the

element of "closure," leave something

for the imagination, so the listener can

bring something to the recall process,

his own disposition to respond. And
do this while getting in all key points.

3. The commercial must hit upon

the listeners' motivating values.

In many cases the soundtrack, while

capable of evoking imagery transfer,

will be rather inefficient and take CO

seconds to do what might be done

better in 30 seconds, or even six . . .

done at less cost by a radio commercial

redesigned for the special purpose.

The grand strategy of "imagery

transfer" demands new tactics, sound

commercials designed from the start

with the aim in mind of stimulating

the latent images developed through

visual media.

If the soundtrack of a tv commercial

should meet these requirements, it

would probably be a coincidence.

Albert Shepard, executive v.p., Institute

for Motivational Research

It is a rare occurrence when the sound-

track of a tv commercial recalls on

radio the original visual image of a

"there is a

bonus transfer

quality"

television commercial. In some circum-

stances an auditory stimulus actually

recalls a specific visual image. But this

synesthetic quality occurs rarely and

only where the creative work has been

particularly well executed so that both

auditory and visual stimuli are vivid

and are closely inter-related.

But in the overwhelming number of

cases what is transferred is the mood

which the visual image original!}

created. We have all seen examples,

in our daily lives, of this relationship:

the screeching of brakes may conjure

up an automobile accident witnessed

months or years before; an old refrain

may recall an event from the past.

But these are mood images—fear,

romance, anticipation. They are not

sharp, clear pictures such as one sees

on television or in a magazine.

So it is with advertising, as we have

discovered in our own testing of tele-

vision commercials. In our new method

of probing consumer Motivating Re-

sponse Patterns— which we call MRP
—we have found very few consumers

who have the talent for such sharp

visualization, even where the com-

mercial is an effective one.

Yet there is a 'bonus' transfer qualitv

operating when a 'good' commercial

—one that moves the consumer to 'do

something about it'—appears on tv and

later on radio. That 'bonus' is the

mood the television commercial has

created in the minds of the viewers.

What the radio commercial can hope

to gain from its television counter-

part is not a specific image but an

awakening of the totality of a mood,

a mood that will motivate the viewer

toward the product. This, after all,

is the ideal toward which every com-

mercial strives.

Dr. Jaye S. Niefeld, Manager. Advertis-

ing Research Services, WcCann-Erickson

Radio is not just "tv without a picture

tube." Only rarely would we expect

an effective tv commercial to be equally

effective on radio

—

without at least

some modification. The audio portion

of a good tv commercial generally

complements and supports the video

portion and is carefully integrated with

the presentation. Since the function

of the soundtrack is to re-inforce and

not simply repeat the visual elements

i;; SPONSOR 9 MARCH 1957



of the commercial, the audio elements

are seldom able ii> stand alone.

There are, however, several notable

exceptions. In general, if the \ isual

aspect ol the commercial is highl)

unusual (either verj striking nr verj

entertaining I, we might expect the

soundtrack if properlj keyed to t In-

video elements to approach a replica-

tion of the original impact.

It must be Baid, ol course, that much
of the listener's abilirj to associate

radio commercials with their original

t\ counterparts will depend upon the

amount of exposure to the originals.

The more exposure, the greater the

likelihood thai the soundtrack will re-

sult in recall ol t h<- video presentation.

Would an) regular t\ viewer hearing

on the radio that a certain dentifrice

"guards . . . guards , , , guards" his

teeth not remember those words in the

i\ commercial booming directly toward

him therough his t\ screen':' Or. upon

hearing the verbal sallies of (be Broth-

exposure to

tv original

important"

ers Piel. would not any self-respecting

i\ viewer recall the antics of those two

wondrous purveyors of malt and bops?

The factors important in the su<

cessful use of t\ soundtracks on radio

would seem to be:

1. Highl) unusual visual presenta-

tions which arc extremelj memorable
and require onlj certain audible

stimuli or cue- to bring to mind the

video portion of the commercial.

2. Key audio sounds i including

voices] which co-ordinate with the

video in tv commercials and ail as

aided recall curs in evoking the video

presentation.

A. Distinctive voices which are eas-

il\ associated with the product or

identified with the tv characters thc\

represent.

Radio and television are two dif-

ferent and distinct media. Creative

personnel write for the one in quite

a different fashion than for the other.

For the most part, a tv commercial

soundtrack can be adapted to radio,

but seldom can it simply be Iran-

planted without modification. ^

Compliments of our Friends

Our friends are paunchy-pursed listeners

with $2,739,749,000.00 to spend. They and
Pulse place us first in any Monday-
thru-Friday quarter-hour, day or night.

Ask John Blair.

WBNS RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Folks are in love with W\flf iiU *, r
1st in audience—1st in results—1st in the hearts of Washington, D.C.

ttm-.iw-io matiohai.lt tr jo««( lua a c--"-
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WTIX is first in latest New Orleans Pulse with 19.5^ average share of

daytime audience.*

And here's something else Pulse reveals: WTIX has mure Pulse

points than any other New Orleans radio station from 6 a.m. to

12 midnight, Sunday through Saturday. Hooper, too, shows WTIX to

be first all day in this 11-station market. This is what Storz Station

programming, ideas and excitement have done to New Orleans radio

Listening, and continue to do month after month. This audience

pulling power has been bringing satisfying results to more and more

national and local Advertisers. How about you? Get the details from

Adam Young or WTIX General Manager FRED BERTHELSOX.
ii a.m.-6 p.m., Monday-Friday, No\ Dec, 195fi.

WTIX first in audience in NEW ORLEANS

The Storz Stations
Today's Radio for Today's Selling

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

WQAM
Miami

Represented by John Blair & Co.

TODD STORZ,
President

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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I m l.l\ listing oj cha

in the advertising and broadcast hflds

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR

American Telephone Cr Telegraph, NY
American Tobacco, NY
Ccneral Foods. White Plains, NY
Lever Bros, NY
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Detroit

Minnesota Mining & Mfg, Detroit

Pittsburgh Plate Class. Pittsburgh

Polaroid, Cambridge, Mass

Standard Brands, NY
Wesson Oil. New Orleans

Wesson Oil, New Orleans

AGENCY STATIONS
Aycr, Phil.) ABC
SSC&B. NY NBC 119

Y&R. NY NBC 119

Ogilvy. Benson tV Mather. NY CBS IH
BBDO Minneapolis NBC 70

BBDO. Minneapolis NBC 63

Maxon Detroit CBS 78

Doyle Dane Bernbach, NY NBC 129

Bates. NY NBC 70

Fitzgerald. New Orleans NBC 78

Fitzgerald. New Orleans NBC 65

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Telephone Time; Th 10-10:30 pm , II Apr; 52 wks

Wells Fargo: ill M 8:30-9 pm , 25 Mar 1 7 Feb 1958

Wells Fargo; alt M 8:30-9 pm ; 18 Marl July

The Brothers; alt Tu 8:30-9 pm ; 19 Feb. 52 wks

Queen For A Day: alt Th 4 00-415 pm 14 Mar-19 D. c

Tic Tac Dough, alt Th 12:15-12 30 pm
;
14 Mar-19 Dec

Carry Moore; alt F 10-10:15 am; 12 Apr; 6 wks

Steve Allen: Su 8-9 pm; 21 Apr-23 |unc; 6 programs

Queen For A Day; alt Tu 4-4:15 pm ; 16 Apr-1 Apr, 1958

Comedy Time; M 5-5:15 pm ; 25 Feb-3 June

NBC Matinee Theater; M 3-4 pm; 15 parties: 25 Fcb-3 )une

RENEWED ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR

General Foods, White Plains, NY

AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Y&R. NY CBS 77 Arthur Codfrey Time; Th 10:30-10:45 am; 7 Mar; 52 wks

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

William Bernal Storyboard, NY, writer & studio rep

]im Burgess

Joe Cella Tv Cuide, Cin, regional editor & production super

Don Durgin ABC, NY, vp chg radio net

Ken Firnstahl KEVE, Minneapolis, sis

Richard L. Ceismar DuMont B casting NY. asst treas

). C. Hauser, ]r. KOTV, Tulsa, acct exec

Hal Kennedy KVOR, Colorado Springs, newscaster & d|

Lynn E. Knox WHAS-TV. Louisville. Ky, sis

C. J. Kreidlcr KDYL, Salt Lake City, sis

jack Link K1DO-TV. Boise, Idaho, program dir

William S. Lydle WHDL. Olean. NY
jack Lynn WABD. NY. film buyer & mgr film programs

Bill Mathews Young & Rubicam. NY, merch dept

William D. Megahee Miami Daily News. Miami, nat sis staff

Cerry Mulderrig Danccr-Fitzgerald-Samplc, NY
|ohn Palmer WNBC. W Hartford. Conn tv traffic mgr

Robert S. Regan KCB, San Diego, program dir

James A. Stabile ABC, NY, vp & gen counsel

Joseph M. Tasker, Jr. WKNB. W Hartford. Conn, music dir

William C. Whalen WNBC. W Hartford, Conn, tv production super

Frank Young Screen Ccms. NY. press dir

NEW AFFILIATION
Robert Lawrence Productions, NY, creative super

WLW-A, Atlanta, sis mgr

WLW, WLW-T. Cin. mgr press relations

NBC, NY, dir sis planning-tv net

. Same, gen mgr & sis mgr

Same, also exec asst to prcs

Same, asst commercial mgr

KKTV, Colorado Springs-Pueblo, sis service dir

WIN-T. Fort Wayne. Ind, local & regional sis mgr

Same, mgr local & nat sis

KINC. Seattle, program dir

WSVA AM-FM-TV. Harrisonburg, Va, sis

DuMont 8 casting. NY. film buyer

Edward Petry, NY. research-radio promotion dept

WTVJ, Miami, nat sis rep

Vcnjrd. Rintoul & McConnell, NY, sis

Same, asst program mgr & tv production super

Same, vp

NBC, NY, mgr talent negotiations

Same, also radio program super

NBC. NY. production staff

National Telefilm Associates. NY, film net publicity dir

STATION CHANGES
KBIX. Muskogee. Okla. has appointed Burn-Smith natl reps

KECC. Pittsburg, Cal, has been purchased by Les Malloy. Jack Grant

and Benny Strong

KLFY-TV, Lafayette. La. has become an affiliate of CBS Tv Net

KONO-TV, San Antonio, is new tv station owned by Mission Telecasting

Corp

KXOK, St. Louis, will discontinue ABC affiliation early this spring

WANN, Annapolis. Md. has appointed Walker Representation Co natl

reps

WCKV. Charleston. W Va. is now an affiliate of the ABC Radio Net

WHLI. Hempstead. NY. has been granted permission by FCC to increase
its power to 10.000 watts

WKNK Muskegon. Mich, has been bought by Music Broadcasting Co.
pending FCC approval

WS|M. St Joseph. Mich, has appointed loseph Hcrshey McGillvra natl reps

NEW FIRMS. NEW OFFICES (Change of address)
Ansel Film Studios. NY. new tv commercial film studio, is located at

45 W 45th St

Avery Knodel, Chi. has moved to Suite 3125. Prudential Plaza

Stars National. NY. has opened a Dallas office in Suite 624. 1000 Main St

Telepix Corp, Hy. has opened a NY office at 420 Madison Ave

Le Ora Thompson Associates. Hy. new in field of tv film commercials,

sales promotion, educational and industrial films, has opened offices at

733 N La Brca Ave

Triangle Publications. NY, has moved the natl sales office of the Radio

& Tv Div to new quarters at 485 Lexington Ave
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SUMMER HIATUS?

NOT FOR US!

YEAR-ROUND SELLING?

DOGGONE RIGHT!

And for good reason! In New York,

summertime viewing drops 23%
(February to August, Pulse). While

in San Diego, summertime viewing

drops only 8% in the same period!

Summer and winter, the sets-in-use figures

are higher in San Diego than in New
York Citv

!

12 months a year, Channel 10 Daytime

Audience Ratings STAY NUMBER ONE!

Lynn Taylor sells San Diego Women
on "Pantry Playhouse" 2-4 pm Mon-
Fri, TOP RATING IN TIME PERIOD -

1 WOMEN'S SHOW IN SAN DIEGO!

Johnny Downs sells San Diego Kids

on "Johnny Downs Express" 4-6 pm
Mon-Fri, HIGHEST DAYTIME RATING
IN THE SAN DIEGO MARKET!

Summer Participations Now Available

KFSD-TV
NBC BASIC

3642 Enterprise St.,

SAN DIEGO
Represented by The Katz Agency

52

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: Many companies whose advertising is

largely seasonal are concentrating on tv. Apparent thinking is that:

i I i visual impact is necessary to sell a product quicklv and (2) the

prestige of television is important in establishing confidence for a

primarily seasonal advertiser. Note below Japan Canned Crab Sales

Co., Ltd., of Tokyo, which has bought tv in major cities.

J. L. Prescott Co., Passaic, N. J., is buying time in five Eastern

rilics for 10- and 20-second film commercials. Product is Dazzle

Bleach; 10-12 announcements will be aired per week in each market

and the length of the campaign will vary in each market. Buying is

completed. Buyer: Miss Lee Petry. Agency: Monroe Dreher,

New York.

Japan Canned Crabmeat Sales Co., Ltd., Tokyo, an association

of packers and exporters of canned Japanese crabmeat, is buying tv

participations on local women's shows in major markets. Impor-

tant personalities will demonstrate various attractive dishes. Aver-

age number of announcements per market each week is two. Cam-

paign will run through Lent. Buying has been completed. Agency:

GothamA ladimir, Inc. Buyer: Cy Kagan.

Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, is buying heavily in the Southwest.

The campaign for its Gleem toothpaste will start mid-March and

run for an indefinite period. Announcements of various lengths

will be placed during nighttime hours. Buying is not completed.

Buyer: Ethel Wielder. Agency: Compton. New York.

RADIO BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: More clients are creating several dif-

ferent commercials for their campaigns. New approach sustains ad-

vertiser's slogan and music identification, but provides opportunity

to stress several sales appeals. It also minimizes negative reaction to

hard-sell and lessens the listener's point-of-fatigue at which he shuts

out the advertising mentally. Note below Phillips Petroleum's three-

commercial approach.

Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia, is planning an East Coast

campaign to promote its Atlantic gasoline and motor oils. Sched-

ule will start sometime in March. Buying has not begun. Buyer:

Bill Millar. Agency, N. W. Ayer, New York.

Berolio Import Co., Inc., New York, for its Filippo berio olive oil,

is buving Italian programs in Chicago and New York City: minutes

in English and Italian in New England and Philadelphia. Sched-

ules run from 2(> to 52 weeks. Buying is completed. Buyer: Joyce

Peters. Agent \ : Emil Mogul, New York.
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Fostncr Inc., [rvington, N. J., ia testing its new cigarette lighter,

Rowenta in Hartford and Toledo. In Toledo, one-minute participa-

tions will be bought during daytime and earl) evening hours. I"

reach as wide an audience as possible, .ill types "I shows will be

used. Average number 01 announcements pei week will be 25. In

Hartford, either 21 -|">i- pei week or two five-minute news casts

across the board .it 8:30 a.m. and <i:l~> p.m. will be purchased. \

big dealer-merchandising promotion is planned, with sale force visits

.mil mailings to dealers. Agency: Lewin, William \ Saylor, New

^i mi L l!ii\ ii : Norman Baer.

Lever Bros. Co., New ^ <
• i k. i- thinking "I renewing ii- present

campaign f« «r Sprj in 15 markets in [ate \
|

> i i I . Schedule will run

for approximately I" weeks. Minute and chainbreak <-.i. - will be

placed during morning and afternoon hours. Agency: Kenyon \

Eckhardt, New ^ < >rk. Buyer: Robert I!. KiKiiik.

Sterling Drug Products, I >i\ . of Sterling Drug Inc., is conducting

.i test in New Orleans and Houston fur 13 weeks for ii- Vnt-Prufe,

Roach-Prufe and Mouse-Prufe line. Live 60-second announcements

will be slotted during daytime hours with a women's audience in

mind. Average number oi announcements pei week in each market

i- three. Buying has been completed. Agency: rhompson-Koch.

Buyer: Robert Hall.

RADIO & TV BUYS
American Home Foods, l)i\. of American Home Product- Corp.,

New } ork, is buying in approximate!) 12 markets not reached 1>\

its network programing. Thirteen-week schedule i> f< >r it- Chef-Boy-

\i-Dee pizza and Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee mushroom and brown gravy.

Minute e.t.'s and live announcements will be slotted at mostl) morn-

ing hour- during late week days. The next campaign will begin in

the fall. Buying is completed. Buyer: Russ Young. Agency:

Young & Rubicam, New York.

Bakers Franchise Corp., New i "rk. i- buying radio and t\ an-

nouncements nation-wide for its Lite Diet Bread. Campaign will

last approximately 13 weeks in most markets. Radio plan i- satura-

tion on 150 stations: 15-30 one-minute and 30-second announce-

ments a week on each. On television, one minute participations will

]>e placed on 15 stations, plus co-sponsorship of the All-Star Movie

program seven days a week on \\ VI \. New ^ ork. Frequency will

he the same as radio. Opening dates for radio and tv will be stag-

gered, beginning this month. Buying is not completed. Vgency:

Emil Mogul. New York. Buyer: Lynn Diamond.

Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Okla., i- adding in markets to

the campaign that began a short time ago. Phillips will rotate one

minute live announcements to promote: ll^ Phillip- "66 gasoline;

(21 Trop- \rctic motor oil: (3) station service. Personalities will

slant commercials to a male audience. Most of the schedules will

start in \pril. the rest in July and Vugust. Ml will run until the

end of the \ear. Werage number of announcement- per week in

each market is 10. Pattern: earlv morning, late afternoon and earl]

evening. Buying has not begun. Buyer: Bill Hinman. ^gen< \ :

Lambert ^ Feasle\ . New York.
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WHEN DOES THE EAGLE

ELY IN DETROIT?

ASK THE COLONEL

!

i
— The I'C.W Colonel knows —

the principal paydays, the

shopping day-, and how
many people work at \*liat

joli- in tin- motor city . . . a-

well as in 26 other markets

he sells.

Peters. Griffin.
Woodward, mc .

TK,],K\ [SIOW SALES
V 250 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.

flie BIG SWITCH
is to WIBG

-o -the

MORNING
SHOW

'V, I \
.'-

< |
\\ v y i

' / s \ 10M DONAHUi

if
\t p*mc-

WIBG
SUIUIIAN STATION SLOG PHIL* 3 PA tl 6 2300

No'ono'(fpr«ien'o''ve RADiO-TV *ep'?t*-'o' •!
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WWRL NEW YORK CITY

/ik Floyd&W4*i *'Mydad 1

\a/642£TT£S $<ice-

* Floyd Cowan, 53
Hamilton Terrace,
New York, N. Y.

WWRLS PERSONALITIES SELL
more merchandise for sponsors by:

Delivering the largest NEGRO
AUDIENCE for your product. . . .

Supporting your schedule with a
barrage of CONSUMER ADS. . . .

MERCHANDISING CREWS work
full time in Supermarkets and drug
stores for you. . . . FREE. . . .

LOW SELLING COST of 12c per
thousand. . . .

call or write

- BEST FOR NEGRO PROGRAMS

IS THE WATER SOFT

IN SAN ANTONIO? *

Cffa -%
T'HI

" -^

U

"4

ASK THE COLONEL

!

I

—^Superfluous Bounding to —
some, but a very important

question to the advertisers

of soaps, shampoos, deter-

gents, water conditioners
and many other products.

Peters, Griffin,
Woodward, inc.

TF,I,K\ [SI01N SALES
250 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.

".I

News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Lehn & Fink has changed its basic

sales theme on Lysol.

Instead of stressing the disinfectant

slant. Lysol now also seeks to be ac-

cepted as an everyday cleanser and

soap.

The new approach is being intro-

duced on two of NBC TV's daytime

shows. Queen for a Day and It Could

Be You.

Reynolds Wrap has bound up its

1956 advertising ideas and promotions

in brochure designed like an old-style

farmers Almanac. The booklet, "The

Reynolds Wrap Alumanac," highlights

50 ad programs of the past year in-

cluding its tv show, Circus Boy, and

Reynolds "farm radio network," the

sponsored farm service radio shows on

key regional stations. . . . The Fox
Head Brewery plans a unique ad ap-

proach for its "400" brand this year.

Market research has convinced the

beer firm that fishermen "offer a prime

market of the greatest importance."

The campaign calls for the institution

of a telephone information service for

Isaac Waltons, plus a tagged fishing

contest to be held in Illinois on 12

April. Fox Head will use a local radio

show on WBBM, Chicago, along with

saturation radio spot to augment the

fishing theme. Schram Advertising is

the brewery's agency.

RCA's sales topped the SI billion

mark again in 1956—for the second

successive year. Sales for 1956

reached SI. 127. 774.000. up seven per

cent over 1955. However, net profits

were off. Net profit in 1956 was $40,-

031,000 compared to $47,525,000 for

the previous year. (Both figures, after

taxes. I . . . Foremost Dairies' net

earnings reached SI 0.1 60.000. a 17.7' -

rise over the 1955 figure of $8,637,-

038. The 1956 figure represents an

all-time high for the company.

R. B. Collett has left Young & Rubi-

cam's Toronto office to become adver-

tising advisor to the marketing divi-

sion's of Lever Bros., Toronto. New
manager of the Y&R Toronto branch:

Trevor G. Goodman, former account

supervisor.

David J. Mahoney, president of the

Good Humor Corp., is all for satura-

tion radio.

At the RTES seminar in New York
last week, Mahoney gave this reason:

• Since using spot radio on a satu-

ration basis, his company's sales vol-

ume is up 40 r
r —profits up 60%.

• Mahoney also offers this advice

to timebuyers and account execs trying

to sell clients on saturation—stress

high profit, not cheapness and cover-

age.

William F. Laporte, former presi-

dent of Whitehall Pharmacal Co., has

been elected vice president of Ameri-

can Home Products Corp. New presi-

dent of Whitehall is Elliott A. Bowles,

former executive vice president. La-

porte is also a member of the opera-

tions committee of American Home
Products.

AGENCIES
The rising tv costs problem, as

seen by Y&R president Sigurd S.

Larmon, shapes up like this:

• Difficultv of maintaining effective

advertising continuity at prevailing tv

prices.

• Y\ ith the coming of color tv "as-

tronomical cost"' may be piled on

"astronomical cost.''

Larmon feels that cost must be

curbed and even "worked down or

there may be real difficulties ahead.

His remarks were made at the Oma-

ha Advertising Club last week follow-

ing his participation in the dedication

and cornerstone layng at KETV's

studios.

Turning to local tv. Larmon empha-

sized that agencies and advertisers are

aware of the value of local television.

He pointed out that during 1956 Y&R's
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h expenditures foi its clients broke

dow n this waj : 1 1 oul oi evei j 1

1

went to spot l\ .

'I'll i^ profile <>t tl><- super markel

expansion >»a- |»ui forward 1»>

Robert F. Carney, chairman of

the board of directors of FCB, last

week

:

Currently, 6,000 items are -"l<l in

super markets as compared to 3,000

items just 15 years ago. Vlso 1 1,000

Stores now account l"i 7n'. of the

total food business, bul in L940 it t<">k

1 lo.O(H) stores to accommodate the

same To' ! .

Carnej feels that, "\\ itli so mam
super markets and so few clerks avail-

able, tlii' manufacturer musl go over

tin- head of the retailer anil -ell the

consumer directly through advertis-

big." Therefore the advertising cosl

of two-thirds of one cent of ever) dol-

lar of -ale- i- "inexpensive and eer-

tainK not wasteful.'
1

This call for nv\s attitudes toward

cooperative advertising was ad-

vanced by Grey last week:
• I nderstandbig that promotion via

the retailer i- now another marketing

tool.

• I he recent revolution in distribu-

tion has changed the manufacturer-

retailer relationship to the point where

the dealer i- not just a Inner (of mer-

chandise i hut he i- also a seller (of

promotion
I

.

• I real cooperative advertising as

a "purchase, not an allowance."

New agency appointments: Grej

Advertising lor California National

Production-. C.re\ will handle all ad-

vertising for the NBC subsidiary's four

divisions: NBC T\ Films, MIC Thea-

trical. NBC Merchandising and NBC
Film Services. . . . Walker Saussey for

die California \\ ine \— n. for Eleven

Cellars and Embassador Wines. . . .

Foote. Cone & Belding for S. \. Schon-

brunn & Co., Savarin brand coffee as

of 1 Vpril.

Realignment at Russel M. Seed-

Co. establishes an executive commit-

tee and a management council designe I

to involve top personnel more full\ in

agency management. Here's how the

two groups will operate:

The executive committee—will deal

directK with administrative function-.

Members: Harrj B. Goldsmith, Jr. executive v. p., b< hairmai

(who becomes Benior v.p.); Dan the board ol directors undei the new

I ostei adminisl i ation \ .p. : and I lean set up.

I andis, \ .p. < lienl relations. ^
I he i M. ii 1. 1 ;en enl i ouncil w ill oper- Robert L. I oreman has been el<

ate in both creative and management an executive vice president at BBDO
areas. Members: the executive com- and been appointed chairman of the

mittee plus lame- \\ itherell. Jesse plan- ho.ml. (Foreman is a contribut

Livermore, Dale Mehrhoff, Fred Will- ing editoi ol sponsi

son, Lee Marshall, Don Reed and Russ Blaine*Thompson foi thi BiB < orp.

Young. 1 1 mi juices I

Media plans call foi

II,,- committee will report directl] use of radio with tv "under discussion"

to Freeman Keyes, president and chair- . . . Honig-Coopei foi Vvoset I

man of the hoard. Harrj II. Man-. (Qwip, pressurized whipped-cream)

.

KONO
SELLS
BEST
IN THE
GREAT

SOUTHWEST

CHECK YOUR "AYES"

BEFORE YOU BUY!

Get the facts on the San Antonio Radio

audiences before you "yes" any schedule

KONO is a great power . . . proved by

88 national advertisers who buy

KONO Radio year after year.

860 kc 5000 watts

Eur
SAN ANTONIO

NO
RADIO

Get the Facts . . . from your

H-R or Clarke Brown Man
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Here's an idea at work at Watts,

Payne Advertising, Tulsa: How to

sell your ngency via eartoons.

The agency is currently sending out

a smart little brochure explaining the

operation of its radio-tv department

via i lie method of having a cartoon

character named "Mr. Advertiser" take

a picture tour of broadcast media de-

partment in particular and the agency

in general. Mr. Advertiser is intro-

duced to the staff and told exactly how
each member functions.

K in In null & Ryan has confirmed the

report it is buying the Los Angeles

agency, M. B. Seott, Ine BBDO
has elected four new directors: Fred

Barrett, v. p. in charge of media; Len

Carey, v.p. and account supervisor;

W. Barry McCarthy, v.p. and account

supervisor; and Harold Olsen, v.p. and

an art director.

J. Walter Thompson's new office in

Lima. Peru, makes the score now total

38 offices throughout the world with

eight located in Latin America. . . .

George C Oswald, national account

executive at Kenyon & Eckhardt, has

been appointed supervisor of regional

offices and also will be in charge of

the agency's international business. . . .

TENNESSEE'S

MARKET

OX VIL LE-

SS COVERED BY

WBIR-TV
AN N E L10

316,000 watts covering more

than 50 prosperous counties

in Tenn.
;
Ky. and N. C. One

of the Nation's most power-

ful stations.

Metropolitan
Area Rank
MEMPHIS
KNOXVILLE
NASHVILLE
CHATTANOOGA

Call Your K A T Z
For Availabilities

MAN ^
the TREND'S to TEN

in TENNESSEE"

Mel Jaeohson is the new media di-

rector for John Mather Lupton Co.

James D. Evans and Harry G.

Kebel have been elected vice presi-

dents of Lynn Baker, Inc. Evans will

also expand duties to serve on the

plans board and as executive super-

visor of the media department. . . .

Watts Waeker has been appointed

media director at D. P. Brother & Co.

replacing Carl Georgi. Jr. who has

joined Campbell-Ewald as v.p. and me-

dia director.

Grant Advertising has appointed

Tom Johnston, J. B. Conroy and

George Sampson as vice presidents

and directors of the public relations

division. Under the direction of Jack

Bailhe, v.p. and director of domestic

and international public relations,

Johnston will supervise operations on

the East Coast and in the South. Con-

roy will head up Midwest and South-

west activities, and Sampson will be in

charge of the West Coast.

NETWORKS
Here's the way the realignment at

CBS TV works out:

William H. Hylan has been appoint-

ed vice president of sales administra-

tion. Thomas Dawson, newly appoint-

ed vice president of network sales, will

report to Hylan.

William B. Lodge has been appoint-

ed vice president of station relations

and engineering. Edward P. Shurick,

vice president and director of station

relations, will report to Lodge.

More fall programing notes from
NBC TV.
The Alcoa-Goodyear Sunday night

dramas will be dropped after the 22

September show. Alcoa however has

picked up a half-hour on alternate

Monday nights 9:30-10 p.m. Goodyear

has not yet decided whether it will

join Alcoa in the new time slot, nor

has a specific program been picked.

The Alcoa buy also means that the

new Hitchcock series fur NBC T\ will

be reduced from an hour and a half

to 60 minutes (Mondays 10-11 p.m.).

Status of Robert Montgomery Pre-

sents is still up in the air. The pro-

mam is definitelv out of the Monday

9:30-10:30 p.m. spot but may find a

berth later in the weeklv schedule.

Good Morning with Will Bogers. Jr.

will be replaced by Country Stvle. mu-

:>«, SPONSOR 9 MARCH 1957



u< Bhow, "M CBS I V beginning -"•

\
I > i i I . \ii"iln-i innovation in early-

morning programing on CBS l\ will

be two 1 5-minute news shows al 7:45

.Lin. and 8: IS a.m. . . . NBC T\ will

program Wagon Train in the Wednes-

day 7:30-8:30 p.m. spot. No sponsoi

li .i~ been announced as yet.

The NBCT\ Ufred Hitchcock se-

ries sel foi Monday nights come uexl

fall h ill now be an houi (10-11 pjn. i

instead of an hour-and-a-half. In the

meantime Hitchcock baa also Bigned a

contract to continue bis CBS Sunday

night half-hour series through Septem-

ber L958. . . . Screen Gems has re-

newed it- agreement w i 1 1
1 CBS T\ foi

filming some of the Playhouse 90 se-

ries. The renewal calls for a minimum
of five new films for use during the

1957-58 season. SG is under contracl

to produce eight Playhouse ,;" films

l"i the 1
( ).")(>..~>7 season.

It's one qui/ out and one back in

;.i CBS T\. The Tuesday night Do
} on Trust ) our 11 i/e will he dropped

as of 2 April. \ new musical series

featuring Spike Jones will he the re-

placement. l.WI will continue to spon-

sor the 10:30-11 p.m. time period

weekly

.

Remaining in the line up, however,

will be Giant Step. General Mills has

had a change of heart about the Wed-

nesday kid-quiz deciding to ride with

the -how for another 13 weeks.

On the situation corned) front, the

in-again-out-again Brothers show is

now definite!) out again. But is due

to be replaced h\ another -it nation

comedy, Private Secretary, as of Tues-

day, 2 \pril. Lever Bros, and Sheaffer

Pen vt ill spon-.. i

.

TV STATIONS
Here*;* a successful promotion
idea from WS \Z- VM & TV. Hunt-

ington. \\ . \ a.

The stations joined the Huntington

\utomohile Dealers \s-ociation in

holding a local auto show.

During the three-da] event a total

of ">7 cars were displayed and ovei

10,000 people attended.

The show was promoted \ia both

radio and t\ announcement-, hill-

hoards. 1ms cards and newspaper. The

stations also imported star names, gave

awa\ nightl) door prizes and used the

auto -how Boot foi origination of

main local BhoWB.

G.E.'s new price adjustmenl on

radio and l\ In o.idc;i-t equipment
will add aboul 10'. to over-all

equipmenl costs for new stations

going on the air.

Specific price changes bave not been

revealed as yet hui products affected

include: high-powei broadcast trans-

mitters ami antenna-, studio cameras,

powei supplies, etc.

Tv applications: Between 25 Febru-

arj and 2 March two applications for

hew stations wen- filed, one construc-

tion permit was granted and one new

station took t" the air.

Applications were made l>\ : < lentral

Kansas Television Co., Great Bend,

Kan., for Channel II. Garden ('it\.

53.68 kw visual, with tower 540 feet

above average terrain, plant (138,721,

yearl) operating cost $25,000; and b]

Television For New Hampshire, Inc..

for Channel '). Manchester. 2o<"> kw

visual, with lowci 1026 feel aho\e a\ ci -

age terrain, plant $501,420, yearl)

operating cost $530,850.

Construction permit went to San

Angelo Television Co. for Channel 3,

San Angelo, Tex., permit allows 3.02

kw visual.

\cw station on the air was KTWO-
TV, Casper, Wyo., Channel 2. .208

kw visual, temporary antenna. \BC
l\ and NBC TV affiliation with CBS
I \ on per program basis.

I tali's governor, George D. Clyde,

has signed the tv translator hill

which will permit counties, munici-

palities and school boards to use recre-

ation funds to build t\ translator sta-

MfW People

Listen

£\PI

t ions. I bis w ill ^\ an estimated

70,000 viewers to the I tah u box

-, ore.

RADIO STATIONS
\\ ISIN's new programing concept.

Haestrot and Wutlcana was re*

centl) the l»;i-i - for a verj succt

—

tHI promotion idea.

I he M ilwaukee Btal ion i ondm ted a

contest asking foi descriptions of the

music-personabt) format. Entries av-

. i aged L000 a week dm ing th<

duration. Top prize was a trip to New

^ ork and ticket- to "\1\ Fait I adj ".

I ni i ies weie n( eived from 75 < ities

in \\ isconsin.

Maestros and Wusicana i- an around-

the-clock programing concept featur-

ing pops conceit musi( and personali-

ties who "concentrate (heir remark- on

the music."

\ lend-lease arrangemenl has been

set up bj W II*. Philadelphia1
, and

WBPA, \nnapolis. whereb) the sta-

tions will exchange two majoi pro-

grams each daj . . . KI.BS. Houston,

has been sold to the YfcLendon Invest-

ment Corp. for $525,000. McLendon

WHAT'S NEW WITH

"DAMETIME" TELEVISION?

T
| __ ! |M

.._L_i.lL wr

U
ml

BIRMINGHAM

THE Voice OF ALABAMA
John Blair & Co.

ASK THE COLONEL!

— The PGW Colonel has just—
written a hook on the sub-

ject of daytime viewing. Not

a very lonj; hook, but one

that should be very interest-

ing to the advertisers of

soaps and soups and siieh

. . . that are sold to women.

Peters, Griffin
Woodward. :

-

TELEVISION S

250 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
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IT'S T<IT'S TOMORROW

. . . in high style at the

NEW 1957 CADILLAC. ..

with EVERYTHING in our

PUNNED PLAYGROUND

of pleasure to make your

winter vacation the most

glorious of your life!

2
per

person
double
occ.

from
March
16th

Only $ 15to March 15th

including BREAKFAST
and GOURMET DINNERS

HE NEW

CADILLAC
HOTEL CABANA CLUB

PREMIERE SEASON
Complete Blockfront of Ocean Privacy

39th to 40th Streets, MIAMI BEACH
JACK LOW, General Manager . BERNARD RESNICK. Managing Director

Send for your FREE color brochure, see your favorite Travel Agent.

or phone—NEW YORK . . . Wl 7-8854 or Mil 2 4072

1,048,342

WOMEN
are actually watching "Danie-

tiIllc
,, programs on the Tele-

vision Stations represented by

PGW.

For full details and
latest availabilities

ASK THE COLONEL!

Peters. Griffin,
Woodward, inc.

TKI.K\ [SION SALES

^s
250 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.

ahead) owns three radio stations and

one t\ station in Texas.

Walter C. Johnson has been ap-

pointed \ ice president of the Travelers

Broadcasting Service Corp. and general

manager of radio and t\ operations

foi W TIC Hartford . . . WHK, Cleve-

land, Ohio's first radio station cele-

brated its 35th anniversary on 5

March.

Arthur M. Tolchin, director of

WMGM, New York, has been elected

\.p. of WMGM Broadcasting Corp.

Transfer of the station from Loew's,

Inc. to WMGM Broadcasting was re-

cently approved by the FCC . . .

WCTC and WCTC-FM, New Bruns-

wick, N. J., have been bought b\ a

group headed by Joseph L. Rosenmiller

and Peter A. Bordes. Also participat-

ing in the purchase is Louis J. Appel.

Jr., president of WSBA and WSBA-TV.
Purchase price, $215,000.

FILM
Though feature films are still cut-

ting a competitive swath through
the syndication business, some
bright spots have appeared in the

half-hour-series side.

In some respects, syndicators of half-

hour series are more optimistic than

the) were before the impact of features

was felt.

Their optimism covers a critical

facet of the business: the time it takes

to get off the cost hook on a qualitv

series.

Among those smiling broadly is CBS
Tv Film Sales which, after only three

months, has gotten its money back on

Whirlybirds. This money includes both

overhead and sales, the latter being

low anywaj because of the speed in

selling the show.

At presstime, Whirlybirds was sold

in 120 markets for a gross of $1.4

million.

Among other shows going well are

NTA's Sheriff of Cochise, spread in

I 7 I markets after less than fi\e months,

and TP \"s Ifatcheye. the Lust of the

Mohicans. TPA is also gathering the

fruits of Hawkeyes distribution in

England and Canada.

All three shows, and others as well,

are, it should be pointed out. being

backed heavily in the promotion de-

partment.

\\ hat's been happening to the busi-

I't'-s? More national advertisers are

becoming interested in half-hours, says

CBS Film Sales.

Business ma) be Looking up isee story

above) but syndicators are having

their troubles in the cost area.

Ziv President John Sinn complains

that, while shows shot this spring will

cost from 20 to 40' < more than last

year, syndicators will be getting no

more than 10 to 15% more this fall.

Location photographv is the prime

factor in cost rises, Sinn notes, hut

adds that Ziv has no intention of

sacrificing outdoor production values

to keep costs down.

NBC Film's Victory at Sea bagged a

7.8 (ARBl rating on New York's

WPIX in February after its eighth run.

Sponsored by R. J. Reynolds and G. E.,

the show bowed only to two web

shows. Private Secretary and Ruggles

of Red Gap in a seven-station market

at 7:30 p.m. Sunday. . . . WBKB
Chicago, has landed one of the biggest

feature film sales to a local retail ad-

vertiser. Purchaser: Jim Moran of

Courtesy Ford Motors. Deal: films

from NTA's "Rocket 86" package out

of Twentieth-Centurv-Fox.

RESEARCH
Broadcast Advertisers Report is

now publishing a master index of

its spot report by brand names.

This means that for the first time

all local, regional and spot activity will

be banded together in one book by

categories.

"KRIZ Phoenix suggested a vaca-

tion at the Grand Canyon, but I

decided I wanted a change."

58 SPONSOR 9 MARCH 1957



I> \K data ia gathered bj monitoi ing

in 20 markets. In 1957 over 10,000

local Ik >u i ^ m ill I"- tape recorded and

processed.

I In- new index »ill serve as a rum

panion to the netwoi k repoi ts ^\\ ing

a complete picture on national cam-

paigns, regional and local follow-

through ami cooperative tie-ins,

The universal appeal of television

i- demonstrated l»% these TvB
findings (based on research con-

dueted 1>> Pulse) :

• Time spent on t\ bj all house-

holds in the (J. S. is three times great-

ei than time spent l>\ them with news-

papers.

• Income households with $10,000

and over annual income spend aboul

the same amount ol time watching t\

as households with $4,000-15,000.

(Findings indicate that when annual

household income reaches $4,000 or

more, better than nine out of In have

t\ sets. I

• Education it the head of the

household has had college training, the

average <la\ - viewing is seven hours.

In homes classified in the grade school

level, the average day's viewing i- ver)

similar, seven hours and 10 minutes.

There arc now 815 tv station- and
56 million tv gets in the world

—

these figures are from the L957 Spring-

Summer edition of Television Fact-

book.

Statistics for the I nited States alone

show I'Ki tv stations and 12 million

sets. Outside of the I . >.. the leader-

are: Great Britain, with 19 stations

and 6..1 million sets; Canada, with 37

Stations and 2.45 million sets: and

1 ^1! with 31 station- and 1.3 million

-it-. \ll other t\ nations have less

than 1 million sets.

ASSOCIATIONS
Advertising expenditures will top

S18 billion annually 1>> 1966 and
radio's share will be close to 82
billion this i- the estimate of Kevin

Sweeney, Radio Advertising Bureau

president.

Sweenej feels this tripling of radio's

current annual billing I
in the next 10

years) "will not alter present sources

of radios business." Local advertisers

will continue to be the source of over

60 percent of radio hillings, even

though top national advertisers are

returning to the medium.

I be Vcademj "i Television \ri-

and Sciences has laid the ground-
work lor tin- formation of a writ-

er's workshop.
In a Bpecial meeting last week acade-

m\ members nominate I a committee

to explore the I unit i< ins and pi oce

dun- "l the workshop. Mam purposes

discussed were I I • improvement ol

t\ programing, (2) foi mation ol a

"-ih iol for i\ writers. I lommittee

members include : Mori Abrahams, I e I

\pstein, Evel) n Bui k<\ . Paddj ( !ha-

j
r\-k\

. Leo Da\ i-. Ethel Frank, I ran-

ees lli-ad. Nat lliki-n. Marlow Lewis,

\\ orthington Minn. Joe Schrank, \l-

l> n Schw iiiunci . Mod Serling, I )a\ id

Swift, Mildred Vermont, Helen Wal-

pole, and Lawrence Langner. Three

substitute members were also nomi-

nated along with two disinterested

board members.

The first issue of the professional

journal for the radio and tele-

vision business ha- ju-t been pub-

lished bj the Association for Profes-

sional Broadcasting Education.

The Canadian Association of Radio
and Television Broadcasters \n-

i ui a I Convention to be held in f)uebec

Citj on 25-27 March will be divided

into three sessions. Radio Dav on

25 March, closed business session for

members and associates onl) on 26

March and Tele\ ision Da\ on 27

March.

STOCK MARKET
Following stocks in ail media and

related fields are listed each issue

with quotations for Tuesda) this week

and I ue-da\ the week before. Quota-

tions supplied bj Merrill Lynch,

Pierre. Fenner and Beane.

Mill in I \ pi mini lion .ill -.iv

I
I

\\l\l\llo\

SOI ND
-I M.I

I \l;- \Mi
on ii u -

JAMIESO
FILM COMPANY

3825 Bryan • TA3-8158 • Dallas

lude:

Craw
McC;
Tracj

1 ues. Tues. Net

Stock 26 Feb. 5 March i hange

\ eu York Stock Exchange

AB-PT 21% 21 1 .,

H&T 177% 179% +1%
VvCO 6% 6% • %
CBS "A" 31% 12%
Columbia l'n 17 18%
I !»'« - 19 1"', + %
Paramount 30]

Rl \ ;l
iT

- ;i +1%
Storer 26%
20th-Fox 23 25%
\\ arnei Bros. 25% 26% + %
\\ estinghouse "W 7

.

American Stock Exchange

Ubed \rti-t- 3% ;
7
-

iM Super 1 i

DuMont Labs 5 i
7
^ - %

GuUd Film- 3% 3%
NT \ 8% 8%

I

Crawford & Porter Vdverti

Mi ( am I i it kson, Inc.

mpany, Inc."

RCA
TV

Equipment for

LEASE
or SALE

This is your opportunity to

get into the TV business at

minimum of cost.

Complete UHF channel 36-

TV station, from live camera
to antenna. All RCA equip-

ment, used only 14 months.
Save tax dollars by low month-
ly lease plan or buy part and
lease part. Save 72°o on the

package.
VHF'er may have all but

transmitter and antenna.

Cet full details NOW
HAROLD H. THOMS
75 Elk Mt. Scenic Hwy.

Asheville. N. C.
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MEW, ADDITIONAL SURVEY PROOF:
WNHC-TV—seven days a week, sign on to

sign off—delivers average audiences 210°/;

greater than top New York City station reach-

ing any part of the area; 244% greater than

Hartford; 174% greater than New Britain.

Kail KATZ for the proof: ARB, Nov. 1956;

PULSE, Oct. 1 956; NIELSEN NCS #2, 1 956.

^
WNHC-TV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD, CONN.

Channel 8
ABC-TV* CBS-TV
Represented by KATZ

operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM»FM»TV, Philadelphia, Pa. /W NBF-AM»FM»TV, Binghamton, N. Y.

WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa. /WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona, Pa. /WNHC-AM • FM • TV, New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York

ESPECIAl LY IN HflRTFORI



// haft happening in U. S. Government

that affects tpontort, agenciet, tuitions

WASHINGTON WEEK
l>< >pit<- tin- proceedings now under way, tin- FCC ha* DO Intention <>( shifting

all

—

«»r even a major pari—of television broadcasting to I I IF.
9 MARCH

i

.
, , , . .

copyright 1957 " ceitauilj won t be done lor years, and certainh, not without positive assurance
sponsor publications inc.

t liat UHF tan do tin- job as well us VIIF.

I hat, in substance, IS what FCC chairman George McConnaughe) told the Senate Com-
merce Committee tliis week.

McConnaughe) also made the following points at the hearing— and drew some sharp

barbs from Senator Pasture (D., R.I.) :

• Ihe commission would, however, push ahead with deintermixture in specific*

areas (in addition to those on which the FCC acted the week before).

• The commission cannot make a VHF station accept a UllF assignment with-

out complete hearings. Compelling public interest must be proved, and assurance given

that the public will not lose service.

Questioning of other FCC commissioners disclosed there was wide open disagree-

ment among themselves on deintermixture.

For instance, Commissioner Mack criticized the FCC for not enough deintermixture,

while Commissioner Doerier said that the steps already taken are depriving rural areas of

tv service. And, anyway, he was anti-deintermixture.

Commissioner Craven submitted a brief favoring his plan for dropping the table of

tv allocations altogether in favor of considering station applications on a case-by-case basis.

The session ended with the ominous feeling that on the following Thursday (14) dis-

agreements among the commissioners will multiply.

Senator Pastore's chief peeve was the failure to remove the tax from all-channel

viewing sets. He wanted to know whether it was impossible for a majority of the commis-

sioners to agree on nationwide deintermixture. McConnaughey conceded that at this stage

it looked that way.

The session with the Senate Commerce Committee was just the beginning of

a series of committee hops on Capitol Hill for the FCC's commissioners during the

next few weeks.

McConnaughey also told the Commerce Committee the FCC expects to make an early de-

cision on pay tv.

Meantime, CBS TV got in a few licks on the pay-tv issue.

The network circulated among Senate Commerce Committee members a point-by-point

refutation of the committee staff's report.

CBS's brief made these points:

• The FCC is not in a position right now to pass on the technical merits of the

competing systems.

• There would be little genuine protection for the public in the suggestion that the

promoters of pay tv bear all costs of the tests.

• The decision as to whether such pay service should be authorized and, if so, the nature

and extent of the regulations required are matters for Congress to decide.

FCC chairman McConnaughey said at a recent NARTB meeting here that he would

favor a five-year term for station license renewals I in place of the present three-

year period).

This puts him in agreement with a considerable body of opinion in Congress,

which would have to authorize a change.
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YOUR FILM DOLLAR

Have Picture Quality
that Advertisers want .

And Keep Your Operating Costs Down !

Here are three ways to improve film quality and reduce

operating costs at the same time:

a. Use a Vidicon film camera

b. Use professional projectors

c. Use an up-to-date multiplexer

RCA Vidicon Film Camera operation not only gives the best picture

quality, but transforms wastefulness (caused by inefficiency

of outmoded equipment) to profit.

Professional Film and Slide Projectors save operating dollars.

Lamp costs are lower—lamps can operate until burn-out. Thirty to

fifty hours of operation are not unusual for a normal 10-hour lamp.

Rebate costs on lost commercials due to lamp failure are eliminated,

thanks to the automatic lamp change feature. You get business

protection plus the high quality these projectors impart.

The RCA TP-15 Multiplexer, providing efficient layout of the system,

assures lower costs through ease of maintenance and expansion.

The RCA Vidicon Film System provides

the standard of film reproduction by which

all other methods and equipment are judged.

Ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to show

you our detailed new film manual, "Planning TV

Film Facilities for Color and Monochrome."

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.

(n Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal

Trek(s) S3



A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
9 MARCH
Copyright 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

RAB is applying "The Man from Cunningham & Walsh" buildup to its vari-

ous specialists.

Right now, Lud Richards, whose field is life insurance, has been assigned to spend a

week with an insurance salesman to observe office and sales procedure.

McCann-Erickson's spectacular rise may well be due, in part, to the nimble

"fire fighting" brigade with which president Marion Harper, Jr. has surrounded

himself.

It consists of general staff officers—as distinguished from line officers—who can douse an

account crisis, shore up a weak spot in plans, or produce the right research or the right solu-

tion at the right time. Each also is a seasoned specialist in some field—like tobacco, foods,

beverages, etc.

Among the "fire fighters" you'll find Harry Berk, E. H. (Dutch) Ellis, Anthony

(Toby) Hyde, and Robert E. Healy.

Tv billings are sky-high, but that hasn't stopped a fertilizer maker from spread-

ing this proposition to stations:

He's offering to sponsor a 15-minute film—all commercial—to be run on a one-time

basis. If the mail order return is satisfactory, the station will get an order for a

repeat run.

Some station reps still are shy about answering query No. 8 in the question-

naire submitted by Dean Roscoe L. Barrow's broadcast network study committee

for the FCC.

The information sought in this question concerns the rep's list of tv stations, dollar

volume for each, and the rep's compensation.

Main reason for the reps' caution: the possibility that members of Dean Barrow's

staff later may wind up in the rep business themselves.

Only four of the pioneers who were with CBS when it moved from the Paramount

Tower to 485 Madison in 1930 are still with the company:

William S. Paley, Lawrence Lowman (general v.p.), William Ensign (sales),

and Al Brvant (head of the messenger room").

SPONSOR HEARS (via repeated inquiries and phone calls) that the "cost-per-thousand-

homes-per-commercial-minute" yardstick still is a somewhat hazy concept.

Here is how you arrive at C-P-M-H-P-C-M :

1) Add gross cost of the show and net cost of time to get the total amount a sponsor

actually shells out for a program.

2) Now take the average number of viewing homes in thousands (your rating

service or research division has it—or can get it) and divide that into sponsor's total

cost, which you computed in the step above. This will give you the cost-per-thousand

homes.

3) Divide this figure by the number of commercial minutes in the show—that

is, divide by 3 for a half-hour show, 6 for an hour show. etc. That gives you the C-P-M-H-

P-C-M. (The 3 and 6 apply, of course, only to night-time shows.

)

If you want to get really elaborate about it, however, you can take one last step: Com-

pute the cost-per-thousand-viewers (instead of merely the per-homes figure). In working

this out. use 2.5 viewers per home.
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lO KEY QUESTIONS
[Continued from page 28)

advertise! vvho hopes to reach house-

wives can do just aboul .1- well l>\

using ilii- pei n>.| .1- he can w ith thai

at 7 \<> 9 a.m. I he same Pulse ~tml\

menl ioned above showed, l"i example,

thai at 5 p.m. u ith neai l\ 29' of

sets-in-use, ~>l oul "I ever) Inn listen-

ers are women. \i ." a.m., m ith neai I)

ol -i- in ii-'-. >7 "Hi ol ever)

Inn listeners are women. Teena

represent < «n I \ aboul 1
2'

, of the

listening audience at 5 |>.in. Another

interesting poinl 1- thai sets-in-use be-

tween 3 and 5 p.m. and between 7 and

9 a.m. average oul just about the same
—28%.

Once enough advertisers reappraise

those other radio hours in the day, the

industr) 11 ki\ find a «real deal less

crowding in the earlj morning Mock.
1 In the next issue of sponsor, this sub-

ject u ill be treated in a full-length fea-

ture. >

7. \\ here is daytime t\ headed?
Problems of daytime television,

with it- vasl unexplored areas of pro-

graming combined with a basic limita-

tion in potential rea< h, are easing. Pro.

a ami cost shufflings al all three

netw "i k~ .11 e pointed to one •• il ain

ing biggei da) time audiem es foi the

medium itself and foi the networks

indi\ iduall)

.

Daytime costs, traditionally hall

those ol nighttime rates, gol a revolu-

tionai j treatment a fortnight ago when
\l!i I \ set 1 three-to-one ratio with

da) time a third the cosl of nighttime

periods. It'- possible NBC TV, in \».

2 position among the networks, ma)

follow, with < BS I \ holding pat.

Clients still wonder about daytime

audiences, necessaril) limited to non-

working women, youngsters and chil-

dren. Yet one of the higgi -( cosmetic

companies plans intense experimenta-

tion u iili network t\ in das time hours

tlii- year and it has a record as a

pace-setter. The networks arc striving

i" gain more tune-in during the house-

wife's work-a-day hours and to in-

crease their own -hare of audience.

\l'>< l'\ has made marked gains in

this direction in recent months, and

ABC TV. alter its recent delineation of

plans, holds promise of increasing the

-> ope and the competition in 1

time t\

.

I here - new programing to pull

diem es. \l'.< I \ plans a methodii al

move back from Wicke) \lm,s,- < lub

in the late ift< n ion to iboul

o'clock; then it will move into the

1 BS I \
. dominant in the

daytime field, hinges its w hedules to

its successful sei ials. MB( . with n

moves in the planning, has jusl add.-.

I

midda) shows, ( uid Clul

'"i
1 olon asting cai 1 ied b) a limited

line-up ..1 stations on a 1 o-op basis.

Progressive stations are bolsu •

local schedules as well, -till Bti i\ u

find the formula for an entertaii

format within the hml ; the

daytime advertiser.

Despite these encouraging innova-

tions in programing and pj i. ing, tin-

dilemma loi mosl advertisers consider-

ing daytime t\ remains the same: how

do you extend the reach of the day-

time audience, in terms ol coverage,

and gain Sufficient tune-in to make the

necessarily high costs of tv production

worth the investment?

Networks and local stations are get-

TV in Fresno -- the big

inland California market-

means KMJ-TY
• Best local programs

• Basic NBC-TV affiliate

- ...
.

.

ggSBP

PAUL H. RAYMER, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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FIRST IN DETROIT

• PROGRAMMING

• EXPERIENCE

• SALES RESULTS

ASK DETROITERS!

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

Nolionol Representatives: Peters. Griffin. Woodward. Inc.

WHAT ARE MIAMI'S

MAJOR GROCERY CHAINS ?

HUhp
\m'hqbI

ff

\\\ I
1
j

M :1

ASK THE COLONEL!

—The PGW Colonel has a list- —
i

ing of grocery and drug
chains, and department
stores in ever-changing
Miami . . . and in 26 other

markets he sells.

Peters, Griffin.
I.NC.

TELEVISION SALES
250 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.

tinji mot < evenl) divided pieces of the

viewing j
» i

c- . Their problem, and all of

their efforts, hinge on the need to ex-

pand the size of the pie in the first

plare. New live programs, and an

emergence of more daytime film offer-

ings, are designed to pull in new view-

ers. The strategy is to encourage the

housewife to watch for entertainment

and information, despite her household

work habits.

8. How do you get the most out

of the new network radio?

Advertisers are flocking to network

radio and the realization that the an-

swer to this question is a single word

—flexibility. The four networks are

continuing their programing and sell-

ing tactic of making time periods

easier to buy and more maneuverable

to the needs of the individual client.

This maneuverability, combined with

attractive costs, is returning bluechip

advertisers to the fold of network radio

as they haven't flocked for five years.

Among the newest developments: ABC.

Sl-plus-million order from the R. J.

Reynolds Tobacco Co., for Camel;

CBS, a $3 million sale to Lever Bros.;

MBS, a 507-station lineup for the

Quaker State Oil Co. which includes

Game of the Day and sportcasts shows:

NBC, total sales of $500,000 in less

than one week.

New tune-in in all parts of the coun-

try, and a re-evaluation of time costs,

have prompted two major changes

thus far—and there'll be more. CBS
Radio has just upped its daytime costs

5%, at the same time cutting its night-

time rate by a third. And ABC Radio

last month increased its morning time

periods 4% to 8%. NBC expects to

realign its rates as coverage warrants

it. Mutual—at this point—is holding

to its cost schedule and its guaranteed

circulation plan.

As advertisers and agencies under-

stand the scope within which they can

buy network radio today, they're as-

signing it such heretofore unusual

tasks as a concentrated pre-spring sale

drive for six weeks—a project current-

ly contemplated by one of the mail or-

der giants. Advertisers are taking ad-

vantage of local cut-ins, and many

—

for the first time—are understanding

how to merchandise radio at the local

level.

The cost and flexibility factors lead

to today's network radio buying pat-

tern: more money from current net-

work advertisers, more advertisers

new to the medium and radio impres-

sions in heavier saturation for adver-

tisers with almost any kind of a budget.

For the first time in many years, ad-

vertisers and their agencies are ap-

praising the content of their commer-
cial time on network radio with the

same intensity they show in judging

cost and coverage factors when bu\ ing

that time. They're assigning radio

specialists to gear the commercial copy

to the specific tastes of the audience,

and one big soap advertiser makes
rigid demands on its radio copy people

for radio-only appeals.

This seems to be a self-evident ap-

proach, but it hasn't been for a long

time. A slipshod technique of bu\ ing

"tonnage" and letting the copv pretty

well take care of itself is giving away
to the concept of quality in content as

well as in the time slot.

9. Will Detroit's co-op dropout
influence other fields?

There are some who feel that when
Chrysler, Ford and GM discontinued

their dealer co-op advertising plans in

favor of all-factory advertising funds,

they may well have tied up the first

straws in a broom that will sweep

away all co-op ad systems.

There is little doubt but that the ac-

tion b\ the automotives has caused

enough commotion to justifv a re-ex-

amination of co-op plans now used by

a multitude of industries. Some of

these are: electrical appliances, foods,

tires, drugs, gasolines, soft drinks,

paints and clothing. Current estimates

of advertising investments under such

co-op systems range from SI to $2 bil-

lion annuallv. Not all manufacturers

are completely happy with their co-op

plans, nor are all dealers kept con-

tented. But the fact remains that more

advertisers are using such plans and

larger shares of ad budgets are being

poured into them.

In shucking off their co-ops, the big

three in autodom are now free to give

all their dealers planned, consistent ad-

vertising coverage. They have the op-

portunitv to throw support into a mar-

ket where support is needed instead of

being obligated to cater to some local

dealer's media whim that may have no

relation whatever to the national ad-

vertising program.

Practically every advertising excess
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•ki

a.:

.iikI malpractice ivaa Bpawned in co-op

(double billings, kick-backs, etc).

Angling for local rates m hethei met -

ited or nol has been widespread un-

del the co-op system. Multi-product

line dealers have been plaj big one

in.iiiiil.K 1 1 1 1
< i againsl another i" collect

more mone) for floor space or window

displays. In the auto field, -mall town

dealers complained thai undei co-op

the advertising advantage went t" sub-

urban dealers who benefitted from

both their own local coverage j » 1 1
1

-

overflow coverage from metropolitan

centers. I lu\ themselves were left

with little coverage except their coun-

try weeklies. Now the factories are in

a position t<> help them through such

tiling as national spot t\ and radio.

IIm U successfull) the new plan works
for the automotive industry ma\ have

considerable bearing on the future

growth or shrinkage of co-op adver-

tising. (See l'.'! Februarj sponsor.)

10. How ran alternate-week
Sponsors work together best?
Am venture jointly shared invites

misunderstandings and disagreement-.

ami alternate-week sponsorships on

THERE'S ONK ONE LEADER...

KMT TV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINFWTAL DIVIDE STATION . BUTTE

iilr\ ision ai c mi except ion. I lie ke)

in compatibilit) lies in a realization

of the advantages "I sharing a show:

i I
i economj ; I

_'
| opportunit) to < .i| •-

inn- a widei audience b) splitting i li<-

budget among more than one show.

Sponsors who might nol be able to

afford a weekl) nighttime i\ -how

i and who w i-h to lia\ e 1 6 Control

of. and identit) with a -how than par-

ticipations might give them • hai e

found the) can ride the continuity "I

a weekl) >liou l>\ sharing ii with an

alternate sponsor. The last week of

l').~><> found II nighttime network l\

programs Bhared on an alternate week

basis l>\ I!!! aiKertisers. \l the Same

lime individuall) sponsored nighttime

-hows numbered 59, while 12 partici-

pating and segmented shows were

shared b) 39 clients.

Despite an awareness of the advan-

tage-, however, here are some prob-

lems that are cropping up:

• Franchises: Doe- the client and

agenc) who have pioneered the show

and been in the time slot for the longer

period of time enjo) more rights than

the alternate client and a»enc\ ''.
I lii-

i- ueneralU accepted to In- the case.

Bui the degree of pri\ ileue that goes to

the senior client ami the division of

agency fees must usuall) he worked

out point h\ point to reach a good

working arrangement.

• Station line-ups: This problem

usually arises where two clients don't

need the same markets (i.e. a product

that wants West Coast coverage

shares a show with one that doesn't i

.

Such problems can generally be

worked out market-by-market through

film, kines or local cut-ins.

• Show promotion: The question of

which alternate sponsor spends the

most to promote the -Imw i- often a

knotty one. The ol>\iotis solution is

that each should do lii- share.

• Lost commercials: When a minor

commercial is lost through interrup-

tion or pre-emption, will the major

sponsor reimburse at hi- discounl

rate? While the network- estahlisli the

discount rates, this is a question which

when it arises the) prefer to side-step.

It is up to the alternate agencies t"

negotiate such situations. The net-

works regard show sharing in the same

light as matrimon) : the participant-

have to learn to live with each

other. ^

KROD-TV
CHANNEL 4 C^
PASO TEXASn

CBS

AFFILIATED with KROD-600 Ice <50COw \

Owned & Operated by El Paso T(mes

Rep. Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY
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1,139,502

WOMEN
are actually watching "Dame-
lime" programs on th«- Tele-

vision Slation?. represented by
r<.\\.

|
«-»_-> For full details and

latest availabilities

ASK THE COLONEL

!

Peters. Griffin.
Woodward, inc.

TELEVISION SALES
\^ 250 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. ^

=q.
/I A SWEETHEART

;U of a MARKETS

IN THE
HEART
of a

METAL
EMPIRE

2nd Largest Market in the Northwest

Hundreds of millions of dollars spent and proposed—
TACONITE MINING—New Towns—SEAU AY—
New Payrolls

To reach and sell this vital market your

best buy is WDSM-TV
Top TV at the Top of the Nation

WDSM-TV
NBC — CHANNEL 6

A 3 BILLION DOLLAR MARKET

Duluth Sl Superior
Affiliated with Duluth Herald and News-Tnbunc

Peters. Griffin.Woodward i>c

^^Bl Exclusive National Representative*

68

Reps at work

Dudley D. Brewer, radio-tv manager, The Branham Co., Chicago,

tli inks these steps would facilitate the spot buying process: (1)

when a campaign is coming up, a letter should be sent to all the reps

i nit lining plans for individual markets, length of announcements,

hours, type of audience desired, the rate bracket, whether client

wants a spot package. Then reps

could alert the station to save an-

nouncement slots, and have time

to intelligent!) compile data rather

than rush to the buyer's office

with a marked log; (2) the bu\er

should schedule rep availabilities

tin different markets on different

days to simplify buying. If the

schedule is to be in 75 or 100

markets, for example, buyers usu-

ally ask for availabilities at one

time but they buy at different times

on a city-by-city basis. Buyers should ask for avails on a city -by

cit) basis, covering the availabilities in consecutive order. In this

way the rep would be able to provide more information and deliver

more and better avails. (3) After the purchase, the buyer should

tell why he bought station X instead of Y. The rep doesn't question

the buying of a competitor; only why he wasn't able to sell his.

David A. Crimm, The Meeker Co., Inc., New York, comments:

"In every business, time efficiency is important. But in our business,

time efficiency is an operating basic. Our selling time must be used

to the best advantage of the buyers at an agency, the agency's clients

and our own stations. The interests of all are best served by pre-

senting the facts completely, quick-

ly and accurately. The bu\er's

time and the rep's time are both

important. The buyer should not

waste the rep's time with unneces-

sary calls and waiting. The rep-

resentative should not take advan-

tage of the buyer's time with un-

necessary conversation; 'blue slq

talk is not going to sell anyone.

But the rep should provide the

Inner with all the facts. And the

Inner should give the representa-

tive as much time as required to tell them. There are many con-

siderations, such as local personalities, programing for specific

groups, community respect for the station, etc.; buying strictly by

numbers is an expensi\e way in the long run since the time bought

too often does not reach the client's market. 'Time is money' is par-

ticularlv true when that time is used producthely and efficiently
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all but four
WGBI tops the ratings in all but four of the 68 quarter-hours between 7:00 a.m. and Midnight, Monday

through Friday, according to the November 1956 Pulse for the Scranton and Wilkes Barre region.

This is doubly important because this is a double-market survey and WGBI is a double-market station.

In fact, seldom does any one facility achieve such run-away dominance in even a single multi-station radio market.

You need only one station —WGBI— to cover both m a rkc ts — Scranton and Wilkes Barre.

Before you buy, be sure to see the regional rating report, covering both markets.

WGBI radio
CBS RADIO AFFILIATE Represented by H-R Representatives, Inc.

New York ' Chicago • San Francisco • Hollywood • Dallas • Atlanta • Houston • New Orleans • Miami
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delivers 5.1 average

between 8 and 5. No
ratings below 4.4

Pulse: Sept.-Oct. '56

covers what counts!

800,000 people in half

millivolt contour.

550,000 of them are

in Franklin County . . .

the home county.

Columbus, Ohio

the station with

a personality.

and research at Brother

curricular ad activities.

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Carl Ceorgi, Jr. has joined Campbell-

Ewald as vice president and director of

media. His appointment was announced

last week by H. G. Little, president and

chairman of Campbell-Euald. Well known

in the industry, Georgi has been with D. P.

Brother & Co. since that agency was or-

ganized in 1933. For the past 10 years he

served as vice president in charge of media

Georgi is an active participant in extra-

He is a member of the National Outdoor

Advertising Bureau, past chairman of the Michigan Council of the

4A's, and also a member of the newspaper committee of the

4A's. He is also on the board of directors of the Detroit Pla\ers,

and is a member of the Detroit Adcraft Club and the Detroit Ath-

letic Club. George was graduated from the University of Detroit.

Ed Wall is is stepping out of his post as

KYW radio and tv advertising and promo-

tion manager to become sales manager for

the radio arm of Westinghouse's Cleveland

stations. On announcing the switchover,

Gordon Davis, KYW general manager,

said, "We are delighted with this appoint-

ment. Mr. Wallis is particularly qualified

for this position. His extensive back-

ground in radio and television sales, programing and promotion will

be especially important to us in 1957." Wallis has been active in

broadcasting for the past 24 years, 19 of these years exclusively in

radio. He joined the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. in 1953 as

advertising and promotion manager at WPTZ, Philadelphia. He

has been with KYW since Westinghouse came to Cleveland in Janu-

ary, 1956 and was responsible for the initial "take-over" promotions.

William j. Taylor has been appointed

managing director of the Southern Califor-

nia Broadcasters Association. Taylor re-

places Frank Crane, who resigned to join

KPOP, Los Angeles, as director of na-

tional sales and merchandising. Before

joining the active and promotion minded

broadcaster group. Tavlor was general

manager of KSLR. Oceanside. Calif. He

began his advertising career in 1940 on the performing side of the

microphone. He left broadcasting in 1947 to become a space sales-

man for the Minneapolis Star & Tribune. In 1949 he returned to

radio on the management side. Taylor has also worked in the

agency field with Bozell & Jacobs, McCann-Erickson and Foote,

Cone & Belding. At FCB he handled radio-tv production on such

national accounts as: Rheingold. Purex. Sunkist and RKO Pictures.
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Food for thought at ANA
We predict that the annual spring meeting of the ANA next

week will be among the most exciting in the organization's

47-year history. Members will hear, for example, an initial

report on ANA's study of advertising agency compensation

by Prof. Albert Frey of Dartmouth, ANA consultant. But

we think that some of the most intense idea-exchange outside

formal sessions will center around the many vital air media

decisions confronting national advertisers today.

To put some of these key issues in focus sponsor presents

a report this issue (page 25) which we commend to the at-

tention of ANA meeting delegates as well as all other adver-

tisers who this year are making air media decisions farther

ahead than at any other period in recent times.

Deintermixture will take years
Despite the rash of deintermixture proceedings the FCC

has underway advertisers should know deintermixture isn't

accomplished fact. There may be months, even years of

hearings and court action ahead. WRGB, Schenectady, for

example, will fight hard in response to the FCC order that it

show cause why it should not be moved from v Channel 6

to u Channel 47. It will probably be a long time before ad-

vertisers need concern themselves with reevaluating the tv

situation in Schenectady and some of the other markets af-

fected by recent FCC moves.

Five Commissioners
In an unprecedented testimonial to an industry-minded

broadcaster, five FCC Commissioners were on hand recently

to help Clair R. McCollough, president of WGAL, Inc. of

Lancaster, Pa., dedicate his 25-acre Television Center.

On hand, too, were Hal Fellows, President of the NARTB

;

Pete Cash, President of TvB; and many more notable-.

FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey, in a televised talk,

referred to Mr. McCollough as "WGAL's great president.''

Which proved that the Commission doesn't mind sounding

off on a worthwhile subject and for a worthwhile broadcaster.

THIS,WE FIGHT FOR: Spurting net radio

sales emphasize the need for published spend-

ing figures. If the networks make this possible,

they'll be the first to gain: as clients see what

competitors do they 11 move in to counter.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Pre-test: Back in 1950, Schwerin Re-
search did an audition-test on Cads

and Scoundrels, a romantic story that

revolved about a gambling casino in

a Monaco-type setting. The young ac-

tress who rated highest in the test was

Grace Kelly. Research adds a new
measurem ent—Future Effectiven ess.

running one of

72

Jobs wanted: From Variety

Entire tv staff—now
most successful stations in Midwest—

I

desires change. News, sports, fresh ex-

citing personalities—Madison Avenue

type uniforms. Will travel—will con-

sider any offer.

Stampede in gray flannel suits!

Double features: Quite a few New
York movie houses (including Radio

City Music Hall) have tv sets in the

lounges. One of these in the Bronx is

showing "Fire Over England'' which

very likely played on its tv screen first

since it was already presented as tv

feature film in the area.

Title search: NBC TV begins a new

show called Panic. During its develop-

ment it had an interesting succession

of titles: Impact, Impasse, and Crisis.

Some day they'll title one Help! Help!

Blooper: The Plymouth dealers of

Southern California and their agency,

Stromherger, LaVene, McKenzie, of

Los Angeles, are taking this one in

good spirits. During telecast of Paul

Coates' Confidential File, the commer-

cial called for a cut to a film of Plym-

ouths rolling off a production line as

the announcer in a five pitch said,

"Your Plymouth dealer has the model

you want right now because the Los

Angeles factory is turning out cars b]

the hundreds, week after week. . .
."

But film control cut to the wrong film

—a shot of a coolie pulling a rickshaw.

It was part of a film taken in Hiro-

shima for Coates' program.

Lost & found: A set of upper false

teeth, complete with one gold tooth,

was found by a worker in a cotton field

and turned in to station KOTN, Pine

Bluff. Ark. The station broadcast the

find, but the owner has not yet claimed

his teeth. Well, thir. hoiv'th that for

public thervith programing?

Ketchup: Spot advertiser Heinz esti-

mates per capita consumption of ket-

chup has risen from two bottles annu-

ally in the 1930's to three and one-half

in 1956. Maybe we're not eating more

but just beating the bottles less.

SPONSOR 9 MARCH 1957
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For nearly eight years Tulsa viewers have

looked to KOTV as an integral part of their

community. The dynamic force of KOTV
television has been dedicated to enriching

the lives and enlarging the experiences of

this vast audience. Religious services tele-

cast from Tulsa's many churches of various

denominations, live presentations of Tulsa

Opera productions, Tulsa Medical Society

"House Call" and the award winning safety

program, "Precious Cargo" reflect only a

small part of the programs which have long

identified KOTV as a prime motivating force

in community life. KOTV, first in community

service, first in Nielsen, ARB and Tolcpulse.

?

TULSA

1

11
I

1

lJI
Edward Petry & Co., Inc. H
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No matter how you look at it, Nielsen

proves that Channel 4
has greater coverage than the

Oklahoma City station!

oth

WKY-TV
MONTHLY COVERAGE

WEEKLY COVERAGE

13.7%

12.8%

more homes than the

other Oklahoma City Station

more homes than the

other Oklahoma City Stotion

DAYTIME CIRCULATION

WEEKLY

DAILY

12.9%

13.8%

more homes than the

other Oklahoma City Stotion

more homes than the other

Oklahoma City Stotion

NIGHTTIME CIRCULATION

WEEKLY

DAILY

12.1%

10.8%

more homes than the

other Oklahoma City Stotion

1 I

more homes than the

other Oklahoma City Station

WKY-TV—66 COUNTY COVERAGE
OTHER STATION—46 COUNTY COVERAGE

WKY TV «
THE NATION S FlU ST COLOR TELEVISION STATION

OKLAHOMA CITY

Owned and Operated by THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.
WKY-TV and WKY Radio, Oklahoma City
WSFA-TV, Montgomery, Ala. WTVT, Tampa, Fla.

.Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY n
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iMEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . with WDCY.
1957 Trendex puts VVDGY first!

met you prefer Trendex, Hooper, Nielsen
Ilse, WDGY has | > i i tin availabilities in

•I lace segments in the report you like best.

hn Blair or WDGY GM Steve Labunski.

1HA . . . with KOWH. Now in its sixth

mt firsl place dominance. Firsl on latest
1

'. Pulse and Ti endex, in all time periods
• • ADAM YOUNG INC. or KoWII Gen-

ii lana-ii'r YMNill. SIIAUI'K.

WAS CITY . . . with WHB. Pirsl per
Mr, first per Area Nielsen, firsl per Pulse,

Trendex. >7', renewal rate among
k City's biggesl advertisers proves dy-
I sales power. See JOHN BLAIK or WHB
i BOROE W. ARMSTRONG.

"/ wish deciding

what to order

could be as simple

as time-buying

where there's

a Storz Station."

In any of these five

important markets . . .

you talk to the big audiences

with the "Storz Station"!

NEW ORLEANS . . . with WTIX. Month after

month WTIX maintains or widens its firsl

place position in Nev Orleans listening. First

by a wide margin, per latesl Hooper. Ami firsl

"ii Pulse 6 a.in.-ii p.m., Mon.-Fri. , Ask

ADAM YOUNG INC., or WTIX GM FRED
BERTHELSON.

MIAMI . . . with WQAM. |t> Happened!

With "Storz Station" programming WQAM
has leaped to firsl in the morning . . . first

afternoon . . . and all day on latesl Hooper
:;n.r, and Trendex 34.195 I • ering all

of Southern Florida with 5,000 watts on

kc. See JOHN BLAIR or WQAM GM JACK
SANDLER

IS PRIME-

TIME YOUR

BLIND SPOT?

New thinking anil new

la<t- are non develop-

ing in spol radio that

maj spel] end <>t the

7-9 a.m., 1-6 p.m.

Page 23

Should you

promote a show

you share?

Page 26

The 7 biggest

flaws in

tv commercials

Page 29

Monthly tv cost

and programing

Comparagraph

Page 35

DIGEST O



WKMH airs minute-by-minute

coverage of drama in the skies!

FROM SHORTLY AFTER CAPITAL'S FLIGHT 930

REPORTED TROUBLE . . . UNTIL THE

LANDING AT WILLOW RUN AIRPORT, WKMH's

LISTENERS HAD MINUTE-BY-MINUTE REPORTS

fif/fr/l?//-//**-

Photograph Courtesy Detroit Times

Save IC%up to 19/0
by using twc i or more of

these powerful stations:

WKMH
Dearborn-
Detroit

WKMF
Flint,

Mich.

WSAM
Saginaw,
Mich.

WKHM
Jackson, Mich.

Jackson Broadcasting

& Television Corp.

USE ALL 4 STATIONS . . .

SAVE 15%
USE ANY 3 STATIONS . . .

SAVE 10%
USE ANY 2 STATIONS . . .

SAVE 5%

While Capital Airline's flight 930 thundered thru the skies

toward Detroit's Willow Run Airport for a crash landing,

thousands of Detroit area listeners heard detailed reports of the

entire drama. First reported shortly after 1 p.m.,

WKMH newscasters kept listeners informed of the frantic efforts

of crew members to repair a disabled landing gear.

WKMH's Mobile News Cruiser continued coverage of

the tense drama right thru to an on-the-spot description

of the plane's actual landing. WKMH staijs

with the news . . . and listeners stay with WKMH.

K N

WKMH
DEARBORN-DETROIT

5000 WATTS

FRED A. KNORR, Pres. JOHN CARROLL, Mg. Director

Represented by Headley-Reed

I N



More Clients are using Terre Haute as their

Test Market!

TERRE HAUTE
IS A GREAT
TEST MARKET!

• Indiana's 2nd Largest

TV Market

• 251,970 TV Homes

• CBS, NBC, ABC Networks

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

BOLLING CO., NEW YORK CHICAGO,
LOS ANGELES. SAN FRANCISCO, BOSTON

and RADIO, too]

^D T U -CBS-TV
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Don't be prime-time blind

23 ""w can buyers In- dogmatic aboul superiority of 7 a.m.- lJ a.m. and I

p. in. -6 p.m. slotting when radio has pulled so many surprises on them?

Should you promote a show you share?

26 Johnson & Johnson alternates with Wildroot on "Robin Hood," yet de-

velops large-scale show promotion campaigns for consumers and the trade

Do your commercials have that Madison Avenue droop?

29 Could 1»'. -a\^ Dave Bascom "I Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli. Here an- his

criteria for t\ commercials guaranteed to lull tin- viewer into sleep

Spot radio hit $46 million in 4th quarter

32 Second quarterly report from SB \ on spot radio spending by producl

category allows ! >i i;_i --t users are foods, tobaccos, automotive^ anil drugs

Tv costs and programing Comparagraph

35 111'- month the comparagraph features a breakdown of advertisers and

brands u~ing network t\ : viewing 1>\ time-zones in Spot tv basics

FEATURES

16 Agency Ad Libs

20 19th am! Madison

54 .Mr. Sponsor

59 New ami Renew

64 New- & Idea Wrap-Up

6 Newsmaker of the Week

84 Reps at Work

52 Sponsor \-k<

80 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

88 Sponsor Speaks

60 Spot Buys

88 Ten Second Spots

4 Timebuyers at \\ ork

86 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

77 Washington Week

In Next Week's Issue

How farm radio is sold today

sponsor sal in on a farm presentation lo I.eo Burnett. Chicago, reports

on the marketing and media facts used to make farm radio's case

Watch out for tv's practical-jokers

Tv engineers !ia\e perferte.l -nine highly effective techniques for scaring

the life out of unsuspecting talent with what appear to be mistakes in

commercials going out on the air
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Get more than Yil
(of Iowa's Sales Potential)

WHO gives you Iowa's

Metropolitan Areas (Vz of the Market)

• . . PLUS THE REMAINDER OF IOWA!

Iowa has six Metropolitan Areas
which, all combined, do 35.8%

of the State's total retail sales.

A number of radio stations can give you good coverage

of ONE Metropolitan Area . . . but WHO gives you high

coverage of virtually ALL Iowa Metropolitan Areas,

plus practically all the REMAINDER of Iowa, too!

FREE MERCHANDISING!
WHO Radio maintains one of the nation's most com-

prehensive and successful FREE merchandising services

in 350 high-volume grocery stores for EOOD adver-

tisers who buy S300 gross time per week; in 250 high-

volume drug stores for DRUG advertisers who buy

$250 per week. (A S200 Food plan is also available).

Ask us — or PGW— for all the facts!

WHO R.idio is part of

Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates

WHO-TV, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

RETAIL SALES
1956 Consumer Market figures

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B.
J.

Palmer. President

P. A. Loyet. Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters. Griffin, Woodward. Inc.

National Represaitiit'n es

SPONSOR 16 MARCH 1957



CASE HISTORY-
FURNITURE

Radio's a Two Way Street

for this Furniture

and Appliance Store

Stowers Merchandise Mart in downtown
Pasadena has found how to sell radios by
the thousands to customers from all over

Southern California: it buys radio spots

.... by the hundreds!

Stowers tested the Catalina Station, KBIG,
with 12 spots a week a year ago. It has

been on steadily ever since, expanding its

campaign to a current regular schedule of

35 1 -minutes each week.

"We sell all types of merchandise through
heavy radio advertising", says store manager
George Schemer "but for probably obvious
reasons, radio does an especially good job

of selling itself. Last month alone, for in-

stance, our spots concentrated on radio sets

and sold over 500 of them!"

Stowers' Agency, Roche, Eckhoff and Lee,
Inc. of Los Angeles, makes each spot a
clever, humorous dramatization, using
Hollywood's best dialecticians.

"On my last visit to the store," recalls ac-

count executive Bill Garr, "customers came
in from the San Bernardino Mountain
country and the Orange County beach area,

each telling the same story; that they were
so amused at the commercials, that they
had to drive all the way to Pasadena for

their next furniture or appliance purchase,
out of a combination of gratitude and
curiosity!"

Garr used several radio stations for Stowers,
with KBIG getting the lion's share of the
budget. Since making radio a major plank
in its ad platform, Stower's sales have been
on a steady rise.

Stowers offers a fine example of using power
radio to build an air personality for a
store .... with powerful results.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 lunifl Blvd.. Loi Angalia 28, California

Trltpfion* MOIIywood 3-370S

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Timebuyers
at work

Harold Velrman, J. Walter Thompson, New York, thinks that

these two points should be emphasized now that radio time tabs are

shooting up: "(1) The buyer should select a program that suits the

tone of his commercial. It may antagonize the listener to have

an abrupt, noisy commercial interrupt a program of mood music;

likewise, a rock-and-roll session

would over-shadow a gentle, soft-

sell commercial. Therefore, the

rep should give the buyer a com-

plete briefing on the program, in

addition to supplying the usual

fact-sheet. (2) The buyer should

know how many announcements

are run every half-hour and choose

the less crowded segment when-

ever possible. Spots from 6:30 to

9 a.m. and 4:30 to 6 p.m. are so

numerous and follow each other

with such frequency that the listener is likely to forget or ignore

your message, when it's in the midst of many others. The buyer whose

target is the housewife, therefore, would do well to buy time where his

commercial is the onlv one for 10 or 15 minutes. The commercial

would have a much greater retentive impact—even if it may not

reach as many people—than if it were placed during prime hours."

Thomas J. Hollingshead, McCann-Erickson, New York, who is

timebuyer for Columbia Records and Westinghouse Electric com-

ments: "Concern has been voiced by advertisers, agencies, stations

and representatives about the great demand for announcements in

the early morning hours, particularly 7-8:00 a.m. (See article page

23.) In many markets the 7-8:00

a.m. period is the most desirable.

However, we have found that there

are some semi-metropolitan in-

dustrial markets in which it is

not the most desirable. For ex-

ample, in Dayton a total of 68-

70,000 workers report for work at

7:00 a.m. and depart for home at

3:30 p.m. The second shift in the

city, about 20.000 employees, re-

ports for work at 3:30 p.m. and

leaves at midnight. About 9,000

AFB report for work at 7:15

a.m. and leave at 4:00 p.m., and an additional 9.000 report at

8:00 a.m. and depart at 4:45 p.m. Therefore, we have had to

place announcements before 7:00 a.m. and within the 3:00 to 5:00

p.m. period. Intelligent use of data on the working hours in

industrial markets could help advertisers reach larger audiences."

employees at Wright-Patterson
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READ

OUR
MAIL

"It has proven to be importantly

less expensive to reach more people

by KYW radio than any other me-

dium now available in Cleveland.

Again I would like to thank you for

presenting us with this saturation

program and for the continuing co-

operation that is making it suc-

cessful." Earl Davis Buick, Inc.

In Cleveland, no selling campaign is complete

without the WBC station . .

.

©@© RADIO
WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

RADIO — BOSTON. WBZ+WBZA PITTSBURGH •< D « A CLIVIUNO. KYW
FORT WATNI, WOWO CHICAGO. MMME PORTLAND. HEX

TELEVISION BOSTON. WBZ Tv PITTSBURGH. KOKA-TV
CLKVILAND. KVW-TV BAN FRANCISCO. KPIX

A ST REPRESENTEE) BY A M RADIO SALES • KPIX RE*»»ESFNTEO BY
THE KATZ AGENCY INC • *^L O^MER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED
BY PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARO. INC.

SPONSOR 16 MARCH 1957



If you're measuring mar-

kets by Metropolitan

Areas, better take an-

other look at Salt Lake.

Measuring this market

with metropolitan data

is like firing hydrogen
bombs with a cap pistol

— it can't be done. But
your advertising can be

done effectively on KSL
radio, serving and selling

1,617,200* people in the

Greater Salt Lake Area
— five times the audience

of Salt Lake City.

KSL radio
50,000 WATTS FOR CBS

IN THE MOUNTAIN WEST

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

'Nielsen

NEWSMAKER
of the week

The news: Important changes in the planning of advertising

strategy are foreshadowed by the announcement of a new plans

board at BBDO and the naming of Robert L. Foreman, who had

been vice president in charge of radio and tv, as an executive vice

president and chairman of the new board.

The newsmaker: Robert Leonard Foreman assumes a ma-

jor post at one of the leading agencies in the L.S. at the age of onlj

41. His appointment as chairman of the new plans board is particu-

larly significant in the light of his heavy broadcast background,

though Foreman spent about nine vears in the print side of the

business before switching to radio commercial writing during the

40s. In addition to being a tribute to Foreman's savvv and admin-

istrative ability, his new post testifies to BBDO's recognition of

tv as an increasingly dynamic and important sector of todav's ad

business. Though, as big agencies

go, BBDO's share of billings to tv

and radio is not unusual, neither

is it anything to sneeze at. The

agency billed a total of $194.5

million last \ear with tv and radio

accounting for about 40 r
f . Tv

billings in 1956 were in the neigh-

borhood of $70 million; radio ac-

counted for about S10 million.

the new plans board replaces

two agency plans boards, a gen-

eral board and a radio-tv plans

board. The functions of both will

be merged in the new group, which will review all advertising func-

tions. Foreman remains as chief of the tv and radio department, di-

rectly overseeing programing, production and copy, while the de-

partment remains within the precincts of Charles H. Brower, execu-

tive vice president in charge of all creative services.

Being thrown into an all-media post will be an unquestioned

challenge to Foreman, despite his earlier experience on the print

side. He'll be bus) orienting himself during the next few months,

boning up on significant developments in the print media and ad-

justing his outlook. While he obviously is in no position at presenl

to deliver pronouncements on newspaper and magazine advertising,

h is another matter. Shortl) after his appointment. Foreman told

SPONSOR: "Mv one fear regarding tv that there will be so much pro-

graming down the middle of the road. that, in an effort to appeal to

everybody t\ will appeal to nobody. Middle-of-the-road program-

ing is not neces?aril\ a good advertising backdrop. Qualitj pro-

graming and audience appeal arc not on opposite sides of the fence.

Don't get the idea Foreman is down on l\. however. "Television

will not uet short shrift while I'm chairman." he said. ^
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m BOSTON
ALL of the Top Ten

Syndicated Film Programs
are on

g December 1956

. // you're buying BOSTON
select the Lender. .

ID JJ 'JH V



FOUR IN ONE PLUS
This one television station

delivers four standard

metropolitan area markets plus

• 917,320 TV sets

• 989,605 families

• 3'/2 million people
• $3% billion retail sales

• $5% billion annual income

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNA.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

CHANNEL 8 MULTI-CITY MARKET

R»prm%»nfativ:

The MEEKER Company, Inc.
New York Chicago
Los Angelas Sen Francisco
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Most tignificant tv and radio

newt of the iveek with interpretation

in depth for busy readrrs

I
SPONSOR-SCOPE

16 MARCH Prellv much assured that this fall is going to be a radio-tv world beater (see
C«*yrlght It57

sponsor publications inc. SPONSOR-SCOPE 9 March), tin- industry this week had two related topics to chew over:

No. 1 is the heightening tempo of competition for business between ABC TV's
Leonard Goldennon and NBC TV's Boh Kintner. It's a hattle with the color and trim-

mings of a storyhook tournament—the opponents not many months ago were comrades-in-

arms; and the fray has all the elements of a man-to-man contest. Each has his own record

at stake; and on each rides the question of network dominance.

No. 2 is the matter of incipient violence in western tv programs.

The stuff that comet out of lihraries (originally made for movie houses) is deemed
pretty safe and sane; death usually is secondary to a fist fight no worse than you can see

in any schoolyard.

But it's the material more or less especially concocted for tv that's causing

the concern. Madison Avenue is beginning to worry where the quiet of mesa ends and

the St. \ alentine's Day Massacre starts. In the opinion of agencies, the clean-living, soda-

drinking cowboy is being supplanted by Little Caesars in Stetsons, and this could lead to

deep trouble.

As one adman dryly told SPONSOR-SCOPE: "It looks as if well have to go to the

movie theatre again to see a real western."

The Station Representative Association is set to open fire on film companies

who trade their product for station time and then resell it at cut rates.

SRA's blast, scheduled for next week, says:

• SRA has no objection to swapping films for spots if the latter are to be sold by

the film people on the open market.

• It welcomes legitimate competition. But the competition ceases to be legitimate

when the film people sell such spots at lower rates than the stations or their reps.

• This competition already has hurt some reps and, unless stopped, could lead to a

real row.

Look for international spot money this fall to boost tourist trade at the world

fair which opens next April in Brussels.

The money very likely will come from two directions: (1) the Belgian government,

and (2) the airlines—Sabena, KLM, Pan American, and BEA.

Schaefer this week joined the list of New York brewers serviced by national

agencies but buying time at local rates. Others are Rheingold, Ballantine, Piel, and

Krueger.

Reps, who have been puzzled (if not miffed) by the system, will be interested in this

explanation by an official of Esty, the Ballantine agency:

• Each distributor operates on his own ad budget. So he buys at the local rate.

• Often the distributor turns to the parent brewer's agency for advice and guid-

ance.

• In that event, the agency does not collect a commission, but charges an advisory fee.

The flow of Pepsi-Cola money to exploit the new hostess-sized bottle will

shortly become a cascade—but the buying on several hundred stations will he at

local rates.

The home office's share of the spot outlay will be funneled through franchise holders

and distributors.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

This week was a real craekerjack business-wise for the networks—particularly
in radio.

In an itemization of the golden harvest you would have to include:

1. CBS Radio struck paydirt with its 50% reduction in nighttime rates for seg-
mented programs: Kent cigarettes bought 16 five-minute slices—about $17,000 a week in
billings.

Dixie Cup and Hudson Vitamin meantime look like excellent prospects.
The rate cuts apply to nights and the weekend generally; they are being sold under a

plan called Impact.

2. Norwich Pharmacal, in addition to Camel (Reynolds), gave ABC Radio
a hefty order covering weekend news broadcasts.

That puts Camel and Norwich on all three radio networks.

3. Carter Products is adding to its NBC Radio campaigning, bringing weekly
billings on that network to around $12,000. A substantial network radio user, Carter ap-
pears to be consolidating heavily on NBC lately. The network also got an order for about
$12,000 gross weekly on Monitor from Kent cigarettes.

4. On the daytime network tv front, it likewise was a happy week: NBC TV
landed its first Lever Bros, program package deal and got an additional order from P&G
for two and a half quarter-hours a week.

Lever's daytime obligation is for three quarter-hours weeklv.

NBC Radio is considering reducing its nighttime rates. But it will differ sharply

from CBS Radio on weekend rates.

In fact, NBC plans to hike the rates on Monitor in the near future.

This week's readjustment of Pepsodent radio schedules is not intended—as

some reps think—to match station rate increases.

Rather, says FC&B, it's part of a continuing revision of the frequency pattern.

For the first 18 months the Pepsodent campaign poured as many as 400 spots a week

into a market.

Network radio's oldest half-hour, Voice of Firestone, bows off ABC 10 June,

marking the end of another era for that medium. The show is 28 years old.

Firestone's tv version meantime is taking a 13-week hiatus from ABC TV. It was among

the first of the simulcasts.

Are forced combination buys getting to be a menace in the air media?

Art Pardoll, FC&B broadcast media director, thinks that's the way they're begin-

ning to look, so he plans to tee off against them on 22 April before the Connecticut Asso-

ciation of Radio & Television Broadcasters.

Pardoll also will have some blunt things to say about over-commercialization and

among radio stations.

The controversy over the agencies' interpretation of NCS#2 gets a public air-

ing 26 March at the RTES' periodic luncheon in the Roosevelt Hotel, New York City.

The session will be staged as a sort of question-and-answer roundtable, with John

Churchill, v.p. and assistant president, on the firing line for the A. C. Nielsen Co.

Bob Hoffman, of WOR, New York, will represent the station side, and the reps will

have Ward Dorrell, of Blair, and Dan Denenholz, of Katz, posing their views.

A media buyer—yet to be chosen—will participate in the cross-fire.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

When J. Walter Thompson hinted t J * i — week that it*s heading for a $300-million yeai

(including international billings), Madison and Michigan Avenues promptly ^ni to work on

this speculation: Are JWT. Y&K, Mc(!-K. and BBDO sowing the seeds of their own
disaster? In their very l»i«5ii«-MH their eventual weakness?

The consensus i No. lien's why:

• Because bigness wants to be associated **iih bigness (which also implies prestige),

giant advertisers like to link up with mammoth agencies.

• When Miliums get into the hundreds of millions, an agencj can afford to build a

Cull line of services splurging mi research and market development.

• \~ the gap grows greater, the agencies below will he* forced to pick certain lin< -

ami specialize in them —channeling their research and administrative strength into selec-

tive areas where ilie\ sho\* to best advantage.

Ford and Chrysler ad budgets this -.ear seem to have turned the trick for them

in leadership and sales.

Ford leads Chevrolet as top producer tlii- year, and Plymouth is jubilant over the recep-

tion its line is getting.

Chrysler financial v. p. F. W. Misch this week described the first 1957 quarter as head-

ing for $1 billion—the best in the company's history.

What may be a pertinent clue to the future of feature film sponsorship in the

smaller markets is this decision by Bristol-Myers:

It will not renew feature showings on Triangle's stations in New Haven, Binghamton,

and Altoona—even though the cost-per-1000-honies-per-commercial-minute turned out to be

as low as 56£.

In extending the contract only on Triangle's Philadelphia outlet (WFIL-TV), Bristol-

Myers offered this explanation:

It's okay to lay down a heavy barrage in a big market; but it's hard to justify

it in smaller areas, because there just aren't enough key brands in the B-M line to

warrant the expenditure of that much ammunition.

Bristol-Mvers won't drop the other three places altogether, though—it will be back

shortly via spot in these very same features because of the extremely low cost and sales

impact.

Like other cosmetic leaders. Helene Curtis Industries fattened its sales and prof-

its in 1956. President Willard Cidwitz's report last week gave sales as S42.090.163; net

earnings were $2,165,927.

The company sponsors three network tv shows.

More and more grocery and soap manufacturers are running into the prob-

lem of how to sharpen the identity of their package.

It isn't lack of ingenuity that stumps them. Pink, blue, silver, unique lettering — all

have been tried successfully The trouble is that success is short-lived. On the morrow

a competitor comes up with something equally unique and nullifies the first fellow's

impact.

Current thinking is that tv undoubtedly implants a desired image like a sledge-hammer.

But the only way to keep a competitor from doing the same thing is:

1) Sharpen identity still more (in ways still experimental^, and

2) Overpower him with frequency.

BBDO chief story editor George Kondorf let a cat out of the bag this week when

he told a Theatre Guild Workshop seminar:

In the case of one show, he counted the number of people who passed on it at

the agency, client, and elsewhere. The total was 40.

Kondorf added: This, of rourse. was an extreme case.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The agency radio-tv plans board, a phenomenon which sprouted with the
advent of tv, has apparently seen its day.

BBDO this week merged its version of the radio-tv board with its general plans

board, creating an over-all plans board. Chairman is Bob Foreman, executive v. p. and
head of the tv-radio department. (See Newsmaker of the Week, page 6.)

George Abrams, Revlon ad manager, told SPONSOR-SCOPE this week that

the $64,000 Question is not on the market for an alternate sponsor.

A report that the show was being pitched to P&G was making quite a stir.

P&G's A. N. Halverstadt this week is in the same fix as a chess wizard play-

ing half a dozen games at once.

He has 10 different spots on the three networks each week. The problems now fac-

ing him are (1) whether to reduce three Tuesday night spots to two (2) where to move
the Jane Wyman show, and (3) what to do with the Saturday period on CBS TV.

In a way, P&G's decisions can determine what NBC TV and CBS TV do
about reshuffling their programs on Tuesday and Saturday nights.

Several agencies also await P&G's final determination. They have indicated interest in

some of the P&G controlled periods, including 10 o'clock Sunday on NBC.

David Partridge's sizzling condemnation of the contests advertisers and agen-

cies use to steam up station promotion managers has the makings of a bitter

controversy.

The advertising promotion manager of the Westinghouse stations last week teed off on

such contests at a meeting of the Ohio Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters.

Referring to them as an "irritating problem," Partridge (who heads the Broadcasters'

Promotion Association) urged that they be "actively discouraged by all stations."

A program promotion executive for one of the three leading agencies in network tv

offers a rebuttal to Partridge's attack. Such contests, says the agency man:

• Provide incentives for building audiences for dozens of network shows.

• Give station promotion men an opportunity to shine against competition.

• Overcome to some extent the promotion advantages available to local accounts.

(See further excerpts from Partridge's address in News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 68.)

AB-PT's board of directors this week expanded ABC and ABC TV's ro9ter of

v.p.s to 22, with the addition of the following six vice presidents:

Donald W. Coyle, tv sales development-research; Dean Shaffner, radio sales devel-

opment-research; Gene Accas and Jason Rabinovitz, tv administration; George Com-

tois, radio network sales; and Stephen Riddleberger, in charge of radio administration.

AT&T has been extremely quiet about what it's spending on the filming of

four one-hour tv science specials (the second of which CBS TV airs this week).

SPONSOR-SCOPE has learned that:

• The bill for the first film came to around $750,000.

• Over $100,000 is spent on cartooning alone for each film.

• The cost of the whole series is expected to run well over $2.5-million.

• The air time for the four shows will figure another $375,000 net.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6; New

and Renew, page 59; Spot Buys, page 60; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 64; Washington

Week, page 77; sponsor Hears, page 80; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 86.
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Another trail-blazing public service program from WBC

Did you know that 49 million men and women in this

country an- now taking adult education courses?

That 723 school districts in the south have already

peacefully desegregated? That teenagers in Dearborn,
Michigan were asked to help plan two new high
schools?

These are some of the little-known events taking

place in American education today. Not the type of

news that makes newspaper headlines hut news of

special interest to most American families. News
heard only on WBC's new weekly public service

radio program, "Spotlight on Schools."

"Spotlight on Schools" was developed by WBC
in cooperation with the National Citizens Council
for Better Schools. Henry Toy, Jr., President of that

organization, is the editor and reporter;
WBC's Educational Director, Gordon Hawkins, the

producer. At the end of each program, the WBC
stations cut in with the latest hometown and regional

school news delivered l>v a prominent local educator.
"Spotlighl on Schools" is an exten ionofWBC's

pacesotting coverage of the White I Ion e ( 'onferem e

on Education and lasl year's National Education
Association Convention. It was at tin convention,
incidentally, that WBC received tin- L956School Bell

Award "'for distinguished service in tin- interpret it ion

of education."

For television, WBC recently produced two new
documentaries on education. ''Section Hi** tells the

history of American education and "The Challen

dramatizes the final report of the White House
( Sonference.

Yes. education is news. And it is a continuous policy

at Westinghouse Broadcasting Company to use the

scope of radio and television to cover this sort of

news -because we're convinced that broadcasting is

most effective on stations which have earned the respect

and confidence of the communities they serve.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
RADIO BOSTON, WBZ+WBZA PITTSBURGH. KDKA CLEVELAND. KYW:

FORT WAYNE. WOWO: CHICAGO, WIND PORTLAND. KEX
TELEVISION BOSTON, WBZ-TV: PITTSBURGH. KDKATV

CLEVELAND, KYW-TV: SAN FRANCISCO. KPIX

WIND REPRESENTED BY A M RADIO SALES
KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KaTZ AGENCY. INC
All other WBC stations represented by Peters. Griffin. Woodward. Inc

Support the Ad Council Campaigns
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Agency ad libs

Don't take your product for granted
What follows is the second lialf of a talk I

made on February 14 to the ANA about com-

mercials. As you may recall, the first part

delved into the subject of live copy vs. filmed

copy in tv commercials (see Agency ad libs, 2

March). This is about other commercial virtues

and vices: good copywriting, misused animation.

I'd like to offer a generality or two on the creative side of tv copy

—first on something that seems to me to be prevalent in most bad

tv commercials. I'm referring to a general lukewarmness of the

copy which is the result primarily of a lukewarm copy writer ... a

writer who is disinterested in the product—or in his job. He can-

not infuse, therefore, excitement into his copy—and thus what he

communicates to his audience is bound to be unexciting, bound to

be unheeded and unremembered.

Generally, this is the case in products that have been around for

some time. A soap or a cola or a cigarette that has been a staple

for years. It takes the real smart writer, plus account man and

advertiser to insist on copy that is fresh and newsy, regardless of

how long the product has been available to the public: for remember

it is still new to the non-user. It is still an exploration to those who

use a competitor's brand. An adventure to the skeptic.

To bring an old product to life takes ingenuity

To make a well established product come alive takes ingenuity

—

at the manufacturing level as well as the copy and merchandising

level. Here are some of the techniques which serve to do just that:

create an irium or a lanolite: re-package it (in a squeeze bottle per-

haps l : find a new use (pin curls perhaps); build believable testi-

monials I delivered by timely people—sports figures, etc. t : announce

a price change—announce anything in fact: use exciting words

—

discovery, presenting, have you heard; news of a new lab test

—

consumer jurv, etc.

Whatever vou do—don't take your product for granted—every-

one else will. Look for news in it. Create news around it. Bring

news to it anyway you can and you'll bring sales along, too.

Next a word r two about animation—which I believe is much

over-used, often misused and abused. It seems to me that advertis-

ing is supposed to be a graphic presentation of facts. So when vou

present vour ston in a factual way. I believe you do a better selling

job—and live action (real people) is by far the most graphic tech-

nique. Empath) comes easier. Believability. too. Of course, anima-

tion can also be graphic. Take this clip. (Here I showed a Clean

'n Clear commercial.) Here's an example of where animation is

more graphic than realism. However, there's an entire school of

non-graphic animation that to me is out of the Ae«' Yorker rather

than the Saturday Evening Post—more Picasso than Norman Rock-
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Monday thru Friday— 10 a.m. to noon • Saturdays—10 A, M. to 1 p.m.

jerry

Your
favorite

disc

jockey yptpPlOW on

. . . joins the

brightest lineup of

personalities on the air!

. . . your station for news and weather, too!

CALL or WIRE ART TOLCHiN
MUrray Hill 8-1000 • wmgm, New York • 711 m avenue
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Salt lake City

CREAMERY

takes 4- yea r

!

xx For some time now
ARDEN MEADOW
GOLD CREAMERIES,
has sponsored 'The

Cisco Kid' and it has

always done an excel-

lent job for them,"
reports Ross Jurney &

Associates. "Cisco won
everybody — men,
women and children— from the governor

and his lady down to

the littlest orphan. It

would be impossible to

estimate the amount of

good Cisco is doing for

us here in Utah."

Ask to see more success stories of

THE WORLDS GREATEST SALESMAN!

"THE CISCO KID"

Agency ad libs continued

tSte/eesaiam

well and more Bellevue than Y.M.C.A. As such it huilds little

empathy. It may even he insulting. I refer to the Steig and Stein-

berg school of drawing which finds its way onto our tv screens so

often these days—perhaps because our tv artists are all thwarted

impressionists. The symbol of manhood as depicted by these artists

is used in many tv commercials today. He is supposed to be the

protagonist in a commercial. He is supposed to represent ME sit-

ting home and since I secretly think of myself (as do you I as the

William Holden type, we as viewers get no rapport with the adver-

tiser—or we get mad—when we are depicted thusly. We consumers

—we televiewers, instinctively resent advertisers and subconsciously

reject their messages (as well as product) when we see the Gremlin

School of Cartography. So if you're looking for empathy from

millions be not Avant Garde!

To recap—there are many reasons for using live commercials and

film commercials. The proper choice depends on product, budget,

show, type of copy. Secondly, I think there should be a great deal

more creative effort expended on bringing netvs into tv commercials

—especially for products that are already well established. Third,

I think there is a lot of misuse of animation which can simply and

straightforwardly be rectified.

And finally, I want to say I think the creating of good television

copy is the most difficult copy assignment your advertising agencies

have ever had to tackle. Tv copy is tough to conceive. Tough to

present. Tough to produce. Tough to pay for. However, it is well

worth the effort for tv copy can do a miraculous sales job because

no other form of advertising ever had so many pluses to work with.

For this reason no other advertising form holds a candle to it! ^

piiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiij iiiiiiiii i ii minimi ii i 'imiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiig

REBUTTAL FROM UPA
From Jell-0 "Busy Day," which has helped revolutionize crea-

tive thinking in television advertising to Harry and Bert Piel

which has helped cement the proof of benefit from this revolution,

animation has taken an indisputable position of prominence in the

tv commercial medium. Public reaction proves it, longevity of

animated commercials tv life prove it, the marked increase in the

production of animated commercials proves it, and the rising sales

figures for advertisers using animation proves it. References?

Check sponsor's April '56 issue re sales figures for Piels Beer for

January and February '56. Check the fact that Jell-0 sales sky-

rocketed immediately after the release of the Steinberg inspired

"Busy Day" series. Check Rheingold since Magoo started selling

for them. Check, too the lists of the most effective commercials

on television as selected by the trade publications, and note the

large percentage of animated spots.

This is by no means an indictment of oilier forms of lelevision

advertising. On the contrary—each commercial problem must find

its own salvation. Some are best suited to live action, others to

animation. Bui let's nol close the door to <m\ idea- bj >eiting up

hard and fast formulae that do not necessarily correspond to fact.

Let us also remember that there is more than one kind of em-

pathy. A housewife viewer feels as much empathy for her prob-

lems as expressed in "Busy Day"' as she will feel for a live-action

counterparl selling not only one product, but several others at

various times of the day with varving degrees of sincerity.

liiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiimmmiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiira
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CAPITAL SCENES '5

)U rarely run across such universal human agreement in the potpourri that is

Washington today. You w ill find, however, that Washington's most successful advertisers

are in accord overWTOP Radio. The) know thatWTOP gives them ( l) the largest aver-

age share of audience
| 2 |

the most quarter-hour wins ( 3 ) Washington's most popular per-

sonalities and (4) ten times the power oi any other radio station in the Washington area.

WTOP RADIO
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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AN fMftt BUY
IN WASHINGTON

The MIDDLE of Washington State, a

growing economy based on diversified

agriculture* and metal industries. +

The Apple Capital of the World, plus

1,000,000 new acres of irrigated

farm lands.

t Alcoa, Keokuk Electro, and other metal

industries have selected Wenatchee
plant sites due to low-cost hydropower
from the Columbia River dam system.

More are coming!

The AA NATION

That's AUDIENCE APPEAL:

We program to our audi-

ence, with SELECTED top

network programs plus lo-

cal color . . . music, news,

farm shows, sports — the

things people call about,

write in for, and partici-

pate in.

5000 WATTS
560 KILOCYCLES

KPQ's 5000 W, 560 KC combination gets

way out there, covering Central Washing-
ton, parts of Oregon, Idaho, and Canada.
We know because of our regular mail

from those areas. Then too, we have no
TV station here, we're separated from
Seattle by the high Cascade mountains,
and we're many miles from Spokane.
YOU CAN'T COVER WASHINGTON
WITHOUT GETTING IN THE MIDDLE, AND
THAT'S KPQ Wenatchee, Wash.

GUARANTEE
TO OUTPULL all other

North Central

Washington media

TWO to ONE

National Reps: Portland and Seattle Reps:

FORJOE AND CO., INC. ART MOORE & ASSOCIATES

One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented Stations of Washington State

20

49th ai

U Madisc

"Why not sell spot like billboards?"

The article, "Why not sell spot like

billboards" certainly ties in with my
own thinking on radio package buy-

ing. I have discussed just such an

idea with several radio representatives

in the past.

Mr. Tendrich places his finger on

the hitch in this thinking by stating

that some national clearing house of

station operators would be necessary

similar to the OAI or NOAB in order

to assure fair distribution among all

advertisers.

I long for the day when this idea

can be put to work, and I would fur-

ther like to see it expanded to the total

group of radio stations in a market.

The industry experts could come up

with a formula stating that for 100%
radio coverage of a given market in

one week's time, the time buyer should

buy "X :
' number of spots on a R-O-S

basis, and should utilize 5 stations in

this 7-station market and the ratio of

spots per station is

This would have the additional ad-

vantages of assuring that a portion of

the budget goes to each worthy station

in a market (based on ratings deliv-

ered) (and rates) and would assure

more national business for small inde-

pendent stations that do have loyal

audiences. It would also give the time-

buyer a choice of using all good sta-

tions, or concentrating on one station

—depending upon how much satura-

tion he desired and how quickly.

I think it would have the additional

advantage of greatly increasing the to-

tal number of dollars allocated to a

market for radio. Many buyers and

clients are still under the impression

that 40 announcements a week in any

market is deep saturation, regardless

of the number of stations in a market.

M\ personal opinion is that to do a

good one-week saturation job in a 9-

station market, one should use up to

200 or 300 spots on perhaps as many

as five stations. A formula could be

worked out showing the number nec-

essar\ and once established it would

be accepted b\ all concerned just as

toda\ we accept the outdoor plant op-

erator's opinion that 108 boards are
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necessai \ foi .1 l
|M| shoM ing. 1

1 out-

door plant operators bad no such

method "I selling based on (actual

studies, man) buyers would -till be

asking for 6 "i 7 "good outdoor

panels in a market probabl) basing

theii request on the number "I main

artei ies crisscrossing the <it\ .

I! such an industry-wide organiza-

tion could be established, it would

Burel) increase the total use "I radio

t<> the benefil of all. Pei baps this is a

id ji>l> fi>r the new li \ l> to con-

sidei !

J. P. Heverrj . vice president,

Botsford, Constantine &
Gardnei . Seattle

The Super Agency of the 1960's

Tin- M'l'ond and concluding article on

"The Super Agency" (sponsor, 1

December 1956) 1>\ Ufxed .1. Jaffe

appears on page 13 of the March Id-

in riser's Digest. From the comment
on the firsl of these, reprinted in the

February idvertiser's Digest, I would

BB) thai Mi. Jaffe has stimulated some

trade thinking on this subject.

Thanks much for the permission to

reprint. We are privileged when given

the right to use article material from

SPONSOR.

S. V Waterman. Editor

The Advertiser's Digest, Chicago

A change of address

To acquaint our customers with the

new location of our New ^ ork sales of-

fice (now 485 Lexington Wenue) we

mailed this announcement card, de-

Bigned by our staff artist, to agencj

('anl announces Triangle's change of address

and advertiser executives. We thought

you might like to have a copy as we
have received mam compliments on

it- design.

The New 1 ork office, headed by Ed-

ward Benedict. Director of National

Sales Development, services all of our

radio and television properties in

Philadelphia. Binghamton, Altoona,

New Haven and Harrisburg, and

works closer) with Blair and Katz, our

national representatives.

John D. Scheuer, Jr.. director of

public relations and programing.

Triangle Stations. Philadelphia
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A/OH/ EVEN MORE THAN EVER

Sfoc6t6K4 'Tfttet ^iatettect fo Station

HOOPER RAD/O AUDIENCE INDEX
STOCKTON, CALIF. OCTOBER - DECEMBER 1956

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

7:00 A.M. -12:00 NOON

RADIO

IN USE
c N KSTN A M

AM &. FM

l'+.O 1^.2 8.1 42.1 11.6 ?.«f 18.5 10,163

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

12:00 NOON-6-.00 F

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c . ^f KSTN A M
OTHER

AM & FM
SAMPLE
SIZE

10.
3y

rV. ' 6.K 34.6 7.0 11.2 21.9 12,159

T

Fall 1956 Hooperatings again

shows 4-year KSTN dominance

of Stockton Radio Audience.

*America's 92nd Market

TJtusUc • 7tecv4 • 'PenaoiuUtUeA
Represented by Holiingbery
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First Hooper,

Now Trendex!

WQAM . .

Station "A"
Station "B"
Station "C"
Station "D"
Station "E"
Station "F"
Station "G"
Station "H"
Others . . .

34.1 %
15.0%

8.8%

8.5%

5.6^5

5.3%

4.6%

3.5%

3.5%

10.8%

( Latest 1 1 ende i I

7 a. m. -a /t. in. -Mini dun Saturday

Each month, each report adds proof upon proof of WQAM's rapid

take-over of Miami listening. First it was Hooper—showing WQAM
way out front with 30.1% of the audience*. Now the newest Trendex

gives WQAM 35.4% share of audience in the morning, 33.1% in the

afternoon—for an all-day average of 34.1% !

All this has been accomplished without so much as a single give-away

and without a single contest which required participants to be tuned in

in order to win.

Observing these developments, time-

buyers, both on the scene, and out-of-

town, are fishing in WQAM waters for

sales— and landing them. Get your

own line on Southern Florida from a

BLAIR man . . . or WQAM General

Manager JACK SANDLER,
Hooper, Jan Feb., u>:>7— 7 ii.m.-G />.»<., Mon.-Fri.

WQAM
Sirring all of Southern

Florida with 5,000 watts

on 560 kc.

MIAMI

TODD STORZ,
President

WDGY WHB
Minneapolis-St. Paul Kansas City

Represented by John Blair & Co.

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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DON'T BE PRIME-TIME BLIND

Spot radio's "golden hours" arc hein«r re-assayed as

advertisers strike rich pay-dirt at off-heat times

,

^%- buyers went about their business

of placing spot radio campaigns thi-

week, it was apparent that client fixa-

tion on the few "golden hours'" of

early-morning and early-evening still

prevail*. Meanwhile, some of the most

exciting success stories of spot radio

continue to he written 1>\ advertisers

in the "off-heat hours."

Who is right? The advertiser who
aims his single shaft at the gold of

7 to 9 a.m. and 4 to (> p.m. on week-

days? Or the one who peppers the

whole target with a pattern of scatter-

SPONSOR 16 MARCH 1957

shot that hits all hour- and all days?

Since hoth are coming off w ith pi izes

in the form ot sales, it would be un-

realistic to sa\ that either i- wrong.

But evidence bas piled up steadil] that

point- to the shotgun pattern of day-

night saturation as the most effective

method.

\-k almost an\ advertiser why he

in-i-ts on 7 to 9 a.m. slotting and his

answer is: <li to reach the largest

possible general audience at home, and

i2i to bit the men driving to work.

Statistically, no one can argue with

the reasoning. \t •"« a.m. about I

of all radio homes are tuned in. \ml

during the past hour, commuters have

been driving to plant- and offices. But

to get into this time segment, adver-

- are paying premiums in many
-. jamming up traffic sheets, com-

plicating -pot business, ignoring g I

cost-per-1,000 buys at other hour-.

missing millions of radio listeners who

never tunc in earrj mornings, inviting

station rate raises and often permitting

competitors to score successes at less

cost in the bargain hours the] scorn.
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So you want to reach the peak auto traffic

audience between 7 and 9 a.m.? But what about

a market where most workers punch in at 7?

Here are a few facts these advertisers

might consider:

A 1950 Nielsen survey on how the

radio audience accumulates Mon-
days through Fridays showed that

about as many homes are reached in a

week between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. as are

reached between 6 a.m. and 9 a.m. The
total unduplicated number of homes
using radio that accumulates Monday-

through Friday between 6 a.m. and

9 a.m .is 28.3 million. Between 6 p.m.

and 9 p.m. it is 27.6 million (see chart

below).

The same survey showed how closely

other three-hour day parts tread on the

heels of the 6 a.m. to 9 a.m. block.

Over five days, the number of undupli-

cated homes using radio between 9

a.m. and 12 noon reaches 27.9 million;

from noon to 3 p.m. it hits 26.2 mil-

lion; from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.. 25.1 mil-

lion: between 9 p.m. and midnight 19.1

million homes are tuned.

If housewives are the target, about

23% more can be reached at 2 p.m.

than at 7 a.m. This is based on a 1956

I'ulse study in eight major markets.

John Blair & Co. charted this data.

(See "How wrong are you about radio

tune-in?," sponsor 3 November 1956 i

.

And if the advertising message is

slanted at the men, what has led to the

belief that they are practically unat-

tainable except between 7 and 9 a.m.

or 4 to 6 p.m.? In many markets it is

true hordes of men are on the highways

listening to their auto radios during

these hours. But in many other mar-

kets, the starting and quitting hours of

plants and offices are quite different.

In Knoxville, for example, where

many workers commute to Oak Ridge

and the Alcoa plant at Maryville, be-

HOW RADIO ACCUMULATES
Monday through Friday

HOMES USINC RADIO IN MILLIONS

iiiiiiiiirTntruttiiiMiiiiriirTTiTiTiiiiKirrTTtiTTTiiTriinrrriiTTiiii-ruiirrriii iTtiftiifMiniiTTiiiiKuirriirTTiiiiiiiif rriiitfiiiiiiiiittriTiiiiiiiniiffi'TiinirrrrrTriiiiiiiiinriirTKiiitiiiri i iinniiii

6-9AM I 9AM-12N 12N-3PM I 3-6PM 6-9PM | 9PM-12M

28.3 27.9 26.2 25.1 27.6 19.1

tween 25,000 and 35,000 cars are on

the roads at about 5 a.m. In San
Diego, South Bend, Akron, and S) ra-

cuse—to mention a few—most factory

workers have punched in and are on
the job by 7 a.m. Most of these work-

ers are therefore driving home between

3 and 4 o'clock in the afternoon.

More detailed traffic data will be

covered later in this article. So will

more specific information on listening

at the national level and within certain

markets. But the few facts that have

been noted thus far point up one thing

—that clients and buyers may profit

by being less dogmatic about radio.

At this stage, it is difficult to see how
anyone in radio can be dogmatic. We
have been fooled so often. Radio has

exploded too many myths. Onlv about

five years ago, it was left for dead.

Last year, 8,332,007 receivers — not

counting about five million sets in cars

—were sold to make 1956 the biggest

home and portable set sales year in

radios history. (Television set sales

were less—6.804,783.) The Radio Ad-

vertising Bureau now reports a total of

142 million radio sets in the U. S.

distributed in 47.6 million homes and

35 million autos. Today, 87.5% of all

radio homes tune in during a typical

week. Many network advertisers who
abandoned ship in the early 50's when
they believed radio was sinking, are

coming back aboard. Spot radio ad-

vertising soared last year to almost

$150 million, the greatest volume in

35 years and topping 1955 by nearly

25% (see 4th quarter spot radio fig-

ures, page 32). The fact is. radio

never died—it was just that some peo-

ple, in the field got to thinking it had.

(Based on: Nielsen NRI, 1956)

iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

What's prime time? Another exam-

ple of radio thinking that time has

switched was the idea that prevailed

for years to the effect that prime time

was nighttime and nothing else. I Dur-

ing these years when all the national

accounts were crowding into after-dark

hours, local merchants were using such

unsought-after slots as 7 to 9 p.m. and

4 to 6 p.m. with excellent results.) Now
the pendulum has swung awav from

nighttime. The magic hours of earlv-

morning and early-evening have been

"discovered." A new fad is riding

high. How long will it last? How long

before the majority of advertisers dis-

cover a new prime time—or better yet

that people listen at any hour?

A Nielsen March-April 1956 study

showed that the estimated number of
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-

How starting and quitting times can vary in markets

li i- estimated in the 1 .S. thai ol

everj 1,000 workers, 638 commute bj

auto. This audience i- 1 1 1

«

- target ol

the spot radio advertiser who insists

(a 7 and 9 a.m. <t t to f> p.m. Bui

he can miss when industries within

a market start, For example, at 7 a.m.

Md~i workers will alread) !>' <m the

job al the time his announcements

run. This materia] based on a Btudj

titled "Whj you should use after-

noon radio" «a> prepared bj H ,i
< 1 i.

«

Division i>f Edward Petrj 8 I o. For

more vagaries on starting and < jn ii

-

linn times in market* see the text.

MARKET
FACTORY

Stjrting time
WORKERS

Quitting time
OFFICE WORKERS

Starting time Quitting time

Houston 7-8 a.m. 4-5 p.m. 7:45-8:45 a.m. 4:30-5 p.m

Milvt aukee 7-7.30 a.m. 3-3:30 p.m. 8-8:30 a.m. 4-4:30 p.m.

N ,in Diego 7 a.m. 3:30-4 p.m. 8 a.m. 5 p.m.

Shi r\ eporl La.* 6 a.m. 2-4:30 p.m. 9 a.m. 5 :30 p.m.

Siuilli Rem . hid. 7 a.m. 3:20 p.m. Not available

Richmond, Va. 7-8 a.m. 3 :30-4:30 p.m 8:30-9 a.m. 5-5:30 pm.

Minneapoli s 7-8 a.m. 3 :30-4:30 p.m 8-8:30 a.m. 4:30-5:30 p.m.

o

;i!lll!llllllll!!lll!llll!li

people in- and out-of-homes who listen

during an average minute between (>

a.m. and noon is 14.5 million: be-

tween noon and 6 p.m. L3.9 million:

between (> p.m. and midnight, 11.8

million. With a medium that delivers

an average audience per minute of 13.4

million between (> a.m. and midnight

(with time charges commensurate to

the audience sizes |, it is not difficult

to understand why saturation at all

hours is regarded as the most effective

Btrateg]

.

Last month. Sberril Taylor. R \P>

vice president and director of promo-

tion, announced the results of a cumu-

lative audience stud] conducted Eor

I! \P> 1>\ \. {.. Nielsen. The test con-

sisted of the broadcast of 200 radio

announcements per week divided be-

tween three radio stations on an ap-

proximately equal basis in three of the

nation's most heavily saturated tv

markets. All announcements were aired

between 7:30 a.m. and 10:30 p.m..

Sundays through Saturdays. Conclu-

sion: an advertiser using spot radio

announcements on a saturation basis

in a strong tv market is delivering his

sales message to 74 r
c of the homes

almost 20 times in everv four-week

period. Prime time is all the time.

The human factor: There i- Mill an-

other factor that should be considered

In buyers who tr\ to limit their slot-

ting to 7 through 9 a.m. and 4 through

6 p.m.—the human factor, or the re-

ceptiveness of persons to their com-

mercials.

''Very effective advertising max -till

fall short of full effectiveness because

it lacks a follow-up," says Albert Shep-

ard, executive vice president of the

Institute for Motivational Research and

director of MRP Tv testing. MRP-
Motivating Response Patterns—is the

name given its new t\ testing service

by the Institute, and this along with

studies involving radio advertising,

have led to some conclusions regarding

ARTICLE IN "BRIEF

A Nielsen study shows as many radio

homes can be reached in a week be-

tween 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. as between 6

a.m. and 9 a.m. Not all markets have

the same auto traffic peaks. The wise

advertiser saturates in all hours, doesn't

limit buys to 7-9 a.m. or 4-6 p.m.

daytime spot radio in other than 7

to 9 a.m. hours.

The Institute believes that even if

the advertiser has managed to place

several announcement- within this

early-morning block, to make them

really effective, be needs follow-ups

during other hours. Such follow-up

announcement-. Shepard calls the "Ac-

tion Trigger." Thej remind men and

women of a product and become part

of the activating response pattern be-

tween commercial, consumer and prod-

uct.

"Further," says Shepard, "with cer-

tain products late-morning and early-

afternoon announcements may be more
effective. "This is true, says Shep-

ard, "when the producl i- a personal

one—a deodorant, depilatory, etc. It

i- true of am product in which fear,

repression or inhibition plav a role.

These products are used 1>\ most men
and women privately and their mess

should reach men and women when
the\ are listening alone rather than

w ith family or friends.

"I hen- is a certain "listening eti-

quette" which a group observes. It

require- that they pa\ little attention

i {'lease turn tn page 82*1
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Promotion built this audience

Pre-show rating 15.0
( for same time period)

First report 22.7
(September 1955)

January 1956 30.8

January 1957 35.8

SHOULD Y(t

GAIN IN AUDIENCE
(since show debut)

SOURCE: A. C. Nielsen, total audience basis

57.7%

I- it worthwhile for the alternate-

week national advertiser to spend

heavilv promoting a network tv show
which he doesn't sponsor exclusive!) ?

A lot of accounts face this decision as

the swing in networking continues to-

ward split and multiple sponsorship.

One of the first to decide in favor of

all-out show' promotion is Johnson &

Johnson of New Brunswick. \. J.,

which for the past year and a half has

had alternate sponsorship of Robin

Hood on CBS TV with the Wildroot

Co. Johnson figured it didn t have an

exclusive on the show itself, but it did

have exclusivity in its merchandising

and promotion of the show. Has it

paid off? Handsomelv. says Edward
G. Gerbic. vice president in charge of

advertising and merchandising. In his

opinion. Johnson's intensive publicity

and sales promotion drives—to the

consumer and to the trade—have

scored heavilv for both the sponsor-

ing companies.

The kickoff for a steady flow of au-

dience and sales development cam-

paigns was analysis of the advertising

problem. Johnson & Johnson was

sponsoring an entire television show,

rather than segments, for the first time

since 1947. It was spending more

money than it ever had before. It was

slotting an untried, unknown program

—the half-hour Robin Hood film se-

ries, newly imported from England,

li was going into a time slot—7:30

p.m. on Monday night—which had no

large, all-familv viewing audience

ready-made and waiting for the debut.

The answer: pre-sell the unknown
program to an unformed audience.

The plan: pre-selling in terms of show

buildup— audience promotion— com-

bined with a sustained promotional ef-

fort with consumers and trade alike.

The objective was equallv succinct:
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PROMOTE A SHOW YOU SHARE?

Johnson & Johnson, promoting "Robin Hood," nets 58% audience

gain; tal>s sales as hi«:Ii a> $3.6 million from one merchandising event

bigger audiences, stronger audience

identification with J&J's lii-t aid and

babj products, bigger sales.

Here- how Gerbic's audience-build-

ing theories ha\ e become reality

.

Before September 1955, when Robin

Hood went on the air. the rating for

that time period was L5. Robin ll<><><l.

after heav} consumer exploitation,

bagged a -'-'.7 in the firsl month. \.

C. Nielsen total audience figures show
a M).<\ in .human 1956, ami a 35.8

one year later. Since the firsl reported

rating en the -how. audience ha- in-

creased 57.7' i —and the adventure

program has never been out of the

firsl 15 lineup among nighttime shows.

Today, Robin Hood i> the client's

major effort rather than the onl) one.

This $60,000 weekh -how i for gross

time charges onl) I
i- supplemented

with three additional network televi-

sion shows, all on (IBS TV. I "he\ are

a quarter-hour each on the Garr)

Moore Show and Our I//as Brooks, on

Fridays ol the week when Wildroot

sponsors Robin Hood, and six Sunday
telecasts ol (he cartoon feature, Heckle

dm/ Jeckle. \ll this helps add up to a

$5 million annual t\ budget for the

company's branded merchandise car-

i \ ing the Johnson \ Johnson name,

i The parent company and it- various

subsidiaries manufacture some 1,200

different products, among which the

ln-t aid anil ha!>\ line- lead the J\J

labeled items.)

Garry Moore and Miss Brooks were

picked up, explains \<l Manager Ger-

bic, in direct response to demand from

the J&J product managers who weren't

aide to gel their product- included

within the limited commercial time

available in Robin Hood. And their

demand was predicated on the success

I the t\ vehicle in gaining audience

and moving merchandise, specifically

the two line- adwrtised most intensive-

ly, babj sham] ind BAND-AID
bandages.

To accommodate the need- of his

15 product managers, Gerbic increased

the number of network t\ commeri ial

minutes from 7<'i on Robin Hood bj

Hilton Moore and Brooks. Heckle and

Jeckle, a -pc. ial effort estimated to be

costing some $200,000 lor the -i\-

-how contract, advertises onlj the new

kid line of adhesive bandages, Stars

and Strips. The two other daytime

shows advertise a variet) of the
|

1-

uct lines, although B WD- \ID band-

ages and the bab) sham] get the

biggest commercial play.

How did J\.| build an audience fast

—and keep it'.
/ \ml uln do the prod-

uct managers in New Brunswick, N. J.,

headquarter- scrap for program allo-

cation? Because of promotional and

Robin Hood promotion pushes million $$ sales

*%
BEUJflRF

-

JleM*"

l;W;]|i ii [•!•]»JMra, 1rT7™i mt

&
AVAIIAILI MMUAIY 34. 1 956 NEW MUNSWIC < and CHICAGO

1* 519

- ^

i

?M3 SB

1 J>

Ik

S*A-520 w> n . ir SBA-5J1

[J ^aj

S1A-523 SIA-S22 wix.ir

Creating excitement among dealers, jobbers and its

nun i- J&J's aim, with all trade merchandising anil promotion

angled for drama, vivacity, eye appeal. Handbills from Sherwood

Forest catch dealers' fancy. Store stands help cinch -alp-. Jingle

contest ami in-store display netted J3.6 million in sales. Trading

card contest fur kids sold >l.t million worth of BWI>\II) tape*



JOHNSON & JOHNSON continued

Ad team for J&J's television (1. to r.),

Edward <.. Gerbic, \.\>. advertising, merch.;

R. I. Shaw, <lir., HAND-AID bandage div.;

I. \. Quackenboss, dir., baby products div.

merchandising programs tied to the

Robin Hood theme. Gerbic terms the

over-all program an "explosive and

dynamic" one geared to two objec-

tives: to build audience and to build

excitement for J&J salesmen, the trade

and the consuming public.

Here are some examples of J&J mer-

chandising "dynamite."

Before the kickoff show in Septem-

ber 1955, J&J and Wildroot took 67

of the most-read tv editors in the U. S.

to England and to Robin Hood's Sher-

wood Forest for a full week of festivi-

ties and on-the-spot story development.

The dollar cost of the trip was $100,-

000, but J&J spent only $18,000, says

Gerbic, because cooperative deals plus

co-payment by other companies in-

volved lowered the investment. "Did

the campaign pay for itself? In the

first 90 days, we received newspaper

publicity, alone, valued at more than

$180,000. And the effectiveness of this

is shown in the Nielsen ratings."

J&J cooperated with Boy's Club of

America groups in 25 major markets,

with the youngsters donned in Robin

Hood costumes parading at noontime

on busy city streets to thank people

for contributing to Community Chest

and United Fund organizations. And

an ad in Scholastic magazine, offering

teachers a free map of Sherwood For-

est, pulled 40,000 requests.

In terms of trade promotion among
wholesalers and retailers, J&J had even

more specific results. After a trade

barrage which included handbills

mailed from Sherwood Forest, special-

ly dyed Sherwood green BAND-AID
bandages, 15-minute film showings of

Robin Hood at fall meetings of drug

wholesalers, grocery chain operators

and rack jobbers, Johnson & Johnson

was ready to move in for some heavy

in-store selling.

It offered retailers a floor stand

filled with pre-priced merchandise

—

and moved 45,000 into stores within

a month.' It offered a premium—

a

Robin Hood hat—to bolster sales of

the bab) shampoo. Four commercials

in si\ weeks on the show coincided

with placement of bins in stores. This

was followed 1>\ a $100,000 jingle con-

test cross-plugged on floor stands fea-

turing best sellers in the first aid and

bab) lines. Retailers paid *45.()7 for

the unit, with the merchandise retail-

ing for $73.62—a retailer profit of

$28.55. More than 400,000 contest re-

turns came in, 80% from the point of

sale, and retailers sold $3,681,000

worth of merchandise.

\ trading card contest for kids, of-

fering colored scenes of Robin Hood s

life and a membership badge to the

Robin Hood Band, resulted in the sale

of three million packages of BAND-
AID bandages at a retail value of more

than $1.4 million. Gerbic"s conclusion,

after checking monthly sales figures

on a variety of promotions, is that

"building sales is closely tied to build-

ing a strong and faithful audience."

In the fall of '56, after the show had

been aired a year, Robin Hood and

Maid Marian — Richard Greene and

Bernadette O'Farrell—toured the coun-

try for personal appearances. Result-

ing publicity is appraised by Gerbic at

$191,000, yet J&J's out-of-pocket cost

was $18,000. He says "the high rating

of the fall '56 series, 40% above the

'55 season, points to the tour's success.
'

J&J, with five-year options on the

show, expects Robin Hood to continue

its success indefinitely—and to keep

this success building through merchan-

dising and promotion. Some other ele-

ments in the success: "We reach an

all-familv audience, which is what we

want. We picked 7:30 because it cov-

ers the time when kids are still in con-

trol of the set, but parents are begin-

ning to settle down to viewing—and

both groups like Robin Hood. We
wanted Monday night—a slot we've

held ever since the show started—be-

cause we think its the one night of the

week when most people are home inas-

much as it follows an active weekend.

"We have three types of audience:

an all-family group for Robin Hood;

housewives during the daytime for

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Johnson & Johnson, for its first aid

and baby products, concentrates on

building show audience to increase

sales even though it shares "Robin

Hood" with Wildroot. Audience gain is

58% in 16 months. Client spends $5

million on net tv, three other shows.

Moore and Brooks; kids for Heckle

and Jeckle. This gives us the best pos-

sible television situation for a national

advertiser. It means we're very well

fortified, as shown by our 50' r share

of audience across the board."

And in 1957, the company's bal-

anced advertising program I newspa-

per, magazines and supplements as well

as network tv I will "reach more mil-

lions of people more effectively than

we ever have before," Gerbic says.

Advertising for the year is planned

far in advance. Allocation of commer-
cial minutes to different product

groups is completed in November for

the following year, with brand alloca-

tion decided by the product directors.

About 5'c of the total number of year-

ly minutes is left unallocated as a

cushion for such emergencies as fast

new product introduction.

The commercial shuffling among
product groups is under the specific

jurisdiction of two executives: R. J.

Shaw, director of the BAND-AID
bandage division, who is coordinator

on nighttime tv: and I. A. Quacken-

boss, director of the baby products di-

vision, who coordinates daytime tv.

M. D. Schackner supervises publicity

and promotion in cooperating with the

ad agencies, Young & Rubicam (on

first aid and baby items) and N. W.
Aver (on miscellaneous product- i.

Johnson & Johnson has added new
product lines, and variations on old

ones, even faster than its increased its

tv effort. It is continually developing

new lines, test marketing them and

going into the launching with distri-

bution and advertising.

Among the newest items: a first aid

cream, an all-purpose antiseptic cream

good for "burns, bites and bumps," as

Gerbic puts it: the baby shampoo, one

of the biggest sellers ("No more
tears '

I : Stars and Strips, a variation

on the existing line of BAND-AID
bandages with vari-colored adhesives

irresistible to children.

J&J s advertising formula is a basic

one, says Gerbic. He has helped de-

velop it in nine years as an advertis-

ing and promotion specialist for the

company, seven years as a product

manager on a variety of lines and a

stint as a field salesman. He says "We
want every element to mesh together

to form the whole. We want the prod-

uct to fit the character of the program
and to fit our character as an adver-

tiser. \\ hen all three elements match,

a- we think they do, were all in fine

company !

"

^
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Neanderthal man? N<"' today's viewers, -.i\- CB&B, which made' premium-spoofing commercial f"r Ralston. Personality is Lee ( Iman

DO YOUR COMMERCIALS HAVE
MADISON AVENUE DROOP?

Too many make you yawn, contends Guild. Bascom & Bonfijjli's Dave Bascom.

Chief sins, says San Francisco shop, are phony claims, imitation

"Y on can sell anything on t\ from

the Brooklyn Bridge to the Holhwood
Freeway

—

oner.' drawls Dave Bascom,

chairman of the board and creative

head of San Francisco's Guild, Bas-

com iv Bonfigli. "But the trick's to

have your t\ commercials make friends

for you, as well as customers."

According to Bascom. t\ show rat-

ings nun make a sponsor feel good,

hut sales will make him feel better.

\nd it's the commercial not the show

that sells products.

From this running start. Bascom

.
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and his colleagues in the $8.5 million

West Coast shop start blasting some
of toda\ s best-known t\ commercials.

David Bascom s target, not unlike that

of his name-sake, is the Goliath of

what he terms "inbred Madison Ave-

nue cop) approaches."

Bascom himself likes the off-beat

commercial, because it keeps him
awake in front of his own t\ set. "It's

prett) hard to sell a guj who- snor-

ing. \ml. says he, "there's so much
awful stuff on t\ commercials today,

it's a compliment to the medium and

not to the bait that the fi-h keep on

feeding.

Now, a- Ha-' "in puts it. there isn'l

a self-respecting guj in anj t\ audi-

ence who wouldn't rather pla) poker.

bongo drums oi just plain "house,

than watch a boring commercial.

Against these simple Vmerican

times, commercials admittedlj face an

uphill fight

[o admen who want to keep their

audience from "anti-social, unproduc-

tive intermission behavior," Bascom

ests seven areas in which t\ com-
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COMMERCIAL DROOP ,,,,,/inued

Phony claims make them yawn, says GB&B. Acting as bla*e i\

viewers (l.tor.) Charles Christ enl>err\. Jr.. head of GB&B's New York

office. Dave Basconi. chairman t » f the board: Ernest Hodges, v.p. and

acct. super, ignore Lee (/(Kidman representing the insistent announcer

Worship of client's product won't ring up sales, according to

GB&B. Kidding commercial cliches (1. to r. I are Dick St. John, v.p.

and Best Foods account super\i>or. Ernest Hodges, v.p. on Ralston

account, Dave Bascom. GB&B creative head and announcer Goodman

mercials can make the worst mistakes:

1. Keep the viewer awake. "This is

a mansize job," says Bascom. "Take

a high-priced, high-powered, well-cast

t\ show. Interrupt it with a low-cost,

low-entertainment, badly-cast t\ com-

mercial. Result: the yawning stage of

a good night's sleep."

All too often, he feels, the contrast

I >il ween the show production and the

commercial itself makes the commer-
cial look sick. If the viewer is sophisti-

cated enough to appreciate good show

production he'll be all the more likely

to resent a bad commercial.

2. Don't talk down to the audience.

"Even if it were true, we don't like to

believe that the average viewer has

the I.Q. of a 12-year-old," says Ernest

Hodges. GB&B v.p. and account super-

visor for Ralston. "'If other agency-

men did believe it. the) wouldn't be

spending their clients' money on some
of the fine programing that they're

loading up with intelligence-insulting

commercial-.

Audiences do respond to reason. Be-

sides, according to GB&B. they've de-

veloped an "advertising expectancy
."

In other words, they've learned to

anticipate certain commercials on the

basis of their previous viewing. \nd

often, viewers will go out of their was

oid some commercials, while actu-

allj looking forward to others. Bascom

cites the Alfred Hitchcock lead-in to

Bristol-Myers' commercials and the

Bert and Harry Piel series as outstand-

ing commercials viewers go out of

their way to see.

3. Don't worship the client's prod-

uct. People are quick to spot a phony,

and viewers are people, says the GB&B
crowd. Not only are viewers todav

blase about hearing every product ex-

tolled as "the biggest, the best," but.

being American, they've usually got a

peculiar affinity for the underdog.

"A commercial can be far more ef-

fective, if it's disarming and a little

modest." says Hodges. "If you want

to seduce a girl, you've got to be

friendly. So you don't tell her you're

the greatest, you tell her she's the

greatest, and other stuff she wants to

hear."

That doesn't mean that every com-

I
ARTICLE IN BRIEF

"First, keep him awake, then sell

him," says Dave Bascom, GB&B crea-

tive head, about tv viewer. His criti-

cism of todays tv commercials warns

against unbelievable product claims,

imitative production techniques and

boring repetition of same commercial.

mercial has to kid the client's product,

but it can refrain from making exces-

sively exalted claims. sa\s GB&B. In

fact. Hodges figures that an adage

from his mothers day can apply to t\

commercials today: "Be good, my
dear, and let who will be clever.

'

At the drop of a storyboard, how-

ever, Bascom will dig into the agency's

own files for the tvpe of 'modest, dis-

arming" commercials that have sold

products for such GB&B clients as

Regal Beer. Skippy Peanut Butter.

"We advertise Regal as "one of

Vmerica's two great beers"."" he told

SPONSOR. "Well, we get batches of

inquiries about the name of the other

great beer. But the main thing is that

the point sticks with people: Regal is

accepted as one of the two greats."

Skipp) commercials are variations

on the same theme. In one particular

commercial, for example, the an-

nouncer invites people to trj Skippy.

Of course, warns he. if a viewer does-

n't like peanut butter, he might as

well forget Skipp) too. But if he does,

lit "s likei\ to enjoy it.

"We've seen that this approach

sells." sa\s Hodges. "Ralston, for in-

stance, had an IK' < sales increase for

its cold cereals last year on top of its

record-year. The firm did it with a

100', tv budget on a relatheh low-
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"Simpering tv models," says Bascom,

"look like these African death masks after

a while. No woman should i:rin all the time.

Even ni\ wife has a tantrum sometimes

rated show. But the ratio of viewers

to sales was high."

4. Frequent repetition of the same

commercial uill make viewers immune

to your message. After all. reason-

GB&B, you <lont put on the same /

Love Lucy sequence five weeks in a

row. Sa\s Bascom, "You kill your

commercials audience as fast if not

faster with sameness. You have to

a\ oid inflicting on the \ iew er- the same

commercial week after week. Even it

it's a great one. the edge is off it the

second time 'round, and it becomes

plain irritating the third time."

The solution, sa\s Bascom. is to

mix live and film when possible for

variation and to simpl) shoot more

film commercials. The result in terms

of good will and sales will make up for

the extra expense.

"Frequentl) the small commercials

budget is wav out of proportion with

extravagant show production costs, yet

the commercial is the salesman."

Not that GB&B underrates the pro-

gram as an important vehicle for the

commercial. In fact. GB.S.B prefer- to

recommend network or spot program

buys rather than announcement sched-

ules alone whenever possible.

"Putting a commercial in a show

gives the advertiser an advantage,"

sa\ s Hodges. "He has a chance to pre-

-rll the i iewei bj putting him into i

receptive mood. Bui neithei program

ing not c terciali have to be high

pi K <<\ r\ ei j time to be sua essful.

.">. Imitation is always dull. It- b

terrible mistake to imitate the othei

fellow's technique 01 ioVa in youi

own commercials, Bays Bascom. What

worked for him, ma) nol work for

you, and moic important, the more

suet essfull) it woi Iced For him, the

moic his product's identified with it

rather than yours.

"With some enlightened exceptions,

businessmen tend to want to do things

as much the wa) competitors do as pos-

sible, mainl) out of a lark of courage,

says Dave Bascom. "But in advertis-

ing, as in all salesmanship, ii b im-

portanl to break with tradition and trj

the new. That's the agenc) - job.

GB&B executives sa\ the) ve l'oI a

geographic advantage over other agen-

cies l'\ virtue of being in San Fran-

cisco.

"It ju>t gets me, the waj .ill the

agencies in New ^ ork are sort of

jammed into some 20 Or 30 blocks,

-av- Bascom. "It's no wonder so mam
commercials are alike—how can you

think a thought of your own when

you're facing each other dav in and

da) out like these Madison \venue

l>o\s do?"

6. Don't jar the viewer out of the

show just when he's really hooked.

This sin is clearly one of had "fusion

between program and commercial, says

Bascom. and it's perpetrated on the

old Hollywood "cliff-hanger theory."

"The onlj trouble with that theorv

i- thai certain types of show- simpl)

don'l put \iewers in the mood for the

commercial," Bascom adds. "The

worst thing a commercial can do is

to irritate or alienate viewers bv jar-

ring them out of a mood. Now sus-

pense shows are difficult to interrupt

with the commercial, but it can be

done well. The Bristol-Myers com-

mercials on the Hitchcock show are

one example ol \er\ good fusion.

However, GB&B like- to choose pro-

graming that will create not so much

excitement, as an agreeable and pleas-

ant mood for the viewers.

"\ sale-man doesn't walk into a

guy's office ami tr\ to sell him right

after his dog's been run over, says

Hodges. "Well, a t\ -how. we feel, is

the prelude to selling, so it too should

plea-e. not -bo.k. We're aftei sales,

not ratings. The network- ma\ be

pushing for ratings, but (bent- find

Off-beat copy, ' Iman's mugging helped

boost Ralston's -ale- 18'; with 100% tv budget

thai \bl> I rendex 01 Nielsen don t

pa\ '- well a- his i ustomi

I In- does id mean thai ih< size

..l i In audieni e i ea< bed can oi should

be ignored b) an) means. Ii - jusl

thai it's as important t" put the .nub

• -in .
- into the pi opei mood and ft ame

of mind for the commercial with the

i am \ ehi< le, as it is to re u b the

people iii the in -i pi

7. iudience is offended by dull cast

ing, bad production. Man] a fine com-

mercial has been watered down through

bad casting.

"( me phon) patent medicine -

man i- bad. bul l<» are just intoler-

able," saj - Bas( om. "So man) i

menial- are ruined through st<

typed casting and unimaginative pro-

duction. Male \ iewers, too, get tired

ofthevasl number of Bimpering, tooth)

women in a i onstanl state ol ecstas)

over some beauty, health or food prod-

uct or other. Bul for the housewife,

h hom the sponsoi - living to -ell.

there's even le— appeal in these remote-

seeming -crawnv female- -he cant

identifv with.

Too manv commercials work on the

theorv that viewers cant face them-

selves as the\ realb look and prefei

to see a continuous onslaught of ideal-

ized, glamorized tv -ale-men grinning

at them. GB&B creative men feel that

this approach toward casting has be-

come so overworked, that viewers

would feel intrigued and refreshed to

see some more down-to-earth tv.

"And the) don't have to grin all

the time." drawled Bascom. "Even mv

wife doesn't grin all the time when

-he'- trv ing to net me to do some-

thing. It just isn't natural." ^



SPOT RADIO BOOMS TO RECORD
$46 MILLION IN 4TH QUARTER

SRA reports spot spending in 4th quarter went up 38.5% for 1956

total of $149.9 million. Food, tobacco, cars are biggest spenders

^^jxit radio advertisers set a spending

record for the fourth quarter of last

year, adding $46.4 million to make the

\ early total $149.9 million. The big-

gest chunks of total spot revenue still

come from two fast-turnover, packaged

goods groups — food and grocer)

items, and tobacco products and sup-

plies.

These new quarterly figures—cover-

ing October. November and December

spol billing projected to the nation's

radio stations—are released by the

Station Representatives Association as

an estimate of product-type acthitv.

1 his is the second such quarterly re-

port on the tvpes of advertisers buying

spot I see ''Spot radio spending by

products." SPONSOR. 20 Januarv 1957 I

.

although SRA for the past year has

released monthly totals on spot spend-

ing.

Both of these industry reports on

spot radio are new ventures and ones

for which the entire advertising in-

dustry' has long clamored. The clamor

is louder for achievement of the next

logical step: publication of advertiser

spending by individual company and

by brand. With the accomplishment of

these first two major objectives. SRA
and others in the industry are seeking

a workable formula for publication of

< ompanv -by-company figures.

Such an advertiser breakdown would

supplement present product categorv

data. For example, advertisers and

agencies now know that automotive*

spent $4 million on spot radio during

the final quarter of last vear. What
the) want to know—and what the ra-

dio industr) would like to be able to

give them— is I a ) how much General

Motors spent and ( b i what each of

its automobile divisions spent.

This is the type of information now

provided by the Television Bureau of

Advertising. TvB reports quarterly

dollar figures for spot television, with

an analysis of the amounts spent by

the top 200 national spot advertisers.

It is now preparing an annual report

with 1956 figures which will include

a brand-by-brand breakdown of the

advertiser's spot tv investment.

SRA. as it launches a new year of

spot radio reports, plans to discontinue

its monthly billing totals and to incor-

porate these and the product group

spending totals into a quarterly report.

Illlllllllillllllllllllllilllllllllllllilllllllllllllllll

Highlights of spot radio in 1956

Total billings $149,921,000

'56 was 21.5', ahead of "55. which hit $120.4 million

Biggest quarter $ 46,442,000

4th quarter was highest in a vear that started out slow-

Biggest spenders Food, tobacco, cars, drugs

Top 5 product categories spent 57.1 cents of each $]

Problem "Prime-time" fixation

Four hours are considered magic i see page 23

1

'iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

The first of these, according to SRA
Managing Director Larry Webb, will

be released in mid-April.

The current report from Price,

\\ aterhouse and Co.. the New York
accounting firm retained by SRA, is

reproduced in the chart on the opposite

page. Fourth-quarter spot radio spend-

ing has been translated by sponsor

into dollars from the percent of total

dollar investment released bv SRA.
I hese figures are contrasted with third-

quarter spot radio spending and with

four-quarter spot tv spending, all in

terms of product category investment.

The same product groups led the

radio spending lists during both the

third and fourth quarters. They are,

in this order: food and grocery prod-

ucts: tobacco products and supplies:

automotive: drug products: ale. beer

and wine. Together, these groups con-

tributed 57.1 cents of ever) spot radio

dollar.

Although fourth-quarter billing was

up in almost every categorv. some

gains stand out because of seasonal

influences. Food went from $5.8 mil-

lion to 87.9 million, reflecting extra

home entertainment during the Thanks-

giving and Christmas holiday periods.

Automotive gained more than SI mil-

lion, moving from $2.9 million to

$4 million with the introduction of

new car models last fall.

Transportation and travel, on the

other hand, dropped from $974,000

to $696,000. with the closing of the

third-quarter vacation season a factor.

Tobacco products dropped from S4.9

million to S4. 1 million.

There's greater disparity among

groups in the tv lineup. Food con-

tributes bv far the lion's share, some

828.9 million, much more than the

next biggest spending categories—drug

items. 89.5 million, and ale. beer and

w ine. So.4 million. ^
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4-th quarter 1956 spot radio and tv spending by product category

mm
PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Listed in order of rank

I

.

I- inn!, grocen pi oducta

_'.
I obacco pi oducts, ~-ii[>[>iit-~

'i. Automotive

I. Drug products

>. \lc beer, w Lne

(>. Tv, radio, phonograph, musical

instruments

7. Gasoline, lubricants

8. Cosmetics, toiletries

0. Miscellaneous

10. Agriculture

1 1 . Consumer sen i> es

12.

13.

I l.

L5.

16.

17.

L8.

1').

20.

21.

22.

23.

24

25.

2(>.

27.

28.

20.

30.

31.

32.

33.

Household cleaners, soaps, polishes.

waxes

Confections, -oft drinks

Religious

Transportation, travel

Publications

Household launch") products

Household general

Dental products, toothpaste, etc.

Household appliances

Amusements, entertainment

Building material, fixture-, paints

Finance and insurance

I'et products

Clothing, accessories

Dairy, margarine products

Political

Garden supplies

SPOT RADIO

Third qua/trr

Dollar flgurr

Hotels, resorts, restaurants

Household paper products

Household furnishings

Notions

Watches, jewelry, cameras

TOTAL

$:>.H 1 1,357

1,906,9] l

11,20]

11.502

1,949

1,814,886

1 .6 1 :.2\:

1.277.11-'

1,041,879

1,041,879

907. 193

504,135

974,661

103^08

403,308

369,699

302. 1H1

268.872

2 15,26 ;

201,654

168.111")

201,654

134,436

168.nl".

100.827

67,218

100.827

67.218

33.609

67.218

$33,609,000

°o of total

Fourth quartr

• Figures

1 1/.

B.9

7.8

1.8

;.i

U

2.7

1.5

2.9

1.2

1.2

1.1

.9

.8

.7

.6

.">

.6

.1

.r>

.3

.2

.3

.2

.1

9

$7,941,000

4,179,000

4,040,000

3,808,000

3,529,000

3,204,000

2,786,000

2,461,000

2,368,000

1,811,000

1,486,000

1,346,000

1,300,000

743,000

696,000

603,000

557,000

464,000

417,000

417,000

325,000

278,000

278,000

230,000

185,000

185,000

185,000

139,000

139,000

139,000

93,000

46,000

46,000

$46,442,000

% of tot jl

17.1

9.0

8.7

8.2

7.6

6.9

6.0

5.3

5.1

3.9

3.2

2.9

"T5"
1.6

1.5

1.3

1.2

1.0

.9

.9

.7

.6

.6

.5

.4

.4

.4

.3

.3

.3

.2

.1

SPOT TV

Fourth quarto

Oollar flour.

8,115,000

2,000

1,793

,,000

1.21;

0,000

1,000

1,000

761

135,000

3,013,000

l'»7.000

1,765,000

1,000

90,000

6
-.1.000

1 .6 19,000

70.000

1.7n 5.000

1.182.000

116.000

|

axe rounded, hence do not add up to toul. •• Tot»l Includes unlisted categories: iporUni foods, stationery and office equ
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LATE, GREAT NEWS ABOUT THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER

Out in the country— in rich and ready Hometown and Rural America you'll

find a new kind of traveling salesman and believe us, friends, a spectacularly

new kind of farmer's daughter. She was always pretty, wholesome and versatile.

Now in case you haven't seen one lately, she's prettier than ever (thanks to the

many nationally advertised cosmetics which she learns about on her local

KBS station). She's better fed and as smartly gowned as any career girl

you'll see on 5th Avenue in New York or Michigan Avenue in Chicago.

In the Keystone markets the farmer's daughter is just part of the more
than 90 MILLION Keystone listeners who are intensely loyal to the

925 Keystone Affiliated LOCAL radio stations.

The story of the farmer's daughter is one which we at Keystone have

brought right smack up to date—with facts and figures and sales potentials for

your products that you ought to know about. We'll be happy to tailor a network

to fit your specific sales and marketing problem. No obligation to you

and a very definite pleasure for us.

Write us or telephone us!

«v

LOS ANGELES
3142 Wilshire Blvd.

DUnkirk 3-2910

Send for our new station list

CHICAGO NEW YORK
111 W. Washington 527 Madison Ave
Sta 2-8900 ELdorado 5-3720

• TAKE YOUR CHOICE. A handful of stations or the network
up to you. your needs.

• MORE FOR YOUR DOLLAR. No premium cost for individualized programming. Network
coverage for less than some "spot" costs.

• ONE ORDER DOES THE JOB. All bookkeeping and details are done by Keystone, yet the best
time and place are chosen for you

SAN FRANCISCO
57 Post St.

SUtter 1-7440

a minute or a full hour— it's

'•

I SPONSOR • H> M URCH 1
()57



Tv programing and costs

COMPARAGRAPH

| be fifth ol sponsor's new Comparagraph sections contains

a new feature: a breakdown "I sponsored t\ network shows bj

major industry categories and advertisers. I h<' li-t includes

brands sponsored on each show plus the show rating. In

addition, the spol \\ section contains the latest information on

dollar spending l>\ type "I buj and time <>f day. The Bpol t\

section also compares t\ viewing b) time zones, da) and

night, and ui\c> data on late nighl viewing through the

week 1»\ time zones. The Comparagraph also contains the

regular network t\ program schedule for the nexl four

weeks |ilu- authoritative data on |>i"<>iiraiii eo-ts. I he next

Comparagraph will appear in the 13 \|uil issue of sponsor.

ram pr>

sponsored how J data . . . sec below

In/lrx of network l\ ipo/i

litis slum ratings - . page 36

Comparagraph gives day-by-daj

chilli at all net slum f . . . pogc 40

llphabetical indey oj nil -i

includes cost data . , , page 42

Spot ir basu s
i
,n ri i a

l*\ time zones . . . page 48

1. NETWORK PROGRAM PROFILE
AVERAGE COST OF PROGRAMING BY TYPES

Cost Number

Hour drama

$59,000 12

Half-hour corned) -\ ar.

$39,607 7

Cost Number

Half-hour drama

535,062 16

Half-hour adventure

$30,155 16

Cost Number Cost Number

Situation corned]

$36,938 16

Qui

$26,801 15

Hum . i imed) -\ ariet)

$65,555 9

l)a\ time serials

$10,429 7

Per week ol ir shows; other programs are > Dd are all nighttim*

NUMBER OF SPONSORED HOURS: LIVE AND FILM

Daytime Nighttime

Network
Sponsored

hours °o live °o film

ABC 11.75 8.5 91.5

CBS 32.80 92.4 7.6

NBC 19.52 75.7 24.3

Network

1

Sponsored

hours °o live °o film

ABC 21.75 47.1 52.9

CBS 27.75 53.2 46.8

NBC 22.92 62.9 37.1
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2. SPONSOR INDEX BY INDUSTRIES
Designed to aid advertisers in making quick comparisons

between their show ratings and those of competitors, this

inn Comparagraph feature, starting below, also provides a

convenient index of programing by major industry cate-

gories on network tv. The data is based on material sup-

plied 1>\ Broadcast Advertisers Reports, monitored off-the-

air by tape recording, plus national tv Pulse ratings.

Because of its length, the list will be published in two parts.

The next Comparagraph will include data on food and

grocery products, household cleansers and polishes, appli-

ances, laundry products, among others. Footnotes below

give further data on this list of advertisers and brands.

Auto Accessories

General Motors

Wide Wide World: NBC; Su-D; A C auto equipment. Delco batteries,

Saginaw power steering 13.2

Gulf Oil

Life of Riley; NBC; F-N; gas and motor oil

B. F. Goodrich

Burns & Allen; CBS: M-\: tires

Cars and Trucks

American Motors

Disneyland; ABC; W-N; Rambler.

Chrysler

Ray Anthony; ABC; F-N; Dodge, Plymouth
Climax; CBS; Th-N : all automobiles, Plymouth
Lawrence Welk; ABC; Sa-N; Dodge, Plymouth
You Bet Your Life; NBC; Th-N; DeSoto

Ford Moti>r

The Brothers; CBS: Tu-N; Ford..

Ford Theatre; ABC; W-N; Ford...

Zane Grey; CBS; F-N; Ford ...

Ed Sullivan; CBS; Su-N; Lincoln, Mercury
Tennessee Ernie; NBC; Th-N; Ford

22.8

28.1 1

30.2

7.2

28.9

23.7

31.3

19.1

11.9

20.4

44.8

5.4

General Motors

Crossroads; ABC; F-N: Chevrolet 12.9

Garry Moore; CBS; WD; Chevrolet _.... 8.2

Dinah Shore; NBC; Th-N; Chevrolet. 10.8

Wide Wide World; NBC; Su-D; all GM automobiles... . 12.2

Studebaker-Paekard

NBC News; M-N; Studebaker... 10.2

Confections and Soft Drinks

American Chicle

Jim Bowie: ABC; F-N; Clorets, Dentyne
Ozark Jubilee; ABC; Sa-N; Clorets, Dentyne

Borden Co.

Fury; NBC; Sa-D; ice cream
Peoples Choice; NBC; Th-N; ice cream ....

Coca Cola Co.

Eddie Fisher; NBC; W, F-N; soft drink

Mic key Mouse Club; ABC; M-D; soft drink

Nestle Co.

Lone Ranger; CBS; Sa-D; chocolate bar*

Planters Nut & Chocolate Co.

Eddie Fisher; NBC; W-N; peanuts..

20.3

8.1

8.9

20.3

7.8

18.6

10.7

7.8

Sweets Co. of America

Cowboy Theatre; NBC; Sa-D; Tootsie Roll candies

Heckle & Jeckle; CBS; Su-D; Tootsie Roll candies

Howdy Doody NBC; Sa-D; Tootsie Roll candies

Modern Romances; NBC; M,Tu-D; Tootsie Roll candies

Texas Rangers; CBS; Sa-D; Tootsie Roll candies

Tic Tac Dough NBC; Tu-D; Tootsie Roll candies

Cosmetics and Toiletries

Aberto-Culver Co. of Hollywood

It Could Be You; NBC; M,Tu-D; Rinse Away, V 0-5 hair preparations

Modern Romances; NBC; M,Tu-D; Rinse Away, VO-5 hail preparations

American Home Products

Douglas Edward-: CHS: M.W.Th-N: taroshave.

Love of Life; CBS; Tu-D; Neet depilatory

Secret Storm; CBS; M-D; Neet depilatorv

Armour & Co.

George Gobel; NBC; Sa-N: Dial

Danny Thomas: ABC; M-N;
oap

Dial shampoo. Dial soap

Bristol-Myers Co.

Arthur Godfrey Show; CBS; M.W-D; Ban.

Alfred Hitchcock; CBS; Su-N; Vitalis...

NBA Basketball: NBC; Sa-D; Vitalis

Playhouse 90; CBS; Th-N; Ban, Trushay...

Carter Products

Nat King Cole; NBC; M-N; Arrid, Rise

6.0

7.7

8.8

8.3

11.2

4.9

3.9

8.3

8.6

9.1

5.3

23.7

16.9

9.8

31.3

6.8

29.0

10.0

Chesebrough-Pond's

Jim Bowie; ABC; F-N; Vaseline hair tonic 20.3

Conflict; ABC; Tu-N; Angel Skin powder, cold cream, dry skin cream

Colgate-Palmolive Co.

Big Payoff; CBS; W,F-D; Halo, Palmolive soap

Bob Cummings: CBS; Th-N; Halo, Palmolive soap.

Millionaire; CBS; W-N; Palmolive shave products..

Mr. Adams & Eve; CBS; F-N; Lustre Creme, Lustre Net.

7.9

18.9

21.9

20.3

Strike It Rich; CBS; M,Tu,W.F-D; Cashmere Bouquet soap, Lustre

Creme, Lustre Net — 8.3

Consolidated Cosmetics

$250,000 Bank; NBC; Tu-N; Lanolin Plus products.. 10.8

Gillette Co.

Cavalcade of Sports; NBC; F-N: Foam) Sha\e. razors & blades 16.9

Hazel Bishop

Beat the Clock; CBS; Sa-N; Complexion Glow, lipstick, nail polish.

Ultramatic lipstick case 14.9

Your'e On Your Own: CBS; Sa-N; Complexion Glow, lipstick, nail

polish, lltramatic lipstick case .

Helene Curtis Industries

What"- M> 1 ine; CBS; Su-N: Enden shampoo—

Andrew Jergens Co.

Steve Allen; NBC; lotion & cleanser, Woodbury soap.

30.2

17.2

Data above and on page 38 are based on Broadcast Advertisers Reports for thr week ending
January 11. More detailed data, such as length and placement of commercials, can be found
In BAR reports themselves Not Included here are buys In participation shows, such as

NBCs "Today." Ratings are based on l'ulse material for the week ending S January All

ratings are averages for the week, e g., ratings ror segmented shows do not necessarily show the

audience foi the actual segment sponsored by the client All time purchased by advertisers fol-

Iowa name i network v means night, "D" means day, days of week are abbreviated. For

exact time of stem, see C.miparagraph itself.
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Lever Bro-. Co.

I u\ Theatre; NIK !; I b-N : Lux Boap

Mennen Co.

Boxing; \B<
;

\\ N : \li.i shave lotion, shave creams, skin bracer,

-pia\ deodorant

Queen Fot \ Day; NBC; W-D; Skin Magic

19.8

31.0

11.5

Procter & Gamble
,,i Night; CBS; W-D; Camaj Soap

Guiding Light; CBS; M.Tu.W.F-D; Ivory soap....

II. \ Jeannie; CI!S: Sa-N: Dune shampoo
I Love Lucy; CBS; \l-\; I. ill home permanent
This I- ^ <ui i Life; NBC; W-N; Prell shampoo, Lilt home permanent

lane \\ Moan; NBC; TU-N; Ivory soap

Loretta Young: NBC; Su-N; Camay snap

Revlon Products

$64, Iiallenge; CBS: Su-N; Clean X Clear—
$64,000 Question: CHS: Tn-N : Low Fat. Satin Set. Silicare

Ronson Corp.

I'laxhou-c lH): CBS: Th-N : Kleetric -ha\ers

Sales Builders

\oah"s \rk; NBC: Tu-N": Max Factor Creme Puff..

Schick

Diagnct: NBC; Th-N: electric shavers

Robert Montgomery; NBC; M-N; electric shavers ....

Sperry Rand
Gunsmoke; CBS; Sa-N; Remington electric shavers

Sterling Drug
The \i<e: ABC; F-N : Molle shave cream ~

Toni Co.

Blondie; NBC; F-N; Deep Magic cleanser

Cavalcade of Sports; NBC; F-N; Paper-Mate pins...

iViiple Are Funny; NBC; Sa-N; Deep Magic cleanser.

Queen Fur A Day: NBC; M-D; To-nette children's & Toni home
permanents _

Talent Scouts; CBS; M-N; Deep Magic, Pamper, Toni home perma-
nents

Tic Tac Dough: NBC; M-D; Paper-Mate pens, Tip Toni, Tonette

children's & Toni home permanents ....

You Bet Your Life: NBC; Th-N; Deep Magic, White Rain, Prom home
permanent _..

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.

Hit Parade; NBC; Sa-N; Hudnut Quick home permanent

Wildroot Co.

Rubin Hood; CBS: M-N; Wildroot cream oil

J. B. W illiams Co.

Phil Silvers; CBS; Tu-N; Lectric Shave_

Dental Products

American Home Products

Love "l I ife; CBS; M-D; Kolynos toothpaste

5.5

8.2

19.2

37.3

22.1

25.8

20.8

27.2

32.0

29.0

16.1

23.6

23.7

22.8

9.8

20.2

20.8

11.5

4.9

31.3

25.2

22.9

28.1

9.1

Secret Storm; < BS; W-D; Kolynos toothpaste 5.3

Bristol-Myers Co.

\ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 (.Milliex Show : CBS: M.W'-D; Ipana toothpaste 9.8

Ufred Hitchcock; CBS: Su-N; Ipana toothpaste 31.3

Mickej Mouse Club; \B<; W,Th,F-D; [pana toothpaste 18.6

Colgate-Palmolive Co.

Bm Payoff; CBS; M,W,F-D; Colgate dental cream
Might) Mouse; CBS; Sa-D; Colgate dental cream
Millionaire; ' BS; W-N; Colgate dental cream
\l\ Friend Flicka; CBS; F-N; Colgate dental cream
Strike It Rich; CBS; Tu,Th-D; Colgate dental cream

Procter & (.amble Co.

i.r Das: CBS; M.W.Tli.FI); Gleem toothpaste

Wyatl Earp; VBC; I \: Gleem toothpaste

H . leannie; CBS; v
.i \ ; • rest toothpaste

7.9

13.6

21.9

14.7

8.3

5.5

24.1

19.2

Queen For A Day; NBC; Tu,Th-D; Gleem toothpaste 11.5

Search For Tomorrow; CBS; M.Tu-D; Gleem toothpaste 9.1

This I- Your Life; NBC; W-N; Crest toothpaste 22.1

Loretta Young; NBC; Su-N; Gleem toothpaste 20.8

Sterling Drug
Modern Romances; NBC; W-D; Dr. Lyons tooth powder

Drug Products

American Chicle Co.

Jim Bowie; ABC: F-N; Rolaids

Ozark Jubilee; ABC; Sa-N; Rolaids

8.3

20.3

American Home Products

Douglas Edwards; CBS; M.W.Th-N; Anacin, Bisodol. Heet, Infra Rub.
Kriptin

It Could Be You; NBC; M-D; Anacin

Love of Life; CBS; M thru F-D; Anacin, Bisodol, Heet, Infra Rub.

Name That Tune; CBS; Tu-N: Anacin

Queen For A Day: NBC: M-D; Infra Rub
Sei ret St,,rm; CBS; M thru F; Anacin. Heet. Hills cold tablet-. Infra

Bristol-Myers Co.

Arthur Godfrey Show; CBS; M.W-D; Bufferin

Alfred Hitchcock: CBS; Su-N; Bufferin...

NBA Basketball; NBC; Sa-D; Bufferin

Playhouse 90; CBS; Th-N; Bufferin

8.6

3.9

9.1

17.7

11.5

5.3

Johnson and Johnson

Robin Hood; CBS; M-N; Band-Aids .....

Garry Moore; CBS; F-D; baby products, surgical dressings

Our Miss Brooks; CBS; F-D; baby products. Band-Aids

Lewis-Howe Co.

Jonathan Winters; NBC; Tu-N : Tunis

Mentholatum Co.

Bob Crosby; CBS; M-D; chest rubs

Tic Tac Dough; NBC; Tu.F-D; chest rub-

Miles Laboratories

Broken Arrow; ABC; Tu-N; Alka Seltzer. One-A-Day vitamins 18.7

Mickey Mouse Club; ABC; M-D; Bactine. One-A-Day vitamins 18.6

NBC News; W,F-N: Alka Seltzer. One-A-Day vitamins... 10.2

Queen For A Day; NBC; Th-D; Alka Seltzer. One-A-Day vitamins 11.5

Tennessee Ernie; NBC; Th-D; Alka Seltzer, One-A-Day vitamin- 19.0

Norwich Pharmacal

\rthur Godfrey Show; CBS; Tu-D: Pepto Bismol

Noxzema Chemical Co.

Perry Como; NBC; Sa-N; skin cream

9.8

33.1

Pharmaceutical

Amateur Hour; ABC; Su-N; Geritol. Niron, RXD tablets. Serutan.

Sominex. Zarumin ...

New-: CBS; Su-N; Geritol. Sominex, Zarumin

To Tell The Truth; CBS: Tu-N; Geritol, Sominex. Zarumin

Twenty-One; NBC; W-N; Geritol, Sominex, Zarumin

Pharmaco
Comedy Time; NBC; F-D; Chooz, Regutol

It Could Be You; NBC; F-D; Chooz, Medigum

State Pharmacal Co.

§250.000 Bank: NBC: Tu-N: Ul-In-One Reducing tablet-

Sterling Drug

Modern Romances; NBC: W.I- -I): Bayer aspirin, lionized yeast. Phil-

lips milk of magnesia

The Vise; \BC: F-N; Bayer asprin, Phillips milk of magnesia

Vick Chemical Co.

Jonathan Winter-. NBC: Tu-N: cold remedies

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.

Hit Parade; NBC; Sa-N; Bromo Seltzer

8.6

17.2

15.4

6.5

3.9

10.8

8.3

9.8

7.8

25.2
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MORE THAN

A BILLION

IN RETAIL

SALES

$250,724,900

FOOD SALES

THE MULTI

MARKET STATION

several far-above-

average markets

within the one

big SUPERmarket.

A MILLION PEOPLE

1/3 of the

population of

Wisconsin live in

Big 5's

Big Circle.

o'lfe

with the NTH tower; highest

in 5 state area, ...1165 feet

above average terrain.

$22,589,770

RETAIL

DRUG STORE

SALES

I

Soren H Munkhof
Exec. VPres,

Generol Manager

HEADIEY-REED TV
National Reps.

$317,013,600

GROSS CASH

FARM INCOME

49,441 FARMS

75% with

TV sets \

COMPLETELY

BLANKETS

Counties from

Milwaukee to

upper Michigan

Stevens Point to

Lake Michigan

ABC plus selected CBS, plus strongest live local and

regional program. Best films and syndicated programs.

Strong in children's and all-family features.

WFRV-TVl^i
CHANNEL

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN
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J DAYTIME C O P A I

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC ABC

TUESDAY
CBS NBC

Lamp Unto My
Feet
BUSt

Carry Moore
Campbell Soup

Lever Bros
alt

Bird & Son

Home
partlc

10-11

Carry Moore
Hoorer Home

partic

Look Up 6 Live
SUSt

Arthur Codfrey
Stand Brands

Stand Brands
Home

Arthur Codfrey
Mutual of Omaha Home

Bristol-Myers

U.N. in Action
•ust

Bristol-Myers Price Is Right
BUSt

KpllOgg

Plllsbury Price Is Right
BUSt

Camera Three
suat

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Truth or

Consequences
Strike It Rich

Colgate
Truth or

Consequences

Valiant Lady
Stand Brands

Let's Take Trip
BUSt

Love of Life

Amer Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough
BUSt

Valiant Lady
Wesson Oil

Tonl alt sust
Love of Life

Amer Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough
Bust

Sweets Co alt

sust

- Smith fut

Tomorrow
P&G

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

It Could Be "To
sust

Wild Bill Hickok
Kellogg

It Could Be Yoi
nut

Cuiding Light
P&G

Amer Home Proc Cuiding Light
P&G

Alberto Culver
alt Lehn & Fink

(last 3/19)

Heckle & leckle
Sweets Co. alt

Johnson & Johnsor
(last 3/24)

News
(1-1:10) sust

Stand Up & Be
Counted

sust

Close-Up
co-op

News
(1-1:10) sust

Stand Up & Be
Counted

susi

Close-Up
co-op

No net service

Frontiers of

Faith
BUSt

As the World
Turns
P&G

Club 60
co-op

As the World
Turns
P&G

(4/2 start)

Club 60
co-op

No net service

No net servict

Special Program
for Purim
(3/17 only)

Our Miss Brooks
sust Club 60 Our Miss Brooks

Best Foods
alt sust

The Last Word
•ust

Youth Wants
To Know
sust alt

Amer Forum
sust

Art Linkletter
Stand Brands

Campbell Soup

Tenn Ernie
P&G

Swift alt Brown
& Williamson

Art Linkletter
Kellogg

Plllsbury

Club 60

Tenn Ernie
P&G

Stand Brands

Face The Nation
sust

Outlook
sust

Afternoon Film

Festival
(3-4:30)

partlc

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
(3-4)

partic

Afternoon Film
Festival
(3-4:30)

partlc

Big Payoff
Colgate

(3/19 start)

Matinee
(3-4)

partic

—Botr-Crrjsljy

—

sust

Brown & Wmsnn
(last 3 25) alt

Mentholaturu

Johns Hopkins
File 7
sust

World News
Round Up

sust

Zoo Parade
sust

Afternoon Film
Festival Matinee

Afternoon Film
Festival

Bob Crosby
Wesson Oil

Best Foods Matinee

College News
Conference

BUSt

Odyssey
BUSt Wide Wide Wor

(alt wks 4-5:30)

Gen Motors

Afternoon Film
Festival

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a Da 1

Amer Home Prod

Toni alt Brown
& Williamson

Afternoon Film
Festival

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a Day
Sandura alt

Chick of Sea

Lehn & Fink
alt Stand Brands

| Medical Horizons
Ciba

Odyssey
Wash Square
(alt wks 4-5)

Helens Curtis
No net service

oea n Pine
—-

BUSt

Mdllld
sust

See It Now
Pan Am

(5-0. 3/31 only)

Mickey Mouse
Club
co-op

co-op

Edge of Night
P&G Modern Romance

sust

No net service
Edge of Night

P&G

P&G
Modern Romance

Culver alt

Sweets Co

Mickey Mouse
Club
co-op

co-op

Topper
(alt wks 5-5:30)

sust

Comedy Time
sust

Comedy Time
sust

|Press Conference
Corn Prod

Boing Boing
BUSt Capt Gallant

Heinz

Coca Cola

Miles alt

Minn Mining
B. F. Goodrich

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S

NEW NETWORK TELEVISION

COMPARAGRAPH AND INDEX

The network schedule on this and following pages (42, 43)

includes regularly scheduled programing on the air between

16 March and 12 April (with possible exception of

changes made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly

scheduled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are as follows: Tonight, NBC, 11:30-12:30



.GRAPH 16 MAR- - 12 APR.

IDNESDAY
NBC

';

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Home
partle

'rev

Hint Home

Carry Moore
Ncitle alt nut

T ru ill Srtlfl

Arthur Godfrey
Qtn Foodi

Scott Piper

Home
panic

Home

Cjrry Moore
Plui r

lUrt)
•It nut

>-UI

Johruon A Jotinion

lit mil

\.

Home
|..rtlr

Home

Capt Kangaroo

Mighty Mouvc

Howdy Doody
'Mil

Belrii
i

• Oo

Cumby

Price li Right
lUlt

KtllOfl

Pilliburj
Price li Right

ait

Rich

Truth or

Consequences
•uit

Strike It Rich
Colgite

Truth or

Consequences
oil

Yinlley lit

Plttl Pl.t. aim
Staler lit SOS

Price Is Right
•uit

Strike It Rich
Collate

Truth or

Consequences
lUlt

W.nky Dink
•uit

rury
Gen Foodi
alt Borden

Tens Ringers
Mllll

lit

Bwieti Co

Witch Mr
W.lard

l<J»

ift

not

Tic Tac Dough
lust

'<"
It Could Be You

w
ill sust

:— prown * W'mson
'8n f ,! Corn lTod

Valiant Lady
Ttml lit

Nestle

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough
Kraf

Minnesota Mining

Search for

Tomorrow
!\*r.

Cuiding Light
PAO

It Could Be You
suit

Welch ill

Drill. i

Valiant Lady
Hen Ullli

Tic Tac Dough
nut

Love of Life
I o II

Search for

Tomorrow
PAG

Mentholatum

Cuiding Light
I'm;

It Could Be You
•I (litt

3/221 alt suit

Brlllo lit Phar-
roaco (last 3/22)

Big Top
nut

Big Top

True Story

Defective Diary
Sterile..

b Be
d

Close-Up

News
(1-1:10) lust

Stand Up & Be
Counted

sust

Close-Up

Club 60
co-op

As the World
Turns
PftQ

I I start)

Club 60
co-op

News
(1-1 10) lUlt

Stand Up & Be
Counted

wet

Close-Up

As the World
Turns
PAG

Club 60

Lone Ringer
On Ml Hi

• It Neitle

No net service

No net service

No net service

Irooks

•uit

Club 60

Our Miss Brooks
tilt

Nestle lit suit

Tenn Ernie
PAG

Swift lit

Brown A W'mson

Art Linkletter
Kellogg

Plllsbury

Club 60

Tenn Ernie
pao

Johnson A Johnson
•It (utt

Our Miss Brooks
suit Club 60

Art Linkletter
Lever Broi

Tenn Ernie
PAO

SUi ! Brudi

NIT Basketball

East-West
All-Star

Kemper. Carter

rand.
nly>

No net service

Basketball
(2:30-140)
Carter Prod

Brown A Wmton

Matinee
(3-4)

pmrtlc

Afternoon Film
Festival
(3-4:30)

pirtle

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
(3-4)

partle

Afternoon Film
Festival
(3-4:30)

partle

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
(3-4)

partle

Matinee
Afternoon Film

Festival

Bob Crosby
Ton! alt Swi ft

P&G
Matinee

Afternoon Film
Festival

Bob Crosby
SOS alt Sw ift

Gen Mills

Matinee

Baseball Came
of the Week

Basketball

Culf Stream
Handicap

«ily)

Basketball

Day Queen for a Day
Borstal

orm Mermen
• Prod Corn Prod

Brighter Day Quecn for a DaY
Afternoon Film PAO w .

s,ink,!t »u
,Minnesota Mining

Secret Storm ,,,rt)
Festival

Afternoon Film
Festival

1 Amer Home Prod

Brighter Day ^ .
PAO Vuecn for a Day

-z —7-
i

Borden
Secret Storm

Miles
Amer Home Prod nmr "'

1 lit Corn Pn.l

Florida Derby
Basketball

Jight PAG

r\|odern Romances
Sterling Drug

No net service
Edge of Night

PAO
PAO

Modern Romances
art

No net service
Edge of Night

PAG
PAO

4odern Romances
Sterling Drug

No net service

Comedy Time
sust

Mickey Mouse
lub tool

Plllsbury lit

Am Par
Peter Shoe Co.

Comedy Time
sust

Mickey Mouse
Club
CO-OP

Welch lit suit

Comedy Time
sust

Phirmaco alt

•uit

No net service

Bristol-Myers

Bristol Myers

Pen Mills

Gen Mllli

No net service

p.m.. Monda\-Fritla\ . participating sponsorship; Sunday

News Special. CHS. Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m.. sponsored 1>\

Pharmaceuticals Inc.: Today, NBC. 7:00-9:00 a.m.. Mon-

day-Friday, participating, and two CBS Monday-Friday

participating shows. Effective <> \pril. CBS' shows change

as follows: The Jimmy Dean Show. 7:00-7:45 a.m. and

News, 7:45-8:00 a.m. will replace Good Morning. Captain

Kangaroo will be on from J'> :ihi.;;
:
p~> a.m. followed h\ News,

8:45-9:00 a.m.

\ll times are Eastern Standard. Participating sponsors

are not listed because in main cases thej fluctuate.

Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are

shown along with the names of programs. Vgencies, hrands.

costs and ratings appear in separate listings on pages 36, 12



3. NIGHTTIME C O P A
ABC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC ABC

TUESDAY
CBS NBC

Telephone Time
4T&T

(laul

Flicka
sust (4/7 start)

Meet The Press
Johns Manvllle

alt

Air Power
Prudential

Roy Rogers

D Edwards
w hltehall

3/18) Brown A.-

\\ QUOD |
1 1 itarl '

No net service

D Edwards
Whitehall

No net service

| You Asked for It

Sklppy Peanut
Butter

Lassie
Campbell Soup

Amateur Hour
Pharmaceuticals

(7:30-8:30)

Pvt Secy

Mac;.
-tart)

alt jack Benny
Amei Tobacco

77th Bengal
Lancers

Gen I

Kukla. Fran D Edwards
& Ollie Whitehall (last

Gordon Bkng-co-op 3/18) Brown ,V

^Circus Hoy
Reynolds Alum

Hall of Fame

)ohn Daly News Wl,,s"" " ' '""
Genl Cigar

Kukla. Fran

& Ollie
Gordon Bkng-co-op

John Daly News
Genl Cigar

D Edwards
Whitehall

Wire Service
it .1 Reynolds

Robin Hood
Johnson & Jhsn

alt Wildroot

Nat King Cole
Carter

News
American Can

alt sust

Cheyenne
Gen Electric

(alt uks
7:30-8:30)

Name That Tune
Whitehall alt

Kellogg

Kuii;

&
Gordon )

John ft

Genl

Jonathan Winters
Lewis-Howe alt

Vlcta i l.i-i :: 21

News
Quakei <'

Dis*

Amer
Aawr
Derby

Amateur Hour
RKO Features

1/7 start)

Ed Sullivan
Lincoln-Mercury

(8-9)

Open Hearing
sust

Cinderella
Pepsi i

i Is

Shulton
. g io

Steve Allen
Greyhound,

i 1 7

Jet gens

Wire Service
Miller Brewing

alt sust

Burns & Allen
Carnation alt

Goodrich

Sir Lancelot
\mer Home alt

Lever Bros
(3 uks in 1)

Conflict
Chesebrough-

Ponds
(alt uks

7:30-8:30)

B .\ Wmson
(lasl

1

i S Time

Voice of

Firestone
Firestone

Talent Scouts
Lipton

alt Ton!

Wells Fargo-G Fd
.ill Am Poh [3 in 1

Prod Showcase ( 1 ii

4, 8-9:30) Hancocl
III A Whirlpool

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills

alt P&G

Phil Silvers
lwc;
alt

R. J. Reynolds

Brothers
(Usl

Pvt. Secy.
(starl 4 2

Sheaffer

Big Surprise
Purei alt

Speidel

Panic
L&M
Mai Factor

Disnt

Navy I

A'-cr
|

I S I

I Love Lucy
P&G alt

Gen Foods
Ford Motor
(3/18 only)

Omnibus
Aluminium

Union Carbide
II

lasl 3/31)

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric

Tv Playhouse
Goodyear alt

Alcoa
(9-10, 3 wks in 4

Bishop Sheen
co-op

Twenty-One
Pharmaceuticals

(3 wks in 4)

Broken Arrow
Gen Electric

alt Miles

To Tell The
Truth

Pharmaceuticals

Jane Wyman
P4Q

Ozzie 6

Omnibus

Amateur Hour
euticals

"'-"' 4 ' start)

Hitchcock
Theatre

Bristol-Myers

Chevy Hour
Chevrolet

(9-10. 1 wk In 4]

Welk Top Tunes
New Talent

Dodge- Plymouth
(9:30-10:30)

Dec Bride
Gen Foods

Robt Montgomery
S. C. Johnson

alt Mennen
(9:30-10:30)

Cavalcade
Theatre
DuPont

Red Skelton
Pet Milk alt

S. C. Johnson

Circle Theatre
Armstrong

l alt uks
9:30-10:30)

Ford

Omnibus

$64,000
Challenge
Revlon alt

P. Lorillard

Loretta Young
P&G

Welk Top Tunes
Studio One
Westinghouse

(10-11)
Robt Montgomery

It's Polka Time
co-op

564,000
Question
Revlon

Kaiser Alum Hr
Kaiser Alum

(alt wks
9:30-10:30)

Wed I

Fi|>

1'alj-l alt

1 10 a

What's My Line
Sperry-Rand
alt n Curtis

No net service Studio One

Do You Trust
Your Wife

LA:M (In-

Spike Jones
1 *M "'" ' -'

Hold That Note
Lanolin Plus

4. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX
Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM

Air Power: Dr-F

Steve Allen Show V-L

Amateur Hour: V-L
Ray Anthony Show: Mu-L
•Red Barber's Corner: Sp-L

Beat the Clock: Q-L
Jack Benny: C-F
Big Story: Dr-L&F

Big Surprise: Q-L
Blondie: Sc-F

Bold Journey: A-F
Jim Bowie: A-F

Broken Arrow: A-F
The Brothers: Sc-F

(last .'5 26I

Buccaneers: A-F
Burns & Allen: Sc-F
Caesar's Hour: V-L

COST

37,000

63.000

23.000

17.000

3,000

18.000

65,000

33,000

33,000

37,500

8,000

32,000

31,000

39,000

24,000

33,000

114,000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Prudential, Calkins b Holden

Greyhound '4 7 start I, Crey; Brown
b Williamson, (last 3/31), Bates;

Jergens, Orr; U. S. Time (3/24),

Peck; Vitamin Corp Hast 3/31),

BBDO

Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

Plymouth, Crant

State Farm Ins, NLB
Hazel Bishop, Spector

Amer Tobacco, BBDO
Amer Tobacco. SSCB; Ralston Purina,

Gardner
Purex, W&C; Speidel,

Nestle, B. Houston;
Laird, C. E. Frank

Ralston Purina. CBB
Amer Chicle, Bates;

Ponds, Mc-E
Cen Elect, Y&R; Miles, Wade
Lever Bros. )WT; Shaeffer, Seeds

Sylvania, JWT
Carnation, Wasey; Goodrich, BBDO
Babbit, DFS; Bcnrus i3 30

> , L&N;
Knomark, Mogul; Quaker Oats.

NLB: Wesson Oil. Fitzgerald

NCK
Toni, Tatham-

Chesebrough-

PROGRAM SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L
Marge & Gower Champion

V-F (3/31 stain

Cheyenne: A-F
Circle Theatre: Dr-L
Circus Boy: A-F

Climax: Dr-L
Nat King Cole: Mu-L
*'Perry Como: V-L

Conflict: Dr-F
Joseph Cotten Show : Dr-F

Crossroads: Dr-F
Bob Cummings Show: Sc-F
John Daly News: N-L

December Bride: Sc-F
Disneyland: M-F

Do You Trust Wife: Q-F
Mast 3 26i

Dragnet: Mv-F
DuPont Theatre: Dr-F
Wyatt Earp: A-F

35,000

41,000

90.000

40,000

34,000

55,000

14,000

108,000

90.000

38,000

31,000

36,000

6,000tt

28,000

75.000

35,000

37,000

37,000

30,000

?

Gillette, Maxon
Amer Tobacco, BBDO

Gen Elect, Y&R, BBDO & Crey

Armstrong Cork. BBDO
Reynolds Alum, Clinton E. Fr

Buchanan
Chrysler, Mc-E
Carter, SSCB

Cold Seal, North; Kleenex. I

Noxzema, SSCB; RCA, K&E;
Stamps, SSCB; Sunbeam, Perrin-P«

Chesebrough-Ponds, )WT & Mc-E

Campbell Soup, BBDO; Lever Bros.

BBDO
Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald

Colgate, Brown; R. J. Reynolds. Est

Du Pont (3 14 start), BBDO; Cen

eral Cigar. Y&R
Gen Foods. B&B
Amer. Motors. BFSD & Ceyer: Amei

Dairy, Camp-Mithun: Derby McE

L&M, DFS

L&M, Mc-E; Schick, W&L
DuPont, BBDO
Cen Mills. DFS; P&C, Compton

'Color show, (L) Live, (F) Film, ttCost is per segment. List does not include
sustaining, participating or co-op programs—see chart. Costs refer to average show

I production. They ai include 15$ agency com-
mission). They do not include commercials oi jes This lisl covers period

of 16 Mar. thru 12 Apr, Program types are indicatod as follows: (A Adventl

(C) Comedv, (D) Documentary, (Dr) Drama, (I) Interview, (J) Juvenile, (1

Misc., (Mu) Mum,'. (My) Mystery, (N) News. (Q) Quiz, (S) Serial, (Sc) Situati

Comedy, (Sp) Sports, (V) Variety.



GRAPH 16 MAR. - 12 APR,

IESDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

urn

Edwards
Whitehall

D Edwards
.-. .-

all

li D

Kukta. fran NO llcT service
rice

Kukla. Fran

& Olhc No nct ** rv'«
Qordoa Bkni co on

& Ollic Edwards

]ohn Daly News
I' |

D Edwards
Whitehall

Z- . Brown a w
John Daly N. »s all

nl li B

This Is

Calcn Drake
Beit

Xavicr Cugat
uil

News
Tlm.< alt Mile*

Lone Ranger
Geo Mills alt

Bwlft

Sgt. Preston
Quaker Oats

Dinah Shore
Chevrolet

News
Sperry Rand

Rin Tin Tin
ilieo

Beaf the Clock
ii hmm,

Xavicr Cugat

News
Miles

Famous Film

Festival
parlies

(7 30-91

Fl.cka

Buccaneers
aula

People Are
Funny

Torn alt

It J lUrnoida

McVi" CTOIBI

P l,.rlllar.l

all

m Masquerade
Party

I Product
alt lliet

Father Knows
Best

P ipei

Hall ot Fame
II.iIIiimii k

- 10 I". I 10)

Circus Time
partlc

Circus Time

Bob Cummings
Collate alt

It I IS-

Climax
Oirvsler

D '.>:30.

3 wks In li

You Bet Yr Life
DeSoto alt

Tonl

Jim Bowie
iclo alt

Cheiebrough-
Pondj

West Point

Dragnet
I a M 111 Srh Irk

Crossroads
Chevrolet

Zane Crcy
(leii I

alt Ford

Blondic
Tonl alt

Nestle

Life of Riley
Golf Oil

Film Festival

Film Festival Jackie Cleason

Perry Como

hah Htampi
Xoxzema

Sunbeam
Klmberly Clark
RCA. Gold Heal

Kraft Theatre
Kraft (9-10)

Danny Thomas
Armour alt

Kimberly-Clark

Shower of Stars pcop le $ Choice
' L Borden alt P*Q

(8:30-9:30,

1 »k in 1)

Treasure Hunt M '- Adams & E*e '
os Co,,on Snow

M.««
C
.. Colgate alt C.n.pb.U.lt
Darld

R. J. Reynolds Broa

(3 wks In II

Lawrence Welk
Dodge
(9-10)

Cale Storm
Nestle alt

Helene Curtli

Caesar's Hr
(9-10. 3 in 4)

Benrui. Babbitt
'Juaker dm

Knomark. Wetaoo

Pla y huust; "90

Siiik'ir
Big Story

Ralston Purina al

Amer TV* (3 In I

Chevy Show
(9-10. 1 In 4)

crct

da
Kraft Theatre Bold Journey

ltjUt.fi Purina

Ford Show
Ford

The Vise
Sterling Drug

Schhtz
Playhouse
Schlltz

Lawrence Welk
Hey Jeannie

r.M,
alt I~\M

Color Carnival
KC \ v.

Olds 19 10 30
1 «k In 4)

This Is

Your Life

P*G

Hi

Air Time '57

SUSt (la~l I I i

Telephone Time
ATM

i t 11

Playhouse 9U
Brlatol U

alt

Ronson

Lux Theatre
I.erer Bros

(10-111

Ray Anthony
rivrnouth

(10-11)

Line-Up
II Brown

A Williamson

Cavalcade of

Sports
Gillette

(10-concl)

Ozark Jubilee
Am Chicle

alt suit

Cunsmoke
LAM alt

S perry Rand

No net service

Academy Awards
I 10 30 IS I"

:; .1' nni\ '

PI I. mobile

Playhouse 90
Philip Morris
alt Amer Gas

Lux Theatre Ray Anthony
Person to Person
Amer Oil & Hamm

alt Time. Inc. Red Barber
St Farm Ins

Ozark Jubilee
co-op

On Your Own
!

2 For The Money

Ceo Cobel
Armour alt Pet
(3 wki In 4)

Hit Parade
Amer Tob
all Ilir-tnut

PROGRAM COST

i Edwards. News: N-L&F

Knows Best: Sc-F

how: V-L
Theatre: Dr-F
heatre: Dr-F
Rep: Q-L
Gleason: Y-L

if's Scouts: Y-L
ur Godfrey Time: Y-L

s Gobel: C-L
ioko: A-F

eannie: Sc-F
»ck Presents: My-F
That Note: Q-L
Hood: A-F

Lucy: Sc-F

it a Secret: Q-L

Join-: Mii-I. i | 2 start i

Alum. Hour: Dr-L
t Tv Theatre: Dr-I.

Fran & Ollie: J-L

9.500tt

38.000

33.000

36.000

45.000

23,000

102.500

28.000

38.000^

45,000

38.000

41 .000

34.000

23,000

28.000

52.000

24.000

35.000

58.000

34,000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Whitehall. Bates: Brown & Wmson
1 4 1 start i. Bates: Hazel Bishop
'4 12 start i. Spector

Scott Paper, JWT
Ford, JWT
Ford. JWT
Cen Elect, BBDO
Ccn Mills. BBDO
Bulova i last 3 23 > . Mc-E. P Loril-

lard. L&N

Lipton. Y&R; Toni, North
Amer. Home Prod, Y&R; Bristol-

Myers. Y&R; Kellogg. Burnett; Pills-

bury, Burnett
Armour, FCB; Pet Milk. Gardener

L&M. DFS: Spcrry Rand il wk in 4>.

Y&R
P&C. Compton; L&M. Mc-E
Bristol-Myers, Y&R
Lanolin Plus. Seeds

Johnson & Johnson. Y&R: Wildroot,
BBDO

Ford <3 18 onlyi. JWT; Cen Foods.
Y&R; P&C. Crey

R. J. Reynolds. Esty

Y&R
L&M. DFS

Kaiser Alum.

Kraft. JWT
Cordon Bkng. Ayer:

PROGRAM

Lassie: A-L 34,000

Life of Riley: Sc-F 32.000

Line-Up: My-F 31.000

Lone Ranger: AT 24.000

*Lux Yideo Theatre: Dr-L 43,000

Masquerade Partj : Q 1
22.000

Meel the Press: I-L 7.500

Millionaire: Dr-F 32.000

* Robert Montgomery: Dr-L 52.000

Mr. \dams & Eve: Sc-F 41.000

Nairn- that Tune: Q-L 23.000

Navj Log: Dr-F 32.000

NBC News: M

Omnibus MI M (lasl I

Ozark Jubilee: \ -I

Ozzie & Harri- 1 ; Sc-F

Panic: Dr-F
People Are Funny: M-F
People's Choi e : ^c-F

Person to Person: I-L

Plavhouse 90: Dr-L&F

31)

9.500n

80.000

18.000

36.000

41.000

24.000

34.000

34.000

117.000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Campbell Soup. BBDO
Cult Oil. Y&R

Brown & Wmson, Bates: P&C, Y&R
Ccn Mills, DFS: Swift, Mc-E

Lever Bros. JWT
Associated Products, Crey

Johns Manvillc JWT: alt wks open

Colgate, Bates

S. C Johnson. NLB; Menncn Co. Crcy

Colgate. L&N; R. J. Reynolds. Esty

Kellogg. Burnett: Whitehall. Bates

Amer Tobacco. SSCB; US Rubber.
F D. Richards

American Can. Compton; Miles. Wade:
Quaker Oats, NL&B: Spcrry-Rand.
Y&R; Time-Life. Y&R: 1 alt scg
open

Aluminium. JWT; Union Carbide &
Carbon. J. M. Mathes

Amer Chicle. Bates alt wks 10-
10:30' : co-op 10:30-11

Eastman Kodak, JWT
L&M. Mc-E: Max Factor. DDB
R. |. Reynolds. Esty; Tom North

Borden. Y&R; P&C, Y&R
Amer Oil. | Katz: Hamm. Camp-

Mithun; Time-Life. Y&R
Amer Cas L&N Bristol-Myers, BBDO:

Philip Morris. Burnett: Ronson last

3 28' NCK Singer -last 3 28'.

Y&R

Listing continues on page 46



YES! WE'LL BE AT THE B

1 WITH OUR EXCITING

2 WITH OUR HANDY-U

3 WITH OUR $1500 "F

4 WITH OUR UNIQUE T

5 WITH A STAFF OF 1

WE'LL BE LOOKING I

AND WE'LL BE LOOK

IN SPONSOR'S DOUB



RTB CONVENTION

NTION ISSUE

INVENTION SPECIAL

FIR IT" CONTEST

10 JUICE BAR |§(5

ItERVE YOU ^©®(y)©e'©©©§'<S>

OU IN CHICAGO

>ORYOUR AD
CTION CONVENTION ISSUES

You get two ads for the price of one. Here's how
it works. Just request the two-for-one plan. Your
ad will appear in the NARTB Convention section

of the 6 April issue ithe Convention starts 7

April) as well as the Convention Special. Both
will get full distribution at all Convention Hotels

and key rooms. Only additional charge is $62
per page to cover production and paper cost.



Index continued

.

.
. Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM

Private Secretary': Sc-F

Rin Tin Tin: A I

Koy Rogers: A-F
Schlitz Playhouse: Dr-F

77th Bengal Lancers: A-F
Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F

*Sir Lancelot: A-F

Sgt Preston: A-F
Hinah Shore: Mu-L

$64,000 Challenge: Q-L
$64,000 Question: Q-L
•Red Skelton: C-L&F

Gale Storm Show: Sc-F

Studio One: Dr-L
Ed Sullivan Show: V-L
Sunday News Special: N-L
Telephone Time: Dr-F
This Is Galen Drake: V-L
This Is Your Life: D-L
Danny Thomas: Sc-F

To Tell The Truth: Q-L
Treasure Hunt: Q-L
TV Playhouse: Dr-L

COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

36,000

32,000

32,000

36,000

41,000

42,000

24,000

32,000

22,000

32,000

32,000

48,000

39,500

45,000

69,000

9,500

31,000

15,000

52,000

33,000

22.000

21,000

52,000

, BBDO; Lever
Shcaffcr '4 9

J. Reynolds, Esty

Bates; Lever Bros,

Amer Tob (last 3 171
(4 2 start), OB&M;
start), Seeds

Nabisco, K&E
Cen Foods, B&B
Schlitz, JWT
Cen Foods, Y&R
P&C, Burnett; R.

Amer Home Prod,
SSCB

Quaker Oats, WBT
Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald

P. Lorillard, Y&R; Revlon, BBDO
Revlon, BBDO
S. C. Johnson FCB; Pet Milk, Gardner

Nestle, B. Houston; Hclene Curtis,

Weiss & Cellcr
Westinghouse, Mc-E
Lincoln-Mercury, K&E
Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

AT&T, Ayer

Best Foods, Cuild, Bascom & Bonfigli

P&C, D&B
Armour, FCB; Kimberly-Clark, FCB

Pharmaceuticals. Kletter

Mogen David, Weiss & Celler

Alcoa, Fuller, Smith & Ross; Cood-
year, Y&R

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

20th Century Fox: Dr-F 110,000 Revlon, C. J. LaRoche

Twenty-One: Q-L 30,000 Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L 58,000 U.S. Steel, BBDO

The Vise: Dr-F 19,500 Sterling Drug, DFS

Voice of Firestone: Mu-L 24,000 Firestone, Sweeney & James

Wednesday Fights: Sp-L 45,000 Mennen, Mc-E; Pabst, Burnett

Lawrence Welk: Mu-L 14,500 Dodge, Grant

Welk Top Tunes: V-L 16,500 Dodge & Plymouth, Crant

Wells Fargo: A-F (3/18 start) 38,500 Amer Tob, SSCB; Cen Foods, Y&

West Point: Dr-F 40,000 Gen Foods, B&B

What's My Line: Q-L 28,000 Helene Curtis, Ludgin; Spcrry-Rm

Jonathan Winters: C-L 12,500 Lewis-Howe, DFS; Vicks (last 3,26i

BBDO

Wire Service: Dr-F

Jane Wyman Show: Dr-F

77,000

27,000

Miller Brewing, Mathiesson; R. |

Reynolds, Esty; Vi sust
P&C, Compton

You Asked For It: M-F 14,000 Skippy Peanut Butter, GBB

You Bet Your Life: Q-F 35,000 DeSoto, BBDO; Toni, North

Loretta Young Show: Dr-F 40,000 P&G, B&B & Compton

Your Hit Parade: Mu-L 46,000 Amer Tobacco, BBDO; Warner Hu'
nut, SSC&B

You're On Your Own: Q-L 23,000 Hazel Bishop, Spector

(last 3/16)
Zane Grey Theatre: Dr-F 41,500 Ford, JWT; Cen Foods, B&B

Sponsored Daytime Network Programs 7 a.m.-6 p.m.

PROGRAM SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

As the World Turns: S-L

Basketball: Sp-L

Big Payoff: Q-L
Brighter Day: S-L

Capt. Gallant: A-F
Comedy Time: Sc-F

Bob Crosby: V-L

Detective Diary: A-F (3/16

-tart I

Edge of Night: S-L

Fury: A-F
Arthur Godfrey: \ -I.

Guiding Light: S-L

Gumby: J-L
* Heckle & Jeckle: J-F

Howdy Doody: Ju-L

It Could Be You: Q-L

An Linklettet : \ -I.

I ove "I Life : S-L
Lone Ranger: A-F
Medical Horizons: D-L
Mickej Mouse Club: J-F

Mightj Mouse: J-F
Model ii Romances: S-L

Moore : V-l

i 3,400ft

20,000|f

6,000ft

10,000 wk
31,000

3,150fi

8,000

17,000 wk
33,000

4,150ft

10,000 wk
3,500+v

6,000

24,000

3,000tf

4,000+

10,000 wk

18.000

22,000

5,040 to

6,300ft

20,000

2,700 : T

3,600+f

P&C, B&B
Carter, SSCB; Bristol Myers, DCS&S;

Brown & Wmson, Bates; 1 seg
open wkly, 3 segs open alt

Colgate. Houston

P&C, Y&R
Heinz, Maxon

Pharmaco, DCSS; Welch, Rich. K.

Manoff; 8 segs open & 2 alt segs

open
Best Foods, DFS, Ludgin; Brown &
Wmson Hast 3 25) Bates; Cen
Mills, Knox-Reeves; Cerber, D'Arcy;
Mentholatum. JWT; P&C, Wesson,
Fitzgerald; SOS, Mc-E; Swift, Mc-E,
JWT; Toni, North; P&G, B&B

Sterling Drug, DFS. '2 spon

P&C, B&B
Cen Foods, B&B; Borden, Y&R
Bristol-Myers, Y&R; Cen Foods, Y&R

Kellogg, Burnett; Mutual of Omaha
Bozell & Jacobs; Norwich, B&B
Pillsbury, Burnett; Scott Paper
JWT; Sherwin Williams, F&S&R
Simoniz, Y&R; Stand Brands, Bates

P&G, Compton

Sweets Co., Eisen

Sweets Co., Eisen; Johnson & John-
son (last 3 24), Y&R

Cont Baking, Bates; Sweets Co, Eisen;

>/2 open alt wks
Amer Home Prod, Bates, Ceyer; Ar-

mour, Ayer; Brillo, JWT; Brown &
Wm'son, Seeds; Corn Prod, C. L
Miller; Alberto Culver, Wade
Lehn & Fink (last 3 19), Mc-E
Pharmaco Hast 3 22), DCSS; Welch,
Rich K. Manoff, 5 segs open

Campbell Soup, Burnett; Kellogg,
Burnett; Lever Bros, BBDO; Pills-

bury, Burnett; Simoniz, Y&R; Stand
Brands, JWT; Swift, Mc-E

Amer Home Prod, Bates

Cen Mills, DFS; Nestle, Mc-E

Ciba, JWT
Amer-Paramount, Buchanan; Armour,

Tat-Laird; Bristol-Myers. DCSS;
Coca Cola, Mc-E; Gen Mills,

Goodrich, Mc-E, Knox Reeves;

Mattel, Carson Roberts, Miles,

Wade; Minn Mining, BBDO; Peters

Shoe (3 14, 28). HH&McD, Pills-

bury, Burnett; SOS, Mc-E; 8 segs

co-op
Cen Foods, B&B; Colgate, Bates

Alberto Culver, Wade; Sterling, DFS;
Sweets Co, Eisen; 2 segs open

Best Foods, DFS. Ludgin: Bird & Son.

H. Alley & Richards; Campbell.
Burnett; Cen Motors, Campbell-
Ewald; Hoover, Burnett; Johnson &
Johnson, Y&R; Lever Bros, JWT;
Nestle. Mr-E: Pittsburgh Plate

PROGRAM 5FONSORS AND AGENCIES

Garry Moore (cont.)

Our Miss Brooks: Sc-F

Press Conference: I-L

Queen for a Day: M-L

Search for Tomorrow : S-L
Secret Storm: S-L
Strike It Rich: M-L
Texas Rangers: A-F
Tenn Ernie Ford: V-L

Tic Tac Dough: Q-L

True Story: Dr-L (3/16 start)

Valiant Lady: S-L

Wild Bill Hickok: A-F

8,500

3,000f

10,000 wk

9,500 wk
15,000 wk
18,000

3,500ft

2,500ft

18,000

10,000 wk

27.000

Glass, Maxon; SOS, Mc-E; Stilt)

R&R; Swift, JWT, Mc-E; Tot,

North; Yardley, Ayer; 3 alt s*{:

open
Best Foods, DFS; Cerber, D\

Johnson & Johnson, Y&R; Ni

Mc-E; 5 segs open & 5 alt seg'

open
Corn Prod, C. L. Miller

Amer Home Prod, Bates, Ceyer; Bor-

den, Y&R; Brown & Wmson, Seeds

Chicken of Sea, Wasey; Corn Prod

C. L. Miller; Dow Hast 3 29 1 Mc
M-J&A; Lehn & Fink, Mc-E: Men-

nen, Mc-E; Miles Wade; Minn Min-

ing (3 14 start), BBDO, P&C
Compton; Sandura, Hicks & Griest

Stand Brands, Bates; Sunkist. FCB
Toni, North

P&C, Burnett

Amer Home Prod, Bates

Colgate, Bates

Cen Mills, Tat-Laird; Sweets Co. Eisen

Brown & Wm'son, Seeds; Miles

Wade; Minute Maid. Bates: P&C
B&B; Stand Brands, Bates: Swift.

Mc-E
Kraft. JWT; Mentholatum, |WT
Minn Mining (314 start), BBDO
Sweets Co, Eisen; Toni, North; 5

segs & 2 alt segs open
Sterling Drug, DFS, '2 spon

Cen Mills, DFS; Nestle, Mc-E: Stand

Brands. JWT; Toni, Tatham-Laird:
Wesson, Fitzgerald

Ke'loeg. Burnett

Specials

for 16
and Spectaculars
Mar. - 12 Apr.

*Teresa Brewer Show: Mu,
V-L

*( Ihevy Show : V-L
Cinderella: Dr. Mu-L

*Vic Damone Show: Mu, N-L

East-West All Star: Sp-L
*

I lull of Fame: V-L
I [emo the Magnificent : M-L

NIT Basketball: Sp-L

* Producers' Showcase: Dr-

Mu-L
*Sat Color Carnival: Dr-Mu-L

See It Now: D-F
Shower of Star- : V-L

\\ ashington Sq. : V-L
Wide Wide World: M-L

once only

$145,000

300.000

once only

200.000

once only

320.000

150.000

125.000

140.000

125.000

195.000

Arthur Godfrey replacement: same

sponsors—3 20

Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald—3 22. 4 7

Pepsi Cola. K&E; Shulton. Wester

3 31

Arthur Godfrey replacement: same

S'-onsos 3 27
Carter, Bates: Kemper. Shaw—3 30

Hallmark, FCB—3 17, 4 10

Bell, Ayer—3 20

Carter, Bates; Kemper, Shaw—3/16

23
RCA-Whirlpool, K&E; John Hancock,

Mc-E—4 1

RCA-Whirlpool. K&E; Oldsmobile,
Brother—3 16

Pan Am, JWT—3 31

Chrysler. Mc-E—4 4

Helene Curtis. Ludgin

Cen Motors. Brother & Camp-Ewald

ll. SPONSOR 10 MARCH 195*3
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<e>

but

most

watch

KCMO-TV
O *And we can prove it. Again, more

quarter-hour firsts as surveyed by

ARB, January, 1957

KCMO-TV Station No. 2 Station No. 3

232 99 64

KANSAS CITY KCMO

SYRACUSE WHEN

PHOENIX KPHO

OMAHA WOW

KCMO-TV

WHEN-TV

KPHO-TV

WOW-TV

The Katz Agency

The Katz Agency

The Katz Agency

John Blair & Co.-

TV: Blair-TV

/XNOTHER

^SOITH STP^

Represented nationally by Katz Agency

Joe Hartenbower, General Mgr.

Sid Tremble, Commercial Mgr.

•
Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines

SPONSOR • 1(> MARCH 10o7 17



5. SPOT TELEVISION BASICS

IVi') spot spending and viewing figures are presented

below and on page 50. The spending data below is based

on TvB data as computed by N. C. Rorabaugh. While the

percentage figures in two colors may be confusing at first

glance, the notes underneath the chart should make their

use clear. A comparison of these figures with those of the

third quarter of last year (the summer period) shows the

percentage of spending by day parts and type of buy is

roughly the same. Some of the more noticeable changes:

the percent being spent on participations went from 21.4

during the summer to 25.0 during the last quarter. While

it might be expected that the increase would be accounted

for by late night buys because of the influx of movie fea-

tures, there was actually a decline in the percentage of late

night participations. During the third quarter of 1956,

23.3% of all participations were during the late night pe-

riod; during the fourth quarter the figure dropped to

19.5%. However, because of the big jump in overall spot

spending, the amount of money spent on late night partici-

pations increased from $4.2 to $5.2 million. I These, as w ell

as all other dollar figures, are based on gross time spend-

ing. I The final quarter of 1956 also showed an increase in

the percentage of all spot buys during the dav compared

with the third quarter, while the percentage of nighttime

spot buys declined.

The charts on page 50 provide breakdowns on viewing

based on three time zones (mountain time is omitted). The

figures show7 significant differences in viewing during the

same hours—based on local time. For example, while sets

in use at 10:00 p.m. in the eastern time zone stays up at

62.4%, the figure for the central zone goes down to 39.8%.

At 11:00 p.m. eastern sets in use is 39.6% while central

sets in use declines further to 14.4% . Tw o charts on

selected late-night quarter hours show the extent of the

increase in viewing during Friday and Saturday nights in

each time zone compared with the other days of the week.

In some instances, weekend late night viewing is triple the

figure for late night viewing during the week. ^

Expenditures by time of day/ type of buy, 4th quarter 1956

£HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1II!IIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIN IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIS

1 ANNOUNCEMENTS ID'S PARTICIPATIONS SHOWS TOTAL

DAY
PART

$ <000)

% of annct.
buys for

day-part

$ (000)

% of ID
buys for

day-part

$ (000)

% of partic.

buys for

day-part

$ (000)

% of show
buys for

day-part

$ (000)

% of all

spot buys
for day-part°o of day-

part for

inncfs,

% of day-
part for

ID's

% of day-
part for

partic.

% of day-
part for

shows

Total day-
part buys

Day $14,907

39.0%

31.2% $ 2,649

6.9%

22.2% $15,805

41.3%

58.7% $ 4,894

12.8%

23.0% $ 38,255

100.0%

35.5%

Night 30,139

51.1%

63.2 8,846

15.0%

74.1 5,871

10.0%

21.8 14,092

23.9%

66.2 58,948

100.0%

54.7

Late Night 2,658

25.0%

5.6 449

4.2%

3.7 5,242

49.3%

19.5 2,290

21.5%

10.8 10,639

100.0%

9.8

TOTAL

I niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

$47,704

44.2%
iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniumiiiii

100.0

iiitiniiii iiifmi ii in iimmi

$11,944

11.1%
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

100.0

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiii

$26,918

25.0%
lllllllMllll Illlllllllllllll

100.0

iiiiiiiiiiiiinini

$21,276

19.7%
iiiiiifliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii

100.0

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

$107,842

100.0%
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuii

100.0

iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiniiiiiimiiiiiii

;

NOTE: In reading percentage figures above—the red percentage figures add up to 100% when read across the chart; the black percentage figures add up to 100%
when read down the chart. For example, the percentage figures for daytime announcements should be read as follows: Red-—"39 .0% of all daytime spot tv buys
were announcements." Black—"31.2% of all spot tv announcement buys were during the day." Percentage figures in bottom line represent breakdown of all spot
buys by type of buy. Percentage figures in last vertical column represent breakdown of all spot buys by day-part (day. night, late night).

^iiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiii:niiiiiiiiiii]iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiim «uM
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They may laugh

when you sit down

at the tuba, but...

Nielsen proves you're right

about WKZO-TY

in KALAMAZOO

-

GRAND RAPIDS

WKZO-TY delivers more viewers nighttime DAILY than the second station delivers

MONTHLY, day or night! Ask Avery-Knodel for ALL the comparisons!

^-TV-^ NIELSEN NCS No. 2, NOVEMBER, 1956

Station

WKZO-TV

Station B

No. of

TV Homes
in Area

633,120

512.980

Monthly
Homes
Reached

489,170

372,000

DAYTIME

Weekly Daily

NCS NCS
Circ. Circ.

421,820

310,720

292.720

203,170

NIGHTTIME

Weekly Daily

NCS NCS
Circ. Circ.

464,530

348,140

378.080

278.660

9?tcffcty*[f(aticnt
WKZO-TV — GRAND RaPIOS-KAIamaZOO
WKZO RADIO— KALAMAZOOBATTLE CREEX
WJ6F RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
VVJEF-Fw — GRANO RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Assoc jvd with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

WKZO-TV
100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids and Greater Western Michigan

Avery-KnodeL, Inc.. Exclusive National Representatives

SPONSOR 16 MARCH 1957 49



SPOT TV BASICS continued . .

How nighttime and daytime viewing varies in different U.S. time zones

illllllll :il''":,!!!l!! ^JIIIIII^IlllllillOLIIIIJ^^,!!!- dlll!\^l!!ir Illllllllllllllll |||||||||||||||||

Tv sets in use by zones, Dee. 1956, Sunday thru Saturday evening

Charts at right and immediately below

are based on ARB. Figures are aver-

ages based on tbe first quarter hour

Following the hour. I .S. data refers

to Eastern time across the country.

Note that differences become sharper

as the nighttime hour becomes later
li||!ii!iiiiiiiiiii!inililllllllJ)i!!lilllllll!!li!!!!!llll||||l!!ll!l[||||l!!lllll|||||lN

ZONE 7 PM 8 9 io 1

1

MID.

U.S. 38.8 60.8 61.0 59.9 40.6 I9.6

Eastern 46.4 71.3 68.5 62.4 39.6 I 2.4

Central 54.1 55.0 55.9 39.8 1 4.4 4.9

Pacific 60.4 65.8 61.4 47.2 I9.5 7.8

jiiiiiniiiiiiiin^

Tv sets in use by zones, Deeember 1956, Monday thru Friday daytime

7 AM 8 9 IO 11 N 1 PM 2 3ZONE

I .s. 9.0 12.0 13.3 17.0 12.2 10.8 14.5 r 25.4 30.2

Eastt 5.9 12.8 10..
: 13.3 15.8 21.' 11.0 9.7 13.8 18.6 34.3 36.4

Central 6.3 10.3 13.4 11.8 12.' 15.2 11.9 14.0 16.7 18.1 28.1 31.4

Pacific 2.8 7.3 10.9 9.2 11.5 19.1 17.3 11.2 11.3 20.5 40.9 15.0

ilfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllll!IIW

How late night weekend viewing compares with weekday by U.S. time zones

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllll!l!ll!lllllllll!llllilllllllll!!!llllllllllll!llll!lli

While it is not news that late night

weekend viewing is higher than late

night weekday viewing, adjacent

charts show actual differences. Fig-

ures also show significant differences

on weekend among time zones, partic-

ularly after midnight. Source: ARB

Tv sets in use by zones. Dee. 1956, 11:15-11:30 p.m.

MON. TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. SAT. SUN.

Eastern 18.5 16.7 17.1 15.2 23.7 29.4 19.4

Central II.

1

9.8 9.1 11.2 15.9 18.9 12.9

Pacific 14.8 16.5 14.8 15.9 18.7 24.6 14.1

^iii!iiii:iiniii!iiii:iiiiiiiii/ii::;iiii!iiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiii

|llllllllllllillllllllllllllll!llllllllllll!lllllllll!l!lllllll!llllllllllllllllllllll!^

Tv sets in use bv zones, Dee. 1956, 12:15-12:30 a.m.*

MON. TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. SAT. SUN.

Eastern 10.

1

8.6 9.6 7.4 15.9 18.7 10.1

Central 4.3 6.3 3.7 5.0 9.8 13.3 4.8

Pacific 1.8 1.8 1.7 2.9 6.3 5.2 5.9

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllll

to nexl day, I.e., Monday sets-ln-use Bgures are actually earlj Tuesdas morning, etc

50 SPONSOR • 1(> MARCH L95'
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greensboro, n. c.

martinsville, va.

on the bctll...
Take advantage of WFMY-TV's on-the-ball coverage of the Prosperous

Piedmont section of North Carolina and Virginia and watch your sales and

profits grow. You'll like the way the ball bounces here in the industrial

South where complete coverage of the area is delivered only by

WFMY-TV. Call your H-R-P man today for full details.

50 Prosperous Counties

$2.5 Billion Market

2 Million Population

$1.9 Billion Retail Sales

ujfmij-tv Basic

GREENSBORO, N. C.
Repretented by

Harrington, Righter 4 Parsons, Inc.

New York Chicago San Fronciico Atlanta

Since 1949

WFMY-TV . . . Pied Piper of the Piedmont

"First with LIVE TV in the Carolines"

SPONSOR 1(> MARCH l
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SPONSOR ASKS

How can agencies get the best out of the talent

they use in commercials

Barbara Ellers, television actress

Organization is one thing. Most of the

commercial jobs I've worked on have

been well-organized: the copy has been

on time and everyone knew what he

was doing. Being part of a well-oiled

machine has an effect on the actor. It

"the performer

has little

chance to assist

communicates confidence, but ever)

once in awhile you get onto a wild

set where everything is haywire. Copy
is unfinished, everyone has different

ideas, the air is heavy with indecision

and there are just too many cooks for

the broth involved. It helps the actor

with his characterization and sales

technique if the tensions of disorgani-

zation are absent.

Actors tend to have confidence in

people who have confidence in them-

selves. They will more readily accept

direction when one part of their mind
is not wondering. "I wonder if this

person knows what he's doing?" As
a general rule, happily, most commer-
cial productions run off like clock-

work.

As one of the participants in a com-

mercial. I like to feel part of a team.

I take the natural pride of a member
of the group and feel flattered when

I am taken into confidence. An actor

is, after all, just another technician on

the set. Just as the cameraman's con-

sulted with regard to the most inter-

esting angles and animators are con-

sulted with regard to the most saleable

art work, I feel that the actor should

be consulted when it comes to the mat-

ter of delivery. Actors have a back-

ground of dramatic training and ex-

perience which I feel can be of

tremendous help to the producer. How-
ever, the performer is sometimes given

small chance to assist. Whereas others

are consulted, he is simply told.

Actors are as interested in the suc-

cess of the production as the rest of

the crew—they should be invited to

use their experience and initiative.

Constance Clausen, television actress

I can give my best performance under

these circumstances:

1. When I know the product. Not
just the lines of a commercial . . . but

"ive should

have knowledge

of the product"

what I am selling and who I am sell-

ing to. A firm does not send a sales-

man out without instructing him in the

use of the product, its merits, and its

advantages over competitive items. I

believe that we—who sell to literal 1\

millions of consumers in the intimac)

of their homes—should have an equal-

l\ firm knowledge of the product.

2. When sufficient time is allowed

to work on the copy, in the same way

that I work on a part or characteriza-

tion in a dramatic show. There must

be these questions in the actor's mind
with each line he utters: What am I

selling? To whom am I talking? Why
is this product better?

It is essentially the same work along

different lines that the actor goes

through to build his character.

It is often impossible for the agency

to get final copy until the last moment.

I have sometimes asked for and re-

ceived, however, working copy that

had not been yet given the final okay

—since it is easy for a trained actor

to learn last-minute script changes and

far more sensible than learning the

entire group of commercials on the set.

A friendly atmosphere on the set

and a feeling of mutual respect and

confidence can often make the differ-

ence between just a job and a really

good job well done.

Susan Strong, television actress

W hat can the agencv do to get a better

performance from the actor? First of

all. they can improve audition proce-

dure! The actors reading is the most

important performance for him be-

"improve the

audition

procedure"

cause it means "getting"' or "not get-

ting"' the job. Any help the actor can

eret from the agency—in the audition

52 SPONSOR 16 MARCH 1957



ami the final job will breed good re-

lations, ease, and in the long run, .1

better perfoi mance.

Here are a few DO's and DONTa
that ma> help the audition situation:

|xt give tin- actor a chance to read 1 1 1
«

-

cop) over several times and if possible

almid before meeting the client I")

let them see a -tor\ board Indole read-

ing it helps t<> clarifx what the client

want-. I )( • tell the actor what t\ pe ol

commercial is wanted: straighl sell,

conversational, bright, etc. Capable

Ctors arc aide to read t< >[ >\ in main

different ways; in allowing them to

read more than once, the agencv will

fir><l other and varying qualities.

DON'T read the inflection for the ac-

tor to mimic.

For a camera audition or the actual

performance DO let the actor have the

completed cop) at least two days be-

fore shooting. If it is absolutel) neces-

sar) to change copy, DO gives the ac-

tor ample, "quiet" time to absorb it.

There are main DO's and DONTs
On hoth side- of the fence the ke\

work i- cooperation. The actor is not

a product, he is human- and if treated

a such can do a better selling job.

Frank Milano, voices specialist

From the actors point of view, the

building of a good sound track is often

"\<>ti can tall,

auav a lot

of time"

made easier when the following things

happen.

1. The voice characters are broadly

set at a preliminary reading session

before hitting the studio. With the

whole wide world of sound to choose

from. \ou can talk awa\ a lot of time

trying to select the right voice during

rehearsal.

2. The music is recorded separately.

It costs mone] to keep a room full of

talent standing In while the music men
"Take it again from the top."

3. The producer is alert to take ad-

vantage of the ''happ\ accident'" or

last-minute brainwave. Example: we

were doing a final take on a rh\ming

\ alentine watch commercial. Some-

bod) had the idea that the cop) might

sound great il we whispered it- It did.

Hugh Downs, television w toi

I; might seem thai the agenc] 1 ould

gel the beat performance from the

actoi as such b) the same methods a

b I dramatic diro t"i gets from a

"<is ninth

11 ml, goes

into a u,nnil

commen ml

playei :
In making sure he understands

the character in the role: In avoiding

pressures and fending off distractions

In alternating judicious goading with

tactful handling and In inspiring to

peak effort w ith leadership.

But the big stumbling block is the

main hand- the commercial mu-t go

through before it appear- a* a finished

product. Main a well-conceived and

well-written commercial has been a

"bond* on the air and second-guess-

ing has failed to pin the blame on

casting, directing or attitude. \- much
work goes into a bad commercial as

into a good one—often more.

\\ ith this complexit] a fact of life.

the important ingredient in successful

t\ advertising is follow-through. It is

possible for someone from the agenc)

to get to the actor, the last link in that

long chain and without ever violating

union rules or being gauche give a

helping hand to his interpretation. It

requires tact of course actors are

sensitive people or thej wouldn't be

able to act—but In and large they are

genuineb grateful for direct knowl-

edge ol what the manufacturer of this

stuff had in mind with this commercial

in the first place 1 the first place may
be a far crj from the message In the

time it gets I" the actor). Main agen-

cies follow through in this manner

and their commercial- -how it.

However, if nobod] but a -how-

pressured director who got it fourth-

hand cares what he does with the com-

mercial, win should the "endman" '.'

\n\ performer old enough to know

how bread is buttered will not deliber-

ately slough ofT a commercial, but a

simple direct word to him make- .1

world of difference. ^

S
TRIPPETH

NO. CENTRAL
WISCONSIN ON

WSAU-TV

PEPPESENTED BY

THE MEEKER CO INC or HARRY HYETT

*With only ^8 class "C" announce-
ments ... 66,520 BUTTERNUT
COFFEE can strips were sent to

WSAU-TV.
Altho ALL North Central Wisconsin
was stripped— there's still plenty of

COVERAGE:

POPULATION 540,420

TOTAL RETAIL SALES $567,064,000

GROSS FARM INCOME $207,408,000

SOURCE 1956 SRDS ESTIMATES

of Consumer Markets

ids nit
WAUSAU. WIS

OWNED AND OPERATED Br

WISCONSIN VALLEY TELVISlON CORP
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iSta Matter

How,

You
Measure It

WKRG-TV
is out in front in

HOBIL£
PHI PC Telepulse (Sept.
I U LO L '56 ) shows WKRG-

TV leading in 275

quarter hours to 171 for Sta-

tion "X". The night time lead

is most one-sided, 117 to 48.

(Jiri PTM The 1956 Nielsen
lllLLOLIl Coverage Service

shows WKRG-TV
leading in every department

. . . covering 33 counties to

26 for Station "X", with

45,000 extra homes in Chan-
nel 5's Nielsen Coverage
Service area.

A.R.B.
A. R. B. (Nov. '56)

shows Channel 5

pulling even further

ahead, leading in morning,

afternoon and night . . . and
with 10 of top 15 shows in

Mobile.

Reps:

Avery-Knodel

54

r. Sponsor

David Burke : tv must be wholesome

I think there are few sponsors who have as tighl control over

their network tv show as we do on General Electric Theater." says

Dave Burke, manager of institutional programs in General Electric

Co.'s public and employee services.

Not only does BBDO, GE's agency, exercise a close control through

its production and script supervision, but GE executives themselves

review each script for company policy and audience-appeal.

The main purpose of General Electric Theater on CBS T\ Sun-

days is public relations advertising. On 3 March. GE introduced it-

first product commercial into the program, but on the whole, this

network show will continue to carry mostly public relation- oi

"corporate" advertising rather than direct product sell.

Because of its close identity with the '"corporate entit\" of

General Electric, the show and not just the commercials, according

to Burke, must reflect the "atmosphere and corporate entit\ of

General Electric."

"We influence the program in terms of format, script and cast-

ing," he told SPONSOR. "And our major aim is to relate General

Electric, as a big American corporation, to the good of the many-

its fulfillment of a social obligation to American society.

In terms of paid advertising, this means that GE looks for circula-

tion with its network tv show and wants a fairly evenly split family

audience. GE's research shows that the program s been reaching

38 million viewers weekly this season, at a 82. .")0 cost-per-1,000

viewers i Nielsen \\l. both figures contributing to Burke's en-

thusiasm for the show.

"Our tv effort had represented five-sevenths of our total corporate

} on can't keep tv show control via the long-distance phone." mil* GE's Burke

SPONSOR H) MARCH lO.i,



Nielsen Coverage Service

No. 2 survey shows
. . . that WSB-Radio delivers more audience

than any other radio station or established

combination of radio stations in Georgia.

This dominance exists not only in

WSB-Radio's total coverage area, but also in the

60-county Atlanta retail trading area,

in the 27-county Nielsen NSI area, and in the

4-county Atlanta Metropolitan area.

Ask your Petry man to show you all the facts.

WSB radio
The Voice of the South Atlanta

"White Columns"

is tin- borne of

WSB Radio anJ WSB-TV

NBC affiliate. Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution

SPONSOR • 10 M \K( II L951 DO



ME k

As any old riverboat-man will

tell you, the best channel runs

deep and lets you travel fastest.

Same is true today with tele-

vision throughout this busy Ohio

River Valley of ours.

No advertising medium gives

you such smooth sailing into

over 100 of its high-producing

counties as WSAZ-TV ... no
station's influence runs so deep

with almost three-quarter million

TV families comprising Amer-
ica's 23rd television market.

Today the nation's heaviest con-

centration of industry crowds the

banks of the Ohio — generating

within theWSAZ-TV area a buy-

ing potential nearly four billion

dollars deep! You can reach it

surely via WSAZ-TV's Channel

3, without fear of shoals, snags

or backwaters. You'll travel, too,

in company with many of Amer-
ica's most successful advertisers.

Any Katz office has the latest

soundings for your inspection.

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Affiliated with Radio Stations

WSAZ, Huntington and WKAZ. Cnarlejton

LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency

Mr. Sponsor continued

budget. Now that we're planning to give some of our time over to
product advertising, t\ uill represent onl\ one-third of our corporate
budget."

The corporate budget Burke's referring to is. of course, distinct
and separate from the divisional advertising budgets, but it's as
large as that of the largest GE product division. It's Burke's policy
to insure the effectiveness of the network tv budget through con-
tinuous testing.

"We have Gallup-Bobinson to do penetration studies on each of
our commercials, and since we don't repeat commercials, this means
a lot of testing," he told sponsor.

"Recall"' figures the Psychological Corp. sends to General Electric

are another check; Burke can tell pretty well how each commercial
went over. For instance, in November 1956 GE ran a commercial
on progress through electricity. Among non-viewers of the General
Electric Theater, onl\ 21', identified the "progress" slogan cor-

rectly. On the other hand. 52.2', of the GE Tfieater viewers knew
whose slogan it was.

Public relations advertising does pave the way for sales

"Occasionaly we get a good response from dealers on some of

our commercials, but that isn't our objective." says Burke. When
we showed on tv how GE tests all its appliances, the dealers were
pleased, of course. Inevitably, this corporate advertising does create

a good climate for the product selling that the divisions do. None-

theless, this pre-selling is a by-product, not an objective for our

particular advertising."

Burke got into GE advertising management via the firm's busi-

ness training course which he entered in 1941. After the war. he

moved into advertising and sales promotion, into apparatus copy

writing and finally into the motion pictures aspect of GE apparatus

sales. Since 1954, he's been working in the firm's corporate ad-

vertising section, which he now manages.

"Tl ou can imagine that we don't want morbid, down-beat stuff

on tv, since our commercials stress the progress Americans have

made through electricity," he told SPONSOR. "There has to be in-

tegration between the script and the message on other scores too.

For instance, when we showed a Western which tended to appeal

to more men than women, we put in a message on defense."

A stocky man of medium height. Burke looks the part of the

business rather than show -businessman. He talks softlv and fast,

frequently with an eye on the clock to keep from being late on his

tight round of agencv and network meetings when he's in New
York.

"Somehow I seem to breathe easier in Schenectady.' he savs.

'It isn't so much a matter of having more time up there. But when

I'm here I'm more aware of the things that have to get done back

in the office."

But the tight show control and constant researching of com-

mercials and media buying as well, keeps Burke virtually commuting

to New York. "You cant have control on a long-distance phone,

he sa\ s.

Sometimes, however, he admits that's a temptation. "It would be

prett) nice to just sit at home with im wife and the kids, watch the

show, pick up the phone and leave it at that.
" ^
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.7flTrflw*S Open I/jwXmateur

GREATEST

TELEVISION

COVERAGE IN

WORLD!

TV GOLF COVERAGE
IS CALLED BEST EVER

'The greatest television coverage In the world"
That's what Bob Toski. Chicago, said Monday u h»

made his first appearance at the Houston Open golf

tournament at Memorial Park
Toski, 1955 of the world's champion-

ship tournament at Chicago's Tam
Shanter, was scheduled to pUy in the

Houston Open but t severe attack of

virus kept him in bed at his Shamrock
Hilton Hotel.

"I watchel Thursday's. Friday's and
part of Sundays rounds on TV and let

me tell you that Channel 13 did a tre-

mendous job on coverage of the tourna-

ment. I've never seen anything like It, and that includes

the National Open." Toski said.

The little links wizard showed up at Memorial Park
for the last nine holes and said he hoped to be able

to play in the Baton Rouge Open starting Thursday.

, Howie Johnson

tred in the last

and

also was out in 31 and lone,

ne shot ba'.

Reprinted from the Houston Chronicle. Feb. 26, 1957

And it didn't just happen. Weeks before the first pro teed off, KTRK-TV's

"pros" were poring over the map you see, planning camera placement, and

introducing a mobile coverage concept to give Falstaff and the viewers an

outstanding show. When the last putt dropped, pro and public alike were

unanimous in their accolades. Just one more example that KTRK-TV's better

planning, better showmanship and greater concern for the best interests of

advertiser and public alike add up to Houston's best buy

KTRK-TV
THE CHRONICLE STATION, CHANNEL 13,

P. BOX 12,

HOUSTON I, TEXAS-ABC BASIC
HOUSTON CONSOLIDATED

TELEVISION CO.
General Manager, Willard E. Walbridge
Commercial Manager, Bill Bennett

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY,
500 Fifth Avenue,
New York 36, New York

SPONSOR 1(> MARCH 195*4 D.



Because ... in Memphis . . . Uherej more to dee on Channel 3" . . .

Delivering top coverage of the great Memphis and Mid-South Market

with: I. Top Shows! 2. Highest Antenna
( ™'/£/L

b

e

°

v

v

e
*j )! 3. Full Power!

WRECTV
CHANNEL 3 MEMPHIS

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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/ weekly luting o) changes

in the advertising and broadcast fields

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR

Amcr Home Foods. NY
American Institute Mens Boys Wear, Cgo
Bcltonc Hiarin| Aid, Cgo
Carling Brewing. Cleveland

Carter Products. NY
General Foods, White Plains

La Choy Food Products. Chi
Minn Mining & Mfg, St Paul

Norlh Amcr Philips. NY

Park & Tilford Tintcx.' NY

Quaker State Oil. Oil City. Pa

R | Reynolds, Winston-Salem, NC
Shick Inc. Lancaster. Pa
Waterman Pen, Seymour. Conn
Wavcrly Fabrics Div. F Schumacher. NY

AGENCY
Y&R
BBDO. Cgo
Olion & Bronner, Cgo
B&B NY

SSCCrB. NY
Y&R. NY

FC&B, Chi
BBDO, Minneapolis

C I LaRochc. NY

Emil Mogul. NY

K&E. NY

STATIONS
CBS 23
NBC 155
NBC 176
ABC

ABC
CBS 20!

ABC
CBS 201

CBS 201

NBC

MBS

Esty. NY
Warwick & Leglcr, NY
F D Richards. NY
Ehrllch. Neuwirth & Sobo,

NBC 178
NBC 155
NBC 155

NY NBC 155

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Wendy Warren W Th 12 10-12:15 pm ; 6 Mar li wl

Monitor. We.ith' r 1 1 partic per wknd; 17 Aug: 10 wks
One Mans Family: I partic per pgm ; 15 Mar: 2 pgmt
Martin Block: 20 5-min pgms; 15, 16 22. 23 Mar 19. 20

April: 24 25 May; 28. 29 June; 19 20 July 30. 31 Aug.
various time periods

Breakfast Club; Th 9-10 am; 1 scg; 14 Feb
A Codfrcy Time; Th 10:30 10 45 am • v< ry 4th F 11 15-

11 30 am; 7 Mar; 52 wks
Breakfast Club; M.F 9 15-9:20 am. W 9 55-10 am. 1 Mar
Amos n Andy; 5-min segments; 3 March; 4 wks
Herman Hickman Sports; M W F 7-7:05 pm; 18 Mar to 13

Dec 'with hiatus' ; 26 wks
Woman In My House '139 stns 1

: Pepper Youngs Family 1 1 59
stnsi; Hilltop House <146 stns'; total of 30 partic 12

Mar
Sports Flashes with Frank Frisch; 6 5-min pgms per wknd

Sat 12 05-12:10 pm. 505-510 pm, 9:05-9:10 pm
; Sun

1:05-1:10 pm, 5:05-5:10 pm; 9:05-9:10 pm> 13 Apr
through baseball season 'appro* 26 wks 1

News of World; M-F 7:30-7:45 pm : 11 Mar; 26 wks
Monitor; 40 partic per wknd; 9 Mar: 2 wks
Monitor. Bob & Ray;' 10 partic per wknd; 15 Mar; 13 wks
Monitor. 'Fashion Newscasts;' 10 5-min pgms per wknd: 6

|uly: 7 wks

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME

Matt Boylan
Mrs. Edward H. Butler

William Carlisle

Harry I. Clarkson
John Curtis

Edmond L Feeley

loscph K. Fletcher

Sam Cifford
|ohn T. Griffin

Ralph Hansen
Walter C. Johnson
Arnold Kaufman

FORMER AFFILIATION

|. H. McCillvra. NY. sis exec
Buffalo iNYi Evening News, pros
NARTB. Wash, DC. field representative
WMAL-TV. Wash, DC. director

WABD itv. NY. sis rep

KCOY. Santa Barbara, sis mgr
WCAU-TV, Phil, sr acct exec
WHAS. Louisville, pgm dir

KTVX (tv), Tulsa, prcs

WHAS-TV, Louisville, pgm dir

WTIC. Hartford, sec, dir & asst gen mgr
RKO Teleradio Pictures, exec aide to prcs & bd chmn

T. F. O Neil

KTVX Itv), Tulsa.lames C. Leake
Stanley Mills Haggart Free lance art director
Mitchell Krauss WIP. Phil, sis acct exec
H. | Lovell WKY-TV. Oklahoma City, chief engineer
Dave Maxwell KBIF. Fresno, mgr
William P. Mullen ABC-TV. NY. acct exec
Barnard L. Mullins WTIC. Hartford, dir pub rel

Leonard
I Patncclli

Philip Richtscheidt
Chef Simmons
Willard S. Smith
Sam Scrota
Mike Shapiro

WTIC. Hartford, pgm mgr
WPAT. Paterson. N|. sis staff

D-F-S. NY. timebuycr

Gilbert H. Spector
Robert G Spielmann
Clyde R Spitzncr
Arthur M. Tolchin
George Walsh

WIBK-TV. Detroit, promotion-merchandising mgr
WIP Phil, dir spec events
KTVX (tv), Tulsa, mng dir

WIP. Phil, dir promotion-pub rel

NBC Radio, NY. soot sis staff

WIP. Phil, com mgr
WMCM. NY, director

WHAS. Louisville, sports dir Same, pgm dir

NEW AFFILIATION
Boiling Co. NY. sis staff

Same, plus vp WBEN-AM-FM-TV
Same, mgr station relations

Same, program director

WABC-TV. NY. dir sis dev & research
KEYT Itv), Santa Barbara, northern sis mgr
Peters. Criffin. Woodward. NY, tv acct exec
WHAS-TV Louisville, pgm dir

Same, chmn bd
KYW-TV. Cleveland, pgm chief creative art dir

Same, vp & gen mgr

Same, vp
Same, pres

Robert Lawrence Prod. NY
Same, dir sis promotion
WKY Tv System, dir tech opns
KFRE-AM-TV. Fresno, ntl sis staff

A8C-TV. Detroit, sis mgr
Same, vp
Same, vp
Ceorgc P. Hollingbery. NY. tv sis staff

Sports Pgms Inc. NY, adm asst

Same, sis staff

Same, plus dir pub rel

Same, plus exec vp
Gilbert H. Spector Public Relations Phil owner
George P. Hollingbery NY tv sis staff

Same, plus member bd dir

Same, vp

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME

Fred Barrett

Woodrow Benoit
Dennis Beaumont
Lcn Carey
Richard F. Casey
R. B. Collett

I R Conroy
Frederick | Dixon
Harry C. Doolittlc

Marshall Edinger
lames D Evans
Lucien Feldon

FORMER AFFILIATION

BBDO NY. vp in charge of media
Y&R. NY. radio-tv dept
Cormack-lmse. Milwaukee, acct exec
BBDO NY. acct supervisor
National Analysts, NY, sr research exec
Y&R, Toronto, vp-mgr
C'ant Adv. Detroit, pub rel

"ullcr & Smith & Ross. NY, copy dept
Ted Bates. NY. cooy gp supervisor

Grant. Schwenck & Baker. Cgo. media dir & acct exec
Lynn Baker. NY. acct exec
Republic Pic Intl. gen mgr for British West Indies in charge

of sis. adv & pub rel

Western Adv. LA. media dir

WIP. Phil, sis staff

NEW AFFILIATION

Same, plus member bd dir

|WT. NY. gp head in radio-tv dept
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Cgo. acct exec
Same, plus member bd dir

B&B. NY. research dept project director

Lever Bros. Toronto, marketing div advertising advisor

Same, plus vp & dir

Wm Esty NY. asst acct exec
Same, vp & creative supervisor

Same, vp
Same, vp & exec supervisor media dept

Robert Otto. NY acct exec
Same, plus dir of publicity

N. W. Ayer. NY, radio-tv deot
director

Y&R, Montreal, acct supervisor Y&R Toronto, vp & mgr
Ruppert Brewery. NY. dir sis promotion Emil Mogul NY. acct supervisor
Piedmont Airlines. Winston-Salem. NC. vp & asst to prcs Agey Adv. Miami, vp

Norine Freeman
Sidney Cathrid

Trevor C. Goodman
H. Milton Curwitz
R. D. Hagcr
Frederick R. Hansen Russel M. Seeds. Cgo. media buyer

acct supervisor & producer-

A. Miles Hughcy

Mclvin lacobson
Tom |ohnston
Harry C. Kebel
Donald

I
Maggini

William McCahill

North Carolina Assn Plumbing & Heating Contractors.
Raleigh, exec sec & bus mgr

frcd Wittncr Adv. NY. mgr of media & research
Grant Adv.. NY. pub rel

Lvnn Baker. NY. acct supervisor

K&E. NY. cood bus dcvlo
Broadcast Time Sales. LA. sis dept

Aubrey. Finlay. Marlcy & Hodgson. Cgo. media & research dir

Walter | Klein Adv. Raleigh mgr of Raleigh office

|ohn Mather. Lupton NY media dir

Same, plus vp & dir

Same vp
Same, plus assoc supervisor regional offices

Bernard B Schmtzcr. LA. vp & mgr
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National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

BUYS

TV BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: Many advertisers are leaning toward
short-term advertising campaigns with heavy saturation. They feel

that they can get more for their money by concentrating their adver-

tising on a short period of time, rather than spreading it thin

thoughout the year. Reasoning is that many impressions at one
time are necessary to create desire and induce purchasing action;

low-frequency advertising, even when long-range, is not seen by
enough people and lacks impact. Note below the Ward Baking Co.'s

campaign for its bread and cakes.

Ward Baking Co., New York, is buying time in the 20 cities where
its plants are located. Five week campaign begins 24 April to pro-

mote its Tip Top bread and cakes. Average number of announce-
ments per week in each market is 30. Most will be placed during

daytime hours on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. Announce-
ments will be of different lengths and be on films and slides. Buying
has not been completed. Buyer: Mario Kircher. Agency : J. Walter
Thompson, New York.

RADIO BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: Advertisers introducing new feature in

their products and/or products are adding live tags to their e.t.'s to

identify dealers. Thus, good will is created with the dealers, the

advertising has local identification, and the listener knows immedi-
ately where he can purchase the product. Note below Casco Prod-

uct Corp.'s announcements for its new Magic Brain electric iron.

Casco Products Corp., Bridgeport. Conn., is going into the top 15

markets to promote its Magic Brain iron. The campaign will begin
in late March and run for 13 weeks. Minute e.t.'s with a live tag for

dealer identification will be used. Advertising will sell the exclusive

features of the iron: it automatically selects the right degree of steam
and correct degree of heat with every kind of fabric. Buying is not

completed. Buyer: Mary Franklin. Agency: Peck Advertising

Agency, Inc.. New York.

Shulton, Inc., New York, is entering 27 markets nationally to place

advertising for its eight products. Announcements will rotate, with

heavy concentration on its after-shave stick, deodorant, pre-electric

shave lotion, and shampoo and hair tonic. The 13 week schedule

begins 15 April; this is the second half of the campaign which began
last fall. Average number of announcements in each market is five.

Minute e.t.'s will be placed during early morning hours and late

afternoons to reach a male audience: will be scattered Monda\
through Friday. Buying has not begun. Buyer: Joe Knapp. Agency:
Wesley Associates, New York.

Harold C. Ritchie Co., Inc., Clifton. New Jersey, is using radio

to promote its Eno Sparkling Antacid in a San Francisco marketing

60
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CERTAINLY, you know what you're

doing I But who are you to say that

this baby, that gal, will rule the raves

straight across the country? Why not

pretest your talent . . . put it on film

. . . show it to audiences—of all types,

all locales. Then you'll know in

advance. What's more you enjoy the

advantage of easier programming,

deeper coverage . . . when you

USE EASTMAN FILM.

For complete information write to:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.

Do if IN COLOR . .

.

You'll be glad you did!

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York 1 7, N. Y.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, California

Midwmst Division

1 30 East Randolph Drive

Chicago 1 , Illinois

or W. J. GERMAN, INC.
Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional

Motion Picture Films, Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Calif.
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KOIN TV
"High man

on the

Totem Pole"

in the

4-STATION
Portland, Oregon

Market

CHECK THE RATINGS
• 49.3% Share-of-Audience in

Metropolitan Portland.

• 13 of Top 15 Weekly Shows.

• 8 out of Top 10 Multiweekly.

Source: January 1957 Portland ARB

KOIN-TVV
Channel 6
Portland, Oregon

Represented Nationally by

CBS Television Spot Sales

Spot buys continued.

test. Product was recent!) introduced to the area. Average number

of announcements per week in this city is 18-24. Minute e.t.'s will

be placed during daytime hours with a women's audience in mind.

Schedule begins sometime this month. Buying has been completed.

Buyer: Midge Crone. Agency: Atherton & Currier, Inc.. New York.

RADIO & TV BUYS
TREND OF THE WEEK: \dvertisers are using unusual saturation

techniques. To reach as wide an unduplicated audience as possible,

they are advertising in some major markets on all stations. Note

below Robert Hall Clothes' campaign: all seven tv channels and all

11 metropolitan and suburban radio stations in New York; five

channels and 14 metropolitan and suburban radio stations in Los

Angeles.

Sutton Cosmetics, Inc., New York, is buying minutes in both

radio and tv for its stick deoderant. In radio, the campaign will

begin 1 April in six markets; similarly for tv in Washington, D.C.

Average number of announcements per week each market is 15-20.

In July, the radio schedule will be repeated with five additional

markets for 13 weeks; in television, St. Louis will be added for the

same period. Because the advertiser wants to reach the working girl

as well as the housewife, announcements will be spread throughout

the day from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. E.t.'s will be used in radio, film in

tv. Buying has not begun. Buyer: Diane Neugarten. Agency:

Lawrence C. Gumbinner.

The Nestle Co., Inc., White Plains, is buying radio and tv in

California. Oregon, Washington, Arizona, Nevada and Hawaii for

its Decaf. This is Decafs West Coast debut. Campaign will continue

through the end of the year. Intensive radio schedule will vary

from 50 announcements per week in Portland to 250 in Los Angeles.

About two-thirds will be e.t.'s, the rest live. Tv commercials will

be on film and coverage will include participations each week in a

series of established high-rated programs. Buying is completed.

Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. New York. Buyer: George

Walker.

Robert Hall Clothes, Inc., New York, is buying time on over

300 radio and tv stations in 130 cities. Approximately 10,000 radio

and 13,000 tv announcements per week will carry the advertiser's

announcements. Plan is to reach 80% of the radio and tv homes in

the country on a saturation basis. The schedule consists of all

one-minute commercials; both live and e.t.'s for radio and film for

television. Along with this regular campaign Robert Hall will open

16 new stores nationally. Extra heavy promotion over and above

their regular spring campaign is planned for these stores. Saturation

plan for New York: all seven tv channels will be used, plus 11

Metropolitan and suburban radio stations: in and around Los

Angeles, five channels and 14 metropolitan and suburban radio

stations will be used. Bu\ ing has been completed. Buyer: Jim

Hackett. Agency: Frank B. Sawdon, Inc.. New \ ork.

(.2
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WHO'S OH/TOP?

Why, NTA, of course...
with typical ratings on

feature films like this:

31.6 Rating

In Chicago

(ARB)

88.5% Share

>\ ith the two bruisers shown above, you can't always

tell which one's on top, but in contests that aren't fixed,

such as television, there's less confusion.

For example: NTA's fabulous feature films, which con-

sistently outrate competition almost everywhere. The

figures etched upstairs resulted when "Since You Went
Away" was shown on Chicago's WGN-TV, where it was

the city's top-rated feature film in December, almost

doubling the rating of the next best rated feature film.

That's typical of the ratings pinned to the mat by NTA's

feature films from here to Catalina. Why not... when

they derive from not one but a whole slew of distin-

guished producers, such as 20th Century-Fox, to name-

drop just a little.

So who's on top in the rating story? Why NTA and its

buyer-stations, of course! A call, wire or letter can't hurt.

It Figures!

ATIONAL IELEFILM ASSOCIATES, IXC.
60 W. 55th STREET • NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • PHONE: PLAZA 7-2100

A



ROANOKE-
Bigger than

RICHMOND?

YES,BIGGER...
BIGGER than

Richmond by ^T
12,800*

Television

Families/

•Ttltvu.on Mogonne,

March, 1957

Note— Use the count YOU favor,

but it's generally agreed that the

ROANOKE TELEVISION market is

sizeably ahead of the RICHMOND
TELEVISION market.

Check YOUR set count . . .

then BUY Roanoke!

Call, your nearest Peters,
Griffin, Woodward "Co/one/",
— or WDBJ • Television.1

ROANOKE, VA.

Owned and operated by
the Times-World Corp.

I News and Idea

1 WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Robert Hall's spring push will use

over 10,000 radio and 1,300 Iv

announcements per week.

The campaign will cover over 300 ra-

dio and tv stations in 130 cities.

Extra heavy promotion above and

beyond the regular seasonal promotion

is set for 15 cities where 16 new stores

are being opened this month.

Outstanding saturation campaigns

are planned for New York and Los

Angeles. In New York, all seven tv

stations will be used, along with 11

radio stations. In Los Angeles the box

score is five tv stations and 14 radio

stations.

Noxzema and Mennen this week
announced contest promotions in

connection with their tv sponsor-

ships.

The details of each contest:

Noxzema: Purpose is to launch a

new package design and streamlined

cosmetic jar. Accent on beauty usage

of the product. Tied in with the Perry

Como Show, NBC TV.

Mennen: Called Good Health and

Good Grooming the consumer contest,

with a piggy-back retailer contest,

serves as opening shot of summer pro-

motion. Tied in with Wednesday Night

Fights, ABC TV, and Robert Mont-

gomery Presents, NBC TV.

A permanent exhibit ball and a

trade show combined in one pack-

age is now available to the adver-

tising industry.

The Advertising Center, established

in New York this week, offers exhibit

space, a full-scale publicity program,

conference room for meetings, plus

many other sales promotion features.

Larry Schwartz is president of the

new center and Henry G. Burger is

executive director.

RCA Whirlpool starts its first con-

centrated consumer ad program for

its home appliances 25 March. The
full line will be displayed on four NBC
TV color shows, Producer's Showcase,

Color Carnival. Perry Como Show- and

Matinee Theatre. . . . Westinghouse
is now seriously eyeing the hi-fi mar-

ket. R. H. G. Mathews has been ap-

pointed manager of the newly formed

high-fidelitv. radio-phonograph depart-

ment of the tv-radio division.

Dove becomes first Lever Bros, prod-

uct to have exclusive representation on

television when it takes over alternate-

week sponsorship of CBS TV's Pri-

vate Secretary, beginning 2 April. . . .

64

KVOO & KVOO-TV, Tulsa, progress pic-

ture of new broadcasting plant. Unique

tower will stand 172 1
^ ft. when completed,

serving as microwave receiver for remotes.

STORZ MANAGEMENT MEET in Texas

(L to R) Todd Storz, Dale Moudy, Jack

Sandler, <',. W. Armstrong. Steve Labunski,

Virgil Sharpe, Bill Stewart, Fred Berthelson.

SPONSOR 16 MARCH 1957



You could call it

QOMPgiTiOM

^"ea« in 7 periods

s'at,on ..B „
h

Member,
j 956

- Si>r*y i

MllT-

overwhelmingly dominates its home territory.

.

and in20counties of its 41county coverage

WJAC-TV serves 80 to 100% of TVhomes

Here is Pennsylvania's 3rd TV Market . . .

with over a million TV homes . . . and

WJAC-TV is the key to this rich and re-

sponsive area. On its own "home grounds"

WJAC-TV is far out front . . . and, at the

same time, over this wide 41-county area,

more than half a million viewer homes fol-

low WJAC-TV three or more days a week.

It's the efficient, effective, economical way

to cover Southwestern Pennsylvania.

80 to 100% Q20 to 80%

Get all the facts from your KATZ man!

SPONSOR • 16 MARCH 1957 65



YES, MR. MEDIA BUYER,

KVLC, Little Rock
is undisputed TOPS in

ELEVEN CONSECUTIVE
MONTHLY HOOPER
RATINCS! And leading in

1 45 out of 200 quarter-hours
according to PULSE Metro-
politan Report! *

•MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
SIGN-ON TO SIGN-OFF

ARKANSAS'
ONLY MEMBER
AIMS CROUP

Get the KVLC SUCCESS STORY today!

New York: Richard O'Connell, Inc.

Dallas: Clarke Brown Company
Chicago: Radio-TV Rep., Inc.

Los Angeles: Tracy Moore and Asso.

Brand Names Week will be observed

28 Ipril through 1 \Ia\ this year.

Focus on Personalities: Park & Til-

ford lias named Jack H. Mohr to head

i
j

I > the Toiletries and Dyestuffs di\i-

sioii. \lolir i~ the former head of Len-

theric. \t the same time Fred Q.

Swackhamer and Wiley F. Patton, both

previously served with Lentheric, were

appointed to the positions of advertis-

ing-promotion manager and associate

sales manager respectively. . . . Reddi-

Wip has realigned its sales and mar-

keting stall in preparation for stepped-

u|. sales and advertising program. T. C.

Thompson, former marketing director,

has been appointed vice president of

sales and administration.

Arthur White comes from N. W.
\yer to the marketing directorship

and Bernard Alchon is new merchan-

dising director: he was previously

sales manager of Py-O-My. . . . Bruce
Underwood, v.p. advertising for

Gruen. has resigned to start his own
marketing consultation firm.

AGENCIES
BBDO is distributing a new fact-

hook reviewing "advertising's

three "MV:
• Market: Statistical breakdowns on

changes in population, income, con-

sumer credit, wages, social security,

education and advertising expenditures.

• Marketing: Changes in produc-

tion methods, competition, consumer

Inning and social trends.

• Media: Dollars and volume data

of tv, radio, magazines, newspapers,

outdoor, car cards, business papers,

etc. since 1946.

New agency appointment-: Brooke,

Smith, French & Uorrance for General

Elect ric's silicone products department

. . . Allen & Reynolds for American

Pop Corn Co. (Jolly Time).

Reorganization and expansion at

Ruthrauff & Ryan is in high gear.

Management of the Chicago office

will be taken over by H. B. Groseth as

executive v.p. in charge. A committee,

consisting of Groseth, R. W. Metzger

and W. I). Watson, has been carrying

out this responsibilitv for the past nine

months. Metzger will now become

chairman of the executive committee

succeeding F. B. Ryan, Jr. who is re-

tiring. (Ryan will continue to serve

as a consultant and a member of the

board of directors, i Watson will now

function as v.p. supervising client

services.

In New York, Robert W. Watson
has been elected chairman of the board

at R&R succeeding Paul E. Watson
w ho has retired.

in Seattle, the F. G. Mullins Co.

(newly formed agenc\ i will take over

as correspondent agency for R&R. The
Mullins organization will take charge

of KM! s present Seattle clients and
will service national accounts in that

area.

They became v.p.'s this past week:
Delbert J. Cook. Ruthrauff & Rvan:
Spafford Link, Ruthrauff & Ryan;

James P. Shelley, McCann-Erickson;
Ho\ Danish, Marschalk & Pratt; Ed-

ward H. Calhoun. Cunningham &
Walsh; Jack E. Rice. Jr., Cunningham
& Walsh; Lee A. Terrill, Campbell-

Mithun (as administrative v.p.).

. . . Leo Burnett for Allstate Insur-

ance Co.

Dr. Donald R. Longman joins J.

\\ alter Thompson as research director

on 1 April. . . . Service on Planters

Peanuts account has been shifted to

the New York office of Don Kemper
Co. Planters recently co-sponsored

NBC TV's Eddie Fisher Show. . . .

Ruthrauff & Ryan reports that sev-

eral new accounts I identity to be kept

secret for several months yet I will in-

crease Los Angeles billings to over $5

million before the end of the vear.

This increased business also signals the

physical merging of M. B. Scott Co.

and R&R in Los Anaeles.

NETWORKS
Here's the box score of nighttime

sponsored shows which have gone
off since 1 October:

ABC TV—

1

CBS TV—

8

NBC TV—

8

Breakdown 1>\ types shows quiz-

panel shows leading the list with six

casualties.

Fall tv programing notes: At ABC
TV the sponsorship line-up on Disney-

land will include: General Foods, Gen-

eral Mills and Derby Foods. I Derby-

is cutting back but not going off the

show. I American Motors and Ameri-

can I)air\ will not be on the sponsor

roster. .

.'
. At CBS TV The Twentieth

Century will be the new series taking

tl'.e place of Air Pouer-You Are There
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in the Sunda) 0:30-7 p.m.- slot. Pru-

dential will continue to sponsor. Du-

I'onl. which is dropping its Dul'ont

Cavalcade Theatre on ABC TV, will

sponsor 10 90-minute sjjecials on CBS
I \ next fall. The shows will be irreg-

ularl) scheduled and will be live. . . .

\l NBC TV Pet Milk is expected to

pull out as alternate sponsor of the

George Gobel Show and status of the

comedy series is in doubt. NBC TV
has aj:aiu signed the NCAA football

-ames for the L957 season.

Current programing changes on
network tv: ABC TV has bought 26

RKO feature films and will schedule

the package on Sundays 7:30-9 p.m.

starting 7 April. This moves Amateur
Hour to the 9-10 p.m. period. Some
of the RKO titles are "Abe Lincoln in

Illinois," "Bringing Up Baby," "Gun-
ga Din." "Top Hat." etc NBC TV
has scheduled Masquerade Party to

fill the spot left vacant by the Hiram
Holiday Show on Wednesday nights.

The panel show goes in unsponsored.

Dragnet, one of the last series to

make a big splash in radio (Dragnet

bowed 3 June 1949). went off NBC

Radio thi> week. The Jack Webb se-

ries had until recentb been sponsored

on a participating basis, with Anahist

the lone participant for the final show.

ABC's appointment activity: J.

English Smith as manager of tv net-

work programs. New York, and Sandy

Cummings as manager of tv network

programs, western division. These ap-

pointments reflect increased network

programing activity. William P. Mul-

len has been promoted to the position

of sales manager for ABC TV's De-

troit division. The Detroit sales divi-

sion is a new arm for the network's

tv sales organization.

NBC TV's Club 60 now in its fourth

week has picked up a total of 47 sta-

tions. . . . National Association for

Better Radio & TV program-of-
the-year honors went to CBS TVs
Our Mr. Sun, (Bell Telephone special

program), and to NBC Radio's Biogra-

phies In Sound. . . . Everett F.

(Tommy) Tomlinson has been

made general manager of Wayne Steff-

ner Productions. Tomlinson will be in

charge of all Steffner tv-radio proper-

ties in Hollywood, including You
Asked For /MABC TV).

Who Said the Lion's

Share of Lehigh Valley

Pennsylvania is a

"ONE STATION'' DEAL?

THE WHOL STORY
of this important industrial

Allentown - Bethlehem market

is yours for the asking from your

Paul Raymer Representative or direct

om WHOL
v

lf"' Allentown, Pa.

\^rf The VIC" DIEHM RADIO GROUP
^*^ (The Best ol Buys In Radio Represented by Paul H. Raymer Company)

WHOL • WAZL • WHLM • WIDE • WVDA
Allentown, Pa. Hdileton, Pa

NBC-MBS
Bloomsburg, Pa. Biddefoid-Saco, Me. Boston, Mass. ABC

MBS-Yanlcee

TV STATIONS
David Partridge, president of the

Broadcasters' Promotion Association
and advertising-sales promotion man-
ager of Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., in a speech before the Ohio Asso-
ciation of Radio and Television Broad-
casters attacked advertiser-agency pro-
motion contests as:

"A riot-too-subtle attempt to unduly
influence a promotion manager to ex-

ert a little more effort, spend a little

more of his precious budget."

Partridge said he's not opposed to

contests "when they are directed to-

ward the accomplishment of proper
objectives." But he said he was against

"contests which pit station against sta-

tion, to put forth extra effort in behalf

of one advertiser at the expense of

other advertisers."

He suggested that promotion man-
agers urge agencies to "devote their

time, skills and expenditures on pro-

viding sound, creative ideas and legiti-

mate aids to promote advertiser's pro-

grams and campaigns." (See SPON-
SOR-SCOPE for agencv reaction.)

Tv applications: Between 4 March
and 9 March one construction permit

was granted and one application for

a new station was filed.

Application was made by TV-Rome.
Inc., Rome. Ga., for Channel 9, Rome.
12 kw visual with tower 320 feet above

average terrain, plant $142,870, yearlv

operating costs $89,000.

Construction permit went to Croslev

Broadcasting Corp. for Channel 13.

Indianapolis, permit allows 136 kw
visual.

The FCC has also ruled that Loyola

U. can start construction immediatelv

on Channel 4. New Orleans.

G.E. has re-assigned its broadcasting

stations operations division to tbe ap-

paratus sales division. J. Milton Lang
is now7 general manager of the broad-

casting stations operations and presi-

dent of the Maqua Co. ("printing sub-

sidiary!. . . . Sam Cook Digges,

general manager of WCRS-TV. New
\ ork. in a speech before the BMI TV
Clinic last week urged tv broadcasters

to do a better job of "selling"' their

public service programing efforts to

the public, press and government.

KTBC-TV. Austin. Tex., will put its

new tower into operation on 1 April.

lower stands 1.137 feet above ground.

. . . Ralph Davison, Jr., is the new
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sales manage] at K I \ l«. Denver. . . .

George Greaves will take over the posl

« . t station manage] KBET-TV, Sacra-

mento. . . . Vmpex has appointed

Paul < ). Frinke director <>f video serv-

ice engineering. Frinke will be in

charge of training engineering repre-

sentatives from t\ stations who are

buying tin- new \mpex videotape re-

cordei s.

RADIO STATIONS
Here's a unique merchandising
plan fur food and < I r im advertis-

ers from KIMN, Denver.
The station is maintaining a back-

ground music system in 24 Millers

Super Markets in its area. Music is

fed to each market over telephone com-

pan) broadcast lines. Then every 10

minutes a commercial for a KIMN
sponsor injected. These in-store an-

nouncements are given 1>\ the station

at no additional cost.

The station reports the storecasts as

"a most successful sales tool." All par-

ticipations were sold out after the first

month of operation. KIMN also says

that it has been able to get top na-

tional advertisers who had previous!)

KPRS
is the KEY to

Kansas City's 127,600

Negro Market

O n
The ONLY station in the rich Kan-

sas City Metropolitan area beamed
exclusively to the Negro Market . .

.

KPRS
1000 W. — 1590 KC.

Kansas City, Missouri

Represented nationally by

John E. Pearson Co.

been interested in only tv and news-

papers and national business had

tripled in the first month.

Promotion idea from WBT, Char-

lotte, N. C. : the station has made a

deal with Don Mien Chevrolet agene\

to tag radios on each car sold with

lliis message: "Congratulations on

\our purchase. We know you will en-

joy your car radio by staying tuned

in 1110 for the finest in radio on

\\ BT."

WCLI. Corning, \. ^ .. is sending a

copj of the Tenth Anniversary issue

of the "WCLI Transmitter" to 5,000

advertisers, agencies, etc., in all parts

of the country. The station original}]

went on the air with the call letters,

\\ KNP-FM. It started with a five-man

stall and operated six hours a day. It

is now full-time and both AM and FM.
WLEU. Erie, has a new manager,

Gene Kline. Kline A\as formerly sales

manager for WMCK. McKeesport.

Penna. . . . Bill W. Fillingham has

heen promoted to general manager at

WNAV, Annapolis, Md.

FILM
The audience appeal of cartoons

to moppets is nailed down force-

fully by recent ARB ratings of

AAP's Popeye.
The average percentage rating (un-

weighted I in 21 markets came to 16.2.

They ranged from a high of 25.2 to a

low of 10.6. Ratings are those most

recently available and include Novem-

ber, December and January. Most of

the ratings were garnered in late after-

noon periods. Competition included

$64,000 Question and Mickey Mouse
Club.

In one market (Boston!, a weekda\

strip of Popeye reached an undupli-

cated cume audience of 46.9. In Miami
and San Diego, shares of audience

were about 50' , .

NTV's multi-faceted activities are

set to be spurred by further fi-

nancing efforts.

Stockholders will be asked at a spe-

cial meeting on 4 April to approve

111 an increase in authorized common
stock from one to two million shares

and (2) conversion rights on an\

notes or debentures that may be is-

sued up to Si! million.

The prow statement to stockholders

said most of the proceeds from sale of

debentures would be used to retire cer-

tain short-term debts and meet com-

mitments connected with the purchase

ol feature films.

Official Films is making a deter-

mined push to deliver its Ameri-

can Lefictnl series to stations par-

tially presold.

Official's salesmen are contacting na-

tional advertisers with the idea of sell-

ing them the middle commercial plus

opening and closing billboard in mar-

kets of their choice.

This sales plan is not a trade. Offi-

cial does the groundwork but the sale

and clearance is actually made with

the station.

ABC Film's Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Presents is \er\ popular with the

ladies. Telepulse audience composi-

tion reports from April through No-

vember 1956 show the number of wom-
en per 100 homes watching the show7

ranges from 92 to 96. . . . Screen
Gems sale of 50 Columbia features to

\\ VBC-TV, New York, portends fierc-

er movie competition in the nation's

No. 1 tv market. . . . WTOP-TV,
Washington has bought 196 first-run

features out of the Twentieth Century-

Fox and Lnited Artists packages.

NTA's new sponsored movie series on

its film network will feature Debra

Paget and Jeff Hunter as hostess and

host. . . . Dynamic Films' vice presi-

dent Lee Bobker said in recent speech

to the N. Y. Film Council that the

growing importance of New York in

the film industry has made it incum-

bent on film producers in that market

to finance their own product rather

than wait for outside monev.

fflft6/ People are

Looking mOwt

Alabama's &&£&

BIRMINGHAM

in Television

BLAIR-TV
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• ONE OF A SERIES

Am.„can Meat Institute
American Oil Company
American Tobacco Co
Brock-Hall Dairy Co
Brun S , NordemQn ^
Budweiser Beer
Ca*fro Convertibles
Calo Dog Food
CerribeUi Co.

Che«.brough.'Pond , ,

nc
^rysler

Corp.-Chrysler DivContinental Baking Coc "rtis Circulation
Diamond Crystal Salt
Dolcin Corporation
D 'ackett Company
Dromedary Dates
Duffy-Mott Company
tveready

Batteries
Ex-lax, /nc.

'°rd

°r
a 'e" Association

General Foods Corp
G^eral Motors Corp
Good Humor
Grand Union Stores
G "'f Oil Corporation
Robert Hall clothes
"'

J"
Coo9h Drops

Household Finance Corp
Jacfc * m Cat Food

feebler Biscuit r„1CU " Company
lever Brothers

*

Time,
| nc

L '99eff & Myers
""coin-Mercury Corp
Martinson's

Coffee

2 ry 'a
c?
d Ph— eutica,

Miles Shoes
Monarch Wine
Montebello liquors
Narragansett Brewing Co
National Biscuit r„
N„.- i

cu,f Company
*»»'onal Cranberry Assoc™ e Nestle Company
North American Dye CorP-kins Products Cl P "

P'"^0ry P (e crust
P°ny

B p 'o, Incorporated
P'°«9h, Incorporated
Readers Digest

Sne" Oil Company
S"nkist Growers
Tetley TPri <~~

Tex™ r
C°m PQ"y

le*as Company
*** Grape Juice

JJe
«h Tomato JuiceW"«te Rose Tea

J B VVilliams Co.

FO'"°' '"' ° f WAVZ odv.„;„fi

tyoa r# m Ljooci (^ompany on 1/1/^r UZ-
jj

WAVZ's success spells success for many of

its national advertisers. That's why so many

use New Haven's Number One* Station.

*October 1956 pulse

WAVZ dominates every quarter hour.

Representatives: National: Hollingbery Co.

New England: Kettell-Carter

152 TEMPLE STREET, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Daniel W. Kops, Ex•dive Vice Presiden, and General Manager . Richard J. Monahan. V,c. Pre„d.n, and Commercial Manager
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BMI
"Milestones" for

April

ItMl - series of program
continuities, entitled "Mile-

stones," focuses the spot-

light on important evenU

and problems which have

shaped the American Bcene.

April's release features five

complete half-hour ..hows

read} for immediate use

mooth, well written
scripU for a variety of

uses.
•APRIL FOOLS DAY"

April 1. 1957

•STRICTLY ABOUT THE BIRDS"
(Bird Day)

April 13, 1957

"EASTER IS FOR ALL OF US"
(Easter Sunday)
April 21, 1957

"TEXAS WINS ITS STAR"
(Battle ot San Jacinto—1836)

April 21, 1957

"FATHER OF THE WIRELESS"
Cugliclmo Marconi

Born-. April 25, 1874

"Milestones" i- BTailable for

commercial sponsorship ee your

local station for details.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

ONE OF THE

FIRST 100 MARKETS

WHBF
RADIO & TELEVISION

the station

of marketing success

in the Quad-Cities

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL. INC.

COMMERCIALS
Here's an advertiser who feels that

the cost of a full animation com-
mercial for only one-market use

pays off in the long run.

I rank Taylor Ford, Los Angeles,

ordered a OO-second animated com-

mercial from Playhouse Pietures for

use on onlj one station. KTLA. Play-

house's president, Adrian D. Woolery,

says that it was the first complete

Original animated announcement they

ever produced for a one-market adver-

tiser and actually cost "more to pro-

duce than some of our national spots

for Ford."

Woolery sees it as a trend in the

animation field. "It is a marked depar-

ture from the fender slapping, remote

broadcasts we have been accustomed

to." The car dealer points out that

while original costs were higher, tal-

ent and remote fees were avoided and

there's always the repeat value.

If commercials were written like

public service announcements,
how would they sound?

Here's a sample given by Frank

Tooke, general manager, WBZ-TV dur-

ing the Boston Conference on local

public service programing during his

talk on the need for more "Showman-
ship in Public Service":

"I am Daniel David Dander, Presi-

dent of the Dando Cereal Co. of Win-

atki. Nebraska. Those who believe

concern for children's diet is world

wide will be inspired by this news of

interest to fathers and mothers of chil-

dren. Yes, everyone who is interested

in appetites should take advantage of

this opportunity. In the words of J. W .

VanDetta, Consulting Nutritionist for

the Armed Forces, Northeastern Sec-

tor. Ql OTE The contribution to a

( hild's diet has been a vital part of our

program of security. I \QLOTE. Ev-

eryone should be interested in our

product, Dando. a breakfast cereal

which is full\ accredited by the Na-

tional Association for Problematic Die-

tetic Education and the Nebraska State

Board of Registration. The local dis-

penser of food items will furnish full

information upon request with no

additional stipend."

New three-year contract between
New York's Independent Film

Producers and Local #52 I.A.T.-

S.E has set a precedent by estab-

lishing a welfare and pension
plan.

I nder the new agreement, producers

will put aside $1.50 per day worked

for the welfare fund and another $1.50

for the pension fund.

\\ bile there is no wage increase dur-

ing the first two years of the pact, an

increase of (>' < will be effective during

the third vear. The contract, which

was negotiated by a committee from

the Film Producers Association. New
York, has been accepted by FPA mem-
bers and it is expected that other pro-

ducers will go along.

REPS
Walter D. Dunn, of H-R Represen-

tatives. Inc., addressed the Pitts-

burgh Radio & Tv Club this week at

the Hotel Pittsburgher. Mr. Dunn

discussed the comparative evaluation

of the various media— by broadcast

rating services on one hand and print

circulation on the other—what each

purports to measure and what would

be required to relate them to each oth-

er. He also covered the recent news-

paper survev which Pulse conducted

in southern California, in which Pulse

emploved the broadcast measurement

techniques in print, in order to rate

advertisements in Los Angeles news-

papers.

Robert Dore Associates, a new radio

and television firm, was recently or-

ganized, with headquarters in New
York. The new firm under president

Bob Dore, landed its first account, the

10-station Tobacco Network of North

Carolina. The organization plans to

handle a small list of radio and tele-

"—positively astounding! It's the

special I'm running over KRIZ
Phoenix!"
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MOUSETRAP, STEAM TRAP, SEWER TRAP

... the world ivont beat a path to the door of

the man who builds a better one and then doesnt

advertise it so that people will know about his

product, know where it can be bought and how

much it costs.

Advertising benefits the buyer, too. It tells you

the product story, makes it easy for you to buy.

Even more important to you, advertising leads

...it makes no difference

to mass production and volume sales . . . whi< h

means lower costs and

lower prices.

Yes, "Advertising

Benefits You" . . .

'specially business-

paper advertising.

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.
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Amnq (Js 7owrt

EIFFEL
TOWER

L-lTr^oWtjd

n TV production all say:

"The best -pots come from Jamieson"

> '

/ »

/ /
/ /

• ANIMATION
• SOI ND
STAGE

• LABS AM)
OPTICALS"

JAMIESO
FILM COMPANY

3825 Bryan • TA3-8158 • Dallas

"thi'nls include:

i .tlil AdverlUin;: Ajzcm \

Ford .\ Porter Advertising, Inc.

M ( .im:l I n ksOD, Inc.

Tracy-Locke Company, Inc."

\ ision stations, according to Dore, so

each propert) can be sold on a year

'round basis and not merely when bu\-

ers call for availabilities. Several ad-

ditional stations are expected to join

as clients within the next few weeks,

and plans arc being worked on to open

offices or appoint afliliates in Chicago,

Los Angeles. San Francisco and sev-

ii al other major cities. Until recently,

Dore was account executive with For-

joe, Inc. He was once a partner in the

advertising agency of Esmond & Dore.

ASSOCIATIONS
Co-sponsors of National Radio
Week (5-11 May) have completed
strategy for an aggressive promo-
tion campaign.
\\KDA (National Appliance and

Radio-Tv Dealers Association) will de-

vote a special issue of its newsletter

plus speakers for industry meets.

NARTB plans to produce a materi-

als kit for all radio stations, letters to

trade and civic organizations, plus re-

serving time on the NARTB Conven-
tion agenda for a Radio Week Rallv

I the afternoon of 10 April I

.

RAB is also preparing kits contain-

ing announcements, model news re-

leases, speeches and program ideas.

Along with the kits, two sets of tran-

scribed musical jingles will be dis-

tributed and top executives of RAB
are scheduled to make over a dozen

speeches during the week.

RETMA is sending a letter to all

manufacturers urging them to support

the event. It will follow up this with

a kit for distributors and dealers.

RESEARCH
ARB measures the tv tastes of the
sexes

:

What women preferably like on tv:

(1) A good story and "talk about

money." i2l Of the tv programs that

reached the highest percentage (50%
and above I six were dramatic shows

and five were quizzes. (3) Tops with

the feminine gendre is Studio One.

What men like to see on tv: (1)

Sports particular!) fights. i2i Top
four shows with men are Wednesday

\ iiilit Fights, Red Barber's Corner,

Cavalcade of Sports and \BA Basket-

hall.

Broadcast Advertising Bureau
( Canada i has published a booklet.

"The 1957 Facts \l.out the "Sound"

Medium." The brochure contains sta-

tistical tables on Radio in Canadian

homes and automobile radios.

It also discloses there is now a total

of 1,040,000 families "on the move in

cars—only radio can reach them."

FINANCIAL
Beech-Nut, Life Savers, Inc. reports

sales of $122,287,855 for 1956. This

is 10% above the combined sales of

the two companies during 1955.

I Beech-Nut and Life Savers merged in

August. 1956.) Earnings for 1956

were 23% over the previous year with

$7,998,599 as compared to s6.498,209.

. . . Whirlpool-Seeger's net sales for

1956 win- $368,220,975 and net earn-

ings (after taxes I reached $13,808,-

294. No 1955 comparison figures are

offered by the company due to fact

that it began functioning in Septem-

ber, 1955 and 1956 represents the first

calendar year of operations.

Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day the week before. Quotations sup-

plied b\ Merril Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

and Beane.

Tues. Tues. Net

Stock 5 March 12 March Change

New York Stock Exchange

AB-PT 21 22 T
> + l

7
s

AT&T 179 1
, 177% -1%

Avco 6% 6% - %
CBS "A" 32% 32% - 3

s

Columbia Pic 18% IT
7
- — %

l.oeu a 1'", 18 7
-. - *s

Paramount 32% 32% + %
RCA 34 33% - a

2

Storer 26% 25% -1
20th-Fox 25% 24% - 7 ^

Warner Bros. 26^ 2.V ;

,
- %

\( estinghouse 54% 54%

American Stock Exchange

Ulied Artists 3% 1% + %
C&C Super 1 1

DuMont Labs 4 T s 5 + %
Guild Films 3% 3% - %
NTA 8% 8% - %
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Meet the Bell System's new guardian

of microwave transmission quality

Rell System automatic protection switching substitutes a spare

channel when interference occurs during transmission. B. C. Bellows,

a designer of the system, checks terminal indicating equipment.

There's a new watchman on duty along Bell System

microwave channels, protecting your transmissions

against fading am! equipment failures.

Its name

—

automatic protection switching. It- re-

flexes arc so fas! thai it prevents failures before l\

audiences are even await- oi the trouble.

It works this way: When a channel encounters

trouble, a spare (or protection channel) is automati-

cal!) -witched >i> as to parallel the troubled channel:

both then carr) the same signal. \t the receiving end.

Hell System equipment determines which <>f the two

signal— regular "i spare— is better, and relays it on.

The entiic series of events take- less than one-

twentieth ol a second.

This development is one more example <d h<>\\ the

Bell System is constant!] Ending new and better ways

to serve the broadcasting industry.

Bl I.I. TELEPHONE SI S I I M jB

Providing intercity channels tor network television and ratlin throughout the nation
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iW&MELJTira
built ELECTRIC LIVING
. . . and WWJ-TV

Detroit Edison's original Station A.

In 1903, Detroit Edison had one power plant
and 7000 customers. Today, the Company
operates six power plants serving 4,000,000
people. And tomorrow, the Detroit area will

see Michigan's first atomic power reactor,

built by the Power Reactor Development Com-
pany, of which Detroit Edison is a member.

The Electric Power Industry, with its de-

pendable service, efficiency, and economy,
created a faith that opened a bright new world

for homes, farms, and factories.

WWJ-TV, with its 10 years of leadership

and emphasis on quality, has given Detroiters

another well-founded faith—faith that dialing

Channel 4 always provides the finest of

television.

seeing is believing to the great WWJ-TV
audience— a priceless advantage to every
advertiser.

Tenth Anniversary Year.

**nGs&$sa
ASSOCIATE AMFM STATION WWJ

First m Michigan • owned & operated by The Detroit News

National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

If Imt's happening in V. S. Government

that ajjrcts sponsors, agencies, stutions

WASHINGTON WEEK
The Congressional radio-tv pot continue* to boil, with the FCC commission-

ers still shuttling from one Investigating committee to another.
Within the neck the commissioners have appeared twice before the House Commi -

Committee and once before the Senate Commerce Committee.

Highlights of the House Commerce Committee quiz:

• Expressing grave doubts about deintermixtnre and the propriety of some FCC grants,
the committee accused FCC of acting on legal matters without consulting Congress
and then tossing "hot" policy matters into Congressional laps.

• Some inconclusive heat was produced with regard to the question of newspaper own-
ership of tv stations.

• FCC Chairman McConnaughey promised that the FCC would begin serious work on
the long-pending clear channel proceedings, along with related matters, such as the hours
of operation for daytime only stations.

In the latest hearing before the Senate Commerce Committee, McConnaughey hedged
somewhat on his promise for quick action on subscription tv. He told this com-
mittee that there are "substantial legal and policy questions," which he indicated might
have to be decided by Congress.

The Celler House Judiciary anti-trust subcommittee is due any day to release

a record of last year's hearings on network tv practices.

A final report approving the subcommittee's findings may follow a few weeks there-

after. At least, that's what the subcommittee's staff is hoping for.

The industry probably will be as interested in the hearing record as in the final report.

It will give the most intimate details on how the networks do business.

Rep. Oren Harris (D. Ark.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee, has an-

other issue to grind with the FCC.

He's appointed a subcommittee to inquire how well the FCC—plus the FTC and other

regulatory agencies—are carrying out acts of Congress. No hearings are set.

Some reflections on the state of the American economy:

• Annual personal income, reports the Department of Commerce, was at a seasonally

adjusted rate of $335-billion in January. That's Sl-billion higher than December.

• A Federal Reserve Board survey disclosed consumers continue to be opti-

mistic and ready to spend money. Also, the percentage of families earning over $5,000

increased from 26% in 1952 to 36So in 1955 and to 41fo in 1956. These estimates were

based on interviews with approximately 3,000 spending units in 66 sampling areas.

The FCC has sent to Congress draft legislation to make broadcast licenses

good for five years instead of the present three.

FCC Chairman McConnaughey recently has espoused the longer license period as cal-

culated to foster greater stability and less trouble.

The recently concluded U.S.-Mexican broadcasting agreement has been sent

by President Eisenhower to the Senate for approval.

The pact governs the use of frequencies by the two countries.
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DELIVERING
WITH 815,000 TV HOMES

wnhc-tv is FIRST!
Program Superiority: In its 14-county, 815,000 TV

home area, WNHC-TV has 95.7% more quarter-

hour firsts than the next four competing stations

combined.

WNHC-TVis FIRST!
World's Best Movies : WNHC-TV has the great MGM,
Warner Bros., 20th Century-Fox and RKO feature

films that have topped all competition in market

after market.

WNHC-TVis FIRST!
Rating Superiority : In its 14-county, 815,000 TV

home area, WNHC-TV's "World's Best Movies" pull

average ratings 314.3% greater than nearest com-

petitor's best feature films.

-TV is FIRST!
Audience Superiority: In its 14-county, 815,000 TV
home area—sign on to sign off seven days a week

—WNHC-TV delivers average audiences 210%
greater than top New York City station; 244%
greater than Hartford; 174% greater than New
Britain.

For top-audience availabilities on WNHC-TV, kail KATZ or Triangle's National Sales Office today!

Sources: ARB, Nine-County Coverage Study, November 1956

Nielsen NCS #2, 1956



t)P AUDIENCE

TRIANGLE STATIONS

WFIL-AM* FM-TV
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
WNBF-AMFMTY
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORKW H G B - A M
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIAWFBG-AM-TV
ALTOONA, PENNSYLVANIA
WNHC-AMFMTV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD, CONN.

operated by: Radio and Television Dlv. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM.FM.TV, Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FMiTV, Binghamton. N.Y.
WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa. / WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona, Pa./WNHC-AM *FM • TV, New Haven-Hartford, Conn.
National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York



A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
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What goes up must come down. With this simple, down-to-earth logic in mind, a Mid-

west agency is now screening miles of feature film to get this reverse twist:

sponsor publications inc. A local show that can be billed as "Hollywood's Worst Films."

The agency owner says he's got a sponsor; his problem now is to get enough film

to warrant the billing.

As has been their prerogative in Hollywood, the bankers are now beginning to

pass judgment on the choice of top personnel for tv stations.

A Wr

all Street house recently put thumbs down on one such operator. (So he's "sitting

out'' the remainder of his contract.)

In terms of security and consistently high-level earnings, several personalities work-

ing locally on New York stations can show many a network tv star their heels.

Broadly they classify as disk jockeys, and here is how some of them are doing:

• She's an ex-musical comedy singer, whose guarantee is $1,000 a week. She's also

cut in for $25 on each minute spot. Her weekly take is $2,500.

• They're a man and wife team who work from their home three hours in the morn-

ing. They gross between $100,000 and $125,000 a year.

• A male personality presides over a turntable several hours each morning—among

his manifold activities. From this chore alone he derives around $150,000 a year.

P&G tells SPONSOR HEARS a popular impression that its first daytime serial

was Ma Parkins (which went on the air in December 1933) is wrong.

The progenitor of the P&G soap opera line was The Puddle Family. It made its

debut just a year before Ma Perkins.

The legend that Jack Benny's agents sold his exclusive services to two spon-

sors simultaneously—an episode paralleled in The Hucksters

—

is topped in fact by one

involving CBS' William S. Paley.

He dreamed up an idea one afternoon to land a sponsor for Community Sing, a sus-

tainer. The Maxon agency was interested, and soon Paley had a deal cooking with Gillette.

The next day he learned that the show had been optioned to another agency.

This dilemma was resolved by the simple expedient of staging two shows of

approximately the same type: Community Sing and Let's All Sing.

Nothing in air media has been the target of so much controversy as program

rating systems.

It all started 27 years ago when advertisers and agencies backed their own central

rating service—the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. It used the telephone recall

system, with the firm of Arch Crossley doing the field work.

Then C. E. Hooper introduced his telephone coincidental system. It produced big-

ger rating figures—and a quick following of clients.

Later Frank Stanton, now CBS, Inc., president, encouraged development of the Audi-

meter. A. C. Nielsen put this mechanism to commercial use and expanded from the food-

drug inventory field into the rating field.
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$C COMPARE THE COST!
COMPARE THE RATINGS!

WWOL
reaches more
homes per $
than any other
station in the
Buffalo Area

!

COST PER MIN. SPOT HOMES HOMES
1 TIME RATE* REACHED PER DOLLAR

WWOL $12.50 14,500 1,160

NET STA. "A" 40.00 15,500 388
NET STA. "B" 35.00 3,500 100
NET STA. "C" 23.00 20,800 904
NET STA. "D" 20.00 4.500 225

IND. STA. "A" 18.00 3,800 211
IND. STA. "B" 9.00 4,300 477

BASED ON SRDS :lass a '"NIELSEN REPORT NOV. '56 (Pa;

Monday thru Friday, 3 P.M.- 6 P.M.

WWOL GIVES THE LOWEST DOLLAR COST
PER LISTENER IN THE BUFFALO AREA!

A
Check: NIELSEN

Check: PULSE

Check : HOOPER

Check : The 50 National Advertisers who
now include WWOL. RADIO
in their budgets !

fWWOL
315 MAIN STREET

BUFFALO, NEW YORK

NATIONAL REPS: FORJOE & CO.
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PRIME-TIME
{Continued from page 25 i

in ads l"i persona] products. II the)

listened attentively, it would implv a

need Eor the product that the) don't

u isb i<i admit in compan) . The indi-

vidual can admit to herself that she

wants I" lr\ this new deodorant bui

can t afford to admit it to laniib i >i

friends. In our Mill* testing, we refej

to tins as inter-relation (lie climate

in which a product is viewed. \nd we

have found thai personal products

reap a real advantage when the) adver-

tise during late-moming and early-

afternoon hours.

Such patterns of human behavior

must enter into the thinking of an ad-

vertiser: radio has become such an

i'idi\ idual thing. In its role of pergonal

companion to millions of Americans

of all ages, it is the least measurable of

all media which lead mans to feel that

ratings fail to fuilv relied radios audi-

ence, particularly outside morning

hours when listening tends to he in-

dividual, scattered around home.

A recent brochure of RAB tells of

a Cleveland family which has 13 ra-

dios in a six-room house. "A Discus-

sion of Radio," the 1956 study pub-

lished by BBDO, shows that only

25.1% of radio sets are in the living

room. Kitchens are the location of

16%, bedrooms of 21.4%, other rooms

11.6%, and autos. 25.9'
i . The devel-

opment of the transistor has sparked

the battery line of radios and last year

more than three million portables were

produced. These can be found at the

beaches, on bicycles, in ball parks and

just a few weeks ago a giant super-

market in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area

attached portables to shopping carts.

How do you begin to measure accu-

rately such a volume of listening?

""Dark horse" buys : Such fads as the

current urge to buy 7 to 9 a.m. are

the result when buyers use ratings

in the manner of horseplayers who
have a "system" for handicapping the

ponies. Then when all the bets are

clown on the favorite, along comes some

dark horse to finish first. A dark

horse, for example, such as American

Airlines which has used the most olT-

beat hours of all—midnight through

dawn— in nine markets and receives,

in addition to hundreds of phone calls,

about 1,20(1 Idlers a month. ( Knough

of these letters are written on sugges-

tion form- -lowed in the seat packets

of American's planes to convince corn-

pans officials that the) who are up

listening to radio all night also Hv . i

General Motors Acceptance Corp.,

using onl) weekend radio saturation

l"i IT weeks last summer, increased its

business 20',. lis competitor, CIT,

whose business lell off 12% last yeai

ha- decided that this year it will use

the same formula. (;\l\(! meanwhile

has signed again, so this summer will

find two similar weekend campaigns.

\n RAB success story on Seaboard

Finance Co. contains this quote by

Harold (;. Simms, vice president of the

compan) :
".

. . more and more we
-plead our radio spots to the ver)

late and ver) early hours, as well as the

conventional periods. We stopped read-

ing the ratings and bought 'stale

bread.' and got volume . . . and we got

business.

CBS Radio Spot Sales reported an

interesting fact from a recent K IN \

.

Los Angeles, study based on a Novem-
ber 1956 Pulse cumulative audience

report. For this station, the average

dailv cumulative audience between 6

a.m. and noon is 458.500 radio homes.

For 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.. the potential is

395.700 homes. Of the 6 a.m. to noon
homes, 167,400 are also tuned in be-

tween 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. This means
that the advertiser who uses only 6

a.m. to noon is missing a potential of

228.300 radio homes at night.

It also was found that 291.100 homes
tuned in between 6 a.m. and noon are

not tuned in at night. The potential of

different homes available therefore to

an advertiser who spreads his an-

nouncements over both morning and

night is 686,800. Radio is not "a some-

time thing."

Can't generalize: Markets differ, and

the stations within those markets differ

in programing and it all adds up to

such a variety of statistics that to gen-

eralize about the effectiveness of radio

one hour against another on a national

level is folly. For example, a 12-month

average ratings in the 17-county New
York metropolitan area shows station

WQXR averages higher ratings be-

tween 10 a.m. through 4 p.m. and 6

p.m. through midnight than between

7 a.m. through 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.

through 6 p.m. Another thing that

WQXR has discovered through mail

tests is that it seems to have as main

men listening throughout midmorning

and early afternoon as at any other

periods of the dav

.

Some clients through their insistence

on the early-morning and early-evening

hours currentl) in fashion, are missing

out on good package buys or on local

personality shows in other hours. Ed-

ward Petrv \ Co. has just completed a

presentation titled, "Why You Should

1 se Afternoon Radio." One of its sec-

tions is based on a 27-market Pulse

study for RAB that showed afternoon

radio reaches onl v slightly fewer homes
than does morning. In the average

quarter-hour between 7 and 9 a.m.,

this stud) -bowed 5.126.000 homes us-

ing radio as compared with 4,853,00 I

between 3 and 6 p.m.

Petry carried this a step further,

computed difference in these same 27
markets between 7 through 9 a.m. and

2 through 7 p.m. The) found that in

these markets costs were down much
n, ore than listening. Sets-in-use fell

5.9%. But costs dropped 28.!!', !

They made another stud) comparing

the same times in the 16 markets where
they represent radio stations. This

time they found that sets-in-use dropped

6.8%, but costs dropped 40.5', .

A stud) b) NBC Radio Spot Sales

showed that most of the stations in 11

major markets averaged during one

of the hours of 7 p.m. through mid-

night about 75' r of the ratings for

7 through 8 a.m. Another curiosity

that demonstrates the vagaries of an

individual market is that this same
Pulse-based assemblage of data showed
WAVE, Louisville, to enjoy a higher

rating between 9 and 10 p.m. than

between 7 and 8 a.m.—4.6 vs. 4.1.

Sales push: A lot of missionary work

is being done among both buyers and

sellers to get across the fact that radio

is a good buv at almost an) time. The

research department at John Blair &

Co. is compiling a week-end audience

composition chart based on a Novem-

ber-December 1956 Pulse study in

eight metro markets. It has averaged

out Saturdav and Sundav in hourly

time blocks from 6 a.m. through mid-

night. It shows total sets-in-use ( in-

home and out-of-home) to reach 20'
i

at 11 a.m. and never to drop below

thai until after 7 p.m. Throughout all

weekend hours, the male audience is

high. Between 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

when sets-in-use range from 20 to

23.4%, about lo of ever) LOO listen-

er- is a man. On weekdays, the average

sets-in-use between 1 1 a.m. and 7 p.m.

are about 26%, but the male audience

represents 24 out of ever) 100 listeners.

The SRA Radio Trade Practice Com-
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mittee is now working on .1 presenta-

tion designed to -how the ad\ anl

of using time periods othei than these

w liidi are cm rentl) the fad.

Traffic audience: Actually, one "I

the main reasons w In . to 9 a.m. and

I in (» p.m. became so populai ma)

yet lir the means "I 1 hanging thinking

about these over-ci owded bloi ks. I his

1- the traffic audience en 1 oute to work.

The tail thai there are 35 million

radios in .Mile- .mil thai 638 "I evei \

I. nun workers commutes b) auto has

led main a client into the morning and

afternoon "traffic" times. I lie interest

in this audience is justifiable. Bui as

was pointed i>ui earlier, man) "I them

can It missed in certain markets dm-

tn differences in plant or office starting

and quitting times.

George Kupper, vice president of

Win. (i. Ramheau, has a deep interest

in this subject. So does Tom Hollings-

head, a McCann-Erickson buyer. So

does Russ Walker al John E. Pearson

\nd -.. do main other rt
j
>— and

timebuyers. Here air some random

facts on worker traffic taken from dis-

cussions w ilh them.

The hours of 7 to (
) a.m. were estab-

lished mam years ago ami applied

largel) to white collar workers. B)

now. the blue-collar workers are a

force to be reckoned will). In the

large industrial areas, where three

shifts arc common, there arc heav)

traffic hours at -hilt change times. Be-

sides this, workers coming home at

II p.m. or midnight arc often found

sitting around home for several hour-.

eating, drinking and listening to radio

before turning in.

In Tulsa, a big aircraft center, you

can find such differences as this:

Douglas Aircraft, employing 11,000

workers has one -hilt that -tart- at

7:12 a.m. and finishes at 1:12 p.m.;

another that begins at 3:25 p.m. and

closes at 1 1 :52 p.m. American \ir-

lines, employing 1,000, ha- -hift

changes at 8 a.m.. 2 p.m. and 1 1 p.m.

Iu Syracuse, 21,950 workers out of

a total force ol 55,770 are on the job

at 7 a.m. and leave at > :.'!() p.m. \n

announcement broadcast between 7

a.m. and !! a.m. will miss them.

\t \Y \SK. Lafayette, ImL a stud)

was made that involved calling 2') dif-

ferent industries employing more than

20 people. These included Purdue

University, General Telephone Co.,

Ralston-Purina, Ucoa, Sear-. Roebuck,

Brown Ruhher and hospitals. The to-

tal employees numbered slightl) more

than 1 5,000, abou '

I oi tin an 1

-

working for< e. < M these, about I- 111 10

weie w I11I1 1 1. II. 11 v .11 kei -. Mole than

iiii' , ol all of the employed work li "in

7 a.m. to ; p.m. In -uch markets, an-

nouncement Blotting might well begin

at (> 01 6:30 a.m.

Local advertisers know: \- was

pointed out before, local merchants

were using toda) - "pi inn- houi - 21

'

years ago al a time when national

account- and their agencies were

riding nigttime chain breaks. Now the

local merchant is showing the wa)

again b) capitalizing on -"called "off-

hours.

I hi- ha- been emphasized b) Llo) d

George Venard, president of Venard,

Rintoul & McConnell, Inc., who con-

siders the local merchant's cash regis-

ter a much better bellwether than am
chai I "I surve) on pi ime lime-.

'"When a national advertiser buys

billboards," says Venard, "he musl

I
a) a big Ice to gel high spots ami il

he bu) - a posting ol loo hoard- in a

city, he's going to have -ome might)

lonesome 24-sheets on his list, lie is

even going to have a lot of them

unlighted.

"And when he buys buscards, does

he expect to get ever) card over the

door'.'' He does not. He know- in

either case he is reaching people

whether the\ see his message in a high

-put or in another spol when- cumu-

lative traffic makes the displa) profit-

able."

In the same way, if advertisers were

as dogmatic about relying on statistics

about newspapers as they are about

radio, then the) would never bu) any-

thing hut full-page ads hecause studies

have shown that a full-page ad is

remembered the next da\ 1>\ 1 14 per-

sons for ever) one who remembered a

quarter-page ad.

"Those perfectionists," says Venard,

who are begging for charts or figure-

to justif) what local merchants are

proving ever) da) in radio, are going

to miss the boal one more time. The

saturation packages in radio toda) are

priced so low that the advertiser should

not ask hut should insist on time

after 9 a.m. before 1 p.m.. and after

(1 p.m. to protect hi- investment.

"
1 nil can't reach all of the people

at one time in am medium, hut you

i an reach most of the people nio-t of

the time if you use a saturation cam-

paign embracing those hour- in which

the public finds radio accessible. ^

III

2
o

covers what counts!

800,000 people in half

millivolt contour.

550,000 of them are

in Franklin County . . .

the home county.

Columbus, Ohio

the station with

a personality.
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If you want

$ALE$

In

SHREVEPORT'S

Rich

NEGRO
Market

KANV
is THE station!

Get the PROOF!
It's yours for the asking

Write, call or wire the KANV Representative

in your area—NOW

t

84

Reps at work

SPONSOR 16 MARCH 1957

Jim O'Crady, Young Television Corp., New York, thinks that there

should be closer cooperation between all people involved in the

purchase of tv time. "First, clients and agencies should orient

the timebuyer better on media plans and advertising objectives,"

Jim says. "Second, agencies should work on 'an open book' system

providing the representative with

all possible information before and

after campaigns." Jim also feels

that there should be a working re-

lationship between the representa-

tive and the advertising agency's

clients. He points out that all buys

include four people: the buyer or

client; the seller or station: and

the two agents—the advertising

agency and the station representa-

tive. "The representative has an

obligation to his station to contact

all concerned with the buy," Jim says. "If he keeps everyone fully
!

informed, he is doing his job and in the long run advertiser, agency,

representative and station benefit. Newspapers have long demon-

strated the practicality of this policy. Information is the foundation

of the advertising business. We must work to make information more
|

available and more exact: the future of the business rests on it."

Jack Weir, John H. Perry Associates, New York, thinks that the

buyer should learn more about local personalities through listening

to tapes. "The buyer would become familiar with the type of

entertainment preferred in the region, the activity of local retail-

ers and their approach to advertising," Jack points out. "Every

buyer should know these local

characteristics before buying. Fig-

ures alone do not tell you what

is a good buy. For example, the

Morning Show with Guy Crump-

ley on WCOA in Pensacola. Fla..

the Ted Chapeau Show on WJHP
in Jacksonville, the Ken Lueck

Show on WNDB in Daytona

Beach, and the Don Brookins Show

on WDLP in Panama City, are all

geared to tlie low-pressure ap-

proach to advertising. Music and
talk are slanted to the listener who wants to relax. Hard-sell ad-

vertising would definitely be out of place on these programs. In-

tegration of advertising, then, becomes a prime requisite in buying;

the live copy and/or e.t.'s usually cannot be prepared especially for

specific shows. It is the function of the buyer to study regional

programing so that he can creatively place the advertising."



1956 Nielsen Market

|

Coverage Study shows:

KSTP RADIO DELIVERS

LOWEST COST-PER-THOUSAND

IN NORTHWEST MARKET!
Here's the proof that KSTP Radio—
The Northwest's QUALITY Station-

is your best buy in the vital Northwest

market.

% N. C. S. No. 2 Spring, 1956 shows

that in Ramsey County (city of St.

Paul) KSTP reaches more homes every

month than any other Twin City

Radio Station.

£) In Hennepin County (city of Minne-

apolis) KSTP is second among all

stations in number of homes reached

monthly.

^k In station total homes reached month-

ly and weekly, KSTP is a strong

second.

As a result of these figures, a com-

parison of rates shows that KSTP
Radio offers you the Lowest Cost-

Per-Thousand Homes in this mar-

ket ofmore than 900,000 radio families.

To reach and sell the growing, active-

buying Northwest most effectively, most

economically, KSTP Radio is your first

buy and your best buy!

For further information, contact your

nearest Edward Petry office or a KSTP
representative— today.

KSTP&^
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL Basic NBC Affiliate

"The Northwest's QUALITY Station"

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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You SELL

Louisville

When

You Use

John Fraim

Louisvillians rely on the "John Fraim

News" to keep them posted on the

local, national and international news

developments. His comprehensive news

coverage, plus his many feature stories,

make it not only interesting, but factual

and worth while hearing regularly. A
news service that succeeds in being all

things to all people does the reporting

job superlatively well. To Louisville

"the John Fraim News" is a MUST . . .

with comprehensive all day service

through five minute summaries and re-

ports in depth at 12 noon, 5:30 and

8:45 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Represented by

John Blair & Co.

LOUISVILLE Tftr

;>,<>

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Maurice E. McMurray has been appoint-

ed national sales director for the Storer

Broadcasting Co. In his new position, he

will supervise the New York, Chicago and

San Francisco sales offices. McMurray

started in the industry as sales promotion

manager at WHO. Des Moines, in 1939. In

1948 he became tv sales manager for C. E.

Hooper. Inc., New York, and a year later

joined CBS TV. After serving as an account executive at NBC TV.

he came to Storer in 1953 as sales manager of WJBK-TV, Detroit.

When Storer's national sales office in New York was expanded last

year, McMurray was transferred to Manhattan. He was then ap-

pointed to represent both WJBK-TV, Detroit and WJW-TV, Cleve-

land. He is an alumnus of Iowa State College at Ames. McMurray

succeeds the late Bob Wood as the Storer head of all national sales.

Verne F. Kelley is the new advertising

manager for The Greyhound CoqD. He will

serve under Edgar Jones, director of adver-

tising and public relations. Kelley comes

to Greyhound from Ruthrauff & Ryan

(Chicago office) where he served as tv

writer, producer and account executive.

Among accounts he serviced were: Motor-

ola, Turns and Baldwin pianos and organs.

Prior to joining the ad agencv in 1953, Kellev was a sales and mer-

chandising executive for Procter & Gamble and did public relations

work in Chicago for TJnited Airlines. He is a graduate of Notre

Dame. Co-incidental with Kelley's appointment is Greyhound's re-

turn to network tv. The bus company will sponsor one-third of

NBC TV's Steve Allen Show starting 7 April. Greyhound's last

network ride was in March 1954 on Omnibus I then on CBS T\ i.

Edward P. Shurick, national director of

station relations for CBS TV since August

1954. has been appointed a vice president.

He will report to William B. Lodge, ad-

ministrate e vice president of station rela-

tions and engineering. Shurick's promo-

tion is designed to relieve Lodge of much

detail work and give him enough time to

join the management team consisting of:

Merle Jones, president. Hubbell Robinson, programing executive v. p.

and William Hylan, v.p. sales administration. I Hylan also has just

joined the planning group along with Lodge). Shurick is a broad-

casting veteran of 22 years. He came to CBS in 1950 as market re-

search counsel for radio. In 1951 he was made an account execu-

tive for t\ sales and a \ ear later, manager of network sales develop-

ment. Before coming to CBS. Shurick was with Free & Peters.
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Greatest Team Since Lewis and Clark...

CAPTAIN MERIWETHER LEWIS:
"Xii doubt about it, thai KING-KGW tie-in is the biggest

thin^r that's happened in the Pacific Northwest since we opened
up the country."

CAPTAIN WILLIAM CLARK:
"You're SO right ... think what it does for smart time buyers.

When they buy the high-powered pair of Seattle-Portland ABC
affiliates they know that they are getting the word out to 80%
of tlie Washington-Oregon market."

LEWIS:
"That's because KING and KGW cover the 'Green Strip'.

Western Washington and Western Oregon from the Cascade
Mountains to the sea. That's where the money trees grow."

ABC FOR THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

CLARK:
"And that's where the natives are wampum-heavy . . .

loaded
with spendable income. Makes a man want to wheel ri^ht out
there with a wa>,'on-load of blankets and trade-beads..."

LEWIS:
"That's not the way you do it now. trail-mate. To

the rich Pacific Northwest market all you Deed to do is load
up with spot schedules <>n KING and KGW..."

EDITORIAL:
If your client isn't shaking the money tree out in the heavy-

spending Pacific Northwest market it '^ probabl. the
natives are getting restless waiting to hear your mesf
oxer KING and KGW
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Radio's four magic hours
Are there only four hours worth buying in spot radio?

Many national advertisers today apparently would answer

"yes." Study the buying practices of account after account

(with some exceptions) and you find strict orders to buy

only early-morning (7-9 a.m.) and late-afternoon (4-6 p.m.).

Why?
We think the reason is psychological. Buying these two

periods is the fashion today. And the more advertisers hear

of others standing in line to buy radio's four magic hours,

the more anxious they are to crowd in right after.

This is actually one of the strangest turnabouts in media

histoiy. Only a decade ago, many stations couldn't give

early-morning time away to most national advertisers.

We are certain that just as the pendulum swung once, it

will swing again. Of course early-morning and late-after-

noon is valuable radio time. But so is 7 to 9 at night or 2 to

4 in the afternoon. Inevitably, as the big comeback of spot

radio ceases to be new, advertisers will reappraise the in-

structions they give their timebuyers. The smart advertiser

will move fast, staking out new franchises while others wait.

We urge that you study the facts and make your decision

early. (And to help provide the facts, we've prepared a de-

finitive study of spot radio time periods, page 23 this issue.)

Asking the retailer

The other day we ran across a multi-million dollar adver-

tiser who never had checked his advertising effectiveness at

point-of-sale.

In the hustle and bustle of today's business distractions it's

easy to overlook the obvious. And to us the obvious is asking

the man behind the counter, what makes a product move.

A few advertisers, notably Rayco, carefully check to learn

what attracts each customer into the store. Aided by a quick,

carefully audited process administered by its advertising

agency, Rayco adjusts its advertising as its findings dictate.

While not many advertisers are likely to analyze as care-

fully as Rayco, a point-of-sale analysis from time to time

should pay good dividends. A number of advertising agencies

are working in this direction. It all adds up to better adver-

tising and greater effectiveness.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Cash-register results

are the true index of media effectiveness. Yet

most air media research is built on ratings.

Air media buyers and sellers should work to-

gether to end this lopsided research emphasis.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Cosr-per-oink: Bill Harmon, buyer

at Leo Burnett Agency in Chicago,

wonders why reps who come to sel

him time for his farm account stress

cost-per- 1,000 listeners. "What I'd real-

ly like to know," Bill says, "is the

cost-per 1,000 hogs—or chickens."

Success: from N. Y. Herald Tribune—"Chrysler Corp.'s first-quarter net)

income may top earnings for the full

year 1956 on record quarterly dollar

sales of more than $1,000,000,000, it

was indicated yesterday.

God bless Lawrence Welk, Groucho
Marx and the Plymouth fish-tail.

Why worry? P. r. girl in a Madison

Avenue agency was biting her nails to

the quick watching obvious job appli

cants filing in to be interviewed by

her boss. Finally could stand it no
longer, Avent to the boss' secretary and

bluntly asked whether she was being

replaced. "You worry too much," the

secretary- told her. "As a matter of

fact you can cut your worries in half.''

"How do you mean?" asked the girl

"Notice how about half the girls

wear hats and the other half are hat-

less?" said the secretary. "Well, you

only have to worry about the ones

without hats. They're after a writing

job. The ones wearing hats are just

secretaries."

Whoosh ! Besides sponsoring the Au
gust launching of the earth satellite on

NBC TV, International Business Ma
chines also plans an ABC TV show

that will explain what the satellite is

all about. No doubt CBS TV is await

ing a "Who, Hoppen?" telecast from
IBM in case the satellite falls doivn.

Shakespeare on copywriters:

. . . and chronicle small beer. (1)

He draweth out the thread of his ver-

bosity finer than the staple of his argu-

ment. (2)

Devise, wit: write, pen. (3)

That hath a mint of phrases in his

brain. (4)

That un-lettered small-knowing soul.

(5)

Here will be an old abusing of God's

patience and the King's English. (6)

I was not born under a rhyming

planet. (7)

•SOURCES: (1) OUiello. A II. s 1: (2) Love's Labor
Lost, A V, s 1; (3) Ibid. A I, s 2; (4) Ibid. A I, s 1

;

(5) rbid, A I, s 1; (6) Merry Wives of Windsor. A I.

8 4; (7) Much Ado About Nothing, A V. s 2.



WDAY-TV DELIVERS

520% MORE FARGO-MOORHEAD HOMES
THAN STATION "B"!

WDAY-TV
June 1956

7-City Area ARB*

12:00 - 5:00 P.M.

403% MORE

5:00 - 6:00 P.M.

468% MORE

6:00 - 10:00 P.M.

J 18% MORE

10:00 P.M. - Sign-Off

400% MORE

\orih Dnhiitii I <illr\ City, " ahpeton, Hillsboro, Fargo.
Minnesota Brrckcnridge, Fergus hull*. Woorhead.

STATION
"B"

That's right! December, L956, \KB
figures for Fargo-Moorhead credit WDAY-
l\ wiili nil average ol 520% more homes
than Station '*/>'". for all time periods!

WDAY-TV gets-

760% More— 12 Noon to 5:00 P.M.!

872% More—5:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.!

181 % More—6:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.!

270% More— 10:00 P.M. to Sign-Off!

That's jusl the Fargo-Moorhead picture.

June, 1956 \KB figures (left) prove thai

WDAY-T\ i- almost as popular in I i\ »

oilur Hi'd Riser \.ille\ cities each

between 40 and 60 miles away!

Your Peters, Griffin, Woodward Colonel

has .ill the facta.

P. S. iverage IRB Rating, 6:00-10:30

I'M.. WDA\ II 13.6. Station "B" II.".

WDAY-TV

«Hp-

FARGO, N. D. • CHANNEL 6
Affiliated with NBC • ABC
PETERS, GRI1 FIN, \\<>m|>\\ \KI>. [N(
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ENERGETIC • INGENIOUS

. . . and twelve months

out of every year

stations under the sign of MEEKER

benefit by:

INGENIOUS investigation

into each sales problem, looking

beyond the obvious facts to develop

profitable answers.

ENERGETIC endorsement of

all industry organizations

to promote the cause

of Broadcasting and Spot Sales.

We are charter members of

RABJVB, SRA
and members of NARTB.

personalized

selling

of a

limited list

the meeker company, inc.
radio and television station representatives

new york Chicago san francisco los angeles Philadelphia
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Winning awards Eoi T\ advertising i- wonderful. Winning Top national event in retail merchandising i- th< Rexal]

-ale- i- even better. These commercials for "Futurama" one-cenl sale. Pai king more than 300 items into foui .

Revlon's new kind of I i p-t i.k case — did both. Starring beau- spreads, Rexal] runs what are essential!) retail advertisements

titnl Barbara Britton, the series was chosen in a Sponsot maga- in national media . . . and z< t- i li»- on.-, mi news read bj more

sine survey of copj chiefs a- one ol the top ten ol L956. Market than thirty-five million families arm-- the I .S. Since Rexall's

surveys -how this "Futurama" campaign also helped skyrocket first one-cenl sale was advertised bj BBDO I os ^ng< les hack in

Revlon's share ol total lipstick unit sales to an all-time high. 1949, Rexal] one-cenl sales have increased ten times in volume.

^-Lookl Qoick-nea^ Ideas

u, spark «P your meatol *-£# '•'

S«Rl
.HOSAtTb,ngso

Everyone talks about the weather - especially -alt manu-

facturers. In fact, tin- claim oi sail pom ing in damp weather has

become an advertising cliche So International Sail Company is

taking a new approach for it- Stei Ling Salt. Promoting sail as an

exciting ingredient in modern cooking, newspapei ads feature

special recipes made better with Sterling Salt. Animated sail

shaker i- used in ads and at point of sale.

"This baby" i- the 1957 DeSoto. \nd this four-color spn

i- one ot a new series i reated to -ell "the most «-x< it in .

in the world today" in a mosl exciting way. Cop] dri

the basic theme with new- oi DeSoto's new /

TorqueFlUe transmission, Fligl I S

push-button control, super-powered \ -8 engines and mam other

' r reat DeSoto advances foi '57. K BBDO Detroit-New iork.

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN, INC., ADVERTISING
NEW YORK Bl'FFAtO • < HIC > AD. DAM J IO- r PITT^BLRCII • -»• TORONTO
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

What's ahead for spot tv

31 Executives at the 10 top spot agencies predict continued growth, but at

,i slower pace; see more "A" availabilities and stronger independents

Tv's most happy fella

36 He's Julius Strauss, president of General Cigar Co., whose heavy use of

tv helped make 1956 the biggest year in the company's 50-year history

Watch out for tv's practical jokers!

39 A tv engineer's amusing prank can be disastrous to your commercial,

-;t\- Charles II. Branch of Stockton-West-Burkhart. Here are the favorites

What happened at the ANA convention?

42 Nothing much on the surface. But an undercurrent of concern about tv

costs was evident among web sponsors at the annual spring meeting

How they're selling farm radio

44 sponsor sits in on national spot farm-market pitch at Leo Burnett in

Chicago. Part 2, next issue, outlines how individual farm stations sell

FEATURES

S4 Film Chart

26 49th and Madison

57 New and Renew

66 News & Idea Wrap-Up

S Newsmaker of the Week

88 Reps at Work

52 Sponsor Asks

16 Sponsor Backstage
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62 Spot Buys

92 Ten Second Spots
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60 Tv Results

81 Washington Week
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In Next Week's Issue

Top 25 spot tv clients with brand breakdown

Second installment of TvB's annual report on spot tv will include brand

expenditures of 25 top spot tv clients

Are department stores and radio closer together?

Progress is being made in radio-department store relations. One of the

outstanding examples: Higbee's of Cleveland
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Are Your TV Schedules

Reaching THIS MUCH
of Arkansas?

On KTHV, they will!

With 316,000 watts on Channel 11 and with the tallest antenna in the

Central South (1756' above average terrain!), KTHV is seen, heard

and gets viewing response from almost all of Arkansas.

Take a good look at this mail map. Letters come to KTHV from 47

Arkansas counties— as well as from viewers in Mississippi, Missouri,

Oklahoma and Texas!

Your Branham man has all the facts on KTHV — the big buj in

Arkansas. Ask him!

KTHV Channel 11

LITTLE ROCK
316,000 Watts

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President B. G. Robertson, General Manager

AFFILIATED WITH KTHS, LITTLE ROCK AND KWKH, SHREVEPORT



Now, 18 hours ofMU IC
with 18 news shows daily on

WJIM-RADIO
Lansing, Michigan



NEWSMAKER
of the week

The news: Pepai-( ola's plunge into network /* with $250,000-

iimili o) tin- CBS II coloi special Cinderella, is Pepsis first really

large one shut promotion. II ith an additional 125,000 foi publicity

and merchandising, plus hea\ \ dealer tie-in, Pepsi hopes to %et maxi-

mum impact mill mileage. The thou will appear Sunday, >l March.

The newsmaker: I. Charles Derrick, vice presidenl in

charge ol advertising for Pepsi-Cola, wanted an all-inclusive pro-

motion with a punch. Over $250,000 of bis firm's monej says iluit

he's found ii in Cinderella.

Derrick favored a big name one-shot for it- promotional and

merchandising value, it- relative safer) (this type "I show has .>

rating potential of from .'in to 10) and it- tie-in value to local and

regional bottlers. But as important as these factors in the company's

strategy is the prestige value of such sponsorship. Taking the

cue from the semi-institutional advertising of heavj industry

i aotabl) steel, auto and appli-

ances) Pepsi is trying to erect an

umbrella of prestige under which

the "shock troops" (bottlers, dis-

tributors and retailers) can sell

with maximum effect henes-. Pepsi-

Cola, for \ears identified with a

thumping hard-sell, has drastically

changed it- approach.

The commercial time on ('.in-

derella allotted to Pepsi will soft-

>v\\ the soft drink. Of the four-

and-one-half minutes onTj four

will be used i

()0, 90 and 50 second

commercials). Of this time a bare 30 second- will actuall) mention

Pepsi-Cola. The current advertising theme. Pepsi as the light refresh-

ment of sophisticated people, will he maintained in the firm's drive

to identif) their product with pleasure. "We'll sell Pepsi as a

plea-ant experience," says Derrick, "not as a monumental product

image. The full color "fantasy" commercials, handled l>\ Kenyon

& Eckhardt are without dialogue and are designed to sustain and

capitalize on the show -created mood.

Sponsorship of a "big-money" special has added value to a com-

pan) as decentralized a> Pepsi-Cola; it helps to coordinate local

advertising campaigns. Pepsi i- compounded, bottled and distributed

b) independent hottlers. The parent company provides the syrup

and sets a standard of uniformity. Through a co-op set-up the firm

foots part ot the hill for local and regional advertising done 1>\ the

bottlers, without having am tight rein on the use id tin- co-op

money. Pepsi suggests approaches, supplies copy, commercials and

mats— hut the independent bottler is free to wander.

In Cinderella. Pepsi-Cola has a properh which it hope- will excite

the most independent bottler and provide a natural peg for con-

teited promotion on both the local and national level with it> over

500 franchised hottlers. ^

./. ( harlfs l)rrn< I.

Things are hatching

in the

WREN's

Nest!

%s

A POWER-FULL
SALES STORY
ON TOPEKA!

Kan-a- Power and Light's

new 90.000 Kilowatt Turbo-

Generatoi station just out-

side Topeka i- ample proof

of industrial expansion un-

derway in Topeka. The com-

pany output lii- more than

doubled since 1947. Topeka

is a market north hai it %

and II l\l.\ is the low-

way to get it. Nielsen's

credit- W REN with 1- per

cent of all

every single 'lay i not t"

mention a hug stern

REP. BY JOHN E. PEARSON

5000 WATTS
TOPEKA, KANSAS
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K-MSO-TV
MISSOULA

is the

LEADER,
Western Montana

Only direct micro-

wave national pick-

up in Montana

Highest firm power

191,000 watts

Most network shows

in Montana

All new, modern
studio

K-MSO-TV formerly

KGVO-TV

IS the LEADER
covering 13 counties

in Western Montana

STARTLES
ROCHESTER!

WVET IS FIRST.
Rochester advertiser in any field (may-

be first anywhere) to take ALL the

outside advertising on a Transit Com-
pany bus . . . front, sides and backl

Brilliant in Purple, White and Yellow,

the WVET bus plies Rochester streets

every day, catching every eye . . .

reminding all that . . .

WVET IS FIRST
in Rochester radio audience accept-

ance, with

MELODY FIDELITY, Americas most
listenable music presented by the

town's most popular DJ's from dawn
to signoff.

LATEST LOCAL NEWS every hour
on the half-hour.

ABC Network features.

WVET IS FIRST
in advertising response too . . , your

best radio buy in Rochester, N. Y.

ROCHESTER, N.Y.
1280 K. C. 5000 WATTS

Represented Nationally by

THE BOLLING COMPANY

Timebuyers
at work

Bill Hinman, Lambert & Feasley, Inc., New York, limebuyer for

Phillips Petroleum and Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co., com-

ments: "As television markets become more competitive due to

net work competition and the gradual elimination of one- and two-

station markets, local programing may be the determining factor

in station dominance in a market.

Local originations such as news,

weather, sports, children's, farm,

home economics and variety shows

have community identification and

when done properly, secure a large

and/or loyal following. Unfortu-

nately, most buyers cannot visit

the majority of markets to see

these local shows. Stations should

bring their shows to the buyers

via film condensations as they ap-

pear on camera. Buyers would be

more than willing to take the time to see such films as this is the next

best thing to visiting markets. And of course, the benefits would

he two-fold: the stations would realize more sales and the adver-

tiser I whether it be by participations or full sponsorship I would

be able to do a better selling job through proper commercial use

of programs and personalities; such as natural ad integration."

Paul Clark, Foote, Cone & Belding, Inc., New York, comments:

'"Ratings, as everyone knows, often don't present a clear picture of

local listening habits; they often are contradictory' in successive

surveys or might not agree with another rating service covering the

same market at the same time. This means that a buying decision

in a given city must often depend

wholly on the media buyer's quali-

tative and quantitative judgment.

Because the bulk of radio pro-

graming in peak listening periods

is music-and-news. this specific

information from the stations is

necessary: (1) A listing of records

of transcriptions and artists used

in a specific program during a

typical week. (2) A detailed de-

scription of news programing in-

cluding wire services used and

whether or not the news is prepared in its entirety or in capsule

form. (3) Whenever practicable, a taped segment of the program

in question. l4i A definite commitment by the station as to the

maximum number of commercials on that particular program. This

information would present a more accurate picture of a station's

programing and would indicate the quality of that station"? audience."

SPONSOR 23 march 1957



Dominance
market figure after market figure

in the rich Richmond TV area

15.6% FOOD
DOMINANCE
WXEX-TV
Station B

Station C

$230,866,000

$199,661,000

$199,700,000

100%
86.2%
86.5%

20.2% DRUG*
DOMINANCE
WXEX-TV
Station B

Station C

$12,205,000

$10,130,000

$10,155,000

100%
83%

83.3%
'Cosmetics, toiletries, packaged medications

21.8% AUTO*
DOMINANCE
WXEX-TV $170,145,000 100%
Station B $139,070,000 81.7%
Station C $139,691,000 82.1%

'Automobiles, tires, batteries, accessories

23.4% Gas-Oil

DOMINANCE
WXEX-TV
Station B

Station C

$73,806,000

$59,529,000

$59,812,000

100%
80.7%
81%

'Gas, oil, lubricants

All figures represent Grade B area coverage Source: Sidney Hollander Associates

Tom Tinsley, President NBC BASIC-CHANNEL 8 Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice Pres.

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.

SPONSOR • 23 MARCH 1957



NEW, ADDITIONAL SURVEY PROOF:
WNHC-TV—seven days a week, sign on to

sign off—delivers average audiences 21 0%
greater than top New York City station reach-

ing any part of the area; 244% greater than

Hartford; 174% greater than New Britain.

Kail KATZ for the proof: ARB, Nov. 1956;

PULSE, Oct. 1 956; NIELSEN NCS #2, 1 956.
WNHC-TV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD, CONN.

Channel 8
ABC-TV* CBS-TV
Represented by KATZ

operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts.. Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFII_-AM»FM»TV. Philadelphia, Pa./WNBF-AM»FM»TV, Binghamton, N. Y.

WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa. / WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FIWI • TV, New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York

ESPECIALLY IN HARTFORD



i/'Mf si^riiji, uni iv turn rmiiii

newt nf tin- week tiiih interpretation

in depth for hiuy reail'f.

SPONSOR-SCOPE
III ;i \er\ real «*eii*e. networks are to the t\ busineM whal Tiffany1

! i* to jcwelr\.
23 march \\ | K1 | happens to them sets the -tvlr. pare, ta-ir. .

i

m . I welfare <>f everybody. You can find
Cooyrlght l»57 . .

sponsor publications inc e\ce| it i, .i is to this broad view; hut on the theorv that exceptions reallj affirm tli-- rule, bear

in mind this week that :

The network tv business next fall is going to lie tremendous.
\s for mi work tv's four client giants, liere is how the} currently art pruning iii

advance of new spring planting:

PROCTER & GAMBLE: Allocation of money to the various brands will be finished

this week. Bj 1 \pril the company will make its decision on its fall network tv

plans. \t the moment it looks as though nighttime commitments will be four and a half

half-hours a week— all of Loretta Young, This Is Your Life, and the Phil Silvers Show;

plus half of Lineup. Wvatt Farp, and whatever show replaces The People's Choice. P&G
will have a show every night but Monday and Saturday.

GENERAL FOODS: The decision on network tv plans is due around 15 April. To-

gether with their present time periods on NBC Sunday nights. Bov Bogers and 77th Bengal

T.anrers will he dropped. The cutback, at the moment, is to three and a half half-hours a

week. On the schedule are December Bride and West Point, half of Zane Grey, Well-

Fargo, and a show to be selected.

LEVER BROS.: Sir Lancelot and On Trial will be dropped. Lux Theatre is to re-

main as is. Lever's network tv expenditures for 1957-58 will be greater than ever. Tt will

have four new shows in the fall.

COLGATE: Still knee-deep in evaluating its fall plans. Missing at Colgate's

elbow this vear is the Esty agency, for many vears a major consultant on program buys.

Now Colgate has two shows exclusively and shares two others with an Fstv client. Beynolds.

News and Idea Wrap-up. page 72. for further details on fall programing plans. 1

Now that CBS TV has cleared the decks for the fall season with a new rate

card, here's how the costs for a one-time shot in prime time compare on the

networks

:

ABC TV: Half-hour minimum hookup. $36,000; maximum hookup. 147,600. Hour

minimum hookup. $60,000: maximum hookup. $75,800.

CBS TV: Half-hour minimum hookup. 145,395; maximum hookup. $67,000. Hour

minimum hookup. $75,675; maximum hookup, $11 2.000.

NBC TV: Half-hour minimum hookup. $46,675: maximum hookup. $70.o,

0f>. Hour

minimum hookup. $77,775; maximum hookup. $118,000.

As for network program costs this fall, the following price list of shows being

marketed by ABC TV will give vou a clue:

• Hour westerns: Maverick and Sugar Font. $00,000 pross apiece.

• Half-hour musicals: Here Comes the Showboat. $65,000 jrrosa; Guv Mitchell Show.

$47,000 gross.

• Half-hour adventures: Zorro. $40,000 average gross: ^nnwfiro. $37,000 frros«:

\mazon Trader. $40,000 aross.

• Situation comedies: Beal McCoys and Foan Davis. $ 17.000 rrross apiece.

Note this interesting contrast in program \s. sponsor casualties on the tv networks so

far this season:

From 1 October 1956 to 15 March 1957. a total of 19 shows konked out, but

only three advertisers quit network tv altogether. They were Coca-Cola. Amana.
and Ronson.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . .

Keep your eye on the automotive business the rest of this year. You'll be in-

volved, one way or another, and it's no penny-ante game.

As you know, Ford and Chrysler have moved a huge stack of chips out against Gen-

eral Motors. But that's not all. This autumn, Ford will bring out its new Edsel. Then
General Motors is sure to come right back with a lot of restyling and a big 50th
anniversary wingding. Whatever your connection with the automotive business, look for

a big year.

Meantime, this is how the automotive people are lining up on the tv networks for the

1957-58 season:

CHEVROLET: A weekly Sunday night hour on NBC TV, using top name talent, plus

the half-hour Pat Boone show on ABC Thursday nights. In time and talent this pair's bill-

ings will come to $17.5-million. Adding daytime network tv, network radio and spot, Chev-

rolet's air media bill for the season should run between $22 and $24-million.

DODGE-PLYMOUTH: Committed at this point for two and a half hours a week of

nighttime on ABC TV, with time and talent obligations estimated at about $13.5-million.

Spot radio and tv billings for these two cars are expected to soar, too.

BUICK: This week nailed down the Friday 8:30-9 p.m. period on ABC for a show

yet to be selected. It will be on an alternate week basis.

FORD: 1957-58 tv network plans should be resolved within the next couple of weeks.

The tab for the three shows (Ford Theatre, Ernie Ford, and Zane Grey) Ford currently

sponsors on network tv is about $12-million. Indications are that this figure will be upped

considerably soon.

NBC will be able to tell you in a few weeks how many color sets there are

in the major markets.

The research department is now working on the figures.

Here's an area of research that's getting a lot of discussion lately on Madison Avenue:

How do you measure the effectiveness of 6-, 20-, and 30-second radio spots

singly or in combination?

The object: Replace hit-and-miss choice of a commercial's length Avith tested reasons

for making it long or short—or mixed.

Barbasol's statement this week that shaving cream sales continue to rise, al-

though about 22% of men are regular electric shavers, may be credited to these factors:

1) The increase in population.

2) The increase in white collar jobs.

3) Military training (which promotes good grooming).

Program and media people should find these radio statistics from Sponsor Services'

forthcoming 1957 Buyer s Guide handy:

• 386 radio stations carry as many as 75 hours of popular music a week.

• 455 stations carry as many as 20 hours of western and country music a week.

• 601 stations carry five hours of farm programing a week.

• 433 stations specialize in foreign language programing (126 of these emphasize the

Latin-American type)

.

• 655 stations direct their appeal to the Negro population.

Add this to the list of missing products that are naturals for daytime air spon-

sorship: men's leisure wear.

Retailers will tell you that a large percentage of such apparel—shirts, leisure jackets,

sweaters, socks, etc.—is bought for the fellows by women.

10 sponsor • 23 march 1957
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

This is ill,- year thai baseball will become a truly national radio4v pastime.

Just about ever) market in the country will bave sort of baseball pai i deck.

\- for the network*, this is the batting > >nl<-i t • • date:

(.IIS T\ : Major league games will be shown ever) Saturday afternoon. ll;ilf the sched-

ule lias been bought bj Falataff, imerican Safety Razor and Marlboro, the other half

is going co-op.

IN'BC T\ : \ similar 50-50 -ale- arrangement prevails here, also fur Saturday after-

noons. So far the network has sold part <>f ii- Bhare to K. J. Reynolds.

(Note: Neither CBS nor NBC will make games available within a 50-mile range <>f the

I'. < i t if- in which major league team- reign.)

MBS I
radio i

: As has been its custom for years, this network will carry The Game of

the Day. It will be sold Btrictly co-op.

You could have guessed it by remembering the fate of the barber shop: Women are

an important factor in the local sale of Mutual's Game of the Day.

\n MBS breakdown shows that 2V/< of the co-op buys are bv drvgoods retailers, with

department stores in the big majority.

About (>''< of the participating sponsors are dairy products.

Beers and service stations still constitute the games1

major customers, though.

Sponsors can take heart from the fact that the costs of commercials are down.
That's what SPONSOR-SCOPE found this week after a check among agencies and free-

lance producers. Main reasons why:

• They're more intelligently planned and hlneprinted.

• Being more familiar with techniques, agencies find more ways to get around in-

creasing service and material costs.

• Less time is heing wasted in coming to a decision. (This applies especially to

sponsor-

Is the women's service program doomed in radio and tv?

A group of specialists in this field will stage a panel discussion at the NARTB conven-

tion in Chicago early next month. They think they detect the handwriting on the

wall unless something drastic is done to:

• Keep stations from replacing service shows with feature films fin the case of t\
I

and disk jockeys (in radio).

The argument the panel will pose to advertisers:

• Film and records may get vou bigger ratings, but will the sales curve hehave the

same way?

Here are some figures that soft pedal the concern of sponsors over rising tv

costs (see ANA convention report, page 42). The average is for the three networks:

COST-PEH COMMERCIAL
PERIOD NO. TV HOMES TIME MINUTE

Nov.-Dec. 1955 33,550.000 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 81.83

Nov.-Dec. 1956 37.700.000 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 1.87

Nov.-Dec. 1055 33.550.000 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. 3.64

Nov.-Dec. 1956 37.700,000 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. 3.78

The nighttime cost is based on an average of 573 commercial minutes for the three net-

works; the daytime average was on 638 commercial minutes.

Source: Nielsen Television Index.

Farm tv set ownership was up to 60% saturation in January, says the Market

Research Corp. of America.

Bv region, the set count showed: Northea-t. 90$ : South, 68$ : North Central. 81
r

'<

:

Mountain and Southwest, 68%; Pacific. 77%.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . .

Many a smaller agency will sound a sigh of relief over the Internal Revenue
Service's new ruling on the "corporate" status of movie and tv stars. The agen-

cies had been in the same boat. This is the picture:

The stars have been incorporating themselves and their retinues, figuring the maximum
tax on their incomes at the 52% corporate rate (whereas the individual rate could go as high

as 91%).

IRS meantime argued that many of these "corporations" really were "personal holding

companies," subject to a very severe dunning on undistributed earnings.

Now there's been a compromise: If the dominant stockholder in the corporation gets

less than 80% of the income, the corporate rate will apply. It's not a personal holding

company if 20% or more goes to others.

Colgate's board of directors is purported to be mulling a plan which would:

• Set up soap sales, toilet article sales and international sales into three separate com-

panies.

• Assign to each of these companies its own marketing, advertising and merchandising

staffs.

• Appoint a marketing coordinator over all subsidiary companies, or divisions.

Likely choice for the coordinating post is Stuart Sherman, present ad v.p.

The radio networks think the second quarter of 1957 will show7 the largest

dollar volume of any quarter in several years.

Hopes are that the upturn which started last fall will swing into full force during the

next three months.

NBC and CBS still refuse to disclose their network radio revenues because of a differ-

ence of opinion over how to measure them. But ABC this week issued a recap of the

business it has signed up since the beginning of the year:

$5.3 million in new business and $3.4 million in renewals.

MBS meantime said this week that within the month it's gained over $600,000 in new

and renewed business.

Edward Petry & Co. this week is sending out a study to show that daytime

tv spot values have doubled since 1953.

The comparison I which is limited to Petry station) indicates that:

• 17 million homes have been added to the tv audience in the past four years.

• Average daytime viewership has doubled within this time.

• Price packaging has reduced the cost per-1000-families by 50' '<
.

Young & Rubicam still is scratching for a replacement for I Love Lucy that

will be satisfactory to both P&G and General Foods.

One that Y&R seems to be tentatively touting is Those Whiting Girls.

Wednesday Night Fights are set for two more years on ABC TV, with Mennen

remaining as co-sponsor.

The deal was sealed this week between the IBC and Oliver Treyz. ABC TV head.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New

and Renew, page 57; Spot Buys, page 62; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 66; Washington

Week, page 81: sconsor Hears, page 84; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 90.
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All-new surveys show again.

When the youngsters are away

.

Kansas City radios stay . with WHB
Let's look between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday through

Friday and set whai happens to Kansas City radio

listening when "all those teen-agers'' are at school.

\VI11> continues its domination! According to every

major survey, everyone ot the 140 quarter hours from
!i to 1 belongs overwhelmingly to WHB. This, mind you,

when there are no teen-agers available. No wonder Wills

carries regular schedules for virtually every major

Kansas City food chain- including A & P, Milgram's,

Thriftway, A & G, Wolferman's and Kroger. Let the

Blair man tell you WHB's dramatic 9 to 4 story. Or, talk

to General Manager George W. Armstrong. And while

you're at it, gel the voholt day and oighl picture!

WHB 10,000 watts, 710 fcc.

KANSAS CITY

The Storz Stations
day's Radio for Today's Selling

WHB—FIRST 140 OUT OF 140

1/4 HOURS BETWEEN 9 and 4!

AREA NIELSEN, win, „

place 1 10 "in Hi' 1 in qnarter-hi

HOOPER. Will; in first place 1 W
out of 140 quarter-hours.

PULSE. Will; in first place 1 1"

nt 14i> quarter-hours.

WHB's share oi Area Nielsen Total

Station Audience :

; '

STORZ.
President

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

WQAM
Miami

Represented by John Blair & Co.

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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KCRA-TV
Plus
20th Century Fox*

KCRA-TV controls more first-

run, first-quality feature films

than all other Sacramento

stations combined. Top motion

pictures every day. .

.

not just rating week!

NEW!
"Three Star Theatre"

every night

$Z PARTICIPATIONS AVAILABLE

SACRAMENTO'S HIGHEST

RATED LATE MOVIEf

Three Star Theatre
Average
ARB

Average
Share

13.2

59.4%
ARB, Sacramento, Feb. '57

NBC Station in the West.

KCRA-™
Serving 28 Northern Calif-

ornia and Nevada Counties

Sacramento, California

CLEAR

CHANNEL.

Sews and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

Cost of living: the gals on Madison Avenue are talking about a hot

item this week. The New York State Labor Department's 1956 figures

reveal that today's working girl has to spend at least $51.23 a week to

provide for "adequate maintenance and protection of health'' and

that's figuring onl\ ST.82 a week for clothes.

Women buyers: Among the top 20 radio-tv agencies, almost half of

the media buyers today are women—a huge increase, numerically, over

the past couple of years. Yet, paradoxically, the percentage of women
has declined and apparently will continue to go down, despite the

current shortage of good buyers.

What's in the ladies' favor in these positions is their natural budget-

consciousness and ability to handle detail work.

But what's against them is that men sometimes object to dealing with

women in business, and a media buyer's contacts are necessarily often

men. That's why such agencies as N. W. Ayer, Y&R. Ted Bates, and

McCann-Erickson have a policy against the ladies. However, even here

the door still is half open : The women mav not land the very top

spots, but there are plenty in the No. 2 and 3 positions, i For an ex-

ample, see the box-score on Y&R in sponsor, 26 January, page 30.)

Client entertaining: Whether you're connected with an account in

an agency, help operate a station, or happen to be an executive's wife,

it's important to do your "client-entertaining" with a certain number

of safety regulations. These are the generallv accepted trouble-stoppers:

• When the out-of-town ad manager brings his wife to town, a

dinner-and-theatre evening usually is appreciated.

• Top agency or client brass can be invited to at-home dinners or

parties.

• At the company-agency president level, weekend invitations are in

order. Most popular entree for at-home feeding: filet mignon (almost

foolproof)

.

Bachelor girls? Hollywood concepts of the "manless" career girl in

advertising are largely hangovers from the F. Scott Fitzgerald era.

Statistics show that some of the most successful professional women

in advertising and radio-tv are successful wives and mothers as well.

There are several young grandmothers— notably Reggie Schuebel

(Norman, Craig & Kummel media v.p. I

.

Madison Ave. annex: Note on New York sociology: Westport. Conn.,

has become the domestic annex of Madison Avenue. This community

houses a larger percentage of admen under 35 than an) other New
^ ork suburb.

Tv's fashion gals: Who picks the clothes for performers in tv com-

mercials? Most big air agencies have staff st\le advisers today, whose

salaries range between S3.000 and $10,000.

Where do the\ come from? fashion magazines, or fashion pages of

women s publications.

Incidentally, the next batch of women's fashions in commercials in :

clines to ladv-like. very feminine, but unfrilb clothes. ^
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WE'VE BLOWN THE LID OFF IN

flmmk

21*AC(j
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.../

TAKE A LOOK AT THIS - W

'Hooper, Jan.- Feb.

FOUNDERS
STATION

One of the Founders' group of stations, including KPOA,

Honolulu, and the Inter-Island Network; WTAC, Flint,

Michigan; and KTVR, Channel 2, Denver, Colorado.
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by Joe Csida

1 000 WATTS

970 KC

POPULAR]
MlMM
14 NOWM

I

AltVHO THI
IctecK . . .

MICEHSffELD & KERN COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

1. Hvb of California'!

petroleum industry

v Nationally #1 in cotton

|S Un agriculture.

of the

WESTS
RICHEST

MARKETS
f Center of Nation's

Supersonic Aircraft

production

: > Desert Expansion!
America's fastest

jrowtng frontier.

1 000 WATTS

1380 KC

THI
IM
VOICI Or

Music . .

FOR COMPLITI
ANTILOPI VALLIY COVERAGI

LANCASTER & ANTELOPE VALLEY

CALIFORNIA

^» Inquire of

ADAM YOUNG, INCORPORATED
ebout this outstanding

combination buy.

16

Sponsor

Tv takes aim at the teen-ager

lli riving, along with the radio and television

businesses, these days is the record industn.

Hie confusion created by the introduction of

the new 33 1/3 rpm and the 45 rpm long pla\ -

ing speeds in 1945 served several important pur-

poses. Firstly, it created so much controversy

in the public prints that literally millions of per-

sons who hadn't thought much about records

one way or another, for years, again became
record conscious. And secondly, in the final analysis, the new
records were such a tremendous improvement from a quality as

well as as a convenience standpoint, over the old shellac 78 rpm
records, that persons who bought and tried a few became staunch

record fans. It goes without saying, of course, that concurrent with

the improvement in the disks themselves, came the vast advances in

the phonographs, the playing equipment. In short, the whole hi fi

trend has added up to the healthiest record business in historv.

Gross sales, for example, will run about $325,000,000 for 1956,

as compared to about $210,000,000 in 1955 and only S190,000,000

in 1954. It's my personal guess, based on fairly substantial knowl-

edge of specific companies' current activities that the disk industrv

will do over $400,000,000 in 1957.

Phenomenal growth of disk sales spotlights teen-age market

I deal at this length here with the disk industry because its rather

phenomenal recent growth contains at least one factor from which

advertisers in all fields may benefit. This factor is the rapid develop-

ment of the teen-age segment of our population in the over-all

market picture. To illustrate this point, Decca Records annual re-

port, just released, shows that the company's sales jumped from

$22,610,809 in 1955 to $26,832,640 in 1956. In commenting on

this increase, the firm's president, Milton Rackmil, says in the report:

".
. . . the teen-age group remains the major market for popular

records. Since this group is expanding at an even more rapid rate

than the country's population as a whole, purchases of records by

young people can be expected to increase. .
."

That the networks and major national advertisers in many fields

are fully aware of the increasing importance of the teen-age market

is, of course, substantiallv demonstrated by many recent deals in

the radio and television fields. ABC TV's signing of Pat Boone

—

a teen-age singing idol, who has shot to the top in the past couple

(d \ears via a succession of Dot Record hits—is a good example.

And Chevrolet's immediate purchase of the Pat Boone show is dra-

matic recognition of the teen-agers' developing importance from the

sponsor side. Even U. S. Steel, on its full-hour dramatic show is

occasionallv swinging to music with the idea of appealing more to

the younger set. They have tied in with Vik Records (an RCA
Victor subsidiarv). as a matter of fact, by presenting Geoffrey

(Please turn to page 221
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TV'S ALL-TIME

ALL-FAMILY

DRAMATIC HIT

NOW MATCHING

ITS RECORD-BREAKING

1ST RUNS WITH FABULOU

2ND RUN RATINGS...



T '*v -

31.6

1st run 1

2nd run 1

3rd run 1

s

$ 1 1st run *1

I 2nd run 1

. 1

I



the greatest!
FIRST RUNS -No. 1 ratings everywhere!

SECOND RUNS- No. 1 (or "Top Ten") every-

where! Second runs already sold in 163 markets!

THIRD RUNS -No. 1 in Boston, No. 8 in Cleveland!

RENEWALS- Nearing 100%, many right thru 1959

and 1960!

78 HALF HOURS OF THE HIGHEST-RATED

ADVENTURE PROGRAM IN TV FILM HISTORY

Don't miss the boat... Sign aboard today with

your nearest MCA TV bos n... for another WATERFRONT hitch

.

mcatv
America's No. 1 Pilot of Television Film Programs

Source: ARB and Pulse, 1955, 1956, 1957.



the greatest...

What's your port o'call?

mcatv
598 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 22, N. Y.

(PLaza 9-7500) and all principal cities

a roland reed production created and

produced by Ben Fox, executive pro-

ducer, Guy V. Thayer

has ranked

in virtually every market

rated by ARB and PULSE ...

#i] n Sacramento

#iin Houston

#i] n Fresno

#iin San Francisco

#i] n Cleveland

#ii n Los Angeles

#i.in Terre Haute

#ii n Bakersfield

#i m Philadelphia

#ii n Wilmington

#i]m Spokane

#iiin Baltimore

#i in Kansas City

#iim San Antonio

#i in Detroit

#i in Portland

#i in Salt Lake City

#i in Dayton

#i in Washington, D. C.

#i in Omaha

#i in Jacksonville

#i in Boston

#i in Phoenix

#i in Hannibal-Keokuk

#i in Santa Barbara

#i in Rock Island-Davenport

#i in Pueblo

#i in Rochester, Minn.

#i in Toledo

#i in Charleston-Huntington

*1S>55,56,57
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I iiiiiiiiiiiiih I iiiiiiiiiiiiii ill ini!\ Oilier!
It> J oil ii IV|»|mt ami Bt»ri Ferguson
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Have \"ii ever though! oi a radio

Btation as a communications center,

around which revolve all social, re-

ligious, economical, welfare, and civic

acth ities <>f an entin nmunit) ?

Well. \\ Dl \ is thai center, from which
emanates the centrifugal Force that mo-
tivates man) of the functions in these

organizations and mobilizes 13% of

the population <>f the Memphis area

—

which is Negro!

\\ Dl \ operates exclusive!) for the

i - in the Memphis area, who
comprise the largest single segment of

colored population in America. \\ Dl \

regulates it- complete round-the-clock

schedule i<> the interests of the Negro
community—and has a reputation for

civic betterment in inter-racial rela-

tionship.

Built On Service
The establishment of \\ DIA as a

communications center was possible

through one, and only one, funda-
mental service! \\ Dl \ serves Mem-
phis Negroes individually and en
masse. Stars and staffs of, '"Glory
Train." "Hallelujah Jubilee," "Gospel
Clock, and all denominational pro-

grams, announce choir practice, raise

building fund- for new -tructures, and
egate large audiences for church

Bocials. In affairs of a strictly social

nature. \\ Dl \ uses its women's pro-

grams and news shows to publicize
parties, club meetings, and reception-.

through this channel, WDIA main-
tains excellent public relations with
Negro home-makers, who are the con-
sumer-buyers of a high percentage of
all groceries, drugs, and soft goods,
sold in Memphis.

In addition. \\ DIA strengthens sta-

tion-community relations bv fostering

all important promotions and charit)

events, from sorority dances to chitter-

ling suppers. Consequently, these asso-

ciations contribute handsomely to

benevolent causes and civic projects,

which, frequently, combine, as in the

foundation of a school-transportation

system [or Crippled Negro Children

I he) . also, < o-opei ate w ith < its \\ el-

fare Vgem ies , . and support, w ith

fantastic attendant e, \\ Dl \ Benefits

lliimor lo l*allios

\|..~i Negroes are simple, direct, and

pel -on. d in their rea< tions. I bal - w h)

the) tin n i" \\ Dl \ a- the answei i"

their individual problems. Hundreds
ol Negroes call weekly, t" enlisl the aid

"f \\ Dl \ in the solution of these mis-

fortunes, which vacillate between hu-

mor and pathos. \\ Dl \ centralizes

these cases in a department, under the

direction of Maiic \\ allien, who re-

ceived the L952 Citizens Committee
\ward Eor her contribution to Inter-

Racial Goodw ill the Memphis I rban

League Certificate of Merit, in L950,

for outstanding service in promoting

racial understanding -and the 1950

Commercial Vppeal Plaque for dis-

tinguished service to the communit)
in the field of Journalism.

Mrs. \\ allien interviews and inter-

rogates callers, then processes the re-

quests. She routes hundreds to the

Lost-And-Found Department, where

\\ Dl \ announcers solicit, over the air,

the return of articles, ranging from

billfolds and false teeth to red mules

and blue tick hounds! . . . yes, and

children, too! There was the three

year old boy, who wandered from his

home on Beale— to be located b)

\\ Dl \ listeners. And the fifteen \ear

old girl, who ran away from Manassas
High School—only to receive a firm

lecture from a \\ Dl \ Star, along with

a plea to rejoin her family. This per-

sonalized service may extend to con-

tacting relathe- for a funeral and.

thereby, reuniting many families, who
have been separated for years, due
to their inherent reluctance to read and
write. Or to securing blood donors t"

save a life. Whatever the need, individ-

ual or collective. \\ Dl \ meets it!

Economic Force
You can understand win Memphis

area Negroes re-pond to \\DI\ with

overwhelming acceptance— why they

consider \\ Dl \ their own -tation—
wh\ they, annually, bu) a quarter of

a billion dollar- worth of product-.

recommended In \\ Dl \ -tars. These
include:

Pet Milk . . . (iolden Peacock
Creme . . . Blue Plate Foods . . .

.Sal liepa tit (i . . . Colgate Men-
tal Cream . . . Folger Coffee

If you are a manufacturer, wholesaler,

or retailer of grocery product-, con-

-id. i these figures. I be Negroes "f

Memphis pun 1m-' "I .dl

lloui -"Id in Memphis i
"f

all tie- • anned milk more than half

the mayonnaise and othei item-.

which i mi up a- higl

an- a di u. dial-!, stud) these I

Memphis Negroes bu) mon tl

ol all laxatives -"Id almost 56* - of

the deodoi ants half of tin- chesl i ubs

and about the -line amount "I tooth-

i
iste, t" name a few of the- high per-

i entage a Hers. \\ Dl \ i- responsible,

in ii" -mall measure, bu tin-,- high

-ah- hi .,id-.

In moving South, industr) has

placed on the payroll Memphis heavi-

ly-concentrated Negro population, at

a composite salary, exceeding 250 mil-

lion dollar-. Thai means Memphis
Negroes have the highest, per capita

income, relative t" white, "f

Negroes in the nation. The) earn it

—

the\ spend it in Memphis ! I he
'

peramenl and the background of most
..I those Negroes give them a willing-

iii--- t" enjo) tin- present t" thi

for the future i- uncei tail . I • efore,

it i- their nature to spend, in order

to enjoy. Now, added to tliat tendency,

there is a fierce racial pride and ambi-

tion to elevate their standard of living

to equal their earning power. I

turn t" \\ Dl \ for ad\ ice On how to

spend and what to buy. Stars on

\\ 1)1 \. who are their idols and their

leaders, directly influence the Bali

the major portion of a quarter-billion

dollar- worth of merchandise, yearly.

Memphis has the market! \\ Dl \ i-

the medium! It you want buying

tion, you want \\ Dl \! \\ ith its 50,000
wait coverage, it- populai Stars, its

ramifications as a communit)
munications i ent< r. \\ Dl \ can sell

your brand of products in a fabulous

volume t" this specialized mark. t.

Drop a note, on your letterhead, for

the specific information, dealing with

your line. Mention, also, that you
would like a bound ropv of.

Stor) Of \\ Dl \."

W Dl \ i- represented nationally by
John E. P( ipam.

f yjOHS PEPPER, Prtsiimt

BERT FERGISOS, G*n*rd Mtmtj"

HAROLD WALKER. Ccmmtmial Manafrr
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Steady
radio au dience

B<
ovjlh for

moreen

years.

uvsw >nmi*

20 to \
power \n

Cenlra\
NWcWigan

the

area.

behest
wage rate

Michigan
- ove

$2.44
per hour.*

Inc.
,c.t.Hoope'.««" vin

iW chigan
£mpW

wils
^s sports

musk &

1320 KC Represented Nationally by

Venard, Rint.iul & McConnell, Inc.
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Sponsor backstage continued

Holder, doing a wild calypso number called "The Bottle Imp," in

the course of a dramatic presentation of the Edgar Allen Poe
tale, at the same time Vik releases a Holder record of the tune.

The U. S. Steel Hour is also planning an early showing of a Duke
Ellington musical called "A Drum Is a Woman."
The teen-age market is one which is approached somewhat gin-

gerly by many agencies and advertisers. Particularly in this era of

rock and roll. The youngsters' interest in the big beat music is

quite generally recognized, but many advertisers fear the criticism

and ire of parents and various adult groups should they present a

show or star featuring this uninhibited musical style.

Still another problem in trying to determine the best type of pro-

graming and performers for the teen-age market is the apparent

fickle nature of the pre-20 youngsters. It wasn't too long ago that

they were screeching and screaming for Eddie Fisher and his legiti-

mate, ungimmicked rich vocal approach. Then they switched to the

frenetic, gimmick-loaded Elvis Presley. And now they seem to be

forsaking Elvis to a considerable degree for Harry Belafonte and

the calypso songstyle.

Teen-age taste is quickly reflected in popular music

It goes without saying that the youngsters are interested in many

activities other than popular music, but I refer to music situations

in discussing this buying group here because in popular music the

current teen-age taste is most quickly made clear. This applies not

only to individual performers, but to entire areas of style and

material. For example, never in the past 20 years have the teen-agers

been as strongly interested in dramatic material about themselves

as they are today. This trend became evident first in the music field

when they gave wholehearted support to songs written specifically

about themselves. And even at this moment typical songs in this vein

are high on the Hit Parade. Songs such as "Young Love and

"Teen Age Crush."

In NBC TV's fall plans, as a single example, is one which calls

for Eddie Fisher (still a teen-age record favorite, though he has

cooled somewhat in comparison to such current subjects of teen

idolatry as Presley and Belafonte)—calls for Fisher to do a full-hour

variety show with comic George Gobel. And one of the webs plans

an elaborate rock and roll one shot, headed by Alan Freed, truly

the pioneer of the r & r drive. If the Freed show catches on via the

tv tube, anywhere near as strong as his shows at the New York and

Brooklyn Paramounts caught on with the kids, we're likely to see

a full-fledged rock and roller regularly on network television.

Hollywood has. of course, long been aware of the importance of

the teen-age market, but the film producers, too, have stepped up

the number of productions dealing specifically with the kids.

Screen favorite Robert Mitchum has just recorded a couple of

calypso tunes called "Mama Look at Boo Boo" and "Younger Gen-

eration." Youthful star Robert Wagner is planning a long-playing

album for Liberty Records, called "Here's to My Lady." All in all,

the teen-age market, as Mr. Rackmil points out. is expanding at a

greater rate than the population as a whole, and smart advertisers

have been and are giving it a most careful perusal. And many are

finding ideas for approaching the market, and presenting entertain-

ment designed to sell it in the record and motion picture fields. ^
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STARTED HERE
when she saw it .



wm

TRANSFER

HAPPENS HERE
when she hears it . .

.

NBC RADIO'S EXCITING NEW APPROACH TO ADVERTISING...
people to react in certain ways. Imagery Trans-

fer puts this psychological process to work for

you. Using just the right combination of words

and sounds — on radio — you re-awaken auto-

matically the advertising images of your prod-

ucts that vou have alreach established with the

uses the recognized power and economy of net-

work radio to multiply the effectiveness of all

your advertising and, at the same time, to bring

your over-all cost per thousand way down.

Here's the way it works:

Kev words . . . significant sounds . cause consumer through visual media.

.j



jps zips zips zips, 4&> i zips
* » M^

ZIPS ZIPS

PAYS OFF HERE
because she buys it!

IMACjt.Rl I RAX Or LR lets Transfer you can literally follow \our custom-

you fill in the gaps between your once-a-week, ers right to the point of purchase. The product

bi-weekly or monthly exposure in the expen- imago thai JTOU store up with all your advcr-

sive visual media. Because network radio offers tising then explode into action-bus ing action,

mass coverage at low cost, you can reach your A call to NBC Radio will bring you a con-

customers, economically, time and time again. sultant. ready to discuss how Imagery Transfer

You can keep the picture of \our product fore- can be applied to your advertising.

most in the housewife's mind ... at home Thjs j, /T/ , ts rcady w do a
-

ob for you now
where she uses it ... in the car when she's on

her way to market. With radio and its Imagery DjjjH RADIO NETWORK * urvut of £gi
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49th ail

Mad isoil

Is the creative man obsolete?

I LOVE JOE! I mean Joe Katz!

His piece in "Sponsor" makes him

even more than ever my most favorite

ad-man.

Herschel Z. Deutsch, president

Herschel Z. Deutsch Co.

May I thank sponsor for providing

me with a long-needed hlast of fresh

air.

As a guy who is on the receiving end

of seemingly endless material from

"group thinking super agencies," I sure

as hell needed it.

What Em referring to specifically

are the well-chosen words by Joseph

Katz l March 9 issue I placing the cre-

ative man in advertising in a proper

perspective.

Madison Avenue should now be suf-

fering a mass guilt complex from hon-

oring the group that improvised the

pay toilet rather than the guy who in-

vented the throne in the first place.

Irv Lichtenstein. director

publicity is promotion, WWDC,
Washington, D. C.

Invitations from two agencies

Manv thanks for the kind words about

our new organization.

We are pleased to report to spon-

sor's readers that Truppe, LaGrave

?nd Reynolds Advertising Agency is

off to a flying start with 30 accounts

in 4 states, including most of the ac-

counts which I had served before at

the old shop.

W e have both a new address and a

new phone number—Suite 535-6-7 In-

surance Exchange. Des Moines 9 Tele-

phone AT 8-3289. Come see us or

give us a call real soon!

Edward LaGra\e. Jr.. R. J. Truppe

Advertising. Des Moines

A few months ago. before the plaster

dust had settled and before all the

paint was dry, we moved into our new
offices in the Prudential Building. Ex-

cept for a very few minor corrections

which we are making they are now

SPONSOR 23 march 1957



complete and in a few weeks we are

asking out Chicago friends i" visil

thnn.

\\ <• would m>t be presumptuous

enough to ask you and youi New York

-tall to make a special trip to Chicago

to look mrr uiir real estate, Imi we do

hope thai the "<'\t time you arc oul

thi> wa\ \ mi w ill drop in f"t a \ i^it

and Bee our new lay out Actually . we

are \ ei \ proud "I the w ay it turned

OUt.

15. Y Heath, president,

Leo Burnett, Chicago

a II iutii.iti b] .....l.r- LaCrara ami
aatb 1-I.1.I1 arrived In tli. taaaa mall) will nol

ba iKiiiir.il. SPONSOR*! Nan ^ »rk baadqnartan
ha. Inamaratad > roving adllar tatvp la laka
tl« aniuKi- of rach n|n|a*tiona. (Saa iloriai lliii

latna fr.nu < bieagOt paga II; Hoi Springa, Va.i

pan*- 12.)

WHLI went to 10,000 watts

Thanks for noting the Will. I power

increase authorization in "News and

Idea \\ rap- 1 p" ol March '2. I've al-

ways been amazed at the response en-

gendered l>\ items published in SPON-

SOR. Since that item appeared, we've

received hundreds of telephone and

telegram congratulations on the FCC
grant. Believe me sponsor is well read.

However \<>n reported thai W III.

I

".
. . has heen granted I .(MM) watts per

da\ on 1100 kc. This is an increase

from 2.i() watts on the same frequency ."

Callers are astounded when we tell

them that the increase goes to 10,000

watts and not 1.000. It was simpl\ the

omission of one zero in the figure and.

to paraphrase Jimmy Durante: "W hat's

a zero— nothing, and if you think I'm

going to argue al>< mt nothing, \<>u're

craz\
."

Seriously though, a jump from 250

watts to 10.000 is a big one 40 times

as much power as before. Incidentally,

we'll be using this new "voice" in a

few months—as soon as we can install

the necessar\ equipment.

John T. Clayton, director, public

affairs. WHLI, Hempstead. X. Y.

Time Buying Basics

I recently saw a copy of your "'Time

Buying Basics" and also "All Media

Evaluation Study.'

Would you please -end me a copy

of each and bill KIXL attention to me.

All of us anxiously await sponsor

each week . . . keep up the good work.

Cliff Hahne, assistant manager,

KIM.. Dallas
• T.niflui> i r iiz Basics I **J.OI> per rnp» ) and
All-Media Evaluation Stndj (S4.0G p»-r copy) arc
both available in limited truant!ties.
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AN itvjbW BUY
IN WASHINGTON

The MIDDLE of Washington State, a

growing economy based on diversified

agriculture* and metal industries. +

* The Apple Capital of the World, plus

1,000,000 new acres of irrigated

farm lands.

t Alcoa, Keokuk Electro, and other metal

industries have selected Wenatchee
plant sites due to low-cost hydropower
from the Columbia River dam system.

More are coming!

The AA STATION

That's AUDIENCE APPEAL:

We program to our audi-

ence, with SELECTED top

network programs plus lo-

cal color . . . music, news,

farm shows, sports — the

things people call about,

write in for, and partici-

pate in.

1

vYv
i

i

KPQ's 5000 W, 560 KC combination gets

way out there, covering Central Washing-
ton, parts of Oregon, Idaho, and Canada.
We know because of our regular mail

from those areas. Then too, we have no
TV station here, we're separated from
Seattle by the high Cascade mountains,

and we're many miles from Spokane.
YOU CAN'T COVER WASHINGTON
WITHOUT GETTING IN THE MIDDLE, AND
THAT'S KPQ Wenatchee, Wash.

' "

National Reps:

FORJOE AND CO.. INC. A

|
One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented

GUARANTEE

TO OUTPULL all other

North Central

Washington media

TWO to ONE

Portland and Seattle Reps:

RT MOORE & ASSOCIATES

Stations of Washington State

27



They All Read U
SOUTHEAST FLORIDA

418 Va Hour Rating "Firsts"

of a total of 505

WTVJ

Miami Station B

Miami Station "C"

Miami Station "D"
Polm Beath Station "A"

"HTlTl rfHlTh n-rf>Th
SMTWTFS SMTWTFS SMTWTFS SMTWTFS SMTWTFS

Station Share of Audience 6 PM to Midnite

THE JANUARY ARB SOUTHEAST FLORIDA SURVE'

CLEARLY DEMONSTRATES WTVJ's DOMINANCE O
THE ENTIRE SOUTH FLORIDA AUDIENCE

WTVJ U ike gnhj Television,

Station Sewutcf(awl SeliUu)

The Etvti/te South Ftxvcirtcc

JAa/fJcet
Basic Affiliate

WTVJ • MIAMI
IN ALL CASS1

PROGRAMS OirW

SHOWS I
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oud And Clear

!

60 MILES NORTH

404 'A Hour Rating "Firsts"

of a total of 503

WTVJ

6Q_

40.

20

/O

o

Palm Beach Station "A"

Palm Beach Station B

Miami Station "B"

m

ru

SMTWTFS SMTWTFS SMTWTFS SMTWTFS

Station Share of Audience 6 PM to Midnite

THE WEST PALM BEACH ARB REPORT (JANUARY 1957)

SHOWS THAT VIEWERS THERE SELECT WTVJ AS THEIR

NO.l PREFERENCE BY AN OVERWHELMING MAJORITY

Florida's FIRST

Television Station

-OCAL NEWS
)MPETITIVE NEWS
TO 1

Obtain the complete story of

WTVJ's selling prowess from
your PGW Colonel

SPONSOR • 23 MARCH 1957
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If

»%y*

tl

m

.oka - Films
processea

• 6:00P^.-
oo

S
pS

networks.

as" KB^-TV

One of ** ;'
e*,

s Great Cerv

s°pP « tor the
compter »°

uaWaWey lot w

picture. cBS-TV shows

SACRAMENTO

TOTAL AREA SET COUNT:

389,301

STOCKTON MODESTO

KBET-TV • CHANNEL 10
SACRAMENTO

BASIC

g CALIFORNIA
CBS OUTLET
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S RO NSOR

Top lO spot agencies predict

WHAT'S AHEAD FOR SPOT TV

Greater frequency, use of more stations is

pattern as spot tv reaches era of mature growth

iere is spot tv headed?

This week the Tele\ision Bureau of

Advertising helps provide a big part of

the answer bj showing where spot t\

has been. Its annual report, just re-

leased, -how- total gross time expendi-

tures 1>\ spot t\ advertisers in 1956

- 197,498,000) : spending bj the top

2 :lients of 1956; the top 10 spot t\

agencies of 1956; expenditures h\ the

leading companies in 31 industry cate-

gories; ami a brand-by-brand break-

down ol expenditure- b) the 25 lead-

ing spot t\ companies.

This is the first time m> complete a

picture of spot t\ activity has ever

been available for a full year. ' 1 he

annual TvB report is based on its

quarterh spol t\ spending studies, the

first of which began with the fourth

quarter of 1955. Data i- compiled by

\. C. Rorabaugh. |
In < harts a< i om-

panying thi> report, sponsor presents

TvB's lop 2' in clients chart and the top

in agencies; indusl i j i ategorj and

top 25 I.rand figures will appear in

next week'- SPONSOR.

^ on can assume thai advertisers and

agent ies will be scanning the l\B data

eagerl) for week- t me; and -till

another fillip to their interest in spol

tv will be provided during \pril when

I \ B snake- available a complete bi

down on L956 spending h\ brands for

all companies with spot t\ budgets

$20,000 and over. Thus a goal for

which main in the industry (including

sponsor) foughl to accomplish for

years reaches it- fullest culmination.

< )n the eve ol this outpouring of

SPONSOR 25 MARCH 1957 31



Experts see more spot buying opportunities

in "fringe" time because of feature films.

Biggest problem is strengthening daytime.

quantitative who - spends • what data.

SPONSOR sought a qualitative picture

of where spot tv is headed from the

I" top spot tv agencies of 1956. Ex-

penditures of the one leading spot tv

client alone at each of these agencies

I see chart below) total over $32 mil-

lion, indicating the stake of the top 10

in spot tv.

sponsor asked one or more top-level

media executives at these agencies to

sit down and look ahead at spot tv's

future. This is the broad picture

which emerged:

• Spot tv business, far from having

reached a plateau, will continue to

grow during 1957 and 1958. But it's

growth with a difference now7 that tv

has begun to mature. The dollars are

heing spread more ways. And giant

percentage increases aren't likely.

• Frequency is on the rise. Radio-

style "tonnage" buying isn't on the

horizon but the big accounts which

buy just a few announcements a week
are a negligible factor. (If you can't

invest in higher frequency, runs the

thinking, look for a bigger appropria-

tion or put your dollars in radio, i

• Rate increases are expected to

level off gradually as markets reach set

saturation and as new stations slowly

increase the competitive tempo of the

business. The old days of rate in-

creases every six months based on cir-

culation growth seem numbered. To-

morrow's rate increases will have to

be justified by sales effectiveness and/
or clear audience dominance.

• Daytime is still television's fron-

tier. But, there's plenty of disagree-

ment as ''to whether daytime has big

progress on its horizon. Some saj

yes; some shake their heads.

• Independent stations in multi-sta-

tion markets are growing in stature.

Film, both feature and syndicated, is

the reason you'd expect and the reason

you get.

• The station representative is do-

ing an increasingly good job, say the

media men. Representatives today are

selling spot television more aggressive-

ly. And they're developing a more

complete sales story in keeping with

the needs of the times. TvB, too, was

cited for its role in attracting new cli-

ents to spot television.

• Nighttime Class "A" time is ex-

pected to loosen up next season. As
ABC TV programing becomes strong-

er, availabilities next to these shows

grow in value. The buyer who used

to concentrate on two network stations

in a market, therefore, now has a third

to consider. And there's the growth

in appeal of film on independent sta-

tions. But these are general conclu-

sions only. The buy still has to de-

pend on specific circulation facts in

each case.

• There may be an increase in pack-

age offers from the reps and stations

in the year to come. These packages

show a recognition of the need for

greater frequency in today's competi-

tive tv climate. And these packages

may be designed to attract clients into

daytime or fringe times by providing

a greater spread in the client's sched-

uling.

• Multiple-spotting is still a big

problem to the spot advertiser. It's

difficult to police each market, and at

the same time, there's little the adver-

tiser or agency can do to prevent it.

But several of the key media execu-

tives felt that this situation too will

ease up in the next year or two be-

cause there 11 be more strong stations

in each market to ease the press and

accommodate the manv spot tv clients.

Sponsor surveyed media chiefs at the top lO spot agencies:

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliilliiiiliiiiliiiiiiiiilli

Top 10 spot tv agencies of 1956, based on TvB's first annual study

1 » Ted Bates

AGENCY TOP SPOT TV BRAND BRAND'S BILLINGS*

1. Ted Bates Vicerov Cigarettes $5,373,290

2. McCann-Erickson Bulova Watches 4,298,650

3. Young & Rubicam Piels Beer 1,485,300

4. Leo Burnett Kellogg Cereals 4,810,530

5. Benton & Bowles Maxwell House Coffee 5,461,900

6. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Ba\er Vspirin 3,012,640

7. BBDO Lever Bros. Wisk 1,874,410

8. .1. \\ alter Thompson Ford ( !ars 2,981,590

9. ( iompton P&G's Dash 1,693,880

10. Kst\ ( :<)lgate"s Ww-Y. 1,412,400

C. E. "Ned" Midgel

Jr. i* ass't. v.p.. media §1

supervisor at Bates, byl

the most active spot tv agi

•TM! estimate for whole year. 1956, based on N. C Rorabaugh data.

Illllll! !l!lll!Iliillllll,
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While these broad observations are

the consensus among media executives

interviewed, there were marked differ-

ences in the wa) these kej executives

\ icw the status oi the medium toda)

.

Here's .1 closer look at theii analysis <>f

spot i\ .1 n< 1 ihi- \ eai 'a outlook.

I. Where is spot t\ business

heading? Answers varj greatly. .1.

Walter Thompson, for instance, ex-

pects a bigger increase in Bpol i\ ac-

tivity this year than during previous

years. However, most agencies inter-

viewed noted smaller increases and

these deriving frequentl) from higher

rates and larger budgets <>f established

spot h users rather than through at-

traction of new clients t<> the medium.

BBDO's Fred Barrett, v.p. and me-

dia director, and Dick McKeever,

broadcast supervisor, see several ma-

jor reasons for this Battening out in

spot u's growth. "For instance some
stations ma\ be pricing themselves out

where smaller-budgel national ac-

counts arc concerned.' McKeever told

SPONSOR.

Manx agencj media executives feel

the same wa\. In fact, two ajiencie-.

mentioned former spot t\ clients who
in the past year switched to spot radio

principall) because the high t\ rates

would have forced the •• to I \ their

frequency to an ineffective point.

\n\ decrease in an indh idual »ta

tion - business is furthei c pounded

of course, bj the existent e ol more Bta

tion- per market," Bays Fred Barrett

BBDO v.p. ami media dir» tor. "There

fore the spot nej is simpl) spre id

around more.

Some media men fed that the net-

works toda) an- competing much more

directl) with Bpol than the) ever did.

through more llexiUc I » u \ — . I In- high

I
ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Growth of spot tv business will con-

tinue but at a slower pace, according

to top media executives at 10 leading

spot tv agencies. They foresee more

Class A availabilities, and a narrowing

of the gap between the ratings scored

by network and independent stations.

cost of network l\ ha- led to greater

segmentation.

Intei -media competition aside from

networks is stiller too, say the experts.

For instance, some clients, including

several cigarette and beer advertisers,

tried -pot radio originally because of

the tight availability situation in -pot

t\. When the) found that radio sold

effectively, the) decided to -ta\ in.

This radio money generally tend- to

he an additional appropriation or. fre-

quently, come- out id new-paper rath-

11 than t v allm .ii inn-. Kut -put i\

mii-i ii I- .1-1 1. h • ii,, added 1 ompeti-

tion "l
1 strengthened -put radio

ilium.

2. \\ I1.1t opportunities does day-

time li offer?

about tin future of da) time sets-in-u •

Some age mi'- feel that, regardless "I

improved programing, daytime tuning

1- nei e--.il il\ limited .ind that it h.i-

alread) rea< led the plateau mi w hich

it w ill remain.

Others fed that NBI I \ - hepped

up daytime programing and \li< l\
"-

eventual entr) with more daytime

hours will boost Bets-in-use.

•
I Inn- isn't much ex< itement in

tii in- of new Ihi al li\e progran ii

increase \ icw ing, Bays Y&R's spot

ordinator, Ka\ June-. "'In fact. I,.. ( i

stations an- programing more and

more film, both s) ndicated ami fe 1-

ture. Hut thi- film product is bo good

that it ma\ -i imulate \ iew ing intei -

est."

Daytime programing patterns in t\

are not and cannot In- tin- same a- in

radio's heyday, according to Dave

Crane. Benton Si Bowles \ p. .1 id n e 1

director. "Daytime is realK composed

of mam viewing segments.' In othei

word-, there's the domination of kid

viewing late in the afternoon, the

mixed-adult audience during the early-

morning hour-, and a mixture of pro-

,3 Young & Rubicam ^ - Benton & Bowles

Mc-Cann-Erickson 4 a Leo Burnett

Ray Jones, head ol Y&R'a

spot baying unit, help- agen-

cy's all-media l>u\er- scout

availabilities fur -pot accounts

Dave Crane, v.p. 1 bat

media, lui- such major -pot t\

account- .1- Maxwell House

I ide, Bromo Quinine

laddeus "Ted" Kelly,
'adia-t supervisor, is study-

: markets with new stations.

nmpelition will level rate-"

Leonard Matthews, m> •

manager of media department,

-.0 - 38' . nf clienl billing in

la-t half 1956 wa- in spot t\

Louis T. Fischer,

• lia director, wants

agen. I ol handling

through machine
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Greater buying opportunities may attract

new clients into spot television this year

eramine to bousewives during the

balance of the da)

.

Many feel that the "specialized" na-

tur< of the daytime audience makes it

a different and more expensi\c medi-

um for man) advertisers. And that

there isn't enough advertiser money

around to support much more network

and local station daytime programing.

3. How have features affected

buying patterns? They've opened up

whole new vistas for spot tv advertis-

ers. For one thing, the) increase the

client's opportunity to buy minute an-

nouncements in strong programing

with good audiences.

But a major evaluation problem is

spotlighted by the features: the old

"ratings week" headache. Media ex-

ecutives agree it's a pretty sizeable

headache. The pattern for stations is

to put in Greta Garbo, Clark Gable or

Ingrid Bergman movies during the

week the market's being rated.

"The other three weeks they pla\ the

dogs," as one media executive put it.

"This practice catches the naive time-

buyer off balance."

"A lot of the feature ratings are in-

flated because of this ratings-week

scheduling practice," says Thaddeus

"Ted" Kelly, McCann-Erickson broad-

cast supervisor. "The difficulty is in

finding a formula for adjusting these

ratings. Should you credit four weeks

of features with 60% of the ARB they

show, hi 75%? One thing's sure

—

\ou ve got to do some adjusting."

However, few if am clients have

stayed awa) from features for this rea-

son. And inn buv ing patterns are be-

ginning to emerge from the success

features have had in many markets.

For instance, some multi-product cli-

ents prefer to bu\ half-sponsorship of

these features, rather than sticking to

announcements onl)

.

"The big news item this year,'" sa\s

Leonard Matthews, Leo Burnett v. p. in

charge of media, "is the release of

NEXT WEEK
Brand-by-Brand Breakdown

of spending by top 25 spot tv clients

Top Clients by Categories
ranging from agriculture to watches

hundreds of pre-1948 feature films. In

some cases these have revolutionized

local programing and local rates."

4. What's happening to station

rates? While most media people pre-

dict a leveling off in rate increases in

the near future this hasn't come yet.

Many applaud ABC TV's new pric-

ing of daxtime at one-third of night-

time and feel that it should set the pat-

tern for the industry

.

"With daytime sets-in-use approxi-

mately one-third of nighttime, davtime
h rates should be revised to conform
more closely to audience size," says

Leo Burnett's Matthews. "Perhaps one-

third of evening rates would be more
fair."

Says Y&R's Ray Jones: "Some sta-

tions are charging premium rates for

participations in their blockbuster

movies. But I don't think that's war-

ranted from a competitive point of

view. There haven't been ver) great

o\er-all increases in sets-in-use, nor is

every picture a great audience-puller."

There's another side to the rates dis-

cussion, however. As media men know
you can't compare daytime and night-

time rates on the basis of sets-in-use

alone. During daytime you get almost
twice the commercial time.

Says D-F-S's Lou Fischer: "Spot tv

hasn't priced itself out yet. If vou
have smart buyers, you can still buy
spot tv very economically in terms of

the returns."

5. What's the saturation level in

spot tv today? The only thing media
men agree upon is that you need a

higher frequency in tv today than dur-

ing its early days.

"I nfortunately there are so many
l Please turn to page 86)

7. BBDO 9. Compton

•ed Barrett, v.p. charge

media, sees spot tv dollars

ing spread more among net

iliates and independents
Arthur Porter, v.p. in

charge media, studying effect

of feature on fringe time to

evaluate sets-in-use potential

Frank Kemp, v.p.. director

media, has such major spot tv

accounts as P&G, Standard

Brands, Sterling, and Nehi

lO.Wm. Esty

John Peace, v.p., media di-

rector, foresees more spread of

spot budgets. "Independents

are strengthened bv features."



TvB's first annual report shows top 200 spot tv clients of 1956

E\fim.it. (I

Expenditure

1 . I'mc in 8 i ramble '.17,522,500

2. Brown & \\ illiamson 11,288,600

3. General Foods 9,415,900

4 Sterling Drug 8,823,300

5. I'lnhp Morris 7,369,400

6. 1 id I'.iliiinliw- 7,314,700

7. \\ .11 in 1 1 ..unbelt 5,820,400

8. < urn inental Baking 5,732,500

9. National Biscuit 5,536,500

10. \l ilea 1 aboratoi iea 5,354,700

11. Kellogg 4,810,500

12. ( .ii in Products 4,535,200

13. 1 ever Bros. 4,535,000

14. Robert Hall 4,450,500

15. l.i>;j;< it & Myers 4,400,900

16. Blllma 4,298,700

17 \ n i 3,801,000

18. I i" .i 1 ula 3,697,500

19. General Motors 3,486,800

20 Ford 3,332,600

21. M.i\ Factor 3,181,700

22. 1 "i n Products Refining 2,849,400

23. Helaine Seager 2,781,000

24. Charles Vntell 2,774,200

25. N< -tl<- 2,374,900

26. Harold F. Ritchie 2,341,700

27 K—

O

2,192,000

28. P- I.orillard 2,148,600

29. Shell Oil 2,000,200

30. Pepsi-( inla 1,993,000

31. Florida Citrus Comm. 1,972,500

32. American Home Prod. 1,965,900

33. Pabst 1,962,600

34. R. J. Reynolds 1,952,800

35. Minute Maiil 1,939,000

36. Rlock. Dm" 1,937,800

37 ( Sirysler 1,914,200

38. P. Ballantine 1,852,300

39. Re\lon 1,817,900

40. Northern Paper Mills

.

1,798,700

41. Gillette 1,782,900

42. Grove Laboratories 1,696,100

43. 1. \. Felger 1,627,100

44 Nehi 1,614,200

45. Peter Paul 1,546,800

46. Anheuser-Busch 1,534,700

47. Standard Brands 1,512,800

48. \\ esson Oil - Snow Drift 1,498,000

49. Piel Rms. 1,485,300

50 Borden 1,483,500

51. American Chicle 1,480,400

52. ( !hesebrough-Pond's 1,425,400

53. Rl \ 1,407,100

54. Carlinc Brewing _. . 1,348,900

55. Fooil Mfgrs 1,344,600

56. H. J. Heinz 1,334,300

57. International Latex 1,323,000

58. Retter Living Ent'prises 1,312,400

59. Hamm Brew ins 1,309,100

60 \ VI ill 1,307,700

61. Benrus 1,291,100

62. Standard Oil of Ind. 1,247,200

63. National Dairy 1,246,500

64. Socony Mobil Oil 1,228,700

65. KaUtaff Brewing 1,224,400

66. Associated Products 1,223,000

67. Reeeh-Nut Life Savers 1,219,600

liiiniMu^
•Grtws tine only as estimated by TvB. Based on data gathered from tr station

Etlim.it. ii

Eipendilur.

68. \ 1 1 1
• 1 1' in 1 obai co $ 1,206,300

69. Si ven 1 p 1,201,500

70. < ampbi II Soup 1,196,300

71. i .11 n. ii ion 1,154,300

72. li.ll-loll I'll! Ill.l 1,143,800

73 Sin i- 1,140,000

74. 1 8 .1. Gallo 1,130,800

75. Pharmai eutii all 1,108,600

76. Pai iii' < oast Boras 1,097,900

77. Swif l 1,091,900

78. Hills Bros. < offee 1,077,400

79. Top \ alue Entei pi isi - 1,041,500

80. i reneral 1 lei trie 1,039,800

81. Salada Tea 1,006,600

82. Wriglej 999,100

83. Kimberl) •< lark 996,700

84. Lipton 993,500

85. Safewa\ Stores 978,400

86. Tea Council 965,700

87. DuPonl 942,200

88. Stokel] \ an ' amp 916,300

89. I i*-— t Foods 914,600

90 \ 8 P 902,800

91. \\ Qdroot 893,300

92. Glamorene 892,000

93. Armour 877,400

94. Rri-tol-Myers _ 864,000

95. M. J. B. 848,600

96. \\ ard Raking 848,200

97. Tafon Distributors _ 822,000

98. Sunshine Biscuit 810,100

99. Adell i IhemicaJ 807,600

100. {American Rakeries _ 797,300

101. Seals Mattre— 795,700

102. Rath Paeking 790,600

103. Plough 778,400

104. Republican Part] 774,100

105. Dormin 762,700

106. Win. R. Reily Co. 758,700

107. Proctor Kleetric 755,400

108. Reader's Digest 745,000

109 Rayco 721,500

no. Sardeau 717,800

111. Dr. Pepper 716,800

112. ( Team uf \\ beat 707,800

113. Langendorf Rakers 700,700

114. Duncan Coffee 700,200

115. National Rreuing _ 692,200

116 Pillsbun 692,200

117. V ick ( beinical 691,500

118 R. T. Rabbit

t

688,100

119. Lucky Lager Brewing 680,600

120. Kroger 678,200

121. ( 'lum\ 675,700

122. Sinclair 675,500

123. General Mills 669,000

124. Paxton & Gallagher 665,800

125. San Francisco Brewing 663,100

126. Liebmann Breweries 660,400

127. 1 ni is Food 657,100

128. Studebaker-Parkard 653,200

129. F. 8 M. Schaefer 648,000

130. Gre\ bound 639,500

131. S, blitz 638,400

132. Phillip- Petroleum 624,400

133. Ruitoni Products 622,500

iran n
d from W stations bj N C R^rabau*b

Estimated
Eip« ndiluu

134. On . $ 619,200
135. 1 >! '

' 1 III. 607,000
136. \b nnen 595,500
137. \\ iedi m inn Bi 594,100
138. 1 bili-Mi. in B 585,400
139 < .'•in I il ' 584,300
140. W I M< 1 . tghlin 580,900
141. Duff) Motl 572,200
142. ii \, 567,400
143. J. H kson He • m;j 566,700
144. Blue Plan 1 oodi 566,300
145. Groi i rj Store Prods. 564,600
146. 1 mi i -"ii 1

1

562,700

147. Man 555,700

148. Richfield Oil 543,000
149. Standard Oil of Ohio 537,500
150. SimOIUZ 537,200
151. l.olil ^.-.il 535,500
152. i BS 528,600
153. Genera] Baking 526,500
154. LI. S. 1 obai ' o 524,400
155. \\ eli li i rrape Juii i 523,300
156. Nal'l Pre-tn Indu-ll I'- 522,500
157. ll. 1 . Remedy 514,500
158. Duqui -ii'- Hi. h 1 1

1

u' 512,800
159. Foremost Dairies 510,500
160. Walgreen 508,600

161. ( mil inental * hi 507,900
162. Mum. in b \\ iii' 505,900

163. Armstrong Rubber 504,100

164. Household Finam e 503,500

165. Pel ii \\ in- 497,300

166 Drai ki-tt 493,900

167. Ruppert 489,400

168. Avoset 478,300

169. Standard Oil of Calif. 474,400

170. Assoi . 1 hospital Sen ice 473.000

171. Gunther Brewing 464 600

172. Rank of America 462,100

173. Rev. Oral Roberts 460,800

174 ( ut\ 458,600

175. LaRosa 455,700

176. Democratic Parlv 453,300

177. G. 11. P. < 435,800

178. Lone Star Rrew big 432,400

179. International ^alt 430,900

180. Quality Bakers 424.300

181 1 i ito 424,200

182. Holsum Baking 422,500

183. Hudson Pulp & Paper 419,500

184. Pale Brew ing 412 600

185. 1 ibby, M. \--il 8 libbv 412.400

186. Mont - mi i\ W ard 410,100

187. V n'.-ri. an Ston - 409,200

188. Thomas Leeming 408,500

189. Stephen F. Whitman 403 200

190. International Milling 402 600

191. Pharma-Craft 401,300

192. Stroh Brewing 401,300

193. Slenderella 399,200

194. 1 0. 397,100

195. ( reneral Tire & Rub 395,900

196. Clinton Merchandising 383,400

197. Brown Shoe 383,100

198. Pan-Am Southern 381,800

199. Mr-. Baird's Baki i
379,000

200. Frontier 1' Is 378,200
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TV'S MOST HAPPY FELLA

He's Julius Strauss, president of General Cigar, whose heavy

use of tv aided by inspired commercial helped make 1956 higgest year

W illi well over half nl its adver-

tising budget in television, General

Cigar Co. last year scored its highest

dollar sales volume in fift\ years of

manufacturing cigars. The cigars it

manufactures arc: White Owl, Robt.

Burns, Robt. Burns Cigarillo, Van

Dyck and Win. I'enn.

Of these brands, Wm. Penn is the

onlj one not being advertised on tv.

Van Dycks, owing to a distribution

pattern that is largely limited to the

area west of the Mississippi, gets it> t\

support regionally. But on a national

scale, the White Owl, Robt. Burns and

the Robt. Burns Cigarillo t\ commer-

cials turn up in both spot and network

on sports programs, news and weath-

er telecasts, syndicated and feature

film showings. This has been the pat-

tern in the approximate!} six vears

that their account has been handled
]i\ ^ oung & Rubicam.

Television Bureau of Advertising

figures for 1956 showed that General

Cigar spent a total of $548,200 in spot

tv alone last year. Of its more than

$2 million all-media advertising bud-

get, General Cigar now invests about

65 to 75% in television—spot and
network.

General Cigar sales in 1956 (based

on preliminary data ) set a new record,

spurting about 17% ahead of 1955.

"Television," says \rthur E. Gold-

man the company's director of adver-

tising since September 1 956, "has
helped General Cigar Co. in maintain-

ing a growth pattern that began some
\ ears a^o."

What kind of a growth pattern has

this been? In 1950. total sales were
slightly more that $29 million. Three
\ears later, annual sales had pushed

ahead to $35.89 million. In 1955. the\

climbed on to $38.7 million and the

preliminary report for 1956 indicates

a total sales volume of $45.23 million.

Since 1953, this company's sales have

increased by about 25%. White Owls
are one of the two best-selling brands

"Happy Fella" star Robert Weede gets White Owl from Philip Bondy, sales & adv. v.p. At Weede's right is Arthur Goldman, ad direct!
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in the 10-cenl i ig u field, while Robt.

limn- Cigarillos leads in ita class "I

smallei cigars.

I In- advertising strategy of the com-

pan) is mapped oul undei the direction

of Philip I . Bond) . \ ice presidenl in

chai ge "I 9ales and advertising

\

i

linn ( roldman, I '• \ eai b in tobai i o

advertising industr) and the compan) s

new director of advertising and Harold

I deson, assistant advertising manager.

Bui present al practicall) ever) <
<

<

i

m-

pan) .nicl agenc) conference is Julius

Strauss, General Cigar's president,

Whose intense interest in the market-

ing-advertising phase "I 1 1 ! company's

operations sparks much «>f the creative

planning.

\i the \ &R agency, \ ice Presidenl

Bernard Pagenstecher i- the supervisoi

en the entire account, which is then

broken down into t w <
> teams: Robt.

Burns, Robt. Burns Cigarillos and N an

Dyck are sen iced b) Jack Grier, ac-

count executive; George Hoffman, Inn-

er, and Ben Maugham, t\ copy. White

Owl and Win. Pens brands are the

bailiwick t>f Bill Whittemore, account

executive, and Hill Whitman, l\ copy,

Tom Viscardi works on media with

I \ I. flick, media supers Urn".

The strateg) ol General Cigar adver-

tising might be summed up as a happ)

marriage of opportunism and flexibili-

ty. Within tlit- framework of news,

sports, weather, and film, the compan)
makes its show selections. It picks its

markets on the hasis of sales and dis-

tribution patterns: in some areas, for

example, W hite Owls are the sales

favorite, while in others Robt. Burns

gets the heavier pla\ from smokers.

Such patterns are watched closeU and

catered to through t\ advertising. With-

in the same show one brand is not

thrown into competition with the other.

Such exclusivity, however, does not

appl) to the Robt. Burns Cigarilio.

The Cigarilio is considered a special-

t\ item neither cigar nor cigarette

—

and therefore not in competition with

the rest of its line of cigars. Wtualh it

is designed to cut across cigarettes as

"the change of pace" smoke. Its rise

in popularity has been due in large

measure to cigar smokers who onl)

have time for a quickie and cigarette

smokers who enjo) a fresh taste. It

has undoubtedl) attracted main of the

young men into the pleasures of cigar

smoking, and played its part in lower-

ing the average age of cigar smokers.

As a result, the Robt. Burns Cigarilio

* M •«*«
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I h Most Happ Fella current m
smash, became the inspiration t"> White

< •" I i\ i mi ri 1.1I-. I hi photo i iph "ii

ilu- i i ii .iii.i i. it in . .1

playei - posing dm ing thi Bh • ! the

commi o iala w iili < General * > >< id i

From Broadway hit to

commercial in 4 steps

Idea w.i- i onceived b) General < igai and ^ oung :.

..mi that "Most Happ) Fella" might well symbolize a

White Owl smoker, ["he) hoped to gel use ol titli

Plans blossomed beyond expectation when the) i onta< ted

showwritei Frank Loesser. He entered into spirit of

thing, helped copywriter Bill Whitman pen new lyrics

Production of a pair ol commercials featuring Robert

W cede ami five principals from Broadwa\ cast n.i- com-

pleted in two das- of filming at \II'0-T\ Films, Y Y.

Use ol these commercials began at once in spot t\. quick-

1\ spread to network (John Dab. \l!<! T\ I. (ait-out- of

"Happ) Fella, shown above, will be point-of-sale tie-ins.

is permitted to share the lesser part of

the commercial time in the new W hite

Owl co-sponsorship of ABC TVs John

Daly and The Sews begun in Decem-

ber. This network bu\ is for ~Y2 weeks

and calls for Monday. Tuesday and

W ednesday nights. It is telecast on

about 55 ABC TV affiliated stations

and is figured to be a 60^5 homes

coverage. \t point-of-sale. White Owl

uses posters promoting the new-cast.

On Thursda) and Frida) nights, Du-

Pont is I>.d\ - sponsor.

This is current!) General Cigar's

onl) use of network television. But

it i- b) no means its first. Whenever

opportunity knocks, this compan)

never turns a deaf ear. Last year,

from \pril through December, it spon-

sored Sational Bowling Champions on

M'>(" TV. In cooperation with the

more than 3,000 members of the Bowl-

ing Proprietors Vssoc. of America.

Genera] Cigar set up a program format

that capitalized on the mounting in-

terest in the sport of bowling. Onl)

bowlers of consequence were invited to

take part : two wen- pitted on ea< h

-bow. Each was paid b) General < igai

at the rate of one dollar pei point.

The winner received an additional HO
for ever) point over 700. \ 110,000

grand prize was posted for an) perfect

game bowled on the air. It was nevei

captured, but the sponsoi probabl)

held his breath in the first tele asl

h hen one of the champions roll id 299

just one point awa\ from the jack-

pot.

Sports programs which naturaU)

appeal to a male audience have al-

wa\- been a main-ta\ of General ' igai

t\ advertising in both spot and net

Thev have used it the national level

-iii h sports personalities as M<-l Vllen

and Herman Hickman. Within mar-

Id- the) sponsor local sportscasters.

Their chief use of radio al present is

in Chicago where the - insor

W hite Sox games on W < II . R

however, is being considered in ad

plans foi this year.) But if such em-

phasis on sports suggests a preponder-

ance of male viewer-, it must be re-
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Tv's most happy fella continued .

memberecl that more and more women
are becoming interested in such sports

is bowling. B\ the same token t h<-

\

are reaching both husbands and wives

through spot participations in feature

films and in sponsorship of syndicated

series, in perhaps 20 markets, some of

which represent multiple station buys.

And so they reach not only the actual

cigar smokers but the wives who nun

influence their smoking habits.

Tv commercial copy as used by Gen-

eral Cigar varies with the brands.

There are the nostalgic series of six

filmed commercials done for Robt.

Burns by Republic Pictures in which

the narrator in a flashback to his child-

hood recalls such high-points of youth

as when his grandfather or a train

conductor or a kindly old gentleman on

his newspaper route (all Robt. Burns

smokers, of course) would slip the

band from their cigar and put in on

his finger. Now the narrator, grown to

adulthood, remembers those days as

he smokes his own Robt Burns.

The Robt. Burns Cigarillos commer-
cial includes a demonstration of the

smooth-burning quality of its tobacco.

They have been using a picture frame

sequence featuring a young man and

woman. A new series is in preparation,

and this too will not neglect the distaff

side.

White Owls, for its commercial, has

stepped out and got itself the star and

five principals of the Broadway hit.

ART.CLE IN" BRIEF

Television, in which General Cigar

Co. invests 65 to 75% of its more than

$2 million ad budget, has helped main-

tain a growth pattern that began sev-

eral years ago. Last year sales hit a

record peak, topping 1955 dollar sales

by about 17%. The ad agency is Y&R.

Frank Loesser's "The Most Happy
Fella." Their plans were less am-

bitious than the way things turned out.

What White Owl origianlly asked for

was a tie-in with the title song of the

show but when Y&R approached

Loesser, he was so delighted with the

idea that he himself elaborated on it.

The result is a pair of bright, brassy,

stagev White Owl commercials starring

Robert Weede. He and the five featured

plavers from the stage production

sing about White Owls in lyrics on

which Loesser himself collaborated

with Y&R's copywriter, Bill Whitman.

Don Walker, the shows orchestrator,

also orchestrated the commercials.

They were produced in two days last

fall by MPO-TV Films, Inc.. under the

direction of Marvin Rothenberg. These

have been aired since November.

Another pair of "Happy Fella" com-

mercials have recently been made and

will be shown soon. Meanwhile to

White Owl points-of-sale are going

cardboard cut-outs of the show card

Nostalgia: tor its line of Rolit. Burns cigars, the company uses a series of six

commercials based on a present day Robt. Burns smoker who recalls his childhood and

those happy moments when an elder relative would light up a Burns and give him band

drawing of that "Happy Fella" him-

self. Of course, cut-out includes the

"Happy Fella" smoking a White Owl.

Not only General Cigar, but the

whole cigar industry itself has come
a long way with tv. Indeed the renais-

sance of cigar-smoking is practically

contemporary with television's growth.

By 1945, the cigar had fallen from
its once proud place in society. The
industry was eclipsed by the two-

decade sweep of cigarette popularity.

The distaff side which probably had

long smouldered over the Rudyard
Kipling couplet

—"A woman is onlv a

woman, but a good cigar is a smoke"
-—did little to encourage their mates to

light up a panatella. Indeed the gen-

eral public had accepted the cigar-

smoker as the prototype of the gang-

land hood portrayed so often by Ed-

ward G. Robinson in the movies of the

'30's. Certainly the cigar was not as-

sociated with the young man about

town.

That year, the U.S. consumed 4.8

billion cigars. The average age of these

cigar smokers was 48 to 49. The

average new smoker of cigars was

44 years old. At this point, the

Cigar Institute of America stepped

in with two concurrent public relations

campaigns (1) to identify cigars with

fun and relaxation and 1 2 1 to over-

come the objections of the housewife

and hostess. The Institute found an

ally in the new medium, television.

In the last few years, tv dramas, for

example, have begun to include hand-

some young leading men handling

cigars w ith aplomb. The old gags that

made cigars the butt have gone into

discard. Tv personalities such as

Ernie Kovacs, George Burns, and

Mitch Miller smoke cigars on camera

with good manners and in a natural

manner. In fact, 1957 found Miller

named Man of the Year by the Cigar

Institute.

How much the entertainment side of

tv has contributed to the cigar is re-

flected in the fact that last year sales

had climbed to 6.3 billion cigars while

the average age of the cigar smoker

dropped from 29 to 30. Now the aver-

age cigar smoker begins at about age

25.

The annual sales volume of the I .S.

cigar industry now stands at S548 mil-

lion, which tops other trades that sell

principally to one sex. ^
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OUT
FOR
TV'S
PRACTICAL

JOKERS
They'll mix nudes with the cue cards, doctor your

product—and ruffle the flow of the smoothesi commercial

Charles II. Branch, copy group head

at Stockton-W esl-Burkhart, Cincinnati,

believes studio practical joking is a

serious tv problem. The temptation to

shatter large egos (and perhaps ruin

a few commercials * has proven too

much for tv engineers through the U.S.

Here in a tongue-in-cheek "letter"

to a young technician. Branch suggests

a few stunts guaranteed to gain noto-

riety and unemployment for the joker.

Dear George.

\out ambitions to become a tv engi-

neer intrigue me. By tv engineer I

presume you mean one of those peo-

ple, with whom everv tv station

swarms, who splice wires, push but-

tons, Hip switches, peer knowing!) into

the wrong ends ot cameras while tut-

tutting sadly, and smile pityingl) al

announcers, actors, writers, and agen-

cy men. [f so, your request for advice

is iini onlj Battering, but downright

astounding. (One of the firsl things

you'll learn i- thai t\ engineers nevei

ask agenC) men t <
> r advice, and never

listen when the advice is volunteered.

The next thing you'll learn is thai

l\ engineer^ fall into two categories:

the serious dedicated types who reallj

understand and like all that electronic

hocus-pocus, and the carefree souls

who regard workaday problems as a

mere sideline and spend most of their

time concocting elaborate practical

jokes t<> the confusion and despaii of

victims above listed. I guess the seri-

ous ones are in the majority, the oth-

ers being simpl) more noticeable.

More i osmopolitan, to... I he) get to

the world and to broaden

greatl) their -. ope ,,f expei

the) trek from job to job.

Know in- j .hi. Geoi _•. I presu

\ ..ii aspire to join the tanks of th'

ond group, so pull up a coffin wired

for sound and I'll tell you what I know

about this happ) breed.

\\ ere \ ou, for instant e, among the

snickering millions who -aw the now.

famous fiasco known as The < ase of

the t nhudgeable Refrigerator Door?

This «j- several years ac>. bul »till a
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Product switch is easj when a live commercial is cut into

a filmed program. Convince the talent he's on the air be-

fore he actually is—and then hand him the competing brand

Doctored cigarettes and drinks are traditional favorites.

A little salt in the beer, a rubber-band in the cigarette

and tlic "Sec. 1 use it myself" approach will lack conviction

classic. It was commercial time on a

popular network show, about half the

country was tuned in and the young
lady substituting for Miss Betty Fur-

ness was extolling the virtues of a lead-

ing brand refrigerator. When she came
to the line about how easily it opens

—

something about springing ajar at a

feather-light fingertip touch, as I re-

call—she demonstrated, and it didn't.

Then she said charmingly, with com-

plete poise, "The engineers must be

playing a trick on me."

I must report, in all honesty, that

the exciting Refrigerator Door Case,

although a classic, was not one of

them, not a bona-fide practical joke.

I've learned through the grapevine that

it actually was an accident, and that's

a pity in a way, because it could have

brought immortality and unemploy-

ment to some imaginative young engi-

neer or prop man.

But other bona fide incidents will

serve to illustrate:

Old pro, in ill-fitting cowboy suit,

still trying to shake off his morning

hangover, starts his kiddie show, sit-

ting as usual on the big old log which,

in another play months ago, served as

a primeval mailbox between Indian

lovers from warring tribes (or some-

thing equally far-fetched). As usual,

he straddles the letter slot.

But as he starts talking he feels, in a

vulnerable spot, a slow, steady upward
pressure—fortunately dull but none-

the-less compelling. Thanks to sheer

electronic genius, the engineers who've

spent half the night on this one need

only push a button in the control room
to send slowly skyward through the

slot a padded cleaver blade. The old

pro is thrown off slightly, but recovers

—shifting position and finishing his

spiel with keel at a 45 degree list.

Or take this one . . . another old pro

. . . another studio.

Comes time for the first commercial,

featuring that tired old talking-into-

telephone-about-sponsor's-product rou-

tine. Old pro picks up phone, thinking

it a dead prop as usual. But just as he

starts to talk, a rasping whisper assails

his ear: "All right, you old clunk,

make it sweet and weepy . . . tear their

little heart-strings . . . pry those sticky

Charles H, Branch, copy group head,

Stockton-W est-Burkhart, Cincinatti, although

fascinated by tv engineering pranks, con-

siders them a threat to your commercial

nickles away from the little fiends. .
."

and so on throughout his entire com-

mercial. He barely got through it.

He did manage to somehow though,

George, and that brings us to the two

important rules of the game:

1. The victim must be a real pro

who isn't easily thrown off balance

—

the man with the iron poise, bubbling

with self-confidence, good at his trade

and knows it, hard to distract, talented

when it comes to ad lib cover-ups of

bad situations. Or the woman. Both

sexes are fair game. But not begin-

ners. A practical joke on a neophyte

struggling to make good is considered

dirty pool. Never done. Remember
that the only legitimate victims are

sponsors, agency people, and those an-

nouncers, actors, and writers who seem

a little too inflated with their own self-

importance.

2. The jokes should be merely an-

noying rather than catastrophic. In

other words, vou don t throw \ our vic-

tim off completely or send him fleeing

from the camera in dismay. Vm just

throw him off slightly, then help him

back in order to push him off again.

Make him flutter and stutter only hare-

Is. dangle him for a moment over the

precipice, then pull him back, then

dangle him again. By sheer skill of

timing vou can stretch elementary

gags into artistic triumphs, master-

pieces of exquisite torture.

You'll find the prop-doctoring field

especially rewarding when you tinker
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with 1 1 1. .-i- props which announcers

must eat, drink, en smoke on camei i

It- eas) i" add a little Bait, soda, 01

vinegar, and greal fun t<> see t
H< an-

nouncers gag, gasp and game!) -mile

ami rave aboul the prodw I despite ii

nil. Winn you've mastered the r u< I
i

•

infills of prop-doctoring, you'll be

read) i" specialize, in monitor manip-

ulation, for example.

Most announcers and actors, \ ou II

find, rcl\ for their cues more on 1 1

u

•

stuilin monitor Bel than on the man in

tin- booth, who the) don'l reall) trust.

Willi the monitor off, they're totall)

dependent on the man in the booth,

and when he's you, you can lake it

from there.

This Initios In mlnil the well-know n

i a-e nf the arrogant new- coiumenta-

tor. Soon after his Bhow began prac-

ticall) everyone in the building, in an

apparent lit of ma— insanity, ignored

the red-lit on-the-air warning signs

and Btrolled right into (tie studio

arguing with each other, calling cheer-

ful greetings to our hem. casuall) slan-

dering the citv's leading eiti/ens and

failing totall) to even notice, much less

comprehend, his agonized wave-offs.

The) sauntered through in veritable

procession, some even walking between

the commentator and the camera and

finallv one of the visitors even shoul-

dered the newsman aside in order to

rummage through his desk and dump
out a drawerful of carefully-planted-in-

adv ance cow hells.

Of course, the show wasn't even on

the air, despite the gestures of mock

consternation from the control room.

It had been cancelled at the last min-

ute for a special network pick-up and

even one had somehow "forgotten"' to

give Big Britches the word. He spent

live minutes trv ing to salvage what was

left of the show— pretending alternate-

1\ that (1) nothing unusual was really

happening at all. and i2i that this u;i-

his new corned) show.

This not-reall\ -on-the-air gambit is

the whole point of monitor manipula-

tion. It'- especiall) useful when studio

commercials are done live between

portions of a filmed show. Just turn

off the monitor, tell your victim he's

on the air five minutes before he really

will be. and watch him squirm through

a boobv-trapped commercial (Since

this tvpe gag doesn't actually damage

a show, many engineers fall back on

it when they feel sponsors or manage-

ment are starting to get stuffv about

the number of on-the-air "mishap-.
I

r ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Practical joking in the studio is a

serious tv problem, says Charles H

Branch of Stockton West Burkhart.

In a tonguc-in cheek letter to a young

engineer he details a few stunts which

tv engineers throughout the country

find irresistible though often costly.

Monilni manipulation and prop-doc-

toring often go hand-in-hand. I recall

one announcer w ho pitched a i ertain

well-known brand ol bread, which we

ma) as well dub Flabbo. He always

went through the same motion-: Bay-

ing a lew kind wold- for Flabbo

Bread, then i now gel this) reaching

behind hi- chair without looking, pick-

in- up the loal he'll carefull) placed

there ahead of time and thru-ting it to-

ward the camera.

i ou've ahead) spotted this as a per-

fect Bet-up for a -witch. \ml of course

the leading competing brand. Blabo.

was the perfect replacement. When
he picked up tin' loaf of Blabo Bread

he spotted the "mistake" immediately,

of course, and quick!) palmed it I inso-

far as voii can palm a loaf of bread I

.

Then he gave the prop boy the high

sign to bring the right loaf. But the

prop bov brought another loaf of

Blabo . . . and then, alter further sig-

nificant glances land undue emphasis

on the word Flabbo in the audio por-

tion of the commercial) he brought

three more loaves of Blabo— and

handed them to the victim right in

front of the camera. He. in turn.

dropped them as he would hot rivets

and was Irving desperately to kick

them out of sight when an entire yard-

square carton of Blabo Bread was

wheeled in bv two oilier prop men.

Not until thev were walling him in

with it did he catch on. There was

barel) time to push it all aside before

he reall) ita* on the air. with a loaf of

Flabbo tenacious!) in hand.

Of course, you can always specialize

in cue card confusion i if vmi pet with

a station that hasn't been Tele-Promp-

Ted i
. \- an engineer, youll not often

be called on to hold cue cards. (Only

when you're mistaken for a prop boy,

and this sort of thing doesn't happen

often, because it's the visiting sponsors

who are usually mistaken for prop

boys and ordered around according-

ly.) But you can always bribe the

who tl<> hold the i aid- < )tlt

warning here: don'l ai rang* i"i them

to be dropped "i held upside down.

I In- i- too elemental \ , It ai hi<

tin- goal, bul on th>- tei ritor)

ol the cut card boys themselves i on

should aspire to highei levels I he

i ,i-r- of tin- Lad) killei is a good ex*

ample :

rhis .union I hiui-cll I

I I oss between Beau Bi ummel and I 'on

fuan ami talked i onstantl) of his

prowess w ith women. Om- da) . il

foie. a- In- faced the i amera prepan !

to delivei a straight-fai ed, strait-hu i d

commercial, In- dis< overed that half

the cue cards displayed imt his

bul a trul) astounding assort-

ment of nude females. \nd though he

eol In id glimpses "f hi- i ommen ial

message often enough to sta

through it. the ladies win- there, b

mo-t of the lime.

If you'll take these case histoi tea '•

heart, George, you can probabl) Bur-

I

a-- them. But on.- final wonl : If I'm

CO! H'l in predicting the -cope and di-

rection of v our ambitions, take care to

affiliate with a tv station in another

counti v -av Australia bei ause I ve

joined several of oui clients ami -ome

oilnr sponsors in a little pra< in al joke

project ol our own. It involve- an

object that looks like an ordinal") engi-

neers headset, bul works like the one

behind the green door at Sing Sing.

As soon as it's perfected well be using

it on certain joker- who've been deriv-

ing va-i amusemenl from manhandling

some of our hard-wrought, hard-

bought commen ial-.

Best regard-.

Chuck ^

Last laugh nsor'a. It'- an "nli-

n.irv looking pair of earphones concealing a

Sing S S think it
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At the ANA meeting

CLIENTS ASK: WHE?

Homestead Hotel at Hoi Springs, \a.. was scene of 48th

spring meeting of W \. beld on 13-16 March. Spring meeting i- time

when cation's top ad clients get together to -wap experiences, know how,

in contrast to fall meeting when business sessions dominate.

\m extra <la> uu- added to spring session for first time

^^ HOT SPRINGS, \ \.

ItoMcm- in t\ come and go but one

seems to remain a perennial.

Costs.

The continuing throb of thi> head-

ache was evident among the nation's

top advertisers, who got together for

the 48th spring meeting of the Asso-

ciation of National Advertisers last

week.

The Hot Springs, Va., sessions, at-

tended by about 350 ad executives,

heard no talks about (\ costs but the

undercurrent of concern particularly

on the network level, was clearly ap-

parent in sponsor's informal discus-

sions with video clients.

The tv cost issue is one that affects

more than the video medium. Clients

repeated to sponsor again and again

how the pressure of tv costs strained

against the budgets set for other

media.

There was no indication, however,

that costs were driving clients away

from television. On the contrary, all

the evidence pointed to the lure of vi-

deo being as powerful as ever.

This was particularly noticeable

among a group of advertisers who are

still relatively minor factors, not onl)

in tv, but in other consumer ad media

as well. These are the chemical com-

panies, whose ad personnel were well

in evidence at the sessions. They were

attracted partly by a special meeting

on advertising, held the day before the

convention and confined to chemical

concerns.

Firms such as American Cyanamid,

Dow Chemical and Olin Mathieson

have t\ \<i\ much on their minds, par-

ticularlv as a vehicle for corporate ad-

vertising. For Dow it would be a re-

turn visit, the firm ha\ ing sponsored

Medic during the past two seasons. So

far it hasn't found the show it wants

and it may turn out that Dow will de-

lav its re-entrance until the 1958-59

season. Like all industrial aggrega-

tions seeking to mold a sympathetic

and memorable corporate image, Dow
is more interested in the proper pro-

gram atmosphere than in the number
of homes reached—though the latter is

of no mean importance to the client,

with costs being what they are.

As for American Cyanamid and

Olin Mathieson, their corporate debut

on network tv awaits further discus-

sion. The former is going through a

period of what one executive called

"'introspection" regarding corporate

policies, while Olin is still busy digest-

ing the aftermath of its merger.

At the pre-meeting session held for

the chemical industry, however, tv re-

mained in the background, upstaged

by radio. The chemical admen were

treated to an ad campaign unusual in

their industry: a network radio buy.

The storv was told bv Dow. which

bought Red Foley and his countrv

singers on ABC Radio Saturday after-

noons for its agricultural chemical and

wood preservative divisions. The show,

which started 19 January, provides

Dow with a host of promotional and

merchandising benefits plus a vehicle

for vear-round advertising. The lat-

ter represents a radical departure for

agricultural chemicals from the sea-

sonal advertising commonly used.

I'm-looking-at-radio comments were

common at the convention. The sig-

nificance of the big rush to the medi-

um during the past year was not lost

on clients who have never been in or

have never returned.

One of the latter, an advertiser with

two alternate-week buys on web tv

made the rueful comment (which a

majority of ad managers agreed with I

that advertisers all too often go into

a medium "just a little too late." He
wasn't implying that it was too late for

him to buy radio but rather that the

good advertising buys he was offered

on radio are no longer available.

As for television, advertisers nat-

urally welcomed the trend toward a

buyer's market but, for the most part,

pointed out the softening didn't go

very far toward easing their cost and
related problems.

(If it were not too late in the sea-

son, there would probably have been a

number of hotel room discussions be-

tween ANA members seeking to sell

off part of their network tv shows and

other members seeking to buv in. The
current season has seen a marked
amount of advertiser-to-advertiser dis-

cussion—in contrast to advertiser-to-

network confabs. As it is, if a client

seeking "relief hadn't gotten it bv the

meeting it isn't likely he'll get it at all

this season unless some summer-only

client suddenly pops up. i

Advertisers at the ANA meeting

were torn between their undoubted

need for network tv and their desire to

avoid being pinned down by it. The

requirement for early commitments

bothered some, as did the 39- to 52-

\\ eek deals for film shows and the in-

ability to get out from under a pro-

gram flop. ANA members were eager

to explore with their film producers
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riLL I GET THE TV $$?

lint the lure of \i<le<> i* as strong a> ever. Chemical firms show strong

interest in using i\ as means of molding memorable corporate images

the why's and wherefore's ol short-

term deal? hut a number were inclined

to doubt that iiuicli would happen until

the urn! for them i- underlined even

more vividly.

There was a lot of interest expressed

in American Tobacco's Formula for its

new Marge and Gower Champion

show. It will run live for about half

a dozen stanzas so bugs can be ironed

mit before the format i- committed

to film.

\- though present costs weren t

enough for advertisers to contend with,

one of the small, off-the-record dis-

cussion groups on L5 March heard

some predictions about advertising

costs five years from now. One adver-

tiser pegged the time cost of his net-

work t\ -how five years hence at 1
.">(>',

above the present The estimate was

based on an assumption that rough!)

the same percent of I .s. t\ homes

would be covered 1>\ the show, hut

took into account the growth in U.S.

homes, the mouth in t\ saturation,

costs for color and other factor-.

For the large advertiser the wa) to

take the gamble out ol t\ seems clear!)

outlined for the foreseeable future.

\\ \ members agreed that spreading

the risk among a- man) show- as pos-

sible without losing a modicum of

brand identification is the path indi-

cated. This is another wax of saying

that \\ v people see a continuation

of the trend to alternate week sponsor-

ship but fail to get excited about the

magazine format.

The loss of brand or corporate

identity in connection with a web t\

show is a development that still bothers

clients but consideration b\ lxner Bros.

"I an "Her In bu) hall of il> /.//

\

/ ideo Theatre time symbolizes a- well

a- anything the extent to which adver-

tisers have accepted the economic facts

of life about network television.

The question of whether a mass

advertising medium like t\ can be u-ed

to icach selective audience- too. popped

up frequentl) in sponsor's discussion

with clients. Interested in the answer

were large industrial firm- out to reach

men who influence pollC) among their

customers or potential cu-toiner-.

Specifically, the question was: Can I

reach these men through the same

television programs watched b\ the

general run of consumers or do the

trade magazines I use do a better job?

Since the manv -faceted industrials

use a long li-t of trade magazines
i sometimes running up into the bun-

dled- i and -iiH e these fir in- are in-

terested in the consumer, too. the

question i- not as irrelevant as it might

seem at first glance. On top of tin-.

there are ad executives who feel their

In ins can do a better job through net-

work tv's buckshot barrage than

through the ride approach via the

trade book-.

Industrial ad executive-, however,

agreed on one thing: The tv networks

do not provide enough information on

audiences at present to enable them

to make sound decisions on the tv-vs.-

trade magazine question. ^

AIR TRENDS NOTED AT AD PARLEY

Tv costs: I ppermosl in mind- of ail client- .it \\ \ :i

wa- when- their dollars were coming from next -

Pressure of tv costs affect- other media sin - osors

find the) can't use them to the extent the) would like to

Radio: Significance "I recent rush to the medium wa- not

lost i>n \\ \ member- who have nevei been in radio or have

nut vet decided t'> return. Some client- feel thev lost

out on good radio buys b) waiting ju-t a little too Ion-

Future: An off-the-record session heard one network tv

client estimate his time costs for same relate

coverage five years hence would be 1'iir , higher than at

pi. '-cut. Projection took into account color - -
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Leo Burnett media executives and buyers query points in Bob Walton's presentation on farm radio. John Blair

& Co. farm director (at presentation) speaks to people on both farm and non-farm accounts in conference room at

Burnett's Chicago headquarters. L to r, Dave Seidel, Bill Harmon. Eloise Beatty, Harvey Glor, Joe Hall, Dave Arnold.

Ted Giovan, John Holland. Helen Stanley, Gus Pfleger, Seymour Banks; Dick Nice, John Schubert (backs to camera)

HOW THEY'RE SELLING FAR*
What happens when an agency wants to know about farm radio?

SPONSOR finds out in a session at rural-conscious Leo Burnett in Chicago

F CHICAGO
arm radio today is as much a part

of agriculture as the soil bank. It's a

necessary implement in the farm oper-

ation of almost six million families.

It's an implement which has been

more accepted by the farmer and his

family than it has been by advertisers.

But. today, because of new sales and

broadcast methods, farm radio is being

bought by many advertisers new to the

medium. They are national, regional

or local in character and they buy

farm radio for one of two reasons.

They want to reach the farmer be-

cause they manufacture equipment or

services of specific interest to him and

his "business." Or they want to reach

the farmer and his family as an all-

family consuming unit for products or

44

services not identified exclusively with

the rural consumer, sponsor w anted

to knowr how this farm market is being

sold and went to some of the special-

ists.

sponsor surveyed (1) radio execu-

tives at a station representative firm

which has many stations carrying

farm programing and (2) individual

radio stations active in farm radio.

John Blair & Co., representing 16

radio stations which hinge their rural

broadcasting to at least one station

farm director, bases its farm market

selling on two major factors. The

first, the professional services of a full-

time farm director of its own. Bob
Walton, who headquarters in Blair's

Chicago office. The second, a presen-

tation of farm market particulars cir-

culated among Blair offices in both flip

card and slide film form.

sponsor pinpointed farm radio sales

strategy locally at the California Farm
Network: WRFD, Worthington, Ohio;

W I' \A. Dallas, and WWVA Wheeling,

\Y. Va. But whether it's Walton sell-

ing 16 stations or YV RFD selling itself

the basic approach is the same. As
the Blair farm director puts it, "Agri-

culture is national, but farming is lo-

cal. ' The local station aspects will be

detailed in a follow-up farm radio re-

port in sponsor. 30 March.

This summary of how they sell farm

radio— nationally and locally— high-

lights some of the reasons why more

advertisers are seeking the specialized

For local farm radio sales picture see next issue



audience of faun families in 1 1 • * - mass

audience of radio. I odaj - fa] mei ia

both modern and old-fashioned. He's

modern in thai he's prosperous, tin'

independent managei "I bis own busi-

in— (and Frequentl) a business which

represents an enormous investment);

he's progressive in seeking out any-

tiling which will mean more produc-

ts it\ and more revenue. He's old-

fashioned in that lir is ultra-cautious,

makes decisions -
1

< » v\ I \ . trusts few out-

siders.

Farm radio lia> a different function

in different geographical regions, l>ut

at all times it has the function of serv-

ice to the farmer and his family, fhe

peanut farmer, the cotton grower, the

citrus or cattle rancher, the housewife

with a chicken Hock all have differ-

ent production problems and different

radio need-.

sponsor learned of some of these

needs at the same time a major agenc]

did. \ SPONSOR editor -at in on the

Blair farm presentation a- Bob Walton

gave it before a select group of media

people at the Leo Burnett agenc) in

Chicago. SPONSOR listened to the ques

i ion and-answei b) plaj ol this de< i-

sion-making group a- 15 Leo Burnett

• \<( utives .nid buj ers met in a media

ferem e room.

I hese de< ision-makers \ iewed and

listened t<> the presentation with an eai

toward application to theii own spe-

i ial ac( ounts some fai m-onl) . othei -

general consume] , I fere an- the peo-

ple who were there: Len Matthew-.

vice president in charge of media: Dr.

Seymoui Bank-, supervisoi of media

analysis; Gus Pfleger, group media

supervisor on Pfizer, Hoover, Bauer \

Black, \la\tag; Dave Arnold, assistant

group media supervisor; John Schu-

bert, assistant group lie. id on Kellogg;

Helen Stanley, chiel timebuyer on

Marlboro; John Holland, timebuyer on

Tea Council; led Giovan ami Harvej

(ilor. buyers. respecti\ely. on network

and spot for Pillsburv : Kloi-e Beatt\.

timebuyer on Santa IV. Motorola and

Brown Shoe: Dick Nice, print and

timebuyer; Dave Seidel. print buyer;

Bill Harmon, print and timebuyer on

Pfizer, a major farm market adver-

tiser: Joe Hall, timebuyer on KelL

\ln. I'm Ruxton, timebu) ei on Marl-

I hese people met in i In _,- media

c onferem e room convenientl) I'" ated

JUSI a few do,, i- In,m an) of their

offices. \- Walton Hipped ovei presen-

tation I aid- .it tin- front of the looni.

thej lounged informall) in chairs and
.ii , onferem >• tables. Di inking morn-
ing coffe* Hi, - -I HI. in i

. thej

shared impressions sotto voce with

those in the next Beats and made i

"I remindei on the major point-.

Hen- are -nine ,,| tho-e major point-

in the Blair farm radio presentation,

as heard bj sponsor and these Burnett

media experts.

Informed planner: To increase the

efficient \ of hi- "factoi
j

," the I.inner

must he an informed planner. B\

leai ning of the latest agi u ultur.il de-

velopments, he « an in, rease the

amount he can raise on hi- a, reage.

More information for the farmer

mean- better efficiency and more
money.

He needs precise information on a

daily basis, and he turn- to radio be-

cause onl\ radio gives him necessary

fADIO TODAY
ONIV RADIO PROVIDES EXTENSIVE

AROHND-THE-CIOCK MRU IMFORHATIOK

J*-*#

wmrnm orflf mmu
S-7M

I

tfcl©-ll

Six million farm families make up the national market for farm

radio. Radio has 989< penetration, one major point in Blair- tlip-card

.
pitch. Farm market ha* 5.581.000 radio homes, 3,268,000 ear-, tracks
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5-730 P*

TIMED 70 HT THE fiNMER SCNEMU

Radio follows die fanner, in hi- car, in the harn. in hi- tl

Stations program information to coincide with his living habits, main-

lj in the <arh morning, during the noon time, and in earhj '-veninj:

Farm journals are educational, but farm radi,, i- immediate.

weather, market reports help farmer decide toda> if he should i

-ell. ploM it -it. Kadi,, serves needs of the peanut, citrus >,r hay farmer

NO PRACTICAL COMBINATION OF MAJOR FARM

PUBLICATIONS DELIVERS THE MOLE FARM MARKET

RFD
CIRCULATION

FARM FAMILY
PENETRATION

Wn ".! -"*W 47.5%w*-v':*\'U'' '^^

CAPPER'S FARMER 981,400 17.6%

SUCCESSFUL FARMING 944,600 16.9%

PROGRESSIVE FARMER 802,300 14.3%

FARM A RANCH 819,000 14.7%



Farmers are good managers, but cautious.

They're being sold by farm station radio directors

who understand their farm and home needs

information, immediate delivery and

local focus.

Around-the-clock service: Farm

services programing — hitting most

heavily on news, weather and markets

—is available every hour of the radio

day. Farm information, however, is

concentrated in three time periods

which fit the farmer's schedule: from

5 to 7 a.m., before he leaves for his

barn chores; from 11:30 a.m. to 1

p.m., when he's having his dinner in

the kitchen; from 5 to 7:30 p.m., when

he's relaxed.

Radio gives hour-by-hour weather

information which is vital to the farm-

er. And detailed market summaries

—

which provide trends in livestock or

grain or produce buying and selling

—

are aired three times daily by most

stations, in the morning, at noon and

in the early evening.

These national patterns are made

more valuable by reports from the lo-

cal scene. Radio's local information

is confined strictly to what is of value

in the local farming picture.

Over-all service: Farm stations

shape their entire program schedules

so that they have day-long farm ap-

peal. They provide special shows for

the farm wife and family, programs
which stress entertainment as well as

information, programs which feature

farm contests and farm demonstra-

tions. Farm families depend on radio

for news, . particularly, because most

farms are far from daily newspaper

centers.

Farm listening: Because farmers

are more dependent on radio and its

important information, they own more

radios and more sets per household

than any other consumer group. Some
97.7% of farm households have one or

more radios; 78.2%, two or more;

40.5%, three or more.

And farm families spend more time

listening than do urban families. Niel-

sen reports that farm listeners spend

3.03 hours per day tuned to radio.

24% more listening than shown for

urban families. Dr. Forrest Whan's
studies (at the University of Iowa)

show more farmers are listening in

early-morning and at noontime, the

Injurs when farm programing is

slotted.

Farm publications: They perform

an important educational service, but

only radio is the hour-by-hour bulletin

board. These publications, because of

their national or regional character,

must be general and avoid specific ap-

plication in diversified crop economies.

Radios advantage: its information ap-

plies to local problems and it is timed

[
ARTICLE IN BRIEF

It's not just national advertisers making farm-only products who are interested in farm

radio. Gus Pfleger (1), group media supervisor, and Len Matthews, media v. p. at Burnett, dis-

cuss straight consumer accounts which might want to reach high-consumption on farm units.

Matthews said numerous sponsor magazines on table are standard equipment in his job

How is the farm market being sold by

national spot and local radio? Part

1 finds SPONSOR visiting Leo Burnett

for Blair presentation by its farm

specialist, Bob Walton. Part 2 next

week will show the strong points of

farm area selling at the local level.

to help the farmer at the exact time he

has to make his decisions. In terms

of cost, no practical combination of

farm periodicals delivers the whole

farm market. Radio reaches 98% of

the nations farm families.

Radio farm directors: Radio has

become the medium on which farmers

rely most because the radio farm di-

rector has built the service the farmer

needs. He is a unique broadcast per-

sonality, a combination of agricultural

expert and ordinary farmer. He's a

local leader and a small farm mana-

ger. He's often both a government

consultant and a super salesman.

The radio farm director has to have

a professional background which per-

mits him to act as—and to be accepted

as—the local voice of agriculture. He's

an important member of his local com-
munity and an active participant in

all agricultural organizations and
many civic groups.

Farm commercials: The radio farm

director has achieved a high level of

acceptance, prestige, believability and

influence for his sponsors because of

his program content, his familiarity

with farm people and his reputation

as a farm expert. His commercials

have sales power because he already

has the farmer's confidence. And he

is \ our exclusive sales ambassador. He

[Please turn to page 50)
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Market facts

that mean

results in

North Carolina

WSJS-TV...
Preference of the Piedmont

North Carolina's richest, biggest market

It pays to check the facts on WSJS-TV
Winston-Salem. It's your biggesl buy in North
Carolina's Piedmont section. And the Piedmont
is the state's most populous and heavily
industrialized area. Result: more income,
greater buying power.

WSJS-TV is the NBC affiliate for Winston-
Salem, Greensboro, and High Point—Golden
Triangle cities in a market of over 3 million

people.

• More TV Homes—over 500,000
TV homes!

• Top Coverage
states!

75 counties in 4

• Rich Market Potential—over 4
billion dollars buying power!

• Maximum Power—316,000 watts

• Mountaintop Tower—2,000 feet

above average terrain

w >.J>-

LYNCHBUX^ X. ~ f—
r ^^^ V. ROANOKE -V ' .

Call Headley-Reed for

channel 12

AFFILIATE

television

WINSTON-SALEM
NORTH C AROLINA
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Spinach rates high with the kids when Popeye's back

in town. So does Popeye himself. In 21 cities across

the country—all markets rated thus far by arb—
Popeye cartoon programs earned a resounding

rating of 16.2 on a weekly average, regardless of

station, time-period or competition.

Here are the actual figures: WBZ-TV, Boston, 20.7;

WBEN-TV, Buffalo, 14.4; WBBM-TV, Chicago, 14.0;

WBNS-TV, Columbus, 13.9; KBTV, Denver, 23.3;

WDSM-TV, Duluth-Superior, 25.2; KTLA, Los Angeles,

12.0; WTVJ, Miami, 15.9; WPIX, New York, 14.9;

KPHO-TV, Phoenix, 16.6; WCSH-TV, Portland, Me., 15.2;

WPRO-TV, Providence, 19.5; KCRA-TV, Sacramento,

10.7: KUTV, Salt Lake City, 14.2; KFSD-TV,

San Diego, 15.5; KRON-TV, San Francisco, 10.6;

WSBT-TV, South Bend, 14.9; KREM-TV, Spokane

18.7; KTVX, Tulsa, 14.9; KFDX-TV, Wichita

Falls, 13.6; WFMJ-TV, Youngstown, 20.0.

So—never mind the spinach sales.

To snare audience and advertiser alike,

let Popeye make a muscle in your area.

For details, write or phone

CI.CI.
345 Madison Ave.,

New York City,

Inc.

MUrray Hill 6-2323

CHICAGO: 75 E. Hacker Dr., DEarborn 2-4040

DALLAS: 1511 Bryan St., Riverside 7-8553

LOS ANGELES: 91 10 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6-5886





your orders Boys

have news for you

KCEN-TV is

Leading Station

in Texas' 5th

Market
Between the first four major markets of

Texas is a giant fifth. Not until KCEN-TV
developed a television service with a tower
TALL ENOUGH and programming
GOOD ENOUGH was this important fifth

market covered—really covered—by a single

medium. Now, thanks to Nielsen, what we
have always contended is a matter of
record. KCEN-TV is acknowledged as

"THE LEADING STATION IN TEXAS'
5th TELEVISION MARKET."

NEILSEN NCS No. 2 - November 1956
DAYTIME NIGHTTIME

Station

No. of

TV Hornet

in Area

Monthly

Hornet

Reached

Weekly

NCS
Circ.

Daily

NCS
Circ.

Weekly

NCS
Circ.

Daily

NCS
Circ.

KCEN-TV 106,370 88,040 76,760 56,700 83,010 68,420

Station B 87,040 66,270 55,410 39,650 62,820 49,940

SERVING THE TEMPLE-WACO MARKET AND ALL CENTRAL TEXAS

KCEN-TV

INTERCONNECTED /?*

AFFILIATE

33 Counties Served
According to Nielsen
Survey No. 2. Inquir-

ies as to details invited.

tional Representatives, George P. Hollingbery Co.;

as Representatives, Clyde Melville Co., Dallas.

SELLING FARM RADIO
{Continued from page 46)

will not sell products for competitive

advertisers.

All-around selling: The farm direc-

tor will do an all-round sales job for

your product. He'll attend local sales

meetings, call on dealers, cooperate

with your team on distribution prob-

lems, work as an integral part of your

sales force. He'll identify himself with

your product wherever he goes, give

your commercials that all-important

local slant, get taped testimonials from
well known local farming personali-

ties for your product.

Media costs: The cost of reaching

a farm audience with radio is at least

500% less than farm publications.

The same money required to buy a

full page in the leading farm publica-

tion ($9,840 1 would buy 12 one-min-

ute announcements weekly in farm

service programs on more than 50 ma-

jor farm stations. An ad in a farm

publication will not reach all farmers

once. Yet for the same investment, 12

farm service radio announcements will

reach farmers six days a wee!:, two

times daily. Only farm service radio

permits saturation at an economical

cost.

National advertisers: Among the

sponsors of farm market programing

are these accounts: Alcoa, Allis-Chal-

mers, American Cyanimid, Dow Chem-

ical, Hercules Powder Co., Interna-

tional Harvester, Pfizer, Reynolds Met-

als. Some of the products now using

farm radio—Nitrofuran, made by Hess

& Clark, a new antibiotic discovery

which is put in livestock feed to pre-

vent sickness; Myzon. a poultry and

hog remedy which is mixed with

drinking water; hybrid seed corn and

baby chicks, produced by the DeKalb

Agricultural Assn., which interchanges

its schedule for each product depend-

ing on the season; Sohio Gro, a fer-

tilizer recently developed by Sohio

(Standard Oil of Ohio), now using

saturation schedules for the first time

in a limited market area.

These are advertisers' farm radio

results: The Tennessee Farmer's Co-op

reported to WSM, Nashville, that sales

of ACI-42 Fertilizer went up 125%
immediately after being featured on

Farm Market Report—the only adver-

tising used. Marietta Concrete Corp.,

using a three-a-week 15-minute farm

show on the same station, sold seven

expensive concrete silos as a result of

inquiries made during the first week.
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Said i In- ad manager, "
I hi- one week -

Bales would have made out entire pro-

gram inveetmenl worthwhile." \nd the

president -aid it was the most success-

ful radio advertising in company

histoi \

.

\i Kill. \\ ichita, farm editoi Brui e

Behymer made one announcement a-k-

ing farmers i" bring in theii eggs,

"Despite difficulties getting to town

because of Hood conditions and heavy

rains, farmers brought in more than

')(!() dozen eggs before noon ol the

same day." Valley Feed and Seed Co.

reported to the station, "Of a total of

I.200 cwt i>l Held seeds, we can trace

directly to you 600 cwt. \ el field

seeds are just a small part of the one-

minute commercials we use."

The conclusion ol W alton - presen-

tation to the Burnett entourage

brought a Hood "I questions. Mam
were technical ("Do you have county-

by-county breakdowns on the popula-

tion of dairy cattle and hogs? The

answer: "Yes.") Others touched on

the "protection" offered an advertiser

who sponsors a radio farm director

("I nder no circumstances will he take

a competitive account.!. Vnother:

"\\ hat do you know ol cake mix usage

among farm housewives? Answer:

"The farm housewife will buy five to

lo pounds, where the <ii\ housewife

buys only one!"

Walton"- background gives him the

answer- to questions posed l>\ pros-

pects. Before joining Blair in it< Chi-

• igo office just a year ago, he repre-

-i nted four farm puhlieations for The

Katz \gency. lie spent se\eral wars

as a salesman for the Midwest Kami

Paper I nit, and he got his first train-

ing in the facts of farm life raising

livestock and crops on an Indiana

farm.

His selling strategy is simple: ,^i\c

the advertiser and the agency the facts

the) need to know to make a good

buy. He's continually searching for

those facts: from the I . S. Department

"I Agriculture and other governmental

sources, from state and local farm

agents, from stations in the Blair

lineup, from farm puhlieations which

provide that "educational" function.

** There s not an advertiser in the

world who sooner or later won't listen

to you if you've got facts and figures

which will help him move his mer-

chandise." -a\s Walton. "And this

farming business is loaded with good.

solid facts and figures—and more new
ones come along even dav." ^

ALLARDCADILLAC COURTESY WILFRED GRAY - EUROPEAN MOTORS OF INDIANAPOLIS. INC

5000 Walls Full Time 5000 Walls Datlim,

1460 hi
I), i Moines, h u u

The rated "horsepower" of \our

selling message is up . . . You're

using "premium-power" on KSO.

Iowa's most powerful independent

station. Music, news and sports

continuous!) jiives a "winners-

circle" audience both day and

night . . . Put this premium power

to work for \ on

!

950 AY
Indianapolis (t

W \l.\\ is a "Big Iron" in Indian-

apolis' rapidly grow ing market

Realh "Barrel" \our sell home t-

i ready market <>f financially ca-

pable l'u\ ii-... use W \I.\\ -

"power-pack" "f musii and news

programming from dawn to dusk.

Gel behind the wheel and gel 1 ,H|

bonus miles of coverage around

the hub of Indiana!

//\ / /7 lKs<'\ H.;
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SPONSOR ASKS

What copy points are rejected by the networks most often

Stockton Helffrich, director continuity

acceptance dept., NBC, New York

Bad judgment and excesses by a few

advertisers can smear the palatable, ef-

fective output of the majority. The

only thing new about this is that in

ten months' worth of audience mail re-

ceived by the FCC and by the NARTB
in Washington. Analysis of both

batches reveals them singularly related

"one bad apple

is too many"

to each other on criticism of '"hard

sell" in some plugs, the misleading na-

ture of certain ones, assorted excesses

of still others, etc.

No reasonable soul concludes from

the above that bad judgment predomi-

nates. But as Sigurd Larmon at Y&R
puts it, "one bad apple is too many."

The query from the editors at NBC is:

Why should any client settle for audi-

ence ill-will, either for himself or,

through him, for broadcast advertising

as a whole?

Our ground rules for the clearance

of ad copy are succinct, flexible, and

easy to follow. Our suggestion to copy

writers as a new platform jells is to

check its main elements with us and

our counterparts at other nets and key

independents before fancying it up and

going to town. Were not going to be-

tray any confidences and we often can

anticipate by precedents and related

experience no end of needless public

ill-will.

Unqualified uses of "free," "guar-

anteed," and "safe" are typical areas

of copy writer carelessness. Ditto

"easy" reducing devoid of a dietary

plan. Likewise scare copy, simulated

news flashes, and "men in white."

There are ways and ways to sell beer

and wine, just ask for the word. Also

girdles, and items for temporary relief

of pain, and laxatives, and bathroom

tissues, and deodorants I oral and

axillary).

Check the documentation on what

you have to offer, eschew derogation

of the competition, talk up your prod-

uct's quality, accent the positive: we're

with you. More important, so is the

public and the public does the buying.

Crace M. Johnsen, director of continuity

acceptance dept., ABC, New York

There are relatively few program ideas

or copy points which are rejected

—

aside, of course, from those which are

in direct opposition to ABC policy, the

NARTB Code and FCC regulations.

Almost all submissions can be made

acceptable for broadcasting by judici-

ous editing, moderating or reconsid-

eration. We do not approach an idea,

a script or piece of commercial copy

with the thought that this is absolutely

unusable. We review and digest and

discuss all points—perhaps tempering

or cutting occasionally, but rarely in

toto. The obvious deletions or prun-

"relatively few

copy points

are rejected"

ings in script copy run to such things

as vulgarity, irreverence, sexiness and

stereotyping. Anything which would

contravene the public interest or which

would be unsuitable for home con-

sumption is cut or modified. Those

more subtle aspects such as portraying

any facet of life in an unfortunate

mariner is weighed and discussed with

the producer or writer. In commercial

copy most changes relate to unfair

competitive statements, extreme claims

which the evidence does not warrant

or which cannot be verified. However,

the experienced advertiser has made
such changes before copy reaches us.

Robert Maley, continuity director, WOR-
MBS, New York

One of the chief duties of a radio

continuity acceptance director or edi-

tor is to keep off the air commercial

"range from

sly inference

to downright

untruth'

copy which does not represent, honest-

ly and clearly, the product or service.

There are many reasons why we may
insist upon copy alteration. Copy
points an editor seeks to eliminate from

commercial continuity range in serious-

ness from simple sly inference to down-

right untruth. Not that I minimize

"simple sly inference". I've seen crea-

tions which almost get one to believe

the telling of an out-and-out lie would

be a lesser evil!

There are, of course, all types and

all grades of radio advertisers and

agencies. One of the species, rare

though bv no means extinct, may ad-

mit a copy point to be gross exaggera-

tion, but will bitterly resent any re-
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quest t"i modification "I tin- inaccu-

rate claim, insisting it's the gross ex-

aggeration upon which virtuall) all

hopes are placed to -''II the product

!

Wdl. the gross exaggeration might

promote the -ali- of tlir product, all

right, but ii certainl) wouldn't be

worth the resulting damage to the good

reputation of announce] and Btation.

Herbert A. C.irlborg, directm o) edit-

ing, CBS, Veto ) ork

We interpret CHS Television standards

on a positive basis rather than to pre-

sent (native people with a polic]

Straight-jacket tailored out id an in-

flexible fabric of "Do's and Don't'-.'"

Since we are in the business "f enter-

taining, informing, and producing

-ale-. v\e are eager to implement the

ideal- and objectives of our medium

with those who use it.

Our experience indicate- that gen-

erally the manner of handling i- more

"handling more
important than

subject matter"

important than the subject matter.

However, writer- and producers find it

great!) to their advantage to submit

their ideas in outline or synopsis form

Erst, to facilitate the de-empha-i- or

elimination of negative aspects. Exam-

ple: "The Greer Case." a recent program

on Playhouse 90, dealt with a problem

arising from an illegitimate birth. It

might seem that this subject might

easiK conflict with the Telev i-on (lode.

However, the theme was first discussed,

followed by synopses, and then scripts;

then careful casting and handling. Re-

,-ult: a highly sensitive storj line came

through with living colors.

Sometime ago an advertiser of a

drug product produced a filmed com-

mercial without following the usual

procedure of submitting preliminary

-torv boards to u<. Included in the

film was a small sequence which was

entirely incompatible with the pro-

gram. The sequence involved no vital

-ale- point: it could have been re-

placed by several other ones—all com-

pletely acceptable. Instead a revision

in an $8,000 commercial became neces-

sary. Advertisers find it to their ad-

vantage to check the storv boards. ^

and completely covered

KTIlT's 0.5 tut/ in contour

blankets two and one-half million

Gulf Coast residents, in

750,000 radio homes.
Rcacli them quickly, effectively,

inexpensively by calling your
Patd Raymer Man.

FOR HOUSTON AND SOUTH TEXAS

LISTENERS

WHO LISTEN

LISTEN TO SAN DIEGO'S ADULT RADIO STATION

92<y<
KGB IS SAN DIEGO'S ONLY
STATION WITH AN OVERALL
AVERAGE ADULT AUDIENCE
OF 92%.
NIELSEN . . . JUNE, NOV. '56

1360
ON THE DIAL

FIRST IN SAN DIEGO

MUTUAL DON LEE RADIO

CALL YOUR H-R REPS

FOR FULL DETAILS
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RATINGS: TOP SPOlTELEPULSE

lank Past*
now rank

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markers
Period 2-8 January 1957

TITLE. SYNDICATOR. SHOW TYPE Average
ratings

7-STATION
MARKETS

5-STA.
MARKET 4-STATION MARKETS 3-STATION Ki|

NY. LA. S. Fran.
Seattle-

Boston Chicago Detroit Milw. Mnpls. Phlla. Tacoma Wash.

—2:
Atlanta Ba a ^.

1
Death Valley Days (W)
PACIFIC BORAX

21.7
9.2

7:00pm

7.9 6.2

utll-tV

7 nopm 7:00pm

2 1
Highway Patrol (M)
Zl V

21.1
15.7 14.2

wrca 'v kttv

7 OOpm 9:00pm

17.4
krmi Iv

6:30pm

19.4 8.0 21.2 10.5 12.8 18.0 24.5 14.3
wbz-tv wgn-tv ujbk tv wtmj iv kstp-ti wcautv komo-t< wtop-tv
10 :30pm 8:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm ; :(%m 7:00pm

22.5 12
tv VflMstH

7 :30pm

3 8 Soldiers of Fortune (A)
MCA

18.0
6.2
wpix

• im

10.0 15.0 8.2 13.2 23.7 19.4 13.2
wgn-tv wxyz-tv wiii ti wcco ti wcau-tv king-tv wtop-tv
6:00pm 6:00pm 5:30pm 4:30pm 6:00pm 6 OOpm 7:00pm

10.2 13
waga tv wbaltti
6 OOpm 7 OOvfi

4 4
1

Sheriff of Cochise (W)
NTA

17.8
3.8 9.4
wabd kttv

. 30pm 7:00pm

15.7
kron-tv

6 30pm

19.7 15.7 9.2 13.5 22.4 9.2
Miia.tv wgn-tv wtmj-tv wceo-tv klng-tv wre-tv
6:00pm 7:30pm 10:30pm 9:30pm 7 im 10:30pm

I
1

5 4 Superman (A)
FLAM 1 NGO

17.7
7.4 6.8

wabc-tv kttv

0:00pm 7:00pm

6.4
kgo-tv

C :00pm

21.0 10.0 16.2 8.5 12.0 27.5 21.9 13.4
wnac-tv wgn-tv wxyz-tv uni n weco-tv wcautv king-tv WTC-tv
C:30pm 6:00pm 6:00pm 6:00pm 1:00pm 7:00pm B :00pm 7:00pm

20.9 24. «
wsb-tv whal.jBj
7:00pni

6 2
1

Man Called X (A)
Zl V

17.6
2.3 3.7
wplz khj-tv

10:30pm 7:00pm

17.8
kron-tv

10:30pm

20.8 9.5 12.5 12.9 10.0 7.3 8.2
wbz-tv wgn-tv wjbk-tv wtmj-tv wcautv king-tv wmal-tv
10:30pm 9:30pm 7 00pm '• :opm 7:00pm 8:30pm 9:00pm

18.2 20.1 1
i\ wbal-^V

|

7 Annie Oakley (W)
CBS Fl LM

17.0
5.3 6.2

wabc-tv kabc-tv

6:00pm 6:00pm

6.2
kgo-tv

6 OOpm

25.9 20.7 17.7 15.5 18.9 21.5 24.5 12.9
wnac-tv wbbm-tv wxyz-tv wtmj-tv WCCO-tv urau-tv LHng-ti ntop-t.
5:00pm 5:30pm 6:00pm 6:00pm 5:00pm 5:30pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

14.0 15.fl
:

wlwa ulial't^B

6:00pm

8 1 Search For Adventure (A)
GEO. BAGNALL

16.7
4.4 10.4
wpix kcop

7:30pm 7:00pm

22.7
kpix

7 :30pm

18.7 9.3 7.5 20.7 24 7
wnac-tv cklw-tv witl ti wtcn-tv king-tv
5:30pm 9:00pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

22.2
wsb-tv

7 :00pm

8 7
1

Science Fiction Theater (SF)
Zl V

16.7
11.0 13.7
wrca iv kttv

7:00pm 8:00pm

18.5
kron-tv

T :110pm

13.7 6.0 5.9 9.2 8.7 8.0 20.9 10.0
wbz-tv wnbq wzyz-tv wtmj-tv kmgm-ti wfil-tv king-tv wmal-tv
7:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 11:00pm 8:30pm 10:3»pm 10:00pm fi:00pm

17.2 15

waga -tv whal-jfl

7:00pm 10:30[|H

1

Waterfront (A)
MCA

16.6
3.8 6.6
wabd kttv

7 :',
i H :00pm

13.5
kpix

7 oopm

20.2 12.2 12.5 8.4 20.9 9.2
wnac-tv wwj-tv wxix kmgm-tv wcau-tv wttg

"; 10:30pm 10:00pm 8:30pm 6:30pm 7:30pm

23.5 17.SI
wmar-^J' '

ok Pmtf
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ABC FILM
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3:00pm 9:30pm
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3 7 Frontier Doctor (W)
HOLLYWOOD TV
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When surveys differ substantially, you've got a real problem if you

lean more to one than to the others.

But in Minneapolis-St. Paul, whatever report you like best, you can use

it to buy prime availabilities in many first-place segments on WDGY.

When you buy Minneapolis-St. Paul, don't rely on old, out-dated in-

formation, which won't tell you, for instance, that Trendex now has

WDGY in first place in audience, morning, afternoon and all day.

Let Blair bring you up to date on what Storz Station programming

has done to Twin Cities' radio listening. Or, talk over the new figures

(and what they mean) with WDGY General Manager Steve Labunski.

WDGY 50,000 watts and a

nearly perfect-circle daytimt signal

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

Represented by John Blair & Co.

WHB
Kansas City

TODD STORZ,
President

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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/ lirrl. /\ listing nf iliiillflfi

in iln advertising ami broadcast ffUis

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR

American Tobacco. NY
Associated Products. NY
Hazel Bishop. NY
Brown Williamson. Louisville, Kv

Ccncral Foods. White Plains. NY
Ccneral Mills. Minneapolis

Insurance Co of North America. Phila

International Swimming Pool. White Plains,

NY
McKesson & Robbins. Bridgeport, Conn.

Midas Inc. Chi

Olin Mathieson Chemical Co, NY
Quality Courts

Reynolds Metals. Richmond, Va

Sloane-Delawarc. Trenton

Sweets Co, Hoboken, NJ

Washington State Potato Commission

Westclox. LaSallc. Ill

AGENCY
BBDO. NY

STATIONS
CBS 177

Crcy. NY NBC 85

Spcctor. NY

Bates. NY
CBS 134

CBS 134

Y&R NY ABC
T- Laird. Chi . ABC
Aycr, Phila NBC
Wilson. Haight Welch &

Crovcr, N NRr

DFS. NY NBC
Bozcll & Jacobs. Chi NBC
Van Sant. Dugdale. Bait

Larrabcc Asso. Wash, DC

Buchanan, NY; Frank, Chi

Howard, NY

NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC

Eiscn, NY NBC 60

| Howard Ryan. Seattle .

BBDO. Chi

NBC
NBC

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Marge & Cower Champion, alt Su 7 30-8 pm; 24 Mar. 52 wks

Masquerade Party; alt W 8-8:30 pm; 13 Mar; II wks

D Edwards: ill F 6:45-7 pm, 7 15-7:38 pm; 5 Apr; 52 wks

D Edwards, M.W, alt F 6:45-7 pm, 7 15-7 30 pm: 5 Apr;

52 wks

.Disneyland; W 7 30-8 30 pm alt wks; Sept. 52 wks

Disneyland; W 7:30-8:30 pm alt wks; Sept: 52 wks

.Today; 23 parties; 15 Apr-29 Nov

.Home; 13 parties; 1 Apr-13 July

Home; 13 parties; 18 Mar-24 May

.Today, 5 parties on Fridays; 5 Apr-3 May

.Today; 7 parties; Scpt-Nov

.Today; 7 parties; |unc

.Disneyland; W 7:30-8 30 pm ; alt wks; Sept; 52 wks

.Home; 13 parties; Mar-Oct

Cumby; Sa 10:30-11 am; 16 Mar

Today; B parties; Apr start

Today; 26 parties; 1 May-Dec

RENEWED ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR

American Tobacco. NY
California Packing, SF

Firestone Tire & Rubber. Akron

Cencral Foods. White Plains.

Ccncral Mills. Minneapolis

Hartz Mountain, NY
Mattel. Inc. La

NY

Purcx Corp, South Cate. Cal

Swift & Co. Chi

Vitamin Corp, NY
Yardley of London. NY

AGENCY
BBDO. NY

Mc-E. SF

Sweeney & James. Clcve

B&8. NY
BBDO, NY
Hartman, Chi

Carson-Roberts,

W&C, Chi

Mc-E. Chi

BBDO. NY
Ayer, NY

La

STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

CBS 177 lack Benny: alt Su 7:30-8 pm; 24 Mar; 52 wks

NBC Home; 7 parties; 14 Mar-16 May
ABC Voice of Firestone; M 9-9:30 pm; 9 Sept; 52 wks

~BS 102 Mighty Mouse; alt Sa 10:30-11 am; 13 Apr; 52 wks

CBS 104 _ Ciant Step; W 7:30-8 pm; 6 Mar; 13 wks

CBS 58 Captain Kangaroo; Sa 9:40-9:45 am; 23 Mar; 13 wks

ABC Mickey Mouse Club; W 5:30-6 pm; Oct; 52 wks

NBC Big Surprise; Tu 8-8:30 pm; alt wks; Mar-|unc

ABC Disneyland; W 7:30-8:30 pm; alt wks; Sept; 52 wks

NBC 145 Steve Allen; Su 8-9 pm; '3 spon; 7 Apr only

NBC Tonight; 17 parties, Mar-Dec

RENEWED ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR

American Bird Food Manufacturing Corp, Chi

Bankers Life & Casualty. Chi

Cencral Foods, White Plains. NY

Socman Bros, NY ...

Sterling Drug, NY

AGENCY
Hartman, Chi

Grant. Schwcnck & Baker, Chi

Y&R. NY

NC&K. NY
DFS. NY ._

STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

ABC Breakfast Club: M 9:30-9:35 am, 11 Mar

ABC Paul Harvey News; Su 6:15-6:30 pm

ABC Breakfast Club: M 9 55-10 am
9:20 am; 1 Apr

MBS 490 Queen For A Day: 1 partic per pgm; 6 Mar-10 May

ABC My True Story: W 10:20-10:25 am; 20 Feb

31 Mar; 52 wks

Tu 9:15-9:20 am. Th 9:15-

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME

Harold B. Arkoff

John Barrett

lack Barton

Leon R. Brooks

Eddie Clarke

Sandy Cummings
Ralph Davison. Jr.

Romolo de Luca

Robert Doty

E. Thayer Drake

Robert V. Evans

Ray Favata

Edmond L. Fecley .

Bill W. Fillingham

Frank Fitzgerald

Richard A. Forsling

Edward L. Herp

Richard W. Jencks

FORMER AFFILIATION

Sherman Oaks. CalKCIL

WHB. Kansas City, production

NARTB. mgr station relations

CBS. NY. legal dept

WTIX. New Orleans, program dir

ABC Tv. Hy. Disney coordinator

KUTV, Salt Lake City, regional sis mgr

Strawbridgc & Clothier. Phila. advtng mgr three branch
stores

WSCA-TV. Montgomery, program mgr

CBS. NY. legal dept

CBS. NY. legal dept

Academy Pictures. NY. artist & designer

KCOY. Santa Maria. Cal. sis mgr

WNAV. Annapolis, asst mgr

MCA, NY, sis exec

CBS. NY, legal dept

WJW-TV, Cleve, producer-dir

CBS. NY. legal dept

NEW AFFILIATION

Same, commercial mgr

WTIX. New Orleans, program dir

Hamilton, Stubblcficld. Twining & Asso Atlanta, southeastern

rep

CBS Tv. NY. asst gen atty

WHB. Kansas City, program dir

ABC Tv. Hy. mgr net programs-western div

KTVR. Denver, sis mgr

KULA. Honolulu co-mgr
WFLN. Phila. sis promotion & publicity

WTVT. Tampa, program mgr

CBS Tv. NY. senior attv

CBS Tv. NY. senior attv

CBS Terrytoons. NY. director

KEY-TV. Santa Barbara. Cal. northern sis mgr

Same, gen mgr

Ziv Tv. NY. naf sis

CBS Tv. NY. asst gen atty

Same, program dir

CBS Tv NY. asst gen atty
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NEW AND RENEW

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

George L. Kenyon WJ8K-TV, Detroit, sevice coordinator

Robert H. Kimball Crosley Boasting. Cin. promotion dir

Ccne Kline WMCK, McKeesport, Pa, sis mgr
William L. Kost 4BC. Tv. NY. acct exec

Karl Lambertz WFAA Radio. Dallas, acting mgr

|. Milton Lang . General Electric, Schenectady, gen mgr tube dept Same

Vincent Meade Crosley B'casting, NY, eastern sis mgr-radio div

William P. Mullen ABC Tv, NY, acct exec

Jack Murphy . KOOL-TV. Phoenix, program dir

Edward L. Prcsnell Rutledgc & Lilienfcld, St. Louis, media dir

Ted Rogers

Ted Scott

Thomas J. Severin WMAR-TV, Bait, program mgr

Ted Shaker WXIX, Milwaukee, gen sis mgr

Chet Simmons

|. English Smith

Daniel K. Sobol

Arthur Sprinkle

Bill Stewart

Robert C. Weiss

Francis Carter Wood, Jr. Sound Masters, NY, vp chg production

Charles C. Woodward CBS, NY, legal dept

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. NY, timebuyer

ABC Tv, Hy, mgr net program dept, western div ABC Tv
WRCA-TV, NY, sis

KULA-TV. Honolulu, asst mgr chg operations

KOWH, Omaha, program dir

NEW AFFILIATION

Same, promotion & merch mgr

WAGA-TV, Atlanta, promotion mgr

WLEU, Erie, Pa, mgr
WABD, NY, acct exec

WFAA Radio & Tv, Dallas, asst to dir

gen mgr Broadcasting Stations Operations &
Maqua Co

WABD, NY, acct exec

Same, mgr Detroit sis div

Same, asst mgr

KXOK, St. Louis, sis

KCIL. Sherman Oaks, Cal, acct exec

KULA, Honolulu, co-mgr

Same, dir public service

CBS Tv, NY, net sis

Sports Programs, NY, admin asst

NY, mgr net programs

NBC Tv Net, NY, sis

Same, mgr

Storz Stations, program dir

WHK, Cleve, acct exec

Same, president

CBS Tv, NY, asst gen atty

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Jerome Agel McCraw-Hill, NY, asst to public relations dir

Fred Becker Umland-Eastland-Becker, SF, partner

Edward Bland

James E. Briggs

Edward H.

Morton J.

Delbert J.

Calhoun
Chalek

Cook

-Philco Corp, coordinator advtng & sis training

Ruthrauff & Ryan-Ceare-Marston Div, Phila, vp
dir

Cunningham & Walsh, NY, acct super

& creative

Ruthrauff & Ryan, NY, spec merch asst-packaged food
accts

McCann-Erickson,

BBDO, NY, acct exec-public relations

.Roy S. Durstine, SF, acct exec
Maxwell Associates, Phila, staff

Same, also Ruthrauff & Ryan Phila, member bd
Same, also vp

..Joseph Katz, NY, acct exec

Same, vp & acct super

Marschalk & Pratt Div-McCann-Erickson, NY, vp
Woods, Donegan & Co, NY, dir & senior advisor

_N. W. Ayer, NY, r-tv production mgr
Same, vp & mgr
Same, exec vp chg office mgmt
.Henderson Advtng, Greenville, SC, creative dir

Same, media dir

Same, office mgr
Dan Lawrence, San Diego, acct exec

Roy Danish McCann-Erickson, NY, planning & devel staff

Earl C. Donegan, Sr. — McCann-Erickson, NY, vp & group head
William H. Cantt Brisacher. Wheeler & Staff, SF

Trevor C. Coodman Young & Rubicam, Toronto, acct super

H. B. Croseth Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chi, member office mgmt committee _

Gordon Cross

William A. Hammond Grant Advtng, Detroit, asst media dir

Gustav Heine — Ross Jurney & Asso, Salt Lake City, chg bookkeeping &
accting dept

Cerald Kiely Scrievner-O'Brien, Rochester, NY
Lester Krugman tmerson Corp, vp chg mktng & member exec committee . . . Getschal Co, NY, exec vp

Spafford Link Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chi, bus mgr Same, vp chg bus admin
Donald R. Longman Atlantic Refining, mgr mktng operations . J. Walter Thompson, NY, dir of research

John Lynch 'ohn Moynahan & Asso, NY, acct mgr BBDO, NY, acct exec-public relations

William A. Marks Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, asst to pres Rittenhouse 6 Co, Houston, acct exec
W. Barry McCarthy BBDO, NY, acct supervisor Same, plus member bd dir

W. P. McWilliam Crant, Schwenck & Baker, Cgo, acct exec Same, vp

Donald B. Miller Charles L. Rumrill, Rochester, acct exec & asst vp Same, vp

Lee M. Montgomery __KGMB-TV. Honolulu, acct exec N. W. Ayer, Honolulu, in charge of radio-tv
Thomas J. Murphy .Ruthrauff & Ryan, Cgo, creative supervisor MacFarland. Aveyard & Co, Cgo, planning & creative staff
Ace Ochs Wagco-Tv, LA, assoc producer . Raymond R. Morgan Co, LA, producer-director
Harold Olsen BBDO, NY, art director Same, plus member bd dir

George C. Oswald K&E, NY, natl acct exec Same, supervisor regional offices

Frederic W. Overesch Ross Roy, vp & asst to pres McCann-Erickson, Detroit, vp & acct group head
Walter Pierre Hubbard. Pitluk, San Antonio Dan Lawrence, San Diego, acct exec
Arthur W. Poretz : MacLachlan, Ungar, Fruhling & Zysk, Hempstead, LI,

pub rel dir Emil Mogul, NY, asst dir pub rel

Bernice C. Preisser . Ketchum, MacLeod & Crove, Pitts, copy writer Same, acct exec

Roger A. Purdon Bryan Houston, NY, vp & creative dir McCann-Erickson, NY, vp & acct group head
David J. Rennie Ketchum, MacLeod & Crove. Pitts, asst acct exec Same, acct exec

Jack E. Rice, Jr. Cunningham & Walsh, NY, acct exec Same, vp chg new bus

Jack Ringstad NBC Regional Network, NY, arranger-choreographer Ted Bates, NY, asst recording dir

William A. Rockett . _ __.C. F. Hutchinson, Boston, mgr of internal ooerations & acct
exec

George Sampson Grant Adv, LA, pub rel Same, plus vp & dir

James P. Shelley -.McCann-Erickson, LA, senior acct super & member
advisory committee Same, also vp

Rollin C. Smith -NBC, NY, producer-director Ted Bates, NY, recording dir

Nathan K. Steen Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, premium & contest mgr Same, merch exec

J. P. Stewart Ruthrauff & Ryan. Houston, acct exec

Dorothy Sutton Buchanan & Co, LA, exec asst Caynor Colman Prentis & Varley, LA, timebuyer
Lee A. Terrill Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, acct super & member bd —Same, also admin vp

John R.

John E.

John R.

Thayer
Troskosky .

Van Arsdale

Watts Wacker
Joseph W. Walsh -Kenyon & Eckhardt

board

Robert M. Watson Ruthrauff & Ryan. NY
Charles F. Willis, Jr. _ Ruthrauff & Ryan, NY
Walter H. Wright William Esty, NY. merch

WMIL, Milwaukee, sis rep

Charles L. Rumrill, Rochester, acct exec 6 asst vp

Charles L. Rumrill, Rochester, senior vp & super acct mgmt
& creative divs

D. P. Brother, Detroit, asst media dir

NY, sec to mktng & creative plane

Franklin Advtng, Milwaukee, acct exec chg r-tv

Same, vp

Same, also member
Same, media dir

bd

vice chairman bd

vp & asst to pres

& mktng exec

Same, premium & contest mgr
Same, chairman bd

Same, also member bd
Lennen & Newell, NY. asso dir merch
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the more you compare programming,

ratings, coverage, or costs per

thousand— the more you* II prefer

.i-W

WAVE Radio

WAVE-TV
LOUISVILLE

NBC AFFILIATES

NBC SPOT SALES, EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

HOBBIES AND CRAFTS
SPONSOR: Read Drug & Chemical Co. AGENCY: Direcl

Capsule case history: Frank Fleishman, Read's buyer,

reports an impressive sales increase at all 56 Reads stores

on the full hobby and craft line since the company assumed

sponsorship of a new tv program. Working Wonders. The

program, aired on WBAL-TV ():30- 10:00 a.m. Saturdays,

treats a wide range of scientific subjects in a manner de-

signed to appeal to school-age youngsters. The show is used

exclusively to promote hobby and craft items. The com-

mercials use films and completed models as well as live

shots of kids actually working with various models and kits.

One commercial on the Martin Sea-Master produced a sell-

out of the 720 pieces on hand; another on Remco's Crystal

Radio Kit, run for a few weeks, caused Read's to wire

urgently for additional merchandise. Fleishman says,

".
. . this is the most effective means we have yet discovered

for moving such a wide variety of hobby and craft materials.

FURNITURE
SPONSOR: New York Furniture House AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The greate-t one-day sale in the

history of New York Furniture House resulted from the

store's initial use of Saturday Evening Movie. The program,

broadcast on KBTV, Demer. was first sponsored by the

furniture store on 23 February. The firm's commercials

emphasized the excellent values that could be obtained at

New York Furniture's annual warehouse sale. No other ad-

wit ising was used for the sale. The store remained open the

next day to get the full benefit of consumer response. On

Sunday morning customers were lined up outside the store

waiting for it to open for business at 9:00 a.m. Store traffic

was heavy throughout the day and by closing time the total

number of customers for the dav was over 3,500. The

merchandise sold during this one day amounted to a dollar

volume of $32,000. Gratified by the return from their sale,

New York Furniture House has renewed for a full year.

WBAL-TV, Baltimore PROGRAM: Working Wonders KBTV, Denver PROGRAM: Saturday Evening Movie

TRACTORS
SPONSOR: Fort! Tractor AGENCY: Dennis, Parsons & Cook

Capsule case history: Ford Tractor dealers in the Savan-

nah area gained 666 potential customers as a result of a

special premium offer run for three days on WSAV-TV.

The campaign opened the door to increased sales activity by

providing dealers with a means of gaining direct contact

with possible new tractor buyers. Ford Tractor bought

three announcements on WSAV-TV's Jim and Jesse and the

Virginia Boys, a program of live country and Western

music aired on Wednesday evenings from 7:30-8:00. In

single mentions on three successive programs the Ford

Farming Almanac was offered to anyone who would write in

for it. Requests for the almanac were received from people

in 111 towns in 45 counties of WSAV-TV's two-state cover-

age area. William W. Cook, vice president of Dennis, Par-

sons & Cook, reported that the offer, which produced 666

requests in all, pin-pointed many prospective customers.

WSAV-TV, Savannah PROGRAM : Jim & Jesse & the I irginia Boj s

ORGANS AND PIANOS
SPONSOR: Templins of Elkhart AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: This advertiser's investment in tele-

vision advertising brought him an excellent return. As a

direct result of a tv expenditure totaling only $460, Templins

of Elkhart, a retail outlet for organs and pianos, sold more

than $5,000 worth of instruments. During an eight-week

period, W. W. Templin. Jr.. the store's owner, purchased

35 eight-second I. D.'s on WNDU-TV at a cost of $12 per

commercial. The eight-week campaign resulted in the sale

of two pianos and one organ. With the addition of one

other announcement at a cost of $25, another organ was

sold after the eight-week period. Beyond this, Templin has

been able to attribute to his television advertising other sales

to out-of-town customers. These people have reported seeing

his commercial on tv. One organ customer came from

Akron. Ind., 50 miles awa\ . Templin has since renewed on

\\ \ 1)1 -TV with two announcements per week for 52 weeks.

WNDU-TV, South Bend. Ind. PROGRAM: I. D.'s
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HOW MUCH
SHOULD A STATION INVEST

IN TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING?
Station managers tell us that they seldom get a straight

answer to this oft-asked question.

Yet today's strict insistence on economy in every phase

of station operation demands that the question be

answered.

Here is what we say when someone asks, "How much

should my tv (or radio) station put into trade paper

advertising?"

For three out of four stations the answer is, "not a

red cent."

\\ lien you advertise in a tv radio trade publication,

you want to attract national business. You're pin-

pointing your message to account executives, ad man-

agers, timebuyers. And you must have the ingredients

that help you and your rep convert favorable impres-

sions into sales.

With few exceptions, we advise that you reserve your

promotion dollar- for local use unless you have

—

(1) A national representative who will be stimu-

lated and helped by your trade publication adver-

ti-ing. (2) A market story strong enough to con-

vince national and regional buyers that your station

is logical. (3) A station story that warrant- con-

sideration.

Frequency, network, and power aren't the whole an-

swer, though they help. A few 250-watt independents

have invested as much as 50% of their national spot

income in trade advertising and have achieved out-

standing results.

As we mentioned earlier, three out of four stations

have no business using national trade paper space.

If you're the one-out-of-four that should. SI'ONN »IJ

recommends, on the basis of industry analysis, that

you invest 5% of your 1957 national spot income in

this pin-pointed form of advertising.

ON YOUR

DESK

EVERY

FRIDAY

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE
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Be a PRIVATE EYE

for HOME SAFETY

YOUNG CHILDREN
die from fires — falls —
suffocation — poisons.

ALL unguarded medicines, household

chemicals, liquid fuels are dangerous.

Keep them out of reach -out of sight.

14,000 YOUNG and OLD

DIE FROM FALLS ALONE!

stay alert! stay alive!

Make all your family

PRIVATE EYES
Contributed as a public service by

THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL
THE NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL

// //
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National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Loew's Theafres, New York, for two MGM pictures, "Lizzie" and

"'10,000 Bedrooms," moves into some 15 markets, campaigns hit

three days in advance of the movie openings. Pattern on "Lizzie":

daytime only; "Bedrooms," day and night both with frequencies of

10 to 15 minute spots and 20's during the three-day advance ex-

ploitation periods. Buying is not completed. Agency: Donahue &

Coe, New York. Buyer: Tom Hardy.

Block Drug, Jersey City, N. J., for its Green Mint toothpaste, adds

10 new tv markets after completing its first-quarter schedules. SSCB,

New York, is placing nighttime minutes at the rate of from two to

five weekly for the second 13-week portion of the campaign. Buying

is incomplete. Buyer: Ira Gonsier.

RADIO BUYS
Gulf Oil Co., Pittsburgh, is going into a number of markets east

of the Mississippi where its mothproofer Gulf Trak, is sold. Minutes

and 20's will be purchased for daytime segments. Advertising is

planned to coincide with time when housewives put away winter

clothes. Average number of announcements per week in each mar-

ket will be 10-15. The schedule will begin in April and run for six

weeks. Buying has not begun. Buyer: Frank Grady. Agency:

Young & Rubicam, New York.

P. Lori I lard Co., New York, has bought time in 23 markets for

Kent cigarettes; 13-week campaign will be slotted during daytime

hours. Advertiser is seeking a dual audience, with emphasis on

women. E.t.'s of varying lengths have been prepared. Buying has

been completed. Buyer: Bob Gleckler. Agency: Young & Rubicam,

New York.

National Shoes, Inc., New York, is launching a campaign in five

Eastern states to promote its 133 stores. Intensive spot schedule in

25 markets to reach women will use a new jingle that retains the

familiar slogan "National Shoes Ring the Bell" but incorporates new

messages and musical arrangements. Copy for typical jingle reads:

"National Shoes ring the bell, so lovely—and the style's so new,

So lovely—and for so little, too, National Shoes ring the bell." One-

minute commercials will be e.t.'s and live. The Monday-Friday pat-

tern is all davtime. Average number of announcements per week

in each market is 25-30. Buying is completed. Buyer: Joyce Peters.

Agency: Emil Mogul Co., Inc., New York.

Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, for its new Mercury cars, moves into

its Pennsylvania district, one of 23 throughout the country, for a

special radio push of two-week duration. District covers 50 markets

in Eastern Pennsvlvania. Southern New Jersey and Delaware, in

each of which minutes are being aired in morning and early evening

SPONSOR 23 march 1957



Working together

for gre

covera

TWO TOP CBS radio stations

TWO BIG southwest markets

ONE LOW combination rate

KVVFT and KLYN work back-to-

back (and on the sides, too) in TWO
big markets to give you twice the cover-

age at one low combination rate. For

availabilities and rates, write, wire or

phone our representatives.

KWFT
KLYN

WICHITA FALLS,
TEXAS

620 KC • 5000 Watts

AMARILLO,
TEXAS

940 KC • 1000 Watts

The KENYON BROWN stations

Now under one ownership and management

National Representatives

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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. Spot buys continued.

«T& V

9

Grosses $99,700,000
IN 1955

INTERSTATE BAKERIES,
sponsor of Cisco in markets

across the nation, states:

"The success of Cisco

Kid is so outstanding it

needs no further proof.

Cisco has certainly sold

a lot of bread and we
are looking forward to

continued increase of

sales through this out-

standing advertising

vehicle."

Ask to see more success stories of

THE WORLD'S GREATEST SALESMAN!

"THE CISCO KID"

Sfe/ee'Mpn'

64

time at the rate of from 10 to 20 weekly. Buxing is completed.

Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York. Buyer: George Simko.

Chcsebrough- Pond's, New York City, for a new product. Angel
Kiss lipstick, starts 1 April with a test in two West Coast markets,

San Francisco and Los Angeles, for a short time. Both day and night

periods are being used to reach "youngish" women, working women
and teen-agers as well as housewives. Agency: J. Walter Thompson,
New York. Buyer: Peg McAulc\.

Philip Morris, Inc., New York, is buying in 15 markets throughout

the country for its Spud cigarettes. Some announcements start in

March, others in April and run until the end of the year. E.t.'s will

be minutes, 20's and I.D.'s. The number of announcements per

week varies from market to market. Announcements will be placed

during all time segments in order to reach as general and as wide

an audience as possible. Buying has not been completed. Buyer:

Mathew T. Kane, Jr. Agency : Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York.

Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, is going into major

markets on a nationwide schedule to promote its fans. There is no

definite starting date because announcements will be placed with

stations on a one-to-three day notice based upon the temperature

in each area: the one-minute announcements will continue as long

as the weather remains hot. Since campaign will be linked to

weather, advertiser expects highly successful sales results. Buver:

Tom Hollingshead. Agency: McCann-Erickson, New York.

Buick Motor Div., General Motors Corp.. Flint. Mich., is buying

time in the top 25 markets. This is the spring campaign, an expan-

sion of the original schedule which began last fall; new announce-

ments will run concurrently with previous campaign spots in 17

markets and in an additional 18 markets. Average number of an-

nouncements per week in each market will be 30-35. Minute e.t.'s

with a "fashion festival" theme will be slotted during early-morning

and late-afternoon hours to hit the male motorist primarily. The

campaign begins 28 March. Buying has been completed. Biner:

Ann Gardiner. Agency: Kudner. Inc.. New York.

RADIO & TV BUYS

Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J., is buying tv nationally

for its First-Aid cream: radio and tv for its Baby Shampoo. The

First-Aid schedule will run for 35 weeks. Advertising is geared to

a women's audience and most of it will be slotted during daytime

hours. Average number of announcements per week in each market

will vary considerablv. Minute-length announcements will be film

and live. Babv Shampoo schedule is 13 weeks. Minute and 20-

second spots on both radio and tv will promote the product in day-

time hours. Film and live commercials on tv. and e.t. and live com-

mercials on radio, have a women's audience in mind. Buying has

been completed. Buyers: Joe O'Brien and Joe St. Georges. Agency:

Youn» & Rubicam. New York.
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PHONE 74-5711

MEREDITH
SYRACUSE

TELEVISION CORP-WHSN-TV
~-~-===== =̂=:=:::::::==~ ,„cc ft NEW YORK-^-^^1, SYRACUSE 8,
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business
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For example, here
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Ties
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MEREDITH STATIONS

KCMO and KCMO-TV,Ka n sas City . KPHO and KPHO-TV,Phoenix

WOW and WOW-TV, Omaha • WHEN and WHEN-TV, Syracuse
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News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Borden Co. has adopted the mar-
keting concept and set up a new
marketing research unit.

The new unit which will serve all

segments of the company also appears

to be another step toward less decen-

tralization at Borden. Last months
appointment of William B. Campbell

as manager of Borden's general adver-

tising department was also felt to

point to a trend in this direction. (See

Newsmaker of the Week, sponsor, 16

February.)

Head of the marketing research unit

will be Robert E. Kahl. national ad-

vertising manager in charge of the

general advertising department's mer-

chandising and research.

"Slow Brewed" will be the theme

for Heidelberg Brewing Co.'s new

stepped up campaign starting in a few

weeks. The markets are in the north-

west, Alaska and Hawaii. Over 40 tv

and radio stations will be bought. . . .

Toni will use both radio and tv to

introduce a new cream deodorant and

a new shampoo starting in May.

Bell Telephone is kicking off a big

promotional campaign focusing on the

Yellow Pages emblem at the national

level. Both radio and tv announce-

ments will stress the emblem starting

the last week in March. . . . Simoniz

in a diversification move has bought

a controlling interest in Clad-Rex

Corp. Clad-Rex makes vinyl coating

for steel, aluminum and magnesium.

Aunt Mid Spinach, in a perfect

sponsor-program tieup, has bought

participations in the Popeye cartoons

on WBBM, Chicago. . . . And here's

an example of another perfect tie-

in: Wells Fargo Co., San Francisco,

has bought the spot immediately pre-

ceding NBV TC's Tales of Wells Fargo

on KRON-TV.
McCulloch Motors Corp. this month
is launching a consumer campaign in

behalf of its chain saws. Keystone Net-

work along with independent stations

will be included in the media used in

the western states and Canada. Strom-

berger, LaVene, McKenzie is the agen-

cy. . . . International Shoe Co. is

getting extra mileage out of its Red
Goose Kids' Spectacular seen on ABC
TV last year. This year the shoe firm

is using a filmed portion of the orig-

inal show to act as kick-off for the

Spring sales push. The re-run will be

used on 41 stations on 30 March, 6

April and 13 April I on a bicycling

basis from market to market.) D'Arcj

is the agency. . . . Fisher Flouring

Mills Co. is starting a new tv spot

campaign for Zoom breakfast cereal

starting 1 April. Campaign will cover

Washington. Oregon and California.

Advertising Agency is Pacific National.

Two Oregon stations in the news (left) Kl GN, Eugene, puis mobile unit literal!} "on the

air" for Willamette Valley Logging Conference segments on Monitor, i Right i KGW-
VM&TV, Portland, Circle H Hoedoivn has customers sashaying down to sponsor's showroom
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Just Like The Good Old Days-Only

IN 1949, The Jack Benny Show, Our Miss Brooks, F.B.I. in

Peace andWar, Suspense and Amos 'n' Andy were among

the most sought-after properties in all advertising.

TODAY, these CBS Radio programs are actually (and on the

research record) better advertising buys than they were then!

S



For example, these four shows . .

.
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part of CBS Radio's new IMPACT plan, today a\»

age 77% more commercial minute family impn

sions per dollar than seven years ago. Here are

actual increases in advertising value that hg|

taken place at a time when the dollar is buyii

less and less: F.B.L in Peace and War—29% ma

family impressions per dollar; Suspense—51% moi

Our Miss Brooks— 65% more; and Amos 'n' And

150% more, since 1949!
The Jack Benny Show— not a part of the 1MPACT plan — is specially available^

sponsorship in Ft -minute units and delivers 29% more commercial minute imji

per dollar than in 19^9-50.

IMPACT is a plan for weekend selling.

It offers over 20 established, tested programs,!

choose from. And they cover the full range of aul

ence favorites: news, music, variety, comedy, pub

affairs, drama, personalities, sports.

An advertiser can use IMPACT as a precision

to pinpoint the kind of listeners he wants to reaci

.



he can use IMPACT for saturation: by sponsoring

segment in each program in the full schedule, his

essage reaches more than 8 million different fami-

s over three separate times in a single weekend.

i advertiser buying IMPACT gets solid commer-

ils in major programs. The program setting is

^ht for those commercials— because the adver-

ser selects it. The audience setting is right—because

e listener seeks out the program. And IMPACT

ograms are easy to publicize and merchandise—

f name, by star, and by broadcast time.

le good old days? IMPACT makes them better.

)r more productive selling and even greater dollar

dues, have us tell you all about it.

tMPACT
on The CBS Radio Network



AGENCIES
The newly formed Reach, MeClin-

tOD A Co. this week added the $5
million Prudential Insurance Ac-

count.

Prudential had been serviced by

Calkins & Hidden while Harold Mc-
Clinton was that agency's president.

(See Radio and TV Newsmakers, this

issue.

)

Advice to beginners in advertising

is offered by Marion Harper, Jr.,

McCann-Erickson president, in the

1937 Hook of Knowledge Year-

book.

Harper advises young people look-

ing toward the ad field to decide early

whether the) are "what to say" or

"how to sa) it people. He points out

that the\"ll do better if they specialize.

Harper also marks the change in

concept in the agency business—from

that of a space broker to a complete

sales development service.

He defines a sales development serv-

ice as one that helps plan products,

design packaging, select advertising

and marketing managers, writes adver-

*-E- A-C-H
63 COUNTIES IN
SOUTH TEXAS

There's a big stretch of Texas

waiting for smart advertising

money ... 63 counties that are

sold best — at the lowest cost

per listener — on KONO
Radio. YOU can reach 'em

easy — just call your

H-R or Clarke Brown man.

860 kc 5000 watts

SAN ANTONIO RADIO

ti-cr» speeches, handles public rela-

tions or publicity and even plans and
(anies through complete tv programs.

"These and man) other services are of

a kind that were unheard of a few

)ears a<io.

New agency appointments: Ben-

ton & Bowles for Schick Klectric Shav-

ers as of 1 July. Account has been

handled by Warwick & Legler. . . .

Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli for Best

Foods' Nucoa margarine, effective 17

April. Other Best Foods products,

Hellmann's and Best Foods mayon-

naise, french dressings. sandwich

spread, bread and butter pickles, mus-

tard and salad oil will remain with

DFS. Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli ex-

pects to top $10 million in billings this

year.

Focus on personalities: Walter H.

Wright, new associate director of mer-

chandising at Lennen & Newell. . . .

William A. Hammond, new media di-

rector for Grant's Detroit office. . . .

George B. Bogart. newly appointed

v.p. in charge of Calkins & Holden's

Chicago office. . . . Lester Krugman
who has just joined the Getschal Co.

as executive v.p. . . . Trevor G. Good-

man just appointed v.p. and manager

of the Toronto office of \ &R.

Calkins & Holden has sold a minor-

ity stock interest to Frederick E. Bak-

er & Associates, Seattle.

NETWORKS
The challenge of the original tv

musical is being met by Rodgers

and Hammerstein (for their forth-

coming $440,000 production of

Cinderella) in this manner:
• Rehearsals in permanent stand-

ing sets for weeks in advance.

• Commercial recordings by the

cast and top singing artists put on the

market almost a month before the show

date I on the theory that nobody rec-

ognizes a hit the first time they hear

it.)

• Two dress rehearsals to be staged

before live audiences before show date.

Incidentally. CBS has the rights to

the first production with one repeat

then the play, scenery, costumes, props,

etc. revert to Rodgers & Hanimerstein.

ABC TV will give one of its pros-

pective fall starters. Rock */i Roll

Review, an on-the-air showcasing.

The show, starring Man Freed, will

SIMtNSOK 23 march 195"!



WED LIKE TO

WEBC is Duluth's Number One radio station. We'll

show you audience surveySj ease histories and results

thai "prove this point.'"

For the pasl two years we have gained continuously in

audience by modern prograinming, top-flight announc-

ing and radio merchandising.

WEBC
NOW ON TOP IN DULUTH b SUPERIOR

CONTACT

GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY

(He'll Prove Our Point)
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be seen as a one-shot on Friday, 12

April (10:30-11 p.m.), with a repeat

again early in May.

Fall programing notes: Reynolds

Metals Co.'s buy of an alternate week

half-hour on Disneyland fills the spon-

sor roster on the ABC TV show for

next fall. The purchase also signals

Reynolds' pull-out of NBC TV's Circus

Boy at the end of the current season.

. . . Scott Paper has renewed Father

Knows Best (NBC TV) for the 1957-

58 season.

Network programing notes: At

ABC TV Genera] Foods has bought a

quarter-hour segment per week on

Mickey Mouse Club starting 2 May.

... at CBS TV Pharmaceuticals has

renewed To Tell The Truth for 13

more weeks. The panel show was put

in as the Herb Shriner replacement in

December. ... At NBC TV Associated

Products returns to network tv with

the alternate week sponsorship of

Masquerade Parly. Associated Prod-

ucts (5-Day Deodorant) previously-

sponsored Break The Bank, Arthur

Murray Party and Dear Phoebe a cou-

ple of seasons back. Both Lever Bros.

and P&G have bought into daytime tv

at the network. Lever with one-quarter

hour per week on The Price Is Right

and Comedy Time plus two quarter-

hours a week on Truth or Conse-

quences. P&C has bought four quar-

ter-hours per week plus one quarter-

lion i alternate weeks on Tic Tac

Dough. K. J. Reynolds also has bought

part of the Major League Games on

Saturday afternoons. Another Satur-

day starter is the new Gumby Shoiv,

with the Sweets Co. sponsoring.

CBS TV appointment activity:

Following CBS's realignment of the

top sales echelon two weeks ago (see

9 March SPONSOR-SCOPE), the net-

work this week announced these tv

sales promotions and shifts:

George Klayer, current eastern sales

manager to network sales manager.

Sam Maxwell, from midwestern sales

manager to eastern sales manager.

Roland Blair, midwestern account

exec, to midwestern sales manager.

Robert Hoag, network sales account

executive to manager of program sales.

Also Theodore F. Shaker, sales

manager at WXIX, Milwaukee, will

switch to New York as an account

executive for network sales.

Other new appointments: Howard
L. Letts, v.p. and operations manager
for RCA Victor Record Division will

join NBC on 1 April as head of the

business affairs department for tv pro-

grams and sales. Carl M. Stanton,

current v.p. for tv programs and sales,

business affairs, will be promoted to a

new position, in charge of coordinat-

ing all NBC color tv operations. . . .

Thomas M. Lufkin is the new service

manager for ABC TV, Hollywood, and
Louis F. Sanman, the new production

supervisor in Hollywood. . . . Edwin
S. Friendly, Jr. has been appointed

daytime program director and Ber-

tram Berman has been named director

of davtime program development, both

at CBS TV.

Amos 'n' Andy this past week started

its 30th year of radio broadcasting.

. . . Mutual has shifted its news head-

quarters to Washington, D. C. and

named Robert F. Hurleigh to the post

of director of news and special events.

t,V'8lON

'- 1" >!ei ^^^™
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TV STATIONS
M.W T\ & \\l. Portland, Ore.,

passes along this radio-ti success

stor\ :

Foi jufll five weeks the Wolfard

I "i,| ( |o, has been Bponsoi inu a local

simulcasl called, Circle <"> Hoedown.
In that time the advertiser reports

that:

• Before the show started the) em-

ployed 2 salesmen on Sunday, m>u 1 1

n

entire -tall ol - 1 * is needed to handle

the traffic.

• Showroom traffic has increased

from approximate^ <>
|
>t •«

»

| »K» to ovei

150 <>n Sunday.

• Sale- have increased from less

than one <ar sold per Sunda) to "from
lit to 1 5 cars" each Sunda)

,

• The showroom i- not onl) filled

on Sunday, but the peak i- maintained

through the "next Thursda) or Fri-

day."

Tin' car dealer also savs. "The show
is definitel) responsible for all of our

sales because ue have put our com-

plete budget into the show."

Interesting sidelight is that while

Ki.W radio has been in the market a

long t ime, K( >\\ -T\ took to the aii

onh two months

Westinghouse Broadcasting < <».

will organize another conference
on local public service program*
in<I in I ').">}{.

\\ B( jusl concluded the suet essful

and widel) praised first Boston Con-

ference on I March. The Becond con-

ference will be developed b) Richard

\l. Pack, W estinghouse \ .p.

Storer's realignment of national

Bales personnel -tacks up like this:

William E. Kelley, formerly in

i barge ol ad\ ei t
i -r r contracts, dom

\i'w York sales manager lot WJW-TV.
Cleveland; Lewis Johnson, midwest t\

-ales manager. mo\e- to New York as

WJBK-TV, Detroit, sales manager;

Paul Evans, midwest radio sales man-

ager, also moves to New x oik as sales

manager of WSPD, Toledo. W.IW

CIcM-iaml. ami W.lliK. Detroit; Boh

Flanigan moves to Chicago as bead ol

midwest radio sales. No successor to

Johnson has been appointed as yet.

I \ application-: II. tWCCn I I Man li

and 16 Vfarch one i onsti u< tion pei mil

i' as .1 anted and one appli< ation foi .i

new station m is filed.

1 instruction permit went to 'den

dive Broadi istir Corp Foi < hannel

I rlendive, Mont., pei mil allows I 6

kw visual.

Application was made I, . Easl I
•

Broad< asting < o. foi < hannel 19,

Yi< ogdoi hes, I
'•. 201. kw \ isuaL,

v. itb towei 292 f< el abovi tei •

rain, plant - 12, >. yeaxl) opei il

cost 145,000.

Personnel note-: Richard C. Illoek

i- the new directoi ol sales promotion

and merchandising at kl!< )\- 1 \

Francisco. . . . Dirk kmundson,
moves from the managership of KNOl
Monroe. La. to the position of general

manager at WACH-TV and WYOl .

Norfolk. Va. . . . Rill Vidal, commer-

cial manager at \\ \>( )F, \ ii ginia

Beach, Va. to WACH-TV and WYOl
Norfolk. Va. as sale- manager. . . .

Richard P. Ho«rue i- the new

NEW IMPORTANCE
TO
AN IMPORTANT
NE\fV WORD!
The newest innovation on the busy media merchandising
horizon is KPIX's 32 page, 3-color PRE-SELL, a "commer-
cial fan magazine" designed to pre-sell retailers on the

television advertising support behind your products.

PRE-SELL gets point-of-purchase action for these rea-

sons: (1) It gets read; (2) It completely blankets the food and
drug trade in The Greater San Francisco Bay Area: and (3)

It's to the point profit-wise. It gives wholesalers and retailers

all the information they need to get behind a product and push.

If you want your products to enjoy the lowest cost-i>cr-

thousand in Northern California television . . . plus this extra

PRE-SELLing push . . . contact Lou Simon, KPIX Sales

Manager, or your nearest Katz Agency representative.

O
San Francisco

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
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eral sales manager f«>r \\\IV Mil-

waukee. . . . Ben Luriy lias been ap-

pointed national advertising radio and

tv sales manager for Capper Publica-

tions-Stauffer Publications, and Tluul

Sandstrom becomes general manager

of WIHW and WIBW T\. Topeka.

. . . New officers at WMT-TV, Cedar

Rapids are: William 1$. Quarton,
executive \.|>.: Lewis Van INostrand,

v.p. sales; and Douglas B. Grant,
v.p. tv operations.

WGBI-TV, Scranton, will become
WDM -T\ the first week in \pril

WHTN-TV, Huntington, W. Va. has

joined CBS 'I \ as a secondary inter-

connected affiliate. . . . WIN-T, Fort

Wayne will become \\ WK-TV on 1

\pril. . . . WBZ-TY, Boston, has fin-

[shed construction on its new 1349-

foot high t\ tower. The new tower is

said to be the tallest man-made struc-

ture in New England.

RADIO STATIONS
"Record Romps," WLOI/s extra-

curricular summer activity, has
become a solid year-round promo-
tion operation.

It started when the Minneapolis sta-

TE ESSEE'S

OX VI LIE'

IS COVERED BY

WBIR-TW
10AN N E L

316,000 watts covering more

than 50 prosperous counties

in Tenn., Ky. and N. C. One
of the Nation's most power-

ful stations.

Coll Your K A T Z MAN
For Availabilities

KET

Metropolitan
Area Rank

MEMPHIS
KNOXVILLE
NASHVILLE
CHATTANOOGA

ffi

"the TREND'S to TEN
TENNESSEE"

lion presented a session of summer
dames for teen-agers at the local

amusement park last \ear. A combi-
nation of a local orchestra and

\\ LOL s "Big 5" disc jockeys supplied

the entertainment. Pepsi Cola bottlers

helped share the tab. Discount admis-

sion tickets were made available at

Pepsi dealers and local record shops.

\\ ben the youngsters went back to

school, the Record Romps went along

and have been going strong for over

eight months. The disc jockeys furnish

the entertainment at school, church

and civic functions. The project's

only cost is nominal fee to the d.j.'s.

WLOL's stake is the very favorable

publicity it has gotten plus wide-spread

exposure for the "Big 5".

WEDO, McKeesport, uses a two-

penny postcard to print up its regu-

lar promotion house-organ.

Personnel notes: Walt Lochman,
Jr. is new local sales manager at

KCKN, Kansas City ... at KWIZ,
Orange County. Calif.. Don Spencer

is new director of sales and Bob
Leach takes over as local sales man-

ager.

\S GAT, L tica, has now become

Y\ TLB WPET, Greensboro, N.C.,

has appointed Simmons Associates as

national sales representatives.

FILM
Official Film's re-entry into first-

run syndication in a big way is

further evidence of the upbeat feeling

about film syndication among the dis-

tributors I see also Film Y\ rap-up 9

March 19571.

Three first-run-for-syndication series

will be offered by Official this year,

representing the first such offering

since 1953. The new policy will be

kicked off at the NARTB convention

in April with the presentation of J aga-

bond. an off-beat series featuring ex-

otic locales.

One of the two costume dramas now
being produced in England — Pistol

Point or The Blade—will be earmarked

for release to the svndicated market

in September. The third show aimed

at the syndication market will be pro-

duced in the I .S.. but, beyond that,

nothing has been decided.

\ revolving fund of "several" mil-
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SPONSOR

* TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

SPONSOR'S NARTB Convention ISSUE . . .

(11th annual) includes the complete Convention section,

goes to 13,500 stay-at-homes plus 500 top Convention dis-

tribution. Your ad appears in the Convention section.

SPONSOR'S NARTB Convention SPECIAL...

Provides the double-action. The Convention section is

Lifted intact out of the Convention Issue and—presto—

a

complete Convention Special is created. 2,500 saturation.

. -a,.^,l ij
i i i"i rfffft'*''

'

t



>RICE-

)OUBLBTACTION
Irust Sponsor to put your ail right where it counts—face t<> tare with ever)

XARTB Conventioneer. 3,000 copies (500 of the Convention Issue and 2,500

oi the Convention Special) will be spotted al ke) hotels and locations on a

saturation basis. In addition. 13,500 stay-at-homes gel the ad message. When

the Convention open- on 7 Vpril at the Conrad Hilton in Chicago you'll be

in the limelight. Your ad message in Sponsor's double-action issues will

help keep yon there throughout the five-da) meeting. The two-for-one-plan

gi\e- you double-action, impart and prestige at the price you would pa) foi

a single insertion in a regular issue of Sponsor, plus S62 per page additional

to help defray paper and production cost for the Special. Double-truck '

time rate) is $900: one page SloO. Advertising tonus close '-> March.

PHONE OR WIRE TODAY: ASK FOR THE TWO-FOR-ONE-PLAN

SPONSOR-suite, 904-6 at The Hilton



lion dollars will be used t" finance the

new series.

Sales of tv film outside the U.S.

may amount to as much as 4-0 to

50% of gross business 1>\ some I .S.

distributors in two to three years.

\niong the most active in foreign

sales now are CBS Film. Official, MC \

i\. TI'A and Ziv. TI'A. for example,

accounted for about S2 million in non-

l .S. sales during the year ending 15

March. The firm expects such sales to

be about 40 r
i of total billings in three

\ears. Many firms have already placed

a big share of their catalogue on non-

U.S. stations. Official lias sold about

10 of their 14 series to tv sources out-

side of the I .S.

Commercial tv in England has been

a big factor in overseas business.

M'nut half of Britain's tv homes (six

million in all I have converted to re-

ceive commercial shows.

Total tv ?ets outside the I .S. come

to about 15 million, including the iron

curtain countries.

Warner Bros, features averaged a 16

February ARB rating during the four

times they were scheduled in late night

RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.

OFFERS

Lamp Of EXPERIENCE

OUR CHECK YOUR
EXPERIENCE NEEDS

Station Sales Experience (local)

Station Sales Experience (national)

Station Ownership Experience

Station Sales Management Experience

Station Program Management Experience

Station Research Experience

Station Finance Experience

Station Promotion Experience

Representation Management Experience

Representation Sales Experience

Representation Research Experience

Network Relations Experience

Network Sales Experience

Technical Experience

•dr

^r

*/ have but one lamp to guide my feet, and that is the lamp of experience.

-Patrick Henry

Balanced Experience

VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
TV & Radio Station Representatives

slots on WGN-TV, Chicago. The four

features were Dark Victory, The Un-

suspected, Air Force, Destination

Tokyo. . . . NTA's "Rocket 86" fea-

ture package out of 20th Century-Fox

has been sold in 85 markets. . . . Bill

Sturm Studios of New York City is

offering a five-minute series called

R.S.V.P., featuring Renzo Cesana,

known formerly as The Continental.

Cesana will answer letters dealing with

love, family and social relations.

COMMERCIALS
Westinghouse's band-test commer-
cial (plugging the Laundromat)
will get the Person To Person
treatment on 8 April.

Columbus, 0., will be the locale

of the remote telecast which will in-

vade the homes of two housewives

and employ a '"split-screen" technique

to demonstrate the washer.

The live commercial will employ
a crew of 15 along with Bettv Furness.

Gallup-Robinson. research organiza-

tion, rates the sand-test
(
previouslv

done live in the studio on two separate

occasions) as one of the five top

commercials of all time and the "abso-

lute tops for home appliances."

Here's a novel program twist:

KYL, Salt Lake City, recently

broadcast a 45-minute show made
up solely of commercials.

They were all announcements cre-

ated by Stan Freberg and played "for

entertainment value only."

Commercials plugged Contadina To-

mato Co.. Zellerbach Paper Co.. Snow-

drift and Stokelev Frozen Foods. The

featured advertisers were not billed.

CHICAGO LOS AJtfltLIi

Corn.ntxn H«*4qurUr* C*ara4 HllUn Hot«l

SAN nUNCISCO

"—positively astounding! It's the

special I'm running over KRIZ
Phoenix!"
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ASSOCIATIONS
'I'lif Advertising Federation ot

America baa jual published its lm-

< -i edition of "Books lor the V<l-

vertising and Marketing Man."*

This is a complete bibliography "I

all bound books thai have been writ-

ten since 1937 "" the fields.

The Broadcasters1 Promotion V--

sociation will now be sending out

four month!) Bervice bulletins to

members.
Bulletins will cover: sales promo-

tion, audience promotion, merchandis-

ing and pi omotion pei sonnel plai ••

nii'iit.

I he Ml* \ also has announced plans

for it- 1957 convention. Ill I leni j

.

Jr.. directoi <.f publicity and promo-

i ion f"i \l>< . < i-nii.il I >i\ ision w ill

Berve as chairman of the convention

committee. Convention will be li«-l<l al

the Sheraton Hotel in Chicago on I

and 2 November.

Conventions round-up: [Tie Ad-

vertising Association <>f tin- \\ est will

th

Helping of
Rochester
Listeners!

^eN INgs

^e'BN°OAf^—

'

'* ;

•LATEST ROCHESTER
PULSE, OCT. 1956

Competing with FIVE other Local Stations,

WHEC Averages More Than 27%

of the Local Audience
MORNINGS
AFTERNOONS
& EVENINGS!

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING . . . ROCHESTER'S TOP-RATED STATION

WHEC NEW YORK
5 000 WATTS

Htpresentjtivcs EVERETT McKINNEY. Inc. New York. Chicago. LEE F.O CONNELL Co.. Los Angela Sin Fianosco

lulu on 24-28 J in

I he National Vdvertii Nel

work will hold its 1957 annual n

ag< m< i i
i Mn \ allc] 6-1]

luii.-. . . . The I irsl Advertising Vgen-

C) Croup will lii. Ill it- i rifer-

. in e .ii the Hotel PI .

"ii I

-."> July.

Ben Strouse, idenl of \\ V. I II

\\ ashington, D. C, I ted

I., .i two-yeai tei m on the radio board
..f directors ol the N \i: I I: Bub-
bard Hood, general manager of

W Kl!( -Radio, Cincinnati, has I

elected president of the < >lii<. \—
lii.u of Radio and Television Broad-

casters.

FINANCIAL
rexaco i which i» cui rentl) onlj

tive in spot as fai a- broadi i-i ,ul\ ei •

tising i- concerned i rep »rts record

earnings, production and sales for

L956. Mel income reached $302,262,-

620 a< compared ti> $262,729,738 foi

L955. Tlii- is an au rease of I V i

Gross income was $2,177,350,654 com-

pared to $1,890,499,534 in 1955.

Campbell Soup sales and earnings

were down somewhat for the six

month period ending 27 January com-

pared lo the previous year. However
\\ . I!. Murphy . Campbell president,

predicts full fiscal year records will 1»-

"up moderately." Sales (for the six

month period) were $228,1 18, as

compared with $228,440,000. Nel in-

come SI"). (V) 1.000 compared with S16,-

304,000.

Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing Stocks in air media and related

fields are listed cadi issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday tlii- week and I ues-

dav the weex before. Quotations sup-

plied bj Menil Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

and Beane.

Tm - lues. Nel

Stock !_' March I') March

\.;< 5

VB-PT "_' T
- 22% - '.

VT&T 177%
\\. . 6% - %

i BS "A"
Columl 17% 18%
Loew'a 18 7

. 19%
Paramounl - %
R( \ - %
5

20th-Fi x 24% 2V t

\\ am. a - %
Westing] i4 T

. \

F.xihange

Vllied Vrtists *% i%
C&( S 1

T
,

DuMont Labs - '.

Guild Films - - %
\T\ 8%
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RIGHT

STARTLING PROOF: You get 76,701 more TV homes when

you buy WFBG-TV, Altoona, in combination with Pittsburgh.

In this area—day and night, seven days a week—WFBG-TV
delivers average audiences 30.1% greater than Johnstown;

71.4% more quarter-hour firsts. Ask BLAIR-TV for the proof:

ARB, November 1956; ARB Altoona Coverage Study,

March 1956.

OHLY BASIC CBSTV STATIOH SERVING THE AREA
WFBG-TV
ALTOONA, PENNSYLVANIA

CSSj Channel 10
^^ ABC-TV • NBC-TV

Representee/ by BLAIR-TV

operated by: Radio and Television Dlv. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM • FM • TV, Philadelphia, p a ./WNBF-AM«FM»TV,Blnghamton, N.Y.

WHGB-AM,Harrisburg, Pa. / WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV, New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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// lint's happening in I . S. (.uveminent

ilmt affects tponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
23 march rhij week a pause came in the seeminglj endless round of < ongressional in
Cooyrlght 1957 .

I , I i r i i i i , i 1

sponsor publication* inc. neari ngs. i' nun iiic welter "I questions and answers and subsequent I < < actions these ob-

servations emerge:

FEE TV: The Senate Commerce Committee -tall report recommending a wide-scale

trial For fee i\ was neatl) sidetracked. \ aenatoi opposed to it leaked tin- report to the in-

dustry, stirring up a hornet"- nest, and the report has all but been withdrawn. The FG
read) to take some of the Bteam olT the report l>\ calling for hearings, prompt!) decided

thai since there ma) be no report it might he wise to hold olT hearings a while longer.

DEINTERMIXTURE: Sen. Strom Thurmond, opposing both fee t\ and deintermix-

hire, made it clear for the Senate Commerce Committee hearing record- that the commit-
tee hud nol given the FCC any direction for anion on either issue. He and othei

mittee members refused to sign a letter which would purport to direct more deintermixture.

The senator also made a great point of the fact the staff report on fee H had not been

approved by the committee itself.

TV CHANNELS RESERVED FOR EDUCATION: After holding the commission-

er- could not discuss cases currently being considered, Chairman McConnaughe) and four

other FCC commissioners took a roll call on this question. When the smoke cleared, the

quintet had expressed opinions that these reserved channels should be released for com-

mercial tv whenever their use for educational tv is not foreseeable.

THE CRAVEN PLAN: It appears that the FCC will give serious consideration to

Commissioner Craven's plan for junking the present table of allocations. Craven urges

applications for stations he considered merely on the basi- of existing mileage separation

requirements.

UHF AND TASO: Under pressure from Senate Commerce Committer special coun-

sel, McConnaughey admitted that the Tv Allocations Studv Organization can't possibly do

the job he had in mind when he called for the uhf "crash"' program.

McConnaughey 's further position on uhf is this:

• The job of developing new and better uhf equipment should proceed with the aid of

government subsidies, but, as he adds: "We haven't got the appropriations."

• The only thing that can reallv boost uhf now is the elimination of the excise tax

on all-channel receivers. (Senate Commerce Committee members, who have hern plumping

for this, sa) removal of the tax is pretty hopeless.)

• Uhf islands created through present deintermixture actions ma) provide enough

uhf transmitters and receivers to enable uhf to hang on until rescued.

The FCC on Tuesday (19) dusted out its complete file of pending deinter-

mixture cases and instructed its staff to prepare documents looking forward toward:

• Adding channel 6 at Miami, channel 4 at Charleston, S. C, channel 10 at Duluth-

Superior. and channel 13 at Norfolk.

• Substituting channel 12 for 13 at New Bern, N. C.

Miami would have four commercial and one educational vhfs. plus two uhfs.

Charleston would have three commercial and educational vhfs. plus one uhf.

Norfolk would have three vhfs and three commercial and one educational uhf.

Duluth-Superior winds up with three commercial and one educational vhf and two uhf*-.

To avoid anv news leaks on this order, the commissioners ordered the FCC staff to pre-

pare the necessary papers immediately.
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FROM

More SELL in

Commercials ?

Will that clever use of trademark plus

product-in-use surely fix the brand name
n the viewer's mind? Not if the picture is

dull, indistinct and poorly reproduced by
obsolete film equipment. The first step to

more "sell" in film commercials really

must start with station facilities. It's no

trick at all to impart "snap" and realism

with modern RCA film room equipment.
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YOUR FILM DOLLAR

Have Picture Quality
that Advertisers want . .

,

And Keep Your Operating Costs Down !

Here are three ways to improve film quality and reduce

operating costs at the same time:

a. Use a Vidicon film camera

b. Use professional projectors

c. Use an up-to-date multiplexer

RCA Vidicon Film Camera operation not only gives the best picture

quality, but transforms wastefulness (caused by inefficiency

of outmoded equipment) to profit.

Professional Film and Slide Projectors save operating dollars.

Lamp costs are lower—lamps can operate until burn-out. Thirty to

fifty hours of operation are not unusual for a normal 10-hour lamp.

Rebate costs on lost commercials due to lamp failure are eliminated,

thanks to the automatic lamp change feature. You get business

protection plus the high quality these projectors impart.

The RCA TP-15 Multiplexer, providing efficient layout of the system,

assures lower costs through ease of maintenance and expansion.

The RCA Vidicon Film System provides

the standard of film reproduction by which

all other methods and equipment are judged.

Ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to show

you our detailed new film manual, "Planning TV

Film Facilities for Color and Monochrome."

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Lfd., Montreal

Tmk(s) S
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
opyHBht 1957

T,le <aIypso craze is the answer to the commercial jingle writer's prayer —
sponsor publications inc. because calypso was written to fit a sort of folk jingle to be°in with.

So, as you might expect, recording studios now are quivering with fast tunes set to a

bounce and a beat. Examples: Schaefer, Rheingold beers.

Cynics figure the exhaustion point is clue soon if the current pace keeps up.

Martin (Revlon) Revson watches the $64,000 Question in front of a set in a
CBS TV studio.

People at his home get so excited over the proceedings that he can't concentrate on
the show—including the commercials.

Young & Rubicam apparently takes the same attitude toward alleged losses in

tv billings that Liberace takes toward his critics—both smile on their happy way to

the bank.

Reports of network cancellations, says Y&R, are true enough. However:

• There hasn't been any real billings loss because the money usually has been trans-

ferred to some other phase of tv.

• 1957 tv-radio billings are expected to top $100-million. The General Foods
business, in particular, should be 5% better than in 1956.

NBC TV's New York flagship, WRCA TV, found out it was creating confusion
among viewers with its color symbol—the peacock. So the bird will be seen only before

and after a program actually in color hereafter.

Seems every time a color set owner saw the symbol he rushed to tune for color.

It could be that New York's first tv newscaster was Bill Schudt, who now heads

CBS Radio station relations.

He did a "Going to Press" stint daily over experimental W2XAB (CBS oper-

ated) in 1931-32-33. His pickup was a 60-line scanning disk, and the engineer was Bill

Lodge—recently upped to v.p. in charge of all CBS engineering and station relations.

The models that young Madison Avenue advertising men are patterning them-

selves after these days are Norman H. Strouse and Marion Harper, Jr., presidents

of J. Walter Thompson and Young & Rubicam.

Curiously, these intense competitors for the No. 1 place among American agencies have

a number of pattern-traits in common. A comparison would show that both:

• Basically are social scientists who approach the problems of advertising from the

view of orienting ad skills to social trends and needs.

• Think in long-range terms, seeking to relate advertising to business and consumer

growth.

• Appear to be placid people, though below the surface both are churned by terrific

drives.

• Recognize that money is only one of the important sources of inner satisfac-

tion.

• Have as their eventual goal a big job in public or government service.
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Why N.W. Ayer

Timebuyer

Selects

Crosley WLW

Stations for

Philip Morris

"One of the things I

look for when selecting
stations is service.

That's why I always
consider WLW Stations
for Philip Morris Cigarettes.
The Crosley Stations give their
full cooperation and personal
attention to each advertiser
. . . to constantly improve
time availabilities . . . /
to really leave a

'call for Philip Morris' ^Ll
across the board."

Isabel Zieglei/, N.W. Ayer Timebuyer

Like N.W. Ayer's Isabel Ziegler, you'll get full cooperation

—

availabilities, talent, promotion and merchandising. So before you buy
check with your Crosley WLW Representative. You'll be glad you did!

WLW-T
Cincinnati

WLW-C
Columbus

WLW-I
Dayton

WLW-A
Atlanta

WLW

Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago

Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit. Los Angeles. San Francisco

Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc.. Charlotte. Atlanta. Dallas Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a divis

l\(O
ion of - I
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SPOT TV'S FUTURE
(Continued from page 34 I

different definitions of saturation in

spot t\. says Leo Burnett s Matthews.

"Saturation for a specific advertising

theme and for a specific execution of

thai theme nun be different than the

saturation point for another theme and

execution. However, if you want to

strike a general average, we would say

that saturation might be defined as ap-

proximately 140-150 gross ratings

points per week or 15-20 daytime spots

per week, or seven-10 evening spots

per week."

It's difficult to find a real formula

for tv saturations, of course. But

JWT's media v. p., Arthur Porter,

points out that media men don't think

in terms of three to five announce-

ments a week these days. "It's been on

a far higher level since 12 to 18

months ago."

Another symptom of higher frequen-

cy -campaigns is the fact that "more

clients are seeing the wisdom of pack-

age plans," says Y&R's Ray Jones.

"Saturation frequency is up" says

BBDO's Dick McKeever, "simply be-

cause it takes more to saturate a

market in today's competitive climate."

Therefore, more stations today have

linkages, mostly in daytime, but at

night too. Frequency discounts on

mixed day and night packages go up

as high as 45 and 50%.

6. How effective is tv's sales-

manship? Much more so than in

earlier years, say the men who are di-

rectly exposed to tv's salesmen day-in,

day-out.

"More aggressive salesmanship is

probably the result of the slight le\el-

ing off," says W illiam Esty's John

Peace. "There's more spot business

this year than last but not as much
more as in earlier vears."

There's also much more spot tv time

around to be sold. There are more

stations, there are more programing

hours per station and, today, as a re-

sult of ABC TV's strength, there's

more of a selection of Class "A" avail-

abilities next to network shows.

"The reps are selling more vigor-

ously than they used to," says JWT's
Arthur Porter. "And they're making

more presentations to attract new cli-

ents into the medium."

Reps today tend to offer better doc-

umented availability information; and

they say on the Avenue, "let's up-
riscope and look around." And the
her up you periscope in Central Ohio.

.' more listeners you'll find tuned to

BNS Radio. With $2,739,749,000 to
pend, they, along with Pulse, place us

in any Monday-thru-Friday quarter-
, day or ninht. Ask John Blair.

BNS RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

a sizable minority of reps are now do-

ing something that timebuyers have

long wanted: They're including pro-

gram descriptions of local shows and
biographical data plus pictures of lo-

cal talent.

"If you're buying a weather show,

it isn't enough to know that a station

has a weather show on twice or three

times a day," one media executive told

SPONSOR. "You want to know some-

thing about the guy or girl who does

the program. You want to know what

the shows opposite and adjacent might

be."

The rep can be particularly helpful

b\ providing background on the local

personalities who m.c. feature films.

It's almost as important to be familiar

with this personalis and the way he

handles the lead-in and out of the

movie, as it is to know a local d.j. for

a radio campaign.

7. What are the problems in

spot tv buying? The single biggest

problem, according to the media spe-

cialist, is the expense to an agency in

handling a spot tv campaign (see

SPONSOR 2 March 1957).

For one thing, tv programing is far

less stable than radio programing ever

was, both on a network and a local

level. This means that each network

and each local program change neces-

sitates a reevaluation of a whole cam-

paign or an individual market respec-

tively.

However, there are some places

where the expense and time involved

in buying spot tv can be cut down.

One is through more efficient sales-

man ship and servicing on the part of

the reps. Reps, however, must depend

largely upon the speed with which the

local stations supplv them with avail-

ability lists and report on credits and

make-goods.

But billing and bu\ ing both con-

tinue to require a great deal of paper-

work on the part of the timebuyers.

Dancer-Fitzgerald began experiment-

ing with machines a year or more ago

and now finds that most of the agen-

cy s estimating can be done by ma-

chines.

"Our next step will be to have a

machine operation for figuring a run-

ning cost-per-1,000," says D-F-S media

\.|i. Lou Fischer. "We hope to perfect

this system by the end of the year."

SPONSOR interviewed these media ex-

ecutives at the top 10 spot tv agencies:

Ned Midgelev. broadcast business
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manager, Ted l!.it<~: Thaddeus Kelly,

broadcast supervisor, McCann-Erick-

son; l!.i\ Jones, spot ci linator,

^Mi; Leonard Matthews, v.p. and •

ilia director, I .<> Bui netl ; Dave Crane,

\.|i. ;in,l media director, Benton &

Bowles; Lou Fischer, v.p. and media

director, Darn er • Fitzgerald • Sample;

Fred Barrett, \ .p. and media directoi

BBDO; \iilnii Porter, v.p. and media

director, JWT; Frank Kemp, v.p. and

media director, Compton; John Peace,

\ ,p. and media director, Eat) .

TvB'a spol data: The chart of spot

hr's top 2(H) advertisers in 1956 and

the list >>f the top LO spot agencies

accompanying tliis article are just th»-

start of the outpouring of data from

TvB's annual report Coming in nett

week'- SPONSOR air: i 1 | the top 25

spot l\ clients with a breakdown of

spending f< >r each of their brands in

spot t\ ; (2) leading brand spenders

by 31 l>a>i<- iiidiist r\ catt'»(>rirs. Then,

next month, TvB will release com-

plete l>rand spending figures for all

advertisers who spent >_'n. <)()() or more

in spot t\ last year.

The data is compiled for TvB b) N.

C. Rorabaugh from reports television

-tat ions funnel to him. The figures are

gross dollar estimates for time onl\ :

costs of commercials are not included.

The leaders on the list of top 200

provide no surprises. Procter &

Gamble, as you would expect, is bj far

the largest spender. But the list of

the top 20 is interesting because of

the diversity of product types which

are spanned. It includes the expected

cigarette, soap and food companies,

but perhaps one of the surprises in

the list is the fact that Robert Hall

clothing chain ranks as no. 14. ahead

of Liggett \ Myers and old-time spot

advertiser Rulo\ a.

Only the two spot tv leaders. P&G
and Brown \ \\ illiamson. had budgets

in excess of $10 million—P&G with

|17.5 million. B\\\ with nearb $11.3

million. However, each of the top ll)

spent over $5 million in the medium.

\\ hile these first annual TvB spol

spending figures are revealing and in-

teresting in themselves, next year's

quarterly and annual figures will be an

even more valuable guide. W itb these

figures, spot tv trends that were pre-

viously in the realm of supposition,

will be more clearly defined for the

whole industry

.

^

where
else

milwaukee
BUT ON

CAN YOU REACH SO

MANY GOOD PROSPECTS

FOR THE MONEY

WOKY consistently attracts a

major share of Milwaukee's

radio audience. So consistently,

in fact, that virtually every

time period represents Mil-

waukee's most efficient radio

buy. You consistently get more

for your money on WOKY,
Milwaukee.

• Milwaukee's most-listened-to independent radio station.

• Lowest cost per thousand in the market.

• Covers 54% of the population in wealthy Wisconsin.

CALL YOUR RATI REPRESENTATIVE FOR DOCUMENTED PROOF!

FIRST in

MILWAUKEE

1000 watts at 920 KC.

24 hours of music, news and sports.

A BARTELL
GROUP STATION

Other Bartell Group Stations:

KCBQ, San Diego • KRUX, Phoenix

WAKE, Atlanta • WMTV, Madison

WAPt, Appleton

Represented by: ADAM YOUNG, Inc.

SPONSOR 23 march 1957
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WMARTV's
THE

WOMAN'S
ANGLE

with Ann Mar

weekdays at 1:00 p.m.

garners a daily

audience of more
than 80/000 viewers*

Ann Mar, a super saleswoman, con-

ducts Baltimore television's top

rated cooking show according to the

*December Nielsen report.

She prepares delicious, economic

dishes to tempt the entire family,

from recipes she has culled from

many famous restaurants in the East

and also those she discovered on a

recent trip to Belgium.

THE WOMAN'S ANGLE also fea-

tures interviews with stage, screen,

and television stars; fashion,

gardening, and culinary authorities;

and experts from other fields of par-

ticular interest to homemakers.

it * ilr ^r

CHANNEL
SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.

TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

New York. Detroit. Kansas City, San Francisco.

Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles

Reps at work

E. J. Devney, owner of Devney & Co. and general manager of

Joseph Hershey McCillvra, Inc., both of New York, comments:

"If all stations would establish a fair rate for their time, then fre-

quency discounts could be eliminated. Base rate time charges could

be sold as published with but two variants: (1) an annual discount

of 15% for 52-week advertisers.

(2) A provision for weekly pack-

age rates for saturation campaigns

of 10 or more announcements

weekly. Man hours saved by

eliminating the bookkeeping would

be staggering." Devney also thinks

a formula should be established

for making rate card adjustments.

"Ideally," he says, "the formula

is: cost-per-1,000 of station circu-

lation compiled from statistical

guideposts; cost-of-living indexes;

and cost of station operation compared to the estimate of potential

circulation established by some acceptable survey organization.

Thus, the advertiser would not be faced with rate increases which

may seem unrealistic. On the other hand, stations now selling time

based on out-dated market and audience statistics would adjust them

upwards to realize a fair return for the current audience delivered."

Barnes Compton, NBC Television Spot Sales, New York, feels

that 10-second announcements are being by-passed by clients and

agencies. "In most cases, the advertising message can be delivered

in 10 seconds," he says. "It appears that some clients are infatu-

ated with the sight of their own products and like to see them on

the tv screen for 20 seconds or a

minute. Many new products do

not require a lengthy demonstra-

tion and a well-established product

should require only reminder ad-

vertising in the form of 10-second

arrangements. Cost? about 50%
less than 20-second announce-

ments. Since double the number

of announcements can be put on,

the advertiser can get more differ-

ent tvpes of messages on the air:

10-second spots in prime time and

prime ratings are available in all markets. The client who takes

four 10-second announcements in different positions in day or

night, rather than onlj two 20-second announcements, must reach

more people. Result: lower cost-per-1.000. Perhaps agencies and

clients should take a page from the hook of saturation campaigns

using short announcements: it might bring a better response."
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevadai

"BEELINEf—

This group of mountain-ringed
radio stations, purchased as a unit,

delivers more radio homes than any
combination of competitive stations

. . . at by far the lowest cost per thou-

sand. (Nielsen and SR&D)
They serve this amazingly rich

inland market with an effective buy-
ing income of almost $4.3 billion —
more than the Washington (D.C.)

metropolitan market — and with more
gross cash farm income than Minne-
sota. (Sales Management's 1956 Copy-
righted Survey)

/UcCfotcJUf kf

£/U>A<{Ca*t£AU} kmj

CciufjaAtAf KER

Sacramento, California

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative
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M<-n in 1\ production ull say:

"The best spots come from Jamicson"

I I

/ I

i I

i t

• WIMATION
• -ill ND

-
1 \<;e

• L\HS \Ml

OPTICALS"

JAMIESON
FILM COMPANY

125 Bryon • TA3-81S8 • Dallas

"clients include:

aid Advertising Agency-

Crawford & Porter Advertising, I

McCann-Erickson, Inc.

Tracy-Locke Company, Inc."

MEMO: TIMEBUYERS!

YOUR BEST TV BUY
in Northeast Pennsylvania

WILK-TV
cost-per-thousand is

10% LOWER
than its nearest rival

cost-per-thousand

STA STA STA
WILK-TV

B

CLASS A
7:30-10.30 PM

AVERAGE
5-11 PM

2.71 2.84 7.50 2.73

2.92 3.20 5.69 3.41

Wilkes-Barre

Scranton
Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.

90

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Jason Rabinovitz was upped to tv admin-

istrative vice president at ABC this week.

His appointment along with five other v.p.-

sliips announced at the same time, gives

AB-PT a roster of 22 vice presidents. Rab-

inovitz joined the network in 1953. He
has been head of the ABC cost control unit

and assistant controller, and was named an

administrative officer for ABC TV just last

month. Prior to coming with the network, he was head of stock-

holder-financial public relations for United Paramount Theatres.

Other new v.p.'s for the tv network include: Gene Accas, administra-

tive; and Donald W. Coyle, in charge of sales development and

research. Radio network v.p.'s include: George Comtois, in charge

of network sales; Stephen Riddleberger, administrative v.p.; and

Dean Shaffner in charge of network sales development and research.

Harold L. (Ha) McClinton, one of ra-

dio's better known agency veterans, has

joined with Charles Dallas Reach to form

a new agency, Reach-McClinton. Reach,

the founder of Reach, Yates & Mattoon, is

chairman of the board and McClinton,

president and chief officer. Current offices

and staff will serve as nucleus for immedi-

ate expansion of departments, personnel

and the addition of branch offices across the country. The agency

now has two offices (in New York and Newark) and a staff of 96

people. McClinton. who came out of radio, started as a program di-

rector. He was with N. W. Aver & Son for 20 years as head of their

radio department and vice president and director. He later went to

Calkins & Holden where he became a partner. In 1950 he was

elected president of the company and resigned only last month.

Max E. Buck this week received a brand

new title at WRCA and WRCA-TV i New
York). As director of sales (a newly cre-

ated post), Buck will be responsible for

complete marketing activities by the sta-

tions. In announcing the appointment,

William \. Davidson, general manager,

pointed to the new emphasis on marketing

as "another step toward broadening and

strengthening the stations' outlook on sales and service. ' Buck will

also direct the advertising, promotion, publicity and merchandising

departments, reporting directly to Davidson. Buck joined XBC in

1953 as director of merchandising for the owned stations and direc-

tor of advertising-merchandising-promotion for WRCA and WRCA-

TV. Prior to this he was vice president in charge of sales and

advertising for Kings Super Markets, New Jersey, for 11 years.

SPONSOR 23 march 1957



Louisville's

BEST KNOWN FIGURE

The WHAS-TV Channel 11 figure drives swiftly across viewers'

screens many times each week with a reminder to watch

Shell Oil's 6: 15 pm WHAS-TV News with the exclusive daily

newsreel. With his camera, on other slides, he heralds the

every-night 10:30 News for Greater Louisville First Federal

Savings and Loan Association.

Whenever they see the Channel 11 figure, viewers are

reminded they are tuned to WHAS-TV where superior

programming is the rule.

He should remind you that for selling results, individual

and distinctive treatment, your advertising deserves the impact

of programming of character. In Louisville, WHAS-TV
programming PAYS OFF!

Are you participating?

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

NEIL CLINE, Station Mgr.

Represented Nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons

Associated with The Courier-Journal and Louisville Times

BASIC CBS-TV Network
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Most measured medium
Over the next lew week- admen will be busy absorbing the

complete picture of spot television spending unfolded in

TvB's annual report (out this week). Admen will find this

report contains the very information for which they clamored

during the years in which sponsor and many others in the

industry fought for publication of spot tv expenditures.

Reversing a situation in which spot was the hush-hush

medium, this report has everything: dollar figures on the

leaders, spending brand-by-brand. In one short year spot tv

has become the most measured medium.

Many men worked hard to make this possible: Ollie Treyz,

the first president of TvB, who refused to be discouraged

when many told him it was impossible to get the facts; N. C.

Rorabaugh, whose quarterly reports are the starting point

for the dollar figure estimates which he furnishes to T\B:

Pete Cash, present president of TvB under whose leadership

the spot tv reports have been expanded; TvB's research spe-

cialists, Dr. Leon Arons and Harvey Spiegel. These and many

others are responsible for providing one of the most valuable

tools in media history.

SPONSOR, which campaigned year after year for publica-

tion of spot spending figures, publishes part one of TvB's

annual spot report this issue with a certain measure of par-

ental pride. (Part two follows next week.) We do so with

this assurance: that we will campaign as incessantly for

establishment of a counterpart study in spot radio, toward

which RAB and SRA have already made important strides.

Tip to agency presidents
From time to time we've written about the advantages of

getting acquainted with air media out in the field. A grow-

ing number of advertisers and agencies are doing just that.

Now we suggest, Mr. Agency President, that you take steps

to insure a proper representation of your account executives

and media specialists at the NARTB convention to be held at

the Conrad Hilton in Chicago starting 6 April. In five action-

packed days they will talk to more station managers and

reps, discuss more industry problems, get more in tune with

the industry than in any other possible way.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: The proposal to test

fee tv beclouds the real issue. Of course a test

it ill he commercially successful. But is it in

the public interest to charge the public for what

it now gets free from commercial television?

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Quiet, please: A "talking bomb"
that transmits a five-minute spoken
message as it falls to earth has just

been developed at Cook Laboratories.

What an opportunity for a commer-
cial that might begin: "This bomb is

coming to you through the courtesy

of . .
."

Frogmen: Martin Ross, president of

hmperor Productions, announced his

company is now fully geared to film

underwater commercials for television.

Clear those guppies off the sound-
stage!

Yippee! In line with the impending
deluge <>f horse operas. NBC TV is re-

portedly planning a full-hour Western.

Meanwhile back at the other net-

works . . .

Land o' Lakes: With one of Minne-
sota's lakes already named WTCX af-

ter that Minneapolis station, another

has been named Robertson for Miller

Robertson, WTCN's v.p. and general

manager. The state is conducting a

survey right now that is expected to

reveal 4.000 more lakes than it thought

it had. It may even run out of call

letters before it runs out of lakes.

Help wanted: From A.}'. Times ad

—

COPYWRITER
"THE MOST HAPPY FELL V

who has whiskey, pkgd goods bkgd.

To have a happy future! Bring sam-

ples.

Who needs samples? Why not just

sniff that happy fella's breath?

Hot stuff: For an upcoming pro-

gram on science, WBZ-TV, Boston, is

currently auditioning for a pair of

fire-eaters. The kind of fellows who
can eat raw vegetables, strike a match

and enjoy a New England boiled din-

ner.

Log rolling: Preview in A'. Y. Jour-

nal American's Tv Program Guide:

8:30 P.M. (7)—Wyatt Earp. "Hang
Him High." An extremely moral en-

tertainment. Now you've spoiled it!

Cot a Spot?

This column welcomes contributions

from readers. Subjects should be con-

fined to broadcast advertising, may
include news items, typos, on-the-air

fluffs, wacky ads, agency or rep firm

triviae. Those selected for publica-

tion will be credited to the senders.

Address: "10-Second Spots," sponsor,

40 E. 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.



The January '57 ARB for the St Louis Metropolitan Market shows

KWK-TV the number 1 station— LEADER in 280 of 472 quarter hour

periods measured—99 more than the No. 2 station in St. Louis!

KWK-TV rated number 1 in 120 of 200 Daytime periods— 47 more

than the No. 2 station—and was on top in 79 of 140 periods between

5 p.m. and midnight—21 more than the No. 2 station in the market!

j|||§ The average Share Of Audience Sunday through Saturday, 6 p.m. to

midnight, for KWK-TV was 55.8—13.6 more than the No. 2 station

and daytime KWK-TV personalities dominated their time periods!

PROVEN KWK-TV LEADERSHIP—The station that dominates the

telecast day in St. Louis! Take it from the current (and past) ARB!

%
I®T0P PROGRAMS fabc'f

OF TWO NETWORKS %.>^ OF TWO NETWORKS % M
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BIFF BAKER, USA
Alan Hale, Jr., Randy Stuarti— ! !

4
CITY DETECTIVE

Rod Cameron

SSPORT TO DANGER
Cesar Romero

JANET DEAN, REGISTERED NURSE
Ella Raines!

)U HAD A MILLION

Marvin Miller

MAN BEHIND THE BADGE
Charles Bickford

Read the titles . . . note the stars . . .

study the fine ratings secured everywhere
hy these fine syndicated half-hours. Then
consider that all of these vehicles are
available to you on Channel 9 in Kansas
City — as spot carriers for minute an-
nouncements, or for half-hour sponsor-
ships.

Seldom has one station in a major mar-
ket come up with such fine syndicated-
film programming as this great new sum-
mer schedule on KMBC-TV.
The Channel 9 six-o'clock kidult film

strip has for 18 straight months heen
producing top-ratings in Kansas City
with Cisco Kid, Superman, Skv King,
Wild Bill Hickok and Annie "Oakley.
Four of these are in the Nielsen "Top
Thirtv" for December—along with such
fine ABC-TV shows as Conflict, Wyatt
Earp, Rin Tin Tin, Disneyland, Broken
Arrow, DuPont Theatre, the Lone
Ranger and Lawrence Welk. Together
with Highwav Patrol, Susie, Code 3, and
Man Called X, they give KMBC-TV a
program line-up which includes 5 OF
THE TOP 10 ... 9 OF THE TOP 15

. . . 15 OF THE TOP 30.

Now, Channel 9 adds to its ABC-TV
rating winners (and such fine KMBC-
TV feature film as the powerhouse David
O. Selznick package) the great properties

illustrated here. Take your choice of

availabilities in these wonderful programs
of adventure, intrigue, comedy and mys-
tery. Your PGW Colonel can give you all

the details!

FEDERAL MEN
Walter Greaza

1

MY LITTLE MARGIE
Gale Storm, Charles Farrell

SECRET FILE, ,A

Robert Aldi

I

Raymond Massey

I o THE HUNTER
Barry Nelson

m PUBLIC DEFENDER
Reed Hadley

\ -^ SHERLOCK HOLMES
^^**",^B Ronald Howard

CONFIDENTIAL FILE

Paul Coates

8

TROUBLE WITH FATHER
win and Mrs Erwin (June Collyerl

"RACKET SQUAD * WATERFRONT -4/ >l»*-<kv ^
Reed Hadley N^-Vx

Pres,0n Fos,er^4|^jL. Si!
_... I^N

^
THF "irnN -..-aSfc^

i
ELLE

Hug Ma

OVERSEAS ADVENTURE
James Daly

I

I
I
I

DATELINE EUROPE
Jerome Thor

CROSS CURRENT
Gerald Mohr

THE FALCON
[Charles McGraw

I

THE LONE WOLF
Louis Hayward

BY-LINE

Mark Steve

£V
v

^/

. It's easy to see why

See Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. for availabilities.

the SWING is to KMBC-TV
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station

(:\ 1 1 us Griffin
Woodward •-'

DON DAVIS, President I

JOHN T SCHILLING, Executive V,ce PreW

GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice President and

Manager
MORI GREINER, Manager, KMBC-TV II

DICK SMITH, Manager, KMBC KFRM RaM

A and in Radio, it's ansas City-KFRM^vr the State of Kan*
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progress

?

San Diego's newest landmark is the modern new home of

tation KCBQ at 7th and Ash. Added to the growing group

I Bartell properties just over a year ago, KCBQ now delivers

nore listeners per dollar than any other San Diego station.

t's progress like this that typifies the Bartell

iroup stations . . . each first in its market.

)ur representatives have all the facts that

irove your best buy for building sales

sa Bartell station.

THE BARTELL GROUP

(0 awM tf/tofwu.

SAN DIEGO

ATLANTA

MADISON

APPLETON

/ KCBQ, KRUX, WAKE, WMTV, WAPL: Represented by Adam Young

WOKY: Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

IS AN FTC

CRACKDOWN

IN THE WIND?

More monitoring <>i u
commercials bj FTC
may result in a crop of

action- Bgainsl clients.

Here's how FTC ch<

Page 31

Sohio's tv

commercial

without words

Page 34

The tale of

the barefoot

contestant

Page 38

Brand spending

of spot tv's

1956 leaders

Page 40



Authority: Television Magazine. March 1957

But, that's just one of the big figures

which make WFRV-TV's expanded coverage

one of the best of the better markets.

1,000,000 People
in our big circle. About one-third of the population of Wisconsin.

$1,000,000,000 Retail Sales

$250,000,000 Food Sales

$22,500,000 Drug Store Sales

Maximum power... New tower

. . . 1165 feet above average terrain. Highest

antenna in 5 state area, and more and more
reasons for tuning this station more often, and
more regularly, deliver this Eastern one-third

of Wisconsin at low cost.

HEAOIEY-REED TV hat fads and

figures. A startling story of this

highly industrialized, thickly pop-

ulated, far-above-average market

Soren F. Munkhof, Exec. V P., Gen'/. Mgr



IOWA TELEVISION AUDIENCE REPORT

Sweeps Ratings Again

with 16 out of top 20!

9 out of top 10 Multi-Weekly Shows

7 out of top 10 Once-A-Week Shows

323
FIRSTS in

476
Quarter
Hours
*

News Ratings

to 45.0

*

A.R.B REPORT FOR DES MOINES AREA

MULTI-WEEKLY

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

*10.

Russ Van Dyke News

Al Couppee Sports.

Paul Rhoades News

.

Bill Riley's Rascals.

Captain Kangaroo .

.

Guiding Light

Comedy Time

Cartoon Club

Garry Moore

Our Miss Brooks....

.10:00 P.M.

10:20 P.M.

. 6:00 P.M.

. 5:20 P.M.

. 8:00 A.M.

11:45 A.M.

. 4.00 P.M.

. 5:00 P.M.

. 9:00 A.M.

. 1:00 P.M.

*VG.

M.

40.6

28.2

17.0

16.2

15.9

14.0

13.3

13.2

13.1

12.8

ONCE-A-WEEK
RAT.

1. Ed Sullivan 55.8

2. I Love Lucy 53.2

3. $64,000 Question 51.3

4. What's My Line 46.2

5. $64,000 Challenge 41.0

6. RedSkelton 39.9

7. Lawrence Welk 39.4

8. Lassie 39.0

8. Perry Como 39.0

10. WyattEarp 38.7

DES MOINES TELEVISION
Katz Has The Facts On That-

Very Highly Audience Rated,

Sales Results Premeditated,

CBS Affiliated

Station in Des Moines! Channel 8 in Iowa - a cowles operation

SPONSOR 30 MARCH 195*3
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Is an FTC crackdown in the wind?

31 [ncrease in FTC monitoring <>! t\ commercials may result in a series of

actions against clients. What can clients do to live with the FTC?

Look ma, no words!

34 Standard Oil of Ohio, a regional firm, has sold their audience -with a

tv commercial that uses no voice. Here's the story behind the switch

The last child prodigy

38 Into the hills of South Carolina push two intrepid packagers in search

of a substance more valuable than gold—a good tv quiz contestant

TvB annual report on spot tv spending

40 Includes brand-by-brand breakdown of spending by top 25 spot tv clients;

top advertisers 1 > > categories ranging from agriculture to watches

How they're selling farm radio today

46 Four farm radio presentations by local stations are detailed. Part one

(23 March) followed a rep presentation at Leo Burnett's Chicago office

FEATURES

16 Agency Ad Libs

27 49th and Madison

49 New and Renew

58 News & Idea Wrap-Up

5 Newsmaker of the Week

76 Reps at Work

52 Sponsor Asks

72 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

80 Sponsor Speaks

54 Spot Buys

80 Ten Second Spots

14 Timebuyers at Work

78 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

69 Washington Week

28 Women's Week

In Next Week's Issue

NARTB Convention special

A full coverage of the convention. Details on exhibitors, convention

agenda, tv, radio, film. \Iso special business-pleasure directory of Chicago

Are department stores and radio closer together?

Progress is being made in radio-department store relations. One of the

outstanding examples: Higbee's of Cleveland
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LARGEST
OF ANY STATION IN IOWA

AUDIENCE
OR ILLINOIS (outside Chicago)

According to Nielsen ' overage Service, WOC-

TV Leads in ALL Categories: Number of Homes
ill

Reached Monthly, Number Reached Weekly

Weekly and Daily

Weeklv and Dailv

'Daytime Circulation:

Nighttime Circulation.

:

WOC-TV COVERAGE DATA -

Population

Families

Retail Sales

Effective buying Income
Source

Number TV Homes
Source

1,568,500

(84,800
11,926,588,000
52.SK2.A88.000

1956 Sur\«.\ of Buying Income
(Salts Management)
317,902
Advertising Research
Foundation

*** _*4,

WOC-TV- Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also owns and

operates WHO-TV and WHO- Radio-Des Moines

The Quint-Cities Station

—Da\enport and Betten-

dorf in Iowa: Rock In-

land. Molinc and Kast

Molinc in Illinois.

Col. H. J. Palmer.
President

1 rnest ( . Sanders,
Res. Mgt

Mark Wodlinger,
Res. s.iUs Manage r

PI I 1 RS, (.HII I IN
woonw \kd. i\t
EXCU SIV1
N \ I ION M
Rl l'KI SEN I \ I l\ 1
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,.„•* 24th
Market with 1000,000 Watts

Ions

\ /

Fscw'?"

^,^^»^gg' ,

Fwottv ,_.:
—<•

J

• 7 *

CHANNEL 28 *--. V

BASIC
AFFILIATE

BATE CABD No_|
°" JULY 1, I956

fc-J-J
V-'"

y;p*?ft

/•
a

AN Jtf^ BASIC BUY

National Representative

The Headley-Reed Co.

TV Channel 28
WILKES-BARRE, PA.

Counties Covered: LUZERNE LACKAWANNA LYCOMING COLUMBIA
SCHULYKILL NORTHUMBERLAND MONROE PIKE

' WAYNEWYOMING SULLIVAN SUSQUEHANNA BRADFORD UNION
SNYDER MONTOUR CARBON

REACH 2,000,000 POPULATION
REACH 400,000 FAMILIES
REACH over 300,000 SET COUNT

CALL HEADLEY-REED

or DIAL WILKES-BARRE VAIley 3-3101



NEWSMAKER
of the week

The news: This week marks the 25th wm m business jot ili<

I'mil II. Raymer Co., Inc., <>n<- <>/ the first /<> organize a- an exclu-

sive national representative i"i rat/m stations. The company n<n<

represents I

"> tv and ->2 radio nations with offices in seven cities.

The newsmaker: Search For the kej to Paul Raymei .1- a

person and businessman (this is I
•

i

n

l^ written bj one w In . has

known him nigh 25 years) and you come up with the words, "dap-

per," "conservative," "quality" and "integrity." To understand the

philosophy that has governed Raymer's relations with advertising

people am! stationmen through the years, you should know these

things: Raymer sel bis business stai b) a man f< >i whom he once

worked II. K. McCann, co-founder "I McCann-Erickson. Raymei

could never cotton to opportunism or flamboyance. Raymer foughl

)\\> waj through two "depressions"; first, the one of the '30s and

then the occasion of the i\ Ireeze,

when he found himself loaded

with CBS Radio affiliates that had

bided their time about television.

Raymer has always preferred to

stress qualit) of representation

and service rather than quantity.

The odd mixture of scholar 1 be

started in the hook field < and

hard realist has shaped Raymer's

manner of operation. For instance:

While an exponent of research

and surveys, Raymer makes sure

that his salesmen recognize that

these are mererj tools and do not completel) take the place of crea-

ti\e selling. A smart advertising man has command of the facts but

these facts do not command all his thinking. The personal role of

salesmanship is more important than a capacity to reel off figures

from a path, prepared easel presentation. In brief, Raymer is a firm

believer in resourceful selling as against production-line selling.

Trying to keep up with stationmen—many of them rugged indi-

vidualists—takes lot of flexibility and tact, hut there's one thing

Raymer has never been flexible and tactful about in dealing with his

stations: selling awax from the rate card. Utitudes like this and

others have sometimes been t" hi> detriment.

Fred Brokaw, now the companj - executive vice president, joined

Raymer in November 1933. Thej were fraternity brothers at Cor-

nell. Two men who in several personal characteristics are as far

apart as the pole-, they've made one of the best-meshing and most

skillful teams in the station representation field. Raymer actuallx

got into station representation reluctantly. He was looking for a

job at the time. and. after much persuasion by Don Searle, he

opened an office to represent KOIL. Omaha. Before that Ravmer

had been with the Hanff-Metzger and H. K. McCann Co. as media

buver and account executive. ^

Paul H. Raymer
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BALTIMORE
is easier to reach

when you ride on
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REPRESENTED BY

JOHN BLAIR AND CO.



Albert McLaughlin
KPTV

Portland, Oregon

Percy Hearle

WAGA-Radio-TV
Atlanta, Ga.

COMMUNITY PROJECT:
An integrated public service year-round activity

based on specific community needs judged to be most

important by the consensus of a carefully-sele%

cross section of local citizens

Elizabeth Wagner
WSPD-Radio-TV

Toledo, Ohio

Edward W. Pollock

WWVA
Wheeling, W.Va.



Don Butler

WGBS-Radio-TV
Miomi, Florida

George Cushing

WJBK-Radio-TV
Detroit, Mich.

Maggi Willa
WJW-Radio-TV

Cleveland, Ohio

Storer stations are local stations—and their public service begins at home.

To make sure that each station effectively serves the particular needs of

its community, the men and women shown here coordinate projects which

representative religious, educational, business and civic leaders have

deemed most important to the community. During the past year projects

have ranged from a strong, continuing drive for highway safety to a

unique "Junior Citizens" organization for young people.

The joint radio-television campaign in behalf of each project is

created with the same care given commercial accounts.

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WSPD-TV WJW-TV
Toledo, Ohio Cleveland, Ohio

WSPD WJW

WJBK-TV
Detroit, Mich.

WJBK

WAGA-TV
Atlanta, Ga,

WAGA

WBRC-TV
Birmingham, Ala.

WBRC

KPTV
Portland, Ore.

WGBS-TV
Miami, Fla.

WWVA WGBS
^1 Toledo, Ohio Cleveland, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga. Birmingham, Ala. Wheeling, W.Va. Miami, Fla.

NEW YORK— 625 Madison Avenue, New York 22

SALES OFFICES CHICAGO— 230 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Franklin 2-6498

SAN FRANCISCO— 111 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Surter 1-8689



Since the date of its first telecast, March 18, 1949, WGAL-TV
has had eight happy and eventful birthdays. None has been

happier nor more eventful than the latest one, which was made
noteworthy by the "Dedication to Public Service" of the new
WGAL-TV building, with its latest modern equipment and com-
plete color facilities. These new facilities make it possible for

WGAL-TV to give a birthday gift of better service to its countless

viewers and its numerous communities, which combine to form

America's 10th TV Market.

STEINMAN STATION Clair McCollough, Pres. 316^000 WATTS

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Most rignificanl to and radio

newt <>j the week with interpretation

in depth for bu.w reader

i

SPONSOR-SCOPE
30 MARCH
Ca*yrlfkl IM7

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

I lii- was tin- week of tin- In- turnaround.

Oiilx a few days ago miu could licnr mutterings ovei i\ spot, t\ daytime, l"u-s pro-

grams— in fact, everything including the uncertain state of the stock market, the weathei

and the Suez Canal. This week changed all that:

Spot looked much brighter. The summer began to appear cheery, tad fall

promises to he Immense.

I\\<. in edging up again to its original love: daytime.

Whatever the cutbacks on nighttime network tv. the money will hIiow up in day-

time appropriations—with even more to he added. (One reason for the nighttime

slash is a planned reduction in the number of messages for Drene.)

Here's why more daytime selling is needed: campaigns for Duncan Mines product- and

a line of paper goods.

High in such plans is a half-hour across the hoard on NBC TV and a stepping

up of regional and local spot.

With spot tv bursting out of the doldrums last week, main of the reps were in

a whirl submitting availabilities and confirming orders.

Several substantial renewals helped pile up the business.

Highpoint of all this activity was P&G's expansion of its Zest beauty bar cam-

paign to country-wide proportions.

Commented the head timebuyer of an agenc\ involved in this sudden rush: "There's a

new uncertaintv about the availability situation in some of the major markets, and we're

rushing to get our stuff set before things tighten up again."

(For further details on this business flow see Spot Buys, page 54.)

Have radio rates really jumped alarmingly in the past year?

The answer is: Yes, they have gone up—but it's a pretty mild hike compared t>p

some of the pole-vaulting elsewhere in the media field. That's what Camphell-Ewald found

out in estimating the budget for a forthcoming GMAC spot campaign.

Figures based on 220 stations show that an identical campaign this year would cosl

4M>% to 5% more than a year ago.

Contracts, now being processed, call for 20 spots per weekend for 17 weeks

starling 24 May.

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatre's income for the ABC division

in 1956 was 898,759,000, an increase of 817,642.000 over 1955.

Income for all of AB-PT for '56 was $206,916,000. with net earnings of $8,477,000. In

1955 net earnings were $8,373,000.

Over-all time opportunities on the tv networks are the best in years, and you can

expect a rush of buying orders to hit in mid-April.

Options will have expired by then, and indications are that a lot of spots will be finned

up. regardless of whether or not the programs are set.

The pattern appears to be: Get your position settled, and then look in even- direct i.i,

before vou decide on the show.
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0ft SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

I
_"

The sweepstakes for the Fabst $7-million account apparently are on the last

lap, this week, with Lennen & Newell and Grey in the lead.

Other contestants are Edward H. Weiss & Co., Bryan Houston, and Leo Burnett.

If L&N is the winner, it will be due in no small measure to Walter Wright's partici-

pation in the pitch. Wright, the agency's new marketing director, has a background in beer

merchandising.

Shades of network radio's heydey: International Harvester is spending $5,000
to promote a one-shot program.

The 55-minute show will be carried 4 April over the full NBC Radio network, cost-

ing around $40,000 in time and talent. Y&R is the agency.

The exploitation campaign includes three-color posters for dealers, complete station pro-

motion kits, and a contest for station promotion managers.

(Further details in WRAP-UP, page 60.)

Other top stations are talking about adopting the form which WGN, Chicago,

has set up for keeping mail order advertising on the level.

The form, which covers all facets of the product's cost and distribution features, must

be filled out before the business is accepted.

An agency specializing in mail order advertising for air media told SPONSOR-SCOPE
this week that this type of business still can be placed in 85% of the markets with

populations over 100,000.

More and more agencies are reacting to the competitive pressure from the top-

notchers by recruiting experts in marketing strategy and research.

Latest case in point is Anderson & Cairns, which bills around $6 million. A&C this

wreek brought in David L. Hurwood as director of marketing and advertising research.

He put in two years with Y&R in marketing, before that handled sales and promotion

for the textile division of Drake American Corporation.

Colgate's recent tendency to refrain from making long-range advertising plans

may result from what's been happening to its domestic net income.

The company's annual report, just released, shows:

Domestic net income in 1956 was $5,182,000, compared to $9,260,000 in 1955. World-

wide net income was $10,518,000 vs. $14 million in 1955.

Indications of how this has affected Colgate's ad behavior are these:

• It spent $5 million last year to introduce Brisk dentifrice. This year Brisk's quarterly

expenditures are based on the brand's performance.

• About $4.5 million was spent last year on Fab. To spruce up sales of this brand, a

budget of $2.5 million was set aside for the first four months of 1957.

• In discussing its 1957-58 network tv programing. Colgate has intimated it would

prefer not to get involved in long-term commitments.

Network tv grossed 11.9% more this January than last.

PIB's tally was $43.5 million. The gain by networks was: ABC TV. 4.1%; CBS TV,

13.5%; NBC TV 13.3%.

The rush to 1-minute commercials in late film shows (at the expense of 20-

seeond spots in earlier shows) seems to have subsided among the network's tv

stations in New York.

In the transition, which started early in the year, gaps were opened in the early eve-

ning; but these availabilities, with the exception of some fringe spots, have been gobbled

up the past two or three weeks.

In short, a kind of equilibrium has set in.
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SPONSOR

SPONSOR-SCOPE continued .

Do ihf secondary markel proprietors i>m up a hard enoagfa fighl for 1 1
«

- i
-

share of national spot t\ bushiest

SPONSOR-SCOP] tlii- week pal tli.it question to Important

told thai there was room foi more effort and sharper techniques.

I his i~ m bat the fellows in the buyea - -<
it

• Too man] broadcasters Bell with "cold" figures from the book; the] don't put the

"li«)|>*" on tin- figures to show whj one market is bettei than another.

• Few suggest that it might be to the advertiser's advantage to pare money In one
markel and allocate it t<» an adjacent area and give 1 reasons why.

• The] give ii |» too easil) : \ltti being turned down «>n several campaigns, the] usu-

all] don't come back fighting even harder—with some more facts about tin- market—when

another campaign is on top.

b (> \ |
> t i

I issue for article. "^ ou'n M the Boat, Mr. Broadcastei

\\ omen maj not be as addicted to westerns a> men and kids. Inn the] love

them plenty nevertheless.

\- a measure of their interest, note the following clue obtained from Nielsen by

SPONSOR-SCOPE:
"If we set the amount that women watch the average t\ show at 100%, then 89% of

the average woman audience watches \>e-t< rns."

I hi- figure i- hased on westerns telecast last winter.

T\ can point ti> Scott Paper as one of its shinier successes: The company will

-pend around $10 million in the medium next season as compared to S6 million during

L956-57.

In nighttime network Scott will sponsor a Gi&ele Mackenzie show Saturday, as well

as Father Knows Best on Wednesday. The -imulcast with Arthur Godfrey will con-

tinue. In addition, about (500,000 worth of time is being hought again on CBS Radio.

American Dairy Association said this week that it will use a chunk of it- $5 million

ad budget for radio on NBC next season, plus sponsorship of I Love Lucy reruns on CBS I \

Radio is a newcomer to the association's advertising activities.

Incidentally, thu- far CBS TV has three customers l"i Lucy reruns. Thus lovers of

Lucy may be able to sec two reruns per week as Mel I as a new hourly version once

a month.

Independent packagers are getting a real mouthful of the network t\ pro-

graming pie this season.

SPONSOR-SCOPE broke down the 108 nighttime sponsored network shows listed in the

1(> March Comparagraph and got this analy-

INDEPENDENT WHOLLY OWNED NETWORK-INDEP. VD IGENCJ
r\CK.AGERS BY NETWORKS PARTNERSHIPS PRODUCED

64% 16% 15% 5%

Note: The share of the independent pa actually is much greater than 64%,

since the\ have a strong hand in the "Network-Independent Partnerships category.

NBC! TN continues to pile up daytime business.

SOS this week hought three quarter-honi s per alternate week (most of this monev

is being tran-ferred from the Bob Crosby and Garrj Moore CBS T\ shoi

According to NBC TV sales, the pace of new business i- creating a davtime problem:

balancing the newcomer product- with those already on the -chedule.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The RTFS round table luncheon at the Roosevelt, New York, Tuesday (26)
developed into an open season for blazing at NCS #2, which has been under fire

from stations and reps since its release late last year.

John K. Churchill, Nielsen v.p., who was on the receiving end of queries from rep

and station people:

1 l Implied the percentage of personal interviews was adequate.

2 i Denied the radio and tv questionnaires were "mixed."

3 l Defended the use of the "open-end question" against attacks by Robert Hoff-

man, promotion-planning director at WOR, New York, who charged that the NCS method

"short-changed" radio.

Ageney confusion about NCS #2 was reflected in comments by Robert Kibrick,

of K&E. who said (a) stations have not helped buyers use NCS properly, (b) NCS is

not used adequately because some agencies don't know how, and I 3) he thought agency
and station people ought to set up teams to make recommendations on effective use of

the service.

Among the other participants were Dan Dennenholz, Katz Agency research chief,

who said projecting ratings figures to a station's full coverage area was impossible statistic-

ally: and Ward Dorrell, Blair research head, who twitted Nielsen on its use of mail ballots

in light of its attacks on SAMS four years ago.

For CBS, Inc., 1956 was a record year in sales and earnings. The company's an-

nual report contains these highlights:

• Net revenues and sales were $354.8 million

—

12.1% over 1955.

• CBS TV's sales were 18.3% better than 1955.

• CBS Radio "continued to be profitable" I no billings wrere given).

• Operation of CBS-Hytron, the tube and semiconductor division. wras unprofitable.

• The record business was hot (up 50'
l I.

The NTA Film Network, which debuts this weekend (4-6 April), plans to keep

viewer-interest perking via a continuing promotion-advertising campaign.

Warner-Lambert and Old Golds are co-sponsoring the feature series over 133 stations,

with 20th Century-Fox players Debra Paget and Jeff Hunter hosting.

As SPONSOR-SCOPE went to press there were strong indications that the

Fowler-Royal Commission report on radio and tv, due for release any day, will

turn out a major victory for independent broadcasters in Canada.

The evidences are that the Fowler report will recommend:

• Competitive tv licensing in a minimum of 15 cities, especially the largest.

• The independent broadcasters—as represented b) the CARTB—be placed under a

separate regulatory body, akin to the FCC. and free of CBCs authority.

These have been the top issues that the private broadcasters have been fighting for in

recent years.

Arthur Porter, JWT director of media, assured the CARTB, assembled in Montreal

lli is week, that agencies and advertisers realized radio has anything but lost its punch or

ability to sell mass audiences.

He outlined what he thought was the most effective strategy for radio's use.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New

and Renew, page 49: Spot Buys, page 54; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 60; Washington

Week, page 69; sponsor Hears, page 72: and Tv and Radio Newsmakers page 78.
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NETWORK
QUALITY

at the local level!

KPRC-TV

from Houston
The Houston Rodeo, starring Ro\ Rogers and Dale Evans, was

carried bv NBC as a
( 'hev\ Shovt "spectacular" Ma the production

facilities and engineering ot KPRC-TV. Forty-five kl'R( 1\ person-

nel, seven cameras (two suspended from the Coliseum ceiling) and

275,000 watts of additional lighting were used for the hour-long

program which included live commercials from the rodeo arena and

the KPRC-TV studios.

KPRC-TV experience, instrumental in the success ot this show,

is equal]) important to your Houston selling success. Bu\ KPRC-TV
and know you're right in the Houston market!

KPRC-TV
HOUSTON
CHANNEL

JACK HARRIS
Vice President and General Manager

JACK McGREW
National Sales Manager

EDWARD PETRY & CO.
V..-.\- '...-' R

. FIRST INEXPERIENCE WITH OVER 900 MAN-YEARS



Now Nielsen's NCS#2 Con-
firms Individual City Ratings.

Only

STATIONS
are POWERFUL enough

and POPULAR enough

to cover

ALL 3 MAJOR MARKETS
of Southern California . . .

LOS ANGELES, SAN DIEGO,

SAN BERNARDINO.

Of this top trio

KBIG is

V the only independent

V the least expensive

V second in cost-per-

thousand

V third in total audience

in Los Angeles, San

Diego, Orange, San

Bernardino and

Riverside counties

—

Any KBIG or Weed man would like

to show you the documents.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone HOIIywood 3-3S0S

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

I I

Timebuyers
at work

Fred Spruytenberg, SSCB, New York, buyer for Lifebuoy, com-
ments: "Buyers who have spent the winter building up their spot tv

schedules should watch the fall programing plans of the networks.

Successful spot schedules are not bought over-night. They are the

result of many months work—of improving, through switching, as

better-rated spots adjacent to top

network programs become avail-

able. The networks are now final-

izing program schedules for the

fall. Shows will be dropped, new

ones will be added and some may

switch to new times. These

changes will effect the type of

audience for the 20-seconds and

I.D.'s. A spot purchased because

of the audience for the preceding

and following shows, may not be

desirable in the fall. Also, net-

work changes will force many spot clients out of good franchises

due to competitive advertising on the network. Consequently, the

buyer must keep up-to-date on changes by reading trade papers and

through network contacts. He will then be in a position to know

what changes will have to be made. W ith his knowledge of the

network situation, he can secure the best spots for his clients.'

Jack Bray, Cunningham & Walsh, New York, bu\er for Texaco,

comments: "It is most heartening to see the conscientious efforts of

the Station Representatives Association and the Four A's to rescue

the buyer from the inundating tide of unnecessary paper-work. The

varied and diversified availabilities, confirmations and contracts

have become impossibly complex.

Thorough anahsis and consequent

simplification of these forms are

indicative of the healthy strides

being made in this young indus-

try. Since it mav be some time

before these efforts bear any real

fruit, the bu\er himself mean-

while must clear some of the

'paper-haze." By scrutinizing buy-

ing procedures, he could do much

toward eliminating any time-con-

suming or duplicated effort. The

mechanics of a 'buy" should be well-oiled: the operation from buy-

ing to billing should be cohesive. The buyer's real value is in his

ability to carry out the marketing strategv of his client b\ skillful

purchase of time. He knows the merits of the product, where its

big markets are, and the people who buy. This can only be done

if he is not delayed In complex forms or antiquated procedure."
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WENATCHEE, WASHINGTON

5000w
560kc
Serving an Area with

116,594 Radio Homes

20,000 Farm Radio Homes

$438,983,000 Retail Sales

//V MARKET AREA

We Guarantee

to deliver results from

your advertising investment

2 to 1
OVER ALL OTHER

NORTHCENTRAL WASHINGTON
MEDIA

National Reps

Forjoe and Co., Incorporated

Portland & Seattle Reps

Art Moore and Associates

KPQ WENATCHEE, WASH.
Selected ABC and NBC Programs

Interspersed with Local Programs

16

by Bob Foreman

Agency ad libs

Sponsor phobia hurts Hollywood film

The four motors of the DC-7 are droning

monotonously. Los Angeles is about two hours

behind us—New York five ahead and I'm trying

to think of what impressed me most (other than

the sun I about m\ week in the Movie Mecca

of the Universe.

I think it was today's complete acceptance of

the medium of tv. It's been a long segue (six to

seven years I only recentl) completed h\ the release of hundreds

of features to tv stations, the entrance into t\ production 1>\ the

major film producers, as well as the number of network names

blasted over the PA system at the Beverly Hills Hotel pool.

I ran into another phenomenon, too. One most interesting in its

effect on the people in the film business, vet disconcerting in its

effect on television itself.

Not once but many times and with main different people I was

asked my ideas of the various "don'ts"' of television. I was asked

to describe the taboos as I knew them and to list whatever sponsor-

phobias I had encountered. "Is it all right to do thus and so? "Do

they mind this?" "Do thev prefer it this way or that?"

The attitude means two very different things. First, on the posi-

tive and pleasant side, it demonstrates beyond a doubt, that Holly-

wood wants to work in tv, to make product for advertisers, to please

agencies and to build a rapport with the network heads in New York

City. All to the good! Such was not generally the case a few \ears

back. The resentment of what tv was doing to theater box office was

too deeply rooted. Likewise their fear of the motion picture ex-

hibitors.

But these fears have adversely affected the quality-of-product

being turned out b\ Hollywood for television. And. I'm afraid.

k

'*
jj : r— t—

-

MVjm'
raK'v

\ll jj^ V^f ?Ni-

5?
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1

MX in
Hollywood isn't sneering anymore, reports Foreman, it's whole hog with i\
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Agency ad libs continued . . .
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in Louisiana's

2 biggest markets
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KCU WMRY
The BIG City Station

with the "The Sepia Station"

Country Flavor

5000W 980 KC ' 1000W 600 KC

Southland Broadcasting Company
Morf Silverman, Exec. V.P. & Gen. Mgr.

GILl-PERNA, INC. - Natl Rep.

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Son Francisco
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they will affect us even more visibly in the season ahead. This is

far from healthy.

Consider the tremendous reservoir of talent on the Coast. By tal-

ent I refer not merely to on-camera personalities but to those whose

talents lie in the writing, easting, directing, editing and producing

fields. Despite this there is a humdrum mediocrity about most of

the filmed series made in California for television.

Some of this is attributable to the fact that the really top-talents

are still reserved for big screen production while the lesser skilled

have been given the tv assignments. Some is attributable to the

strangeness of the new medium—working in series, producing for

budgets and time schedules completely different from any they've

ever been held to. But most of it is, I believe, the direct result of

the Sponsor Phobias just mentioned.

So much has been said and written and imagined in Hollywood

about the quirks of advertisers and the straightjacket of advertising

that Coast tv people are gun shy! They've heard too much talk

about what sponsors wont do and what agencies are sure to avoid

and what a certain ad manager likes and what a specific corporate

president's wife once insisted upon. No wonder they figure the

middle of the road is the only safe place to travel.

It isn't! Believe me! There's plenty of room (a crying need in

fact!) for fresh material well done. For a real adult approach!

Product such as this will sell—and fast! For every companv which

looks no farther than its slide rule, there are five advertisers with

a sense of pride, responsibility and taste. And at everv network,

as well as in every ad agency there are dozens of people looking

—

even straining—to find programs to telecast which will give real

satisfaction to those connected with them. Include me. if you

please. ^
-^iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii imi linn iiiiiiiiii

!';!" '

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiitg

"An adman ad-libs on tv"

A 192 page book of selected Foreman columns from

SPONSOR, released by Hastings House, Publishers. Inc.. is

now in your bookstore. Bob's pungent commentaries on the

broadcast industry and his keen analysis of its problems

| are illustrated by Al Normandia.

The book, excerpted from columns which appeared in

sponsor over the last five years, offers an 8-fold approach

to the media:

i 1 I The agencv and its denizens

( 2 \ Nuts, bolts, commercials

(3) The audience, confound 'em

i 4 l Sponsors, the care and feeding of

(5) The fine art of video

(6) Research—if you can call it that |

(7) The one without pictures—radio

(8) Color or hue. whew !

It adds up to an encyclopedia of entertainment and in-

formation. 192 pages, illustrated, retails for $4.50.

Iillllllililllllillllllllilillllllliiillilll iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiini i i i iiuiiliniiiil iimiiii iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiii
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COUNT O N

SUCCESS

OPEN THESE DOORS



s

FOR
1--J1

TV'S MOST PROFITABLE HOUR STRIP
T

^ 50% adults every time!

*

f

National spot

adVeVtiSeTS like Alka Seltzef, Mont-
gomery Ward, Amid, National Dairies, Chef Boy-

ar-dee, Poll Parrot Shoes, Reddi-Wip, Prince

Macaroni, Hostess Cup Cakes, Top Value Stamps,

Wonder Bread, Nabisco, My-T-Fine, Baker's Choc-

olate, Bosco, Toni, Revlon, Snow-Crop, Robert

Hall Clothes, Beeman's Gum

starring

in

^—

-

J

hour-long feature

made by Republic Picture

Corporation and available

local advertisers and stati

AMERICA'S NO. ! DISTRIBUTOR OF TELEVISION FILM PRCX-SAMM



ACTION!
CI SISTENTLY OUTRATES COMPETITION

starring

in

^ Loiv, low cost per

thousand for kids and adults

^k KDKA Pittsburgh has just

bought multiple runs of all 123 features and

will devote 3 hours a week for 2 x
/-> years to

WESTERN FEATURES STARRINGJfENE AUTRY
and WESTERN FEATURES STARRING ROY
ROGERS. Calt us afibut sensible price patterns

whether for one, two or three years I of pro-

gramming!

hour-long features

made by Republic Pictures

Corporation at an original

production cost of

$250,000 each!

AMERICA'S NO. 1 DISTRIBUTOR OF TELEVISION FIIM PROGRAMS



COUNT Off SUCCESS... RATING SUCCESS... SALES SUCCES

MOS

the best from the West!
now consistently topping

direct network and local

competition (ARB-October,

1956 thru January, 1957).

TO SALES SUCCESS

H
WITH THESE* 123 FULL

/ STARRING

GENE AUTRY

HOUR WESTERN FEATURES

. 67 JSTARRING

ROY ROGERS

Jimmy Du ante

John Carmdine

Ann Miller

Pale Evans

Ann Rutherford

Sterling Holloway

Andy Devinie

Paul Kelly (

Buster Crabbe

give a hoot and a holler to
your representative at

mca tv

Gabby Hayes

Sons of the Pioneeil

Gale Storm

598 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Hi (PLaza 9-7500)

and principal cities evervwhc



49th and
Madison

Is the creative man obsolete?

Vour article on the need for creative

people in advertising will certain!)

help t<> wake up those who are being

((limed In the lane) presentation "sci-

entific" DO) B.

KlUiu I.. Harris, president

Donnoll & Harmon Inc., Sew York

Frida) night I returned from a trip t«>

Nashville. It was snowing there and

iu\ feel got wet M\ plane was late

and the ail line l<>>t m\ baggage. \\ lien

I got home, m\ kid- were fighting and

iu\ w ite nagged me.

I went duw n tn the office earl\ Sat-

urday morning and started to plough

i no relation to \be) through the white

mountain of paper which had accu-

mulated in ni\ absence. \liout three

in the afternoon. I finally got down to

the trade press.

Then I hit page 30 of SPONSOR and

suddenly the sun came out!

Robert R. Jones Jr., v.p. & gen. m^r.

WFBR, Baltimore

Hooray for your article "Is the Crea-

tive Man Obsolete?'' in sponsor. And
hooray for Joe Katz and Charlie

Brower .

Ed Kobak, Sunshine Plantation

Thomson. Georgia
• ll>.ink- in the m.my r—dm * ho commented
on Jo>oph kalr' article "I- I It »- crrali.e man nli.

toletef It appeared in the <» March 1<».J7

BPONSOR.

Tolent with sales ability

I want to tell you what a marvelous
job you have done on the weekb
sponsor. The make-up job i- terrific

—easy to read—easy to digest—a real

"busy-man's magazine."

I couldn't help but shout a heartx
'" \-Men" to Joe Csida's column in

January 12th issue. Sales people have

long yearned for silver-tongued talent

who spend as much time wondering
about sales results as they spend won-
dering about their profiles.

Let's hope that Joe's prediction that

'"more talent will work on sales" can

foretell an era of better understanding

of broadcasting's real objective. Let's

change "the \ ievi from i loud nine to

"the view from «</»/ /<« /. nun-.'

Vgain, congratulations on the book.

It's the greatest.

Robert II. Walton, local \ regional

Miles mounter. HSl'.lTI Spaitan-

hurg, S. C.

New Comparagraph format

We ha\e alwa\> used the spi>\-oh net-

work comparagraph, but we find its

new formal <>f even greater assistance.

Particularly, the alphabetical listing In

program title is ol greal help.

Frank Pellegrin, v.p.

II -A' Television, Sew York

I would like to congratulate you on

on the main excellent features of your

publication and in particular, the new

"Comparagraph," as it has appeared

in the last two issues.

W alter M. Windsor, general manager,

KCMCTl . Texarkana

Tv artist helps capture crooks

CHCH-TN artisl Larr) Russell made a

sketch depicting how three armed men
held uj) the Royal Bank of Canada

branch at Waterdown and escaped

with $10,000. It also showed how.

within 15 minutes of the alarm, com-

Chief Headershol guides A'

Lined efforts of \\ aterdown. Ea-t Flain-

boro, Hamilton and Ontario Prov-

incial Police resulted in capture of

one suspect, and eventualb capture oi

the other two—as well as recovery of

all but a few hundred dollars.

S. F. Habberfield. promotion manager

CHCH-TV, Hamilton. Ontario.
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GUARANTEED

DELIVERY
AT LOWEST COST
PER THOUSAND

573,000
SPANISH-SPEAKING

LOS ANGELES MARKET
WITH A PURCHASING

POWER OF MORE
THAN $1,300,000

PER DAY!

THE BRANDS THEY
BUY MOST ARE

THE PRODUCTS
ADVERTISED ON

KWKW
THE ONLY ROUND-
THE-CLOCK SPANISH

LANGUAGE STATION

IN THE LOS ANGELES

AREA.

Complete information— including

audience, market and product

preferences is available.

YOU CAN REACH THIS

CITY-WITHIN-A-CITY

ONLY THROUGH

LA.—RYan 1-6744

S.F.—Broadcast Time Sales
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News and views for women in

ml i crtising and wives of admen

IT you want

SALES **

RESULTS

in Shreveport's

RICH NEGRO
MARKET
(and it's a big one!)

KANV
is THE station!
. . . because KANV is the ONLY
ALL NEGRO PROGR \M station in

the Shic\ epoi t area.

. . . because Negro families in this

area make more and spend more on
the average than in other Southern
cities like Dallas, Little Rock and
Jackson. (U.S. Census)

. . . because KANV personnel know
their audience— know how to sell

their audience. This experienced
team is ready to help with your sales

problems at the local level.

. . . because KANV rates are low.

. . . because KANV gets results. Spon-
sors not only renew but increase
their schedules.

GET THE PROOF

of KANV results!
It's yours for the asking.

Write, call or wire the KANV
Representative in your area—NOW.'

ili
1050 Ice - 250 Watts - DAYTIME

the ONLY ALL NEGRO PROGRAM Station in

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
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Women's week

Lady rep president: A woman made news among reps this week:

I '<•—> Stone was named president of TV-Radio Representatives,

succeeding Harry S. Goodman who heroine- chairman of the hoard.

Pegg) s promotion to president comes to her after nearh three

decades in the broadcast industry.

Spring moving day: Gals who're moaning and groaning this week

about the prospect ol moving from one apartment or one home to

another should be glad they didn't have to face the moving job

Florence Richards masterminded recently. Florence handled McCann-

Erickson's move from Rockefeller Center to 485 Lexington, a 2,000-

employee migration. She also dealt with architects, figured out the

decorations for the giant agency's new streamlined ollices.

Income tax tip: Wives who'd like to help their husbands save

money on income tax should take note of this advice from Max M.

Green. C.P.A. One wa\ to make business entertainment deductions

easy to prove, particularly in advertising where at-home entertaining

is frequent, is to have wives pay their grocery bills with checks and

attach itemized grocery bills to the cancelled check.

TVs professional hazards: Is tv glamorous and romantic? Not

according to BBDO tv producer Nan Marquand. who handles the

Rev Ion commercials.

"Tv kept me unmarried until a year ago," she told SPONSOR.

"After all, what man takes kindly to a gal who works till 11 p.m.

and midnight five nights a week?"

The man who finally understood Nans problem is Don LaVine,

tv copywriter at McCann-Erickson ( on non-competitive accounts i

.

"We met when I produced the commercials he wrote.'" savs Nan.

Copy women: A checkup this week shows onl) two of the top 20

tv-radio agencies have ladv creative directors on a vice president

level: Compton's Muriel Haynes. v.p. and associate creative director,

and McCann's Margot Sherman, v.p. and member of the creative

plans board.

Neither one of these two creative directors sees copywriters in

terms of their sex where assignments are concerned. "Women copy-

writers don't have to he confined to powder puff stuff." sa\s Margol

Sherman. "We even have a woman cop) group head. Mar\ ReilK.

on Chrysler Imperial. But 1>\ nature women tend to be more at

ease and more knowledgeable about foods, fashions and general

areas involving taste.

Can men write for women? Among t\ copywriters, this question

can always start a good argument. \ml in a recent stud) of tv com-

mercials. Horace Sc-hwerin of Schwerin Research Corp. came up with

this pointed observation: Main t\ commercials are less effective than

the) could be "for reason- thai would probabl) leap to the eye of a

good woman cop) W I iter."

SPONSOR 30 m \nc ii 1951



Washington is lull oi surprises these days . . . the kind that

(.in mean a bundle <>l jo) t<> advertisers as well as parents.

Foi along with the Capital's expanding wealth and econ

omy, and iis bulging metropolitan boundaries, has come a

proportionate increase in brand new prospects.

Due to the high birth rate — dose to 48.000 last year alone

— more than 3.V',', ol the metropolitan area's population is

now made up of children under 18 years ol age. Main in

this age group are active buyers already. All ol them will

be in the near Future. Right now the) are establishing

important brand-loyalties thai may well last a lib time.

WRC and \\R( IV. Washington's / fhip stations,

an firmly established with this growing audience ol young-

sters. \nd programming with special appeal and interest

is attracting them in greater and greater numbers. In ap-

propriate time periods. \\ R( and \\ K( I V now br<

cast .">() houi s for this

That's another reason more and more advertisers ar<

ing with the biggest guns in Washington's selling boom . .

.

WRCandWRC-TV sold by |MJ( 1 SPOT SALES
CBC LEADERSHIP STATIONS IN WASHINGTON, D . C.



All three agree!

Ttendex

KOWH is No.1 in Omaha audience!
Take Pulse, for example. KOWH is first in 216 out
of 240 daytime quarter hours. More evidence, added
to previous data, of KOWH's decisive dominance of

Omaha radio.

Feb.-March Hooper has KOWH out in front, too, as

ever

!

Trendex gives KOWH top spot, too.

This is the kind of market-dominance which Storz

Station ideas, programming and broad (660 kc.) cov-

erage continue to make possible for national and local

advertisers. Results prove it, too.

Get Adam Young's point of view ... or talk it over

with General Manager Virgil Sliarpe.

The Storz Stations
'{Today's Radio for Today's Selling

Latest Pulse says

KOWH leads next independent

by nearly

2to1

TODD STORZ,
President

WDGY
Mlnneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

WQAM
Miami

Represented by John Blair & Co.

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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You cannot tail to...

De njachine f or 0n*J ...

THE FTC CRACKDOWN
Who will it hit? Big-name sponsors expected to be among

those cited as result of $100,000 tv monitoring project

\\ ASHING I on. 0. C.

Ilie $100,000 Federal Trade Com-

mission project for monitoring televi-

sion commercials is about to bear it-

first fruit.

In the near Future days or at mosl

weeks hence FTC will file a series ol

complaints aimed at choking off the

current cop) claims <>f a group ol l\

advertisers.

The group will prohabb include ma-

jor advertiser- as well as small-time

"schlock accounts.

Drug and cosmetic account- will

probably he hardest hit among the na-

tional and regional advertisers cited.

The complaints will probably be

serious and unusually well document-

ed, befitting a group of actions prob-

abl) intended as precedent-setting. In

a sense what the FTC tnaj be aboul to

do is to spell out tlii- warning to the

nation'- t\ advertisers

:

• That the FTC- t\ monitoring

pi ogram mean- business.

• That the t\|ie- "I cases chosen for

action now are those which FTC re-

gards as the most important offenses

against the public interest

• That the t\ advertiser must work

more closely than ever before within

the bounds of concern for honest] and

for protection of the public's welfare.

\\ hat's different aboul the impend-

ing I h ci ickdown is that it may in-

clude, ins .Id leant

from informed sources in Washington,

big name- in ad\ ertis - ell a- the

"bait-and-switch - i Fast-buck

local-level operators who ha\e more

often beei 1 I < 'a I

• me of the companies which ma
iii< linled in the first round of FTC ac-

tion- i- a major t\ spender whose re-

cent-years success has been built 1..

Ij around smart program l>u\i'

\ batch of product- which still use

white-coated tv a«t..i- to lend medical

authenticity to their health claims are

SPONSOR 30 MARCH 1957 31



Congress hypoed television

check last year with extra $100,000 appropriation

pegged tor live monitoring by lawyers

also believed to be high up on the

commission list.

Whether the FTC actions come in a

quick burst, as SPONSOR lielieves the)

will, or a decision is made to space

them over a period, the climate is ripe

Eoi more thorough perusal of copy

claims in general and t\ iii particular.

\dmen have been watching the FTC
with special interest since last Octobei

when its first regular live television

monitoring program began.

There's another Congress-inspired

I kei. FTC and the Federal Com-

munications Commission now have an

interchange of information, with FCC
alerting tv and radio stations carrying

advertising on which an initial com-

plaint has been filed. The tacit im-

plication: that a station can jeopardize

its license renewal if it persistent!}

carries advertising offensive to the

public and/or the FTC. (See sponsor,

Washington Week. 19 January, 2

March. 1957 and Sponsor-scope, this

issue.)

Its this post-October monitoring

which is expected to provide a basis

for the rash of complaints now in the

final processing stages at FTC head-

quarters in Washington, sponsor, in

checking FTC officials and others in

\ew ^ oik and Washington, got con-

firmation that these complaints are im-

minent. Just how main will he filed

is -I ill FTC's secret.

The stage was set for a close watch

on tv last fall when the House lopped

olT sioo.ooo from the Commission's

requested 1957 fiscal budget. This was

then restored by the Senate with the

stipulation that the money be used for

special tv monitoring.

Since then FTC has set up a system

under which some 130 of its attorneys

in the field conduct air checks for

specified periods of time each month.

They take exhaustive notes of their im-

pressions of the visual elements in the

tv commercials and use tape-recorders

for the audio portion.

Vttorneys are assigned these moni-

toring duties for the simple reason that

onl\ a lawyer knows the federal law

and can correctly apply it to what he

sees on television. ( For a long time the

FTC used a crew of clerical workers

to screen advertising claims but since

1954 it's found a smaller staff of law-

yers can handle this work faster and

more effectiveh . i

How does an advertiser get his name
on FTC's gray or black list? In most

cases, according to FTC officials, the

initial complaint conies in from a cus-

tomer or from a competitor. The com-

plaints directly reflect the economy.

In today s buyer's market, money is

tight and competition is tough. So

the consumer is more likelv to com-
plain if he thinks he's been gvpped;

and the competition is more prone to

file a critical charge against a rival

manufacturer. This is why the num-
ber of initial complaints is increasing

and why the workload is heavier.

FTC isn't singling out tv alone for

attention among advertising media.

Ml media remain under close scrutinv.

Nor is tv regarded as notably offen-

sive—in terms of the percentage of ad-

vertisers whose claims are dubious.

But tv gets stepped-up scrutinv under

the new monitoring program (al-

though FTC has monitored tv less ex-

haustively since its inception).

As one observer pointed out. it's the

fact that television is persuasive over

and beyond any other advertising me-

dium which tends to magnify offenses

in tv copy. Mail order schemes which

may have gone virtually unpublicized

in the back pages of magazines and

newspapers become causes celebre

when put on the tv airwaves. In par-

ticular, bait-and-switch tv advertising

lit the fuse in Congress for the present

FTC monitoring program.

Ironically, tv bait-and-sw itching is

on the decline, according to Albert G.

Seidman, manager of the FTC's New
York office, one of nine such branches

in the country. He savs fewer adver-

tisers are using television to advertise

storm windows—as an example— for

Biggest advertising marketplace, New York area, i- checked Headquarters monitors in Washington include ("1. to r.
i
T. Har-

by Albert G. Seidman. manager, and staff of 30 attorneys. Big- old Scott, legal adviser in broadcast media: Charles J. Connolly and

gesl violators in i\ : non-network -put and participation buyers Leo J. Kriz. project attorneys. Thej watch i\ sets in Geld, tape audio
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FTC Chairman John W. Gwynne checks hog medicine in "racket room," where product exhibits are kepi after formal complaints are filed

$9.95 when they actually << >-t five

limes that.

What are television copy's biggest

offenses? The same as those in all

other i\|ics of advertising, according

tn Sherman Mill, chief project attorney

tor the Commission in Washington.

Mi- advice to the advertiser is sim-

ple: "Be honest."

Honesty, ol course, has main defi-

nitions. The basic statute under which

the FTC operates, investigates and leg-

islates a complaint, calls advertising

claims unlawful if the} use unfair

methods of competition or disseminate

falsehoods. FTC has broad interpre-

tive powers and broad investigative

powers to match these broad super-

visor) realm-.

What advertising, specifically, is il-

legal? Technically, an) which is "mis-

leading in a material respect." This is

where interpretation comes in. Can
you, as a cigarette advertiser, sa\ your

tobacco is the finest? Yes. Bui can

you sa\ smoking \ brand i- better for

\ our throat ? \".

If you import a perfume from

France, you can call it French per-

fume. But if you make it in Jerse) (as

happened in one case) and use French

words to advertise it. you're mislead-

ing the public deliberateU

.

^ ou re on particular!) touch)

ground it you're in the loud, drug or

cosmetic business because these are

din-elk connected with the public

health. Advertising claims of these

product- gel the closest scrutiny. In

general terms, however, am advertis-

ing is in for a second look and pos-

sible lit
' action if it : i 1 i is dis-

honest; (2) i- unfair, taking impropei

advantage of a competitor: (3) mis-

represents, defrauding the public and

so injuring a competitor; I l> imitates

a competitoi - trade marks or mer-

chandise, passing « » fT one- g I- as

those ol another and playing upon an-

other's reputation to sell goods. These

actions are all condemned In common
law. according to T. Harold S< "it. le-

gal adviser For radio and television.

This i- what happen- if j oui adver-

tising claim- tail into am of these vio-

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

FTC is readying a number of com-

plaints against television advertisers

after the full-scale launching of spe-

cial 5100,000 television study of ad-

vertising claims commissioned by Con-

gress. Drugs and cosmetics may get

hit; manufacturers both big and small.

lations and it you re -potted b) I I
<

because of a consume] - or competi-

tor's complaint or because an FTC at-

torne) has caught your commercial.

The suspected violation is studied

from ever) legal angle b) membei -

the FTC's own investigative staff. The
initial complaint whatever it- n <•

—is documented full) . FTC, foi ex-

ample, has the powei to request

scripts, transcriptions and kinescopes

from stations, networks and advertis-

ers themselves. Then an FT( ii ial at-

torne) gives his opinion, and if he

think- the complaint is justified it is

tried before a hearing examiner.

If members of the Commission the

five commissioners concur with find-

ings of the hearing examiner that the

claims are in violation of th>- law, the)

issue a eas< and desist order.

This <an be appealed b) the adver-

tiser in the Fe leral District ( lourt

w ithin w hose jurisdiction he opei

\nd if litigation ;

- as I hough it will

he length) . FTC is empowered to

tition for a temporar) injunction until

the final decision >>t the court is given.

This is when the public i- in jeopardy,

as w ith - - If the m\-

vertiser doesn't appeal, the ordei to

-• and desist is final in I

1 1'1rase turn to \xiz.e 7 I

SPONSOR • 30 MARCH 1957 See next issue for a report on the Tv Code
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Sohio tv commercial dramatizes new gasoline by

omitting spoken copy, substituting modern music

CLEVELAND

It sometimes takes the most conven-

tional of clients to sail for a radical

idea. Standard Oil of Ohio, which is

now using one of the first wordless

commercials in tv history, is ahout as

good an example as you could find.

The company is conventional in

terms of the stock meaning of the

word. It's a large, efficient business.

It manufactures traditional products

—

gasoline and motor oil. Despite these

characteristics, however, Sohio is far

from staid—and it never could be

called unimaginative.

Willingness to accept new things on

the part of company officials and its

advertising manager, Frank Kolb, are

directly responsible for the adoption

of a radical commercial television idea

propounded by McCann-Erickson,

Cleveland. The idea: selling a new

gasoline product with mood and mu-
sic rather than with people and words.

This meant selling gasoline concepts,

and McCann chose geometric shapes,

movement and original music to do it.

Sohio okayed the campaign objec-

tive, the commercial technique, the

final storyboard and the final anima-

tion print—and spent 88,000 for a 20-

second film spot to be shown onl\ in

,i- Ohio distribution area.

This is the story of that 20-seeoml

film, a unique venture into the realm

of people-less and speech-less televi-

sion.

Sohio began marketing Boron gaso-

line in October 1954 as the first auto-

motive fuel containing the element

boron. Company automotive engi-

neers, after years of experiment, dis-

covered a way of blending boron into

high octane gas so that the basic for-

mula of the fuel was actually changed.

This first product was Boron Supreme

and it clicked fast with the Ohio mo-

torist. McCann reports it "registered

immediate and substantial acceptance,

and within a year it outsold the next

seven leading premium gasolines, com-

bined, in the state."

Then came 1956 and the flood of

major gasoline manufacturers who
either boosted octane ratings of their

premium gasolines or added third

grades formulated to match the de-

mands of higher compression engines.

Sohio decided to increase the octane

rating of Boron and manufacture a

super grade. The brand name: new
Boron Super Premium, with the high-

est octane ever offered Ohio drivers.

\\ ith the marketing pattern set,

Sohio turned to the advertising strat-

egy. Television has long been a major

medium for the company. Out of a

total ad appropriation of 82.5 million

to be used on consumer advertising

within the state of Ohio, 81.4 million

goes to television. Of this, more than

$300,000 is for announcements. And
it was an announcement campaign
which got heaviest emphasis in the

new product advertising. Robert F.

Gibbons, director of radio and tele-

vision for McCann-Erickson in Cleve-

land, was confronted with the creative

problem.

"Where to take the theme? A light,

humorous situation seemed out of or-

der for a revolutionary new motor
fuel. The product introduction need-

ed transition, with a fresh approach

consistent with the product." On this

basis, Gibbons theorized as follows, he

told SPONSOR.

"New Boron Super Premium prom-

ised benefits of more power and more

smoothness to the user. The gasoline

carried with it a definite connotation

of truly modern scientific discovery.

The words which would tell the new

story might well be 'Boron Super Pre-

mium with the highest octane ever of-

fered Ohio drivers . . . power, power,

with smoothness ... all the Boron

benefits'."

Looking for a different approach, he

thought: "Instead of using an an-

nouncer's voice or voices to speak

about these copy points, why not con-

vex the same thoughts in a fresh, dif-

ferent way? Why not find rich musi-

cal sounds that could say the words as

the \ iewer saw them on the screen?"

Sohio had long used novel ap-

proaches in its broadcast copy and

particularly in its tv announcements.

But it had never gone quite this far

out into left field. Its record of di>-

tinction in advertising, and in the

minds of Ohio motorists, had been es-

tablished to the point where major

competitive national brands were con-

sidered smaller than Sohio, a regional.

Sohio got this impression of bigness

and solidity by saturating the Ohio

market. Operating in 88 counties, it

maintains more than 4.000 gas sta-

tions, of which 375 are company
ow ned.

\\ hile they like to look big. Sohio

officials also seek to show that the bis-
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i- nevertheless human. Human-
ity, combined with imagination, na-

il"' aim of the voice-less 20-second film

for Boron Supreme.

The firsl step was to find the sounds

which would illustrate the copj points

and sounds meant music. Gibbons
knew the problem <>f communicating

this concept would be difficult ><> he

lieu lo New York to (<iiifcr with Phil

D.ui> of Phi] Davis Musical Enter-

prises.

"Having worked with Davis on more

conventional kinds of music and jin-

gles l"i years, I knew if anyone could

put this one on paper in musical form

it would be Phil and Nemo Paul, his

arranger-partner," sa\s Gibbons.

"We discussed the challenge of put-

ting the new Boron copy theme into

L8 seconds of what I hoped would be

a series of modern symphonic sounds.

I ln\ were delighted, although they'd

never composed exactly this waj be-

fore -and in 18 seconds! Within two
weeks, the music was written and

scored for 2 1 instruments."

Gibbons' most specific instruction

before the first note was set to paper:
"1 want it to sound something like

Bela Bartok!'* (the modern atonal

composer i

.

Davis was happy about the whole
project but a bit puzzled. '"Contran

to standard procedure, we had no
script, no storyboard, no preconceived
format of any kind. We were given
complete freedom to create an 18-sec-

ond symphony of sounds to describe

the product and its advantages with-

out help of voices or announcer. We

Cells used in 20-second film surround Bob Gibbons,
tv and radio director. McCann-Erickson, Cleveland

^

c
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McCann-Erickson had musical score written

first, then commissioned a storyboard to match

wanted i" give a non-jingle t\p<- ol

Lreatmenl with the excitement <>f fire-

\> • > i k - i" create an impression of mod-

emit) and which would actually sug-

: i -i the \ isuals for the film."

Phil Davis and Nemo Paul worked

oiil seven cop) points which could be

covered musicall) in 18 seconds, with

musical phrases "saying" these words.

To take full advantage of musical con-

l ' a-ls and recording techniques, they

decided to record each of the seven

musical effects as a separate section

and then edit them together as one.

Here are the seven musical copy

points, how long the) run and what

the) "say":

1. Introduction, "Fission Effect."

—2 seconds.

"To achieve in the introduction bars

an atomic fission effect that would be

automotive rather than electronic in

character, we used a choir of trum-

pets and trombones pla\ing fast re-

peating notes recorded at slow speed

and later played back and re-recorded

at double the original speed."

2. Name of product, "Boron Super

Supreme," —3 seconds.

"To establish the name of the prod-

uct with a solid identifying musical

phrase, a choir of French horns was

used to sing out 'Boron Super Pre-

mium" against a background of sus-

tained chords in the rest of the or-

chestra."'

3. "Highest Octane Power."' —2
seconds.

"To describe this most effectively

we used an entire section of string

basses and cellos to deliver the deep

throated, powerful, ascending musical

figure."

4. "Super Premium Smoothness,"

—3 seconds.

"This suggested a complete contrast

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Voiceless tv is being tried by Sohio in

new 20-second announcement which

cost $8,000 and has no spoken words.

Modern original music and progressive

designs sell concepts of new premi-

um gasoline. Sohio spends $1.4 mil-

lion on tv in Ohio, buys shows too

in mood, which was created by four

cellos plaj ing rich chords in a smooth,

legato st\le synchronized with a low

woodwind figure to maintain the auto-

motive effect carried throughout."

5. -With all tin- Boron Benefits,"

—2 seconds.

'"Ibis was scored in a happy, bright

manner with a ga\ little half-tone fig-

ure in the woodwinds."

6. and 7. "Finest Gasoline You Can
Bu) \n\ where," —2 seconds, and

"Boron Super Premium." 4 seconds.

"To accompany this first slogan, the

opening atomic fission effect was re-

prised with a buildup to the title line.

"Boron Super Premium,'" as originally

introduced by the French horns. It

then developed into full cadence clos-

ing."

It took a lot of time to produce the

musical track for the 20-second film,

says Gibbons. The musicians, alone,

—24 of them—spent four and a half

hours of studio recording time and did

71 "takes to provide 18 seconds of

music. Four and a half hours of re-

cording ended up with tapes which re-

quired six hours to edit.

At this point. McCann commissioned

a storyboard to fit the music. Gibbons

asked Eric Pomerance of Animation.

1 ! I ll

Storyboard is checked by (1. to r.) Frank Kolb, ad manager, Standard Oil of

Ohio; John V. Tracy, McCann-Erickson account executive; idea man Boh Gibbons
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Inc., to work with him in development

i>l final animation. Geometric shapes,

the pace "I the movement, the mood
mI the \ isuala all matched the cop)

points picked up in the sound track.

The finished film was slotted on

eight ( Hiio tele\ ision stations last

month for the lit-t time. V iewers in

Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati and

Dayton are Beeing something unique

On Ohio t\ screens anil the\ luve it.

According to I ribbons, and to John \ .

I'iai\. group bead and accounl super-

visor at McCann, the client is just as

bapp) as the audience.

"\ iewer reaction was immediate,

and unusuall) marked, to the point

where we arc receiving letters and calls

commenting on the announcement,

Bays Trac)

.

\nd Si»liio"s advertising manager,

Frank ko||>. says "This new Boron

film spui typifies the kind ol progres-

sive thinking about its advertising I

believe ever) regional advertiser

should ha\ i'.

" \t Sohio, we have come to recog-

nize that even though we arc in a mar-

ket in a limited way, compared to the

national advertiser, <>ur sales messages

must be equal in quality, design and

imagination t<> an) which appear be-

fore <>ur bu) ing public. \\ e belie\ e the

\cr\ uni(|iicncss of our new t\ com-
mercial achieves all these. From the

standpoint of making our advertising

keep abreast and perhaps ahead of the

field, we think it fills the bill."

Sohio's consumer advertising in-

cludes i\. some radio, newspaper and

outdoor. The basis of it- broadcast

schedule i- the Sohio Reporter, a In-

minute five-a-ueek newscast aired in

eight t\ and 14 radio markets. Spot t\

i- a continuing supportive effort, with

the usual frequency 12 announcements

weekl) per market. Spot radio is used

lor special campaigns, such as a satu-

ration drive tor a new product which

ma\ call for an investment of $25,000
in a three-week period.

The company's biggest recenl broad-

cast investment was purchase of na-

tional t\ and radio rights to the Cleve-

land Hi owns professional football

team. The) cost $500,000 for three

years, 1957 through 1
( )"><). Soldo, at

this point, plans to co-sponsor the

games in seven markets on television

and to sell franchises in other mar-

kets. It max also sponsor the Browns

on radio. This summer, it will also

co-sponsor Cleveland Indians baseball

games in Cleveland <>nl\. ^

SPONSOR 30 march l
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James Cash Penney, (2nd from r) , talks radio oi with ' from 1),

newsman Paul Ruhle; \\
.

< . Hopkins, ad> proi Fra I

Imili ..! the Louisville Btore; and Nea] Robbing, \\ K H\ iccounl man

PENNEY MOVING TO RADIO?

U"i' of the .1. ( '.. Penne) Company's biggest retail outlets has

reversed the chain'- advertising tradition b) buying a continu-

ing radio program schedule and with the blessings ol I
(

Penne) himself.

Penney, one ol the nation's largest chain-, operates

than 1,700 retail outlet- in cities ol all sizes. One "I it- newest

-lore- opened in Louisville five years ago with Frank '* as

manager. Hi- ad\erti-im; pattern since: concentrated new-

paper -pace

—

a IYnne\ tradition and occasional Bpol radio

campaigns.

for all of these five years, however, a persistent sale-man

from WKY\K has binldogged Pennev - local management

team. \s \')7>() came to a close, Neal Rohhin- made bis most

comprehensive Penne) sales presentation for \\K N \\.

\ 15-minute new- program with program directoi Paul

Huhle. \ens According to Ruhle. had become available. Rob

Kins presented the idea of broadcasting the show as a six-a

week Penne) feature Monda) through Saturda) from Louis

ville's busiest traffic corner Penney's own shoe departs

Fourth and Guthrie Streets in the middle of the downtown area

The program department cut special]) written Penne)

menial-, integrated them in a taped version of the n< -

which featured Ruhle as Penney's own persona] radio -poke-

man discussing featured items right in the store.

Store staff members liked the personal approach to Penney's

sales problems and agreed that the shoe department origination

site would pull in-store traffic as well as sales, ["he order was

signed with an earl) Januar) starting date.

In the second week of the show, .lame- Cash Peni

founder of the retailing empire visited the cit) and ex]

his personal enthusiasm for the record setting radio advertis-

ing investment. He participated in a special pre-newscast inter-

view -how conducted b) Huhle and outlined to customers

throughout the trading area Bome of the Penne) growth and

marketing philosoph)

.

\\ K^ \\ . an independent, programs heav) musii and news.
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THE LAST CHILD PRODIGY

At age two-and-one-half, Klaut van Dingle was

expert on Sears catalogs and medieval mistresses.

Could he save the sagging ratings of a tv quiz?

I he letter—to describe it loosely

—

arrived in the late afternoon at the

Madison Avenue offices of dimming &

Gunn Tv Productions, Inc. It bore the

postmark, Powder Horn, S. C. It was

penciled in a childish scrawl on the re-

verse side of a diaper label:

Gentlemen:

Could you use me as a contestant on

vour tv quiz show. The Egghead Hour?

I am two-and-one-half years old and a

specialist on the Sears Catalog. You
will find me an authority on Stone Age

finger-painting and on the mistresses

of medieval kings in the area of South

Central Europe. Must rush this to a

close as my parents will shortly return

from the turnip patch and father

doesn't like me to use up his pencil.

Please advise.

Sincerely,

Klaut van Dingle

"It could be a hoax," Miltown Cum-
ming said thoughtfully to his partner.

"And it could be salvation," said

Presswell Gunn. "Trouble with vou.

Milt, you always look at things Hath-

away. Let's up eye-patches and get a

new perspective. We're in trouble

ratingswise with all our properties

—

Egghead Hour, Crack Fort Knox, Go
For Broke, and Out of Mind."

"You're telling me our quizzes are

in trouble," said Miltown. "Clients

watching ratings and agencies bird-

dogging shows. And what makes the

show? What gets the ratings? Warm,
lovable contestants! Which we're not

getting anymore."

"That's where this kid comes in,"

Pres argued. "At two-and-one-half he's

got to be lovable. If the letter's on the

level, he's bright. And that bit about

his father's pencil—well, it shows

they're needy. Put them all together

and you got a poor but honest, lova-

ble, ail-American baby with perhaps

the greatest brain since Einstein!"

"You could be right, Pres," Milt

admitted. "After all. we could be on

the verge of another discoverv like

Grandpa Grinnick, the tone-deaf cen-

tenarian who tuned cuckoo clocks and

was expert on every bill passed by the

lower House during the Garfield ad-

ministration. Shall we flv the kid up

for a screening?"
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"No, Mill. We're going after this

one in person. Mohammed ia going

to the mountain
!"

It turned out in he «|tiite a inoun-

lain. as the mountains ol western

>< Mil h Carolina go. Miltown Cum-
mings and Presswell Gunn, eyes red-

dened from hours ol hard driving and

berets bespecked nv i i 1 i road tar,

strained forward on the chinchilla

seat as their Thunderbird labored up

a nearlj perpendicular logging trail.

"I think we've wandered onto a

motorcycle hill-climb," Mill grumbled.

'"We're okay," Pres said. ""I iliink I

see smoke up ahead."

Five harrowing minutes later, the

Thunderbird groaned t<> a halt before

a tin\. weatherbeaten cabin with pane-

less windows and paintless walls. Be-

hind it. dangeroush canted by a some-

time gale, stood a rough-hewn out-

house with a crescent in the door.

"The) should straighten their isola-

tion booth," said Milt.

Pres regarded him dimly. He
climbed stillh from the ear. "\o sijin

oJ life," he remarked. " \nd there's no

smoke coming from the chimney. It

comes from \\a\ hack in the woods."

"Halloooo, anybody home'.''"" Mill

called.

Pres Gunn felt a tug: at his leg just

below the knee. \ -mall, grubby wood
elf ahout 35 inches high with a shock

of red hair and a face full of brown
freckles stood grinning up at him.

Not exactly a Madison \\enue type.

'< Hi. no."' Pres said, "don't tell me
this is Klaut van Dingle!"

"Nope," -aid the elf.

"Er, Klaut's brother.-"" Milt asked.

"Mali name- I 'it ne\ Joad. Live up

the road a piece. Mfm four vears

old. Klaut's onl) goin" on three."

"Well, sonny, Milt said, "we're here

to find Klaut. We're tv producers.

Klaut sent us a letter."

The boy nodded. "Ah know. \h

mailed it. Ah'm Klaut's agent."

"'We been driving in the sun too

long with the top down!" Pres ex-

claimed.

Milt stared at the sky for fully 30
seconds. "A two-and-a-half-year-old

child prodigy with a four-year-old

agent! You think vou could explain

that lo Y&R?"
Pres ' rouched dow n before the boj

.

"()ka\. Bonny, where Is your client?"

Pitnej load waved a grubbj fisl in

the direction of the smoke on the hoi i

/on. "Over \omlah. tendin' hi- pap-

py's -till. He'll be back directly."

M ilt ( lumming held onto a tin of

the Thunderbird. '"I can Bee it now.'

he groaned. I • uiiv lit on The hiifi-

head Hour, now at his fifth plateau

ami reaching for v
l 19,000 is thai lova-

ble two-and-a-half-year-old moonshine

distillei from South Carolina

"Heah come- Klaut now." -aid Pit-

nej Joad.

( hit of the wood- and into the cleat •

ing came Klaut van Dingle. Behind

him slunk a hound dog. tail between

it- legs. \n owl broke from a pine in

panic llight. screeching with terror. A
diamond-hack rattler in Klaut's path

uncoiled itself and slithered off in

search of cover.

"Klaut. he's got natural ehahm.'"

Pitnej boasted. "They'll love him in

show biz."

Klaut was small for his age. Hut

what he lacked in size was compen-

sated for in character. He wore

nothing but a diaper and a scowl.

"Who these jerks?" Klaut snarled.

It was the first time Pres and Milt had

ever heard a baby snarl. The\ ex-

changed glances, read thoughts: Could

an audience love a child that snarls?

'"The\ re tv producahs come to screen

you, Klaut." Pitnev explained nerv-

ously. "Mill handle the details, just

be your sweet, intelligent self."

"Mind you get me a good contract.'"

Klaut warned.

Pitnej looked up at Pres and Milt.

""Notice how Klaut dominates a

scene?" he said. "How that wahm
personality shines through? Hell do

great on camera."

"Close-ups." Klaut snarled,

that I get nothin" hut close-ups.'

"Klaut."" Milt began, "we are sure

you're a verj brilliant child. Put the

first requisite for a good quiz con-

testant is
—

"

"Headphones," -napped Klaut "" \h

insist on headphones. Put it in the

contract
!"

""Hold on. Klaut." Milt -aid.

"
I here tnoi ontrai i • i \\ hal I start-

ed i" saj was thai the first requisite

i- a -nt oi n i tnpatu o \ "U know
what- s» mpatu o?"

Klaut -i rewed up his fa< e so thai

Pres and Milt were forced to turn

away. He leaped up ami down in a

temper laninim. He held hi- breath

until he began to turn blue. "Gol it.

lie finallj -In illed. "Sj tnpal ico, D

Sj bil Sj mpatico, « onsorl of Oiln i<

I he Putrid, Duke ,,i Slatkavia, 1066-

L093."

" K. I.i ii i
- gol a photographs mind."

Pitnev -aid.

"Klaut," Pres broke in hopefully,

"do you like othei little children?"

Hate "em." Klaut -nailed.

*'W ell. \ ou're kind to little puppj

dogs, aren't you ?" I'm- asked.

For answei . Klaut aimed a ki< k at

the hound, missed, and -aid. "Hill."

I'hen he hiccoughed loudly.

"Klaut s been samplin' hi- pappy's

ma-h -ipieezin's again." Pitnej apolo-

gized. Pres Gunn climbed slowrj back

into the Thunderbird. Milt followed.

"Your discovery, I'm-!" -aid Milt.

"Two-year-old-geniu-. hate- dogs and

people, swears, assists at hi- pappj -

-till and wa- weaned on bourbon. How
he'd go to the heart- of a nation!'

"Get in and -hut up." Pre- -napped.

He started the motOl

.

"So we had an outing," said Milt.

"I.il - open another can of pea-. We
don't have t" depend on <pii//e-. There

must he another trend we can ride."

""I gol it ! Milt -aid. "W esterns!"

"I'm reading j on. Milt, boj ! Ma-

ture W esterns!"

Milt paused, oven "me bj hi- own
idea. "Cowboys 55 years and older.

Sophisticates riding tin- range. >il\er-

thatched marshals. .

."

"^ ippee, it'll he an I zio Pin/a re-

\ i\ al w ith gunsmoke!" I he i ai was

moving slowly. Out of the corner of

hi- eye, Pre- noticed Pitnej Joad lop-

ing alongside.

"Heard what yon -aid. mi-tali. Pit-

nej panted. "Gol just the type you

need. Klaut- uncle . .

."

"Shove "IT. kid." Milt yelled. "No
more van Dingles

!

Pre- trod hard on the gas and the

Thunderbird rocketed downhill. ^
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Crcrs* TVB MAKES SPOT TV THE MO £

Biggest-spending brands

of spot tv's top 5 clients

1. P&G's Crest

$2,818,170

2. B&W's Viceroy

$5,373,290

3. GF's Maxwell Ilou-i

$4,318,140

4. Sterling's Bayer Vspirin

$2,994,960

5. PM's Marlboro

$3,404,200

^Jn these pages SPONSOR presents (1) TvB's first an-

nual spot tv spending breakdown by category of cli-

ents: and (2) a brand-by-brand breakdown of spend-

ing l>\ the top 25 spot tv clients (see pages 42-43).

This is the second part of TvB's first complete an-

nual billings report on spot tv. The first part, which

appeared in sponsor last week, showed spot tv billing

estimates for the top 200 clients and the top-spending

In, iikI- ill the 1*1 highest spot tv agencies.

TvB's figures, based on N. C. Rorabaugh data, are

gross dollar estimates. Because the complete TvB an-

riu.il report, oul Boon, will contain brand figures for

all spot |\ clients of any appreciable size, spot tv has

literall) made the transition from a hush-hush medium
to the most-measured medium.

Figures on these pages provide admen with an

accurate yardstick of spot tv spending in industries

ranging from agriculture to -watches. In years to

come, these figures v\ill spell out trends in spot tv,

showing not onlj where the medium is heading as a

ole hut where it- strengths and weaknesses are. ^

PROOUCT TOTAL LEADING 8»»
CLASSIFICATION EXPENDITURE BRAND EXPENt

Agriculture $ 1,225,000
Feed-, meals 937,000 Purina Chows $ 151
Miscellaneous 288,000 Pfizer Animal

Medicine 3

Ale, beer & wine $34,237,000
Beer & ale 30,427,000 Ballantine Beer 1,85:

Wine 3,810,000 Gallo Wine 1,091

Amusements $ 560,000 M-G-M Pictures to:

Automotive $12,912,000
Anti-freeze 616.000 Zerone & Zerex 22'

Batteries 378.000 Eveready 20-

Cars 8,539.000 Ford 2,98'

Tire- & tubes 1,265,000 Armstrong 50'

Trucks & trailers 179,000 Ford Trucks n:
Miscellaneous 1,905,000 Rayco Seat Covers 69r

Building material $ 3,422,000
r ixturi -. plumbing 593,000 Anchor Heating Sup-

plies 113

Materials 609,000 Bethlehem Steel 181

Paints 892,000 Fuller Paints 154

Power tools 777,000 Roto-Rooter 269

Miscellaneous 551,000 DuPont Hnstitut.) 2221

Clothing $ 8,688,000
Clothing 6.929.000 Robert Hall Clothes 4,4501

Footwear 1 . 168.000 Buster Broun Shoes 265
llo-iery 202,000 Tru-Craft Hosiery 56

Mi-eellaneous 89,000 Karl
:

s Shoe Stores 57

Confections & soft drinks $21,576,000
' infections 9.766.000 M & M Candy 1,094|

Soft drinks 11,810.0011 Coca-Cola 3,683

Consumer services $12,545,000
Dry cleaning & laun-

dries 112.000 Professional Laundry 38,

Finaneial 1 .907.000 Household Finance 493,

Insurance 1,758,000 Blue Cros- Services 399,

Medical & dental 159.000 Texas State Optical 71,

Moving, storage 408,000 Bekins Moving &
Storage 113,

Public Utilities 5,366,000 Amer. Tel. & Tel. 3,800,

Religious, political,

unions 2.066,000 Republican Party 774,

Schools & colleges 83,000 Isabell's Beauty
Culture 25,

Mi-iellaneous 686,000 Slenderella Salons 399,

Cosmetics & toiletries $34,240,000
Cosmetics 9.886.000 Helaine Seager

—

Drops of Gold &
Pink Ice 2,248,:

Deodorants 3,243.000 \rrid 1,470,:

Depilatories 1.226.000 Nair 1,074,1

Hair tonics & shampoos 6.783.000 Brylcreem 1,913,!

Hand & face creams,
lotions 606,000 Sof-Skin Hand Cream 114,

Home permanents &
coloring 3,826.000 Sof-Set Hair Spray 781,-

Perfumes, toilet waters 1.202.000 Sardo Bath Oil 717,1

Razors, blades 554.000 Gem 237/
Shaving creams, lotions 3,245.000 Rise Shaving Cream 787,
Toilet soaps 3.262.000 Lava 1 .288 <

Miscellaneous 407.000 Q-Tips Cotton Swabs 67,<

Dental products $13,202,000
Dentifrices 11.093,000 Crest 2,818,1

Mouthwashes 1.396.000 Listerine Antiseptic 1,341,!

Miscellaneous 713.000 Polident 421,:

a]]|llli!i!il!i!llllllllllllllll!;'!JllillllllllllllM

NOTE: Figures are gross is estimated by TvB; whole year 1956.



IASURED IVIEDlUIVI Brand figures out do* plus those soon to

be published open the hook*, on spot spending

PRODUCT TOT AL LEADING IDAHO PRODUCT TO' - - HNS •HAND
CLASSIFICATION EXPENDITURE BRAND EXPENDITURE . .IFICATION EXPENDITURE BRAND EIPENOITURC

jg products $32,026,000 Household paper
loltl remedies 6,274,000 Super Inahisl $2,748,690 products $ 5,329,000

idle remedies 1,934,000 Bayer Aspirin 2,994,960 i [i ansing tissui - 1,615,000 SI, 072, 790
ndigestion remedies 7,451,000 Uka-Seltzer 4,498,070 1 wrap-. \\ u 385,380

ves 1,175,000 Phillipa Milk of \ ipkins 1.1 416,330
Magnesia 1,262,070 1 oilel tissue 519,000 358,880

Vitamins 1,48 itol 490,060 Mi-, ellaneous 1,041 i R Si 375,720
Ifeight ,ii.l- 1,423,000 r.iti'n 640,620
li-. ellaneous

Jrug stores

S.039,000
l.-'i

Nytol
\\ dgreen

738,000
508,580

Household, general

Brooms, brushes, mops
$ 3,075,000

' .irp.-t

s 147,210
I >d & grocery products S107,615,000 1 hinj. glaSBWtW .

lakcil i:o<nl> 19,879,000 National Biscuit 3,059,090 • rv 95,000 l'\ rex 30,370
'ere.ll-

1 1,000 Kellogg < ereals 4,810,530 Diainfei tants, di odor-

otf. . . tea & food drinks Maxwell House In- izers 190,000
- 205,050

stant i offee 4,318,140 Fuels 161,000 38.59C
londiments, sauces. In-. .

1 1. ides ;.nni 1.' ide 136, 72C
appetizers 5,167,000 Sterling Salt 430,850 Kitchen 1 tensils 12,000

>.ur\ products 7,662,000 Borden Dairj Prod- M isi ellaneous

ucts 597,310 prises Household
it- 1.178.000 Jello Dessert 615,400 Products 636, 20C

)rv foods 1 floor, mixes
rice, etc. >

n foods

1.720.000

6, 193.000

Dromedarj
Birdseye

983,060 Norions
1,230,660

S 456,000 < r..v% n /i|.p. r- 114, 58C

Fruits 8 vegetables,

juices ' except frozen) 6.106.000 Florida ( itru- Com-
mission

Pet products

1,972,450
S 4,658,000 1 1 nil t (hill I)... 803, 60C

macaroni, Doodles, i hili,

2,052,000 Buitoni Produi ts

Publications
465,650

S 1,366,000 744, 99C

nc. shortenings
Beat, poultrj 8 fish

i pt frozen >

1,893,000 Snowdrift 1,438,500
Sporting goods S 1,440,000

5,931.000 • hv ai Mayer Meat 567,430 Bicycles 8 supplies Bic] les 31,87(
ops i except frozen 1 783.000 ( Campbell's 588,660 General sporting goods Remington Guns 8

laneous foods 14,000 Heinz "57" \ arieties 1,334,260 Ammunition 35.94C
od stores 5,165.000 V 8 P 1 i Stores 902,830 '

" v ~ ^ games
1 ,233,000 Lionel Trains 298 62(

rden supplies &
Miscellaneous 67,000 Evinrude Outboard 44 16(

equipment S 413,000 1 - Royster Guano
Co.—Fertilizer 44,910 Stationery, office

Mol

equipment S 239,000 In-t.uit t.np i emenl 55,31(

isolinc & lubricants $16,030,000
a-. line & oil 15,372,000 Esse Gas & Oil 2,190,780 Television, radio, musi-

Oil additives 152,000 Bardahl 347,110 can instruments S 2,360,000
llisrellam 206,000 Uemite Lubricating 127,890 Antennas 19 (,000 1 I'll Rol r Antennas 164,26*

Radio 8 television sets 903.000 R( \ i; tdio 8 l\

itels, restaurants S 290,000 Howard Johnson's 92,270
l>. . ords 835,000

s 297,03i
422,49i

M i-. .'ll.ii -'J-'.OOO < olumbia Phono-
tusehold cleaners, ;.h- 81,22
cleansers, polishes,

waxes S 6,863,000 Tobacco products $30,390,000
Cleaners, cleansers
Flour 8 furniture pol-

3,130.000 Spic S Span 991,250 1 igarettes 172,000 5,373,29
i in.ir-. pipe tobacco 1.318.000 Fl Pro, In- 370,801

ishes, V\.l\ - 952,000 Simoniz Hi-Lite

Polish 227,850 _
Mass cleaners 523,000 Class Wax 293 950 Tronsportation S 2,866,000
Rome On Cleaners 1.395.000 Clamorene 891^960

,

Vlr [,181,000 •i.il \irlit - 260,93

fcoe Polish 194,000 Enquire Shoe Polish 83,570 I
08

,

806 bound Bu- - 639,47

Miscellaneous cleaners 469.000 Drano Drain Qeansei 239,720 796 \ rthen

WSJ 195,21
Mi-, ellaneous 83.000 Hon Boat

usehold equipment S 7,735,000 R< i Appliances 1,110,100 Travel 29,02

usehold furnishings
3e«l~. m.Uti

S 3,805,000 Jewelry, cameras $ 7,066,000
< ameras, supplies ".(XXI Kodak 160,59

springs

Fumiture & other

furnishings

3.165.000 Simmons Mattress - 1,140,020
les -\ watches 5,71 Bulora V,

I 4,298,65
Jewebrj 1,000 Helzl brj 42,18

'i 10.000 Simmonda Reup- Pens \ pencils SI 2.000
'

249,99
holstering 113,080

usehold laundry
products

Beaches, starches

Jackaged soaps, deter-

gents

Miscellaneous $ 4,583,000

S16.286 000
Trading -'.imps 1,281,000 lop \ aim rrading

ops 1,041,4c
1,672,000 Gorox 675,660 m,., , Uaneo is products j m 263,01

1 1352,000 Wisk 1,874,410 Miscellaneous - 1,969,000 Montgi mer) W ard 410. OS

iiscellaneous 1,262,000 Borax 805,850 Total S397498000

Turn page for top 25 clients and their brands



WHAT EACH BRAND OF THE TOP 25 SPOT TV CLIENTS SPENT*

1. Procter & Gamble $17,522,450
\n:i i ican I' amil)

Detei .•in 217,720
American Famil)

Soap 29,140
l!i/ Liquid Detergent 61,570
l>iu I op Peanut

Buttei 633,770
Cama) Soap 109,560
Cheer 783,770
Cornel 400,960
Crest 2,818,170

Crisco 25,100
Dash 1,693,880
Di.lt 134,980
Dune Shampoo 213,270
Duz 743,500
Fluffo 147,610
Gleem 1,609,620
Ivory Bar Soap 15,680
Ivory Flakes 1,024,660
Ivory Snow 751,390
Ivory Toilet Soap .... 15,720
Jif Peanut Butter .... 47,650
Joy 1,785,900
Lava Soap 1,288,630
Lilt Home Permanent 201,570
Oxydol 774,220
Pin-It Permanent .... 7,210
Prell Shampoo 226,030
Secret Cream Deodor-

ant 27,390
St'i ret Permanent .... 3,730
Shasta Shampoo 9,170
Spic& Span 991,250
Tide 513,820
Velvet Blend Sham-

poo 39,860
Whirl Shortening .... 36,930
Zest Beauty Bar 139,020

2. Brown & William-

son $11,288,620
Du Maurier 421,680
Kool 3,743,420
Raleigh 1,733,680
Tube Rose Snuff 16,550
Viceroy 5,373,290

3. General Foods $ 9,415,940
Baker's Cocoa 1,520
Bakers Frozen

Cocoanut 2,300
Bakers Cocoanut .... 1,020
Bakers Inst. Choco-

late 44,350
Birdseye Frozen

Foods 1,230,660
Birdseye Frozen

Poultry 3,040
Bliss Coffee Inst./

Reg 21,580

•Wholi ilKurw are gross as estimated by TvB.

42

General Foods (continued)

Bliss Coffee Reg 430
Gaines Dog Food .... 31,600
Go Ironing Aid 2,600

Good Seasons Salad

Dressing 22,040
Jello Gelatin Dessert 615,400
Jack & Jill Cat Food 3,250
Jello Puddings 344,860
Kool Aid 168,600
Kool Shake 44,920
Maple-Del Syrup .... 9,960
Maxwell Hou e

Coffee Inst 4,318,140
Maxwell House

Coffee Inst./Reg. .. 312,110
Maxwell House

Coffee Reg 831,650
Minute Potatoes 4,370
Minute Rice 6,820
Perkins Lemonade.... 17,610
Post Toasties 129,090
Post's Cereals 421,820
Post's Grape-Nuts/

Flakes 70,570
Post's Sugar Crisp .. 82,690
Post's Sugar Rice .... 12,890
Sanka Coffee Inst 25,900
Swansdown Cake

Flour 151,700
Swansdown Cake Mix 416,780
Yuban Coffee Inst./

Reg 19,990

Yuban Coffee Reg. .. 45,680

4. Sterling Drug $ 8,823,300
Bayer Aspirin 2,994,960
Bayer Aspirin

—

Children's 17,680
Campho-Phenique .. 17,340
Dr. Caldwell's Laxa-

tive 229,530
Dr. Lyon's Denti-

frices 635,830
Double Danderine .... 1 14,640
Energine 438,390
Fizrin 1,178,190
Fletcher's Castoria .. 141,970
Haley's Aspirin 101,280
Haley's M. 851,930
Instantine 145,400
Ironized Yeast 149,900
Molle Shaving Soap 288,090
Pepsomar 172,080
Phillip's Milk of

Magnesia 1,262,070

Phillip's Milk of Mag-

nesia Toothpaste .. 39,160
Z. B. T. Baby Powder 44,860

5. Philip Morris $ 7,369,440
Bond Street Tobacco 3,380

Philip Morris (continued/

Marlboro 3,404,200
Parliament 640,180
Philip Morris 3,079,480
Spud 242,200

6. Colgate-Palmolive $ 7,314,700
Ad Detergent 167,320
Ajax Cleanser 144,420
Brisk Dentifrice 1,447,160
Cashmere Bouquet

Soap 22,730
Colgate Bar Soap .... 193,230
Colgate Dental Cream 2,539,320
Colgate Lustre Net .. 8,240
Col /ate Shave Cream 442,500
Deodorant Beauty

Soap 253,800
Fab Detergent 65,880
Florient Deodorizer.. 7,630
(dance Shampoo .... 5,200
Halo Shampoo 280,910
Kan-Kil 1,880
Lustre-Creme Sham-

poo 23,430
Merry Detergent .... 46,640
Palmolive Shave

Cream 498,240
Palmolive Shave Lo-

tion 2,660
Palmolive Soap 7,560
Rapid Shave Cream 343,080
Vel Beauty Bar 131,120
Vel Detergent 598,660
Veto Deodorant 83,090

7. Warner-Lambert
Pharmaceutical ....$ 5,820,440
Anahist Cough Syrup 4,620
Anahist Nasal Spray 12,840
Super Anahist 2,748,690
DuBarrv Light and

Bright 3,980
Hudnut Permanent .. 14,290
Listerine Antiseptic .. 1,341,500
Listerine Dentifrice .. 1,291,060
Quick Permanent 336,030
Richard Hudnut Cos-

metics 67,430

8. Continental

Baking $ 5,732,480
Certified Bread 14,520

Counh Fair Bread .. 33,480
Daffodil Farm Bread 56,280
Fruit Cake 1,330

Hall Pride Cake 2,970

Hostess Cakes 719,400
Morton Frozen Foods 1,160,270

Profile Bread 975,460

Stafi Bread 292,400

Twinkies 75,600
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Continental Baking twilmui-J

Wondei Bread 2,366,080
\\ ondei Brow n and

Serve Rolls 3,770

Wonder Buna 25,050

Wonder Rolla 5,870

9. National Biscuit $ 5,536,500

Dromedarj Cake \1 i

x

983,060
Dromedar) Foods .... 12,470

Home Town Bread .. 9,020

Master Plan Bread .. 142,210
Milk Bone 77,370
Millbrook Bread 20,320
Nabisco Cookies and

Crackers 3,059,090
Nabisco Shredded

Wheal 178,110
YiMm :o Shredded

Wheat, Jrs 203,670
Nabisco \ arious

Cereals 166,270
NBC Bread 170,340
Pal Dog Foods 23,150
Ranger Joe Cereal .... 12,930
Rice Honeys 324,430
\\ heat Honeys 154,060

10. Miles Labora-

tories $ 5,354,730
Alka-Selt/er 4,498,070
Bactine 284,950
Nervine 43,450
One-A- Da) Vitamins 429,980
Tabcin 98,280

11. Kellogg $ 4,810,530
All Bran 33,150
Corn Flakes 52,640
Fizz-Ade 72,510
Gro-Pup Dog Food .. 81,120
Rice Krispies 10,660
Special K Cereal .... 1,028,600
Sugar Frosted Flakes 49,770
Sugar Corn Pops .... 143,760
Sugar Smack- 4,290
\ arious Kellogg

Cereals 3,334,030

12. Carter Products ..$ 4,535,210
\nid Deodorant .... 1,470,260
Carter's Liver Pills. ... 1 ,202,670
Colonaids 310
Nair 1,074,830
l!i-c Shaving ('nam 787,140

13. Lever Bros $ 4,535,010
Bree/e 64,620
Dove Toilet Soap .... 497,710
Good Luck Marga-

rine 51,730
Hum Detergent 18,420
Imperial Margarine.. 1,378,220

Lever Bros, (continued <

Lifebuo) Soap 77,570
links Whip 5,720

Lux Liquid Detej renl 15,810

Lux I
.

> 1 1 . i Soap 57,950

Pepsodenl 118,390

Rinso 288,680

Silvei Du-i 63,500
-miiI Detergenl 22,280

Wisk 1,874,410

14. Robert Hall $ 4,450,490
Cloth,- 4,450,490

15. Liggett & Myers ..$ 4,400,900

Chesterfield 1,106,590
I & \l 3,294,310

16. Bulova $ 4,298,650

Bulova Watches 4,298,650

17. American Tel.

& Tel $ 3,800,990
Includes all regional

telephone compa-

nies 3,800,990

18. Coca-Cola Co $ 3,697,460
Buck Beverage 7,660
Coca-Cola 3,683,910
Delish Bottled Drink- 5,720
76 170

19. General Motors $ 3,486,820
\C Spark Plugs 124,510
All G. M. Cars 29,630
Buick Cars 75,970
Cadillac Cars 580
Chevrolet Cars 953,220
Chevrolet Trucks .... 18,090
Delco Appliances .... 18,360
Delco Batteries 49,530
Frigidaire 67,070
G. M. Trucks 1,140
Institutional 2,270
Oldsmobile Cars 1,516,611

Pontiac Cars 544,780
Saginaw Steering .... 86,100

20. Ford $ 3,332,620
Foul Accessories .... 6,220
Ford Cars 2,981,590

Ford Tractors 26,940
Ford Trucks 113,980

Lincoln Cars 95,990
Mercurj Car- 107,900

21. Max Factor $ 3,181,730

Courtley Deodorant.. 1,040

Courtlej Toiletries .. 9,010

Dri-Mi-t Deodorant.. 427,180
Ma\ Factor < losmet-

ics 1,926,600

Man Factor continued

Mai I ictoi < reme

Pufl 11,390
\l i I ictoi I leodoi

1,120

Ma Fai toi Erac< 1 1,390

Maxl actoi II. I
i

5,720
Ma I a< toi 6,800

781,480

22. Corn Products

Refining $ 2,849,350
Bosco ( h late

up 1,842,280
Karo I rostin 30,280
Karo Table -

i
- 23,590

Kaa o Dog I I .... 308,520
Mazola Oil 91,910
Niagara Starch 145,630
\"\\ Instanl ' ake

I rosting 8,820
Nu-Sofl Fabri, -

enei 372,070
Saybon 22,090
/iima Salad Dressing 4,160

23. Helaine Seager $ 2,780,980
Drops ol Gold 358,260
Majitinje 494,650
Pink 1< e < osn etics 1,890,090
Tint-N-Sel 37,980

24. Charles Antell ....$ 2,774,170

Charles Antelh Cos-

metics 1,686,160

Charles Antell Spraj

Nel 31,410
Chignon 120
Custom Mo|i 110
Formula #9 Hail

I nam 112,190
Formula #9 Sham-

poo 221,330
Hair (airier- 470
Reddi Kit 140
Sando Reducing Aid 35,900
Slim Magic 194,130
Sta] Nail 8,930

Supei lanolin Liquid 483,280

25. Nestle $ 2,374,920

Da .1' Instanl I oflee 717,320
Ki„- Mallow 4,510

Maggi Protein Drink 28,610
Ne» afe Instant 324,130
V sti i Instanl T< 95,750

Nestle's ' hot olate

Bars 45,750

Nestle's I Mix.. 1 ,030

Ni stli 9' id)

oa 44,280
V ale's Instanl Coffo 1,098,010

Nestle's Quik 15,530
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By showing most people
what they most like to see
CBS Television attracts

the greatest audiences
day and night and is the
largest single advertising
medium in the 'world . .

.



1. CBS Television broadcasts 8 of the

10 most popular nighttime programs

... 6 of the top 10 during the daytime
(in. IT y EBBUABY I

'' NTI).

2. The number of people who '/< tuallt)

watch the average program --not the

total number of people who casually

tune to a network sometime during

the course of t i cast week.

3. CBS Television daytime programs

deliver a 23% larger average audience

than the only other network with a

daytime program schedule (7am.6pm.

MONDAY-FRIDAY. FIRST FEBRUARY 1957 NTI).

4. CBS Television nighttime programs

deliver a 21'/' larger average audience

than the second ranking network . .

.

79% larger than the third (6 ra-

il Pl€. SEVEN NIGHTS OP Tin. WEEK.TOM
FEBRUARY 1*67 NTI).

6. Today, as in 1956, 1955 and 1954.

6. According to the most recent PIB
figures. CBS Television is earning a

21.5% larger share of America's total

advertising appropriation than any

other single advertising medium.



HOW STATIONS SELL
FARM RADIO TODAY

Local radio's best sales argument is that the medium matches

the specific demands of the farmer, his geography and climate

HOW STATIONS
SELL FARM RADIO

Community Stature

The radio farm director

is the client's representa-

tive. He is part and par-

cel of the community, a

trusted authority on lo-

cal agriculture. Stations

demonstrate his activi-

ties in fairs, farm clubs

Circulation edge

Farm radio reaches more

farmers than any other

medium. It blankets the

farm population because

it is a necessity, not a

luxury. It follows the

farmer through the day,

in his house, car, barn

The right mood

Farm radio reaches the

farmer at the best times

for selling. It reaches

bim in the morning

when he is planning his

day, at noon when he

has taken a break, in the

evening, when relaxed

lilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH

/ \

Liast week, SPONSOR visited Leo Bur-

nett agency in Chicago to see how

farm radio is being sold nationally.

This week, it reports on local level sell-

ing by representative farm stations.

How do the national and local sales

approaches differ? Is there a contrast

between the broad national view and

the bird's eye local view? There's a

big difference if you're applying the

terms to advertisers, but practically

none when you're talking about radio

sales points.

The basics are just about the same

at any level in the presentation of farm

market data. This is simply because

there is no such thing as a national

farm market. Farming varies enor-

mously from region to region because

of climate, soil conditions and geog-

raphy.

So the radio salesman, whether he

represents a chain of stations national-

ly or one station locally, is selling the

same thing: the local community. The
buying may be national in concept, but

the selling is always local.

The local radio groups which make
up sponsor's cross-section represent

vastly different geographical units. The
California Farm Network is in an area

with completely different farm habits

and farm problems from those of

WFAA, Dallas. WRFD, Worthington,

Ohio, and WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.

Here are some of the facts which

each includes in its own farm market

presentation.

California Farm Network: The
California Farm Network, Berkeley.

in recent weeks sold Tidewater Oil

Co. an extensive spot schedule of par-

ticipations in its Voice of Agriculture

program aired from 6:30 to 6:45 a.m.

six days weekly by nine top farm sta-

tions. They are KGO, San Francisco,

which feeds the series to KFL Los An-

geles; KFBK, Sacramento; KMJ> Fres-

no; KRAK, Stockton: KMOD. Mo-
desto; KERN, Bakersfield; KXO, El

Centro, and KHUB, Watsonville.

Hal Deal, advertising director of

Tidewater, signed the order after get-

ting the network presentation from
which the following excerpts were

taken:

• More California farmers and ranch-

ers have heard and are hearing The
Voice of California Agriculture than

any other farm program in the historj

of the state. The program is aired

daily by nine stations connected by

675 miles of telephone lines from Sac-

ramento in the North to El Centro

near the Southern border. All of the

network stations were selected because

of their record of service to agricul-

ture, and because they reach impor-

tant agricultural areas.

The nine stations cover not only all

of the major agricultural sections but

also all of the sizable population cen-

ters, reaching 90% of the state's popu-

lation.

• California agriculture is nearl\ a

$2.5 billion annual business. Nearlv

half (22 counties) of the nation's top

50 agricultural producing counties are

in California. There is a California

Farm Network station in or adjacent

to the top agricultural counties which

produce 85% of the agricultural out-

put of the state and contain 75' < of

the farms.

• The Voice of California Agriculture

enables an advertiser to reach the

farmer and rancher from the Oregon

border to the Mexican border, and

from the mountains Vi estward to the

Pacific. An illustration of coverage:

an offer of a recipe booklet brought

response from 45 California counties

in addition to Oregon. I tab. \^ ash-

ington, Arizona. Idaho and Colorado.

[Please turn to page 48 I

See last issue for national selling techniques
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SELLING FARM RADIO continued

The show is now in its sixth year.

Because it is the official program of the

California Farm Bureau Federation, it

has an assured audience of 63,000

Farm Bureau families who produce

more than 80% of the state's food and

fiber.

\n added lure for an advertiser: He

furnishes only one set of commercials

and receives only one statement. The

network also has a tradition of exclu-

>i\it\ in farm radio, selling announce-

ments only to non-competitive adver-

tisers, says manager Milton L. Levy.

WFAA: Pitch was made, the pros-

pect signed! That's the report from

George K. Utley, commercial mana-

ger of WFAA, Dallas, after his sales

stall made a presentation to a farm

building products manufacturer. Here

i- rundown on the sales presentation.

• The account and agency had been

conditioned to the fact that our radio

faun director, Murray Cox, is Texas'

outstanding rural ambassador. We
showed examples of his activities as

shown in publicity, awards, participa-

tion in agricultural organization activi-

ties, travel and appearances. It was

important to establish this recogni-

tion first to point up the fact that pur-

chase of our RFD automatically de-

livers an association of personality and

product. This is true not only from the

standpoint of direct and indirect en-

dorsement to the consumer, but also

from the standpoint of generating en-

thusiasm through contact with the sales

force and dealer outlets in our area.

• We suggested an information bro-

chure on Cox and the program for

salesman portfolios, his participation

in sales or dealer and distributor meet-

ings, the possibility of remotes or tapes

by him from various dealer locations.

The program portion simply out-

lined the format of farm news, live or

taped interviews, weather and markets.

We indicated Cox's acceptance in the

agricultural field by listing sources of

information he had established with

county agents, the Soil Conservation

Service, our A&M College Extension

Service, the U.S.D.A. market news

service and the Fort Worth Livestock

Market service. We stress the impor-

tance of his annual farm tour as a

feature of his programing.

• \fter indicating we have the in-

gredients necessary in programing and

merchandising to help the account

reach its objective, we pointed up our

coverage story to show where we reach

their prospective customers (from A.

C. Nielsen, the Census of Agriculture,

etc.). We included the following break-

down of not only the totals but the

percentages covered by WFAA; homes
with electricity, tractors on farms,

automobiles on farms, expenditures for

livestock and poultry, gasoline and oil.

WRFD: Station WRFD, Worthing-

ton, Ohio, mustered a lineup of sales

arguments for a specific farm market

advertiser, the Marietta Concrete Corp.

of Marietta, Ohio, which makes expen-

sive concrete silos and which has a

farm radio history. Station sales man-
ager A. Dale Lutz reports this ap-

proach.

© It pinpointed the presentation to

WRFD's 72-county coverage area

among Ohio's 88, and recommended
sponsorship of farm service director

Clyde Keathley and his Morning on

the Farm, aired 7:15 to 7:30 a.m.

Monday through Saturday. This pro-

gram covers weather, markets, agri-

cultural news and is a bulletin board

for activities in the state's rural areas.

• WRFD's farm programing encom-

passes: three programs with Keathley,

news and weather every hour on the

hour, two complete weather reports at

7:55 a.m. and 12:10 p.m., all-family

entertainment such as Tennessee Ernie

Ford, Town and Country Time (with

country music), Kitchen Kettle and
Your Home (for farm women) and
Motorists' Matinee.

WRFD stressed program sponsor-

ship rather than participations to the

prospect. Here's why it recommends
programs: the sponsor enjoys full

credit, he gets favorable association,

there's more selling impact because

you have enough time to drive home
your entire sales message, there's loy-

alty to your advertising with repeti-

tion paying big dividends, there's

greater selectivity because you pick

your audience when you pick your

program, you can better merchandise

a program, its theme, its personalities

and its appeal.

• Coverage is a major factor. In

WRFD's coverage area, 61% of the

cars (1,767,463) have radio—an aver-

age of 59% of all cars in farm areas,

63.2% of those in cities of more than

2,500, 51.7' f in those of less than 2,-

500 persons. 97.4% of the farm homes

have radio.

Merchandising adds a plus for a

sponsor. It includes interviews with

company officials, point-of-sale posters,

a letter to company dealers and dis-

tributors, articles on the sponsor's

product in 66 Ohio weekly papers, on-

the-air promotion, news bulletins to

2,500 business places and individuals.

WWVA: There's no "formal" farm

presentation at WWVA, Wheeling, W.
\ a., says Howard W. Meagle, national

sales promotion director. The best

promotion for WWVA's farm broad-

casting "is a very active coverage

schedule of interesting farm events,

plus the use of many local farm and
agricultural authorities."

• All prospects visited by salesmen,

however, are shown a brochure—up-

dated annuall)—entitled WWVA Farm
Facts. It traces the station's farm pro-

gram history from 1936. The station

many years ago turned its 160-acre

transmitter site into a demonstration
exhibit for soil erosion and game pres-

ervation.

• Farm Director "Hardrock" Gunter

broadcasts from 6 to 6:30 a.m. and

12:15 to 12:30 p.m. daily, covering

Pennsylvania. Ohio and West Virginia.

He works with 28 county and state

workers who are experts in their field,

and supplements these programs with

a half-hour daily news program from
6 to 6:30 p.m. and the Tri-State Farm
Family Forum on Sundays from 2:30

to 3 p.m. Aimed at the entire farm

family, the last includes national farm
news, commodity and weather reports,

a forum discussion and the awarding
of a citation to the outstanding farm
family of the week.

o WWVA programs for 22,727 farms

in West Virginia. 56,923 in Ohio,

26,062 in Pennsylvania and 705 in

Maryland. Its coverage data for these

states: 64 counties. 545.050 persons in

147,160 households of which 140,655

are radio homes. The gross farm in-

come, $370.9 million, of which S265.1

million is in livestock and 866.2 mil-

lion in crops. Its presentation statis-

tics show a county-by-countv break-

down on these same points.

Farm editor Gunter travels through-

out the three-state area to visit farmers

and chat with them and to broadcast

local and area meetings of interest to

his listeners. This vear, he aired as

remotes all WWVA farm shows (16

1

scheduled during the Pennsylvania

State Farm Show from Harrisburg.

This is an annual farm reporting event

for the station. ^
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• l.l\ Intirii: ill i lat-

in tl" advertising and broadcast field*

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR AGENCY

American Home Foods. NY
Asco Electronics

Y&R, NY
Icromc O'Lcary, Boston

Carter Pioducfs. NY
Carter Products. NY

Carter Products. NY
Carter Products. NY
Carter Products. NY
Carter Products. NY
Carter Products. NY
Dixie Cup Co. Easton

Bates
Bates.

NY
NY

Pa
Fred Fear Easter Egg Color Co. Brooklyn

Hudson Vitamin. NY
Insurance Co of North America. Phila

Kiplingcr Washington Agency. Wash. DC

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Detroit

Norwich. NY

Bates. NY
Bates. NY
SSCB. Bates. NY
SSCB. Bates. NY
SSCB Bates. NY
Hicks & Crcist, NY
Ted Bernstein, NY

STATIONS
ABC
ABC

CBS 201
CBS 20!

CBS 201
CBS 201
NBC 158
NBC 155
NBC 179
ABC
ABC

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

t. n Dm, Part] M f 6 25-6 30
r. i

21 May

• Mar
Breakfast Club. Th 9:05-9:10 am; 25 Apr. Tu 9 05-9 10 *m;

Pace. NY
Ayer. Phila

Albert Frank-Cucnther Law,
NY

BBDO Minneapolis

Norwich Pharmacal,
Olin Mathieson. NY
Park & Tilford. NY
Park & Tilford. NY
Park & Tilford. NY
R. I. Reynolds. Winston-Salem.
R j Reynolds. Winston-Salem.
R. j. Reynolds. Winston-Salem,
Simoniz Co, Chi

NC
NC
NC

B&B. NY
Van Sant. Dugdalc, Bait
Mogul, NY
Mogul. NY
Mogul. NY
Esty. NY
Esty. NY
Esty, NY
Tatham-Laird, Chi

CBS 201
NBC

NBC 150

CBS 201

ABC
NBC 158
C8S 201
CBS 201
CBS 201
ABC
ABC
CBS 201
NBC 158

Farm News: Sa 9:30-9:45 pm ; 5 mm veg; 23. 30 Mar only

Gunsmoke Sa 12 30 12 55 pm, Su 6 30 6 55 pm
: 5 mm

23. 24 & 30. 31 Mar only
Kathy Godfrey; Sa 1:05-1:30 pm; 5 mm stg 30 Mar only

Our Miss Brooks: Su 7 30-8pm; 5 mm segs. 24. 31 Mar only

Monitor; parties 1 Apr; 26 wks
Bandstand: M-F 10-12 n; parties; 1 Apr; 26 wks
News of the World M. W Th 7 30 45 pm ; 1 Apr: 26 wks
Breakfast Club; W 9 10-9 15 am; 24 Apr
Breakfast Club: Tu 9:05-9:10 am, W 9 10-9 15 am; 16. 17

Apr only
Robert Q Lewis. Sa 11:35-1140 am; 23 Mar, 13 wks
Monitor; 4 parties F night; 29 Mar; 13 wks

Tips From Changing Times; Sa 8:15-8:30 am. 9:45-10 am,
6:05-6:20 pm ; 9 Mar; 13 wks

Amos V Andy Music Hall Th. F 7-7 45 pm, Sa 12:05-12:30
pm; 5 mm segs: 14 Mar; 13 wks

Weekend News; Sa. Su various times; 16 Mar: 52 wks
Monitor Weather: parties: 5 Oct. 6 wks
Our Cal Sunday: F 12 55-1 pm ; 8 Mar; 10 wks
Second Mrs. Burton Th 2 25-2:30 pm ; 7 Mar; 10 wks
Wendy Warren; M 12:10-12:15 pm ; 4 Mar; 10 wks
ABC Late News: M-F various times: 11 Mar
Weekend News. Sa. Su various times: 16 Mar; 52 wks
Herman Hickman: Tu Th Sa 7-7:05 pm; 19 Mar: 13 wks
Monitor; F. Sa various times: 252 parties 29 Mar; 21 wks

SPONSOR PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Harold H. Anderson
C. M. Barry
Philip Bcrgh
Kenneth A. Bonham
Elliott A. Bowles
David E. Burge

Albert Carroll

Willard M. Croake
Charles C. Davis. |f.

A. O. Fisher

Ralph A. Hart
Vincent J Kirby
William F. Laportc
George H. Lesch

Jack H. Mohr
John F. Morlcy

Michael W. O'Brien
Wiley F. Patton
Ray R. Screnbctz
Fred Q. Swackhamcr
W. Kedzic Teller
L. J. Thompson
Lloyd E. Yoder

Pabst Brewing, n central div sis mgr
Dr Pepper, nat merch mgr
US Rubber, merch mgr-Lastcx
American Home Products, asst to prcs
vVhitehall Pharmacal, exec vp
lohnson & Johnson, dir dept store & chain drug sls-

Tek-Hughcs div
Senton & Bowles, vp & dir professional mktng div
r .ibst Bewmg. area sis mgr-Wisc
vlillcr Brewing, mgr international sis, military sis &
nat acets

5 C Johnson & Son. household products field sis mgr
Colratc-Palmolivc, vp & pres Colgate-Palmolive International
Burry Biscuit Corp. NY div sis mgr
Whitehall Pharmacal. pres
Co:?ate-P'lmohve International, vp chg sis & advtng-UK &

Europe
Lcntheric. prcs
Pabst Brewing, sis mgr Chi div & asst eastern regional sis

mgr
Sterling Brewers, asst gen sis mgr
Lenthcric. asst mktng dir

Ceneral Foods, asst controller-International div
Lcntheric, advtng dir

Pharma-Craft, vp
Pharma-C'aft. sis mgr
WRCV. WRCV-TV. Phila. vp & gen mgr

NEW AFFILIATION
5 .imc, regional sis mgr-central div

Same, asst advtng mgr
Same, advtng & sis promotion mgr-tcxtile div

Whitehall Pharmacal. exec vp & gen mgr
Same, pres

Lever Bros, mgr Pcpsodcnt toothbrush linc-Pepsodcnt div

Vick Chemical. vp-Mcrrcll-National Overseas Laboratories div

Same, sis mgr n central div

Same, gen sis mgr
Same, international vp

Same, exec vp
Same, sis & advtng mgr
American Home Products, vp

Same, pres & vp Colgate-Palmolive
Park & Tilford. head toiletries & dyestuffs div

Same, asst to gen sis mgr
Same, gen sis mgr
Pirk & Tilford asso sis mgr
Vick Chemical, asst to ores-International div

Park & Tilford, advtng & promotion mgr
S.-me. exec vp
Same, vp chg sis

United Vintners, a director

STATION CHANGES
KB^T-TV. Big Spring. Texas, has become KEDY-TV
KCOV. Corvallis. Ore. has appointed Headlcy-Rced western rep in SF
& LA

KECC, Pittsburg, Cal, has become KATT
KETV. Omaha, has appointed H-R Television natl reps
KCNO. Dodge City, Kan, has appointed Venard. Rmtoul & McConnell

natl reos
KLAD, Klamath Falls. Ore. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broad-

casting System
KLBS. Houston, has been purchased by the McLcndon Investment Corp.

subject to FCC approval
KLLL. Lubbock. Texas, is now affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting

Svstem
KLOH. Pipestone. Minn, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcast-

ing System
KORE. Eugene. Ore has appointed Headley-Recd western reps in SF & LA
KSLM, Salem. Ore. has appointed Headlcy-Rced western rep in SF & LA
KTVC. Ensign. Kan. will join CBS Tv Net under EMP around 15 Apr
KWCB-TV. Coodland. Kan. will join CBS Tv Net under EMP around

1 luly

WANE & WANE-TV. Fort Wayne, has appointed Edward Petry natl reps
WCTC-AM-FM, New Brunswick, N|. has been sold to Joseph L Rosen-

miller. Jr & Peter A. Bordes. subject to FCC approval

WODY, Gloucester, Va. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting

System
WDQN Du Quoin. Ill is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting

System
WDSP. Dc Funiak Springs, Fla. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broad-

casting System
WCAT. Utica, NY, has become WTLB
WCBI-TV. Scranton. Pa will change its call letters to WDAU-TV first

week in Apr
WHTN-AM-FM. Huntington. W Va. is now an affiliate of the ABC Radio

Net
WHTN-TV Huntington W Va. has become an affiliate of CBS Tv Net

WHYN. WHYN-TV. Springfield. Mass. has appointed Harry Wheeler New
England reps

WIN T. Fort Wayne will become WANE-TV effective 1 Apr
WMAF Madison. Fla. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting

System
WPET Crcensboro. NC has appointed Simmons Associates natl reps

WPOP. Hartford, has appointed Kcttell-Cartcr New England reps

WVN). Newark. NJ. has appointed Jay Vicor & Associates as advtng agcy
WYSR. Franklin Va. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadc

System

NEW FIRMS, NEW OFFICES (Change of address)
John S. Allen & Associates. Miami, new station consultants, has offices

at 1101 N E 79th St

Bruce Fnderwood Co. NY. new marketing consultation firm, has offices
at 130 E 39th St

KDAY. Santa Monica, is now located at 1441 N McCadden Place. Hy
KUAM. Agana. Cuam. has opened a new office at P O Box 359. Naha,
Okinawa

Robert S Keller Chi has moved to 205 W Wacker Drive

KUAM KUAM-TV. Agana Cuam has opened a Honolulu office at

405 Bishop Bank Bldg
Tex and |inx McCrary NY. are now located at 122 E 42nd St

NBC Hy. has new headquarters at 3000 W Alameda Burbank. Cal
Rcvlon. Inc NY will move to 666 Fifth Ave around Nov
WTLB. Utica. NY. is now located at 100 Paul Bldg 209 Elizabeth St
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EST FEATURES! One of the best features of wcbs-tv's feature film programming

lat everyone— viewers, advertisers and the industry itself— agrees it's the best.

: INDUSTRY: The Billboard's Fifth Annual TV Film Service Awards (a poll of hundreds of stations,

nsors, agencies and producers) voted WCBS-TV "the best station in the nation for imaginative and

ctive feature film programming." (Gratifying but not new: this is WCBS-Tv's third win in five years.

viewers: wcbstv's feature films (from M-G-M, Warner Brothers and other major studios) are

imanding the biggest audiences in their history. . . far bigger average audiences than feature films on

r other New York station (The Early Show 819? larger, The Late Show 112' \ larger).

•: advertisers: Sponsors consistently invest more in wcbs-tv's features than in any other feature

1 programs in New York— and get far bigger returns on their investments!

t the best feature of all, from the advertisers' point of view, is that Channel 2 commands much larger

rage audiences than any other New York station not only during feature film periods— but through-

the entire week as well. And has done so month after month, for years!

presented by CBS Television Spot Sales • CHS Owned • Channel 2 inNeu York! UUU'I V



' SPONSOR ASKS

What is the future of the daytime tv soap opera fl

Oscar Katz, CBS TV v.p. in charge of

daytime programs

The future of the daytime serial would

seem to be a bright, continuing and

successful one.

An examination of ratings of day-

time adult programs shows that day-

time serials, as a type, are easily as

strong as other program categories.

This seems to indicate that these pro-

grams have a strong audience appeal

and certainly serve a basic need. As a

iesult, there is no doubt but that the

daytime serial will continue to be a

major part of the daytime network

programing schedule.

To be sure, the daytime serial, like

other programs, has undergone changes.

"they certainly

serve a

basic need"

For one thing, it has developed more
modern themes, and deals with more
contemporary problems and situations.

For another, a successful experiment

has been the half-hour, Monday through

Friday serial. The additional time

gives the writer more chance to ex-

plore characters; more time to in-

crease the scope of investigation and

motivation.

These changes in the serial form

represent the ways in which serials

have been adapted to meet the chang-

ing tastes of the audience. Because of

this the daytime serial certainlv will

remain an integral part of daytime

programing. You can't argue with the

facts and figures—and these offer ir-

refutable proof that audiences like

them and want them.

Wilbur Stark, president, Wilbur Stark-

Jerry Layton, Inc.

Just as the new detergents replaced

the old bar soap, so is the new "day-

time drama" replacing the antiquated

"soap opera" on television.

"Soap opera" got an early start in

daytime, but now the redundancy of

plot, character, faces, and places, is

beginning to cause dial twisting. New
"daytime drama"

—

Modern Romances,

Matinee and some of the filmed night-

time repeats, offer a variety of faces,

places and exciting, provocative sto-

ries.

The majority of daytime viewers

are in the younger housewife group

(18-35 years) with small children.

These women have not completely ad-

justed themselves to their new respon-

sibilities and yearn still for a variety

of experiences that they had to some

degree in their pre-marital days. Un-

like the audiences to the early radio

"soap operas" today's average day-

time viewer has come into contact

with more facets of living. Her boy-

friend, husband, or brother has been

in the service and has come back with

a variety of experiences.

The earlv radio "soap opera" listen-

ers generally spent their lives within

the confines of their communities and

had day-to-day contact with people of

their own ilk. Their habits were set,

thev latched on to a personality or

group of personalities and attached

themselves to them. Today's house-

wife lias had a much more gregarious

life. Thus, when she is confined due

to the restrictions of bringing up a

new family and adjusting to new en-

vironments, she feels the need to es-

cape into areas that she has heard

about, remembers, or had hoped to be

in. She can only escape through fic-

"daytime drama

is replacing

soap opera"

tion, tv, radio, movies, and daytime

television will only be successful if it

takes cognizance of this need.

The new "daytime drama" is done

with the belief that women will be-

lieve a story or commercial more quick-

ly if it is told to them by a familiar,

likable personalitv whom they know

is available at specified hours. This

is not possible with the old "soap

opera." The new daytime drama has

a daily personalitv Martha Scott.

John Conte, Kathi Norris — and each

has an acceptance with the viewer.

Each of these narrators is able to ex-

pedite the storv so that the viewer gets

more action quickly. Each brings the

storv up to date, so that in seconds

the peripatetic viewer knows exactly

what is happening. Of course, each is

also able to sell merchandise.

There is no future to television

"soap opera." but a great future for

the new "davtime drama.

Mort Werner, NBC TV v.;,. in charge of

daytime programs

All tvpes of television fare—be they an

exciting 90-minute "special" such as

the Old Vic Company's production of
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"Romeo and Juliet, 01 .t 15-minule

-dial dr.una an- intricate parts "I

the well-balanced programing diets

major television networks are provid-

ing their audiences.

I n i In- daj i ime program ai ea NBC

f} " a rll balanced

programing

diets"

has made man) innovations such

service programs as "Today" and

"Home," the hour-long "NBC Matinee

Ineatre" offering "live" dramas of

nighttime qualit) and "Corned) Time,"
which presents proven nighttime filmed

>iiiiaiinn comedies aimed ai adults as

well a> children's audiences. Ml of

these forms have been highl) success-

ful, not onl) commercial^ l>ui in lift-

ing the medium out of an) routineness.

I'lic onl\ NBC T\ daytime program
which comes close I" the definition of

.1 soap opera "Modern Romances"

—

is nol "tic in the true sense. This se-

ries presents drama- which have an

ending, nol necessaril) in one episode

but a! least in a few, rather than hav-

ing continuing stor) lines and char-

acters basic to soap operas.

Historically, NBC TV has not had a

true soap opera on its schedule since

June. ]'.).">(). \t that time our daytime

programing structure began its com-
plete face-lifting. In the past yeai

we've installed a new two-hour block

<>f quiz participation programs in the

11 a.m.-] p.m. EST, Monday-through-
Friday, time segments. In the after-

noon periods (2:30-5:30 p.m. EST)
we also have revamped our entire

lineup.

However, since serial dramas, pro-

gramed in the correct time slot and

against the correct competition, can

appeal to both young and old audi-

ences, NBC T\ doe- not necessaril)

preclude the future programing of

"soaps. ["he well-known hazard in-

digenous to networking is the fact that

a successful programing structure of

one season, whether nighttime or day-

time, can he affected radical!) within

a period of months. Our daytime fare.

presentl) leading the competition with-

out the inclusion of serial drama-.

might well have at least one of these

serials within a season or two. This is

the business of broadcasting. ^

A SOLI D HIT/

RED SOX WEEK-END GAMES

ON CHANNEL SIX

WCSH-TV is privileged and pleased to telecast

in its fourth summer season 30 Saturday and Sun-

day games of New England's only major league

team, for baseball lovers of Maine and eastern

New Hampshire April 20 through Sep-

tember 29

sponsored again by

NARRAGANSETT Beer and Ale
CHESTERFIELD Cigarettes

WCSH-TV

Affiliate

WEED TELEVISION
Representatives

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND, MAINE
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I'M JOE FLOYD . .

.

I CONSIDER MYSELF

A HELLUVA SALESMAN!
Whether you want to go the

radio or tv route . . .

If you want to cover a healthy,

husky slice of America

—

measured in terms of South

Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa and

Nebraska—then see me!

BUY JOE'S RADIO

IVlLU Now increased
from 5,000 watts to 13,600

watts.

jtnj

BUY JOE'S TV
You can't beat this single

market buy!

KELO-TV
SIOUX FALLS

(New 1,032-ft. Tower)

SATEU.TE KDLO-TV
ABERDEEN-HURON-WATERTOWN

and this June Kl LO" I V
PIERRE-WINNER-CHAMBERLAIN

All inter-connected!

NBC • CBS • ABC

THAT'S RIGHT! ). F. IS A

HELLUVA SALESMAN . . .

and you can reach him quick at

KELO Sioux Falls ... or through

H-R REPRESENTATIVES

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Standard Brands, \<-w York, is buying in markets for its Instant

Chase & Sanborn coffee. The campaign will begin in early April for

a 13 to 39 week duration, depending upon its success. Average num-

ber of announcements per week in each market is six. Minute and

20-second commercials have been prepared and will be broadcast

during nighttime hours with a mixed audience in mind. Buying has

been completed. Buyer: Hal Davis. Agency: Compton, New York.

Dan River Mills, Inc., Danville, Va., is buying in markets through-

out the country to advertise its cotton goods. Four to six week cam-

paign begins in April. Minute participations have been purchased

on women's shows with a loyal following; cost-per-1,000 was not a

factor in buying. Over-all strategy is to establish name so that the

homemaker will recognize their tag when buying clothing; and to

create good will with wholesaler and retailer. Copy themes promote

"Twin Wonder" cottons which resist wrinkles, dirt and mildew.

Buying is completed. Buyer: Alice Wolf. Agency: Grey Advertis-

ing, New York.

Scripto, Inc., Atlanta, Ga., has bought in 14 markets for its pens

and pencils. 1 April campaign runs for 10 weeks. Minutes and 20's

will be slotted during evening hours to reach a general as well as a

male audience. Film commercials will be animated and wherever

possible, shown in color. Buying has been completed. Buyer:

Evelyn Jones. Agency: Donahue & Coe.

General Foods Corp., Maxwell House Div., Hoboken, N. J., has

renewed and bought additional time in 100 markets for its Maxwell

House coffee. The new schedule will run for 52 weeks. Average

number of announcements per week will vary from market to mar-

ket. 10 second film commercials will be placed during nighttime

hours. Buving is completed. Buyer: Grace Porterfield. Agency:

Benton & Bowles, New York.

RADIO BUYS
The American Tobacco Co., New York, has been re-evaluating

its advertising for Lucky Strike cigarettes in all markets. The adver-

tiser has been using announcements and news segments. In some

markets it dropped the news and increased the number of spots; in

others it either dropped or added announcements. Factors in the

reevaluation of schedules were: (1) frequency: i2l cost-per-1,000;

and (3) time segments. Most of its announcements are minutes

and 20 seconds in length. To reach a general audience, e.t.'s are

placed during early morning and late afternoon hours. Buying is

completed. Buyer: Hope Martinez. Agenc\ : BBDO, New York.
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please care***
because hunger hurts!

because this little boy's not interested in catch-

er's mitts or chemistry sets . . . He's hungry all

the time. All he asks is enough to eat!

because you can do something about it. You
can help feed his family (a family of four) for a

whole month with just a single dollar!

because SI to CARE sends 22 pounds of U. S.

surplus food overseas — delivered in your name
by CARE's world-wide organization!

Send *! to

CARE FOOD CRUSADE
NEW YORK 16, NEW YORK

or to your local CARE office
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Spot buys continued...

WKLO
LOUISVILLE Tftr

Your Kentuckiana cus-

tomers consistently dial

1080 KC, where twenty-

four hours a day, seven

days a week, the people

who represent the micro-

phone side of the WKLO
Sales Family are telling

and selling your Ken-

tuckiana consumers. Each

WKLO Air-salesman has

an individual, personal-

ized approach that as-

sures saturation impact

regardless of product type.

You'll reach more people,

(check your latest Pulse),

you'll observe greater

sales IMMEDIATELY

when you use any and all

of the TOP AIR-SALES-

MEN who staff WKLO—
Where Kentuckiana Lis-

tens On the dial

Represented by

John Blair & Company

WKLO
LOUISVILLE Tftr

56

RADIO & TV BUYS
Greyhound Corp., Chicago, is buying both radio and tv for the ten

companies which compose the organization throughout the country.

Advertising will promote these themes: (1) leave your car at home
and travel the easy, efficient and low-cost way; and (2) specific va-

cation tours. The campaign begins in April and will run for 13
weeks I the period when most people make their vacation plans).

Announcements will be bought in L50 markets for radio, -\verage

number of spots per week in each market will be 10-15. All will be

minute e.t.'s slotted during both daytime and nighttime hours and
weighted heavily on the weekends. In t\. about 50 markets will be

used. The minutes, I.D.'s and 20's will be on film, and placed dur-

ing prime evening segments. An average of three commercials per

week in each market is planned. Buying is one-fourth completed.

Buyer: Joan Rutman. Agency: Graj Advertising. New York.

Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga., is entering 51 markets with t\ adver-

tising; about eight with radio. Campaign to promote its "Nehi"
flavors begins May 5th and will run into the Fall. Tv commercials

will be minutes, I.D.'s and 20's. Prime evening hours are being

sought. Film commercials have a children's and teen-age audience

in mind. In radio, minute e.t.'s will be placed during daytime

hours with a women's audience in mind. Buying has not begun. Buv-

er: Robert Lamkin. Agencj : Compton Adv. Co., New York.

The Texas Co., New York, is buying in 50 to 75 markets to place

radio and tv commercials for Sky Chief gasoline. The four week

campaign begins 15 April and will run for four weeks. On radio,

minute and 20-second e.t.'s will be scheduled during early morning

and later afternoon hours to reach a male audience. Saturation will

be moderate. On tv. minute and 20-second films will be slotted after

6 p.m. Average number of announcements per week will vary from

market to market. Buying is not completed. Buvers: Jack Brav and

Jeremy Sprague. Agencv : Cunningham ^ Walsh, New York.

Eagle Pencil Co., New York, is initiating a radio and test t\ cam-

paign for Mirado. its top selling brand, and its other pencils. This

is the first time broadcast media has been used by the pencil indus-

try. For radio, it has bought four morning programs in New York

City on a 52 week schedule: Jack Sterling. W CBS. Bill Cullen.

\\ RCA, Ceorge Skinner. \\ \BC. and Ted Brown. WMGM. For t\.

it's using Hartford. Conn., and Portland. Ore., as test markets.

Cities have been chosen both for their similarities and differences;

they are comparable in number of office employees. vet Hartford is

uniform in t\|>e of industry and Portland is diversified. The heav \

13 week schedule is mostlv during prime hours. Commercials will

feature a secretarv working with an animated pencil and sell the idea

that the Eagle Pencil "sta\> sharp for pages." BBDO, its agency,

sees the special function of radio and tv as familiarizing the public

with the sound of the brand name Mirado. Buving is completed.

Buyer: Doug Yates.
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rhree Bhorl years ago WTVN-T\ ranked aa a | t third in the three-station Columbus, Ohio market.

Since thai time, the greal forward strides ol VBC-TN combined with ti ssive local programming

,,l WTVN-TV have resulted in a stead) climb in audience acceptance. This rating trend has no*

progreseed in the point wherein the latest Nielsen Study, covering the period December 9 through

Februarj 9, L957, shows WTVN-T\ FIRST in total audieni

'i
I

WOTHER FIRST — Maintaining our position as Central Ohio's top station, «.• tal pride in

announcing the installation of the RCA Vidicon film projection equipi

WHAT DOES THIS MEW TO kDVERTISERS kND TIME HI YERS?

He installation of this advanced RCA equipment assures WTVN-T\ advertisers, usina

ami film programs, "f -harp - clear

Channel ('V new Vidicon equipment \\ill show ev<

WTV N-T\ film picture.

riuall. noise-free pictures ol live picture quality,

ren detail that i- on tin- film. Truly, the M W

tESENTED in THE KATZ \<;ENO

(
jrfk'f&to>"1tot1&$£



there's

something

special

about . .

.

sjajSEopeojqapj,
Xq paiuasejday

s»«A\ 000'S— sapAOonx OCt^T
ElUiOJimj 'Sapguy SCJ "BUapBSBJ

it's a

TELE-BROADCASTERS

station

TELE-BROADCASTERS, Inc.

41 East 42nd Street

New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 7-8436

H. Scott Killgore, President

Owners and Operators of

WPOW, New York, New York

KALI, Pasadena, Los Angeles, Calif.

KUDL, Kansas City, Missouri

WPOP, Hartford, Conn.

WKXL, Concord, New Hampshire
WKXV, Knoxville, Tennessee
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News and Idea

WRAP-UP
ADVERTISERS

Pepsi-Cola's Pepsi-Please promo-
tion is now hitting the smaller

markets.

Latest to air the "identify vour

voice" gimmick is WI'IW. Fairfield.

111., with a potential audience of 6.000.

Previously 35,000 was the smallest

market used.

During the 18 February-9 March pe-

riod a total of 8,513 voices were re-

corded, the majority bv telephone:

109 people were able to identify their

own voices broadcast on WFIW. Fair-

field is the sixth town in the U.S. to

stage the Pepsi promotion.

Eagle Pencil Co. is entering tv to

underscore the quality difference in

pencils. Commercials, both live and

animated, are being screened in two

test markets (see Spot Buvs. page 54).

. . . North American Insurance

Companies, a pioneer user of air

media in its field, will kick off its 1957

campaign on the NBC shows Monitor

and Today. . . . Republic Steel is

offering its distributors and dealers a

booklet explaining the secret of get-

ting the "Hollywood" touch in their

live tv commercials. . . . The Nestle

Co., through the Lone Ranger, is of-

fering a canine tv puppet as a premium
on Quik.

Seeman Brothers (White Rose
foods) has added "You-All" French

die-sing to its line and will use radio

to promote the brand. Seaman also

plans to introduce these new dressings

under the "You-All" name, roquefort,

Italian and a low-calorie dressing. An-

derson & Cairns is the agencv. . . .

Sheaffer Pen is considering further

diversification and has hired a con-

sulting firm to study possibilities.

New York's new Advertising Cen-
ter at 285 Madison Avenue reports it

has already rented 20% of the overall

space available. The Center has been

established to provide advertisers with

a permanent trade fair and exhibition

hall. . . . Warner-Lambert, which

last month became the first sponsor of

N I \"s feature film network (spending

> ! million gross for time and pic-

tures i. has sent the press a selection

of W-L products for "cooperation in

releasing the important news story."

Focus on personalities: At Lever

Brothers. Howard Eaton. Jr. has

been made media manaser of radio

NAVAL BROADCASTING-TELECASTING ADVISORY BOARD MEETS (] to r) Rear Ad-

miral Kenneth Craig. D. W. Thornburgh (WCAl I, R. K. Danville (Crosley), J. S. Hayes

(Washington Post), Vice Admiral J. L Holloway, Jr.. F.. M. Sanger, (WQXR), Harry Novik

iWI.IB), G. B. Larson (KDYI & KTVT), Todd Storz (Mid-Continent), Capt. M. J. Lousey
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and television. Eaton formerly w.i-

with Y&R .i~ .in account executive. He

succeeds Stanley II. Pulver who re-

signed. Borden Company baa appoint*

ed Mr-. Carol Bag assistant adver-

tising manager for its Chemical Di\i-

sion (small package products such as

glues and contact cements). , . .Rob-

erl E. Gorman is now assistant v.p.

in charge "f advertising ho VUstate

Insurance Co.

AGENCIES
Gardner, our of the fen agencies
to publish its billings figures, re-

ports l*>5(> a> the l»igge»t in it- ."> I-

vear bistorj—with approximately
820 million.

The 1956 figure is s -.7 million high-

ii ih, in the i>ir\ ious j ear.

Pel Milk and Ralston-Purina arc the

agency's two big air media accounts.

The old motion picture exploita-

tion technique was used this pasl

week to sell an ad man's new
book.

Last Thursday morning people hur-

rying to work along Madison \ venue

were greeted with the sight of a man
in a gray flannel suit astride a purple

horse. The book, which treats the

agency business kindly, was sloganized

as a "horse of a different color."

Object of the stunt is George Pan-

etta's (Y&R copywriter) "Viva Madi-

son \\cnue."

New agency appointments: Bryan

Houston forE. C. DeWitt & Co. (pro-

prietan medicines). National media

will be used. . . . Donahue & Coe for

Pearson Pharmacal's Eye-Gene eve lo-

tion. . . . Grej Advertising for Pin-It

Home Permanent. . . . Maxon has re-

gained the Magnavox account from

FCB. as of 1 Julv. . . . Bryan Houston

adds W hitehall Pharmacal's Drial

I nasal mist I

.

Lester M. Malitz has resigned as v.p.

at Leo Burnett to produce the Wednes-

day Night Fights 'ABC TV). . . .

Paul L. Klein has been promoted to

research department manager at Doyle,

Dane Bernbach. . . . Maria Carayas,

former chief timebuyer at Hilton &

Riggio. is now director of all-media

buying for the agencv.

Grey's Annual Collegiate Award

—

trophy plus $125—will go to the stu-

dent writing best essay on "How Can
Advertising Serve America."' Eligible

students are those attending the \—
ciation of Advertising Men and Wom-
en's "Inside Advertising Week" con-

clave. . . . Julian Gross, head "I the

Hartford, I onn., agency beat ing his

name, has established > 16,000 fellow-

ship at the I niversit] of Hartford to

provide advanced courses for members
of the advertising oi public relations

industrj

.

Thej became \.p."» I i — past week:
John (

'. Nadnr. ol Gardner Advertis-

ing; Joseph I. George, ol Wilson,

Haight, Welch & Grover; George E.

Simons, I Benton «.\ Bowles. Simons
moves from K> .11. khardt

Howard L Bergman ol Grey, Rich*

aid J. Martell .,( Grt . and Christo-

pher < rose tlso

The James \. Stewart < o., I

i-i i omplett i

mammoth illustrated book explai

in detail the agent \ - sen i< es I he

broad n ope - .,f the

volume make ii quite unusual. I be

Stewart < o. also keeps l< - on

file and i in list onlj the ones needed
to make .in m. In iJii.il client prosper t

Just trot your budget down South Texas way — like 88

national advertisers who buy KONO Radio just because it

sells better ... at the lowest cost per listener. Call your

H-R or Clarke Brown man to come a'running!

860 kc 5000 wattsKON 3
SAN ANTONIO RAE
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I

reservation < based "" hi> interests I

instead "l the whole l><><>k. . . . Jack

L. Co£fey lias resigned as director «>f

radio and television advertising for

the Quality Bakers ol America.

NETWORKS
As customary, a substantial por-

tion of Bummer replacement pro-

graming nill go to anthology films.

Screen Gems already has sold re-

peats of the Ford Theatre library to:

I'M; and Broun & Williamson for The

Lineup: S. C. Jolinson lor the Red
Skelton Show and Armour (through

FCB) for both or either the George

Cobel and Damn Thomas shows.

CBS TV will put the Ampex Video

Tape Recorder into major use (par-

ticular!) for West Coast repeats) with

the advent of Daylight Saving Time,

starting 28 April.

International Harvester will use a

radio "spectacular"' on NBC 4 April

to announce the 50th anniversary of

its International Truck Division and

to introduce the new "A-Line" . . .

TE ESSEE'S

KNOXVILLE"
j

IS COVERED BY

WBIR-TV
AN N E L10

316,000 watts covering more

than 50 prosperous counties

in Tenn., Ky. and N. C. One

of the Nation's most power-

ful stations.

Call Your K A T Z MAN
For Availabilities

KIT

Metropolitan
Area Rank

MEMPHIS
KNOXVILLE
NASHVILLE
CHATTANOOGA

ffi

the TREND'S to TEN
in TENNESSEE"

Alcoa will definite!) share their new
9:30-10 p.m. slot on NBC T\ Monday
nights with its old Sunday night part-

ner. Goodyear, come fall. Program

has not been set. . . . CBS' Terry-

toons will debut its new cartoon se-

ries. Tom Terrific. 1 April as part of

the Captain Kangaroo show. Terry-

toons say the cartoons are the first to

be made especially for t\. Tom Ter-

rific got a special previewing before

over 100 children last week.

Network radio round-up: ABC this

week reports new and renewed busi-

ness topping $8.7 million since the first

of the year. New business accounted

for $5.3 million of the total figure. . . .

CBS' "Impact" plan has brought in

,s 700.000 worth of Simoniz business

this past week. Contract calls for

week-end and nighttime sponsorship

of nine fi\e-minute shows. . . . NBC
radio sales added 8500.000 net in new
business with P. Lorillard highlighting

the sales with an extended 52-week

buy on Monitor.

TV STATIONS
WBC has assigned a news team to

cover Washington. D. C. for national

and international items slanted to the

local point of view in the areas where

Westinghouse has its tv and radio sta-

tions.

The coverage will primarily con-

cern legislative activity as it relates to

the local scene, but will also include

off-beat material not picked up bv the

wire services.

The people in this new W ashing-

lon news crew will be directed by Rod
MacLeish as bureau chief. MacLeish

is the former news director at \^ BZ &

WBZA. Boston.

TV applications: Between 18 and

25 March one construction permit was

granted and three applications for new

stations were filed.

Construction permit went to Port

Arthur College for Channel 4. Port

Arthur. Tex., permit allows loo kw
visual.

Applications were made by: Louisi-

ana Purchase Co. for Channel 2, St.

Louis. 100 kw visual, with tower 055

feet above average terrain, plant $ 1 II!.-

352. yearly operating cost, 1.5 mil-

lion: Jet Broadcasting Co., Erie, Pa.

for Channel 45. Youngstown. 196.36
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Bigger Than *

United

r

S. S. "United States". Built at Newport News, Virginia. Fastest, most

modern passenger ship ever built in this country. Length, 990 feet. Beam,

101 feet. 175 feet from keelson to funnel-top. Cost, over $70,000,000.00.

She cost more than $70 million dollars! Yet the folks who watch

WTAR-TV could buy a "S. S. United States" every 10th working

day in the year! For, Sales Management'-s Survey of Buying Power

shows that WTAR-TV's Coverage Area has an estimated Total

Effective Buying Power of more than $2,407,998,000.00.

That's a lot of market. And WTAR-TV is the

only station you need to reach it. WTAR-TV
operates with maximum power and tower on

far-reaching Channel 3.

IT IS TIDEWATER VIRGINIA'S
VHF STATION WITH 7 YEARS'
TELECASTING EXPERIENCE

<C4 H
* { \iE

wAiwTqft^S *H£J
NIWS t

»,NOMOl«

PORTSMOUTH V

(Based on Measured Contour Map by Jansky & Bailey)

5 of Virginia's Busiest Cities are

within WTAR-TV s Grade-A Signal.

WTAH-TV
CHANNEL 3, NORFOLK. VIRGINIA

Business Office and Studio—720 Roush Street. Norfolk. Va.

Telephone: Madison 5-6711

REPRESENTATIVE: Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
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In Eastern North Carolina,

it's nearly everyone for

peanuts when you use

WNCT!

With a Class D 20-second "10

Plan," the cost per thousand is only

30(2!

If that's too much to shell out, then

try a Class D ID "10 Plan" for a

cost per thousand of 15£.

Whether your budget is peanut-size

or elephant-size, your best buy is

WNCT . . . first in every minute

of every hour of every day . . . day

and night, according to the Jan. '56

Telepulse of 19 counties. Eastern

Carolina's No. 1 TV Station.

Wst

channel 9 «im»«» c»s »ff

JAMIESON
FILM COMPANY

3825 Bryan • TA3-81S8 • Dallas

"clients include:

Fitzgerald Advertising Agency
Crawford & Porter Advertising, Inc. ;V

McCann-Erickson, Inc.

Tracy-Locke Company, Inc."

kw visual, with tower 556 feet above

average terrain, plant $235,000, yearly

operating cost $388,800; and WDSU
Broadcasting Corp., New Orleans, for

Channel 12, Port Arthur, Tex., 316

kw visual, with tower 967 feet above

average terrain, plant $884,000, year-

ly operating cost $636,000.

Unique programing idea comes

from KPRC-TV, Houston. The sta-

tion has worked out a tie-in with a

national magazine, "Living for Young
Homemakers." Editors from "Living"

will travel down to Houston for guest

shots on the new homemaking show.

. . . KBTV, Denver, has signed a 52-

week contract with Butter-Nut coffee

for a series of 15 weather programs

per week. The agreement gives the sta-

tion an exclusive on Butter-Nut's tv

advertising in that city.

Focus on personalities: Frank Mc-
Intyre is a new v.p. at KVOS &

KVOS-TV, Bellingham, Wash.; Vic

Ludington's new title is station man-

ager in charge of national sales at

WOAY/TV, Oak Hill-Beckley, W. Va.;

Richard C. Block has been appoint-

ed director of sales promotion and

merchandising by KRON-TV, San

Francisco; Ted Eiland is the new
local sales manager of WTVJ-TV, Mi-

ami ; Lewis Johnson has been named
national sales manager for WJBK-TV,
Detroit, and will operate out of Stor-

er's New York office; Richard P.

Hogue has been named general sales

manager at WXIX, Milwaukee.

RKO Teleradio is selling WEAT-AM
& TV, West Palm Beach, to Palm

Beach Television Co. Reported price

is $650,000. Palm Beach TV Co. is a

newly formed corporation owned by

Rand Broadcasting Co. and Bertram

Lebhar, Jr. . . . KETV, Omaha, will

become affiliated with ABC TV as a

primary affiliate when the station goes

on the air in September. . . . WAPA-
TV, Puerto Rico, has sold 80% of its

stock to Winston-Salem Broadcasting.

^ r- c Q «
w ^m Rn ivi

G oi mi n
1 _ -

VI SPARTANBURG, S.C.
Cali:Gtant Webb & Co.

RADIO STATIONS
Idea at work at KROW, Oakland,
represents an uncommon under-
taking for a radio station.

The station has produced a product

penetration study: "Pattern of Dis-

tribution—Grocery Brands in the San

Francisco-Oakland Market." Over 300

grocery product manufacturers, dis-

tributors and ad agencies made re-

quests for the 51-page book prior to

publication. Copies of the study may
be obtained from the station and its

agency, Reinhardt Advertising. ( which

collaborated on the research I

.

DuMont's "record-breaking''' pur-

chase of WNEW, New York

—

S7.5
million in cash and DuMont stock

—calls to mind these earlier fig-

ures:

• In 1955 the same station was sold

for $4 million.

• In 1954 the sales figure was $2.2

million.

Focus on personalities: William

H. Brennan, Jr. has been appointed

KRMG
is tops in the Tulsa

Area by* RATES—
* RATINGS—
* COVERAGEI

The January
1957 Pulse 26County

Area Study Pivi/es

KKMG to beyour
best Radio Buy in

the Rich Tulsa
Market—

Ask yourBlair
Man toshowyou—
50fooo mrrs • 740kg

JCRJ1G_
Tulsa -Oklahoma

.

.. The
QreaFTndependent ofHie

Soufhuiestl.—
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In "spots". .

.

there's no substitute for experience

Producing TV commercials demands expert know-how ! The kind of

know-how that comes only with years of experience.

In 1948 Universal-International was the firM major film company t<i offer

it- vast studio and technical facilities to I \ advertisers.

Since then— starting with a spot series t>>r Lux— Universale li-t "I clients

has grown anil grown.

In addition to an entire 400 acre movie-making city. Universal boasts a

complete >taff. skilled in the very special requirements of t <-l-

But— the proof of the spot i> in the viewing. What Universal-International

has done for other successful advertisers, it will do For you! Whj not

UNIVERSAL PICTURES TELEVISION DEPARTMENT
New York Office— 445 Park Avenue
Telephone: Plaza 9-S000

Hollywood Office— Universal Studio. Universal City

George Bole in Charge of Production
Telephone: STanlev 7-1211

FOR Tnt

Write for free illustrated brochure. PROFESSIONAL TOUCH

1957
APPLIANCES FOOD

RCA. Campbell Soup

Ronson Foremost Dairies

Kellogg

AUTOMOTIVE

Chevrolet

Langendorf Bread

Pillsbury Co.

Chrysler

De Soto HOUSEHOLD

Dodge Du Pont

Ford Eastman Kodak

General Motors General Electric

Mercury Lava

Lux Liquid

BEAUTY

Camay

Scott Paper Co.

US. Steel

Products

Colgate Soap

Lustre Creme

Lux
OIL & GAS

Conoco

BEER
Union Oil

Budweiser

Burgermeister SOFT DRINKS

Narragansett Pepsi Cola

Pabst

CIGARETTES

Hit Parade

INDUSTRIAL FILMS

American Stock

Exchange

Marlboro Calvin Bullock.

Old Gold Ltd.

Parliament U.S. Army Reserve

Philip Morris U.S. Steel
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YES!
WE'LL BE
AT THE BIG

NARTB
CONVENTION
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R EXCITING CONVENTION ISSUE

ANDY-USE CONVENTION SPECIAL

fR $1500 "FISH FOR IT" CONTEST

IR UNIQUE TOMATO JUICE BAR

STAFF OF 11 TO SERVE YOU

WE'LL BE
LOOKING
FOR YOU

SUITE
904-5-6
AT THE
HILTON



Western Division manager of station

relations for CBS Radio; Dick Stahl-

berger is the new sales promotion

manager for WCBS, New York; Ber-

tram Lihin is new general sales man-

foi \\ M \l.. Washington, D. C.

FILM
\\ ill sports provide the fillip to

kep summer t\ viewing up?
One indication that it may is Walter

Schwimmer's increasing success with

Championship Holding during the hot

months. This year Schwimmer expects

90% of the 175 markets that current l\

see the show to have it on the air

during the summer.

The percentage last summer was 02

while during the summer of 1955 10%
ol the markets which aired the show

during the preceding winter also pre-

sented it during the hot months.

NTA is taking advantage of the

current mideast crisis to kick off

its commercially sponsored film

web deal.

Not only will the 20th Century-Fox

feature Suez mark the dehut of War-

ner-Lambert and P. Lorillard on the

web but a special newsreel roundup on

the Suez Canal situation will introduce

the feature.

Screen Gems has sold "Hollywood

Premiere Parade," its newest feature

film package, in 12 markets. . . . Winik
Films has a two-year agreement to

produce and distribute all Internation-

al Boxing Club fight films for tv.

Titled Famous Fights and narrated by
Jimim Powers, the current series will

be sold in 52 quarter-hours or 26 half-

hours. . . . Interstate Tv will produce

and distribute Medal of Honor, a 39-

episode series dealing with Congres-

sional Medal of Honor winners.

AAP reports that nine stations have

bought the entire Warner Bros, feature

package of 754 features so far. . . .

C&C Tv announced that clearance of

all its post-'48 RKO features with the

actors, writers and producers guilds

was effective as of 19 March. . . .

Award Tv Corp. has made its first

sale for the color telecast of The Jimmy
Demaret Tv Golf Show. Station:

WVET-TV. Rochester. Sponsor: Wil-

liams Oil-O-Matic Co.

66

International: ABC Film recent!)

made six sales of three series in Can-

ada. Total ABC sales in Canada for

three years total $500,000. . . . TPA
will dub Fury for Spanish-language

distribution. Lassie is being dubbed

in five tongues by the distributor.

COMMERCIALS
Much excitement and comment
has been generated by Arco Pro-

duction's showing to agencies of

same commercials made in France
for exhibition in French movie
bouse.

The techniques, sets, musical treat-

ment, etc., are reminiscent of French

feature films that in recent years have

captured American attention. They're

all produced in Eastman color.

The Film Producers Association

will play host to over 1200 ad-

vertising executives for its work-

shop presentation this Tuesday

(2 April).

The FPA will show screenings of

new, recent and test film footage de-

signed to demonstrate new produc-

tion techniques and ideas.

Screenings will be at the Avon Thea-

tre in New York.

REPS
Richard O'Connell, Inc. reports of

this tongue-in-cheek answer to

Esty's recent request for radio

logs. WWSC, Glens Falls, N. Y., act-

ed immediately on the request by send-

ing 150 of their logs to timebuyers

in New York.

The "logs" were made of high in-

flammable birchwood—just right for

fireplace fodder.

Jack Masla has opened a new radio

and tv rep firm in New York. Masla

is former executive v. p. and general

manager of Burke-Stuart Co. . . . An-

thony Liotti is the new radio and tv

research supervisor for NBC Spot

Sales. . . . Terrence McGuirk has

been made account executive for CBS
TV Spot Sales. . . . Robert H. Kar-

pas has joined Devney & Co. as an ac-

count executive.

FINANCIAL
Cities Service Co. reports 1956 as a

record year with consolidated gross

revenues reaching $973,715,000 as

compared to $923,240,000 in 1955.

Net profit was $62,151,000 compared

to $49,306,516 for the previous year.

Cities Service currently is spending

$1.2 million in radio and tv (mostly

tv) on local program sponsorship in

40 markets. The company buys news-

weather-sports shows along with alter-

nate weeks of Men of Annapolis.

Gulf Oil's 1956 gross revenues topped

s2 billion (first time for the oil cor-

poration I with sales and services peak-

ing at $2,339,714,892; 1955's figure

was $1,895,669,830. Net income for

1956 was $282,658,087 compared to

$218,063,510 in 1955. Gulf is in net-

work tv {Life of Riley on NBC TV)
and uses both radio and tv spot.

National Dairy's sales also reached

a record high "of $1,352,878,027 last

year as compared to $1,260,230,044 for

1955. Net earnings were $41,717,316

for 1956 and $40,346,953 for the pre-

vious vear. National Dairy is heavy

in all facets of air media.

U. S. Steel's revenues reached $4,228.-

869,270 in 1956 as compared to

S4.097.680.287 for the previous year.

Net income was down. $347,586,150

for 1956 compared to $370,099,353

for 1955.

Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day the week before. Quotations sup-

plied by Merril Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

and Beane.

Tue~. Tues. Net

Stock 19 March 26 March Change

New York Stork Exchange

VB-PT 22% 22% + %
AT&T 177% 177% + %
Avco 6% 6%
CBS "A" 32% 32% - %
Columbia Pic. 18% 18% - %
1 ,oew's 19% 19 - %
Paramount 32% 33% + %
RCA 33% :;:'.', + %
Storer 27% 26% -1%
20th-Fox 24% 25% + %
Warner Bros. 25% 23% -1%
Westinghouse :,:,% 54% - %

American Stock Exchange

Allied Artists 4% 4 - %
C&C Super % !,: + A
DuMont Labs 4% )'•,

Guild Films 3% 3 - %
NTA 8% 8% - %
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HOW GOOD IS YOUR TRADE PAPER CAMPAIGN?

ANNOUNCING
SPONSOR'S FIRST ANNUAL
ALL-INDUSTRY AWARDS

FOR BEST
TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING SB

SEE 6 APRIL (CONVENTION) ISSUE FOR COMPLETE ENTRY INFORMATION



AGAIN FOR THE 4TH CONSECUTIVE MONTI

U-N-D-l-S-P-U-T-A-B-L-l

DOMINANCE
CHANNEL

RICHMOND
VIRGINIA

NOW BOTH ARB AND PULSE AGREE
THE LATEST JAN.-FEB. SURVEYS PROVE IT!

STATION SHARE OF AUDIENCE
(PULSE)

WTVR
MON.-FRI. 6 PM-12 MID.

STATION "B"
Mon.-Fri. 6 PM-12 Mid.

STATION "C"
Mon.-Fri. 6 PM-12 Mid.

37
35

27

SHARE OF AUDIENCE
(ARB)

36.7

31.3

31.5

AND WTVR HAS 8 OUT OF THE 15 TOP WEEKLY PROGRAMS
PLUS 6 OUT OF THE 10 MULTI-WEEKLY PROGRAMS

DOMINANT N
HOMES
REACHED

MONTHLY, WEEKLY AND DAILY—DAY AND NIGHT
SEE NIELSEN COVERAGE SURVEY =2

DOMINATE IN RESULTS
BY CALLING ANY BLAIR TV OFFICE
OR WILBUR M. HAVENS 5-8611

WTVR— RICHMOND, VA.



// /nit's happening in t . S. Government

that affects tpontors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
30 MARCH
CwyrliM IM7

H-ONHOR PUBLICATIONS IMC

Advertisers are -**i ill waiting for the FTC to drop the other shoe.

Iln- state of expectation warn brought on bj an I l(. announcement that i 1 i it would

pass along to the FCC complaints about broadcasl commercials, and (2) number
"l Buch complaints would be released "any day'1 for transmission to culprit station*.

I he "am da\ has extended into weeks. -<> the anxiet) of advertisers is focused on

the question

:

How broad will tin* complaints be?

Advertisers and station- can onl\ -.weal it out.

(See The FTC Crackdown, page 31, for what the FTC lias been doing with the extra

$100,000 appropriation it got to monitor tv in particular.)

How the FCC'a Study Group will use its recently authorized subpoena author-

ity is causing concern in several quarters within the broadcast advertising field.

That the Croup, chairmaned by Dean Roscoe Barrow, was having trouble getting all

the information it seeks became known when it asked- and gol —the power of subpoena.

\rmed with this club, Barrow has the right to enter into "investigating proceedings" and

compel production of wanted information. That would cause, obviously, considerable anguish

in this highU competitive business.

The general impression, though, is that Barrow will use this authority only as a per-

suader to get what he's after—but minus the hearing process.

Indications are that the deintermixture mill won't do much more grinding for

a while.

Petitions for deintermixture involving addition or subtraction of around 30 channels are

already on the FCC docket. More are certain to come. But the FCC probably has done prac-

tically all it intends to do for the moment.

Fee tv continues to take much meeting time at the FCC.

But the FCC got an unexpected yawn in Congress. There a Senate Commerce Com-

mittee staff report favoring a large-scale trial failed of adoption. And neither the Senate nor

the House Commerce Committee showed any undue interest in the subject when the FCC com-

missioners appeared.

This has removed the urgency from the topic, and the FCC will now take it~

time and consider what-next-fee-tv carefulK.

Senator Wayne Morse has taken over from Senator John Kennedy as head of

the Senate Small Business subcommittee on daytime radio stations.

Meantime, the FCC is ready to take up the long-dormant clear channel cases.

The plaint of the daythners for more power will be lumped with these proceedix

The Supreme Court refused to review McClatchey's plea to upset the FCCs re-

fusal to grant it a tv station in Sacramento because it owns newspapers.

A lower appeals court had ruled the FCC has the right to consider diversification of

media and to attach whatever importance it desired to it.
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WORLD'S BEST MOVIE!

TRIANGLE STATION

A BETTER BUY T

SULLIVAN!

LUCY!

HITCHCOCK!

G.E. THEATRE!

DRAGNET!

SPONSOR: Bristol-Myers

AGENCY: Young & Rubicam



OSV; Latest TRENDEX figures reveal that WORLDS BEST MOVIES have $|
an amazingly low cost-per-lOOO-homes-per-commercial-minute of

. . . lower than any of the top nighttime, network programs.

COST-PER-1000-HOMES-PER-COMMERCIAL-MINUTE (national average)

7$

Ed Sullivan I love Lucy Hitchcock Presents G.E. Theatre Dragnet

IA*\ NGSS ARB and TRENDEX show that WORLD'S BEST MOVIES

on the four Triangle Stations have earned fantastic

...in an area delivering ONE out of every TEN TV homes in America—

15,000,000 people in Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts,

New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and West Virginia.

on
Triangl©

Stations

31.0
average
ratings

urces: Trendex, New Haven, Feb. 8, 1957, Altoona & Binghamton, Feb. 9, 1957 / Television Magazine Market Book, 1956/ARB, Philadelphia, Jan.

1957/ Nielsen NCS -2, New Haven, 1956/ARB Coverage Study, Mar. 1956/ Sales Management Annual Survey of Buying Power, 1956

DELIVERING AUDIENCES

BLAIR-TV

WFIL-TV... Basic ABC

WNBF-TV . . . Basic CBS + ABC, NBC
WFBG-TV . . . Basic CBS + ABC, NBC

THE KATZ AGENCY
WNHC-TV... Basic ABC + CBS

WFIL-TV
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIAWNBF-TV
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK

WFBG-TV
ALTOONA. PENNSYLVANIA

WNHC-TV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD. CONN.

operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th A Market Sts., Philadelphia 39. Pa.

WFIL-AM • P M .TV, Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM 'TV, Binghamton, N. Y.

WHGB-AM. Harrlsburg, Pa. / WFBG-AM »TV. Altoona, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV. New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17. New York



A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

* SPONSOR HEARS
c^ifSJ

ThC rep°rt l,er8i8t8 that BiU Crai8> P&Gs associate manager of advertising produc-

sponsor publications inc.
llon and program buyer, will soon join MCA's Revue Productions.

Craig himself is silent on the matter.

A leading magazine group is cooking up a study on the risks an advertiser
supposedly takes in network tv.

Apparently the argument will be based on program casualties for the past five or six

\ears.

Latest true life material for a death-of-a-salesman script:

• After six months, he seemingly failed to pay off and the network let him out.

• Within a week after his departure one of his erstwhile prospects turned in an
order for $600,000 worth of time.

Philip Morris officials this week got a start when a West Coast committee asked
for the loan of some Marlboro billboards.

The purpose was fund collecting—for cancer.

Ask admen who have dealt with Jack Benny through the years how he has
managed to stay on top so long and they'll tell you that Benny has:

• The amazing faculty of converting mistakes into success.

• A sound understanding of the advertising business, hence a readiness to cooperate

with the sponsor.

• As much desire for perfection in his integrated commercials as in his comedy
routines.

i. ^^

If you like chip-off-the-old-block anecdotes, you'll get a kick out of this one:

Among the first timebuyers Fred Brokaw made a pitch to when he joined the Paul H.

Raymer rep firm 24 years ago was Ned Midgley, then with BBDO.
This week Brokaw's boy, Bob, who recently joined House & Garden as a trainee sales-

man, also made a big presentation—to Midgley, now media department manager at Ted

Bates.

Turn of the wheel:

The top management of an agency in the $70-million class has called in an

efficiency expert to find a way to cut down on intramural meetings.

Only a year ago this same management was complaining account groups and depart-

ments weren't communicating enough.

Highlights of an earlier era worthy of remembrance when NARTB meets in a

few days:

• M. H. (Deke) Aylesworth's militant assurance that NBC would have no truck

with transcribed programs.

• William Paley's advice that the time had come for broadcasters to be more choosey

about the type of product and their public service programing.

• Ike Lew and Samuel Rosenbaum's pyrotechnic orations on the theme of ASCAP.

• FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly's speech comparing his critics to "rotten mackerel

-dining in the moonlight."
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ARE YOU HALF-COVERED

Have you noticed how much the Nielsen

NCS No. 2 has expanded Lincoln-land?

1956 ARB METROPOLITAN
AREA COVERAGE STUDY

PROVES KOLN-TV SUPERIORITY!

The 1956 ARB Study of 231 Metropolitan markets in-

cluded 6 in LINCOLN LAND—5 in Nebraska. 1 in Kansas.

In these 6 markets, KOLN-TV is viewed-
most in 6 daytime categories ... in S

out of 6 nighttime categories.

KOLN-TV gets an average daytime, "viewed-most" rating

of 54.0% as against 15.2% for the next station. Night-

time averages are 59.8% for KOLN-TV, 25.0% for the

next station. Enough said?

WKZO TV — GRAND RAPlDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO— KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEFPM — GRAND RAPIDS KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN NEBRASKA

Auoci«ted with
VVMBD RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

lxOI..\-l\. one of V-merica'e nrv.it ana Btations,

covers Lincoln-land, the VAST MAJORITS OF WHICH
IS OUTSIDE THE GRADE "B" AREA OF OMAHA.

Lincoln-land consists of 69 counties with nearlj 300,000

families. I his important market i- as Independent of

Omaha as South Bend Is of Fori Wayne or Syracuse is

of Rochester!

Latest Telepulse credits KOLN-TN >.% i 1 1 138.19? more after-

noon viewers than the next station and 194.49? more night-

time \ iewers!

Let Avery-Knodel give you the whole Btorj on KOLN-TV,
the Official CBS-ABC Outlet for South Central Nebraska

and Northern Kansas.

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET

Vvery-Knodel, Inc. Exclusive National Representatives
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FTC CRACKDOWN
(Continued from page 33)

If the advertiser then continues with

his advertising claim, he's exposing

himself to civil penalties. This can add

up to a lot of money because the court

is empowered to lev) a fine of $5,000

per violation for ever) day in which

the advertising i> nol stopped or reme-

died.

Most advertisers, Commission

spokesmen say, are willing to comply

at once with a cease and desist order

—

or even before the order when there's

an initial allegation that the advertis-

ing is questionable. It's a small per-

centage of advertisers who go out of

their way to make false claims and to

mislead the public, they agree.

The law. with advertising as with

anything else, is written for and ap-

plies most particularly to the minority

which is guilty of violations. Sher-

man Hill, chief project attorney cur-

rently supervising activity on 1,400

cases (of all kinds, not merely con-

cerning advertising claims), says

"Most advertisers realize they have a

big stake in promoting proper adver-

tising practices.

BMI
''According

to the
Record'

Continuities for April

A dailv almanac . . . and

a five - minute program

packed with information

about the important hap-

penings throughout the

world.
April's "According to

the Record" includes
stories about the end of

the Civil War, sinking ...

the Titanic. Washington

Irving, Robert Edvvin

Peary and other signifi-

cant entertaining high-
lights of the years past.

BMI's "According to the

Record" package contains

a full month's supply of

continuities . . . Highly

< ommereial . . . Now in its

13th successful year.

For sample scripts please write

to Station Service Department

199

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

"II advertising ever descends to the

point where it is thoroughly misused

and fraudulent, the public will lose all

confidence in it and advertisers would

sustain a tremendous loss. Informed

people in the industry are all ver\ well

aware of this and they work diligentlv

to maintain advertising on a high

plane."

FTC's goals are the same. It wants

to protect the public and to keep com-

mercial copy "clean" and "honest."

It's found that the best way to encour-

age this is to be very sure of its com-

plaints before it files them and to line

up the best possible documentation and

evidence to substantiate its assertions.

The batch of complaints now in the

final staging process before actual

statements are filed will probably rep-

resent the ultimate in FTC caution.

They're bound to be precedent setting

and they're being selected carefullv

now to illustrate the most important

points in government regulations.

They're likely to be "serious" com-

plaints. They may well hit some of the

big guns but with a smattering of

small shots at the same time.

The FTC gets about 3,500 com-

plaints a year and most of these of

course involve small companies. The

smaller, fly-by-night operators are

more inclined to be in the "schlock"

category. But some of the big com-

panies occasionally try to pull a fast

one, though with more finesse.

Some of the copy points to which

FTC has objected in the past: the im-

pression that doctors or dentists, as

professionals, have endorsed a prod-

uct ( and they particularly dislike the

white-coated tv actors) ; ultra-broad

claims for medicines or drugs, imply-

ing a cure may be effective for ar-

thritis, heart disease and impotency all

at the same time; offer of an item at

a special reduced price (such as in tv

sets i. when the "sale" price is the

standard price; do-it-at-home schemes

i such as raising chinchillas in vour

basement); educational offers (take

this course and become a Civil Service

worker)
; pseudo-scientific claims.

"Pufferx," on the other hand, is ac-

ceptable, says Seidman of the New

York office. This means you can say

your can of worms is "the best on the

market," "the finest made" or "Ameri-

ca's favorite. ' Even bad taste is ac-

ceptable, in the sense that FTC has no

intention of analyzing commercial

copy from a qualitative point of view.

The biggest violators in the coun-

try's biggest marketplace—the New
York metropolitan area—are the ad-

vertisers who buy announcements ad-

jacent to or participations in pro-

grams, says Seidman. It's usuallv the

local advertiser, rather than the net-

work advertiser, who comes most fre-

quently under the watchful eye of the

Federal Trade Commission.

"And, of course," adds the New
York manager, "there are certain tv

and radio stations which attract this

type of advertising and which, indi-

rectly, encourage it. Fortunately, they

are in the minority—and they're very

easily spotted."

The Commission is also a counseling

arm of government. Its branch mana-

gers and attorneys as well as the head-

quarters staff, frequently confer with

advertisers and their advertising agen-

cy executives on policy matters. They
have no jurisdiction to give specific

advice but they point to precedents set

earlier in FTC complaints and actions.

"We're a preventive agency, as well

as a regulatory one," is the way Hill

puts it. ^

KSON

"We never had weather like this

until KRIZ Phoenix started fore-

casting!"

San Diego's No. II Radio Srarior

PULSE
"Out of Home" & "In Home'

femrentnl XathawU) i.y KIIIUOC .\
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primary radio coverage in Milwaukee req

WW EL IVI J"* and ienr
- watt power at 'i 250 k.e.

u ires

Yes . . . there are other good

radio stations here, and the

audiences they deliver also demand

your consideration. But ... if your

budget permits the use of only a

single station, our low cost per

thousand listeners with an ABILITY
TO BUY must single us out. And
if you're buying a combination of

stations, our percentage to total

listening indicates we're the BASIC
BUY ... to be supplemented by

these other audiences for more

nearly perfect coverage.

TT
KEY ENTERTAINMENT STATION

BIG r RADIO PERSONALITIES:
Records round the clock . . . H hours

a dnii, seen days a ircck . . .

SPORTS: Lire Play-by-play Milwaukee

Brares Baseball; U. of Wisconsin Football

ami Basketball; Green Hay Packer

Football; special sports c
11 sportseasts daily.

9» NEWSCASTS DAILY: Gathered

and edited by 6-man WEMP news

department from VP new.' wire, IP sports

hire. 2 mobile units, special state

correspondents, I'. S. Weather wire,

Police and Fire Department radio,

regular daily telephone contacts.

represented wherever you live by Headley-Recd
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KVLC
LITTLE ROCK
is undisputed TOPS in

ELEVEN CONSECUTIVE
MONTHLY HOOPER
RATINGS! And leading in

1 45 out of 200 quarter-hours

according to PULSE Metro-

politan Report! *

•Monday Through Friday

Sign-On to Sign-Off

ARKANSAS-
ONLY MEMBER
AIMS CROUP

Get the KVLC SUCCESS STORY today!

New York: Richard O'Connell, Inc.

Dallas: Clarke Brown Company
Chicago: Radio-TV Rep., Inc.

Los Angeles: Tracy Moore and Assoc.

Reps at work

Peggy Stone, newl) appointed a? president <>f Radio Tv Repre-

sentatives, Inc., comments: '"Today's smart radio buyer has to 'roll

with the punch' to secure the best buys. 'Habit buys' are a thing of

the past because listening patterns have changed with tv. Only

stations which have flexibility of programing such as the well estab-

lished independents, are able to

keep pace with this change; they

are able to determine what most of

the people want most of the time

and to gear their programing ac-

cordingly. The day of 'specialized'

programing for a specific audience

is out-dated, and the successful

station today has created a pro-

graming sufficiently attractive to

all listeners. Because of the con-

tinuing changes, the buyer should

study and review buys in each

market with each campaign being set. The station that was number

five last year may have climbed into first or second spot today. A
bu\er cannot rest on the assumption that 'WWWW has always been

the top station in the market.' 'Always' no longer applies to any

station today. Programs, personalities and audiences are chang-

ing in this constantly shifting and ever improving radio world."

Carleton E. Coveny, vice president and manager of John Blair &

Co., Los Angeles, comments: "It's difficult to understand the pressure

by advertisers for early-morning, late-afternoon and early-evening

segments. I can understand this when the target is men or a mixed

group. But most advertisers who have used spot radio successfully

sell primarily or exclusively to

women. The Blair audience com-

position chart (see sponsor 3

November) shows that not only

are there more women per hun-

dred listening homes available be-

tween 9:00 a.m. and 4 p.m.. there

is also a larger total number of

women, because total sets-in-use

remains stable all day long, except

for the peak between 8 and 9 a.m.

\d\ertisers should note that: (1)

The cost of reaching them is

substantially less because of the general availability of saturation or

frequency plans during these times on most major stations. (2) The

housewife is more receptive to the advertising message during the

9-4 period, since she is, on the average, substantially alone, and not

subject to the distraction of the presence of her husband and

children, and their problems." (See SPONSOR, 16 March, page 23.)
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~b) Mqua,

A CORDIAL

INVITATION TO

HOSPITALITY

HEADQUARTERS

THE 23RD FLOOR

MORRISON HOTEL

CONVENTION

CHICAGO

APRIL 7-11

RADIO 4T<fttft

FRANK HEADLEY, President

DWIGHT REED, Vice President

FRANK PELLEGRIN, Vice President

PAUL WEEKS, Vice President

380 Madison Ave. 35 E. Wacke' Drive

New York 17, N. Y. Chicago 1, Illinois

Oxford 7-3120 RAndolph 6-6431

6253 Hollywood Boulevard 1 55 Montgomery S'reet 416 Rio Grande Bldg

Hollywood 28. Colli. San Francisco, Calif. Dalloi, Texas

Hollywood 2-6453 YUkon 2-5701 Riverside 2-5148

101 Marietta Street 520 lovett Boulevard 910 Roral Street

Bldg. Room No 10 Co»a 3917
Atlanto, Georgia Houston, Teias '-•- C-'ec-t la
JAckion 3-7797 JAckion 8-1601
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Tv and radio

As any old riverboat-man will

tell you, the best channel runs

deep and lets you travel fastest.

Same is true today with tele-

vision throughout this busy Ohio
River Valley of ours.

No advertising medium gives

you such smooth sailing into

over 100 of its high-producing

counties as WSAZ-TV ... no
station's influence runs so deep
with almost three-quarter million

TV families comprising Amer-
ica's 23rd television market.

Today the nation's heaviest con-

centration of industry crowds the

banks of the Ohio — generating

within theWSAZ-TV area a buy-

ing potential nearly four billion

dollars deep! You can reach it

surely via WSAZ-TV's Channel
3, without fear of shoals, snags
or backwaters. You'll travel, too,

in company with many of Amer-
ica's most successful advertisers,

Any Katz office has the latest

soundings for your inspection.

HUNTINGTOM-CHARLESTOM, W. VA.

INT. B.C. XT'HTWORK
Affiliated with Radio Stations

WSAZ, Huntington and WKAZ. Ctiarleston

LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency

78

NEWSMAKERS

TAKE*
T

George Klayer has been named network

sales manager of CBS TV in an announce-

ment h\ Thomas H. Dawson, vice presi-

dent-network sales. The appointment is one

of a number of ke\ promotions and is

M~ 'J : effective immediately. Sam K. Maxwell,

A( Jr.. is to succeed Klayer as Eastern -ales

l^lk manager with Roland Blair, account exec-

utive-network sales, moving into Maxwell's

position as Midwestern sales manager. Robert Hoag. account execu-

tive, succeeds the late Thomas D. Connolly as CBS TV manager of

program sales. Klayer started with CBS 11 years ago in the Chicago

office. His industry career began with Kindred. McLean, a point

of sale advertising firm. Before joining with Columbia. Klayer was

with the station representative firms of George P. Hollingbery. Inc.

and Edward Petry and Co. He is a graduate of Duke University.

Richard E. Nason has been appointed

general manager of WGBI, Scranton. I he

announcement was made In Mrs. M. E.

Megargee, president of the station. Nason

was formerly manager of the Greer stations

with headquarters in Pittsburgh. Nason has

been in the broadcasting field for the past

1 5 \ ears. He was active for four years as

a radio-tv consultant. In addition. Xason

had held positions in the writing, programing and sales aspects of

the industry before accepting the management position with the

Greer stations. A native of Detroit. Xason received his education

there, attending Wav ne I niversity. During the Second World War

he served as a combat correspondent with the I . S. Marine Corps.

Mort Sidley has been named general man-

ager of KL AC. Los Angeles, by Mortimer

Hall, station president: appointment effec-

j£\ , the 1 April. The signing of Sidley is

part of Hall's plan to expand in the south-

west. Hall has applied for an FM license

and intends to purchase additional \M

outlets. Sidlev began in radio in 1941 as

a salesman for KSFO, San Francisco, tak-

ing over as sales manager of the station in 1
{)42. In 1945 he went to

the Lincoln Dellar radio network as general sales manager for their

three stations I KXOA. Sacramento: KXOB. Stockton and KXOL,

Chino). In 1953, he was appointed general and sales manager of

KFW B. Hollywood. Sidley's national and local promotion experi-

ence fits in with KL\C. an extreineb promotion-minded independent.
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HOW MUCH A HEAD?
OQ(f nor M II

Yes, 29c per-thousand-per-commercial minute
LO+ |JCI If I . for 52-time buyers of KYW-TV's big-hit SIX
O'CLOCK ADVENTURE. Scheduled weekdays 6:00-6:55 PM,
its January ARB 5-day average was 21.4 better than twice the

combined competitive averages.

Get ahead now in KYW-TV's great 1.288,156 home-market. For
action call Albert Krivin. KYW-TV, "Rink" Oannenbaum. WBC,
or vour P.G.W. Colonel.

CLEVELAND

Qq
WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
R»? O BOSTON. v\ B- — v\ BZ A PITTSBURGH. - -J CLEVELAND. FORT WAYNE. CHICAGO.
TELEVISION BOSTON. W BZ TV: PITTSBURGH. - - A T\ CLEVELAND. - .'. T\ SAN FRANCISCO

WIND REPRESENTED BY A M RADIO SALES • KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AG
ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY PETERS GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC

PORTLAND. KEX
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The fee-tv propaganda mill

The fee-tv propaganda mill is working overtime.

Rarely have we seen such a rash of publicity as is current-

l\ Hooding the magazines and new -paper.- on llii- subject.

Last week we spotted tour stories in fast succession in New
s ork newspapers, including one in our own Mamaroneek

Times headed "Adoption of Pay TV May Save Sponsor."

The headline is provocative, to say the least, hut after read-

ing the story three times we haven't yet discovered how "Pay

TV May Save Sponsor," or even how it may save anything

else, including money. Maybe Columnist Harold Heffernan,

li\ lined from Hollywood, knows something he isn't telling.

Obviously fee tv has its merits. And we yield to no one in

our admiration for the business acumen and doggedness of

Eugene F. McDonald, president of Zenith and the No. 1 fee-tv

exponent. But any way we look at it, the plusses for fee tv

are dominantly to the advantage of private interests.

Suppose a test of fee tv is made. What will it prove? Only

what we already know—that fee tv is the biggest boxoffice the

world has ever known. And it will be big boxoffice even if

95(

\ of viewers vehemently feel it infringes on their freedom

to enjoy tv and refuse to support it.

To us fee tv spells a gradual switch from free to fee tv

programing; dangerous competition for a system of commer-

cial television that has won the admiration of the world; an

era of insufferable private taxation which penalizes the mil-

lions unable to pay.

Does Congress, the FCC, or the public want that?

The client who dared

We like the pioneering spirit of Standard Oil of Ohio

which recently began using a tv commercial without spoken

words. We like the commercial too. Unlike many tv copy ex-

periments this one is practical (see article page 34).

But we're disturbed because there are too few tv commer-

cials which dare to be unique. We don't think its because

clients like Sohio are rare (or agencies like McCann-Erick-

son, Cleveland, which conceived the Sohio commercial). We
think it's because too many agency creative men assume the

client "won't buy anything new.""

This is the road to mediocrity.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Radio, both network

and spot, is lagging behind in the publication

of figures on client expenditure. Sow that spot

1 1 budgets are an open book (see page 40),

radio must more quickly and follow tvs lead.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Discouraging: The office of the tv

producer was in an even wilder state

of disorder than usual when the two
cleaning ladies arrived the other night

to tid\ up. For a long moment, they

stared bitterly at the litter of paper on
the floor about the producer's desk.

Finally the one cleaning ladv turned

to her companion and said, "If this

slob don't stop missing the waste-

basket, I'm gonna quit show busi-

ness!"

Release: "CLEVELAND—Radio sta-

tion KY \V heralded the start of spring

. . . with a series of 'welcome to spring'

announcements made by people whose
names personified the new season.

Among these were: John Greenleaf,

Samuel Robin, Mrs. Frank Budd and
Dudley Blossom." Where was Mi.

Fever?

No adman, he: Overheard in a Madi-

son Avenue bistro—Patron to bar-

tender: "Let me have a scotch-on-the-

rocks with ice."

Headline from N. Y. Times—
OIL TO BE DRILLED
AT 3 FILM STUDIOS

We thought they'd struck it already

with tv feature film.

Horse painting: For those admen

who may have wondered about that

purple horse used to exploit Y&R copy-

writer George Panettas new book

("Viva Madison Avenue"), here are a

few notes on coloring horses. Tommy,
the horse that did the New York ex-

ploiting, is actualb white. The job of

turning him purple fell to Chateau

\nimals, the outfit that rents Tommy
for tv appearances and the like. The

purple paint was a harmless vegetable

dye approved by SPCA. It was ap-

plied with a paint brush. Two coats

were needed to achieve a high sheen.

One bucket of paint did the job.

Addenda: The tour of Tommy, the

purple horse took him to Radio City

for an appearance on Today. En route,

an earh a.m. drinker staggered out of

a 6th Avenue bar. took one look at the

purple horse, then fled back inside

again.

Don't be croo-el! Elvis Presley is

planning a series of 26 tv films to be

shown while he is in the Army.

That's one way to get back at the

Draft Board.



2 GREAT TV BUYS

BALTIMORE!
1.

OFFICER

HAPPY
9:30 to 10:00 a. m. Monday thru Friday

A big favorite with the kindergarten crowd

and very popular with their mamas. Officer

Happy brings make-it-yourself projects, film

cartoon "Crusader Rabbit" and Nancy Haw-

kens with stories every day. Acclaimed by

parents and educators as tops for tots.

QUIZ

CLUB
7:00 to 2:00 p. m. Monday thru Friday

An audience-participation show with a 5-

year super-sales history! Brent Gunts and

Jay Grayson, two of Maryland's most pop-

ular emcees, preside over fast-moving fun—
moving products with record speed! Mystery

Voice Contest on now is talk of the town.

both shows are part of V/BAL-TV's regular live color schedule

and are available for I minute participation spots

EDWARD

PETRY & CO.

National RepresentativesWBAL-TV- Channel 11

BALTIMORE



6,028,100 people who listen to KLAC

spent $12,813,444,000 last year in these ;

five important Southern California areas 1

am

SAN FERNANDO
AREA

941,820

COVERAGE IS PROVED BY RESULTS

ASK YOUR KLAC REPRESENTATIVE

ON THE DIAL-LOS ANGELES

M. W. Hall President Represented Nationally by Adam Young, Inc.



Section Two of SPONSOR • 30 March 1957

»£C£fV£

uyers
to radio and tv station programing

BUSHED SPONSOR SERVICES INC

PIN POINT
POWER GETS
BEST RESULTS

Radio Station W-I-T-H "pin point power" is tailor-made to blanket

Baltimore's 15-mile radius at low, low rates—with no waste coverage.

W-I-T-H reaches 74% * of all Baltimore homes every week delivers

more listeners per dollar than any competitor. That's why we have

twice as many advertisers as any competitor. That's why we're sure

to hit the sales "bull's-eye" for you, too.

'Cumulative Pulse Audience Survey

om Tinsley
resident

L C. Embry
ice Pres.

c o FIDE C E
»nal Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.

INDEX

RADIO

MASTER DIRECTORY
State-by-State lilting of

stations showing time

each station devotes to

the 12 principal types

of programing

15STARTS PAGE

CATECORY DIRECTORY

Stations specializing in

Farm, Negro. Concert,

other categories of pro-

graming. Complete 8

category index-page

75STARTS PAGK

TELEVISION

MASTER DIRECTORY
Complete state-by-state

listing showing total

number of hours sta-

tions devote to ten

program categories

121STARTS PACE

CATECORY DIRECTORY

Seven separate listings

of program data on farm

Tv. homemaking. feature

film. syndicated film,

spots, etc.

141STARTS PAGE





1957 BUYERS 1 GUIDE
to radio and tv station programing

Key to new opportunities in the tv and radio markets of America

The 1957 Buyers' Guide serves the exceedingl) importanl function in

helping you adapt your adverting and merchandising need- in the pro-

graming climate of the radio and iv markets and stations you select. For it

catalogues the local programing of 2676 radio stations and 515 television

stations and enables you to tell at a glance the programing character,

audience interests, facilities and services of the individual stations. In

addition, your opportunities for using these media are further enhanced

1)\ ha\ ing complete lists of stations appealing to specific groups or intere-t-.

needs and tastes. On page I 1 \ou will find just a few Upic.il ways time-

buyer- ii.-e the BUYERS' GUIDE to take full advantage of the practical

information it furnishes. There are man) oilier-. Television's fasl tempo

and radio"- new values make the station's programing pattern, as detailed

in the Bl 5 KKS' (',[ IDE, of ke\ importance to the advertising man.

Complete index to Buyers' Guide contents on page 5

Published annually by

SPONSOR SERVICES INC.

President, Bernard Piatt

Project ( oordinator, Catherine Scott Rose

Project Editor, Maximilian Piatt

lor, Phil Franmick

Idvertising Production, Jean L. Engel

THE 1957 BUYERS- GUIDE TO STATION PROGRAMING IS

DISTRIBUTED TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS OF SPONSOR—

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

AT THE REGULAR SUBSCRIPTION PRICE OF SIO PER

YEAR. ADDITIONAL COPY. S2. COPYRIGHT 1957. BY

SPONSOR SERVICES INC.. 40 E. 49TM ST.. N. Y. 17.

1957 BUYERS' GLIDE



IN TWO CONSECUTIV
NATIONALLY

SYNDICATED

PROGRAM
PULSE MULTI- MARKET

SURVEY COVERING 10

OR MORE MARKETS

NATIONALLY

SYNDICATED

PROGRAM
PULSE MULTI-MARKET

SURVEY COVERING 10

OR MORE MARKETS



SHOWS RATE

ULSE REPORTS!
IIIIIIM Il«llll|lll— „

UJG. 1956 SEPT. 1956
22- MARKET AVERAGE 22 - MARKET AVERAGE

•TELEPULSE MULTI-MARKET SURVEYS

-

Z'V's NEXT BIG <

RATING
WINNER! I

MJG. 1956 SEPT. 1956
74 - MARKET AVERAGE 14 - MARKET AVERAGE

Write or phone todc

for o pulse quickenir

audition of our newe
rating winner "MEN C

ANNAPOLIS"!



YOUR

buyers' guide
FOR THE FASTEST AND BEST NEWS

PROQRAMMINQ IS

for NEWS of the WORLD and NATION

FOR THE LATEST WEATHER, SPORTS AND MARKETS

FOR FEATURES ON WOMEN, FARMING AND SCIENCE

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
ACCURATE • DEPENDABLE

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE



Index to 1957 Buyers' Guide

RADIO
.TATE-BY. STATE LISTING

|
OF STATIONS. THEIR FACILITIES.

SERVICES AND PINCIPAL PROGRAM TYPES

SECTION

1

LJ. S. 1

' ions

Canadian Stations

CATEGORY DIRECTORIES /• /^B INTRODUCTION

gte SECTION
A

M_ 4CATEGORY DIRECTORIES Vj I INTRODUCT.CN

15

75

Concert Music

Country ik Western Music

Farm Radio

Foreign Language
Latin American

Negro Radio 101

Popular Music 1 1 1

Religious c\ ( fospei 1 1 7

Radio Station Representatives

TELEVISION
STATE-BY-STATE LISTING PAG E NOS

OF STATIONS. THEIR FACILITIES

AND PRINCIPAL PROGRAMING TYPES 121

I '. S. Possessions

Canadian Stations 1
•+"

141

Farm tv 14-2

Feature Films

Film & Slides

Homemakin_
Special Appeals 161

Sports

Studio Facilities

Television Station Representatives

For Radio & Televisi n Trends turn to page 6-10

For How I I ta The 1957 Buyers' Guide turn to page 14



radio

trends

1954

1955

1956

1957

1568 Radio Station Respondents

2172 Radio Station Respondents

2515 Radio Station Respondents

2676 Radio Station Respondents

1954
1568 Respondents

% Respondents

1955
2172 Respondents

% Respondents

1956
2515 Respondents

1957
2676 Respondents

% Respondents °o Respondents

Country & Western Music
(20 weekly hours or more)

14%

iiiiiHiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiilHiiiiiiiiiiiii

16%
24% 17%

P
Farm Specialists
(5 weekly hours or morel

41% 31%
29%

28% _

I I
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Programing Past Midnight

18% 17%
12%

17%

liiliiiiiilllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiillliill

National Network Affiliates

55%

I

50% 4 , 0/
50%

I I I
SIIIIII]|I!IIIIIIIII!!!!!!!IIIIIIIIIIIIIII!!!IIIIIIIIH

Concert Music Specialists

(10 weekly hours or more)

9%
23%

31%

I
29%

1954 1955 1956 1957
1568 Respondents 2172 Respondents 2515 Respondents 2676 Respondents

% Respondents % Respondents % Respondents % Respondents

Pop Music Specialists

(75 weekly hours or more)

12%8%

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBi

15%

lliilllli

15%

Stations scheduling religious programing

91% I 93%

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Latin-American programing

7% 7% 7% 5%

!i:il!!l!!llli!lllllllll!llli!llli llillllllllllllllllSIII ll!!l[IJ>ll]!ll!lilllJI!l!l!!illlllJ!lllllllll!illlllll

Other foreign language programing

19% 17% 16%
11%

Negro audience programing

25%
28<

29% 21 o
o

I I
. ;i[|||l!llll|l||||||!llllllll!lllllllllllll!!i:i!l!llll!llllli!!lli:il!!!!il!iiil!: e



I

First Hooper,

Now Trendex!

WQAM . .

Station "A"
Station "B"
Station "C"
Station "D"
Station "E"
Station "F"
Station 'Mr-

Station "H"
Others . . .

34.1%

15.0%

8.8%

8.5%
:,.;,

5.3%

4.6%

3.5%

3.5%

10.8%

Each month, each reporl adds proof upon proof of WQAM 'a rapid
take-over of .Miami listening. First it was Hooper showing WQAM
way out front with 30.195 of the audi.' >*. Now the oewesl Tr
gives WQAM 35.493 share of audience in the morning, 33.195 in the
afternoon—for an all-Way average of 34.1',

!

All this has l n accomplished without v,, much as a single <_'iv.'., ;

and without a single contesl which required participants t.. (,.• tuned in

in order to win.

(Latest Trtndtx)

7 a. m. -6 p.m.-Monday-Saturday

« >h-.T\ in-r these developments, time-

buyers, both on the scene, and out-of-

town, are fishing in WQAM waters for

sales— ami Landing them. Gel your
own line on Sontlmrn Florida from a

BLAIB man . . . or WQAM General

Manager JACK SANDLER.

WQAM
ing nil - lum

Finn, hi 00 watt*

mi 560 kc.

MIAMI

j

day's Radio for Today's Selling

TODD STORZ,
President

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

WQAM
Miami

Represented by John Blair & Co.

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.

1957 BUYERS' GLIDE



I

Famous on the local scene.

ORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WSPD-.
Toledo, Ohio

BK-TV
tit, Mich.

WSPD
Toledo, Ohio Cleveland, Ohio

WAGA-TV
Atlanta, Ga,

WAGA

WBRC-TV
Birmingham, Ala.

KPTV
Portland, Ore.

WGBS-TV
Miami, Fla.

WWVA WGBS
eling,W.Va. Miami, Fla.



yet known throughout the nation.

The folks at Knobs Creek, Ky., first knew

Lincoln as a boy who lived in this cabin.

The country knew him later as a great,

rm-hearted President.

», had a humble origin . . . was

operator of a little 100-watt

station in Toledo; but the country

Storer Stations as leaders

kets; in community service,

ng and in effective salesmanship.

station is a local station.

M'fc.WV'* w&i&iiA
I 625 Madison Avenue, New York 22 • Plaza 1-3940

SALES OFFICES ^ LEW JOHNSON—midwest sales manager • 230 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago I • Franklin 2-64'

GAYLE GRUBB—vice-president and Pacific coast sales manager • 111 Sutter Street, San Francisco • S

aAM0rfw *

wr



The
Champ
Is Still

hamp!
4 OF 5 TOP
NIGHT-TIME SHOWS

You say that's not enough?

Then how about 20 out of 35

top night-time shows? (Nov. '56,

A. R. B.)

CHAMP IN THE

DAY-TIME, TOO

!

16 of top 25 weekday strips

. . . including Buckskin Bill,

whose top rating is a full 7

points above the No. 2 daytime

show. If you want a break-

down. . . .

8 OF 10 TOP
MORNING SHOWS

and 8 of the top 15 afternoon

shows, for a clean-sweep victory,

morning and afternoon.

6 WINNERS IN

NATIONAL CONTESTS

WAFB-TV is tops in merchandis-

ing, too. Four firsts, one second,

and one "tocf four" in these

shows; 1956-57 "Frank Leahy

Show" . . . "The Millionaire"

. . . "Screen Gems Programs"

. . . "Lucy Show" ... 1956 Bill-

board Promotion . . . 1955-56

"Frank Leahy Show" ... six

more reasons for you to sell

more in Baton Rouge on WAFB-
TV.

WAFB-TV
CBS ABC

First in TV
in Baton Rouge
Reps: Blair TV A»soc.

10

television

trends

1955: Questionnaires totaled 381

1956: Questionnaires totaled 495

1957: Questionnaires totaled 515

1955
Total Resp.—381

No. %
St'ns St'ns
Resp. Resp.

1956
Total Resp.—495

No. %
St'ns St'ns

Resp. Resp.

1957
Total Resp.—515:

1955
Total Resp.—361

No. % I

St'ns St'ns

!

Resp. Resp.:

No.

St'ns

! Resp.

%
St'ns

Resp.

1956 1957
Total Resp.—495 Total Resp.—515

No. % No. %
St'ns St'ns St'ns St'ns

Resp. Resp. Resp. Resp.

Daily local newscasts

413 84°o
439

364 96%

Syndicated films

85%

312 82%
377 76 391 76%

,illJlli;illll!llllllll!lllllllll!llllllll!lllll!!;illlllllllllllllH

Local newsreel coverage

llllllllillllllllllllllllllllllll

Afternoon films

1911 50%
263 1 53%

303 59% I

228 1 60

273 67' 292 67% 1

Daily sportscasts

llilH flllll!ll!lll!llllll!l!!lll![llll!!lllll!lllllllllllllllll!!llllllllllllllllll

Early evening films

319 85%
350 71

410 80%

125133% 110127%r i
119 127%

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

Homemaking programs Late evening films

319 96%
348 70

365 71% 1
318 83%

402
350 86°c

92% m

iiinii iii Him inn mum m mi mi mini 1 i" « imtnmiinmii iiiiiiimiiiiiui imnmmiiiiiiii

Farm service programing Uhf channel allocations

207156%
245 I 50%

273 53%

125 128° 100 1 20%28° 100
l

|
28,

|

101 I 19%

iimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimmiimmiiiiiiiimiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
rm

Based on number of stations reporting feature film.

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE



PHONE 74-57U

>MHU»-TV
TTT^REET, SYRACUSE 8,

l0 i COURT STRtti.

MEREDITH
SYRACUSE

TELEVISION
CORP-

HEW YORK

„ oUr station
^o its debut °? Ttlated a

srts^tas
pre3en

froffi 2

b, *~

»

- -*"
TW aovance rating Jrformance s.

for the first

ft "30 Se
February 8 -

Bating
Station
y^EH-TV - en<

OPP^^Sonunand Degi.

Opposition

sYiov the ev
tlons °* ~

te lecast3
an°

are

117.

^^dlnti
t

vfce President

AFFILIATE
n ,TTER HOMES AND GARDE

D WITH BETTER «^
NS AN SUCCESSF ulFAR

M.NG MAGAZINES

KCMO and KCMO-TV, Kansas City • KPHO and KPHO-TV,Phoenix

WOW and WOW-TV,Omaha • WHEN and WHEN-TV,Syracus«

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE 11



SIX COMPLETE

BMI PROGRAM

PACKAGES

B'
roadcasters are now receiving six important program
scripts from BMI on a regular basis. These scripts are

filling a vital role in the daily programming logs of stations

in ever) section of the country.

BMI scripts, ranging from daily five-minute shows
to special-event programs of all types, are mailed to BMI-licensed stations

on a monthly basis. They are written for commercial use and tailored to the

needs of all types of broadcast operations.

BMI scripts are perfectly suited both to the station with a small staff,

limited facilities and curtailed budgets, as well as to the large operation with

full orchestra and complete program staff.

THE AMERICAN STORY
Newest of the BMI scripts . . . prepared

by BMI in association with the Society

of American Historians. Each fifteen-

minute program consists of a single nar-

rative written by an outstanding Ameri-

can historian, expert in the period or

subject. Here are the fascinating and in-

spiring stories of our country from the

age of discovery to the age of the atom.

Top prestige programming.

THE BOOK PARADE

MILESTONES

Sparkling 15-minute scripts written by
the most prominent of literary figures.

This series is being hailed as "a conspir-

acy against ignorance" and has sky-

rocketed into national prominence. An-
other BMI script for top prestige pro-

gramming.

Full half-hour presentations . . .

simple to do, saleable, excellent

listening. Usually four per month,

sometimes five. Each script com-

memorates a special date or event

of national importance.

STORIES FROM THE SPORTS RECORD

Music and sports team up in this

scries devoted to eye-witness ac-

counts df dramatic action on the

baseball diamond, in the prize ring.

mi the gridiron and elsewhere. ... A
complete script package available

three times weekly as a 15-minute

presentation.

ACCORDING TO THE RECORD
Timely facts about the unusual,

with musical cues that fit neatly into

a dynamic 5-minute show. . . . High-

ly commercial. . . . Available 7 times

per week for 52 weeks. Now in its

13th successful year.

MEET THE ARTIST
Behind the scenes . . . three-a-

week 15-minute scripts loaded

with factual biographical mate-

rial about recording artists in

the public favor. Fills a vital need

in areas where such data is not

easily available. Highly commer-
cial.

BMI makes no charge to its licensees for this program

service. Each script is designed as a practical program

and its use for commercial sale is encouraged.

Your program manager is receiving all of the BMI pro-

gram scripts. Put them to work. If your script packages

are not being received, write immediately to BMI Sta-

tions Service Department.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC
NEW YORK

12

CH ICACO HOLLYWOOD TORONTO

589 Fifth Avenue

New York 17, N. Y.

MONTREAL

1957 BUYERS' GLIDE
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JEREMY SPRAGLE Med%\y-> c"™»""*a- & w*^>
ri ew i ork

"Whenever specialized programing is desired, the BUYERS'
GUIDE is a handy central reference which eliminates the need
for time-consuming phone calls."

MARGIE THOMAS .
. , D srI lmebuyer, Doremus & Co.

"BUYERS' GUIDE is an extremely valuable tool for the busy
timebuyer. It's a great asset to me in determining the programing
analysis of a station—a 'must' for our Wall Street clients."

HOW
TIMEBUYERS

JEROME M. SACHS T
Yz

e

k
buyer

'

D°> l*Dm*B™b«h > **«>

"I keep my copy of the BUYERS' GUIDE right by my side,

along with all my other important reference books. I use my BUY-
ERS' GUIDE as a supplement in solving any problem."

USE THE BUYERS' GUIDE

1 v/lYl llrirvU 1 Timebuyer, Donahue & Coe, New York

"The BUYERS' GUIDE is the buyers' handbook—the best avail-

able reference book for clear, concise information on specialized

programing."

T FP DAl^F^ Media Supervisor, Richard K. Manoff, New York

"I keep the BUYERS' GUIDE handy on my desk at all times. I

find it a very handy tool for pre-determining markets to be used for

specialized audiences."

HFORHF AVTHOVV Media Director, Stromberger, La-
V-J1^V>HVVJ1^ r^l> X llvyA > 1 Vene McKertzie, Los Angeles

"We use the BUYERS' GUIDE to good advantage—especially

when a client is interested in some specialized market such as pro-

graming to reach the Spanish-speaking population, western music

programing to reach audiences who like that type of music. It

serves as a quick-reference guide to the 'editorial climate' of stations

and enables us to get a picture of programing in a hurry from one

central source."



ALABAMA
DAILY HOUR*

RADI l 1 k D1RI

-t I *LY MOURI

City Call i.lt.r. fr.,
Nail

n»r»ar». National r.p
Paat- Paa Cavalry.

N«t»art and aiinla Cam.rt WmI«« RaJlf Warn a a*. I r.rai I,.,, H.,. larrlaaa

ALBERTVILLE

ALEXANDER CITY

ANDALUSIA
ANNISTON

\\ \\l *

WRFS*
630

1050

.(HI |)

1U I) kit- S< ii- & Vyoi

BIRMINGHAM

0OTHAN

\\<
i
\* 'en :,u Mi:- Besl

21 13 id

12

WIIMV 1450 \lti -.ii- ,\

7

lu

\\SP< 1 190 5-D.l-N MBS W 9 in 8 .'] 3«

ATHENS WJMW Til) lkw-D 15 .1 \
•

AUBURN WAUD 1230 :'.->()« VBI 7 15 Hi in*

BESSEMER Will 1 150 250w ___ Dora-Claw<m X X \ 6 in

1 10

1

\P.W
I P

\p ,-i

M*

\P

\\ MM" 1070 10D.5-N \HC Blair 6 • l •J III
•

2 M'
WBRC 960 5kw CBS Katz H 9 12 • \p
\\i Kl 1260 lkw-D 7n 14 1 l p -

WFKI) 1220 lkw-D l'i .ii -..ii 8 1 84 i r

Willi 850 10-D.l-N MBS Weed 4 26 If
Willi- 11(10 250w Rambi 60 \ i p
WLBS 900 lkw-D 6 21 !•

! P

WSG.N 610 5-D.l-N \i;i V.R.&Mcl 3 90 10 7 10 I* VP
W\OK 690 50kw-D K nlin 1 . l;.-|i-. 10 70 8 3 l P

BREWTON WEBJ 1240 250w k.M U.-t 8 5 12 24 _ — NP
CULLMAN WKl 1 1340 250w K.M 21 45 12 17 X* l P

DECATUR WAJF 1 190 250w 98 3 8# 18 1
1'

WHOS* 800 lkw-D Thos. Clark 36 14 24 8 10 12* 3 \r i w
WMSL 1 100 250w K.M Dora-Clayton 4 24 5 36 12 13 10* \f
W V.Y 1320 lkw M!< McGillvra S2 I, 8 I I \l-

WDK; 1130 250w \HC II.-i 18

WOOF 560 5kw-D I hos. • l.irk 17 I! \P
EUFAULA \\1 I V 1240 250w \\ 8 26 12 I P

FAYETTE WNNWF 990 lkw D kl!- Besl 29 20 10 I P

FLOMATON WTCB 990 500-D Besl 32 lo in
l P

FLORENCE WJOI 1340 250w NIB- 9 50 14 6 15 5* 2 7

WOWL 1240 250w ABC 1! ! 11! i ••.111 5 36 4 9 15 14 16* 4 1 7 \l'

FOLEY WHEP 1310 lkw-D 42 3 14 4 15 3* 4 8 2 \l\ 1

FORT PAYNE WFPA 1 100 250w n.-i 90 36

WZOB 1250 lkw-D KBS 20 4 20 6 12 3 3 2 i P 1

GADSDEN WETO 930 lkw-D kliS McGillvra 10 40 21 8 5* X 10 10 1 P

WGAD 1350 5kw ABC Rambeau 3 17 24 4 32 3* 1 5 7 \p w

GENEVA WGEA 1150 lkw-D Continental 39 4 28 10 11 2» 6 5 7 \P:W
GREENVILLE win \ 1380 lkw-D 1!. -i 30 8 30 12 10 1« 6 6 7 1 P

GUNTERSVILLE WGSV 1270 lkw-D KBS 20 4 20 12 13 4* 2 6 1 P

HALEYVILLE WJBB 1230 25( >w MBS iL.t.l 1 1 l\ toll 7 48 16 11 25 27* 11 1 P

HAMILTON WERH 970 5kw-D kl?- Best 11 % 34 10 20 2 2 5 1 1 P;Se

HOMEWOOD WEZB 1320 lkw-D 84 1 7 10 1 P

HUNTSVILLE WBHP 1230 250w K.M 9 10 8 6 3 2» 2 »

WFTJN 1450 250w Sears & Aver 76 7 20 5 7 X* 1 2 6

WHBS 1550 • SOO-N ABC 7 28 26 7 4* 3 5

MARION WJAM 1310 lkw-D 41 2 23 6 13 3« 1 2 16 \P

MOBILE NYNBB 1480 5kw \l!< llr.ipham 58 18 I P

\\K\B 840 lkul) Ml:- Forjoe 20 50 II 10 VP

WKRG* no ikw I P>- \\. r\ -Knoilt'l 21 vp

WMOZ %0 lkul) Peai 14 98 I P

MONROEVILLE W MFC 1220 250-D KBS Besl II 10 i
., VP

MONTGOMERY W \P\ 1600 lkw \.M W..lk.-r 70 \P -

WBAM i40 50k-D Radio-IN Reps 38 11 I P

Wl ON 1170 lOkw i II- R ism.r 32 12 I P

WMC.Y 800 lkw-l) 58 I P

WRMA 950 lkw-D McGillvra 3 87 \P

WSFA 1440 5-D.l-N NBC Headley-Reed 6 36 5 14 3 VP

MUSCLE SHOALS WLAY 1450 250w Best 62 9 7 17 8' 6 4 3

0NEONTA WCRL 1570 250-D KBS 25 13 20 9 6* 2 6 VP:T.W
0PELIKA WJHO 1400 250* K.M Indie Sales 6 »4 45 5 20 7 13 8* 2 5 IP:W

radio

symbols I

* ,im st.ition with fm affiliate

+ fm st.ition

D-Daytime power

N-Night power
• local sports covered

t Latin-American programing in-

cluded in foreign language

total

V tegory claimed, but hours

unspecified

category unclaimed

SERVICES: AP—AstocUted
RN' — Broadcast N

Bl'P

—

Briti-h United

—International News Service,

IP— United P-

atcd Program Ser\ ice, C—C-

-

St— Standard, T— R
Th«auru«. W—World.
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

ALABAMA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letter* Freq. Pwwer
Natl

iwtworli National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pon
music Concert

Country,

Western Relig News Sports

Hrae-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service*

PP WAMI «60 lkw-D 25 20 15 7 1 V-2 6 2 UP
«NIX CITY WPNX (See COLUMBUS, GA.)

IICHARD WAIP 1270 lkw-D Walker 24 3 31 5 3 2 3 AP
JSSELLVILLE WWWR 920 lkw-D KBS Be>t 28 10 X 9 2 2 1 UP
:OTTSBORO WCRI 1050 250-D 2 27 4 20 6 8 4* 2 4 4 AP;T

LMA WGWC 1340 250w CBS llulman 9 60 2 30 5 10 5' 1 1 20 UP
WHBB 1490 250w K,N 25 8 10 5 15 4* 2 5

'LACAUGA WFEB 1340 250w MBS 6 53 13 10 5 3» 3 4 3 UP
WMLS l2'»o lkw-D 25 14 6 7 3 2 6 AP

M.LADEGA WHTB* 1230 250w MBS Continental 4 37 9 37 10 10 4' 2 2 60 AP
\LLASSEE WTLS 1300 lkw-D 24 6 24 7 7 2* 2 2 6 AP
HOMASVILLE WJDB 630 lkw-D KBS Dixie. St. 50 3 30 6 9 3 6 6 UP
JSCALOOSA WJRD 1150 5kw \ in

.

Rambeau 7 6(1 5 15 6 15 15* 3 2 UP
WNPT 12:10 5kw ABC Indie Sales 6 20 10 30 3 1 1 X* 2 5 AP

JSCUMBIA WVNA 1590 5kw-D Devney 66 4 10 6 3 4' 3 3 6 UP;T
JSKEGEE WTUS 580 500-D KBS 66 6 2* UP
EST POINT WRLD* 1490 250w ABC Thos. Clark 6 20 8 11 7 10 8* % 8 AP;T

') INFORMATION: Inniston VYAXA
: A.tmore, WAT.M; Birmingham, WAPM. WJLN; Carrollton. WRAG; Clanton. WKLF; Cullman, VVKMH; Demopoliv WXAL; Enterpri-

li;i; Gadsden, WGWD ; Jackson, WPBB; Jasper, W WWB; Mobile, WALA; Ozark, WOZK; Piedmont. WPID: Roanoke, WELR; Scottsboro. WROS; Trov, WTBF
scaloosa WTBO; Wetumpka, WKTU.

MBOLS: I
* am-fm station

) % fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

local sports covered
Lat. Amer. included

x figure unspecified

category unclaime

ARIZONA

OENIX

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

networli Na'icnal rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop
music Concert

Country.

Western Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

5BEE KSUN 1230 250w MBS 4 25 6 4 6 13 11* X — UP;Se.T

)UGLAS KAWT 1450 251 )u K,M Best 6 60 7 5 15 18 12* 3 2 — — UP;LW.W

AGSTAFF KCLS 600 5kw NBC 5 46 12 12 4 10 T 1 2 10 _ APT
KVNA 690 lkw MBS McGillvra 6 1 78 9 4 4 19 6 4t AP

OBE KWJB 1240 _•:.() u NBC Ravmer 8 3 3 3 3 2 % % 4t

)LBROOK K D.ll 1270 lkw-D KBS Best 2 32 2 9 4 6 6* 4 2 12t .... UP:LWA
NGMAN KAAA 1230 250w X X X 3 9 3* 3 1 It AP
:SA KTYL* 1.510 1-D,500-N 84 2 3 6 1* % 10 2 4 1 P:-M

)GALES KNOG 1340 250w CBS Best 10 58 5 1 11 2* 10t

KIFN 860 lkw-D Natl Tin: Oakes 70t

KO.M* 1400 250w \\ .1.1. 12(1

K.OOI 960 5k

w

CBS \M Radio Sale? 11 6 113 22 ',

KOY 550 5kw MBS Blair 73 16 27

KPHO 910 5kw ABC Katz 55 22

KRIZ 1230 250w Burn-Smith 6 122 22 12 2t

KRUX 1340 250w _ Young 6 102 12

kt\i; 620 5kw NBC Ravmer 60 21 10

UP
INS

UP
I P

UP:A

UP

UP

\C:I ,St,T

CSON KCNA 580 5-D.500-N ABC Gill-Perna 35 60

KKVT 690 250w-D Natl Im: Oakes 68 11 85t

KOPO 1150 250w CBS AM Radio Sales 12 1 24 15 12 15

KTKT 1490 250w For joe 112 12

KTUC 1400 250w MBS Blair 12 18 12 22 i..

KVOA 1290 Ikw NBC Raymer 86 i
., 18 22f

INFORMATION: Clifton, Kill' lidge ctCKY; Prescott, ETCA; Safford. KGI.T- : fuma, CYUM.

\P

Si

AP

UP

1 l':-..W

UP:C

NSLOW KVNC 1010 1.D.500A MBS 7 50 5 7 6 24 3' 2 5f AP.UP

MA KOLD 1240 250w KBS 2 140 35 20 3 15 14* 3 14f INS

KYM A 1 100 250w MBS Radio-Tv Reps 10 y-i 70 .... 4 29 17* 5 2 7t AP:Se,W

10" BUYERS' GUIDE



K\hl- l I k DIKI i I

ARKANSAS
DAILY HOURS

l
*

\ f-

*i i Kir HOURS

City Call liltiri Fr««

Natl
network National rep Network mid

Pop Countrj

munc Concert Wnltfll Rah| N-.i Sportt aklaf Turn forum

.RKADELPHIA K\KC 12 U) 250w MBS U.-t 31 ll II
•

II

ATESVILLE KUTA L340 250* k.M l!.-i 9 10 7

LYTHEVILLE KLCN* 910 5kw-D 1'.- ii-.. ii in 3 21 X

AMDEN KAMD i i:>o 251 hs MBS 8 10
• » .

ROSSETT KAGH l.UO 250« lti>Uii. i \ M.irlin Ii) 14 4

L DORADO KDMS
KGRH

1290 lkw-D Best; in 25 3 19 5

AYETTEVILLE 1 150 250w MBS Walker 7 40 3

ORREST CITY k\JK <>;,u 5kw-D M'.- He«l 6 18

ORT SMITH kl I'U 12.it) 250 v. CBS \w IS -kllllllt'l 8 2 1

i ;

*]•'• toe-vim

21 M\U
VI'. U

\l'

VI'.U

\ VP

; I I' l

\l'

6 I I' I \\

KTCS UK) ,imi I) .. .... 55 5 10 3 8 1

kW 1 1

N

1120 5kw K.iml,. .in 11 23 13 15 I
i

iARRISON KHOZ 1210 250w 36 1 i 19 10 15 3

IELENA KFFA 1360 lkw MBS Best 8 24 3 li) 7 12 X

lOT SPRINGS KBIIS 590 lkw-D -.Ml- iN, \\ll- 49 4 .". 10 11

KBLO HTO 1U-D Indie Sales II 33 10

VP.I V

i r

vp

i I- i

15 VP;( I

1 I I'

VP

k\VF( I 350 lkw \.M V.R&Mcl 6 to 5 6 15
•

1 1
'. VP

ONESBORO KBTM* 12.'.o 2.")()w k.M Burn-Smith 4 41 4 10 9 18 9» 2 6 i
, m\\\

. KNEA 970 lkw-D .. . . Cill-Perna 52 1 16 2 4 3* X i i' i

.ITTLE ROCK KARK 920 :,u NBC IVlfN 6 40 7 17 14 15 2 3 5 VP.I p

KGHI 12.-.D IU Bum-Smith 1 112 15 10- 1 l':\\

KLRA 1010 10-D.5-N \BC Raymer X X 39 6 17 7 17 1« 1 \l'

KTHS 1000 ".Oku i BS Branham 9 23 1 12 4 13 1 1 5 5 VP

k\M 1 ().-,(

)

lkw-D
B. O'Connell;
K.i, ii., i\ i;.|,- 63 9 12 11 % \r

k\l K 11.->l) 5-D.l-N Pearson 88 12 to 2 18 VP

vtAGNOLIA KVMA 630 lkw-D MBS r,.ii-,,n 11 4 15 5 29 7 3 3 5 AP;W
MALVERN kBOk 1 120 lkw-D KBS Devney 27 5 17 8 7 1* 2 1 3 AP
vAcGEHEE KVSA 1220 lkw-D B.-i 36 4 18 5 10 X* 1 3 6 VP I

vAENA KENA 1450 2
-.o-l

)

kBS Best 70 20 1 12 3* 1 2 AP
VtONTICELLO kHBM 1430 lkw-D 1 (, llllllrlil.il 17 5 27 7 11 4* 4 7 UP;Se
UORRILTON kVOM 8(H) 250-D 24 20 5 7 6* 3 5 AP;C,St,

MOUNTAIN HOME kilo 1 100 250w KBS Best 8 8 18 4 12 3» 1 6 UP;W
NEWPORT kNBi 1280 lkw-D 20 16 10 15 2 V* 1 5

OSCEOLA KOSE 860 lkw-D KBS B. -t 46 8 5 5 12 4 5 6 AP;W
^ARAGOULD kDRS 1 190 25(hv 51 5 6 22 12 !• 2 10 AP
PINE BLUFF KCLA 1400 250w Best 70 22 10 lo \P

KOTN 1 100 2.-.Ou MBS 5 62 13 22 4 16 15 6 18 AP:'I.W

POCAHONTAS KPOC* 1 120 lkw-D KBS 6 3 6 13 4 6 10 AP;W .

ROGERS KAMO 1390 lkw-D }),-: 56 1 17 5 10 5* 2 4 1 l':C.T.

SEARCY KWCB 1300 lkw-D KBS II. •-! 41 20 14 9 4* 3 VP

SILOAM SPRINGS KUOA* 1290 5kw-D MBS Dora-Clayton 4 13 11 4 12 17 6* 5 MM \\.

SPRINGDALE KBRS 1310 250w ABC 6 35 6 10 15 13 8* 5 10 \l'

STUTTGART KWAK 1210 250w MBS Best 4 34 13 8 14 5* 1 12 \r ~.\\

TEXARKANA KCMC* 1230 250w ABC V.R&McC 8 42 1 8 3 29 10* 1 6 AP
KTFS 1400 250w KBS Indie Sales 76 2 9 7 11 2» 3 3 3 I P:W

WALNUT RIDGE KRLW 1320 lkw-D 56 2 15 7 3 2 2 1 P; 1

WARREN KWRF 860 250-D Best 20 5 12 5 7 X* l 3 3 AP:W

NO INFORMATION: Benton, KKI'.A Cai
ltkarkana, Knsi

l.ii. KPLN; K. n\ hi KKI.I>: Forth • KFSA :
KXAR noth <prine: KAMS: MIL. KXI

CALIFORNIA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Nttl

network National rep
Post- Pop Country.

Network mid music Concert Western Rclig

Heat-
Sports Bikini Farm Foreian Nearo

ALTURAS k< NO 570 lku-I) Besl 25 19 1 P;( .S.

ARCATA
AVALON
BAKERSFIELD

KEN! 1340 250w ( ,r.uil 90 35 12 10 VP;&

kl'.h. 740 loU-D Weed 100 MM V

KAFY 550 lku MBS 6 62 4 27 10 i 10» X 4 12 UP
KBIS 970 lkw Young 6 122 12 4 UP
KKK\* 1410 lkw CBS Bavmer 10 22 2 8 4 17 2 3 3 UP;C

KG! 1 1230 250w NBC HoUingbery 4 65 2 9 6* 9+ IP
KM VP 1490 250w Forjoe 53 2 36 6 7 20* 2 25+ 14 UP
KPMC 1560 lOkw Bum-Smith Oak ?s9 1 53 2 13 5 24 2 5

— j. UP
KWSO (Sec \\ VSCO)

195" Bl/YKRS' GLIDE 17



RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

CALIFORNIA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letter* Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Country,

Network mid music Concert Western Relig News Sports making Farm Forelon Neirt Servlo

18

.ANNING KPAS 1490 2:.<hs Webb 100 — 12 4' 2 4 UP
ARSTOW KWTC 1230 250w ABC 5 84 7 5 26 X* 1 9t UP
ERKELEY KRE* 1400 250w Grant 21 35 23 7 26 8 AP

V7.SH0P KIBS 1230 250w KBS Bdcst Tm Sis „_ 60 5 6 10 10 3 3 1 UP;C,Se L
.C
YTHE KYOR 1450 250w ABC Pearson X — 21 13 8 7 18 .... 3 6t 4 UP

f\awley KROP 1300 lkw ABC !'. ur-nii 11 .... 30 9 24 2' 3 „_. UP
JRBANK KBLA 1490 250w Webb — — 150 — — 25 1 4' 1 lit 5 UP;C

,
L
^LEXICO KICO 1490 250w Cooke-O'Connell 1 21 28 14 4 27 4* 4 7 4t AP ^.

HICO KHSL 1290 5kw CBS Avery-Knodel 8 — 45 — — 16 7* 3 UP X

M KXOC 1060 lOkw MBS liranliam 8 2 56 3 21 9 21 17* 6 UP;St
^pALINGA KBMX 1170 500-D Webb 47 1 12 2 7 2* 3 1 UP
q-^RONA KBUC 1370 lkw — — 80 — 8 10 12 1 X 6 14t UP U

jJESCENT CITY KCRE ] luii 250w 31 35 17 X 7 1* X AP;St,W 11

'. CENTRO KXO 1230 250w MBS Kaynier 7 78 10 — 7 26 X* 4 UP; St »

,7,IREKA KHUM 1240 250w CBS Pearson 8 36 4 7 3 11 6* X 3 AP;C
KIEM* 1480 5kw MBS Blair 6 64 10 7 22 6* 3 3 LiP;McG ___

fjjJRT BRAGG KDAC 1230 250w KBS % 42 10 6 4 11 2« 1 2 1 AP
ESNO

i

II.

7v

KBIF 900 lkw-D Weed 70 — — 3 30 1 LP ;:

KFRE 940 50kw CBS Blair X 15 18 — 3 19 3* 1 10 LP i

KGST IMItl lkw-D Forjoe .... 12 2 31 3 3 2 i
., 44t 7 LP

•;'

KMAK 1340 250w MeGavren-Qhiinn 117 — 11 AP ;.

KMJ* 580 5kw NBC Raymer 7 6 65 3 3 4 25 3* 2 6 AP,LP;\«

KRFMJ 93.7 70kw Blair 49

KYNO 1300 lkw MBS Hollingbery 6 1 35 — 9 9 17 16* 12t UP:T
ENDALE KFMU* 97.1 58kw 6 168 — — .... it

KUTEJ 101.9 12kw 6 84 84 .... X UP
VNFORD KNGS 620 lkw .... 76 4 6 7 12 6» 1 8 17t LP;Se V

NCASTER KAYL 1340 250w Bdcst Tm Sis 70 17 2 6 18 10* 5 3 _.. LP:LW
KBVM 1380 lkw-D Young 91 .... 9 5* AP

iDI KCVR 1570 lkw-D ._. 20 7 35 6 % y2 3 % UP; St

NG BEACH KFOX* 1280 lkw Headley-Reed — 6 24 .... .... 5 5' 10 18 UP
KGER 1390 5kw KBS 1 10 8 70 4 X i 9 AP y

KNOBJ 103.1 320w - . 22 19 % II

SES ANGELES KABC* 790 5kw ABC Katz 6 2 64 9 10 2 1 AP

A
KALI (See PASADENA)
KBIG (See AVALON)
KBLA (See BLRBANK)
KCBHt 98.7 75kw 39 45 _ -

)L KDAY (See SANTA MONICA)
N
IS

)C

c

KFAC* 1330 5kw Boiling .... 6 155 2 3 10 AP
KFI 640 50kw NBC Christal 7 6 42 8 2 3 21 5 4 5 AP
KFOX* (See LONG BEACH)
KFWB* 980 5kw Branham 6 150 3 5 14 8* AP :'

KGER (See LONG BEACH)
KGFJ 1230 250w 6 85 1 % 14 12 2 % 3t 24 UP 1

KGIL (See SAN FERNANDO)
KHJ* 930 5kw MRS H-R Reps X 41 4 10 31 3* 3 Y4 .... INS.LP

KLAC 570 5-D,l-N Young 6 150 2 14 X UP
KMPC 710 50-D.10-N AM Radio Sis 6 145 3 13 2* y2 It AP.INS

KNOB (See LONG BEACH)
KNX* 1070 50kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 9 6 41 33 y2 2 17 3» V-2 2 AP.LP:LV
KPOL 1540 lOkw Keller 6 120 16 5 13 AP:A.LW
KPOP 1020 5kw-D Bdcst Tm Sis 55 , .. 6 4 3 17t 17 AP
KRKD* 1150 5-D,l-N Meeker 6 64 2 10 X 3 21t INS:W
KUTEI (See GLENDALEt
KWKW 1 v,.,. PASADENA)
KWOW (See POM<>\ \i

KXLA 1 Ser PASADENA)
RYSVILLE KMYC* 1410 5-DJ-N MBS Bdcst Tm Sis 9 30 13 2 26 X* 7 AP;W

KUBA (See YUBA CITY)
NRCED KWIP 1580 500-D 78 2 12 1 1 AP:St

M k)n» 1480 5kw K,M Headley-Reed 6 39 18 12 5 23 11" 1 4 13t LP
'DESTO KBEE* 970 lkw Ravmer 71 19 11 17 X* X 15t LP

KMOD
KTRB*

1360 lkw ABC Mieker 4 65 3 12 7 27 4* 3 3 5t AP

i

860 10-D.l-N 62 5 22 9 16 5* X 4 LP: St
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RADIO MAST! R DIKI

CALIFORNIA 1 ronttrut

:
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

f '*
\ r

City QUI Itltrr, Fraq Poww
Natl Pat- Pa»

natvart National rap Natwark mid mmlt
Country.

Cancart Wealacn Rollf Na»> Seort. aafciaa Farej far.iin Naara lanrlaaa

JNTEREY KMBY
KXXL

1240

630

250W CBS Pearson 10 29 1 3 21 6* 3t l P

lkw Burn-Smith 87 22 7 4# X 1 \P;N 1

sPA
EDLES

I.KLAND

k\n\ 1H0 ".()()« 65 \l'

KSFJ nil 250w KHS i . .ni in. nt .i

I

40 12 10 L2 2 I IN-. I

MA 910 5k* Weed 50 20 15 \l- Si u

ki;o\\ 960 lku Raymi i i'.'i B l» i r

k\\l!R 1310 lkw Foi joe 15 191 l'HI i I'

I EANSIDE KSi i; 1320 500w 100 13 II M-

IITARIO KOCS* 1510 2501) Besl 10 4t I I'

lOVILLE

I.NARD

j.LM SPRINGS
ISADENA

kMltK 1340 250w KHS i ciiiiii.iii.il 10 _ i r

KOXR 910 1U-I) 55 12t \l'

ki Ml 1340 250w CBS Radio-T\ Reps 5 84 _ 2 28

k \l I

KWKW
k\l \

I 130

1300

1110

5kw-D jn 57t

lkw Bilr>t Tin s l~ y* _ 10 136t

lOkv 140 11

I I'.tt

I P

\l'

M';\\

TALUMA KAFP 1 190 250w Bdcst Tm Sis 70 3 7 15 3« 2 11 3 UP;W
TTSBURG KECC 990 lkw W. S. Grant 63 3 18 21 12 X* 18 2 5t 3 UP
MONA KWOW 1600 1-D.500-N 117 4 3 •

6t

iRTERVILLE KTIP 1450 LT.Ou AJC X . . X X # 6 It UP
D BLUFF KBLF 1 190 250w ABC 82 14 3 2 14 7* X 7 UP
ODING kKlM. 1230 250w MBS Best 8 56 3 9 7 45 6 %

KSDA moo 25(>w W. S. Grant 107 12 3 2 2» 3 % AP
KVCV 600 lk%s CBS \ ery-Knodel 10 15 5 11 6 11 6* 3 8 I P

DLANDS KCAL 1410 lkw-D 1 uiilm.-nl.il 82 2 3 8 4* 3 7t _
VERSIDE KPKO nui lkw Pearson 2 6 144 — 12 In 3t _ 1 P

CRAMENTO KCRA* 1320 :,u Mil. Petry 7 42 25 4 30 5 5 5 UP
KFBK* 1530 50kw ABC Raymer X 6 60 ft 17 4 32 7* 2 6

KGMS 1380 lkw Forjoe 6 141 24 3 2 7 4 6t AP;I.W,»

KROY 1210 250w CBS Ilnllingbery 9 % 41 9 6 3 17 5 3 1

KXOA* 1470 lkw MBS Branham 6 % 82 2 2 2 22 3» 3 % LP;St.T

LINAS KSBW 1380 lkw MBS Headley-Reed 1 67 3 27 10» 3 6 9t AP;W
,N BERNARDINO KCBS 1350 500w W. S. Grant .... 94 3 2 13 6* % 8t IP

KFXM 590 lkw MBS X 50 5 10 30 11- 1 14t LP:W
kilo 1290 5kw ABC Hollingbery X 46 4 1 12 22 3' 3 1 8t UP
KRNO 1210 250w Bdcst Tm Sis _ 75 17 15 10 7 1« X 2 12t 15 UP

N DIEGO KCBQ 1170 5-D,l-N 'l ..IIML' 6 154 5 14 7 UP
KFMB 540 5kw CBS Petry 10 _ 51 10 4 31 4 2 2 AP
KFSD* 600 5kw NBC Katz 7 53 1 _.. % 21 2» 5 3 AP;Sl

KGB 1360 lkw MBS H-R Reps 10 13 8 36 3* 1 AP:W
KSDO 1130 5-DJ-N __ Pearson _. 1 130 3 3 x» 2 UP
KSON* 1240 250w Forjoe __ 126 7 AP

censed in XEAC 690 5kw Oakes 74 6 1 26t 12 UP
Tijuana, Mex.) XERB 1090 50kw 57 64 9 7 12

.N FERNANDO KGIL 1260 lkw 6 152 3 9 AP

.N FRANCISCO KCBS* 740 5i iku CBS CBS Radio Spot 8 6 6 40 4 1 19 X 5 3 All

KEARt 97.3 lOkw Burn-Smith 111 1 3 St

kiiic 610 5kw MBS H-R Reps 4 42 12 50 10 3 INS.l l':V

KGO* 810 50kw ABC Blair 6 % 82 __ 40 X ^ 2 APJNS
KJBS 1100 lkw Young 3 154 X \P.1NS

.

KLOK (See SAN JOSE)

KLX (See OAKLAND)
KNBC* 680 50kw NBC NBC Spot X 6 66 16 5 4 13 5 5 4 AP.UP:T
KOBY 1550 lOkw Forjoe 1 119 4 % 10 X AP
KROW (See OAKLAND)
KSAN 1450 250w Stars National 10 30 10 Ur 125 1 P

KSAY 1010 lOkw-D Pearson 55 19 15 93

KSFO 560 5kw Headlev-Reed 122 2 6 X UP
KSJO* (See SAN JOSE)
KWBR (See OAKLAND)
KYA 1260 5-D.l-N % 15 ^ 13 x» LP

IN JOSE KEEN 1370 lkw W. S. Grant 35 14 56 14 7 4* 1 2 8+ IP
KLOK
KSJO*

1170

1590

5 k « R. O'Connell 31 3 1 8 3 % ^ 1 68t UP:C
1-D.500-N Bdcst Tm Sis 123 7 5 3* 21- — LP:St

KXRX 1500 lkw 161 _ \P
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I IK DIRECTORY

CALIFORNIA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

networl [ National rep Network
Post- Pop
mid music Concert

Country,
Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service;

V,N LUIS OBISPO KATY 1340 250w Meeker 105 2 4 2 15 7* 5 %t UP;\V
r

fi_ KVEC JJd 1-D,500-N MBS Headley-Reed 10 37 5 13 21 3* 2 2 AP;St

;i
U>AN MATEO KVSM 1050 lkw-D .

Oakes 12 — 72 3 X INS

KAN RAFAEL KTIM 1510 lkw-D 50 10 % 10 6 5' 3 y2 10 UP
^ANTA ANA KWIZ* 1 ll'.u lkw W. S. Grant 91 _ 1 14 10* i 10t UP
'^tANTA BARBARA KDB 1 I'm 250w 1 126 — 7 .... UP;Sl

H
i

KIST 1340 250w NBC Hollingbery 9 45 8 3 26 5 5 % 16t UP
KTMS 1250 lkw \n<: Ray trier 40 9 2 6 27 3' 2 2 9t AP

-JANTA CRUZ KSCO Ki::ii 1-D.500-N Bdcst Tm Sis 66 28 1 3 3 3' _ AP;St/l

^ANTA MARIA KCOY 1400 250w Best 80 5 1 4 14 5* 2 6 4t AP;W
\- KSMA 1240 250w 80 20 1 2 11 4* 6 % 1 UP
ZjANTA MONICA KDAY 1580 lOkw-D Forjoe; D-C 26 —

.

— 2 4 3 39t 30 UP
J .ANTA PAULA KSPA 1400 LT.Dw KBS 17 53 2 3 7 '

2 2* 42t

-jANTA ROSA KSRO 1350 lkw 70 24 — 3 3 1« 3 __.. UP
J ONORA KROG 1450 250w W. S. Grant 87 3 6 2 10 2* 2 X 1 UP
TOCKTON

KSTN 1420 lkw Hollingbery 6 122 14 21

KJOY 1280 lkw 100 2 18 3* 1 12t UP
KRAK 1140 5kw Blair 1 62 9 29 3 5 !• 3 3t UP

UP
1

KWG 1230 250w ABC Boiling 6 59 2 5 8 If. 4» % % UP
* USANVILLE KSUE 1240 250w 60 8 7 X X* 2 2 UP
AFT KTKR 1310 500-D 55 6 2 5 1* i

., UP
ULARE KCOK 1270 lkw MBS Forjoe 6 30 12 7 23 6» UP

''URLOCK KTUR 1390 lkw 41 32 .... 9 16 2 4 14 1 p

IKIAH KUKI 1400 l>:>(>\n W. S. Grant 57 4 15 2 8 8* 3 2 AP;St

'ALLEJO

I

KGYW 1190 250-D Bdcst Time Sis 89 _ 2 5 X 2 UP
KVON (See NAPA)

;entura KUDU 1590 lkw Walker; Oakes 13 10 2 110 6' 3 15t AP:T
KVEN 1450 250w MBS Webb 6 76 4 12 5 23 8» 5 2 15t C

,' ISALIA KONG 1400 250w Hollingbery 71 1 18 5 20 8* 7 1 6t UP
,VASCO KWSO 1050 lkw-D Bdcst Tm Sis 10 64 20 1 1 10 3 % AP
-VATSONVILLE KHUB 1340 250w KBS Best 54 10 9 3 10 5 # 6 6 12t UP
UBA CITY KAGR 1 l.-)() lOOw KBS Best 95 1 7 13 1 '« 1 3t UP

SI
KUBA 1600 lkw Continental 1 95 3 12 4 20 6* 5 3 18t AP:T

-O INFORMATION: Apple Valley, KAVR; Calexico, XED; Coaohello, KCHV; Delano, KCHJ; Dinuba, KRDTJ; El Cajon, KRAB ; Fresno, KARM; Glendale, KIEV: In

A:REO; Modesto, KBEE, KTRB ; Mount Shasta, KWSD ; Palm Springs, KPAL; Palo Alto, KIBE; Paso Robles, KPRL; Salinas. KDON; San Diego, XEGM; San Franc
DFC, KJBS; Victorville, KAUR; Yreka, KSYC.

COLORADO
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post- Pop
mid music Concert

Country.
Western Rolig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

LAMOSA KGIW 1450 250w K,M Avery-Knodel 8 31 2 8 3 12 2* 4 7t UP
URORA KOSI 1430 5kw-D Forjoe 80 — 8

OULDER Mini 1490 250w Holman 52 33 4 24 11* 2 AP:St.T

ANON CITY KRUN 1400 250w MBS Avery-Knodel 9 4 19 12* 3 6 UP
OLORADO SP'NGS KRDO 1240 2.-)()w Pearson 100 15 3 7 8 _ I.W.St.T

KVOR 1300 lkw CBS Hollingbery 9 45 3 6 3 22 9* 2 3 UP
KWBY 740 250-D Radio-TV Reps 84 ._ 4 10 4* 2 UP

CQRTEZ KVFC 740 lkw-D KBS Best 14 4 14 3 14 3* 4 2 2 UP:W

KFSC

k\()I)

1220 lkw-D Natl Tm Sis;

Oakes
12 INS

KGMC (See ENGUEWOOD)
KIMN 950 5kw MBS Avery-Knodel 5 6 126 5 In 6* _ 6 1 I'

KUIR 990 lkw-D KBS Continental 34 20 3 % 2 % INS:UW
KUZ 560 5kw CBS Katz 8 26 2 2 6 10 1* 6 3 AP.INS;

St.W

KMYR 710 5kw Young 100 67 X UP
KOA i',-,11 50kw NBC NBC Spot 9 48 11 1 6 22 2* 10 AP,UP;T

KOSI (See AURORA)
KTLN 1280 5kw Radio-TV Reps 6 153 14

630 5kw ABC Webb 90 i
.,

IP
UP:T
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COLORADO continued)

DAILY HOURS wiiKir HOURS

City Call lettefl Freo. Power
Natl

network National lap

Peat-

N-t.afk mid
Pap Caunlr,
mmic Cancart Western Rail*

Ha*.
Sparti maklna run Ferelf* Near* Sanrlaa*

URANGO
NGLEWOOD
ORT COLLINS

ORT MORGAN

Ml P

KCMC
930

1150 ikw-D

Mll-i II. .llll.HI 60 H 12 12
•

12 II

I P i.w

KCOL llln lkw ,n Hi

KFI'M Mini 250» I

LENWOODSP'NGS KU\ 980 Ikw-D

,RAND JUNCTION Mil \

.REELEY

920 ">kw

Holman
I lolman

28

15 11

Kl K\
k.Ol

1310

1150

Ikn II. 1 i, 105 l : 15

250* McC Mm. i 17 I/,

A KBNZ MHO 250* MBS In.lie Sales 4 56 3 8 4 26 6"

3D KLAK I5K0 250-D 36 4 8

Kl MR 920 l-l).500-N MBS Continental Hi 15 15 7 6 8'

A JUNTA
AKEWOOD
AMAR
ONGMONT
OVELAND
AANITOU SP'NGS

M\l(> 1050 250-D I ..III!'

1 P

MM
1 P

1 2 1 1'

6 1 P;I.U.S

2t 1 P. 1

5t \P

2 I \P

1

5 1, UP;W
I p

KN>\ 1570 250-D KBS 50 in \P -

Ki \h M««i luiiu 26 70

AONTE VISTA K>l.\ 1240 250w 20 5 4 12 •
2 : 1 P 1

MONTROSE Kl IK 1260 lkw 49 ". 4 18 6' 1 8 l P 1

UEBLO KCSJ 590 lkw Pe irson Ml 3 11 5 8 2 2 2t 1 I P 1

KGHF 1350 5kw \.\l Gill-Perna 6 30 1 1 7 25 13* 3 1 3+ l P -

OCKY FORD KRFC 1320 Ikw-D P. .ii-i. n 34 21 3 11 3* 1 4 5t \P

TERLING ki;ek 1230 25l)M 54 16 20 3 12 4' 3 8 6t 1 P:LW
Kl OH 1490 250w \li:> ll'.linan 10 Vi 33 6 15 M 12 T 7 6 2t AP:T

RINIDAD KCRT 1240 250w K.M Indie Sales 7 26 2 8 10 17 2* \ 2 lit LP: St

iO INFORMATION: Craig, KRAI; Delta K I -1 \ Grand Jui tioi BTEXi ! KLVl Pneblo, KDZA; Salida, KVIMI.

CONNECTICUT
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

networt National rep Network
Post-
mi.l

Pop
music Concert

Country.
Western Relio News Sports

Horn--

maklng Farm Foreign Netra S*r>

vNSONIA WADS 690 500-D Indie S 75 1 1 7 UP
RIDGEPORT WICC 600 1-D.500-N Young 6 129 9 3 28 4 4 7 \P VI

WNAB 1450 250w \.\I Bnrke-Stuart 5 80 5 3 2 11 3' 1 8 1 p

>ANBURY WLAD* 800 250-D Indie Sales 75 6 5 5 10 21* 6 1 2 AP-
IARTFORD wccc 1410 500-D Walker 15 26 6 UP

WDRC 1360 5kw CBS Raymer 6 42 3 i
., 21 1 ',. 3 UP:Se

WFMQt 93.7 20kw 3 52 1 5 NYT
WII\Y 910 .ikw R. O'Connell % 70 13 3 5 X X* 3 28 UP
WKNB 840 Ikw-D Boiling 34 M> 7 1 6 x» 5 !(. 8 AP.UP
WPOP 1410 5k u A.M H-R Reps 5 30 11 2 5 2 6 1 UP
W IK 1080 50k* NBC i hristaJ 1 M 22 VPJNS;

AERIDEN WMMW* 1470 lkw-D Ramheau 36 10 1 10 X* 3 UP
AIDDLETOWN WCNX 1150 500-D 1 1. \ ney 79 % 1 11 1" '!• 2 UP:T
JEW BRITAIN WHAY (See HARTFORD)

WKNB (See HARTFORD)
JEW HAVEN WAYZ 1300 lkw Hollingbery 6 108 2 8 25 25 AP

WELI 960 lkw ABC H-R Reps 1 82 8 5 14 4* 3 4 UP
WNHC* 1340 250w K , i

• / 55 8 5 3 15 5* AP
JEW LONDON WNLC 1490 250* MBS 4 59 9 8 _> 38 i

., 3 UP

JIORWALK WNLK 1350 500w M. Gillvra 90 10 4 7 \* 12 1

NORWICH WICH 1310 lkw Everett-McK 86 5 2 6 17 3 2 2 5 UP

•UTNAM WPCT 1350 lkw-D 36 3 8 3 8 2* 3 1 UP

.TAMFORD WSTC* 1400 250* ABC Everett-Mi K 6 54 13 1 4 24 6* 1 4 2 UP:\\

rORRINGTON WLCR WO lkw-D Bogner ^ Martin 10 9 7 7 2- 10 8 UP;S

VATERBURY WATR 1320 lkw ABC Burke-Stuart 39 18 •
12

WBRY 1590 5kw CBS \\er\ knoili'l 10 39 15 1 \P

WW CO 1210 250* Mll< McGillvra 60 \P

10 INFORMATION: Bristol, Wl! IS; Torrington, WTOB
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RADIO MASTER DIR1 CTORY

DELAWARE

City

p!»OVER

h'^orgetown
Gilford
ij/ILMINGTON

X

:
City

J

J/ASHINGTON
"i

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Call letter* Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Country.

Network mid music Concert Western Relig

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

WDOY* 1410 lkw-D Webb 24 12 14 AP

\\ J \\ L 900 lkw-D Zimmer 35 15 23 10' 22 AP;T

U-l! 930 500-D 23 24 11 UP;LW

WAMS 1380 lkw

WDEL* 1150 5kw

Zimmer y2 105 AP

NBC Meeker 13 _ UP;T

WILM 1450 250w ABC Bollinn 49 14 14 UP

WTUX 1290 500-D Walker 66 AP

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Call letter* Freq.

WARL* 780 lkw-D

WASH} 97.1 15kw

WEAM 1390 5kw

WGAY 1050 lkw-D

WGMS* 570 5D,1-N

WINX 1600 lkw-D

WMAL* 630 5kw

WOL* 1450 250w

WOOK* 1340 250w

WPIK 730 lkw-D

WRC< 980 5kw

WTOP* 1500 50kw

WUST* 1120 250-D

WWDC* 1260 5kw

INFORMATION: Washington, WFAX.

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Natl

network National rep Network
Post- Pop
mid music

Country,

Concert Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service!

77 2t IP

MBS 50 10

McGillvra

Walker

100 10 _ AP
60 13 AP

MBS Young

United

85 _ AP
35 89 10 x* UP

ABC H-R Reps 1 63 10 13 AP
Gill-Perna 98 10 UP

United 20 168 INS

45 10 11 % AP

NBC NBC Spot 25 13 AU;A,St,
r

CBS CBS Radio Spot 10 47 39 13 AP.UP

Forjoe 60 22 18 84 UP
Blair 82 16 13 AP,UP;C

51

A

City Call letters Freq. Power

H&CADIA
NjLLE GLADE
ISlADENTON

WSWN 900 lkw-D

WTRL 1490 250w

HHIPLEY
C.EARWATER

WBGC 1240 250w

WTAN 1340 250w

>COA WKKO 860 lkw-D

)RAL GABLES WVCG 1070 lkw-D

IESTVIEW WCNU 1010 lkw-D

WJSB 1050 lkw-D

U>E CITY WDCF 1350 lkw-D

VYTONA BEACH WNDB* 1150 lkw

WROD 1340 250w

LAND WJBS 1490 250w

ir!LRAY BEACH WDBF 1420 500-D

U GALLIE WMEG 920 lkw-D

RNAN DINA BCH. WFBF 1570 250-D

LAUDERDALE WFTU 1400 250w

WWIL 1580 lkw

>RT MYERS WINK 1240 250w

RT PIERCE WARN 1330 lkw-D

WIRA 1400 250w

WALTON BCH. WFTW 1260 lkw-D

KlNESVILLE

rV

WDVH 980 5kw-D

WGGG 1230 250w

WRIT* 850 5kw

ONES CITY
,)LLYWOOD

MGTO 540 lOkw-D

WGMA 1320 lkw-D

FLORIDA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Natl
network National rep Network

Post
mid

Pop
music

Country,

Concert Western Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service*

WAPG 1480 lkw-D 40 15 12 UP
Stars National 20 14 UP;T

KBS Best 71 x*

56 10 21 30

AP;Se,St,

20 AP
69 14 15 10* % AP

_ Best 42 14 24 14 5 UP;Se.St

T. Clark; GMB 70 % AP;A,Se

KBS 20 30 10 AP;Se,W
30 60 UP;T
56 18 11 _ AP;St

A,M Perry

NBC Rambeau

4 % 72 14 1 12 _ AP
84 10

NBC Cooke 37 15 19 AP:A.T

70 UP:LW
48 12 UP:Se.T

KBS 55 36 2 ._ __ UP
Sears & Aver 70 12 20 AP:W

1 129 AP
C,K Cooke 42 24 AP

Continental 50 % 11 10 y2 6 AP;St

NBC 40 11 25 AP
60 AP;LW.T

Thos. Clark 10 %« Vo UP;C

A,K Best 36 12 15 AP;W
MBS Burn-Smith 62 13 32 T AP:LW,T

Young 73 UP
Best 64 AP
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1

FLORIDA [continued]

DAILY HOURS Wl 1 KLY HOURS

City

:ksonville

fell lotted Fr.q Power
Nltl Poet

notwert Notlonol ,»o Network mlii

ft
muilc Concert

Country.
Weotorn Rolli -. - tootti •orvloot

WJHP* 1320 :,u Pern 62 47 5 10 UP;LW
w mi:i;* ik>o 5kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 10 72 4 13 •

1 1 UP
WOBS 1360 5kw-D (.ill IVr.K. 36 42 5 2 84 UP
\\ I •!)(.) Mill :,U ABC V.R&McC 5 42 4 15 3 8 4 4 1 r.u

WRIIC l ion 250vi llllrl-l.lt,- 1 18 4 60 32 19 50

.'CK'VILLE BCH. w rvB 1010 lkw-D Brsl 65 6 1 14 3 3 AP;UP
liSIMMEE WRWB 1220 230 D KBS 29 1 17 5 7 1 UP;St

IKE CITY WDSR 1310 230« 37 16 9 13 7 2 18 6 2 UP
IKELAND WLAK i i.;ii 5-D.1N NBC l'.-ar~i m 5 50 21 12 11 12 1 2 UP;A.SO&

WONN 1230 230w MBS I ookf 3 80 8 4 15 2' 5 X 3 \r <

1 KE WALES WIPC I2H0 lkw-D KBS I'., -1 30 6 8 4 14 2* 5 AP;Se

ISSBURG WLBE 790 lkw MBS Best 2 86 5 10 4* UP;St

l/E OAK WNER 1230 lkw-D KBS Best 14 2 22 14 9 M> 2 3 4 i P

ARIANNA WTYS 13 U) J.-.llu MBS 4 14 1 7 2 7 2 AP
AMI WCKR* 610 5kw NBC I lm-l.,1 II

WFEC 1220 250-D Ramlii'.iu 71

VVGBS" 710 50-D,10-N CBS Kai/ 1 50 11

WIN/ 910 '.Oku Raj mer 6 168

\\Mir inn iokw Stars National IK 24 i: 13

WQAM 560 5-D.l-N Blair 60 19 '-•

\\\( :<; (See < oi{ \i <; \m ES)

LANDO WABR 1110 lkw-D Ranilit\m 40 31 11

WDBO* 580 >kw CBS Blair x % 18 12 18

WIIOO* 990 lOkw ABC For
i
ot- 52 16 13 13

Wl OF 950 Skw Cill-I'erna 1 112 16

. PETERSBURG WPIN 680 lkw-D Walk. 70 10 '-•

WS1 N 620 Skw ABC VJt&Mcl 41 1 1 13

kLLAHASSEE

\l':l

:: 5c

% I I'.l w

INS

I'l IN-

WWPB* 1450 250w KBS Walker 6 54 5 54 7 2 15 18 AP
AMI BEACH WAHR* 1490 2.-.0w Indie Sales 6 24 15 11- UP; St

WLRDt 93.9 13kw huh,- v .il<-- 2 11') -• \\

WMBM 800 lkw-D Gill-Perna 25 2 X 84

LTON WEBY 1330 lkw-D MBS X 36 10 15 14 6 % 1 2 UP;W
VPLES WNOG 1270 .Mlll.l ) 1 ;.-.t 51 5 7 6 12 1« 3 % 6 UP;W
i:W SMYRNA BCH. WSBB 1230 250w KBS 52 25 7 5 9 7* 3 3 6 UP
•ALA WMOP 900 lkw-D Dora-Clayton 56 6 24 10 2 4 2 2 7 UP:Se

WTMC 1290 5-D.l-N NBC Perr>- 8 36 12 7 5 16 2« 1 7 3 IP:I.W

11 I p

\i'i rr.
w

15 \P

I p

WORZ* 740 51™ M,N Hollingbery 16 35 2 24 4 13 1 3 2 IN-

tLATKA WWPF 1260 1-D.500-N MBS 5 40 5 12 6 16 3* V* 9 UP
.LM BEACH WWPG* 1340 250w \I!( Stars National 6 2 65 9 12 10 12 3' 5 1 UP:LW
vNAMA CITY WDLP* 590 lkw NBC Perry 9 10 2 8 8 15 2* 2 1 UP;W

WPCF 1430 Skw MBS Walker 8 26 2 4 5 18 12* 6 1 2 AP:T
NSACOLA WBSR 1450 250w CBS V.R&McC X 63 18 4* AP:W

WCOA 1370 5kw NBC Perry 5 66 12 1 18 12* 9 1 1 l':LW
RRY WPRY 1400 250w 42 16 19 8 7 2* 3 1 6 \r -

ANT CITY WPLA 910 lkw-D B.--I X X X 10 18 6' 3 3 1 lP:St.T
JINCY WCNH 1230 250w 6 -,o 2 9 5 17 14* 6 6 8 CP:T
'. AUGUSTINE WFOY 1240 25(hv ( IN 8 30 8 2 5 8 4' X 3 —

WSTN 1420 lkw-D Indie Sales 35 2 11 5 15 3* 3 3 5 AP:C,T

_ AP

\P:W

WTSP 1380 Skw MBS Weed 2 1 85 % 2 8 14 2- 4 — — UP;1 w>
dSFORD WTRR 1400 230w KBS 56 5 12 4 12 2* 2 2 12 UP
RASOTA WKXY 1540 lkw-D KBS Thos. Clark — 100 — — 7 \* AP:W

WSPB 1450 2S0w CBS Pearson 8 Vi 28 17 — 1 18 3» 1 UP;T

UART WSTU 1 130 lOOw K.M X 63 2 4 17 2» % 2 AP

WMEN 1330 5kw-D Dora-Clayton 45 24 : 8 9 14 UP

WTAL* 1270 Skw CBS Milker 5 1 81 5 5 15 6* 5 2 — AP

WTNT 1450 2S0w A.M McGLUvra 1 46 10 15 39 I P; \

MBOLS: i
* am-fm station

) t fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

local sports covered
Lat. Amer. included

x figure unspecifiec

category unclainv
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

F L O R I DA {continued)

I

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
i

,
A -> >

Natl Post- Pop Country, Home-

City Call letter* Freq. Power network National rep Network mid music Concert Western Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Service*

pyTAMPA WALT 1110 lkw-D Pearson 35 .... 28 5 I 2 % 18 _.. AP
WDAE* 1250 5kw CBS Katz 6 47 7 2 6 12 10' 3 2 % AP,UP

\
J»

:_
(

:i

WPIN
WSUN

l WTSP (See ST. PETERSBURG)

^ TARPON SPRINGS WDCL 1470 5kw-D 12 24 3 6 14 2 3 2 .... % AP;W
rVERO BEACH WNTM 1370 lkw-D Hollingbery 70 2 14 14 8- 5 4 INS

.V. PALM BEACH WEAT 850 lkw NBC H-R Reps 4 ___. 84 .... _. 4 15 2 3 ... _. AP
WIRK 1290 5kw MBS Thos. Clark 5 1 11 4 2 10 2' 2 5 18 AP
WJNO 1230 250w CBS Meeker 9 1 25 6 .... 6 13 1 4 Y2 .... .... AP;LW

-. WWPG (See PALM BEACH) W
jJ

/VINTER HAVEN WSIR 1490 250w MBS Devney 5 48 19 14 9 17 4 2 .... 2 AP

E
VINTER PARK WABR (See ORLANDO)

10 INFORMATION: Bartov, WBAB; Daytona Beach, WMFJ; De Funiak Springs, WFNM; Eustis, WLCO; Fort Myers, WMTR; Jacksonville, WIVY, WJAX, WQIK;
) V.-i WKWF; Melbourne, WMMB ; Miami Beach, WKAT; Pensacola, WEAR, WPFA ; Sebring, WJCM ; Tampa, WPKM-FM; Vero Beach, WTTB.

WI.Bk 1.100 lkw-D Ki'.S Devney 24 4 24 1 12 7 AP
WFLA* 970 5kw NBC Blair 5 7 1 1 18 2' 3 4 .... AP
WHBO 1050 250-D .. 67 7 7 1 _.. AP
WIOK 1150 lkw-D McGillvra .... — 20 6 2 2 84 AP
WPIN (See ST. PETERSBURG)
WSI \ (See ST. PETERSBURG)

GEORGIA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country.
Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

iDEL WAAG 1470 lkw-D 33 31 13 6 3* 2 5 UP
-iLBANY WGPC 1150 250w CBS Hollingbery 11 35 11 6 16 2* 3 2 UP

WJAZ 1050 lkw-D Thos. Clark .— .... 6 28 4 % y2 ... 31 AP
~tMERICUS WDEC 1290 lkw-D Indie Salc- 51 6 15 3 5 3» 1 X 8 AP
)(lTHENS

A

WGAU* 1340 250w C,K 10 29 6 1 8 20 2 4 1 AP
WRFC 960 lkw Forjoe % 56 12 11 16 15 10' 1 3 12 UP;C,W

.TLANTA

C

Ml

Nj

li,

><

ic;

r

WAGA* 590 5kw CBS Katz 10 1 31 23

WAKE 1340 250w Young 6 126 26 10

WAOK 1380 5kw Forjoe 2 122 49

WEAS 1010 50kw-D Stars National 33 23

WKKI) 860 lkw-D Interstate 13 19 23

WGKA* 1600 lkw-D 20 96

WGST 920 5kw ABC Avery-Knodel 70

WQXI 790 5k

w

Gill-Perna 1 89 14 16*

\ysr ; 750 50kw NBC Petry 12 65 10

WTAM 970 lkw-D K!!> 73 10

WTJH 1260 5kw-D 53 28

WYZE 1480 5kw-D- Walker 72

AP
149 UP

UP
86 UP

UP
AP
I P;St

AP
.... UP; St

AP
AlhA.Se

UGUST

OLUMBUS

WAUG* 1050 lkw-D KBS Rambeau 32 24 34 45 UP;C
WBBQ* 1340 250w MBS K-McK; Forjoe 2 100 10

WBIA 1230 250w NBC 69 16 x*

WGAC 580 5-D.l-N ABC Avery-Knodel 50 17 8 21

AP
AP;LW

1 UP;T
WRDW 1 180 5k v, CBS Branham \ 20 15 3 18 T 6 2 2 AP;W

AIN BRIDGE WMGR 930 5kw-D .. . Webb 32 2 25 15 13 X* 8 8 7 UP
AXLEY WHAB 1260 5kw-D Continental 2 13 2 30 1' 12 36 7 UP
RUNSWICK WMOG 1 190 250 u K,M Indie Sales 3 50 8 25 9 19 20 1 % 6 UP:W
AIRO WGRA 790 lkw-D Indie Sales 40 4 20 12 6 x» 5 20 UP;St,W

WCLS 1580 lkw-D United; D-C 12 37 5 91

WDAK l.'ild 250w NBC Headley-Reed 7 1 52 30 3 14 4* 1 18 AP:\Y

WGBA 1270 5kw-D Forjoe 40 7 29 12 10 6 3 10 AP;T
WPNX 1 160 lkw \.M X 7 40 20 4 1 4 21 ....

WRBL* 1 120 5kw CBS Hollingbery 8 47 2 3 16 8« 2 UP
'ORDELE WMJM 1 190 250w K,M Thos. Clark 5 42 2 21 15 18 4» 2 2 5 AP
jDRNELIA WCON 1 150 250w Indie Sales 3 31 7 40 14 4 1« 1 3 4 UP
OVINGTON WGFS 1430 lkw-D KBS Seen-- & \\.t 32 13 7 _" 3 8
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1

GEORGIA [continued)

DAILY HOURS wl I KlY HOURS

City Call latter*. Frtq.

N.tl

network National rep

P*»t- Pop C«unli»
NM.ork mid mu.it Center! Wiilwn IIH.o No Sport, aiklrif rum Ferelin Mefjr* S«rvl»

.LTON w Bl I 1230 250* k.M II 16 15 17

\\ R( li I I 10 IU I)

CATUR
I layton in .IK III

\\l VS (SeeATl VNTA)

WGGA 550 5kw MBS I lora < layton 18 J I 19 II'

IFFIN

VWKINSVILLE
SUP

Willi

W ( III

1320 lku-1) Dora-I I lyton 10 21 12 in

Mil :.oo- 1) KBS 20 II 12 11

WIW;R 1370 IU-D KBS Dora I layton 15 8

I

I P

\\ 1Wl iS.-.-\TI VNTA)

DUGLAS WDMC 860 5k « Dora i
1 ivton 27 5 3 14 3 '- UP

IBLIN WMLT 1330 lkw-D KHS 24 3 26 6 21 5« K UP
ST POINT Willi (SeeATLANTA)
rZGERALD WBHB 1240 250w MBS Dora-I layton 5 43 3 -•1 6 10 3* 3 2 \I':W

RT VALLEY \\ 1 I'M 1150 lkw-D KHS Indie Sali - 4 1 1 9 2 4* 2 9 l P

vINESVILLE WDUN* 1240 250w 1 bos. < l.i i k 40 11 21 7 10 • 3 4 M'

\ IP
I P.W
I P:W

3 I P;(

FAYETTE
GRANGE

Wll\ 1590 5kw-D kB- Best 13 Hi '-• I P

WLAG* 11' 10 250w MBS Imllr S
;,|,.. 4 40 5 14 2 25 '• 2 3 6 1 P.W

\\ 1 UP f,20 lkw-D McGillvra 30 11 :;n 12 12 6 3 I 6 MM
WBML 11' III J-.llu Forjoe 1 59 20 10 9 1* 5 AP
wibii 1280 lkw-D Walker X 29 13 32 AP
WMAZ 'MO IdU i BS Avery-KnodeJ 12 18 5 4 16 M. 4 1 UP

ACON

EDISON
ILLEDGE

ONROE
OULTRIE
EWMAN
RRY
JITMAN
)ME

\Y\K\ 1100 250w A,M Branham 6 1 100 2 10 20 3* 1 '- MM
WMi.l 1230 lkw-D KHS 22 4 28 X X 6 \ 6 UP;W

/ILLE \\M\i. 1 130 250w MBS 6 42 5 7 1 9 5 1 UP
WMBK 1190 250w kiss 12 I-' 20 10

\\MC\ lloo 250w \BC KmttM.k 55 20 11

20

4

M'.\.l

Wcoll" ltoo 250w MB> 30 11 11 20 12*

WBBN 980 500-D Thos. < lark 1". 20 8 18

\WB 1190 250w .6 11

WHOM 710 lku-I) Mi I . ilkra 20 2 1

>NDERSVILLE
*VANNAH

\\>\T I ion 2:.Hu 38 10 19 25

I P

MM
\P

I P;Sl

Wl M.i 1410 Iku A,K 7 52 6 5 10 M 3* 14 VP,INS;S.

WRGA 1470 r.ku MBS Walker 3 60 2 4 8 19 3 8 UP
I p

12 I P;l I

WCCP 1130 230w MBS Walker 13 10 12 12 I P

WFKP 1230 250w ABC Everett-McK 12 11 12 ',

W ll\ 900 1U-I) Star9 National 16 10 '•-

WM\* 630 3kw NBC Blaii 7'. 8 18

LVANIA WSYL 1190 250w kB> 13 28 10

\P

42 \P

\P

W 1 ( )( 1290 5kw CBS Avery-Knodel 11 15 5 7 6 15 3 1 2 1 P

IMMERVILLE WGTA 930 lkw-D Stars National 35 1 21 20 12 3* 3 UP;OS<

VAINSBORO W.IVI 800 lku 39 7 38 8 1 X* 5 2 3 UP;W

2 I P;S«

HOMASVILLE W K TG 730 lkw-D Thos. Clark 25 12 1 I

Wl'W 1240 250w 51 17 12 Vi

MM
7 I P;( .1

HOMSON \\ TW \ 1210 231 rw k.M 7 36 18 6 6 3» "' UP;T

FTON WWGS 1310 230w MBS Tin.-, (lark 9 30 10 12 3* 5 UP

3CCOA WLET* 1 120 5kw-D MBS Thos. Clark 1 15 3 15 14 13 5' X 3 1 UP

4LD0STA WGAF 910 5kw Mli IVar-nn 5 60 7 4 15 2* 1 3 lP;St,T

WGOV 950 5kw MBS Stars National 5 46 25 1 7 %• % 1 12 UP

ARNER ROBINS WRPB 1350 lkw-D 50 2 9 9 10 6* 10 3 5 AP

'AYCROSS WACL 370 lkw Thos. (lark - 44 6 42 21 13 6' 3 1 9 AP

W \YX 1230 230w K,M Hulnian 6 43 6 29 lo 17 3* 1 6 1 P:W

'AYNESBORO WBRO 1310 lkw-D 36 4 22 8 2 3' 1 1 9 1 P.- .3

'EST POINT WRLD* 1490 250w Thos. (lark 30 15 11 12 1« % \P:T

'INDER W1MO 1300 lkw-D Best 26 3 36 12 2» 1 2 3 1 P

INFORMATION: Albany, WAL.B; Brunswick, WGIG I Jhoun, WCGA; Camilla, WOLB; OarroUton, Wl. 1 ravine Wl WDW
Itierti.n. \VM,r Hartwell, WKI.V Mason WMAZ; Marietta WFOM; Moultrie WMTM Savannah, WDi Stat
idalia, WVOP; Washington, WKI.l.

rMBOLS: (
* am-fm station

I X fm station

D—daytime power
N

—

night power
Lat. Amer. included

local sports covered
x figure unspecifiec

category uncloim
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

IDAHO
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert
Country.
Western Relig New» Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Sorvlio

plBLACKFOOT KBLI 1490 250w 70 II 12 2 16 4* 3 3 _ AP
4BOISE KBOI 950 5kw CBS PGW 7 42 15 2 .'. 21 3' 3 % UP;W
I KGEM 1140 lOkw Avery-Knodel 6 98 3 43 2 10 6» _ 2 UP

I
J KIDO 630 5kw NBC ISlair 6 — 70 10 2 4 17 x» 3 __ AP
:burley KBAR 1230 250w A,M 6 — 48 23 4 8 18 2' __ _ UP "

:i:aldwell KCID 1490 250w ( lak. - .— 61 2 46 2 11 4* 1 15 __ AP;C

l 3RANGEVILLE KORT 1230 250w _ 62 7 18 3 10 3* 6 6 _ AP;Ut
"IDAHO FALLS KID 590 5-D.l-N CBS Gill-Perna 9 39 2 y2 3 9 5» 2 UP;W

kill 1400 250w A,M Avery-Knodel 10 21 7 3 4 9 T 1 3 _ _ AP
^.EWISTON KLER 1300 5-D.l-N 50 14 7 X 2 __ AP ~

5j
KOZE 950 500-1) Webb 70 — — 3 35 5 _ AP

* KRLC 1350 5kw MBS Forjoe 9 __ 27 8 3 8 26 11* 4 1 I P:T
I

.MOSCOW KRPL 1400 250w KBS Best — 51 9 8 5 13 9» 5 7 AP
MAMPA KFXD 580 5kw MBS Avery-Knodel 3 27 4 27 13 20 7* 2 5 It UP;C,I

J'OCATELLO KSEI 930 5kw NBC Weed 5 50 4 10 3 13 3 8 UP;LW -'-

J
1 KWIK 1240 250w K,M Avery-Knodel 4 90 _ 14 x» 1 . AP:Qt

E KYTE 1290 lkw-D Best 68 7 2
iWESTON KPST 1310 250w KBS Continental 52 15 9 5 1 1* 1 2 UP

i <EXBURG KRXK 12. ill 250u Bdcst Tm Sis _ 54 9 13 4 15 5' 5 8 _ _ AP
L'tUPERT KAYT 970 lkw-D .._. 52 13 6 3 3 3* 4 UP
AND POINT KSPT 1400 250w ( iiinlinentul _ 65 12 3 4 11 X* 2 3 _ _ AP;LW
TWIN FALLS KEEP 1450 250w Gill-Perna 38 21 5 \ :>• 4 _.. UP;T

A KLIX 1310 lkw A,M Avery-Knodel 5 1 80 12 3 20 6* 6 _ _ AP;A,C

KTFI 1270 5-D,l-N NBC Weed 5 84 6 10 3 20 2» 2 3 _ UP: St

VEISER KWEI 1240 250w 81 12 7 4 13 2* _ UP:C

10 INFORMATION:

<

Coeur D'Alene . KVNI ; Wallace, KWAI..

ILLINOIS
-\

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
t~ r

51' City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country,

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Noire Services

-
l >LTON WOKZ 1570 lkw-D KBS Sears & Ayer 49 10 2 12 4* 5 3 UP
A iURORA WMRO 1280 250-D 52 3 1 6 8 X* 5 1 It INS

it

-

ELLEVILLE WIBV 1260 lkw-D Indie Sales y4 18 20 9 30 1" 1 1 1 AP
C LOOMINGTON WJBC* 1230 250w ABC Pearson 5 80 6 19 18* 3 UP;T
)l AIRO WKRO 1490 250w Pearson 34 1 5 6 19 T 2 2 1 UP
N ANTON WBYS 1560 250w 30 6 3 3 8 2 3 4 AP:T
:

- ARBONDALE WCIL 1020 lkw-D 40 15 3 14 X* 5 . AP i

)( ARMI WROY* 1460 lkw-D 24 2 9 4 15 3* % 4 UP;T,W
C ENTRALIA WCNT 1210 lkw-D ___-™ Everett-McK 12 8 2 2 8 X* 5 2 UP;LW
HAMPAIGN WDWS* 1400 250w CBS Meeker 9 33 16 1 4 14 4* 1 4 UP;W
HARLESTON WEIC 1270 lkw-D KBS Sears & Ayer 51 3 8 3 5 1* 2 6 INS;LW I

HICAGO WAAF 950 lkw-D Young 72 1 3 '_ 17 UP i

WAIT 820 5kw-D Headley-Reed 66 5 6 UP;Se,S

WBBM* 780 50kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 8 6 29 37 1 20 8* 3 3 A11:LW _
WBEE (See HARVEY) IS

1WEAW* (See EVANSTON)
WEDC 1240 250w 36 24 % 5 16 UP

C WFMFt 100.3 33kw 2 140 21 2 1 All _

WFMT* 98.7 29kw 1 85 3 X AP n

WGES 1390 5kw 1 69 22t 69

1

WGN 720 50kw IVh\ 1 78 5 2 16 5» 5 2 1 All;St

WIND 560 5k H AM Radio Sales 6 140 1 12 13* AP.UP

i

WJOB* (See HAMMOND, IND.)

WLS 890 50kw ABC Blair 8 25 3 35 19 28 2 4 18 AP,UP
WMAQ* 670 50kw NBC NBC Spot Sales 9 1 30 12 2 5 2 7 1 A11:T

1st

WNIBt 97.1 llkw 20 40 y2 C,T
WOPA* (See OAK PARK)

*l WSBC 1240 250w Stars National 8 6 3 36 20 Se
WTAQ (See LA GRANGE)

u WWCA (See GAHi. IND.)

, LINTON WIIOW 1520 lkw-D II,. I, 57 18 20- AP

26 l'H~ RIVERS' GUIDE



ILLINOIS [continued)

k.\Di' i i i< Diki i i

1

City

CARMEL

DAILY HOURS Wl I KLY HOURS

Call letter* Fr.q. Power
Natl

network National rep

P«t-
Network mid

Pop
muolc

Country.

Concert Wo.torn Roll* Ne.t Snort.

WHISF* iS,-,- HOCK |s|.\M)i

WOC* (See l> WEN PORT, IOWA)
WOE A 1230 250w ABC Ib.llmgbery 80 17 10" %
\\ V NIC 1360 500-D li.-t 35 11

tanrlMt

NVILLE WDAN
win

1190

980

250w

lkw

« US

KHS
Everett-McK 7 18 9

•

2 1 \I';T

Km ii ^iiiilli 90 6 3 II 2* 5 \ 1 P

:atur WDZ io.-,o lkw-D I'l.tt 80 11 3 8 5* 6 8 1 P 1

\\ SOY* I3IO 250w i ns Weed 7 X X X 4 17 10 1 X \P

KALB WLBK KIM) ,1)0 11 Sears & Aver 27 4 5 1 13 1* 1 8 \P:I

QUOIN \\ DON 1 ,80 250-1) Mt-Gillvra 90 12 5 6 2* 1 UP

;t ST. LOUIS \\TM\ 1190 25()v. Bogner & Martin 48 29 15 10 6 3 3 15 24

INGHAM \\ ( RA 1090 250 D kRS 16 3 28 7 12 4* 3 10 1 p

SIN

*NSTON
\\ li M \

WEAW*
1-110

1330

500 D

lkw

\li l.illw 1 24 5 9 6 8 4* 1 2 1 p

GMB 9 80 6 10 3* 5 2 I p u

WNMP 1590 lkw-D 26 50 5 \ %
RFIELD WFIW 1390 -,1)0-1) kits Webb 26 10 9 13 5* 1 11 \l';Se

LESBURG WGTL 1 100 250w Kanibt-uii 78 3 11 6 17 5* 1 5 \l'

RRISBURG \\ KIM.)* 12 U) 250« kits 51 6 8 11 12 4 1 2 UP
•RVEY WBEE 1570 lkw-D — 7 98

JRIN WJPF 1310 250w MBS Pearson 5 40 6 16 5 13 7* X 2 T
:ksonville WLDS*

WJOL
1180

1310

lkw-D

250w

1 lojin.ii, 55 2 7 9 5 10* 3 7 AP
IET 1!. inili, .in 6 143 1 24 3 15 3* 3 2 3 UP;T,W

NKAKEE WKAN 1320 lkw-D Sears & Aver 35 8 1 14 4* 7 AP;St

rVANEE WKEI i i:,n lOOv, KBS i;. -i 71 11 6 3 14 6* 3 3 1

GRANGE WTAQ 1 !00 500u Cill-Perna 2 68 12 28 5 3 4* 30

SALLE WLPO 1220 lkw-D 10 18 6 1 10 3 3 5 \P

COLN WPRC 1370 500-1) 50 6 16 5 26 8* 5 42 AP
CHFIELD WSMI 1540 lkw-D Best X X 3 9 AP;W
COMB WKAI 1510 250-1) 25 12 6 1 10 2* 1 4 UP;W
RION WGGH 1130 5kw-D Sears & Ayers 66 3 4 9 4 AP:LW.W

TTOON WLBH* 1170 250-1) 1 l.ilin.m 20 8 4 20 10* 3 6 AP;St

TROPOLIS WMOK 920 lkw-D Holman 35 3 19 8 11 6 5 AP;Se

LINE KSTT (See DAVENPOR1', IOWA)

\p

_ I p

\1'.\\VERNON
K PARK
MEY
fAWA
us

WM1V 940 lkw Pears 35 18 15* 18

WOPA* 1490 250w Forjoe '•2

\WI.N* 740 250-D Holman 20 I)

WtMY 1430 500-D Sears & \yr 42 14 i
-,•

!
-•

W I'RS* 1410 500-D 35 20 20 10 50

51 I P

I P

I P

\P:< .1

:in \YSI\ 1110 lkw-D Sears & Ayers 31 18 \P

)RIA WEEK 1350 lkw NBC ll,M,ll,\-Reed 52 10

WIRE 1290 5kw \.M ll-R Reps ',- 75 _ II 12*

W.MBD* 1470 5kw CBS P(.\\ 41 _ 25 11

WPEO 1020 lkw-D Burke-Stuart 37 19 11 12 18

\P

1 P

MM P.I

\P

TSFIELD

1NCY
WBBA 1580 250-D < lontlnental 42 42 70

kHMO (See HANNIBAL. MO.)

WGEM* 1440 lkw ABC Young 85 ', 11

WTAD* 930 5-1). I

A

cb«; \\,-,-,i 32 12 \'

I P

I P:W

\l'.l P

3INSON
ZKFORD

:k ISLAND

EM

WTAY 1570 250-D Besl 80 11 15 11

WBEL (See BELOIT. WISC.)

WROK* 1440 1-D.500-N ABC H-R Reps

WRRR 1330 lkw-D

_ 44 10

Ra,lio-Tv Reps 51 18 14

KSTT I See I) WEN PORT. IOW \i

WIIRF* 1270 5kw CBS \\,-r\-Knodel 10 19 10 22

woe (See DW EN PORT. IOWA)
WQUA (See MOEINKi
WJBD 1350 500-D Webb 30 12

\P

_ MM
I P:\\

1 P;LW,
-,W

\1'

RTA
INGFIELD

WHCO 1230 250w 65 20 .•

WC\ S 1450 250w ABC Bogner & Martin

WMAY 970 1-D.500-N NBC Pearson 18 12 x*

Vi TAX* 1240 250w CBS W >•<•,! % 36 12 19 14

UP
\P.-

I P

_ \P

RLING WSDR 1240 lOOw 12 42 14 10 10 lO- ll \P:I W.S

ABOLS: \
* am-fm station

) + fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

local sports covered
Lat. Amer. included

figure unspecifiec

category unclaim
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I
RADIO MASTER DIRICIORV

ILLINOIS [continued)

DAILY HOURS WEtKLY HOURS

City Call letter* Freq. Power
Natl

networt National rep

Post

-

Network mid
Pop

music Concert

Country,

Western Relig News Sports
Homo-
making Farm Foreign Negro Servieet

TREATOR WIZZ 1250 500-D Best 35 3 6 15 X* 5 7 5 UP
AYLORVILLE WTIM 1410 lkw-D Continental 25 12 3 16 6' 5 2 St,T

PWRBANA WKID 1580 250-1) IVai -on 58 12 6 7 2* 3 4 UP
Hf/EST FRANKFORT WFRX 1300 lkw-D Imlir ^ale- 30 4 14 9 2 1 1 1 — UP
10 INFORMATION: l WXJAZ ; Chicago WOTL, WCRW, W.l.lD,

y ' i R mi
i in w Klis; Zion, WCBD.

WSEL; Cicero, WHFC; Effingham, W8EI; Elmwood Park, WL.EY; Kreeport,

INDIANA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letter* Freq.
Natl

network National rep

Post-

mid
Pop

music
Country,

Concert Western Rclig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service!

ANDERSON

S

W I BC 1470 lkw-D Best 30 12 25 8

WHBU 1240 250w CBS Boiling 12 14

AP;SeA
AP;St/I

hjEDFORD

j.LOOMINGTON
KBIW 1340 250w MBS McGillvra 60 24 22 15*

WTTS 1370 5-D.500-N ABC Meeker 1 26 12 ! 1

AP;INS

AP
OLUMBUS \\( SI 1010 500-D Rar 32

ONNERSVILLE
LKHART

WCNB* 1580 250-D Gill-Perna 50

\\< MR 1270 500-D Best 18 12

WTRC* 1340 250w NBC H-R Rei>s 35

VANSVILLE WHOA 1400 250w CBS Young 31 15 14*

UP;T
AP;Se,\

UP
UP

WGBF 1280 5-D.l-N NBC Weed 50

WIKY S 820 250-D Pearson 60

WJPS 1330 5-DJ-N ABC Hollingbery 49 14 14 15*

AP;C
AP;C,T

AP;St/W
|T. WAYNE WANE 1450 250w CBS H-R Reps 7 .... 45 7 30 6 9 X* 1 2 AP:St

/ WGL 1250 lkw \I!C Headlev-Reed 3 58 8 4 9 8 6* 3 2 UP
WKJG 1380 5kw M,N Raymer 4 62 28 2 7 13 10* 2 \l'.l P

I wowo 1190 50kw PGW 1 70 10 3 4 15 9* 8 20 UP;T
RANKFORT WILO 1570 250-D KBS Best 51 5 8 10 8 10* 3 10 UP
'ary WGRY 1370 500-D Indie Sales 13 13 10 6 lot 22 UP

WWCA 1270 lkw Pearson 2 28 20 2 ! 1 12* 5 3 22 AP
OSHEN WKAM 1460 500-D KBS Holman 27 7 13 10 2* 1 6 AP
AMMOND WJOB*

WFBM
1230 250 v, Rambeau 6 11 1 11 4 21 10' 12 3 8t 18 UP

«IDIANAPOLIS 1260 5kw A,M Katz 5 56 -- .... 5 15 6* 3 4 — AP,INS;H
C.W

SI'

WIBC 1070 50kw Blair % 80 2 9 8 15 5* 5 9 1 AP,UP;
Se.T

H WIRE 1430 5kw NBC PGW 7 2 75 2 3 12 4 3 _ AP;LW
A WISH 1310 5-D,l-N CBS Boiling 8 38 3 5 5 15 18* 2 \P.l P;'

WXLW 950 5kw-D Pearson 64 2 10 2 2 AP
(\SPER WITZ* 990 lkw-D 39 15 14 6 13 14 5 13 UP
„OKOMO WIOU 1350 lkw CBS Weed 9 30 2 4 4 13 1" 3 8 AP;W
NAFAYETTE WASK 1450 250w MBS Rambeau 6 34 3 5 6 8 10 1 2 UP;W
:<A PORTE WIMS (See MICHIGAN CITY)

X WLOI 1510 250-D McGillvra 33 2 8 5 14 5 5 6 1 AP:C
l C3GANSPORT WSAL 1230 250w K,M 7 60 10 16 4 12 AP
ADISON WORX* 1270 lkw-D KBS Best 8 1 4 9 2* 2 LP;McG
ARION WBAT 1400 250w CBS Best 6 37 7 10 X 3» 1 1 AP;Se,Sl

WMRI* 860 250w Bogner & Martin 43 6 4 7 12 8« 3 6 1 l':(.T

ICHIGAN CITY WIMS 1420 1-D,500-N Rambeau 83 2 2 2 9 14* 6 3 10 3 UP
UNCIE WLBC* 1340 250w CBS Holman 7 12 %• X
EW ALBANY WLRP

WCTWJ
1570 lkw-D Best 60 5 6 7 3' 2 2 UP: C,St

EW CASTLE 102.5 lkw 25 7 13 10 7 3» 3 7 AP;T,W'
ORTH VERNON WOCH 1460 500-D 41 4 14 11 7 2» % ¥2 AP;A,Se
:ru

if —-.
WARU 1600 lkw-D KBS 20 X X 20 8 X* 1 6 AP;St,T

~*INCETON WRAY 1250 lkw-D McGillvra 59 12 4 X X AP:T
UP;T.WCHMOND WKBY 1 I'll) 250w ABC Meeker 8 26 4 3 6 22 5« 4 1

\LEM WSLM 1220 lkw-D Best 21 11 62 9 9 4» 4 11 AP;T.W
YMOUR WJCD 1390 lkw-D Continental 13 7 16 4 21 10* 2 2 AP;C,St
)UTH BEND WJVA

WNDU
1580

1490

250-D

250w ABC
Pearson 40 6 1 7 2 2« 1 2 8 1

Petty 5 75 6 4 7 20 8« 4 2 1 AP;T
WSBT 960 5kw CBS Ravmer 9 26 % 1 4 15 3* 1 1 ., 2 INS.UP;.'

iRRE HAUTE WBOW* 12:50 25(hs NBC Weed 4 53 4 4 3 5« 2 1., AP
rV WTHI* 1480 lkw ( lis Boiling 9 10 12 3' 3 3 UP;W
7 NCENNES WAOV 1450 250w MBS PGW 7 52 20 9 8 12 4 1 2 UP
ARSAW WRSW* 1 18(1 500w 73 1 2 15 2' 3 5 UP;C,T
ASHINGTON WAMW* 158(1 250w Best 56 4 9 6 14 5' 2 6 AP;C.T

j> INFORMATION:
l

r

2S

ille, WBNL; JIu ncie, WMUNj Portland, "VVPGW; Tell City, WTCJ.
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THEY'RE BLOWING OUR HORN!
Take it, Mr. Pulse!

The latest Pulse Report (Oct.-Nov
area covers 26 counties.

Pulse surveyed 476 quarter hours
Monday through Sunday.

Pulse reports that, for the 3rd straight year, WOWO has

1956) of the Fort Wayne

6 A.M. to 11 P.M.,

476 "FIRSTS" out of

476 quarter hours surveyed

The reason is no secret: results like these come from WOWO's
bright new music programming . . . complete on-the-spot news
reporting . . . plus service that keeps WOWO listeners informed
on what's going on in their communities.

For hard-selling availabilities call Tom Longsworth, WOWO
Sales Manager, at Anthony 9436, in Fort Wayne. Or, A. W.
"Bink" Dannenbaum, WBC VP-Sales, Murray Hill 7-0808,

in New York.
In the tri-state Indiana-Ohio-Michigan Market, no selling

campaign is complete without the WBC station . . .

FORT WAYNE

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC

RADIO

—

BOSTON, WBZ+ WBZA: PITTSBURGH. KDKA;
CLEVELAND. KYW. FORTWAYNE. WOWO; CHICAGO, WIND;
PORTLAND, KEX
TELEVISION BOSTON. WBZ-TV; PITTSBURGH, KDKA-TV;
CLEVELAND. KYWTV: SAN FRANC

WIND REPRESENTED BY A M RADI

KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ
ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPR
PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. I

©©

J '
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1
RADIO M \>T! K DIRECTORY

IOWA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Frefl. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert
Country.

Western RoliS Nows Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service

PAMES KASI 1430 lkw-D KBS Pearson 26 4 8 3 16 lr!« 4 6 UP;T
•IfATLANTIC KJAN 1220 250-D KBS Continental 45 — 7 6 12 7 7 .... AP
{BURLINGTON KBUR 1490 250w ABC Rambean 9 35 3 — 3 20 4* 3 5 AP
.CARROLL KCIM 1380 lkw Pearson 45 1 6 5 14 3* 3 7 __ AP;T|-
iCEDAR RAPIDS

3AVENPORT

AASON CITY

KSMN 1010 lkw-D 62

c
O INFORMATION: Boone, KWBG; Cherokee. KCHE ; Estherville, KLIL; Keobuk, KOKX: Shenandoah, KFNF; Waterloo, KW1VL.

KCRG 1600 5kw MBS Everett-McK 70 1 10 1 16 2 1 3 ... AP.I\<

KPIG 1450 250w Burke-Stuart 1 130 — \ UP
KXEL (See WATERLOO)

' WMT (,(iil 5kw CBS Katz 8 2 35 3 4 3 15 4* 3 15 A11;A,1|

2ENTERVILLE KCOG 1400 lOOw MBS 75 — — 4 8 2' 7 _ AP;TJ
6CHARLES CITY KCHA 1580 250-D KBS 59 3 3 12 4 1 3 _ AP 1
CLINTON EROS* 1340 250w MBS Pearson 3 67 10 10 4 19 4* 6 6 UP;Wj
4:OUNCIL BLUFFS ESWI 1560 :,(io- 1) Hagg 70 — 10 UP;T '

J2RESTON KSIB 1520 lkw-D Pearson 85 1 3 2 7 3* 1 6 AP;T J

kl-'M \ 1580 500-D McGillvra 60 10 — 1 8 2 2 _.. AP
KSTT 1170 lkw MBS Walker 2 2<> 10 50 3 12 9* 3 6 It __ UP
WHBF (See ROCK ISLAND, ILL.)

woe* 1420 5kw NBC PGW 9 40 4 — 3 21 2» 3 2 .... UP;T
j

WQUA (See MOL1NE, ILL.)

JECORAH KDEC 1240 250w KBS 39 16 4 12 6» 4 AP
s)ES MOINES KCBC 1390 lkw 6 148 .. % 20 .... INS

KIOA 940 10-D.5-N ABC H-R Reps 6 41 3 23 5 10 12 10 22 UP
KRNT 1350 5kw CBS Katz 6 76 4 11 1 15 2" 12 1 AP.UPJ
KSO 1460 5kw Pearson 97 14 3 14 X' 1 INS;C|
KWDM 1150 ]U MBS Indie Sales 4 27 20 19 21 14 25* 3 5 6t 6 INS;A,i

WHO* 1040 50kw NBC PGW 8 6 x X X 6 18 6* 4 9 _. AP,UP,|

>UBUQUE KDTH 1370 lkw ABC Pearson _ 63 4 3 2 17 6' 2 6 __ .. AP
WDBQ* 1490 250w MBS Meeker 8 30 4 16 4» % % UP

AIRFIELD KFAD 1570 250-D KBS 50 6 10 7 9 2' 3 7 AP;T,\I|

ORT DODGE KVFD 1400 250w MBS Pearson 5 39 _-._ 7 5 24 2« 4 5 UP.INS'

ORT MADISON KXGI 1360 500-D KBS 42 9 6 16 13' 2 4 It UP; St

OWA CITY KXIC 800 lkw-D Pearson 50 10 2 1 30 4' 1 8 AP;W
A MARS KLEM 1410 lkw-D 41 .... 6 4 11 2 2 2 T
AARSHALLTOWN KFJB 1230 250w Pearson 37 5 6 6 13 4* 5 5 AP;T

KGLO* 1300 5kw CBS Weed X 25 4 3 5 20 3* 1 3 _ AP;UP
KRIB 1490 !'.-,( In Pearson 5 48 4 20 6 21 13t 3 3 _ AP;T

UP; St

-.AUSCATINE KWPC* 860 250-D Pearson 2 29 4 2 5 10 2* 3 3 UP;T
^EWTON KCOB 1280 500-D 46 2 14 4 12 3 Ya 5 AP:W
MiELWEIN KOEL 950 1-D.500-N Pearson .... 37 8 22 5 16 7* 3 5 Up:Se/l

;;>skaloosa KBOE 740 250-D Pearson 34 3 9 8 11 2 1 3 _ AP;St

-••TTUMWA
X

KBIZ 1240 250w ABC 3 73 2 6 15 8* 4 1 AP:T,\*

KLEE 1480 500-D KBS Devney 77 1 20 % X UP
v HENANDOAH KMA 960 5kw ABC Petry 2 X X X X X 7 22 AP.UP
IOUX CITY KMNS 620 lkw Pearson 98 6 7 21* 6 ....

KSCJ 1360 5kw ABC Hollingbery X 28 23 4 5 18 2 1 4 AP;L"W

KTRI 1470 5kw Everett-McK 103 1 20 Vi 1 _ UP
FENCER KICD 1240 250w Pearson 75 13 6 2 18 X* 11 _ AP:St,T

TORM LAKE KAYL* 990 250-D 42 16 8 4 X 10* 10 1 AP:St,\*|

WATERLOO KXEL 1540 50kw ABC Boiling X 6 56 30 10 14 4» 9 1 INS.UP

fEBSTER CITY KJFJ 1570 250-D KBS Best - -- — — 5 7 2* 1 AP;C,W

KANSAS
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

f "" ~"^ » r

r«

- City

A.

Call letters Freq. Power
Natl Post- Pop

network National rep Network mid music
Country.

Concert Western Roiig News
Home-

Sports making Farm Foreign Nearo Services .

RKANSAS CITY KSOK 1280 1-D.100-N KBS 25 7 3 3 10 1* 1 5 AP;T
TCHISON KARE 1470 lkw Sears & Ayer 85 4 23 6* 4 __ AP
JDFFEYVILLE KGGF 690 lOkw ABC Pearson 4 47 2 12 12 14 T 5 % AP;W
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KANSAS continued)

K\[)K) MAST] K DIR] ( I "!<V

1

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
, * N

Natl P»t- PiP (minlry HMt-
City Call letters Froa. Power network National rep Network mid music Concert Western Holla Newi Sports leaking Far

JLBY KXXX 790 5kw-D H-R Reps 34 2 10 8 4 2 4 20

JNCORDIA KIHM 550 5kw-D ABC PCW 5 66 3 9 ' 3 12 3* 3

KNCK 1390 500-D Kit- 54 21 2 10 2 ... 3

)PGE CITY KGXO 1370 5kw MBS Hagg 7 .... 21 3 7 8 18 4' 3 6

DORADO KI'.I O 1360 500-D Indie Sales 16 7 4 1 1* 2

)RT SCOTT KM DO 1600 500-D Best ._ 43 3 5 3 10 1

\RDEN CITY K1UL 1240 250w NBC Holman 8 10 9 8 4 16 8*

KNCO 1050 lkw-D Continental 33 2 8 15 10 6 6 4

tEAT BEND KVGB 1590 5kw MIC Pearson x 15 9 2 4 19 3*

\X% K\YS 1400 250w KBS Holman 72 8 6 6 18 20* 4

JTCHINSON KWBW 1450 250w NBC V.R&McC 14 „ 77 6 3 5 23 4* 3

KWHK 1260 1-D.500-N \ . ett-McK 1 100 2 18 8* 3

NCTION CITY KJCK 1 120 lkw-D KBS Indie Sales 40 3 32 4* 5

vNSAS CITY KCKN 1340 250w 109 9 _ 2 11 x

WRENCE KLWN 1320 500-D Indie Sales 19 28 3 12 2'

AVENWORTH KCLO 1410 500-D Best _ 6 61 8 2 2

3ERAL KSCB 1270 lkw-D Best 50 7 3 3 12 x* 3 4

MMHATTAN KM AN 1350 500-D KBS 48 % 2 11 5' 3 2

4.RYSVILLE KNDY 1570 250-D KBS Best 27 4 6 5 15 5 3 i

TAWA KOFO 1220 250-D _.
._ __ 43 10 27 4 8 2 % 2

RSONS KLCK 1540 250-D KBS ... _. 44 5 3 9 4 3

rTSBURG KOAM 860 10-D.5-N NBC Pearson 9 .... 38 2 12 12 34 x* 10

KSEK 1340 250w Cooke 89 2 .... 2 26 15' .... 2

ATT KWSK 1570 250-D ._ .... .... x x x 7 14 4'
1 14

SSELL KRSL 990 250-D KBS 61 2 2 10 5» 4

LINA KSAL 1150 5kw MBS Pearson 5_ 33 14 15 4 22 3* 6 6

PEKA KJAY 1440 5-D.l-N _. Walker 85 3 8

KTOP 1490 250-w MBS x Mil) 16 9 20 1

WIBW 580 5kw < BS 6 3 47 2 14 4 12 9* 1 16

WREN 1250 5kw ABC Pearson 7_ f.o 7 6 6 16 9* 3 3

CHITA KAKE 1240 250w MBS McGillvra 4 6 75 2 5 13 8* _ _
KANS 1480 5-D.l-N NBC Simmons 10 15 14 18 4 17 2' 3 2

KFBI 1070 10-D.l-N Avery-Knodel __ .... 100 _ _ 6 15 3* % 7

KFH* 1330 5kw CBS Blair 8 _. 45 3 5 5 24 5* 1 7

KWBB 1410 lkw Hollingbery 76 1 27 6 23 1» 6

INFORMATION: Chanute, KCRB; Emporia, KVOE; Goodland, KWilB; Independence. KIND; McPherson, KNEX; Newton, KJRG.

m foreign Nefra Sarvlut

M':\\

M' Ml

II \P

M\ I

i w 5i

2 i P i.w

i p

MM \\

\l'.\\

W. I

I l':\\

M>

M'

M'

I I'M \\M

M'

AP;I.\X.-t

I I'

It _ AP;A
MM P;L\

% AP:T,W
M'

M'

M'M \\

M'

M': I

KENTUCKY
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl Post-

network National rep Network mid
Pop

music Concert

Country.

Western Relig News Snorts

Home-
making Farm Foreign Nrgra Service*

HLAND

RDSTOWN

WCMI* 1340 250v CBS Hollingbery 10 1 48 3 9 4 17 5* 1 2 I P

WTCR 1420 5kw-D Rambeau ; D-C 47 24 10 3 AP
W BRT 1320 lkw-D 46 6 36 14 14 6* 3 X T

MTON WCBL ll
1
"!) lkw-D MBS Continental X 10 30 7 13 12* 2 9 UP

WLING GREEN WKCT 930 lkw ABC Pearson 8 17 17 23 6 13 :• 5 9 UP;T
WLBJ ltio 5kw MBS Walker 4 54 17 4 19 x» 2 12 AP

MPBELLSVILLE WTCO 1450 250w B.-i 47 1 42 12 X 13* 1 6 UP;Se
NTRAL CITY W MTA 1380 500-D B.-i 18 5 20 4 9 3* 3 6 5 UP;Se

WNES 1600 500-D 48 20 10 8 X* 2 4 AP:W
LUMBIA WAIN 1270 lkw-D Best 29 6 41 15 4 %• % \ % 1 v.w
RBIN WCTT 680 lkw MBS X 20 8 22 12 14 10* 2 AP:W
(VINGTON W ZIP 1050 250-D KBS 25 5 7 12 \ 1« 5 6 12 LP
MBERLAND WCPM 1490 250w MBS 67 1 31 5 13 2* 6 1 6 LP;W
INVILLE WHIR 1230 250V MBS Holman 4 48 8 30 3 15* 9 19 APT
IZABETHTOWN WIEL 1400 250w KBS Best 50 7 16 10 16 X* % 2 LP:A
KNKFORT WFKY 1490 250w K,M Burn-Smith 3 21 17 21 7 14 12' 2 3 LPT
JLTON WFUL* 1270 lkw Best 10 22 11 5 10' 3 X 5 LPT
ksGow WKAY 1490 250w 54 1 27 9 10 2» 3 3 1 P;St,W
RLAN WHLN 1280 lkw-D MBS Burn-Smith X 32 3 22 10 10 2 6 1 1 1 l':W
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1
RADIO M \>l IK Dlkl.CTORY

OUISVILLE

INEVILLE

KENTUCKY (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
/- —A—

^ 1 K

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post- Pop
mid music Concert

Country.

Western H.I iq News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service

^HAZARD WKIC 1430 lkw-D MBS l!.-t 3 10 15 10 9 3« 1 1 P:\V

^HENDERSON WSON 860 .-,00-1) K,M Bogner & Martin 2 32 ._.. 5 5 11 8« % 6 UP;W|
-^OPKINSVILLE WHOP* 1230 L'.-.Ou CBS Bogner & Martin 7 13 5 1 X 17 x* 1 6 UP;W,7

WKOA 1480 lkw-D KBS Best 63 3 5 11 2 3 6 6 AP;A
^.EBANON WLBN 1590 lkw-D KBS Best 36 2 22 3 2 4» 1 5 AP;W|
EXINGTON WLAP* 630 5-D.l-N ABC Pearson 6 14 2 5 8 21 12 5 12 UP;W|

~ WLEX 1300 lkw Boiling 60 30 4 6 5 AP
WVLK 590 lkw MBS Burn-Smith 9 50 4 14 1 18 10* 6 AP;T J

TrONDON WFTG 1400 250w Best 20 % 60 5 10 3* 3 4 .... UP;St|
w w i: 970 5kw NBC NBC Spot 13 13

WHAS 840 50kw CBS ChriMal 24 10 15

WINN 1240 250w Forjoe 6 154

WKLO 1080 50kw ABC Blair 60 80

HU\ "(HI |ku I) Burn-Smith 75 y2

WMLF 1230 250w 52 32 II

AP;St,1

AP
UP
I P:St

AP;C,S|

J
WLOU 1350 lkw-D Gill-Perna X 14 % 2 1 84 UP

f
AADISONVILLE WFMW* 730 250-D KBS 30 4 16 5 14 3* 2 5 5 AP.UPj

C.St/11

AAYFIELD WNGO* 1320 lkw-D Indie Sales 66 y2 19 19 14 X* 1 2 AP;L\*|

I vlAYSVILLE WFTM 1240 250w K,M 6 46 2 16 8 12 12* 10 UP;W|
AIDDLESBORO WMIK 560 :,li(i-I) KBS McGillvra 25 7 19 8 7 6 3 4 UP;W|
FOREHEAD WMOR 1330 lkw-D . — 21 1 24 8 9 X' X 3 UP
JEWPORT WNOP 740 lkw-D Interstate 14 16 24 11 7 2 3 UP
')WENSBORO WOMI* 1490 250w K,M Burn-Smith X 25 3 7 9 13 6» 1 3 __ AP

WVJS* 1420 IU ABC Rambeau 5 42 5 15 12 11 12' % 3 UP
•ADUCAH WKYB* 570 1-D,500-N NBC Pearson 8 62 6 4 7 14 8* 6 3 AP;W|

WPAD* 1450 250w CBS Sears & Ayer 10 52 12 5 7 17 X* 2 UP:T
IKEVILLE WLSI 900 lkw-D 28 y2 37 6 12 3* 4 2 UP:T

12 AP
RESTONSBURG WPRT 960 lkw-D 40 10 15 6 5 3 1 1 UP
RINCETON WPKY 1580 250-D KBS Continental X X 8 5 X* 1 5 AP

-iADCLIFF WSAC 1470 lkw-D 51 7 6 6 4 14 UP;L\H
ICHMOND WEKY 1340 250w 5 56 6 12 5 21 8» 3 6 1 UP:T

s
/.USSELLVILLE WRUS 800 lkw-D KBS Best 26 26 11 8 4* 2 8 UP;W
,,'OMERSET WSFC 1240 250w MBS X 60 11 68 14 24 6* 3 _ UP:T
i'ANCLEVE WMTC 730 lkw-D Continental 9 18 9 2 2 AP
VHITESBURG WTCW 920 lkw-D 6 50 6 7 4* y4 UP;Se
/•VlNCHESTERx

\

WWTCY 1380 lkw-D 30 6 20 15 20 X* 10 20 - AP:T
j

)l

10 INFORMATION: Campbellville, WLCK; Franklin. WFKN; Harrodsburg, WHBN; Louisville, WGRC; Mayfield, KWTM
; Monticello, WFI.W: Murray. WNBS; I'aints

••l

X

LOUISIANA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

*

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Country. Homo-
Network mid music Concert Western Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

vBBEVILLE

ALEXANDRIA

ATON ROUGE

ki;oi 960 lkw-D 31 27 12

K M.ll 580 5-DJ-N ABC Weed 48 8 10 15

1 \P:W
\l':\\

KDBS 1410 lkw-D 11 35 14 25 IP
KSYL 970 lkw NBC Everett-McK 66 25 15 23 AP
WIBR 1300 lkw Walke 1 95 14 11 AP
WJBO* 1150 5kw NBC Hollingbery 28 14 20 VPJNI
WI.CS 910 lkw Rambeau 6 156 10 AP
WXOK 1260 lkw-D Km joe 4 14 3 2 i

L, % 75 UP;Se 1

OGALUSA WHXY 920 lkw-D Thos. Clark 40 1 13 9 X 5 2 y-i .... 3 AP
WIKC 1490 250w 57 3 10 10 12 6' 3 2 1 \VX

^:OVINGTON WARB 730 250-D 21 49 6 9 2 UP;C,TJ
ROWLEY k^h. 1450 250w Thos. Clark 88 9 12 3 4 8" 2 3 10 8 AP:W 1

''IE RIDDER KDLA 1010 lkw-D KBS 38 3 .;;', 10 8 4« 2 X % 1 P

UNICE KEUN ll'HI 250w MBS 3 24 3 10 5 10 10* 1 5 10 AP
ERRIDAY KFNV 1600 lkw-D 21 42 1 7 1 % 21 UP
•OLDEN MEADOW KLFT 1600 500-D Best 6 41 5 5 2« 3 2 13 UP:St
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LOUIS 1 A N A
DAILY HOURS

continued >

RADIO MAST! R DIM ( I I

WEEKLY HOURS
t

City Call letter* Fr*. Power
Natl

network National rep

Poat- Pop
Network mid music

Country.
Concert Western Hollg News Sporta

Home.
akin* Farm Fertile Nearo Service*

AMMOND WFPR IKK) L'.llu 63 1 28 4 7 I' 1 P;Se,W

OUMA
A.FAYETTE

\KE CHARLES

KCIL
Kl \\

1 190

1 12(1

250w K,N Indie Sales 7 17 5 31 6 10 2* % : 10 \l\tt

l n..-,oo-N ABC Kambeau 3 96 12 6 12 5* 1 l P

KVOl '
I 130 lkw NBC Meeker 8 13 4 7 Ms 12 2» 2 6 3 2 M'

KAOK iiihi :'.-,()w MBS Forjoe 3 9 3 5 10 10* 15 UP
KI.OU 1580 lkw Walker 112 4 4 11 8 1 3 AP;LW,Sl

KPLC n:o 5-D.l-N NBC Weed x 30 X X X X X X X AP.UP;W
EESVILLE kl 1 V Mini 250 D 14 14 X X 7 X UP
ANSFIELD KDBC 1360 lkw-D i;. -i X X X 10 1 2* 3 2 8 UP:St

ARKSVILLE KAPB 1370 lkw-D i;. -i 42 7 15 10 9 1« 1 2 6 4 AP
INDEN KAPK 1240 lOOw 54 5 12 19 15 2* 3 3 2 UP
ONROE KI.IC 1230 250w MBS 1 Ic.ra ( l.i\ !• .ii 8 1 45 3 16 4 15 3* 2 10 1 P

KMLB* 111(1 5-D.l-N ABC ('ear-on X X X 10 X T 5 4 2 UP
KNOE 1390 5kw H-R Reps 129 2 10 6 1 2 '. AP.UP

ORGAN CITY KMRC 1430 .-,00 11 KBS 81 1 7 2 5 2* 14 LP;T
ATCHITOCHES KNOC 1450 250w MBS 4 78 15 21 10 19 10* 2 4 10 AP
ew IBERIA KAM 1210 250w ABC 3 50 6 4 18 T % 2 AP;W

K\IM I 160 lkw-D 36 4 30 7 6 2 1 2 2 5 1 P;l

EW ORLEANS

REVEPORT

ViHOk 800 lkw-D Forjoe 13 84 UP
WDSU* 1280 5kw NBC Blair 1 37 15 14 ',• MM P

WJBW 1230 250w K. II. r 3 123 12 M'

WJMR" 990 250w 25 %t I P

WMRY 600 lkw-D Cill-Perna 26 84 I \\

WNOE 1060 50kw H-R Reps 6 159 n ii AP
WSMB 1350 5kw ABC Weed 71 15 11 \P:W
WTIX
UN'-

1450

910

250w ''i oung 6 154 I t I
!'

1-D,500-N MBS Branham 69 19 \P:\

WWEZ 690 5kw Webb 11 I I'

WWL 870 50kw CBS Katz 10 1 77 11 MM P;

St,T

VKDALE KREH 900 250-D KBS 28 35 4 6 %• 1 LP
'ELOUSAS KSLO 1230 250w ABC Sears & Ayer 5 37 X 13 13 15 x» 1 2 8 10 LP
JSTON KRIS 1 190 250w 70 7 25 6 9 x» % 4 UP

KANV
KCIJ

1050

980

250-D
5kw-D

UB; DC 33 'i II % 81

Cill-Perna 60 12 IN-.I I'

KENT 1550 1-D.500-N MBS Walker 94 L5 10* % AP:Se
KJOE 1480 lkw Forjoe 84 M'

KTBS* 710 10-D.5-N NBC Petrv 6 80 3 4 26 4' 1 1 I P

KWKH* 1130 50kw CBS Branham X X X X 4 X 3 1 5 : MM P

LPHUR KSUL 1310 500-D Best 36 7 6 2 4 1 1 1 P;St

0.LULAH KTLD 1360 -.(in. I) KBS Best 30 2 15 6 2 3» 4 8 16 IP;T
IIBODAUX KTIB 630 500-D Best 46 7 6 4 2 1* 3 % 6 W
NNFIELD WVCL 1270 lkw-D Best 36 5 24 4 8 ]• 3 2 3 1 P

INFORMATION: Bastrop, KTRY; Baton Rouse, WAFB ; Jennins-. K.H.F; New Orleans, WBOM; Shreveport, KRMD; Springhill, KBSF; Ville Platte. KV1M

MAINE
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Frtq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Country.

Network mid music Concert Western Relig News Sports maklr Farm Foreim Notre Services

IGUSTA

! NGOR

WFAl 1340 250w MBS R. O'Connell . X
~

X 8 15 X* 4 3 1 UP;St,W
WRDO 1400 250w NBC Weed , 26 2 2 6 18 1 4 3 _ LP:T
WABI 910 5kw \B( Hollingbery 6 80 9 7 18 X 9* 10 6 AP
WGUY 1230 250w R. O'Connell hi 85 6 14 l

-2 8 21' 1 1 UP
WLBZ 620 5kw NBC Weed 6 5 18 X* 2 6

5DEFORD WIDE 1400 250w MBS Hollingben- 6 22 8 5 9 21 2* 4 12 8 AP:W
IUNSWICK WCME 900 250-D 60 20 2 7 1 AP:W
liULTON WABM 1340 250w Webb 7 14 3* 20 T

iMBOLS: (
* am-fm station

1 t fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

local sports covered
Lat. Amer. included

figure unspecified

category unclaimc
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

|y| A I N E continued)

DAILY HOURS

___ i

A
\ /

Natl Post- Pop Country.

City Call letters Frta. Power network National rep Network mid music Concert Western Relig

pEWISTON WCOU* 1240 250w MBS R. O'Connell 3 _ 33 20 18 4

-t'

|g
WLAM 1470 5kw ABC Everett-McK 7 33 7 1 4

"ORTLAND WCSH 970 5kw NBC Weed 8 .... 46 — _ 2

: WPOR 1490 250w A,M Hollingbery x 1 48 8 5

I RESQUE ISLE WAGM 1450 250w MBS Webb 2__ 43 _3_ 8 10

OCKLAND WRKD 1450 250w ABC 4 .... 40 9 5 7

, UMFORD WRUM 790 lkw-D R. O'Connell 45 8 6 3

KOWHEGAN WGHM 1150 lkw-D R. O'Connell 18 .... 4 4

arOUTH PARIS WKTQ 1450 250w 48 13 8 3

^VATERVILLE WGHM (See SKOWHEGAN)

q
WTVL 1490 250w ABC Hollingbery 10 19 6 3 8

Jo INFORMATION: Portland, WGAN.

y MARYLAND
i

DAILY HOURS

U . 1
—: -

|
i Natl Post- Pop Country,

City Call letters Frea. Power network National rep Network mid music Concert Western Relig

.NNAPOLIS WANN 1190 lkw-D Dora-Clayton .... _ _ _ _ 17

WASL 810 250-D _1_ '

... .. 18 5 24 12

'i WNAV^_1430 lkw Forjoe 60 20 .... 8

ALTIMORE WAYE 860 500-D Best 8 1 _ 1

WBAL 1090 50kw NBC Christal 8 6 47 5 _. 2

WBMD 750 lkw-D . .... 36 19

W'CAO* 600 5kw Radio-Tv Reps 29 3 __ 3

WEBB 1360 5kw-D Gill-Perna 4 .... _ 10

WFBR 1300 5kw ABC Blair 4 52 7 5

WITH* 1230 250w Forjoe 6 150 x

WITH? 104.3 20kw GMB 91

WSID 1010 lkw-D United _jc_ _ _ 6

S
' WWIN 1400 250w Meeker 89 3

>
|
ETHESDA WUST* ( See DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)

CAMBR IDGE WCEM 1240 250w KBS 90 8 7 4

UMBERLAND \\ i I M 1230 250w CBS I h..~. Clark "

"'
7 2 56 18 4_

.(' WTBO 1450 250w NBC Branham 8 1 51 10 19 2

jpUNDALK WAYE (See BALTIMORE)

s ! WEBB (See BALTIMORE)
Frederick wfmd 930 ikw cbs Giii-Pema 7 34 4 22 5

jJlAGERSTOWN WARK 1490 250w CBS United 5 __ 58 7 2 5

C .
WJEJ* 1240 250w A,M Burn-Smith 8 1 40 18 2 6

JAVRE DE GRACE WASA 1330 lkw-D 60 10

EONARDTOWN WKIK 1370 lkw-D 24

EXINGTON PARK WPTX 920 500-D KBS .... 68 4
4QRNI NGSIDE WPGC 1580 lkw-D 54 12

OCKVILLE WINX (See DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)
ALISBURY WBOC 960 5-DJ-N MBS Burn-Smith 8 % 27 8 4 5

ILVER SPRING WGAY (See DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)
"OWSON WTOW 1570 lkw-D .... 25 28 _ 3

WEEKLY HOURS

Home-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Service*

16 AP;Se,'
St,W.

18 AP;T
15 UP
13 18* AP
15 15* UP;T
22 13* UP;St

AP;Se,v-

10 AP;W
x* AP;T

18 UP;C,S^

WEEKLY HOURS

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

98 UP

16 x* 12

12 AlLSe/I

y2 LP
12 AP

18 84

12

AP
AP.UPl

14

11

20 AP:S t ;

... AP;S7l
54 IXS.UP

30

13 AP;Se
24 10* AP

AP

18 AP
17 19* UP:W
20 13' AP:T

30 6 18 6 2 3 3 AP:St

24 3 10 2 3 UP
3 9 1 5 2 AP:LW

X* AP

11 AP:T

AP
VESTMINSTER WTTR 1470 lkw-D 76 2 6 3 6 3* 3 6

C

10 INFORMATION: Baltimore, WOBM; Pocomoke City, WDVM; Wheaton, WDON.

MASSACHUSETTS
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl Post- Pop

network National rep Network mid music

Country.

Concert Western Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

_;ttleboro WARA 1320 lkw Walker 75 14 5 21 8* 35 % UP
MOSTON WBMS

WBOS
1090 lkw-D Indie Sales 14 7 7 X 5 1 17 15 UP
1600 5kw Ramheau 2 69 5 5 59 UP

WBZ 1030 51kw W PGW 6 97 37 2 15 6* 5 AP.UP
i' WCOP* 1150 5kw Radio-Tv Reps 6 162 — 14 AP.UP
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MASSACHUSETTS ' '

k\i>'<> \i\hik mi'

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call lettert Fro«. Powor
Natl

network National rog>

Peat- Pep Country

NMwork mid nuili Concert W.starn Rrllg News
Mmi.

Sporli mating Far* Faralia N.|ra Sonrlae*

OSTON
(cont.)

EDFORD
EW BEDFORD

tti KB* 1330 5D.I N GMB '-• 124 l I'

UI.KI*

WIIDII'

590 ..kw i us i lt^ Ku.lio spoj 8 1 48 39

850 :>ou Hl.nr '. II') 12 j i
!!•

Id

\\\ll\ 1510 >U 10 10 11

Willi. 1430 lkw-D Bdi si Tm ->l- 75

MM P

AP

\v\\c« 680 5()U M,N II R Repi 7 1 40 1 % 10 29 3 5 i\-.i;p

WORL 950 5kw-D llrailley-Kt't'd HO 4 5 V*

\\ 1 \ (
)

'

Till 2 K. O'Connell 80 1 7 1 UP
\V\ DA
WXHRJ

1260
')(,.)

5U
20U

MIC Raj mei 1 1 83 5

126
5 '. 18

3

M'
1 P

ROCKTON WBET* 1 160 Ikvv Walkei 41 10 1 5 35 x m 6 1 M. T
ROOKLINE WliOS (See BOSTON)
AMBRIDGE WTAO* 1 SCI' BOSTON)

WXHRt (See BOSTON)
HICOPEE \\ V 1 730 Ikw-D Boiling 50 % 3 18' 5 10 INS;T

Ml RIVER WAI 1 linn 250w MBS R. O'Connell 4 93 10 6 8 28 1." 4 10 UP
TCHBURG WSAR 1 180 5kw MIC llcadley-Reed X 16 1 1 11

• 3 2

Uli.M 1580 lkw-D Walker 61 5 2 3 11 1 3 1 % UP
tAMINGHAM \\k(»\ 1190 lkw-D W .1.1. BO 7 5 2 10 1' 1 2 UP
ARDNER WGAW 1310 250w MiC W.1,1, \ 70 27 1 5 8 4» % UP
REAT
BARRINGTON WSBS 860 250-D 21 19 6 6

REENFIELD WIIAI* 1210 250w MRS Walker 6 36 3 7 38 3' 6 8 2 AP;Se
AVERHILL W1IAV 1490 250w Stars National 6 80 11 4 19 2* 2 2 UP
0LYOKE WREB 930 500-D 84 7 X AP.UP
\WRENCE WCCM 800 Ikw-D 70 8 4 7 3* 2 % UP;St
)WELL WCAP 980 IU 1) 60 3 1 1 T 2 UP

WLLH* I 100 250 « MBS X 36 14 :: 15 x» UP;A
'NN WLYN 1360 ikw-n Walker 7 36 2 3 9 4 1 p

1
1'

ORTH ADAMS
ORTHAMPTON
RANGE
TTSFIELD

\\I!>M* 1420 lkw Boiling 85 17

WNRII*
\\\l\i:

1340

1230

250w MBS Walker 36 20

250w McGiUvra 67 20 10

I P

', M>

MM
WIIMP 1100 250w Webb 91 12 15 I P

W( \T 1390

W BEC* 1420

lkw-D

250w

55

ABC Everett-McK 32 12 19

WRRK 1310 250w MBS W.ilk.r 50 15 22

1 P; I

WW
I I'

JINCY
.LEM

>UTHBRIDGE
RINGFIELD

W.I DA 1300 lkw-D I 1 II I I'W

WESX 1230 250w 72 I l':W

WESO 970 500-D Walke 72 18 I P

ORCESTER

W B/ \ 1030 lkw ii.W 97 37 15

WIIYN* 560 lkw CBS Branliam 12 56 19 i.,

WJKO 1600 5kw-D GLU-Perna 30 12 12 12

WM\S* 1450 250w MBS H-R Rr P - 79 21

\\>PR 1270 lkw ABC Hollin-h.rv 72

WTXI. 1490 250w Walker 6 120 21 16

WT\C* 580 5k, CBS Chri-tal 32 16

MM P

I P

12 1 P

I P

\P

1 P

JNTON WPEP 1570 lkw-D Walker 24 4 2 4 9 3" 4 1 2 1 P

RE WARE 1250 lkw-D MBS Webb 2 60 8 5 1 10 1" 14 12 UP
YARMOUTH WOCB* 1210 250w MBS Walker 5 25 28 2 10 17 X* 6 UP

\\ MB 1 Hi) 5kw V.M Hollingberj 5 71 24 6 . 15 7 3 2 \P

WNEB 1230 250w Bollinp 53 12 9 3 8 2 2 IP
WORC 1310 lkw Forioe 6 150 6 3 9 3 1 5 AP:A11

_ \p

I INFORMATION: Fitchbure. WHIM

MICHIGAN

JN ARBOR

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letter* Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
p«t-
mld

Pop
music Concert

Country.

Western Rello News Sports
Ho*«-
naklng Farm Foreign Negro Service*

IRIAN WAB.I 1490 250u ABC 3 58 12 6 20 10* 1 5 It LP
MA WFYC 1280 lkw-D 54 3 2 14 2* 1 2 UP:LW.\
PENA WATZ 1 150 250w MBS H. 9 40 1 12 11* AP

WIIRV 1600 lkw ARC Walker 30

WPAG 1050 lkw-D Everett-McK 12

\P

AP:T
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

MICH IG AN (

DAILY HOURS

continued)

WEEKLY HOURS

p

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music

Country,

Concert Western Rellg News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service*

VTTLE CREEK WMCK 930 lkw MBS Burn-Smith 7 40 7 5 14 9* UP;W
-t WELL 1 Kill 2.50 v, ABC -Meeker 5 35 10 5 7 12 1 5 AP;T
*AY CITY WBCM 1 111) 1U ABC Hollingbery 6 40 5 10 23 4« 5 10 UP:W
J

n

WWBC 1250 lkw-D Best 60 1 1 5 15 2 2 2 _.. AP
;nton harbor WHFB* 1060 lkw-D Holman 36 9 % 7 9 3« 3 5 y2 AP:T,W
G RAPIDS WBRN 1 160 lkw-D Best 26 12 7 8 2 X* 1 4 AP;Se,T

\DILLAC WATT 1240 250w MBS Holman 14 13 !]• AP
HEBOYGAN
LDWATER

WCBY 1240 250w Best 52 16 15' AP:T

-£ WTVB* 1590 5-D,500-N Best 65 10 15 15 AP;W
-ARBORN

^ETROIT
\

J

J

J

E

\\k\IH* (See DETROIT)
CKLVV* 800 50kw MBS Young 86 15 19 2 INS,UP;

T,W

WCHB (See INKSTER)
WJBK* 1500 10-D,1-N Katz 6 120 35 7 8 11 3 3 6 AP.INS

WJLB* 1400 250w Forjoe 6 40 3 2 13 10 xk 1 1 53t 53 AP
WKMH* 1310 5kw Headley-Reed x 6 121 12 3 8* 1 AP.UP
WLDMt 95.5 20kw GMB 2 90 50 —

.

4 AP;A11

WWJ 950 5kw NBC PGW 42 47 14

RAND RAPIDS WFUR 1570 lkw-D 20 26 10

AP,UP;iy

' WXYZ* 1270 5kw ABC Blair X 1 65 9 5 12 T 2 16 INS.UP;

CANABA WDBC 680 lkw 5 5 10 5 22 x» 3 5 AP
JNT WAMM 1420 500-D Rambeau 86 y2 7 25 UP

WBBC 1330 lkw MBS Weed 4 40 20 6 11 5* 2 10 AP
/ WFDF 910 5kw NBC Katz 6 % 60 2 6 3 21 10 2 4 % AP;St,T:

WKMF 1470 lkw Headley-Reed 6 103 5 2 11 8' 5 5 AP
WMRP 1570 lkw-D KBS Best 10 9 12 20 7 7 UP I

WTAC 600 lkw ABC Hollingbery 4 6 142 1 y2 5 20 2 3 UP;W
tEMONT WBFC 1490 250w Best 18 13 20 15 10 3* 5 6 AP
tYLORD WATC 900 lkw-D MBS Holman X 21 9 11 11 6 2* 2 2

RAND HAVEN WGHN 1370 500-D — 68 11 1 3 8 5* 4 1 — UP;T
UP

-: WGRD 1410 lkw-D Gill-Perna .... 46 8 2 6 X 2 2 7 AP;St
' WJEF* 1230 250w CBS Avery-Knodel 8 1 18 6 4 16 2* 2 y2 AP;T

s
WLAY* 1340 250w A,M Burke-Stuart 8 1 35 6 6 10 13 2* 3 3 UP

)l
WMAX 1480 lkw-D 75 2 9 1 2t UP

A WOOD 1300 5kw NBC Katz 6 58 6 8 6 16 10* 5 2 AP
ILLSDALE WBSE* 1340 lOOw Best 25 35 2 3 1 3* % AP;T

HOLLAND WHTC 1450 250w Best 45 19 2 12 14 X" 5 2 AP;W
„OUGHTON LAKE WHGR 1290 lkw-D Best X X X 7 7 3« 2 8 AP
JlKSTER WCHB 1440 500-D Pearson 13 1 5 22 5 6 6 82 AP;T
:<)NIA WION 1430 500-D Best 60 9 8 11 4 5 5 __ AP;T
„tON RIVER WIKB 1230 250w KBS Best 57 14 14 4 19 X* % AP;T

c
:ONWOOD WJMS 630 lkw Best 48 12 9 5 11 10* 4 2

HPEMING WJPD 1240 250w 76 19 23 10 15 15* 6 2 , AP;W
^CKSON WIBM* 1450 250w ABC Weed : 6 107 5 3 8 22 12* 5 3 3

WKHM 970 lkw MBS Headley-Reed 3 1 80 3 14 3' 3

ALAMAZOO WKLZ 1470 500-D Gill-Perna 61 3 3 5 7 X 3 2 UP
: WKMI 1360 5kw ___ Bdcst Time Sis 3 125 5 12 2 1 UP

WKZO 590 5kw CBS Avery-Knodel 7 y2 35 7 5 7 16 4« 3 9 AP:T
\NSING WILS 1320 5-D,l-N Y.R&McC 6 132 12 7 14 X* 1 AP
'JDINGTON WKLA 1450 250w ABC Best 7 40 11 11 10* 3 3 3t UP
'ANISTEE WMTE 1340 250w Best X X X 6 15 3* 3 6 .... AP:T

' C ,ARINE CITY WDOG 1590 lkw-D 80 4 2 7 2 1 2 1 UP
ARQUETTE WDMJ 1320 lkw MBS 6 35 8 7 10 19 11* 1 3

IDLAND WMDN 1490 250w Best 50 28 14 9 8 4 5 2 7 AP;T
ONROE WMIC 560 500-D 34 3 7 6 10 2 4 7 2 UP
OUNT PLEASANT WCEN 1150 1-D.500-N Best 94 11 1 7 28 4* 3 9 — AP;LW,

Se,T

USKEGON WKBZ* 850 lkw ABC Meeker X 16 8 2 9 18 3» 3 3 AP;LW/I

WMUS 1090 lkw-D McGillvra 6 15 3 35 7 6 3 5 2 AP
K<LES WNIL 1290 500-D 41 11 4 5 12 3 3 3 AP
-*K PARK WLDMt (See DETROIT)
K rVOSSO WOAP 1080 250-D KBS McGillvra 45 1 2 10 7 3 2 AP
TOSKEY WMBN 1340 250w MBS Holman 12 22 1 15 11- % AP

->NTIAC WCAR 1130 lOkw 45 6 7 X 3 All

i WPON 1 160 500w 101 1 3 X 15 5 1 3t .... AP:T
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S&^S^ii^lie
Beaver

Castor Canadensis Michigan

Engineer of the wilds, the H

bod\t\ a trowel-like toil and

teeth for gnawing down trees

i chief occupation is building

and providing pelts for milad

Put your money where the people are

Broadcasting to beavers gets you nowhere

—

but pleasing people makes cash registers sing

with joy.

WWJ's new Hi-Fi signal, personalities, news

coverage, and feature programming concentrate

on people— the big-earning, big-spending folks

in southeastern Michigan to whom WWJ is a

constant companion and trusted friend.

Bow to beavers when you're on a holiday. Use

WWJ when you're bidding for sales.

Seventy per cent of Michigan's
population commanding 75 per
cent of the state's buying income
is within WWJ's daytime pri-

mary area. In the Detroit area

alone, over 3Vi million people

drive nearly 1 '/j million cars and
spend over £5 billion annually

for retail goods.

WWJ AM AND FM

RADIO
WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned and operated by The Detroit News

NBC Affiliate

National Representatives: Peters, GrifTm, Woodward, fnc.
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R\I)() M VSTER DIRECTORY

MICHIGAN (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Country,
Network mid music Concert Western Relig

Haw-
Newt Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

DRT HURON
P

^

*PDGERS CITY
jVGINAW

Wills 1150 250w Gill-Pema 1 24 15 2 AP.INSi
LW.St.T

W I III 1380 lkw ABC 50

\\ll\k %0 5kw-D 36

\\K\X 1210 lkw-D Gill-Pema 78

10

i°
2

16 11

26_

14

AP;St

WSAM* 1100 250w NBC Headlev-Reed i ., 70 30 18" AP
WSGW

,\ULT STE. MAR IE WSOO
TURGIS

790 lkw

1230 350w

MBS Pearson 53 10

30 12

11_

17

12* AP
14* AP;Se.X

WSTR* 1230 250w ... Best 15 23 AP
RAVERSE CITY WTCM 1400 250w MBS Holman 27 14 13* AP

»p INFORMATION: Albion, WAI.M; Bad-Axe, WI.KW. Detroit, WJR; Houshton. WHDF; Iron Mountain, WMlg; Lansing, WJIM; Menominee, WMAW; Muskegon, WK>
^'n I Oak, WKXL.

If.

J MINNESOTA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

J

f City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

networli National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country,

Western Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

, LBERT LEA KATE 1450 250w ABC Meeker 6 65 5 5 10 15 X* 5 10 UP;St j

l LEXANDRIA KXRA 1490 250w ABC 8 38 10 20 5 14 4» 3 2 UP
USTIN KAUS 1480 lkw MBS X 52 1 17 12 X X* 10 12 .... 1

-:midji KBUN 1450 250w MUS 6 15 8 8 8 24 11* 2 2 y* UP;W
. IAINERD KLIZ 1380 lkw-D _ Walker 22 12 10 1 7 3* 3 1 UP;A,wl
-OQUET WKLK 1230 250w 48 30 25 3 8 6» .... 1 4 UP
IOOKSTON KROX 1260 1-D,500-N Cooke 50 1 70 12 13 6' 7 1 UP;T.W
ETROIT LAKES KDLM 1340 250w Continental 1 70 9 8 26 X* 3 10 UP;W

i

KDAL 610 5kwJLUTH-
SUPERIOR, WIS. WDSM (See SUPERIOR, WIS.)

CBS Avery-Knodel 85 20

WEBC 560 5kw NBC Hollingbery 108 20 11

,Y

VlRMONT
WELY 1450 250w KBS Rambeau 81 11

KSUM 1370 lkw MBS Rambeau 18 19

VRIBAULT KDHL 920 lkw 50 18 14 lo- se

ANKATO KTOE 1420 5kw ABC Pearson 70 14 20 11

KYSM* 1230 250w NBC Meeker

)l INNEAPOLIS-

K ST. PAUL
KEVE 1440 5kw-D Gill-Perna

V2 50

43 11 12

_24_

7

KSTP 1500 50kw NBC Petry 1 48 12

UP;LW

UP
UP;W
UP;T
UP;C3J

_RGUS FALLS KGDE 1250 1-D,500-N MBS X 50 18 6 7 23 4* 1 4 % AP
S IBBING WMFG

KDUZ
1240

1260

250w

lkw-D

NBC Hollingbery

Best

7 45 5 3 9 16 3» 1 .... UP
XUTCHINSON 58 3 15 3

10

9

8

3

5* 3

5

7

y2 UP
UP;C.\SATTLE FALLS KUTF 960 500-D 26 3 15

Co

AP:St

Se,T

-i
^

Larry Bentson says . . .

WLOL SOUNDS GOOD ... LIKE A GOOD RADIO STATION SHOULD .

.

And Twin Citians listen good to

WLOL. It's their kind of station . . .

top music format, top newscasts, and

top lineup of advertisers. The five

famous song chefs who serve this

million-and-a-half market its favorite

entertainment dish are WLOL's Big

5 disc jockeys. What they play,

Twin Citians sing. What they

sell, Twin Citians buy!

* like any pipe-smoker knows.

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL
1330 on the dial • 5000 watts

LARRY BENTSON, President

Wayne "Red" Williams, Mgr.
Joe Floyd, V.P.

•Represented by AM RADIO SALES-
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RADIO M \- 1 IK D1RI C l«

MINN ESOTA i continued •

DAILY HOURS »l

1

KLV HOURS

City C«ll Icttrrt Froq Pirwor

Natl P«l Po»
network National rrp Network mid muilc Concert F.Ik H.I,,

Heae-
NtWI Sport, making Firm Foreign Ni|r> Sarr.ut

.4INNEAP0LIS- wcco 8 to 5ou 1 !!-> i 1^ Kadi.. S|...l h 1 10 15 2 26 4» 3 7 AP,UP;S
ST. PAUL

(cont.)

:ED WING
OCHESTER
T. CLOUD

TILLWATER

WDGY 1130 50kw I'.I.IM 1 115 5 11 2 1 P
\\ [SK 1

»•>!> 5kw-D li. Hill). -.Ill 14 4 9 X 1 UP
WLOL 1330

1 ion

5kw AM Radio Sales 6 118 _ 2 28 17* AP.IP
\V\II\ 25ihv ll.ad ley-Reed 130 __ 2 10 AP
WPBC 980 lkw-D Sean & Kyti 78 _ 2 7 3 3 I P

WTCN* 1280 51), IN ABC Katz 3 1 120 5 3 2« 1 AP.UP
rfOORHEAD KVOX (See FARGO, N. D.)

JEW ULM KM!J 860 lkw-D KMS X 70

6

7

8

4

9»

1

2

3

5

AP;LW.
1WATONNA KRFO 1390 500-D 50 27 1 P;Sl

K( I E 1250 lkw-D Rarnbe iu

KROC 1.H0 250w MIC Meeker

KK\M* 1450 250w \MC Pearson

71)

15~

19

M'.liMI

6

12

21

25"

WJON 1210

\\ \\ \

HIEF RIVER FALLS KTRF
I22U

I2.il)

250w

250-D

250m

\BG Rambeau 96

II

\P

KBS 70

56

10 11 I p

20) 15 16 4* 3 12 1 P

i 5 18 3* 2 2 3 UP;W
1 14 18 X* 8 X UP
! 11 23 5« 1 9 to UP;St

) 5 14 10* 5 1 AP;N.W

IRGINIA Willi! 11(H)

VADENA KW M)
VILLMAR KW1 M
VINONA KWNO'
y-QRTHINGTON k \\ i i \

_920
1340

_1230

7.-.0

250w

lkw
\

250w

NBC llollin»l>ery

MBS
_20_

42

ABC Pearson

250w

1U-D
ABC Pearson

_43

40
50"

_14_

10

20~ 10 12 2 10 12 I P:< I V

O INFORMATION Albany, KASM: Breckenridge, KI'.MW Eveleth, WKVK. i.run.l Bapids, KO/.Y MarghaTl, KMIII.. Montevideo, KKMA Pipeatoiu KI.oil. H-

MISSISSIPPI
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl Post- Pop Country. Home-
network National rep Network mid music Concert Western Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Newrt Services

BERDEEN
RMORY
ATESVILLE
ILOXI

OONEVILLE
ROOKHAVEN
ANTON
ENTREVILLE

LARKSDALE

LEVELAND^
OLUMBIA
OLUMBUS

ORINTH
REENVILLE
RENADA
ULFPORT~

\WIP\
W \MY
WBLE
win b

1210

1580

1290

1390

250w Besl 56 12 I P

WI.OX 1100 250w

5k u -D

-D

32 3 37 5 7 2» 1 X 4 AP;C
Iku KBS Best 40 2 16 4 10 5* 3 3 4 AP;T
lkw-D 1 Ins. ( lark 12 24 '. 7 2 6 2 3 UP;St

MBS Holman; D-C 6 100 10 21 >..
I P:I.W

WWII
W BIP

570 lkw-D McGillvra 26

1 100 250w KBS Best 67

WCH J 1170 lkw-D Best _ 36

WDOB 1370 lkw-D KBS Indie Sales

WGLC 1580 250-D KBS Continental

WKDL 1600 lkw-D

24

65

WROX 1 150 250w MRS McGillvra 52

WCI.D 1490 250w Besl

WC.I1 1150 250u K.M 15

28 14_

^32 8_

35 7_

JO 2_

4 6_

_L2 1_

7 9_

!?
7_
8 6

II

12 IV

10

11

\\i.\M 1260 lkw-D De\ ne\ 50

I P

I P:W

\P

10 I P;T

_2 I P:<

[0 I I-

28 \P

18 \P

1

WACR 1050 lkw-D Best 24 6 12 6 8 ."• % 7 1 P;Sl

\\i I'.l 550 lkw K,M McGillvra 3 47 8 5 31 -!• 5 6 7 \P

WCMA 1230 250w MBS Headlev-Reed 2 50 47 5 6 4 1 2 i
1 P;l .1

40 I P

\W\(. 1100 250w MBS McGiUvra 62 21 20 12*

ATTIESBURG

AZLEHURST
OUSTON
«IDIANOLA

WIU R (See BILOXIi
WGCM* 1240 250w ABC Bogner & Martin 9 24 7 3 6 14 4' % 4

WWII (See BILOXI)
W I'.KII 950 5kw-D McGillvra 53 30

4

9

27

3

8*

1

2

3

2

10 UP;C.T
WFOR 1400 250w NBC Rambean 6 40 12 25 UP
_WH S

Y

1230 250 xv

W MDC 122 250-D

W( Pi 1 120 lkw-D

A.M Thos. ( lark 10

KBS McGiUvra
J3_
37

16

18"

11 15*

11

21 36 18 10

\P

I P

\P

^CKSON

*UREL

WM.\ 1380 500-D 50

Wl \l 1190 250w A.M McGillvra 10 23 10 16

IP
WJDX* 620 5-D,l-N NBC Hollingbery 9 5 2 4 3 11 1 2 5

\\ IW 1 150 250w Webb 6 154 14 _ _

WOK.I 1590 lkw-D McGillvra 35 .
1* 3 fc 84

WRBC 1300 5kw MBS Rambeau 4 85 1 10 5 18 20* \P

WSLI 930 5kw ABC Weed 2 15 4 4 15 X* AP:W
W \MI l 140 250w NBC Hollinsibery 7 56 2 2 7 6* 2 AP:W

LP

fMBOLS: \
* am-fm station

) t fm station
D—daytime power
N—night power

local sport: covered
Lat. Amer. included

figure unspecifie

category unclain
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

M ISSI SS 1 PPI
DAILY HOURS

{continued

)

WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert
Country
Westerr Relig News Sports

H ome-
making Farm Foreign Negri i Service*

OUISVILLE WLSM 1270 lkw-D Best 20 30 8 6 4' 4 6 10 AP
Meridian WMOX 1240 2.">0« McGillvra 81 2 14 5 15 20* 10 2 15 AP;T

WTOK 1450 250w ABC Walker 3 98 .... X 14 AP
Natchez WMIS 1240 250w Mii; 79 2 9 3 25 10* y2 3 8 UP;W
- EW ALBANY WNAU ] 171) 500-D KBS 24 18 9 10 9 4" 2 3 AP;W
" EWTON WEGA

WSUH
WPMP

1410

1420

1580

lkw-D Best 60 3 12 10 1« 3 3 6
,

'.XFORD lkw-D Best 57 4 4 3 9 5» 1 4 5 UP;W
-ASCAGOULA lkw-D A,K Best 4 31 5 8 18 6' 1 3 2 UP;C,T
HILADELPHIA WHOC 1490 250w KBS Best 56 y2 21 7 10 2 2 2 4 UP;C
CAYUNE WRJW

WSSO
WF.I.O

1320

1230

580

5kw-D __... McGillvra 12 i 24 9 5 y2 2 % y2 AP
-TARKVILLE
^UPELO

250w

lkw

KBS
MBS

53 4 19 16 14 6* 6 10 15 AP;C
McGillvra 4 41 15 7 22 15- 1 2 3 AP;C,T

ICKSBURG WQBC 1 120 1-D,500-N K,M Bogner & Martin X 42 14 2 7 12 2 AP;C
WVIM 1 190 250w Thos. Clark; DC 70 24 12 !• 6 6 W

-AYNESBORO WABO 990 250-D B-st 36 6 10 3 7 3* 1 2 3 AP
"j EST POINT WROB 1450 250w MBS McGillvra 7 30 2 15 7 22 6» 4 1 4 AP;T

E> INFORMATION: Brookhaven, WJMB; Forrest, W'MAfi ; Greenville, WJPR:
APF, WIIW: Mm, linn, WCOO; Natchez, WNAT; Tupelo, WTUP; Yazoo Cit

1
1

M 1

Greenwo<„l, WABG, WORM; Jackson,
v, WAZF.

SSO U Rl
DAILY HOURS

WJQS; Kosciusko, WKOZ;

WEEKLY HOURS

Macon, WMBC; McCoi

r

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country,

Western Relig News Sports

Home*
making Farm Foreign Negro Service* i

bONVILLE KWRT 1370 lkw-D Indie Sales 28 9 8 1 7 6* i 5 AP;St
OOKFIELD KGHM 1470 500-D Indie Sales 8 1 3 1 1* i 8 AP
^RTHAGE KDMO 1490 250w KBS Continental X 45 3 12 6 9 2 8 AP
\RUTHERSVILLE KCRV 1370 lkw-D 44 9 7 8 3« 3 2 UP;T
•IARLESTON KCHR 1350 lkw-D KBS Continental 30 4 21 7 7 X 2 4 AP;T
1ILLICOTHE KCHI 1010 250-D Best 40 4 2 2 9 3' 4 5 AP
.INTON KDKD 1280 lkw-D Indie Sales 40 15 8 2 10 UP;St

-M.UMBIA
SI

)ll

KBIA 1580 250-D Best .._. 66 2 2 . 10 % AP
KFRU 1400 250w ABC Webb 6 1 56 15 2 4 12 3* 1 9 .... AP:LW,

!

T.W
*.,RMINGTON KREI 800 lkw-D Best 50 5 10 8 x # 5 AP
STUS KICK 1010 250-D . 64 6 14 7 12 X* 2 1 UP

< AT RIVER KFMO 1240 250w MBS X 25 10 10 20 x» 2 3 UP
>' LTON KFAL 900 lkw-D Indie Sales 29 y2 18 10 10 2 18 UP: St

KNNIBAL KHMO 1070 5-DJ-N MBS Webb 3 50 6 10 6 17 5* 3 15 AP
-DEPENDENCE KIMO 1510 lkw-D Best 20 50 3 4 1» 1 AP
J, FFERSON CITY
C

KLIK 950 5kw-D Walker 53 2 17 X* 9 16 UP:St.W

KWOS* 1240 250w K,M Bogner & Martin X 16 9 10 7 15 11" 2 10 AP
PLIN KFSB 1310 5-D,l-N Meeker 90 6 3 15 10« 6 UP:W

KOAM (See PITTSBURG. KANS.)
WMBH* 1450 250w MBS Sears & Ayer 6 56 30 14 9 26 21- 5 3 AP:T

\NSAS CITY

c

KCKN 'See 1<ANSAS CITY, KAN.)

KCMO* 810 50-DJO-N CBS Katz 8 6 52 16 5 17 2* 1 9 AP
KMBC-
KFRM 980 5kw ARC PGW 5 66 3 9 3 12 3* 3 4 2 AP.UP;\P

KPR^ 1590 lkw-D Pearson 7 .... 16 5 1 1 84 AP
KUDL 1380 lkw-D Weed 84 12 7 % UP
WDAF 610 5kw NBC Christal 9 28 17 2 7 9 2* 13 AP;St.T

WHB 710 10-D,5-N Blair 6 156 3 12 1 1 All

NNETT KBOA* 830 lkw-D 37 3 30 6 8 3» 4 AP:LW
RKSVILLE KIRX 1450 250w ABC Bogner & Martin 5 13 2 10 9 26 12* 8 AP:T
XINGTON KLEX 1570 250-D 60 y2 2 8 4» 1 3 UP
\LDEN KTCB 1470 lkw-D KBS 40 23 6 3 1 2 1 UP:T
^RSHALL KMMO 1300 lkw-D Pearson 12 i 7 6 7 2» 1 5 UP:W
ARYVILLE KNIM 1280 250-D 56

2

12 2 11 2" 3 6 UP:W
^BERLY KNCM 1230 250w 65 2 5 7 2* 7 3 10 AP;LW
A,)UNTAIN GROVE KLRS 1360 lkw-D Best 10 12 10 14 4* 4 12 UP:LW
OSHO KBTN 1420 500-D 56 42 8 13 6» 1 4 AP;T
VADA KNEM 1210 250w KBS Best 70 8 6 8 18 10* 5 UP
AGE BEACH KRMS 1150 lkw-D 43 % 18 6 8 2' 2 2 __ AP

I
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The kids have left

for school . •

Now
what st

will she listen t

All-new surveys show again:

When the youngsters are away . .

.

Kansas City radios stay . . with WHB
Let's look between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday—and see what happens to Kansas City radio

listening when "all those teen-agers" are at school.

WHB continues its domination! According to every

major survey, everyone of the 140 quarter hours from

9 to 4 belongs overwhelmingly to WHB. This, mind you,

when there are no teen-agers available. Xo wonder WI1B
carries regular schedules for virtually every major

Kansas City food chain—including A & P, Milgram's,

Thriftway, A & G. Wolferman's and Kroger. Let the

Blair man tell yon WHB's dramatic to 1 story. Or, talk

to General Manager George W. Armstrong. And while

you're at it, get the ichole day and night picture!

WHB 10,0" . 710 kc.

KANSAS CITY

WHB—FIRST 140 OUT OF 140

1/4 HOURS BETWEEN 9 and 4!

AREA NIELSEN. WHB in first

place 140 out of 140 quarter-hours.

HOOPER. WHB in first place Tin

out of 140 quarter-hours.

PULSE. Will) in first place 140 out

i r-hours.

WHB's share oi en Total

Si tion Audience: 16

TODD STORZ,
President

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by John Blair & Co Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

MISSOURI
DAILY HOURS

(continued)

WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Country.
Network mid music Concert Western Relig

Home-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

p dplar bluff
''dlla

KWOC* 930 lkw Pearson 70 17 13 12 UP;Se,T
KTTR 1490 250w 81 10 18 10

*f. JOSEPH
J

AP;C,T
KFEQ 680 5kw MBS Simmons 44

KRES 1550 5kw KBS Thos. Clark

KUSN 1270 lkw-D

60

54

11_

25

11 11' 12 AP
AP

12 LP:BM1,'
T. LOUIS KATZ 1600 lkw Forjoe 1 _ 60 131 AP

k.MOX 1120 50kw CBS CBS Radio Spot x 63 17 AP,UP

3

KSD 550 5kw NBC NBC Spot 10 46 18 9 5 25 5' x 4 AP;T,W
KSTL 690 lkw-D Everett-McK 13 17 18 2 9 3 10 LP
kwk 1380 5kw Katz 85 2 2 7 3*

KXLW 1320 lkw-D Pearson X X 7 3 84 LP
KXOK 630 5kw ABC Blair 3 101 9 6 6 2 % UP
WEW 770 lkw-D Boiling 1 83 7 7 % LP
W1BY (See BELLEVILLE ILL.)

WIL 1430 5kw 2 112 13 AP
.LEM KSMO 1340 250w 41 22 13* AP
DALIA KDRO 1490 250w MBS Pearson 56 17 I i 16* y2 AP

KSIS 1050 lkw-D 41 .... 17 1 13 2 2 3 AP;LW,
i
KESTON KSIM 1400 250w 77 7 15 6 13 10* 1 5 80 AP
RINGFIELD KGBX 1260 5kw NBC V.R&McC 10 23 3 3 6 15 1» 1 1

KICK 1340 250w MBS Best 1 97 .... 2 15 8» 4 .... UP; St

KTTS* 1400 250w CBS Sears & Ayer 8 30 24 2 3 30 10* 2 AP;W
1 KWTO 560 5kw ABC Pearson 4 18 5 28 13 18 2* 3 7 UP
HAYER KALM 1290 lkw-D Best 31 4 27 8 8 4* 2 4 AP
jtENTON KTTN 1600 500-D Bogner & Martin .... 38 4 8 3 10 8* 2 3 AP:W
sIlON KLPW 1220 250-D KBS Indie Sales 52 8 40 10 12 2* 10 6 AP
ARRENSBURG KOKO 1 150 250w Forjoe 65 3 9 3 6 ".'

6 6 AP;T
ARRENTON KWRE 730 500-D KBS Continental 13 14 22 18 12 6* 2 12 AP;Se
EST PLAINS KWPM* 1450 250w Best 20 3 20 10 15 14* 7 AP;St

-) INFORMATION.

s

)l

A

Cape Giradeau. KGMO; Joplin, KSWM: Lebanon, KLWT; Mexico. KXKO: Monett,

MONTANA
DAILY HOURS

KRMO : St. Genevieve, KSGM.

WEEKLY HOURS
•

X

*' City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

networl National rep Network
Post- Pop
mid music Concert

Country.

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

7

i:,NACONDA KANA 1230 250w Gill-Perna __ 50 10 15 3 8 6* 3 1 1 UP

)(
LLINGS KBMY 1240 250w MBS Avery-Knodel 6 1 60 10 1 4 3 12* 5 1 AP;LW

c
KGHL 790 5kw NBC Katz 6 _ 13 2 4 8 19 6« % 6 UP
KOOK 970 5kw CBS Webb 7 _ 40 5 5 2 10 6* 3 3 UP;W r

KOYN 910 lkw-D Webb _ 77 — — 7 __ UP
3ZEMAN KBMN 1230 250-w Gill-Perna .... ... 56 15 7 8 7 10 2 2 UP;W

KXLQ 1450 250w NBC Walker 7 _ 26 1 6 3 14 8» — 1 __ UP
JTTE KOPR 550 lkw A,M Avery-Knodel 2 _ 51 5 1 6 18 6* UP

KXLF 1370 5kw NBC Walker 7 55 3 16 4 26 3 8 1 UP:C
-ASGOW KLTZ 1240 250w „ 36 7 15 7 13 T 3 4 % ... AP:T
.ENDIVE KXGN 1400 250w 80 10 12 AP,UP;

St,W

CREAT falls KBGF 1450 250w KBS Webb 1 118 15 . . 1 6 2 6 _ UP
KFBB 1310 5kw CBS Boiling X ... 93 1 2 5 9 5* 2 9 UP;T
KMON 560 5kw A.M Avery-Knodel 8 20 2 13 14 14 14* % 13 AP:LW
KXLK 1400 250w NBC Walker 15 25 . 22 4 4 7

AVRE KOJM 610 lkw K,M Avery-K; Cooke 8 _ 28 21 3 12 27 34* 3 7 _ UP: A
DISPELL KGEZ 600 lkw MBS Cooke 2 _ 65 1 18 5 16 3* % 2 __ _ LP;Se,St|

IWISTOWN KXLO 1230 250w MBS Webb 8 35 15 5 16 3* 6 .... LP
BBY KLCB 1230 250w KBS _ 30 15 7 6 10 5* 3 5 .... LP:LW

j

K ILES CITY KATL 1340 250w MBS Avery-Knodel 6 25 5 7 4 16 4 2 5 UP;T
- ISSOULA KBTK 1340 250w MBS Avery-Knodel 6 1 38 7 13 4 16 25* 14
A. KGVO 1290 5kw CBS Gill-Perna 8 23 7 2 4 18 6* 1 1 .... UP

KXLL 1450 250w NBC Walker 7 _ 40 2 1 2 20 3* 5 2 _. UP
DNEY KGCX 1 180 5kw MBS Gill-Perna X 30 — 7 10 16 x» 10 % _ UP

J INFORMATION: Butte, KBOW; Helena, KCAP. KXLJ ; Livingston, KPRK; Shelby, KIYI.
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K\l)l'
I

I R DIKI i I

NEBRASKA
DAILY H0UR9

*
,

WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. f Ml
Natl

network National rep Nitvtrfc

p»%i

mid MUlIC Concert

Country
Western R.lii Not Sports making Farm r <*.!•• Up Mraltw

LLIANCE Kl n\\ IKK) 250«

k. lt>

McGillvra

|1

11

|",

1

;

>

Hi 1 |

1*

•

1
1 P;< • \\

MM
EATRICE

ROKEN BOW
N W I • i

KCNI 1280 lkw-D 1 4 i 4 l, 3 3 4 I P I

HADRON KCSR 1 150 250w in 8 11 f in AP

DLUMBUS KJSK ««H) Lkw 1) Conlincntul L6 2 17 20 III 1 1 1 11 MM
IEMONT KFGT 1340 54 15 X 2 12 x # % '. M' 1

RAND ISLAND KMMJ 750 Iku II \l!(. II R Reps -'1 11 4 1 P

KHi.l ll.SO IU Bognei v\ Martin 6 i 9 II 2 1* 2 1

1

\P;< ,\\

EARNEY Ki.lW I ;m 250w MBS llolman 4 106 3 1 3 5 2» 1 P

XINGTON KRVN 1010 25kw-D K;i\ mi t-r 20 15 9 9 6 4» 6 M'

NCOLN kl OR 1240 250\\ \BC Raymer 2 81 5 9 24 4* 3 M' Si I

kl 1\ 1400 .'Mlu MBS Raniheau 2 68 17 3 17 6* 4 AP

kl MS 1 l!U) lkw kHS McGillvra 94 9 5 1 15 3 3 9 l P

cCOOK kBRL l.iOO lkw-D MBS McGillvra

Walker

4 30

30

6 4 21 4* 2 in AP

DRFOLK WJAG 780 lkw-D 1 14 8 24 4* 6 19 \P -

DRTH PLATTE KOI) 'i 12 K) 250w k.\ Meeker 4 25 3

2

7

15

3

8

28

10

22

4«

1"

3#

2

3

2

l

4

\r i

.ALLALA KOGA 930 500-D KBS Indie Sales 30

**.AHA KBON I 190 250w A,M Pearson 3 in 6 6 8 M'. 1

KFAB
kOIL

111!)

1290

50k*

5k\\

NBC PGW
Avery-Knodel

5 6

6

85 3 7 17 2* 3 W -

11.-) 2 28 21* AP.INS

KOWH 660 500-D ^ I.IIM- 75 2 7 % \.-.'

WOW 590 "»k\\ CBS Blair 8 6 65 4 6 4 25 3» 3 7 UP

NEILL

OTTSBLUFF
KVHC
KNEB
KOLT

1 100 250w MBS X 38 2 6 6 19 16* 1 3 AP

960

1230

1-D.500-N

5-D.l-N

MBS
CBS

llolman 5 '•_• 45 8 6 8 25 15* 2 10 3t AP.'

Gill-Perna 8 10 2 14 2 41 2* 9 3 LP

3IMEY KSID 1 ; 10 250\s ABC McGillvra 9 47 4 2 6 16 3* 2 UP

)RK k \WL 1370 500-D 60 1 2 8 1 Vi 5 AP

INFORMATION: Hastings, K M \ - N'orth Platte KNBR.

NEVADA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Country.

Network mid music Concert Western Relig

H ana-
News Sports making Farm Fereigp Neqra Service*

RSON CITY KPTL MOO 250w KBS :.i 25 18 .' 5 — I P

KO KELK 1240 250w MBS 18 11 I P

NDERSON KBMI 1400 250w : 6 162 AP

IS VEGAS KLAS 1230 250w CBS Weed 40 16 18 % 1 I IM-.W

KORK 1340 250w NBC Pearson 67 15 I P

KRAM Q20 1-D.500-1N Bclc-i Tm S 60 13

INIO KNEVJ 95.5 10.5kw 15 61

KOLO 920 lkw CBS IV.:r-nn 96 12 10 I p

KONE ll.-.o 250V h 154 II M'

r INFORMATION: Ely. KELT; Las Vegas, KENO; Reno, KATo, KOH; Winnemucn. KWNA.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop

music
Country.

Concert Western Relig

H— -.

Sports making Farm Foreign Negrw Sartlraa

EtLIN WMOl"* 1230 250w KBS 70 7 _ 16 11* I l';\\

CNCORD Wk\l. 1450 250w CBS Webb 54 11 22 I P

CNWAY WJWG 1050 1U-D Stars National 60 _ I P;Vl

k:ne \\k\E 1290 5kw CBS Meeker 10 25 19 AP
l:onia WI.MI 1350 lkw-D 15 10 _ 1 IM
f> NCHESTER WFEA 1370 5kw CBS Weed 90 19

WCIR 610 5-D.l-N R. OConnell 65 _ I P

WKBR* 1240 250w ^t ouns 6 1 10 18 13 I \'.' .1

NSHUA WOTW* 900 lkw-D Walker 49 16 UP

r:h«ter WWNH 930 5kw-D R. O'Connell 48 12 15 I P

N INFORMATION: Claremont, WTSV; Lebanon. WTSL; Portsmouth, WHEB.
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

NEW JERSEY
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country,

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro ServiMt

-|\SBURY PARK WJLK* 1310 250w . 52 23 8 34 4 3 2 AP;LW
ATLANTIC CITY WFPG 1450 250w CHS Walker 11 2 16 5 % 2 19 23* 3 1 2 7 UP
[}

WLDB 1490 250w MBS Bdcst Tm. Sis. 6 :,6 14 20 32 10 UP;Se,<
- WMID 1340 250w ABC Stars National 4 2 90 11 6 11 14 4* 3 6 1 9 AP;A
il^RIDGETON WSNJ* 1240 250w „ T. Clark; GMB 70 19 . . 9 10 2* 2 10 2 1 UP;T
:amden WCAM 1310 250w 6 138 .... 4 14 6 2 71 UP

' WKDN 800 lkw-D Kambeau 32 6 12 5 8 1 2 2 14t 6 AP
vMLLVILLE WMLV 1440 lkw-D .. Bdcst Tm Sis 52 9 10 8 7 5* 3 5 % UP;LW

i ^ORRISTOWN WMTR 1250 lkw-D 14 10 % X 12 X* '.. AP;T
NEWARK WAAT* 970 5-D.l-N Forjoe 1 80 4 30 12 2 10 AP;Se

WHBI 1280 3-D.l-N 4 4 18 y2 _.. 22

WNJR 1430 5kw Boiling 1 100 — — 18 2 1 131 UP
WVNJ 620 5kw Bdcst Tm Sis 106 3 11 %• UP

J-IEW BRUNSWICK WTCT 1450 250w . 70 10 4 5 18 7* 3 4

J NEWTON WNNJ 1360 500-D 54 5 6 6 7 2» 2 9
' AP

I'ATERSON WPAT 930 5kw 2 100 34 3 3 UP
'LEASANTVILLE WOND 1400 250w Forjoe 2 100 40 7 10 X* 3 AP;St/I

> RENTON WBUD 1260 5-D,l-N „ United 89 7 2* 2 13 16 AP;W
WTNJ 1300 250-D Webb 67 y2 2 7 2 3 UP
WTTM 920 lkw NBC Forjoe 6 77 4 3 6 10 4* 5 1 2 % AP

'INELAND WWBZ 1360 lkw Gill-Perna 60 5 20 6 6 2 W
/VASHINGTON WCRV 1580 250-D Best 49 2 5 5 2' 1 ._ _ AP
VILDWOOD WCMC 1230 lOOw KBS 100 5 12 X* 2 % AP

NEW M EXICO

<LBUQUERQUE

:layton
:lovis

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop

music
Country.

Concert Western Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

vLAMOGORDO KALG 1230 250w K,M 6 73 5 30 5 24 T 3 4 y* AP
KABQ 1340 250-D R. O'Connell 91t

KDEF 1150 lkw-D McGillvra 54

KGGM 610 5kw CBS Weed 30 15

KHAM 1580 lkw-D ABC 20 30 20

6t

KHFMt 96.3 1800w GMB 50

KOB 770 50-D,25-N NBC Branham 60 16 12 11

KLMX 1450 250w KBS 22 18

KCLV 1240 250w 84 15 10 3t

UP;Se

AP;W
UP;T

INS.UP:
LW

KQUE 920 1-D.500-N Everett-McK 6 28 8 64 6 16 3* 2 12t AP
VRTESIA KSVP 990 1-D,250-N K,M 5 X 14 17 11 29 9* 16 1 1 6t AP;C,St

:arlsbad KAVE 1240 250w CBS Branham 8 54 3 5 17 4» 3 % _ AP
KPBM 740 lkw-D McGillvra — 31 7 10 3 8 2« i 3t - AP;T

UP;T
UP:LW

)EMING KOTS 1230 250-D 42 11 6t UP;W
ARMINGTON KVBC 1240 250w MBS 28 24 11

5ALLUP KGAK 1330 5-DJ-N ABC 6 35 2 9 7 18 5* y2 16 AP:Se,?

10BBS KHOB 1280 lkw-D _ 45 3 20 8 X 4» 4 AP J
KWEW 1480 lkw MBS Branham 8 37 2 25 9 14 12" 1 2t 10

CLA CRUCES KOBE 1450 250w MBS Best 2 68 .... — 4 9 10 3 18t UP;LW
.AS VEGAS KFUN 1230 250w ABC X X X X — — .... 14t UP;LW,

.OS ALAMOS KRSN* 1490 250w MBS Pearson 6 39 32 3 4 19 2* 1 Vit A

.OVINGTON KLEA 630 500-D __ 43 _ 40 12 12 12 It .... UP; St

/ORTALES KENM 1450 250w X 36 19 8 X 6*
1 15 UP:LW

<ATON KRTN 1490 250w ABC 5 49 3 — 5 16 4« .... 1 _.. — UP;W
JOSWELL KBIM 910 5kw-D Thos. Clark 30 4 22 3 9 3 1 3 .... AP

KGFL 1400 250w MBS Branham 5 36 5 37 5 12 14* 3 7 5t 1 UP;LW.

r>
KSWS 1230 250w NBC Meeker 9 27 9 4 2 19 9* 8 .

- IANTA FE KTRC 1400 250w ABC McGillvra 5 20 20 2 9 12 5* 3 15t UP
'SILVER CITY KSIL 1340 250w CBS Branham 8 18 3 6 1 1

3* 2 2 7t AP
TRUTH OR CONSQ. KCHS 1400 250-D KBS Continental 50 15 10 4 7 3* 2 AP:T

-tucumcari KTNM 1400 250w MBS 5 30 1 7 5 15 4* 1 5t UP

:40 INFORMATION: Clovis, KICA

44
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NEW YORK

RADIO MAST! R DIR1 i I' '!<',

1

Olty

&.LBANY

AMSTERDAM

3INGHAMT0N

DAILY HOURS wl I KLY HOURS

Call latter* Freq. Power
Nitl

network National rep Network
Po»t-

mid
Pop

mutle
Country.

Concert Weitern H-lio Newt
Hone-

Sporti making Farm Foreign Negro Sorvlcot

w \n 1 11)11 2 iOw Forjoe 1 in, 4 1 3 AP.UP

WOKO 1 160 :.u A,M Webb 4 1 16 1', 8 II 5* 2 % M*

\\ ri i; l.-.H) 50kw ABC Weed 18 50 5 6 7 18 20» 4 1 1 AP;W
WROW 590 51™ CBS Vverj Kjiodi I I 80 17

Wl SS 119(1 250* Mi • . 1 1 1 \ i i 12 l-'

WIN! (So- I \M< OTTi

WINB
WKOP
WNBF"

680 LI).5oo-\ \B(. Hollingben IK L5

1360 5-D.500-N MBS Boiling 93 21

1290 5k

w

( l!S Blaii II 16

\\I!\Y* 1400 250w liurki ^lu.iil 92 18 28

WE BR 970 5kw MBS k.ii/ 87 I".

wgr 550 5U \i;c im.w I 50 12 18

WkBW 1520 ".Oku \\i-r\ -Knodel 6 Ill 12 12

WWOL* 1120 lkw-D I • r 1
1

• •

" 37 21

JEW YORK

WINS 1010 50kw Young 6 145 \*

WLIB 1190 lkw-D Forjoe %
WMCA 570 5kw \M Ratlin Sales 6 134 16

WMGM 1050 50kw HoUingbery 1 24 21«

WNEW 1130 50kw Simmons 6 111 6 _ II

I P

I P

\UBURN WMBO* 1340 25l)w MBS Thos. Clark '. 18 L5 3 12
•

1 \P

3ATAVIA WBTA 1490 25(h, MBS 3 43 11 12 4 2* \\>

I p

M' W

VP.INS

300NVILLE WBRV i)0tl 500 1) kBS 12 8 18 3 7 2* 18 3 AP
JUFFALO WBEN* 930 :.ku CBS Christal 20 1 40 4 3 18 5« 3 3 AP,UP;1

MM P

MM P;

-I/I

I P

I P

I P

w \i; \* (See kl NMOKI i

iORNING WCLI* 1450 250w ABC 1 unkl 7 24 24 4 5 19 16* 2 1 AP
:0RTLAND WKRT* 920 lkw I..II I'.Ml.i 75 6 19 6 2 1« 3 UP;LW
JUNKIRK WFCB 1410 500w Walker 60 11 5 7 7 8* 2 6 AP;T
LMIRA WEHH 1590 500-D McGillvra 42 7 6 5 7 2 5 4 LP;LW

WELM 1400 250w A,C Burn-Smith 7 2 84 1 5 39 3* 4 1 1 AP
WENY i2.;o 250w NBC Everett-McK 9 1 36 8 4 18 14* 7 4 AP;W

iNDICOTT WENE 1430 5kw ABC Radio-Tv Reps 7 66 15 8 6 12 8* 2 UP
:REEPORT WGBB 1240 250w 70 15 % 7 16 3 1 AP;T,W

•ULTON WOM 1300 lkw-D Best 53 6 12 5 8 2' 3 5 2 UP;T
JENEVA WGVA 1240 250w ABC Cooke 8 51 13 2 2 18 5* 2 AP
jLENS FALLS WWSC 1 150 250w ABC R. O'Connell 5 57 21 3 7 16 6» '•• y* 1 AP;Se,^

5LOVERSVILLE WENT 1.510 250w CBS Gill-Perna 8 22 15 3 60 1* X 2 UP
HEMPSTEAD WHLI* 110(1 250-D Gill-Perna 57 28 3 13 2 % Vz LP:T.W

CORNELL WLEA 1480 lkw-D MBS Gill Pema 3 35 14 3 7 25 10* 3 9 1 P:W
W W HG* 1320 lkw McGillvra ,;o 11 11 6 1.! 1* 3 5 I P:T

HUDSON WHLC 1230 250w McGillvra 51 5 11 8 4 2 4 9

HUNTINGTON KGSM 740 lkw-D Rambeau 64 1 4 11 % 1 P

THACA WHCU* 870 lkw-D CBS 1 29 1 6 1 16 2» 6 2 l."P:A.\K

AMESTOWN WJOC 1340 250w MBS Thos. Clark 6 Yi 16 8 X X 2" 2 3 AP
WJTN* 1240 250w ABC Y.R&McC 6 51 14 8 7 19 5* 3 11 3 UP;A

(ENMORE WXRA* 1080 lkw-D Best 47 10 7 9 3 10 8 3 I P:W

CINGSTON WKNY 1490 250w MBS Meeker 6 70 2 2 8 28 2* 5 % H AP
.ITTLE FALLS WLFH 1230 250w McGillvra 85 8 4 5 11 3 2

OCKPORT Wl S.I 1340 250w Gill-Perna 71 4 5 3 2 2 2 4 M':W

4ASSENA WMSA* 1340 250w ABC Weed 6 36 44 10 2 6 2* 2 I P:T

4IDDLETOWN WALL 1340 250w 50 17 5 3 14 2 1 3 2 AP

HEWBURGH WGNY 1220 lkw-D 15 22 3 17 2 2 \ AP
JEW ROCHELLE WNRC* 1460 500-1) 42 20 4 7 6 2 3 5 14 AP

WAAT* (See NEWARK. \. J.)

WABC* 770 50U- ABC Blair 7 1 69 1 10 10 5 2 AP
WBAIt 99.5 18kw 65 28 2 5 AP

WBFMt 101.9 20kw 3 112 2

WBNX 1380 5kw King X 7 1 1 52 AP:Se

WCBS* 880

L330

50kw

5kw
CBS CBS Radio Spot x 6 48 3 1 3 16 1 % All

WEVD* 1 2 8 12 57 5

WHOM 1180 5k w 2 20 125+

I p

\p

MM P

\P.

YMBOLS: (
* om-fm station

} + fm station

D daytime power
N—night power

local sports covered
Lat Amer. included

x figure unspecific

category unclair
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ll

RADIO M \M IK DIRECTORY

NEW YORK (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

|

fc

j

Natl Post- Pop Country. Home-
City Call letters Fred. Power network National rep Network mid music Concert Western Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

FEW YORK WNJR (See NEWARK, N. J.)

"

- (eont.) WOR* 710 50kw MBS H-R Reps 4 6 54 6 5 27 3 10 INS,UP"7

* WOV 1280 5kw Pearson 6 78 4 18 18 6 63 81 AP;St

WPAT (See PATERSON, N. J.)

; WQXR* 1560 50kw Raymer 1 11 106 2 9 3 _ NYT;Se
WRCA* 660 5kw NBC NBC Spot Sales 9 6 15 30 V2 4 21 5 .... 3 ... A11;T

WVNJ (See NEWARK, N. J.)

' WWRL* 1600 Skw - 6 .... - 26 20 6 V2 3 ... 107 52 AP ~
1AGARA FALLS WHLD* 1270 5kw-D ~ Headley-Reed 25 92 20 8 10 2 3 2 25 3 UP;St,T

t Will. 1440 lkw-D _-. Pearson 50 1 20 5 7 2 1 x .... 3 UP;W
Norwich wchn 970 soo-d Mccnivra 36 7 14 4 9 2* 3 3

- 3DENSBURG WSLB 1400 250w MBS Z 4 ... 36 3 5 12 24 8 3 2

J.EAN WHDL* 1450 250w ABC Everett-McK 7 36 2 1 5 15 10* 1 AP;W
>l EONTA WDOS 730 500-D Radio-Tv Reps 46 5 .. 4 10 6* 5 3 UP;A

J VTCHOGUE WALK* 1370 500-D Webb 80 25 3 14 3- »/2 2 2 AP;A,C

J WPAC* 1580 5kw-D Keller 92 4 4 4 20 4 2 3 .... .. UP
I EKSKILL WLNA 1420 lkw-D ZZ Rambeau ~

' 40 11 3 10 1 3 .... 1 1 l'P;W

ATTSBURG WEAV 960 5kw ABC Thos. Clark 10 13 7 6 5 22 T % % UP;W

|

WIRY 1340 250w MBS x 3 24 10 5 5 31 3* 3 3 V2 .... AP;LW
)RT JERVIS WDLC 1490 250w 27 9 1 3 13 2* .... 1 .._. .... AP:W
)TSDAM WPDM 1470 lkw-D . Forjoe . 45 .... 12 5 9 5' 6 6 _.. AP:A

1UGHKEEPSIE WEOK 1390 lkw-D Everett-McK x 5 1 2 5 1 6 1 UP;LW/\

'i ' WKIP* 1450 250w ABC 4 .„. 36 5 _. 12 2* 1 AP
VERHEAD WRIV~ 1390 500-D Webb . 21 20 4 2 11 2* 1 4

)CHESTER WBBF 950 lkw MBS V,R&McC 3 84 8 4 14 4* V2 AP;T
WHAM* 1180 50kw NBC Christal x 1 60 7 9 10 15 3 6 10 UP
WHEC 1460 5kw CBS Fverett-McK 9 31 3 23 x 5 2 1 _. _ AP
WHFMJ 98.9 20kw Christal _ _ 12 3 116 2 3 12 _ IP

WRNY* 680 250-D __ Forjoe .... 30 75 _ 1 .... 5 .... 2 A,St,T

WSAY 1370 5k^ Z Walker .... % 83 1 11 8 15 1 6 2 INS

WVET 1280 5kw ABC Boiling 8 .... 66 9 3 6 19 6* .... . 4 _ AP;A

S IRANAC LAKE WNBZ 1240 250w ABC Rambeau 9 .... 62 14 .... 5 13 2 . _ _ .... AP;W
„L_ —
\ RATOGA SP'NGS WSPN 900 250-D R. O'Connell ... .... 49 11 4 2 2 2' 2 1 _ _ AP:W
/ —
HENECTADY WGY* 810 50kw NBC Christal 8 6 36 4 6 7 17 3 4 5

( WSNY 1240 250w Forjoe — 104 12 _ _ 10 3* .... .... 7 .... AP.UP

J'
RACUSE WFBL 1390 5kw ABC Hollingbery x _ 29 12 _ 1 20 3* 3 3 _ _ UP

n ,
,

,
—

E: WHEN 620 5-D.l-N CBS Katz 3 50 17 % 8 20 2 3 2 % _ AP

3 WNDR 1260^ 5kw MBS Forjoe 2 6 112 6 10 2 12 15' 1 6 1 % AP;A,Se
(.

WOLF 1490 250w Walker .... 2 103 3 17 4 12 3 .... 6 __ _ AP;St

WSYR* 570 5kw NBC Christal 6 29 1 2 3 14 2* 3 15 UP;LW

iOY WTRY 980 5kw Blair _ 2 30 6 6 12 x» 6 6 7

flCA WGAT 1310 1-D.500-N Stars National _. .... 86 8 13 2 9 5 _ _ 3 .... AP

WIBX 950 5kw CBS Walker x ... 41 9 17 2 20 3* 1 17 6 .... UP

WRUN* 1150 5-D.l-N ABC Avery-Knodel x ... 50 5 17 3 9 2' 3 4 16 _ AP

(ALTON WDLA 1270 lkw-D Rambeau .... 28 . . 6 2 6 2 ... 14 .... -. UP

ATERTOWN WATN 1240 250w Devney .... % 10 11 5 8 x 7* x 7 _ _ Se.St

WWNY* 790 lkw CBS Weed 8 .... 60 10 3 4 24 6« 3 4 .... _ UP:T,W

tLLSVILLE WLSV 790 500-D . - - 43 7 7 5 11 2* 3 1 .._ _ AP

SlTE PLAINS WFAS* 1230 250w ...._. Headley-Reed .... .... 17 49 — -- 14 2 _ LW,Se

IRAL RADIO NET (16 am & 12 fm stations) Avery-Knodel 10 50 3 2 6 1 18 — —

^ ase fm stations progTam
ter, WRUN FM Uf

y ;>m aftiliates pro^rar
Homo. WWNY Watertowi

fan ton, Pa.

1 INFORMATION: Bristol Center, WRRE ; Cherry Valley, WRRC ; Corning, WCBA; De Ruyter, WRRD; Ithaca, WRRA; Liberty, WVOS; Malone, WICY; Mineola, WKBS
A'KAL; Ticonderoga, WIPS; Troy, WFLY ; Wotliersfield, WRRL.
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NORTH CAROLINA
DAILY HOURS

,
<v

, ,

RADIO M ,S1 1 K

WEEKLY HOURS

mki< 1-

City Call latturt Fra, Power
Natl

narwarl H .t.on.il roo Network
Paat

mid ....... Concert
Country.
Wettern Roll! Nrvi ->:,.»••

Hone.
making Form Faro tin Netra Sarvicoa

LBEMARLE w \i:/ 1010 Iku D Dora i liiytnn ,11 5 20 10 7 i 12 \I';W

.SHEBORO WGWR* 1260 Lkw D klt^ .,, 10 16 7 14 2* 5 3 UP;T

.SHEVILLE WIS! 1 no VI). 1 A NBC Boiling 9 1-' 9 5

Wl OS* L380 i n. I N \.M V.R&MH 10 10 6 <> 1 1
, 1 l i,

1 I'.W

WSK 1
! 1230 150* IV 1 1 -..ii •<l, 5 24 12 4* \I*;I.W

WWNC ..ii :.u < BS II K Reps in 4 10 3 1

1

2 1 3 1 1' 1

EAUFORT WBMA 1400 _'.llu .'. 16 JO 21 2 Kl* 6 3 t. ••. P u

ELMONT WCGC 1270 ,1111 1) l; -i I') 20 4 7 5* 3 2 Ill i P -•

REVARD WPNF 1240 250* 23 22 6 12 4» 3 \r

URLINGTON wbbb* 920 5kw-D k.M Interstate X 2 6 8 '. 8* '. \i'

W INS* 1150 lkw-D l'..uii. i X Martin 30 6 10 1 4* 4 4 1 I'l W.'

ANTON WWII 970 Iku D in 4 L9 9 14
" • 3 6 i

1-

HAPEL HILL

HARLOTTE
\\i III 1360 Iku I)

W \^ 610 5 D.I \

W 1ST 1110 '.Oku

\i;i

i BS

[rdie Sali -

ll..|h„L

38

:,ii

22

10

_6 2_

14 15

( BS Radio -i".t 7 '•.• 54 12 1H in

\\i.|\ 1600 1U- 1) I ..i joe 22 10 12

WIST 930 VD. I A ri,w 80 I'

WMITJ 106.9 361™ \\ .1.1. M
WSOC* 1210 250w NBC 111! Rep, 30

LKIN

AIRMONT
AYETTEVILLE

Wlh'M* 1540 250-D 28 26

VP < I

AP I I' \

.1 \l\<

\P

\r
W W ( )k 1 180 lkw-I) 1 ),.i i-l la> Inn 77 — 7 i P;LW

UNN WCKB 780 lkw-D KBS 16 2 13 7 3 % 1 2 2 LIP:W
URHAM WDNC* 620 >k\\ ( 1!- li.l\ lllfl 7 60 9 7 13 8* 3 3 UP

WSRC 1410 lkw-D Kainlicaii : I' 1 X X X X 91

WSSB 1 190 250u (.ill-IVrna 64 14 4 12 X AP
WTIk 1310 1-DJ5P0-N ABC McGillvra 6 70 9 11 15 8* 2 8 7 AP

DENTON WCDJ 1260 lkw-D KBS Best 25 7 14 3 7 2« 2 4 2 AP
LlZABETH CITY WCNC 1240 250u kl!^ 1!..-m. i X Martin 56 6 14 12 13 6* 3 4 7 1 P; 1

WGAI 560 lkw 80 3 2 6 12 X* 4 2 5 \P

I I'

UQUAY SP'NGS
OLDSBORO

WFMO 860 Iku I) 11' y2 21 12 10

WFA1 1230 2".0u CBS Thos. Clark 67 10

W FI.B I 190 250w \B< Burn-Smith 10 Hi 8 10 23

WFNC* 1390 VD.1A MBS Walk.r 19 12 18 17 I'.*

WFVG 1-160 Iku. I) ( lontinental 30 41 8

WKMC 730 Iku -I) KBS 23 21 10

13

In

i r i

MM
\P:tt

II I I-

8 I l':W

I I': I W.

WGBR 1150 5-D,l-N \Bl 4 50 1 13 3 17 8* 3 1 1 P; 1

REENSBORO WBIG 1170 5kw CBS 1 liillinnlirr) 9 54 3 12 5 15 9« 1 6 1 P;<

WCOG 1320 lkw ABC l!,,llin^ 7 64 10 10 10 21 1 2 2 UP
wi.iii. 1400 250w MBS Burn-Smith 4 % 55 8 30 6 11 ;• 3 15 17 UP

REENVILLE WGTC 1590 5-D.l-N MBS Devne) : Forjoe 4 60 2 22 6 14 3 1 5 5 LP;W

SELL The tremendous NEGRO Market of UUKH AIYI " RAL L luH

and Eastern North Carolina with WoKu DURHAM, N. C.

"Only station in Eastern North Carolina Programming to this tremendous Market"

TOP PULSE RATED IN BOTH DURHAM AND RALEIGH
Serving over 250,000 Negroes with extremely high incomes. 1950 Census.

42% of DURHAM is NECRO
38% of all Eastern North Carolina is NECRO
1950 Census & local govt. info. ill A r> A
The only possible way to reach this great Market is through ff O It V

~. Facts and figures prove
Call RAMBEAU or Southeastern—DORA-CLAYTON

III C D P
for a look at our amaiing PULSE ratings among this great NEGRO market, Ulf V WW I

the South's greatest
advertising buy.

also the overall market.
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

NORTH CAROLINA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl Post-

network National rep Network mid
Pop

music Concert

Country,

Western Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service*

cNDERSON WHNC 890 lkw-D K,M 1 40 2 44 6 8 4* 6 11
F WHVH 1450 250w Best 64 6 29 5 4 6' 3 4 20 UP;Se
J
ENDERSONVILLE WHKP 1450 2.->0\v AJC ( nuke 9 35 9 12 12 12 6* X 9 5 UP; St

* CKORY WHKY 1290 5-D.l-N ABC 1 t.ii.i < l;i\ Inn X 41 7 14 12 12 3* 1 12 8
L WIRC 630 lkw-D —

_

36 8 18 3 4 X 2 3

- GH POINT WHPE* 1070 lkw-D KBS 40 7 16 6 11 2* 5 3 7 AP;W
WMFR* 1230 250w ABC Burn-Smith X X .... 10 19 3 2 3 3 UP;LW
WNOS* 1590 lkw-D Continental .... 61 1 12 13 8 5* 5 3 5 AP:T

CKSONVILLE WJNC 12 U) 250w K,M Burke-Stuart 4 46 5 6 3 18 6* 4 % AP;C
'ngs mountain WKMT 1220 lkw-D .... 18 2 8 5 3 3» 3 3 6 UPCT

J

D NSTON WELS 1010 lkw-D KBS Bogner & Martin .... :;o 7 20 3 6 3 1 6 12 UP;Se,T
V WFTC 960 5-D,l-N A,K Best 6 60 6 15 7 15 6* X 10 AP
f?

\\ M" 1230 lOOw 66 1 18 5 2 7" 2 4 13 A.P-W
J vURINBURG WEWO* 1080 lkw-D KBS Dora-Clayton 43 11 17 6 7 X 6 3 7 AP.UP;T
AKSVILLE WLOE* 1490 250w KBS 8 22 3 23 6 14 2* 4 1 AP;T
Kington WBUY* 1440 5kw-D Continental 63 .... 15 10 10 X* 6 6 3 AP:LW/1
J 'MCOLNTON WLON 1050 lkw-D — 30 12 18 7 1 3' % 2 1 AP
1 MBERTON WAGR

WTSB
1480 lkw Walker _ 39 1 22 9 10 5« 3 _ % UP
1340 250w MBS Continental 7 70 5 _ 6 4 6» 2 4 3 AP:W

| VRION WBRM 1250 lkw-D 49 3 21 10 7 X 2 3 UP
^RGANTON WMNC 1430 5kw-D .... 40 20 7 11 1 3 1 AP:St

iUNT AIRY WPAQ 740 lOkw-D KBS Thos. Clark — 13 2 23 22 9 1 .... 3 AP
I WSYD 1300 5-D,l-N MBS 9 .... 42 2 9 5 3 2« % 2 4

' W BERN WHIT 1450 250w MBS Pearson 8 ... 18 2 9 5 13 3« 2 3 5 UP:LW
WOOW 1490 250w KBS Interstate .... 35 — 35 X 3 3 3 5 35 AP;T

WILKESBORO WKBC 810 lkw-D 34 6 37 3 10 X* 2 4 3 AP:W
LEIGH \\kl\ 850 lOkw A,M Forjoe 3 y2 98 10 x* AP

WMSN 570 500-D KBS 40 47 25 14 AP
WPTF* 680 50kw NBC PGW 17 12 12 UP:T
WRAL* 1340 250w Forjoe ..-- 64 30 % 4 21 6» 1 2 10

IDSVILLE WFRC 1600 lkw A,K Bogner & Martin 10 X 12 8 ... 3 6 AP:T
WREV* 1220 250-D __ 57 12 20 7 10 2» 3 3 14 LP

ANOKE RAPIDS WCBT 1230 250w K,M Continental 8 __ 42 8 11 2« 2 7 IP
e CKINGHAM WAYN 900 lkw-D 37 1 8 5 7 3 6 2 I P:W
J

V....1W.-.-U,.

j,CKY MOUNT WCEC 810 lkw-D KBS Continental 1 21 2 18 12 7 10* 4 6 8 AP

A'
WEED* 1390 5-D.l-N ABC Burn-Smith 7 _ 35 ..__ .... .... 14 .... 4 12

XBORO WRXO 1430 lkw-D . 23 21 6 1 6 4 UP;W
< LISBURY WSAT 1280 lkw ABC McGillvra 5 6 60 5 30 12 9 6' 6 5 19 UP
^NFORD WWGP* 1050 lkw-D 35 4 4 2 7 7 1 X 6 UP:W

h
VER CITY WNCA 1570 lkw-D Best 11 64 6 7 5 2 3 6 4 UP:Se

: , ITHFIELD WMPM 1270 lkw-D .. 35 2 42 7 9 y-i 1 8 4 UP:C

>(
UTHERN PINES WEEB 990 lkw-D ABC Holman 3 21 4 3 6 10 X* 2 2 9 AP:A

(
*UCE PINE WTOE 1470 lkw-D 35 8 31 10 1 2» 2 X UP
VTESVILLE WSIC* 1400 250w MBS ... 5 _ 20 3 20 3 5 3 5 AP;W
BOR CITY WTAB 1370 5kw-D 31 1 24 21 7 % 2 AP:W
RBORO WCPS* 760 lkw-D Dora-Clayton _ 31 7 17 5 13 T 1 4 10 UP:W
OMASVILLE WTNC* 790 lkw-D .... 24 12 24 10 10 6 _ UP
YON WTYN i:>80 250-D 28 4 28 2 7 I* % 2 7 UP
IDESBORO WADE 1210 lkw-D 28 1 14 2 6 1* 4 9 I P:T
ALLACE WLSE 1400 250w 43 20 20 10 3' 6 13 7 AP:LW
VSHINGTON WHED 1340 250w KBS Continental 70. 2 24 6 1 8* 2 UP

WRRF 930 5-D,l-N ABC Headley-Reed 8 37 5 9 7 22 2 2 6
C \YNESVILLE WHCC 1400 250w KBS — 60 20 24 10 X 3* 10 4 . UP;T
HITEVILLE

LLIAMSTON
LMINGTON

WENC 1220 lkw-D MBS Thos. Clark 21 21 17 11 AP
Wl \M 900 lkw-D KBS 41 16 11 14* 11 UP
WGNI 1340 250w MBS Walker 60 15 UP:T

' WMFD 630 lkw ABC Burn-Smith 12 56 3 14 9 21 9» 6 12 UP
LSON WGTM 590 5kw CBS Pearson 6 59 2 21 8 17 15* 2 13 12 UP

WVOT ] 12(i 1-D,500-N MBS Forjoe: DC 4 21 — 7 6 5* 24 14 AP
NSTON-SALEM WAAA 980 lkw-D Stars National 49 82 \P

WAIR* 1340 250w ABC Burn-Smith 4 % 49 26 7 . 13. \P:W
WSJS* 600 5kw NBC Ueaclley-Reed 29 10 11

WTOB 1380 5-D,l-N C,M V,R&McC 8 y2 38 13 10' 1 AP

INFORMATION: Ahoskie, WRCS; Boone, TVATA : Clinton, WRRZ; Concord, WEGO: Forest Citv. WBBO; Gastonia, WCNC, WI/TC; Goldsboro, WEQR; Greensboro
ET; Ja< ksonville, WLAS; Kannapolis, WGTL: Lenoir. WJRI; Monroe, WMAP; Mooresville, WHIP; Morehead City, WMBL; Newton. WNNC; Oxford, WOXF: Rocky
nt, WFMA; SaUsbury, WSTPj Sanford, WEYE ; Shelby, WOHS.
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NORTH DAKOTA

RADIO M VS'] I l< hlKI i I

I

DAILY HOURS *l I KLV HOURS

Olty Call lrt!-r. F»«. POWM"
Natl

notworl [ National rap

p«t
Network mid

P.D
mutle Concert

Country.
Western Rahg NtM Spnrti ,,. ,i,,.-j Farai Faralaa Nat," Srrvliaa

SMARCK KFYR 550 5kw MIC lilail 11 9 6 20 7 1

1

3« Id 1 P 1

VILS LAKE KDLR 1210 250w MILS llnlman 7 27 14 9 12 4» X 1 1

1
1 1' Se tt

CKINSON KDIX 1231) 250w KBS 1 li.lm.in — 24 II 5* 5
St.Vs

AGO KFGO 790 5kw \HC ( .ill I'll ii i 2 HO 20 25 18 2 36 \P ;St.Vl

KVOX 1280 1-D.500-N MBS M.Cillw , 3 58 5 5 3 I. 13* 1 i p

WDAY 970 5kw NBC PGW 8 17 5 9 2 22 3* i, \P 1 P; 1

AND FORKS KILO UK) 1 D..IMI-N ( BS 1 viTfii Mi K 8 27 10 5 5 20 3 1 \r

KNOX 1310 5kw I!.mil.ran 52 6 7 5 16 13* 1 l 11 i p

TTINGER KNDC 1 l-Ki 250w 70 4 22 10 20 3 3 i p i

MESTOWN KEYJ i Kid 251 In K,M 8 40 6 2 5 18 10* % 3 Vi

KSJB 600 5kw ( BS Weed 9 21 10 16 5 14 4» 1 4 VP

4.NDAN KHOM 1270 1-D.250-N Gill-Perna 22 3 8 7 6 18* \p .w

NOT KCJB 910 lkw CBS Weed 5 28 11 11 6 14 8*
1 \p.i p

KLPM 1390 5-D.l-N MBS \\ ilk. i 2 31 4 5 11 21 6« 2 3 Vi \r (.o,w

lLLEY CITY KOVC 1490 250w MBS 3 52 8 16 15 30 12 8 UP
LLISTON KEYZ 1450 250w 50 7 10 5 2 4* 2 6 UP.St

OHIO
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

city Call letters Freq
Natl Post- Pop Country,

network National rep Network mid music Concert Western Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

RON \\ \D< 13.50 :>u ( BS 1 liillinjilirn 11 6 83 9 3 12 23 6 3 1 2 UP;SL,W
WAKR* 1.590 :.ku ABC Burke-Stuart 2 6 10 2 10 20 7" 3 AP.UP
WCUE 1150 lkw-D Pearson 100 9 "> 15 2» X 1 UP
WHKK 6 10 lkw-D MBS Boiling 4 45 2 16 10 12 4 X 2 8

LIANCE WFAH* 1310 lkw-D Hamliiau 30 17 6 1 1 3* 3 2 \l':l \\

HLAND WATG* 1340 250w McGillvra 62 13 13* % I P; I

HTABULA WI( \* 970 5-D.l-N Everett-McK 50 13 16 19* I IM
HENS WATH 970 lkw-D ( lontinental 55 16 18 I V

LLAIRE WTRX* 1290 lkw-D MBS Burn-Smith 62 L6 1 l':\\

.LEFONTAINE
WLING GREEN
MBRIDGE
NTON

WOHP 1390 500-D KBS 55 I V

\\ \\ Bti 730 250-D 40 52 \P

WILE 1270 lkw-D 29 10 VP;Sl

W WD 900 500-D Best 40 10

\\( M\\ 1060 lkw-D Burki'-Stuart 36 18 19

WIIBC* 1480 5kw ABC N.R&Mf-C 1 58 13 17 I'.'

\P;C
I V.W

\v

ILLICOTHE WBEX 1490 250w A,M X 58 21 3 4 6 19- 5 2 10 UP;St
WCHI 1350 500-D McGillvra 36 2 30 8 15 9* 2 6 UP

MCINNATI WCIN 1480 lkw-D . Gill-Perna X X 10 X 8 3 91 IP
WCPO* 1230 250w Blair 93 10 5 2 10 4* 3 UP
WKRC* 550 5-D.l-N CBS Katz X 1 49 7 3 14 7 5 5 AP
WLW 700 50kw NBC X 4 8 35 10 11 18 \ 5 X INS.UP;

Se.T

WSAI* 1360 5kw Weed 2 1 85 2 5 17 X* 1 AP:W
WZIP (See ( OVTNGTON, KY.)

EVELAND ki \\ 1100 50kw PGW 6 125 20 3d

WDOK* 1260 5U llli Repg 50 22 12 11"

WKRE* 1300 5kw .__ \.H\M,i 6 131 12 11«

AIM P;l

I P;S«

All

\VG\K* 122(1 50kw CBS Christal 7 1 75 14 1 14 J- 3 IN- I P;S
WHK* 1420 5kw NBC NBC Spot Sales 4 1 75 7 % 9 6

• 3 7

WJMO 15 Id lkw-D United 60 14 6 2 9 75 LP
WJW* 850 5kw ABC Katz 4 2 45 6 5 8 18 3 5 2 17

WSRS* 1490 250w Pearson 6 X X X X i X X X AP.r -

LUMBUS WBNS 1460 5-D.l-N CBS Blair 9 1 53 2 — 3 13 :•
1 2 AP

WCOL* 1230 250w ABC H-R Reps 3 6 95 8 15 17 9« 2 12 AP

WRFD (See WORTHINGTON

WTVN 610 5kw Katz 6 105 3 X 5 12
"•• 5 1 Ml-

WYKO* 1580 lkw-D Forjoe 100 I P
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1

R\l)l() M \>\\ R DIRECTORY

OHIO (continued}

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call leMers Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mlri

Pop
music Concert

Country
Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service*

f :oshocton WTNS 1560 lkw-D __ 38 3 12 5 2 2* 3 3 UP;W I

->AYTON WAVI 1210 250-D Forjoe 48 3 26 2 9 y2 2 3 UP

% WING 1410 5kw ABC H-R Reps 3 6 112 — 8 14 11 3* 2 30 AP
WONE 980 5k w Headley-Reed 1 101 2 24 5 18 3» 6 2 y2 2 AP;C 1

-)EFIANCE \\0\Vi 1280 ;,oo« Devney 50 3 13 2 18 x # 4 5 1 P: \

: »OVER WJER i i:>n 250w — .... 41 23 8 10 14 14* 10 4 UP;W 1

AST LIVERPOOL WOHI 1 190 250w ABC X .... X X X 20 21 14' 6 6 AP

f
LYRIA WEOL* 930 lkw Walker .... 118 28 10 10 2* UP;T
INDLAY WFIN 1330 lkw-D McGillvra 80 7 — 3 10 2* 2 % AP,INS

t OSTORIA WFOB* 1430 Ik XV Raiiibt-au 91 4 17 9 8 4* 2 3 AP;C,S

«> REMONT WFRO* 900 500-D Best 31 3 6 3 6 2* 2 2 1 P

-ALLIPOLIS WJEH 990 250-D 22 2 9 6 5 1* 3 X 3 UP
jIAMILTON WMOH* 1450 250w 70 9 5 8 17 2» 2 5 % UP;LW|
RONTON WIRO 1230 250 v, K.M McCillvra 7 49 3 8 20 21 6* 1 1 UP
jACKSON WLMJ 1280 lkw-D KBS 20 6 8 10 4 X* 2 2. UP
j ANCASTER WHOK 1320 500-D .... 51 1 17 6 4 %• 5 3 UP;T
*|IMA WIMA* 1150 lkw ABC H-R Reps 2 70 10 4 20 T 5 2 UP
MARIETTA WMOA 1490 250w MBS McGillvra X _ 47 2 3 12 15 6 2 5

i »ARION WMRN* 1 190 250w \B<: 4 23 16 3 4 15 8* 6 9 UP;T
j

1 \IDDLETOWN WPFB 910 lkw Webb 2 45 5 12 29 14 2* 3 3 y2 AP;T 1

tT. VERNON WMVO* 1300 500-D ABC _ 32 8 10 5 Hi 11* 3 3 UP:T 1

1EWARK WCLT* 1430 :,o()u Meeker 11 31 1 5 10 5* 5 4 AP
j AINESVILLE WPVL 1460 500-D l)i'\iii\ .... 70 20 3 3 15 2» 3 4 i AP
IQUA WPTW 1570 250-D KBS Brsl 35 10 5 8 2' 1 1 AP:W
ORTSMOUTH WNXT 1260 5-D,l-N ABC Everett-McK 4 y2 56 8 4 16 3* 5 1 UP

WPAY* 1400 250w CBS Webb 10 i 30 3 1 3 29 4» 4 1 AP
ANDUSKY WLEC 1450 250w K,M Holman 2 59 4 y2 6 25 10- 1 1 i I P:T

PRINGFIELD WBLY 1600 lkw-D Thos. Clark .... 45 3 7 3 3 l P

WIZE 1340 250w ABC H-R Reps 4 i 50 1 4 3 9 3» 2 3 AP:W
TEUBENVILLE WSTV* 1340 250w MBS Avery-Knodel 5 i 63 3 7 25 16* 2 2 %
OLEDO WOHO 1470 lkw Pearson y2 101 6 24 2 X 5* 9 5 AP;T,W|

WSPD* 1370 5kw NBC Katz 6 y2 25 4 1 8 20 9* 8 3 1 INS.UP: •

LW.T
S, WTOD 1560 lkw-D Forjoe 61 6 5 3 3 2 3 2 3t 4 AP;LW

J
H'ARREN WHHH 1440 5kw MBS Rambeau 2 i 75 13 2 14 28 8* 10 2 1 5 AP;A,Tl
//ASHINGTONC.H. WCIH) 1250 500-D KBS Best 15 4 25 10 5 4» 3 10 UP:Se

7AVERLY WPKO 1380 lkw-D 51 7 16 5 8 3 3 3 AP;W
(^ORTHINGTON WRFD

WBBW
880 5kw-D Gill-Perna 36 10 5 6 13 3* 4 10 __... AP,INS:j

)i:buNGSTOWN 1240 250w ABC Weed 3 i 75 6 6 6 19 X 2 _.. 2 AP:LW 1

S WFMJ 1390 5kw NBC Headley-Reed 4 51 7 7 21 3' 2 3 \P

:: WHHH I Sec WARREN)
>.' WHOT 1570 250-D Pearson 70 4 6 y2 1 UP
c WKBN* 570 5kw CHS Raymer 9 41 3 ___. 10 16 4* 3 AP.UP;A

ANESVILLE WHIZ 1240 250w NBC Pearson 6 60 9 5 9 15 6* 3 2 _ UP; St

) INFORMATION: Cincinnati, WCKY; T)

j

ayton, WHIO Mansfield, WMAN; Toledo, "WTOL; Wellston, WKOV; '

OKLAHOMA

kVoostei . WW ST.

•

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country.

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

-TUS KWHW 1450 250w MBS Pearson 5 50 2 15 11 2* 2 2 UP

.VA KALV 1430 500w Best 67 24 26 6 12 3* 2 X AP

IDMORE KVSO 1240 250w ABC V,R&McC X 50 2 4 8 13 5» 2 4 %t AP

ACKWELL KLTR 1580 250-D Best 24 6 14 5 2 AP;T

I HCKASHA KWCO 1560 1-D,250-N KBS Best 65 4 33 4 2 4» 4 AP
A
JSHING KUSH 1600 lkw-D KBS Best 60 1 4 6 9 5» 2 AP:Se,W

JNCAN KRHD 1350 250-D,

100-N
K,M Y,R&McC 4 72 6 7 10 9» 5 1 K
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1

OKLAHOMA {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOUHb

City Call lott.r. Frtq.

Natl

network National rap

Peat- Pop Country

NMwork mid munt Concert Weitern Rellg
Han..

Newt Sparta making Farm Foraign Nagra Sanrlcaa

410 KCRC
KGWA

I 190

960

Ikw \1!C 1*. .ii-. hi 5 ifj 7 7 3

6

10

21

9*

x»

2 2 \I\W
Ik%s \ ,R&McC i: LP;.St

ISDERICK KTAT 1570 J .11 II KBS 24 2 :: 3 7 1* 1 1 UP
JTHRIE k\YR\\ 1 ,90 l()0w 50 1

• 3 3 X 12 AP
JYMON KGYN

KIHN
1220

I ;m

lkw-D KBS Best 41 1 in 5 13
•

1 '. l I'.T.W

UGO kl!> 58 30 5 14 4 5 5 AP;T
VVVTON KSWO I 180 Ikw ABC l'i .ii-. .ii 5 18 6 6 6 20 5*

1 1 l P

cALISTER KNED 1 1
.ii |l .MM \ Pearson 64 II 6 13 3» 6 7 LP;W

KTMC 1 Km VBI V.R&McC X 75 1 1 5 20 4' 1 AP
IAMI KGLC 910 Ikw KBS 71 28 15 15 15' X 6 AP
USKOGEE kBI\ l 190 250w ABC V.R&Md 7 45 I 7 12 X 1» 4 6 8 1 P

k\ll S 13110 i n.r.oo-N Pearson 71 27 20 8 10 15* 8 15 10

(LAHOMA CITY KBYE !!')0 lkw-D Dora-Clayton 7 10 48 5 2 70

m pi; n in lku-D IK

ILSA

KVOO 1170 50kw NBC Petrv 46 10 16 18 10

\P
kill ^ 1 no 2.">tiw MBS Pearson 3 h 1(12 10 5 r. • \P

KOMA i:,20 50kw i BS Wen knodel 8 2 32 25 5 6 X 1 2 UP;W
KTOK IIIIMI :,u \ 111

! Ka> in. i 2 101 6 15 x» i, \P

k row 800 250-D ( .ill I'.-i n.i X 1 10 \ \l'

U\ •j. ;u 5kw NBC Katz 7 44 3 I 3 17 2« 5 M'.l P

(MULGEE KHBG 1210 250w Best 39 3 12 9 12 8* 2 12 \l\ 1

<ULS VALLEY KVLH 1470 250-D kBS I:, -i 70 10 4 7 8* 2 2 1 P 1

NCA CITY WBBZ 1230 250w MBS Pearson x 60 5 4 6 24 18* 3 6 \P

YOR KOLS 1570 lkw-D kBS Best 24 9 36 24 14 X 4 AP:< -i

IAWNEE KGFF 1450 250v> MBS Best 3 50 9 10 5 15 x* 2 5 AP;LW
ILLWATER KSPI* 780 2.->0w MBS Thos. Clark 35 1 2 5 5 2' 9 UP;St,W
ll-CITY KWSH 1260 Ikw AJC V,R&Mcl 8 23 2 16 1 15 T 1 2 AP;St

KFMJ lo:,o lkw-D Burke-Stuart 60 12 . 7

KO.ME l.;i)n 5-D.l-N \.M ( .ill P. i hi 3 60 18 22 10* 7 2 l P

kHM(. 7lo 50-D.25-N Blair 84 12 8 14 4* % 2 AP
kill 1 130 "iku CBS \\i r\ -kniiilel 6 3 101 1 3 21 !• M> 12 UP;W

IN^.I P:

NITA KVIX 1170 500-D KBS 54 % 9 3 9 5* 2 2 UP
EWOKA KWSH (See TRI-CITY)

0ODWARD KSIW 1450 250w Pearson 42 13 17 6 16 6* 5 AP;LW

. INFORMATION: Ada, KAMA. Bartlesville KWON

;

Im, kakc
Clinton, KWDE; Durant, KSEO: Elk City. KASA; Hobart, KT.Ts

; [dabel, KBEL; Norman, KNOB; Pot

OREGON
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
r i 1

City Call letters Freg. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post- Pop
mid music Concert

Country.
Western Relig News Sports

Hotre-
making Farp» Foreign Negro Services

BANY KWIL 790 Iku MBS Best . 51 5 10 27 X* 1 2 AP;W
HLAND KWIN 1400 2"i0u MBS W - Grant 6 38 4 20 11 18 13* 3 UP
TORIA KVAS 1230 250w I Inlman 101 7 6 1 7 3* 2 I P

NO KBND 1110 Ikw MBS W. S. Grant 5 50 3 17 3 14 5* 2 3 IP:\V
iRVALLIS KCO\ 1210 250w -. Kverett-McK 65 8 5 2 X X* 2 UP

KKLL 1340 2."i0w MrGillvra 94 3 6 2 12 3* 2 2 AP
!»TTAGE GROVE KOMB 1400 250w 86 2 15 3* 6 LP
ALAS KPLK 1460 500-D 67 3 10 2 AP
GENE KASH L600 Ikw Cooke 41 11 17 6 12 4 1 2

KEED (See SPRINGFIELD)
KERG 128H 5-D,l-N CBS Weed 12 25 16 % 6 16 5' 2 2 AP:W
KORE 1450 250w MBS Everett -Mc k X 43 3 3 14 24 20* 10 1 _ UP;LW.W

KUGN 590 5-D.l-N \ B(

'

Meeker 7 6 40 9 8 4 19 10' 2 1 AP

IREST GROVE KRWC 1570 lkw-D 60 20 i ., 3 1 1 - S

IANTS PASS KLIN 1340 250w MBS W. S. Grant 10 16
-

15 7 17 3 2 2 w
ILLSBORO KRTY 1360 lkw-D KBS 46 5 3 7 1 2 6 AP:LW

HOD RIVER KIHR 1340 250w Meeker 62 15 12 4 12 8* 5 2 AP
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R\I)IO MASTER DIRECTORY

OREGON (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop

music Concert
Country.

Western Relig News Sports
H ome-
m .iking Farm Foreign Negro Serviw

KLAMATH FALLS KFJI 1150 5-D.l-N MBS W. S. Grant 6 48 2 12 4 25 8* 2 3 UP <

KFLW 1450 250w A,C Everett-McK 11 L8 2 1 17 4« 4 1 AP; S

KLAD 900 lkw-D KBS Headley-Reed 50 5 15 7 AP.UP
LEBANON KGAL 920 lkw Holman 98 14 INS "

McMINNVILLE KMCM 1260 lkw KBS Continental 68 10 7 3 9 14* % 1 UP;L\
MEDFORD KBOY 730 lkw-D KBS Headley-Reed 63 1 3 1 6 AP.UP

KMED 1440 5-D,l-N NBC \li ekei X 28 6 21 4 14 5* 3 3 UP
KYJC 1230 250w A,C Webb 8 32 16 7 4 29 14» 3 _ UP

NEWPORT KNPT 1310 lkw Continental 43 9 28 8 11 6« 2 y2 UP
NORTH BEND KFIR 1340 250w CBS W. S. Grant 12 39 6 8 21 5* 3 UP
OCEANLAKE KBCH 1400 250w 67 10 13 12 X 6* 3 y4 _ UP
ONTARIO KSRV 1380 lkw KBS W. S. Grant 66 2 22 3 21 4 3 - —
OREGON CITY KGON 1520 lOkw Weed 38 15 5 10 T up;*
PENDLETON KWRC 1240 250w ABC 6 33 2 3 7 20 6* V* 3 UP '

PORTLAND KEX" 1190 50kw PGW 6 105 16 i\-.r

KGON (See OREGON CITY)

KGW 620 5kw ABC Blair 3 1 67 15 5 5 19 5 4 1 UP
KOIN* 970 5kw CBS CBS Radio Spot X 13 7 1 2 24 2 2 2 .... AP,UP

St,W

KPAM* 1410 lkw-D 50 66 V* 8 __.. AP;Se
KPDQ 800 lkw-D Forjoe 64 2 11 4

KPOJ* 1330 5kw MBS Avery-Knodel 7 1 57 5 8 4 28 6 4 UP
KVAN (See VANCOUVER, WASH.)
KWJJ 1080 lOkw Burn-Smith 98 1 -— 22 9 1 6

KXL 750 lOkw-D Branham 80 UP

if

:

i

*PRINEVILLE KRCO 690 lkw-D Best 34 2 12 3 14 6* i ., 4 UP:T
REDMOND KJUN 1240 250w ABC McGillvra 14 20 _ 14 5 2 AP;Lj
ROSEBURG KRNR 1490 250w CBS W. S. Grant 9 25 5 6 2 13 5* 2 y* AP;St

SALEM KGAY 1430 5kw-D Holman 48 6 9 2 7 9

KOCO 1490 250w 76 21 1 3 4 .... 3 2 UP:A.S

KSLM 1390 lkw MBS Everett-McK 7 20 43 6 20 22 6* 7 7 LW.W
SPRINGFIELD KEED 1050 lkw-D Holman 75 8 1 X UP
THE DALLES KRMW 1300 lkw-D Best 40 3 5 2 7 12 3 UP
TILLAMOOK KTIU 1590 250w Continental 61 6 20 9 3 12* 6 6 UP :;

''NO INFORMATION: Astoria, KAST; Baker, KBKR; Coos Bay, KOOS; Coquille, KWRO ; La Grande, KLBM; Pendleton, KTJMA; Roseburg, KRXL, KYES; The Danes, KG"

(' PENNSYLVANIA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Country,

Network mid music Concert Western Relig

Home-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

\LLENTOWN WAEB 790 500-D,l-N Radio-Tv Reps 90 18 12 12*

WFMZt 100.7 48kw GMB 63 A,Se

WHOL 1600 500-D Raymer 60 y2 AP
WKAP 1320 lkw \\ eed 94 12 •

3 AP
\LTOONA WFBG 1340 250w NBC H-R Reps 59 12 AP:W

WRTA 1240 250w \.M Everett-McK 37 13 11 UP:T
WVAM 1430 lkw CBS Weed % 39 10 10 10 % % UP:St

3EAVER FALLS WBVP 1230 250w 26 19 10' v» AP.UP

3ETHLEHEM
c JLOOMSBURG

WGPA* 1100 250-D 42 UP:T

WHUM 550 500w % 70 12 10 14 10 AP:A
3RADDOCK WLOA (See PITTSBURGH)
3RADFORD WESB 1490 250w MBS Burn-Smith 48 18 15 20 25* y2 AP
3UTLER WBUT* 1050 250-D Gill-Perna 50 20 AP

WISR 680 250-D X 6 9 31 2* y4 3

:arbondale WCDL 1440 5kw-D KBS Cooke 61 2 7 3 18 2' 2 6 7 UP:W
CARLISLE WHYL 960 lkw-D 60 12 X 10 2 X UP
:harleroi WESA 940 250-D KBS Thos. Clark 40 2 7 3 2 2 7 2 3 AP:T

h CHESTER WDRF 1590 lkw 2 42 6 8 2 8 6* 5 1 18 St

WVCH 740 lkw-D Webb 28 20 9 22 7 X 1 hi UP
CLEARFIELD WCPA 900 lkw-D 71 4 1 8 2 3 2 1 UP:US

COATESVILLE WCOJ 1420 5kw 86 2 15 6 15 x # 3 UP
" :ONNELLSVILLE WCVI 1340 250w 73 19 7

~
10 4 1 2 2 4 UP:T,W

52 19 57 BUYERS' GUIDE
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PENNSYLVANIA [continued,

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Oall littrr. Fr»«. P»»er
Natl P~i

Mfmtrk National rrp Nrl.ork mid
e„ P

muile Concirt
Csuntry.
Wrttcrn h.i. q Sportv

H«a..
m.klni rum F »r.l,. Nt|r» SanrlMt

)RRY WOTR 1370 ,00 |l Klt> III 1 7 11 13 3»
1 1 AP;St

JUDERSPORT \\n;\r (,00 lkw-D 42 14 9 20 8» 5 4 \I';W

DYLESTOWN WBUX l.-,7(l 2.0 l» Indie Sal. - 23 6 5 6 1 8 \K U

J BOIS WCED* I I2U 5-D.500-N ( I(S Mi i .iIIm i 9 '. 4 4 12 16 •
2 2

kSTON WEEX* 12.51) 2".Ou 1 li i.||.\ Ri-i .1 1 loo 10 16 X 5 \r i

•HRATA WCSA 1310 lkw-D kit- Kill -i 1 inn- s|. Ml 1 8 6 7 5 1 i p

HE WERC*
Wlkk

1260

1330

Slew

5kw
MK
\l!i

Weed
Petrj

6
X

2 12

26
16 3 9

3

17

11

4»

10
1

X
1 P;( 1 U
M'.l W

WJET MOO 250w Forjoe 2 inn 12 6 5 14 1 2 1 AP;St
WLEU 1450 2.".0w MRS II miln-aii 5 2 100 5 6 2 AP

vRRELL \\i \i; I ITU lkw-D kits 62 1 6 4 '. 3 1 1 AP
ITTYSBURG WGET 1450 250w 40 10 8 6 14 8» 6 AP;W
ANOVER WHVR I2H0 lkw 75 5 16 8 14 6» 4 UP;St
ARRISBURG WCMB 1 li.ii :.kw MBS Gill-Perna 10 1 60 4 2 7 14 x» 4 AP;T

win.i; 1 too 2:.0u \R( X 1 72 1 4 4 15 4* 1 1

WHP» 580 5kw < Its Rolling 11 1 13 5 2 2 16 3 2 3

A.ZLETON WAZL* 1 l')i) 250w M.N i;.i\ nifi 8 33 2 1 5 19 10* 2 Vi AP;W
OMESTEAD WAMO 860 250-D Fm i<

it- 3 48 3 7 5 27 16 UP
(DIANA WDM) 1 i:-i> 250w CBS 9 38 2 14 5* 2 1 l':\\

5HNSTOWN WARD* 1490 L'.'.Ow CBS Weed 9 50 12 5 8 22 10« 2 1 1 2 1 P:W
WCRO 1230 250w A,M Forjoe 4 1 106 5 8 9 20 6* 5 1

WJAC* 1400 2.".0u NBC Young 3 1 12 7 — 6 18 6* X 2 \l'

ANE WADP 950 Mill- II 32 21 1 4 9 T AP;T
iTTANNING W VCR 1380 lkw-D KBS Rambeau 63 8 5 8 14 4* 7 4 AP;T
\NCASTER WLAN* 1390 lkw A,M Headley-Reed 5 '•j 10 17 4 9 21 12» 3 7 % AP;C
\NSFORD WLSH 1410 lkw-D 84 7 5 X 3* 10 3 LP;T
VTROBE WAKU 1570 lkw-D 29 2 2 3 7 9' AP;T,W
•BANON WLBR* 1270 lkw Burn-Smith 1 1 8 25 15 4 14* 3 2 LP:W
iWISTOWN WKVA

WMRF
920

1 l-)0

lkw-D Gill-Perna 60 15 8 3 X* 6 12 UP
250w NBC Burn-Smith 4 35 5 2 12 24 6 6 10 AP

DCK HAVEN WRPZ 1230 250w MBS McGillvra 8 40 15 11 24 12* 3 AP.UP;
LW.W

cKEESPORT WEDO 810 lkw-D Rambeau :,:, 4 4 3 7 2' 4 1 4 AP;T
EADVILLE WMGW* 1490 250w ABC 6 70 4 2 2 14 2' 2 2 AP;W
iEXICO WJUN 1220 2 ".ii-li Barn-Smith 20 20 8 10 6* 8 20 AP
ANTICOKE WHWL 730 lkw-D Forjoe 40 3 4 7 7 1 3 1 4 Se.W
EW CASTLE WKST 1280 lkw MBS Everett-McK 9 46 2 4 6 16 3* 2 3 UP
ORRISTOWN WNAR 1110 500-D Weed 41 2 3 6 5 2» 6 2 AP
HILADELPHIA WCAU* 1210 50kw CBS CRS Radio Spot 8 6 72 8 1 19 3* 3 5 AP;LW

WDAS 1480 lkw Pearson 3 117 13 10 8 2 12 10 127 AP
WFIL* 560 ."lk\\ ABC Blaii 3 1 80 5 6 22 2 3 1 %
WFLNJ
WHAT*

95.7

1340

20kw GMB 1 105 1 7 LP
250w Stars National 3 42 1 11 19 1« 3 1 161 AP

WIBG* 990 lOkw Radio-Tv Reps 2 85 2 6 23 15 4* . 1 UP
WIP* 610 5kw MBS Petry 3 6 110 8 4 x» 2 AP.I P;

RESULTS UNLIMITED!

WIBG IS PENNA S

MOST POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT

SUBURBAN STATION BLDG.

PHILA. 3, PA. • Rl 6-2300

RADIO-TV Representatives
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

PENNSYLVANIA (continued)

i1AILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
1'

2

City Call letters Freq. Power

Natl

networl National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert
Country.
Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Serviee<

p PHILADELPHIA WJMJ 1540 lkw-D Indie Sales 10 5 18 8 3 2» % 42 6
.'

- (cont.) WKDN 1 See CAMDEN, N. J.)

}
WNAR
WPEN*

(See NORRISTOWN)
y.-,u 5 kw « .ill -I'tma 6 102 7 3 16 1 AP.LP

. WRCV
WTEL

1060 50kw NBC NBC Spot 7 1 84 2 7 14 6 2 _ _ AP.UP;

860 250-D 18 4 % 7 X 29

ITTSBURGH KDKA*
KQV

1020 :>ou PGW 6 71 8 4 40 6* 3 6 AP.UP

, 1 lid 5kw CBS Raymer 6 y2 42 10 2 4 15 5» % UP
WAMO
WCAE
WEDO

(See HOMESTEAD)

t
1250

i Sec

:.u Katz i 86 16 3 4 12 1 3 y4 AP

i
McKEESPORT)

WILY
WJAS*
WKJFJ
WLOA
WPIT
WWSW*

1CE0

I.S20

i.v.o

'kw-D Stars National 52 4 18 3 1 84 AP
5kw A,M H-R Reps 5 y2 70 1 6 21 4 1 UP
40kw i 112 3 X \ — UP;St,T|

j, lkw-D 84 3 3 2 1 UP

j
730 lkw-D 10 11 42 3 2 3 1 P

i
970 5kw I'-laii 6 44 14 5. 1 14 3 2 I P

ITTSTON WPTS L540 lkw-D ! 1 1 if Sali- 62 31 8 3 4 V 2 15 1 V:\\

> OTTSVILLE WPAM
WPPA*

1450

1 if. ii

250w Everitt-McK 105 4 10 in- 3 3 1 l':\\

I 1-D.500-N 60 14 6 3 7 2 3 2 1 \l>

UNXSUTAWNEY WPME
WEEU
WHUM
WRAW

1540

850

1240

1340

Iku

lku

250w

250w

KBS 50 3 2 12 2 3* 2 2 \I':T

iEADING Headley-Reed 4 % ___- 3 3 14 2* 5 1 UP
CBS W.r.l 10 22 2 1 3 9 2 6 % AP
\i;i Meeker 8 25 2 2 14 2 5 AP

<ED LION

jT. MARYS
WGCB
WKBI

1440

1400

lkw-D

250w MBS
20 X 30 6 2* 1 6 UP:C.Se

4 26 8 7 8 12 ;:• 2 3 1 AP:St

AYRE WATS 960 lkw-D Inrlie Sales 32 3 13 10 10 \' 2 15 UP

s

) I

/

(

)

><

(

I

:

(

1

Netiuwj—

bidiwtiwuj

ouhdls

OUR ADVERTISERS HAVE KNOWN IT FOR YEARS
PHILADELPHIA

54
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PENNSYLVANIA {continued)

DAILY HOURS WFI KLY HOURS

City Call litters Freg

Nail

network
Po»t-

mid
P.P

music
Country

Concert Wnlirn llrhg N"i Sports making ram Foreign. N*gr« Sorvloeg

RANTON \\ \i;m vki :>u \lt( li<.llill|>

will 630 500-D Meekei

[00 Mi 16 l

lo I . 1

l P I

\TI P;

LI
wcm* 910 1 1). \ i BS II I; Reps ') 6 1 II t, > \l'

IAMOKIN WIS1

WVSC
1 180

'I'll!

lkw MBS 1 ..I joi 8 7
1 12 2 \

MERSET 250 D Indie Sales 18 6 :. II 8 4 1 1 P;Sl

ROUDSBURG WVPO 840 250 D Radio 1 < Reps 61 i 2 8 4 <,• 4 1 P

NBURY WKOK* [240 250v. CBS 9 11 2 6 15
• \P

TUSVILLE \\ II \ 1290 ;.un |i 8 in
i 9 1* 2 \r.\\

RONE w 1 1; \ 1290 Ikw-D l-' IS 8 1

•
2 UP; VI

JIONTOWN WMBS VIII lkw 1 BS Meeker 9 10 1 10 1 18 4» 1 2

ARREN \\\ \l
"

I no lkw I) 13 12 7 13 8* 2 AIM
ASHINGTON WJPA •

1 150 -'".lln MBS Mi (iillvra 4 70 Hi 3 20 10* 5 1 UP. 1

ILKES-BARRE WAZL* (See ii \/i i roNi

ILLIAMSPORT

WBAX 1240 2 .'»(iu MBS Burn-Smith

WBRE* 1340 250 w NBC Headley-Reed

W II K WO VI). I

A

ABC Avery-Knodel

i 20 I I'

I 14 i ;

I 54 I-' '_•

\l'.< .1

II 16

\\n<:« 1050 lkw KBS Cooke .•I 2] 20

WRVk* lloo 250v, NBC Everett-McK

VP;Sl

19 15

WWI'A 1340 250w CBS Burn-Smiili 9 33 2 '. 16 4* 3 2 UP;W
MtK WGCB (See RED LION)

WNOW 1250 lkw-D 36 9 10 6 9 2» 1 5 M';LW
WSBA 910 lkw \.M ^ 1 Ml llil 5 % ciH 4 25 10 5 3 AP:W

INFORMATION: Allentown, UsAX; Apollo, \v\VI.; Harnesboro. V7N00; Bedford, WBPD; Bloomsburg, Wink, pi poriam Wl.MI: •.-atburg
Ult Harrisburg, WKBO; Huntington, Will N Lan wter, WiiAI.. gfcKeesport, W.MCK; New Kensington, WKIW (in City. WKRZ; \\I'\/ Koarin

.VKMC; Scranton, WICK, WSCB; Sharon, WPIC; State Collet, WMA.I. Warren, V7RRN; Waynesboro, WAYZ; Wellsboro WNBT fork WORK

RHODE ISLAND
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Frag.

Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music
Country.

Concert Western Relig Newt
Hsoie-

SportS miking Farm Foreign Negro Sorvlees

•WPORT \\ \1)K 1540 lkw-D \\ alker 43 4 3 5 15 2» 4 3 AP:\\
vWTUCKET \\I'\\\ 550 lkw-D 36 14 5 7 3 16 UP
OVIDENCE WEAN* 790 5kw A,M V,R&M,i X 20 8* 2 AP;UP

WHIM 1110 lkw Headley-Reed 65 5 3 2 1« % UP
WICE 1290 500-1) 91 3 14 X* AP
WJAR 920 5kw NBC Weed 9 38 3 7 17 2 4 AP.IN-
WPAW (See l'\\\ IKkl
WPRO* 630 5kw CBS Blair 11 24 4 15 1 4 AP;UP
WRIB 1220 lkw-D In. Ill-

v llr- 21 6 3 8 26 lN-:A,Se
'

WTMHt 101.5 20k w 18 1 120 2 4 INS
ESTERLY WERI 1230 250w Walker 70 1 1 3 12 5' 1 1 UP
EST WARWICK WWRI 1 150 250 w — 6 75 3 3 17 17 6» 3 3 6 AP;T
OONSOCKET WNRI 1380 lkw-D 52 6 5 % 11 2 1 UP

WWON* 1210 250w Webb 100 \r.\\

SOUTH CAROLINA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post-

mid
Pop

music
Country.

Concert Western Relig
Hoae-

Ntvt Sports making Farm Foreign Nef.ro Services

KEN
MDERSON

WARN 990 lkw-D KBS 20 10

WAIM* 1230 250w CBS Headley-Reed

WANS 1280 lkw MBS Devney 32 12 15 18

1 \V:< \\

I\vl U

I P;Sl
VRNWELL WBAW 740 500-D Be-t 30 12 8 rp : u
IAUFORT WBEU 960 lkw-D KBS 63 UP;*
NNETTSVILLE WBSC 1550 10-D.5-N MBS Indie Sales 15 18 15 14

SHOPVILLE
VMDEN

WAGS 1380 lkw-D KBS Interstate 10 27 AP:W
WACA 1590 lkw-D 14 18 1 P;T

'MBOLS: S
* om-tm station

\ + frn station

D daytime power
N—night power

local sports covered
Lat. Amer. included

x figure unspecified
category unclaim.

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE 55



RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

SOIJ T H CAROLINA {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
^ r

Olty Call letten Freq. Power
Natl Post-

network National rep Network mid
Pop

music Concert
Country.

Western Relig News Sports

Home
riMkiru Farm Forelg i Negro Servieet

.CHARLESTON WCSC* 1390 5kw CBS PGW X . % 32 8 8 5 9 2* 1 1 X 1 LP:W
WHAN 1340 250w A,K,M 12 1 7 15 16 X 3* 1 LP

?

WPAL 730 lkw-D Forjoe 35 40 _.. --- 40

WQSN 1 15(1 250w Pearson 1 39 2 30 28 13 2*
-. . 35 LP

* WTMA* 1250 5kw Mil. Hollingbery 6 80 .... 25 6 10 x» 3 2 AP
*:heraw WCRE I 120 lkw-D KMS Best 18 4 6 22 10 4* 1 1 4 UP
;OLUMBIA WCOS* 1 Kid 250w ABC Headley-Reed 6 31 30 .... 8 15 5* 5 13 AP:W

WIS* 560 5kw NBC PGW 6 72 8 3 5 13 5» 5 3 AP,UP;
WMSC 1320 lkw CBS H-R Reps 7 1 75 2 18 2 5 UP;Se^
WOIC 1470 5kw-D Forjoe 16 1 . 33 3 2* % % 85

- ARLINGTON WPFD 1350 500-D Best 39 8 15 6 10 X 1 4 4 UP;LW
JILLON WDSC* 800 lkw-D ABC Gill-Perna 3 18 1 12 12 19 5* _.. X 6 UP

j ASLEY WELP 1360 lkw-D KBS Indie Sales .... 25 2 4 25 7 3» y-i 1 7 UP;A,S

LORENCE WJMX 970 5-D.l-N \b<: Walker 5 13 8 15 3 18 9' i 10 UP;T
WOLS 1230 250w 69 4 10 l(i 6 2' V* 9 Se

"j IAFFNEY WFGN ].->:o 250-D .... 22 2 13 5 6 4* 2 2 LP
-.iREENVILLE WESC* (,(,(i 5kw-D Rambeau 14 16 7 3 2* 2 2 12 AP:LW

WFBC* 1330 5kw NBC Avery-Knodel 10 22 3 6 4 2 3 7 4 AP
WMRB 119(1 250w A,M Cooke 9 63 8 1 2 10 5 X AP

i WMUU 1260 lkw-D ( C'lililli'llliil .... 45 33 15 3 1 AP;LW.
WQOK 1440 5kw CBS Walker 7 37 6 27 3 12 4* 2 1 6 UP

REENWOOD WCRS* 1 loll 250w NBC Thos. Clark 8 30 2 18 8 11 X* 2 3 AP;T
WGSW 1350 lkw-D K,M Indie Sales; D-C X 18 30 6 7 1 __ 10 LP

' REER WCKI 1300 lkw-D Best _.. 27 27 17 4 X .--. AP
WEAB 800 250-D KBS 18 4 13 12 6 3* 3 % _ 3 LP;W

ARTSVILLE WHSC 1450 250w MBS X 22 16 12 7 13 2* 1 3 AP
AURENS WLBG 860 250-D Indie Sales _ - 44 .... 18 6 8 X* 2 9 UP
tULLINS WJAY 1280 lkw-D KBS _.. 45 2 27 4 5 3* 2 3 10 UP;LW,:

IYRTLE BEACH WMYB 1450 250w KBS Cooke 46 10 2 5 18 4' % 5 LP
EWBERRY WKDK 1240 250w MBS Interstate 8 33 7 20 7 10 3* 3 2 12 AP:T
RANGEBURG WDIX 1150 5-D,5-N A,M Devney; Holman 5 46 1 7 1 5 6* 2 6 AP

WTND* 920 lkw-D KBS Thos. Clark 40 14 12 4 10 % 7 11 LP
OCK HILL WRHI* 1340 250w K,M McGillvra X 48 2 23 6 10 15' 1 7 2 AP

S WTYC 1150 lkw-D Indie Sales .... 45 21 15 7 4 1 3 6 LP
>i.:NECA WSNW 1150 lkw-D Best 28 7 21 7 10 4 4 7

/ 'ARTANBURG WJAN 1400 250w A,M 5 64 25 24 9 X 12* 12 7 12 AP;W
WORD* 910 lkw NBC Raymer 6 .... 48 25 5 13 4 1 2 1 AP:T

.( WSPA* 950 5kw CBS Hollingbery 7 25 3 13 9 17 3* 6 3 LP:St

)l JMTER WSSC 1340 250w ABC Best 7 30 12 18 12 3* 3 30

h NION WBCU 1460 lkw MBS Interstate 5 26 18 7 11 15* 3 2 4 UP;W
V. ALTERBORO WALD* 1220 lkw-D MBS 5 32 1 18 2 12 12* 3 6 AP

) INFORMATION:
( HXV; Sumter, W

Chester, WGCD; Columbia, WNOK; Conwa
FIG.

y, WLAT; Georgetown, "WGTN ; Kingstree, WDKR; L

SOUTH DAKOTA
DAILY HOURS

ake City, WJOT; Lancaster, WLCM;

WEEKLY HOUR!

Spartanbm

r i r

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country,

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

5ERDEEN KSDN 930 lkw ABC Weed 7 76 20 9 8 30 15» 6 7 AP
OOKINGS KBRK 1430 500-D KBS .... .... 45 13 7 4 10 2* 2 1 AP:W

C JRON KIJV 1340 250w NBC 7 .... 16 8 6 5 13 X* 6 6 1 UP;T
ITCHELL KORN 1490 250w MBS 7 45 1 6 15 6« 5 LP:LW
ABRIDGE KOLY 1300 lkw-D .... .... 6 1 3 6 56 1 1 8 UP;W
ERRE KGFX 630 200-D _— .... 10 _ % LP
lPID CITY KOTA 1380 5kw CBS Headley-Reed 7 32 3 5 6 15 6» 4 5 \P.l P;C

5UX FALLS KELO 1320 5kw NBC H-R Reps 6 1 60 3 10 8 19 5* 2 6 — AP.LP;
C.St

KISD 1230 250* KBS Cooke 77 16 15 5 13 2» 1 . 2 „ AP

r KSOO 1140 10-D,5-N ABC Avery-Knodel y2 51 11 1 11 14 6* 3 12 AP
- VTERTOWN KWAT 950 lkw MBS . 6 46 13 8 12 19 10* 8 AP:St.W

\.NKTON KYNT 1450 250w ... .... 63 16 1 15 X* _ 9 LP:T

_
1

WNAX 570 5kw CBS Katz 6 — 28 3 11 11 14 2» 4 12 % .... AP.LP;
C.LW

INFORMATION:

56

Aberdeen, KABR ; Dearvi 1, KDSJ; Rapid City, KRSD; Sioux Falls, Kllln.
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1

TENNESSEE
DAILY HOURS WIIKLY HOUHb

City Call letter* Freq

Natl

network National rap >. tw*H
Pep Count/y.

muiir Concrrt W-»t«n II. I.

a

N'»i
Heme-

Sporti making Faro Fereli* Napra Servian

ISTOL

NTERVILLE
IATTAN0OGA

WOPI* 1490 250*

\\ 111 P I i70 lkw-D

\\ \(.i I 150 250w

M5C Hurn-Niiiili 12 15 \l' I w

16

\ins 10

\\ \l'() 1150 5kw M'.C H-R Reps 2 in r. in

win 1 I.570 r.kw NBC Branham 5 52 3 2 9

ttliol)* Kill) :.kw 1 its n imiii-i 16

1.

II

1 l

l p

\P

I P

\\D\i; 1 I'm :':»()« I 01 joe I lit

\\\lh 1260 lkn I) Peai

[2

91

1 P l

\r si w

VP

ARKSVILLE WJZM 1 UK) 250m MBS Bamlirati 5 34 15 11 '. 16 1

• MM
EVELAND WBAC 1340 MBS Gill-Perna; D-C 6 64 1 8 10 18 9. 6 3 UP
LUMBIA \\ki;m L340 250w K.M Walker; DC 5 50 23 X 19 X' 1 2 AP;T.W
OKEVILLE WHUB 1 100 250w CBS ( ..iii ill* Hi il 7 42 4 25 10 17 6*

1 5 UP
VINGTON WKBI 1250 lkw-l) 26 2 25 13 9 4» 4 4 2 AP
OSSVILLE WAEW 1330 lkw-D KBS II 30 8 8 2 5 2 1 P

IKSON WDKN 1260 lkw-D KBS .in 6 20 4 1 6* 1 3 3 AP
ZABETHTON \\ HEJ 1240 :t,ow MBS Gill-Perna 3 24 9 4 12 5* % % UP
rETTEVILLE W KKR 1240 L'oOw K.M 4 38 15 4 •

- 8* 3 3 5 AP;T
*NKLIN WAGG 950 lkw-D 36 25 2 10 X 2 7 AP
LLATIN WHIN 1010 lkw-D 19 54 9 1 2* 4 3 UP;C
MBOLDT WIRJ 740 250 D KBS 60 3 8 7 4» 2 3 AP
:kson WDXI 1310 5-D.l-N MBS llraill«->-Rri-il 7 h .111 3 21 2 6 2* 2 UP;W

WJAK 1460 lkw-D Best; DC 76 21 7 3* 5 6 97 UP
WTJS* 1390 lkw ABC llranliam 5 60 2 8 16 16 12' 5 4 AP;T

INSON CITY WETB 790 lkw-D \1. ( .ill\ 1.1 21 8 4 X \ 2* 2 2 1 AP;W
WJHL* 910 5-D,l-N CBS l'i II -oil 7 51 9 8 10 14 10* 2 4 AP;UP

JGSPORT WKIN 1320 5kw-D . Walker 53 6 18 12 12 8 2 3 6 UP;W
WKPT* 1400 250w NBC Burn->milli 9 50 6 2 1 13 3» 5 1 AP;T

OXVILLE WATE 620 5kw NBC Avery-Knodel f> 40 10 6 12 3* 3 2 UP
WBIR» 1240 250w ABC Gill-Perna 4 75 4 39 9* 3 UP;T
WTVK 860 lkw-D l-'iill lu- 12 52 20 12

UKGN 1340 250w MBS ll. IImIpi', III 5 6 86 5 3 13 15* 1 10 AP
WNOX 990 lOkw CBS Blair 8 46 5 22 3 14 5 3 % L'P;T

FOLLETTE WLAF 1450 lOOw KBS 62 6 21 10 8 10* 2 3 AP;W
VRENCEBURG WDXE 1370 lkw-D KBS Headlev-Reed 47 3 15 5 15 4* 3 UP;W
ANON WCOR 900 250-D 32 5 24 6 7 2* 5 2 AP
IOIR CITY WLIL* 730 lkw-D KBS 9 29 19 X 2 5 1 UP
VISBURG WJJM 1 190 250w K.M Best 7 25 2 15 4 16 2 1 4 3 AP;W
INGTON WDXL 1490 250w KBS 1 Ir.l.ll. \ Ri-i il 77 28 12 14 x #

1 22 UP
RYVILLE WGAP 1 100 r,ow Best in 26 11 8 25 x» 13 3 \P: \.W

HEY, TONI, JOE'S GOT
A FULL WAVE!

Midwest's biggest radio tower,

equivalent to 13,600 watts, makes
KELO RADIO a new regional station.

And our rates make this your

best regional buy!

YOUR ONE GREAT RADIO DOORWAY TO A

VAST NEW REGIONAL MARKET!

NEW MIRACL

1

Joe is represented by H-R

FT. TOWER
is anything higher?

SIOUX FALLS, S.D.
One of the Midwest's Leading Radio

Stations Affiliated with NBC
JOE FLOYD, President

Evans Nord, Cen. Mgr. Larry Bentson, V.P.

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

TENNESSEE (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letter< Freq. Power
Nat.

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop

music
Country,

Concert Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service

McKENZIE WHDM 1 11(1 500-D Best 20 7 14 3 6 3 X 2 AP;Se,

McMINNVILLE WBMC 960 500-D 15 3 18 10 18 2* 8 3 8 AP;T
WMMT 1230 250 v. K,M X 40 13 26 11 4* 4 4 2 UP;W

? MEMPHIS KWEM WO lkw-D -Mai- National .... 40 28 5 % 1 26 .....

* WDIA 1070 50k v, Pearson 70 70 10 T 5 4 140 UP
- WHBQ 560 5-D.l-N A,M H-R Reps 4 100 .... 9 8 1» .... 1 _ UP

WHER 1430 lkw-D 80 4 2 7 1 25 .... UP
WHHM 1340 250w Young 63 2 30 14 3 2* 22 UP

' WLOK 1 180 5kw-D lnl|nc: 1 )-( '.

.... X 94 ....

UMC* 790 5kw NBC Blair 10 26 10 8 5 15 3* 3 3 AP.UP
I WMPS

WKBJ
680

1600

10-D.5-N hadio-Tv Reps 6 150 2 11 3» 3 UP;St,'

! MILAN lkw-D 29 16 12 12« AP
" MORRISTOWN WCRK 1 150 250w MBS Holman 3 57 2 24 4 10 8» 3 5 .... AP;T
Jmurfreesboro WGNS I i:,n 250w Holman .... 84 26 48 10 20 5' 2 6 .... 7 AP;LW

T,W
J WMTS 860 250-D 43 12 6 8 8* 3 3 1 UP; St,'

J NASHVILLE WKDA 1240 250w Stars National 1 138 .... 2 AP;C,§

1 WLAC 1510 50kw CBS Katz 9 6 29 3 22 4 16 2 9 33 UP;T
WMAK 1300 5kw Bdcst Time Sis 120 2 4 __ .... UP

> WNAH 1360 lkw-D MBS Continental 4 .... 56 _ 29 27 X' 3 UP
WSIX 980 5k w Hollingbery —

_

7(1 12 6 19 12» 1 1 .... AP
WSM 650 50kw NBC Blair 9 .... 50 2 61 7 20 1* 1 6 AP.UP
WSOK* 1470 lkw-D L Gill-Perna 13 X 10 4 84 AP

i NEWPORT WLIK 1270

1490

5kw-D KBS 24 23 8 7 5 2 2 UP
OAK RIDGE WATO 250w MBS 3 56 4 2 26 4* 10 AP

WOKE 1290 1-D,500-N KBS 1 1 «—

r

45 7 17 1 10 5* 1 1 _ AP
PARIS WTPR* 710 250-D KBS Headley-Reed 37 6 28 3 6 5» 2 6 3 UP;W
PULASKI WKSR 1420 lkw ABC Thos. Clark 6 15 2 12 1 8 2 1 3 „ UP;T
RIPLEY WTRB

WRGS
1570 250-D Best .... 35 1 40 4 9 4' 2 3 15 UP

ROGERSVILLE 1370 lkw-D Best 27 4 23 14 7 3« X 4 3 UP;T
SEVIERVILLE WSEV 930 lkw-D KBS Rambeau 65 3 36 3 15 5 6 10 UP

-SOUTH PITTSBURG WEPG 910 500-D 25 8 20 7 8 4 2 UP;W
SPARTA WSMT 1050 lkw-D 22 2 15 6 6 2* 4 6 LP:W
SPRINGFIELD WDBL 1430 lkw-D KBS 36 25 3 1 2* 3 8 AP;W

J SWEETWATER WDEH 800 500-D KBS 24 24 18 6 3 ¥2 3 UP;T
-UNION CITY WENK HMD 250w MBS Headley-Reed 4 28 5 3 16 2 % 1 LP;W
/ WINCHESTER WCDT 1310 250w ABC 6 12 13 6 16 3» 2 UP;C,V

.( NO INFORMATION:
WREC; Shelbyville,

hi

)'

(

Athens. Wl-AR; Church Hill, WMCH; Cla
WHAL; South Pittsburg, WEPG; Tullahc

rksville, WDXN ; Dyersburg, WDSG
ma, WJIG.

TEXAS
DAILY HOURS

; Greenville, WGRV; Harriman, WHBT; Knoxville.

WEEKLY HOURS

WKXV; Mem

r "\ f

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep N etwork
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country
Westerr Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

ABILENE KRBC 1470 5-D,l-N ABC Pearson 3 40 11 8 13 2* 1 2 3t AP

KWKC 1340 250w MBS V.R&McC 8 35 10 2 6 17 5* 6 2 %t 1 AP.UP;

ALICE KBKI 1070 lkw Pearson 1 77 9 5 12 1- 1 25f AP:W

< ALPINE KVLF
KFDA

1240

1440

250w

5-DJ-N

MBS
A,M

Best 8 20 6 6 10 21 T 6 4 14t I l':T

AMARILLO H-R Reps 3 91 3 14 6* 3 AP
1

KGNC 710 lOkw NBC Katz 8 21 6 8 3 20 6* X 20 AP.UP;

1 KLYN 940 lkw CBS Blair 8 80 .... 11 14 2* 2 2 LP
I KRAY

KACT
KBUD

1360

1360

1410

500-D 84 % 7 AP

ANDREWS 500-D 60 1 8 1 8 3* 2 1 \l':\\

ATHENS 250-D 36 19 6 8 2* 1 1 UP
ATLANTA KALT 900 lkw-D Best 54 12 6 6 2 1" 3 2 2 \r .\\

r AUSTIN KTBC 590 5-D.l-N CBS Ravmer 7 1 54 6 3 7 21 2 1 2 — LP

h KTXN 1370 lkw-D NatlTm; Oakes 9 1 3 7 5 60t 20

3ALLINGER KRUN linn 250w KBS Best 12 6 15 2 21 4 # 3 3t AP:W

SYMBOLS: \

* am-fm station

+ fm station

D-
N-

-daytime power
—night power

• local sports covered

t Lai'. Amer. included

19

x figure unspecifie

category uncla.nJ

: BUYERS' GUIDE
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TEXAS ' continued >

OAILV HOURS Wl I KLY HOURS

City Call l.ttrn Fr.q
Nill

MtMrt National rep

Peat

Nrtwark mid mum
Cauntr,

Concert Wnltm Hrlig NMH Sparti m
Haaa-
aalni Farm Fartlau Nafra Banlcat

?PUS CHRIST,

IMITATION

"IMITATION

IMITATION

Y CITY KIOX 1270 Ikw MBS Besl I 6 II
•

V 1 1 l P

YTOWN KRI I

ki;i i

650

1360

250 H KBS 11. -i 21 \ AP
lkw Besl 70 in 21 II X" 6.1 1

\-

XUMONT KFDM 560 5kw MM I'l.tt 9 26 22 4 3 16 7 1 4 1 UP;LW
k.ll 1 I ;ho lkw-D Furjoe 42 38 12 \ 91 UP
KRIC* 1150 250w Biiiiili.iin 93 1 5 8 2» 12 AP;W
KTRM <,<«) Ikw ^ iiiiiij; 62 52 7 4 2* 2 6

VILLE KIBL ll'Ml 250w II '- 11 2 17 5» 3 21t 1 AP;W
, SPRING KBST 1

I'll! 250w ABC IV ir-mi 7 19 4 2 5 19 4 AP
KTXC 1400 lOOw MBS B.st 8 27 4 18 14 20 16* 6 4 6t 9 AP;W

>«HAM KFYN I 120 250* 41 8 9 X 2 3 1 P

IGER KHUZ 1490 250w MBS 8 41 4 5 7 10 8* % UP -

VDY KM 1 1 I'-ll 250w KBS B - 12 in

21

21

4

8

4

5

6

12

10

6

3'

3 5

2

6

2

1

It

21t

Mi7KENRIDGE KS'I I: Il.il) lkw-D Best 10 1 1 l*;W

NHAM KWHI I.'HII lkw-D 25 5 UP
)WNFIELD KTFY 1300 lkw-D . Best 70 1 20 AP;St,T

JWNSVILLE KBOR 1600 Ikw ABC Best 6 49 2 3 3 16 T 7 1 P; \ \\

in Mjtjma:ov Mcx XEO 970 lkw NatlTm; Oakes 100 11 8 W
1WNWOOD KBWD 1380 Ikw MBS Avery-Knodel 3 67 1 10 28 12* 1 AP;W
'AN KORA

KMIL
KGAS

1240

1330

1590

250w

500-D

lkw-D

MBS Bi-t 8 80 6 11 4 16 6- 2 2 INS;SeW
/ERON Best 42 9 23 5 8 1" 5 2 6t AP;W
-THAGE Best 26 3 20 6 8 5* 3 2 Mi AP
ITER KDET 930 lkw-D Gill-Perna 42 20 8 14 10* 6 12 UP;W
BURNE KCLE* 1120 250-1) Best 58 3 11 5 9 3* 3 2 AP
.VELAND KVLB 1410 500w 51 3 23 6 12 1' y* 6 AP;C
.EMAN KSTA liiim 250-D KBS 22 2 24 2 12 3* 2 4 UP;W
.LEGE STATION WTAW 1150 lkw-D klb 23 5 19 5 7 2* 2 8+ 5 AP
.ORADO CITY KVMC 1320

'Kill

lkw-D Best 50 6 8 10 4 2* 3 2t AP;W
>IROE KMCO 500-D Best 41 7 16 6 1 2* 2 5 AP;St,T

KAN IS (See SINTOM
KATR 1030 50- 1) Branham 32 1 7 10 9 3* 3 15 28t 6

KCCT* 1150 lkw-D R. O'Connell 61 2 5 2 2 77t 7 AP
KEYS 1440 1-D.500-N CBS Ravmer 7 56 8 3 20 1 3 UP
KKIS 1360 lkw M!« PGW 9 32 1 2 4 16 4 4 5 St

KSIX 1230 250w \l'.r Fnrjoe 7 1 76 6 11 4 16 8* 3 AP
Kl NO 1400 250w Everett-McK X X 3 35 10 123+ 11 AP

tSICANA KAND 1340 250w- MBS Branham 5 70 12 5 14 1" 5 3 AP
)CKETT KI\Y 1290 500-D KBS 18 2 21 . 8 4 7 AP
.HART KMT 1410 500-D KBS Besl 42 12 8 11 1 6 3

is the sincerest

form of flattery"

SPONSOR is the most imitated

trade magazine covering the advertising field today!

SPONSOR
the weekly magazine tv radio advertisers use

1957 BUYERS' GL IDE 59
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

"|" £ J{ fi^ § (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Free Power
Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Country,
Network mid music Concert Western Relig News

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Service

F DALLAS KGKO 1480 5-D,500-N \\iry-Knodel 1 115 14 x* 16 UP
KIXL* 1040 lkw-D GMB; Pearson;

Webb
10 55 12

KLIF 1190 5-D,l-N H-R Reps 6 168 14

KNOK (See FORT WORTH)
KRLD* 1080 50kw CBS Branham 27 20 8 19

KSKY 660 lkw-D

WBAP* (See FORT WORTH)
Radio-Tv Reps 34 12 18

WFAA 820-570 50 & 5kw A,N Petry 28 12 20

WRR« 1310 5kw MBS Blair 87

AP;St,1

i\>.l I

14 UP

AP,UP
UP

t, OENISON KDSX 950 500w 121 10 AP
: DUMAS KDDD 580 250-D KBS Best .... 33 10 28 2 7 5» 2 2 _ .. AP
[KAGLE PASS (Mex.) XEMU 580 5kw-D NatlTm;Oakes . X 2 X X X 98t

EASTLAND KERC 1590 500-D Best .... 52 20 22 4 12 5* 4 5 .... AP;C,T

j EDINBURG KURV 710 250w Rambeau 47 14 30t I P:Mc

j £ L CAMPO KULP 1390 500-D 14 29 10 10 16t UP;T

I EL PASO

Licensed in

I
Juarez, Mex.) XELO 800 150kw R. O'Connell 21 14 84t

FORT WORTH
i

HOUSTON

KELP 920 1-D.500-N "l miiiK 6 141 5 12 X X _ UP
KEPO 690 lOkw A,M Pearson X 84 3 9 3* 1 1 28t UP
KROD 600 5kw CBS Branham X 55 7 5 2 15 _'• 3 2 _

KSET 1340 250w 6 150 3 1 14 3* __ _ AP;C,?|

KTSM 1380 1-D.500-N NBC Hollingbery 12 15 4 2 7 7* 3 3 _ UP;T
XEJ 970 lOkw - —

.

NatlTm; Oakes — — — 10 6* 3 126t

FALFURRIAS KPSO 1260 500-D 40 1 10 2 12 2* 6 12 20t 2 AP
cLOYDADA KFLD 900 250-D Continental 20 5 23 5 9 2 2 2 7t UP; St

FORT STOCKTON KFST 860 250-D KBS Best 48 8 12 4 3 4* 3 1 7t .... AP;Se

KCNC 870 250-D 42 6 42 4 11 INS

KCUL 1540 lOkw Best 44 44 26 2 1 2 2 6t AP;T
KFJZ 1270 5kw MBS Blair 4 1 50 12 3 ....

KNOK 970 lkw-D Pearson 60 8 7 3 84 UP
KXOL 1360 5-D,l-N Avery-Knodel 6 150 3 15 2* 1 AP
WBAP* 820-

570
50 & 5kw A,N PGW X 31 — 8 3 18 5* 4 — — AP.UP

5
, WFAA (See DALLAS)

> jFREEPORT KBRZ 1460 500-D ,
Best 40 2 24 2 9 3' 2 1 AP

^GAINESVILLE KGAF 1580 250-D KBS 40 3 6 12 3 5 AP
GALVESTON

(I
KGBC 1540 1-D.250-N Pearson 67 2 6 3 11 V 5 3t 23 AP
KLUF 1400 250w 3 3 5 11 :>,' 2 % KJ 5 UP

> 5LADEWATER KSIJ 1430 lkw-D Best 36 38 11 9 3 2 AP;C
r- SONZALES KCTI 1450 250w KBS Cooke 45 1 16 3 8 4* 9 16t 1 AP;Se
s! SREENVILLE KGVL 1400 250w MBS Pearson 3 _ 77 7 28 X* 4 6 7 AP
> HAMILTON KCLW 900 250-D KBS .. 23 4 27 16 16 6* 1 3 UP;W
< HARLINGEN KGBT 1530 50-D.10-N CBS H-R Reps 5 34 4 3 3 15 3* 1 7 42t

HEREFORD KPAN 860 250-D Best 37 6 14 1 9 X* 1 3 5t UP
HILLSBORO KHBR 1560 250-D KBS B«-i — 35 — 24 2 7 !• — 3 7 — UP:W

KCOH 1430 lkw-D Pearson _ 52 36 X 90 UP
KLBS 610 5kw KBS Webb 1 107 . . 10 11 2 2 UP
KNUZ 1230 250w KBS Forjoe 6 130 9 2 28 % __ UP;Se

KPRC 950 5kw NBC Petry X 31 15 8 12 3 5 6

KTRH* 740 50kw CBS Blair 8 41 5 3 5 20 3 11 AP.INS

KXYZ 1320 5kw ABC Avery-Knodel 5 6 75 13 — 3 18 11* 5 1 . AP.UP
(' KYOK 1590 5kw Stars Natl; C-D X 7 3 6 1 128 IP
HUNTSVILLE KSAM 1490 250w K,M 7 . 31 2 6 10 17 6* 2 3 AP:C
JACKSONVILLE KEBE 1400 250w KBS 1 62 5 19 7 10 5* 10 3 UP;W
JASPER KTXJ 1350 lkw-D 22 4 19 5 3 5* 3 2 AP
KENEDY KENN 990 250-D 52 6 12 1 7 1« 2 2 14t AP
KERRVILLE KERV 1230 250w Best 40 13 30 6 12 X* 1 --. AP:W
KILLEEN KLEN 1050 250-D MBS 3 .. 55 3 % 6 7 3 V2 AP;T
1AREDO KVOZ 1490 250w K,M Pearson 6 65 2 6 7 18 5» 1 7t AP
'Licensed in

1 ' N. Laredo, Mex.)

XEAS 1410 1-D,250-N 60 6 18 2 126t C.T

XEDF 960 5-D,l-N R. O'Connell 62 7 37 2 X 102t UP
A LONGVIEW KFRO 1370 lkw ABC Cooke 6 30 2 10 4 14 9« .... . AP:W

i KLTI 1280 lkw-D Pearson 68 2 8 14 2 1 AP
LUBBOCK KDAV 580 500-D Bdcstg Tm Sis 5 54 17 9 3 4 UP

| KDUB 1340 250w . Branham 6 167 X X* — AP.INSI
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T £ y^ £^ tt continued i

DAILY HOURS WIEKLY HOUHb

City Call Utter* Freq.

Natl

network Natlenal res

Peat-

Nr-I.ork mid
Pep Country,

mutic Concert Wettern Rellg N-i Sportt rnealng Fern) Forr.gn Nefre Servltet

BBOCK
cont

Kl Mi 790 i
n.i \ ( BS Kit/ H 38 3 4 20 \'

fi ' —
Si l

KLLL IK.o lkw-D Indie Sales 75 9 7 !• in. 1
1-

*

KSEL 950 1-D.500-N \I!C 1!. null. -.in 3 50 2 21 8 25 2« 8 7 \P w

IFKIN KTRE mi lkw MBS V.R&McC 8 52 17 22 20 15 12» 3 6 1 \r.\\

rVRLIN KMLW 1010 250 1) Best 50 18 4 10 3* 1 4 \r

VRSHALL KMHT 1 150 250w KBS 1 iintint-nt;il % 101 15 1 6 9 7* 3 3 12 AP
ALLEN
: in Reynosa. Mex.)

KRIO 910 lkw MBS Everett-McK 8 105 5 10 5' 7 AP
\i in; l (90 lkw NatlTm; Oakes 85 15 10 8 12.. UP

CAMEY KCMR 1 150 250w MBS Bi-st 4 28 21 7 10 6« 2 3 4 UP
|!XIA KBUS 1590 500-D 40 40 2 6 1» 1 UP
IDLAND Ki KS 55o 5kw ABC Rumbeau 7 59 12 4 IS 8' % UP

KJlil 1150 lkw-D KBS Best 28 4 42 6 9 6t 4 1 P

NERAL WELLS KORC 1140 250-1) ( nntinrtll.il 20 20 7 9 4* 1 U
)NAHANS KVKM 1310 250w K,M lir-t X 41 2 10 2 11 6' 2 7t Vi

r. PLEASANT KIMP 960 lkw-D KBS X X X 15 4 X V* \l' .1 w

vCOGDOCHES KSFA 87,0 lkw-D 58 9 4 8 18 4» 1 4 % MM
W BRAUNFELS KGNB 1420 lkw-D KBS 29 2 25 1 8 5« % % 32t MM
ESSA KK< K 920 1-D.500-N Forjoe 105 5 3 14 6* % 5t AP;St

KOSA 1230 250 w CBS Pearson 8 1H 9 6 17 1* 1 7 AP;C,W
kkk; 1 111) lkw MBS Best 3 98 5 11 6' UP

ANGE KOGT 1600 IU KBS I'.r-t 105 3 3 7 8 9 1 l-l.tt.U

LESTINE KNET 1450 250w MBS 7 36 9 7 14 19 3» 6 2 1 1 l':W

MPA KPAT 1230 250w 1 olltlll.'lll.ll 49 37 12 3 2« AP
KPDN 1340 250w MBS Best 4 40 1 21 8 25 8* 2 10 1 P

RIS KPLT 1490 250w ABC 1'. .ii -on 11 49 % X 26 X 3 3 \P

SADENA KLVL 1 180 1-D.500-N NatlTm; Oakes 100 2 4 2 \ lo.V 21

:os KIUN 1 100 250-1) MBS Best 4 35 6 28 3 23 .,- 3 6 7t UP
AINVIEW KVOP 1400 250 u K.M X 70 6 15 3 21 3" y« 6 6t AP
EASANTON KBOP 1380 lkw-D Best 26 32 10 8 1 i 6 36t AP
ST KRWS 1370 -,oo [) KBS 5 6 5 6 8» 2 5 7t 1 UP
SENBERG KFRD 980 lkw-D 19 3 10 6 14 12* 4 22t UP
N ANGELO KPEP 1420 lku-D Bdcst Tm Sis 23 46 10 14 2* 1 1 P

KTXL 1340 250w K,M V.R&McC % 60 8 24 2 10 3 3 X 9t 6 IP:T
KWFR 1260 lkw-D Thos. Clark 58 5 11 1 4t AP

IN ANTONIO KCOR 1350 5-D.l-N R. O'Connell 78 % HOt 15 I P;S<

Kl NS 680 50-D.10-N CBS PGW 50 11 2* 12 M'

KEXX 1250 500-D 91 911

KISSJ 99.5 15-D Walkt- 80 32 15 12

KITE" 930 lkw-D Avery-Knodcl 91 28 _ 1 1 _ .MM P:A1I

NIELSEN LATEST SHOWS
NO. I IN LUBBOCK MARKET

Sales Management's City Retail Sales forecast for February

$12,890,000

Lubbock Bank Deposits, December 31, 1956

$206,641,209.03

National Representative

WM. G. RAMBEAU CO.
New York, Chicago. Minneapolis,

Los Angeles and San Francisco

Southwestern Representative

CLYDE MELVILLE CO
Dallas, Texas'

"MOST LISTENEDTO STATION

ON THE SOUTH PLAINS' OF TEXAS
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RADIO MASTER DIKKIdkV

TEXAS (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letter* Freq.

Natl Post- Pop Country. Home-
network National rep Network mid music Concert Western Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Servlci

SAN ANTONIO
(cont.)

KIWW 1540 250-D Natl Tm Sis 84+ LP
KMAC* <::a) 5kw MBS 2 __ 57 23 18 6 3 13

KONO* i(f)i) 5kw H-R Reps 6 69 37 33 5 10 4 6 AP
KTSA 550 5kw Raymer 6 5'8 4 1 8 19 X* 3 9 5 AP.UPI
WOAI 1200 50kw NBC Petry 10 20 _AP,INJ»

AP2 SAN MARCOS MAY 1470 250-D KBS Best 24 14 25t

SEGUIN KWED 1580 lkw-D Hc-i 24 14

SHAMROCK
18t

KEVA 1580 250-D KBS Best 35 14 24

I P

UP
SHERMAN KDSX (See DENISON)

KRRV 910 Ikw MBS Pearson 7 41 15 14 5 16 X* 3 3 Vi

KTAN 1500 250-D KBS Best 40 20 18 7 3 2* % % AP
SINTON KANN 1590 lkw-D (>>) 12 4 6 X 2 6 12t 1 AP
SNYDER KSNY I 150 250w MBS Continental 3 X X 5 7 X* Va X %t AP
STAMFORD KDWT 1400 250w MBS 5 35 14 6 16 3» 1 UP
STEPHENVILLE KS'IA 1510 250-D KBS 32 19 5 11 8' 2 3 UP
SULPHUR SPRINGS KSST 1230 250w MBS 3 58 4 32 5 16 X* 6 15 3 AP
SWEETWATER KXOX 1210 250w KBS Best __ 50 3 18 3 X % 18+ AP
TAYLOR KTAE 1260 lkw-D KBS 35 50 10 14 1 6 7 3t 6 UP
TEMPLE KTEM 1400 250w 83 27 3 15 X* 1 4 UP:L\(
TERREL KTER 1570 250-D 22 1 35 7 4 3* % 4 3 AP:T
TEXARKANA KCMC* 1230 250w ABC V.R&McC 8 42 1 8 3 29 10* 1 6

KTFS 1400 250w Indie Sales 75 2 6 6 27 2« 5 2 3 UP:W
UP 1

TEXAS CITY KTUW 920 lkw-D KBS Best 56 12 2 2 30

FULIA KTUE 1260 lkw-D KBS Best 45 3 9 7 5 4 9 7t % UP
TYLER KDOK 1330 500-D 83 1 X 1 V-i 3 AP;AH

KGKB 1490 250w MBS R. O'Connell 6 49 1 15 10 18 2* V-i

1 KTBB 600 500-D.l-N ABC V,R&McC 5 90 2 1 5 18 X* X 3 Vi UP
UVALDE KVOU 1400 250w 28 9 33 5 14 5 # 3 18+ UP
VERNON KVWC 1490 250w Thos. Clark 37 3 12 9 10 !!• 2 15 AP
VICTORIA KNAL 1410 500w Best % 75 31 2 11 4* 3 lit % UP

KVIC 1340 250w MBS 10 y2 52 8 4 21 12* 2 2 14+ UP
WACO WACO 1460 lkw ABC Weed 2 14 % 3 4 X 14* 8 2 i

WESLACO KRGV 1290 5kw NBC Pearson 9 34 4 5 20 7* 3 7 AP;Se,^

WICHITA FALLS KSYD
KTRN

990 10-DJ-N ABC V,R&McC 10 18 1 14 7 14 3 4 7 UP;Se,"

1290 5kw B'irke-Stuart .... 63 14 2 15 X» 3 2 AP
KWFT 620 5kw CBS Blair 70 17 8 11 AP.UP:

LW,S

rownwood, KEAX: Carrizo Sprinzs, KBEX : Childress. KCTX : Clarkesville. KCAR;
KSWA; Henderson. ~

Cuero. KC|iwoou, jvrj.v.N ; Larrizo £>prinKS, rvr>r.,.\ ; v niiuress, iv<_ i .\ . \ iarnes\ uie. i\* -in; v uero. ivv

KSWA; Henderson. KGRI; Houston, KTHT; Junction. KMBL: Kermit, KERB: Kileore. KO
ttlefield, KVOW; Lubbock, KCBD; Lufkin. KRBA; McKinney, KMAE; Monahans. KV .

KPAC; Quanah, KOLJ; San Angelo KGKL; Seminole. KSML; Seymour, KSEY: T

-OGAN

MURRAY
5GDEN

JROVO

UTAH
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

1

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop

music
Country,

Concert Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

:edar city KSUB 590 lkw CBS - 10 30 14 3 2 17 4* 2 8 UP
KLGN 1390 lkw-D 52 25

KVNU 610 lkw

KMUR 1230 250w

K.M Averv-Knodel 11 18 12 31«

89 45 x*

KKOG 730 lkw-D 62

KLO 1430 5kw MBS Avery-Knodel 10 47 19

KYOG 1490 250m Webb % 115

KEYY 145 250w_

KIXX 1400 250w

KH< 1 105 15 14

ABC Hollingbery;
Webb 10 82 11 18

KOVO 960 5-D.l-N MBS Avery-Knodel 32 15

2+

AP
UP:W
UP:LW
UP
UP:W
AP:T
AP

I P;CJS«

I PAY
LICHFIELD KSVC 980 lkw Averv-Knodel 70 11 17 18

.ALT LAKE CITY KAUL 910 lkw MBS Averv-Knodel 1 12 22 10*

r

r

KDYL* 1320 5k

w

NBC Katz 1 35

Kit 1! 570

KNAK 1280

ikw
r kw

Holli 6 151 14

Forjoe 6 140

KSI." 1160 50k

w

CBS CBS Radio Spot 9 44 38

_10_

25 19

KSOP 1370 lkw-D Gill-Perna 98

UP:W
AP
UP
UP:T
UP
AP.UP:

UP;Se

•10 INFORMATION: Brigham City, KBUH; Price, KOAL; Vernal. KVKI..
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VERMONT
OAILY HOURS I I KLY HOURS

Olty Call letters Fr,Q

Natl Post- Pot> Cmimtry. Hm-
natwork National r*» Network mid music Concert W«l»l H-hg No Sports making Fir. Foreign Negro

HNINGTON
IATTLEBORO

WHIN 1370 .'.(Ki-I) McGillvra n in i I-

WTSA 1 ISO 250V \i;i w .Ik.. \A 11 i I-

IRLINGTON

i)NTPELIER

I WPORT
ITLAND

\\i \\ 620 :>U- i BS Webb 11 I", 20 12 I I*

WDiiT 1400 250m Walk.r 82 28

\\J<>\ 1230 250w \UC \wr,tt \l, k 51 [6 H)«

U^kl 1240 250w 20 2

% AI'U
I P;S«

ttlkK ll»u 250w

wnwi; looo iu i>

McGillvra

Gill-Peraa

35 I I'

24 II

ALBANS WWSR L420 1U-D Walk.-, 21 I I

JOHNSBURY WTWN 1340 250w McGillvra 54 14 6 5 13 10» 3 2 1 I'.U

JJNGFIELD WNIX 1 180

550"

lkw-D McGillvra 67 5

4 36 15

6 6 T 3 3 1 IM.W
1 VTERBURY WDI \ Ik* MBS Everett-McK 3 5 21 ll« 9 6 LP

1 INFORMATION: Kiittaad, w SI B

VI

t

RG 1 N 1 A
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music Concert

Country.

Western Relig News
H«M-

Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Service*

e.XANDRIA WPIK "•••' DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)
LINGTON WARL Si f DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)

WEAM Sl-f DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)
1 5F0RD WBLT 1350 1U-D . 18 5 19 8 5 2 3 5 3 AP;T
1 J STONE GAP WLSD 1220 lkw-D 37 12 9 8 6* Ms AP;W
1 \CKSTONE WKLV 1490 250w MBS 5 _ 32 4 4 12 2 . 2 9 AP;T

SALT LAKE CITY m radio

... and KNAK is
*

POPULAR MUSIC & NEWS—24 HOURS A DAY

You get more listeners per dollar on KNAK in Salt Lake

City, heart of the booming Intermountain market. KNAK offers

coverage to 7 out of 1 Utah families at lowest cost per listener.

See your FORJOE representative or write to

Will Wright, General Manager, KNAK, 1042

South 6th West, Salt Lake City 10, Utah.

LOWEST COST

PER LISTENER!

5,000 WATTS K Ar a *r
PULSE
HOOPER
CONLAN

lanl !ddd' '.ddd| [anal 'dddI j& 1 y

GET ON THE RIGHT TRACK WITH KAY-NAK
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R\1)I() M VS1 IK DIRECTORY

VIRGINIA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post- Pop
mid music Concert

Country,

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Servlc

.1 BRISTOL WCYB 690 lOkw-D ABC Weed X 25 15 4 8 4 5 4 AP;\*

WFHG 980 5-D.l-N MBS Walker; DC 5 1 27 5 47 15 7 X* . . UP;S|
WOPI* (See BRISTOL, TENN.) |

-CHARLOTTESVILLE WCHV 1260 5-D.l-N \b<: Thos. Clark 4 80 17 2 5 13 4* 4 5 AP
i WINA* 1 100 250w K,M Walker 4 5 5 2 8 20 3* 1 1 5 UP;L it

* CHRISTIANBURG WBCR 1260 lkw-D KBS Indie Sales 35 6 18 3 10 3 3 2 3 AP;L
' CLIFTON FORGE WCFV 1230 250w 50 10 10 3 13 -,' 2 2 2 AP;Sl
-CREWE WSVS* 800 lkw-D Interstate 22 5 20 4 8 2 2 AP
CULPEPER WCVA 1490 250w K,M Indie Sales 5 21 10 4 8 2* 1 3 y2 UP;L

- DANVILLE WBTM 1330 5-D.l-N ABC Gill-Perna 3 % 69 4 12 5 12 2 4 1 9 AP

ft
1

WDVA l2.->0 5kw MBS Keller 3 42 2 19 1 12 4* 3 15 20 UP;T
>ARMVILLE WFLO 870 lkw-D Thos. Clark 36 5 16 1 10 4* 1 6 6 UP;T
FRANKLIN WYSR 1570 250-D 42 6 13 3 7 1 5 2 4 AP

"Fredericksburg WFVA 1230 250w ABC 6 56 10 9 6 7 28" % 1 UP;A
Front royal WFTR 1450 250w K,M X 72 5 10 4 23 3" 3 2 2 AP;W

- Hampton WVEC 1490 250w NBC Avery-Knodel 3 96 15 5 19 8" 5 „ AP;St
^HARRISONBURG WSVA* 550 5-D.l-N NBC PGW 8 57 2 11 8 20 T 5 9 1 UP
HOPEWELL WHAP 1340 250w Indie Sales 75 21 y2 8 15 3* 3 14 AP;St

, LYNCHBURG WLVA 590 lkw ABC Hollingbery 9 45 6 10 10 2 6 AP
I

, WWOD* 1390 5-D.l-N NBC Walker 2 65 2 3 6 8 12 3 6 UP
MARION WMEV 1010 lkw-D ABC Indie Sales 4 26 4 12 7 8 2» 3 6 AP;W
MARTINSVILLE WHEE 1370 lkw-D Stars National 41 % 14 7 11 1 % 2 7 UP

WMVA* 1450 250w NBC W. S. Grant 6 28 12 22 14 11 5» 3 3 10 AP
MT. JACKSON WSIG 790 lkw-D 60 2 25 5 4 17* 3 UP
NARROWS WNRV 990 lkw-D 27 13 25 6 12 5 2 2 AP:W
|NEWPORT NEWS WGH* 1310 5kw ABC Forjoe 3 6 132 4 4 4 4 AP

1

WTAR 1 Set' NORFOLK)
WYOU 1270 lkw-D 2 25 21 3 x» 5 X 77 AP:C

NORFOLK WAVY (See PORTSMOUTH)
WCMS 1050 lkw-D 2 82 13 6 1 UP

i

WGH* (See NEWPORT NEWS)
WLOW 1400 250w MBS V.R&McC 6 162 11

WNOR 1230 250w Wrr.l 6 150 13

WRAP 850 5-D,l-N 63 _ 6

WRVCJ 102.5 8.5kw 25 62

WTAR 790 5kw CBS Petry 52 15

42 UP

126

AP

AP
AP:St

' WVEC (See HAMPTON)
J^ORTON WNVA 1350 5kw-D MBS 40 2 29 10 8 7 y2 _ UP
ORANGE WJMA 1340 250w MBS 78 10 5 3 8 8' 2 8 UP;W
{PETERSBURG WSSV 1240 250w MBS 5 75 2 1 3 18 3» 2 6 14 AP
PORTSMOUTH WAVY 1350 5kw NBC H-R Reps 6 6 130 5 4 18 1 1 AP

WLOW (See NORFOLK)
PULASKI WPUV 1580 5kw-D Dora-Clayton 12 2 35 13 7 1* X 3 AP;W
RADFORD WRAD 1460 5kw Keller 1 82 14 10 3 14 3* 2 20 AP;T I

MCHLANDS WRIC .",10 lkw-D 21 :. 18 9 10 !• 1 2 6 AP;T/*f
RICHMOND WANT 990 lkw-D United; Oakes 9 7 7 2* 84 UP

WLEE* 1480 5kw NBC 6 y2 42 16 14 9' 5 4 18 AP
WLLY 1320 lkw-D Pearson 75 1 7 X* _ AP
WMBG* 1380 5kw ABC Boiling 19 y2 57 7 4 7 5 3 % UP
WRNL* 910 5kw MBS Petry 4 66 5 1 7 19 8« 2 AP:Se.

WRVA* 1140 50kw CBS- CBS Radio Spot 7 6 19 8 39 15 20 2 5 6 AP.UP

WXGI 950 lkw-D Burn-Smith 79 13 2 2 y2 3 UP
WDBJ* 960 5kw CBS PGW 8 29 3 7 3 li. 4* 7 4 AP;W
WRIS 1410 5kw-D Walker 36 2 12 9 9 1« 6 2 6 AP
WROV* 1240 250w ABC Burn-Smith 3 93 3 2 21 10* 1 22 UP; St

tOANOKE

WSLS* 610 5kw NBC Avery-Knodel 11 16 13 13 16

iOUTH BOSTON WHLF 1400 250w
JOUTH HILL

rTAUNTON

ABC 36 10 10 x*

WJWS 1370 lkw-D 24 30

AP;W
AP:L\^

WAFC 900 lkw-D Thos. Clark 53 15 13

WTON 1400 250w ABC 78 16

UP:Se
AP:L\<

MRGINIA BEACH WBOF 1600 lkw-D Best 79 AP
VAYNESBORO WAYB 1490 250w K,M Cooke 9 27 13 2 23 4* AP;W
VINCHESTER WINC* 1400 250w A,K 5 1 60 14

VYTHEVILLE WYVE 1280 lkw-D 21 3 16 18 7 2 5 7 1 UP;L\v

10 INFORMATION: Covington, WKKY
Vinchester, WBPIi,

Emporia, WEVA; Falls Church, WFAX; Galax, WBOB ; Lexineton, fl'REL; Petersburg, WCLA; Suffolk. WLPM; Warsaw, WNf;
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k\l)lo MASTER UIKI l \<>k\

I

WASH I NGTO N

DAILY HOURS Mfl I KLY HOURS

City Call lottcrt Fraq
Nail

networt National rep

Peat- Pan Cauntry.

Nrtwark mid muilc Canaart Wxtarn Rallf Nari Raartt ajakiaa, Twm Faralia Naira

ABERDEEN kltkW 1450 :'.">(>» McCillvra 112

k\lio 1320 lkw k.M W ..Ik.

.

lo 18

JELLI NGHAM ki'i (. urn ikv MBS Headle) Reed II 20 '- 3 _
KVOS 790 IU \lt<; Kurjiii- 80 IK 3

DMONDS
VERETT
JRAND COULEE

KGDN 630 1U-D Hi

klxkt) 1580 IU MISS McGfflvra L9 10 16 L2«

kl'DK I K)0 250w KBS Besl 75 15 26

IRKLAND
ONGVIEW

KNBX 1050 IU I) kBS H.-i 10

*0SES LAKE

\P.\\

I P

I I'.l u

I I'

IREMERTON KBRO 1190 250« 112 3 6 2 14 8» 1 1'

IENTRALIA- KELA 1470 lkw MBS Walker 8 52 2 5 10 31 12* 3 UP
CHEHALIS kl II 1420 lkw-D Best 72 2 3 7 1 P;W
0LFAX kc:lx 1450 250w KBS Best 90 8 24 l

5

7

12 3

3

3

M*
OLVILLE KCVL 1 180 lkw-D KBS Best 50 3 6 UP;C

I P;S<

\p

I p

ELSO KLOG 1490 250w Besl 50 12 8 1 11 2* 8 % 1 p

ENNEWICK KWIE 610 5kw CBS Meeker 8 60 4 4 3 9 5» 1 2 \P

I C

KBAM 1220 lkw-D Holman 25 2 50 7 INS

KWLK 1100 j;,iiu MBS W. S. Grant 8 27 5 % 5

3

22

12

T
4'

V*

1 2

1 P;W
KSEM 1 1 :»o 250u lle;nlle\ Kei-il 91 4 8 1 P

k\\io 1260 lkw-D 60 2 8 8 X 3 \l'

^UNT VERNON KBRC I i;o lkw Mc Gillvra .60 6 9 3 16 3» 3 7 1 P
- LYMPIA K(A 1240 250w K,M Walker 6 55 6 7 28 8» %
PPORTUNITY k/l N 1270 lkw-D W. S. Grant 73 - 2 6 3 AP
ASCO KPKW l::io 2.".0« ABC 12 30 8 13 16 10* 3

ORT ANGELES KONP 1150 250w kBS 84 6 10 12* 2 2 % I P;W
ULLMAN KOFE 1150 lkw-D Best 72 1 7 1 2 1 P

UYALLUP KAYE 1 150 250w KBS 58 10 8 18 8 5* 5 2 1 P

AYMOND KAPA 1 IK) 250w Walker 46 2 7 4 3 10' 3 1 AP
- ENTON KLAN 910 lkw 1 70 8 6 15 2» UP
EATTLE KAYO 1150 5-D.l \ Headley-Reeil 2 133

KING* 1090 50U ABC Blair 6 112 20

kll!<>' 710 50k

w

CBS l'(.W 27 16 'a

Klin 590 5ku NBC kai/ 90

kMW 790 5k

u

MBS Weed 51 II 24 16*

KREM* 970 5 k n Forjoe 1 123 10

KSPO 1510 250* Wel.h 6 102 16 32

^NCOUVER KHFS 1150 lkw-D KBS 62 12 10

ALLA WALLA
k\ \\

kll I

910 lkw Weill. 115 11

1490 250m- \.K W. S. Gram 35 20 II

KIJ 1 120 5kw MBS Forjoe 51 22

I l':\\

l\-.l I'

I I'

KISWJ 99.9 2kw 6 8 9

KJR 950 5kw Branham 6 141 20 UP
KNBX (See KIRKLAND)
KOL 1500 5kw Boiling 1 128 2 3 6 2 [NS.UP

KO.MO 1000 50U NBC NBC Spot Sales 9 % 56 8 5 27 X 4 4 UP:A
KTW 1250 lkw . 12 25 1 2 Mr 3

KYI 570 5kw MBS H-R Reps X 23 12 16 17 27 2* 2 1 \l\ 1

KXA 770 lkw-D Meeker 85 7 AP
'OKANE ki. \ 1510 50kw ABC Everett-McK 8 30 3 12 14 14 X 1 1 P:T.W

I P

\p

k\I.Y 920 5k w CBS Avery-Knodel 12 3 65 4 3 20 2 % 1 P -

JNNYSIDE KREW L230 251 lu 100 16 4 4 10* 3 \P

4COMA kMO
kTAC

1360

850

5k w Avery-Knodel 89 35 4 15 3* 5 1 UP:T
lkw Gill-Perna 73 6 8 12 13 T 5 UP:W

KTNT* 1 100 lOkw Weed 96 4 12 5" \ 3 AP:LW
I p

1 P

\P:W
I P

p

ENATCHEE KPQ 560 5kw \IK Forjoe 4 '. 52 2 2 3 20 11* 2 7 1 l':W

KWNW i no 250w MBS McCillvra 7 35 8 25 8» 3 3 \P:St

^KIMA KIMA 1460 5 k w i RS Weed 9 21 5 2 20 5 2 \P

KIT 1280 5-D.l-N A,N Branham 10 21 6 5 12 •
3 3 _ UP:C

KLOQ 1390 1-D.500-N M.\ Headley-Reed 1 91 8 5 12 10 It UP;W

f-
KUTI 900 lkw-D Forjoe 77 — X \ 2 UP

fi

• INFORMATION: Ellensburg, KXLE; Ephrata. Ktl.F ; Oma k. KOMW; Richland, KAI.E; Toppeniah, KKKE

I

MBOLS: 1 ! ?
m -fm station

( X fm station

D daytime power
N—night power

• locol sports covered
T Lat. Amer. included

x figure

catego
unspecified

ry unclaime
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RADIO M \-l I R Dlkl CTORY

WEST VIRGINIA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Country,
Network mid music Concert Western Relig

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Servie

ECKLEY WJLS* 560 5kw CBS W.vi! 41 8 21 11

\\W\K 620 1-D,500-N Everett-McK 75 14 13

UP
AP

L LUEFIELD wins 1440 5-D.500-N NBC Katz 7 49 6 24 15 X* 1 % AP
: :harleston WCAW 1400 250w Headley-Reed 2 118 1 10 5*

. UP
WCHS 580 5kw CBS Branham 10 1 41 5 8 3 12 15* 2 2 2 AP,UP
WGKV 1490 250w NBC Kat/ 8 .... 63 10 2 3 13 5' 2 2 AP
VK.NA* 950 5-DJ-N ABC Weed 6 1 42 6 10 17 17 7* 10 2 7 UP
WTIP 1240 250w MBS Forjoe; D-C 3 2 37 1 42 14 17 2* 3 12 UP

CLARKSBURG WBLK 1400 250w NBC Branham 5 1 54 60 5 9 2* 6 3
s WPDX 750 lkw-D 30 6 24 2 7 2 4 AP
- LKINS WDNE 1240 250w 50 16 LP;W
AIRMONT

jJlUNTINGTON

f

WMMN 920 5kw CBS H-R Reps 8 41 1 1 5 16 3» 1 2 AP:St 1

WTCS 1490 250w A,K Gill-Pema 7 40 48 1 12 2' AP:Se,«I

WCMI (See ASHLAND, KY.)

WHTN* 800 lkw-D MBS Indie Sales X 22 4 12 5 8 1
i ., UP;T

Wl'l II 1470 5kw-D Walker 50 1 7 10 10 X* 7 2 8 AP
\\ S \Z 930 5-DJ-N A,N Katz 1 60 20 11*

WHEELING

AP
:eyser WKYR 1270 5kw-D Burn-Smith 33 % 27 10 2 25* % 8 UP;W '

.OGAN WVOW 1290 5-D,l-N 41 3 17 15 X X* 1 % 5 UP
Uartinsburg WEPM* 1340 250w MBS McGillvra 4 16 6 6 10 20 X* X 6 AP
4ATEWAN WHJC i:;mi lkw-D Continental 10 10 17 12 8 2* 3 % UP;Se,<

MONTGOMERY WMON 1340 250w MBS 9 37 4 13 7 15 2» 4 AP;T/W
•AORGANTOWN WAJR* 1230 250w MBS Thos. Clark 6 45 15 14 2* UP;W

1

WCLG 1300 lkw-D McGillvra 60 2 8 6 8 X 4 AP;LW
rfOUNDSVILLE WMOD 1370 lkw-D KBS Thos. Clark 42 14 14 8 7 4 y2 3 UP;T
M. MARTINSVILLE WETZ 1330 lkw-D MBS Gill-Perna 5 50 3 8 15 X' AP;Se,5

JAK HILL WOAY* 860 lOkw-D Pearson 35 2 20 8 7 2* 2 2 2 AP;C,T
>ARKERSBURG WCEF 1050 lkw-D Thos. Clark 35 3 6 8 4 3 3 y4 AP;St

WCOM 1230 250w ABC McGillvra 7 45 1 _ 8 17 10* 1 2 . AP;W
WPAR* 1450 250w CBS Branham 7 42 2 3 4 14 6 1 UP:T

PRINCETON WLOH 1490 250w ABC 3 50 14 6 2 10 7* 2 X AP:LW
>T. ALBANS WKLC 1300 lkw-D 25 25 10 5 4 2 AP
rVEIRTON WEIR 1430 lkw Rambeau 105 % 4 7 X* 1 1 3 AP

WELCH WELC 1150 lkw-D . McGillvra 30 6 23 12 15 5» — 3 UP;W

tVESTON WHAW 1450 250w K,M 6 28 6 — 3 30 20* 1 4 UP;A
1

WHLL 1600 5kw-D Gill-Perna 70 .... 3 10 2' 1 UP;St

WKWK* 1400 250w ABC Weed 2 .. .. 55 11 7 11 5* 5 2 1 AP

WTRX (See BELLAIRE, OHIO)

(

WWVA* 1170 50kw CBS Blair 7 6 28 2 19 10 14 !• 4 _ _ AP:LW

NO INFORMATION: Bli

i

lefield, WKOY; Clai ksburg, "WHAR; Logan, WLOG; Pine

WIS

r

ville, W WYO ; Ronceverte,

CON SI N

DAILY HOURS

WELC; WRON; Williamson. WBTH.

•

WEEKLY HOURS

(
City Call letters Freq. Power

Natl

networi National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country.

Western Rolig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

APPLETON WAPL 1570 lkw-D Young 76 — .... 7 .... — _ . . _ UP

WHBY 1230 250w MBS Meeker 7 .... 70 7 6 8 22 5* 4 5 _ _ AP

ASHLAND WATW 1400 250w Thos. Clark .... 59 9 12 4 12 16« 10 _ _ UP:T

£ELOIT WBEL 1380 5kw-D Gill-Perna .... 36 10 5 5 8 6* 2 18 2 .... UP

r WGEZ 1490 250w MBS Everett-McK 3 — 90 18 — 3 5 8* 7 2 AP

h
CHIPPEWA FALLS WCHF 1150 lkw-D KBS Thos. Clark 60 2 8 2 7 4 3 1 UP:W

~ £AU CLAIRE WBIZ 1400 250w MBS Pearson 4 — 62 .

—

— 4 35 20* 5 UP
' WEAU 790 5kw NBC Hollingbery 7 12 1 7 1 4 _ _ UP;T

WRFW 1050 lkw-D Sears & Ayer — 26 4 28 6 7 4 6 4 AP;C,S

FOND DU LAC WFIZ 1450 250w MBS Holman 3 27 6 5 6 57 6* 3 2 UP
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k\l>l<> MASTER DIKI i H »l<

,

I

WISCONSIN
DAILY HOURS Wf I KLY HOURS

City Oil Irttr, , Frag. Power
Natl

mtwart National rap

Poat-

Natwark mid
Pan Ca.m

muile Cancart Wattarn Hc.hg NtWI 1

REEN BAY WBAY l.iMI 5kw CBS Weed 8 27 4 12 3 14

WJI'C 11 III .-, |) ,1111

A

MBS Burn Smith , 20

part
Haca-
maklng Farm Faralm Nam Sanrlta*

II i P Si

11 \p -i.w

vNESVILLE

•IMOSHA

V CROSSE

kDYSMITH
ADISON

\\i hi' 1230 250w Mli^ Evi i. ii M. K .'I IP

Will' 1050 250-D

nn
WI.DI.

Everetl M. K %
:»ho iku \\U. I w ,. ii m, k in n 18

1490 250m k.M 90 ID IK

WLD1 1340 .' MBS II...-. i lark B0 II ;i

\\li:\- 1310 :.kw Mil Vvery Knodel

l
»•

x»

S'ERIOR- KDAI. (See Dl LI III. MINN.)

IULUTH, MINN. WDSM 710 5kw \.M PGW 1 75 15 II 10'

WEBC (See Dl 1. 1 Til. MINN.)

*USAU WOSA* 550 5kw \.M Rambeau 35 28 21 28 If II

WSAU 1 100 250w NBC Meeker 38 II tt

*>C. RAPIDS WFHR* 1340 250w MBS Devney 60 21 8

\l' I

I P:U

\P

\P

wise* 1 180 Ikw \.M I'l.W 7 80 14 5 16 10» 6 l P

WKOW 1070 10-D.5-N CBS lleadley-R. !< 1 4 55 3 3 51 3* 3 15 I P

WMFMt mil 7.5kw I ,. llllll.lll.il 60 29 10 4 2 10* l P

ANITOWAC WOMT
WWOC

HMD

mill

251 lw

lkw-D

MBS 1 liilin.m 7 35 16 :; 6 23 5» 2 1 LP
McGillvra 60 4 7 15 4 7 AP

ARINETTE WMAM 570 250D-
\

NBC Burn-Smith 6 82 12 10 5 28 T 4 11 —

ARSHFIELD WDI.B* 1 150 250w Mrl.llNl.l 54 6 10 6 20 '•' 3 7 UP:W
-:nomonie W MNE 1360 lkw-D 2(1 3 20 2 15 2 3 1 I P 1 W.tt

LWAUKEE WEMP 1250 5kw Headley-Reed 6 120 3 20 • 2 UP
WFOX
\\IS\

860

1160

25o-n

5kw i I5S

Webb 28 2 24 4 10 3 3 in % AP
P.ln 3 75 35 3 12 2* 3 \P,INS;1

WMIL
WOKY

1290

920

lkw-D 1 ,,i |,.,- 19 44 6 3 1 8 15 UP

lkw Katz 6 165 2 X UP
WRI 1 1 ill) 250* H-R Reps 6 144 3 14 % \PI\-

WTMI 620 5kw NBC Christal 6 32 9 6 4 15 X* 3 7 \P

5NROE WEKZ 1260 lkw-D 48 9 6 3 8 2' 5 4 3 AP
ENAH
HKOSH

WNAM
WOSH

1280

1 190

lkw

250w AJC

Pear-nn

Pearson

_ 105 2 16 X* 8 1 UP
3 85 2 12 5» % I P:W

RK FALLS WPFP 1 150 250w Thos. Clark 101 7 35 12 2 8* 1 8 UP;LW
ATTEVILLE WSWW 1590 lkw-D 40 10 12 7 10 10* 6 15 AP
YMOUTH WPLY 1420 500-D KBS X X 7 2 AP
RTAGE WPDR 1350 lkw-D 35 8 2 3 10 3 5 4 UP
AIRIE DU CHIEN WPRE 1280 500-D Ilolman 30 2 13 5 X 1* 1 6 LP:C.W

CINE WRAC
WRJN*

1 160

1 100

500-D

250w ABC
Sears & Ayer

Walker

41 1 5 4 13 4' 1 UP;W
6 28 15 6 3 18 5* 3 12 AP

INELANDER WOBT 1210 250w Mi 1 .ill\ ii 79 30 2 5 7 x» 1 — _ UP:T

:E LAKE WJMC 1210 250w MBS lli'llingbery 4 61 12 20 5 26 4* 5 14 LP;Se,W

:hland center WRCO 1450 250w .'59 32 17 5 13 8* 2 11 _ I P;T,W

4WANO WTCH 9(,l) lkw KB* Best 37 10 13 8 23 10' 5 14 2 1 P:W

EBOYGAN WHBL 1330 1-D.250-N Mil Burn-Smith 6 ~55 14 8 9 17 2« 1 1 AP

W -HE 950 500-1) Srar- X Vyer 77 7 X 7 UP

kRTA wcow 1290 lkw-D Rambeau 28 1 5 4 10 7* 5 1 P

VENS POINT WSPT 1010 250-1) Ilolman 56 — 4 7 1 1 P;W

JRGEON BAY WDOR 910 500-D Mi l.illvra X 1 — 3 5 1 1 7 AP

VP;Sl

TO RIVERS WTRW 1590 lkw-D KBS 43 2 2 4 7 2* 1 3 UP

• tertown WTTN 1580 250-D KBS 60 4 1 4 6 6» 3 3 AP:T

V UKESHA WAUX 1510 25U-1) KBS Ilolman 20 2 12 7 5 12 AP;LW

*UPACA win \ 800 lkw-D Forjoe 50 14 11 3' 13

M'.l P: All

_ IP:I

\p.r

^INFORMATION: \nn.-o WTAK; Beaver Dam, WREV: Green Bav. WDUZ; Hartford, WTKM; La Crosse, WKBH; Medford, WIGM; Poynette, WIBC
DP; Sturgeon Bay, WOKW; Wausau, WilVK. West Bend, WBKV.

Reedsbnrg

SMBOLS:
\

* am-fm station

I t fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

local sports covered
Lat. Amer. included

x figure unspecified

category unclaimed
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

WYOMING
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letter* Freq. Power
Natl

networt National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country,

Western Relig News Sports
Horae-

making Farm Foreign Negro Services

F
A.SPER KSPR 1470 5kw CBS Walker 9 5 3 T 3 1 UP;A,T ]

KVOC 1230 250w A,M McGillvra X 18 7 3 6 17 5* 3 3 AP
' HEYENNE KFBC 1240 250w ABC Avery-Knodel 8 30 4 2 16 8* 2 1

KVWO 1370 lkw-D MBS McGillvra 2 56 3 12 2 20 5 3 3 It AP 1
-ODY KODI 1400 250w McGillvra 65 % 16 5 19 3* 1 2 UP;W
\NDER KOVE 1330 lkw K,M Continental 4 50 11 5 6 18 6* 3 2 AP
\RAMIE KOWB 1310 250w K,M Avery-Knodel X 70 5 5 4 20 6* 1 2 UP;W
EWCASTLE KASL 1240 250w ABC McGillvra X 11 8 7 6 14 6* 6 6 AP
AWLINS KRAL 1240 250w MBS McGillvra 8 63 7 3 5 13 4* 3 2 It AP

- 1VERTON KWRL 1450 250w KBS 22 10 4 ') 10 10' 2 2

HERMOPOLIS KRTR
KTHE

1490
1240

250w
250w

K,M 6 21

36
11

9
14

24
6

6

19

12

8*

3*
5

2

X

3

AP
UP;W

- DRRINGTON KGOS 1490 250w \HC 14 2 1 5 14 8* 2 6 It UP;LW,'

j
:

INFORMATION:

J'

1

:

>\
1

Evanston, KLTJK; Powell, KPOW; Rock Springs, KVRS; Sheridan, KWYO

;

ALASKA
DAILY HOURS

Worland, KWOK.

WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

networl L National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert
Country.

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service*

NCHORAGE KFQD 730 lOkw CBS Alaska Sales 6 17 15 13 6 14 3* 3 y4 AP;LW,'
ORDOVA KLAM 1450 250w Fletcher 16 6 5 4 5 3* 2 AP
AIRBANKS KFRB 900 lOkw CBS Alaska Sales 6 17 15 13 6 14 3' 3 Yi AP
JNEAU

f

KINY 800 5kw CBS Alaska Sales 6 17 15 13 6 14 3* 3 Yt AP;LW,r

KJNO 630 1-D,500-N N,A,M Fletcher 10 18 6 4 10 4* 3 Vi y* AP
ETCH 1 KAN KABI 580 1-D.500-N N,A,M Fletcher 9 30 5 1 4 10 4" 4 AP

KTKN 930 lkw CBS Alaska Sales 6 17 15 13 6 14 3* 3 Vi AP;LW :

EWARD KIBH 1340 250w CBS Alaska Sales 6 17 15 13 6 1 1 3» 3 % AP;LW,r

TKA KIFW 1230 250w CBS Alaska Sales 6 17 15 13 6 14 3* 3 % AP;LW,r

S
,0 INFORMATION:

>

if

J

Anchorage, KBYK, KENI; Fairbanks, KFAR ; Sitka, KS

GUA
r

EW.

lM, m.
DAILY HOURS

1.

WEEKLY HOURS

>

(

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

networl [ National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country,

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services i

GANA KUAM 610 lkw AU Young 6 80 3 14 1 7 1 5 2 8

H

r

AWAII
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

~
r

City

{

Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert
Country,

Western Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Nogr* Services 1

ILO KHBC 970 lkw CBS PGW 11 40 2 5 7 X 25 LP;A,C '

KILA 850 lkw MBS Hollingbery X 1 45 7 2 %. 2 2 4 79 UP;W
ONOLULU KAHU 920 lkw Rambeau 48 12 12 V-2 5 y* 52 AP '

i KAIM* 870 lkw 20 64 27 6 1 UP

i

KGMB 590 5kw CBS PGW 11 40 2 5 7 X 25 UP;A,C
j

KGU 760 lOkw NBC NBC Spot 10 1 33 6 6 2 16 15* 15 12 UP;St,T'

i KIKI 830 250w W. S. Grant 6 80 27 20 1 X 45

><
KPOA 630 5kw MBS Hollingbery 2 1 70 3 2 5 12' 8 % 37 UP
KULA 690 lOkw ABC Young 43 4 6 X 25 AP

A VHUE KTOH 1490 250w 28 4 5 2 11 8 1
i ., 12 UP

/AILUKU KMVI 550 lkw NBC Thos. Clark 6 20 7 X* 14 UP;T <

/AIPAHU KAHU (See HONOLULU)

10 INFORMATION:

68

Hilo, KIPA; Honolulu, KHON; Kijneohe, KANI.
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PUERTO
DAILY HOURS

, *
,

RICO

RADIO MAST! R DIRECTORY

WEEKLY HOURS
*

__
City Call letters rm. Power

Natl

network
Pest-

National rop Network mid
Pop

music Concert

Country.
Western Rellf Nr». Sports

Haeao-

maklnf Fares Fer.lia Near* Services

.UADILLA WABA 850 500w 28 16 5 15 1 X 1 3

>GUAS nil 1 150 250w 57 11 6 5 X 2 2

\\\JT 111(1 250w ___ 62 8 7 6 3 2* 3 3

VYAGUEZ V> VKI 600 Ikw >>\ 7 12 8 18 4' .. _
WORA
WTIL

[150 Ikw _ Viilltlt! 3 72 9 1 AP
1300 lkw I cllllll. Ill.ll 40 4 4 11 7* —

NCE WISO 1260 Ikw i iiiiiiiirniul 1 X X X

N JUAN WAPA 680 10kw \.M ( ',ir ililieun X 80 4 2 5* 1 5

WKAQ .-,80 5kw CBS Inter American x 3 3 16 3 UP;A

INFORMATION: An-.-iLo. VVCMN; Bayamon. WENA
HVW Sun Juan. WHOA. WIAC, WITA, WKVM.

. Ka.ia r

\

lo, WMhD: Qnaxama, \s.\i;i, WKJB, WPBA

MRGIN ISLANDS
DAILY HOURS

.. UI'Ali

WEEKLY HOURS

wi-ki' uj wicio

r \

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network

Post-

National rep Network mid
Pop

music Concwt
Country.

Western Rellg News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

THOMAS WSTA 1340 250w Young 62 n 4 17 10 2* 2 % 1 AP

INFORMATION: Cbriatianate 1 P rederike ed, WIVI.

CANADA
ALBERTA

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
r' > t

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

networi

Post-

National rep Network mid
Pop

music Concert

Country.
Western Relig News Sports

Heme,
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

1GARY

1

CFAC 960 5kw T-C Weed; All-Can 2 _ 57 3 % 6 13 12* 3 4 BN.HI Pj
A.T.U

CFCN 1060 lllku Dom CSR; Radio Reps 1 1 80 8 10 5 10 4 2 4 i;\.l',( P;
1 \\ - -

CKXL II 111 lkw Forjoe; Stovin 6 73 5 11 6 19 in- 2 m p

MROSE CFCW 1230 250w Potts 17 16 40 10 30 10* 4 7 4 B.N

MONTON CFRN* 1260 5kw Dom CSR; Radio Reps 2 6 86 3 14 8 21 9* 2 3 % BX.BL'P;
LW

CHED
CHFA

1080

680

lkw

5k u Fr

Forjoe; S&T 6

McGillv; Renaud 5

147

39

55

67

21 6 17 6* Bl P

11 7 14 3 3 5 3 UN

AND PRAIRIE CFGP 1050 :>u T-C Weed; All-Can 4 41 19 8 9 10 5* 13 2 BN
THBRIDGE CJOC 1220 10-D,5-N T-C Weed; All-Can 4 1 35 4 3 4 15 7 6 3 BN:A,T,W

(DICINE HAT CHAT 1270 1U Dom Weed; All-Can 1 40 8 39 7 13 8* 3 2 BN:-. W

ACE RIVER CKYL 630 lkw Hunt; Potts 65 16 11 6 9 X* 3 2 J
i BN;S

D DEER CKRD 850 lkw Dom Radio Reps 94 9 15 8 13 6 3 2 BN;(

INFORMATION: Edmonton, C.TCA. CKTJA.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
i

A
i

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network

Post-

National rep Network mid
Pop

music Concert

Country.

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Sarviees

IILLIWACK CHWK 1270 lkw Dom Weed; All-Can 4 _ 45 23 10 9 15 6 2 3 % BN
iIWSON CREEK CJDC 1350 lkw T-C Cooke:

i; i.iin i;, |i-

60 12 15 10 25 X* 12 6 BN:W

• MLOOPS CFCJ 910 lkw T-C Weed; All-Can 6 31 17 10 6 8 4- 2 3 BN:T
KOWNA CKOY 630 1U T-C Weed: All-Can X 24 8 3 6 15 5* 3 3 1 BN;W
rNAIMO CHl'B

CKLN
1570

1240

lkw Cooke: S&T 101 10 7 5 19 3* 18 2 BUP
'LSON 250w T-C CSR; Stovin 9 36 30 7 5 10 6* 5 4

1* WESTMINSTER CKNW 1320 5kw - Reps Ltd. 6 150 — — 2 26 x» 1 BN.BIP:
A.St

MTINCTON CKOK 800 lkw Dom Forjoe: Mul 1 101 8 3 3 14 4* 6 ii y% BX.PUB.S
FRT ALBERNI CJAV 1240 250w Cooke: S&T 11 6 3 4 10 5* 10 2 BN:C.LW,

W
PNCE GEORGE CKPC 550 250w T-C Stoviii 48 14 10 14

PNCE RUPERT CFPR 1240 250w T-C Stovin 12 36 10 BN.B1 P;
W
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

CANADA
DAILY HOURS

{continued)

WEEKLY HOURS
A

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-
mid

Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service

TRAIL CJAT 610 lkw T-C Weed; All-Can 4 1 81 28 5 6 13 4* 5 BN;W
11

f
VANCOUVER CBU* l().->.7 1.4kw CBC 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3

I

C-FUN 1410 lkw NBS 6 151 6 2 3 1 y2 2 BUP

5i
CJOR 600 5kw 1 linn CSR; Stovin 1 97 If, 2 10 10 2 6 . BN;T
CKLG 1070 lkw Poll- 35 54 14 10 3 12 __ bn ; a;

:

i

CKWX 980 5kw MBS Weed; All Can X 6 60 K, 12 8 20 3* 3 6 — — BN,BU
W ;:«

'VERNON
i

( .Mil 940 lkw Dom Forjoe;
Radio Reps

X 7 X 13 3* 2 X X BN;Sa

VICTORIA CJVI 900 5kw Dom Weed % 6 96 30 15 2 9 3* X BN;A/|

I
CKDA* 1280 5kw CBS Forjoe;

Radio Reps
6 70 12 10 1 17 3« X % Bl'P;S|

5j

MANITOBA
DAILY HOURS

A, _
WEEKLY HOURS

j
City Call letters Freq. Power

Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pup

music Concert

Country,

Western Rellg News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Servlett

,
DAUPHIN CKDM 1050 lkw CSR 78 3 28 3 14 4* 6 2 BN;Se
FLIN FLON CFAR 590 lkw T-C CSR; Stovin 4 % 36 16 10 4 9 5* 3 Se

•:

,
ST. BONIFACE CKSB 1250 lkw Fr McGillv; Renaud 4 32 25 7 7 13 2 12 3 7 BN;Se

i WINNIPEG CBW 990 50kw CBC 16 1 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3

CJOB* 1340 250w CSR;
Radio Reps

6 100 8 20 4 24 2 12 — BN.BU
*

t

CKRC 630 5kw Dom Weed; All-Can 3 1 79 9 2 2 16 2 4 3 — BN.BU
LW,S

l CKY 580 5kw Dom Forjoe; Stovin 6 107 36 7 16 5* 2 1 -- — BN.BU!
A,C

:

i

r NEW BRUNSWICK
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

-

trt

i

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country,

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Servliw

BATHURST CKBC 1400 250w I'd It- 73 3 9 2 13 2» 4 LW.Se
CAMPBELLTON CKNB 950 lkw Dom Weed ; Hardy 5 y* 10 14 12 8 6 5« __

5 EDMUNDSTON CJEM 570 lkw Fr. Stovin 5 i 23 35 2 12 12 2 y2 4 BN;Se

>
'fredericton CFNB 550 5kw T-C Weed; All-Can 7 % 13 8 9 4 27 3' 6 BN;St,l

/
MONCTON CKCW 1220 lOkw Dom Young; Stovin 2 i 61 20 10 8 15 3* 5 BN.BL'I

LW :

"

NEWCASTLE CKMR 790 lkw T-C Renaud 6 35 6 41 8 14 3* 3 1 BUP ;

^
SACKVILLE CBA 1070 50kw 9 36 5 1 10 1 8 3 (

' ST. JOHN
p i

CFBC 930 5kw Dom Young; NBS 3 i 61 4 15 9 12 3* 2 3 y-i X BUP;T »

: NO INFORMATION:

)

<

Moncton, CBAF; Saint John, CHS.I

NEWFOUNDLAND
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

r

t

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country,

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services §

CORNER BROOK CBY 790 lkw CBC 16 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3

j

SANDER CBG 1450 250w CBC If, 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3

GRAND FALLS CBT 990 lkw CBC 16 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3 T
ST. JOHN'S CBN 640 lOkw CBC If. 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3 \

aON 930 5kw Weed; All-Can X 1 45 7 9 5 20 5* 7 2 BN:LW
g

NO INFORMATION: St. John's, VOAR, VOCM, VOWR.

NOVA SCOTIA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

»

j

City Call letters Freq Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country.
Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

ft

\NTIGONISH CJFX 580 5kw Dom CSR; Mulv 6 y4 33 9 21 6 13 5* 2 . . BUP

r 3RIDGEWATER CKBW 1000 lkw T-C Cooki :

Radio Reps
6 % 24 14 20 8 16 3* 6 4 — — BN

r HALIFAX ( HII ran lOOw 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3 __ — _
i CHNS* 960 5kw Dom Weed; All-Can 3 % 42 4 10 2 11 2« % — — — BN:BUP

LW.T
1

CJCH 920 5kw CSR; Mulv 1 84 12

70 1')" BUYERS' GUIDE



CANADA [continued]

DAILY HOURS

l<\|)l' l I l< DIKI L l«.|<',

wi I KLY HOURS

1

City Call Utter* Frea.

Natl

network National rep

Pett

Network mid
r -v coun' .

nunc Coneert Weitorn Rellg

H Mil

8p*rt» making Farm) Foreign Nogr* Vnifi

TVILLE

NEY

CK.FN I 150 Ikw

( Bl UK) 5kw

Potta

T-C L6

15

36

2 u

10

I J( l!« 1270 5-D.l-N l>..ni \\.-.-d; MM .in I 80 14 40 16

8

LO

RO
IDSOR

i k( I 600 Ikw RTS ... 60 20

CFAB 1150 250w Potta 15

16
• Bl P -A\

NFORMATION. \,.„ Olasgow, CKEi Yarn th, CJL8

ONTARIO
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

01 ty Call letter* Fr.q

Po»t- Pop Country. Haca».

Network mid mutic Concert Weitern Rellg Newt Sport» making Farm Foreign Negro Senrltea
Natl

network National rep

RIE i Kisi: 1230 250w i RS; M..I VII 12 I." '-• BN

i.EVILLE

Impton
1
Intford

. [BQ 8011 Ikw Ditin Stovin 55 10 '-• UN .--.\\

CFJB 1090 250-D RTS 18 II Bl l':l W.

( kl'C* 1380 Ikw hum Potta I 67 10 18 c,w

ICKVILLE CFJR 1 150 250w 1 >. .Ill CSR; Stovin 6 23 26 20 9 9 5» 3 3 UN

iM CFCO M0 Ikw Dom 6 28 6 13 13 11 2 2 3 lillM.W

T FRANCES CFOB 800 Ikw Dom ( ooke;
Radio Reps

8 58 1 28 1 11 2 2 3 BN;LW,W

T WILLIAM CKPR» 580 Ikw T-C CSR; All-Can 8 27 4 3 6 12 4 3 1 BN;T

T CKGR 1110 2.50-D RTS 49 17 13 5 7 3" 2 1 2 BN

LPH CJOY 1 150 250w i ooke;
li.nlin H •[>-

% 70 7 8 2 13 X* 3 3 BN

HILTON CHML 900 5kw Dom CSR; S&T X % 96 15 2 8 12 6* 5 14 BN

CKOC 1150 5kw T-C Weed; All-Can X 1 70 15 18 2 22 3 5 1 BN;W
>ORA CJRL 1220 Ikw Dom Cooke; Stovin 6 1 70 3 3 2 10 5* BN

K GSTON CKLC* 1380 Ikw Dom Forjoe ; Stovin 68 Hi 24 !()• ', BN.B1 l':V.

I

( k\\- W>o 5kw T-C Weed: NBC 1 45 24 12 17 BN

KLAND LAKE CJKL 560 5kw
ICHENER
MINGTON CJSP

T-C NBS 6 y4 34 14 12 12 nvw
CkCR* 1490 250w MeCillv; Hunt Vx 86 10 U K> 13 in* bv-. .\\

710 250-D Best: R&T Sis 15 10 1 10

I DSAY

tIDON

GARA
LLIA

0IAWA

CKLY 910 Ikw T-C Potts 80 26 12

BNjj w

l'.N;I\V

CFPL» 980 5k* Dom Weed; All-Can % 2 105 17 BN;1 WAV

CKSL 1290 5kw CSR: NBS:
Stovin

6 135 15 18 BN

GARA FALLS CHVC 1600 ikw Cooke: Potts 76 11 10 21 111 P

CFOR 1570 5-1).IN Dom Yc »M 10 20 12 10 BN

CKI.B 1350 5kw McGillvra 1 98 1.5 10 r.vw

• AWA CB(V 910 5kw T-C 16 36 10

l

CFRV* 560 ikw Weed; S&T 85 20 19 ' .1 \\

CKOY 1310 5-1).IN Dom NBS 6 100 16 BYBI P;
< ,T

JEN SOUND
? ERBOROUGH

CFOS 1 170 Ikw Dom CRS; Stovin 42 10

CHEX 1430 Ikw Dom We.-d: NBS 39 11 14 II !:N:I W
IT ARTHUR CFP\ 1230 250w Dom Weed; Potts 10

CATHARINES CKTB* 620 Ikw Dom McGillvra 36 18

BN:-
BN.B1 r.v

t THOMAS (III (> 680 Ikw T-C Cook--: S&T 81 14 1

1

16 Bl P

'.NIA CI I OK 1070 5kw T-C Cook.-: Mul 25 10 12 r.N.i \\

ILT STE. MARIE (IK 1 190 250w T-C. McGillv; Potts 1 11 12 BN

COE CFRS 1560 250-D R&T 81s 28 16 15 10 BN

THS FALLS CJFT 1070 lkw-D 51 % 12 BN

ATFORD
)>BURY

CJCS 1240 250w Dom Weed: All-Can 111 II ', BN

C1INO 900 Ikw D-F CSR: Renaud 19 1 13 11 11' 12 BN-.Se

( KSO 790 5kw CBC Weed: Mi-Can 8 1 19 12

TLSONBURG
ItMINS
f *ONTO

( k()T 1510 250-D Radio Reps 38 10 17 10 BN

CF( 1 580 Ikw Fr Renaud 1 13 62 11 BN

CBL* 740 50kw 36 10

CFRB* 1010 50k

w

i BS CSR; Mi-Can BYBl P;

T."«

CHl'M 1050 lkw-D McGillvra BN

i klA 580 5-D.l-N (..oke: NBS 99 20 All

CKFH 1400 250w Weed; S&1 1 15 13 12 BN; -

* INFORMATION

S'ABOLS:

: Cornwall. CKSP; Xorth Bay, CFCH : Pembroke, CHOV; Sault Ste. Marie, CKOY; Timmins. CKGB; Toroi it

\
* am-fm station D daytime power

) t ftn station N—night power
local sports covered
Lot. Amer. included

figure unspecified

category unclaime

19" BUYERS' GUIDE 1



1
RADIO MASTER DIRFCTORY

CANADA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
-

City Call letter! Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert
Country.

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Servian

WINDSOR CBE 1550 lOkw 9 36 5 4 10

19

4

5

8

6

3

6

—
2 BLPJI^j

T.W
F CKLW* 800 50kw MBS CSR; All-Can 5 3 86 4 6 15

, WINGHAM CKNX 920 lkw 1 torn CSR: Potts 32 19 28 9 9 3* 3 13 BN:T
. WOODSTOCK CKOX 1340 250w Renaud 35 13 13 9 9 2* 8 6 2 BLP;

LW3

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

t City Call letters Freq Power
Natl Post- Pop

network National rep Network mid music
Country,

Concert Western Rolig News
Hone-

Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Sonic*

* CHARLOTTETOWN CFCY 630 5kw Dom Weed; All-Can 3 % 60 7 14 8 11 2 3 4 BN.Bl'I
" SUMMERSIDE CJRW 1240 250w __ 41 7 17 11 9 4' 2 1 BUP;W

j

QUEBEC
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

1

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert

Country.

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Sonrlaaa

, ALMA CFGT 1270 lkw Renaud 80 18 5 5 10 4' 3 1 BN;S
1 AMOS CHAD 1340 250w Weed 15 18 8 8 6 T 2 3 3

CHICOUTIMI CJ.MT 1450 250w McGillv; Renaud 2 2 75 23 4 11 6» 3 BL

3RANBY CHEF 1 150 250w Renaud 50 25 15 4 8 6* 1 % BUP
HULL CKCH 970 5kw Fr McGillv: Renaud 5 1 22 28 6 4 13 3 2 3 % BN:Se
IONQUIERE CKRS 590 lkw CSR; Hardy 63 11 8 10 14 4* 6 2 BN
-A SARRE CKLS 1240 250w Weed: Renaud 15 18 8 8 6 T 2 3 3 BLP
MATANE CKBL 1250 5kw Fr Hardv 3 41 8 5 2 .„. 3« 4 BN
MONTMAGNY CKBM 1490 250w Fr R&T Sales X 140 14 23 2 9 2* 3 6 BN
MONTREAL CBM* 940 50kw NBC; T-C 16 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3

CFCF* 600 5kw ABC;DomWeed; All-Can 2 2 95 5 13 2 15 4» 1 1 BN.BUP

CHLP 1410 lkw Renaud 57 18 3 7 13 3* 5 . 37 BN:A

-
CKAC 730 10-D,5-N CBS CSR; Renaud — y. 43 6 4 8 20 5» 7 3 4 _ BN;A.

LW.W

<;

CKYL* 850 lOkw Fr Cooke; R&T Sis X 6 110 4 13 6 16 X 1 3 — BN.BUP
LW

,
QUEBEC CHRC* 800 5kw CSR: Hardv 29 19 4 9 13 5» 4 BN.BUP

I CJQC 1340 250w T-C R&T Sales 5 3 60 12 2 5 18 5 4 BN:LW.
CKCY 1280 lkw Dom: Fr Weed; Renaud X 21 26 29 4 12 2 6 % % BN

(
IIMOUSKI CJBR* 900 lOkw Fr CSR: Stovin X i., 11 10 6 6 9 2* 2 3 _ Se

) *OUYN CKRN 1400 250w W eed : Renaud 15 18 8 8 6 7* 2 3 3 BUP

r
iHERBROOKE CHLT 900 lkw Fr CSR: Hardv 6 40 6 4 9 10 3* 5 3 BN:LW.':

CRTS 1240 250w Dom CSR: Hardv 12 30 40 23 4 22 6* 1 BN:LW
) iOREL CJSO 1320 lkw Hardv 66 11 12 3 11 5* 2 2 BN

(
THETFORD MINES CKLD 1230 250w Fr Hardv 6 50 7 13 4 2 2 2 3 BN
rROIS-RIVIERES CHLN 550 5kw CSR: Renaud 27 18 25 5 14 7 3 3 BLP
/AL DOR CKYD 1230 250w Weed; Renaud 15 18 8 8 6

~»
j 3 3

/ICTORIAVILLE CFDA 1380 lkw Fr CSR: R&T Sis 45 10 12 10 9 2' 5 2 BN
/ILLE-MARIE CKVM 710 lkw Fr CSR: Hardv 6 4 7 3 8 X 4* 3 7 BUP
•JO INFORMATION:
'III; - \nn.'

Chicoutimi, CBJ; Drummondville, CHRD
De La Pocatiere, CHBG 5t. < - - I>e

: Montreal. CBF. QJAD CJMS; Now (

Seance, CKRB: Shawingan Falls. CKSM;

SASKATCHEWAN
DAILY HOURS

arlisle,

Troi-
CHXC
^iviere-

: Quebec, CBV; Riviere-
. i KTR.

WEEKLY HOURS

Pu-Loup . CJFP : Robart

t

(

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert
Country.

Western Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Senrleo*

iRAVELBOURG CFRG 1230 250w Fr Renaud 6 4 5 2 3 8 1« 1 3 BUP
400SE JAW CHAB 800 5kw Dom Weed : Stovin 1 51 1 14 18 17

""• -
. BUP:LW

i. BATTLEFORD CJNB 1460 lkw Stovin 1 48 5 16 8 14 11' 3 3 BN:St

RINCE ALBERT CKBI 900 ~>ku Dom Weed: All-Can X 1 60 2 25 10 16 4* 4 2 2 BN:T
EGINA CKCK 620 5k\\ T-C All-Can 1 1 5 3 6 12 10* •> BN.BUP:

W
r

CKRM 980 5kw Dom CSR: Radio Reps 1 1 105 6 11 7 14 12 4 7 BN.BUP:
LW.Se

r ASKATOON CFNS 1170 lkw Fr McGillv: Hunt X 15 12 17 4 7 2* 2 2 o

CKOM 1420 5kw Weed: Stovin 1 71 22 12 3 10

14 4*

3

19 4

BN:C.St.'

BN:LWORKTON CJGX 940 lkw Dom Young; Stovin 2 73 8 23

JO INFORMATION:

11

toon, CFQC.
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radio station representatives

ALASKA RADIO TV SALES. INC
Doting

Trl ^
\

Trl Murru Hill I l*H
> ielrs ' Jn: i» WlUhire

!

Trl Dunkirk I

San rtenrtico I Mllli Bldg
Trl QarSoM l

"

iTUc.i

ALEXANDER. JAMES L . LTD
Torunu- Weil

Trl Empire .1 I

M.mtreal—1111 SI I'alhertnr S' \\

Trl I
.

.

ALLCANAOA RADIO FACILITIES
Ton*! Hull ling

Wlnnl: . Mc Kj1I»i>
Chambers Building
Calgary—Taylor 1'raton and Carton
Hull line
Vancuver- -lit] Mrlulv -

AM RADIO SALES CO.
\^> wk :: \

Trl r
Chlca<o 11 ic»n

Trl Ml ha»k 1

h« Angeles 28—5939 Sunset Blv.I

Trl II •• 0695
San Francisco »— »'•» Callf.Hni

Tel Garfield 1 071*

AVERY-KNOOEL. INC.
Nr~ Tat U "-•" WUtb Ave.

Trl Ju.U.hi •

Ch|ra(.> 1—75 K. Wacker Drive
Trl AnJ.wrr I I

San Francisco 1—BS Montgomery Si

Trl Yuk.^i .

Los Angeles 5—3325 Wllshlre Blvd.
Dunkirk 5-

Atlanta 3— II Marlrtla St . N W
Trl Jack.*-. S 1545

Pallas 1— Suite 320 Fidelity Vnlnn
Life :

Trl: Prospect 7-7330
Detroit 26—Suit* 111* Natl. Bank

Trl Woodward :

AVERS. JAMES S.

Atlanta 3—114 Glenn Bide.
Trl M59

Charlotte— 205 So Ctiurch St. Bide
Trl: Franklin !

Los Angele- I

BEST. HIL. F.. COMPANY
Detroit 26—Park Avenue Bid*.

Tel: Woodward 27298
Chicago 1—Room 1333.

LaSalle St.

Tel: State 2-5096
New York 17—101 Park Ate.
Tel: Lexington 2-37*3

Beverlv
U Clenega Blvd.

Tel: Olear
San Francisco 5—Phone L. A

Tel: Eib-

i

Atlanta 3—1123-B Mortgage
Guarantee Bid*

Tel: Alplne

BLAIR JOHN. 4 COMPANY
Madison Ave.

Tel 1" izs

Chicago 11 igao Arenue
Tel: Supemr 7-8659

Detroit 2fi—*17 Book Bide.
Tel: Woodward 1-6030-31-32

Boston 11—I St James I

Tel: Hubbard 2-3163
Los Angeles 5—3160 WlUhire Blv.1

Tel: Dunkirk 7-1333
"rancisco 4— 27.0.' Russ Bldg.

Tel: Douglas 2-.V. --

SL Louis 1—1037 Paul Brown Bldg.
Tel: Chestnut 1-5688

Atlanta—101 Marietta St.

Tel: Jack-
Dallas 2—Rio Grande National Bid*.

Tel: Riverside U
Seattle—Whlte-Henry-Stuart Bldg.

Tel: I

B0GNER 4 MARTIN
New Tork 17—295 Madison Ave

Tel: Murray Hill I - - -"

Chicago 11—135 Michigan Ave
Superior 7

Atlanta—70S Glenn Bldg.
-iy 8-3988

BOLLING COMPANY. INC.. THE
rk 17—247 Park Ave

Tel: Plaza 9-8150
Chicago 11— 135 N Michigan Ave

Tel: Whitehall 3 2040
Boston 16—80 Boylston St.

Tel: Hubbard 2-0346
Lot Angeles—204 S. Beverly Dr.

Tel: Bradshaw 2-0544
San Francisco—5 Third St.

Tel: Garfield 1-6740

BRANHAM COMPANY. THE
Chicago 1—360 N. Michigan Ave

Tel: Central 6-5726-7-8-9

r.t Park v

Trl M 2 4606
BIdf

Tr. II"

Dallas 1 — 1 DO.'. Fidelity I

Lift Bldg
Trl Strrlli .

. tit Bldg
Trl Wain.;'

rule Guaranty Bid.
Cntatw

Trl Oir.tnut 1 6192
Mrmpl.. ~rrlck Bldg
Trl

1 iberty Life Bldg
Trl 3-8839

N 1. 2'Jih Terrace
Trl 9-4685

San Francisco 3 -703 Mark
Trl Yuk.m

lihlre Blvd.
Tel: Webster 1 1551

BROADCAST TIME SALES
I Tk 17—527 Fifth Ave.

7 1696
N Michigan Ave.

9 . . II"'.

San I Market St.

Trl Suiter 1-8656
Los Angeles 28

—

N Highland Ave.
Tel: Hollywood 5 1755. 5-5884

Dallas Km US, 2020 Live Omk St.

Tel: Strrllr..

Detroit .bscot Bldg.
Tel .' •

BURKE STUART CO.
Ni i Y.wk 17—270 Park Ave.
Tel: Plaza 3-0542

Chicago 1—75 E. Wacker Drive
Tel: Dearborn 2 '

-

Beverly Hills

—

111 N. La Clenega Blvd.
Tel Crestvlew 5-2022

San Francisco —233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yuk.in •

Lo» Angeles 28—6636 Hollywood Blvd.
Tel: Hollywood 4-0388

BURN-SMITH COMPANY.
INCORPORATED

I .rk 36—19 W. 44th St.

Tel: Murray Hill 2 3124
Chicago 1—307 N Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6 4437
San Francisco 4—110 Sutter SL

Tel: Sutter '

Los Angeles 57—672 South Lafayette
Park Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2 3200

CANADIAN STATION REPRESEN-
TATIVES. LTD.
iSee Young. Adam. Inc.)

CAPPER PUBLICATIONS. INC.
New York 17—120 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Lexington 2

Chicago 1—333 N. Michigan Ave.
Tel: Franklin ]

San Francisco 4—1207 Buss Bldg.
Tel: Dougla;

Kansas City—300 Waltower Bldg.
Tel: Victor .

Topeka—Topeka Blvd. at 11th St.

Tel:
Cleveland 14

—

609 Union Commerce Bldg.
Tel: Main I

CARRIBEAN NETWORKS. INC.
New Tork 19—200 W. 57th SL
Tel: Circle "

CHRISTAL. HENRY I.. CO.. INC.
rk 17—579 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murrav
Chicago 1—333 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6
San Francis.-o 4—Russ Bldg.

Tel Yukon !

Detr.v Book Bldg.
Tel: Woodward 3-23*5

Boston 16—581 Boylston St.

Tel: Copley "

CLARK. THOMAS F . COMPANY
New Y'ork 22—1 E. 54th SL

Tel: Plaza "

Chicago 1—35 E Wacker Drive
Tel: S'a:e !

Detroit 2—780 Penobscot Bldg.
Tel: Woodward 1-6036

Atlanta 3—1021 William Oliver Bldg.
Tel: Jack- " --

Milwaukee 3—744 N 4' B

Tel: Broadway 6-5766

CLARK-WANDLESS-MANN. INC.
I 42nd SL

Tel: O

CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
New York 22—1SS Madison Are.

Tel" Plaza I

Chicago 11—110 N. Michigan Ave.
Tel: Whitehall 4-6000

Atlanta—805 Peachtree St .. N E.

Trl Trinity
- Hldg

Trl Trinity 2 ISM

Trl \
'»

irt Blvd
-1 1 1212

s~ \

CONTINENTAL RADIO SALES
. iphla 3—21st and l'aner .

Illttrnhouse 4-8139
Fifth Ave.

I-aS.ile St.
Trl Franklin 2 2095

COOKE. DONALD. INC.
Am.

Murray Hill
Chicago 2—228 N. LaSalle St

Trl BUU 2 5096
Beverly HI!
HI N I.a Clenega Blvd.
Tel •

San Francisco 4—233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon 6-2981

CR0SLEY BROADCASTING SALES
OFFICES
New York 20—630 Fifth Ave.

Chicago 1—3'JO N Michigan Ave.
Tel: State 2-6693

Atlanta— 1611 W. Peachtree St.. N B
Tel: Vernon 1111

Miami 36—3001 S. W. Fourth Are.

Detroit 26—1165 Penobscot Bldf.
Trl Woxlward 1-1610

- Sunset and Vine

-ancisco 2—NBC Bldg.
Tel: Greyttone 1-8700

Cincinnati 2

—

Crotley So,.. 140 W 9lh Sc
Cherry 1-1822

Dayton - Dixie Hwy.
Tel: Walnut 21"1

Columbus 2

—

'ientangy River Rd.
Amherst 3-3141

DAY. DEL
Seattle 1

—

308 White-Henry-Stuart Bldg.
Seneca 6682

DEVNEY 4 COMPANY
N - rot* 17—535 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 7-5365
Chicago 1—Room 1021 i

> 1 B Lake St.

Tel: Franklin 2-0016
Los Angeles 57—Lee F. O'Connell.
11! N La Clenega Blvd.

Tel: Olympia 2-1313
San Francisco 3—Wm. A. AyTet.
233 Sansomr -

Tel: Yukon 6-2981

DORA-CLAYTON AGENCY. INC.
Atlanta 3

—

rtgage Guarantee Bldg.
Tel: Jackson 5-7841

EVERETT-MeKINNEY. INC.
17—10 E 49th SL

Tel: Plaza 3-9332
Chicago 11—100 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Superior 7-9052
BeTerly Hills—Lee F. O'Connell.
Ill N. La Clenega Blvd.
Tel: Olympia 2-1313

San Francisco 4—William A. Ayres.

Tel: Yukon 6 :

FLETCHER. JR . JAMES C.
New Tork 36—60 W. 46th St.

F0RJ0E 4 COMPANY. INC.
Virk 36—580 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Judson 6-3100
Chicago 11—435 N Michigan Ave.

Tel : Dela.> .

-

451 N. La Clenega Blvd.
Tel: Olear

San Francisco 5—593 Market SL
Tel: Sutter

Atlanta 3— 120 Marietta St.
Tel: Jackson 3

Seattle—114 Times S<1. Bldg.
Tel: Seneca 2377

GILL-PERNA. INC.
New Tork 21—654 Madison Ave.

Tel: Templcton S

Chicago 1—75 E Wacker Drive
Tel: Franklin 2-8665

Los Angeles—2330 W. Third SL
Tel: Dunkirk 7

San Francisco—57 Pott SL
Tel: Sutter 1-5568

GOOD MUSIC 8R0ADCASTERS
•

Tel: Murray Hill 3-2295
Philadelphia—8200 Ridge Are.

Tel: Ivy Ridge 2-6000

GRANT. W. S . COMPANY. INC.
San Francisco 3—703 Market SL

Tel: Exbrook 2-6685. I

Chicago I—Si E Wacker Drive
Tel: Dearborn 2

GUZMAN. MELCH0R. CO. INC
- I'lIU

: 0624

HAGG. ARTHUR H. 4 ASSOCI
ATES. INC

Michigan Arc.
Tr

' Ave.

Omaha 5—3222 C*r.'-

Kamai City 41— P. O It i

Tel End 5689
Minneapolis » 4748 Harriet Aft.

Trl T
St Louis I— 818 Olive St.

Trl 111 1 7408

HARDY. JOS A. 4 CO . LTD
Quebec—39 St. John St.

Montreal— 1489 de la Mun'.agne
Trl Platesu 1101

Tel: Empire 3-6009

HEADLEY-REEO COMPANY
New Tork 17—Graybar Bldg.

ington Ave.
Tel: Murray Hill 5-8701

Chicago 1—230 N Michigan Ave
Franklin 2-4686

Atlanta 3— Marietta .\ 1

Tel: Cypress 4311
San Francisco 4—110 Sutter SL

Tel: Tukon 2-4912

Taft HI le . Hollywood at '

Tel: Hollywood I

Philadelphia 7—Philadelphia Natl
Bank Bldg.

Tel: Locust 4-6027
Seattle 1—603 Jones Bldg.

Tel: Kllloi
I

HOLLINGBERY. GEORGE P.
COMPANY
Chicago 1—307 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Dearborn 2-6060
York 36—500 5th Are.

Tel: Oxford 5-5560
Atlanta 3— 134 Peachtree SL

Tel
Los Angeles—3325 WlUhire Blvd.

' -.tgomery St.

Tel: Douglas 2 I

Detri.:- '.jardlan Bldg.. 500

Minneapolis—720 Roanoke Bldg.
Tel: Federal 3-0019

Seattle 1—Tower Bldg.
Tel: Elliot 1868

H0LMAN. HAL. COMPANY
Chicago 1—Room 1024. 64 B. Lake SL

Tel: Franklin 2

New Tork 17—535 Fifth Ave.
Tel: Murray Hill "

Lot Angeles 28—6381 Hollywood Bird.
Tel: Hollywood 2-2351

San Francisco 5—2M Kearney St.

Tel: Exbrook 2 -ill!

H-R REPRESENTATIVES. INC.
New Tork 17—380 Madison Are.

Tel: Oxf •

Chicago 1—Suite 3320-36.
33 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: Randolph 6

Dallas—416 Rio Grande Natl Bldg.

Houston—Room ID. 520 Lover. Blvd.
-

Atlanta— 101 Marietta St. I! ;

Jackson 3

San Francisco 4— 155 Montgomery St
T-l Y'ukon .

Hollywood 28—Suite 316.
Equitable Bldg.

•

HUNT. JOHN N . 4 ASSOCIATES
Vancourer 3. B. C —

it Hastings

INDIE SALES. INC.
New Tork 17—60 E. 42nd SL

Tel: Murray Hill 2 -

Detroit 26—Park Arenue Bldf.
Tel: Woodward 2-7298

Chla. !.«SalIe SL
state 2-5096

111 N LaCirneca I

-

Atlanta—P. O Box 6102
Tel: Exchange 1490

INTER-AMERICAN PUBLICA-
TIONS. INC.
New Tork 17—41 E 42nd St.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-0884

(CO\TI\lED Q\ PAGE 90)
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AWNING for agricultural

tool, airline, air refresher,

ale, aluminum cleanser,

amusement, animal food,

antenna, anthracite, apparel,

army surplus, athletic

equipment, auction, auto

insurance, paint and body

work, parts, rental, supply

. . . some of the more than 200

kinds of business which make

United Press news programs

the most widely sponsored.

<

TTnitea
P P. NEWS PRODUCES



Radio Category Directory

concert music PAGE 77

593 stations with 10 weekly hours

or more i
it orchestra] music.

country & western music
PAGE 83

455 stations programing 2d hours

or more per week in this c il

farm radio PAGE 87

601 station^- reporting special pro-

graming beamed to rural Ameri

foreign language PAG e 93

307 stations programing in 57 lan-

guages with tables of hours per week

latin-american ^ E 97

1 26 stations with Spanish I u

graming for this audience.

negro radio page ioi

gularly scheduling pro-

grams appealing I Negro audier

popular music Page in

$85 stations with a total of 75 hours

or more per week each in this cat

religious & gospel page n?

; ~2 stations scheduling 10 or more

hours per week in this category.
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GOOD music is ringing up sales
in Los Angeles...

The Music Station for Southern California .

1330 on your radio... 92.3 on your FM set

PRUDENTIAL SQUARE . LOS ANGELES
Represented Nationally bxj The Boiling Company

76 19S7 BUYERS' GUIDE



CONCEM Ml 5IC k\I)lu

concert

music

symbol

f station features classical music

Figures represent hours per week

• 2009 stations regularly schedule light or

chestraJ or classical mu I his represent

oi .ill 195" questionnaire respondents. I

year Buyers' Guide showed a total of 19 i

I

tions in that category, t oncert music contini

to be exceedingly popular with a large shan

the stations. 59 I or J''' , oi the 1957 n pond-

ents si hedule 10 or more hours

per week. Mosl oi these same stations dc
the hulk oi their programii I popular music

and Other forms oi entertainment. M
I I the

station- devoting a substantia] portion of their

prograi i lassical or light orchestral mi
are located in the larger metropolitan an
lid of them or is' , appear also in the Farm
Radio category (see page 87). 125 or 41',

the foreign language stations also feature this

ty pe of programinf

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

ALABAMA
[NNISTON WSPt 10

RIRMI\GIIA\I lit RT It

DECATUR WHOS II

/// \ TS) ILLE WBHl> 10

MOBILE WARR ...15

77 St ALOOSA .. —WNPT 10

ARIZONA
FLAGSTAFF KCLS .12

I'HOE.MX KOOL 22
77 CSON KOPO 15

KTUC 18

YUMA , KOLD ....

ARKANSAS
FORT SMITH KWHN 1

1

HARRISON KHOZ 13

PINE Rf.l FF k<>T\ 13

SILOAM SPRINGS _ Kl OA 11

CALIFORNIA

ARCATA KENL 35

BERKELEY KRE 35t
BLYTHE KYOR 13

CALEXICO KICO 28

CRESCENT CITY KCRE 35
II CENTRO . -..KXO 10

FORT BRAGG KDAf 10

FRESXO KFRE 18

KRFM(fm) 49t
GLENDALE KITE (fm) . 81

LANCASTER Kill. 17
LONG REACH KNOB (fm) ..... 19

LOS ANGELES KCBH (fm) 45t
KFAC 171

KNX 33
KPOL 120

MARYSVILLE KMYC 13

MERCED KYOS 18

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

MONTEREY . KXXL . _22 DELAWARE
WEEDLES KSFE 12

O 1KI. I\l> kl.\ 20 VII.IORD II As/; M
Of / I \ SIDE KSLR 13

OROIILLE . k\IOR .. .-10 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
RED Rf.l FF KBLF II _ . C „, V ,, T/1 .. „ ,,

SACRAMENTO KCRA 25 WASHINGTOh WASH
KGMS 21 WGMS

St\ BERNARDINO kR\f) 17 " riK '"

SAN D1E(;<> KFMB 10 " TOP
S I \ FR I \ < ISCO KCBS __ 40t

KEAR (fm) All FLORIDA
KNBC 16

SAN JOSE KEEN _ 11 CHIPLEY

.

WBGl 10

sf\ RAFAEL .. KTIM 101 < 1.1 IRWATER III I \ n
SANTA CRUZ. ..^KSCO 28 COCOA II kkf> U
SA\TA MARIA —KSMA 20 CORAL GARI.I S WVCG 70*

SANTA ROSA ksRO 24 DAYTONA BEACH WNDB \\

TURLOCK KTI R 32 DE LAND WJBS 15

i fSCO ...KWSO '.I /" C/*LZ./£; JM//r, L2

WATSONVILLE kHUB. .10 FORT PIERCE WIRA 11

G //\/>» //./.£• WGGQ I

'

COLORADO " Rl I

B„TtTnw,„ 1ACKSONVILL1 WJHP 17
BOl LDER KBOL 33 / ijri mtv ,, ,, s/ . ,,

COLORADO SPRINGS KRDO 15 £SS K2 tlunnruK ^ ^i//. ii MIAMI BEACH WLRD(fm) 119

£{Y, ,,
l///7n\ „//;) 1(1

FOKr C0II/.V5 W.W 2(i w " sl/ >^ ' w "// FSBfl

GRAND JUNCTION KREX 11 OCA/ I WTMC 12

GREELEY KF/L* .13 ORLA\UO WDBO 12

I.tUAR _ A/.l/K 15 (7//""
M iNITOU SPRINGS kf US fM>—70 PE\SACOLA WCOA 12
STERLING KGEK 16 P^Utf »/'/(] 16

ST. PETERSBURG II /7\ _10
CONNECTICUT SARASOTA u SPB

«™°- fgg ?: ggs%i 5S
WHAY _13 WINTER EAVEh V SIR 19

MERIDEN WMMW 10
NORWALK r/VLX 101
STAMFORD rS7"C 13 fConriiWMO)
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? CONCERT MUSIC RADIO

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

GEORGIA

ALBANY WGPC II

ATHENS , WRFC _ 12

ATLANTA _ JFGK/* 96

GAINESVILLE WDUN 1

1

LA GRANGE WTRP II

MONROE WMRE 12

/JOMA JFftOM _ 2

1

SANDERSVILLE _WSNT __. ... 10

SAVANNAH WFRP _..._:... 12

TIFTON r/TGS .... 10

fDAHO

BLACKFOOT OA/ II

BG7SA OC7 15

K/0O 10

BURLEY KBAR ........ 23

PRESTON —KPST 15

RUPERT KAYT 13

SANDPOINT KSPT 12

TWIN POINTS KEEP . 21

WEISER KWEI ... 12

ILLINOIS

BELLEVILLE WIBV 18

CHAMPAIGN WDWS 16t

CHICAGO _- WBBM 37t
WEDC .24
WFMF (fm)... 21

WFMT (fm) ... 85t
WMAQ 12

WN1B (fm) 40

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

A^sr sr. aolv/s .. ...wtmv .

I.l WSTON . ...WEAW
...29

80
50
11

12

18
12

KANSAS
CONCORDIA KNCK
LAWRENCE KLWNKEWANEE

WNMP
WKEI

21
28

LA GRANGE WTAQ
WT.PO

OTTAWA KOFO 12

LA SALLE SALINA . ...

TOPFKA
. KSAL . ...

KTOP
14

MACOMB WKAI ...16

OTTAWA
PARIS

WCMY ..

WPRS
14

20

10

12

12

18

14

28
10

20

15

WICHITA KANS

KENTUCKY
BOWLING GREEN KKCT
FRANKFORT WFKY

11

ROCK ISLAND
SPRINGFIELD
STERLING

WilliF
WTAX

...WSDR ..17

NDIANA

WCMR

17

NEWPORT
PADUCAH

If \<)l>

WPAD
16

12

1 PRESTONSBURG ...

SOMERSET
WPRT

..WSFC .......

10

11
ELKHART

LOUISIANA

BATON ROUGE WJBO
NATCHITOCHES KXOC .....

NEW ORLEANS .. WDSU

MAINE
BRUNSWICK WCMK

EVANSVILLE
FORT WAYNE .

GARY ..

...WJPS
WKJG
WOWO
.WWCA

14

15

JASPER WIT/ 15

SALEM WSLM .. 11

20t

10

10

.......lot

1 1 \ CENNES WAOV

IOWA

. .. ...KROS ....

KFMA
KSTT ...

.. 20
LEW1STON
SOUTH PARIS

WCOl
.... .WKTO

20

13

( LINTON
DAVENPORT ...

MARYLAND
ANNAPOT.1S WNAV ... 20

DES MOINES . KSO 14 BALTIMORE ..WITH (fm)....91

IOWA CITY
SIOUX CITY ..

KWDM ..

.... KXIC
KSCJ

.... KICD
KAYL ....

. ... 20
10

23
.....13

.16

CUMBERLAND ..

HAGERSTOWN .....

HAVRE DE GRACE
TOWSON

WCUM
WTBO
WJEJ

18

10

18
SPENCER
STORM LAKE

WASA
WTOW

10

.28

For over a million families

in New York, nothing takes

the place of Good Music

Nothing takes the place of

Radio Station of The New York Times '^^B 50,000 watts

WQXR's weekly audience- 1,001,100 radio homes. WQXR's daily audience-639,000 radio homes. <

Pulse. CF'A, Dec WSe - IT-county area only
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>N( I K I Ml 5I< R\l)l<)
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MASSACHUSETTS
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

ITT II HORl) II IK I 1»

BOSTON "H/
II (Kit 121

tlEll 19

1(11 1 >ll 12

, IMBRIDGl n \IIK a,,,, 1261

BROCKTON It Kl I 10

/ II I. Kl\ IK II II I lit

ll S IK 16

I. IRDN1' K It I. IH 27

II II I Kill 1. 1. II II II 11

ion i ii mill u
\ <>K I II tl> IMS II l/\/,' 20

NORTHAMPTON if II MP l_'

PITTSFIELD If Kl < \2

ir HKK 15

SPRINGFIELD WBZA 17

WM" 12

/f 7 \ / 2 V

/I . Y IRMOl Til WOt Ii 28
/( r>A7 / s/'AK // / //; 21

if \/./f 12

MICHIGAN

MONTANA i i r t CALL LETTEHH HOURS

IDKl l\

n ITTLE CREl k
HlC, RAPIDS
( OLDWATER
DETROIT

FLINT
FREMON1
GRAND II H EN
GRAND RAPIDS _

HILLSDALE
HOLLAND
IRON Rll ER
IRONWOOD
ISHPEMIXG
MIDI. I \l>

\1T. PLEASAM
\ll SKEGON
SILES
PORT HURON
ROGERS CITY
SAVLT STE. MARIE
ST IJRGIS

WARJ 12

WELL ID

It I1R\ 12

l( Till 10

II.IKK
II KM II 12

WLDM(fm) :>0

WWJ 1

7

It KIU 20

WBEC 13

WGHN 11

WFl R 20
It USE 35
If UK 19

lllkll II

« I US 12

WJPO 19

If V/M 28

WCEN 11

/ri/rs is

_JT/V/I 11

IfTTH 10
»-//•/ A. 10

IfSOO 12

..fT.sTT? 23

MINNESOTA

II I \ IXDRIA KXRA 10

RRA1SERD __£/:// 12

CLOQUET WKLK 30
IH LETII-SUPERIOR —WEBC 20
/'A:Kf,7 S FALLS KGDE 18

MINNEAPOLIS-
ST. PAUL KEVE __ 11

» rCO .. 15
WPBC 78

STILLWATER WAVN 10
II II.I.M IR KWLM It

WINONA AfT.Yf) 10

IfORTH1XGTON kit O i 20

MISSISSIPPI

HATTIESRl RG
\EW ALBANY
IICKSBURG .

It FOR 12

If \ If 18
II QBC .. 1

1

MISSOURI
I Oil MillA KFRl 15

JOPLIN WMBH _30
A IJVS IS ( 77T IT DAE 17

S2\ IM /S KSD 18

If // 13

SPRINGFIELD KTTS 21

WARRENTON KWRE 11

CALL LflllHS HOUHS

l\ K o\l> I

nil I INCS
/.'"// 1/ 1\

GRl II FALLS
II II Kl
II II Is/on \

ill;/:)

k t\ l

KIIMY
ki;\i\

KBGI
koj\l
KXLO
kit i:

NEBRASKA

II 1 1 t\t l

i:i II Kit l

t II IDKO\
I Kl \lo\l
II KINGTON
1 1\( oi \

k( oil

k II BE
kt SR
KFGT
kKI \

kl l\

10

ID

15

11

.I

15

I

II

L5

ID

15

r,.

17

NEVADA

< IRSON t II )

l is VEGAS
Kl \o

kl'l I

kl (s

k\l I (fm)

NEW HAMPSHIRE

< ONCORD
I. II OM I

KOI ULSTER

II k\I
II I Ml
II II Ml

\t,

t,\

11

Hi

12

NEW IERSEY

ASBURY PARK WJLK _ 23
ATI.WTH (ELY „WMID II

KRIDGETON WSNJ 19
MORRISTOWN II UTR in

m:ii pki VSWH k wti i io

PATERSON It I'AT :i

PLEAS I Ml II 1 1 WOND .. 10

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

ARTESIA
LOS ALAMOS
PORTALES
- \ \ II FE
TRUTH OR

kll l\l

KHEM (fm)
kSI 1' ..

.30

...50

1 1

KRSN 3?
KF.NM 36

KTRC 20

CONSEQUENCES KCHS

NEW YORK
ALBANY
ti m k\

i: n ii / i

III FFALO
I ORNING
Dl \KIKk
ENDICOTT
FREEI'ORT
GENE) A
CI I \S FALLS
GLOI ERSI II.I.E

HEMPSTEAD .

HORNELL

J I MESTOWN
1/ {SSEN I

MIDDI.ETOIl \

\ / If III R(,H
Mil ROt HI I 1

1

It \R<

WOKO
_ WMBO
_.WBTA .

_.JF7?\ )

-WCI.I
Ii FCB .

II LNE .

If CRB
._WGVA .

It li S<

It I \ I

„WHL1
it II I

II II IK.

ii n \

It l/s /

If ILL

WGN\

\Ell )ORk

M \G IK I V II I S

I'AT(IIOC I E
PEEKSKILL
PLATTSBURG
Rll ERUE ID

If I! II

II li \ \

If Q \ R
II K( I

it HI.D (fm)
It Ilk
It I \ I

WIRY
It Kll

15

.16

15

11

18

24

11

15
1".

1 I

21

L5

n
n
14

u
17

22
2"

17

106

30

J".

11

ROt III s/ 1 K II K \ )

S IK l\ li IIKI ii m;/ II

S IK Hot, I SPRINGS
si /// M t / ID)

II sf\
II s\ )

11

1

'

Si K It 1 si 11 1 P.l 1 !

It HI \ 17

II II 1 Kloll \ II II \

II II \)

WFAS

II

ii inn pi u\s
10

w
Kl K II K Ihio M 1 16 M i

1 M Station

NORTH CAROLINA

ts/il ItoKlt

ill li l ORT
KKI l IKD
t II I PI I llll I

t II IRLOTT1

GRl I \^/;t>Kt>

I li R1NBI RG
1 1\< OLNTOh
K il l H.I I

REIDS) II 1

1

THOM t si li 1

1

II I) M si aJ I

II INSTOh s til M

li i. li i;

it BM I

II I'M
II i III

it l) s

it Mil fm
I! t o<,

II I ll o
II lo\
It K IL

If Kl l

ll I M
ii in <

u UK

i</

i',

23

in

64
in

11

12

30
12

12

20

NORTH DAKOTA

Dl I ILS I Ikl KDLR 11

GRAND FORKS kl/.o in

/ IMI si im \ KSjn in

\ll\OT ki IP. 11

OHIO

II II IM I

iSHL I M>
BOWLING GREl \

CANTOS

CHILLICOTHE
< IM l\ \ ATI

CLEVELAND

DO I I K
I I ) RIA
LIU I

M IKlo\
M It ARK
P UNESl III I

I'lQI I

WARREN
WORTHINGTON

It I 111 17

ll in. l ;

Wfflu,
If IM> .10

If Hilt 13

„WBEX 21

. WC/'O 10

WLW 35
k ) II ... 20
WDOK .22
II t. IR 141

ll II K
WEOL 28
If / 1/ I 10
It MUX 16

ii i ii
it pi i

If PHI in

II HUH 1 I

fl- RED 10

OKLAHOMA
III I KALI
Ml Skoi.l l KMI S

okl IIIOM till) km )

uist ko\n
II ooDil IKD k^lit

ORECON

27

10

13

// (.1 M

HOOD Kll / K
M MIWi ll II

Ml DIOKD
Ot I IM Ikl

OREGON < IT)
PORTL IM>

S III M

k nil n
kl KC 16

klHR 15

k\H M in

k).H
kin II 10

ki,o\ 15
ECU l.i

KP I M
koio 21W U ».;

<( <>\n\i u,

,
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2 CONCERT MUSIC RADIO

PENNSYLVANIA CALL LETTERS HOURS

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

ALLENTOWN WFMZ (fm) _ 63

BLOOMSBURG WHLM 12

BRADDOCK WLOA 68
BRADFORD WESB 18

( HESTER _ ...WVCH 20
CONNELLSV1LLE ... WCVI L9

EASTON WEEX .. 10

ERIE WERC 16

WJET 12

GETTYSBURG _ WGET _ 10

JOHNSTOWN .

KANE
LANCASTER
LOCK HAVEN
PHILADELPHIA

WARD 12

-....WADP 21

Wf.AN ... 17

WBPZ 15

WDAS -13
WFLN (fm) 105t

PITTSBURGH .... KQV 10

WCAE 16

WLOA 84
WWSW 14

PITTSTON __ WPTS 7 31
POTTSVILLE _. WPPA 14

SCRANTON ......WARM 10

WEJL 16

SUNBURY _. . WKOK 11

TYRONE WTRN 12

WARREN WNAE 12

WASHINGTON WJPA 10
WILKESBARRE ...... WBAX 10

WILK ...12

WILLIAMSPORT . . WLYC '.. ~~21t

RHODE ISLAND

PROVIDENCE WTMH(jm) 120t

SOUTH CAROLINA

ANDERSON WANS 12

COLUMBIA WCOS 30

GREENVILLE WMUU ____.45

HARTSVILLE WHSC 16

MYRTLE BEACH _WMYB 10

ORANGEBURG WTND 14

SPARTANBURG __.WJAN 25

SUMTER WSSC 12

SOUTH DAKOTA
ABERDEEN _.. KSDN 20
BROOKINGS . __ KBRK 13

SIOUX FALLS KISD 16
KSOO _.ll

WATERTOWN ... KWAT 13
YANKTON . KYNT 16

TENNESSEE
CLARKSVILLE WJZM 15

MARYVILLE _ WGAP 26
McMINNVILLE WMMT ...13

MEMPHIS ., WMC . 10

UTAH
CALL LETTERS HOURS

CEDAR CITY
LOGAN

MURRAY
PROVO _

RICHFIELD
SALT LAKE CITY

KSUB .... _ 14
-KLGN .... 25
KVNU 18
KMUR _..45

KEYY _._15

KIXX 11

KOVO 15
KSVC 11

KSL 38

VERMONT
BENNINGTON ...... WBTN 14
BURLINGTON ___ WDOT 28
.ST. JOHNSBURY .....WTWN 14
WATERBURY WDEV _ ...15

VIRGINIA
CHARLOTTESVILLE .....WCHV 17

Ml RFREESRORO WGNS 26 CLIFTON FORGE
CULPEPER

TEXAS
ABILENE KWKC ....... 10

ATLANTA KALT 12

BAYTOWN KREL 10

BEAUMONT KFDM 22
BRADY ^ KNEL 12

DALLAS KIXL 55
KRLD 20

DUMAS KDDD 10

EASTLAND KERC 20

FREDERICKSBURG
HAMPTON
HOPEWELL .

MARTINSVILLE
NARROWS _
NORFOLK
ORANGE _

RADFORD
WAYNESBORO

. WCFV 10
-WCVA .10
„KFVA .10
...WVEC 15

. WHAP 21

...WMVA 12t

...WNRV _13

. .WRVC (fm) ...62

- WJMA 10

WRAD 14

WAYB 13

WASHINGTON
HOUSTON
KERRVILLE
LUFKIN
MARSHALL

...-KXYZ 13

.....KERV 13

...KTRE ...17

KMHT 15

MIDLAND ...KCRS ...12

S/fyV ANTONIO KITE 28
KONO 37

SEGUIN .. KWED ...... 14

SHERMAN KRRV _ 15

KTAN 20

BELLINGHAM
GRAND COULEE
KELSO _
PUYALLUP _
SEATTLE

SPOKANE
TACOMA
WALLA WALLA

KPUG 11

. KFDR 15

...KLOG 12

KAYE 10

. KTW
KVI ..

KXA
KSPO
KMO

^KTEL

12

.12

85

.16

.35

.20

^1
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CONCER1 Ml SIC !< \DKO
WEST VIRGINIA ALASKA

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

( // iRLESTON
I l IRKSBl RG
MATE if IA

uoi \l>si ILLE

PRINCETON

WGKI lo

9 lil.K 60

Willi 10

If MOD 14

a iihum; a Kit k n

WISCONSIN

BELOll

I tl».SMITH
\l tDISON

If BEL 10

WGE2 18

pipi iv

/r/.sy. i v

ll UFM (fm) 29

1/ \N1T0W0C WOMT 16

MARINETTE WMAM 12

MILWAUKEE WISN 35

PLATTE) ll 1 1 WSff if lo

RACINE WRJN 15

RHINELANDER If OUT 30

ft/CA / IM r/AfC 12

RICHLAh I) CEN TKR ft RCO 12

>////; <ivo irrcfl in

SHEBOYG n tf //#£ _ . 14

WAUSAl ...IfOSA 28

WYOM/NC
/ f\/>AA' KOFJS 11

RIVERTOPi K/FKL in

THER.MOEOLIS Of/* 11

CALL LETTERS HOURS

IV //OA- ir./

/ II Kll l\ks
J I M II

Kl li II IK l\

SEB ARD
SI IK 1

Klnl>
Kl Kll

Kl\)
Kl K\
Klllll

Kll If

L5

15

15

l".

15

If,

HAWAII
Hill) KIIIK VO

HONOLl II K till 12

K II U 64
K(,\lll lo

KIKI 27

PUERTO RICO

CAGUAS _ If Ml 11

VIRGIN ISLANDS

ST. THOMAS WSTA 11

CANADA
Alberta

I l MROSE CFCW U,

EDMONTON CHED _55

CHFA ...61

GRAND I'RAIRIE CFGP _19
PEACE RIVER CKYL -16

British Columbia
CHILLIWACK
DAWSON (REEK
KAMLOOPS

CHWK
CJDC
CFJC

23
12

_17

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

\ 1\ HMD
SELSON
I'KIM I ID PERI
IK III.

I iNCOUl ER

I ICTORI l

Manitoba

FUN FLON
ST. KOMI l< I

If l\ Ml-I.l,

i III I',

i KIN
1 1 ri<

< 1 ii

( in
i jt>i<

( KK,
i Kit \

CJ\ I

< Kl, I

i I IK
t KSB
< Itlf

lo

10

28

16

54

US

10

12

16

New Brunswick

< IMPBELLTON
EDMI \DSTO.\
\!<>M TO.\

S ICK) 1 1. I.E.

Newfoundland
CORNER BROOK
GANDER
GRAND FA I. is
ST. JOII \ .s

Nova Scotia

BRIDGEWATER
HALIFAX
KENT} ILEE
SYDNEY

WINDSOR

(KM!
CJEM
i K( II

f /: 1

(IIY
I IK,

IV

20

I III

< n\

i Klllf

I HII

IV

1 KL\
1 III

15

i ii i:

< l ill

IV

15

Take your cue

For the tempo, the pacing, the mind that finally determines

the greatness at a performance — you look to the podium.

For the facts on "The Economics of Good Music Advertising"—
you look to Good Music Broadcasters, Inc.

52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Murray Hill 3-2295

Representatives for leading Good Music Stations

in top ynarkets from Coast to Coast





COl \ I K'i . WEST] l<\ Mi DIO 2
country &
western

music

Figures represent hours per week

ALABAMA
CALL LETTERS HOURS

< I I I \l t\

l>U ITl R

EUFAULA
I I) ETTE
FLOMATON
FORT PA\ VI

GADSDI \

IWISTOX WSPC 25
ATHENS WJMW

.

31

BIRMINGHAM WILD 26
If LBS ....24

ll I OK 70
II K( I. I".

If HOS 2

1

II MSI. 36
If I I. I 26

irirw 20
// 77 ./.' 32
1/ //' / 90
If Z.OB 20

ero ...40

//• c;//> 2i
Gl SEVA ffGEI 28
GREENVILLE WGY) 30
GUNTERSVILLl If CSV _„20
HAMILTOh ifl.RH 34
HUNTS) ll.I.E WFl \ 20

/r ffflS 26
U l/MO/V __ n-y /u 23
»/Ofl/I£ rJL4B 50

/f // n/ 38
20

20

_31
.20

30
TALLADEGA . /T //77? 37
TALLAHASSEE WTLS 21
THOMASVILLE If .IOB 30
H S( flOOS | ,r VPT in

MONTGOMERY
OPELIKA if }UO
OPP if mi
I'RICHARD u UP
SCOTTSBORO ir CRI
SELMA ir (, \l(

ARIZONA
riioi \ / \

77 CSON
VI M I

KRIZ 22

hi \ I 60

KOLD 20

ARKANSAS
ARKADELPHIA ..... M7?r ;i

BATESVILLE KBTA 20

BLYTHEVILLE hl.(\ 21

CROSSETT Av.-ir;//

FORT SMITH KlfHX
HOT SPRINGS KBLO 33
1/O.f KEA I 20

CITY

• ( ountrj and Western n I tion

speciality really came into il

'
t stations reguJ irlj schedule

country c\ I his repr<

oi ill respondent to Buyer ' Guide question-

naires. In the 1956 Buyers' Guide where this

category is identified as "folk mu ," total ol

1959 stations reported extensive use of this form

I entertainment in their schedules. I

\ ou more details on the growth of thi

the 1955 Buyers' Guide shows 1671 stations in

rliis category while the 1954 edition reported

only 66% of respondents featuring this typi

music.

\s iii other sections, stations listed below show a

wide variety of programing. 40% appear on

the Negro radio lists. 32'
J
are on the r<

and gospel music list and 2 ; '
, -how up in the

farm section.

CALL LETTERS HOURS

MONTICELLO
MORRII.TO\
PINE BLI If

SEARCY

hiIBM
KVOM
KCLA
KOTN
k II < II

27

20

22

22
2D

CALIFORNIA

BAKERSFIELD KAI )

KMAP
CHICO KXOC

27

36

. .21
ERESXO .. .

MODESTO
PASADENA .

KGST
KTRB
KXLA ..

31
22

111)

SAN DIEGO

SAX JOSE

\l U
\ l.RB
kl f\

71

:>:

56

SAN MATEO k\ SM 72

STOCKTON . kRIk 29

COLORADO
EACLEWOOD
I. IKEWOOD
LONGMONT
ROCKY FORD
STERLIXG __

KGMC 12

_KLAK 36
hi. MO 33

KRFC -21
KGEK .20

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
it ismxcTOX If I/O. 77

II l\\ 89

FLORIDA

CHIPLEY
COCOA
CREST! II If

FERNANDINA BCH.
JACKSON) II. I.E.

LIVE OAK
MIAMI

WBGC 21

II kk<> 21

WCNl
II .1 sH 60
If I- Bi-

ll RHC 60
If \ IR

OCA I. I

ORLAMU)

PL \\T < ITY .

TALLAHASSEE
TAMPA

If MIE
II If I'll

if MOP
If I BR
WORZ
If PL I

If MI \

If I IT

21

.il

21

31

21

.:

21

28
If EBK 1 I

WHBO 67

CF.ORCIA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

ADEL .._.. WAAG 31

ATLAXTA II EAS . 33
// 7 ///

AUGUSTA ll II i, 24

BAINEBRIDGE ll MGR
BRl SSWICE ll Mix, K
CAIRO II t.li 1 20

COH Mill s ll D Ik 30
II 1,1! 1 29
WPNX 40

CORDELE II 1/7U 21

(OR\ELIA WCOh 10

DAITOX WH( I)

1)1 BLI \ If MLT 26

FITZGERALD II BUB 21

1. IIMsl ll.I.E If Dl \ 21
II GG 1 21

GRIFFIN If llll 21

LA GRAXGE
1/ tt i>\

II TRP

MADISOX
PERRY _
ROME
SI MM I:R I II I I

S9 IIXSBORO
SYI.I t\l I

I II.DOSTA
it n cross

ll IYN1 sBORO
If I \ DER

II BMI.
II IBB
If Ml, I

II III: \

II ROM
WG1 I

Hill
ITS! /

.WGO)
II V I

If I) \

fTBRO
If I MO 36

20

29

28

20

21

38
28

25

IDAHO
801si
( If. Dll III
\ IMP I

h<. I M
h< ID
KFXD

ILLINOIS

BELLI III!!'
( HK [GO
i I l\I<>\
EFFINGHAMmm t
I l GR INGE
P IRIS

PITTSFIELD
SP IRTA

If llll

WLS
If IK) If

ll I R I

ll IOI
If T in
If PRs
if in: I

ATHCO

46
n

20

.28
24
28

20

2
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2 COI \ I KV & WESTERN MUSIC RADIO

CITY

INDIANA
CALL LETTERS HOURS

BEDFORD
FORT If A) \l

SALEM

IOWA

WBIW .24
.WANE 30

//' SI. 1/ 62

I) II KM'ORT ..

Df.S \IOI\ES
1/ IS01\ CITY
OELWEIh
It IIFRLOO

KSTT _ 50
-..KIOA 23
KRIB 20

„..KOEL 22

KXEL _ .30

KANSAS
LEAVENWORTH— KCLO _ 61

OTTAII I .. KOFO 27

II It HITA _ k II HII ...21

KENTUCKY
ASHLAND . WTCR 47

BARDSTOWh — WBRT 36

I1F\T0.\ WCBL 30

BOWLING GREEN IfkCT -23

( t.MPBEU.SI II. I.E ...WTCO ... ..42

(i:\TRALClTY WMTA . -20
WNES .. 20

COLUMBIA .....WAIN -41

CORBl.\ ...WCTT - 22

CI UBERLAND .....WCI'M -31
DAMll.l.E IIIIIR 30

FRANKFORT .. -WFk) -21

Ft I.TON WFUL .... 22

GLASGOW II kAY .

HARI..-W
LEBANOS

LO\DO\
I.OI I Si ILLE
MORF.HEAD
\F II FORT .....

WHLN 22

II II! \ —22
WLEX 30

WFTG 60

WKLO 80

WMOR 24

WNOP 24

PIKEVILLE ...... - ...WLSI 37

P1NEVILLE WMLF 32

Rl SSELLVILLE _. ..WRUS 26

SOMERSET. ...WSFC 68

WHITESRl RG WTCW .. -50
WINCHESTER WWKY -20

LOUISIANA
ABBEVILLE ..KROF 27

ALEXANDRIA KDBS 35

KSYL
WARB
KDLA
KFNV
KLFT .

WFPR

25
-49
-38

—42
—41
—28

COVINGTON -.

DE RIDDER
FERRIDAY .....

GOLDEN MEADOW
HAM MOM)
HOt MA ...KCIL . -31
LEESVILLE ..KLLA 35

NATCHITOCHES KNOC 21

SEW IBERIA KVIM 30

OAKDALE KREH 35

RUSTON KRUS 25

SHREVEPORT KCIJ 60

SI LPHVR ^.KSUL .36

WINNFIELD _KKCL 24

MARYLAND
ANNAPOLIS
BALTIMORE __
FREDERICK
HAVRE DE GRACE

.WASL 24
WBMD 36

WFMD 22

.WASA 30

LEONARDTOWN WKIK 24

MICHIGAN
FREMONT WBFC
ISHPEMI\G WJPO

MINNESOTA
ALEXANDRIA
CLOQl FT
CROOKSTON .

NEW ULM
OWATONNA
THIEF RIVER
WADENA .......

..KXRA
-.WKLK
..KROX
^KNUJ

-20
-23

-20

_ _ KRFO
FALLS... KTRF ..

KWAD

—25
70
70

_;-27
20
30

MISSISSIPPI
CALL LETTERS HOUHS

AMORY _ WAMY ....

B1LOXI ...... .. .. ^-WDEB
II 1 Ml

BOONEVILLE .. WBIP
RROOKHAVEN -WCHJ
< 1.\TO.\ . WDOB
CLEVELAND WCLD
CORINTH .. . WCMA
GRENADA WNAG
CA I.FPORT WDEB
HATTIESBURG WBKH

WFOR ...

HOI ST(>\ k WCPC
I. It REL _ „..WLAU
I.OI 1SVILLE WLSM
PHILADELPHIA WHOC
PICAYUNE . WRJW
VICKSBURG ...WVIM

MISSOURI
CHARLESTON ...KCHR
INDEPENDENCE .. kIMO
KENNETT KIIOA
MALDEN ..... -...^-KTCB .

NEOSHO - KBTN ...

ST. JOSEPH — ...KRES _
.ST. LOUIS ... WEW .....

SPRINGFIELD KWTO ...

THAYER ..KALM ...

UNION KLPW .

W'ARRENTON KWRE ..

WEST PLAINS KWPM ...

NEW JERSEY
NEWARK WAAT ...

NEW MEXICO
ALAMOGORDO ..... KALG _
ALBUQUERQUE KQUE ...

FARMINGTON KVBC _
HOBBS WHOB ...

KWEW
LOVINGTON KLEA _
ROSWELL KBIM

KGFL ...

NEW YORK
NEW YORK WWRL
NIAGARA FALLS ...WHLD ..

WJJL _
NORTH CAROLINA

—37
24
28
32

—35
30
27
47

—24
24

—30— 25
— . 36

23
-30
21

24
24

21

50

30
.23

42
25

83
28
27
40
22
20

WABZ
WSKY
II i:\l.l

.WCGC
.. WPNE
.^..WFNS

WIFM
WFMO __

ALBEMARLE ....

ASHEVILLE
BEAUFORT
BELMONT
BREVARD
BURLINGTON ..

ELKIN
FAIRMONT
FUQUAY SPRINGS WFVG
GOLDSBORO WFMC
GREENSBORO , WGBG
GREENVILLE WGTC
HENDERSON WHNC

WHVH
KINSTON WELS
LEAKSVILLE WLOE
LUMBERTON WAGR
MARION WBRM
MORGANTON _ -WMNC
MOUNT AIRY WPAQ
NEW BERN WOOW
N. WILKESBORO _ —WKBC
RALEIGH WMSN
REIDSVILLE WREV
ROXBORO WRXO
SALISBURY .......

SMITHFIELD _
SPRUCE PINE ..

STATESVILLE ....

TABOR CITY
THOMASVILLE
TRYON
WALLACE
WASHINGTON
WAYNESVILLE

-WSAT
-WMPM
WTOE
WSIC _
WTAB
.WTNC .

.WTYN .

.WLSE

.WHED
WHCC

30

30
64
24
20
25
40
22
.37

26
.20

.20

-20

.24

.20

.20

_22

_30

.26

.21

.41

_21

.30

.22

.44

.29

-20

.23

.22

-21

.20

23
-35

37
..47

20
21
30
-42

.31

-20

-24

.24

28
20
.24

.24

NORTH DAKOTA
CALL LETTERS HOURS

BISMARCK ..

DICKINSON
FARGO
HETTINGER
MINOT

KFYR
kDIX
KFGO

..^.KNDC

..-..KCJB

OHIO
CHILLICOTHE ...WCHI
DAYTON WAVI

WO \ E
TOLEDO WOHO
WASHINGTON C. H „WCHO

OKLAHOMA
KALV

_20
-24
..20

.22

..44

30
26
.24

24
25

ALVA -

CHICKASHA
HUGO ..-_.

MIAMI
MUSKOGEE
OKLAHOMA CITY
FRYOR

.KWCO ..

KIHN __
KGLC ...

.KMUS ...

KOMA ...

KOLS

OREGON
ASHLAND KWIN ...

FOREST GROVE KRWC _
MEDFORD KMED ..

NEWPORT KNPT .

ONTARIO „KSRV
TILLAMOOK KTIL

PENNSYLVANIA
BEAVER FALLS WBVP ...

HOMESTEAD WAMO
LEBANON WLBR ...

MEXICO WJUN _

SOUTH CAROLINA
BISHOPVILLE WAGS
CHARLESTON WQSN _.

WTMA ...

GREENVILLE WQOK ...

GREENWOOD WGSW _
GREER WCKI _
MULLINS WJAY _
NEWBERRY WKDK _
ROCK HILL WRHI ...

SPARTANBURG WJAN .

WORD ...

TENNESSEE

26

33
30
28
20
.25

36

20

20
21

28
22

20

26
48

25
.20

27
.30

-25

.27

30
.27

.27

_20

23

24
25

CHATTANOOGA

COLUMBIA
COOKEVILLE .

COVINGTON .

WAPO .

WDXB .

WKRM

.

WHUB .

....WKBL .

45
50
23
25

25
CROSSVILT.E . WAEW .— 30
FRANKLIN
GAT.T.AT1N

WAGG
WHIN .

25— .. 54
JACKSON WDXI .— .24

KNOXVILLE

LEBANON . ...

WIVK .

WNOX
WCOR .

52

... 24
LEXINGTON II DXL . 28
MrMINNVITJ.F. WMMT 26
MEMPHIS ..KWEM . 40

MORRISTOWN
MFRFREESBORO ....

NASHVILLE

WHHM
.. ..WCRK
^....WGNS .

WLAC .

WSM
. WLIK ...

WTPR
WTRB

30
24
48
22

.61
NEWPORT 23
PARIS
RIPLEY

28
40

ROGERSVILLE WRGS .

WSEV .

WDBL .

WDEH

AS

KRCT .

..KTRM .

23
SFI IERVILLE
SPRINGFIELD
SWEETWATER

TEX

BAYTOWN
BF,AT!MO\T

.36

- .25
24

54
52

RONHAM KFYN . 28
BRECKENRIDGE KSTB _

. KWHI .

24
BRENHAM - . - ...21

BROWNFIELD KTFY ...

KMIL ...

— 20

CAMERON .... 23
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CJOl \ I K\ VVF.ST1 «\ Mt SIC k\l)K l

"WAMO"
PACKS A PROVEN
SALES PUNCH IN

PITTSBURGH, Pa.

AMERICA'S

8th

CARL STUART
1:30-6:00 P.M. MARKET

TUNES TO WAMO
FOR

COUNTRY &

WESTERN

Personalities

who specialize

in selling

your product

to their loyal

listeners
ABBIE NEAL

7:00-9:30 A.M.

SLIM BRYANT
12:30-1:30 P.M.

WRITE, WIRE, PHONE
FOR AVAILABILITIES

WAMO
705 E.7thAve.,Pgh.,Pa.

(Homestead P.O.)

National Rep. Forjoe & Co.

CITY CALL LETTERS HOUHS

t tRTH u.l

CI \TER
( 1 1 I 1 1 l\l>

KG is

klil 1

kl 1 II

KST l

kll )

.•II

20

23

COLEMAS
< ROCKi IT

2 1

21

in \i is

i is ii i\i)
l 1 < IMPO
1 ID) 1) ID 1

kliDI)
k 1 R(
kl Ti-

ki II)

FORT it ORTH

I Kl 1 PORT
(.1 II H II III R
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H
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WNVA ..
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82

29

....... 35
RICHMOND WRVA .39

WXGI ....

SOI TH HILL IT J ITS
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COLFAX KCLX
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30
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GRAND COl LEE . kFDR 2'.

LONGVIEW
SPOK 1 \ /
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KSPO
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VANCOUVER Kl t\

WEST VIRCINIA
BECKLEY tt' JLS ....

RTI F.FIELD . WHIS ..
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i II IRLESTON
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F tlRMO\T
KF)SFR
<) Ik HILL .

11 TIP
V I'DX
U TCS ....
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21

18

27
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WFI.i H ir LLC ... J

WISCOl
1 il < LAIRE
Ml Iff At KFE

RICE LAKE ..

WAUSAU
W1SCOXSIX RAPIDS

NSIN
u rfit
WFOX
tt MIL

21

H
WJMi
WOs I

VFHR ..

2'

24

NO.
NETWORK BUY in

1 1

M

I

DISCOUNT PACKAGE

RATES AVAILABLE $
For Any Combinafion or AM 3

In Washington, D.

WARL
5232 Lee Highway, Arlington, Va.

Kenmore 6-9000

In Norfolk, Virginia

WCMS
Plume & Granby Street

Madison 50525

In Kansas Cify, Kansas

KCKH
P.O. Boi No. 165 • Fairfax 1-3200

NEW YORK REPRESENTATIVE:

Chas. Bernard & Co. • Circle 67242
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KPQ-WENATCHEE

WASH.- IN THE

AGRICULTURAL

HEART OF THE

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

SERVES 20,000

This is farm country, and Jack Jett, our KPQ farm

news editor, not only gives the news farmers want
to hear, HE GETS OUT WHERE THAT NEWS IS

BEING MADE. Jett gathers his farm material from

70 government and private sources, plus countless

other local sources. A typical farm show includes

local livestock, poultry, potato, field crop, apple

and grain markets—along with weather, selected

national farm news, AND LOTS OF LOCAL ITEMS.

Fjr example, by actual count, from October 14 to

November 14, 1956, a total of 497 local farm

stories were released over KPQ by Jack Jett. That's

80 local farm news stories to every one carried by

the local daily newspaper, and 40 to 1 for every

farm story aired by all other radio stations in this

area combined. THAT'S DOWN-TO-EARTH FARM
REPORTING.

Scripts or tapes of Jeff's farm shows
for your auditioning on request.

National Representatives:

FORJOE & CO., INC.

Seattle & Portland Representatives

ART MOORE & ASSOCIATES

National Sales:

PAT O'HALLORAN
NOrmondy 3-5121 (Wenolchee)

*
v

$ste«ifte0
o 5000 WATTS

560 KC
(ABC-NBC Affiliate)

Su 19S7 BUYERS' GUIDE
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farm

svmbc

Indicates member of Nat'] Vssoc.

Radio and TV Farm Directors

• Farm radio n both the

I ,S. md Canada with ndents

to the I 957 Buy< rs' < luide questionnaires sched

uling spe< ifi pi >grams< • k beamed to the

rural audience. This compared with 16% in

ind 64' i

•

( )l the 20 '

' schedu] m featu

ularlj , 60 I or 29'
, program more than fi

hours per week in this I tations,

listed below, offer a wide variet) of other
| i

, A course, and appear in other din

tories in the Buyers' Guide as well. I

ample, is', ol thi gram I hours

or more per week

I''', in the group schedule 20 hour- or more

per week ol countrj & western music. Ir must

be remembered that main -rations offering few-

er than five hours per week of farm programing

and, therefore, not listed here, are extremely

important in rural appeal and enjoy a great

following.

ALABAMA
CITY CALL LETTERS

Albertville WAVU*
Alexander City WRFS
Anniston WSPC
Dothan WDIG
Flomaton WTCB
Foley WHEP
Gadsden WETO

WGAD
Geneva WGEA
Greenville WGYV
Guntersville WGSV
Haleyville WJBB
Hamilton WERH
Huntsville WHBS
Montgomery WAPX

WBAM*
Oneonta WCRL
Opp WAMI
Thomasville WJDB

ARIZONA
Mesa KTYL

ARKANSAS
Arkadelphia KVRC
Blytheville KLCN
Crossett KAGH
Harrison KHOZ
Helena KFFA
Jonesboro KBTM
Little Rock KARK*

KLRA*
KTHS'

Monticello KHBM
Morrilton KVOM
Mountain Home KTLO
Osceola KOSE

Paragould KDRS
Pine Bluff KOTN
Pocahontas KPOC
Siloam Springs KUOA
Springdale KBRS
Stuttgart KWAK
Texarkana KCMC

CALIFORNIA

Areata KENL
Bakersfield KPMC
Calexico KICO
Chico KXOC
Corona KBUC
El Centro KXO
Fresno KFRE*

KMJ
Hanford KNGS
Los Angeles KFI

Marysville KMYC
Napa KVON
Petaluma KAFP
Porterville KTIP
Red Bluff KBLF
Redding KVCV
Sacramento KCRA

KFBK"
Salinas KSBW
San Luis Obispo KATY
Santa Maria KCOY
Watsonville KHUB

COLORADO
Canton City KRLN
Denver KOA :

Fort Morgan KFTM
Greeley KFKA :

Lamar KLMR
Monte Vista KSLV
Montrose KUBC

St erling KGEK
KLOR

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport

Hartford

WICC
WTIC*

DELAWARE
Dover WDOV
Georgetown WJWL

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

Washington WTOP

FLORIDA

Chipley

Lake City

Ocala
Ouincy
Tallahassee

WBGC
WDSR
WTMC
WCNH
WMEN

West Palm Beach WIRK

GEORGIA

Atlanta

8ainbridge

Baxley

Cairo

Dalton

Fitzgerald

Gainesville

Hawkinsville

Monroe
Rome

WAKE
WSB

WMGR
WHAB
WGRA*
WBLJ
WRCD
WBHB
WGGA
WCEH
WMRE*
WRGA

Sylvania WSYL
Thomson WTWA

IDAHO
Caldwell KCID
Grangeville KORT
Lewiston KOZE
Moscow KRPL
Nampa KFXD
Pocatello KSEI
Rexburg KRXK
Twin Falls KLIX

ILLINOIS

Carbcnda'e WCIL
Charleston WEIC
Chicago WLS*
Decatur WDZ*
De Kalb WLBK*
Effingham WCRA
Fairfield WFIW
Galesburg WGIL
Jacksonville WLDS
Kankakee WKAN
La Salle WLPO
Lincoln WPRC
Litchfield WSMI
Mattoon WLBH*
Metropolis WMOK
Mt. Carmel WVMC
Mt. Vernon WMIX*
Paris WPRS
Peoria WIRL

WMBD*
WPEO

Robinson WTAY
Salem WJBD
Springfield WTAX
Sterling WSDR
Streator WIZZ

1957 BUYERS' GLIDE
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FARM RADIO

INDIANA
CITY CALL LETTERS

Elkhart WTRC
Evansville - WEOA

WGBF*
WJPS*

Ft. Wayne WOWO*
Frankfort WILO
Gary WWCA
Goshen _... WKAM
Indianapolis WIBC*
Jasper _ WITZ
Kokomo _ WIOU*
La Porte WLOI
Logansport WSAL
Marion WMRI
Michigan City WIMS
New Castle WCTW (fm)

Peru ......WARU

Salem WSLM*
Warsaw . WRSW
Washington WAMW

IOWA
Atlantic KJAN
Burlington KBUR
Carroll KCIM
Cedar Rapids - WMT*
Centerville KCOG
Clinton KROS*
Creston _ KSIB

Davenport _ KSTT*

Des Moines KIOA*
KWDM
WHO*

Dubuque KDTH*
Fairfield KFAD
Fort Dodge KVED
Iowa City . KXIC
Marshalltown KFJB
Newton KCOB
Oelwein KOEL
Ottumwa KLEE*
Shenandoah KMA*
Sioux City KMNS

Spencer
Storm Lake

Waterloo

KICD
KAYL
KXEL'

KANSAS

Arkansas City .... KSOK
Coffeyville KGGF
Colby KXXX*
Concordia KNCK
Dodge City KGNO*
Great Bend KVGB
Junction City KJCK
Lawrence KLWN
Liberal ______ KSCB
Pittsburg KOAM
Pratt _ KWSK
Sal in a KSAL
Topeka WIBW*
Wichita KFBI*

KFH

Are YOU
Scoring

In This

Market?

West-

Niland

Calipatria

Seeley CENTRO
Holtville

The 4«<t4
J \

IMPERIAL VALLEY
Let the KXO team score points for your product or

service in this profit-rich Southern California area.

More listeners than all other local stations combined.

Calexico

Servlnt the Nation's Q lh ,arm coun, J-

"Growers Journal'' 12:30-1:00 PM daily

"Voice of California Agriculture"
6:30-6:45 PM daily

Imperial Valley's only regular and con-
sistent farm programs.

KENTUCKY
Benton WCBL*
Bowling Green . WKCT

WLBJ
Campbellsville WTCO*
Central City .. WMTA
Covington WZIP
Danville WHIR
Henderson WSON
Hopkinsville WHOP

WKOA
Lebanon WLBN
Lexington WLAP

WLEX
WVLK

Madisonville WFMW
Maysville WFTM*
Princeton ...... WPKY
Richmond WEKY
Russellville WRUS
Winchester WWKY*

LOUISIANA
Alexandria KALB
Lafayette KVOL
New Orleans WNOE

WTPS
WWL*

Shreveport KCIJ
KWKH*

Tallulah KTLD

MAINE
Bangor WABI

WLBZ
Houlton WABM
Presque Isle WAGM
Rockland WRKD

MARYLAND
Baltimore WBAL
Cambridge WCEM
Frederick WFMD*
Hagerstown WJEJ
Salisbury WBOC
Westminster WTTR

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston ._.... WBZ*
Great Barrington . WSBS
Greenfield WHAI*
Springfield WBZA

WJKO
Ware WARE

MICHIGAN
Adrian WABJ*
Ann Arbor WPAG
Bay City WBCM
Benton Harbor WHFB*
Coldwater WTVB
Detroit CKLW
Escanaba WDBC
Flint WKMF
Fremont WBFC
Houghton Lake ..... WHGR
Ionia . WION
Kalamazoo WKZO
Manistee WMTE
Monroe WMIC
Mt. Pleasant ..... WCEN
Muskegon WMUS
Saginaw . WSAM

WSGW
Sturgis WSTR

MINNESOTA
Albert Lea KATE
Austin KAUS
Crookston KROX
Detroit Lakes KDLM
Faribault ...... KDHL*
Hutchinson KDUZ
Little Falls KLTF
Mankato ._ KTOE

KYSM
Minneapolis-

St. Paul ..._ WCCO*
(cont.)
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THEJMGGEST DRAWING CARD OF ALL..

~
NATIONAL BARN DANCE

America's longest-lived radio show! ... on the air

every Saturday night since 1924! Internationally

famous "alma mater" of such stars as

• GEORGE GOBEL

* GENE AUTRY

* REX ALLEN

• HOOSIER HOTSHOTS

E T I H E * T R E

T2*&***!&&?n 2l
Stew?!

* MAX TERHUNE

• SMILEY BURNETTE

* PAT BUTTRAM

• "RED" FOLEY

bj&sMfl
fig >;»cfi

-

w>

Proof of 'PULLING POWER
j j

over 2. 588,989 people* (67,292 in L956 alone) have paid i<>

s<-<- the Saturday night broadcasts <>f WLS National
It. ii-ii Dance!

featuring the following currently popular favorites

The Buccaneers Bob Atcher The Arkansas Woodchopper Donald Red Blanchard

*Primarilyfrom the WhS l-state lis-

teningarea, but also from all t8 States,

Canada and manyforeign countries.

^^^^^/za^^e^($^7!c<Tr(__
CHICAGO 7

890 KILOCYCLES • 50.000 WATTS • REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE 89



radio station representatives (continued)

INTERSTATE UNITED
NEWSPAPERS INC.
New York 17—515 Fifth Ave.

.; irraj lllll 2-5452
Chicago 4—2D E Jackson Blvd.

Tel: Webster 9-7260
Hancock

IAS A i
•

\ '"

San Francisco—55 New Montgomery St.

KATZ AGENCY, INC.. THE
22 177 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-4460
Chicago 1—Prudential Plaza

Mohawk ; .

in Bank iii.ik'

Dallas 1—2006 Bryan Bt,
],. I 1038

20—3166 Penobscot Bldg.
Tel : Woodward 3-8420

Kansas City 6—Bryant Bldg.
Tel: Victor 2-7095

i. Lngeli i Wn'ii. Blvd.
Tel: Dunkirk 5-6284

San Francisco 4

—

B Bid Km. 1823
7U28

KELLER, ROBERT S.. INC.
New York 14—72 Barrow St.

Tel: Watklns 4-6599
Chicago 1— 228 N. LaSallc si

Tel: State -

KIRBY. NONA. CO.
Boston 16—507 Statler Office Bldg.

Tel: Hubbard 2-6117

LOWRANCE. BOMAR &. ASSOC.
Atlanta—770 Spring St., N.W.

Tel: 'I i Inits 6 3726
, tte 1026 South Blvd.

i
,

i Franklin 6 6 i81

Dallas—1102 Fidelity Union Bldg.
Tel: Randolph 8206

McDERMOTT. ANDY
Toronto—10 Adelaide St., E.

Tel: Empire 6-8945
M ntn ..I l",i:: I'll sccnl SI

Tel: Belaire 7012

McGILLVRA, JOSEPH HERSHEY
New York 17—366 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-8755
Chicago 1— 185 N. Wabash Ave.

Tel: State 2-5282
Boston—410 Boylston St

Tel: Commonwealth 6-0718
Los Angeles 5

—

612 S. Sen iino Ave.
Tel: Dunkirk 4-7352

San Francisco 5—605 Market St.

Tel: Yukon 2-3954
Bedford. In. I -

P. O. Box 127. Heltonville Kd.
Tel: Bedford 9194

MEDIA REPRESENTATIVES. INC.
Not York 22—120 E. 56 St.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-4777

MEEKER COMPANY. INC.. THE
New York 17—521 Fifth Avenue

Tel: Murray Hill 2-2170
Chicago 11—333 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6-1742
Lancaster. Pa.—8 W. King St.

Tel: Lancaster 5521
San Francisco 4—928 Kuss Bldg.

Tel: Yukon 6-4940
Los Angeles 28—6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2351

MOORE. ART. &. ASSOCIATES
Seattle 1—519 Jones Bldg.

Tel: Mutual 3377
Portland 4-617 Cascade Bldg.

Tel: Capitol 8-7284

MULVIHILL, PAUL & CO.
Toronto—Km. 111. 77 York street

Tel: Empire 8-6554
Montreal—1543 Crescent Street

Tel: University 6-8105

NBC SPOT SALES
New York 20—RCA Bldg.,
30 Rockefeller Plaza

Tel: Circle 7-8300
Chicago 54—Merchandise Mart

Tel: Superior 7-8300
Detroit 26—1165 Penobscot Bldg.
Tel: Woodward 1-1610

San Francisco 2

—

Taylor & O'Farrell St.
Tel: Graystone 4-8700

Los Angeles 27—Sunset and Vine S'.s.

Tel: Hollywood 9-6161

•BOMAR LAWRENCE &. ASSOCI-
ATES
Atlanta—770 Spring St.. N.W.

Tel: Elgin 3728
Charlotte—1026 South Blvd.

Tel: Franklin 6-6581
Dallas—Fidelity Union Bldg.

Tel: Randolph 8206

NATIONAL BROADCAST SALES
Toronto—88 Richmond St.. W.

Tel: Empire 6-3718-9
Montreal—106 Medical Arts Bldg.

Tel: University 6-1538

NATIONAL TIME SALES
New Y'ork 17—370 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 5-1300
Chicago 1—Contact New York Office

Los Angeles 5—Harlan G. Oakes,
672 S. Lafayette Park Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200
San Francisco 3—Harlan G. Oakcs
110 Sutter St.

Tel: Sutter 1-7971

OAKES. HARLAN G . &
ASSOCIATES
San Francisco 4—110 Sutter St.

Tel: Sutter 1 7971
New York 17 370 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 5-1300
Los Angeles 5—672 s Lafayette I'atk

Place
Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200

San Antonio—P.O. Box 8194

O CONNELL. RICHARD
New Yoik 22

—

Rm. 515, 527 Madison Ave
Tel: Plaza 7, 975]

Los Angeles 28—6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Tel: Hollywood 2-2351

Sao Francisco 8- 260 Kearney St.

Tel: Exbrook 2-6444
Chicago—Contact New York office

PACIFIC NORTHWEST BROAD-
CASTERS
Portland—P. O. Box 5886

Tel: Evergreen 1-6558
New York 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 3-5830
Chicago 1—360 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Andover 3-5771
Kansas City

—

1012 Baltimore Si
,

Hoi so,; so:

Tel: Victory 0021
Hollywood 28—6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2351
San Francisco 8— 260 Kearney sr

Tel: Exbrook 2-6444
Spokane 8—Symons Bldg.

Tel: Madison 121*
Butte—P. O. Box 1956

Tel: 2-2344

PAN-AMERICAN BROADCASTING
New Y'ork—370 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 5-1300
Los Angeles 5—Harlan G. Oakes &
Associates, 672 S. Lafayette Park Pi.

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200
San Francisco 4

—

Harland G. Oakes, 110 Sutter St.

Sutter St.

Tel: Sutter 1-7971

PEARSON. JOHN E., COMPANY
New York 22—444 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 1-3306
Chicago 1—333 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: State 2-7494
Dallas—506 Fidelity Union Life Bldg.

Tel: Riverside 7-3723
Atlanta—508 Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Jackson 5-2912
Minneapolis 2—Northwestern
Bank Bldg.

Tel: Federal 8-5689 and 56S0
Los Angeles—3242 W. 8th St.

Tel: Dunkirk 5-5084
San Francisco—58 Sutter St.

Tel: Douglas 2-7159

PERRY. JOHN H.. ASSOCIATES
New York 18—Suite 502,
19 W. 44th St.

Tel: Murray Hill 7-5047
Chicago—224 S. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Harrison 7-4008
Detroit 2—7-268 General Motors Bldg.

Tel: Trinity 5-1803
Atlanta—411 Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Murray 8-3988
Philadelphia 7—12 S. 12th St.

Tel: Walnut 2-3555
Beverly Hills—Lee F. O'Connell.
Ill N. La Cienega Blvd.

Tel: Olympia 2-1313
San Francisco—Wm. A. Ayres.
233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon 6-2981

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD
New Y'ork 17—250 Park Ave.

Tel Yukon 6-7900
Chicago 1—Prudential Plaza

Tel: Franklin 2-6373
Detroit 26—2768 Penobscot Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 1-4255
Atlanta 3—Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Murray 8-5667
Fort Worth 2—406 W. 7th St.

Tel: Edison 6-3349
Hollywood 28—1750 N. Vine St.

Tel: Hollywood 9-1688
San Francisco 4—Russ Bldg.

Tel: Sutter 1-3798

PETRY. EDWARD &. COMPANY
Neu Y'ork 22—3 E 54 St.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-0200
Chicago 11—400 N Michigan Ave.

Tel: Whitehall 4-0011
Detroit 26—546 Griswold St

Tel: Woodward 3-0125
St. Louis 1—915 Olive St.

Tel: Chestnut 1-719]
San Francisco 4—Russ Bldg.

Tel: Y'ukon 2-3031
Los Angeles 14—530 W. 6th St.

Tel: Tucker 3171
Atlanta 3—101 Marietta St. Bldg.

Tel: Lamar 8861

PREFERRED NEGRO MARKETS
Neu York 36—580 Fifth Ave.

Tel : Judson 6-3100

RADIO AND TELEVISION SALES
Toronto—A. A. McDcrmott,
10 Adelaide St.. E

Tel: Empire 6-8944
i ai -1513 Crescent st.

Tel: Belaire 7042

RADIO REPRESENTATIVES. LTD.
T nto 76 st Clair Ave., v

T, I Wa 4-0727
Montreal—908 Dominion Square Bldg.

Tel: University 6-8058
Winnipeg—Lindsay Bldg.

i.

Van. i]..
i SQ4 Hornby St.

Tel: Mutual 3-6131

RADIO-TV PROMOTION
SYNDICATE
New York 16—245 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 5-0588

RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES
\.w Y,,ik 17—7 EV 17 St

Tel Murray Hill 8-4340
Chicago 1—75 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: Financial 6-0982
Beverly Hills—Lee O'Connell,
111 N. La Cienega Blvd.

T.l Oleander 5-7.',:,

7

San Francisco 4—Wm. Ayres,
233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon 6-2982
Lltanta—
Tel: Walnut 3-872

RAMBEAU, WILLIAM G.,
COMPANY INC.
New Y'ork 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 6-5940
Chicago 1—185 N. Wabash Ave.

Tel: Andover 3-5566
Minneapolis 2—530 Roanoke Bldg.

Tel: Federal 8-7017
Hollywood 28—1350 N. Highland Aw

Tel: Hollywood 4-6017
San Francisco 4—927 Mills Bldg.

Tel: Exbrook 2-4073

RAYMER, PAUL H., COMPANY
New York 22—144 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-5570
Chicago 11—435 N. Michigan Ave

Tel: Superior 7-4473
Detroit 26—2949 Penobscot Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 3-0764
Atlanta 3—Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Alpine 650.8
San Francisco 4—2613 Russ Bldg.

Tel: Douglas 2-8909
Hollywood 28— 1680 Vine St.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2376
Dallas 1—1006 Mercantile
Securities Bldg.

Tel: Riverside 1-5663

RENAUD. OMER & CO.
Montreal—1411 Stanley St.

Tel: Belaire 9541
Toronto— 199 Bay Street

Tel: Empire 4-1197

ROLLINS BROADCASTING
COMPANY
New Y'ork 36—Graeme Zimmer,
565 Fifth Ave.

Tel
:
Eldorado 5-1515-6-7

ROSENMAN. ALEX
New Y'ork 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 3-7340
Chicago 1—192 N. Clark St.

Tel: Financial 6-5450

SEARS & AYER. INC.
Chicago 11—612 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Superior 7-8177
New Y'ork—33 W. 42nd St.

Tel: Bryant 9-1374
San Francisco 3—110 Sutt.i si

Tel: Yukon 6-4112
Los Angeles— 1741 Ivar Ave.

Tel: Hollywood 4-2856

SIMMONS ASSOCIATES. INC.
New York 22—509 Madison Ave

Tel: Murray Hill 8-2821
Chicago 1—333 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Dearborn 2-2375

STARS NATIONAL. INC.
New Y'ork 17—400 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 8-0555
Chicago 1—35 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: Central 6-2135
Atlanta—P.O. Box 1598

Tel Drake 3-2134
Los Angeles 28—6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2351
San Francisco 8— 260 Eearnej St.

Tel: Exbrook 2-6444

STEPHENS & TOWNDROW. LTD
Tori nto i Alh.-ii Streel

Tel: Empire 6 I2LM

Montreal I 139 51 Cal herlni Si W
Tel I niverslt] 6 5295

STORECAST CORPORATION OF
AMERICA
New York 36—11 W. 42nd St.

Tel: Longacre 5-7715
Hartford 3—252 Asylum St.

Tel. Jackson 2-1105
Philadelphia 30—1811 Callowhill St.

Tel: Locust 7-7609
Chicago 1—230 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6-5080
Jersey City 6—100 Larch Ave.

Tel: Oldfield 6-1505

STORER BROADCASTING
COMPANY
New York 22—118 E. 57th St.

Tel. Murrayhill -

Miami Beach 54—
1177 Kane Concourse

Tel: Union 6-0211
Chicago 1—230 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Franklin 2-6498
San FY-anclsco—111 Sutter St.

Tel: Sutter 1-8689

STOVIN. HORACE N., A
COMPANY
I , ,, , t..—40C Jarvis St.

Tl I: Walnut 4-5768
M.ntteal—608 Keefer Bldg.

Tel: University 6-6291
Winnipeg—211 Portage Ave.

Tel: 925-097
Vancouver—615 W. Pender St.

Tel: Tat low 4 .-Til

UNITED BROADCASTING
COMPANY
N.w York 17—10 E. 51 St.

Tel: l'laza 5-9145
Atlanta 3—502 Mortgage
Guarantee Bldg.

Tel: Jackson 5-7841
Chicago—75 E Wacker Drive

Tel: Randolph 6-5464

VENARD. RENTOUL A
McCONNELL, INC.
New York 17—579 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-1088
Chicago 1—35 E. Wacker Dr.

Tel: State 2-5200
Los Angeles—2978 Wilshire Blvd.

Tel: Dunkirk 8-4151
San Francisco—Mills Bldg.

Tel: Garfield 1-7950

WALKER REPRESENTATION
COMPANY, INC.. THE
New Y'ork 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 3-5830
Chicago—360 N .Michigan Ave.

Tel: Andover 3-5771
Los Angeles 5—672 S. Lafayette
Park Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200
San Francisco 4— 110 Sutter st

Tel: Suiter 1-7971
Atlanta 3—1223-A Mortgage
Guarantee Bldg.

Tel: Alpine 5084
Boston— 100 Boylston S'

Tel: Hubbard 2-4370

WEBB. GRANT. & COMPANY
N,w York 22—509 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-7550
Chicago 2—69 W. Washington St.

Tel: State 2-3155
Detroit 20—1302 Cadillac Tower

Tel: Woodward 1

San Francisco—155 Montgomery St.
Tel: Exbrook 2-6127

Beverly Hills—8622 Wilshire Blvd.
Tel: Oleander 5-8998

WEED & COMPANY
New York 17—579 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-4700
Chicago]—2110 Prudential Bldg.,
Prudential Plaza

Tel: Whitehall 4-3434. 4-3440
Detroit 26—1610 Book Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 1-2685
San Francisco 5—625 Market St.

Tel: Exbrook 7-0535
Hollywood 28—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Tel: Hollywood 2-6676

Boston 16—Statler Bldg.
Tel: Hubbard 2-5677

Atlanta 3—Glenn Bldg.
Tel: Jackson 4-l<:o4

Dee Moines 9—Insurance Center Bldg.,
505 Fifth Ave.

Tel
: Cherry 3-3930

YOUNG. ADAM INCORPORATED
New York 22—3 F 5i St.

Tel: l'laza l-4sis
Chicago—Prudential Plaza

Tel: Michigan 2-6190
Hollywood 28—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Tel: Hollywood 2-2289

il 1317 N 11 St
Tel: Main 1-5020

Boston 16—Nona Kirby.
Statler Office Bldg.

Tel: Hubbard 2-6117
San Francisco 5—593 Market St.

Tel: Y'ukon 6-6769

YOUNG. INTERNATIONAL. LTD.
New York 22—3 E

Tel: l'laza 5-4848
-o 2—Prudential Plaza

Tel: Michigan 2-6190
St, Louis 23—317 N. 11 St.

Tel: Main 1-5020
Los Angeles 2S—6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Holb-wood 9-0965
San Francisco 5—593 Market St.

Tel: Y'ukon 6-6769

TV REI'RESE\T IT1YES—SEE P4CE 175
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I \RM KAIJK) 2
MINNESOTA(cont.)

CITY CALL LETTERS

Owatonna KRFO
Rochester KROC*
St. Cloud KFAM
Thief River Falls KTRF
Wadena KWAD
Willmar KWLM
Winona KWNO
Worthington KWOA

MISSISSIPPI

Centerville WGLC
Clarksdale WROX
Cleveland WCLD
Columbus WCBI
Jackson WJDX 5

Starkville WSSO

MISSOURI
Boonville KWRT
Brookfield KGHM*
Carthage KDMO
Chillicothe KCHI
Clinton KDKD
Columbia KFRU
Farmington KREI
Fulton KFAl
Hannibal KHMO
Jefferson City KLIK*

KWOS
Joplin KFSB
Kansas City KCMO*

WDAF*
Kirksville KIRX
Marshall KMMO*
Maryville KNIM
Mountain Grove KLRS
Nevada KNEM
Rolla KTTR
St. Joseph KFEQ*

KUSN
St. Louis KMOX*

KSTL
Sedalia KDRO
Sikeston KSIM
Springfield KWTO*
Union KLPW
Warrensburg KOKO
Warrenton KWRE
West Plains KWPM

MONTANA
Billings KGHL
Glendive KXGN
Great Falls KFBB"

KMON
KXLK

Havre KOJM
Lewistown KXLO
Libby KLCB
Miles City KATL
Missoula KBTK*
Sidney KGCX

NEBRASKA
Alliance KCOW
Beatrice KWBE
Chadron KCSR
Grand Island KMMJ*
Lexington KRVN
McCook KBRL
Norfolk WJAG*
Omaha KFAB*

WOW*
Scottsbluff KNEB
York KAWL

NEVADA
Carson City KPTL

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Keene WKNE

NEW
CITY

JERSEY
CALL LETTtftl

OHIO
(IIY CALL LETTERS

Atlantic City

Bridgeton
Millville

WMID
WSNJ
WMLV

Chillicothe

Cincinnati

Defiance

East Liverpool

Hamilton
Marietta

Marion
Toledo

Washington C.H.
Worthington

OKLAHO

Guymon
Hugo
McAlester
Miami
Muskogee

Oklahoma City

Ponca City

Shawnee
Stillwater

Tulsa

Woodward

ORECO

Hillsboro

WCHI
WKRC
WHK

WNNJ WONW
WWBZ WOHI

NEW MEXICO
Artesia KSVP
Lovinqton KLEA
Pnrt„l„, KFNM

WMOH
WMOA
WMRN-
WOHO
WRFD

Roswell KGFL WFRD*

KSWS

NEW YORK
Auburn WMBO
Boonville WBRV
Buffalo WKBW
Fulton WOSC

MA
KGYN
KIHN
KNED
KGLC

Hornell WLEA
WWHG
WHUC

KBIX
KMUS
KLPR

Jamestown
Middletown

WJTN*
WALL

KTOK
WKY'

Potsdam WPDM WBBZ

Poughkeepsie
Rochester

Schenectady
Syracuse

WEOK
WHAM*

WHFM (fm)

WGY*
WNDR

KGFF
KSPI

KVOO*
KSIW

Troy . ..

WOLF
WSYR
WTRY
WIBX*

N

KRTV
Utica Salem

Tillamook

KGAY
Walton WDLA KSLM
Watertown WATN

^Jet 16 AM &

12 FM Stations

CAROLINA
WABZ
WISE
WLOS
WPNF

KTIL
Rural Radio

NORTH I

PENNSYLVANIA

Altoona WVAM
Albemarle
Asheville

Bloomsburg
Carbondale
Easton

WHLM*
WCDL
WEEX*

Brevard Gettysburg
Homestead
Lancaster

Lansford

WGET
Burlington

Charlotte

WBBB
WGIV

WAMO
WLAN

Durham WTIK WLSH
El kin WIFM WKVA
Fayetteville WFAI

WFNC
s WFVG

WBIG
WGBG
WGTC
WHNC

Mexico
WMRF
WJUN

Fuquay Sring

Greensboro

Greenville

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Reading

WCAU*
KDKA*

WAMO
WEEU

Henderson
Red Lion

Sayre

WHUM
Hendersonvill

Hickory
; WHKP

WHKY
WGCB
WATS

Kinston

Lexington

WELS*
WBUY

York

SOUTH CAR(

Barnwell

Bishopville

Columbia

WNOW

New Bern

Raleigh

WOOW
WKIX

1LINA

Rockingham
Rocky Mount

WPTF
WAYN
WCEC
WEED
WRXO

WBAW
WAGS
WCOS

Dillon WDSC
Rocksboro

Florence WJMX
WSATSalisbury WFBC*

Sanford

Silver City

WWGP
WNCA Orangeburg

Rock Hill

WTND
WRHIWMPM

WSIC
WLSE

Smithfield

Statesville

Wallace

Seneca
Spartanburg

SOUTH DAh

Aberdeen

WSNW
WJAN

Wilmington
Wilson

WMFD
WGTM :ota

NORTH
WVOT

DAKOTA
KFYR

KSDN
Huron KIJV

Bismarck Mitchell KORN
KDLR
KDIX

Mobridge KOLY
Dickinson Rapid City

Sioux Falls

Watertown
Yankton

KOTA*
Fargo KFGO KELO

Hettinger .

WDAY*
KNDC

KSOO*
KWAT

Valley City

Williston

KOVC
KEYZ

KYNT
WNAX*

TENNESSEE
CITY (Ail LETT!

M

Clarksville WJZM
Columbia WKRM
Cookevllle WHUB

WJAK
Lexington WDXL
Morristown WCRK
Murfr<-olboro WGNS
Nashville WSM*
Paris WTPR
Sevierville WSEV
Sparta WSMT

TEXAS

Amarillo KGNC*
Breckenridge KSTB
Brownsville KBOR
Center KDET*
Corpus Christi KATR

KRIS'
Corsicana KAND
Dallas KLIF

WFAA'
Eastland KERC
Falfurrias KPSO
Gainesville KGAF
Gomales KCTI
Greenville KGVL
Harlingen KGBT-
Houston KPRC

KTRH'
Jacksonville KEBE
Lubbock KFYO^

KSEL
Lufkin KTRE
McAllen KRIO
Odessa KOSA
Pampa KPDN
Pecos KIUN
Plainview KVOP
Pleasanton KBOP
Post KRWS
San Antonio KENS ;

KITE

KONO-
KTSA
WOAI

Sinton KANN*
Sulphur Springs KSST
Taylor KTAE
Texarkana KCMC*
Tulia KTUE
Weslaco KRGV*
Wichita Falls KSYD

UTAH
Cedar City

Salt Lake City

KSUB
KALL
KSL'

KSOP

VERMONT
Burlington

Rutland

Waterbury

WCAX
WJOY
WHWB
WDEV

VIRGINIA

Bedford

Charlottesville

Danville

Farmville

Harrisonburg

Lynchburg

Marion
Orange
Petersburg

Richmond
Roanoke
Staunton

Wytherville

WBLT
WCHV
WDVA*
WFLO
WSVA*
WLVA
WWOD
WMEV
WJMA
WSSV
WRVA*
WSLS*
WTON
WYVE

I9S7 BUYERS' GUIDE



2 FARM RADIO

WASHINGTON WYOMING
CITY CALL LETTERS Newcastle KASL
Grand Coulee KFDR Torrington KGOS*
Mount Vernon KBRC
Spokane KNEW*
Walla Walla KUJ PUERTO RICO
Wenatchee .... KPQ*
Yakima ... KLOQ San Juan WAPA

WEST VIRGINIA
CANADA

Keyser WKYR
Martinsburg WEPM Alberta

Camrose CFCW
WISCONSIN Edmonton CHFA

Appleton WHBY
Ashland WATW British Columbia
Beloit WBEL
Eau Claire WBIZ Dawson Creek CJDC
Green Bay WBAY* Prince George CKPG

WJPG* Vancouver CKWX*
Janesville _ WCLO
La Crosse WKTY Ontario
Madison ....WISC

WKOW* Lindsay CKLY
Manitowoc WWOC Ottawa . CFRA
Marinette WMAM Owen Sound CFOS
Marshfield WDLB Sarnia CHOK
Milwaukee..- WTMJ* Windsor CKLW
Neenah WNAM Wingham CKNX*
Park Falls WPFP Woodstock CKOX
Platteville WSWW
Prairie Du Chien WPRE
Rice Lake WJMC Quebec

Richland Center . . . WRCO Montmagny CKBM
Shawano WTCH Ville-Marie CKVM
Sparta WCOW
Sturgeon Bay WDOR
Waukesha .... WAUX Saskatchewan

Waupaca . WDUX Moose Jaw .... ... CHAB
Wausau _ _ WDSA Regina CKRM
Wisconsin Rapids . WFHR York+on CJGK

IMITATION

"IMITATION is the sincerest

IMITATION form of flattery"

SPONSOR is the most imitated

trade magazine covering the

advertising field today!

SPONSOR
the weekly magazine tv/radio advertisers use
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foreign

language

!<>l<l K.N LANG! \(.l RADIO

• $07 Radio stations < II', o\ Buyers' Guide Respondents) reported

programing for one or more foreign speaking segments in their commu
nities. This compares with 4h> respondents or I'.', of the total in

and 17', in 1955. V total oi 57 language! in represented in this direc-

tor) compared with 48 languages in 1956 and 18 in 1955.

?

svmbol

* indicates that station's

Latin-American programing is

d in separate section, page 97

SO. i>t Jl SS
; l VCI n.t 1957 1956

POI ISH I6fl I", i

1 1 m i v\ i in isa

GERMAN "'• »i

l BEN! M ."»l it

l.KI IK 17 I I

UKRAINIAN 'II I"

III M. VHI VN 2<> 16

run I I I.I I ^1 2<. 28

JER 1 -> 1 1 2.-. 22

SPANISH 21 59

IAPANESE 19 l»

c /I I II 17 IB

I I I III VM VN IT IT

-I \M)IN \\ I \N 16 12

SLAVIC II i »

III II II II 7

PBIUPPINI 18 li

SWEDISH 8 11

I KOVT1AN 7

/ 1 \,.l II. /

i INNISH

MlKW H.l IN

-I i>\ ENIAN

\lt lit

l')-,7

T

l>

<<

f.

6

.-.

I

t

i

.1

i

a

a

a

2

2

2

sr.v.s

1950

l l

,.

I

IRMENIAN I

hum SI 7

IRISH 7

N i\ vji)

»l GOBI \\ l i\

SERBIAN

.">

SYRIAN .-,

ILRANl IN I

HRHRER

IMII VN

1 V 1 \ 1 \\ 1

HI SSI \N 2

S] KIIO-I lllll II \\

\lt\llll

«»

2

BOHI HI vn

KIIHl \\ 2

\,l lit N/ \ -

/ iiu n.t 195; 19 '•

ii NN DUTCH I I

lie i HANIAN

SAMOAN -- 2

s» IS9 -'i
in
MM III I

BASQ1

l

I 1

BELGIAN l l

' II \M(lllll \ I I

DANISH l i

ESTONIAN l

HAWAIIAN I

HINDI STAN l

ROPI l

MAI EDON1 KK I

M U.TESI l

rACALOG l

IIIIIM.OI I

/I M .... 1

I

I

I

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

Foley

Flagstaff

Hoi brook

Mesa
Phoenix
Tucson

\\ in slow

ALABAMA
WHEP German

ARIZONA
KCLS Navajo 10

KDJI* Apache 2, Hopi
_'. Navajo 2

KTYL Hebrew 2

KONI Jewish 1

KTUC Polish '•..

KVOA* Jewish 1

KVNC* Navajo 1

CALIFORNIA

Berkeley

Fort Bragg
Fresno 3.

1.

Hanford

Lodi

Merced _

Modesto

nfonterej

Oakland

Ontario _

Pasadena

KRE Italian 16, Portu-

guese 10

KDAC Italian 1

KGST* Armenian
German 1. Italian

Japanese 2

KNGS* Italian 1.

Portuguese 6

KCVR* Portuguese 1

KWIP Italian 1. PortU
guese 1

KBEE* Portuguese 8
KMOD* Italian 2.

Portuguese 2

KMBY* Italian 1,

Portuguese 1

KROW Italian 3
KWBR* Italian 6

Portuguese 8

KOCS* Italian 1

KALI* German 2.

Greek ' -j. Hungarian 1

Italian 4. Jewish 7.

Lithuanian V4, Scandi
navian 1

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

KWKW* Armenian J4.
I -irnian 1. Hungarian ' •_>.

Italian 6

Sacramento KROY Portuguese 1

San Diego XEAC* Italian 2

XERB Armenian 2.

Estonian 1. Japanese 2.

Spanish 3

San Francisco KSAN* Greek 6,

San Jose _ KLOK* German ' -j.

Italian 1. Japanese 6.

Philippine 1. Polish '•_•.

Portuguese 13, Scandi-

navian ' '». Yugoslavian 1

San Rafael KTIM Portuguese 10

Santa Barbara KIST* Italian 3

KTMS* Italian 1

Santa Maria KSMA Spanish 1

Santa Monica KDAY* Armenian 1.

German 1. Greek 1,

Italian ' •!>. Japanese 2,

lewish 3, Lithuanian ':.

Swinish 23

Santa Ro-a KSRO Italian 1

Stockton KJOY* Philippine 1

KRAK* Italian 2

KSTN* Philippine 1

COLORADO
Denver KFSC* German '_•.

Iri-li > •_, Italian '_•.

Japanese 1. Yugoslavian
i

.,

Pueblo KGHF* Sloven! in 2

CONNECTICUT
Ansonia WADS Italian 2.

lewish 1. Polish 1

Bridgeport WNAB German ' _-.

Hungarian 1. Italian 2.

CALL LETTERS HOURS

Hartford

New Haven

N>'» I ondon

Norwich

Putnam

\\ aterbuxj

Polish 2, Spanish 2

WHAY Italian 21.

Polish 7

WKNB Greek '_•.

Polish 7

WELI Jewish 1.

Polish 3

WNLC Italian 2.

Polish 1

WICH I rei h 1.

Italian 2. Polish 2

WPCT French t.

Polish 1

WATR Italian 2,

Polish 1

DELAWARE
Wilmington WTUX Italian 1

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington

Miami

Tampa

\tlanta
I Augusta

WARL' Jewish I

WASH [| ilian 2.

Spanish '

WGAY Gi ek '_•

WPIK Greek 2

FLORIDA
WMIE Hungarian 2,

Italian \. Jewish ">.

Lithuanian ':. Polish 'j.

Syrian ' _•

WWPB G
Italian 1. Polish '_•.

S

WALT Spanish 18

WEBK Italian 5,

Spanish 7

CEORCIA
WYZE
WGAC

k 1

Jewish 1
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CITY

IDAHO
CALL LETTERS HOURS

MARYLAND

Boise

( lii< :agO

ICast St. Louis

Joliet _.. _

Moline ...

Oak Park

Rockford

Nn-ator .

Gary

I lummonil

KBOI Basque V-i

ILLINOIS

WEDC Czech 6, Ilali

6, Polish 4
WGES German 7,

Italian 6, Polish 8

WSBC Bohemian 5,

German 1, Greek 3.

Italian 8, Jewish
Polish 5, Spanish
I krainian ' •_•

WTMV German
Polish 5

WJOL Greek I.

1, Yugoslavian I

WQUA Swedish
WOPA German
Italian 4. Polish 65
WROK Italian Yz,

Swedish V2

WIZZ Polish 5

4,

8,

10,

Slavic

3,

La Porte

Michigan City

South Bend ....

INDIANA
WGRY* Croatian 1,

Polish 1, Roumanian V2

WWCA Polish 2,

Serhian 1

WJOB* Croatian 1,

Italian 1, Polish 4 Slavic

1, Ukrainian %
WLOI Polish 1

WIMS Polish 9,

French %
WJVA G« V2,

Hungarian V->, Italian 1,

Polish 6

WNDU Polish 1

WSBT Hungarian 1.

Polish 1

IOWA
Ames KASI Norwegian 6

Cedar Rapids _ KCRG Czech 3

Des Moines ___ KWDM* German 2,

Italian 2

Storm Lake KAYL German 1

KANSAS
Leavenworth KCLO Polish 3,

Spanish 3

LOUISIANA

Abbeville KROF French 12

Crowlev KSIG French 12

Eunice KEUN French 5

Golden Meadow _KLFT French 13

Ilouma KCIL French 7

Lafavette KVOL French 3

Marksville KAPB French 6

New Iberia . KVIM French 2

New Orleans _ WJBW Italian 2

Opelousas .. KSLO French R

Sulphur KSUL French 1

Thibodaus KTIB French %

MAINE
Augusta

t Biddeford
WFAU
WIDE

French 1

French 8

Lewiston

Presque Isle

Rockland

WCOU
WLAM
WAGM

. ..WRKD

French 3

French 3

French %
Finish 1

South Paris

\\ ati-rville ..

WKTQ
WTVL

Finish %
French %

CALL LETTERS HOURS

Annapolis _ WANN Polish 3
WASL German 1

Baltimore WBMD German 1,

Greek 1, Italian 3, Jewish

1, Lithuanian V2, Polish 1

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston WBMS Greek &,

Italian 14, Jewish 1,

Lithuanian 1

WBOS Albanian V2,

Armenian V2, French 1,

German 1, Greek 7,

Hebrew '-. Irish 5,

Italian 34, Jewish 3,

Latvian %, Polish 3,

Portuguese 1, Syrian 3

WMEX Italian 3

Brockton WBET Lithuanian V2

Chicopee WACE French 1,

Polish 9

Fall River . WALE French 1, Polish

4, Portuguese 5

WSAR French 1,

Polish 1, Portuguese 4
Fitchburg . WFGM Finish %
Framingham WKOX Italian 2

Gardner . WGAW French V2
Greenfield WHAI Polish 2

Haverhill . WHAV Arabic 1,

Italian 1

Lynn . WLYN Greek 2,

Italian 2

Medford . WHIL Greek Y2,

Italian 1, Jewish 1
i>.

Lithuanian 1, Polish 1,

Portuguese 1

New Bedford ..... WBSM French 1,

Polish 1, Portuguese 2

WNBH French 1,

Portuguese 3

North Adams WMNB Italian 1,

Polish 2

Northampton WHMP Polish 3

Pittsfield WBEC Italian 1

WBRK Polish 2

Salem ... WESX Polish 2

Southbridge WESO French 1, Greek
y2 , Polish 1

Springfield WHYN Polish 2

WJKO Arabic %,
French %, Greek 3,

Hebrew '{>, Italian 4,

Polish 4

Taunton WPEP Polish 1, Portu-

guese 1

Ware . WARE French 6.

Polish 6
Worcester WAAB Albanian %,

Irish 1
2. Swedish 1

WORC French 1.

Greek 1
4, Italian 1.

Polish 1. Scandinavian 1

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor _ WPAG Czech %,

Polish 4, Serbian %
Cheboygan . WCBY Polish 1

Detroit _ WJLB* Armenian V2,

German 5, Greek 3,

Hungarian 1. Italian 6,

Jewish 3. Lithuanian 1,

Maltese '4. Polish 30,

Roumanian 1
-j. Syrian 1.

Ukrainian 1

Flint WBBC Polish 2

Grand Rapids WGRD Polish 7

WMAX* Polish 1

Ishpeming WJPO Finnish 2

Jackson WIBM Polish 3

Marine City WDOG Polish 1

CALL LETTERS HOURS

Midland

Monroe

Pontiac

Saginaw

WMDN French 1.

Polish 6
WMIC Greek 1,

Hungarian 1

WPON* Polish 1,

I krainian 1

WSGW* Polish 1

MINNESOTA
Bemidji _._ KBUN Indian %
Cloquet _ WKLK French 2,

Polish 2

Crookston KROX Norwegian 1

Duluth-Superior WDSM Finnish 1

Fergus Falls . KGDE Norwegian %
Hutchinson KDUZ German V2
Mankato KTOE Polish 11

Minneapolis- WISK Scandinavian 1

St. Paul
St. Cloud WFAM Polish 1

Virginia . WHLB Finnish 3

Willmar KWLM Scandinavain ^
Winona . KWNO Polish 1

MISSISSIPPI

Biloxi . WLOX French %

MISSOURI

Kansas City KPRS Spanish 1

St. Louis _ KSTL German 1
i>.

Slavic 2

WEW Italian %

MONTANA
Anaconda KANA Hawaiian 'i.

Italian %. Slovenian 'i.

Swedish %
Glasgow KLTZ Norwegian 'j

Sidney KGCX Norwegian \ 2

NEBRASKA
Columbus KJSK Bohemian 8,

German 2. Polish 1

Lincoln _ KLMS Polish 9

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Berlin WMOU French 1

Manchester WFEA French 2

WGIR French 2

WKBR French 11,

Greek 1, Polish 1

Rochester .. WWNH French 2,

Polish 1

NEW JERSEY

Atlantic City . WFPG Italian 1,

Polish %
WMID Jewish 1

Camden WCAM Italian 2

WKDN* German &,
Greek 1, Polish 7

Millville . WMLV Polish '-

New Brunswick WTCT Hungarian 2.

Polish 2

Trenton .. WBUD Hungarian 3.

Polish 10

WTNJ Hungarian 2.

Italian 1, Ukrainian 'j

WTTM Hungarian 1.

Italian %
Vineland _ WWBZ Italian 2

Wildwood _ WCMC Italian 'j

NEW MEXICO
Farmington KVBC

KGAK
Navajo 6
Navajo 13,
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CITY

Ubany

Vmsterdam

Auburn
Binghamton

Boom ille

Dunkirk

Fulton

Ciena Falls

Gloversville

Jameatown

Kenmore

Kingston

Little Falla

Middletown
Not Rochelle

New York City

Niagara Falls

Peekskill

Plattsburg

Rochester

Schenectady

Syracuse

1 tica

NEW YORK
CALL LETTERS HOURS

WABY Ceruian I,

Poliah 2

WOKO Italian '.

WPTR Poliah I

WCSS Italian I.

Lithuanian I. Polish 21,

I krainian 1

WMBO Poliah I

WKOP Italian '_.,

Polish and s Li\ ic 6
WNBF Polish '
WBRV Polish 3

WBNY IN. list, I

WKBW Italian I.

Poliah 11

WWOL German I.

Greek ':. Italian B

Polish 11

WFCB German I.

Poliah 5

WOSC Italian I.

Poliah I

WWSC Italian 1

WENT Italian 2

WJOC Italian 2.

Swedish 2

WJTN Swedish 3

WXRA German I.

I [ungarian 1. Polish 6
WKNY Polish \
WLFH Pohsh 2

WALL Polish 2

WNRC French 3,

Poliah 2

WBNX French I.

Hungarian 2, Italian 12,

Polish 2, Spanish 35
WEVD German 1.

Italian I. Jewish 50,

Spanish 5
WHOM* German 12,

Italian 17, Latvian %,
Polish I"). Russian 5,

I kiainian 1

WLIB* Greek 3,

Jewish 7. Polish 8
WOV Italian 63
WWRL Czech 2, Ger-
man 11. Greek _'. Polish

1. Russian 2, Spanish 88,

S) i ian 1

WHLD Italian 8,

Polish 8. Serbo-Croatian
'_•. I Icrainian 8

WLNA Italian 1

WIRY French %
WBBF Italian '••

WRNY Italian 2

WSAY German 1.

Italian 2, Jewish 2,

I'l'li-h ' j. I krainian 1

WVET Italian I

WSNY Italian .3.

Polish 1

WHEN Ukrainian %
WNDR Polish 1

WGAT Polish 3

WIBX Italian 1.

Polish 5

WRUN Italian 10,

Polish 6

NORTH DAKOTA
Dickinson KDIX German %
Fargo KFGO Scandinavian 2

JamestoYi n

Minot

KEYJ
KLPM

German ' _•

Vkion

\shland
\-litabula

Norwegian Vi

OHIO
WADC
Italian %
WATG Italian %
WICA Italian I.

Polish 3

Hungarian %,

CITY

Bellaire

i !• veland

I layton

Painesville

Steubem ille

Toledo

\\ .11 Mil

CALL LETTEHS HOURS

WTRX Germai
Greek '•_, Italian I,

Poliah 1

WDOK < ze< h ' Hun
LMIi.in 2, Italian ' .-,

Poliah 2, Slavii '•_.

Slovenian .'. I krainian
i

,

WJMO German I.

Italian .'. fewish I.

Poliah 1.
s 'i bo * roatian

1

wjw German 1.

Poliah 1

WONE Hungarian '

WPVL Italian ',. -

dinai ian ' 9

WSTV Italian 2

WSPD Hungarian I

WTOD- Czech '_.

German 1. Polish I

WHHH Greek I

RHODE ISLAND

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown

\hi">na __._

Beavei Falls

Carbondale

Charleroi

WAEB
WHOL
WKAP
WRTA
WVAM
WBVP
Italian

WCDL

I. 'iiiian ' j

Italian ':

Poliah I

Italian '-

1 roatian '-.

'_•. I krainian

Irish &,
Poliah 6

WESA Italian .'.

Hungarian ' _•. Polish

Chester . WDRF Polish I

I onnellsville WCVI Polish 1.

\elliail ' •_•

WCED Polish 1

WJET German I

WLEU Polish 2

WAMO Croatian 1,

Slo-

Du Bois
I 1 ie

Ilome-teail

1.

Johnstown
Lancaster

Lansfonl

Mi Keesport

Nanticoke _
Philadelphia

German 1, (.nek 7.

Hungarian 1, Italian 7

Jewish 1, Lithuanian

Polish 7. Slavic 1

WARD Polish 1

WLAN Spanish '••

WLSH P..IM1 3
WEDO Greek 2, Italian

'•j. Polish I. Serbian '-_.

1 krainian ' •

WHWL
WDAS
WHAT
isfa

, '-

WJMJ

Polish 1

Spanish 10

I r i — 1 1
' •_•. Span-

Greek 2, Irish 7.

Italian 25, Polish 8

WTEL Ubanian '_..

1. erman 9. Greek 1, Hun-
garian 'j. Latvian 'j.

Lithuanian 2. Polish 8.

Slavic V&, Spanish 6,

I krainian 2

Pittsburgh WLOA Croatian ':.

German '•.•. Ilui!_
1

j. Lithuanian 1
•!•. Slai i<

'j. Slovenian 1

WPIT Italian I. Lithu-

anian %, Polish 1
1.

I 'krainian 1

WPTS ItalianPittston

Pottsville

Reading

St. Mans
[Jniontown

\\ ilkes-Banre

Lithu-

anian 1
>. I'nli-ll 7

WPPA Polish 1

WEEU Perm. German
(Dutch} 1

WHUM (.reek ',.

WKBI Poliah 1

WMBS Italian 1, Polish

V4, Slavic '-j

WBRE Italian 5,

Polish 2

WILK Lithuanian %,
Polish %, I krainian ',

I II Y

..|l

Pawtu

Pro\ idi

\\ .
•

\\
. -i Wai

CALL LFTTt Hs HOURS

WADK I

WPAW I I

p

WRIB 1

ll I, p
WERI ll tli in I

WWRI I • |. P
lugui e 2, Sw<

SOUTH DAKOTA
Huron KIJV G l

Yankton wmax 5 li«h l
/j

Dallas

( ronzali -

11,11-!

Killeen
l!i iiinfil-

-
i in

pie

TEXAS

KSKY I
i,l

KCTI Polish 10

KHBR I

KLEN 5p -li 3

KGNB- I 20

KFRD- I

KWED 6
KTEM I

Polish 1

Sail I ike ' itj

UTAH
KSL Dutch 'j

VERMONT
Brattkboro WTSA Polish 1

Rutland WHWB Italian 1.

Polisl

WASHINGTON
Kiikland

Porl Vngeles

Seattle

Spokane

Weirton

\\ heeling

KNBX I

Swedish 1

KONP Si andinai ian

KIRO I ilian 1

KTW !

KNEW Italian ',.

5( indinavian ' _<

WEST VIRGINIA

WEIR Greek 1.

in 2
WHLL Polish 1

WKWK G
Polish 1

WISCONSIN

Beloil WBEL & u linavian 2

Menomonie WMNE Get

S indinavian ' •_

Milwaukee WEMP G ian 1, Ital-

ian 1

WFOX I m 3.

Polisl 6, - -- 1

WMIL Croatia

man 1 . '
'<• k 1. Hungar-

ian 1. Italian 1. Polish
'

, . Serbian i S

1. Yugoslavian 1

Mot WEKZ -

ah WNAM P lisfa 1

R WRAC S| inish 1

WRJN Danish
man '•.. Hungarian 2.

P"li-h 7. ~

ano _ WTCH German 2

Waukesha WAUX < -man 6.

Polish 6

Wau-ati WOSA German 1

l
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This is Spanish-language radio in Texas
Survey after survey gives conclusive proof of the impact of the Pinkerton-Pool Texas

Spanish-language stations.* Advertisers using the stations are Calumet, Carnation Milk, Fab,

Kool-Aid, L & M, Pet Milk, Schlitz Beer, Tide, etc. With 740,431 Mexican-Americans

in the stations' coverage area, advertisers reach more people more often at less cost than via

any other medium. Plus ... a bonus of 197,000 Mexicans, many of whom shop in the U. S.

The Pulse, Ri o Grande Valley, The Pul se, San Antonio,

December 1956 AUgUSt; 1956

Audience pre erence Audience prel erence

quarter-hours. quarter-hours.

First Second First Second

XEO/XEOR 58 14 KIWW 24 23

Station B 14 43 Station B 24 6

Station C 2 11 Station C 4 17

Station D Station D 1

Station E 2 ^^ Station E

The Pulse, Austin,

October, 1956

Audience pref erence

quarter-hours.

First Second

KTXN 48

Station B 26

Station C 20

Station D 13

Represented nationally by

Ask to iee them

Affiliates of the Texas Spanish Language Network and the National Spanish Language Network.

NATIONAL TIME SALES HARLAN G. OAKES & ASSOC.

New York • Chicago Los Angeles • San Francisco

JOE HARRY
San Antonio

We're proud of our brood...

Mighty proud! And for thirteen good rea

sons. Thirteen key stations in leading South-

western Spanish-speaking markets giving

advertisers the most comprehensive cov-

erage of the Mexican-American market.

So complete, that in markets like

Albuquerque. Phoenix, Tucson and

Austin, the National Spanish Lan-

guage Network gives the only Spanish-

language coverage. And these are mar-

kets in which Spanish is overwhelm-

ingly preferred by the Mexican-
Americans.

The National Spanish Language Net-

work, reaching 2,500.000 Mexican-Americans,

is the only advertising sales medium tailored to

cover this dollar-rich market. And you get hard-

hitting Spanish-language merchandising to back

your on-the-air selling impact. Ask us to show you.

For further information contact your nearest "rep"

.4.

Q

CHEN
Jij> «~<J ~\y ft

0?

National Spanish Language Network

Represented nationally by
NATIONAL TIME SALES

New York • Chicago

HARLAN G. OAKES & ASSOC.

Los Angeles • San Francisco

XEJ — El Paso, Texas

XEO — Brownsville, Texas

XEOR — McAllen, Texas

KIWW — San Antonio, Texas

KTXN — Austin, Texas

KVOZ — Laredo, Texas

KLVL — Houston, Pasodena, Texas

KALI — Los Angeles, Posodena, Calif

XEAC — San Diego, Calif.

XED — Calexico, Calif.

KEVT — Tucson, Ariiono

KIFN — Phoenix, Arizona

KABQ — Albuquerque, N. M.

JOE HARRY
San Antonio



I \ I IN-AM1 Kit \N K\[)l<) 2

latin-

amencan

symbol

* indicates 100% Spanish programing.

Figures represent hours per week

• 126 rad if the total ol

Buyers' Guide respondents) reported program

ing for the Spanish Latin-Ameri ins

in the Southwest and F ir W<
Id:- programing, either in Spanish or in I

lish, directed to the Latin \jmerii in audien ,

itinues strongest in (. ilifornia where

tions devote their broa I time to it, and in

Texas where some - ms are located.

\ number ol stations in other parts of the

I Fnited States also report this type ol program
The 1956 Buyers' Guide reported

tions in California and 61 in Texas.

While 5', ol the stations listed below are Span-

ish language stations, this is not to be confused

with the stations that program in the Spanish

language out of New York for the Puerto Rican

population segment of those in other states,

rhose appear in the Foreign Lan tion,

page 93 in this hook.

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

Flagstaff KVNA I

Globe KWBJ 4
Holbrook KDJI 6

Kingman KAAA 1

Nogale- KNOG 10

Phoenix KIFN .70*
KRIZ 2

Tucson KEVT Ri*
KVOA 2]

\\ inslow -- KVNC 4
Yuma KOLD 11

KYMA 7

CALIFORNIA

Baker*field KGEE 9

KMAP .25
KPMC 7

Barstow KWTC 9

Blythe KYOR 6

Burbank KBLA 11

Calexico KICO 1

Corona KBUC It

Fresno KGST 57

KYNO 12

Hanford KNGS 10

I.odi KCVR 2

Los Angeles KGFJ 3

KMPC 1

KPOP 17

KRKD 21

Mereed KYOS 11

Modesto KBEE 7

KMOD 1

Monterey _

Needles
Oakland
( Intario

Oxnard
Pasadena

Pittsburg

Pomona
Porteri ille

Redlands
Riverside

Sacramento
Salina?

San Bernardino

San Diego
San Fran-

San Jose

San Luis Obispo
Santa Ana
Santa Barbara

Santa Maria

Santa Monica
Santa Paula

stoektmi

\ entura

\ isalia

V\ atsonville

KMBY 1

KSFE 1

KWBR 6

KOCS 3
KOXR 12

KALI 41

KWKW 129
KECC 3

KWOW 6

KTIP 1

KCAL 7

KPRO 3

KGMS 6
KSBW 'i

KCSB 8

KFXM II

KITO 8

KRNO 12

XEAC 24

KSAN 3

KEEN
KLOK 1!

KSJO 21

KATY
KWIZ 10

KIST II

KTMS 9

KCOY 1

KDAY 7

KSPA
KJOY 11

KRAK 1

KSTN 6

KUDU lo

KVEN 15

KONG 6

KHUB 9

Yuba City KAGR
KUBA

1

18

COLORADO
Uamosa . KGIW 7

Denver KFSC 10

Durango KIUP 6

Greeley . KFKA
KYOU

Pueblo _ KCSJ
KGHF

Rockv Ford KRFC
Sterling KGEK

KLOR
Trinidad KCRT

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Wellington WARL U

IDAHO

Nampa

\ u r.

'

Chica^"

Oak Park

Hammond

KFXD

ILLINOIS

WMRO
WGES
WOPA

INDIANA

WGRY
WJOB

1

1

7

%
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? LATIN-AMERICAN RADIO

THIMK
SENOR!

Language professors veri-

fy the fact that no matter
how many languages a per-

son speaks, he THINKS
in the language he first

learned. In the Phoenix
area, 85,000 English-and-

Spanish-speaking Arizon-
ans think in Spanish . . .

and keep their radios

tuned to KIFN, the sta-

tion that broadcasts in

Spanish.

So, senor— to tap this rich

market ($20,000,000.00 in

annual retail sales!) sell

your product in the lan-

guage they think in. . . .

SELL IN

SPANISH
OVER

Radio KffH

( entral Arizona's ONLY
lull lime Spanish-language sta-

tion! We translate your sales-

message FREE. Production
spots available.

NATIONAL TIME SALES
New York City

Chicago

HARLAN C. OAKES
San Francisco
Los Angeles
San Antonio

KIFN
860 Kilocycles • 1000 Watts

REACHING PHOENIX AND
ALL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA

IOWA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

Davenport KSTT 1

Des Moines KWDM _ 2

Fort Madison KXGI _1

KANSAS

Topeka KTOP _1

LOUISIANA

New Orleans WJMR Yz

MICHIGAN

Adrian

Detroit

Grand Rapids

Ludington

Pontiac

Saginaw

WABJ
WJLB
WMAX
WKLA
WPON
WSGW

„1

_1
A/2

_3

_1

...2

NEBRASKA

Grand Island KRGI

Scottsblufi KNEB

NEW JERSEY

Camden __. WKDN

A/2

_3

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque

Artesia

Carlsbad

Clovis _
Deming

Hobbs

KABQ
KGGM
KQUE
KSVP
KPBM
KCLV
KOTS
KWEW

Las Cruces _ KOBE
Las Vegas . KFUN
Los Alamos KRSN
Lovington _ ..... KLEA
Roswell KGFL
Santa Fe _. KTRC
Silver City .. KSIL

Tucumcari KTNM

101*

... 6

...12

6

3

.3

..... 6

__2
..18

...14

_%
...... 1

_._5

...15

7

5

NEW YORK

New York WHOM
WLIB

75

8

NORTH DAKOTA

Grand Forks KNOX

OH/O

Toledo WTOD

OKLAHOMA
Ardmore KVSO

%

-%

•ONLY

KWKW
REACHES AND

SELLS THE

573,000

SPANISH

PEOPLE WHO

LIVE IN

METROPOLITAN

LOS ANGELES

•THIS SINGLE

CONCENTRATED

GROUP SPENDS

MORE THAN

$1,300,000 PER DAY

•FOR THE

LOWEST COST

PERM-
GREATEST

EFFECTIVENESS . .

.

TELL 'EM & SELL 'EM

IN SPANISH!

L.A—RYan 1-6744

S.F.— Broadcast Time Sales

19S7 RIVERS' GUIDE



I.\l IN-WII klC\N RADIO

KCO R . San Antonio

KGBT, Rio Grande Volley

XELO, Juarez/El Paso

KWKW, Lot Angelas

KLOK, San Jose/California

KCCT, Corpus Christi

XEDF, Nuevo Laredo/
Laredo, Toxas

Por Favor Call

NETWORK
111 Martinez St.

San Antonio, Texas

CApitol 4-8792

RICHARD O'CONNELL, INC.
National Representatives

527 Madison Ave., Now York 22

PLaia 5-9751

Wott Coast-Tracy Moore A Assoc.

IMMIM1

TEXAS
CALL LETTERS HOUH&

\bilene KRBC 3

KWKC '.

\ KBKI
\I|IINI- KVLF

KTXN
KRUN

11

\ 1 -~ t ill Ml

Ballinga

Baj ( itj KIOX 1

l!.i\ tins ii KREL 24

Beeville KIBL 21

Big s |iiin^ KTXC 6
Brad] KNEL 1

Brow afield KTFY 21
limw nsvillt- KBOR 23

XEO 126'
1 .1111. I.,

M

KMIL
College Station WTAW 7

« uliiruiln ( i r

v

KVMC 2
1 !orpU8 < liri-li KATR

KCCT 77*

KUNO I2.f

Eagle Pass XEMU 98*

Edinburg KURV 30
II ( ampn KULP 7

hi Paso KEPO 28
XEJ 126*

XELO 84*
Falfiirria* KPSO •ii

Floydada KFLD 7

Kurt Stockton KFST 7

Fori Worth KCUL 6
( .ah eston KGBC 1

KLUF ',

Gonzales KCTI 6
Harlingcn KGBT U
Hereford KPAN 5
kerieih KENN 11

Laredo KVOZ 7

XEAS 126*

XEDF 102*
1 iihhnnl KLLL 10

McAllen XEOR 126*
Midland KJBC 6
Mnriahans KVKM 7

New Braunfels KGNB 12
Ode^a KECK

KLVL
.-,

Pasadena 105*

Pecos KIUN 7
Plainview KVOP 6
Pleasanton KBOP

KRWS
36

Post 7

Rosenberg KFRD 13

San Angelo KTXL 9

KWFR 4
San Antonio KCOR

KEXX
1 Hi"

91*

KIWW 84*

San Marcos KCNY 25
>as:iiin KWED 12

Sinton KANN
KSNY

12

Snviler '..

Sweetwater KXOX 18

Tavlor KTAE 3

Tidia KTUE 7

T'valdr
. KVOU 18

Victoria KNAL 11

KVIC 14

UTs\H
1 Igrlen KKOG 2

KVOG 2

WASHIIvcro/v
^ akima KIT '..

KLOQ 1

wYor^/NC
Cheyenne KVWO

KRAL
1

Rawlins. 1

Tonington KGOS

2

7A°SV^V£

NOW—proved the No. 1

rated Spanish

Voice in The

El Paso trading area

according to latest

Belden Survey.—

an area 65%

Latin-American

—

with XELO success

stories to back

up the claim.

QUALITY— and power— in

serving the beat of national

and regional advertiser*

XELO
Juarea/EI Paso, Texas

aoaosssSSSssI NatUajn> br

RICHARD O'CONNELL, INC

Rrckmallr- Broadurt Smirr. lar. El P

Trarvy Masrv A A
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Rhythm & Bhtes-JUMPW GE
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Affiliated with KSAN-TV
1111 Market Street

San Francisco,
Calif.

Join these National and Regional Advertisers!
B.C. Remedy
Carnation
Ford
ExLax

Lincoln-Mercury
R.C.A.

Coca-Cola
Chevrolet

Budweiser
Pet Milk
Plymouth
Wrigley

and the many others who use KSAN!

MERCHANDISING?

Of Course!

REPRESENTED BY:

Stars National, Inc., East and South

Tracy Moore & Assoc, Inc., Pacific Coast

LEN CINNAMOND, Genera/ Manager

J
fc

JTIJ

ARDY-original "Horn
from Netv Orleans

w m̂==z

.

WALLEY RAY

_



M GRO k\Dio

negro radio

svmbol

indicates 1(H)', Negro programing.

Figures represent hours per week

A

• $68 stations or 2 1', of those who filed

questionnaires for the 1957 Buyers' Guide re

ported that they were program i . I least a

portion of their schedule for their local Ni

audience. This is a drop m the total

number of stations reporting this in

1956. 38 states and the District of Columbia

reported Negro programing in 19 nst the

42 states in this . in 1956 and )9 in

1955. Actually the number of stations 100

per cent devoted to Negro programing rose

from 4 ) stations in 1956 to 47 stations this year.

42' r; of the stations reporting Ni gr ; r >gram-

ing also devote 10 or more hours per week
I

religious schedules. Negro programing covers

a wide variety of interests, such ai Ni gro news,

sports, rhythm and blues music, community

public service, to name a few.

ALAt1AMA
CALL LETTERS HOURS

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

CITY MONTGOMERY . ...WAPX
WCOV
WRMA

Ml SCLE SHOALS .-WLAY
OPELIKA ..WJHO
OI>l> WAMI
Sf.OTTSBORO ..WCRI
SELMA If C If

If HBB
M I. K II GA WFEB ..

If MLS _
7 II.I.ADEGA WHTB
7 II.EASSEE WTLS ..

THOMASl II.f.E ... ... WJDB
Tl SCALOOSA It \ I'T

Tl SCf MR1A WV\ 1

WEST POINT WRLD ....

ARIZONA
mi> ( rrvr.

ARKANSAS
iRKADELPHIA KVRC
(ROSSETT K4(,H
EL DORADO KDMS
F4YETTEI ILLE KGRH
FORREST CITY K\JK
FORT SMITH KFPW
HELENA KFF I

HOT SPRINGS KBHS
KBLO
KWFC

JOXESRORO KIITM
LITTLE ROCK KTH^

3
(
)

87*

I

ALEXANDER CITY
ANDALUSIA
ANNISTOh

.IFRES
ff(TA
IT II M 1

10

3

3

5

3

15

126*

2

81*

1.12*

2

18

3

5

9

7

7

3

6

7

7

10

7

7

7

i

10

1

6

16

12

98*

6

ATHENS
WSPC
ir juir

2
1

Al IK RA If II II 20

BESSEMER
BIRMINGHAM

DECATI R

If IK

If ll'l

It EDR
If J I.I)

If 1 OK
If I.IF

5

3

6

60
6

6

5

r.

8

DOTHAN

If HO-*

If MSI.

If DIG

El E 11 1.1

If OOF
If 1 I. t

FAYETTE If If If F
i

FLOMATO\ It T( II

FLORENCE If .101

GADSDEN
IfOil I.

If ETO
21

1

3GENE] 1

WGAD
ff(,l 1

GREENVILLE
HAMILTON

If GYI
If ERH r,

HOMEWOOD
HVNTSVILLE

WEZB
WBHP
If Fl V
If .1 t M

15

MARION
1

2

MOBILE If k 1 />' f,

MONROE! ILLE
ft MO/,
ft MFC 5

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

MAGNOLIA . ... KXLR . .18
KVMA

MALVERN KF.OK 3

McGEHEE KVSA '•

NEWPORT K\D)
DIM. HI. I IF K< I I 10

Kol\ 18

TEXARKANA RTFS 3

WARREN Kit RE

CALIFORNIA

BAKERSFIELD . . K U ) 12

MM/' U
BERKELEY KRI 8

BI.YTHE K)OR 4

Bl RRA\K Kill t 5

FRES\0 K(.-I 7

I.ODI K< I R >_.

LONG BE U II It FOi 18

K(,ER 9

LOS ANGELES KGFJ
KPOl 13

KPOP 17

o IKI IND K If RR
PITT > IK RG Kl i i 3

SACRAMENTO K\<> I ',.

s i\ i:er\ ird/\o kr\<> 15

S 1\ DIEGO \l I' 12

\IRB 12

SAI\ ER 1\< ISi KSAN

s IN R IE II I KTIM 10

SANTA UONlt t KD I) 30
STOCKTON K<T\ 3

KIT I, _%

101



1 nf.c;ro radio

Montgomery's No. 1

(says Hooper) is

WRMA
Serving 200,000 Negroes

Oct.-Nov. 1956 Hooper

Av. Share 7AM-6PM

WRMA 27.6%
*

Second station 21.4%

'Signed oft 4:45PM during survey

Exclusive Market
WRMA is the only Negro

station serving these primary

counties in Central Alabama

Montgomery County, 43.6%
Negro

Dallas County, 65.0% Negro

Macon County, 84.4% Negro

Lowndes County, 82.2% Negro

Producing results tor

these national advertisers

American Tobacco

William Wrigley Co.

Clorox Chemical Co.

Pet Milk

Reynolds Tobacco

Carnation Millc

Brown & Williamson Tobacco

Chesebrough Mfg. Company

General Foods

Monticello Drugs

Union Pharmaceutical Co.

Johnson & Johnson

Standard Brands

WRMA
Montgomery, Ala.

Judd Sparling, Commercial Manager

Joseph Hershey McGillvra,

National Representatives

COLORADO
DENVER

PI EBLO

KFSC _12

KIMN 6

KLIR . y2
KCSJ 1

CONNECTICUT

\ORWAEK _.
STAMFORD ...

WATERBURY

WNLK
WSTC
WATR
WBRY

_1
2

12

1

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON ...WILM 14

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON WOE __ 6

WOOK _168*

WPIK __ 1

WUST 84*

WWDC 13

FLORIDA

ARCADIA
CHIPEEY .... _
COCOA ..

CORAL GABLES

...WAPG _... 3

...WBGC 5

...WWKO .... 5

. WVCG _-.y2

DAYTON BEACH WROD ....... 1

DE LAND .... WJBS 2

DELRAY BEACH WDBF 3

FERNANDINA BCH ..... WFBF 6

FORT LAUDERDALE....WFTL 20

FORT PIERCE WARN ...... 6

WIRA 9

GAINESVILLE WDVH %
WGGG 5

WRUF 3

HOLLYWOOD WGMA _ 6

JACKSONVILLE __ WOBS 84*

WRHC .50
KISSIMMEE -WRWB 1

LAKE CITY ..WDSR 2

LAKELAND WONN 3

LIVE OAK .. WNER . 4

MIAMI .. WFEC ___77*
WGBS %
WMIE 19

WWPB ........... 18

MIAMI BEACH WMBM 84*

MILTON „...WEBY _2

NAPLES ..WNOG 6

NEW SMYRNA BCH WSBB 6

OCALA .._. WMOP 7

WTMC 3

ORLANDO WABR ...... 11

WHOO 15

PALATKA WWPF . 9

PANAMA CITY ...WPCF 2

PENSACOLA ..... ... WCOA 1

PERRY.. WPRY ...6

PLANT CITY WPLA .. 1

QUINCY WCNH 8

ST. AUGUSTINE WSTN 5

SANFORD WTRR __12
STUART WTSU . .._. 2

TALLAHASSEE ..WMEN 14

WTNT _._ 1

TAMPA WDAE ___.%
WEBK 7

WIOK 84*

TARPON SPRINGS WDCL %
VERO BEACH WNTM I

W. PALM BEACH WIRK 18

WINTER HAVEN WSIR 2

HUNTER

HANCOCK

THE

NEGRO

LISTENING

HABIT

IN

SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

NO. 1

RATING
FOR

5

YEARS

CC-P©IP
LOS ANGELES

BROADCAST TIME SALES

New York-Chicago-Detroit-Dallas

FRANK KING CO.

San Francisco

*PULSE
NIELSEN
HOOPER
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in Philadelphia

WDAS screes

THE VITAL CENTER

A center composed of 600.000 brand-conscious Negro con
sumers with a spendable income of close to one-half billion

dollars per year.

A center larger than 90% of all other American cities.

A center highly accessible to servicing and merchandising,

with its focal point in the heart of Philadelphia.

A center which WDAS contacts more directly than any other

advertising medium.

A center of people who believe in and respond to the adver-

tisers who recognize and welcome them.

America's

3rd Largest

Negro Market

A center that cannot be overlooked or aimed at indirectly if

adequate advertising coverage of Philadelphia is desired.

A center that contains Philadelphia's expanding and dynamic

growth group:

From 1940 thru 1950, Philadelphia's White population in-

creased by 0.8%.

Philadelphia's Negro population increased by 49.9%.

From 1940 thru 1950, Philadelphia's White home ownership

increased by 57%.

Philadelphia's Negro home ownership increased by 340%.

High Negro birth rate during this current decade (1950-1960) assures another record breaking ten-year
period. Twenty-one percent of Philadelphia's population is now Negro, and the percentage is growing.

The average annual increase for the six year period, 1950-56, for Philadelphia's Negro
population has been 13,700 as compared with 12,500 during the preceding decade.

THE KEV TO THIS VITAL CENTER IS WDAS :

It is Philadelphia's first and only fully programmed Negro

station.

It is the Philadelphia Negro Market's most powerful station.

It is Philadelphia's oldest Independent, with the most broad-

cast hours to Philadelphia Negro listeners, a pioneer among
Negro broadcasters.

It has the largest on-the-air staff of Negro personalities.

It has completely new broadcast and transmission facilities.

It has Negro Market know-how.

It has Philadelphia's first and only full time Negro Merchan-

dising Department.

It has available complete market studies and research data.

It does thorough market-wide promotion (billboards, news-

papers, personal appearances, etc.)

It carries more accounts than any other station in the market.

It has wide programming variety.

It does continuing community service.

IORE NEGROES LISTEN TO WDAS THAN ANY OTHER STATION
IN PHILADELPHIA, INDEPENDENT OR NETWORK

•Pulse, Dec, 1956

WDAS sells the Vital Center for

Beechnut Gum
Bond Bread

Bromo Quinine

Camels

Carnation Milk

Carolina Rice

Coca Cola

Ex Lax

Ford

Gillette

Hires Beverages

Italian Swiss Colony

Jello

Kent Cigarettes

Lit Brothers

Lucky Strike

Margo Wines

Mrs. Filbert's Margarine

Mrs. Schlorer's Mayonnaise

Old Gold

Ortlieb's Beer

Pepsi Cola

Pet Milk

Pio Wine

Rem and Rel

Schmidt's Beer

Stanback
Sunbeam Bread
Tetley Tea

United Fruit

Vaseline

Wanamaker's
Wrigley Gum

When you buy Philadelphia, let WDAS insure your coverage
with a low, low cosl-per-lhousand buy of the one out of five

who make up the Vital Center

JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
National Representatives

WDAS
Belmont Ave. and Edgely Rd., Philadelphia 31, Pa.
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2
NEGRO RADIO

PULSE

HOOPER and NIELSEN

prove WAOK ...hf
in the

ATLANTA NEGRO MARKET!

IN THE FULL 72

QUARTER HOUR PERIOD

SURVEYED ....

WAOK LEADS ALL

STATIONS IN NEGRO

HOMES WITH 66

QUARTER HOURS

(PLUS 3 TIES)

(Negro Pulse . . . Oct.-Nov.

1956)

Latest Hooper and Nielsen

reports also show WAOK

is the number 1 Negro

programmed station

For availabilities call or write

Forjoe & Co.

Remember: WAOK is At-

lanta's only full time Ne-

gro programmed station.

70 HOUSTON STREET, N.E.

ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA

GEORGIA
CALL LETTERS HOURS

ADEL
11. 11ANY .......

1 MERICUS
\TI1E\S
ATLANTA ..._

-WAAG
WJAZ

..WDEC
WRFC
..WAOK
WERD

5

31

.8
12

149

86*

AUGUSTA WAUG ...45

WGAC ..

WRDW
1

2

RAINBRIDGE
BAXLEY
BRUNSWICK . . .

CAIRO

..WMGR.....

...WHAB
.WMOG ...

..WGRA .

7

7

_ 6

20

COLUMBUS

CORDELE _
CORNELIA

...WCLS .

WDAK
WGBA
WPNX

...WMJM
WCON

91*

IB

10

21

__5

4

COVINGTON ...WGFS . ... 8

DOUGLAS . „.WDMG 3

8

. 2

DUBLIN .. WMLT
...WBHBFITZGERALD

FORT VALLEY ..

GAINESVILLE

GRIFFIN _ _
HAWKINSVILLE .

JESUP

..WFPM
.... WDUN
WGGA ....

.9

3

-WHIE .... U
...WCEH
.WBGR

5

3

6LA GRANGE ...WLAG

MACON .

MADISON
M1LLEDGEVILLE ..

MONROE

WTRP
...WBML
WIBB .....

WMAZ
WMGE .

WMVG .

WMKE

6

46

.. .32

1

6

1

16

NEWMAN
PERRY
QUITMAN
ROME

WCOH
_.WBBN .

.....WSFB

...WLAQ

2

7

9

. ...14

SANDERSVILLE ......

SAVANNAH _

...WSNT ..

WCCP ..

12

12

SWAINSBORO
SYLVANIA ... .

WJIV .

WSAV
...WJAT .

. ...WSYL ..

...42

X

3

2

1 THOMASVILLE
|
TIFTON . ..

...WPAX

...WWGS
7

5

TOCCOA WLET . 1

VALDOSTA .... WGOV 12

WARNER ROBINS
WAYCROSS

...WRPB
...WACL

5

9

WAYNESBORO
WINDER

WAYX ..

„..-.WBRO .

.. WIMO

6

....—... 9

3

ILLINOIS

BELLEVILLE ...WIBV
CAIRO WKRO

1

1

CHICAGO _

EAST ST. LOUIS
EVANSTON

HARVEY

.... . WAAF
WGES
WGN ...

WSBC
..WTMV
WEAW
WNMP

_ WBEE

17

69

...1

.20

24

2

KEWANEE ... --.

LA GRANGE
OAK PARK

WKEI
...WTAQ

ir or i

1

30

.",1

SPARTA ...WHCO 3

1 URBANA KWW 1

If you want

$ALE$

In

SHREVEPORT'S

Rich

NEGRO
Market

KANV
is THE station!

Get the PROOF!
It's yours for the asking

Write, call or icire the KAW Representative

in your area—NOW I

i
1050 kc - 250 Watts - DAYTIME

the OHLY ALL NEGRO PROGRAM Station in

SHREVEP0RT, LOUISIANA

104
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\l c.Kci R\I)K)

INDIANA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

GARY WGRl
II It I i 21

HAMMOND WJOB in

INDIAN IPOLIS in in 1

Wit HIG \N (in WIMS -'

RICH MOM) If Kill 1

SOI Til BEND u ji i l

TERRE II Al TE U OKU '•_.

/0VV4

HI S MOIM.S
OTTl \llf I

WATERLOO

kit DM
If III/.

KM I

KANSAS
COFFEYl II.l.E

com ORDl i

HI TCHI\SO.\
LAWRENCE
TOPEKA
If K HITA

KGGF
KFRM
KU UK
Kl U \

II A7 \

k l\s

'•-

2

It
1

2

KENTUCKY
( I STRAL CITY WMTA
COLA MillA n in
COVISGTOS U/ 1

1'

CI MBERLAND If < I'M

FRASKFORT ....WFKY
FILTOS WFl I

HARLAN If II I. \

HOPK1NSV1LLE if KOA .

LEXINGTON .Jfl.EX
r.oi fSVILLE ..„Wl.o\

MADISOM ILLE WFMII

5

%
12

6

3

.5

_.l

6

5
81*

5

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS CITY C Ml I 1 t II HI HOURS

PINEl nil U Mil 12

14

1

1

.'

'.

::.•

3

l

H
',

10

21

I

Id

2

15

3
8

I

2

in

2

(>

It

in

:.

8t*

1

84*

2

6

__10
_ 4
84*
'-•

1 II 1 1 I III

KU Kll
Kill'R II x 1 II 1 US l< 1'.

HI) II MOM) U IK)

LOUISIANA
11:111 1 nil KROl

i union u \ Kill! '

uiwinin kiii

MARYLAND
i\ \ IPOLIS ii i\\

U \ M
BALTIMORE uitil

.

in \ tNDRl 1

B [TON RO\ Gl

KDBS
Ks) 1

U IIIK

u XOK
Wll\)
U IKC
ksic.

12

12

HOC il 1 s 1

( ROWLi )

il l l:i:

WITH
u SID

Il il Kl m GR vi WASA
Il KINGTON I'lKK u l'l \

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTO\ WBMS

81'

54

DE RIDDER
II Mi 1

Kin i

Kit \

FERRID I) KFN\
II IMMOM) il FPR
HOI M t K< II IS

LAFAYETTE Kl OL
M il BEDFORD

II Ml \

u \ mi
11

LAKE < HARLl S K WK
Kl.Ol

KDBC

'«

SPRINGFIELD U JKO

CAN
U II Kl

12

V INSFIELD

MICHI
1\\ ARBOR

MARKSI II.l.E K It'll

Ml Mil- \ K M'K
MONROE Kl K 3

K Ml It

K \ OF.

KMRC
KNO(
KV1M

l:i STON HARBOR
DETROIT

U PAG
U III 1!

< KLU

3
'-•

2
MORI, 1 \ (IT)
\ ITCHITOCHES
SEW IBERIA

FLINT

GRAM) K ll'IDS ....

U JUK
WJLB
U \) /
II 1MM
u nn<
WFDF
U MKI'
U 1 II

16

25

ID

'-•

7

3

VEW ORLEANS KBOK .

WJBW
WMRY
WNOE
WWEZ
KSI.oOl'ELOl SAS . / \ KSTER ii ( im 82<

Kl STON KRUS . Ml SKEGON U Ml s 2

SHREl El'ORT K INV
KE\ 7

PORT III RON U HI S 2

SAG1SAW . ... WSGW :»

1

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE NEGRO MARKET

^F tfet THE FULL STORY FROM K-SAY. . . the only

Northern California station selling the entire

.XXOjff ^an P 1
" " ' 500 ' Oakland, Bay Area Negro market.

The greatest array of talent in the area . . . top Negro salesmen . . . nationally accepted.

MAGNIFICENT MONTAGUE - brought direct from WAAF, Chicago. His sponsor list, sales re-

sults and audience are equally magnificent.

RAMON BRUCE - WAAT, Newark, N.J. Leading Negro-appeal personality in New Jersey. Best

rating among all programs during his broadcast.

SWINGING DEACON — The most popular local Negro-appeal personality. Dominates the heav-

ily populated Negro local and fringe areas.

Plus Other Great Negro Stars!

TELL IT-SELL IT...

on K-SAY 10,000 WATTS 1010 kc

Nationally represented by JOHN E. PEARSON & COMPANY
GRANT WRATHALL WALT CONWAY

Owner General Manager

Studios: 1550 California Street, San Francisco, California

1815 Alcatraz Avenue, Berkeley, California

'$*§ it »ith Music*\

K-SAY

!

IOIO - 10,000 WATTS
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p NEGRO RADIO

SOON
Baltimore's

No. J Negro

Radio Station

WEBB
goes to

5,000
watts*

to provide
even greater

coverage!

WEBB
1360

on the dial!

Baltimore 6
Maryland

*F.C.C. Approved, Within

, Operation—90 Days

MISSISSIPPI

CALL LETTERS HOURS

ABERDEEN
ARMORY

WMPA
WAMY

6

4
BATESVILLE .. WBLE 4
BILOXI ...WDEB 3

BOONEVILLE
CANTON ..

WBIP
WDOB

6

]0

CENTERVILLE
CLARKSDALE

CLEVELAND

WGLC ..

WKDL ...

WROX
WCLD ..

2

_ 10

28

18

COLUMBIA
COLUMBUS

...WCJU ..

WACR ..

1

7

CORINTH
WCBl
WCMA

7

y2
GREENVILLE
GRENADA

WGVM .

WNAG .

40

.6

GULFPORT .

HATTIESBURG

HAZLEHURST
HOUSTON
JACKSON

WGCM
WBKH
WHSY
WMDC .

_ WCPC .

WOKJ

4

10

5

9

7

84*

LAUREL
LOUISVILLE .

MERIDIAN

NATCHEZ

WLAU
WLSM

... ...WMOX
WTOK

.... WMIS

5

10
15

14

8
NEWTON
OXFORD
PASCAGOULA
PHILADELPHIA
PICAYUNE
STARKVILLE ...

TUPELO ....... . .

WEGA ...

WSUH
--WPMP ...

--WHOC
WRJW ...

...WSSO .

WELO ...

6

5
2

4
_%

15

3
VICKSBURG
WAYNESBORO .

WEST POINT

...WVIM
... WABO

WROR

.... 6

3

4

MISSOURI

CHARLESTON ...KCHR
KANSAS CITY KMBC-

KFRM
KPRS

MOBERLY . KNCM

1

......... 2

.....84*

10

ST. LOUIS ..KATZ 131*

KSTL ...

KXLW
WIL .

10
84*

6
SIKESTON . KSIM 80

NEVADA

LAS VEGAS . ... KLAS 1

KORK

NEW lERSEY

ASBURY PARK WJLK
ATLANTIC CITY .... .....WFPG

WLDB .

WMID
BRIDGETON WSNJ
CAMDEN WC.AM

2

2

7

10

9
1

71

NEWARK .

TRENTON .. .

WKDX
WAAT
WHBl ...

WNJR
. . ..WBUD .

6

.10

22
131*

16

WTTM ..

NEW MEXICO

ALAMOGORDO . KALG ..

ri.nvis KC.LV

y2

-. %
3

HOBBS
ROSWELL

..KWEW .

KGFL __

10

_1

SELL The tremendous

NEGRO Market of

DURHAM-
RALEIGH
and Eastern North Carolina

with

WSRC
DURHAM, N. C.

"Only station in Eastern

North Carolina Programming

to this tremendous Market"

Top Pulse Rated in

Both Durham and

Raleigh

Serving over 250,000 Negroes

with extremely high incomes.

1950 Census

42% of DURHAM is NECRO

38% of all Eastern North

Carolina is NECRO

1 950 Census & local govt. info.

The only possible way to

reach this great Market

is through

WSRC
Call RAMBEAU

or

Southeastern

—

DORA-CLAYTON
for a look at our amazing PULSE

ratings among this great NEGRO
market, also the overall market.

Facts and figures prove

WSRC
the South's greatest advertising

buy.
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NEW YORK
CALL LETTEHS HOURS

CALL LETTEHS HOUHS

KINSTON

HI FFALO
ElMIRA
KEN MORE
NEW ROCHELLE
NEW YORK

\l ti. tH t FALLS

/• ITCHOGUE
PEEKSK1LL
ROCHESTER
SYRACl SE

w him
9 I I. U
WXRA
II SRC
It I I I)

ll I. Ill

II \]l<

not
WWRL
If HID
tr jji.

it II h

It /. \ I

WSA\
It \ DR

15

l

3

11

5

65

131*

8]

52

3

3

2

1

2

NORTH CAROLINA

BE II FORT .

BELMONT
HI RUNGTON

i tNTON
CHARLOTTE

1)1 \ \

Dl RH I M

WBM I 6

WCGi in

It II HI',

WFNS i

WWIT 6

W A ) S 1

IK. II 54

WIST i:»

WCKB 2

WSRi lM*
W TIK 7

EDEA ro.v w c r>j 2
ELIZABETH CITY WCNt 7

pg •//

FAIRMONT WFMO 13

FAYETTEVILLE WFAI 15
ffA7.« 15

Fc (JIMF SPRINGS— _WFVG . 8
C0Z.Z)SffO«O

GREE.XSBORO
GREEM1LLE
HENDERSON

I ll RINBl >«.

LEAKS) ll 1

1

II KINGTON
1 1\( ()L\TO\
I I Mill HI o\

Mot \7 IIRY
\ / II III R \

V. WILKESBORO
R \LEIGH
REIDS) ll.I.E

Ro WOKE R tPIDS
ROt KINGHAM
not K) MOI M
no \ BORO
S ILISBl R)
S I MORI)
SID ER ill)
SMITHFIELD
SOI Till H\ PINES
i iniiono
TR)<>\
II IDESHORO
II tLLAi E
II 4SHINGTON
WHITE) ll.I.E

WILLIAMSTON
ll ILMINGTON
II ILSO \

tills
IIIK
it ISP
II I IK)

WLOl
II HI Y

II I <)\

it IGR
li TSB
WSYD
ll HIT
ll OOB
It K i:<

it n 1

1

II I Hi

II HI I

ll < III

WAYN
IK I I

WRXO
It s //

/; n GP
WNCA
II MI'M
WEEB
n cps
WTYN
II IDE
II I si

IT RRE
WENC
ll IA M
IK, XI

WGTM
ii i or
WAAA
WAIR

L2

10

I

'

7

3

I

5

3
in

6

ll

7

2

II WillJON
MIDDI I' lOU \

s WDI sM
SPRINGFIl ID
sill III \l ////

TOLEDO
It IRREN
) Ol M.slOU \

\l (,RO k\Di<)

CALL LETTERS H 1) U 1

1

ll MOH '„

ll /•/ B
It 1 1 i 1

It l/l

ll ST)

1

II IOD
ii nun

»

ii iimi
II Hoi 1

9

OKLAHOMA
Dl M l\

FREDERlt h
(,l THRIE
III GO
Ml SKOGl I

ohl \lloM till)

OHIO

AKRON W IDt

II CUE
WHKR

CHILLICOTHE WBEX
CINCINNATI ll Ii \

CLEVELAND II J MO
WJW

i oil Mill S WCOL
It I KO

DAYTON n U

I

II I \ G
WONE

i. ILLIPOLIS II ll H

Is Hill)

hi IT
hi! HU
hlll\
h l:l \

h Ml S
hit) E
hl.l'H

hit III,

hi I I.

OREGON
PORTL tND hll J J

PENNSYLVANIA
ALTOONA WVAM
BE WER FALLS u Hi P
< HESTER U DRF
CONNELLSVILLE Will
ERIE W I Hi

FARRELL W I \H
HOMESTEAD ll IMO
JOH\STOW \ II I HI)

PHILADELPHIA W D-1S
ll FIL
ll II 1

1

W J \IJ

1'ITTSHI RGH W CAE
WHY

SCRASTON ll 1RM

'
i

'.

12

K

10

70*

6
12

12
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SOUTH CAROLINA (cont.)

CALL LETTERS HOURS

HI \ VETSl 1 1. II. WBSC . 14

BISHOP) ILLE WAGS 6

( Willi \ —WACA ....... 5

( II IRLESTON ... -WCSC 1

/( /' //. 40

WQSN . 35

< III RAW WCRE . ...4

( OH MillA _ WCOS 13

WOIC .
85*

DARLINGTON . WPFD ...4

DILLON .. .....WDSC 6

/ ISLE1 ...WELP .

~

FLORENCE WOLS 9

(,RI FNVILLE

GREENWOOD

...._WESC _ 12

WFBC 4
WQOK 6

WCRS 3

WGSW ... ... 10

GREER WEAB 3

HARTSV1LLE ... WHSC 3

/ // KENS WLBG ...9

WULLINS -WJAY 10

MYRTLE BEACH WMYB 5

NEWBERRY WKDK .. ...12

ORANGEBURG .... -WDIX 6
WTND .. ....11

ROCK HILL WRHI 2

WTYC 6

SPARTANBURG WJAN . -..12
WORD 1

SUMTER ...WSSC 30

UNION ..... WBCU 4

WALTERBORO .WALD 6

TENNESSEE
CALL LETTERS HOURS

CHATTANOOGA

CLARKSVILLE .

CLEVELAND ......

CO I.I MBIA
DICKSON

WDXB 12

WMFS 91*

WJZM 8

FAYFTTFAILLE ..

FRANKLIN
GALLATIN _
III MBOLDT ..

JACKSON

WBAC
WKRM
WDKN
WEKR
WAGG
.WHIN
WIRJ _

WJAK

... 3

... 2

__3
..._5

__7
.....3

_...3

.97*
JOHNSON CITY . ...WETB . 1

KINGSPORT WKIN 6

KNOWILLE WIVK 12

WKGN 10

WNOX %
LFWISBURG WJJM 3

McMlNNVILLE WBMC 8

WMMT 2
MEMPHIS KWEM 26

WDIA 140*

WHHM 22
WLOK .. 94*

_7MURFREESBORO WGNS
WMTS

NASHVILLE WLAC
WSOK

PARIS WTPR
RIPLEY WTRB
ROGERSVILLE WRGS
SPRINGFIELD WDBL

ABILENE ...

ATHENS ...

ATLANTA .

AUSTIN .....

BAY CITY
BAYTOWN

TEXAS
._, KWKC

KBUD

...33

...84*

__3
_15
_3
__8

KALT 2
KTXN 20

.....KIOX 5

KREL 63

CALL LETTERS HOURS

BEAUMONT KFDM _ -1

KJFT 91*

KRIC .. 12

KTRM 6
BEEVILLE KIBL _1
BIG SPRING KTXC ...9

BRECKENRIDGE .KSTB %
CARTHAGE KGAS Va
CLEVELAND KVLB 6

COLLEGE STATION „...WTAW 5
CONROE KMCO 5

CORPUS CHRISTl KATR __6
KCCT 7

KUNO 11

KAND 3
KIVY 7

KGKO 16

KSKY ......14

DENISON KDSX 6

EL CAMPO KULP _3
FALFURRIAS KPSO 2

FORT WORTH „...KCNC -11
KNOK 84*

GALVESTON KGBC ......23

CORS1CANA
CROCKETT
DALLAS

GONZALES ...

GREENVILLE
HOUSTON .....

HUNTSVILLE ........

JACKSONVILLE ...

JASPER
KILLEEN
LUBBOCK
LUFKIN _
MARLIN
MARSHALL ...

McCAMEY ...._

MEXIA
MIDLAND _.._

KLUF _

-KCTI -

. KGVL

...KCOH
KPRC
KYOK

...KSAM
KEBE

„..KTXJ
^.KLEN
.KDAV
...KTRE
^KMLW
...KMHT
-KCMR
_KBUS ..

..KJBC ..

.....5—

1

7
.90*
.._ 6
128*

_3
3

2

%
4
1

4

12

4

1

4

over

$4,000,000 m SALES
*

resulted from

X v U U U people who responded to

PERSONALITY SELLING OVER

AM

PROOF that WHAT delivers PHILADELPHIA'S

NEGRO
AUDIENCE
DOLLARS
LOYALTY

Delaware Valley's ONLY full-

time (24 hours a day) NEGRO
Voice.

FM

. . and mighty economically tool

Represented by: Stars National Inc.

. . . talks to more Negroes than any
station South of New York City.

* Approximate 1956 sales volume in TV sets shared by 4 local retailers using WHAT. All figures are not
in yet, but we think this tops all other local stations I Negro (r non-Negro) regardless of power or
network affiliation.

PHILADELPHIA'S BICCEST LOCAL ADVERTISERS ARE SOLD ON WHAT!
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TEXAS (cont.)
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

MONAHANS KVKM ' .

Ml. PI 1 [SAN1 KIMP M
\ u OGDOt ill S KSI l '.•

/' ILEST1NE KNET l

/• is tni \ t KLVL .•i

POST KRWS
kl \l

l

m\ INGELO 6

S IA INTONIO ki OR IS

KISS {}m IL'

KM It 13

KTS I 5

SIIER Ml X kRRI '
kl l\ '.

SINTOh k 1\ \ 1

si inn R SPRINGS KSST 3

T I) LOR kl il 6

TERREL KTER
k TFS

3

II \ IRK l\ I 1

// \ is CITY KTl II

KTl 177 lit ',

T) I.ER KDOR 3

ki.kli '•

k run '
1 ERNON ki ii i 15

l ICTORIA k\ ii '.

li iCO II ICO . 1

WICH1T 1 FALLS k TR \ 2

VERMONT
III RLINGTON If JOY . %

VIRGINIA
CITY CALL LITTERS HUUHS

WASHINGTON
CITY CALL LETTERS

k\i)io

M.M.MS

in m oki)
III l< kslOM

II Kl 1

II k 1.1

lll\ I

If III R
II ( 1 1

II ( 1 t

II III M

3
<>

5

'.

9

20
<

i

:•

I

L4

7

in

::•

12

126*

II

20

6

81*

IK

Vt

i

6

22

%
6

:»

1

I

1

klRkl l\l>

s/ II III

k\K\
kl If

( II IRLOTTES] III!
( HRISTl f wn Ki.

i LIFTOh 1 oKU
( l 1 I'l I'l K WEST

BECKLEi

VIRGINIA

it ii -

l> l\l II 1

1

i ik mi nil
II Dl 1

II 1 1 o »

IK INKLIh II ) SR
(II IR/I STOh

III \ll\I.IO\

LOG t\

M III II l\

II If \ R
II ( // s

II k\ 1

II III'

II I'l II

II 1 oil

ii iik

FJtONT Ro) II

II iRRISONBl Ki.

IIOI'I II 1 1 I

M IRTINS) nil

M II I'ORT \F.WS .

II 1 TR
II s/ |

11 II II'

11 III 1

II 1/1 /

// ) Ol

II loll

II K II'

II ss|

J

:

L2

SORFOLR

PI TERSBl K<.

o ik mi i

ii i a ii

ii in 1 1 i\i.

WIS

MIL li ti KEE -^

C/

Ontario

OffEN SOUND
If l\l)S()R

ii o i)

ii i n
if kit k

CONSIN

if Io \

II MIL

\NADA

J lo-

2

K IDFORD l( R ID
1

Rll III IN /AS II Kl'

Kl< II MOM) II 1 Si-

ROANOKE

ll I 1 I

II MIK,

11 \(,l

II RIs
IS

SOI Til BOSTOJS

II KOI

If SLS
If lll.F

If J II sSOI Til HILL
STAl \TO\ // AFC

If TON .

If )l I

- %
If YTHEV1LLE ( kill _•

">

The Premier

NEGRO
MARKET
ations In America!

DALLAS-FT. WORTH ST. LOUIS PITTSBURGH

Stuarf J. Hepburn
Vice-President f> Ceneral Manager

Represented by
|OHN E. PEARSON CO

ddbd
William W. Jefferay

Vice-President f> Ceneral Manager

Represented by

JOHN E PEARSON CO.

Vice-President General Manager

Represented by STARS NATIONAL

Nothing Makes Your Products CO ... as fast as NEGRO RADIO!
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W& Ain't Hothm but flia

• • • in Denver and San Francisco

id Number 1 in Denver
. . . The November-December Hooper
shows KOSI first all day, Monday-
through Saturday! The November
Pulse shows KOSI with a gain of 29
quarter hours since June. 5000 watts
daytime—operating full time.

[Number 1 in San Francisco
. . . Number 1 Independent . . . after only
9 weeks of programming, by recent No-
vember-December Hooper ratings! 10,000
watts, full time . . . the most powerful
independent station in the bay area, em-
phasizing music, news, and your product!

Mid-America Broadcasting Co.
Represented nationally by "Forjoe"

110
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A

popular

music

Figures represent hours per week

• Popular music remains in high favor as a

programing formula by just about every radio

station in the country, judging from the re

sponsc to the 1957 Buyers' Guide question

naires. Heavy emphasis on this programing
category is placed by the vast majority of re-

spondents with an increasing number of stations

relying on this technique exclusively. In the

listing that follows MS stations are shown with

programing of a minimum of 75 hours per week

of popular music. This is 15',' of the total

category respondents. In all, 2592 stations

report schedules of popular music includi

pop time-., jazz, rhythm and blues, old Stand

ard and Broadway -how tunes. The popu

lar music trend is Strong in virtually every part

of the country though music format- vary by
geographical areas covered and by audience ac-

ceptance sought. I-'or full list of stations report-

ing weekly hours of popular music programing
please refer to the master directory.

ALABAMA CALL LETTERS HOURS COLORADO
CALL LETTERS HOURS

/; i in 75

// s,, v 90

It ill' 98

WEZB 8t

ill \7\si ii i r nn \ 76

BIRMIM.II t\i

dk m r
homeicood

ARIZONA

FL 4GSTAFF
WES I

PHOENIX

Tl I SOX

)l \l I

KVNA 78

KTYL _84
RDM 120

KOOL 113

KRl/. 122

KRl \ 102

KTKT 112

Kl <> I 86

Kom no

ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK

Tl \ IRK l\ I

KC.IIl

KXLR
k 77 s

112

88

76

CALIFORNIA

IR< IT I KENL .90
II tl.O\ KRIC 100

III k ERSEIELD KBIS 122

BANNING KPAS ___ 100
BARSTOIT KJI'TC 81

Rl RBAXK KBLA 150

COROh I KBIT. 80

EL CE\TRO KXO 78

FRSSNO ___ KM 4 k 117

GLENDALE KFMl 168

Kl TE iim, 81

II 4XEORD KNGS 76

LAXCASTER KBV.M 91

/Os IMJI/s

MERl I I)

WONTERl )

o IKLAND
o< I INSID1
I' IIM SPRINGS
l'OMO\ I

RED BLl FF
REDDING
REDLANDS .

Rl\ ERSIDE

kill I: L50

KGFJ 85
kl U 150

k \ll'( 1 15

KIT1P 79
.KXXL ... 87
KROW 89
KSLR inn

kl M.I

klinil
KBLF
RSDA ..

kCAL
.

kl'RO
k(. MS
kXOA

BER\ IRD1M) KCSB _

KRNO
s

I \ DIEGO KCBQ

s Ii R Ml \to

> l\

::i

117

82
Hi7

I II

111

82

94

75

154

KSDO 130

KSON
S l\ I LR\ I MX) KGIL
S l\ I'R l\i ISCO KGO

KJBS
kill!)

KSFO
k) I

SAA JOSE KSJO
KXRX

s M LI IS OBISPO KATY
SANTA ANA kill/

S INTA BARB 4 R I

s INTA WAR! I

SOXORA
STOCkT<>\

I 4LLEJO _

VENTURA
YIBA CITY

KDB
ki n)

KSM I

KROG
KJOYW\
k(.) II

Kl EN
-KAGR
Kl R4

126

152

_ 82

154

119

122

96

123

161

9]

80

_ 80

87

.100
122

—.89
76

95

95

CALL LETTERS HOURS

tl RORA k OS/
i DIOR I hi) SFNGS

HI MIR

FORT MORG l\

GREELEY

KRDO
kit ID

kl\l\
k \l) R
k 1 1 \

kl ill)

KFTM
klk I

CONNECTICUT
INSON1 l

BRIDGEPORT

H I Mil RY
MIDI)/ 1 IMI \

M II II II I \

VORU Ilk
xoRiniH linn

ll tDS
II II

I

II \ III

II I III

II I \\
WAV1
inn
II M k

100
81

Inn

105

L29

80

108

82

86

DELAWARE
II II \ll\i,Tii\ ll IMS 105

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
ll ISHINGTOA III IM

ll M
a w ix

FLORIDA

D i) TO\ I HI a II WROD
ET. L ll DIRI) II i a mi
I. IRELAND II n\\
I I I SRI RC V LBE
mi iMi ___ r/\/

(CONTINUED)

100

98
82

81
.129

.80
86

168
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2 POPULAR MUSIC RADIO

FLORIDA (cont.)

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

_WLOF 112

_WTSP __ 85
_WKXY 100

WTAL 81

W. PALM BEACH IWEAT _ 81

ORLANDO .

ST. PETERSBURG
SARASOTA
TALLAHASSEE

GEORGIA

ATLANTA

AUGUSTA .

MACON __
SAVANNAH

.WAKE 126

WAOK . 122

WQXl __ 89
.WBBQ _..100

.WNEX 100

.WSAV 75

IDAHO
BOISE _ KGEM 98

POCATELLO .... KWIK 90

TWIN FALLS __ KL1X ... 80
KTFl 84

WEISER KWEl ...81

ILLINOIS

BLOOM1NGTON
CHICAGO _

DANVILLE _
DECATUR ....

DU QUOIN _
GALESBURG
JOLIET
MOLINE .

PEORIA ....

QUINCY
ROBINSON

WJBC 80—WFMF (jm) 140

WGN 78
WIND 140

WITY 90
WDZ 80
WDQN 90
WGIL 78
.WJOL 143

—WQUA 80
-.WIRL 75
...WGEM 85
^WTAY 80

INDIANA
CALL LETTERS HOURS

INDIANAPOLIS WIBC .80
WIRE 75

MICHIGAN CITY WIMS ____83
SOUTH BEND _ WNDU .. .75

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS KPIG _ 130

CENTERVILLE KCOG .... 75
CRESTON KSIB 85
DES MOINES ...KCBC ...148

KRNT 76
KSO .97

OTTUMWA ..KLEE . ...77

SIOUX CITY -..KMNS 98
KTRl 103

SPENCER KICD 75

KANSAS
ATCHISON _ KARE 85

HUTCHINSON ...... KWBW 77
KWHK 100

KANSAS CITY
PITTSBURG
TOPEKA

WICHITA

.KCKN 109

KSEK ...89

KJAY __85
KTOP .100
KAKE .... 75
KWBB ...76

KENTUCKY
LOUISVILLE ...WINN 154

WKYW . .'.....75

LOUISIANA

BATON ROUGE W1BR 95
WLCS . 156

CROWLEY KSIG .... 88

CALL LETTERS HOURS

LAFAYETTE KLFY 96
LAKE CHARLES KLOU 112
MONROE KNOE 129
MORGAN CITY KMRC 81

NATCHITOCHES ......KNOC 78
NEW ORLEANS

SHREVEPORT

WJBW ... 123

WNOE 159

WTIX 154

WWL ...... 77

KENT 94
KJOE 84
KTBS 80

MAINE
BANGOR WABI

WGUY _

80
.85

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE _ WITH

WWIN
CAMBRIDGE WCEM

150

89
90

MASSACHUSETTS

ATTLEBORO .___ WARA 75
BOSTON WBZ 97

WCOP 162

WHDH 119

WMEX .... 79

WORE 80
WTAO 80
WVDA 83

FALL RIVER WALE ....... 93

FRAMINGHAM WKOX 80
HAVERHILL WHAV .80
HOLYOKE ...-WREB 84

MEDFORD ...WH1L 75

SOURCES: SRDS Consumer Markets
L. A, County Planning Commission
Kern County Dept. of Research,
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MASSACHUSETTS (cont.)

CITY CALL LETTERS HOUHS

\l If RFDFORD If IISM
XORTHAMI'TO\ If mil'
SPRINGFIELD tf 11/ i

WMAS
WTXl

WORCESTER WORC

MICHICAN
DETROIT r.KT.W

85

94
''.

120

150

Rfi

FtJNf

if JUK
If K Mil
If I.DM 'tin

11 11/1/

120

121

in

m

CRAM) R ifIDS
ISHPEMING
J t< kso\

KALAMAZOO
i iu/\(;

\f k MF
If 1 U
If M l\

It JI'D

WIBM
If KHM
Klf Ml
If ILS

103

142
7".

76

107

8(1

125

132
U tRINE CITY
\IOI \ T PLEAS 1 \ /

PONTIAC

If DOG
UCEN
If l'()\

If K\ \

HI)

94
H)l

SAGIXAff 78

MINNESOTA
1)1 lJ TH-
SIPERIOR KDil 85

FLY
WEBC
If LI.)

108

81

Ml\ VEAPOUS-
ST. PAIL WDGY

WLOL
If U/\
WTCN
If JON

115

ST. CLOl D

118

130

.120
%

MISSISSIPPI

Riroxi wiox 100
IACKSOV

MERIDIAN

If JXN .

a RBC _

a mox

L54

87,

81

XATCHEZ
If TOK
If MIS

98
7')

MISSOURI

JOPLIN KFSR
KANSAS CITY KIDL .

WHB

.90
81

156

ROLLA KTTR 81

ST. LOllS KITK 85

K\OK
WIL

.101

11
'

SIKFSTOX K s/ M 77

Sl'Rl\GFIELD KICK _

MONTANA
BILU\GS KOYN

97

77

GLENDIVE
GREAT FALLS

NEBR,

KFARXFY

K\(,\
KRCF
KFRR

4SKA

KGFW
KFOR

80

118

93

106
LIXCOI.X 81

OMAHA
KI. MS
KFAR

94
85

KOIL
KOWH

NEVADA
HEXDERSOX KRMI

115

75

162
RFXO KOLO . 96

KOXE 151

(COyTIMED)

plus the . .

.

Biggest Audiences in Town!

HERE'S A SPECTACULAR MERCHANDISING PACKAGE DESIGNED TO

INCREASE YOUR SALES IN THIS RICH METROPOLITAN MARKET. . .

.

A saturation schedule of 30 spots per week

for 13 weeks on Shreveport's =1 station

PLUS a two week, end-of-aisle display of

your product in all ten local A & P Super-

markets.

s K-JOE #1 IN SHREVEPORT

HOOPER JAN.-FEB. 1956

PULSE FEB.-MAR. 1956

SEE FORJOE FOR K-JOE
STATION

RESULTS

AT SMALL STATION RATE

2
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2
POPU.VR MUSIC RADIO

WHO SALUTES
If you buy radio time by the "Lets run
it up a flagpole and see who salutes"
method, WBNS Radio is at the top of
the staff. Our salutin', listenin' friends
have $2,739,749,000 to spend. They and
Pulse place us first in any Monday-thru-
Friday quarter-hour, day or night.

Ask. John Blair.

WBNS RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

A/OH/ EVEN MORE THAN EVER

Sfoc6to*t'4 Ttttet\&<4te*ted fo Station

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
STOCKTON, CALIF. OCTOBER- DECEMBER 1956

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

7:00 A.M. -12:00 NOON

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c N KSTN A M
0TH3R

AM & FM
SAMPLE
SIZE

l"+.0 l*f.2 8.1 42.1 11.6 5M 18.5 10,163

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

12:00 N00N-6:00 P.M.

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

C . ^J KSTN A M
OTHER

AM & FM
SAMPLE
SIZE

lo.3y ^8.8 6.h 34.6 7.0 11.2 21.8 12,159

Fall 1956 Hooperatings again

shows 4-year KSTN dominance

of Stockton Radio Audience.

*America's 92nd Market

Tttcutc • TUam • 'Pen4o*tfditie&
Represented by Hollingbery

NEW HAMPSHIRE
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

MANCHESTER WFEA 90~

WKBR 140

NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC CITY WMID
CAMDEN WCAM
NEWARK WAAT

WNJR

90
.138

...80

100

WVNJ 106
PATERSON WPAT 100
PLEASANTVILLE WOND . 100
TRENTON WB\ D 89

WTTM 11
WILDWOOD WCMC 100

CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO
KCLV 84

NEW YORK
ALBANY WABY

WROW
AMSTERDAM WCSS .

BINGHAMTON
BUFFALO

CORTLAND
ELMIRA
LITTLE FALLS
NEW YORK

PATCHOGl

E

ROCHESTER

SCHENECTADY
SYRACUSE

UT1CA

WKOP
WBNY
WEBR
WKBW
_WKRT
.WELM
WLFH
-WBFM
WINS
If MCA
WNEW
WOV
WALK
WPAC
WBBF
11 SAY
WSNY
WNDR
WOLF
JTGAT

105

.80
.92
93

92

.87
144

75

84
85

(fm) 122

145

134
144

78

80
92

84

_ 83
104

112

103
86

NORTH CAROLINA
ASHFMLLE .

BEAUFORT .

CHARLOTTE

ELIZABETH CITY _
RALEIGH WKIX

WSKY 90

WBMA 76

WIST 80

WW OK 77

WGAI 80
98

FARGO

NORTH DAKOTA
KFGO 80

11 +

OH/O

AKRON WADC 83

WCl E .100

CINCINNATI WCPO 93
If SAl 85

CLFJ ELAND KYW .... 125

WERE . 131

WGAR 75

WHK --75

COLUMBUS WCOL 95

WTVN 105

WVKO 100

DAYTON WING 112

WONE 101

ELYR1A ..WEOL 118

FINDLAY WFIN 80

FOSTORIA WFOB 91

TOLEDO WOHO 101

WARREN WHHH 75

YOUNGSTOWN WBBW .. 75
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OKLAHOMA RHODE ISLAND
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

102

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

OKLAHOMA CITY k<>< ) PROVfDENCl If li 1 91

KTOK 10 l if EST If IKIf K K U if Rl 7>

M, HESTER K 1 M(
HI

101

If oo\ SOt Kl 1 If If o\

SOUTH CAROLINA

100

TULSA K R M(,

K /'/
/.

OREGON i II [RLl ST0A If TM 1

I Oil Mill t If Msi
80

7->

IslDHI i K\ \S 101

( OKI \LLIS KRI 1. 94 SOUTH CAROLINA
< hi i ti.i (.hoi l KOMB 86

llll Kl'l 1 \ Ks/>\ 76
LEBANOh KG iL 98

SlOl \ l ills KJSD 77
PORTL t\l> KE\ 105

Klf JJ

KM.
98

80
TENNESSEE

SAIFM Koco 7'.
J l< KSOIS I' I IK 76

SPRINGFIELD KEED 75 KNOXVILLI if HIR 77.

WKGh 86

PENNSYLVANIA LEXINGTON Kim 77

me m I'll is if nun ion

II 1 1 MOIl \ II ill! 90 If HER 80
uk ir 94 If Mi's 150

COATESVII.r.F. ircoj 86 Ml RFREESBORO If G \ S 81
EASTOh WEEX 100 \ tSH) ILLE If Kl) l L38
ERIK WJET 100 II M IK 120

if LEI 100

HANOVER WHIR ... 75 TEXAS
J0HNST09 \ W CRO 106

1 \NSFORP Kf.SH HI [LICE KliKi 77

PHILADELPHIA ifDAS 117 IM IRII.IA) .... . . KH> 1 91

If FIL 80 Kl.) \ 80

If IBG 85 KR 1) 81

if ir 110 HF.Al MOM . KRIC .... 93

ICI'I \ 102 RROU SSI ll.l.K \l<> 100

WR( 1 84 liRYAS KORA 80

riTTSHl RGIl WCAE
WKJF (fm)

86

112

( ORPl S CHRISTI KSIX . 76

I) All is K(,KO 115

P0TTSV1LLE WPAM .105 KI.IF 168

RF,4hi\r. WEFM 96
100

If RR . 87

SCRANTON .. ITARM OFMSOM KI>S\ 121

l'< >IM LAR Ml SI< R \DK> 7
CALL LETTERS

L
HOURS

II /' ISO Kill' 111

KEPO 84

KSl I I )0

FORI WORTH K \ol 150

(.Kl I WILLI KG\ i 77

HOI sn)\ Kills 107

KNUZ 1 10

K\) /

l.l BBOt K KOI II 16.

Kill
M tRSH ill. K Mill 101

\i. II 1 1 \ KKlo in.

ODl SS 1 \l OR
Kl ( K L05

OR tNGl KRIG
I- is 11)1 \ / Koi.l L05

SAA INTONIO Kl.l 1. 100

K< OR 78

Kl \ \ ')]

KISS <jm) 80

TF.MI'1

1

Kill 91

II \ IKK l\ 1 K 1 1. M
TYLER KTFS 7".

KOOK 83

KTBB 90
l l< TORI 1 KNAI.

UTAH

MURRAY KMIR 89

OGDEN KIOG 115

PROVO KEYY 105

KIXX 82

SALT LAKE CITY K/.UB _ 154

K \ IK I Hi

NOW!... double the wallop in the Detroit area!i

YOUNG TELEVISION CORP.

National Rep.

THE
MOST POWERFUL

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COVERAGE
IN THE
MARKET !

J. E. Campeau, Pres

•

Guardian Bldg.

Detroit



2 POPULAR MUSIC RADIO

YOU SELL

Louisville

When

You Use

RED KIRK

In one year at WKLO, Red Kirk

has made more FRIENDS and

has been responsible for more

SALES than most Air-Salesmen

hope for in a much longer span

of time. Red Kirk is firmly estab-

lished as a solid Air-Salesman in

the Greater Louisville Market.

Insure Sales Results, specify Red

Kirk when you want to sell all

Kentuckiana.

Represented by

John Blair & Co.

f=4a=1^WKLO
LOUISVILLE 1ftr

VERMONT
CALL LETTERS HOURS

BURLINGTON WDOT _ 82

VIRGINIA

CHARLOTTESVILLE ...WCHV 80

HAMPTON WVEC 96

HOPEWELL .. WHAP 75
\ Li) PORT NEWS WGH 132

NORFOLK WLOW _ 162

WNOR 150

ORANGE WJMA _ 78

PETERSBURG ... WSSV ... 75
PORTSMOUTH WAVY .... 130
RADFORD WRAD 82

RICHMOND WLLY 75

ROANOKE WROV _ 93

STAUNTON WTON _. 78

VIRGINIA BEACH .. WBOF _ 79

WASHINGTON
ABERDEEN
BELLINGHAM
BREMERTON
COLFAX -
GRAND COULEE
MOSES LAKE
PORT ANGELES
SEATTLE

SPOKANE

SUNNYS1DE
TACOMA ......

YAKIMA

.......KBKW 112

KVOS 80
KBRO 112

KCLX .....90

KFDR 75

........KSEM 91

KONP 84
......KAYO 133

KING 112

KJR .141
KOL 128

KHQ 90

KREM 123

KSPO 102

*. KREW 100

KMO 89

KTNT 96

KLOQ 91

KUTI 77

WEST VIRGINIA

BECKLEY
CHARLESTON
WEIRTON ___

-WWNR 75

..WCAW 118

..WEIR 105

WISCONSIN
APPLETON
BELOIT _.
LA CROSSE _ -.WLDL
LADYSM1TH
MADISON _
MARINETTE

WAPL 76

WGEZ 90
...90

_WLDY 80
WISC 80

WMAM 82

MILWAUKEE WEMP 120

WISN 75
WOKY 165

WRIT .-..144

NEENAH . WNAM 105

OSHKOSH WOSH ......... .85

PARK FALLS ___... WPFP 101

RHINELANDER WOBT 79

SHEBOYGAN WSHE 77

SUPERIORDULUTH ^WDSM 75

CANADA
Alberta
CALGARY ....

EDMONTON

RED DEER ..

CFCN
XFRN
CHED
XKRD

British Columbia
NANA1MO _
NEW WESTMINSTER
PENT1NCTON
TRAIL
VANCOUVER *_

VICTORIA __

„CHUB
^.CKNW
-CKOK
_CJAT .

-C-FUN
CJOR .

...CJVI .

.80

...86

.147

...94

.101

150

.101

,_81

.151

_97
_.96

Manitoba

CALL LETTERS HOURS

DAUPHIN .

WINNIPEG
—CKDM _ —.78

..CJOB .100

CKY 107

Nova Scotia

HALIFAX
SYDNEY _

CJCH
CJCB

Ontario

BARRIE
HAMILTON ...

KITCHENER .

LINDSAY
LONDON

CKBB
CHML
CKCR

.-CKLY
CFPL .

CKSL
NIAGARA FALLS CHVC
OSHAWA .... CKLB
OTTAWA CFRA

CKOY
ST. THOMAS CHLO
STRATFORD CJCS .

TORONTO CKEY
WINDSOR CKLW

.84

80

.90

.96
.86

.80

.105

135

...76

-98

-.85

..100

...81

_114

...99

_..86

Quebec
ALMA
CHICOUTIMI
MONTMAGNY
MONTREAL ....

CFGT 80

CJMT _ 75

CKBM .140

.CFCF 95

CKVL 110

Saskatchewan

REGINA _ CKRM 105

giiiilimiiliimii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiuii n i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiii^

Your subscription to

I
SPONSOR

I

the weekly magazine tv radio advertisers use

Includes the

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE

at the regular subscription

rates of

$10 a year; $15 for two years,
j

$20 for three years.

Extra copies of

THE BUYERS' GUIDE

$2 the copy.

Write to

SPONSOR
SERVICES inc.

40 East 49th Street

New York 17, N. Y.
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religious

& gospel • \n ill pre\ ii (US Bu)

ers
J

( luides, this special

category again shows up

strong. The 1957 Bu\

ci-s
1

( Juide shows 24*2
stations or 9 ; '

, i 'I total

respondents with sched

ules ot some time I

weekly religious pro
graming. This compares
with 2 2 1 7 stations or
91

' , reporting similar

schedules in the 1956

( Juide. Listed below are

the stations that schedule

a minimum of 1" hours

in this category . The to-

tal was 372 in 1957 and

a high mark of 477 in

195o.

Figures represent

hours per week

ALABAMA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

ALRERTVILLE
INDALl SIA ...

AUBURN

If U I

WCTA
WAl D

BIRMI.\GHAM IfEDR
9 LBS

CULLMAN WKUL
DECAT(R W MSI.

DOTHAS WOOF
EUFAVLA —Wl LA
FLOMATON IfTCB
FLORENCE WOWL
FORT PAYNE WFP t

GADSDEN .....

GENEVA
GREENVILLE
G( NTERSVILLE
HALEYVILLE _
HAMILTON. ......

MONTGOMERY
ONEONTA
OPP
SYLACAIGA ......

TALLADEGA

II I in
9 GE I

lf(,)l

WGSV
WJBB
WERH
WRM4
WCRL
tt"AMI
9 II B
WHTB

ARIZONA
DOUGLAS KAWT

ARKANSAS
ARKADELPHIA
FORT SMITH
HARRISON
HOT SPRINGS

LITTLE ROCK

Kl RC
KWHN
KHOZ
KBHS
KBLO

-KARK
KGH1

10

10

10

24
21

12

12

13

.12

10

15

36
21

10

12

12

11

10

35
20

15

10

10

15

1 I

13

10

.10

10

14

. 2

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

NEWPORT . KNBY . ...10

PARAGOULD ... KDRS 22
SEARCY K WCB 1

1

SILOAM SPRINGS Kl OA ...12

SPRINGDALE KBRS 15

CALIFORNIA
RAKERSFIEI.D
BERKELEY
BISHOP

k [FY 10

KRE 23
KIBS 10

BURBANK KBLA ...25

CORONA KBI1C . . 10

LODl KCVR
LONG BEACH KGER 70
LOS A\GEII * KGFJ II

KHJ H>

KPOL 16

MODESTO KBEE 11

OAKLAND . KIT BR 20
ONTARIO KOCS 10

PASADENA KALI 20
PITTSBIRG KECC 21
SAN BERX IRDINO KFXM lo

KITO 12

KR\<) 10

S I \ DIEGO ..... \ ERR 6 1

SAN FRANCISCO . KFRl 12

KSAN . 30
KSA1 19

SAN JOSE KII\ n
S -f\ LI IS OBISPO Kl EC . H
SAN RAFAEL KTIM 10

WASCO KWSO 20
YIRA CITY K IGR 13

COLORADO
DENJ'ER
STERLING
TRINIDAD

KLIR 20

KLOR 11

KCRT in

kll.K.H >l -
. ( ,( ISP] I. R\|)l<)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CALL LETTER* HOURS

2

If I s// / \ (, /o.V WEAM
It Mil
II DDK
If I'lK

91 SI

FLORIDA
< llll'l l |

i Kl ^1 1 II II

I) IIH < II V

l it KSON) ll 1

1

l IKI < II Y
I IKII tND
i ii i: o tK

Ml I Ml
mi mi hi i< ii

mii:i<)\
tu ll i

OKI INDO
I' IIM III It II

PL l\ I tin
ST. PETERSBl IV.

T III 111 ISSEI
T IMP I

l ERO HI U ll

ll Kt.t

II f M
If IX I

ll OBS
II Kllt

ll DSR
ll I. IK

ll \ I K
ll Mil
II 1//.M/

// / B

)

ll Mop
II I UK
11 II PC
II PI I

ll s/ \

ll I M
ll ItiK

II \ / M

10

10

II

10

11

I

J

11

11

17

14

Hi

II

10

10

11

15

11

GEORGIA

[DEL
II.B 1\)

ITHENS
III INTA

II t.l >7 I

BAINBRIDG1
CAIRO
COLl Mill S

( ORDELE
CORNELIA
1 1 If TO\

GRIFF1\
HAWKINS) II 1

1

LAFAYETTE
LA GRANGE
M It o\

MONROE
MOI I.TKII

\EW\I t\

ROME

II I It,
l ;

II / 1/ 28
If RFC 16
ll ItiK V)

WEAS 23
// / Kl)

If TIM 10

If Till 28
9 ll i,

If MGR IS

WGRA 12

WCLS 17

WGBA 12

WPNX 20
WM.IM 15

WCON 11

If BI.J 1
',

WR( I) 10
If HII 12

If < I II 12

If 1 1 I 10

If TRP 12
If KM I. 10

If IBB
IfM \ 10

If MRE 20
If Mt, I 20
If toil 11

S tNDERSl II! I

SA\ IM 111

SI MMIKl llll
THOMAS} III I

TOCCO I

WAYCROSS

ll I in

W/ll
wsm
in t r
HI. i i

10

10

25

10

20
if r i\ 12

VEST POINT
WINDER

if I II
if it I

if l) \

U KI I>

If IMO

11

21

10

11

.12

IDAHO
\ IMP I KF\D 13

ILLINOIS

CHICAGO
CLINTON
E 1ST ST. I.OI IS
H IRRISRIRt,
P IRIS
PEORIA
STERLING

IT/s 19

AT HOW 18
WTMl 10

WEBQ 11

WPRS 10

.WPF.O 11
WSDR in
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2 RELIGIOUS & GOSPEL RADIO

INDIANA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

ANDERSON WCBC 25

ELKHART _ WCMR .... 12

FRANKFORT WHO 10

GARY WGRY 10

GOSHEN WKAM 13

MARION WBAT 10

NEW CASTLE WCTW (fm)...AO

NORTH VERNON WOCH 11

PERU _ WARU ...20

IOWA
DES MOINES
WATERLOO

KWDM 21

...KXEL 10

KANSAS
COFFEYVILLE
GARDEN CITY
PITTSBURG _

KGGF 12

^KNCO _15
KOAM ...12

KENTUCKY
ASHLAND ......

BARDSTOWN
WTCR 24
WBRT 14

CAMPBELLSVILLE WTCO 12

CENTRAL CITY WNES 10

COLUMBIA WAIN ...15

CORBIN WCTT 12

COVINGTON WZIP 12

ELIZABETHTOWN WIEL 10

FULTON ...WFUL 11

HARLAN WHEN 10

HAZARD WKIC _10

LOUISVILLE WLOU 14

MAYFIELD WNGO .... 19

NEWPORT _..._. WNOP 11

OWENSBORO WVJS 12

RUSSELLVILLE WRUS ... ......11

SOMERSET ..._...WSFC .14

VAN CLEVE WMTC 18

WINCHESTER ..WWKY ...15

LOUISIANA

ALEXANDRIA KALB 10

KDBS ...14

BOGALUSA WIKC 10

DE RIDDER KDLA 10

LEESVILLE KLLA 14

MANSFIELD KDBC 10

MARKSVILLE KAPB 10

MINDEN ^.KAPK _.. .19

MONROE KMLB 10

NATCHITOCHES KNOC _ .10

NEW ORLEANS WBOK 33
WMRY 26

OPELOUSAS KSLO ...... .13

SHREVEPORT KANV . 44
KCIJ 12

MAINE
BANGOR
PRESQUE ISLE

WABI
WAGM

18

10

MARYLAND
ANNAPOLIS .

BALTIMORE

WANN 17

WASL VI

If HMD _ 19
WEBB 10

MASSACHUSETTS
ROSTON WMEX 10

WNAC 10

GREAT BARRINGTON....WSBS 19
W. YARMOUTH u (>( n 10

MICHIGAN
CALL LETTERS HOURS

BAY CITY
COLDWATER
DETROIT _
FLINT ...

FREMONT
GAYLORD

„WBCM ....... 10

.WTVB . 15

XKLW 15

WJLB 13

^WMRP 20
WBFC 15

WATC 11

GRAND RAPIDS __WFl R 26

WLAV 10
HOLLAND WHTC 12

INKSTER ...WCHB 22
ISHPEMING ...WJPD 10
LUDINGTON . . WKLA 11

MARQUETTE WDMJ 10
MUSKEGON WMUS 35
OWOSSO WOAP . 10
ROGERS CITY WHAK 11

MINNESOTA
ALBERT LEA __.... KATE 10

AUSTIN KAUS 12

CROOKSTON ...KROX ... 12

LITTLE FALLS ..KLTF ... 10
MINNEAPOLIS-

ST. PAUL KEVE __ .12

THIEF RIVER FALLS... KTRF ...15

WADENA .....KWAD 14

WILLMAR KWLM 11

WORTHINGTON KWOA 10

MISSISSIPPI

BILOXl WLOX 10
WVMI 14

HOUSTON _WCPC 18

JACKSON _ WOKJ _ .35
LAUREL _ ......WLAU 10

NEW ALBANY ......WNAU -10
NEWTON WEGA 10

STARKVILLE WSSO .16

MISSOURI

FARMINGTON KREI 10

FLAT RIVER _ ...KFMD ......10

FULTON WFAL 10

KANSAS CITY KPRS 16

MOUNTAIN GROVE ......KLRS ....

POPLAR BLUFF KWOC
ST. LOUIS , KATZ .

KSTL ....

SPRINGFIELD KWTO .

UNION .. KLPW .

WARRENTON KWRE .

WEST PLAINS ^KWPM

10

.... .13

_....60

.......18

.. 13

.......10

18

-10

MONTANA
GREAT FALLS KMON 14
HAVRE KOJM 12
SIDNEY . KGCX 10

NEBRASKA
BEATRICE ...KWBE 10
C01A UBl S ...KJSK 20

NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC CITY _ ...WLDB
WM1D

NEWARK WHBI
WNJR

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE KOB
ARTESIA KSVP
LOVINGTON ...... ^..KLEA

20
11

18

18

.12

.11

.12

NEW YORK
CITY CALL LETTERS

AMSTERDAM . WCSS
AUBURN WMBO _
BUFFALO WGR
NEW YORK WABC

WOV
WWRL

OGDENSBURG WSLB
ROCHESTER WHAM..

NORTH CAROLINA
ALBEMARLE WABZ
BEAUFORT WBMA .

BURLINGTON WFNS
CHARLOTTE WAYS
ELIZABETH CITY WCNC
FAIRMONT WFMO
FAYETTEVILLE .. WFLB .

WFNC
GOLDSBORO WFMC
GREENSBORO WCOG
HENDERSONVILLE WHKP
HICKORY _
HIGH POINT

HOURS

WHKY
WMFR
WNGS

LEXINGTON WBUY
MARION WBRM
MOUNT AIRY WPAQ
RALEIGH WMSN
ROCKY MOUNT WCEC
SALISBURY WSAT
SPRUCE PINE _ .....WTOE
TABOR CITY .. WTAB
THOMASVILLE WTNC
WALLACE WLSE
WAYNESVILLE WHCC
WHITEVILLE WENC
WILLIAMSTON WIAM

NORTH DAKOTA
DEVILS LAKE KDLR
DICKINSON KDIX ..

FARGO KFGO
HETTINGER KNDC
MINOT KLPM
VALLEY CITY KOVC

...12

12

12

10

18

_... 20
_ 12

10

.10
21
_10
.15

-12
.12
.10
.18

.10
10

.12

-12
.10

.13

.10

-10
.22

.25

.12

.12

_10
.21

.10

.20

.10

.17

11

OH/O
AKRON WADC .

WAKR .

WHKK .

WCMW
WCIN .

WLW _
WJMO .

WCOL .

WING .

WJER
EAST LIVERPOOL .ZZwOHI '.

[RONTON - WIRO .

JACKSON WLMJ .

MARIETTA /n/0.4
MIDDLETOWN WPFB
WARREN WHHH
WASHINGTON C. H WCHO
YOl NGSTOWN WKBN .

CANTON
CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND
COLUMBUS .

DAYTON
DOVER

12

.11

25
-10

11

15

_12

-10

_10

_19

-10

11

-14

.15

_14

.10

20
-20

10

12

29
14

10

10

MIAMI
Ml SKOGEE .

OKLAHOMA CITY

PRYOR
Tl ISA

OKLAHOMA
KGLC
KBIX
KBYE
KI.PR

.....KOLS .

KOME
KVOO

.15

_12

.48

18

24

18

16
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Kl IK, lot - J (,( J-I'l I k\l)K) 7
CITY

ORECON
CALL LETTERS HOUR

ALBANY
Is/// 1 M>

kit II

kit l\

10

11

II 1,1 M KORE 11

()( EAN1 Ikl

PORTl \ND
KBCH
KPDQ

12

11

S HI 1/

KWJJ
KSLM

22

20

PENNSYLVANIA
ll 1 1 \ T0» \ 9 K II' 12

// TOOh I U RT I 13

l! I l 1/ It)

BLOOMSBl RC II HI 1/ lo

BRADFORD WESB 15

CHESTER mill 22
rr>K/n /ro/A' n
/>/ ///>/> «///' 12

LEBANOh If I.IIR 1".

// // /s/VMf \ C l/W 12

/'//// (DELPHI i u D is in

////(/ 11

If I HI, 23
PITTSBl RGH if II.) IK

W /77' !_'

/7 \ fSJ I III \l ) II I'VE 12

R£D /./f>\ JTG< B 30
S o w; /; its io

WILKESBARRE If II k II

If II.I.I IMSI'ORT If I ) i 20

CITY CALL LETTERB HOUHS

RHODf ISLAND

WEST a IK n li k if if Rl

SOUTH CAROLINA

i:

i II IRLESTON

CHER I If

I nil Mill I

1)11 1. Oh
I Isl.l I

FLORENl I

GREEN] ILLE

GREER

ROt k II I I.I.

SI MTER

If ll l\ L6

If I'll. 10

If QS \ 28

If ( Kl 22

If OK
If DSC 12

if I I I- 25

/I 0LS in

(f 1// I

It i kl 17

// / i/; L2

ffTW 15

II SSI 12

SOUr/-/ DAKOTA
SIOl \ 1 ILLS

II III RTOIf \

) l\kTO\

KSOO .

klf AT
If \ t\

iSEE

if on
if it,

(

It APO
ft I)\R

IfBAC
It HI li

IfKBL

WJAFL

11

12

11

TENNEi

BRISTOL 12

CHATTANOOG 1

<IH II l\l)

10

10

25

10

( OOkEI II.EE 10

COV1NGTOJS
J [CKSOh

13

21

JOHNSON CITY
klXGSPORT

WTJS
WJHL
WKIN

16

10

12

KNOWILLE . MFIVK __20

LA FOLLETTE
IEXOIR CITY

WLAF
WEIL

10

19

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE

// \l\(.ll>\

M, 1//HI // II

Ml MI'HIs

Mil. I\

Ml RFREESBORO
\ iSHl ll 1

1

ROGERSl ll 1

1

sir 1 1 in in r

TEXAS

kl I.E

kl) \

kRi I

kKI I

Kl II MOM k.ll I

BIG SI'RI VG KTXt
IIROIf Mf ODD klllf II

I OI.OR 11)0 III) kl Ml
I ORI'I S < IIRISTI k II K

It 1) \ 1 12

It IIMl 10

klf 1 M 2K

II 1)1 1 7"

If HUM 14

If k II

J

12

If 1, \ s IO

It \ /// 29
ll SOK 10

If RGS 11

ll l>l \ IK

WEST VIRGINIA
CALL LETTER* HOURS

II I'lM
(1/ IKII I.O

B i) roil \

n ii i i>

// CAMPO
FORT WORTH
GLADEWATER
II IMI/TO\
HOI STOI\

k^k)
ll I I I

kl LP
kl l I

k.slj

k< I II

10

11

21

21

38
14
10

lo

10

18

12

10

26

11

16

/// VTS) //.//

/./ I1HOI k

LVFKIh kTRI
l/7\ I'll IS l\T kIMI'

k( OH 36
kills 10

/ss 11/ 10

kl)ll 17

20

15

PALESTINl k\l I ll

PAMPA _ kl' IT 12

PLEASANTOh KBOP 10

SAN ANGELO KPEP 10

SAN ANTONIO kiss ,,,„< 15

k\l li 18

/ I) LOR kTAE . lo

TYLER k(,ki: 10

VIRGINIA

I1RISTOI. II I III,

ll Ml I1/ IRTINS) II I I

M II PORT SEWS II )oi

SORFOLR ll i MS

WRTOI\ ll M I

I 'I LASK1 ll I 'l I

RICHMOND ll Kl I

ll \<,l

RO l\OKE . It si s

SOI Til IIOslO\ II III I

STAl \TO\ II IK

ii ) mi i ii 1

1

it ) 1

1

WASHINGTON
BELLINGH IM KPl G

i I MR II. I I-

( IIEH if. IS

EDMONDS
El ERETT
KIRKLAND
/'/ YALLl I'

SEATTLE

SPOKANE

TACOMA
l INCOl I ER

kl I I

ki,n\

kRko
k \ i: \

k i) i

KTfT
kl I

kl, I

k\EM
kT U
KHE>
WVAN

I II IKI I MD\

ill STINGTOh
k I ) si R
I in, l\

U IRTINSBl Hi.

M III ll i\

MORI, imiiii \

-/ il/;t\s

ii l n ll

WHEELING

15

11

21

13

10

13

15

.13

1 I

in

13

.18

10

lo

10

.31

18

25

17

11

11

12

. 10

11

If k\ I

It I li-

lt I'l II

It k) R
It I nit

ll I I'M

If II Ji

It UK
I! kl I

ll I li

ll li I \

WISCONSIN
I I i Rassj

I' IKk I II I s

If 1.1)1.

II I'l I'

17

14

Hi

10

I".

10

12

15

lo

12

10

10

12

HAWAII
HONOLULl KA1M

VIRGIN ISLANDS
ST. THOM IS if ST l

CANADA
Alberta

i I MROSE . i H II

British Columbia

D 111 SOJ\ < Kl I k i l hi

PRINi I. GEORG1 ( KPG
I I M oi I if; r fOR

i kit.

27

17

10

10

lu

lo

11

New Brunswick

I HMI \hsto\ i II M 12

Ontario

BR INTFORD
CHATHAM
kill III M K

M li, IK II II I -

0RILL1 I

ST. THOM fs

S IKM I

ll I \ DSOR

i kl'i lo

il<" I ;

< kl R lo

I III < 10

i i OR \i

I HI') 11

i link lo

i kill 15

Prince Edward Is.

SI MMERSIDE i JRft 11

Quebec

JONQU1ER1 J kRS
I li TORI II II. 1

1

I KIM

Saskatchewan

MOOSE JA IT i II Hi

PRINCE ALRERT CKBI

10

10

18

10
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ALABAMA
DAILY HOURS

3
1 1 I.I \ ISION MAST] l< DIRI ( H >k. ^

LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS
r

NO SHOWS DAILY
A. s

City Call l.rttr, Chnl Vis pwr Nitnrt Natlanal rap On air data Network Loral

Par Mil Hint
tcpln ilrrn t makars Farm Film Nam

Saarlt

lata

1 »»ture

Man

IRMINGHAM WABT 13 ; u»k .v Mli IU.iii 12 6 S 4 1 ., M \

WBRC-TV 6 lOOkw CBS Katz Jul) '49 13 4 7 3 1
• VI

ECATUR W MSI 1
\ 23 lo.Hkw C,N M.( iillvra Jul. 7 4 10 3 16 1 M

OTHAN VTW 9 28.2kw CBS 1 ..llll . I.I..,, h No data available

IOBILE WALA-TV 10 316kw A,N II li Jan '53 7 5 x 6 8 2 \

WKRG l\ 5 lOOkw 1 BS \\. i\ Knoili 1 Sep '55 11 5 5 4 2 VI

(ONTGOMERY tti OV-T\ 20 200k w A,C Raymer Apr '53 3 8 10 1 1 L
WSU l\ 12 ;u,u NBi K .1 1 / De. '54 10 7 in 5 l« M 1

ARIZONA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

oity Call latter* Chnl VI* WW Nerwark Natlanal raa On air data Network Laaal

Par- Cbll- Horn.

teptn dren's makart
8yn.

Faria Film Nrwi
Sparta

lata

Faatura

film

L DORADO
ORT SMITH
ITTLE ROCK

iESA KVAR (See IMIOKMM
HOENIX KOOL-TV 10 llfikw 1 I5S Hollingbery Oct '53 4 12 X 5 % 12 4S 1 •

\ 1

KPHO-TV 5 17.5kw kai/ Dec '49 10 8 1 1 35 15 A.E.L

KTVK 3 lOOkw ABC Weed Mar '55 5 6 5 10 % 4 25 VI

KVAR 12 33kw NBC i;.i\ in. 1 Mar '53 6 10 3 10 % 8 2 1 M.A.L

UCSON KDWI-TV 9 62kw 1 li- nil. \ Kii-iI J 1111 \V> 8 5 7 2 6 3 E.L

KOPO-TV 13 316kwt CBS Hollingbery Feb '53 X X 10 4 8 12 2S VI

KVOA-TV 4 .'...Ik* A,N III uili. 1111 Sep '53 6 6 5 3 V* 5 1 VI

UMA KIVA 11 2<>U C,N i;.i\ hut Oct '53 7 8 X 5 2 1 7 3 VI

ARKANSAS
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY

A

HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

04ty Call latteri Chnl Vis pwr Nttwark Natlanal r»« On air data Network Laaal

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Far.

Syn.
Film Nawa

Sparta
lata

Faatura

Dims

kKBB 10 25kw A,N IVar-nn Dec '55 12 2§

KFSA-TV 22 265kw1 \.\ Pearson Jul '53 VI

IIME BLUFF
EXARKANA

K\RK-T\ I00U NBI Petrj Apr '54 10 12 VI.

k\l\ i:okw abc \wiy-Knodel Dec '53 8 15 31 15 VI.

kl'IIN

k\l\
11 316kv, ( BS Branham Nov '55 15

'Nr I llll K ROCK I

Ki MC-TV I00k\ A,C \.i;,vMcC Aug '53

HICO
UREKA
RESNO

CALIFORNIA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air data Network Loral

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.
Film Nawa

Sawrta
lata

Faatura
films

AKERSFIELD KBAK-TV 29 20kw A,C \\ eed \UIL '53 X X 8 5 8 2 M \.L

KERO-TY 10 HOkw Mil Hollingbery Sep '53 10 5 10 3 1 13 3 X VI

KHSL-TV 12 316kw VC \\. ry-Knodel Vug '53 'j
I I IS VI I

kIKM-TV 3 14.6kw \.i \ Bhi ( 1, 1 '5 : i; VI

ki i;i i\ 12 llhku CBS Blair May '56 IS VI

KJEO-TV 47 HOku \BC Ocl '53 10 10 M.VI I.

k\I.IT\ 24 II7U NBC i;.i Jun '53 8 12 I". \.l

k\\c 27 IT.'.ku Bernard \,.s '53 10 VI

OS ANGELES k\BC-T\ 165k* \Bi Kalz Sep "I" 11 35 M.I.I

klill -T\ 22 108W 1957 \n data available

KCOP 13 170U Petrj Sep '17 10 in M. N.I.I

kll.l-TN l62kw H-R Ocl '18 12 12 VI .!

KNXT 2 J6.8kw CBS ( BS 'IN Sp..t Ocl '50 12 10 17 M.VI.

television

symbols I

# stations share time

t full licensed power; symbol

indicates that station is not yet

using- it fully

* indicates that station covers

.ocal sports events

§ indicates that station has local

film newsreel

X—category claimed, but figure

unspecified

category unclaimed

M, A. E. L—morning, afternoon,

evening, late evening feature

films

ABC or A—American

Broadcasting i

CBS r C—Columbia

Broadcasting System

1Q" BUYERS' GUIDE

Broa : • S "em.

NBC or N—National

Broadcasting Co.
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TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY

CALIFORNIA (continued)

/

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS i<0. SHOW8 DAILY
\ i

-»i

OJty Call lattare Chal Vlsawr Network National r»a On air data Network Laaal

Par-

teptn

Chil-

dren'! makers Farm
Syn.

Film Ntwo
Satrta

lata

Featvn
fllmi

KRCA 4 47kw NBC NBC Spot Jan '49 12 5 2 5 55 9 ^ 1

\ KTLA 5 50kw Raymer Jan '47 14 17 3 5 2 A.EJLJl

i

KTTV 11 135kw Blair Jan '49 20 11 49 3§ H."

[EDDING KVIP 7 117kw NBC liranham Aug '56 4 2 4 2 V* 14 2§ i

ACRAMENTO KBET-TV 10 316kw CBS H-R Mar '55 14 3 4 3 3 5 ->§

KCCC-TV 40 200kw ABC McGillvra Sep '53 3 12 6 3 8 3 17 1 M.I.

i

1

KCRA-TV 3 lOOkw NBC Petry Sep '55 9 3 3 6 3 7 4§ 1' I

ALINAS KSBW-TY 8 240kw w:.n UK Sep '53 5 3 X 5 X 2 13 2§ •

< L
I

AN DIEGO KEMB-TV 8 316kw CBS Petry May '49 11 5 3 4 1 7 6§ 1 M.A.I A

KFSD-TV 10 316kw \ b< : Katz Sep '53 10 6 3 8 8 4 1" A,E,Lf
( 1

- i

Licensed in Tijuana, Mex. ) XETV 6 38kw \BC Weed Jan '53 X 9 10 13 1 X* M,A,L|
AN FRANCISCO KGO-TV 7 316kw \HC Blair May '49 6 6 1 8 22 1 1 A

KPIX 5 lOOkw CBS Katz Dec '48 11 5 \ 9 2 1 6 5§ 2* A.L

KRON-TV 4 lOOkwt NBC PGW Nov '49 10 8 6 7 1 4 2 X A,L

i

i

1
i

i

KSAN-TV 32 200kw Stars National Mar '54 6 5 10 1 1* E.L

AN JOSE KNTV 11 20kw Boiling Sep '56 8 % 17 3 17 X" A,E,L|
AN LUIS OBISPO KVEC-TV 6 16kw A,C H-R May '53 4 5 % 6 2§ 1 E,L

ANTA BARBARA KEY-T 3 50.1kw A,C,N Hollingbery Jul '53 7 4 X 15 1 3 10 25 1 A.L

TOCKTON
ULARE

KOVR
KYVG

13 138U Avery-Knodel Sep '54 9 14 10 3 3 27 2 X A.K.L

(See FRESNO)

COLORADO
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS HO. SHOWS DAILY 1

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

teptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film Newt
Sports

info

Feature
films

:OLORADO SP'NGS KKTV 11 316kwt A,C Boiling Dec '52 5 6 X 6 3 % 9 1 A.L

KRDO-TV 1.1 llku NBC Pearson Oct '53 6 6 11 8 2§ L
A.L)ENVER KBTV 9 282U ABC PGW Oct '52 X X 1 7 3 ____ 11 2§

KLZ-TV 7 316kw CHS Katz Nov '53 9 3 7 5 % 7 25 L

KOA-TV 4 lOOkw NBC NBC Spot Dec '53 10 6 X 6 6§ M.A.Ll

c,

KTVR 2 lOOkw Blair Jul '52 10 3 6 7 A.E.L 1
JRAND JUNCTION KREX-TV 5 I2.9U A,C,N Holman May '54 8 1 6 3 10 21 L 1
MONTROSE KFXJ-TV

KCSJ-TV
10

5

6kw

13.5kw

A,C,N

NBC
Holman

Pearson

Aug '56

Jun '53

Satellite to KRE)

,
'UEBLO 7 4 5 6 1 9 2§ A.E.L 1

/
KKTV (See COLORADO SPRINGS) 1

l

)

CONNECTICUT
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

)

(

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Hcme-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

info

Feature

films

JRIDGEPORT WICC-TV 43 182kw \i:c Young Apr '53 X X 3 X 5 1 E
A.E.L 1

A.E.L 1
MRTFORD WHCT

WNBC
WNHC-TV

18 186kw CBS
30 210.4kw NBC
(See NEW HAVEN)

CBS Spot

Boiling

Sep '54

Feb '53

11 4 20 % 12 4§

12 6 8 3 1 4 6§

<IEW BRITAIN WNBC (See HARTFORD)
<IEW HAVEN WNHC-TV 8 .'! I6k\\ A,C Katz Jun '48 X X 4 4 .... 25 8§ 5 A.L

VATERBURY WATR-TV 53 245kwt ABC Burke-Stuart Sep '53 No data available

<

DELAWARE
DAILY HOURS

, *
,

LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY
A ^L

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

Info

Featura '

fllBI

VILMINGTON WPFH 12 316kw Raymer Jun '49 2 13 X 6 --- _ 12 15 1* A.E.L
|

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
OAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

A fl

r City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

Info

Feature

Dins

/ VASHINGTON WMAL-TV
WRC-TV
WTOP-TV
WTTG

7

4

9

5

252kw

IO0U
!If>U

50U

\i:c

NBC
CBS
DiiM

H-R

NBC Spot

Oct '47 No data available

Jun '47 11 8 14 3 y4 7 7 2» A.E

CBS Spot

Weed
Jan '49

Jan '47

12

X

6

X

10

7

8

2

— 20

10

5§

3§

1*

2*

E.L

A.E.L
y
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3
FLORIDA

DAILY HOUH8 LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS OAILY

City

AYTONA BEACH
r. LAUDERDALE
r. MYERS
VCKSONVILLE

Call latter! Chill Via pwr Network National re* On air date Network
Par- C«.l

tcptn dreni
Hem*
makers rare. F.ln New, I erf*

1 WESHTV 2 5kw Peto Inn '')>> 6

WI1 \ (See MIAMI)
WINk T\ 11 12kw A,C Ml Cillvra M ,, '54 No data

W |HPT\ 36 276kw A,N I'.llS De. 14 4 75 M.AJ I

IAMI

\\ MBH l\

WGBS-TV
I

23

lOOkw

186kw
V< i BS Spoi u.i '49 li 31 \ I

k.ii/ Mr. ,.
VI

W1TV

WTVJ
17 536kw Mti I ..l joi N '-• I I

I00k\ ( lis I'i.W M... I'/ IS
M.I

RLANDO
ANAMA CITY
•NSACOLA
T PETERSBURG
ALLAHASSEE
AMPA

WDliulA 6 IwiU \.i ,N Ml., I..I '54 I"

\\IHM-T\ 7 I0.7kw \.< ,IN Hollingbery :

> \<< ,lni(i available

\\\ \K l\ 3 55.4kn U II. .IIm I..,, '54 8 Hi 35 VI

WS1 N l\ 38 257kw \i:i V,R&Mc< Ma) '. II 10 12 2! M.VI

\\i l\ (See IHOMWII I I . GA.)

Wl I \ T\ 8 3lf.U Mil Bl.i Ian '55 12 1 W \ I

WSI \ l\ (See ST. PI II RSB1 RG)

WTVT 13 iU.U ( BS k.ii/ \i- '55 12 12 65 I I

'EST PALM BEACH \\ I M l\ 12 IlL'U \l!i II H I.in '55 35 \ I

W l'T\ 5 iciiU i .\ IU.U I

55 \ 1

GEORGIA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO 8H0W8 DAILY

City Call letteri Chnl Vli pwr Network National re* On air data Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren!

A

Home-
makeri Farm

Syn.

Film

r

Newi
Sparta

Into

Feature

films

.'

LBANY WALB-TV 10 112kw A,N V,R&McC Apr '54 3 8 3 10 8 3 1 \ 1 .1

4 TLANTA WAGA-TV 5 lOOkw CBS k.n/ Mar '49 10 6 3 4 % X 4 1 u
i WLW-A 11 316kw ABC NBCSp't;Cros ley Sept '51 4 12 10 26 3 1 7 45 1« VI

WSB-TV 2 LOOkw NBC Petry Sept '48 12 5 2 6 1 7 85 1" VI

UGUSTA WJBF 6 lOOkv. A,N Hollingbery Nov '53 10 5 X 7 2 1 12 35 1 VI

WRDW-TV 1.' 102kw CBS l!l mil.mi Feb '54 10 6 15 3 3 5 45 1 M.A.I

OLUMBUS WDAk l\ 28 234kw NHl Headley-Reed Oct '53 X 7 2 5 3 2 15 25 M.A.E.L,

J WRBL-TY 4 lOOkw A,C Hollingbery Nov '53 11 5 8 3 % 8 35 2 M.I

,
ACON WMAZ-TV 13 _>.",0U A.C.N. Avery-Knorlel Sept '53 X X X 1 X 25 1 L

OME WROM-TV 9 32kw McGillvra Jun '53 No data >

WANNAH WSAV-TV 3 33kw ni;i Hl.ur Feb '56 7 3 14 8 1 6 45 1« A.L

WTOC-TV 11

6

207.5kw

lOOkw

A,C

A.C.N

Avery-Knodel

Hl.ur

Feb '54

Sept .").")

X X

X

10

10

5

10

2

3

12

8

45 X L

HOMASVILLE WCTV 10 7 4 1 L

IDAHO
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS

A r

NO SHOWS DAILY
* .

City Call letters Chnl VI* par Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren'!

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film Newi
8**th

lata

Feature
t -.

DISE KBOI-TV 2 65kw CBS I'I.W Nov '53 4 6 13 5- 1 11 35 X A.EX
KIDO-TV 7 166kw A.N Ulair Jul '53 X X 10 1 V4 18 2 A.L

)AHO FALLS KID-TV 3 lOOkw A.C.N, Gill-Pema Dec '53 X X X 1 V2 15 2 X L

EWISTON KLEW-TY (Set KIMA-TY. YAKIMA, WASH.)
WIN FALLS KLIX-TV 11 29.7kw A,C,N Gill-Perna Jun '55 6 6 9 2 1 15 2 1 A.L

ILLINOIS
DAILY HOURS

. »
.

LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS
-

NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letteri Chnl Vil pwr Network National re* On air dato Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren'! makori Farm
Byi
Film Newt

S*wrta
late

reaturw

«lm*

d -OOMINGTON WBLN-TV 15 16kw ABC McGillvra Dec '53 lata available

HAMPAIGN WCIA 3 lOOkw C,N Hollingbery Nov '53 9 5 4 13 3 3 16 85 3' AX
HICAGO WBBM-TV 2 lOOkw i US CBS TV Spot Sept "46 X X 4 8 1 1 13 75 1« MX

WBKB 7 316kw ABC Hl.ur Oct 3 13 5 12 5 17 6 X* M.VI

WGN-TV
WNBQ

9

5

316kw

lOOkw NBC
Petry Apr '48

Oct '48

17 X 12 2 % 13 35 1" M.A.E.L

10 8 8 7 2 5 10 2" L
- ANVILLE WDAN-TV 24 19kw ABC Everett-McK Dec '53 X X 2 X 3 2 X L

ECATUR WTVP 17 213kw ABC Boiling Aug '53 3 7 X 3 3 8 35 2* L

ARRIS8URG WSIL-TV 22 14kw A.N Walker Dec '53 6 10 6 6 7 1 14 2 1 A.L

OLINE WHBF-TV • See ROCK ISLAND i

WOC-TV (See DAVENPORT, IOWA)

'MBOLS: I § stations share time

1

t licensed power (given) not used
M,A,E,L—morn, aft, eve, late eve

5 local film newsreel
• local sports covered

category unclalme

x figure unspecified
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A TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY

ILLINOIS {conliruii'il

)

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS

1

NO. SHOWS DAILY

city Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptp

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn-
Film News

Sports

Info

Featur

films

PEORIA WEEK-TV 43 175kw NBC lleadley-Reed l-YI, ;,:; X X X X X X 10 2 2 A,L i

WTVH 19 500kw A,C l'.-lr\ Oct '53 12 1 % 10 2§ 2 A,L !

F,'
3UINCY KHQA-TV (See HANNIBAL, MO.! i

WGEM-TV 10 3I6kw A,N Young Sept '53 10 7 1 7 1 15 2 1 L
| ROCKFORD WREX-TV 13 46.8kw A,C H-R Oct '53 8 9 X 3 2 2.') 4§ 2 L |

i WTVO 39 195kw NBC Headley-Reed May '53 X X 3 \ X X 2 2 L
: ROCK ISLAND WHBF-TV

WOC-TV
4 lOOkw A,C Avery-Knodel

(See DAVENPORT, IOWA)
Jul '50 11 2 5 2 1 5 4§

:

SPRINGFIELD WICS 20 18kw A,N Young Sept '53 8 5 1 8 4 3 15 4§ 3* L
- URBANA WCIA (See CHAMPAIGN)

I i INDIANA
DAILY HOURS

,
*

, r

LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film
Sports

News Info

Featu

film

. 3LOOMINGTON WTTV (See INDIANAPOLIS)
- ELKHART WSJV-TV 52 224kw ABC H-R Mar '54 5 8 10

18 6

3

5

8

9

2§

2

1

2

A.L

A.L
- SVANSVILLE
I

WEHT 50 200.4kw CBS Young Sept '53 12 3
1

: WFIE-TV 62 155kw NBC V,R&McC Nov '53 11 6 12 6

3

1

2

11

2

3

3§

1

1'

L
: WTVW 15 316kw ABC Hollingbery Aug '56 5 6 X 12
n. WAYNE WIN-T 15 244kw A,C H-R Sept '54 11 5 3 2 1 16 4§ 2* A.L

WKJG-TV 33 270kw NBC Raymer Nov '53 9 7 3 3 1 8 5§ 2- A.L
NDIANAPOLIS WFBM-TV 6 lOOkw NBC Katz May '49 9 4 7 8 2

7

3§

3§

2

3

M.\.I

E.LWISH-TV 8 316kw CBS Boiling Jul '54 X X 1 2

WTTV 4 lOOkw A,N Meeker Nov '49 No data avail'able

.AFAYETTE WFAM-TV 59 204kw Rambeau Jun '53 3 5 2 2 3§ 2* A.L
, 4UNCIE WLBC-TV

WNDU-TV
49 17.4kw A,C,N Holman May '53 No data avail'able

(

OUTH BEND 46 185kw NBC Petry Jul '55 X X 6 X 8 4§ 2* M.A.E
WSBT-TV 34 204kw CBS Raymer Dec '52 10 5 5 3 1 6 5§ 2' A.L

WSJV-TV (See ELKHART)
"ERRE HAUTE WTHI-TV 10 316kw A,C,N Boiling Jul '54 7 1 5 18 2§ 1 A.L
VATERLOO WIN-T (See FT. WAYNE)

&
;

IOWA \

DAILY HOURS
*

. /

LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS iiO. SHOWS
A._

DAILY

/ City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn-
Film News

Sports

info

Feature

films

kMES WOI-TV (See DES MOINES)
i :edar RAPIDS KCRG-TV 9 316kw ABC Blair Oct '53 7 4 6 % % 4 7§ 1 A.L
) KWWL-TV (See WATERLOO)
h WMT-TV 2 lOOkw CBS Katz Sept '53 10 6 8 3 1 8 4§ 1 A.L

)AVENPORT WHBF-TV (See ROCK ISLAND, ILL.)

) WOC-TV
KRNT-TV

6 lOOkw NBC PGW Oct '49 4 4 1 7 5 1 4 3§ 2' A.L

A.L< >ES MOINES 8 316kw CBS Katz Jul '55 12 7 5 2 5 4§ 2*

WHO-TV 13 316kw NBC PGW Apr '54 10 7 10 5 2 9 3§ 2 L
WOI-TV 5 lOOkw ABC Weed Feb '50 7 4 4 10 5 2 3§ 1- A.L

T. DODGE KQTV 21 330kw NBC Pearson Nov '53 6 5 X 5 3 y2 6 2§ 1 E
AASON CITY KGLO-TV 3 lOOkw CBS Weed May '54 3 6 5 3 2 12 2 2 E.L
<TTUMWA KTVO 3 lOOkw C,N Boiling

Hollingbery

Nov '55 6 3 1 5 3 3 6 3§ 2' A.L
IOUX CITY KTIV 4 lOOkw NBC Oct '54 11 8 10 3 3 10 5§ 2 M.A.L

KVTV 9 288kw A,C Katz Mar '53 10 5 X 11 21 2 7 5§ 2 M.A.L 1

/ATERLOO KCRG-TV (See CEDAR RAPIDS)

( KWWL-TV 7 316kw NBC Avery-Knodel Nov '53 16 3 X 8 3 3 11 2§ 2 M.A.L

WMT-TV (See CEDAR RAPIDS)

i KANSAS
DAILY HOURS

, *
s r

LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

p.1r -

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

lofd

Feature

films

REAT BEND KCKT-TV 2 lOOkwt NBC Boiling Nov '55 5 6 X 21 4 4 21 5§ 2 L
UTCHINSON KTVH (See WICHITA)

[ ITTSBURG KOAM-TV 7 245kw A,N Katz Dec '53 8 7 4 2 4 4 2 A.E.L

M.A.E.l/ OPEKA WIBW-TV 13 316kw A,C Capper Nov '53 8 9 3 3 3 10 6§ 3

WICHITA KAKE-TV 10 316kw ABC Katz Oct '54 4 10 X 17 5 1 12 4§ 2 M.A.E.l

KARD-TV 3 lOOkw NBC Petry Sept '55 11 6 3 3 X 4 9 4§ 1 E.L

LKTVH 12 240kw CBS H-R Jul '53 11 3 13 5 3 1 1 1'
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3
KENTUCKY

DAILY HOURS
/ »

> r
LOCAL WEEKLY HOUR* 40 SHOW S DAILY .

la

>

oity Call l.tt.r. Chnl Vl> pwr Net.ock National re* On air data Network l ami
Tar-
teptn

Chil-

dren's makers Turn Film |MI
Sparta

Inta

I'lturi

Mm

ENDERSON WEHT 1 Nr, • 1 \ VNSV1] 1 1 . IM) i

KINGTON WLAP-TV 27 2l9kw 1957 \ o c/a/a ai ".' '•//'/<•

\\ 1 1 \ 1 \ 18 200kwt A.i I.N Boiling; l)< \ \ V v 2 2 1.

3UISVILLE \\ \ \ 1 . 1 \

WII \ST\
wgxi i\

3 lOOkw MK \l!l Spol Nov '48 12 .>
\L

1 Hi 1* \ 1

11 I16kw CBS H.R&P Mar '50 9 5 % 5 1

.

!•
1

41 200kw (.,11 IVrnu; D-C 1957 \ .» ihitii in m table

City

.EXANDRIA~
VTON ROUGE

EW ORLEANS

REVEPORT

City

LOUISIANA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY H0UR8 NO SHOWS DAILY

Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rap On air data Network Local

Par- Chll- Home-
tcptn dren's makers Farm

Syn.

Film

K\II!T\ 5 2&2kw A,C,N Weed St pi .1 II

Sparta

Nnrt mta

1

Feature
Stall

VI

WAFB-TV 28 200kw CBS Blair Apr '53 10 ',• M.I

WBRZ 2 UMlkw A,N HoIlingl)ery Apr '55 9 7 3 3 9 3! 1* M
VFAYETTE KLFY-TV 10 Uf>U i BS V.R&McC Jun '55 6 2 5 7 '. % 10 3 1 \ 1

kKE CHARLES KI'I ( T\ 7 ->2.:,u A,N Weed Sept '54 4 7 7 Vi 6 r- 1 L

KTAG-TV
KNOE-TV

25

8

21kw

2H0U
CBS
\.i .\

-) mm"
mi;

Nov '53

Sept '53

4 7 X 6 12 25 1 A,L

ONROE 12 5 1 6 3 1 2 A

\YI)Sl T\ 6 lOOkw A,C,N HI, De. IK 11 ', ID

w I mi; l a 2o l.oookw A,C \\,,,i Nov '53

KS1 \-T\ 12 3I6U
K rBS-T\ lOOfcw

A,C

A,N

H.1N llll'l Jan '54

Hi

8

25

18 : \.l

IVtr\ Sep] ".".">
I I

M.\.l

MAINE
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS OAILY

Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep

Par- Chll- Home-
On air date Network Laeal tcptn dren'i makers Farm

Syn.

Film

Sparta Feature

News Inta Aim

NGOR \\ \I!I-TY 5 29.5U- A.N llidiingbery Jan '53 10 10

W-TWO 2 lt.Ik\ i |;» \.H\Mrl Sepl T.l 10 !• \l.\l.l

)LAND SPRING \X MTW 8 105kw A.C H.K&P Sep) ">1 No data arailtihlr

)RTLAND WCSH-TV 100k\ NBC \\,-.-d Dec '53 10 Vfc M.\.l.

WGAN-TV 13 316W CBS Avery-Knodel Ma> '">
I x 35

MARYLAND
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network
Par- Chll-

tcptn dren's

Home-
makers

Syn.

Film

Soorts
,-.t.

Featur*
Alms

VLTIMORE \\ \\M 13 316kw ABC H.R&P \„\ -18 11 12 ',• M \ I 1

WBAL-T\ II 316k™ NBC Petn Mar '48 '- 12 35

\\M \R-TY 100U CBS Katz Ocl "17 10

\ I

\.l

.LISBURY W BOI TV 16 151kwt A,C Headley-Reed Jul '5

1

'- 12 55 I I

MASSACHUSETTS
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date

r —

Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Will-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film N'..
Sports

lata

Featura

Alms

JAMS WMGT ">< PITTSFIELD)
)STON WBZ-TY 4 95kw Mil PGW Jun '48 10 9 9 1 % 10 6§ X* A.E.L

WNAC-TV 7 316kw A.C H-R Jun '48 12 6 3 34 L
TTSFIELD W MGT 19 200kw Feb '54 2 6 % 7 35 1 AX
RINGFIELD WHYN-TV 55 182kw CBS Branham ; Wr

eed Apr '53 4 7 10 11 2 14 2 A.E.L

WWLP 22 206W A,N Hollingbery Mar '53 11 7 3 4 6 3 2 M.A.L

MICHIGAN
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On ilr data Network Local

Par-
teptn

Chil-

dren s

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
S parts

info

Featura
Alms

<N ARBOR WPAG-TV 20 18.5kw Everett-McK Apr '53 x 6 3 1... 8 1 X* L
»Y CITY WK NX-TV (See SAGINAW)

WNEM-TV 5 lOOkw A.N Headley-Reed Feb "54 8 4 5 3 3§ 2 M.L
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MICHIGAN (continued)

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letter* Cr.nl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
teptn

Chil-

dren's makers Farm
Syn-
Film News

Sports

info

1

Feature

Alms

CADILLAC WWTV 13 316kw A,C Weed Jan '54 6 4 5 5 v-> 10 2§ 1 A,L

f
IDETROIT

1

CKLW-TV 9 325kw Young Sept '54 3 7 10 3 8 2§ A,E,L

WJBK-TV 2 lOOkw CBS Katz Oct '48 X X 7 4 5§ l« M,A,L

:

WWJ-TV 4 97.7kw NBC PGW Jun '47 11 7 7 12 1 18 8§ 1* A,L

WXYZ-TV 7 316kw \H( Blair Oct '48 5 12 19 8 17 4 X* M,A,L
FLINT WJRT 12 316kw 1957 No data arm lable

WNEM-TV (See BAY CITY)
GRAND RAPIDS

1

WKZO-TV (See KALAMAZOO)
WOOD-TV 8 316kw A,N Katz Oct '51 11 5 8 9 3 1 11 6§ 2 A,L

KALAMAZOO
LANSING

WKZO-TV
W.IIM -l'\

3

6

IMIIU

MH)U
A,C Avery-Knodel Jul '50 13 3 5 2 % 7 5 1 L

;

A,C,N Petry Apr '50 2 3 X 10 i.i X

WTOM-TV 54 20kw McGillvra Oct '53 No data aval lable

- SAGINAW WKNX-TV
\Y\KM T\

57

(See

207kw
BAY CI

CBS Gill-Perna Apr '53 10 7 1 7 1 3 3§ 2* A,L

. [TY)

TRAVERSE CITY WPBN-TV 7 53.7kw NBC Holman Aug '54 5 4 4 1 .. _

i

MINNES()TA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

^

»

i

City Call letter* Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

info

Featur

film

AUSTIN KMMT 6 18.7kw ABC Avery-Knodel Aug ^3 5 3 4 3 % 5 3 1 A,L

DULUTH-
SUPERIOR, WISC

KDAL-TV 3 I00U A,C Avery-Knodel Mar '54 \ X 3 6 8 4§ 1 L

WDSM-TV 6 I00U NBC PGW Mar '54 11 4 X 5 3 y2 2 1«

MINNEAPOLIS-
. ST. PAUL

KMGM-TV 9 316kw Branham Jan '55 8 3 10 1! 2* E,L

KSTP-TV 5 lOOkw NBC Petry Apr '48 No data available

WCCO-TV 4 100U CBS PGW Jul '49 10 X 17 3 2 18 12§ 3» M,A,L

WTCN-TV 11 3ir>U ABC Katz Sept '53 5 10 X 16 % % 8 4§ X* M.A.E4

ROCHESTER KROC-TV 10 lOOkw m:< Meeker Jul '53 10 7 3 3 % 5 3§ 2 AJL

( I

MICHIGAN'S BEST TELEVISION BUY!
The Ed Sullivan Show • Gunsmoke • Jackie Cleason Show • Mr. Adams and Eve • What's My Line • $64,000

Question • The Phil Silvers Show • Playhouse Of Stars • Climax! • U. S. Steel Hour • The Lineup • Do You

Trust Your Wife • Lawrence Welk Show • Cheyenne • Crossroads • The Vise • Douglas Edwards & The News

Alfred Hitchcock Presents • I Love Lucy • General Electric Theatre • Air Power • The

Voice Of Firestone • Wire Service • Conflict ^^^^^^^ Burns And Allen • Arthur Godfrey Time

West Point • Wild Bill Hickok • Premiere ^^ ^^ Playhouse • Playhouse 90 • The Gale

Storm Show • 20th Century Fox Hour ^k ^k Mama • I've Got A Secret • Hey jeannie!

December Bride • Captain Kangaroo ^^A ^^^^L l
ac ^ Benny • The Millionaire • Garry

Moore • Love of Life • The Big Top ^r 4 U 'X^M ^^^ *" ate -^ ow * ^' § ^ ay°^ * Sgt. Preston

Sports Story • Secret Storm • Final lllln Edition • The Little Rascals • The

Romper Room • Crunch And Des • The ^L W^RrlAh^W M Brothers • Strike It Rich • The Rosemary

Clooney Show • You're On Your Own ^^^^WUJJUU*^ ^^m g eat The q oc |< . R arr,ar Of The jungle

Valiant Lady • Zane Grey Theatre ^ fc^a^ ^^^k ^F Telephone Hour • My Friend Flicka

Shower Of Stars • Pixie's Looney Tunes ^^ ^T Early Show • Adventures of Robin

Hood • Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal ^^^B i^^^^ Godfrey's Talent Scouts • Detroit Red

Wings Hockey • Our Miss Brooks • Name That Tune • To Tell The Truth • Private

Secretary • Selznick Spectacular • Baseball • Captain David Grief • Bob Cummings Show • Polka Party

Arthur Godfrey Show • I Led Three Lives • Bob Crosby • Detroit Lions Football • Art Linkletter's Houseparty

WKNX-TV
CHANNEL 57

207,000 WATTS ERP Address of the BIG Shows!
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HOW MUCH
SHOULD A STATION INVEST

IN TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING?
Station managers tell us that they seldom get a straight

answer to this oft-asked question.

Yet today's strict insistence on economy in every phase

of station operation demands that the question he

an-wered.

Here is what we say when someone asks, "How much

should my tv (or radio) station put into trade paper

advertising?"

For three out of four stations the answer is, "not a

red cent."

W hen you advertise in a tv radio trade publication,

you want to attract national business. You're pin-

pointing your message to account executives, ad man-

agers, timebuyers. And you must have the ingredients

that help you and your rep convert favorable impres-

sions into sales.

W ilh tew exceptions, we advise that you reserve vour

promotion dollars for local u-e unless you have

—

(1) A national representative who will he stimu-

lated and helped by your trade publication adver-

tising. (2) A market -lory strong enough to con-

vince national and regional buyers that your station

is logical. (3) A station story that warrant- con-

sideration.

Frequency, network, and power aren't the whole an-

swer, though they help. A few 250-watl independents

have invented as much as 50% of their national -pot

income in trade advertising and have achieved out-

standing results.

\- we mentioned earlier, three out of four stations

have no business using national trade paper space.

If you're the one-out-of-four that should, SPONSOR
recommends on the basis of industry analysis, that

vou invest .V
(

of your 1957 national spot income in

this pin-pointed form of advertising.

ON YOUR

DESK

EVERY

FRIDAY

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

1957 BUYERS* GUIDE i



THERE'S ONLY ONE LEADER...

KMJ-TV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINFUTAL DIVIDE STATION . BUTTE

From a mile and a half in the sky KXLF-TV4 MONTANA
serves most of the Nation's 3rd Largest State.

Represented: East—The Walker Co. West—Pacific Northwest Broadcasters



MISSISSIPPI
DAILY HOURS

/

1 1 1 1 \ i-K-\ MAST] l< DIR1 ( K'k'. -V

LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NOSHOWSOAILY

City Call lettero Owl Vis pwr Network National rep 0* air date Network LmI bate
Mil.
drea's makers Fan.

Sya-
Film Neva

H#»«jrti Ft •turt>

lata Dm
OLUMBUS \\(.HI T\ 4 20k\» C,N Mi i rillvra Jul '56 \ \ X 9 1 % 5 2 2» II

ATTIESBURG
ACKSON

WDAM-TV 9 :>:,u A,N IV.it -..M 1 hi 4 6 9 % 13 2 1 L
WJTV 12 .iloUi A,C K.u/ .1.... •.-»;, 11 4 X 6 2 tt 6 3 L
WLBT 3 lllllku A.N Hollinnlxr) Dec '53 11 6 X 1 4 3 51 1 \ l

URIDIAN \\ ink T\ 11 .ilf.U \.< ,N llf.i.llcv -Ri-cil Se|.- 8 5 2 1
' 10 1 A

UPELO WTWV 9 :>f>.<>u Mil ^ ..llll- V. 7 5 4 8 4 1 '. 3 \ 1

MISSOURI
OAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS OAILY

city Call lettx-i OM Vl»pwr Network National rep On air data N"t»or k. Ltaal

Par

tepln

Will-

drone
Ham.
makers Farm

Syn.
Film ' -.

Sparta F

lata Dims

APE GIRARDEAU KFV S-TV 12 Slf.ku CBS Headley-Reed Oct '54 Mo data available

OLUMBIA KOMU-TV 8 J.'.lku A,N H-R Dec '53 6 5 1 5 2 2 8 4! 2' \ !

ANNIBAL KHQA-TV 7 316kw i If- Weed Sept '53 11 7 8 3 1 5 3 1 L
WGEM-TV (See QUINCY, ILL.)

EFFERSON CITY KRCG-TV 13 316kw v,< Blair Feb "55 7 6 5 11 45 X

5PLIN KOAM-TV i ^,-, PITTSBURG, KANS.

KODE-TV 12 58kw ( BS V.R&McC Sept '54 4 6 5 8 3 2* E
ansas city KCMO-TV 5 lOOku CBS k.ii/ Sept '53 \2 5 13 % 1 6 45 1 VI

KMBC-TV 9 316kw ABC I'l.W Aug '53 6 10 5 12 3 19 4 1« \.l

WDAF-TV 4 lOOku NBC H.R&P Oct '49 12 5 7 3 M. 9 3 2'

llRKSVILLE KTVO (See OTTIMWA. IOWA)
r. JOSEPH KFEQ-TV 2 .".L'ku A,C Blair Sept "53 8 7 1 11 5 1 16 3 1 M.AJ

r. louis KSD-TY 5 100U A.N NBC Spot Feb '47 11 6 5 6 3 3 85 1- 1

KTVI
KWK-TV

36

4

417kw

lOOkw 1 lis

\\. , ,1

k.i:/

\u- "i

;

Jul '54

2 6 3 8

Vo data available

2 1 1

IcDALIA KDRO-TV 6 16.4kw Pearson Jul '54 No data available

hRINGFIELD KTTS-TV 10 316kw CBS Weed Mar '53 10 5 9 6 2 2 8 4 1 .1.

KYTV 100U \.N Hollingberj Oct '.">! \» tlatu available-

MONTANA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS OAILY

1 r

City Call letters Chnl VI* pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

r»ar.

teptn

Chil-

dren*
Home-
maker* Farm

Syn.

Film Newt
8oert»

lata

Foatvra
film.

Killings KOOK-TV 2 17.5kw A.C Headley-Reed Nov '53 X X 6 5 \ 1 1 A.L

Ltte KXLF-TV 4 60kw A.N Walker Aug '53 x X 3 6 2

3 2

\ 1

SEAT FALLS KFBB-TV 5 25.4kw A.C.N Blair Mar '54 4 2 X 7 4 2 II v 1

1 ISSOULA k\KO-TV 13 191kw A.C.N Gill-Perna Jul '54 3 3 7 5 3 10 25 1 A.L

NEBRASKA
OAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Viipwr Network National rep On air data Network Loral

Par-
teptn

Chil-

dren s

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film Newt
Sport,

lata

F

•'an

k-STINGS Ml \S-T\ lOOkw NBC Weed Jan '56 11

»TES CENTER klll'I.-TV 6 28,1 kw LC Mf.'klT Feb '56 iSatellit. to KIIOIIA. kl UJM i
•

kRNEY KHOL-TV 13 200kw A,C Mrcke Her \V, !

NCOLN
<AHA

ki»l N TV 10 316kw A.C

KKT\ 7 316kw

Vvery-Knode] Feb '53
1 8

I

VI

IT. 7 Mo data available

KMT\ 100k> \.N Petn Sepl '

t«) 10 11

WOW-TV 100U CBS Blair tug '19 11

I

\ I

:OTTSBLUFF KSTF 10 l.iku \.i A Hollingbery Jun (Satellite t.> kl Bi -TV, < beyenne, Wi

NEVADA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air data Network Local

Pv-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's makers Far*
Sya.

Film News
Sawts

lata

F-atura

•las

ENDERSON KLRJ-TV (See LAS VEGAS)
^S VEGAS K LAS-TV 8 55kw CBS Weed Jul '53 1 8 X 6 3 21 4 1

KLRJ-TV 2 12.2U-+ A.N Pearson Jan '55 6 8 5 3 5 35 2 A.l

KSHO-TV 13 436kw Forjoe M.t\ "i'> 24 4 6 1

[no KOLO-TV 8 ll.Tkw A.C.N Peaison Sepl 4 4 2 1 40 25 1

'MBOLS: \ # stations share time

1

t licensed power (given) not used
M,A,E,L—morn, aft, eve, late

- local film newsreel
* local sports covered

category unclaimed

x figure unspecified
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-

-^ TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY

NEW HiIMP SHIRE
DAILY H0UR8 LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

\ i i

City Call lettert Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil- Hocne-

dren's makers Farm
Syn.

Film Newt
Sports

Info

Featun
films

f KEENE WKNE-TV 45 23kw 1957 No data available

MANCHESTER WMUR-TV 9 JU2U A,C Forjoe Mar '54 5 5 5 1 4 4§ 2 L

} MT. WASHINGTON WMTW (See POLAND SPRING , ME.)

/

NEW JERSEY
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS

i

NO. SHOWS DAILY

j City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air dati Network Loeal

Par- Chil- Home-
teptn dren's makers Farm

Syn.

Film
Spartt

News info

Foatar

fllBS

NEWARK WATV (See NEW YORK)

1

)

1

NEW MEXICO
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil- Home-
dren's makers Farm

Syn.

Film

Sports

New! Info

Feati

film

ALBUQUERQUE
•

KGGM-TV
KOAT-TV
KOB-TV

13

7

4

89kwt

87U
12kw

CBS
ABC
\n<:

Weed
Hollingbery

Branham

Oct '53

Oct '53

Nov '48

8

2

5

5

7

5

1

2 1

14 10

7 3

6 2§ 1 L

19 1 1« A,L

16 1§ 1« A,L

CARLSBAD KAVE-TV 6 11.7kw CBS Branham Aug '56 6 X 36 7 8 4§ 2' A,E,L

CLOVIS KICA-TV 12 30.3kw CBS Pearson Dec '56 No data available

ROSWELL KSWS-TV 8 316kwj A,C,N Meeker Jun '53 X X 4 3 7 2 4 2

s

NEW YO RK
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

* r

/
City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil- Home-
dren's makers Farm

Syn.

Film Newj
Sp«rts

Info

Feature

films

) ALBANY WCDA 41 269kw CBS H,R&P Oct '53 6 5 8 9 1 3§ M,E

) WRGB (See SCHENECTADY)
h BINGHAMTON WNBF-TV 12 166kw A,C,N Blair Dec '49 11 6 3 5 8 5 1 A,L

: BUFFALO WBEN-TV 4 54kw CBS H,R&P May '48 X X 5 4 2

) WBUF
WGR-TV

17

2

500kw

lOOkw

NBC
ABC

NBC Spot

PGW
Aug '53

Aug '54

3

15

1 3 X

< 2 % 3 10 2§ 2 A,L

CARTHAGE
KINGSTON

WCNY-TV
WKNY-TV

7

66

178kw

L'l.lkw

A,C Weed
Meeker

Oct '54

May '54

5 4 10 1 9 4§ 3 AX
No data available

NEW YORK WABC-TV 7 HOkw ABC Blair Aug '48 6 11 16 1 10 3§ A,L

WABD 5 37.1kw \\ ml Apr '40 16 15 10 28 4 1" M.A,E.

WATV 13 316kw Forjoe May '48 14 9 > 2 10 2 X* A.E.L

WCBS-TV
WOR-TV
WPIX
WRCA-TV

2

9

11

4

1_>U

131kw

lOOkw

30.2kwt

CBS

NBC

CBS Spot

H-R
PGW
NBC Spot

Jul '41

Oct '49

Jun '48

Jul '41

12 7 2 % 6 7 1 M.EX k
16 9 1 9 2 1« A,EX~IJ
12 20 1 30 3§ 1* A

(
12 6 4 5 1 5 6§ 1 M.EX

PLATTSBURGH WPTZ-TV 5 20kw A,N Blair Dec '54 13 3 1 5 10 y2 12 4§ 1 M.AX
ROCHESTER WHEC-TV# 10 124kw A,C Boiling;

Everett-McK
Nov '53 X X — % 1 4

12

x§ AX

WROC-TV 5 lOOkw A,N PGW Jun '49 11 7 10 3 2 3§ I« AX
\\ \ ET-TV# 10 124kw A,C Boiling

Everett-McK
Nov '53 5 3 — 1 1 — 3 3§ EX

SCHENECTADY WRGB 6 'i.lku NBC NBC Spot Nov '39 10 8 4 5 % 1

SYRACUSE WHEN-TV 8 190kw A,C Kalz Dec '48 Id 5 4 4 1 4§ 2 L

r WSYR-TV 3 lOOkw NBC H,R&P Feb '50 11 7 5 3 % 6 6§ 1 M.AX
UTICA WKTV 13 316kw A,C,N Cooke Dec '49 12 4 3 % 4 2§ 2 L

WATERTOWN WCNY-TV (See CARTHAGE)

SYMBOLS: {
# stations share

130

time t licensed power (given) not use
M,A,E,L—morn, aft, eve, late

J §
•

local

local

film newsree
sports covere

1

d

19

X
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BOOKS

1 All-Media Evaluation Study
155 Paget

$4

I hi- lunik ni\r- you ili*' main advantage* and drawbacks oi
</// major media , . . tips <>n when t" uae each medium . . .

yardsticks f<>r chooaing the beat i»<
>-~i I > 1 1- medium l"i each

prodncl . . . hon t < >

i » advertisers and agenciea use and test

media . . . plot hundred* of other media plana, suggestions,
formulai you can put t<> profitable use.

2 TV Dictionary/Handbook $2
48 Pages

The ik'w edition contains 2200 definitions oi television terms
. . . 1000 more than previous edition. Compiled b) Herbert
I nil- oi Notre Dame in conjunction with !7 othei t\ experts
n DICTIONARY II WIHiook also contains a separate
section dealing with painting techniques, artwork, t\ moving
displays, slides, etc.

3 Timcbuymg Basics $2
/ f-t Pages

the onlj book of ii- kind the most expert route t'> radio
and television timebuying. A group i>f men and women who
represent the mosl authoritative thinking in the field talk

with complete candoi about t\ and radio and the oppor-
tunities t Fif-f media offer.

REPRINTS

4 Kadi.. Results 1956

5 TV Results 1956

6 Tele\ ision Basics

/ Radio Basics

O Film Basics

9 Where Does the Money Go?

10 Procter and Gamble Story

11 Advertising Agency in Transition

12 Tips on TV Commercials

13 The Top 50 Air Agencies

14 Lets Cut Spot's Paper Maze

15 Volume for Year 1956

16 Binders 1—$4

250

250

35d

350

25<

150

25<

250

250

100

100

$15

2—$7

Just fill out the handy

order form and mail

r

NOW
AVAILABLE
FROM
SPONSOR
SERVICES INC.

ORDER FORM
SPONSOR SERl ICES, 40 East 49th St.. New York 17, NY.

Please send me the SPONSOR SERVICES encircled by number below

1

123456789
Name

Firm

Address

City

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

] Enclosed is my payment of $

Zone State

Quantity Prices Upon Request

J



>
i II I.EVISION MASTER DIRECTORY

NORTH CAROLINA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

f \ t T

city Call li.tt.-ri Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air data Network Local

Par- Chil- Home- Syn.

tcptn dren's makers Farm Film News
Sport* Feature

info fllmi

SHEV.LLE WISE-TV 62 26.2kw C,N Boiling Aug '53 No data available

WLOS-TV 13 170kw ABC V,R&McC Sept '54 4 8 8 10 3 3 10 4§ A,L

HARLOTTE WBTV 3 lOOkw CBS CBS Spot Jul '49 9 6 7 3 % 11 4§ 1 A.L

JURHAM WTVD 11 316kw ABC Petry Sept '54 10 3§ A.E.L

AYETTEVILLE WFLB-TV 18 13.2kw A,C,N Burn-Smith Aug '55 No data available

GREENSBORO
5RECNVILLE

WIMV-TV 2 lOOkw A,C H,R&P Sept '49 10 5§ \.l

\\ \( T 316kv A,C llollingbery Nov '53 11 4§ A,L

tALEIGH WNAO-TV 28 183kw A,C Forjoe Jul '53 No data available

WTVD (See DURHAM)
WASHINGTON WITN 7 316kw NBC Headley-Reed Sept '55 9 5 3 3 4 15 3§ 2* M.L

VILMINGTON WMFD-TV 11 316 ABC Apr '54 7 2 4 3 6 2§ .... L

VINSTON-SALEM WSJS-TV 12 316kw NBC Headley-Reed Sept '53 13 5 9 5 3 6 4§ 2 A.E

WTOB-TV 26 176kwt ABC \ .R&McC Sept '53

NORTH DAKOTA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On aii dato Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

Info

Featar*
r,lmi

1ISMARCK KBMB-TV 12 38kw CBS Weed Nov '55 3 6 6 1 4 2 2« E,L

KFYR-TV 5 lOOkw A,N Blair Dec '53 5 5 y2 11 2 3 4§ 1 L

XCKINSON KDIX-TV 2 26kw CBS Holman )ct '56 X X X 4 1 1 11 2 1 A.E.L

ARGO KXJB-TV (See VALLEY CITY)

WDAY-TV 6 66kw A,N l'(,\\ Jun '53 7 4 X X 1 16 2 2 L
JRAND FORKS KNOX-TV 10 30kw NBC Rambeau Dec '55 No data available

AINOT KCJB-TV 13 29.5kw A,C,N Weed Apr '53 3 8 1 2 1 3 2 2» A.E.L

'ALLEY CITY KXJB-TV 4 lOOkw CBS Weed Aug '54 7 5 1 12 2 2 5 5§ 2* M.AX
VILLISTON KUMV-TV 8 50.9kw A,N Blair Jan '57 (Satellite to KFYR-TV, BISMARCK, N.D.)

OHIO
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers F arm

Svn.

Film News
Sports

Info

Feature

films

VKRON WAKR-TV 49 213kw ABC Burke-Stuart Jul '53 X X X 3 4 4§ 1« A.E.L

:anton WTLC 29 X 1957 No data available

:iNCINNATI WCPO-TV 6 316kw ABC Blair Jul '49 X X 20 22 X M> 4 2 1 A.E.L

WKRC-TV 12 316kw CBS Katz Apr '49 11 7 5 10 8 6§ X* A.L

WLW-T 5 lOOkw NBC Crosley;NBCSpotFeb '48 12 6 8 15 10 3§ X*

2*

A.E.L

M.A.L:leveland KYW-TV 3 lOOkw NBC PGW Oct '48 X X % 5 11 7§

WERE-TV 65 X 1957 No data available

WEWS 5 93.3kw ABC Blair Dec '47 X X 1 10 9 4§ 1« A.L

WJW-TV 8 316kw CBS Katz Dec '49 12 6 6 3 6 4 2* A.E.L

:olumbus WBNS-TV 10 224kw CBS Blair Oct '49 9 3 X 10 7 1 11 4§ 1 L

WLW-C 4 lOOkw NBC Crosley:NBCSpotApr '49 10 6 11 7 y2 5 6 2 A.L

WTVN-TV 6 lOOkw ABC Katz Sept '49 5 11 9 3 9 3§ 6» M.E.L

)AYTON WHIO-TV 7 316kw CBS Hollingbery Feb '49 X X 7 v-2 10 2§ 2« L

WLW-D 2 lOOkw A,N Crosley;NBCSpotMar '49 10 3 7 X i 7 6§ 1* L

IMA WIMA-TV 35 16kw A,C,N H-R Apr '53 8 6 5 11 10 5 2 2 A.L

TEUBENVILLE WSTV-TV 9 230.5kw A,C \\iry-Knodel Dec '53 11 6 4 3 % 9 4§ 1 M.A.L

OLEDO WSPD-TV 13 316kw A,C,N Katz Jul '48 8 4 3 4 3 15 5 1 L

OUNGSTOWN WFMJ-TV 21 175kw NBC Headley-Reed Mar '53 X X X 4 _ 7§ 1 A.L

WKBN-TV 27 178kw A,C Raymer Jan '53 10 1 8 5 2§ 1 M.A.L

:anesville WHIZ-TV 18 20k w A,C,N Pearson May '53 6 6 2 1 10 2§ 2 L

YMBCLS: if

132

stations share time t licensed power (given) not used
M,A,E,L—morn, aft, eve, late

§ local
* local

film newsreel
sports covered

.... category unclaimed

x figure unspecified
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In Tulsa, take

KVOO-TV

for Sales!

moo-RADIO
CHANNEL 50,000 WATTS

A BILLION DOLLAR MARKET

m

There's a SPOT for YOU ... on

Channel Two . . . Tulsa's TOP TV
facility. The map shows our ' 3

Mv/M coverage of this tremendous
Billion Dollar Market . . . bigger

than Denver, Oklahoma City or

Miami. For availabilities, contact the —-——'.

nearest office of BLAIR -TV

KVOO's 50,000 watts power and advantageous 1170
spot on the radio dial, plus more thon 33 yeors of

quality broadcast service,

guarantees blanket cover-

age of Oklahoma's No. 1

Market. The 1956 Nielson

Study No. 2 proves this

conclusively. For all the

facts, see your Petry man.
mimi.vmimm

OPENING THIS YEAR . . . KVOO'S NEW BROADCAST ! CENTER

KVOO's new million dollar radio-tv Broadcast Center once again
reaffirms our faith in these two great media, and in the fast grow-
ing market we serve. Visit us soon . . . see one of America's finest

broadcasting facilities.

HAROLD C. STUART
Executive Vice-President

C. B. AKERS, Manager

KVOO-TV

GUSTAV K. BRANDBORG, Manage

KVOO-RAD/O

19" BUYERS' GUIDE 133



5
TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY

OKLAHOMA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

syn.

Film Newt
Soorti

Infa

Feature

Dine

DA KTEN 10 252kw A,C,N \ ,R&McC May '54 4 4 3 % X 3§ 1* A,E,L

RDMORE KVSO-TV 12 27.3kw NBC I'cai -on Sep '56 3 5 3 1 y2 7 3 2*

MID KGEO-TV 5 lOOkw ABC Pearson Jul '54 3 3 15 3 3 14 5§ 1 L

AWTON KSWO-TV 7 9.6kw ABC Pearson Mar '53 4 4 y2 3 1 10 3§ 2* A,L

USKOGEE KT\X (See TULSA)
KLAHOMA CITY KWTV 9 316kw CBS Avery-Knodel Dec '53 6 5 3 3 4 9 5§ 1 A,L

WkY-TV 4 lOOkw NBC Katz Jun '49 10 6 5 X 1 13 10§ 1 A,L

OLSA KOTV 6 lOOkw CBS Petry Nov '49 12 6 3 7 3 2 4 7§ 2' A,L

KTVX 8 316U ABC Avery-Knodel Sep '54 5 10 18 1 % 25 1§ 1 L
1 K\00-TV 2 100U NBC Blair Dec '54 11 4 3 3 3 5 9§ 2 L

OREGON
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl ViS PWT Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

te ptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

Info

Feature
films

JGENE KVAL-TV 13 56kw NBC Hollingbery Apr '54 6 3 4 1 12 2 1 A,L

LAMATH FALLS KOTI 2 13.5kwt A,C,N Blair Aug '56 3 6 1 1 1 10 2 X L
EDFORD KBES-T\ 5 29.2kw A.C.N Blair Aug '53 6 4 5 3 3 1 14 2 A.L

ORTLAND KLOR 12 316kvv Hollingbery Mar '55 11 X 11 3 2 26 1§ 1 A.E.L

KOIN-TV 6 lOOkw CBS CBS TV Spot Sep '53 10 4 1 8 3 v-i 10 4§ 1" A.L
1 KPTV 27 ICOOkw NBC NBC Spot Sep '52 10 3 8 3 i 1 3§ 1 A.E.L

PENNSYLVANIA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Loeal

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers

Syn-
Film

Sports

Info

Feature

films

.TOONA WFBG-TV 10 316kw A.C.N Blair Mar '53 10 A.E.L

THLEHEM
>STON

WLEV-TV 51 12.4kw NBC Meeker May "53

IE

^RRISBURG

1ILADELPHIA

WGLV 57 lOOkw ABC Headley-Reed Aug '53 3§ A,L

WICU 12 30kw A,N Petry Mar '49 10 10 2§ A.L

WSEE-TV 35 170kw CBS Avery-Knodel Apr '54 2§ M.E.L

WCMB-TV 27 240kw Gill-Perna Sep '54 2§ A.E.L

WHP-TV 55 241kw CBS Boiling Apr '53 2§ A.L

WTPA 71 220kw ABC H.R&P Jul '53 X X 3 3§ 1 M.A.L
HNSTOWN WARD-TV 56 91kw A.C Weed Sep '53 3 6 1 2 5 4 2 E.L

WJAC-TV 6 lOOkw A,N Katz Sep '49 8 6 % % % 10 6§ 1 A.E.L

•NCASTER WGAL-TV 8 316kv, C.N Meeker Mar '49 Vo data available

<W CASTLE WKST-TV 45 198kw ABC Everett-M(:K Jan '57 A o data available

WCAU-TV 10 316kw CBS CBS TV Spot Mar "48 10 13 7§

WFIL-TV lOOkw ABC Blair

WPFH (See WILMINGTON, DEL.)

Sep '47 13 20 30 3§

E.L

A.L

WRCV-TV 3 lOOkw NBC NBC Spot Sep '41 12 6 4 3 3 13 9§ X* A.L

•"TSBURGH KDKA-TV 2 lOOkw A.C.N PGW Jan '49 7 12 X 10 2 1 10 8§ !• L

WENS 16 200kw A.C.N Branham Aug '53 No data available

RANTON WARM-TV 16 228kw ABC Boiling Feb '54 4 1 10 3§ 1 A.E.L

WBRE-TV (See W1LKES-BARRE)
WGBI-TV 22 l,200kw CBS H-R Jun '53 12 7§ E.L

W ILK-TV (See WILKES-BARREl
LKES-BARRE

>RK

: WBRE-TV 28 1 .OOOkvv NBC Headlev-Reed Jan '53 No data available

WILK-TV 34 l.OOOkw ABC Averv-Knodel Sep '53 6 6 8 5x9 3§ A.L

WNOW-TV 49 lOOkwt NTA Keller Nov '53 4 5 2 1 E.L

WMU-TV 43 170kwt ABC Young Dec '52 A.E.L

RHODE ISLAND
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home- Syn.

makers Farm Film News
Sports

Info

Feature

films

3VIDENCE WJAR-TV 10 316kw A.N Weed Jul '49 X X 5 5 1 7§ 2 A.L

WPRO-TV 12 316kw CBS Blair Mar '55 No data available
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WICU • A PACKED HOUSE EVERY PERFORMANCE

** STARRING A HOST OF NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

THANKS TO THEfefei COMPANY ***

£"*//
I

'#©** r^/

RATINGS

CONSISTENTLY 20%

AND MORE

ABOVE THE

NATIONAL

AVERAGE
WICU

All Edward Lamb Enterprise — Ban McLaughlin, General Manager

K#prcs#nt#o Notiono'iy By

ETRV AND CO., INC.
New York • Chicago • Atlanta • Detroit • San Francisco • St. Louis • Los Angeles

=1 »1Y/ 1 . 1 »J



TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY

SOUTH CAROLINA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letttrt Chnl Vit pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sparta

Info

Feature

flint

JDERSON WAIM-TV 40 207.5kw A,C 1 leaillt'> Reed Dec '53 6 4 3 % 6 2§ 5» M,A,E.L

F IARLESTON WCSC-TV 5 lOOkw A,C PGW Jun '53 10 4 7 3 % 9 4§ 2 A
WUSN-TV 2 lOOkw A,N Weed Sept '54 No data available

J. JLUMBIA WIS-TV 10 269kw NBC PGW Nov '53 X X X 20 x 1 25 3§ 2 A,L

WNOK-TV 67 93.7kw CBS Raymer Sept '53 8 2§ x* A,L

: ORENCE WBTW 8 316kw A,C,N CBS TV Spot Oct '54 12 3§ A,L

.EENVILLE WKBC-TV lOOkv NBC \\ i.il Jan '54 12 21 3§ M,A

1 SOUTH DAKOTA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

«

City Call letters Oinl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par- Chil-

tcptn dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film
Sports Feature

Newt into flint

ORENCE KDLO-TV 3 lOOkw A,N H-R Sept '55 (Satellite to KELO-TV Sioux Falls)

PID CITY KOTA-TV 3 75kw A,C,N Headley-Reed Jul '55 3 3 7 2 2 11 2 2 L

>UX FALLS KELO-TV 11 220kw A,N H-R May '53 10 4 3 5 7 6 15 4§ 2* L

1
TENNESSEE

DAILY H0UR8 LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

»
1

City Call letter* Ghnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par- Chil-

tcptn dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film
Sports Featurt

Newt Into flint

•ATTANOOGA WDEF-TV 12 316kw A,C Branham Apr '54 10 6 7 6 7 2§ 1 A,L

WRGP-TV 3 lOOkw A,N H-R May '56 12 4 2 6 y* 1 7 4§ A,L

CKSON WDXI-TV 7 86.7kw CBS Headley-Reed Mar '55 4 6 5 3 1 6 2§ 2 A.L

HNSON CITY WJHL-TV 11 316kw A,C Pearson Oct '53 X X X 8 3 1 4 4§ 2 A,L

IOXVILLE WATE-TV 6 lOOkw NBC Avery-Knodel Oct '53 12 6 7 3 y2 7 4§ 2' A,L

WBIR-TV 10 316kw CBS Katz Aug '56 9 8 % 3 i 10 2§ 2 A,L

WTVK 26 316kw ABC Pearson Oct '53 6 3 5 10 4 2 2 L

CORNERSTONE
of successful TV campaigns

in South Carolina - ,lflp -..

Wla-IV

'

A&%
ARB shows WIS-TV has -

25 of the top 30 shows

14 of the top 15 film shows

10 of the top 10 local live shows
(ARB Columbia, S. C, November, 1956)

M „ c
WIS-TV ranks 1st in 132 of the 133 total weekday

f/fflfl̂ ^fffrf ^* quarter-hours both Columbia stations telecast!
W^-^X^^^ U m/ *1\ICS credits 29 oi South Carolina's 46 counties to WIS-TV.

CHANNEL 10
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA President, G. Richard Shafto

Managing Director, Charles A. Batson

fflp-

Peters. Griffin.
Woodward, inc.

H\<liniii tiiiimal Rtpmriiittiiits

1 $6
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TENNESSEE [continued)

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS DAILY

City Call l-ltrri Chnl Vlipwr Network National rrp On air data Nrtwork
Par- M.ii

Icptn <Srm \

Haai
Hkal

»y«.
I .In. Now!

Spe-I. Faatul

fllail

MEMPHIS WlllM.i l\ [3 316kv \l'.' II R Si pt'53 ',

U\n I UHlU M!( Ml.. Dei 'IK II B l

\\i;i i T\ llillku I l!-> K.ii/ fan >' \n data available

NASHVILLE \\ I M I \ Miukw ru> k.ii/ • l 12 l

WS1XTV
WSM-TV

H I77kv \H( Hollingber) No> '53 10 10 II 25

\ I

M.A.L
lllllku \l!l Pelr) Sepi '50 21 \ I

TEXAS
DAILY HOURS

\ r

LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS
-

NO SHOWS DAILY

01 ty Call letters Chnl Vlspwr Network Nitlon.il re* On air data Network Laaal

Par-

tcptn

Chit-

dren'l

Home
raakert Farm

Sya.
1 Mm News

->p«rt, Feature
lata tleji

ABILENE KPAR-TV (See SWEETWATER)
ki;i;< i\ 9 27.5kw NBC Raymer Vug '53 8 3 3 7 4 Vi 19 35 2 \ 1 .1

AMARILLO KFDA-TV 10 250kw A,C II R \|>r '53 10 6 11 -'• 2- \ 1

KGNC-TV 4 lOOkw NBC kai/ Mai '53 10 8 1 1 l.i U 1 \ 1

AUSTIN KTB( l\ 7 316kw A." ,N Raj in. i 12 12 k'

KFDM-TV
KBST-TV

BEAUMONT
BIG SPRING

CORPUS CHRIST. KVDO-TV
DALLAS

llllikv V.I I'l.VV \i»r
•:>-»

I.'.kv CB> Peai I. in '56

16.6kw V.< \ oung Jim '54 Vl M 15

\ I

KRLD-TV 4 lllllku i RS I't.lllll.llll Dec '49 12 6 1 10 45 1 A.L

WFAA-TV 8 316kw A,N |Vlr\ Sept '49 6 2 8 5 2 23 45 2* M.A.1

KILT-TV 13 28.2U VRC ii i; Sept '56 \ X X 1 1 1 4 1*
1

KROD-TV 4 62.2kw A,C Branham Dec '52 10 5 5 5 3 1 10 35 1 M.I

KTSM-TV 9 55kw M!i Hollingbery Jan '53 6 2 4 6 6 14 25 1 A.L

EL PASO

(Licensed in Juarez, Mex
• XEJ-TV 5 250kw Natl Time Sis;

i > i k • -

Ma) ".1 1 6 X 3 X V* 15 1« A.L

FORT WORTH KFJZ-TV 11 ;if,U. 1 l.'.l.ll.-N -Kri'il Sept '55 11 5 1 9 45 2» \.l 1

WBAP-TV 5 lllllku \.\ I'l.W Sept '48 8 9 6 8 4 % 14 45 2» \ 1

GALVESTON KGUL-TV 11 _'i.;u i RS CBS TV Spot Mar *53 Hi 9 \ % 3 17 3 1 :

HARLINGEN KGBT-TV 4 lllllku A,C H-R Oct '53 3 5 4 8 % 7 2 2 i

HOUSTON KGUL-TV (See GALVESTON)
KPRC-TV 2 lOOkw NBC I'.IM Jan '49 No data availahlr

KTRK-TV 13 316kwt ABC Hollingbery Nov '54 5 12 13 19 % % 10 105 \i \.i

LAREDO kii vd-tv 8 2.14kw A,C,N Pearson Jan '56 2 2 X 7 1 15 2 1

LUBBOCK KCBD-TV 11 lOOkw A,N Raymer May '53 8 6 6 3 1 10 3 3 \ i

KDIB-TV 13 316kwt CBS B ranham Nov '52 10 7 6 4 1 12 65 2 L

LUFKIN KTRE-TV 9 26kw NBC V.R&McC Sept '55 8 2 i._, 3 y* 10 3 1 A
MIDLAND KMID-TV 2 lOOkw \.\ V.R&McC Dec '53 9 5 5 8 35 2* M.E.L

ODESSA KOSA-TV 7 102kw CBS Pearson Jan *56 No data available

SAN ANGELO KTXL-TV 8 25kw A,C,N V.R &McC Jul '53 4 7 12 2 X 7 35 2 A. E.L

SAN ANTONIO KCOR-TV 41 16.4kw R. (TConnell lllll '."».") 4 X 3 V* Mj 3 15 X L
KENS-TV 5 lOOkw A,C PGW Feb '50 12 4 9 7 4 % 10 65 1» \.l

WOAI-TV 4 lOIIku NBC l*.tr\ Dec '49 12 5 X % 6 2* \ 1 1

SWEETWATER KPAR-TV 12 26kwt CBS Hi. mli,mi l.i ii "i'i 8 9 6 5 1 16 6 2* M.I J

TEMPLE KCEN-TV 6 lOOkw Mil Hollingbery Nov '53 10 3 3 4 3 6 5 2 L
TEXARKANA KCMC-TV 6 lllllku A.C V.R&McC Aug '53 11 4 6 2 8 55 1

TYLER KLTV 7 ilhku A,C,N H-R Oct '54 \o data available

WACO KCEN-TV (See TEMPLE)
KWTX-TV 10 107kw A.C Pearson Apr '55 Xo data available

WESLACO KRGV-TV 5 28.8kw NBC Pearson Apr *54 X X 1 v4 35 1 EX
WICHITA FALLS KFDX-TV 3 lOOkw A.N Ra\ hut Apr '53 10 7 10 5 1 9 9 2 M.V.I

KSYD-TV 6 lOOkw CBS Blair Mar '53 X X X 3 1 4 2 1 A

UTAH
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rap On air date Network Local

Par-
teptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farsa

8yw-
F.lm News

BomtIi

lata

Featur
--

SALT LAKE CITY KSL-TV 5 28.3kw CBS CBS TV Spot Jim '49 12 4 6 6 2 ^ 14 45 X* 1 1

KTVT 4 :>r>ku \i;i Katz Apr '48 12 6 % 5 10 2 12 65 1» M.\.l

KITV 2 45.7k* ABC \\i-r\-Knodel ^. p '5 1 5 7 1 3 8 1 5 2 2* VF.I

SYMBOLS: ( # stations share time
I
licensed power (given) not used

M,A,E,L—morn, aft, eve, late

§ local film newsreel
• local sports covered

category unclai

x figure unspecifi
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VERMONT
DAILY HOURS

. .A

LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY
t 1

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

teptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn-
Film Newt

Sports
Info

Feature
films

F JRLINGTON WC.W l\ 3 60kwt CBS Weed Sept '54 8 6 X 8 3 2 5 3§ 2 L

*
j

VII(GIN 1 A
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Loeal

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
m kers Farm

Syn-
Film News

Sports

Info

Featura

films

<| ilSTOL WCYB-TV 5 82.6kw A,N Weed Sep '56 10 6 X 4 3 3 3 3§ 2* AX
i AMPTON WV EC-TV (See NORFOLK)
- ARRISONBURG WSVA-TV 3 8.3kw All 1'CW Oct '53 8 5 X i ., 2 2 3 3 2 E.L

. 'NCHBURG WLVA-TV 13 316kw ABC Hollingbery Feb '53 11 7 10 3 2 2 2 M,E,L

DRFOLK \\ A \ Y-TV 10 316kw ABC H-R Jan '57 No data avaltable

W TAR-TV 3 100kw A,C Petry Apr '50 11 Vi 24 15§

WTOV-TV 27 1 9.6kw McGillvra Oct '53 No data available

WVEC-TV 15 214kw NBC Avery-Knodel Sep '53 10 7 6 2 ',• 6 2 2 M.A.L

TERSBURG WXEX-TV 8 316kw NBC Fnrjoe Aug '55 12 6 3 6 4 6§ 2* M,A,L

CHMOND WRVA-TV 12 316kw CBS H.R&P Apr '56 12 6 5 3 '-• 1 9 4§ 1 A,L

WT\R 6 lOOkw ABC Blair Apr '48 18 12 3 3 X 7 3 M,L

WXEX-TV (See PETERSBURG)
1ANOKE WDBJ-TV 7 316kw CBS PGW Oct '55 11 6 5 10 3 % 4 5§ 2 A,L

WSLS-TV 10 316kw A,N Avery-Knodel Dec '52 12 6 5 8 8 1 3 7§ 1 L

WASHINGTON
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

r
A

\ / f

Network Local

Par- Chil- Home-
tcptn dren's makers Farm

Syn.

Film

Sports Featura

Newt lirft filmsCity Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep

LLINGHAM K\ OS-TV 12 38.5kw CBS Forjoe Jnn '53 15 A.E.L

.SCO KEPR-TY 19 llkw A,C,N Weed Dec '54 (Satellite to KIMA-TY, YAKIMA)
ATTLE KING-TV 100k\ ABC Blair Nov '48 12 10 i., 15 4§ M,A,L

KOMO-TV 100kw NBC NBC Spot Dec '53 14 A.L

KTNT-TV (See TACOMA)
KTVW (See TACOMA)

OKANE KHQ-TV 6 lOOkw NBC Katz Dec '52 9 6 15 1
lA 12 4§ \* A.L

KREM-TV 2 lOOkw ABC Petry Nov '54 5 6 3 5 6 1 A,L

KXLY-TV 4 48kw CBS Avery-Knodel Feb '53 9 4 1 3 13 2§ A.L

.COMA KTNT-TV 11 316kw CBS Weed Mar '53 12 9 8 1 5 21 X* A.L

KT\W 13 lOOkw Hollingbery Aug '53 12 5 15 14 li X* A.L

vNCOUVER KVAN-TV 21 108kw Boiling 1957 Vo data available

KIMA KIMA-TV 29 191kw A,C,N Weed Jul '53 6 5 3 10 4 1 20 3§ 1" L

KRSM 23 25kw 1957 No data available

WEST VIRGINIA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

city Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Loeal

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film Newt

Sports

Info

Feature

tint

JEFIELD WHIS-TV 6 50kw NBC Katz Sep '55 4 6 5 % y2 6 3§ 1 A.E.L

ARLESTON WCHS-TV 8 316kw CBS Branham Aug '54 11 5 y-i 3 i 5 2§ 1 M.A.L

WOAY-TV (See OAK HILL)

WSAZ-TV (See HUNTINGTON)
IRMONT WJPB-TV 35 20kw NBC Gill-Perna Feb '54 5 5 X 3 5 6 5§ 2' A.L

NTINGTON WHTN-TV 13 316kw ABC Petry Oct '55 5 9 10 1 i 12 3§ A.E.L

WSAZ-TV 3 lOOkwt NBC Katz Nov '49 11 7 5 5 1 3 8 7§ 3 L
K HILL WOAY-TV 4 lOOkw ABC Pearson Oct '54 2 7 4 2 1 10 3 1 E.L

RKERSBURG WTAP 15 20kwt A,C,N Pearson Nov '53 8 2 X 14 4 1" L
lEELING WSTV-TV (See STEUBENVILLE, OHIO)

WTRF-TV 7 317kw A,N Hollingbery Oct '53 11 5 11 9 y2 16 3§ 1 L
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OAILY HOUR*

I I i.i \ ISION MAST] R DIR1 CTO]

1

LOCAL WCEKLY HOUR*

a

NO SHOWS DAILY
**,

-*l

.1

1
city Call tatter* Chitl Vlipm Network National rip On air data •. . -i Lml

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren t

Ham.
maker. Parti riia

8p*jrt» FMfur*
N.wi lirft HIbi

EAU CLAIRE WEAU-TV 13 I50kw \.\ llollin^lxTN 1 X X 2 L
GREEN BAY W BAY-TV 2 look* 1 BS Weed Mat '53 9 4 3 3i 1 A.L

WFRV-TV 5 IllOU A,C 1 li .I'll' \ Kiril lllll Wl 7 4 2 4 4 2 3 1 A.E.L

\\ \lli\ l\ ' Si \l MUNETTE)
LA CROSSE WKBT 8 J.lku A.< .\ ii i; Au, 4

10

3

7

3

5 3

1

5

5

10

10 6« E.L

MADISON w i s< :-tv 3 IllOU CBS I'i.W Jun '56 49 \ 1

UkoW 1 \ 27 L'UIU ABC id .i.iii \ k. id Jul '53 5 6 8 4 3 6 3 x VI .1

WMTV 33 I'W.U M!< 'l HUM}! Jul "53 9 10 12 10 4 1 V.I .1

MARINETTE WMBV-TV 11 240kw Mi( V.R&McC Srp 7.1 11 6 v.. 8 8 1 VI

MILWAUKEE WI--N-TV 12 316kw Mil l',ll\ Oct '54 6 9 X 2 2 89 2* M.A.I

WITI-TV 6 lOOkw NTA l!i. inli.mi May '56 9 1 7 12 2 1 VII
\\ I'M I I \ liiiiku M'.i H.R&P Dei '47 Hi

\\\l\ 19 263k* i BS ( BS T\ Spot Oct '53 ', 13 49 M.VI
SUPERIOR- KH\I l\ (See DULUTH. MINN.)
DULUTH, MINN. WDSM-TV 6 lOOkw NBC I'GW Mar 12 4 x 11 3 7 29 1" VI

WAUSAU WSAU-TV 7 lOOkw A.C.N Meeker Oct '54 6 5 8 2 5 11 3 2 VI

WYOMING
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS DAILY

City Call tetter, Ctinl Vi» pwr Network National rep On air date Network

Par- Chll- Home- Syn.

teptn dren'e maker. Farm Film ••. film.

CHEYENNE KFBI T\ 5 liM)k« \.< \ II. .Mr Mar '54 1 VI

RIVERTON KWRB-TV 10 64kw Jul '57 No data mailable

ALASKA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS DAILY

City Call letter, Chnl VI, pwr Network National rep

Par- Chll- Home-
On air date Network Local tcptn dren't maker, Farm

Syn.

Film
Starts

Neva •'• flat.

ANCHORAGE kl MTV 5.3kw V\ Flct. her Dei '53 II IS VI

KTVA 11 3.2kw CBS Alaska Sales Dec '53 4 5 X 6 5 8 2§ 1 E.L

FAIRBANKS KFAR-TY 2 6kw A.N Fletcher Mar '55 3 6 6 1 4 2§ 1 A.L

KTVF 11 llkw CBS Alaska Sales Feb '55 5 3 8 49 29 2 A.L

JUNEAU KINY-TY 8 150kw CBS Uaska Sales Feb '56 4 ••> 3 X 5 1 1 L

HAWAII
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS DAILY

City Call letter, Chnl VI, pwr Network National rep On air date

Par- Chll- Home-
Network Local teptn dren'j maker, Farm

Sy».
Film New*

S..T-J

lata

FeMn
•lata

HILO KHBC-TY 9 lkw i r>> PGW May '55 (Satellite to KGMB-TV, HONOLULU)
HONOLULU KGMB-TV 9 104kw CBS PGW Dec '52 x x 6 3 29 1 A,E,L

KONA 2 60kw NBC NBC Spot Nov '52 xx 5 1 8 19 A.E

KULA-TV 4 26kw ABC Young Apr '54 xx 8 9 A.E.L

WAILUKU EMU" 3 6kw - \pr '.i.i (Satellite to KGMB-TV. HONOLULU)

PUERTO RICO
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS OAILY

>'"

City Call letter, Chnl VI, pwr Networt National ret On air data Network Local

Par- Chll- Home-
teptn dren', maker, Farm

Syn.

Film
Start.

Neva lata lit

MAYAGUEZ WORA-TY 5 30kw A.C Young Sep '55 .Yo data available

SAN JUAN WAPA-TV 4 56kw A.N Caribbean May "54 Xo data available

WKAQ-TV 2 lOOkw CBS Inter-American M.ir '~->i x x 4 8 3 29 1* A.L
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CANADA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL >l EKLY HOURS NO

1

SHOWS DAILY
A 1

/ * » /

City Call letters Cfinl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par- Chil-
tcptn dren't

hi -ne-

mkers Farm
Syn.

Film Newi
Sports

Info

Fettur*

Alms

f .

ALBERTA
5 LGARY CHCT-TV 2 lllllku CBC Weed; All-Can Sep '54 4 5

5

x % 8 4
5 '/j

6 3§ 3 L
• MONTON CFRN-TV 3 ] 80.3kw CBC CSR; Oakes Oct '54 6 2§ 1* A,L

; THBRIDGE CJLH-TV 7 171kw CBC Weed; All-Can Nov '55 6 1 2 _ 13 IS 1 L

I BRITISH COLUMBIA
NCOUVER CBUT 2 89.4kw CBC Dec '53 6 5 1 5 "> 22 2§ !• A

;: MANITOBA
ANDON CKX-TV 5 19kw CBC Weed; All-Can Jan '55

.NNIPEG ( HWT 56kw CBC May '54 6

No data available
~

1
5~ y2 22 2§ 1*

NEW BRUNSWICK
>NCTON CKCW-TV 25kw CBC Stovin Dec '54 16 3§

JOHN CIISJ-TY 4 lOOkw CBC Weed; All-Can Mar '54 x V, 2§

NEWFOUNDLAND
JOHN'S CJON-TV 6 21kw A,C,N;C Weed; All-Can Sep '55 6 .0 2§ !• E,L

NOVA SCOTIA

LI FAX CBHT 3 lOOkw CBC Dec '54 % 22

3NEY CJCB-TV 4 180kw CBC Weed; All-Can Oct '54 4 10

ONTARIO
RRIE CKVR-TV 14kv CSR; Mulvihill Sep '55 %
MILTON CHCH-TV 11 lOOkw CBC CSR; All-Can Jun '54 No data available

4GSTON CKWS-TV 11 257kw CBC Weed; All-Can Dec '54 8 y2 4§

•CHENER CKCO-TV 13 57.5kw CBC Weed; Hardy Mar '54 4§

\,L_

A.L_

'AX
EX
_\_
A

,MDON CFPL-TV 10 325kw CBC Weed; All-Can Nov '53 4 10 6§

RTH BAY CKGN-TV 10 52.5kw CBC CSR; Mulvihill Dec '55 6 _ 3§

TAWA CBOFT 55kw CBC Jun '55 22 2§

CBOT 50kw CBC Jun '53 1 '_• 22 2§

ERBOROUGH CHEX-TV 12 260kw CBC Weed; All-Can Mar '55 No data available

U ARTHUR CFPA-TV 2 5.5kw CBC Weed; All-Can Oct '54 6 1 5 X E
JLT STE. MARIE CJIC-TV 2 28kw CBC Weed; All-Can Nov '54 No data available

JBURY CKSO-TV 5 2kw CBC Weed; All-Can Oct '53 X X y2 8 12 5 2 A,L

4MINS CFCL-TV 6 18.5kw CBC McGillv.;Renaud Jul '56 2§

RONTO CBLT 9 99.5kw CBC Sep '52 l
-> 22 2§ A

NDSOR CKLW-TV 325k\ C,D Young; All-Can Sep '54 10 18 3§ A,E,L

NGHAM CKNX-T\ 36kw CBC All-Can Nov '55 2§ E,L

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

ARLOTTETOWN CFCY-TV 13 79k\v CBC Weed; All-Can Jul '56 6 2 6 3 1 6 2§ 1 E,L

QUEBEC

4QUIERE CKRS-TV 12 42kw Fr CSR; Hardy Dec '55 4 X 2 2 X L
NTREAL CBFT 2 lOOkw CBC Sept '52 6 5 1 5 y2 22 2§ 1« A

1
CBMT 6 43.8kw CBC Jan '54 6 5 1 5 y2 22 2§ 1« A

EBEC CFCMT\ 4 12.7kw CBC Weed: Hardy Jul '54 13 A,L

tOUSKI CJBR-TV 3 60.5kw Fr CSR; Stovin Nov '54 5 2 X 2 2 y2 4 21 1« L

RBROOKE CHLT-TV 7 300kw Fr CSR; Hardy Aug '56 5 3 7 2 — 6 2§ 2 A,L

1

SASKATCHEWAN
ilNA CKCK-TV 2 lOOkw CBC Weed; All-Can Jul '54 x 3 3 5 % 13 3§ 2 A,L

KATOON CFQC-TV 8 lllllku A,C,N c CSR; Reps Ltd. Dec '54 4 3 13 1 5 i 10 2§ 2
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Television Category Director)

IdrlTl PAGE 142

Detailed analysis of farm programing

for 273 -rations in this category.

feature film PAGE 146

Time periods ill which feature him-

are scheduled. Uso name of buyer.

film & slide data PAGE 152

Size & type of slides, type of projec-

tor, film size, commercial contact.

homemaking page ,se

Ajialysis of special offerings by cate-

gories of interest to women.

special appeals page i 6 .

Station- with special programs for

Nemo, foreign la- ludiences.

SpOrtS PAGE 162

Regularly featured events on 410

tions indicating network, live or film.

studio facilities PA ge .70

(n\ing four t\
|

permanent -

color data, remotes, rear view
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4 FARM TELEVISION

farm

symbols

* indicates farm director is member
National Assoc. Radio & Tv

Farm Directors

f indicates station receives pro-

gram material from the U. S.

Dept. of Agriculture

• Regularly scheduled farm programs are re-

ported by 273 stations, some 53% of all re-

spondents to the 1957 Buyers' Guide question-

naires. This compares with 245 stations report-

ing similar programing in 1956. The U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture offers program mate-

rial for use by television stations. Many more

stations report employment of farm directors

this year than last. According to the 1957 sur-

vey, 67 stations have such directors while only

55 stations had them in 1956. This refers to

those who are members of the National Associa-

tion of Radio & TV Farm Directors. Types of

programing featured include market news,

weather reports, interviews, demonstrations, 4-

H, farm tips, livestock shows, fairs, special

events.

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM
*WABT.... 1

-_> hr weekly—farm news, mar-

ket

WBRC-TV....3 hrs weekly—4-H, market,

weather
DECATUR
WMSL-TV.... 1

.. hr weekly—market, weath-

er

MOBILE
WALA-TV.... 1

,4 hr weekly—extension

MONTGOMERY
WSFA-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension, mar-

ket

ARIZONA
PHOENIX

KOOL-TV.... 1
^ hr weekly—market, weather

1-KPHO-TV....1 hr weekly—markets, USDA
films

KTVK.... 1
/^ hr weekly—extension

KVAR....'j hr weekly—extension, daily

farm news, market, weather
TUCSON

KVOA-TV....V4 hr weekly-—extension

YUMA
KIVA....1 hr weekly markets

ARKANSAS
EL DORADO

KRBB....1 hr weekly local news, market,

weather
FT. SMITH

KFSA-TV....I4 hr weekly
LITTLE ROCK

*KARK-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather
*KTHV.... 1

i hr weekly—extension, market,

weather
TEXARKANA
KCMC-TV....1 hr weekly—daily farm re-

ports

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD

KERO-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-
ket, weather

CHICO
KHSL-TV.... 1

/-! hr weekly—extension, weath-

er

EUREKA
Kl EM-TV.. % hr weekly—extension

FRESNO
*KFRE-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension, film.

interviews, market, news,

weather
KJEO-TV....2 hrs weekly—demonstrations,

frost warnings, market, news
KMJ-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, market,

4-H, news, weather, F.F.A.

KVVG.... 1
/! hr weekly—market news,

weather

LOS ANGELES
*KRCA....2 hrs weekly—market, weather

REDDING
KVIP.... 1

/! hr weekly—extension, market,

weather
SACRAMENTO

KBET-TV....3 hrs weekly—extension, mar-
ket, weather

KCCC-TV....3 hrs weekly—extension, mar-
ket, State Dept. of Agricul-

ture, 4-H, weather, F.F.A.

KCRA-TV....3 hrs weekly—extension, mar-
ket, road reports, weather

SALINAS
KSBW-TV....2 hrs weekly—market, weather

SAN DIEGO
KFMB-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, market

SAN FRANCISCO 1

KPIX....1 hr weekly—farm features, mar-

ket, weather j

KRON-TV....1 hr weekly—landscaping

SANTA BARBARA
KEY-T....3 hrs weekly—market, weather

STOCKTON
KOVR....3 hrs weekly—extension, 4-H,

market, F.F.A.

COLORADO
COLORADO S'PNGS

KKTV.... 1
;; hr weekly—extension, garden-

ing, market
DENVER

KLZ-TV.... 1/o hr weekly—market, weather
PUEBLO

KCSJ-TV....1 hr weekly—market & ditch

report

CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD
WNBC 1 hr weekly—market, weather

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

WRC-TV.... 1
1 hr weekly—market, news

FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE
WMBR-TV....1 hr weekly—agricultural in-

formation, market news, Uni-

versity of Florida

ORLANDO
WDBO-TV.... a4 hr weekly—weather

PENSACOLA
WEAR-TV.... 1

•_• hr weekly—market news
TAMPA

*WFLA-TV....l hr weekly—extension, farm

news, interviews, market,

weather
WTVT....1 hr weekly—market, weather

GEORGIA
ATLANTA
WAGA-TV....H hr weekly—4-H
WLW-A....1 hr weekly—demonstrations,

extension, market, weekly

farm summaries
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CEORCIA (cont.)

AUGUSTA
•WJBF....I In weekl) Mm-, featuring dil

i, i. hi i ountiea eat li week,

extension, market, wreathe]

WRDW-TV ; In- weekl] market, weath

i-i

COLUMBUS
•WDAK-TV....2 lii— weekl] market, new-

WRBL-TV....' _• In weekl) extension, mai

ket, weather
SAVANNAH

WSAV-TV....I In weeklv extension, local

filming nl g I fai ming, mai •

ket, weathei
WTOC-TV....2 In- weekl] extension, mai

ket, weather

THOMASVILLE
WCTV I In- weekl] extension, general

news, market, weather

IDAHO

BOISE
KBOI-TV....1 In weekl] extension, weath-

er

KIDO-TV.... 1

, hr weekly- interviews, mar-

ket

IDAHO FALLS
KID-TV....% hr weekly—weather

TWIN FALLS
KLIX-TV....1 In- weekl] extension, market,

weather

ILLINOIS

CHAMPAIGN
WCIA.....S hr- weekly extension, market,

news, weather

CHICAGO
t*WBBM-TV....l hr weekl] livestock esti-

mates, market, new- films,

I . S. Dept. of Agriculture,

weeklv reviews oi livestock,

weather

*WGN-TV....'j hr weekly- extension, mar-

ket, weather

*WNBQ....2 hrs weekly—extension, film

feature-, market news, weath-

er

HARRISBURG
WSIL-TV....1 hr weekl] extension, mar-

ket

PEORIA
WTVH....'j hr weekly—market reports

QUINCY
WGEM-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather

ROCKFORD
WREX-TV....2 hr* weekly —extension, in-

terview* with county agents,

markets, news, safety, weath

er

ROCK ISLAND
*WHBF-TV....l hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket report-, safety

SPRINGFIELD
•WICS....3 hr- weekly market news

INDIANA
ELKHART

*WSJV-TV.....1 hr* weekly—county agent

interviews, extension, market,

weather
EVANSVILLE
WEHT....5 hrs weekly—
WFIE-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather

WTVW....2 hrs weekly—extension, market,

weather

FT. WAYNE
WIN-T....1 hr weekly extension

•WKJG-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket

INDIANNAPOLIS
•WFBM TV....2 in- weeklj c it] agent,

exti nsion, mai k< t, •••' ither

WISH-TV ...2 In- weeklv extension, mai

ket

SOUTH BEND
WSBTTV....I In weekl] extension, mai

ket, weathei

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS
KCRG TV

! , In weekl] market
WMT-TV....I hi weekl) crops, livestock

shows, fain, extension, inter-

\ ievi -. mai ket, »pe< ial events,

weathei
DAVENPORT
WOC-TV. I In weekl] extension, intei

views, market
DES MOINES

KRNT-TV....2 In- weekl] market, news,

h eathei

WHO-TV...._' In- weekl] extension, mar-

ket, weathei
*WOI-TV "> In- weekl] demonstration,

extension, fai m Bert u e, mar
ket, Iowa State ( ollege

FT. DODGE
KQTV. ...'_• In weekl] extension, market.

weathei

MASON CITY
''KGLO-TV....2 hr- weekl] features, in-

terview-, market, news, trends,

weather
OTTUMWA

KTVO.... 3 In- weekl] extension, feature

farm safety, til. market,

weather
SIOUX CITY

KTIV 3 hi- weeklv extension, market,

weather
KVTV....2 hurs weekly—extension, market

WATERLOO
KWWL.-TV.....1 hr- weekly -extension,

market, weather

KANSAS
GREAT BEND

KCKT-TV....4 hr- weekly— extension, mar-

ket, weather
PITTSBURG
KOAM-TV....2 hr* weeklv—extension, mar-

ket, news
TOPEKA

*WIBW-TV....3 hrs weekly — extension,

Farm Bureau, filmed events,

interviews, market. State Bd.

of \uriciilture, weather
WICHITA

KAKE-TV....1 hr weeklv extension, mar-

ket, weather

*KARD-TV.... I hrs weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather

*KTVH....l hr weeklv—county agents, gen-

eral agriculture, new ideas,

1-11. -tate progress

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON

WLEX-TV.... 1 - hr weekly—farm & market

report -

LOUISVILLE
WAVE-TV.... 1 hr weekly- farm operations

WHAS-TV 3 hrs weekly—market, weath-

er

LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA

KALB-TV....2 hr- weekly—countv agent,

extension, market, weather

BATON ROUGE
WBRZ....'o hr weekly extension, weather

LAFAYETTE
KLFY-i V.... 1 - hr weekly—market

MONROE
KNOE-TV....1 hr weekly—county agent-,

extension, market, weather

NEW ORLEANS
WDSUTv .

' _. in weekl) morning n
•it -

, i - I fept.

SHREVEPORT
KSLA-TV....2 In- weekl ion, mai

ithi i

MAINE
BANGOR
WABI-TV. . I In Hreekl) rxtension, mat

ket

PORTLAND
•WCSH-TV....', l„ weekl] Kgrit ullun De

p.nine nt . I vpr i imenl Si

lion, extention, feature-, mar-
ket

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
WAAM.... 1

.. In weekl) extension, mar-
ket, weather

•WBAL-TV ....'... |, r weeklv roundup
SALISBURY
WBOC-TV....I fir weekl) local market

II' w -

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

WBZ-TV....'^. hr weekl] extension, mar-
ket, produce prices, weather

PITTSFIELD
WMGT....'j hr weeklv agricultural de-

vi topmi nt-. extension,
tnre-

MICHICAN
ANN ARBOR
WPAG-TV.. ..'_. hr weeklv extension, in-

terview-, market
CADILLAC

WWTV....'.. hr weekly—
DETROIT

•WWJ-TV....1 hr weekK films, local ni

market report - 8 an >

-pe, [a] event-

GRAND RAPIDS
WOOD-TV.... 1 h r weeklv extension, mar-

ket, weather
KALAMAZOO

*WKZO-TV....'., hr weeklv extension,

market*, stock & grain p

MINNESOTA
AUSTIN

KMMT.... 1 - hr weekl] . market,

weather

DULUTH-SUPERIOR
WDSM-TV.... 1

j hr weekly—equipment, ex-

tension, -afetv

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WCCO-TV....2 hr- weeklv equipmei I

ten-ion. Earmii

WTCN-TV.... 1
j hr weekly extension, mar-

ket, weather

ROCHESTER
*K ROC-TV....' j hr weekly extension, lo-

cal irket, weather

MISSISSIPPI
COLUMBUS

WCBI-TV.... 1
j hr

HATTIESBURG
WDAM-TV.... 1

! hr weeklv -4-H, weather

JACKSON
WJTV.... 1

a hr W« - -ion

*WLBT....,3 hr* weeklv—county _

ten-ion. farm-family of the

k, 4-H. market, weather

MERIDIAN
WTOK-TV....1 hr weekly—extension

TUPELO
WTWV....1 hr weekly—extension, market,

weather
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4 FARM III -1 \ ISION

MISSOURI
COLUMBIA

KOMU-TV....2 hrs weekly — extension,

farming tips, market, -weath-

er

HANNIBAL
"KHQA-TV....1 hr weekly—demonstrations

by county agents, extension,

market, weather
KANSAS CITY
*KCMO-TV....l hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather
WDAF-TV.... 1

'-! hr weekly—market, news
ST. JOSEPH

*KFEQ-TV....l hr weekly—extension, 4-H,

market, weather, F.F.A.
SPRINGFIELD

KTTS-TV....2 hrs weekly—market, weather

MONTANA
BUTTE

KXLF-TV....2 hrs weekly—
GREAT FALLS

*KFBB-TV....2 hrs weekly—auction, here-

fonl shows & sales, extension,

market, special events, weath-
er

MISSOULA
KMSO-TV....3 hrs weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather

NEBRASKA
HASTINGS

KHAS-TV....I hrs weekly—interviews, mar-
ket, weather

KEARNEY
*KHOL-TV....3 hrs weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather
LINCOLN
*KOLN-TV....l hr weekly—calendar, exten-

sion, grain prices, market
news

OMAHA
KMTV....1 hr weekly—market, news
*WOW-TV....3 hrs weekly—extension, farm

course with University of

Nebraska & Iowa State Col-

lege, market, weather

NEW MEXICO
ROSWELL

KSWS-TV....2 hrs weekly—county agent,

extension

NEW YORK
NEW YORK

WCBS-TV.... 1
i hr weekly—weather, in-

cluding general

*WRCA-TV....l hr weekly—film features,

market
PLATTSBURGH

WPTZ-TV.... 1

.. hr wekly—extension

ROCHESTER
WROC-TV 2 hrs weekly—film, market,

weather
SCHENECTADY

WRGB....V.'t hr weeklv—service

SYRACUSE
WHEN-TV....1 hr weekly—extension

WSYR-TV....V2 hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather
UTICA

WKTV.... 1
•_. hr weekly—extension

NORTH CAROLINA
ASHEVILLE
WLOS-TV....3 hrs weekly—county agents,

demonstrations, extension,

market, N.C. & S.C. colleges

CHARLOTTE
WBTV....14 hr weekly

DURHAM
WTVD....3 hrs weekly—extension, market,

weather

GREENSBORO
WFMY-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket

GREENVILLE
WNCT....2 hrs wekly—extension, 4-H, mar-

ket, news, F.F.A.

WASHINGTON
WITN....4 hrs weekly—extension, market,

news, weather

WINSTON-SALEM
*WSJS-TV....3 hrs weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather

NORTH DAKOTA
BISMARCK

KBMB-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, live

stock & grain market, news,

N. D. Agricultural College

KFYR-TV....2 hrs weekly—market, weather
DICKINSON

KDIX-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, market,

weather
FARGO
*WDAY-TV....l hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather

MINOT
KCJB-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, future

farmers, 4-H. livestock &
grain market, N. D. Agricul-

tural College

VALLEY CITY
*KXJB-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather

OH/O
CINCINNATI
WCPO-TV.... 1^ hr weekly—farm safety,

livestock & grain prices

COLUMBUS
*WBNS-TV....l hr weekly— "Farmtime"

show covering extension, mar-
ket & weather

WLW-C....Vi> hr weekly—extension, Ohio
State University

DAYTON
WLW-D....1 hr weekly — market, news,

weather
STEUBENVILLE

WSTV-TV.... 1
^ hr weekly—demonstrations,

extension, market
TOLEDO
WSPD-TV....3 hrs weekly—county agents,

demonstrations. 4-H, Soil

Conservation. F.H.A.
ZANESVILLE
WHIZ-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather

OKLAHOMA
ADA

KTEN.... 1 ^ hr weekly—weather
ARDMORE

KVSOTV.... 1
-.. hr weekly

OKLAHOMA CITY
*KWTV....4 hrs weekly—extension, mar-

ket, 4-H, Soil Conservation,

Oklahoma A. & M. College,

weather, F.F.A.

*WKY-TV....l hr weekly—extension, mar-
ket, weather

TULSA
t*KOTV....2 hrs weekly—extension, films,

interviews, news, USDA
KTVX.. ..'•_> hr weekly—extension

*KVOO-TV....3 hrs weekly—extension, live-

stock, market, soil, weather

OREGON
KLAMATH FALLS

KOTI....1 hr weekly—county agent report,

extension, weather

MEDFORD
KBES-TV....1 hr weekly—county offices, ex-

tension

PORTLAND
KLOR....2 hrs weekly—market, weather
t*KOIN-TV....M> hr weekly — educational

with experts from State col-

leges, USDA & private, ex-

tension, market, weather
KPTV....1 hr weekly—extension

PENNSYLVANIA
ALTOONA

WFBG-TV.... 1^ hr weekly—extension

ERIE
WICU.... 1^ hr weekly—F.F.A.

HARRISBURG
WCMB-TV....1 hr weekly

JOHNSTOWN
WARD-TV.. ..2 hrs weekly—films
WJAC-TV....14 hr weekly—extension

PHILADELPHIA
WRCV-TV....3 hrs weekly—general farm

farm & garden information,

market, weather
PITTSBURGH

KDKA-TV....1 hr weekly
SCRANTON
*WARM-TV....l hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather
PROVIDENCE
WJAR-TV....1 hr weekly—market news

SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON

WAIM-TV.... 1
^ hr weekly—extension

CHARLESTON
WCSC-TV.... 1

-. hr weekly—local farm top-

ics, news
COLUMBIA

WIS-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, market,

weather
FLORENCE
WBTW.... 1

^ hr weekly—extension, market
GREENVILLE

*WFBC-TV....l hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather

SOUTH DAKOTA
RAPID CITY

*KOTA-TV....2 hrs weekly—local livestock

sales, market, weather
SIOUX FALLS

KELO-TV....6 hrs weekly—extension, mar-
ket news

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA

WRGP-TV....1 hr weeklv—extension

JACKSON
WDXI-TV....1 hr weekly—interviews, mar-

ket, weather

JOHNSON CITY
WJHL-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, weath-

er

KNOXVILLE
WATE-TV.... 1

-! hr weeklv—extension, mar-

ket

WBIR-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-
ket, weather

MEMPHIS
WHBQ-TV....^ hr weekly—market
*WMCT....l hr weekly—extension, farm

personalities & families, local

stockvards. market
NASHVILLE
WLAC-TV....1 hr weekly— extension, mar-

ket, news, weather
WSIX-TV....5 hrs weekly—market, weather

TEXAS
ABILENE

KRBC-TV.... 1
-.; hr weekly—demonstrations,

interviews, new-, weather
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TEXAS (cont.)

AMARILLO
•KGNC-TV....1 lit weeklv all categories

AUSTIN
KTBC-TV....L* In- weekly extension, mai

kri, weather

BEAUMONT
KFDM-TV ..,.'. In weeklv extension

BIG SPRING
KBST-TV...._' Sir- weekly extension, mat

kit, weather

CORPUS CHRISTI
KVDO-TV.... 1

.. In weekly

DALLAS
tWFAA-TV....L' hr- weekly c 1

1

n 8 state

agriculture film sen ii es, ex

tension, market, weather,
I -D\

EL PASO
KROD-TV....1 |,r weekly
XEJ-TV....', weekly wither

FT. WORTH
•W8AP-TV.... 1 - Iir weeklv extension, mar-

ket

GALVESTON
KGUL-TV.....; hr- weekly market, weather

HARLINGEN
KGBT-TV.... 1

-.. hr weekly extension, mar-

ket

HOUSTON
•KTRK-TV.... 1

•_. Iir weekly- extension, mar-
ket, weather

LUBBOCK
KCBD-TV....1 hr weekly extension, mar-

ket, new-, weather
KDUB....1 hr weekly extension, market,

weather

LUFKIN
KTRE-TV.... 1

, hr weekly extension, mai
kit. weather

SAN ANGELO
KTXL-TV....1 hr weekly- -news

SAN ANTONIO
KCOR-TV.... 1

.. hr weekly—films
•KENS-TV....% hr weekly— interviews, lo-

cal & regional farm & range

news
WOAI-TV.... 1 - hr weekly—market, weath-

er

SWEETWATER
KPAR-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather

TEMPLE
KCEN-TV.....S hr- weekly—demonstrations,

extension, interviews, market,

weather

TEXARKANA
*KCMC-TV....i! hr- weekly demonstra-

tions, extension, field reports,

market, weather

WESLACO
KRGV-TV.... 1

, hr weekly extension, inter-

views, market

WICHITA FALLS
KFDX-TV....1 hr weekly discussions,

weather
KSYD-TV....1 hr weeklv—counselor, mar-

ket

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY

KSL-TV.... 1
-.. hr weekly -weather

KTVT....2 hrs weekly—extension, market.

price reports, Utah State

Agricultural Colleg

KUTV....1 hr weekly—market, weather

BURLINGTON
•wcaX-TV...._' hi- weekly extension,

farm problems, in.uk- 1, weath

VIRGINIA

BRISTOL
•wcyb TV ; hi- weekly extension,

market, weather
HARRISONBURG

•WSVA-TV......' In- weekly extension, in-

I. i\ ieVi - H ith l.miiei - 8 then

iliea on the fai ma, mai Icet,

weather
LYNCHBURG

WLVA-TV.....' hr- weekly extension, \ .IM.

NORFOLK
WTaR-TV... ' .. hr weekly market, prices,

weather
WVEC-TV....' .• In weeklv extension, \ ir-

nnia Fisheries

PETERSBURG
WXEX-TV....6 hi- weekly daily market

reports, fiedl spe< ialists, new -

RICHMOND
WRVA-TV....I hr weekly extension, Farm

lime. in. market, State Dept.

of \-:t i' ulture. weather
WTVR.... .! hr- weekly extension, market,

weather
ROANOKE
WDBJ-TV. ...'... hr weekly extension, mar-

ket, weather
*WSLS-TV... 1 hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket, weather

WASH INCTON
SEATTLE

KING-TV....'., hr weekly
•KOMO-TV ...._' hrs weekly—extension,

dening, market, weather
SPOKANE

*KHQ-TV....' i hr weekly—extension, mar-
ket, weather

TACOMA
KTNT-TV....1 hr weekly extension, film-.

market, weatther
YAKIMA

KIMA-TV....1 hr weekly extension, mar-
ket, weather

WEST VIRGINIA

BLUEFIELD
WHISTV....'.. hr weeklv

CHARLESTON
WCH3-TV....I hr weeklv—extension, mar-

ket

HUNTINGTON
WHTN-TV....I hr weekly extension,

w eather

*WSAZ-TV.....i hr- weeklv extension, mar-
ket, weather

OAK HILL
WOAI-TV....1 hr weekly—county anent.

extension, I II

WHEELING
WTRF-TV.. ..>.. hr weeklv extension

WISCONSIN

EAU CLAIRE
WEAU-TV....'..: hr weeklv

GREEN BAY
*WBAY-TV....1 hr- weekly—extension, mar-

ket report-, weather

LA CROSSE
WKBT....1 hr weeklv—market v.- -

MADISON
WISC-TV....". hr- weeklv extension, films

of special event-, market,

weather

1 \K\I I I 1.1 \ l*H IN

wkow TV

[arming 8 bomemaking tip-.

' ii<-r

wmtv... t In - wet kly

MARINETTE
WMBVTV. 1 hi we. k

\ l> W -

MILWAUKEE
WISN-TV ! hi- weekly -\

k. t. weather
SUPERIOR-DULUTH, MINN.
WDSM TV ...'._. bi lion

WAUSAU
WSAU-TV ... ~> In- weekly extension

ket, weather

CANADA
ALBERTA

CALGARY
CHCT-TV... ' .. hr weekly extension, in-

terviews, market
EDMONTON

CFRN-TV.... 1

.. hr weekly

BRITISH COLUMBIA
VANCOUVER

CBUT.... ' _• hr weeklv

4

WINNIPEG
CBVVT.... 1

MONCTON
CKCW-TV..

MANITOBA

•_• hr weekly news

NEW BRUNSWICK

hr weekly weather

NEWFOUNDLAND
ST. JOHN'S

CJON-TV... ' J Iir Weeklv

erv. market, weather

NOVA SCOTIA
HALIFAX

CBHT.... 1
j hr weeklv

ONTARIO
BARRIE

CKVR-TV....'.. hr weekly
KINGSTON
CKWS-TV ...'.. hr weekly

KITCHENER
CKCO-TV....1 hr xtension, inter-

views, market, new -

LONDON
*CFPL-TV....'-j hr wet sion, in-

tei\ iev -. lot a] film-, n

OTTAWA
CBOFT. ...'•.• hr weeklv

CBOT....'-j hr weeklv
TORONTO

CBLT. ...'_• hr weeklv
i

WINGHAM
*CKNX-TV....J hr- weeklv ex'

era! practice, 4-H, market,

-nil improvement, weather

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
CHARLOTTETOWN

CFCY-TV....1 |,r weeklv

QUfBFC
MONTREAL

CBFT....'j hr weeklv

CBMT....'-J hr Weeklv

RIMOUSKI
CJBR-TV.... 1

-.. hr weeklv—extension, mar-
ket

SASKATCHEWAN
REGINA
CKCK-TV. ...'.. hr Weeklv

SASKATOON
CF<PC-TV....] hr weekly calendar, weath-
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4 1 I \ rURE FILMS TELEVISION

feature films

symbol

x indicates station covers

time under column heading

• 438 stations (85% of total respondents) re-

port daily feature film programing. That is a

slight increase over last year's 82%. Feature
films continue to be a very substantial portion of

a television station's daily programing schedule.

The release of newer and more desirable films

has enabled stations to retain a large percentage

of the audience. Late evening film features in-

creased over last year while evening and after-

noon film showings remained pretty much the

same with morning film presentations showing a

slight decline. This year's statistics show that

17% of the stations get their film features off in

the morning compared with 19% in 1956. 67%
have afternoon films while 27% show early

evening films. Late evening film features are

the choice of 92% of the respondents against

86% last year.

City & state Call letters AM Aft Eve Late Contact

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM . WABT

WBRC-TV
DECATUR WMSL-TV
MOBILE WALA-TV

WKRG-TV
MONTGOMERY WCOV-TV

WSFA-TV

ARIZONA
PHOENIX KOOL-TV

KPHO-TV
KTVK
KVAR

TUCSON . KDWI-TV
KOPO-TV
KVOA-TV

YUMA KIVA

ARKANSAS
EL DORADO KRBB
FORT SMITH KFSA-TV
LITTLE ROCK KARK-TV

KATV
KTHV

TEXARKANA KCMC-TV

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD _

CH1CO
EUREKA
FRESNO

KBAK-TV
KERO-TV
KHSL-TV
KIEM-TV
KFRE-TV
KJEO-TV
KMJ-TV
KVVG

Nod Nelson
M. D. Smith
Frank Whisenani
A I C. Holman
C. P. Persons
Hugh M. Smith
Gene R. Jacobsen

Jack Murphy
Howard Stalnaker

Roger Van Duzer
Dick Lewis
T. J. Parker
E. S. Mittendorj
Hank Hubbard
Ray Smucker

Bruce B. Compton
John Whin
Douglas Romine
Jimmy Cowsert
Jack Bomar
Walter M. Windsor

Al Constant
Ed Urner
Bob Weisburg
W. B. Smullin
Ed Freeh
Joe Drilling

Perry Nelson
James Stacey

City & state Call letters AM Aft Eve Late

LOS ANGELES . KABC-TV
KCOP
KHJ-TV
KNXT
KRCA
KTLA
KTTV

REDDING _ KVIP
SACRAMENTO _K BET-TV

KCCC-TV
KCRA-TV

SALINAS KSBW-TV
SAN DIEGO KFMB-TV

KFSD-TV
XETV

SAN FRANCISCO. KGO-TV
KPIX
KRON -TV
KSAN-TV

SAN JOSE ...KNTV
SAN LUIS
OBISPO KVEC-TV

SAN'A BARBARA KEY-TV
STOCKTON KOVR

COLORADO
COLO. SFNGS _ KKTV

KRDO-TV
DENVER KBTV

KLZ-TV
KOA-TV
KTVR

GRAND JUNC. __KREX-TV
MONTROSE KFXJ-TV
PUEBLO KCSJ-TV

CONNECTICUT
BRIDGEPORT WICC-TV
HARTFORD _ WHCT

WNBC
NEW HAVEN _ WNHC-TV

Howard Lipstone
Mary Warren
James Higson
Bob Hurlbut
George Burke
Leland G. Muller
Richard Wollen
Ted Dooley
John Schacht
W. R. Furnell

Tom Breen
Gary Ferlisi

Bryan Dowty
Jay Grill

Julian M. Kaufman
Bob Mitchell

Wm. C. Dempsey
Norman Louvan
Bob McLaughlin
Russ Truesdell

x Fred Beck
x Joe Contontino
x John Kearns

x Carl Pehlman
x Harry Hoth
x Gil Lee
x C. H. Beace
x Heyward Siddons

x x Hugh Ben La Roe
X Rex Howell
x Rex Howell

x x Jack Cravens

Ining Magilnick
John 0. Downey
Philip B. Hale
Edward Obrist
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City 4 lUtt Call l.tttri AM Aft I .- L*ti OartaH

DELAWARE
nil MINGTOh wpfh

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

xxx Glen It 1

1

ii (siii\(;to\

FLORIDA

i u Ksom a if.

Ml l\ll

WRC-TV
WTOP-TV
WTTG

WJHP-TV
WMBR-TV
WGBS-TV

\

\

\

\ \

\

\

\

\

\ \

\

X

\

X

\

\

\

X

X

\

\

\

\

X

I
\

X

\

X

X

X

X

James U. Murr)

Thomas B. J>

l.tui Lorenzetti

II ilia

llini\ Kolkinei
Trm Mason

WITV
WTVJ

ORL t\l><> WDBO-TV
ri VS U 01 i WEAR-TV
ST. PETERSBl RGWSUN-TV
/ 11//' / WFLA-TV

< 1 dward 1 title

I ouis II olfson
II

. I\ Sickles

Mel 11 fu

Charles Bishop
( arl Bergquisl
Robert Olson
Mary O'Connell

Theodore 1. Eikend

WTVT
W.PALM HI « // WEAT-TV

WPTV

CEORCIA

[LB i\)
ATLANTA

11 GUSTA

COLUMBUS

MACON
SAIAXXAH

THOMASVILLE

WALB-TV
WAGA-TV
WLW-A
WSB-TV
WJBF
WRDW-TV
WDAK-TV
WRBL-TV
WMAZ-TV
WSAV-TV
WTOC-TV
WCTV

Jack Mayer
Don Vaylor

Jean Hendria
J. B. Fui/ a n

R, t. Fennel
Ronnie Otwell
Ridley Bell

I'd Pendleton, Jr.

William E. I. ucas
Eugene Sousa
Harry R. Wagner

IDAHO

BOISE K BO I -TV
KIDO-TV

IDAHO FALLS . KID-TV
TITIX FALLS . KLIX-TV

ILLINOIS

CHAMPAIGh WCIA
CHICAGO WBBM-TV

WBKB
WGN-TV
WNBQ

DAXYILLE _ WDAN-TV
DEC.ATI R WTVP
HARR1SBIRG WSIL-TV
PEORIA WEEK-TV

WTVH
Ql IXCY WGEM-TV
ROCKFORD WREX-TV
SPR1XGFIELD WICS

x Furl Glade, Jr.

x Jack Link
x Roy Southunck
x Dave Fox

X X John T. Ketterer
X X Vann D. Cominos
X X X Ralph Andrews
X X I X Elizabeth Bain

X Miss 1. Cooney
X Bill Dorn.

X R. A. Wright
X X Oscar L. Turner
X X lie Fletcher

X X Robert Holben
X Fred Colgan
X Gene Hines
X lack Hoskins

INDIANA

ELKHART _
EVANSVILLE

FORT WAYXE

INDIANAPOLIS

LAFAYETTE
SOUTH BEXD

TERRE HAUTE

WSJV-TV
WEHT
WFIE-TV
WTVW
WIN-T
WKJG-TV
WFBM-TV
WISH-TV
WFAM-TV
WNDU-TV
WSBT-TV
WTHI-TV

Ed Lasko
Edwin G. Richter

Ted \elson

Bill Hill

James Goheen
Colo 0. Mahlock
Hugh L. Kibbey
R. B. McConnell
Henry Rosenthal
Edward Roth
Walter Sweitzer

Ben Falber Jr.

(( o\tim En I

I I \ I I RI I II. M- I I II \ ISION

II

WITHOUT A "PEER
in the Rockford Area!

fit

IN THIS $ BILLION-PLUS

SALES EMPIRE WREX-TV
IS THE KING SALESMAN

The Rockford TV Area — Illinois' 1 st market

outside Chicago— is 400,195 families

strong, with $2,357,080,000 income. It

embraces rich farm counties whose cities

house industrial giants like General Motors,

Fairbanks-Morse, Parker Pen, Burgess Bat-

tery, Sundstrand . . . and show sales indexes

like Rockford's 158, Beloit's 151, Janes-

ville's 153, DeKalb's 184, Freeport's 176,

Dixon's 203. Sales total S 1 ,706,962,000,

average $4,265 per family — $447 above

average.

The most recent viewership survey again

shows WREX-TV os the favorite, by better

than 3 to 1 . It's favored by advertisers

too . . . for its consistent results, at much

lower cost per thousand.

J. M. BAISCH, GENERAL MANAGER
Represented by H. R. TELEVISION, Inc.

:-tv
CHANNEL 13

ROCKFORD
ILLINOI

4
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4 II \ II RE FILMS Tl 1.1 \ [SION

City & state Call li-ltiT» AM Att Eve Late Contact

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS KCRG-TV X X Ralph D. Willey

WMT-TV X X Doug Gram
DAVENPORT ... WOC-TV X X E. C. Sanders
/// S MOINES _ KRNT-TV

WHO-TV
X X

X

Dick Covey
lad, Kerrigan

WOI-TV X X Bob Mulhall

FORT DODGE . KQTV X Vernon Gielow
MASON CITY ... KGLO-TV X X Herbert R. Ohrt
"Ill WWA .. KTVO

KTIV X

X

X

X

X
Jim Bolen

SIOUX CITY ..._ D. Dirks

KVTV X X X Arthur J. Smith
WATERLOO KWWL-TV X X X Dwight Wheeler

KANSAS

GREAT BEND .... KCKT-TV X E. L. Kuhlman
PITTSBURG __ KOAM-TV X X X R. E. Wade
TOPEKA WIBW-TV

KAKE-TV
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
Lewis Dickensheets

WICHITA Martin Umansky
KARD-TV X X Sam Worsham
KTVH X Ray Hufjer

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON WLEX-TV
LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV

WHAS-TV

LOUISIANA

4LEXANDRIA ...

BATON ROUGE

LAFAYETTE
LAKE CHARLES

MONROE
NEW ORLEANS

SHREVEPORT _

MAINE
BANGOR .....

PORTLAND

KALB-TV
WAFB-TV
WBRZ
KLFY-TV
KPLC-TV
KTAG-TV
KNOE-TV
WDSU-TV
WJMR-TV
KSLA-TV
KTBS-TV

WABI-TV
W-TWO
WCSH-TV
WGAN-TV

x

X X

Earl L. Boyles
George Patterson

Charles McDaniel

Edward Small
Ron Litteral

John Ferguson
Leo Seicshnaydre
T. B. Lanford
Nelda Barker
Harry Arthur
Tom Hicks
R. E. Jeffers Sr.

John Renshaw
Pat White

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE WAAM

WBAL-TV
WMAR-TV

SALISBURY _ ..WBOC-TV

MASSACHUSETTS

x Leon P. Gorman Jr.

x J. A. Robinson Jr.

x J. S. Atwood
x Sam Henderson

x James Kilian

x Sydney Barbel
x David Stickle

x /. W. Downing, Jr.

City «. state Call letters AM Aft Eve Late

MINNESOTA
AUSTIN KMMT x x
DULUTH-
SUPERIOR KDAL-TV x

MINNEAPOLIS- KMGM-TV x x
ST. PAUL WCCO-TV x x x

WTCN-TV x x x x
ROCHESTER . KROC-TV x x

Contact

MISSISSIPPI

COLUMBUS _ WCBI-TV
HATTIESBURG WDAM-TV
JACKSON WJTV

WLBT
MERIDIAN WTOK-TV
TUPELO WTWV

MISSOURI

COLUMBIA KOMU-TV
HANNIBAL KHQA-TV
JEFFERS'N CITY. KRCG-TV
IOPLIN KODE-TV
KANSAS CITY KCMO-TV

KMBC-TV
WDAF-TV

ST. JOSEPH KFEQ-TV
ST. LOUIS .. KSD-TV

KTVI
SPRINGFIELD . KTTS-TV

MONTANA
BILLINGS .. KOOK-TV
BUTTE KXLF-TV
GREAT FALLS .. KFBB-TV
MISSOULA KMSO-TV

NEBRASKA

HASTINGS .

KEARNEY ....

LINCOLN __

OMAHA .......

NEVADA
LAS VEGAS

KHAS-TV
KHOL-TV
KOLN-TV
KMTV
WOW-TV

KLAS-TV
KLRJ-TV
KSHO-TV x

NEW HAMPSHIRE

MANCHESTER .. WMUR-TV

NEW MEXICO

Earl Henton
Dave Murray
Harry Jones
Gene Wecker
Don Perry
Gene P. Loffle

Chris Everson
M. Reugen
Owens Alexander
Brace Nicholson
Robert F. Wright
Bob Gordon

Al Scollay

Charles Lotz, Jr.

Laney Lee
Harry Burke
T. R. Thompson
M. E. Greiner, Jr.

Jay Barrington
Gene Milsteen
Keith Gunther
Jack Murdock
Jack Lloyd

x Bud Clark
x Jim Manning
x W. C. Blanchette
x A. J. Mosey

Robert Schnuelle
K. Cooper
Bob Johnson
Glenn Harris
Josephine McCarthy

x x Marian Y. Komarxxx Mark Smithxxx Lee Peer

x W. A. Gildersleeve

BOSTON WBZ-TV X

X

X
X X

X

X

X

X X

X

X X

X

X

X X

X

X

X X

X

X
X
X

X X
X

X

X

X
X

X

Herbert Cohan
James A. Pike
William P. Geary
Kendall Smith
Wallace Sawyer

R. W. Kirkpatrick
Harry Travis

Daryl Sabastian
Arthur MacC.oll

S. Campbell Ritchie

James Schiavone
John Rival

Robert Smith
C. T. Lynch
Bob Oliver

ALBUQUERQUE

CARLSBAD

NEW YORK
ALBANY

KGGM-TV
KOAT-TV x

KOB-TV x
KAVE-TV x x

WCDA x x

WNBF-TV x
WGR-TV x
WCNY-TV x
WABC-TV x
WABD xxx
WATV x x
WCBS-TV x x
WOR-TV x x

(CONTINUED)

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

PITTSF1ELD
SPRINGFIELD

MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR

WNAC-TV
WMGT
WHYN-TV
WWLP

WPAG-TV
WN EM-TV
WWTV
CKLW-TV
CJBK-TV
WWJ-TV
WXYZ-TV
WOOD-TV
WKZO-TV
WKNX-TV

Ralph Rhoads
Jerry Burns
Rolf S. Neilsen

J. H. Battison

Charles G. Pogan
KAV CITY BINGHAMTON .

BUFFALO
CARTHAGE .....

Clark Pollock
CADILLAC Van Bearen DeVries
DETROIT David Graves

NEW YORK ....... George Rice

GRAND RAPIDS
KALAMAZOO _
S IGINAW

Jack Lynn
Robt. M. Paskow
William Lacey
M. Fenster
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City 4 ititi Call letter. AM Alt Eve Lale CntMt

NEW YORK (cont.)

WPIX
WRCA-TV

// // TSBl RGH WPTZ-TV
ROi ill ST1 R

S] R U i SI

l IH I

WHEC-TV
WROC-TV
WVET-TV
WHEN-TV
WSYR-TV
WKTV

NORTH CAROLINA

ISHEl ILLE
i II IRLOl II

in mi i \i

GREENSBORO
GREEN\ II 1

1

it [SHINGTOb
II ILMlNGTOh

WLOS-TV
WBTV
WTVD
WFMY-TV
WNCT
WITN
WMFD-TV

U /\ >/ \ s //./ 1/ WSJS-TV

NORTH DAKOTA
B1SM IRCR

DIt K1NS01\
FARGO
V1NOT
I llll) < II )

OHIO

tKRON
CINt l\ \ til

CLE) II l \ I)

KBMB-TV
KFYR-TV
KDIX-TV
KDAY-TV
KCJB-TV
KXJB-TV

WAKR-TV
WCPO-TV
WKRC-TV
WLW-T
KYW-TV
WEWS
WJW-TV

x

/ Hardgan
I! Odeal
G, n Bregge
L. //. Mm Millan

Dai nl Mil'

Paul C. Louther
(.'iiluii Alderman
II l Rothrum
\h< hai

\ \ ( harles Ii. Britt

\ \ \ut Tut ker

\ \ \ In* I, Preddy
\ \ In' I l( iggiiu

x \ I. II . ( ampbell
\ 1 1 nl II ilsnn

\ II u\ nr fat /, ion

\ \ Ruin I
'. Ilrnnun

\ John II . Iliilrr

\ I III Cult IT

x Lauren Hum he

x Ken Kennedy
x Herman Rurl.nrt

x Rn Grignon

x x Roger G. Berk
x i llnrie\ Freeman

\ llnrr\ Hersh
x x Grot e Pay ne

\ E. Preston Stover

x Floyd E. Weidman
xx R. ( . K right

I I Ml kl I ILMS I M I \ ISION 4
City i. .tit. CM lrtl,rt AM Alt f». Utt CMltMt

COU Mill S

D n TOh

WBNS-TV
WLW-C
WTVN-TV
WHIO-TV
WLW-D
WIMA-TV
WSTV-TV
WSPD-TV
WFMJ-TV
WKBN-TV
WHIZ-TV

KTEN
KGEO-TV
KSWO-TV
KWTV
WKY-TV
KOTV
KTVX
KVOO-TV

KVAL-TV

KOTI

\

\

\

\ \

\

\ \

\

X

X

\

\

x

x

\

X

X

X

\

X

\

\

X

\

\

\

\

\

\

\ \

X

\

X

X

\

\

X

X

X

X

\ \

\

X X

X X

X

X

X

\ \

/.'• !
. hi mi,

Gillis

I II Mi.
< hut

Bull I'lnt •

m h

Phillips

II arren S, Park
\ in n /.'• •

Bill Hoovei

171/ /

STEl HI WILLI
loll DO
) ol SGSTOU \

ZANESVILL1

OKLAHOMA
ID 1

ENID
1 in l<>\

OKI I. III )

TULSA

OREGON
EVGENl

P, \ (, in, tie

ll Perry DL k 1 1

Kieth Mathers
' ampbell

Mil.e Shapiro
i Ii tkers

S U HcCready

11 ulh-r Rii hurt;

ki ni ii ii

FALLS
MIDIORI) KBES-TV

KLOR
KOIN-TV
KPTV

VM
WFBG-TV
WLEV-TV
WGLV
WICU

B. Smullin
PORTL IND s John St hile

PENNSYLVAI
ILTOOh l

III 1 III 1 III M
1 ISTOh
/•/V/A'

1 R Gamble
i harlt

Hi 1!

1 1

Petei Gallagher
l/< Laughlin

WSEE-TV Irani. Herrick

(CONTINl H> i

KHOL-TV Sells Nebraska's Second Big Market!

k* sioux city

Reaching 161/715 Families

with an Effective Buying

Income of $706,868,000

Nebraska boasts two giant consumer markets bursting with

profit potentials. One is the eastern metropolitan areas, served

by four TV stations. The second is the rich agricultural districts

of central and western Nebraska and Northern Kansas . . . served

and sold by KHOL-TV and its satellite station. Profit minded

advertisers agree— KHOL-TV — the economical way to sell

Nebraska! Contact Meeker TV today.

KHOL-TV and Satellite Station

MARKET FACTS
Population 510,100

Number of Families 159,400

Effective Buying Income .. $706,868,000

Total Retail Sales $567,217,000

Farm Population 189,600

Farm Gross Income $502,777,000

TV Set Count 105.000

NORTH PIATTE

'/ /XX""""" """ ~\\ \ \ • UNCOIN
KEARNEY^

• HASTINGS^
HOLDREGE * •

CBS
ABC KHOL-TV

KEARNEY, NEBRASKA

Satellite Station Channel 6, Hayes Center, Neb.

Represented Nationally by MEEKER TV, Inc.
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City & lUte Call letter! AM Att Evi Late Contact City & state Call letters AM Aft Eve Lati i Contact

PENNSYLVANIA (cont.)

HARRISBURG WCMB-TV
WHP-TV
WTPA

JOHNSTOWN WARD-TV
WJAC-TV

PHILADELPHIA WCAU-TV
WFIL-TV
WRCV-TV

PITTSBURGH KDKA-TV
SCRANTON . WARM -TV

X X

X

X X

X

X X

X

X

X

X X

X

X
X

X X

X

XXX
X

X

X

X

X X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X X

X

X X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

XXX
X

X

X X
X X

X

X X
X X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Ed K. Smith
Dick Redmond
Allen P. Solada
R. J. Butterfield

Frank Cummins
Norman Leebron
Ralph Goldstein

Ed Murray
Dick Dreyfuss
William Ilalpin

Mort Rosenthal
T. P. Shelburne
Richard E. Burg
Jim Curtis

William Cooper

Virginia Barath
Ralph E. Thornley
Adrian Munzell

John Brock
Wilson C. Wearn

J. Norman Heffron

Joe Floyd

Morris Quave
Harry Stone
Frank Brown
Jack Sausman
John Reese
Neal Branch
Bill Eckstein
Wilson Northcross
Roy A. Smith
James A. Harper
Elmer Cartwright

Dale Ackers
Dan Hayslett

Bob Watson
Bonner McLane
Jack Wallace
Jack Wallace

Nick Mueller
Bob King
John Amodes
Dick Watts
Jack Rye
H. Gutierrez

Arno Mueller
Lynn Trammel
Bud Johnson
Troy McDaniel
Hugh Pickett

George L. Tarter

Ray Trent
Richman Lewin
Jerry Blair

J. H. Hubbard
Emilio Nicolas

Edward Uhler, Jr.

Fay Leavitt

Ray Trent
Gene Lewis
Bill Rucker
Warren Silver

Sid Grayson

UTAH
SALT L'KE CITY KSL-TV

KTVT
KUTV

VERMONT
BURLINGTON ... WCAX-TV

VIRGINIA

BRISTOL WCYB-TV

X

X X

X

X

X

X X

X X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X
X

X X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X X

X X

X

X

X X
X X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X
X X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X X
X X

X

X X

X X

X
X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X
X

X

X

R. V. Thiriot

Des Barker
Sid Cohen

Sherman Rutter ..

Labe B. Mell
Bob Lee
Warren Uttal

Harold Soldinger
L. W. Kliewer
James L. Dodd
Bob Pie
G. Conrad Rianhard
Paul E. Reynolds
Hank Profenius

Dave Mintz
Lee Schulman
Dave Crockett

WILKES-BARRE
YORK

WGBI-TV
WILK-TV
WNOW-TV
WSBA-TV

SID

WJAR-TV

)LINA

WAIM-TV
WCSC-TV
WIS-TV
WNOK-TV
WBTW
WFBC-TV

)TA

KOTA-TV
KELO-TV

WDEF-TV
WRGP-TV
WDXI-TV
WJHL-TV
WATE-TV
WBIR-TV
WTVK
WHBQ-TV
WLAC-TV
WSIX-TV
WSM-TV

KRBC-TV
KFDA-TV
KGNC-TV
KTBC-TV
KFDM-TV
KBST-TV
KVDO-TV
KRLD-TV
WFAA-TV
KILT-TV
KROD-TV
KTSM-TV
XEJ-TV
KFJZ-TV
WBAP-TV
KGUL-TV
KGBT-TV
KTRK-TV
KCBD-TV

RHODE ISLAI

HARRISONBURG WSVA-TV
LYNCHBURG WLVA-TV
NORFOLK WTAR-TV

PROVIDENCE PETERSBURG _
RICHMOND .

WVEC-TV
WXEX-TV
WRVA-TV

SOUTH CARC ROANOKE ...

WTVR
WDBJ-TV

ANDERSON
CHARLESTON _
COLUMBIA _.

WSLS-TV

WASHINGTON
BELLINGHAM KVOS-TV
SEATTLE KING-TV

KOMO-TV
SPOKANE KHO-TV

FLORENCE
GREENVILLE .

SOUTH DAKC

RAPID CITY
SIOUX FALLS ... TACOMA

KREM-TV
KXLY-TV
KTNT-TV

Lains Warner
Richard Jones
Burke Ormsby
William Veneman
Jim Nolan

P. T. Flanagan
Morton S. Cohn
J. P. Beacom
G. A. Miller, Jr.

Gayle MacCracken
Robert R. Thomas
Milton Komito
Robert W. Ferguson

R. P. Kepler
Greg McElrone
Soren H. Munkhoj
Raymond Skaran
Dick Kepler
Frank Bignell

Gerald Bartell

Pat Kehoe
John B. Soell

Dean McCarthey
James Fitzgerald

S. M. Rosenman

Ed Conrad
Bart Kellnhauser

R. S. McCraken

Del Day
John M. Miller
Del Day
Vern Francis
Richard Peter

TENNESSEE

CHATTANOOGA

JACKSON

YAKIMA

WEST VIRCII

BLUEFIELD .

KTVW
KIMA-TV

sllA

WHIS-TV
WCHS-TV
WJPB-TV
WHTN-TV
WSAZ-TV
WOAY-TV

JOHNSON CITY.
KNOXVILLE CHARLESTON

FAIRMONT

MEMPHIS
HUNTINGTON ...

OAK HILL .....NASHVILLE
PARKERSBURG
WHEELING

WTAP
WTRF-TV

WEAU-TV
WBAY-TV
WFRV-TV
WKBT
WISC-TV
WKOW-TV
WMTV
WMBV-TV
WISN-TV
WITI-TV
WTMJ-TV
WXIX

WDSM-TV

TEXAS

ABILENE
AMARILLO

WISCONSIN

EAU CLAIRE
GREEN BAY .

AUSTIN
LA CROSSEBEAUMONT

BIG SPRING
CORPS CHRISTI
DALLAS ....... .

MADISON

MARINETTE
MILWAUKEE

SUPERIOR-
DULUTH -

EL PASO

FORT WORTH

GALVESTON . WAUSAU .... _WSAU-TV

KFBC-TV

KENI-TV
KTVA
KFAR-TV
KTVF
KINY-TV

HARLINGEN
HOUSTON

WYOMING
CHEYENNE

LUBBOCK

LUFKIN
MIDLAND

KDUB-TV
KTRE-TV
KMID-TV
KTXL-TV
KCOR-TV
KENS-TV
WOAI-TV
KPAR-TV
KCEN-TV
KRGV-TV
KFDX-TV
KSYD-TV

SAN ANGELO
SAN ANTONIO .

SWEETWATER .

77 MI'LE

ALASKA

ANCHORAGE

FAIRBANKSWESLACO
WICHITA FALLS

JUNEAU
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Dominates This Important

Gold Coast Cities Market

FACTS — KFDM-TV
1. Channel 6 — 100,000 watts —

CBS — ABC

2. 118,000 TV Homes in 13 Texas

Counties and Louisiana Parishes.

3. Complete Dominance

4. Grade A Coverage in Beaumont

— Port Arthur — Orange

FACTS—KFDM-AM
largest in area.1. COVERAGE

I Nielsen)

2. 5814,900,000 — Retail Sales

3. $1,163,108,000— Net Effective

Buying Income

4. 5,000 Watts — 560 Kilocycles

— Affiliated with American

Broadcasting Company

And We're Celebrating Our

33rd ANNIVERSARY
Represented by

PETERS-GRIFFIN-WOODWARD, INC.

1957 BUYERS' GUIDE

City 4 Mate Call lettirt AM All l«. Late CMtatt

HAWAII

HONOi 1 1 I KGMB-TV
KONA
KULA-TV

\ \ \

\ X

X X \

iii oita

John Keat
In Sprinkle

PUERTO RICO

W\ Jl l\ WKAQ-TV x \ Delfin Fernanda

CANADA

ALBERTA

( IK. IK)
I DMONTOh
II THBRIDG1

CHCT-TV
CFRN-TV
CJLH-TV

BRITISH COLUMBIA

I INCOUVER CBUT

MANITOBA

u iwippc CBWT

NEW BRUNSWICK

mm TOh ckcw-tv
ST. JOHN CHS J -TV

NEWFOUNDLAND

ST. JOHN'S CJON-TV

NOVA SCOTIA

HALIFAX
SI l>\l )

CBHT
CJCB-TV

ONTARIO

IliRRIE CKVR-TV
KINGSTON CKWS-TV
KITCHE\ER CKCO-TV
I.O\IK>\ CFPL-TV
WORTH n I) CKGN-TV
OTTAWA CBOFT

CBOT
PORT ARTHl R CFPA-TV
SI Dill RY CKSO-TV
TI\l\ll\S CFCL-TV
TORO\TO CBLT
ITIMISOR CKLW-TV
WINGHAM CKNX-TV

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

CHARLOTTE-
TOWN-... CFCY-TV

QUEBEC

JONQl IPRE
MOM HP II.

01 EBEC
RIMOl SKI

CKRS-TV
CBFT
CBMT
CFCM-TV
CJBR-TV

SHPRRROOKE CHLT-TV

SASKATCHEWAN

REGPXA CKCK-TV

x Ray lut hi ml
\ George Knlil

\ /.'..A Ramon

Hugh Palmer

1 1 I . ( nrneron

II. Button
II in. Sim art

X X Don Jamieson

X

X

l.arl MacCaull
\l. <

. WacQuarrie

X

\

I

X

\

X

\

X

X

Ralph Snetgrove

R. W . Hojstetter

D. G. Mart:
R. A. Reinhart
I

. IP Hewitt

X

X

X

X
\

Charles P. Ifright

Ralph Parker
IT. J. Woodiii
Jean De V'illiers

\

X X

\

X

X

Fergus Mutrie
Arthur MacCall
D. Hifdehrand

xx E. P. IT iIHams

x Paid J. Audette
Prrnand Gutrard
tndre Ouimet

x Jacques Pilteau

x r ranrois Ra^Tnond
x Pierre Rruneau

Glot

4

Faster

Unexcelled merchandising
and promotional facilities.

serving

Norfolk

Hampton
Newport News
Portsmouth
Warwick

Virginia Beach

• tht number one
Virgrmo Market 1

lowed cosi-per.

thousand 1

• a banc NBC
Station'
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4 FILM & SLIDES TELEVISION

jfilm & slides

symbol
* station abides by SRA ID standards

tr—transparency j op—opaque

• Of the 515 stations that supplied informa-

tion regarding their use of film and slides, 341

subscribe to SRA—Station Representatives As-

sociation — standards for three-quarter screen

shared ID's and full screen eight-second station

breaks. That represents 66% of the respondents.

In 1956, Buyers' Guide reported 385 station

subscribers, or 83% of the respondents that year.

16 mm motion picture projectors are used by

420 stations or 81% of the respondents; three

stations report using 35 mm only while 33 sta-

tions use both 16 mm and 35 mm projectors.

444 stations use transparency slides with 136

reporting the use of opaques. Full data for each

station including slide sizes, projectors used,

hours required for art, and station film contact

appear below in listings.

ALABAMA

City Call letters mm
Slides

tr. op. Projectors

Adv. for art

work—hours Contact

BIRMINGHAM WABT 16 2x2 DuMont

;

RCA
4 days Chas. Grisham

•WBRC-TV 16 2x2 3x4 Holmes 48 M. D. Smith

DECATUR •WMSL-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 Joe Vincent

OOTHAN WTVY Daryl Griffin

MOBILE •WALA-TV 16 2x2 RCA 48 Al Holman

WKRG-TV 16 2x2 GE 48 Opers. Desk

MONTGOMERY •WCOV-TV 16 2x2 gel© tro 72 Henry Amerson

•WSFA-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 G. R. Jaeobsen

ARIZONA

PHOENIX •KOOL-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 48 Stu Hailey

CALIFORNIA

City

Slides

tr. op. Projectors

work—hours

Adv. for art

BAKERSFIELD Opers. D

4 days R. T. Martin

Don Tuckwood

•KVAR 16 2x2 DuMont

;

RCA
72 E. W. Harvey

TUCSON •KDWI-TV 16 2x2 Kavtinan 48 .1 W. Hays

•KOPO-TV 16 2x2 DuMi hi 4 days G. C. O'Brien

KVOA-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 W. R. DuBois

YUMA •KIVA 16 2x2 DuMont 72 Leo Burkland

ARKANSAS

EL DORADO •KRBB 16 2x2 RCA 48 B. B. Compton

FORT SMITH •KFSA-TV 16 2x2 Srlrrt,, 48 Paschal Porta

LITTLE ROCK •KARK-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 Lee Bryant

•KATV 16 2x2 4x5 s&s 72 .limmy Cbwsert

•KTHV 16 2*2 Gray 72 Cecil Bland

TEXARKANA •KCMCTV 16 2x2 3'/«x4 GE; Gray 72 Les Eugene

•KERO-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Ken Croe 1

CHICO •KHSL-TV 16 2x2 Select ro 72 M. JacobtB

EUREKA •KIEM-TV 16 2x2 Selectro M Donald Tl
•KFRE-TV Eastman: GE 5 days Hal Odon

Selectro;

Telop
2 days Wilson L>

Gray ; Telop

LOS ANGELES GE; RCA

KCOP 16&35 2x2 Al Wheel.

Gray H Wheel*

Gray 3 days Robert W

Eastman

;

RCA
45 J O. Dan

S&S;
Selectro

16&35 2x2 days A'al Coote

REDDING

SACRAMENTO GE

•KCCC-TV

Gray; RCA;
Telop

Dick Bloc*

SALINAS KSBW-TV 16 2x2 S&S 24 Dick Wle*

SAN DIEGO KFMB-TV 16 2x2 3' 4 x4 Eastman 4S George Stai

•KFSD-TV 16 2x2 Gray; RCA 48 Opers. Des

XETV 16 2x2 4x5 Eastman 4S Opers Des

SAN FRANCISO Ed Smith

Gray;
Selectro

152

•KRON-TV 16 2x2 Eastman;
Gray; RCA

7 J Opers. De«!

•KSAN-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Holmes 48 1'. McLauC

(CONTINUED)
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CALIFORNIA (cont.)

City CM Utters

MI4M
tr. •*. PrelMtsrs

Adv
Mrti

fw art

—hour. CesrUet

JOSl KNTV IB Trl. 1 71 Rum Ti

LUI808ISP0 KVEC TV I .. i < Dulfont M Uten

TA BARBARA KEY-T 16 2x2 BwlmtD

:

1> M \ Curr

JKTON -KOVR Klillilin. 14 urn

COLORADO
3BADO KKTV ia Ill V II Carl I'rhlmsn

RINGS KROO-TV IB 71 Joe Cahalan

•KBTV 16 tal in \ 24 QUI Lm

•KL2-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 piui niup

•KOATV 16 2x3 Iti v ii -•

•KTVR 16 Ixl BOA 72

HO 1UNCN KREX-TV 16 Id \ 72 I l.i.

BLO •kcsj rv a 2x1 BOA 72 D Dumlak

CONNECTICUT
CEPORT •WICCTV 16 J\ i 1 wk ['. -k

TFORD •WHCT 16 J\2 4x5 Gray 48 John 1
•

•WNBC 18 HI 4x5 Gray; MS 72 Phil 1

HAVEN •WNHC-TV 11 1x1 1
•<'lor 1 wk E. C. Olrlst

DELAWARE
MINGTON •WPFH 16 2x2 u.- \ M il Fisher

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
MINGTON •WRC-TV 2x2 9 ' tro L MrClelland

WTOP-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Oray; BC \ T B Jones

•WTTG HblmM

FLORIDA

TONA BEACH WESH-TV IS 2x2 RCA 48 William Hall

<SONVILLE •Wl HP-TV 16 . \ _' - tro 4S RIM Kraker

•WMBR-TV 16 2x2 GE; MS 5 days It Kalklnlrs

Wl J ark Barry

WITV lie A; Telop .lark Irrrn

8 '

j x I Hill Rrazzll

iNDO Gray Aenes Carlson

AMA CITY Desk

SACOLA WEAR-TV
I

I

Desk

•PETERSBURG "WSUN-TV ROA; Telop 1 «k Cliarl.

•WFLA-TV 16 2x2 ROA 1 uk George Gelger

WTVT 16 2x2 RCA 99 W Hhoides

•WEAT-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 M c> CrjnneJJ

•WPTV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Robert Carris

GEORGIA
A ANY WALB-TV 16 2x2 !x

-
. Gray 21 Jack Mayor

AANTA •WAGA-TV 16 2x2 RCA Vjylor

•WLW-A 16 2x2 Gray: RCA 72 James Sharp

M K Toalson

City

AUGUSTA

COLUMBUS

EVANSVILLE

I II.M , SLID! ^ I 1 I I \ M<>\ 4
GEORGIA (cont.)

Slid..

Cell l.ttm
« . I w an

Prejertwt erert—hears

W1BF II 71

WRDWTV 16 212 U it | Fennel

WDAK TV IS 2x2 48 J Hufhee

•WRBL TV 16 71 Jenkins

MACON * MA/ IV 18 2x2 1 «k TraflV

SAVANNAH WVAV IV BCA 71 H n
Jr

wtoi rv IS fed Gray 14 Ii»».- lt.rnl.ll

r H M AS V 1 LLI WCTV ia fed ri J r. 11'j.ford

IDAHO
BOISl •KBOI TV 16 2x1 3H.5 awl Glade. Jr.

•KIDO-TV 16 3'.xl BOA 48 Jar* 1

IDAHO FALLS KID TV 16 4xr. m \

TWIN FALLS KLIX IV 16 :. \ 48 Illll T

ILLINOIS

i HAMPAIGN •WCIA 16 fei i !'. \ Janes FlsMtM

WBBM-TV It" \ 48 U Piss

•WBKB l«A35 72 Raipli

WGN-TV 16*35 4x5 'mon

-WNBQ 2x2 71 Harry Trlii

DANVILLE WDAN-TV 16 2x2 48

DECATUR •WTVP 16 2x2 Gray 48 B O. Wright

HARRISBURG •KSILTV 16 2x2 RI \ 14 Can-ar

PEORIA •WEEK-TV IS op: 48 Vie Fletcher

•WTVH 16 2x2 BU 1 71 Bill Plpher

QUINCY •WGEM-TV 4x5 72 BL Hetdbreder

ROCKFORD •WREX-TV IS 2x2 72 R M.rDonald

WTVO 16 2x2 3V.lt 71 J Klein. Jr.

ROCK ISLAND •WHBF-TV 16 2x2 72

SPRINGFIELD •WICS ia Gray 48 Robert S'eff.n

INDIANA
ELKHART •WSJV-TV 2x2 RCA Wm Morrow

BOA

•WFIE-TV Gray

Gray

Open

B«| !•.•«!

•WTVW BOA 4S Perk

FT. WAYNE WIN-T 16 2x2 Mitchell

•WKJG-TV 16 2x2 GE C O Mahlock

INDIANAPOLIS •WFBM-TV 16 2x2 lx- ". Dot BUI Fall

•WISH-TV 16 3x4 72 Martha Preston

LAFAYETTE •WFAM-TV I« 3>.x4 • 'all ri Open Pe«k

SOUTH BEND WNDU-TV 2x2 72 Edward Roth

•WSBT-TV IS 2x2 SAS 71 Will Parch

TERRE HAUTE WTHI-TV IS 71 Pat Murphy

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS •KCRG-TV -nasi

Gray
Desk

W M T T V 16 2x2 BOA L Ti- !

DAVENPORT •WOC-TV 16 RCA 72 Desk

DES MOINES •KRNT-TV ia RCA 4« Paul Elliott

•WHO-TV 16 GE: Telop M Ken Gfeller

II OSll\l n>
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4 FILM & SLIDES TELEVISION

IOWA (cont.)

City Oil letter* am
Slides

tr. op. Projectors

Adv. for art

work—hour* Contact

FT. DODGE KQTV 16 2x2 3x4 OB 48 Opers. Desk

MASON CITY •KGLO-TV 16 4x5 DuMonl 48 Opers. Desk

OTTUMWA KTVO 16 2x2 Cray 48 .1 1 in Bolen

SIOUX CITY KTIV 16 2x2 4x5 24 Larry Kurtze

KVTV 16 2x2 4x5 RCA 48 C Hutchtns

WATERLOO •KWWL-TV 16 4x5 RCA n Moldenhaur.

KANSAS
GREAT BEND •KCKT-TV 16 1\-1 GE 72 Otis Oman

PITTSBURG •KOAM-TV 16 2x2 Gras . RC \ 72 Opers. Desk

TOPEKA •WIBW-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Cray

:

Telop

RCA; 72 Hilton Hodges

WICHITA •KAKE-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Cray; RCA 72 Norman Larson

•KARD-TV 16 2\J Gray 72 Opers. Desk

•KTVH 16 2x2 RCA 48 Ray Huffer

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON •WLEX-TV 16 'JxJ Gray 72 A. Macaulay

LOUISVILLE •WAVE-TV G. Patterson

WHAS-TV 16 2x2 3>/ix4 Eastman; GB 72 R M. Hansen

LOUISIANA

ALEXANDRIA •KALB-TV 16 4x5 Du.Mont 48 I Whitehead

BATON ROUGE •WAFB-TV 16 2x2 RCA 48

•WBRZ 16 2x2 4x5 111 A , Telop 48 Aubry Moore

LAFAYETTE •KLFY-TV 16 2x2 DuMont 48 Q. J. Henley

LAKE CHARLES KPLC-TV 16 2x2 Select ro 48 Mis. E Norred

•KTAG-TV 16 2x2 GE 24 Bob Pardue

MONROE •KNOE-TV ..16&35 2x2 4x5 RCA; Telop J. Ansell. Jr.

NEW ORLEANS •WDSU-TV 16 2x2 3 '4x4 GE 48 Tom Hicks

•WJMR-TV 16 2x2 3>ix4 B&H;GE 72 Tom Abbott

SHREVEPORT DuMont;
Gray

1 uk Bob Thompson

DuMont Vlada Dimac

MAINE
Gray; RCA Walter Dickson

William Clark

PORTLAND WCSH-TV 16 2x2 Gray : RCA 72 B. Poole. Jr.

WGAN-TV 16 2x2 S&S 7' 1
S. Henderson

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE WAAM 16 2x2 4x5 Cray; RCA;

Telop
Jim Killian

•WBAL-TV 16 2x2 .j'
4 xi Gray ; RCA 48 Sydney King

•WMAR-TV 16 -xJ RCA 48 R. Cochrane

SALISBURY WBOC-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray; RCA 72 J. Downing Jr.

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON RCA;

Selectro

II. i in tt Cahan

WNAC-TV 16&35 2x2 3'.xl B&H; B&L;
Simplex Tom Bateeon

PITTSFIELD WMGT 16 2x2 RCA 1 vvk

SPRINGFIELD •WHYN-TV 16 2x2 3',x4 GE 1 uks Kendall Smith

•WWLP Eastman 72 Wallace Sawyer

MICHIGAN

City Call letters mm tr.

Slides

op.

Projectors work—hours

Adv. for art

Cot t

ANN ARBOR •WPAG-TV 16 3x4 GE 2 days Oljers it

BAY CITY WNEM-TV 16 2x2 DuMont 72 OTK-r- u

CADILLAC •WWTV 16 2x2 3'<xl QE 1 »k ClayuatB

DETROIT CKLW-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 s. c. m
•WJBKTV 16 2x2 GE; Gray 24 Ralph H-

•WWJ-TV 16 i\l 4x5 Selectro;

Telejector

48 .) Schlilj

•WXYZ-TV 16&3S 2x2

GRAND RAPIDS Gray David I It

Opers. IKALAMAZOO •WKZO-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray 72 Opers.

LANSING •WJIM-TV 16 2x2 Gray- l ark Phil Sfa

•WTOM-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Ed Can

SAGINAW •WKNX-TV 16 2x2 RCA 48 Jay Ott
Oliver

TRAVERSE CITY WPBN-TV 16 2x2 4x5 RCA 48 R E. D

MINNESOTA
AUSTIN KMMT 16 4x5 Du.Mont 96

;:

DULUTH-
SUPERIOR. WIS.

KDAL-TV 16 2x2 Gray 24 Opers. 1

•WDSM-TV 16 2x2 3%x4 GE; Gray 48 B M. C

KMGM-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Cray; RCA 48 Opers. I

1

MINNEAPOLIS-
ST. PAUL

•KSTP-TV 16 2x2 72 Del Frai

'WCCO-TV 16 2x2 3'^xl Eastman; GE 48 Hany J.

•WTCN-TV 16 2x2 4x5 GE ; RCA 24 Gene W<

ROCHESTER •KROC-TV 16 2x2 RCA 48 Don Per

MISSISSIPPI

COLUMBUS •WCBI-TV 16&35 2x2 Gray; RCA 48 Opers. 1

HATTIESBURG •WDAM-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Keith Gl

Frank 0«l

Opers. Dl

H r i>t

MISSOURI

COLUMBIA •KOMU-TV GE; Selectro John Con

HANNIBAL W. Roths

JEFFERSON CITY KRCG-TV Laney Le I

Gray; RCA

KANSAS CITY •KCMO-TV

KMBC-TV Cray

4x5 Gray ; RCA

ST. JOSEPH KFEQ-TV

ST. LOUIS KSD-TV

SPRINGFIELD KTTS-TV

MONTANA
BILLINGS KOOK-TV DuMont

;

KXLF-TV G

GREAT FALLS

MISSOULA KMSO-TV Dick Cans
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NEBRASKA

City C»ll Istt.rs

Slide*

tr. e». PrejMtere
Ad* far

wart—Us
111

•re <.-.-•

ITING8 •KHASTV IB • Fir \ TVI.*. II ii ii Packard

KN[> •KHOl TV 16 -

MLN •KOLN IV 16 2x2 RCA 72

>HA KMI V fell Ki V .lark i

•WOW- TV 16 fell Ill'A 48 Jim Hill

NEVADA
If10AS •KLA3-TV 18 2x3 01

•KlHI IV 16 2x2 RCA 72

KSHfl TV 16 2x2 Btitmin 48

•KOLO-TV 16 in \ 48 D x*x

NEW HAMPSHIRE
ICHESTFH W M U R TV ia 2x2 4x5.8x10 Selectro 48 w <;i

NEW MEXICO
UQUERQUE •KGGMTV 16 JxJ RCA :_•

•KOAT-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMoni 48 i Wbltefleld

•KOBTV 16 2x2 iro 18 s 1 .rrrtl

L8BAD •KAVETV
KICA-TV

16
It!

2 X 1

_V_' lx'. Talop 72

: II

Louis Pyka

WELL •KSWS-TV It 1\1 Federal l>.-.k

NEW YORK
*N> wrn* 16 2x2 11 'lines

;

GPL
1 uk '. Pogan

.HAMTON •WNBF-TV 16 .'v.' 1 21

Eastman;
Gray

Fred Keller

Frank Harms

•WGR-TV 16 j\j Gray : RCA 72 v It DeVrlet

THAGE 'WCNY-TV 1« 2x2 OE 48 Glenn Hall

YORK •WABC-TV .v 2x2 P..VH 48

WABO 16&35 2x2 4x5 B*H; IK A 7 j Deal

WATV 16 _'v*J RC \ 48 Opers. Deak

•WCBS-TV 16&33 lx'> Gray 2 »ks M Lonaberrj.

•WOR-TV J\. BAH: GE: 24

•WPIX J\ J Ri \

Eastman

- •

\ 1

•WRCATV RCA Stanford Lars

Cablll

GE: Gray Deak

•WROC-TV Gray 1 »k s Norelll

GE:Gray i leak

1 »k Albert Zi

48 El Ilprr

314x4 i.i \V rUthnim

F Gruemvald

NORTH CAROLINA
EVILLE •WLOS-TV 1>! _'x_' Tx" Federal:

PTL
72 S \\ Wrigbl

UOTTE WBTV 16 J\_' RCA 72 Bob Carr.il!

HAM •WTVD 16 2x2 lx". Dull 72 Glady-

iNSBORO WFMY-TV U Jx'J Ill DuMont T - Jack Wlccins

1957 BUYERS' GlIDE
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NORTH CAROLINA <contJ

4
City Call lett.n tr.

Illdae

Pralacten
A<!» far art

••it htwrt C*Mitfttt

GREENVILLE WNI t 16 T2 H»/.k T-

WASHINGTON WITN |«

WILMINGTON W J.

WINSTON SALI M WSJS TV

WTOB TV RCA Willie

NORTH DAKOTA
BISMARCK KBMB TV HAM

KFYR TV 1 x I. A rulerson

DICKINSON KOIX-TV 16 1. Ilierke

F ARGO WDAYTV 16 48 fact Lmut

MINOT •KCJB-TV 16 2x2 4x5 48

V A L L ( Y CITY •KXJB-TV 16 2x2 14 l'-.k

OH/0
AKKIIN WAKR TV 16 RCA 71 Km Keecan

CINCINNATI WCPOTV II I'rr«nan

WKRCTV II Barry Jlenh

Abe 0«ran

CLEVELAND KYWTV tro B p

WEWS 16 2l2 4x'. GE 1 ark I.~*k

Eaatmu

.

Wrlibt

COLUMBUS rouse

ri Bud Glllli

WTVN-TV 16 2x 2 Gray 11 J Jenkins

DAYTON •WHIO-TV Gray Chunk Gay

-WLW-D 16 2x 2 Gray 96 Bob ProTlnre

LIMA WIMA-TV 16 •_'x2 RCA 1 ark Dirk :

STEUBENVILLE W S T V - T V 18 2x2 Gray Tl Wilson

TOLEDO •WSPD-TV 16 2x2 2 ukt Open Desk

YOUNGSTOWN -ahey

WKBNTV Eastman:
Gray

J I. Boarder

ZANESVILLE •WHIZ-TV 1<> GPL 7 days Irr Jarrli

OKLAHOMA
ADA •KTEN IS 72 Jack Hoorer

ARDMORE KVSO-TV 35 2x2 V»rn,|l

ENID •KGEO-TV 16 Jx_' 4x5 BC \ 71 R Welbom

LAWTON KSWO-TV 2x2 Selectro 71 Bob Srott

OKLAHOMA CITY KWTV Gray \\ I- Dickey

Gray:
Selectro

Hale E. Hart

U.av»ll Still

KVOO-TV -electro

TVlop
BUI Sadler

ORFCON
EUGENE KVAL-TV 16 Gray 48 TL Anderson

KLAMATH FALLS KOTI Selectro 71 Deak

MEDFORD -KBES-TV 11 OPL 72 Opera- Deak

PORTLAND KLOR 4x5 " -nt - xv riummar

•KOIN-TV 16 71 Open Deak

KPTV

II (MT7M H> ,



4 FILM & SLIDES TELEVISION

PENNSYLVANIA

City Call letters in in

Slides

tr. op. Projectors

Adv
work

for art

—hour* Contact

ALTOONA •WFBG-TV 16 2x2 ::'.xl <;im. 72 \dams

BETHLEHEM •WLEV-TV 16 2x2 3V.x4 96 Opers. I
1

GASTON WGLV 16 2x2 RCA T2 I*. Gallagher

ERIE WICU 16 2x2 GE;RCA 48 Bob Lunqulat

•WSEE-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Arthur Ihx.k

HARRISBURG

Graj

JOHNSTOWN Gray

BOA;
si'ii'i tro

PHILADELPHIA

KNOXVILLE Gray

Ed K. Smith

Dick Redmond

1 «k Opers. Desk

NASHVILLE Gray: RCA

TEXAS

1 »k John Hepburn

•WCAU-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 Opers. Desk

•WFIL-TV 1G 2x2 3'/«x4 OB; i

;

72 James Felix

Sam Stewart

PITTSBURGH KDKA-TV 16 2x2 I'M Mont 24 Calyin Jones

SCRANTON •WARM-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 \V. Dawson

•WGBI-TV 16 2x2 S&S 48 XI Rosenthal

WILKES-BARRE •WILK-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 Steve Hanley

YORK •WNOW-TV 16 2x2 DeVry R. R. Getz

WSBA-TV 16 2x2 S&S 48 Jack Herr

RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE •WJAR-TV 16 2x2 GE 72 F. R. Griffiths

SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON •WAIM-TV 16 2x2 3x4 Federal;

Gray
72 Ray Bareth

CHARLESTON •WCSC-TV 16 2x2 DuMont 72 L. Hanevold

COLUMBIA •WIS-TV 35 2x2 RCA 72 Opers. Desk

•WNOK-TV 16 2x2 DuMont 72 G. Thomas

FLORENCE •WBTW 16 2x2 RCA 72 G. Burnette

GREENVILLE •WFBC-TV 35 2 \2 RCA 72 Bob Glass

SOUTH DAKOTA
RAPID CITY KOTA-TV 16 2x2 4x5 RCA 72 N. Heffron

SIOUX FALLS •KELO-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 M. Stewart

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA •WDEF-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 XI Quave

WRGP-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Larry Keown

JACKSON WDXI-TP 16 4x5 B&H 72 L. Dunne

JOHNSON CITY •WJHL-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 Opers. Desk

J. T. McCloud

Neal Branch

•WTVK 16 2x2 DuMont 48 Bill Eckstein

MEMPHIS •WHBQ-TV 16 2x2 3"*x4 Projectall 48 Opers. Desk

•WMCT 16 2x2 Selectro 8 Opers. Desk

V. Murrey

J. L. Harper

Brad Crandall

ABILENE •KRBC-TV Opers. Desk

AMARILLO •KFDA-TV iY.lcl ill .

Gray
Dan Hayslett

KGNC-TV Gray ; RCA Opers. Desk

AUSTIN •KTBC-TV BOA;
Selectro

Fred Noble

TEXAS (cont.)

City Call letters mm
Slides

tr. op. Projector«

Adv. for art

work—noun
com

BEAUMONT •KFDM-TV 16 2x2 RCA 36 M M. r*.

BIG SPRING •KBST-TV 16 2x2 4x5 GE 48 lad W m

CORPUS CHRISTI •KVDO-TV 16 2x2 m i 72 Bert mI|

DALLAS KRLDTV 16 2x2 Eastman 48 1

•WFAA-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 72 1 - I- .•

EL PASO KILT-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 H Bale

KROD-TV 16 2x2 4x5 RCA 24 Opers.

•KTSM-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray, Telop 48 Jim \V»

•XEJ-TV IT. lines;

Telop

FORT WORTH KFJ2-TV 16 2x2 4x5 GE; Gray- 72 Bob Po

•WBAP-TV 16 2x2 4x3 Gray ; Telop

;

Selectro

24 Phil Wj

GALVESTON •KGUL-TV 16 2x2 Eastman 1 wk Bob Wll

HARLINGEN •KGBT-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray Ink Opers. 1

HOUSTON •KTRK-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 72 Bill Ben

LAREDO KHAD-TV 16 2x2 B&H 24 John A. 1

LUBBOCK •KCBD-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray ; RCA 48 Opers. I

•KDUB-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 72 Ray Trei

LUFKIN •KTRE-TV 16 2x2 3Kx4 Eastman;
Selectro

1 wk Boyd Po

MIDLAND KMID-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 George C

SAN ANGELO •KTXL-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 Al Cobb

SAN ANTONIO •KCOR-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 E Nicol;

•KENS-TV 16 2x2 Holmes 48 Opers. D

WOAI-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Robert B

SWEETWATER •KPAR-TV 16 2x2 Ray Tren

TEMPLE KCEN-TV 16 2x2 3»4x4 Gene Lew ?;»&

TEXARKANA •KCMC-TV 16 2x2 3^x4 GE; Selectro 48 Opers. » "

WESLACO •KRGV-TV 16 2x2 4x5 GE ; Gray 72 Dallas W
WICHITA FALLS •KFDX-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray : RCA 72 Art Ram-

•KSYD-TV 16 2x2 Eastman Don Bro»
'•

UTAH

HI

SALT LAKE CITY KSL-TV 16 2x2 Holmes 24 Ted Klmt

•KTVT 16 2x2 Gray 24 Dan Rain

•KUTV Duane H!

VERMONT
BURLINGTON •WCAX-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Selectro 72 Opers. Del

VIRGINIA

BRISTOL •WCYB-TV 16 2x2 3^4x4 GE:GPL;
Gray

5 days Fey Roger
•:

HARRISONBURG •WSVA-TV 16 2x2 4x5 GR:Selectro;

Telop

48 Robt. B. 1

I

LYNCHBURG •WLVA-TV 16 2x2 DeX'ry:

DuMont
72 \X

-
. Uttal

NORFOLK WAVY-TV 16&35 2x2 RCA 72 R. Fratar (

•WTAR-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 H Soldlng

•WVEC-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 L. W. Kli

PETERSBURG •WXEX-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 Paul Jeou

RICHMOND •WRVA-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 24 Bill Dennl

•WTVR 16 2x2 RCA 72 C. Rlanbai
•

•WDBJ-TV B. H Bnx

Gray
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WASHINCTON

City 0*11 MM, mm
SIM.

tr. •p Prajacte/a

Adv lor .rt Cantaxt
»erk—haurt

«
LLINGHAM KV08 IV 16 3x3 IK V 86

«TTLI KING IV _VJ 111 \ I*

KOMOTV 3x3 i,an ri •ttrl

OKANE KMU IV 16 III 71 i' Burmlnghun

K III M IV 18 III u: De-Vry; OI'L 72 n j -

KM > TV 16 fed III V

COMA KTNT TV 16 fed OB 34

•KTVW 16 2x3 GuMin IH on
1 KIMA •KIMA-TV 16 fed Kutmm

;

i.i -

48 urn u

WEST VIRCINIA

UEFIELO »Hh IV 16 fed IK \ 72 •Htm

ARLESTON WCHS IV 16 IK V 72 \l B •

IRMONT WII'll TV lrt 2x2 1UV 21 Hill Hoard

NTINGTON WHIN TV 16 2x2 IK \

Selectro

48 Desk

WSAZ-TV 16 RCA 48 •

, K HILL •WOAY-TV 16 2x2 Gray; RCA 48 II. Thomas. Jr.

3KERSBURG •WTAP 16 2x2 Gray; IK\ 48 OjMr. Desk

EELINI. •WTRF.TV 16 2x2 IK V 1 wk 11 \ Smith

WISCONSIN

U CLAIRE •WEAU-TV 16 2x2 314x4 RCA 1 »k B Kapler

EEN BAY •WBAY-TV 16 2x2 8ttx4 IK \ 72 Don Bergner

•WFRV-TV 16 2x2 tfont 5 days

CROSSE •WKBT 16 2x2 3x4 Gray

;

ftMt*] n 11 () Skaran

DISON •WISC-TV 16 2x2 RCA 18 I>lck Ke|>ler

•WKOW-TV 16 2x2 RCA 18 CSS* Hogan

•WMTV 16 2x2 IK \ 18 Wanda Mrnilz

DINETTE •WMBV-TV 16 2x2 III -A 73

LWAUKEE WISN-TV 16 2x2 DuMont; 18 1! Smith
IK I

l>l>er. Desk

Gray ; RCA Gi ifa Cbtnte

•wxix 16 2x2 in \ 18 nman

PERIOR-
JULUTH. MINN. •WDSM-TV 16 2x1 - itro 48 Turn Gavin

VUSAU •WSAU-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 I! Kellnhauser

WYOMING
EYENNE •KFBC-TV 16 2x2 Vidian 48 \\ i G

ALASKA
CHORAGE KENI-TV Holm« James Fletcher

KTVA 16 Ixl - iertro :.' \ i; Illetiert

IRBANKS •KFAR-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray: Telop 72 Jota M. Miller

•KTVF 16 2x2 l.K 73 John GrlfTin

NEAU •KINY-TV 16 2\2 BAH:
S<-lectro; - >

11 Teler

HAWAII
KHBC-TV 16 3x3 RCA 48 Rnber- 1

NOLULU RCA Robert Cbeta

RCA Jim Spencer

3i inkle

City

SAN JUAN

HIM & -1.11)1 - I I I I \ I

PUERTO RICO

4
Call latter, mm

Slid.. Adv far art

Prajaatar. .art—«WI Ceatatt

WKAQ-TV

CANADA
Albcrt.i

CALGARY CHCT-TV 1* ii n

EDMONTON CI UN IV 16 3>3 3x4 72 IIam •

LETHBRIDGE CJ LH T V 16 2X3 Eastman

Bri tish Columbia

v ani OUVER CBUT 16 i-altoer

Manitoba

WINNIPEG CBWT 16 10 days 11 U Hurley

Ncw Brunswick

MONCTON CKCW-TV 16 RCA 4

ST. JOHN CHSJ TV 16*35 -inaart

Newfoundland
ST JOHNS CJON-TV 16 2x2 4x5 IK 1 Colin Jamieeox

Nova Scotia

HALIFAX CBHT 18 2x2

SYDNEY CJCB-TV 16 DuMont

Ontario

BARRIE OKVR-TV 18 2x2 BAH; Gray 72 Ctiai Tlercey

KINGSTON CKWS-TV 18 2x2 4x5 Gray 43 11 1 Lars tetter

KITCHENER CKCO-TV 16 2x2 3x4 GE u v •

LONDON •CFPLTV 16 2x2 Pbltao 72 Tom Bird

NORTH BAY •CKGN-TV 16 2x2 314x4 '.ray;

Telop
N on

OTTAWA CBOFT 16 2x2

CBOT 18 2x2

PORT ARTHUR CFPA-TV 16 2x2 RCA R H Parker

SUDBURY CKSO-TV RCA 72 W T Woad.ll

TIMMINS CFCL-TV 16*35 3x3 4x5 Eastman;
Telop

J. de Vllllen

TORONTO CBLT 16 3x2 F. Mutrl.

WINDSOR •CKLW-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray 48 Ilrure Chick

WINGHAM CKNXTV 16*35 2x1 4x5 RCA 72 R Ham 11 tan

Prince Edward 1sland

CHARLOTTETOWN CFCY-TV 16 2x2 4x5 l:.\II. Telop 4 llama

Quebec

JONQUIERE •CKRS-TV 16 Oray M I-avry Talllefi

MONTREAL CBFT 16 2x2 rard

CBMT 16 2x2 met

QUEBEC CFCM-TV 16 2x2 4x5 a

RIMOUSKI •CJBR-TV 16 2x2 RCA sionn

5HERBR00KE CHLT-TV 16 Gray Jo*. A. Hart

Saskatchewan
CKCK-TV -

SASKATOON CFQC-TV RCA
Bti 'it:

Larry Glorar
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4 HOMI-M AKING TKLK VISION

homemaking

symbol

x indicates station covers appeal

under column heading

See master directory for home-
making hours per week

• Homemaking, identified in the early days

of television with kitchen shows, is in today's tv

scheme of things a huge umbrella under which

one can find most any program designed spe-

cifically for women. In general, the most popu-

lar categories remain: kitchen, home decoration,

child care, do-it-yourself, fashion & beauty.

Kitchen shows remain tops with 77% of the 365

respondents reporting this category. This is

slightly more than last year when 87% of re-

spondents claimed kitchen shows. Fashion is

number two with 69% compared with 71'% last

year. Do-it-yourself ranks third with 49% of

the stations reporting this category, home deco-

ration shows rank fourth with 43% of the sta-

tions reporting them while 56% claimed beauty

shows. Child care programs show a slight de-

cline from 49% last year to 38% this year.

Home You Child Fash-
Kitchon Decor Do-It Care Ion Beauty

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM WABT

WBRC-TV
X

X

X

X

X X X X

MOBILE . .... WALA-TV
WKRG-TV

X

X

X

X X X

X

X

X

X

MONTGOMERY WCOV-TV
WSFA-TV

X X

X

X X

ARIZONA
PHOENIX KPHO-TV

KTVK
X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

TUCSON KDWI-TV X X

KOPO-TV X X X X
YUMA _KIVA X X

ARKANSAS
EL DORADO KRBB

KFSA
KARK-TV

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X
X

X

X

FORT SMITH X
LITTLE ROCK __ X

KTHV X X X X X X
TEXARKANA ....... KCMC-TV X X X X X X

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD KERO-TV X
CH1CO KHCL-TV X X X

EUREKA ....... Kl EM-TV X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X X

X

X

X

FRESNO KFRE-TV
KJEO-TV

X

KMJ-TV X X X X

LOS ANGELES KHJ-TV X X

KNXT X X X X X X

KTLA X X X X X X

REDDING ... . . KVIP
KBET X

X X

SACRAMENTO . ...

KCCC-TV X X

KCRA-TV X X X X X X

SAN DIEGO . KFSD-TV
KGO-TV

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

SAN FRANCISCO X

KPIX X X X X X

KRON -TV X X

SAN JOSE KNTV
KVEC-TV

X X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

SAN LUIS OBISPO X
SANTA BARBARA KEY-T X X

STOCKTO \ KOVR X

Home You Child Fash-
Kitchm Decor Do-It Care Ion Beauty

COLORADO
COLO. SPRINGS KKTV x x x x x x

DENVER KBTV x x x x x x

PUEBLO . .KCSJ-TV x x x x x x

CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD WHCT x

WNBC x
NEW HAVEN ...... WNHC-TV x

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON WRC-TV x x x x

WTOP-TV xx xx
WTTG x x x x x x

FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE WMBR-TV x x x x x
MIAMI ... WITV x

ORLANDO WDBO-TV x x x x

PENSACOLA WEAR-TV x x x x

ST. PETERSBURG WSUN-TV x x x x x

TAMPA WFLA-TV x x

WTVT x

W. PALM BEACH WPTV x x x x x

GEORGIA
ALBANY _ WALB-TV x x x x x x

ATLANTA WAGA-TV x x x x

WLW-A xx xxx
WSB-TV x x x x x x

AUGUSTA WJBF x x x
WRDW-TV xx xx

COLUMBUS WDAK-TV x x x x x x
WRBL-TV xx xxx

SAVANNAH WSAV-TV x x x x x x

WTOC-TV xx x

THOMASVILLE WCTV xxx x

IDAHO
BOISE . KBOI-TV x x x x

Kl DO-TV xx xx
TWIN FALLS ..... KLIX-TV x x x

ILLINOIS
CHAMPAIGN WCIA xxx x x

(( ()\Tl\l ED)
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H<)\ll \1 \KIN(. I I I I \ ISION 4
KltchKn Orror

Y*u Child Fith-
Do It Cart Ian Beauty

ILLINOIS (cont.)

CIIK ICO

hi ( III R
HARRISBl RG
ROi KFORD
HOCK ISLAND
SPRINGFIELD

INDIANA
I i iNSVlLLE

FORT if tYNE

I \l>l t\ iPOLJS
SOI Til BE \ I)

WBBM-TV
WBKB-TV
WGN-TV
WNBQ
WTVP
WSIL-TV
WREX-TV
WHBF-TV
WICS

WEHT
WFIE-TV
WTVW
WIN-T
WKJG-TV
WFBM-TV
WSBT-TV

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS KCRG-TV

WMT-TV
DAVENPORT WOC-TV
IH $ UOINES WHO-TV

WOI-TV
FORT DODGl KQTV
MASON CITY KGLO-TV
OTTI MWA KTVO
SIOl V CITY KTIV

KVTV
WATERLOO KWWL-TV

KANSAS
GREAT BEND KCKT-TV
TOPEKA WIBW-TV
WICHITA KAKE-TV

KARD-TV
KTVH

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON
LOI IS\ ILLE ...

LOUISIANA
ALL'.\A\PRIA
BATOS ROUGE

LAFAYETTE
LAKE CHARLES
MO\ROE .

NEW ORLEANS ..

SHRE) EPORT _

MAINE
B I \GOR ,

WLEX-TV
WAVE-TV
WHAS-TV

KALB-TV
WAFB-TV
WBRZ
KLFY-TV
KPLC-TV
KONE-TV
WDSU-TV
WJMR-TV
KSLA-TV
KTBS-TV

WABI-TV
W-TWO
WCSH-TV
WGAN-TV

WAAM
WMAR-TV

SALISBURY WBOC-TV
MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON ....... WBZ-TV

WNAC-TV
SPRINGFIELD WHYN-TV

WWLP
MICHIGAN
RAY CITY
CADILLAC
DEROIT

PORTLAM)

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE ...

WNEM-TV
WWTV
CKLW-TV
WWJ-TV
WXYZ-TV
WOOD-TV
WKZO-TV

LANSING WJIM-TV

MINNESOTA
AUSTIN KMMT
DUL.UTH- KDAL-TV
SUPERIOR WDSM-TV

GRAND RAPIDS
K II iUAZOO -....

\ X X X

X X

\ X X

\ X X

X \ X X

X X

\ \

X \

X X

X \

H«a> Ytv Child I .1'

Kit'h-n Ortar Da II Cara Im Btauly

l//\ \l l/v;//s

SI I
1

II I.

ROl HESTl />'

MISSISSIPPI
( in l )li:i S

J U Kso\

li PI LO

MISSOURI
( OH \llil I

II twin II.

K tNSAS < II)

SJ fOSl
SPRINGFIELD

MONTANA
BILLINGS
in I 1

1

GRl tl l ILLS
\fISSOl l I

NEBRASKA
II ISTINGS
k l IRNEl
1 1\< 01 \

o\I-\HA .

NEVADA
I IS VEGAS

NEW MEXICO
ii.in Qi i. roi /•;

BOSWELL

NEW YORK
ILBANY
BINGHAMTON
HI FF \LO
< I Kill \GE
Mil )ORK

PI. ATTSHI RG
ROl HESTER

si HI SECTADY
SI R li I SE .

I Tit I

WCCO-TV
WTCN-TV
KROC-TV

WCBI-TV
WJTV
WLBT
WTWV

KOMU-TV
KHQA-TV
KCMO-TV
KMBC-TV
WDAF-TV
KFEQ-TV
KTTS-TV

KOOK-TV
KXLF-TV
KFBB-TV
KMSO-TV

KHAS-TV
KHOL-TV
KOLN-TV
KMTV
WOW-TV

K LAS-TV
KLRJ-TV

KGGM-TV
KOAT-TV
KOB-TV
KSWS-TV

WCDA
WNBF-TV
WGR-TV
WCNY-TV
WABC-TV
WARD
WATV
WPIX
WRCA-TV
WPTZ
WHEC-TV
WROC-TV
WRGB
WHEN-TV
WSYR-TV
WKTV

NORTH CAROLINA
ISHEVILLE WLOS-TV

( // IRLOTTE WBTV
PI RHAM
GREENSBORO
if iSHINGTOh
If IIMI\GTO\
iri\>lo\ - III U

WTVD
WFMY-TV
WITN
WMFD-TV
WSJS-TV
WTOB-TV

NORTH DAKOTA
DICKlNSOh KDIX-TV
FARGO WDAY-TV
\ll\OT KCJB-TV
I till) I IT) KXJB-TV

OH/O
1KRO\ WAKR-TV \

1 l\( l\\ IT I WLW-T \

CLE\ EL tND KYW-TV \

WEWS \

WJW-TV \

( Oil Mill S WBNS-TV X

WTVN-TV \

LIMA WIMA-TV X

STEl BEN) ILI.F WSTV-TV
TOIFPO WSPD-TV \

\ \

\ \

\ \
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4 HOMF.MAKING TELEVISION

Home You Child Fash-
Kitchen Decor Do-It Care Ion Beauty

OKLAHOMA
ARDMORE KVSO-TV x x x x x x

ENID KGEO-TV x x x

LA il TON . KSWO-TV x x x x x x

OKLAHOMA CITY KWTV x x x x x

WKY-TV x x

Tl ISA KOTV xx xxx
KTVX xx xx
KVOO-TV x x x x x x

OREGON
EUGENE KVAL-TV x

KLAMATH FALLS KOTI x x x x

MEDFORD . KBES-TV x
PORTLAND KLOR x x xxx

KOIN-TV x x

KPTV x x x x x x

PENNSYLVANIA
ALTOONA WFBG-TV x x

ERIE WICU x x

JOHNSTOWN WARD-TV xxx
PHILADELPHIA . WCAU-TV x x x x x x

WFIL-TV x x x x x x

WRCV-TV x
PITTSBURGH KDKA-TV x x
SCRANTON WARM-TV x x x

WILKESBARRE WILK-TV xxx
SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON WAIM-TV x x xxx
CHARLESTON WCSC-TV x x x x x x
COLUMBIA . WIS-TV x x x x x x
GREENVILLE WFBC-TV x x xxx
SOUTH DAKOTA
RAPID CITY KOTA-TV xxx x
SIOUX CITY KELO-TV x x x

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA ...WDEF-TV x x xxx
JACKSON _ WDXI-TV x x x x

JOHNSON CITY WJHL-TV x x x x x x

KNOXVILLE WATE-TV x
WBIR-TV x xxx

MEMPHIS WHBQ-TV x x x x x x
WMCT xx xx

NASHVILLE WSM-TV x x x x x

TEXAS
ABILENE KRBC-TV x

AMARILLO KFDA-TV x x x x x x
KGNC-TV xx xxx

AUSTIN KTBC-TV x x x x x x
BEAUMONT KFDM-TV x

BIG SPRING .....KBST-TV x x
CORPUS CHRISTI KVDO-TV x

DALLAS KRLD-TV x x x
KFAA-TV x xx

EL PASO KILT-TV xxx
KROD-TV x x
KTSM-TV x x

FORT WORTH KFJZ-TV x x x
WBAP-TV xxx xx

HARLINGEN KGBT-TV x x
HOUSTON KTRK-TV x
LAREDO KHAD-TV x x x
I.I BBOC.K KCBD-TV x

KDUB-TV x x
LUFKIN _KTRE-TV xxx x x
MIDLAND KM ID-TV x x x x x x
SAN ANGELO KTXL-TV x x xxx
SAN ANTONIO ... KCOR-TV x

KENS-TV x
SWEETWATER . KPAR-TV x x
TEMPLE KCEN-TV x x
WICHITA KFDX-TV x x

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY KSL-TV xxx x x

KTVT xxx xx
KUTV x x

VERMONT
BURLINGTON WCAX-TV xxx x x

Home You Child Fash-
Kitchen Decor Do- It Care ion Beauty

VIRGINIA
BRISTOL WCYB-TV
HARRISONBURG ..WSVA-TV
LYNCHBURG .... WLVA-TV
PETERSBURG _ WXEX-TV
RICHMOND WRVA-TV

WTVR
ROANOKE WDBJ-TV

WSLS-TV
WASHINGTON
SEATTLE . KING-TV
SPOKANE KHQ-TV

KXLY-TV
TACOMA KTVW
YAKIMA KIMA-TV
WEST VIRGINIA
BLUEFIELD WHIS-TV
CHARLESTON WCHS-TV
FAIRMONT WJPB-TV
HUNTINGTON WHTN-TV

WSAZ-TV
OAK HILL WOAY-TV
WHEELING WTRF-TV
WISCONSIN
GREEN BAY WBAY-TV

WFRV-TV
MADISON _ _....WISC-TV

WKOW-TV
WMTV

MARINETTE WMBV-TV
MILWAUKEE WISN-TV

WXIX
SUPERIOR- KDAL-TV
DULUTH WDSM-TV

WAUSAU WSAU-TV
WYOMING
CHEYENNE KFBC-TV
ALASKA
ANCHORAGE KENI-TV

KTVA
FAIRBANKS _.. KFAR-TV
JUNEAU .. Kl NY-TV

CANADA
ALBERTA
CALGARY CHCT-TV
EDMONTON CFRN-TV
BRITISH COLUMBIA
VANCOUVER CBUT
MANITOBA
WINNIPEG CBWT
NEW BRUNSWICK
MONCTON CKCW-TV
NEWFOUNDLAND
ST. JOHN'S CJON-TV
nova sconA
HALIFAX CBHT
ONTAR/O
BARRIE CKVR-TV
KINGSTON CKWS-TV
KITCHENER CKCO-TV
LONDON CFPL-TV
NORTH BAY CKGN
OTTAWA CBOFT

CBOT
SUDBURY CKSO-TV
TIMMINS ... CFCL-TV
TORONTO CBLT
WINDSOR ...CKLW-TV
WINGHAM CKNX-TV
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
CHARLOTTE-
TOWN CFCY-TV

QUEBEC
JONQUIERE CKRS-TV
MONTREAL CBFT

CBMT
QUEBEC CFCM-TV
RIMOUSKI CJBR-TV
SHERBROOKE CHLT-TV
SASKATCHEWAN
REGINA CKCK-TV
SASKATOON CFQC-TV

x xxxXX X

X X

X

X X X X X XXX X

X XX
X X X X X X

XX XXXX X

X XXX XX
X X X X X X

XXX X

X X X X X XXX XXXXX X

X

XX X

X XX
X XXXX XXXXX X

X X X X X X

Xxxx
X X X X X XXX XX

X X X X X

X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X

X

X X X X

X X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X

X

X X

X X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X

X X

X X X X X

X X X

X X X X X X

X

X X X X X

X X X X X

X X
X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X X X X X X
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I

• ( )l the 5 1 5 stations now on the air 01

tiled to go on the air at an early date, »rt

iaJ appeal ; ning. I I de-

tse over last ^mong th<

catei ing to thi n il audiences there

trend: In I

(>54 eight tal eported ne/j

programingj In 1955, 19 stations claimed such

programing} in 1956 the number I 1 I

porting negro programing had jumped I

while todaj »ns claim this

.Spanish langu ige 1 cond with

19 stations reporting it compared to 17 last

year; Italian is third with four-! I , I
•• tsh

and Polish, three stations each; German, "

tions. Others are divided among the foil

II iwaiian, Latin Ameri-

nd P irtugu< .
,

"• ' ttii 'ii each.

4

ARIZONA
PHOENIX
KTVK....Spanish 'j lir wk: varietj

TUCSON
KVOA-TV....Spanish 5 hra wk: variety

YUMA
KIVA....Spanish I hrs wk: feature films,

film & live variety

CALIFORNIA
FRESNO
KFRE-TV....Spanish '_• lir wk: dramatic
KWG....Spanish 1 hr wk: \ariety

Portuguese 2 hra wk: \.iriety

LOS ANGELES
KCOP....Negro 1 lir wk: varierj

KNXT... .Negro ' _• lir wk: musical varierj

Spanish ' •_• hr wk
Hawaiian—% hr wk: musical

varieties

SALINAS
KSBW-TV....Spanish 2 hr- wk: movie

SAN DIEGO
KFMB-TV....Spanish 1

•_• hr wk: language

instruction

XETV....Spanish- 6 hr- wk: feature films

SAN FRANCISCO
KSAN-TV... .Negro .") hr< wk: variety

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON
WPFH... .Negro 3 hr- wk: D.J.. dancing

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
WTTG....\curo ' _ hr wk: variety

Jewish ' _• hr wk : variety

FLORIDA
MIAMI
WITV. .. .Spanish— '

_• hr wk: variety

GEORGIA
AUGUSTA
WJBF....Ne<zro 3 hr< wk: quartets

THOMASVILLE
WCTV... .Spanish ' j hr wk: instruction

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON
WLEX-TV....Negro 'j hr wk: DJ.

LOUISIANA
LAKE CHARLES
KPLC-TV....Negro—% hr wk: spirituals

19S7 BUYERS' GUIDE

NEW ORLEANS
WJMR-TV.... Negro—8 hr- wk

SHREVEPORT
KSLA-TV... .Negro '.• hr wk: varierj

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
WAAM.. ..Negro '•. lir wk

MICHIGAN
DETROIT
WXYZ-TV....Negro-^l hr- wk: talent

MINNESOTA
DULUTH-SUPERIOR
WDSM-TV.... Polish- ' _> hr wk: musical

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS

KTVI....German ' _ hr wk: variety

Italian—% hr wk: film, inter-

view-

Jew i-h ' •_• hr wk: interview,

\ariety

Poli-h '
•_• hr wk : dancing, in-

terview, musical

NEVADA
LAS VEGAS
KSHO-TV....Negro 3 hr- wk: interviews

NEW YORK
NEW YORK
WATY....German '-j hr wk: varietj

Italian _' hr wk: varieties, 1

hr wk: feature theater

—

inter-

view-, movies

Jewish—2 hrs wk: Jewish Home,
songs, stories. Tel-Avn -"n;-

Negro 1 hr wk: Gospel, spirit-

uals. 1 hr wk: Harlem Show-

Polish 'j hr wk: Echoes "f

Poland
Spanish 2 hrs wk: fiesta, va-

rieties. 2 hrs wk: I.atin-Ameri-

can carnival

NORTH CAROLINA
WASHINGTON
WITN... .Negro— ' j hr wk: musical

OH/O
CINCINNATI
WCPO-TV. .. .Negro— 1 hr wk : choral &

spiritual

STEUBENVILLE
WSTV-TV....Italiail ' .• hr wk: drama

TOLEDO
WSPD-TV....Negro 1 hr wk: community

, enti r pit

SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON
WAIM-TV....Negro 1 hr wk: musical

CHARLESTON
WCSC-TV....Negro ' _• lir wk: talenl

GREENVILLE
WFBC-TV....Negro ! .• lir wk: varietj

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA
WRGP-TV....Negro ' i hr wk: religious

TEXAS
CORPUS CHRISTI
KVDO....Spanish- 2 hr- wk: bull]

8 talenl

EL PASO
XEJ-TV....Spanish \'> hr- wk: all Spanish

LAREDO
KHAD-TV....Spanish ' hr wk: bulll

8 news
SAN ANTONIO
KCOR-TV....Negro 2 hrs wk: histoi

religious
- inish 26 hr- wk: all Span-

i-h

WESLACO
KRGV-TV....Spaniah ' j hr wk: <•

VIRGINIA
RICHMOND
WRVA-TV....Ne- r ,, -1 hr wk: dancing, in-

ten

WEST VIRGINIA
FAIRMONT
WJPB-TV.... Italian % hr wk

Negro 'j hr wk: var;

OAK HILL
WOAY-TV...A

WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE
WISN-TV....Spanish ' _• hi wk: .durational

WYOMING
CHEYENNE
KFBC-TV....spani-h Hi hr wk
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sports

symbols

* local live coverage

$ film coverage

f network coverage

• 410 stations report coverage of sports

events. Network coverage was reported most

if ten, with film coverage ranking second and

local live coverage reported least often. An in-

teresting note from the sports responses to the

Buyers' Guide questionnaire is the wide variety

of sports covered—26 in all. Here is how they

break down

:

NO. STATIONS

Football 326

Basketball 238

Baseball _ 252

Wrestling 192

Bowl games 162

Boxing _ 142

Horse racing I 12

Bowling

Derby

Golf

Fishing

Hunting

Hockey

97

86

85

60

53

24

NO. STATIONS

Jalopy

Ice hockey

Racing

Curling

Jai-alai

Auto racing

Bullfights

Fair games

Roller derby

Roller skating

Skiing

Tennis

W. C. Relays

21

4

4

2

2

ALABAMA

City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

BIRMINGHAM WABT wild srst NCAAt maj lgtt bowi'g;

box'g;

uTestl'g*

TUCSON KDWi-TV fish'g:

hunt'g

KOPO-TV X*
WBRC-TV pro*

KVOA-TV prot
NCAAt

collt bowi'g;

box'g*;

jalopy;

wrestl'g

DECATUR WMSL-TV maj let prot: big

wrld srst* tent

:

pro* foil- NCAAt

maj lgt

prot collt

NCAAt

bowi'g;

box'g;

horse

r;ir'g;

wrestl'g YUMA K 1 V A maj lgt

wild srst

NCAAt prot collt bowi'g

:

box'g;

rac'g;

wrestl'g

MOBILE WALA-TV NCAAt NCAAt

WKRG-TV maj let prot collt prot bowi'g;

fish'g;

horse

rac'g;

wrestl'g
EL DORADO

ARKANSAS
KRBB maj lgt prot

wrld-srst big lent

prot hst NCAAt

collU
NCAAt
hst

bowl' g

;

MONTGOMERY WCOV-TV maj 1st

prot

prot golf; horse

rac'g:

jalopy:

wrestl'g

box'g;

derby

;

wrcstl'gt

FORT SMITH KFSA-TV box'gt

WSFA-TV m Id si st prot collt

NCAAt
bowi'g;

box'g;

tish'g: golf

wrestl'gt

LITTLE ROCK KARK-TV wrld srst colli

NCAAt

KOOL-TV

ARIZONA
maj lgt maj 1st

prot coll*

NCAA*

bow l'g ;

horse

rac'g

KATV coll-t prot collt box'g;

fish'g;

horse

rac'g:

wrestl'g

PHOENIX KTHV maj lgt prot

TEXARKANA KCMC-TV wrld srst prol NC LA1 rac'gt

KPHO-TV collt

BAKERSFIELD

CALIFORNIA
KERO-TV

KTVK box'g;
w i estl'g

KVAR maj let NCAAt NCAAt bowi'g

;

box'g;

horse rac'g

CHICO KHSL-TV maj lgt maj lgt

prot collt

wrestl'g
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LOS ANGELES

SAN DIEGO

CALIFORNIA (cont.)

City Oil I M'.r, Mnktll BaUetball Football Othtra

EUREKA KIEM TV big lent

'lit

rnal In i rii.il Ik t

flatting;

KJEO TV maj Igt collt

KM1 TV WCAA
Krifl

KVVG colli

hi*

eoll*; pro*

KHI I V pro"
'

KVU coll* toll*

KRCA maj Igt

prot

Mr:
1

maj Igt

collt

NOAA1

bowl'g;

loll

KUS
; rol-

ler

«r.

prot rolllt

box'rt
rac'g

tl'lt

SACRAMENTO KBET maj lgt

collt

prot

collt

prot

wreitl'g

KCCC-TV in In Igt wroatrgt

KCRATV wrld prot \. \ \ !'g;

box's;
horse rac'g

wrestl'g

KSBW-TV maj Igt collt prot milt bowl'g;

maj Igt bowl'g;

boot'g

;

horse rac'g

SAN FRANCISCO

KFSD-TV

Xt TV Jal-alal*

KGO-TV coll* bowl'g;

wr.

KPIX maj Igt big tent

prot
prot horse

racgt

KRON-TV maj Igt

prot

«r! !

prot
maj Igt

rollt prot

NCAAt

bowl'g;

golf

KSAN-TV rac'g

coll' big
lent

SANTA BARBARA KEY-T maj Igt prot

wrldanl NCAA
prot

collt prot

golf;

horse rac'g

STOCKTON KOVR pro* collt collt

hiint'g:

Itl'g

COLORADO SP'S KKTV

COLORADO

maj Igt prot ire li

KRDO-TV maj Igt prot
arid

prot

collt list

NCAAt 1 i'g:

golf;

jil

itl'g

(cosTttn 1 1>

-l'o|< I
-

I I I I \ ISII )N

TELEVISION

SPORTS FILM

SERVICE

WE ARE PROUD
70 OFFER

A new sports film service to

STATIONS operated on same

basis as news services.

Kept CURRENT by TWICE-
WEEKLY shipments from

Philadelphia.

5 to 7 TOP SPORTS
ATTRACTIONS in segments

of from three to five minutes

with scripts.

Edited so that INDIVIDUAL
SEGMENTS can be used as

a part or before and after local

news and sports programs as

many times daily as desired.

Service offered in 13-WEEK
CYCLES with notification of

each shipments content in

advance.

Top quality TV film-expert

cameramen, and experienced

sports directors and editors.

For Your Station's Subscription

Price, Write or Call:

WORLD
SPORTS
INCORPORATED

Biltmore Hotel, New York 17, N.Y.

Murray Hill, 5-08S3
5-4304

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

TEL-RA
PRODUCTIONS

World's largest producer

of sports film

4
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4 SPORTS TELEVISION

COLORADO (cont.)

City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

DENVER KBTV prot

KLZ-TV maj Jut big tenl prot collt auto rac'g;

golf

KOA-TV wrld srst prot wrld srst

collt*

NCAAt

prot

collt

bowl's;

box's;

jalopy;

wrestl'g

GRAND JUNCTION KREX-TV wrld-sret

prot

collt

hst

collt bowl'g

PUEBLO KCSJ-TV collt box'gt

NCAAt wrestl'g*

CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD wild -srst NCAAt NCAA1 box'g: golf;

horse rac'g

NEW HAVEN WNHC-TV prot collt prot box'gt

wrestl'gt

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON ma] Ik" cull- pro* Bowl

gamest
pro*

box'g;

derby;

golf;

wrestl'g

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON WRC-TV coll* prot NCAAt

prot

WTTG maj lg*

FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE WJHP-TV wrld srst NCAAt Bowl

gamest
NCAAt

box'g;

fish'g;

golf;

wrestl'g

WMBR-TV collt prot

MIAMI Bowl
gamest
collt prot

box'g;

derby

;

fish'g;

jal-alal;

WTVJ maj lgt prot rac g

WD BO -TV maj lgt prot

prot

Bowl
gamest
NCAAt
prot

box'g; der-

by; fish'g;

wrestl'g

PENSACOLA WEAR-TV maj lgt coll; hs*

pro
box'gt

ST. PETERSBURG WSUN-TV NCAAt fish'gt

Hialeaht

WFLA-TV wrld srst prot

collt hst

Bowl
gamest
NCAAt

box'g;

fish'g;

golf;

wrestl'g

WTVT maj lgt Bowl
gamest
prot

horse

rac'g

W. PALM BEACH WEAT-TV Bowl
gamest
prot

WPTV prot collt

NCAAt

GEORGIA
ALBANY boxlngt

wrestl'gt

ATLANTA NCAAt prot fish'g;

hunt'g;

horse rac'g

collt

WSB-TV coll* collt

wrld srst

collt

NCAAt
box'gt

City

AUGUSTA

COLUMBUS

SAVANNAH

THOMASVILLE

BOISE

IDAHO FALLS

TWIN FALLS

CHAMPAIGN

ROCKFORD

ROCK ISLAND

SPRINGFIELD

EVANSVILLE

FT. WAYNE

Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

maj lgt prot

prot NCAAt
wrld srst*

maj lgt box'g;

derbyt
wrestl'gt

WRDW-TV maj lgt collt list derby; golf;

prot l
tl'g

WDAK-TV COll" prot box'gt

WRBL-TV maj lgt hst prot collt hst hox'g; der-

ma] lgt by; golf;

prot horse rac'g

WMA2-TV maj lgt

wrld srst

big tent collt

NCAAt
prot

wrestl'g

WSAV-TV collt

WTOC-TV maj lgt big ten*

prot*
maj lg*t fi-h'g:

hunt'g

wrld srst NCAAt collt box'g;

NCAAt

IDAHO
maj lgt

prot

prot maj lgt

prot

derby:
horse

rac'g;

trreetl'g

wrld srst NCAAt
prot

NCAAt boi'g; der-

by ; horse

rac'g;

wrestl'g

maj lgt prot
wrld srst

collt prot box'g; golf;

hunt'g;

wrestl'g

ILLINOIS

maj lgt big tent*

wrld srst coll't

NCAAt

big tent derby; golf;

collt jalopy

NCAAt
prot

WBBM-TV Bowl derby; golf;

gamest horse

prot rac'g

WBKB big tent bowl'g*

WGN-TV maj lg*

wrld srs*

collt prot wrestl'g

WNBQ xt xt box'g* golf*

DECATUR WTVP big ten* Bowl
games

box'g;

wrestl'g

HARRISBURG KSIL-TV maj lgt

wrld srst

NCAAt
prot

NCAAt
prot

box'g;
wrestl'g

PEORIA W T V H colli 1k{

maj lgt

wrld srst

NCAAt collt hst

prott

box'g;

golf; ice

hockey * t

QUINCY WGEM-TV wrld srs prot big tent

NCAAt
bowl'g;

box'g

eoll'tt

hs*tt
maj lg*t

pro't
wrld srs't

big tent collt hst bowl'g:

prot derby

;

horse

rac'g

collt prot

WICS prot NCAAt

INDIANA
maj lgt box'gt

collt

maj lg*t

pro't

maj lg't bowl'g;

pro't derby;

horse rac'g

prot big tent bowl'g;

:CAAt prot box'g

;

jalopy;

wrestl'g

big tent bs*

WIN-T lltl lg* prot

maj lgt

collt hs*

WKJG-TV maj lgt prot
wrld srst

NCAAt bowl'g:

boi'g;

wlestl'g
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INDIANA (cont.)

City Call Letter. B Mob. 1 1 [la.ketb.il Football Oth.ra

INDIANAPOLIS WFBM TV mid int In* prut l>IH Irtlt

C-..I1T

NCAA1 oir

m«) lit oil It prot

lolf;

NCAA1
prot

I Al *>l IT! »H« IV maj lest

SOUTH BEND WNDU T\ collt coll* NCAAt

WSBTTV collt hit ban* rtc'g

TERRE HAUTE WTHI-TV ma) let bin lent

arid irst prot

maj lit bowl'g;

rac'f

:

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS KCRGTV big tent collj

DAVENPORT

GREAT BEND

WICHITA

LEXINGTON

LOUISVILLE

wresll'gt

maj let prot

hst prot NCA \'

DES MOINES KRNT-TV collt hst bl| tanJJ big ti-nj bowl'g;

maj let It hit collt hst derby;

wrld srst

prot

N( LAI
prott

golf

WHO-TV Bowl

I unM t

m>J Igtt

WOITV collt

prot

FT. DODGE KQTV coll' hs'

maj Igt

prot
wrld srst

coll* hs*

prot

coll't hs*

prot

box' g

;

hunt'g:

wreatl'g

MASON CITY KGLO-TV box'gt

wrestl'gt

maj Igt big tent

wrld srst NOAA1
prot

NCAAt
prot

bowl'g;

golf;

horse

rac'g;

wrestl'g

SIOUX CITY KTIV prot big tent

NCA \;

prot

bowl'g;

box'g;

Jalopy:

wrestle

maj let Bowl
gamest

box'g; golf:

horse

rac'g

WATERLOO KWWLTV maj let collt

pr..t NCAAt
wrld srst

Bowl
gamest
prot

box'g:

derby;

wrestl'g

KANSAS
com
maj Igt

prot
wrld srst

collt collt prot box'g; der-

NCAAt by; Jalopy:

irrestl'g

WIBW.TV maj Igt Bowl bowl'gt

gamest
prot rac'gt

Bowl
gamest
prot

box'gt golf

KARD-TV collt box'g:

N< \ vt derby;
wrestl'g

big tent

KENTUCKY
collt collt hst horse rac'gt

WAVE-TV wrld srst set 1.1

prot

bowl'gt

box'gt

WHAS-TV maj Igt Bowl
gamest
maj Igt

box'g:

horse

rac'g:

wtestl'g

LOUISIANA

City Call L.ttera fl.wb.ll ll.U.tb.ll Faetball Oth.r,

ALEXANDRIA KALBTV ....) Igt

: int

BATON HOUGE WAFBTV

WBRZ

tl'f

LAFAYETTE KLFY-TV maj Igt big lent

lamMt
Tv'g;

LAKE CHARLES KPLCTV maj Igt

wrld int

SHREVEPORT

PORTLAND

BALTIMORE

DETROIT

gam eat

maj 1ft

golf;

KTAG-TV mal Igt big tent Bowl
gamest
maj Igt

darby:
jalopy:

WTMtl'g

MONROI KS'lf TV mil 1st

wrld irat

prot

box'g:

niit:
wresU'g

NEW ORLEANS WDSU TV '

i-

W J M R • T V Fair game.

KSLA-TV maj igt

prot gamest

KTBSTV wrld srst NCAA1
gamest

.

MAINE
•

WCSH-TV maj Igt prot prot ttnnlft

MARYLAND
maj Igt prot

WMAR-TV x' big tent Bowl
gamest

bowl'g';

wTesH'r*

MASSACHUSETTS

prof
wrld srst

big tent

coll't hs'

maj Igt

pro't

PITTSFIELD WMGT box'gt:

WTMtl'ft

SPRINGFIELD WHYN-TV prot maj lc't

WWLP wrld irst

MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR WPAG-TV i .-•

BAY CITY WNEM-TV collt

maj Igt

prot
wrld srst

big tent big tent box'g:

hunt'g:

bone
rac'g

CADILLAC WWTV maj Igt big tent prot hoekeyt
wreatl'gt

CJBK-TV maj lg« pro* hockey'

hockey'

WXYZ-TV box'gt

hockey'

GRAND RAPIDS WOOD-TV maj Igt

wrld srst

big tent

prott

box'g;

flah'g : golf

KALAMAZOO WKZO-TV i* xt

LANSING WJIM-TV big tent box-gt

b Mkigrl

WTOM-TV -..: pftrl box'gt
wrestl'gt

ii n\TI\l Hi .
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MICHIGAN (cont.)

City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

SAGINAW WKNX-TV maj Igt prot

Bow]
gamest

derby:
hockey

;

horse rac'g

TRAVERSE CITY WPBN-TV vvrld srst prot NCAA* box'g
wresll'g

MINNESOTA
DULUTH- WDSM-TV
SUPERIOR. WIS.

coll*

maj lgt

coll* prot prot curl'g*

hockey*

horse

rac'gt

MINNEAPOLIS-
ST. PAUL

KMGM-TV coll* hs-

pro*

box'gt

WTestl'gt

WCCO-TV maj lgt prot coll* prot bowl'g*

wiettl'g*

colli bos'g

:

fish'g;

hunt'g

ROCHESTER K ROC-TV maj lgt collt Bowl
gamest
maj Igt

box'gt

MISSISSIPPI

COLUMBUS WCBI-TV collt collt prot colli

maj lgt XCAAt
ui III srst prot

box'g;

horse

rac'g;

wrestl'g

HATTIESBURG WDAM -TV maj lgt XCAAt Bowl box'g;

wrld srst prot gamest derby

;

maj lgt flsh'g;

wrestl'g

WJTV maj lgt big tent collt prot box'g; golf;

wrestl'g

WLBT wrld srs*t NCAA*t Bowl
gamesl
coll't

box'g

MERIDIAN

collt

maj Igt

prot
WTld srst

XCAAt
prot

collt box'g;

XCAAt horse

prot rac'g;

wrestl'i

COLUMBIA

MISSOURI
KOMU-TV maj lg* prot

wrld srst

colltt box'g; golf;

hunt'g

HANNIBAL KHQA-TV prot maj lgt

JEFFERSON CITY KRCG-TV maj Igt prot Bowl derby

;

gamest horse

maj lgt rac'g;

wrestl'g

KANSAS CITY big tent Bowl
gamest
prot

box'g;

horse

rac'g;

wrestl'g

prot bowi'g*

wrestl'gt

ST. JOSEPH KFEO-TV maj lgt prot Bowl derby

;

gamest golf;

prot jalopy

;

wrestl'g

ST. LOUIS KTVI collt prot bowl'gj

box'gt

derbyt
wrestl'g}

SPRINGFIELD KTTS-TV maj lgt big tent

prot

maj lgt

prot
flsh'g;

hunt'g;

wTestl'g

MONTANA
BILLINGS KOOK-TV xt

GREAT FALLS KFBB-TV collt collt box'g;
maj lgt maj lgt fish'g;
wrld srst wrestl'g

MISSOULA KM SO -TV maj lgt coll* hs* coll* hs* flsh'g;

pro* prot horse

rac'g;

wrestl'B

NEBRASKA

City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football

HASTINGS KHAS-TV collt prot collt Bow]
WTld srst XCAAt gamest

collt

KEARNEY KHOL-TV maj let XCAAt collt prot golf: horse

rac'g;

wrestl'g

LINCOLN KOLN-TV collt prot wTestl'gt

OMAHA KMTV pro* coll* auu> rac'g*

WOW-TV maj lgt Bowl
gamest
prot

derby

;

horse

i M „'

;

LAS VEGAS KLAS-TV

NEVADA
maj lgt collt collt prot golf; horse

rac'g

KLRJ-TV prot Bowl
gamest
XCAAt

box'g;

horse

rac'g

RENO KOLO-TV xt collt Bowl
gamest
prot

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MANCHESTER collt prot box'g;

wrestl'g

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE KGGM-TV prot bowi'gt

box'gt
wTestl'gt

KOB-TV collt box'gt

XCAAt wrestl'g*

CARLSBAD KAVE-TV hs* hs* Bowl jalopy;

gamest wrestl'g

NEW YORK
big tent XCAAt

prot

BINGHAMTON WNBF-TV wrld srst XCAAt box'g;

prot derby

;

horse rac'g

WBEN-TV

collt hst collt hst

prot

box'gt

WTestl'gt

CARTHAGE Bowl
gamest
prot

WTestl'gt

NEW YORK WABD prot box'gt

WTestl'gt

WATV coll* wrestl'g*

WCBS-TV prot prot derby

;

horse rac'g

WOR-TV maj lg*

WIPX maj lg*

wrld srs*

coll* pro* collt bowl'g*

WRCA-TV maj lgt prot big tent

collt

XCAAt
prott

bowi'g;

box'g;

horse rac'g

PLATTSBURGH WPTZ-TV wrld srst XCAAt Bowl
gamest
XCAAt

box'g: golf;

wresll'g

ROCHESTER WROC-TV wrld srst XCAAt Bowl
gamest
prot

box'g;

wrestl'g

WVET-TV maj lgt big tent XCAAt box'gt

SCHENECTADY horse rac'gt

SYRACUSE WHEN-TV maj lgt collt Bowl
gamest
prot

fish'g;

horse

rac'g;

WTestl'g

WSYR-TV collt prot collt hst colltt hst box'g;
wrld srst prott XCAAt hunt'g;

horse rac'g
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NEW YORK (continued)

Cty Call Lettara Btubal 1 BatkMball loolb.ll Othrri Call Leltari ti.ll Baakttball Fawtball Other.

UTICA WKTV
maj lit

wrld irit

M \ \

(•iiimI
'.. LA1

8TEUBENVILLE WSIV TV

TDK DO "•I'll TV

NORTH CAROLINA
WLOS TV

YOUNGSTOWN WK11N TV

ASHEVILLE ZANI SVILLE - nn) Ig;

*nt
CHARLOTTE WBTV ni«) |ft

wrld irst

ADA

OKLAHOMA
KTEN

DURHAM vs I VH colli •

mil 1st

irrld iritt

hit ma) lg«

Nl I \r

rac'g

GREENSBORO * > V V TV •KDMORI KVSO TV
wrll

WNI T

'lgt 1 Ml) KGEO TV

WASHINGTON WITN wrld srst

M \ \

rae'Kl

'ig

LAWTON KSWO TV collt hi!

OKLAHOMA CITY KWTV maj lgt

maj lgt

WILMINGTON WMFD TV Collt

V \ \ WKY-TV wrld irit Bowl

11

WINSTON-SALEM WSJS TV wrld srst

gamest
maj lgt itl'g

TULSA KOTV mln lg* Bowl wreatl'g*

WTOB-TV collt hst boi'g

NORTH DAKOTA
KBMB-TV xt xtBISMARCK

KTVX Bowl
gameit

KVOO-TV urld irit roll! 1

K F Y R - T V collt hst

wrld srst

collt hst collt hit

NCAA1 hunt'g

box'g;

ftih'i:

U'g

DICKINSON KDIX-TV wrld srst hst prot box'g;

horse rac'g;

wrestrg

EUGENE KVAL-TV

OREGON

gameit
maj 1*:*

flih'g:

wreatl'gFARGO WDAY-TV wrld srst NCAA1 Bowl
gamest

KLAMATH FALL- KOTI maj lgtt

wrld srst

big lent

KCAA1
cnlltt box'g; golf;

li'IMINOT KCJB-TV it

VALLEY CITY KXJBTV m.ij lgt big ten*

coll' hs*

prot

collt

maj lgt

prot

derby;
horse

rac'g:

wrestrg

MEDFORD KBES-TV prot

PORTLAND KLOR maj lgt

wrld srst

collt Bowl
gameit

bowl'g;

box'g:

wreatl'g

WAKR-TV

OHIO
coil* hi* Bowl

gamest
coll* hs*

derby; golf;

wrestl'g
AKRON

KOIN-TV maj lgt flih'g:

hunt «:
wreitl'g*

KPTV bowl'gt

CINCINNATI WCPO-TV prot bowl'gt

boi'g

t

RTeiU'gt
BETHLEHEM

PENNSYLVANIA
WLEV-TV hi*

WKRC-TV coll*

V \ al

Bowl
gamest
prot

derby

;

horse rac'g EASTON V»l,LV coll: collt hit boi'g*

ERIE WICU maj lgt

prot
wrld srst

prot collt

maj lgt

boi'g; golf;

WLW-T wrestl'g* hone rac'g

CLEVELAND KYW-TV wrld srst Bowl
gamest
M \ M

WSEE-TV maj lgt col: ;
bowl'g;

hone rac'g;

wreiU'g

WEWS pro* bowl'gt
box'gt
wTesll'gt

HARRISBURG WCMB-TV maj lgt prot maj lgt

hone rac'g:

wrest If

WJW-TV bowl'g*

box'gt

wTesll'gt

WTPA it it box'gt

JOHNSTOWN WARD-TV it

COLUMBUS WBNS-TV prot prot Bowl
(amaal
prot

derby
wreill'gt

PHILADELPHIA WFIL-TV majlg* NCAAt boi'g*

WLW-C prot M"\ \^ box'gt
wreatlgt

WTVN-TV niaj let prot box'gt

maatl'it

WRCV-TV wTld int
maj lg*

collt Bowl
gam»»*

maj lgt

box'g; golf

DAYTON WHIO-TV maj lg* coll'

WLW-D coll* bowl'g* PITTSBURGH KOKA-TV maj lg*

wrld irst

Bowl
gam eat

coll't
\.'\ V
pro*

bare;
derby;

LIMA WIAM-TV maj lgt

wrld srst

prot collt

MA LI

prot

bowl'g;

box'g;

wtesllg

golf

KDMIM n>
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PENNSYLVANIA (cont.)

City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

SCRANTON WARM-TV maj lgt

WGBI-TV Bowl
gamed
prot

WILKES-BARRE WILK-TV

YORK WSBA-TV maj lg* Bowl
gamest
pro*

RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE WJAR-TV maj lgt

SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON WAIM-TV prot

CHARLESTON WCSC-TV collt big tent NCAAt

COLUMBIA

WNOK-TV coll* big tent

maj lgt

FLORENCE

GREENVILLE WFBC-TV wrldsrst NCAAt NCAAt
pro* pro*t

SOUTH DAKOTA
RAPID CITY

SIOUX FALLS KELO-TV collt

CHATTANOOGA

TENNESSEE
WDEF-TV maj lgt prot collt prot

WRGP-TV NCAAt Bowl
gamest
collt hst

NCAAt

box'g

derby

box'gt
wresU'gt

boi'g;

horse rac'g;

WTestl'g

box'gt

roller

skat'gt

nreetl'gt

maj lgt prot Bowl bowl'g;

wrldsrst gamest box'g;

colltt horse rac'i

WBTW maj lgt big tent Bowl box'g

wrldsrst gamest derby:

NCAAt horse rac'g;

prot wrestl'g

box'g;

flsh'g;

WTestl'g

box'gt

wTestl'gt

box'g:

fish'g

JACKSON WDXI-TV maj lgt

wrld srst

prot Bowl
gamest
hst prot

derby

;

horse rac'g;

wrestl'g

JOHNSON CITY WJHL-TV maj lgt

prot

big tent

collt

NCAAt

prot
Bowl
gamest

box'g;

hunt'g:

wrestl'g

KNOXVILLE

MEMPHIS

WATE-TV wrld srst collt

NCAAt
wTestl'gt

WBIR-TV maj lgt maj lgt

prot

WTVK collt prot fish'g

WHBQ-TV maj lgt big tent

NCAAt coll't

NCAAt

NASHVILLE WLAC-TV maj lgt Bowl
gamest
prot

fish'g;

hunt'g;

horse rac'g

WSIX-TV collt pro* box'g;

wrestl'g

WSM-TV collt hst

maj lgt

pro*t

wrld srst

coll't hst collt

NCAAt
box'g;

fish'g:

horse rac'g

TEXAS
ABILENE KRBCTV xt

AMARILLO KFDA-TV big tent prot wrestrg*

KGNC-TV prot NCAAt

KTBC-TV _ coll*

maj lgt

pro*

wrld srst

big tent coll'tt box'g;
coll* hs* hs* flsh'g;

prot maj lgt golf

prott

City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

BEAUMONT KFDM-TV pro;

BIG SPRING KBST-TV maj lgt Bowl
gamest
colltt

maj lgt

derby;
horse

rac'g;

wrestl'g

CORPUS CHRISTI KVDO-TV coll*

LUFKIN

SAN ANTONIO

big tent Bowl
gamest
prot

WTestl'g

WFAA-TV collt hst big tent big tent box'g
maj lgt collt hs*t coll'tt golf;

wrld srstt NCAA*t hst horse rac'g

prott NCAA'tt

EL PASO KILT-TV box'g

WTestl'g

K ROD -TV NCAAt collt prott wrestl'gt

KTSM-TV wrld srst prot Bowl
gamest
colltt

bowl'g;

box'g;

WTestl'g

XEJ-TV pro*

wrld srst

KENS-TV xt big tent pro*t

TEXARKANA KCMC-TV maj lgt collt

wrld srst

KRGV-TV prot

WICHITA FALLS KFDX-TV maj lgtt NCAAt
wrld srstt

NCAAtt

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY KSL-TV oaj lgt coil-

NCAA t

Bowl
gamest
prot

prot prot

KUTV collt prot

wrestl'g

KFJZ-TV coll* coll* Coll* box'g;

jalopy;

WTestl'g

WBAP-TV coll* hs* collt big tent golf

maj lgt NCAAt coll'tt

wrld srst prot NCAAt
prot

GALVESTON KGUL-TV maj lgt Bowl
gamest
pro*t

horse rac'g

HOUSTON KTRK-TV wrestl'g

LAREDO KHAD-TV collt box'g;

wrestrg

LUBBOCK KDUB-TV maj lgt big tent Bowl
gamest
prott

horse rac'g

KTRE-TV colltt collt Bowl box'g;
maj lgt NCAAt gamest hunt'g;

wrld srst collt

NCAAt
wrestlg

MIDLAND KMID-TV wTld srst NCAAt Bowl
gamest
NCAAt

bowl'g;

WTestl'g

SAN ANGELO KTXL-TV coll't

pro*t
wrld srst

hst coll't

pro't

fish'g;

hunt'g;
wrestrg

box'gt

bullfights}

horse rac'gt

WOAI-TV WTld srst coll*

NCAAt
wrestl'g

SWEETWATER KPAR-TV maj lgt big tent hst

maj lgt

horse rac'g

TEMPLE KCEN-TV wtW srst prot Bowl
gamest
NCAAt

box'g; golf;

WTestl'g

Bowl derby;

gamest horse rac'g

NCAAt
prot

:3.xoq

) 108

bowl'gt
wrestl'g

box'gt

box'g*
wrestl'g*

VERMONT
BURLINGTON WCAX-TV maj lgt collt prot prot derby;

horse rac'g
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VIRGINIA

City Call i . ti. i

,

MMtall Bait, it. ,n i -.it, ,n Oth.r.

BRISTOL WCYB-TV maj Ifl

wrld ir»t

'

o.lltf hit

flih'g;

U'l

HARRISONBURG WSVATV mil 1st prut

»r|.| int

PETERSBURG

RICHMOND

BELLINGHAM

BLUEFIELO

CHARLESTON

FAIRMONT

\. V V rar'g:

unitl'f

LYNCHBURG WLVA-TV prot

WTAR-TV maj Ig't maj ls*t
flih'g;

wvec-tv wridiril Bowl box'g:

gamest fOlfi

collt '

NCAA

WXEX-TV prot NCAA1

WRVA-TV maj 1st prot maj 1st derby;

horse rac'g

Bowl
k'ar t

box'g

WDBJ-TV maj lgt big tent Bowl
gamut horie rac'g;

WTMtl'ft

WSLS-TV maj lgt hst
«rli srs"tt pro'tt

coll'tt box'g:

hst

NO 1 \ * 1 1 horierac'g;

prot wrcsll'g

WASHINGTON
KVOS-TV

KING-TV coll* prot

KOMO-TV prot Bowl
earnest

collt

box'g

KHQ-TV wrld srst prot Bowl
gamest
rollt

NCAA1

boi'g

KXLY-TV big lent

collt

KTNT-TV maj lgt collt

prot prot

collt prot boi'g:

flsh'g;

horse rac'g

bowlt

box'gt
wrcatl'g*

KIMA-TV hs't NCAA1 Bowl box'g;
maj lgt prot gamest derby;
pro -

collt hs* horse rac'g
«rld srst prot

WEST VIRGINIA

collt prot collt

NCAAt

WCHS-TV maj lgt big tent collt prott hockey

WJPB-TV maj lgt collt hs*

wrld srst prot

Bowl
gamest
colltt hs*

derby

:

flsh'g;

horse rac'g:

WTMtl'f

HUNTINGTON WHTN-TV boi'g

WSAZ-TV hockey

OAK HILL WOAY-TV it it

PARKERSBURG WTAP maj lg*t pro't Bowl box'g:

pro't gamest hunt'g;
wrld srs't roll'f

NCAA't
pro't

wrestl'g

WHEELING WTRF-TV maj lgt prot
wrld srst

Bowl
gamest
NCAAt

h"ik-;

flsh'g:

horse rac'g

5P( IRTS I I I ! \ l 4
WISCONSIN

Ciry Call L.llrr, Bataball lla.k.lb^ll Faatball

GREEN BAY WBAY TV maj lgt

WFRVTV

Da*,

MAOISON WKOW TV

WMTV maj lgt big tent

-...II int
-

11 g

MARINETTE WMBV-TV

MILWAU KEE W IsN-TV Mf l.r.t U g

wxix t.lg lent big tent

SUPERIOR-
DULUTH. M NN.

WDSM-TV
wrld irst

ha* prot
Bowl
1 usasrl

U'l

WAUSAU

CHEYENNE

ANCHORAGE

FAIRBANKS

HONOLULU

SAN JUAN

VANCOUVER

WSAU-TV maj lgt

url,J irst

big lent

gameat |

WYOMING

prot

ALASKA
KEN I -TV wrldirst wrestl'g

KTVA collt yrot Bowl boxgt
maj lgt gameat

collt wrestl'gt

maj lgt

K FAR-TV wrld srst

t

blgtontt bowl f*

collt prot

KINY-TV prot box'g:

Jalopy;

wreitlg

HAWAII
boa I*

bowlgt

KULA-TV boxgt
wrestrgt

PUERTO RICO
WKAQ-TV pro' hone rar'g'

CANADA
Alberta

CALGARY CHCT-TV maj Igtt oil

EDMONTON CFRN TV prot

LETH BRIDGE CJLH-TV wrld-snt prot wr»»U-fT

British Columbia
pro' bowl'g'

boring*

kwgfctjy*

wmur

Mantoha
WINNIPEG CBWT pro* boxing*

bowl'g*

hockey*
wreaU'g*

New Brunswick
MONCTON CKCW-TV pro*

wrld int
maj lgt eurl'g*
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4 STl DIO 1 ACUITIES TELEVISION

studio

facilities

V*

^<* * ^* mMR IBM •syt'

I '
s

*

BAKERSFIELD

symbol

x station offers facility

under column heading

ALABAMA

City Call letters

Kit-

chen

Liv'Q

rm
Out-
door

Auto
ramp

Rear
view

Re-
mote

B&w Color

line line

Sends
color

BIRMINGHAM WABT X X X X X X X X

WBRC-TV X X X X X X X X X

DECATUR WMSL-TV X X X X

MOBILE WALA-TV X X X X X

WKRG-TV X X X X X X X

MONTGOMERY WCOV-TV X X X X X X

WSFA-TV X X X X X X X X

ARIZONA

KPHO-TV

KTVK

KVAR X X X X X X X X

TUCSON KDWI-TV X X X X X

KOPO-TV X X X X X X

KVOA-TV X X X

YUMA KIVA X X X X X

EL DORADO KRBB

ARKANSAS
XXX X X

FORT SMITH KFSA-TV X X X X X X

LITTLE ROCK KARK-TV X X X X X X X X

KATV X X X X X X

KTHV X X X X X X X

TEXARKANA KOMC-TV X X X X X X X

CALIFORNIA
KBAK-TV

• This list of 440 stations is designed to help

the buyer for specialized products. The list was

set up in chart form so that the reader could

easily compile lists of stations offering each fa-

cility. Of greatest significance perhaps is the

very large increase of stations equipped to re-

ceive color telecasts. The jump was from 132

in 1955 and from 211 in 1956 to 240 today. A
similar increase is shown in number of stations

equipped to transmit color— 196 reported in

1956 Buyers' Guide compared with 243 today.

385 or 88% have 'permanent kitchen sets

414 or 94% have -permanent living room
sets

355 or 81% have permanent out-door or

patio sets

271 or 62% have auto ramps

245 or 56% have rear view screens

203 or 46% have remote equipment

243 or 55% are interconnected for black

and white

240 or 55% are interconnected for color

243 or 55% are equipped to transmit color

KERO-TV

CALIFORNIA (cont.)

City Call letters Kit- Liv'o Out- Auto Rear Re- B&.W Color Sends
chen rm door ramp view mote line line color

CHICO KHSL-TV xx xx x

EUREKA KIEM-TV x x

KMJ-TV

LOS ANGELES

KHJ-TV

KNXT

KRCA

KTTV X X X X X X

REDDING KVIP X X

SACRAMENTO KBET X X X X X X X X

KCCC-TV X X X X X X X

KCRA-TV X X X X X X X X X

SALINAS KSBW-TV X X X X X X X X

SAN DIEGO KFMB-TV X X X X X X X X X

KFSD-TV X X X X X X X

XETV X X X X

SAN FRANCISCO KGO-TV

KSAN-TV

KNTV
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CALIFORNIA (cont.)

City Call MM Kit- Llv'i

ehon rm
Out-
door

Auto
ramp

ll'ir

view

Ro-

mote
B4w Color Sond.
lino lino eonYr

SAN LUIS OBISPO KVEC TV » I • « i

SANTA BAKUAHA KFY T > i > x 1

STOCKTON KOVR x « X i >

COLORADO
COLORADO SP'GS KKTV

DENVER

KRDO IV i i X X

KtHV i x X « 1 I i

KUT-TV x X I I I I I X X

KOA-TV » i I X a X X

KTVR X X X X X X

GRAND JUNCTION KREX TV x X X

PUEBLO KCSJ-TV X X X X X X X

CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD

NEW HAVEN WNHC-TV

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON WRC-TV X X X X X X X X

WTOP-TV X X X X X X X X

FLORIDA
DAYTONA BEACH WESH-TV X X X X X

JACKSONVILLE WJHP-TV X X X X X X X X

WMBR-TV X X X X X X I X

MIAMI WITV X X X X X X

WTVJ X X X X X X X X X

ORLANDO WDBO-TV X X X X X X X X

PENSACOLA WEAR-TV X X X X X X

ST. PETERSBURG WSUN-TV X X X X X X

TAMPA WFLA-TV X X X X X X X X X

WTVT X X X X X X X X

W. PALM BEACH WEAT-TV X X X X

WPTV X X X X X X

GEORGIA

ATLANTA WAGA-TV

WSB-TV X X X X X X X X

AUGUSTA WJBF X X X X X I X X

WRDW-TV X X X X X

COLUMBUS WDAK-TV X X X X X X X

WRBL-TV X X X I X X X X I

MACON WMAZ-TV X X X X X X X

SAV 4NNIH WSAV-TV X X X X

WTOC-TV X X X X X X I X

THOMASVILLE

IDAHO

City
Kit- Ll» I Out Auto II- ,r IL HA. Color ftoftdi

Call lottori chon rm door ramp vie* mote lino lint color

IDAHO FALLS Kill TV

TWIN FAILS KLIX IV

CHAMPAIGN WCIA

ILLINOIS

CHICAGO WBBM TV i i i

* II K II iii
WGN IV I I X

WNBQ iii
DEI ATUR WTVP * * ~~iT *

~~«""

HARRISBURG KSIL-TV I I * «

PEORIA WTVH i X * X * » »

QUINI V WGEM IV X I « I

ROCKFORD WREX-TV < I I I I I I

ROCK ISLAND WHBF-TV x I X I I I I

5PRINGI 1! Lli WICS I x x " *

ELKHART WSJVTV

INDIANA
XXX x X

EVANSVILLE WF HT X X X X

WFIE-TV X I X X I X

WTVW X X X I X X

FT WAYNE WIN-TV X X X

WKJG-TV I X X

INDIANAPOLIS W F B M TV X X X X X

WISH-TV X X X

I AF AYETTE vvr AV TV X X I X

SOUTH BEND WNDU-TV X X X X I

WSBT-TV X X X I I

TERRE HAUTE W T H 1 T V I X X

CEDAR RAPIDS KCRG-TV

IOWA
X

WMT-TV X X X

DAVENPORT WOC-TV X X X

DES MOINES KRNT-TV X X X X X

WHO -TV X X X X X

WOI-TV X X X X

FT. DODGE KQTV X X X

MASON CITY KGLO-TV X X X

T T U M W A KTVO X X X X

SIOUX CITY KTIV X X I X I

KVTV X X I X I 1 I

WATERLOO KWWL-TV X X x X X I

GREAT BEND KCKT-TV

KANSAS
XXX X X XIX

PITTSBURG KOAM-TV X I I I XXI
TOPEKA WIBW-TV X X X X III
WICHITA KAKE-TV I X X X X I

KARD-TV I X X X I I 1 I X

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON WLEX-TV I X X I I

LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV X X X I X I I X

WHAS-TV I X X I I I I
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I IDIO FACILITIES TELEVISION

LOUISIANA

City Call letter*

Kit-

chen
LIv'B

rm
Out-

door

Auto
ramp

Rear
view

Re-
mote

B&w Color Sends
line line color

ALEXANDRIA KALB-TV X X X X X

BATON ROUGE WAFB-TV X X X X X X

WBRZ X X X X X X X X

LAFAYETTE KLFY-TV X X X X X X X X

LAKE CHARLES KPLC-TV X X X X X X

KTAG-TV X X X X X

MONROE KNOE-TV X X X X X X X X

NEW ORLEANS WDSU-TV X X X X X X X X

WJMR-TV X X X X X X X X X

SHREVEPORT KSLA-TV X X X X X X X X

KTBS-TV X X X X X X X

MAINE
WABI-TV

W-TWO X X X X X X

PORTLAND WCSH-TV X X X X X

WGAN-TV X X X X X X X

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE xxx XXX

WMAR-TV

SALISBURY

MASSACHUSETTS

WNAC-TV X X X X X

PITTSFIELD WMGT X X

SPRINGFIELD WHYN-TV X X X X X

WWLP X X X X X X X X X

MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR WPAG-TV X X

BAY CITY WNEM-TV X X X X X

CADILLAC WWTV X X X

CKLW-TV X X X X

CJBK-TV X X X X X X

WWJ-TV X X X X X X X X X

WXYZ-TV X X X X X X X

GRAND RAPIDS WOOD-TV X X X X X X X X X

KALAMAZOO WKZO-TV X X X X X X

LANSING WJIM-TV X X X X X X X

WTOM-TV X X X X X

SAGINAW WKNX-TV X X X X X X X X

TRAVERSE CITY WPBN-TV X X X X X X

MINNESOTA
AUSTIN KMMT

DULUTH-
SUPERIOR

MINNEAPOLIS.
ST. PAUL

KMGM-TV

ROCHESTER

MISSISSIPPI
COLUMBUS WCBI-TV

HATIESBURG WDAM-TV

City Call letten

Kit- Liv'g

chen rm
Out-
door

Auto Rear Re-
ramp view mote

B&w Color Send*
line line color

JACKSON WJTV X X X xxx X X

WLBT X X X xxx X X X

MERIDIAN WTOK-TV X X X X

TUPELO WTWV X X X X X X X X

MISSOURI
COLUMBIA KOMU-TV X X X X X X

HANNIBAL KHQA-TV X X X X X X X X

JEFFERSON CITY KRCG-TV X X X X

JOPLIN KODE-TV X X X X X X

KANSAS CITY

LAS VEGAS

MANCHESTER

ALBUQUERQUE

KCMO-TV X X X X X X X X X

KMBC-TV X X X X X

WDAF-TV X X X X X X X X X

ST. JOSEPH KFEQ-TV X X X X X X X

ST. LOUIS KSD-TV X X X X X X

KTVI X X X X

SPRINGFIELD KTTS-TV X X X X X X

MONTANA
BILLINGS KOOK-TV X X X

BUTTE KXLF-TV X X

GREAT FALLS KFBB-TV X X

MISSOULA KMSO-TV X X X X X X X

NEBRASKA
HASTINGS KHAS-TV X X X X X X

KEARNEY KHOL-TV X X X X X X

LINCOLN KOLN-TV X X

KMTV

NEVADA
K LAS-TV X X X X X X X

KLRJ-TV X X X X X X

KSHO-TV

NEW HAMPSHIRE

NEW MEXICO
KGGM-TV X X X X X

KOAT-TV X X X X X X

KOB-TV X X X X X X

CARLSBAD KAVE-TV X X X X

CLOVIS KICA-TV X X X

ROSWELL KSWS-TV X X X X

NEW YORK
ALBANY WCDA X X X X X X

BINGHAMTON WNBF-TV X X X X X

BUFFALO WGR-TV X X X

CARTHAGE WCNY-TV X X X X

NEW YORK WABC-TV X X X X X X

WABD X X X X X X X X X
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i >i< > FACIL1 III 5 TF.LE\ ISION 4

NEW YORK (cont.)

Olty

Kit- Llv*. Out- Aute Rrar Re- BAw Cater Send,

ft.ll letter* thee rra door ramp vim mate Mm line tolor

NEW YORK
(cont.)

WATV X X X X I

WCBSTV X X I I I X i X

WOR TV X X

WPIX X 1 X X X

WRCA IV X X I X X I

PLATTSBURGH WPTZ TV X

ROCHESTER w H E C T V X X

WROC TV I X X X X

SCHENECTADY WRGB I X X X

SYRACUSE WHEN TV X X X

Vsylt TV X X X X X X I X

UTICA W KTV X X X X X X X

NORTH CAROLINA

City Call latter*

Klt-

chan

Llv'o Out-
rm dear

Auto
ramp

Rear
vlear

Re- B4»
mete Una

Color

Mm
Serwlt

eeler

ASHEVILLE WLOST-V X X X X X X X

CHAIUOTTE V.HTV X X I X X X X

DURHAM WTVD X X X

GREENSBORO WFMYTV X X X X X X

GREENVILLE WNCT X X X X X X

WASHINGTON WITN X X X X X X X

WILMINGTON WMFDTV X X X X X X X

WINSTON SALEM WSJS-TV X X X X X X

WTOB-TV X X X X

NORTH DAKOTA
BISMARCK KBMB-TV t X X X X

KFYR-TV X 1 [ X X

DICKINSON KOIX-TV X [ X X X

FARGO WDAY-TV X t X X X X X X X

M 1 N T KCIB TV X ( X X X

VALLEY CITY KXIR-TV X ( X X X X X

OH/O
AKRON WAKR-TV > X X ) X X X X

CINCINNATI WCPO TV X X ! X X

WKRCTV X X X 1 X X X X X

WLW-T X X X 1 X X X X X

CLEVELAND KYW-TV X X X ! X X X X

WEWS X X X I X X X X X

COLUMBUS WBNS-TV

WTVN-TV X X X X X X

DAYTON WHIO TV X X X X X X X

WLW-D X X X X X X X

LIMA WIMA-TV X X X X X X

STEUBENVILLE WSTV-TV X X X X X

TOLEDO WSPD-TV X X X X I X

YOUNGSTOWN WKBN-TV X X X X X X X X

ZANESVILLE WHIZ-TV X X X

OKLAHOMA
ADA KTEN X X X X X X X I

ARDMORE KVSO-TV X X X

City Call letter.

Kit-

chan

Llv"g Out- Auto Rear H« BaVa Cater Seadt

rm deer ramp «|rw mote Una line celer

ENID KOEO TV lli' >

l AVION KSWO TV " III I

OKLAHOMA CITY KWTV i .

WKY TV » II .....
TULSA KOTV

KVOOTV

OREGON
EUGENE KVAL TV i x • I " "

K I A M A T M 1 Alls KOTI X X * «

MEDFORD KBES-TV ) * *

PORTLAND KLoH X X X * • * »

KOIN TV I X X X X * *

KPTV I X X X I X

PENNSYLVANIA
ALTOONA

GASTON WGLV X X I X I I

ERIE Wll I X X X X .

WSEE-TV X X X X X 1

HARRISBURG WCMB-TV X X I X

JOHNSTOWN WARD-TV X X X

WJAC-TV X X X X I X

PHILADELPHIA WCAU TV X X X I X 1 x X X

WFIL-TV X X X X X 1 X I

WRCV -TV X X X X 1 X X X

PITTSBURGH KDKA-TV X X X x X I X J X

SCRANTON WARM-TV X X X X I X

WGBI-TV X X X X

WILKES-BARRE WILK-TV X X » X X X

YORK WNOW-TV X X X X X

WSBA-TV X X X X

RHODE ISLAND

PROVIDENCE

SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON

CHARLESTON WCSC-TV

COLUMBIA

FLORENCE

WIS-TV

WNOK TV

WBTW

GREENVILLE WFBC-TV

SOUTH DAKOTA
RAPID CITY KOTA-TV

SIOUX FALLS KELO TV

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA

JACKSON

WRGP-TV

WDXI-TV

JOHNSON CITY WJHL-TV

KNOXVILLE WATE-TV

.( ll\TI\l f /l
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4 DIO I \CII. ITU'S TEL] \ ISION

TENNESSEE (cont.)

City Call letters

Kit-
chen

Liv'g Out- Auto Rear Re- B&w Color Send?
rm door ramp view mote line line color

KNOXVILLE
(cont.)

WBIR-TV X XX
WTVK X XX XXX

MEMPHIS WHBQ-TV X XX X

WMCT X XX X X X X X

NASHVILLE WLAC-TV

WSM-TV X X X X X X X X X

ABILENE KRBC-TV
TEXASXXX X X

AMARILLO KFDA-TV X X X X

AUSTIN KGNC-TV X X X X X X X X X

KTBC-TV X X X X X X

BEAUMONT KFDM-TV X X X X X

BIG SPRING KBST-TV X X X X X X X

CORPUS CHRISTI KVDO-TV X X X X X

DALLAS KRLD-TV X X X X X X X X

WFAA-TV X X X X X X X

EL PASO

KTSM-TV

XEJ-TV X X X X

FORT WORTH KFJZ-TV X X X X X X

WBAP-TV X X X X X X X X X

GALVESTON KGUL-TV X X X X X X

HARLINGEN KGBT-TV X X X X

HOUSTON KTRK-TV X X X X X X X

LOREDO KHAD-TV X X X

LUBBOCK KCBD-TV X X X X X

KDUB-TV X X X X X X X

LUFKIN KTRE-TV X X X X X X

MIDLAND KMID-TV X X X X X X

SAN ANGELO KTXL-TV X X X X X

SAN ANTONIO

WOAI-TV X X X X X X X

SWEETWATER KPAR-TV X X X X X X

TEMPLE KCEN-TV X X X X X X

TEXARKANA KCMC-TV X X X X X X X X

WESLACO KRGV-TV X X X X X

WICHITA FALLS KFDX-TV X X X X X X X X

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY KSL-TV X X X X X X X X X

KTVT X X X X X X X X

KUTV XXX XXX

BURLINGTON

VERMONT
xxx

VIRGINIA
BRISTOL WCYB-TV X X X X X X X X

HARRISONBURG WSVA-TV X X X X X

LYNCHBURG WLVA-TV X X X X

NORFOLK WAVY-TV X X X X X X X

WTAR-TV X X X X X X X X

City Call letters

Kit-

chen
Liv'g

rm
Out-
door

Auto
ramp

Rear

view
Re- B&.W Color Sends
mote line line color

PETERSBURG WXEX-TV X X X X X X

RICHMOND WRVA-TV X X X X X X X X

WTVR X X X X X X X X

ROANOKE WDBJ-TV X X X X X

WSLS-TV X X X X X X X X

GREEN BAY

LA CROSSE

MADISON

MARINETTE

MILWAUKEE

WASHINGTON
BELLINGHAM KVOS-TV X

SEATTLE KING-TV X X X X X X X X X

KOMO-TV X X X X X X

KHQ-TV

KREM-TV

KXLY-TV X X X X X X X X X

TACOMA KTNT-TV X X X X X X X X

KTVW X X X X X X

YAKIMA KIMA-TV X X X X X X X X X

WEST VIRGINIA
BLUEFIELD WHIS-TV X X X X X X

CHARLESTON WCHS-TV X X X X X X X X

FAIRMONT WJPB-TV X X X X X X

HUNTINGTON WHTN-TV X X X X X X X X X

WSA2-TV X X X X X X X X X

OAK HILL WOAY-TV X X X X X X

PARKERSBURG WTAP X X X X

WHEELING WTRF-TV X X X X X X X

WISCONSIN
WBAY-TV

WFRV-TV

WISC-TV X X X X

WKOW-TV X X X X X

WMBV-TV

WISN-TV X X X X X

WITI-TV X X X X X

WXIX X X X X X X X X

SUPERIOR-
DULUTH. MINN. WDSM-TV X X X X X X X

WAUSAU WSAU-TV X X X X

WYOMING
CHEYENNE xxx

ANCHORAGE

ALASKA
XXX

KTVA X X X X

FAIRBANKS KFAR-TV X X

KTVF X X X

JUNEAU KINY-TV X

HONOLULU

HAWAII
KGMB-TV xx xxx
KONA xxx x

XX XX

PUERTO RICO
SAN JUAN WKAQ-TV xxx
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I
television station representatives

ALASKA RADIO TV SALES CORP
N, .> \.,.k ! '-" M

I'. I Hurra] 11. i: I 1244
Seattle irlUei in. Ik'

T.I E

Log A - Wllshlrt in..

i

115]
Ban Francisco i Mills ni.lg.

T.i Oarfleld !

AVERY-KNOOEL. INC
With Are.

Tel J

Chicago l 7. K Wicker I

Andorn 1 1710
• i 135 M mtgomery Bl

i ingeli
T.I

AiUnu :i ii Marietta si . N \v.

10 Fidelity I Dies
in. ik-

Tel P
: 16 \ ll B U i B

AYERS. JAMES S
-r: Qienn Bldg

T. I Alpine 3080

BLAIR-TV. INC.
fork 17 133 Mad v

I 1933
\

Delaware I

I Vngrles 5—3460 Wllshlro I:

Dunkirk 1 B811
Eluss III. Ik'

Ti-i; Yukon 1 r089
I Bo s Bid

T.-l Woodward 1-8080 31 Bl
Si Louis I n>::7 Paul Brown Bldg.

III 1 5887
Dallas I—Rio Grande National Bldg

Toll Rival
Jacksonville 2— 1402 Harnett
Bank B

T.-l i 5770
,: St. Plica

Tii 3i«a
M

Stuart nidi;.

Toll EUotl B3T0 1

BOLLING COMPANY. INC.. THE
Nan \ or* 347 Part lit
Til Plaza 9-8150

Chicago 11—135 N. Michigan Ave
Tel Whitehall 9 3040

Los Angeles 304 9 Beverly Dr
Tel: Bradsbaw I 054 I

San Francisco—5 Tbl
Tel: Garfield 1-8740

Boston mi i; Alston St.

Ti'l: Hubbard 3 0848

BRANHAM COMPANY. THE
Nan York in—99 Park A*.
Tel: Murray Hill 3 1808

Chicago i_3.;o N. Michigan Ave
Tel: Cenlral 6-5738 I I B

Detroit I 338 General Motor! Bldg.
Tel: Trinity 1-niin

Dallas 1—1008 Fidelity l"nlon
Life Bldg.

Tel: Bterltng 5831
Atlanta—Rhodes-Haverty Bldg

T.I Walnut 3025
St 1-ouls 1—Title Guaranty Bldg.
Ti"'- Chealnul St.

Tel: Chestnut 1 6192
Memphis 3—1028 Sterlck Bldg

Tel: Telephone 8-2344
Charlotte 2—2001 Liberty-Ufa Bldg

Tel:
Miami 108 N. E. 29th Terrace

Tel
San Francisco 8- 708 Market St
Tel: Yukon 3-1583

Los Angeles IS B9 Wilshire Blvd
Webster 1-1551

BROWN. CLARKE COMPANY
G Natl Bldg.

T.I :. 51 |k

Atlanta—Suite 615
101 Marietta St Bide.

Tel
II n—Suite ID. 520 Lovett Blvd

T.i ! .ill

Ness Orleans 910 Royal 9

SI
Tel Belmont 7-3734

BULMER A JOHNSON. INC.
Minneapolis—2-530 Boanoke Bldg

Tel : I

BURKE STUART CO.. INC.
k—80 1 B S

Tor Pi.ua 1-2158
Chicago 1—73 E Wacker Drive

Tel: Dearborn 2-0S26
Beverly Hills

—

11 1 N La Cieneca Bird
Tel: Crestview 5-3033

San Francisco—233 Sansome St.
Tel: Yukon 8-3981

BURN-SMITH COMPANY
INCORPORATED
New York 38— IS W I Ith St

Tel Murray mil 2 3121
Chicago 1—307 N Michigan Avenue

Tel: Central 6-4437
San Francisco 4— 110 Sutter St.

Tel: Sutter 1-7!>71

Lot Angeles 57—6TS South Lafayette
l'ark Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200

CAPPER PUBLICATIONS. INC.
I

P. I .

M

San I i; Bid!

Kaiua Bldg

i: Ig iir IP I, St

Cleveland 1

1

Bldg

CARIBBEAN NETWORKS. INC.v a fori si

CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES

Tel P
Igan Ave.

T»l Whitehall i

I.... \.

Tel ii rood ( 1311
Ps

Tel Trli
Allan' .

i

T.I Elgll

CLARK. GEORGE W
Chicago 1 31 ON Hlehlg

Tel l:

COOKE. DONALD. INC

Tel M
Chicago 1 238 N

I

Tel: Bl

Hill- 111 N La Clenega

|

San Franri- .nsome St.
Tel Yukon 6-2981

CROSLEY BROADCASTING SALES
OFFICES
Nss fork 8 r ruj |

Tel: Circle
Chicago 1—360 N Michigan Ave

Tel : S
Cincinnati 3—140 W. Ninth St.

Tel 1839
Columl. ".mangy River Road

Tel
Dayton- 1595 - Dixie Highway

Tel: Walnut 2101
Atlanta— 770 Spring 31 . N W

.*;ci>t Bldg.
T.I '.

• Mi' Bldg.
S700

—

s

Tel I > 6181
Charlotte— 1.".27 Elizabeth \

Tel:

B 'U'.
i Randolph -

CUMMINGS. HARRY E.
Jacksonville 2 1 |92 Barnctt
Bank Bldg.

Tel: Elgin

DAY. DEL
Seattle 1—308 White Henry-
Stuart Bldg.

Tel: Sei i B683

DEVNEY A COMPANY
New Yoik 17 585 Flff

Tel: Murray Hill |

1— Urn. 1034 65 l: I : S'

Tel: Franklin 9
. Hills—

111 N. La Clenega Blvd.
Tel: Olean.ler 1

San Francisco—233 Sansome St
T.I: Yukon 6-2981

D0RA-CLAYT0N AGENCY. INC.
Atlanta 3—Dora (' Cosse.

'' -tgage Guarantee Itldg
Uplne 7*ii

DU MONT TELEVISION
SPOT SALES

HadlsOTJ Arc
Tel Hurray Hill 8-2600

Washington. DC.

—

12th & F. S:< N W.
Tel: Sterling

Pi'tshurgh—1105 Clark Bldg.,
Liberty

Tel: Express 1071
San Pranclaco m

. Inock Bldg.
Tel: Sutter 11

EVERETT-McKINNEY. INC.
New York 17—10 I

Tel: P
Chicago 11— 1"" N Michigan Ave.

Tel: Superior 7

Beverly Hills— 111 N La Clenega Blvd.
Tel i

San FTanclsco 4—233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon

FLETCHER. JAMES C. JR.
New York 19—60 West 4'".:h St.

Tel: Circle 6-4081

FORJOE-TV.INC.
New York 36 -5S0 Fifth I

Tel: Judson 6-3100
Chicago 11 igan Ave.

Tel: Delaware 7-1*74

"

Atlanl .

Ill in

GILLPERNA. INC

Di

Ln« An.-
Dunkirk 7

I

San Fra'

GRANT. W S . COMPANY. INC
San Franei

P. I

I . \ •
. .

'
1 127 W

T.I "
I

HARRINGTON. RICHTER A PAR
SONS. INC.

Murray lllil

l

Ban FrancI .

T.i Sutter 1 1125

HEADLEYREED TELEVISION
I '.I.Ik'

..... ^ .

TV US *701
Chicago 1

Franklin 2 II

Atlanta 3—Palmer Bldg
1311

San Frai
•r. ! v.i -

fa f i Bid I

:

Tel: Bollywood 1-7738
Philadelphia 7—
Philadelphia Natl Bank Bldg.

B
T.-l Elllol

HOLLINGBERY. GEORGE P..

COMPANY
Chicago 1—307 Michigan

I

Men York 30- -500 ",th Arc.

I D Ink'. 2071
•iigomery St.

Tel" Douglas 2-2'.ll
Guardian Bldg.
-

Tel: Woodward 1

1 Tower Bldg.

HOLMAN. HAL. COMPANY
Chicago 1 Urn ]n2t .: 1 R. Lake St.

Franklin 9

New York 17—535 Flff
T.I Murray Hill "

I \ngelrs 2*- Mil Hollrwood Blvd.
Tel Bollywood 3-2351

San Francisco 5

—

301 Honadnoek Bldg
Exbro k 8-1

HR TELEVISION. INC
New York 17 380 M.idison Ave.

Tel: 120
Chicago l 35 E Wackei Drive

Tel: Randolph 6-6 131
Hollywood 28—Equitable Bldg.

Tel: Hollywood :

San Francisco 4— 155 Montgomery St.
Tel: Yukon

Dallas—152 Rio Grande Nat'l Bldg.
Tel: Randolph 5149

Houston—Room 1 D. 520 Lovett Blvd.
Tel: .lust In 1601

Atlanta— 101 Marietta St. Bldg.

INTER-AMERICAN
PUBLICATIONS. INC

1 -II E I2r

Tel: Hurray mil

KATZ AGENCY. INC THE
New York 22—177 Madison Ave.

Tel Plaxa 9-4460
Oilcan Mai Plaza

Til "

Atlanta 3—1321 Fulton B

Dallas 1—2006 Bryan St
Tel: Riverside 40,36

Detroit : bscot Bldg.
Tel: Woodward S

Kansas City 6—Bryant Building
Tel: Victor '

San Francisco 4—Ttuss Bldg . R
i

hire Blvd.
Dunkirk 5

KELLER. ROBERT S.. INC.
-

Tel '

Chicago I—238 N.
-

Kllllll CARTER
•-ury Ht.
'*<!«• 7

KIHBY. NONA. CO
I

"

H

I IIWIIANI I BOMAR A
AS80CIA I I -

'. W
lllvd .

Italia Bldg
-20«

M.GILLVHA I0MPH HEHSHEY

Dunkirk 1

San Franclicu 5— «05 Mio

MEEKER. CO., INC
I IfU \.r

Chi. ... igan Ave.
I

• Run Illilg.

U, \ I lywood Blvd

Lances', t St.

Tel: Laoca tar 1391

MOORE. ART A ASSOCIATES
Seattle 1

"
adc Bldg.

NATIONAL TIME SALES
.'ion Ave.

Murray Hill

Chicago—Contact I .Tlee

Los Angeles 5—Harlan O. Oakes.
- Lafayette Park Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2

San sTranelaco 3 -Harlan O. Oakes.
•gomery St

Tel: Yukon 6-51

NBC SPOT SALES
1 .rk 20—R C A. Bldg..

30 Rockefeller Plaza
Tel: Circle 7-8300

Chicago 54- U Mart
Tel: Sup.-

Detroit I '.obscot Bldg.
Tel: Woodward 1-1610

i'ranclsco 2—Taylor Ac

OFarrell St.
i700

Hollywood 27—Sunstt and Vine Streets

Tel: Hollywood 6161

CONNELL. RICHARD

Km
'

.

i.lnock Bldg.

^ OH

PACIFIC NORTHWEST BROAD-
CASTERS
Portland 7—Orpheum Bldg.

Tel: Broadway
Madison Ave.

Tel: Hoi
Chicago 1- igan Ave.

Tel
Kansas City— 1012 Baltimore St..

Tel: \

Hollywood 28—6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Tel: I

- Bldg.

Spokane 6—Symons
'

Butte. Montana—P.O. Boi
Tel : -

PAN-AMERICAN BROADCASTING
k—870 l^vinct .--

Murray Hill

Ix>s Angeles 5—Harlan O Oakes.
I irk Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2
1 -Ian G. Oakes.

Tel: Yukon

PEARSON. JOHN E. TELEVISION

Chicago 1- can Ave.

Dallas :lg.
.

Atlanta—503 Glenn Bldg.
Tel: Jack

l
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I
tele\ ision station representatives (continued)

PEARSON. JOHN E.. TELEVISION
(Continued)

Minneapolis 2—Northwestern
Bunk Bldg.

,, - ,680

I \negcles—3242 w B Bt
lunkirl r,084

i tanelBco—58 Buttei Bl

PERRY, JOHN H. ASSOCIATES
N.w York 18—Suite 502.
lu w. mil St.

Tel: Mir..,, mil 7 5047
- Mi.hlgan Ave.

Tel ii mi'''

Detroit 2—7-268 General Motors Bldg.
Tel 'i i InlU 5

mi Glenn in. in

T.I Murray 8-3988
riiiliulelphla 7—12 S. 12th St.

Tel: Walnut •> a

nclSCO 4—233 Sansome St.

I., .ii 1 1 1 1 1
-. Ill X. I-a Cicneca

Blvd.
Olympla 2 1313

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD.
INC
New ."oik 17—250 Park Ave.

1.1 1 ukon (j-7900

Chicago 1—230 N. Michigan Ave.
Tel: Franklin 2(1373

Detroit 26—3470 Penobscot Bldg.
Tel: Woodward 1-4255

Atlanta 3—Glenn Bldg.
Tel: Murray 8-5667

Forth Worth 2—406 W. 7th St.

Tel ' Bdlsor 6 3 9

Bollyv, I 1750 N Vine St.

Tel: Hollywood 9-1688
San Francisco 4—1226 Buss Bldg.

Tel: Sutter 1-3798

PETRY. EDWARD & COMPANY.
New York 22—3 B. 54 si

Tel: Murrav Hill 8-0200
Chicago 11—400 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Whitehall 4-0011
Detroit 26—2351 Penobscot Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 3-0125
St. Louis 1—915 Olive St.

Tel: Chestnut 1-7191
San FTancisco 4—Buss Bldg.

Tel: Yukon 2-3831
Los Angeles 14—530 W. 6th St.

Tel: Tucker 3171
Atlanta 3—101 Marietta St.

Tel' Jacks ... i 8861

RADIO TIME SALES, LTD.
. 1440 Bl Catherine St.

i Bl iiy 6-2012

RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES
n.m I ok 17—7 E. 17 St.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-4340
Chicago 1—75 B. Wacker Drive

Tel: Financial 6-0982
Beverly Hills-
Ill N. La Clenega Blvd.

Tel: Oleander 5-7597
San Francisco 4—233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon 6-2982
Atlanta—217 Glenn Bldg.

Tel Walnul

RAMBEAU. WILLIAM G„
COMPANY. INC.
New York 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 6-5940
Chicago 1—185 X. Wabash Ave.

Tel: Andover 3-5566
Minneapolis 2—Bulraer & Johnson,
520 Boanoke Bldg, 7th and
Market Ave.

Tel: Lincoln 7017
Hollywood 28—1350 N. Highland Ave.
Tel: Hollywood 4-6017

San Francisco—927 Mills Bldg.
Tel: El 2 "

RAYMER, PAUL H.. COMPANY
New York 22—444 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-5570

Chicago 11—435 N. Michigan Ave.
Tel: Superior 7-4473

Detroit 26—2949 Penobscot Bldg.
Tel: Woodward 3-0764

Atlanta—Glenn Bldg.
Tel: Alpine 6508

San Francisco 4—2613 Buss Bldg.
Tel: Douglas 2-8909

Hollywood 28—1680 Vine St..

Taft Bldg.
Tel: Hollywood 2-2376

Dallas 1—Mercantile Securities Bldg.
Tel: Biverside 5663

SEARS & AYER. INC.
Chicago 11—612 N, Michigan Ave.

Tel: Superior 7-8177

New York 17—295 Madison Ave.
Tel: Murray Hill 9-2586-87-88

San Francisco 3—703 Market St.

Tel. Exbrook 2-7247
Los Angeles—1127 Wilshire Blvd.

Tel: Madison 9-2653

STARS NATIONAL. INC.
New York 17—400 Madison Ave.

Til
: Plaza 8-0555

Atlanta—Candler Bldg.
Tel: Lamar 7755

Los AngeleB 57—2550 Beverly Blvd.
Tel: Dunkirk 8-6178

San Francisco 3—681 Market St.
Tel: Exbrook 2-3365

STORER BROADCASTING
COMPANY
Miami Bead] 51— 1177 Kane Concourse

Tel: Union 6-0211

New York 22—118 B. 57th St.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-8630
Chicago 1—230 Michigan Ave.

Tel: Franklin 2-6498

STOVIN. HORACE N.. 4. COMPANY
Toronto—406 Jarvis Street

Tel: Walnut 4-5768
Montreal—608 Keefer Bldg.
Tel: University 6-6291

Winnipeg—1111 Chllds Bldg.
Tel: 925-097

Vancouver—615 Pender Street West
Tel: Tatlow 4831

VENARD. RINTOUL & McCONNELL
New York 17—579 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-1088
Chicago 1—35 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: State 2-5260
Los Angeles—2978 Wilshire Blvd.

Tel: Dunkirk 8-4151

San Francisco—Mills Bldg.
Tel: Garfield 1-7950

WALKER REPRESENTATION COM-
PANY, INC., THE
New York 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 3-5830
Chicago 1—360 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Andover 3-5771

Boston—80 Boylston St.

Tel: Hubbard 2-4370
Kansas City—1012 Baltimore St.

Tel: Victory 0021
Los Angeles 5—672 S. Lafayette
Park Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200
San Francisco 1— 110 Sutter St.

Tel: Sutter 1-7971

Atlanta 3—1223-A Mortgage
Guarantee Bldg.

Tel: Alpine 5084

WEBB. GRANT & CO.
New York 22—509 MadUon Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-7550.
Chicago 2—69 W. Washington St

Tel: State 2-3155
Detroit 26—600 Woodward Ave.

Tel: State 2-3155
Detroit 26—1302 Cadillac Tower
Tel: Woodward 1-8290

San Francl6CO—155 Montgomery St.
Tel: Exbrook 2-6127

Beverly Hills—8622 Wilshire Blvd.
Tel: Oleander 5-8998

WEED TELEVISION CORPORATION
New York 17—579 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-470O
Chicago 1—2110 Prudential Bldg..
Prudential Plaza

Tel: Whitehall 4-3134-3440
Detroit 26—1707-8 Book Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 1-2685

San Francisco 4—625 Market St.

Tel: Exbrook 7-0535
Hollywood 28—6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-6676

Boston 16—Statler Bldg.
Tel: Hubbard 2-5677

Atlanta 3—Glenn Bldg..
120 Marietta St.

Tel: Jacksot 4-1604
Des Moines 9—Insurance Center
Bldg., 505 Fifth Ave.

Ti r Cherry 3 :;930

YOUNG TELEVISION CORP.
New York—3 E. 5 1 Si

Tel: Plaza 1-4848

Chicago 1—Suite 2022. Prudential

Plaza
Tel: Michigan 2-6190

Hollywood 28—6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2287

Bt Louis 317 N 11th St.

Tel: Miami 1-5020

Boston 16—Nona Kirby, 507 Statler

Office Bldg.

Tel: Hubbard 2-6117

San Francisco 5—593 Market St.

Tel: Yuko'i 6-6769

I
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Broadcast Music Inc

Good Music Broadcasters
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3 MILLION

NEGROES WITH

REAL MONEY

1/5 of U. S. Negro POPULATION

1/3 of U. S. Negro DOLLARS!
are in these markets ...

VlHJ*
rtrk^

J '

OnW

5,00 *""

in ^e

Me9'°

W**!
Ha r

vey m<

aooo
VlO»»

in

t LU.VO-

5000 "°
\n

^be

\^ePto*?
e*°

os

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

NORFOLK

NOW YOU CAN REACH
THEM AT NEW LOW COST!
(Actually as little as U per thousand!)

• GET THE FACTS ABOUT THE GREAT

ROLLINS "SINGLE-TRACK" PLAN

ROLLINS BROADCASTING, INC. New York Office 565 Fifth Ave , EL 5-1515

National Sales Mgr. : Graeme Zimmer Chicago: 6205 S. Cottage Grove Ave., NO 7-4124
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• . fastest rising name <?M

ipdWWf /eUtttlatvfi %^yff^.

tyoUHtyli

in station representation
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'< (fatfi. / ty<H€K$7elevi4t<>K (faifr. / tfouHf^?elcvUC(ut (fatfr.

New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Boston • St Loui
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ny of these five important markets . .

.

j i talk to the biggest audience with the "Storz Station"!

Vk

HNNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . with WDCY.
tesl Trendex puts WDGY first! Whether
prefer Trendex, Hooper. Nielsen or Pulse,

DGY has prime availabilities in first place

merits in the report vou like best. See JOHN
.AIR or WDGY GM STEVE LABTJNSKI.

rfAHA
. . . with KOWH. Now in its sixth

r of first plaee dominance. First on latest

Hooper and Trendex. Contact ADAM
>UNG IXC. or KoWH General Manager
ROIL SHARPE.

UMSAS CITY . . . with WHB. First per
•"per. first per Area Nielsen, first per Pulse,
it per Trendex. 87^5 renewal rate among
msas City's biggesl advertisers proves dy-

namic sales power, s.e JOHN HI. AIK or

Willi GM GEORGE W. ARMSTRONG.

NEW ORLEANS . . . with VVTIX. Month after

month WTIX maintains or widens its firsl

plaee position in Xew Orleans listening. First

on Pulse i 6 a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.-Pri.
I

and first

per latest Booper. Ask ADAM YOUNG IV
or WTIX GM FRED BERTHELSON.

MIAMI . . . with VVQAM. Way oul front.

With "Storz station" programming WQAJM
has leaped to firsl in the morning . . . first

afternoon . . . and all day on Latesl Hooper
30.1! , ;md Trendes 34 .1*. Covi ring all

of Southern Florida with 5,000 watts on

kc. See JOHN BLAIR or WQAM GM JACK
SANDLER.

TOOD STORZ,
President

BROADCASTERS

ARE MISSING

THE BOAT!

T\ radio business out-

look i- rosj . But broad*

casters who disregard

warnings from admen
won't get tlicii -I.

Page 29

What's new

in television

commercials?

Page 36

Brand figures

for all spot

tv clients

Page 38

SPECIAL SECTION

NARTB Conventioi

supplement

faces page 44



coverage area..

PHOTO BY DEL WILLIAMSON

More than 180,000 tons of primary aluminum a year

will soon roll off the lines here at the Olin-Revere Metals

Corp. site, 23 miles south of W heeling. This is just part

of the $450-million Wheeling-Upper Ohio Valley expan-

sion. The growth of this area is fabulous, but no more

so than the popularity of WTRF-TV, leader by a wide

margin in every accredited audience survey made in

this area. So keep your eyes on this market—just as

everyone in this market is keeping his eyes on WTRF-TV.

vv
a station worth watching"

wtrf tv
Wheeling 7, West Virginia

i4*

For availabilities and complete

coverage information—Call

Hollingbery, Bob Ferguson,

VP and General Manager,

or Needham Smith,

Sales Manager,

Cedar 2-7777.

reaching a market that's reaching

lie

316,000 watts

Equipped for network color

new importance!
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

You're missing the boat, Mr. Broadcaster

29 Tv and radio business outlook is rosy. But the broadcaster who fail-

to heed these warnings from top admen may not get his full share

Are department stores and radio closer together?

32 Progress is being made in radio-department store relations. One of the

outstanding examples i- lligbee's of Cleveland. Here is their strategy

What's new in tv commercials?

36 New York Film Producers Association set out to answer that question

for admen this week with seminar exhibiting latest film techniques

Brand figures for all spot tv clients

38 TvB's annual report on spot tv spending shows all U.S. advertisers

spending $20,000 or more last year with the budgets for their brands

NARTB CONVENTION SPECIAL

3 FCC Chairman's greetings to NARTB delegates

4 NARTB portrait shows executives and staff

6 TvB and RAB report on air media sales strategy

lO Television Code status report

20 Film report with list of available programing

26 Radio programing services report

30 Exhibitors and company representatives list

49 Chicago directory for business and pleasure

FEATURES
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In Next Week's Issue

How Capital Airlines uses spot radio

The airline's marketing strategy is built around the attempt to reach

businessmen as its prime customers
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$1,500 REWARD!!!
. ..if you can find stations in the U. S.

that dominate their markets

as KWKH does in the Shreveport area . .

.

Yjmil'A the new NCS -2 Studj was released

we were extremely happy to see hovi

completely K \\ K 1 1 dominates its market in

hoili home-county coverage and total cover-

age as compared with an) other radio Btation

in Shreveport.

In fact, it seemed possible to lis that our

margin of superiority over our nearest com-

petitor was greater than that of any station

in the I . S.

Vfter a special check with A. (.. Nielsen

Company, however, we find that three I . S.

stations nose us out. CAN YOU FIND THEM?
If so. you can win yourself a total of $ 1 ,500.00

Ctuh— or $500.00 for each of the three!

THIS IS NO GIMMICK ... It is an announce-

ment of a legitimate contest. If you are a

timebuyer, account executive, or other em-
ployee of an accredited advertising agency,

you can win $500.00, §1,000.00, or 81,500.00
right note!

HOW TO CALCULATE A WINNER!

Use only Nielsen Coverage Service No. 2.

Spring, 1956. Comparisons will he made
on the basis of "Weekly Coverage" figures

listed under "Homes Reached** in Table V.

a. Using these figures, determine k\\ Mi's
home-county coverage (Caddo County) and

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

|
TEXAS

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
ARKANSAS

divide it \t\ the corresponding home-count]

coverage figure of l\. \\ KM"- nearesl com-

petitor. This ^ill gi\e you a home-count]

comparative quotient.

b. In a corresponding manner use the

"Station Total** figures under "Homes
Reached*' for KWKH. and divide it by

"Station Total** figures of the same com-

petitive station. This will produce your

second quotient.

c. Now select any other market and stations

of your choice, and use the same proce-

dure. If you find hoth quotients greater

than the K \\ KM quotients, you have found
one of the three winners.

CONTEST RULES:

1 ITiis offer applies only to multiple-station markets

(three oi more stations). The station proposed must

be i ompared only with othei stations > f f i
« iall) lo< ated

in the same county.

2 li applies onlj to stations within • ontin.-ni.il I . S

3 <*ul> one award will be made for anj •

eiit r>
. Postmarks will determine earliest entry in

of duplil .it ion~.

4 In submitting entries, the name of the station together

with the supporting figures from the Nielsen N' S

No. 2 are required. Entries must lie mailed to Hcnn
Clay, station KWKH. Shreveport, Louisiana.

5 This < ontesl is open only to timehuyers and other

personnel of recognized advertising

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR PARTIt l

LARS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR NEAREST
BRANHAM OFFICE.

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio
The Branham Co.

Representatives

Henry Clay Fred Watkins
Genera/ Manager Commercial Manager



T. I spot editor
A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SAKHA
NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET

CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

Unusual and bold, this 20-second spot uses only the product itsell to hold
interest! NABISCO'S Deluxe Assortment of Cookies is arranged in a striking

abstract pattern. Through the third dimensional artistry of stop motion, the

pattern changes as the cookies revolve to show their shape and variety. Pro-

duced by Sana lor the National Biscuit Co. through McCann-Erickson, Inc.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Sana shows how television commercials for pharmaceutical products can be

kept lively and interesting in this series of one minute and 20-second spots for

MUSTEROLE. Full orchestral accompaniment, jingle, and different stylized

animation treatment are used in each spot. Believable live action sequences

added to the animation show the soothing "baked heat comfort" MUS
TEROLE brings, as well as emphasize the availability of the product in

strengths. Produced by Sana for Plough, Inc.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

;WiKJ^/,\Im\;\ "J

Here's something new! Pancake batter that's made in a shaker. To dramati-

cally illustrate the ease of mixing AUNT JEMIMA Pancake Flours, a stylized

animated shaker character, "Cindy Shaker" is combined right in the live

action scenes to tell the story and show how simple it is to mix the ALTNT
JEMIMA Pancake Flour, Wesson Oil, egg and milk. Appetizing pancake shots

with "Cindy" singing a catchy jingle, "In Just Ten Shakes" wraps up the spot

in a truly rememberable fashion. This series oi one-minute TV spots was
produced by Sarra for the Quaker Oats Co. through

J.
Walter Thompson Co.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Are you carefully policing your television prints? You should! By all means
< heck the quality of the prints that are being televised. Long, continuous use

of one print is bound to result in picking up dirt and scratches and thus

lessen the effectiveness of your sales message. A single scratch can ruin your
investment of thousands. So. protect your TV commercial investment at a

small cost by replacing damaged prints the television stations might be using,

and thus maintain the highest possible viewer acceptance.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

SPO.NSOK 6 april 1957



NEWSMAKER
of the week

The news: Foui hundred dairymen, members oj the tmeri-

<(ui l)im\ tssociation, have approved n record letting consumer

advertising budget oj $5,175 milium, \etworh television and radio

a ill get between $2.5 ami $3 million to promote milk, butter uiul

cheese products as ID I switches emphasis from youngsters to adults.

The newsmaker: Martin .1. Framberger, general manage]

of the association, will administer this high-budget, all-media adver-

tising campaign from Chicago headquarters. Working with Camp-

Ix'll-Mitliiui advertising agenc) there, he'll supervise coordination

of all-industr) dair\ promotion and related tie-in advertising.

\lu-t of the broadcast budget will go to re-runs of I Love /.//<»

on CBS l\ nexl fall, bul additional t\ properties are -till being

Bcouted 1>\ association executives. The adult situation corned] series

replaces \D\"> three-year Disneyland effort because "I" the latter's

"increased production costs and

be< ause it- audience is dominated

1>\ children while the association's

advertising effort is directed pri-

marily at adults."

Framberger and \l)\ return to

network radio 1 1 1 i — year. The move

was prompted 1»\ result- of an

\D\ consumer survej showing

that "radio commercials could be

expected to bring aboul an in-

crease in milk drinking In adult-.

especially during evening hours."

Final broadcast plans haven't

been set, but it's expected that the association will slot it- announce-

ment copy on NBC during nighttime periods.

Dairymen, collectively, are unusually promotion minded, says

Framberger. \D\'- proof: the association budget has I n tipped

15% this year, to a high of $6.25 million (and advertising gets

!!.">'< of this i : <")7'< of the membership said in a recent survey thai

advertising and sales promotion are important help- in increasing

the sale of dairy food-.

The\ look to advertising to increase their sale of milk, particu-

larly, i Sales last year: a high of 113 billion pound-. 1 Theii

convictions are based on statistics like these: \ cross-section of

consumers was asked about daily milk requirements; H'< replied

in terms of glasses, contrasted with two years go when only 19$

used this term of reference. The gain is attributed by ADA to its

"Three Glasses \ Day" advertising theme.

Framberger's pro-advertising directive come- from the more

than half of all l. S. dairymen who belong to the association. "Most

of them feel they must work together as a group to do a selling job

for their products." he says. ^

Vuriin J . I rambi
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The tiut^

about the

NEGRO
MARKET

Ji THE FULL STORY

FROM K-SAY
The only Northern California

station selling the entire San

Francisco, Oakland, Bay Area

Negro market

The great, -t arraj of talent in

the area . . . top Negro salesmen
. . . nationally accepted

• MAGNIFICENT MONTAGUE
— brought direct from WAAF
Chicago. His sponsor list, Bales

results and audience are equally

magnificent

• RAMON BRUCE
— WAAT, Newark. N.J Leading
Negro-appeal personality in New
Jersey. Best rating among all pro-

grams during his broadcast

• SWINGING DEACON
— The most popular local Negro-
appeal personality. Dominates
the heavily populated Negro local

and fringe areas.

Plus other

Great Negro Stars

!

TELL IT-SELL IT
on the NEW
K-SAY

10,000 WATTS 1010 KC

Studios:

1550 California Street, San Francisco

1815 Alcatraz Avenue, Berkeley

GRANT WRATHALL WALT CONWAY
Ou ncr General Mgr

Nationally
reprt tented by

JOHN E. PEARSON & COMPANY

?

'S>y 't "ilk Mi'*'

K-SAY

SAN FRANCISCO
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RIGHT

IT'S A FACT! With the right two-WFBG-TV, Altoona, and

Pittsburgh — you get 76,701 more TV homes. In this area— day

and night — seven days a week—WFBG-TV delivers average

audiences 30.1% greater than Johnstown; 71.4% more
quarter-hour firsts. Your BLAIR-TV man has the proof: ARB,
November 1956; ARB Altoona Coverage Study, March 1956.

OHLY BASIC CBS-TV STATWH SERVING THE AREA
WFBG-TV
ALTOONA, PENNSYLVANIA

Channel 10
ABC-TV • NBC-TV

Represented by BLAIR-TV

Operated by: Radio and Television Dlv. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 4-6th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFI L - A M . FM . T V. Philadelphia, Pa. / W N B F - A M • F M . T V, Blnghamton, N . Y.

WHGB-AM, Harrlsburg, Pa./WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona, Pa./WNHC-AM • FM • TV. N0W Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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\ln,t significant to and radio

neu i of tlie week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
„
6

..— ._ ^8 bioadcaateri iwarmed Into Chicago tliin week for their :iimii ;i | \\KTH
ftPONtoN ruiLioATioN* imo. convention, they again had that plush feeling. Business looked good. Problems

i hough plentiful, as usual—weren't uglj enough to keep anybody from having ;i second Scotch.

And yet this year things were different. For this was the first year in mam thai

the industry's prosperity was based solidly on its inherent power—not BO mueli

on its physieal growth in terms of transmitters and sets.

Behind the knowledge oi that inherent power likewise laj the secure knowledge thai

the industry's barkers—the advertisers—were in a spending mood because they, too,

felt secure. Over-all. America i< booming. Specifically, thi- is ili<- outlook for the big splurg-

ers:

FOODS: Packaged foods continue to benefit from population growth and the house-

wife's yen for convenience when she can afford it. Meantime the dairj industry is main-

taining a moderate uptrend, while flour milling i* benefiting from the read) mixes (though the

competition here is terrific'!.

SOAPS: Synthetic detergents are the spectacular foam in this market. M.i<

over, most of the big fellows are diversifying rapidly to the tune of heavy advertising.

DRUGS-TOILETRIES : When people have more money, they tend to pretty

themselves up more. That's the big storv here. But there's another angle with a strong,

if more subtle, importance: The high rate of female employment is a big factor in the

sale of cosmetics. Furthermore, this trend is firm — women will continue to 1"- 8 bigger

and bigger contributor to the I
T

. S. labor force.

AUTOS: Industry sales are up somewhat over last year, which is a benign omen. But

just as important is the fact that the auto companies by now are thoroughly sold on the

air media as primary advertising weapons.

TOBACCOS: Cigarette consumption is on its way to another high, regardless <>f can-

cer talk. Insiders figure that medical scares don't reallv scare people out of smoking anyhow

—they merely scare them into another tvpe of cigarette (the filter

It looks as though all the big network tv spenders—P&G. Lever, General

Foods, Ford, etc.—will have exercised their options by the end of this month.

Among the decisions made this week:

• S. C. Johnson is going to sponsor the Steve Allen show on an alternate week basis,

effective 12 July.

• P&G replaces the Jane Wvman Show with Meet McGraw.

• Miles Laboratories will share ABC TV's Wednesday Fights with Mennen.

• U. S. Steel stavs on CBS TV another season, with the Theatre Guild still producing.

• Alcoa and Goodyear will sponsor Gulliver Travel-, a 1-Star anthology on NBC TV
Monday nights.

• Revlon will underwrite The Guv Mitchell Show on -\BC TV this fall.

Fall tv programing currently shapes up like tlii-:

\) Eve-brow deep in Westerns.

2^ More crooners heading up variety slmw-;.

31 Strong resurgence of the whodunit.

Here's what NBC and CBS are asking per week for their one-hour film properties:

• \BC TV: Crisis, £79.529 gross: Wagon Train. 176,176 gr< sa

• CBS TV: Perry Mason. $87,000 gross.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

When Bob EaHtman of Blair joins the AB-PT team as head of the radio net-

work, probably in May, the move will dramatize the impact that radio's revitali-

zation has made on the industry's evaluation of executive manpower.

Eastman, now John Blair executive v.p. in charge of radio, is regarded by his con-

freres as:

1) Thoroughly seasoned and adept in every facet of selling and promoting radio.

2) Imbued with the idea that radio has new dimensions and new horizons.

Leonard Goldenson, AB-PT president, will formally announce Eastman's appointment

only after his board of directors considers a proposal at its 10 April meeting to set up ABC
Radio as a separate corporation.

Here's one clue as to how the spot business is running—radio vs. tv

:

CBS, Inc.'s company-owned radio stations are up 21% as compared to a year ago, while

the tv increase this year is 12%. There's a difference in rates, of course, but the percen-

tages nevertheless show spot radio's relatively hot aspects.

The tv networks still are puzzling over how to handle the early evening news.

Now it's NBC TV that's fiddling with the time period—moving it back a notch to

accommodate entertainment. The shift this fall will be to 6:45 with a repeat at 7:15. At the

same time, program costs will be cut to around 83,500 per quarter-hour.

CBS TV already has backed up its evening news to convert the 7:30-8 period into strictly

entertainment. That ate into NBC's ratings and made the sales picture less attractive.

There's one drawback to this maneuvering, however: Kids often control the family

set at supper time, and guess what they like.

How do you cushion the mood transition from a scene of harrowing violence

to a happy commercial without making it seem ludicrous?

This problem is getting a lot of attention lately from agency research directors.

The usual way is to find out from Nielsen where the program gets its maximum traffic

and plop the commercial there.

But tests show that this system isn't good enough to insure optimum absorption

of the commercial. So the psychologists now are putting on their thinking caps.

Synthetic yarn manufacturers—including duPont—are hoping the right kind

of advertising will help them out of the gallery into a front row seat.

The tendency of consumers is to identify the finished product with the name of the

garment manufacturer or the reputation of the store.

In other words, the chemical yarn makers can't seem to build the reputation

they want for their own trademarks. Moreover, there's another mixup in that most fin-

ished articles have their synthetics blended with cotton or wool.

CBS Radio for over a year has been trying to get duPont in on a schedule; but just

when things have looked warm, the company's yarn people hesitated.

BBDO believes that Imagery Transfer can be used to link a magazine ad with

a radio commercial.

So, it has induced Oneida silverware—strictly a magazine advertiser—to test a six-

second spot on a couple of radio stations.

If a subsequent check shows that the radio spot can conjure up the image in the maga-

zine ad, the agency will recommend application of the idea on a wide daytime scale.
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SPONSOR

SPONSOR-SCOPE continm

1'hr ilniil drive of the -pot business 1 1 i — week carried it i<> these important

croMroadi i

Fork No. I: What to Mil P&G for the 90-second t\ commercials it - scheduling

in late-evening film shows? (They're the same aa used in network programs.) The rate

for five minutes could apply; but some repa and stationa are inclined i" 15095 of the minute

rate. In man} instances the Eve-minute iat<- would be a give-away, comparatively.

Fork No. '2: How arc users of NCS#2 to l»<- kept Informed of changes in radio

stations' power and frequeue) during the next two oi three years? The solution favored

bj both sellers and agencies i- that Nielsen mail notices i" subscribers to be pasted in their

\( S books (some insignia like a red star would denote the changi

Fork No. 3: What do yon do abont the increasing number of big spot radio

advertisers who are asking for two- or three-week hiatuses? In saturation campaigns,

this can cause a real headache to stations. They're asking theii reps: How can you fill in

Bucb spots for jusl two weekc

^t on wont see it in the headlines every day, hut color i\ nonetheless keeps moving

along. Latest item:

Crosley Broadcasting has acquired the fir.-t color mobile unit. RCV built the

equipment.

If you heat your brains oul on a tv commercial and then get the sneaking suspicion

that your work of art may find itself in a crowded gallery, yon arc bo right.

SPONSOR-SCOPE asked Nielsen just how many commercials will be delivered this

year throughout the U. S. Nielsen says:

Over 570 billion.

This is how the big research firm calcula'ed that estimate:

li Multiply the number of hours (5) tli il the average home views i\ by the number

of (lays a week and the number of weeks a year. You get over 1.800 hours of viewing

per average home a year.

2) Multiply this figure by 8 (the numher of commercials viewed per hour in the

average home) and you get about 14,500 as the total commercials viewed per home per year.

3) Multiply this by 39,300,000 (the number of tv homes as of March 1957) and

\on get upwards of 570,000,000,000 as the total numher of commercials likeh to be seen in

all U. S. homes during 1957.

Note: For commercial impressions delivered to all members of the family, mul-

tiply by 2. Anyway, it's over a trillion.

Although independent packagers control the lion's share ol nighttime tv network shows

(at leasl 64 '. . the networks have a firm grip on daytime.

SPONSOR-SCOPE's breakdown of 38 daytime sponsored network shows li-ted in 16

Marcli Comparagrapb indicates this dispersion:

INDEPENDENT WHOLLY-OWNED NETWORK-INDEP. VD AGENCV
PACKAGERS B"V NETWORKS PARTNERSHIPS PRODI • Fl>

21% 50', 23

(See 30 March SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 11 for nighttime percentagi

NBC. Radio is working on a new twist for its weekend Monitor: five-minute

comedy vignettes culled from recordings of old shows with Fibber McGee & Molly, Bob

Hope, Lum n' Abner. and others.

These quickies might open up an entirely new field for weekend selling: They could be

a vehicle for saturation exposure and frequency.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

ASCAP's four-year contract with the Iv industry expires end of the year. Pre-

liminaries for negotiating a new one start this week at the NARTB convention.

A negotiating committee for the broadcasters is to be appointed as part of a manage-

ment conference on tv music licensing Thursday (11).

ASCAP says its tv-radio committee hasn't as yet firmed up new terms.

This week's contribution to the momentum network daytime tv is gaining:

JWT has recommended to Church & Dwight (baking soda) that it buy participations

b the afternoon. The company's budget is about $500,000.

Loew's TV enumerated its tv station interests at a corporate board meeting this

week, but did not say whether these facts have been filed with the FCC.

Definite acquisitions: 25% each of KTTV, Los Angeles, for $1,625,000, and KMGM,
Minneapolis, for $750,000. Option to buy: 25% of KTVR, Denver, for $525,000.

(See Washington Week, page 77, for Department of Justice's suit to bar Loew's from

selling its film library to tv stations on a block-booking basis.)

You can tell how tv stations are programing locally this year by types and quan-

tities if you consult Sponsor Services' Buyers' Guide, issued last week.

The Guide shows that 92% of the tv stations are programing late evening film, 67%
afternoon film, and 76% syndicated film.

Daily newscasts are carried on 85% of the stations, with 59% of them maintaining

their own local newsreel coverage.

Over 50% of the stations now schedule farm service programing.

Note for buyers for sportcasts: 80% of the stations carry them daily.

Grove Laboratories' Bromo Quinine account (worth about $1 million) is up
again for bidding.

Benton & Bowles has retired from its association with the company.

Chevrolet apparently is saving its advertising firepower for the 1958 models.

SPONSOR-SCOPE learned from Campbell-Ewald this week that no sizeable spot cam-

paigns on Chevrolet are being planned up to that point.

Suggested a C-E official: "If stations are looking for Chevrolet money, they'll have to

get out and sell themselves to the dealer* in competition with newspapers."

Despite a price hike to $51,250 net, Toni probably will string along with the

Groucho Marx show for next season.

North Advertising. Toni's show buying agency, has had to weigh many factors against

one another.

The agency candidly outlined its dilemma to SPONSOR-SCOPE thus:

• It saw every pilot available and is dubious about taking a gamble with any one

of them.

• Economic sense dictates it's wiser to protect yourself with a property that should

at next season's price come to $3 or less per commercial minute.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New

and Renew, page 57; Spot Buys, page 60; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 50; Washington

Week, page 77; sponsor Hears, page 80; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers page 86.
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WTIX is first in latest New Orleans Pulse

ivith 19.5% average share of daytime audience.

And here's something else Pulse reveals: WTIX has more Pulse points than

any other New Orleans radio station from <> a.m. to 12 midnight, Sunday

through Saturday. Hooper, too, shows WTIX to be firsl all day in t 1 1 i — 11-

station market. This i^ whal Storz Station programming, ideas and excite-

ment have done to New Orleans radio listening, and continue to do month

after month. This audience pulling power has been bringing satisfying

Milts to more and more national and local advertise rs How about yon .' Gel

the details from Adam Young or WTIX General Manager Fred Berthelson.

WTIX \<'i< Orleans

The Storz Stations
day's Radio for Today's Selling

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

WQAM
Miami

Represented by John Blair & Co.

TODD STORZ
President

:

j
KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.

sponsor • (> \PKI1. 195*5 13
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TO PROMOTE THE EXTENSION OF NIAGARA

MOHAWK SERVICE IN AMERICA'S 14TH MAR-

KET, BUFFALO'S BBD&O BUYS "WEATHER
LOG," STARRING MAC MCGARRY, ON WBUF.
"weather log ," with its nightly forecasts

(M-F, 11:10 pm), is a "natural" for this

power company's public service advertising

—an economical way to combine year-round

continuity with the prestige of "owning" a

program. "Weather Log" is the only TV
advertising Niagara Mohawk uses in Buffalo.

mac mcgarry's selling personality has really

clicked in Buffalo. Mac's suggestions to

viewers ("Write today for this Live Better

Electrically booklet"; "Phone House Power

for free rewiring information") bringNiagara

Mohawk a constant flow of requests.

"wbuf ," in the words of bbd&o account

executive Jay S. Larmon, "is now serving the

Buffalo market with top-notch network and

local programming. Since our weather pro-

gram went on the air. our audience has in-

creased by more than 50' < . We, as well as the

client, are pleased with the show's results."

Coverage up! Ratings up! Billings up! wbuf,

the fastest-moving force in Buffalo, is ready

to go to work for you today!

Exciting things are happening on

WBUF
channel!

17

sold Av

Spo; s

Left to right:

Frank Buxton, Pgm. Director for WBUF; John If. Fo-
garty, BBDA.0 Acct. Supervisor; Mac McGarry; Jay 5.

Larmon, BBD&O Acct. Executive on Siagara Mohawk.
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Just in!

Seattle* San Diego
San Francisco

OUTRATES ALL

COMPETITION
FIRST RATED
TELECASTS

22.3 KING, Puh* 2/6/57
23.5 KFMB, Pu(i» 2/6/57

16.4 KPIX, Vidtodtx 2/5/57

AND THE

starring

John HART

LonCHANEY

Visit us

NARTB
Conrad Hilton Hotel

Suite 532A-533A-534A

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

Timebuyers
at work

Beverly Turner, J. Walter Thompson. New York, timebuyer for

Brillo, comments: "Since 1946 the standard of living of most Ne-

groes has risen steadily. This rise can be attributed to increased

industrialization in the South particular!) and increases in wages of

skilled and semi-skilled labor. Forced to live in low-rent areas,

Negroes have more spendable in-

come than ever before. With this

new economic power has come the

desire for quality products and

'name brands": food studies show

Negroes to be the highest in brand

loyalty. To cultivate this market,

the advertiser should: ill Utilize

an established personality to es-

tablish product identification.
I
2 I

Give the announcer latitude with

the commercial because he can tell

the product's story more believ-

abl\ in his own way. (3) Slant advertising to Negro domestic help

in sections of the countn where Negro domestic help is common.

In the South, for example, the cook usuallv does all the marketing

for the household in which she is employed. (4) Check all of the

sponsors using a given personalis in order to avoid participating

with products that might be incompatible with the clients aims."'

Ed Tashjian, Emil Mogul Co.. Inc.. New York, timebuyer for Park

& Tilford's Tintex. comments: "Spot radio saturation and its evalua-

tion has placed stress on quantity. But it is not sufficient to define

station audiences in quantity alone. An equall) important factor

that must be considered is the qualitative aspect of station program-

ing and the audience. A close cor-

relation should exist between pro-

gram and type of audience it at-

tracts. However, we have few sta-

tistics on audience differences.

Data is needed in terms of eco-

nomic levels, age and sex of the

listeners as well as their shopping

habits. This information should

^^^ even be broken down into time

"w jfl |fe^ segments. Many reasons are given

JA fl for the lack of research in this

business. Some stations claim the

cost is too high: others, that the number who request this informa-

tion is too small. But this industry is not going to mature until it

tells the buver exacth what he's getting for his money. And if

print media can go to such lengths in their presentations to buyers,

there is no reason why up-to-date studies of this nature cannot be

conducted and made readih available to us for our evaluation."
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PIN POINT POWER
GETS BEST RESULTS

Radio Station W-l-T-H "pin point power" is tailor-made to

blanket Baltimore's 15-mile radius at low, low rates—
with no waste coverage. W-l-T-H reaches 74%' of all

Baltimore homes every week— delivers more listeners per

dollar than any competitor. That's why we have twice as

many advertisers as any competitor. That's why we're sure

to provide a "steady stream" of sales results for you, too.

"""Cumulative Pulse Audience Survey

Tom Tinsley
President

R. C. Embry
Vice Pres.

c o F I D E N C E
National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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by Joe Csida

New

Nielsen

No. Z

PROVES

CWaIwRBL-TV

^a
COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

|

IS

your

best

choice

for

1957
IN THE BILLION

DOLLAR

COLUMBUS,

GEORGIA

MARKET

tALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

Sponsor

18

Features haven't hurt syndicated film

I am always loathe to let too much time go by

without taking another, and still another look at

the fast-moving film aspects of the television

scene. I mean both theatrical feature film and

syndicated, especially-made-for-tv film. And
taking a look, this trip, again gives me the

opportunity to take a modest how in sponsor's

behalf for having called the turn on a couple of

interesting developments.

Just about the time the first vast deluge of good major Hollywood

product was being dumped on the market and many syndicators of

half-hour tv film shows were hastening to the wailing walls I indi-

cated that I didn't believe any amount of fine feature film would

hurt the market for syndicated television film appreciably. And
today there are many evidences that this was a fairlv accurate

observation. NBC Television Film's Jake Keever, for example, comes

up with a 12-city study of feature film ratings vs. s\ ndicated series

ratings which tells a mighty interesting story.

Syndicated series top feature ratings in most markets

Using American Research Bureau ratings, Jake comes up in each

market with a combined top 10 listing for both features and syndi-

cated programs. Only in New York do features take more positions

in the top 10 (six out of the 10) than the svndicated shows. In

Chicago, Philadelphia, San Francisco and Minneapolis-St. Paul

syndicated 30-minute programs took seven out of 10 positions; in

Portland. Seattle and Detroit not a single feature film show even

made the top 10; in Los Angeles, Baltimore, Boston and Deiner

only one feature film show made the top 10. Features showed their

greatest strength on weekends, but Mondav through Friday the

syndicated half-hours outrated the features handily.

Some columns ago, too, I mentioned that the utilization of syndi-

cated half-hours as strips would continue as a healtln trend. \ml

the decision of WCBS-TV to strip Susie, formerly known as Private

Secretary, and the much-played Topper series starting in the fall,

bears out that prognostication.

Production plans for new series, too, are shaping up at a healtln

pace. Official Films, which hadn't turned out a syndicated series

in the past three-and-a-half to four years, is going into production

on twro new7 series. Television Programs of America has started

a new Charlie Chan series. Ziv has its usual enthusiastic and sub-

stantial new plans, and MCA-TV, to mention just a handful of the

established producers, is loaded with new shooting schedules. I See

film listing. Convention supplement, page 20.

1

Even individual performers and other creative talent continue to

lax their loot on the line to take a crack at the telefilm business.

In recent weeks Mark Stevens, actress Louise Paget, George Gobel
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Famous on the Georgia Scene

STATE CAPITOL of Georgia, near the heart of downtown

Atlanta, capital city and hub of the Southeast's No. 1 market.

Also located in Atlanta and likewise famous on the Georgia

scene is WAGA-TV, the state's leading television station.

With a coverage extending over 60 counties, its tallest tower

and maximum power give WAGA-TV a special place under

the Georgia sun.

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY SALES OFFICES
NEW YORK-625 Madison Ave • CHICAGO-230 N Michigan Ave • SAN FRANCISCO-1 11 Sutter St

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.
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Sponsor backstage continued . . .

(and his partner Dave O'Malley
I
and Western hero Randolph Scott

have all announced plans for producing video picture pilots.

\dding to the generally robust outlook for the telefilm business,

ol course, is the rapidls developing foreign market for films. Ziv

has long since done an outstanding job of blazing the trail for

American telefilm abroad. At this point ever) major tv film pro-

ducer and distributor is actively Operating right around the world.

\\ e re indebted to Television Programs of America for a fresh

survey, showing what the foreign market looks like at this stage

of the game.

England has 6,200,000 sets of which about 2,500,000 can receive

both BBC and II A signals. Conversion of sets to receive 1TA as

well as BBC is running at the substantial rate of about 200.000 per

month. Russia has about 1,300,000 sets; West Germany, 682,000

land sales of new sets are running about 60.000 a month) : France

has 400.000 sets, with at least 700 French schools having installed

receivers: Italy, 328,000; Belgium. 150.000; Holland, 88,000;

Denmark. 50,000; Switzerland. 19.000 and Austria about 5.000. Of

the Iron Curtain countries only East Germanv and Czechoslovakia,

the former with 50.000 and the latter with 60,000 I have any circula-

tion to speak of. Norway, Sweden. Spain and Portugal also have

comparatively few sets. Sweden, however, is shaping up a nationwide

tv expansion program, with the government putting up the loot,

and Franco is planning seven new stations in Spain.

Major U. S. sponsors bankroll tv film series abroad

Some of the major American sponsors, carrying tv film series

abroad include Borden's who bankrolls the Lone Ranger and Stage 7

in Puerto Rico; National Biscuit Co.. who runs Count of Monte

Cristo in Mexico City; Campbell Soup bankrolls the same show in

Puerto Rico, while Bristol-Myers presents it in Venezuela. LiteralK

dozens of American shows have been dubbed in Spanish, with CBS

Film Sales just having completed Spanish dubbing on 39 / Love

Lucy episodes. Dozens of other shows have been and are being

dubbed in French.

For full plav in Canada, of course, it is necessary to have both

French and English versions. One of Canada's own telefilm series,

for example. Pierre Radisson I he founded the Hudson's Bay Com-

pany I runs on the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. French network

in that language on Sundays, and the English kine is run the follow-

ing Saturday. Hawkeye and The Last of the Mohicans will start

soon via the CBC in both English and French versions. The afore-

mentioned Lucy makes six of CBS Film Sales" series to be dubbed in

Spanish. TPA has Lassie. Count of Monte Cristo. Lone Ranger

and others running in Spanish, and is dubbing Fury in that lan-

guage, and Lassie in German. French. Italian, and even Japanese.

In am language, and notwithstanding the continuing flow of

feature film into the tv market. I still believe the s\ ndicated shows

will continue to do fine for their producers and distributors for

the simple reason that the best of them do a truly fine job for their

sponsors. And as a matter of fact, it could just possibl) be that the

holdout feature film companies, notably Paramount and Universal-

International, ma\ have held out a mite too long. Maybe the\ wont

get the kind of monej for their films. the\ could have gotten a year

ago. But about that fascinating subject more in a future piece. ^
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FRANK P FOGARTY, Vice President and General Manager
FRED EBENER. Sales Manager

Station
IN OMAHA it's WOW and WOW-TV represented by BLAIR-TV, Inc.

IN SYRACUSE it's WHEN and WHEN-TV represented by The KATZ Agency

IN PHOENIX if's KPHO and KPHO-TV represenfed fay The KATZ Agency

IN KANSAS CITY it's KCMO and KCMO-TV represenfed fay The KATZ Agency

Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines
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There's more to Florida!
The .surf still lures millions of vacationists, but Florida

water note has another, broader meaning: unlimited supplies

offresh industrial water, and busy deep-water harbors...

attracting millions of dollars in industry and shipping to

the northern part oj the state.

There's Jacksonville, for instance

...major seaport and huh of a $1,660,000,000 market.

The Southeast's fabulous growth has centered here, bringing

population increases 2561

< greater than the national average

in five years .. .bringing more that] 600 manufacturing

enterprises .. .brin^in^ 6.175. 1H0 tons a year of imports

and exports to Jacksonville's superb land-locked harbor.

is the N. Y. Herald Tribune said: "Jacksonville is a giant

distribution and service center.
9 '

(UHl U r/ ISIf" I f is the television giant which

taps for you the enormous new spending power of 272,500

television families in 67 Florida and Georgia counties.

II \fBR-Tl reaches three times as many television homes

as its competition -and delivers five and a half times the

average audience!

Charm,! 4, Jacksonville-\\ M I5IM \

Operated by The H ashington Post Broadcast Division

Represented by ( H>

*
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"fiieif've CaptuheS
the Mo.l Spot!
KOSI in Denver . . .

1*1

Sky high ratings on all
surveys in the "Mile High
City of Denver" show KOSI
as the No. 1 independent
station. Pulse and Hooper
ratings indicate KOSI's high
popularity, and it's

still climbing!

KOBY in San Francisco . . .

t»|

After only 13 weeks in
operation phenomenal ratings
in Hooper survey for
Dec. -Jon. cinch KOBY as
the Number 1 overall station
in the nation's seventh
largest market. Hooper
shows KOBY with 18.1
average daytime share.
KOBY operates full time . . .

ten thousand watts makes
it the most powerful
independent in the Bay Area.
Definitely your best buy!

See Forjoe

for these KEY
radio buys!

Mid-America

Broadcasting Co.

In Greenville, Miss. WGVM
is No. 1 in Hooper

and Nielsen!

24
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hews and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

Women producers: There are a few more women tv producers

today at major agencies than there were two or three years ago.

Women who reach top producing johs in agencies or networks

generally have strong Hollywood and stage background.

Among the most prominent is McCann-Erickson's Man' Harris.

production supervisor for all of the agency's network tv accounts.

Her advice to neophytes:

"Girls who want to crack the field despite its taxing hours will

find that the networks, stations or film commercials companies are

their best bets. In those operations they may have a better chance

to rise from secretary to production assistants than in agencies

where p. a. jobs don't exist, or rarely do. But it's a long haul

anywhere. Competition in this 'glamor field' is fierce."

NARTB Convention: Wives of broadcasters whose husbands are

recalcitrant about taking them along to NARTB Convention, might

be interested in the following statistics from the 13-16 March ANA
Convention at the Homestead in Hot Springs, Va.

:

Out of nearly 350 top executives from the nation's leading adver-

tiser firms attending, a record number—195—brought their wives

along. As an encouragement to this social aspect of the Convention,

the ANA not only included features of interest to the ladies on the

agenda, but also published a separate listing of wives of ANA
members with "husband's company" on a five-page pink addenda

to the advance registration listing.

Convention fashion tip: Several ladies who attended the ANA
Convention recently, gave SPONSOR the following "convention fash-

ion" comments (but insisted on complete anonymity I :

1. Everything you wear at a convention reflects upon your hus-

band's stature in his company.

2. As a "social ambassador." the wife attending a convention

must strike a happy balance between elegance and tasteful underplay.

3. One bright note: Generally, vou can let your imagination run

somewhat more loose on being chic and up-to-date than if you're

socializing with executives from your husband's own company.

BBDO's chief chef: Grace Manney. BBDO's home economics

director, heads up one of the largest test kitchens of any advertising

agencv. With her staff of three graduate home economists, she runs

tests and does work on all BBDO accounts be it equipment, food,

fabrics, detergents.

Vital statistics: One film cake mix commercial requires as many

as six cakes (which are passed out among the crew after the filming).

Her most complicated job to-date. however, was a print ad. It

required baking 32 lemon meringue pies in one day. "And the sad

thing is that none were edible after the camera got through." she

told SPONSOR.
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KAKE-TV IS FIRST
IN WICHITA, KANSAS

A 3-STATION VHF MARKET

*

„E OF
SETS-'N-OSE

STATIN
SHARE OF

SUMMER*

NOW INCLUDING ...

J OF THE TOP 11) NETWORK SHOWS

I OF THE TOP 1U SYNDICATED FILM SHOWS

OF THE TOP 1U MULTIWEEKLY SHOWS

KAKE-TV Channel 10
Wichita, Kansas

1500 N. WEST ST.

WHitehall 3-4221

television network

Represented by

The Kafz Agency
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49th anj

Madisoi

Don't be prime-time blind

The articlr which starts on page 23 of

the March \(> issue is the best I've ever

seen in a trade journal. We've been

pitching that for \ears. Incidentally

we sell 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM on the

ground that those periods are the onl\

ones when the woman's choice pre-

vails. When she's busy getting the kids

off to school, and the husband to work,

or making supper, is exactly the wrong

time to reach housewives.

T. S. Marshall, president

Civic Broadcasting Corp., Syracuse

Is the creative man obsolete

Your article on the Creative Man in

SPONSOR March 9 should be "Must

Reading" for all young advertising

men. Possibly too, for old advertising

men like myself.

I always read anything on advertis-

ing Joe Katz writes. So I am prompted

to ask, "when is Joe going to write his

book" or compile some of the good

common sense contained in articles he

has written into a book? I want a

copy.

Applause—and good luck to you.

Wallace M. Findlay

A. J. Denne & Co.. Ltd., Toronto

Farm broadcasting

As Chairman of NATRFD's National

Farm Broadcasting Dav Committee. I

want to express our appreciation for

your cooperation.

We realize that only with the sup-

port of publications such as sponsor

can we render the maximum service to

Agriculture.

Jack Jackson, director of agriculture

KCMO, Kansas City

• See 23 and 30 March issDea for lh« latr«t in

SPONSOR"* . o rti in ii i in series of reports on the
farm market, "How They're Selling Faroa Radio
Todar."

"Why not buy spot like billboards?"

I've worked in agencies both in the

purchase of spot tv. radio and bill-

boards so I was quite interested in

Max Tendrich's article entitled "Wh\

not sell spot like billboards?" in the

February 23. 1957 issue of sponsor.

To properlv assess Mr. Tendrich s

SPONSOR 6 april 1957



proposal i" adapt the outdoor concept

ill "showings" as b method o\ pun has

ins broadcast spots, .1 rw iew is in

order <>f 1 hi • factors which make ii

desirable to purchase 24-sheet posters

ii. packages:

(a 1 Relative!) large numbers 01 units

in each 24-sheet postei showing, tlm^

permitting use "I reliable circulation

averaging.

1 li 1 Relativel) stable outdoor circula-

tion patterns which are maintained

within specific markets over consider-

able periods of time.

ii 1 Relative lack of "personality" of

an\ given outdoor poster location.

iih No more than !«> and generall)

oiil\ one outdoor poster plant in a

market offering "minimum coverage,

(e) Tacit assumption that breadth of

coverage is at least equall) important

In 24-sheet poster ad\ertisers as is

frequency of coverage of a consumer

group.

Ii can be stated as a useful general-

ization, that in the case of broadcast

spol the above factors argue against

adapting the "billboard approach"

even granting the future possil>ilit\ of

obtaining sullicientb adequate broad-

cast spol circulation data. Broadcast

spot- have distinct "personalities"

which define their audiences' size and

character, and thus the spots' value.

Ignored, the usefulness of broadcast

Boots would be prreatlj reduced. These

values of spot do not lend themselves

to billboard averaffinp

If broadcast spot circulation data

wen- to be available it is highly prob-

able that the variation in amount and

type of circulation from spot to spot

would make it essentialb impossible

for an) one station to offer balanced

packages to numerous advertisers.

In conclusion, the billboard approach

to spot purchases would not especially

affect the problems which Mr. Tend-

rich aims to solve, and it would also

not meet the need of main marketers

who emplo) broadcast media to reach

particular t\pes of audience-. It is

not possible to be dogmatic about these

conclusion, however, without more evi-

dence than i- presently available to the

writer concerning spot circulations

and audience analysis. Pending future

confirmation or contradiction of some

of nn assumptions about the nature

of spot circulations I am in opposition

to a billboard approach.

Gerald A. Simon. Graduate School

of Business Administration

Harvard I niiersity
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as advertised on

K-JOE

in all ten

Shreveport Area

A & P Stores

plus the . .

.

Biggest Audiences in Town!

HERE'S A SPECTACULAR MERCHANDISING PACKAGE DESIGNED TO

INCREASE YOUR SALES IN THIS RICH METROPOLITAN MARKET, . .

,

A saturation schedule of 30 spots per week

for 13 weeks on Shreveport's —1 station

PLUS a two week, end-of-aisle display of

your product in all ten local A & P Super-

markets.

*K-JOE #1 IN SHREVEPORT

HOOPER JAN.-FEB. 1956

PULSE FEB.-MAR. 1956

SEE FORJOE FOR K-JOE

w,

STATION

RESULTS

AT SMALL STATU

27
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IN THE CAROLINAS
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-| + 5o-77

A HARBINGER OF GOOD NEWS FOR YOU!

There's good news for you in the NCS #2 report on actual viewing of

Southeastern TV families.

— 1 + 30 = 77 may even stump Univac, but for the discerning advertiser

it means simply that WBTV lost one county in the NCS #2, but picked up
30 counties for a total coverage area of 77 prosperous North and South

Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia counties.

Here's your good news:

• A population increase in VVBTV's coverage area of 49.8% for a new
total of 3,821,700 potential customers.*

• A 43.3% increase in Effective Buying Income brings the new total to

$4,258,069,000.*

• A retail sales increase of 45.2% giving a new total of $3,028,602,000.*

WBTV's dominant position overpowers the Carolinas' second-place station

by 48.5%; submerges the third-ranked station by 63.6%; and swamps
the fourth-ranked station by 80%.

Forget your former formula. Translate — 1 + 30 = 77 into potent Sales

Power for you ! Contact WBTV or CBS Television Spot Sales for the complete

Nielsen story on the Southeast's top television station.

*1956 "Survey of Buying Power"

FT

CHARLOTTE

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
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A critique of broadcasters from admen

YOU'RE MISSING THE BOAT!
For INARTB members at their annual convention in

Chicago this week, here's a hasis for self-evaluation

I his week, as \ VRTB members Bock

to Chicago <>ii the eve of their annual

five-da) convention starting 7 Vpril at

the Conrad Hilton Hotel, they're pre-

paring for the biggest business yeai

that spot t\ and spot radio have ever

know n.

They're also getting read) for the

most competitive year in broadcasl

historx

.

More advertising dollars are being

spent in spot than ever before, hut

they're being spread around more sta-

tions i see sponsor 23 March 1957).

There are. for instance, 12'. more

i\ stations on the air this year com-

pared with last: 172 in March l
u ~>7

compared with 145 in March 1956.

There are also IV, more radio

stations on the air this year than last:

3,02] in March 1957 compared with

2A\2i\ in March L956.

In the face of this intensified com-

petition, it's a sure bet that broad-

casters convening this week will be

talking aboul one major topic, if not

in the formal -c--ii.il-. then in the

cocktail-hour hull sessions: How to

increase their -hare ol the -pot dollar.

The fii-t step toward in< reased busi-

ness i- to know pre* i-eh what the

clients expect. This sponsor roundup

• I advertiser and agenc) tips to hroad-

casters is designed to stimulate theii

own self-evaluation in the fields

selling, programing, scheduling and

prot edure.

"If broadi asters don'l improve some

of the snags in spot buying, thej maj

el drive out client- a- established as

we are." -aid the m\ manager of a .iru^

company with a multi-million -pot t\

SPONSOR (> APRIL 1957 29



More stations
greater comptition

|

Maid. 1956 March 1957

RADIO

2,828 3.021

TELEVISION

445 472

:iii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii:iiiiiiiiiiiiii;niiii!ii'

Business would grow more rapidly if stations made

spot easier to buy through simplified rate structures

and uniform frequency discount patterns

budget. "Bui thev will discourage

( lients uew: to spot tv or radio from

coming in. And. frankly, bad sales-

manship alone was the major factor in

our own switch from one station to

another in a kej market."

These are the areas for soul-search-

ing that the majority of experienced

spot clients suggest to broadcasters.

1. Kates: Clients aren't debating

the level of either tv or radio rates so

much as they are disturbed about the

inconsistency of the base on which

these rates are frequentlv figured. For

tv in particular, main spot advertisers

would like to see the industry develop

a uniform basis of determining time

rates.

Said one client, whose budget is

virtually 100% in spot tv: "We do

business right now with 200 stations,

but on 75 different bases. And be-

cause of the differences in the wa\

each station determines its price, we
can't tell before a campaign actuallv

is placed whether we'll need to spend

$2.5 million or $3 million to cover

our markets. And a 20% cost leeway

is a pretty steep allowance in setting

a budget."

A cosmetics advertiser went so far

as to make a thorough study of tv

rates, which showed that two stations

in the same market charged $112 and

$142 respectively for a minute in Class

"C" time while another station in a

comparable market asks for $240 per

minute in Class "C."

"Here's a job that TvB could under-

take,"' this advertiser told sponsor.

"TvB could make a survey of rates,

find out what the base is for most of

the rate increases or for determining

base rate in the first place and then let

us, the advertisers, know."

The first step, according to a num-
ber of agency media executives whore
constantly faced with this problem,

would be to have a uniform breakdown

of time classifications. Says Arthur

Pardoll. FCB broadcast supervisor:

"Stations in comparable markets will

divide their rate card differently. One
will have six classifications, another

four. One calls something triple 'A',

that another station calls 'A."

Since this muddle impedes a basic

step in buying, estimating the cost of

a campaign, it can discourage both

new and established client- from in-

creased use of the spol media.

2. Double-spotting: It's inevita-

ble that certain time periods are more

popular than others. But advertisers

saj the) would prefer to see a premi-

um rate slapped on these air media

prime times rather than have their

commercials trapped between two or

three other sales messages.

"Take early-morning radio." one

soft-drink advertiser told sponsor.

"We like it and find it effective. But

we do object to being crowded in

among four other commercials. We d

rather pav 10' t or even 20' ', more

for this choice time and not have to

fight so many other commercial-."'

The problem is not exclusive to ra-

dio. The account executive for a cig-

arette advertiser is still going over a

studv of late-night feature films which

be ordered from his agency's media

department.

"We find that the preliminary sets-

in-use figures look good and we like

the audience appeal of strong fea-

tures." he said. "The main thing that's

holding us up is the fact that some of

these shows are being chopped up so

much with commercials that were

afraid we'll be lost in the shuffle."

Some stations are offering feature

film packages for full or half-sponsor-

ship. But advertisers who want to

cover a large number of markets with

their campaign often find these pack-

age deals too costly on a multi-market

basis. They're looking for a happy

medium of participations within these

features at a sliiditlv higher cost than

today's rate for the time period if

need be. but without the crowding that

frequent!} goes with it.

3. Preemption: That'- a dirt)

word, one beer advertiser told SPON-

SOR.

"We can't sav anything about being

preempted for a Presidential speech

or even a local civic affair." he added.

"But when our program is preempted

for a locallv sponsored baseball or bas-

ketball game, then we're hurting."

The solution a top agenc) associate

sponsor 6 april 1957



media director suggests is th<- follow*

in;:: "If out -Imu is preempted f"i a

local advertiser, I *
-
1 him reimburse u-

nol just for tin- time l»ui foi the - 1 » > w

cost .1- well. \ 1

1

••! all. tin- program

cost is usuall) the same .1- the time

cosl "i higher. \\ In should our cli-

enl be penalized? He pays the same

production cosl whether the shout is

aired in the market or not. \K" the

stations would do well In onei u~ the

show !<>r which the) want tn preempt

before the) Bell it locall) to anothei

Bponsor. Chances are that we might

be interested."

During the laM year, network run

tracts have tended to include clauses

stating that shows could be preempted

a set number of times during a certain

period, ["his makes it possible for the

advertiser to make similar conditions

on the show packager and avoid end-

ing the year with an extra film that

he's paid for hut for which he has no

time period.

"'It would certainl) help the spot ad-

vertiser with syndicated shows particu-

lar!) it all stations had a uniform |><>l-

ic\ on thi> preemption subject," the

ad manager <>f a regional beer told

SPONSOR.

4. Frequency discounts: It's the

lack nf uniformit) in package offers

that undermines some ol their value.

Some of the discrepancies are inherent

in the competitive nature of the busi-

ness. Hut mam clients feel thai there

could be a clearing house for these

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Spot business is way up and growing

still, but the dollars arc spread around

more stations in radio and tv both

Therefore admen suggest six ways sta-

tions could encourage more business:

standardizing base for rates, more

creative programing, client contact

frequencj discounts and some categor-

izing.

'* In make radio and t\ as eas) t"

bu) a~ pi int. |{ \H and I \ I! would

have to come u|» with some raastei

plan mi frequenc) discounts, Bays the

advertising directoi ol a di ug com-

pany. "Individual stations would -till

have the right to price their time as

the) choose but the) would al-i> have

a range of frequenc) discounts from

which ti> choose and these would be

set frequenc) dis< ounts. 1 1 that were

established, then an advertisei would

know, tin instance, that t\ stations in

four-station markets offer l.Vi dis-

count foi eight announcements in < llass

"H" time. \ml there'd be a Bet pro-

rated discount structure all the \\a\

di'u 11 the line."

I here s one loi in "I package offei a

number of agenc) media executives

object to vehemently. The) call it the

"guilty-conscience" discount. Here's

hou the broadcast supervisor of one

ol the to|> 2<> tv-radio agencies charai

ici i/cs this t\ pe of t\ package

:

"First, the Station raises j|s rates uii-

11 tbl) 111 tei ms ol sets in-use in

. 1
. I-. - Se« ondl • it finds a drop in

business "i .11 least 1 numbei of gripes

result ing fioin the pi H e hike. So in-

stead ol putting the rate bai k where it

belongs, the station savi b)

throwing in a bati h oi extra announce,

ments in se< ondai \ t ime pel iods I"'

free as an im entive to the < lients

h Im are being oven hai ged.

\ .
-

§ 1 « \ media ex« utives part ii ulai

K ..l.|i 1 1 to this typi "I pai Icagi I hi

•_d\e these reasons I ' I he addition

al, free announcements are usuall) in

time pei iods the 1 lienl wouldn t bu)

otherwise. (2) Frequently, in ordei to

qualif) foi the additional announi e-

ments. the client has t" allow the sta-

tion a t ei j short-pei iod rei apture

i ijlii on the announcements in pi ime

time. (3) \ client 1 an t take advan-

tage of the pai kage and assure himself

of advertising continuity al the same

time.

The solution
; Frequenc) disi ounts

should be precisel) h hat the name im-

plies that is, ' ompensat ions to the

advertisei who buys a great hulk of

announcements. "The) Bhould not be

Bugar-coat ing I ven hai ging."

There is loom fcn ( native

packaging, however. Somen Btations

are doing a fine job of attracting new

• lients into da) time, aa ording to me-

dia experts. I he) re doing ilii- b) con-

sidei ing a numbei of client objo ti\ es

in making up theii pai kages. For in-

stance, the) take into account program

1 Please turn to page 82

Advertisers suggest streamlining in six areas:

Rates: Whal are the) based on? ad-

men a-k. Man] feel thi re's need for

.in im I ii~i r \ master plan mi which t\

rates ran be based. I niformirj would

help them estimate cosl "t spot cam-

paign before plai ing specific orders

Frequency discounts: Everybodj would like

them a whole lot better if the) were standard-

ized with fixed percentages for Mvil frequencies.

M.im objection i- to free announcements added

mi to make up tin original!) excessive rate hike

Double-spotting: l'" ,M u -""I radio stations fre-

quent!) crowd announcements into theii most popular time

perin ii-. \ilmen %v .
> 1 1 1 < 1 pi. i.-i to see stations ut> their

rai.s for those times and drop some <>f the extra commer-

cials. Early-morning radio, feature time on n are ti-

Preemption: No om gripes about po-

litical nr public service preemptions. Bui

when a station kick- one advertiser's -Im"

ntT for a local client's baseball sponsorship,

die tir-i client feels that lie should

reimbursed for sho* costs as well as time

Programing: I' i ould l»-

more varied and 01

fur railin and t\ stations

both, -a\ admen. Putting

-• com-

peting

isn't the an-u r. It's

iming

individual flavor t!
•

ma .'- "i creative

formal fnr feature showing

Client contact: I should be

more of it, sa) client admen. It- natu-

ral to bu) more from friends 01

quaintances than from strangers, they

-,t\. because buyer «ani- t" have

fidence. Vdmi 'hat mac

make nal trips, take tin

\i~it big spot clients ami hrinj: them

up to-date on n«-» market <>r -tatinn

information. Personal contact i- ^tal



ARE DEPARTMENT STOfl

Highee Co. in Cleveland sets an example

of enlightened cooperation. It learns ne f

air methods, teaches stations retailing

All media advertising is pattern of ad manager

Henrj Alexander, with radio tailored to ^ain

word-of-moutb impact other media can't deliver

lew communications lines arc being

luiilt between department stores and

broadcasters, spanning an almost-never

land of tv and radio advertising.

Department stores are traditional

newspaper advertisers. Probably the

biggest reason they haven't ventured

more deeply into the paths of broad-

cast media is because they just don't

understand them. They don't quite

know how tv and radio function or

how they sell.

Stations are using more ingenuity in

encouraging this new understanding.

The biggest step they've taken is to

study the department stores and their

unique sales and advertising problems.

From this, they've begun to learn

what their own role in retailing is.

Improved communications means
less cluttered thinking on both sides.

One such sign of straighter air me-

dia thinking is evidenced in Cleveland,

where Higbee's department store—the

second largest in the market— has

made great strides in the understand-

ing and the use of tv and radio. And.

just as important, local tv and radio

stations there are now more conversant

with the problems of the retailer and

how broadcast media can serve his in-

di\ idual purposes.

Higbee's and its broadcast advertis-

ing schedules are symptomatic of the

new trends in department store retail-

ing, but the symptoms have signifi-

cance beyond the dollar proportions.

This retailing giant— it does well over

$50 million in annual volume—still

spends nearly all of its advertising

budget I estimated at $2 million gross)

in newspapers. Broadcast media get

only about 5% of the total, some $75,-

000 a year. Most of this goes to three

radio and one tv stations: WERE, with

the heaviest radio schedules, WHK and

KYW : and to tv station WEWS.
The value of the Higbee story, as

one Cleveland station manager puts it,

is not in dollars but in sense—in a

sense of how to experiment with radio

and tv and how to juggle these media
in maintaining the complex balance of

department store advertising and pro-

motion.

How does Higbee's experiment, and

how does it evidence sense in its ad-

ministration of its broadcast budget?

SPONSOR asked Henry Alexander,

sales promotion and advertising man-

ager of the store, to explain some of

his philosophy and some of his tech-

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Trend for department stores to move

more into broadcasting as they under-

stand the media is shown in Cleveland,

where Higbee Co. has set lively local

pace. It likes radio, using satura-

tion, consistency and original copy. Ad

manager Henry Alexander tells why.

niques. He's developed both theorj

and experience during stints as editor

of Men's Wear magazine in New 'I ork,

as an account executive for the Insti-

tute of Public Relations, as advertising

manager of CapwelTs department store

in Oakland. CaL and as publicity and

sales promotion chief for the giant

Emporium store in San Francisco.

The basis of his advertising con-

cepts: experimentation. He s tried it

in both broadcast media and particu-

larly in radio.

Why radio? Because, at this point,

it's more adaptable and more eco-

nomical than television, says Alexan-

der. The first step toward achieving

this adaptabilitv is copywriting.

"Department stores show an inhib-

ited use of all media other than news-

papers because their own advertising

departments aren't geared to radio copy

or production techniques. The print-

trained copywriter breaks his stride

when he switches into air copy: if the

store does have an agency, that agencv

rarely understands much about depart-

ment store copy and the department

store feeliii<i. savs Alexander.

Good copy, as the starting point to a

successful advertising campaign, in his

opinion, represents "what a good re-

tail sales clerk says to the customer.

He believes that agencies and tv and

radio stations aren't geared to this

concept and to another even more spe-
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PD RADIO MOVING CLOSER TOGETHER ?

Q|

< 1 1 1 1 one deadlines. "We meel more

deadlines in a week than the average

agenc) does in six months !"

The answer to thi^ dilemma, con-

tends Alexander, will runic with a

blending <>f dollars and inspiration

and he's used fairl) liberal quantities

nl both in experimenting with i\ and

radio in Cleveland. I>m the final an-

Bwer a~ in how department stores can

use air media "w ill not come from the

department stores, if onlj because the)

are accustomed to being ><>l<l on

things, not on selling it themselves.

Radio and i\ stations, or perhaps an

i in

f

list i \ group, are going to have I"

develop broadcasl specialists in retail-

ing il the) expect to make more of a

dent."

riigbees, with an adventuresome ap-

proach bj Vlexandei and the pet <

tion "I ( leveland stations, has made
quite a dent.

rake the case of riigbees Brandon
>lin|.. a budget men's weai unit on the

mezzanine ll""i "I tin- store which

opened with newspaper fanfare earl)

in 1954

Alexander, an i\ ing as ad managei

thai November, worked with store

management in taking '"a good, long

look ai -ale- returns foi the shop. We
found we wrii- getting nowhere and

vi- liadn i made an\ impression "ii tin'

market. \"i ing thai i ompetitoi - in

the 844.50 nun - -mi pi i< e line were

all using li'-a\ •, lot al i adio at hedules,

I ligbee a sw ii< bed to ili«' Bame th

I he different e ii i""k it- entire Bran-

don Shop newspapei budget and put

ii ini<> radio. Vnd it used -i\ of the

ity's eight radio stations in an

inal way, "itli heav) s« hedules of min-

utes v. ith eai •( atching opening |ii

Vlexander h rote all the copy himself,

handled most of tin- production.

Pattern: a gimmick in each an-

nouncement, with a pla) "ii words, ,in

original musical intro, a home) dra-

matic scene, a lot of humor. Vnd hi

what happened: after a month and i

Tv money iocs '" special one-shots like tin-, but biggest continuing effort i- in radio

store uses several local stations, continues ii- push with colorful copj ami jingles building store personality
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Higbee ad manager says department stores

still have unique opportunity for radio franchise

half, Brandon business "began to

climb and climb and climb, with previ-

ously unheard of sales increases." To-

day, the Shop is slill on the air, with

the same copj theorj but lessened fre-

quenc) because the name has long

since been well established and busi-

ness is >till gaining.

The television activity is largely one-

-hols. designed as an institutional ve-

hicle to promote the store as a good

place to shop rather than a carrier tor

item advertising.

A series of special ln-minute tele-

casts last \ear on \\ K\\ S presented the

storj of Christmas as it is told to chil-

dren in different lands. The star per-

Eormers were two youngsters from

Cleveland, enacting the roles of Higg

and Bee. a boy and a girl. The ob-

jective: immediate, personal identifica-

tion of the program with the store, and

the development of "a store personal-

is" showing Highees as a fine place

to do all the family shopping.

Higg and Bee were returned for an-

other one-shot, this time for Valen-

tine's Day. Even though as a one-

shot the show had no pick-up audi-

ence and had to buck well-estab-

lished program competition, it showed

tangible results. The store mentioned

briefly that youngsters might want to

send either of the youngsters a Valen-

tine. The total hit the 650 mark.

It's vital that department store ad-

vertising "sell" both the store person-

ality and specific merchandise, says

Alexander. And here are some ways

he uses the broadcast media to accom-

plish both of these selling goals.

Concentration: '"It lakes guts to take

all your money, as we did in the case

of the Brandon Shop, and put it all

into one 'off-beat" medium. But what-

ever vou buy has to be used thorough-

ly; retail use of newspapers proves

that. In radio, repetition is even more

important. To register an idea re-

quires saturation. It's much better to

saturate one medium than to sprinkle

a lot of them."

Consistency : "\\ ith the Brandon

campaign we kept on beating the drum
of the one idea—a budget price suit of

clothes in a qualitv store, at one price.

We talked Higbee label: we talked 'a

good suit of clothes": we talked

$44.50; we talked department location

with our catchline: 'On the level?

Yes. on the Prospect level.' We have

never talked fit, fabric, color, style

—

the usual copy points for clothing.

These have all been implicit in our

quality emphasis. To be more ex-

plicit would have been confusing."

When you establish a store person-

ality, "it is inescapablv yours—and

cannot be copied. Such intangibles as

humor and warmth in copy and pres-

entation impart a feeling that com-

petition looks sillv trying to imitate."

Item advertising: "Retailers who use

radio to advertise specific items can

oidv find a few such items that pav off.

Otherwise the sales expense gets 'way

out of proportion to results. A depart-

ment store has too manv things to sell.

And radio, as well as television, has

this specific limitation: The residual

effect, without excessive repetition, is

much less than in newspapers. You
can t go back and study a radio or tv

offering as you can in newspapers."

Sell the store: "When we use radio,

we use the phrase 'The Store Vi ith

More.' This is an effective phrase,

especially on radio—the round, full

vowels and the built in rhyme stick

with vou. The same slogan in news-

papers is just another phrase."

Copy: "We like to keep the idea

of a sprightly store before the public,

and we get sprightliness by a fortunate

blending of the choice of item with the

copy with production. We produce our

own transcribed commercials, and v\e

use a lot of effects to get this alive

and fresh impression."

Time slots: "We like daytime pri-

marilv. because the housewife, after

all. is our best customer. But we also

want to get the all-family audience

which is out driving in the car on

weekends, and we like that bonus audi-

ence listening in the car on Saturdays

and Sundays. That s whv we peak up

on weekends. And with Brandon, we

sought driving time to catch the men."

Exclusivity: "Radio offers the re-

tailer something newspapers never will

—a chance to be exclusive—for a

while, at least. This gives the retailer

a chance for a new sales opportunity

but he must learn to bring even more

specialized ingenuitv to a radio cam-

paign than he does to newspaper effort.

"And if a department store doesn't

build an entire campaign on radio, it

can use it verv well as a supplementary

medium to newspaper. Radio under

these terms can add special penetration

Success "' store's Brandon

for men's wear was

built on clever raili-

It takes two, station and store, to

make best usi ot radio. Ed Wallis, k> W
sales managei with write] Barbara Barlow



there, an extra little emphasis here.

Newspapers, without question, il" the

ii,ci-i to build the 'shop .11 Higbee -

h.il.il .uiJ that's H li.il .1 Btore waul-."

Higbee's is the onl) tnajoi depart

ii.rni -leu- in Cleveland which has

used, mihI uses, the broadcast media

consistently. Because <>f it- experience

in the purchase "I .iii time, ami in the

commercial use "I that time, it was

far ami awa) the \ ictor in the com-

petition with other Btores during the

recent newspaper strike there. Despite

a three-week blackout <>l all news-

papers, u Ihmi retailers flooded into the

broadcast lineup, rligbee's emerged

with good traffic counts and good -air-.

Some interesting post-strike conclu-

sions an- made l>\ radio station K^ \\

.

which conducted a Mom- check nf in-

store traffic on three da) - dui ing the

height ol the newspaper strike. Some
of the results arc confidential, because

the) compare Hoot traffic ami it- ad-

vertising-inspired origin with thai id

two major retail competitors.

Hut the generalizations are signifi-

cant. Reports IO \\ : "The department

store which invested the greatest

amount ol monej in broadcast adver-

tising and had done so prior to the

strike showed the strongest pattern

of result.-. Vnother factor contributing

to this success, a-ide from the amount
of exposure, i- that rligbee's had the

best written and best planned an-

nouncements, knew how to use air

media and get the most out of it."

The Higbee strike schedule on (\^ \\

I ail variety: eight five-minute news-

casts dail) over a 20-da) period ami
">(> one-minute announcement- in a

six-da) period.

Radio and t\. together, ""had pre-

sold a vast majoritj of all the

i ustomers on other sale items—those

in addition to the one- at the counter

where the) were surveyed -in all three

stores, according to the survey. "The

people who were brought in bj radio

alone. b) radio and t\ or l>\ t\ alone

were ueneralh the most frequent

shoppers."

Four of 10 Higbee customers, when

asked how they heard about the sale

item, said through radio. More than

four in Id 1
42'

-
I
credited television.

Results of this kind, combined with

the experience of -uch retail advertis-

ing innovators as Henr\ Uexander,

are encouraging more department

-lore retailers to venture forth into the

i calm ol the broadcast media. ^
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U.S. HONORS TV STATION

State Department and I s l ' <i^l~ foi prints

a! II \ H 1 1 publit sei i it e films

/pfl\ station gets the big payoff in audi-

, in e and in Btature w hen it produi i
-

high qualit) . high i ost publii sei t ii e pro-

.i aming. This is the i om ii tion ol Noi

man Knight, executive vice president and

general managei of \\ \ \< and \\ \ \<

l\. Boston, ami the Yankee Network. His

biggest publii Bervice programing payofl

to date came recentl) when the I . S. Department ol State de-

cided to show a WNAC-TV-produced film on Hungarian refu-

gees in everj world embassy, and when the I
, S. Information

\udii \ requested prints for possible overseas showings.

I li« film is called " eltschmert: oi " orld Sorrow, and ran as

an hour-long documentar) in a prime nighttime period to -how

Bostonians the plight of the Hungarian refugees and how the)

were being helped b) various American groups. Knight Bent

a three-man team to Austria to shoot In.huh feel of film: II. Jell

Forbes, producer-director; Frank Luther, director of public

affairs; and Edward Gilman, cinematographer.

The film drama of the escape from Communist oppression

showed actual border crossings; on-the-spot interviews with

escapees and with American groups helping them at refuge*

camp-: unique scenes taken inside llungar) when Forbes ac-

companied an underground group behind the border.

\fter filming was completed, the trio returned earl) in Janu-

ary. The) brought with them the Hungarian Bagladi family,

with Forbes as their American sponsor. Sandor Bagladi, opera

-inner and editor, got a job as headline! in a Boston night club.

His wife, Susanne, was trained for special work in a I

department store there. Her brother l:"I a four-year scholarship

in Boston I niversit)

.

II nrlil Sorrou was the station's second documentar) on

Hungary. The first, compiled also from footage brought hack

l>\ the three men. was Suffer tin 1 Little Children. This was

entered as part ol the Congressional Record.

\\\\(-l\ s public service efforts frequent!) go far beyond

the local coverage area through national pickup-. ^

Refugee scene is lined up .it Austrian border !>\ II. I. Forh

\\ \ \( |\ trin which shot 10,000 feel of film on Hongariai
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WHAT'S NEW IN TV COMMERCIALS?

New York Film Producers Association came up with answers

for 500 admen this week in workshop-screening session

W

ABSTRACT ANIMATION: \n industrial 61m on motor wear

1 luced by Acadenrj Pictures featured an abstract art treat-

ment a- well a> a dynamic sound track of engine noise. Other

examples of abstract animation techniques were Talon Fasten-

ers and Old < -
» I

< 1 commercials b} I PA and an Esso commer-

cial b) Shamus Culhane. Tin' film pictured above was in color.

hat are the new. exciting techniques in tv film com-

mercials? More than 500 advertising executives found out

this week at "New Horizons for The Television Commer-

cial, a screening and workshop session presented bv the

Film Producers Association of New York in the Avon The-

atre 1 2 April t. Harold E. Wondsel. FPA president, was

chairman of the three-and-one-half-hour presentation. Dis-

cussed and demonstrated were new ideas in photographv

and animation: implications of video tape; sound, color and

big productions. FPA members conducting the workshops

were: Maxine Culhane. of Shamus Culhane Productions:

Peter Mooney, Audio Productions: James Townsend. Dv-

namic Films, and Robert L. Lawrence, of Robert L. Law-

rence Productions.

Some examples of the highlighted techniques are shown

on these pages. Others were: a new anamorphic or wide

angle lens to accomplish distortion without opticals: con-

version of black-and-white to color, and silhouette lighting.

SIMULATED PAPER SCULPTURE: "Little Vngels," a 20-second

commercial for Nabisco Sugar \\ afers by Hill Sturm Studios i- an

example of simulated paper sculpture creating effect of animation in

relief. It differ- from actual paper -rulpture. Vgency: McCann-Erickson

LIMBO: The principle of the limbo, or black background, technique

in t\ commercials i> to set off only that which is to be shown without

distractions of background, other details. This spot for Saranette

fabric- «a- produced by Transfilm through MacManus, John & Adams
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THEATRICAL: I In- theatrical approach shown below i-

indeed theatrical it the Shamus < ulhane

Production! ai ited trailei i"i Michael Iodd'8 "Around

I he W "i Id in 80 D ai hieved un

usual effects through use •! » Icuta with coloi overlays

SPEECHLESS: This one-minute

i\ commercial produi ed bj v .n

-

i.i for Pel Milk tells a storj

without word-. The business

between mother and child is

accompanied onlj bj a sound

track of music < >nl> in the clos-

ing seconds i- there .1 spoken

line i" lead into product shot.

Vgencj : ( rardner Advertising

ECTOPLASM: In this Playtes mercial

1 ope, tin- model » eai ing the

ind girdle 1 black leotard and

»a~ made invisible through lighting ami 'l<

\ •-!• >P i 111: . I Hollywood has used tin •

in -n> h 1
> 1 • tun Invisible Man. 1 In

opticals, the result was matted into .1 l>lank

set shot. Abovi direi il\ f"r PI

JEWELRY: Rings

been a problem subjei 1 for h

_ raph) . tin- t r i« -

ing to bring out full values "f 1 •• • t Ii

stone and settii

lia- (l<-\ ised a new li^liti: .

to both direct lighting

from side ami back ami indirect

from front. Manuall) operated pin-

wheels cast li^lit 01

CYCLORAMA: I'

cyclorama bat kground I at

Transfilm foi a Hoffman bevei p
ain- stationary.

Lighting i- constant Only the back-

ground moves, carrying the tray ai

ties w itli it. Vgem J
i — i 11 ii



TVB'S BIGGEST COll

Now you can look up what each produc

of firms active in spot tv spent

last year. First annual TvB report

appears in full on these pages

TvB executives responsible for the annual report are (1. to r.) Harvey Spiegel, as-i-lanl rex-arch director; Norman Cash, president:

Huntington, sales development director: Dr. Leon Arons, research director. Spending estimates were based on N. C. Rorahau-rh reports
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_LINGS OF EVERY BRAND IN SPOT TV

I be alphabetical listing which Btarta below is the big

facts-and-figures coup of 1957. It constitutes the final install-

men I in TvB's annua] report on Bpol u spending and in-

(hide- the expenditures b) brands f"i ever} I .

v
. company

which Bpenl $20,000 "i more in >|m>i u iasl year.

These full-year L956 figures provide the ln~i brand bill-

ings breakdown in spol television lii-t<>i\. I he) are .1 re-

liable yardstick l"i budget-conscious admen planning ~|»>i

i\ campaigns for their own clients or products. No longei

will ad managers or agencj executives have I" make budgel

recommendations in .1 vacuum where competitive informa-

tion is concerned. I be) will be able to back up theii own

recommendations with reference i" industn trends >- >

whole as \n • J 1 ,i~ 1 mpetitive .1 ints.

Ni' data will also be .1 valuable guide i" representatives

and stations in evaluating theii "v\n progress b) comparison

i" the industr) and in checking where theii share <<f the

national -|»>i i\ dollai is 1 oming from.

I\l!» estimates are gross including time only; thej

based on station schedules reported i" V < . Rorabaugh.

Abbott's Dairies, Inc. $226,310

Ice Cream 226,310

Ace Clothing Stores $20,080

Clothing 20,080

Acme Food Stores $88,810

Adell Chemical Co. $807,630

Lestoil Liquid

Detergent 807,630

Admiral Corp $51,840

Admiral Appliances 27,280

Admiral Radio 16,460

Admiral TV Sets 8,100

Admiral Corp.

Distributors $25,760

Admiral Appliances 13.500

Admiral TV Sets 12,260

Aerojet General Corp. $27,820

Employment 27,820

Affiliated Super Markets $132,110

Food Stores 132,110

A & I Distributors

Dairy Products

Zerone & Zerex

$26,540

26,150

390

Alberto-Culver Co. $93,010

VO-5 Cosmetics 54.010

V0-5 Hair Preparation 39.000

AlkaidCorp. $298,130

Alkaids 298,130

Allen's Revival Hour $49,930

Religion 49,930

Alles & Fisher, Inc. $51,060

J. A. Cigars 51,060

Alliance Mfg. Co. $201,420

Lift-A-Door 41,000

Remote Instant Tuner. . 220

Seigler Heaters ... 1.730

Tenna Rotor . 158,210

Tenna Scope 260

Allied Gas Companies $23,380

Gas Service 23,380

Aluminum Co. of America $53,940
Alcoa Aluminum

Products 9,450

Alcoa Foil Wrap 44,360
Paint 130

Amana Refrigeration, Inc.

Amana Air Conditioners

Amana Food Freezer

Amana Food & Freezer

Plan

Amend, Fred W.,

Company
Chuckles Candy

American Bakeries Co.

Bunny Bread

Cook Book Bread

Grennan Cake

Merita Bread

Merita Cake

Taystee Bread

American Beauty

Macaroni

Chili-Roni

Macaroni

Noodles

$32,810

580

... 28,790

3,440

$146,380

146,380

$797,330

17,220

33,460

115.830

139,650

. 24,870

466,300

$26,310

3,630

22,140

540

American Beauty

Mattress Co. $29,930
American Beauty

Mattress 29.930

American Bird Food Mfg. $33,280
American 3 Vees Bird

Food 33.280

American Brewery, Inc. $181,200
American Beer 181,200

American Brewing Co. $234,160
Regal Beer 229,370
Royal Beer 4,790

American Character Doll $118,120
Dolls $118,120

American Chicle Co. $1,480,380
Adams Clove Gum 34,060
Beeman's Gum 141,000
Certs 102,670
Chiclets 86.390
Clorets 360,190
Dentyne 383,770
Rolaids 372,300

American Crystal

Sugar Co. $44,340
Candy 22.640
Crystal Sugar 21,700

American Dairy Ass'n.

Dairy Products

American Home
Products

$94,100

94,100

$1,965,900

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

Quality Foods 1,168,710

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

Ravioli 28,180
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

Sauces .... 66,200

Dennison's Foods 122,020

G. Washington Instant

Coffee 15,330

Aero Shave 24,220
Aero Wax 47,190

Easy-Off Oven

Cleaner 27,660
Sani-Flush 1,730

Wizard Deodorizers 28,550

Anacin 141,050

Bisodol 1,280

Duplexin 30.560

Emberstick 10,580

Heet 1,280

Hill's Cold Tablets 810
Kolynos Dentifrice 4,770

Preparation H 228.040

Pnmatene 17,430

Vital Essence 280

American Kitchens Corp. $26,670

Custom-Made Kitchens 26,670

American Liberty

Oil Co. $21,020
Amlico Gas & Oil 21,020

American Motors Corp. $128,910
Hudson Cars 580
Kelvinator Appliances 68,710

Nash Cars . 59,620

American Oil Co. $50,060

Amoco Gas & Oil 45,080

Super Permalube Motor
Oil 4,980

Amer. Rad. & Stand.

San. Corp. $37,490
Amer. Stand. Heating

Equip. 6,600

Amer. Stand. Plumb.

Fixtures 16,200
Sunbeam Air

Conditioners 1,210

Youngstown Kitchens 13,480

American Safety Razor

Co. $237,950
Gem Razors & Blades 237,950

American Sheep Prod.

Council $69,850

Lamb Products 69,850

American Snuff Co. $156,560
Bull of the Wood
Chew Tob. 55.700

Dental Snuff 10.400

Garrett's Snuff 43,580

Sweet Peach Snuff 46,880

American Soul Clinic $34,080
Religion 34,080

American Sta Dri Co. $28,060
Sta-Dri Paint 28,060

American Stores Co. $409,240
Food Stores 409,240

American Sugar

Refining $313,560
Domino Sugar 253.890

Franklin Sugar 22,280

Sunny Cane Sugar 37,390

American Tel. & Tel. $3,800,990

American Tobacco Co. $1,206,280

Herbert Tareyton

Cigarettes 28.800
Hit Parade Cigarettes 668,340
Lucky Strike

Cigarettes 118.570
Pall Mall Cigarettes 390,570

American Toy Co. $65,770

Toys 65.770

Anchor San. & Amer.

Heating $113,930
Heating Supplies 113,930

Anderson, Clayton & Co. S371.720
Flair Shortening 16,180

Foods 20.660

Meadolake Margarine 11,050

Mrs. Tucker's

Margarine 47,170
Mrs. Tucker's

Shortening 276,660

Anderson Prichard Oil Co. $25,300

Gas & Oil 25,300

Anheuser-Busch, Inc. $1,534,680

Bud Waffle Syrup 8.140

BudweiserAle 7,990

Budweiser Beer 1,154.210

Busch Bavarian Beer 364.340

Antell. Charles. Inc. $2,774,170

Charles Antell

Cosmetics 1,686,160

'Includes all regional telephone companies

Chart continues on following pages
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SPOT TV BRAND FIGURES continued

Ante II. Charles, Inc. (continued)

Charles Antell Spray

Net 31,410

Chignon 120

Custom Mop 110

Formula #9 Hair

Cream 112,190

Formula #9 Shampoo 221,330

Hair Curlers 470

Reddi Kit 140

Sando Reducing Aid 35,900

Slim Magic 194,130

Star Nail 8,930

Suoer Lanolin Liquid

Makeup 483,280

Appalachian Electric

Power Co. $56,190

Electrical Appliances 56,190

Arbogast & Bastian, Inc. $25,460

Meats . 25,460

Arena, V., & Sons, Inc. $21,280

Conte Luna Spaghetti 21,280

Arizona Brewing Co. $87,240

A-l Pilsener Beer 87,240

Armour & Co. $877,400

Armour Flash Frozen

Meats 56,130

Cloverbloom

Margarine 204,350

Dairy Products 347,010

Dash Dog Food 16,480

Dial Shampoo 20,770

Dial Soap 21,970

Gee Detergent .. 4,710

Liquid Chiffon 5,360

Meats 186,960

Poultry 690
Vegtol 30,970

Armstrong Rubber Co. $504,100

Armstrong Tires 504,100

Arnold Bakeries, Inc. $252,180

Arnold Bread 207,890

Bakery Products 6,500

Cookies 37,790

Arnold, Schwinn & Co. $31,870

Schwinn 31,870

Arrowhead Puritas

Waters $52,360

Puritas Bottled Water 52,360

Ashland Oil & Refining Co. $49,020

Ashland Gas & Oil 49,020

Associated Food Stores $62,490

Associated Hospital

Service $473,010

Blue Cross

Hospitalization 399,440

Blue Shield 73,570

Associated Products,

Inc. $1,223,040

Rival Dog Food 509,160

5 Day Deodorant Pads 713,880

Associates Finance Co. $58,520

Loans 58,520

Atchison Topeka-

SantaFe $133,650

Rail Travel 133,650

Atlanta Baking Co $61,150

Baked Goods 61,150

Atlanta Dairies Co Op $22,300

Dairy Products 22,300

Atlanta Gas Light Co. $49,400

Atlantic Refining Co. $320,580

Atlantic Gas & Oil 320,580

Atlas Brewing Co $34,460

Atlas Prager Beer 34,460

Avon Products, Inc. $1,307,680

Avon Cosmetics 1,307,680

Avoset Co. $478,280

Avoset Dairy Cream 8,180

Qwip Whipped Cream 470,100

Awrey's Bakery $36,050

Baked Goods 36,050

B

B. C. Remedy Co $514,490

B.C. Remedies 514,490

B. T. Babbitt Co., Inc $688,120

AM-0 Instant Powd.

Ammonia 8,870

BAB-0 Cleanser 390,060

Cameo Cleanser 12,730

Glim Detergent 276,460

B.V. D. Co., Inc $52,730

B.V.D. Underwear 52,730

Baird's, Mrs., Bakery $378,990

Baird Bread 378,990

Balentine Packing Co. $45,040

Meat Products 45,040

Ballantine, P., & Sons $1,852,280

BallantineAle 1,253,390

Ballantine Beer 598,890

Bama Co $21,680

Jams & Jellies 18,150

Peanut Butter 3,530

Bank of America $462,120

Banquet Canning Co. $38,280

Caper Dog Food 33,250

Frozen Foods 5,030

Barbasol Co $84,900

Barbasol Shave Cream 84,900

Barcolene Co $94,110

Barcolene All-Purpose

Cleaner 94,110

Bardahl Oil Co $347,110

Oil Additive 347,110

Bartolomeo Pio, Inc. $37,470

Pio Wines 37,470

BascoCo $20,740

Basco 20,740

Bauer & Black $23,430

Curads 19,130

Curity Surgical

Dressings 4,300

Bavarian Brewing Co $276,840

Bavarian Beer 276,840

Bayuk Cigars Co $77,290

Bayuk Cigars 17,200

Phillies Cigars 57,490

Webster Cigars 2,600

Beacon Co. $127,640

Beacon Floor Wax 127,640

Beatrice Foods Co. $356,870

LaChoy Chinese Foods 41,490

Magic Freeze 130

Make-A-Shake Milk

Shakes 34,500

Meadow Gold Dairy

Products 271.910

Meadow Gold Ice Cream 4,510

Vegemato Juice 4,330

Beaver's Packing Co. $31,200

Canned Meats 31,200

Beech-Nut Life Savers,

Inc. $1,219,560

Beech-Nut Baby

Foods 160,970

Beech-Nut Gums 1,058,590

Bekin's Van & Storage

Co. $113,390

Moving & Storage 113,390

Bell Bakeries, Inc. $66,880

Bell Bread 1,740

Dandee Bread 65,140

Bell Brands Food, Ltd. $48,350

Potato Chips 15,250

Various Foods 33,100

Belle Meade Biscuit Co. $31,240

Crackers & Cookies 31,240

Beneficial Management $54,353

Loans 54,350

Bennett's Eastside Paint $29,060

Paint 29,060

Benrus Watch Co. $1,291,140

Benrus Watches 1,291,140

Benton, Bill, Clothes $186,070

Best Foods, Inc. $914,550

Farina Cake Flour ... 23,380

French Dressing 8,830

Gold Plate Foods 17,090

Hellmann's Mayonnaise. 268,590

H-OOats 143,510

Nucoa Margarine 218,950

Presto Cake Flour 83,720

Rit 1,300

Skippy Peanut Butter . 149,180

Best Markets $30,490

Food Stores 30,490

Bethlehem Steel Co.

Steel Products .

$181,510

181,510

Better Living

Enterprises $1,312,440

Appliances 603,270

Storm Windows 43,940

Super Jet Spray Gun ... 12,770

Toys 7,600

T. W. 0. Dietary Aid ... 8,660

Various Household

Products 636,200

Big Bear Markets $25,980

Food Stores 25,980

Biggie Furniture Co. $34,550

Bishop, Hazel, Inc. $135,820

Cosmetics 135,820

Bison Cheese Co $21,880

Cheese 21,880

Bissell Carpet Sweeper

Co. $147,210

Bissell Carpet Sweeper. 147,210

Blatz Brewing Co $330,710

Blatz Beer 259,740

Tempo Beer 68,700

Triangle Beer 2,270

Block Drug Co $1,937,800

Ammident . 450,070

Greenmint Mouthwash 41,960

Laxium 35,290

Nytol 738,000

Omega Oil 5,640

Polident 421,310

Poli-Grip 167,230

Sentrol 11,740

Stera-Kleen Denture

Clnsr 66,560

Blue Plate Foods, Inc. $566,340

Blue Plate Coffee Reg. .. 18,300

Jams & Jellies 117,520

Margarine 8,17.0

Mayonnaise 90,130

Peanut Butter 17,750

Salad Dressing 24,780

Various Food Products . 289,690

Blumenthal Bros. Choc.

Co. $97,230

Candy 97,230

Bohemian Brewing Co. $37,930

Bohemian Beer 37,930

Boise-Payette Lumber Co. $23,870

Building Supplies 23,870

Bon-Ami Co $288,820

Bon Ami 288,820

Bond Clothing Stores,

Inc $333,250

Bonne Bell, Inc $66,740

Cosmetics 66,740

Bonnie Dog Food Co $21,120

Booth Bottling Co., Inc. . $24,130

Booth's Beverages 24,130

Borden Co. $1,483,500

Bake-N-Eat Biscuits ... 7,280

Borden's Inst. Coffee 719,740

Dairy Products 597,310

Elmer's Glue-All 1,100

Ice Cream 151,830

Salad Dressing 910
Starlac 5,330

Bostwick Laboratories $71,530

Hep Insecticide 5,460

Hep Oven Cleaner 66,070

Bowman Biscuit Co. $169,890

Supreme Cracker &
Cookies 169,890

Boyer International Labs. $33,010

H-A Hair Arranger 33,010

Brading Breweries, Ltd. $66,740

Beer 66,740

Bradley Toy Co $27,140

Toys 27,140

Branscombe, J. B.. Co $53,880

Hair Trimmer 70
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Branscombe, J. G , Co. (continued)

Rolhton Paint Roller 42,040

Speedy Ross Exerciser ... 11,770

Braun Baking Co. $114,400

Roman Meal Bread . 114,400

Breck, John H., Inc. $30,440

Breck Hair & Scalp Prep 620

Breck Shampoo 26,520

Hair Mist 3,300

Breyer Ice Cream Co. $315,490

Ice Cream . 315,490

Bridgeport Brass Co. $25,920

Aer-A-Sol Insecticides 25.920

Brillo Mtg. Co. $106,300
Brillo Cleanser 22,750

Brillo Soap Pads 83,550

Bristol Myers Co. $864,040

Ammen's Antiseptic

Powder 36,990

Ban Deodorant 108,680

Bufferin 501.510

Ipana Dentifrices 31,130
Mum Deodorants 9.510

Sal Hepatica 4.380

Sentry Dentrif ice 107,450
Theraban 17,720

Vitalis Hair Creme 15.520

Vitalis Hair Tonic 31,150

Brock Hall Dairy Co. $33,590

Dairy Products 33,590

Brondow, Inc $20,240

Breath-O-Pine

Disinfectant . 20,240

Brown & Haley $166,870
Candy Bars 166,870

Brown Shoe Co. $383,050
Buster Brown Shoes . 265.560

Robin Hood Shoes 117,490

Brown & Williamson

Tobacco Co. $11,288,620

DuMaurier 421,680

Kool 3.743.420

Raleigh 1.733.680

Tube Rose Snuff 16,550

Viceroy 5,373,290

Brownell & Field Co. $49,850
Autocrat Coffee

Inst, Reg. 2.100

Autocrat Coffee Reg. 28,050
Autocrat Coffee Syrup . 17.330

Autocrat Fine Foods 2.370

Bruce, E. L, Co. $92,810
Floor Cleaner . 31,360
Floor Wax 61,450

Buitoni Products, Inc. $622,460
Buitoni Sauces 156,810
Macaroni & Spaghetti 465,650

Bulova Watch Co. $4,298,650

Bunker Hill Food Co. $22,040

Bunker Hill Canned
Beef . 520

Bunker Hill Canned
Meats 4.110

Food Products 17,410

Burger Brewing Co. $179,010
Burger Ale 60,530

Burger Beer 118,480

Burgermeister Brewing

Corp. $663,080

Burgermeister Beer 663.080

Buring, Nat, Packing Co. $25,780

King Cotton Products 25,780

Burma Vita Co. $60,120

Burma-Shave 60.120

Burrus Mills, Inc. $80,760

Lightcrust Cake Mix 300
Lightcrust Flour 67,940

Lightcrust Shortening 12,520

Burry Biscuit Corp. $98,630

Burry's Cookies &
Crackers 95,190

12 Treat Ice Cream
Cookies . 3,440

Burton Dixie Corp./Dlrs. $45,910

Slumberon-Mattresses 45,910

Bu Tay Products, Inc. $32,640
Diapersweet 1,760

George Detergent 11,870
Rain Drops Water

Conditioner 19,510

Buten, M., & Sons $32,740

Buten Paints 32,740

Butterfield Canning Co. $23,930

Butterfield Potatoes 23,930

Bymart-Tintair, Inc. $43,840

Tintair ... 43,840

c

CVA Corp. $328,180

Cresta Blanca Wine 5.850

Roma Wine 322.330

Cabell's Dairies $55,230
Dairy Products .55,230

Cadillac Deluxe Wine Co. $37,570

Cadillac Wine 37,570

Cain, John E„ Co. $35,480

Mayonnaise 35,480

Cain's Coffee Co. $124,950

Cain's Coffee Inst. 31,370

Cam's Coffee Inst. Reg. 12.960

Cain's Coffee Reg. 77.300

Cain's Tea Reg. 3,320

Cal Fame Co. $63,730

Foods 1,620

Mambo Punch 1,080

Orange Juice 61,030

California Federal Sav. $46,643

Banking 46,640

California Spray Chemical $38,060

Agricultural & Garden

Pest 24,080

Ortho Garden Sprays 5.680

Cal-Spray 8,300

California Wine Adv.

Board $50,110

Wine 50.110

California Wine Assn. $92,450

Eleven Cellars Wine 69.940

Wines 22,510

Calo Dog Foods. Inc. $42,400

Calo Cat Food . 6,300

Calo Dog Food 36,100

Caloric Stove Corp. $24,560

Caloric Gas Ranges 24,560

Campbell Sell Baking Co. $48,370

Hollywood Bread 7,040

Sunbeam Baked Goods 41,330

Campbell, Harry T. Sons $107,380

Sakrete Dry Mix

Cement 107,380

Campbell Soup Co. $1,196,340

Campbells Canned

Soups 588,660
Campbells Frozen

Fruit Juices 390
Campbell Frozen

Soups 554,800
Campbells Pork &

Beans 50,430
Franco-American

Spaghetti 390
Swanson Frozen Foods 1,670

Canada Dry Co. /Bottlers $360,430

Canada Dry Ginger Ale 232,990
Canada Dry Soft Drinks 123,350

Canada Dry Sparkling

Water 4,090

Canadian Brewing Co. $161,330
Bradings Ale 44,060

Bradings Beer 1,450

Dow Beer 27,120

Keefes Ale 88,700

Canadian Food Products $26,160

Foods 26.160

Canadian National Railway $73,610

Rail Travel 73,610

Canfield Oil Co. $23,310

Canfield Gas & Oil 23,310

Cantrell & Cochrane

Corp. $241,520
Batter-Up Pancake Mix 48,480

Super Coola Soft

Drinks 193,040

Carbona Products Co. $34,250

Carbona Rug Cleaner 2,390

Carbona Shoe Polish 31,860

Carey Salt Co. $50,800

Salt 50,800

Cardinal Distr. $27,940

Mobilgas 77.940

Cargill, Inc. $158,190

Nutrena Dog Food . 155.680

Nutrena Feeds 2.510

Carling Brewing Co..

Inc. $1,348,860

Carlmg's Black Label

Beer 905.410

Carling's Red Cap Ale 279,440

Stag Beer 164.010

Carnation Co. $1,154,340

Alber's Cereals 24,000

Alber's Cornflakes 56.440

Alber's Flapjack Mix . 29.750
Alber's Oats 16,490

Carnation Corn

Flakes 6,420

Carnation Malted

Milk 3,510

Dairy Products 121.510

Damascus Milk

Evaporated Milk 129.190

Friskies Dog Food 671,080

Gold Cross Milk 16,430

Ice Cream 12,870

Instant Chocolate

Milk 26,090

Instant Milk 25330
Topic Canned Milk 8,930

Carolina Power &

Light Co. $37,360

Public Utilities 37.360

Carolina Sales Corp. $26,610

ABC Appliances 3.000

Duo Therm 1^0

Duo Trim 1,380

Kelvinator Appliances 18.210

Sylvania Appliances 3.300

U. S. Airco 540

Carrier Corp. $63,980

Carrier Air Conditioners

Refrigeration Equipme nt 840

Carter Products, Inc. $4,535,210

Arrid Deodorant 1,470,260

Carter's Little

Liverpills 1,202.670

Colonaids 310
Nair 1,074.830

Rise Shaving Cream 787,140

Carvel Co. $56,830

Ice Cream 56,830

Casco Products Corp. $29830
Casco Iron 19,700
Heating Pads 10,130

Castro Convertible Co. $300,400
Sofa Beds 300,400

Catalma Steamship Lines $22,640

Boat Travel 22,640

Celanese Corp. of America $63,920

Arnel 63.920

Central Power & Light Co. $25,390

Public Utilities 25.390

Challenge Cream & Butter $29,540

Dairy Products 29.540

Chapman. Gordon Co. $31,080

Grenadier Mattresses 31,080

Charbonneau Pack ng Co. $65,450

Tree Top Apple Juice 65.450

Charmin Paper Mills $208,960

Napkins 92.850

Tissues 86.300

Towels 29,810

Chattanooga Medicine

Co. $199,820

Black Draught 142.060

Soltice Balm Rub 52,990

Velvo Cough Syrup 4.770

Chemical Corp. of America $60,380

Freewax 60.380

Cheesebrough Ponds,

Inc. $1.425440
Angel Clean 45.880

Lip Ice 2.510

Ponds Cosmetics 12.860

Ponds Face Cream 2.490

Ponds Hand Cream 45,320
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SPOT TV BRAND FIGURES continued

Cheesebrough-Ponds, Inc.

(continued)

Val Cream 35,580

Vaseline Hair Tonic . 1,234,960

Vaseline Products 45,840

Chesty Foods, Inc. $188,830

Potato Chips 188,830

Chicago Beverage Co $28,250

Old Colony Soft Drinks 28,250

Chock Full-0 Nuts $308,350

Coffee Regular 308,350

Christian Science Comm. $37,450

Religion 37,450

Chrysler Corp $1,914,160

Airtemp Heating 3,040

All Chrysler Corp.,

Cars 28,570

Chrysler Cars 331,950

DeSoto Cars 5,810

Dodge Cars 511,240

Plymouth Cars 1,033,550

Chunky Chocolate Corp. $195,850

Chunkies Candy ... 195,850

Church & Dwight Co., Inc. $51,140

Arm & Hammer Sal Soda 51,140

Circus Foods, Inc. $39,390

Peanuts 39,390

Cities Service Co $271,830

Cities Service Gas

& Oil 271,830

Citizens Mutual

Insurance Corp. $42,620

Insurance 42,620

Clairol, Inc. $128,010

Miss. Clairol 128,010

Clark, D. L. Co $147,290

Clark Candy Bars 147,290

Climalene Co. $29,550

Spin 29,550

Clinton Merchandising

Corp. $383,410

Clothing . 383,410

Cliquot Club Co./Bottlers $43,470

Ginger Ale 34,350

Soft Drinks 8,640

Sparkling Water 480

Clorox Chemical Co. $675,660

Clorox . 675,660

Clougherty Packing Co. $55,980

Farmer John Meats 55,980

Coast Federal Sav &
Loan Assoc. $148,110

Coats & Clark's Sales

Corp $114,970

Crown Zippers 114,580

Thread 390

Coble Dairies $43,470

Dairy Products 43,470

Coca-Cola Co./Bottlers $3,697,460

Buck Beverage 7,660

Coca-Cola 3,683,910

Delish Bottled

Drinks 5,720

76 170

Coffee Time Products

of America $49,600

Coffee Time Beverages. 24,800

Coffee Time Syrup 24,800

Colgate-Palmolive Co. $7,314,700

Ad Detergent 167,320

Ajax Cleanser 144,420

Brisk Dentifrice 1,447,160

Cashmere Bouquet

Soap 22,730

Colgate Bar Soap .. 193,230

Colgate Dental

Cream 2,539,320

Colgate Lustre Net 8,240

Colgate Shave Cream . 442,500

Deodorant Beauty

Soap 253,800

Fab Detergent 65,880

Florient Deodorizer 7,630

Glance Shampoo 5,200

Halo Shampoo 280,910

Kan-Kil 1,880

Lustre-Creme

Shampoo 23,430

Merry Detergent . 46,640

Palmolive Shave

Cream 498,240
Palmolive Shave

Lotion 2,660

Palmolive Soap .... 7,560

Rapid Shave Cream 343,080

Vel Beauty Bar 131,120

Vel Detergent 598,660

Veto Deodorant 83,090

College Inn Food Products $32,090

Soups 15,720

Tomato Juice 16,370

Collins Baking Co. $56,710

Colonial Bread 56,710

Colonial Baking Co. $253,830

Bread 253,830

Colonial Stores, Inc. $274,620

Food Stores 274,620

Colorado Milling &
Elevator Co. $49,330

Diamond M Flour .. 4,030

Full Cream Flour 1,730

Hungarian Flour 36,310

Major C Flour 1,410

Pikes Peak Flour 310
Ranch-Way Feeds ... 5,540

Columbia Baking Co. $105,050

Champ Bread 1,620

Hollywood Bread 31,220

Southern Bread 59,590

Southern Cake 12,620

Columbia Broadcasting

System $528,580

CBS Columbia TV Sets 24,870

Columbia Records 422,490

Record Players . 81,220

Columbia Pictures Corp. $87,160

Movie Publicity 87,160

Commercial Solvents

Corp $241,890

Norway Anti-Freeze 58,270

Peak Anti-Freeze 183,620

Commonwealth Edison

Co $150,600

Utilities 150,600

Conn. Milk Producers

Assn $76,350

Dairy Products 76,350

Conn. Refining Co $22,880

Benzoline 22,880

Consolidated Cigar Co. $21,610

Dutch Master Cigars .... 21,610

Consumers Co-Op Assn. $32,130

Farmers Co-Op 32,130

Continental Baking Co. $5,732,480

Certified Bread 14,520

County Fair Bread 33,480

Daffodil Farm Bread . 56,280

Fruit Cake 1,330

Hall Pride Cake 2,970

Hostess Cakes 719,400
Morton Frozen Foods 1,160,270

Profile Bread 975,460
Staff Bread 292,400
Twinkies 75,600
Wonder Bread 2,366,080
Wonder Brown &

Serve Rolls 3,770

Wonder Buns 25,050
Wonder Rolls 5,870

Continental Oil Co $507,900
Conoco Gas & Oil 507,900

Continental Trailways $101,900
Bus Travel 101,900

Cook Paint & Varnish Co. $92,640
Paint & Varnish 92,640

Coors, Adolph, Brewing

Corp. $33,890

Coors Beer 33,890

Copeland Sausage Co. $37,190
Sausages & Meats 37,190

Corn Products

Refining Co. $2,849,350

Bosco Chocolate

Syrup 1,842,280

Karo Frosting 30,280
Karo Table Syrup 23,590
Kasco Dog Food 308,520
Mazola Oil 91,910

Niagara Starch . 145,630
Instant Cake Frosting. 8,820
Nu-Soft Fabric

Softener 372,070
Saybon 22,090
Zuma Salad Dressing . 4,160

Corning Glass Works $36,080
Pyrex Dinnerware

. . 5,710

Pyrex Ovenwear , 30,370

Cosden Petroleum Co. $44,740

Cosden Gas & Oil 44,740

Cott Beverages,

Inc./Bottlers $118,820
Soft Drinks 118,820

Coty, Inc $458,560

Cosmetics 412,940

Coty 24 Lipstick 14,840

Perfume 30,780

Cracker Jack Co. $20,800

Campfire Marshmallows 8,010

Cracker Jack 12,790

Cream of Wheat Corp. $707,840

Cream of Wheat 707,390

Zing 450

Creomulsion Co $38,290

Creomulsion 34,300

Creozets 3,990

Cribben & Sexton Co. $26,550

Universal Gas Ranges 26,550

Crocker Anglo National

Bank $106,490

Cromwell Oil Co. $48,900

Oil 48,900

Crowell Collier Publ. Co. $24,050

Collier's Magazine 22,050
Woman's Home

Companion 2,000

Crown Rest Bedding Co. $44,160
Air King Mattress 44,160

Crown-Zellerbach Corp. $111,080
Chiffon Toilet Tissue .... 65,220
Paper Products 40,490
Zee Paper Napkins 2,380

Zee Tissue 2,990

Cudahy Brothers Co. $45,550

Meats 45,550

Culligan Soft Water Ser. $48,050

Water Softener 48,050

Robert Curley Co. $67,980
Hair Oil

. 6,860

Hair Styling Kit
. 57,480

Spencer Foot Care 3,640

Helene Curtis Industries $247,440
Cosmetics 36,630
Enden Shampoo 121,310

42 Hair Cream 760
42 Hair Oil 620
42 Shampoo 1,000

King's Men After-

Shave Lotion 250
King's Men Deodorant .. 1,150

King's Men Hair

Dressing 630
King's Men Toiletries , 29,610
Sho Curl 380
Spray Net . 55,100

Curtis Publishing Co. $43,430
Holiday Magazine 260
Ladies' Home Journal 30.560
Saturday Evening Post 12,610

Curtiss Candy Co. $54,000
Baby Ruth Candy 6,600

Candy 47,400

D

DWG Cigar Corp. $20,640

R. G. Dun Cigars 20,640

D-X Sunray Oil Co. $327,050

D-X Gas & Oil . 327,050

Dairy Queen Co. $36,250

Dairy Products 9,710

Ice Cream 26,540

Dairymen's League Co-Op $112,720

Dairylea Dairy

Products 83,780

Dairylea Ice Cream .... 28,940

Dan River Mills, Inc. $63,070

Cotton Fabrics 63,070

Dandee Pretzel &
Potato Chip $32,190

Potato Chips 29,530

Pretzels 2,660
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Dandncide Co. $40,140

Dandncide 40,140

Dannon Milk Products $39,250

Dannon Yogurt 39,250

Davis. R. B
, Co. $35,580

Cocomalt 30,880

Swel Frosting 4,700

Daws Drug Co. $70,870

Drug Stores 70,870

Dawson Brewing Co. $65,120

Dawson's Ale 25,660

Dawson's Lager Beer 39,460

D Con Co. $143,960

M-OLene Rug & Drape

Cleaner 122,350

Moth Proof 300
Rat Poison 21,310

Dean Milk Co. $73,580

Dairy Products 73,580

Deep Rock Oil Corp. $107,230

Deep Rock Gas & Oil 107,230

Deering, Milliken & Co. $131,070
Agilon Hosiery 29.010

Fabrics 47.670

Hosiery 17,000

Milium . 37,390

De Kalb Agricultural

Assn. $23,210

Hybrid Corn 23,210

Delchamps. Inc. $34,740

Food Stores 34.740

Delta Air Lines, Inc. $186,940

Democratic Party $453,260

Denalan Co. $30,060

Dental Plate Cleanser 30,060

Denise Hosiery Co. $35,440

Des Moines Register

Tribune $55,260

Newspaper 55.2C0

Detroit Auto Inter-Ins.

Exchange $63,410

Auto Club 20.260

Auto Insurance 43,150

Diamond Crvstal Salt Co. $30,770

Diamond Crystal Salt 30.770

Diamond Spring Brewery $22,470

Hohhan Beer & Ale 22,470

Dierk's Forests $22,390

Fence Posts 22.390

Dixie Brewing Co. $34,170
Dixie 45 Beer 34.170

Dobler Brewing Co., Inc. $36,880
Dobler Ale 30.100

Dobler Beer 6.780

Doeskin Products, Inc. $95,050
Doeskin Facial Tissues 95.050

Donaldson Baking Co. $27,360
Bakery Products 27,360

Donnelly, Reuben H., Co. $190,920
Yellow Pages 190,920

Dormin, Inc. $762,720
Pellex 313,190

Dormin Sleeping

Capsules

Double Cola Co.

Double Cola

Douglas Aircraft Co.,

Institutional

Dow Chemical Co.

Saran Wrap

Drackett Co.

Dazy Air Freshener

Drano Cleanser

Windex Cleanser

Drake's Refineries

Gas & Oil

Drew, E. F., Co., Inc.

Tri-Nut Margarine

Drewry's Ltd.

Atlas Prager Beer

Drewry's Ale

Drewry's Beer

Edelweiss Beer

Dri-Zit Corp.

Dri-Zit Deodorizer

Drug Research Corp.

Sustamin 2-12

Dubois Brewing Co.

Beer

Duffy Mott Co.

Apple Products

Sunsweet Prune Juice

Dulany, John H., & Son

Frozen Foods

Dulaney's

RCA Appliances

RCA Radios

RCA TV Sets

Duncan Coffee Co.

Admiration Coffee Inst.

Admiration Coffee Reg.

Admiration Coffee

Inst Reg.

Maryland Club Coffee

Inst.

Maryland Club Coffee

Inst. Reg

Maryland Club Coffee

Reg.

Dunfee Brokerage

Blink Bleach

D-Con Rat Poison

Luck's Beans

Real-Kill

449,530

$43,700

43,700

Inc. $37,140

37,140

$115,090

115,090

$493,910

34,480

239.720

219.710

$20,280

20,280

$376,180

376.180

$606,970

2,250

16,680

521,680

66,360

$53,950

53.950

$209,910

209,910

$48,330

48,330

$572,150

570.110

2,040

$21,340

21,340

$52,690

17.610

16,710

18.370

$700,210

9,790

39.600

Duquesne Ale

Duquesne Beer

27,300

485,500

173,260

52,200

304,020

121.340

$31,160

2.340

18.730

8.700

1,390

Du Pont, E. I.,

De Nemours

Duco Paints

DuPont Car Wax
DuPont Nylon Sheets

DuPont Safety Wax
Institutional

Motor Oil Additive

Nylon Products

Remington Guns
& Ammunition

Rosebush Insecticide

Zerex & Zerone

Anti-Freeze

Duquesne Brewing Co.

$942,180

108,070

289.830

4,260

11,670

222,270

660
3,120

35.940

44,830

221,530

$512,800

Durkee Famous Foods, Inc. $20,030

Durkee Margarine 13,230

Durkee Oil 4,090

Durkee Salad Dressing 1.100

Durkee Various Foods 1,610

Dusorb Sales Corp.

Dusorb Cleaner

$20,850

20,850

$96

83

12

$27

27

$142

136

5

E & B Brewing Co.

Ale

Beer

Eagle Bedding Co.

Mattresses

East Ohio Gas Co.

Appliances

Tri-Mor Furniture

Eastco, Inc.

Clearasil Complexion

Cream
Espotabs

Scratch-Ex Dog Powder

Eastern Air Lines, Inc.

Air Travel .

Eastern Guild $319

Various Household

Products

410

460
950

290

290

360

690
670

$195,900

67

121

6

$219

219

670
810
420

000

000

620

319,620

Eastman Kodak Co.

Cameras
Films

Easy Add Co.

$229

160

69

$25:

740

590

150

980

Addiator Adding Machine 25.980

Eavey Groceries $292,980

Food Stores . 292,980

Economics Laboratory,

Inc. $93

Soil-Off 93

Edelstein Foods $21

Tuxedo Cheese 21

Ehlers, Albert, Inc. $82

Ehlers Coffee Inst. 52

Ehlers Coffee

Inst.. Reg. 1

Ehlers Coffee Reg. 28,

Electric Auto-Lite Co. $61,

Batteries 60

Spark Plugs

Electric Power Board $20.

Electrical Appliances 20.

Emerson Drug Co. $562.

Bromo Seltzer 511,

Fizzies 51,

Emerson Electric Mfg. Co. $41.

41,Fans

Emerson Radio & Phono.

Emerson Radios

Emerson TV Sets

Englander Co. /Dealers

Mattresses

Erie Brewing Co.

Beer

$52

26

25

$117

117

$35
3

Koehler's Beer 31

,380

380

670

670

580

900

620
060

350

570

780

600

800

660
640

020

060

060

370

730

640

210

210

440

900
540

Escalante, Jose, & Co.

Corina Lark Cigars

Esslinger's, Inc.

Beer

Esso Standard Oil Co.

Esso Gas & Oil

Flit

Evans Co

Evans Farm Sausage

Evergreen Mills, Inc.

Evergreen Feeds

Eversharp, Inc.

Eversharp Pencils

Eversharp Pens

Ex Lax, Inc.

Ex-Lax

Express Publishing Co.

San Antonio News

Exquisite Form Brassier

Brassieres

$24,020

24,020

$101,420

101.420

$2,192,040

2,190.780

1,260

$26,560

26.560

$46,790

46,790

$41,310

4,680

36,630

$107,760

107,760

$27,820

27,820

$69,330

69,330

F

Fairmont Foods Co. $139,740
Dairy Products 78.570

Frozen Foods 1,430

Ice Cream 31,590

Orange Juice 760

Various Food Products 27,390

Faith For Today. Inc. $102,190

Religion 102,190

Falls City Brewing Co. $98,720

Beer 98.720

Falstaff Brewing Corp. $1,224,430

Falstaff Beer 1.224,430

Fant Milling Co. $22,890

Gladiola Flour 17.640

Sun-Glo Feeds 5.250

Fanny Farmer Candy

Shops $148,040

Farmers Auto of Pekin $21,840

Insurance 21.840

Father John's Medicine

Co. $40,400

Father John's Medicine 40.400

Faygo Beverage Co. $38,490

Ginger Ale 38.490

Fedway Dept. Stores $29,780

Fehr Baking Co. $69,360

Fair Maid Bread 63.310
Fair-Maid Cake 6.050

Fehr, Frank P., Brewing

Co. $42,690

Fehr Liquid Gold Beer 9.870

Fehr X. L. Beer 32 820

Fels & Co $190,870

Fels Naptha Inst.

Granules 153.530
Fels Naptha Soap Chips 37.340

Felton. Sibley & Co.. Inc. $55,060
Paint 55.060

Fenn Bros . Inc. $24,120

Butter Brickie Candy 24.120
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SPOT TV BRAND FIGURES continued

Fidelity Storm Window Co. $23,260

Roofing & Siding 9,230

Storm Windows 14,030

Filbert, J. H. Inc $101,830

Mrs. Filbert's

Margarine 88,880

Mrs. Filbert's

Mayonnaise 12,080

Mrs. Filbert's

Salad Dressing 870

Fine Products Corp $28,980
Hollingsworth Candy 11,360

Nunnally's Candy 17,620

Fino Food Processing Co. $25,100

Coffee Blender 25,100

Firch Baking Co $39,080
Sunbeam Bread 28,170

V-10 Bread 10,910

Firestone Tire & Rubber $27,970

Firestone Fornax

Mattress 1,630

Firestone Tires 10,580

Velon 80
Firestone Stores 15,680

First Federal Sav.

& Loan $29,920

Fisher Baking Co $56,860
Bakery Products 23,790
Famlee Bread 910
Fisher Bread 32,160

Fitzgerald Bros. Brew.

Co. $100,120
Fitzgerald Ale 72,080
Fitzgerald Beer 28,040

Fleetwood Coffee Co $75,020
Fleetwood Coffee-

Instant 7,070

Fleetwood Coffee

Inst./Reg 60,880
Fleetwood Coffee-

Regular 7,070

Flex Straw Co $45,720
Drinking Straws 45,720

Flexalum Co $21,490
Flexalum Awnings 1,210

Flexalum Venetian

Blinds 20,280

Florida Citrus

Commission $1,972,450

Citrus Products 1,972,450

Florida Fence Co. $22,800
Chain Link Fences 22,800

Folger, J. A., & Co $1,627,130
Folgers Coffee Inst. .. 304,790
Folgers Coffee

Inst./Reg 595,870
Folgers Coffee Reg. .. 726,470

Food Associates, Inc $21,630
Rose Kist Popcorn 21,630

Food Fair Stores, Inc $173,880

Food Mfgrs., Inc $1,344,620
M & M Candies 1,094,280
Uncle Ben's Rice 250,340

Food Mart, Inc $38,200

Ford Motor Co $3,332,620
Ford Accessories 6,220

Ford Cars 2,981,590

Ford Tractors 26,940

Ford Trucks 113,980

Lincoln Cars 95,990

Mercury Cars 107,900

Foremost Dairies, Inc. $510,510

Cheese Cake 390
Dairy Products 496,360
Evaporated Milk 2,730

Ice Cream 11,030

Forest Hill Dairy $20,020

Dairy Products 20,020

Foster-Grant Co., Inc $28,210

Sunglasses 28,210

Foster Milhurn Co.

Doans Pills

$126,380

. 126,380

Fradelis Frozen Food

Corp $37,380

Frozen Foods 37,380

Fragrance Foundation

Perfumes

$41,550

. 41,550

Franks Beverage Co. $31,290

Soft Drinks 31,290

Fratell Branca & Co. $20,640

Bitters 20,640

Freihofer Baking Co. $109,470

Lite Diet Bread 1,300

White Diet Bread 108,170

Frenchette Co., Inc $198,640
Frenchette Salad

Dressing 198,640

Friend Bros., Inc $28,380
Baked Beans 28,380

Friendship Dairies $29,560
Dairy Products 29,560

Frito Co $424,190
Champion Foods 16,780

Cheetos 77,430
Chili 2,160

Fritos 302,250
Tatos 25,570

Frontier Foods Corp $378,210
E-Z Pop Popcorn 2,490

Flav-R Straws 375,720

Frontier Oil Refining Co. $44,960
Gas & Oil 44,960

Frosty Morn Meat Co $59,020

Meat Products 59,020

Fuller, W. P., & Co $154,530
Fuller Paints 154,530

Furr's Food Stores $37,910

G

G. H.P. Cigar $435,780

El Producto Cigars 370,800
La Palina Cigars 43,790
Lovera Cigars 21,190

Gallo Winery E. & J. $1,130,820

Burganday Wine 2,430

Gallo Wine 1,091,980

Sherry Wine 1,350

Vino Paisano 35,060

Geiser's Potato Chips $33,410

Potato Chips 29,510

Pretzels 3,900

General Aniline & Film $20,670

Ansco Films 20,670

General Appliance Co. $47,890

Appliances 1,930

G.E. Appliances 4,320
Philco Appliances 34,220
Whirlpool Appliances 7,420

General Baking Co $526,510
Biscuits 5,850

Bond Bread 405,700
Grossinger's Rye Bread 114,960

General Cigar Co. $584,270
Robert Burns

Cigarrillos 7,180
Robert Burns Cigars .... 348,620
Van Dyck Cigars 42,120

White Owl Cigars 186,350

General Electric Co. $1,039,800

G.E. Appliances 733,750

G.E. Bulbs 1,500

G.E. Radios 9,410

G.E. Replacement

Tubes 960
G.E. TV Sets 10,500

G.E. Washing

Machine 99,620
Hotpoint Appliances . 157,900
Hotpoint TV Sets ... 22,730
Telechron Clocks 2,520

Vacuum Cleaners 910

General Electric Supply $306,099
G.E. Air Conditioner 5,150

G.E. Appliances 221,190
Hotpoint Appliances 79,750

General Foods Corp. .. $9,415,940
Baker's Cocoa 1,520

Baker's Frozen

Coconut 2,300
Baker's Coconut 1,020

Baker's Inst.

Chocolate 44,350
Birdseye Frozen

Foods 1,230,660
Birdseye Frozen

Poultry 3,040
Bliss Coffee

Inst./Reg 21,580
Bliss Coffee Reg 430
Gaines Dog Food 31,600
Go Ironing Aid 2,600
Good Seasons

Salad Dress 22,040
Jello Gelatin

Dessert 615,400
Jack & Jill

Cat Food 3,250
Jello Puddings 344,860
Kool Aid 168,600
Kool Shake 44,920
Maple-Del Syrup 9,960
Maxwell House

Coffee Inst 4,318,140
Maxwell House Coffee

Inst./Reg 312,110
Maxwell House

Coffee Reg 831,650
Minute Potatoes 4,370
Minute Rice 6,820
Perkins Lemonade
Mix 17,610

Post Toasties 129,090
Post's Cereals 421,820
Post's Grape-

Nuts/Flakes 70,570
Post's Sugar Crisp ... 82,690
Post's Sugar Rice

Krinkles 12,890
Sanka Coffee Inst. . 25,900
Swansdown Cake

Flour 151,700
Swansdown Cake

Mix 416,780
Yuban Coffee

Inst./Reg 19,990
Yuban Coffee

Regular 45,680

General Ice Cream Corp. $103,930
Sealtest Ice Cream . 103,930

General Ins. Co.

of America $57,550
Auto Insurance . 6,070
Insurance 51,480

General Mills, Inc. $669,040
Answer Cake Mix ... 33,390
Betty Crocker

Cake Mix 5,910
Betty Crocker

Date Bar Mix 4,150
Betty Crocker

Pancake Mix 27,980
Betty Crocker

Waffle Mix 3,600
Bisquick 1^920
Cheerios 83,680
Drifted Snow Flour 38,480
Gold Medal Flour 57,580
Kix Cereal 11,330
Larro Feed 3,380
Purasnow Flour 10,900
Red Band Flour 96,590
Red Star Flour 18,280
Rex Flour 730
Sperry Flour 12,130
Sperry Pancake Mix 76,450
Sperry Waffle Mix 19,920
Sperry Wheathearts ... 30,270
Sugar Jets 1,320
Surechamp Dog Food .... 57.280
Trix Cereal 12,810
Various Cereals 11^600
Wheaties 45,850
White Deer Flour 3,510

General Motors Corp. $3,487,860
AC Spark Plugs 124,510
All G.M. Cars 29,630
BuickCars 75,970
Cadillac Cars 580
Chevrolet Cars 953,220
Chevrolet Trucks .... 18,090
Delco Appliances 18,360
Delco Batteries 49,530
Frigidaire

Appliances 67,070
G.M. Trucks 1,140
Institutional 2,270
Oldsmobile Cars 1,516,611
Pontiac Cars 544,780
Saginaw Power

Steering 86,100

General Petroleum Corp. $223,100
Mobilgas & Mobioil 201,470
Mobilheat Fuel Oil 21,630

General Shoe Corp $57,870

Dollar figures continue page 61
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SHE G«tS

RADIO AND

This old mariners order could apply equally well in radio

and television representation.

JEPCO's "even keel" staff makes for smooth sailing in

a sea of rough competition.

Good stewardship—and JEPCO's happy crew in seven

cities can chart a profitable course for stations, adver-

tisers and their agencies.

JEPCO knows
\

how the

wind blows

JOHN E. PEARSON COMPANY
TELEVISION STATION REPRESENTATIVES

New York Chicago Minneapolis Dallas Atlanta Los Angeles San Francisco

»



From the FCC Chairman

GREETINGS TO THE W *^ TH
ANNUAL NARTB CONVENTION

To ill mi ( friends in the National Association of Radio and Television Broad-

casters 1 wish .1 pleasant, fruitful and informative annual convention in Chicago

during the |
><-i i« >< ! oi the Till to the I lih of Vpril. I know that, .1- in the past,

ii will be such .1 convention.

[Tiere are increasing signs thai the broadcasters of this country general!) rec<

nize the responsibilities which comic with maturity. Your Association adopted

five years ago an excellent Television Code. Years before ii had similarly

devised Radio Standards of Practice which are -till in effect. These are sincere and

effective attempts upon the part <>l radio and television broadcasters to improve

their service t<> all ol the public. The Television (.ode i- a guide <d precepts foi

television broadcasting which i- self-imposed and supported h\ more than .'WO

tcle\i~ion stations, phi- all three ol the television networks.

The commercial strength of your industry, as reflected l>\ expanding facilities

and record sales, is continuall) increasing. It is a source oi greal satisfaction to me

that, within the tew years that I have been Chairman of tin- Commission, the net

profits in television have jusl aboul tripled. However. I do not claim an\ ol the

glor) for this. The credit i- due to von. the broadcasting fraternity.

[ wish to congratulate the radio broadcasting industr) for it- spectacular come-

back. Networks have recentl) raised their daytime rate- lor radio because oJ a

realization of the \cr\ real value of radio advertising. Radio stations are now sell-

ing at the bighesl [nice- in indu-ti\ history. More radio -et- were -old b) retail

-tore- la-t year than in an\ year in the biston oi commercial radio.

To all broadcasters, my sincere wishes for continued devotion to your public

trust, service to the public and the rich reward- which that entail-.



i 1
A\

The staff of the National Association of Radio and Television Broad-

casters recently posed for this sponsor picture in front of their

Washington headquarters. First row seated 0- '" r - • : Vincent

Wasilewski, manager government relation-; Mary Lee Cowles, his

secretary; Dorothy Ileinze, secretary to Thad Brown: Sheila Walker,

secretary to Dan Shields; Dan Shields, Thad Brown's assistant;

Thad II. Brown. Jr.. t\ \iee president: \udre\ Rohertson, research

department; Louise k. Mdrieh. librarian; Harold E. Fellows, presi-

denl and chairman of the board: Florence Mitchell, administrative

assistant to Harold Fellows; Howard H. Bell, assistant to the presi-

denl and state coordinator: Million- Hoel. hi- secretary: Joan Shee-

han, president's office; Thoma> B. Coulter, a-sistant to John Mea-

gher: Ann Maiatico, secretary to Thomas Coulter; Chris Chadwell,

John Meagher's secretary: John F. Meagher, radio vice president.

Second row: Marcella Schuyler, secretary to Fred Garrigus; F. H.

Carrigus, mgr. organizational services; Adeline Macloskie, secretary-

treasurer's office; Ella Nelson, assistant to Everett Revercomh: Janet

Dollison. secretary-treasurer's office: Everett E. Revercomh, secretary-

treasurer; Peggy Miller, Ann Mulgrew and Clara Ross, secretary-

treasurer's office: William I.. Walker, assistant treasurer: Edythe

Ruhl. secretary, public relations: Dorothy Cavalier, secretary to Don

Martin: Patricia FCielty, public relation-: John G. Trezevant, mana-
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news and publications; Sally Ball Kean, public relations; Mar

guerite Walker, secretary to Joseph Sitrick; John Couric, chief wriier:

Mary Vnti Chaisson, secretary to Walter Powell; Robert (.. Heald,

chief attorney; Walter J. Murphy, Jr.. attorney; Mary Gilroy, Rob-

ert II. aid'- secretary; Walter R. Powell, Jr., attorney. Third row:
Jam.- II. Hulbert, assistant to Charles Tower: Leona M. Schalk, as-

sistant to Charles Tower; Rosalie Blackburn, secretary to Charles

tower; Charles II. Tower, manager, employer-employee relations;

Irma Kerrigan, hi- secretary; Su-an William-, employer-employee

relation-: Harold <;. Ross, labor economist; Mary Kllen Bh^-ington,

secretary to Charles Cady; \. Prose Walker, manager, engineering;

Helene Burner, In- secretary r.artlett. assistanl -

engineering; Foseph --it r i. k . man: •- an. I member

participation; Donald Y Martin, assistanl to the president, in i

ot piil. In- relation-: Jean F.w. :•.. .i--i-t.int. station relal

William t arlisle, manager, station relation-: Mai

tarv
:
John Callahan ami Robert F. l'r.-t. production; LaRue M

< ourson, production
| Bill

Brow,,, production. Absent were: Rirhar.l M. Allerton,

manager: Al kin:: an. I Barney Ogle, field representatives; Edward

II. Bronson, IN i ode affairs director; < liar • < -

ant director; Peter Friend, assistant; Eleanor Laniuan. secretary
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TvB President \orman Cash

W Lp President's answer:
There is no need here to reiterate what the business

journals have been trumpeting, nor what an around-the-

clock viewing of television will demonstrate— that this is the

era of selling, honed and sharpened on the whetstone of

the most intense competition in the history of our economy

.

The case has been amply documented. In simple terms,

the production arm of the economy has grown faster than

the consuming arm, setting up a lop-sided disparity that

must be corrected intelligently, swiftly and with the most

efficient means possible. The best "bridge" between those

who make and those who buy—television—has been in

commercial operation almost a decade. Each year has

seen it increasing in strength of function, but there is still

room and reason for heavier traffic across its roadways.

From where will—or rather, should—this traffic come?

\\ hat, in other words, are the immediate sales targets of

this unsurpassed link between the producer and the con-

sumer? Where should the keepers of the "bridge" look

if the scales of the economic imbalance are to be leveled.

It seems to me that tv has three prime areas in which

to concentrate a major bulk of its sales efforts. They are:

one, automotive; two, heavy industrv: three, retail. The

WHAT ARE THE AIR MEDIA'

RAB President Kevin Sweeney

RAB President's answer:
What radio will need this year and for the next 10 years

are some "three-I-ed"' salesmen and station operators if

radio is going to triple its business by 1967.

Not "three-eyed"—although I can't see how that would

hurt—just "three-I-ed" salesmen who are a lot easier to

find. A "three-I-ed" salesman and/or station manager is one

who combines Intelligence in sizing up the advertiser's prob-

lem with Imagination in developing an advertising plan that

solves the problem and Intensity in carrying the solution to

the real decision-maker in the advertisers organization.

Given a few thousand of these gentlemen, radio has no

long-range sales problem for which there is not a short-term

solution. But until these men are "built." as they are being

"built" b\ hundreds of sales organizations in radio right

now. radio's immediate sales problems can be summed up

under three headings:

1. Creating more demand for the 10 a.m.-4 p.m. period.

2. Demonstrating the effectiveness of evening radio to

advertisers.

3. Giving the proper weight in its selling to programs

instead of the disproportionate emphasis now put on satura-

tion as the most effective advertising device—regardless of

the problem.

The three problems are really those of radio's selling or-
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automotive industry i-. oi course, .1 comparativel) heavy

user "I i\. Win then single ii oul .1- .1 prime target? Hie

answer lies in the definition "I a "basic medium.'1

If a

marketer's basic medium is thai \% 1 1 i < 1 1 produces t h<

heaviest flow oi potential buyers to his outlets (and I believe

this in be a Bound definition ol the term) then the auto-

motive industry is nol using iv as U& I » .
» — i

« medium. Several

studies, including the Bureau's, have amply demonstrated

thai i\ is responsible for more potential buyers coming i"

auto showrooms than am other medium. Still, the major

(substitute basic] sales push of the automotive people is

in print, not i\. Does this nol Buggesl a prime area !"i oui

medium's sales efforts?

I ? i 1 1«- through any outstanding business publication and

you will liml magnificent multi-colored ads for heavy in-

diisir\ the steels, the fabricators, even the huge "services'

such as the railroads and airline-.

1 1
1
if. some of them do use television, and those who

make use "I the medium you will find nol < >nl\ Bell a

product, but an idea, a concept, an identity, a public

relations program. Il i- in these latter categories of heavy

industry that "prime target" is a most appropriate term.

\ successful use of the concept of 'corporate identity
1

(though not in the heavy-industn catcuorv i ran he -cen

111 the increasing us< "I l\ by a leading insurance compa
<H course, they have a product i" sell 1 policy. Bui I

h> it by selling the ehind thai policy, and with il"

Bale of the idea goes the greatei establishment of the

corporate identity, Hie same principle could just .1- easily

be applied t'> hea\ j -industi ^ use ol t\

.

Finally hut by no means low man on the target rotem

Pole there 1- that vast, yet-to-be-scratched area ol Retail.

In my opinion, this is perhaps the toughest "I them all.

Here, oui medium faces the battle "I Immediacy ^ Long

Range Impression vs. tradition. ITie retailer, by long habit,

looks foi overnight results. He 1- nol yet oriented to

thinking "I his establishment in terms of an Identity.

Then- are mans instances where Immediacy and t\. foi

the retailer, have worked. One of tv's Bales objectives is

to spread this word furthei and farthei (and that's aot a

redundancy). The other objective is to convince the

retailer that his establishment has a "character" which 1-.

in itself, .1 saleable item. The combination <>f this concept

Immediacy and Long Range Impression i- the 1 rux of the

medium's Bales job in this "prime target" area.

When you consider that approximately l">'. of the

country - advertising budgets are decided on Wain Street,

the effort i- well worth the sweat. ^

TVB presentation Thursday afternoon, Grand Ballroom

RIME SALES TARGETS?
RAB presentation Wednesday afternoon, Williford Room

.

ganizations rather than those puzzling the advertiser. We
are responsible for the overemphasis on "driving times" as

the best time to buy radio and on saturation. He is not.

Our prime job in 1957 is to carry to the advertisers, na-

tional and retail, the stories "ii these other time periods

and other radio advertising devices so that the demand by

agencies will be more even and not pile up in a few hours

ol the day

.

rhere are ample arguments in behalf ol these periods and

programs that are not in as great demand as some other-.

For instance in the matter ol li> a.m.- 1 p.m.:

For products whose purchase is motivated mostly 1>\ wom-
en. 10 a.m. to Noon is far and away a better buy than early

morning or late afternoon for reaching adult women more

of them are tuned during those hour- than at other times

of the <\d\ .

We must hammer home to those advertisers standing in

line for 7 a.m.-') p.m. in almost every market and for the

l-i> p.m. period in a growing number ol market- that the

variation in the number of families using sets in metropoli-

tan markets throughout all the daylight hour- i- never more

than 11' 1. So no period i- really more than 11'. worse

potentially than the best period.

In such a situation, there arc so main othci factors that

are more important than stretching for this 11'. potentially

greater audience. Cost-per-thousands are much lower in

SPONSOR (. u'hil 1957

mam market- in midday. The wh.de "l.i-t word'" concept

reaching women before they go oul to shop operates

heiier for grocery and drug product advertisers after ]o

a.m. because afternoon shopping i- always greatei than

morning shopping.

in a.m.- 1 p.m. i- nowhere near the problem thai evening

radio is simply because oui story vis-a-vis television 1- -

strong during the daylight hours. Bui there are amph
-on- for evening radio'- improvement in saleability if we

present the story dramatically to the advertiser. For example:

The memorability studies which RAB has made through-

out the country dramatize the extraordinary penetration of

nighttime, e.g. i2" announcements on one radio station in a

three-station t\ market and 12'. oi the people could parrot

back the commercial; sponsorship of one evening newscast

for a four-week period on just a single radio station in an

eight-station market and over l-V, ol the people knew of

the product

You < an't run up figures like that mile— \ ou have a I

audienci—an audience that doesn't necessarily assemble at

one place on the dial during am single half-hour as tele-

vision's doe-. But an audience thai accumulates throughout

the evening.

Two-third- of all families are doing some listening at

I Please turn to page 1

1
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This is for

radio station in Minneapolis-St Paul and i rt

features 36 local performers on the el

provides entertainmed

service keyed perfectly to the tastes ai

of the vast area they serve. That's w^

WCCO RAD
than all other Twin Cities stations.

|

* NCS #2

* ir * 51.5% share of audience, Nielsen Station Index, 1956 average,
total station audience, total day, seven-day week

* * Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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TV CODE BOARD
MEANS BUSINESS

Widespread monitoring, firmer insistence on

compliance with Code provisions mark board's

aetivity as it begins sixth year of effort

to improve programing and commercials on video

Tv Code address fay G. Richard Shafto Tuesday afternoon, Upper Tower

I hough working in its usual quiet

way, the NARTB'a Television Code Re-

view Board has been getting tougher

with stations who do not abide by its

provisions.

Putting pressure on members of

\our own trade organization over mat-

ters which involve, in the final analy-

sis, nothing less than money, presents

obvious problems.

Hut. as the board begins its sixth

war of effort to get widespread ac-

ceptance for its standards of truthful-

ness and taste, it has unquestionably

accomplished much. The past year, in

particular, has been marked by a firm

confidence in its ability to create the

kind of t\ \ iew ing climate it wants

and a determination to do something

about it.

Probablv No. 1 in the list of accom-

plishments is the board's extensive

monitoring of programs and commer-

cials aired by both members and non-

members of the Code. This, in itself,

is a tip-off to the board s growing con-

fidence. It implies clearly that the

board feels it is not enough to sit and

wait for evidence that Code members
are flouting its provisions: it must find

this evidence itself.

Monitoring started experimentally

in 1954 and got underway in earnest

last vear. During 1956 more than

17.000 hours of programing and ad-

vertising were monitored on 104 sta-

tions in the major markets and all

three networks. Its target for the cur-

rent NARTB fiscal vear lending 30

March 1958 I is to check all subscrib-

ers in the top 115 markets. Based on

the existing membership roll, which

now totals 302 video outlets, this

means Code monitors will have checked

around 200 stations. In addition there

will be a spot check of smaller markets.

Another Code accomplishment was

its adoption by the Alliance of Tele-

vision Film Producers earlv this vear.

The producer-members of the ATFP
claim to produce about three-quarters

of all the first-run syndicated film in

use at present. While a feather in the

cap of the board, inasmuch as the lack

of a Code among film producers rep-

resented a noticeable gap in the Code
picture, the affiliation of the ATFP
does not remove the responsibility of

stations to preview film. It does, how-

ever, give assurance to the station that

the film was made with special care.

In other words, it's like the L . S. Gov-

ernment seal on meat—the product is

safe but you can't tell whether it'll

10 • CONVENTION SPECIAL SPONSOR 6 APRIL 1957



taste good !>(( an-e of the seal alone.

It's significant that lasl yeai saw the

resignation "f six Code members. It

wasn't the first time Code members

had resigned but, in (In- case ol the six

mentioned, it was t Ji<- first time t h<-

board could pinpoint the fact thai all

resignations Unwed primaril) from the

inabitit) or unwillingness of t\ stations

tu conform t<> t li«- Code's requirements.

Moreover, there is no question thai the

board lias become firmer in it- atti-

tude towai d erring stations.

It should also be pointed out that

the mallei of "suggesting" resigna-

tions is nut handled lightly. This (lows

from the hoard's conviction that once

a Code membei resigns it is much
more difficult to work on him and

make him change his ways. The board

i- not interested so much in gettting

rid of non-eonformers as in trying to

persuade them to change.

Where resignations take place the

matter i- not publicized, though the

Stations' Call letters can he deduced l>\

comparing the membership li-t- regu-

larK published. As a matter of fact,

all discussions with violators are con-

fidential, a fact that prevents (he board

from demonstrating it- effectiveness.

Since the hoard is anxious to make ii-

work known it regrets, in a was. the

poke) of secrec) hut it is also con-

vinced that unless tin- polic) prevails

the path "f Code acceptance will be

much luckier.

Since BO nun h of the board S wuk
i- confidential, is there an) wa) of

measuring what it ha- accomplished?

There an- no foolproof ways hut

there are a ;_' I in.mv indication-..

First, the membership li-t. The 302

members are a fair share of the 17")-

odd commercial t\ stations now oper-

ating in the I . S. and indicate wide

acceptance of the Code. Hut this is

nut the whole Story. The (ode ha-

made the greatest inroads in the major

market-, where it- influence counts

most I lie hoard estimates that at leasl

<!)'« of t\ home- can receive a Code-

subscribing station. For example, -i\

of the -even New ^1 mk Stations, live .if

the -even Los Vngeles stations, all

four Chicago outlet-, all three Phila-

delphia stations, all three U.S. sta-

tions in Detroit, three of the four San

Francisco outlet-, are code members.

Furthermore, network and film pro-

ducer membership mean- that most, it

not all. non-Code stations use a great

deal of programing that has been made
w it Ii the Code prov isions in mind.

The degree to which unacceptable

advertising and programing has de-

clined cannot he measured statistical

hut the hoard feels sure that it has.

The decline has been especiall) notice-

able, the hoard maintains, if tv toda)

i- compared with tv in it- earl) years.

In the area oi "good taste and de-

1 1 n um. t he board can point to -' »me

tang ible changes

!

• I he elimination oi dl inkni"

scenes in beei and wine advertising.

• The v irtual elimination of the "tv

neckline." Uong the same line-, there

ha- been a marked trend in network

shows to restrict not onl) costuming

hut dance routine- and coined)

sketches to .1 standard of de< 01 un

ceptable in the famil) hv ing room.

• I here has been a drast i< reduc-

tion in program-length commercial-.

particular!) of the pitchman vaiietv.

The hoard feel- thi- i- -till a problem,

however, and i- working haul to re-

cline program length pitches further.

I In- board's monitoi ing pro\ ides an

intriguing glimpse of Code perform-

ance. Two -ummaiie- of monitoring

were provided t<> sponsoh !>v the

board, one' un tin- networks and one

mi stations.

The board monitored ever) network

program during -even months in I

\\ eeklv reports were submitted to the

networks ami also periodic summarj

reports. The latest of these Bummarj

reports, covering all network-originat-

ed show- dm inn a nine-week period,

indicated that 325 out of 3,515 pro-

grams exceeded b) 20 seconds 01 more

the advertising time limitations "f the

< Please im n to page I 1

1

G. Richard Shafro,* chair- Wm. B. Quarton, v i.e chair-

man, WIS-TV, Columbia. S.C. num. WMT-TV, Cedar Rapid-

Mrs. Hugh McClung

KHSL-TV, ( bico, I il

Richard A. Borcl

\\ BNS-TV, < olumbus,

Roger W. Clcpp

Triangle Stations

TV CODE REVIEW BOARD MEMBERS AND BASIC FACTS ABOUT CODE

Code history: Naming of committee al

1951 NARTB Convention and all-industrj

conference later that year started thin<i- "tT.

Twelve broadcaster- wrote the (.ode. which

was okayed by other tv station owners and

N \KTB Tv Board before 1951 was over.

('ode became effective a- of 1 March I
(
*."iJ.

Code board: Consists ol five members

who cannot -erve more than two consecutive

•Confirmation of rumors on Shafto's retirement wa< re-

ceived at pressllme Quarton will replace him as chair
man and T>onald H. McGannon. president of Westinghouse
ltroailrai-tinB Co will become new hoard member.

two-year term-. \ \RTB President Harold

Fellow- picks board members subject to

approval ol Tl Hoard and -its in on meet-

ing-, held at least four times each \>.ir.

Stall i- headed b\ Director Edward H.

Bronson. \--'t Director Charles S. Cady.

Code budget: For scar ending 30 March

1958, figure is 1115,000 of which 124,000

i- set a-ide for expenses "f monitoring.

Code dues: Board i I p'-r

month per station but actual OUt-of-Dc

cost to the N \RTB mei-

Each network contributes I per s-ar.

Code members: Latest tota 2 out

nf 175-odd commercial I .- Liona.

Two iiMii-N\KTB member- an- Code sub-

scribers while 25 N \RT1! members are

among those who do not gnbec rib- t" Code.

c <>\\ r NTlc>\ -I'M I VI 11
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The "best dramatic series" of the year
(HAS ROOM FOR ONE MORE ADVERTISER)



PLAYHOUSE 90 t to

omething thai had never befoi e

been tried in television

:

Tb offer a nations ide audience the

important dramatic entertainment

thai can be achieved only by using

Bufficienl time to develop the full

potent ialities of plot and character.

lb contribute a new dimension to the

medium by presenting an hour and a

half of this full-scale drama every

week on a / 1 gularly scfn didi d basis.

The achievement proved even more

exciting than the idea.

It won the sustained applause of the

nation's critics, who continue to give

serious attention to each production.

Tt captured the enthusiasm of the

nation's best writers and performers,

anxious to take part in an adventure

that gave full scope to their talents.

Its unique accomplishments were

recognized for the 18th time this

season with the announcement of the

"Emmy" awards the other day.

But the most important reward is the

enthusiasm of 25 million intensely

loyal viewers who return week after

week for the next production.

The advertiser who sponsors the only

remaining segment of Playhouse 90

will inherit all the extra values of a

program that each week generates new

excitement as it continues to make

history on CBS TELEVISION 1— ** rv y



Adoption of Code by Alliance of Television

Film Producers in 7957 is feather in board's cap

(Continued from page 11)

Code. During the entire nine-week

period, no violations with respect to

acceptability of products were noted.

I It must be remembered that, in addi-

tion to being Code members, the net-

works have their own requirements re-

garding "good taste" on the air.)

The analysis of station programing

and advertising content are based

upon 4,511 hours of monitoring in-

volving 41 Code subscribers in 13

markets (New York, Chicago, Los An-

geles, Philadelphia. Detroit. San Fran-

cisco, Boston. Pittsburgh, Washington.

Cleveland, Baltimore. Milwaukee and

Minneapolis). Eleven additional sta-

tions in these markets are not sub-

scribers and are not in the analysis.

Performance of these 41 stations

were broken down into three major

areas of commercial practice:

Multiple spotting: The Code pro-

vides no more than two back-to-back

commercials plus an I.D. are accept-

able either between programs or with-

in the framework of a single program.

The Code also says that station breaks

shall not interrupt either the preceding

or following programs. The appear-

ance of so-called "piggy-back" an-

nouncements—which advertise more

than one product—gave rise to the

board's first Code interpretation last

June. The board's interpretation was

that unrelated products advertised "as

separate and distinct messages" within

one announcement constitute, in effect,

IIIIIIIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

CODE MONITORING RESULTS
Part of Code Board's 17,000 hours of monitoring during

1956 covered 41 Code subscribers in 13 major markets.

Here is a summary of what the tv monitoring disclosed:

Multiple spotting: Of 9,960 station breaks, only 30

on eight stations exceeded Code provisions. There were (
also 69 violations of multiple spotting rules within shows.

Length of commercials: Total of 8,083 locally-originated

shows were monitored, of which 271 aired commercials

(within shows) exceeding length permitted by the Code.

Program-length commercials: Code monitors found 14

stations carried 101 program-length commercials. Three

of these stations accounted for more than half of them.

COMPLAINTS FROM PUBLIC
As the Code Review Board gets better known, it has begun to re-

ceive a greater number ot complaints. Here is the 1956 breakdown:

1. Acceptability of pro-

gram material

Responsibility to chil-

dren

389

*728

47

1

4

2

254

8.

-T<

Advertising

a. Excessive 135
2. b. Presentation

c. Misleading

d. Alcoholic bever-

ages

e. Tobacco „

f. "Pitchmen"

5TAL

92
20

27

5

12

3.

4.

5.

6

Decency & decorum

Treatment of news.—

Controversial issues

Political

7. Religious programs

-

Jl,717

) udes ' iS ' from Chicago Following newspaper series

tTVo unrelated events account for all but two of these

tlnclude^ 122 I. 'tiers following article on Code in TV Guide

in IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl

separate announcements. But the

board accepts multiple product an-

nouncements when integrated to form

a single message, such as a line of

foods or automobiles, pancakes and

syrup, furniture and carpeting.

Code people monitored a total of

9,960 station breaks. Only 30 exceed-

ed the code provisions and these 30

were confined to eight out of the 41

stations. There were also 69 cases of

multiple spotting within shows in

violation of the Code. (The board

feels, however, that multiple spotting

is more common in smaller markets.)

Length of commercials within

shows: The tight scheduling of net-

work shows puts stringent limits on the

number of station break announce-

ments (though stations have been

known to break into the end or be-

ginning of a web program to throw in

a local announcement or two I but the

station has more leewav with its own
programing.

In general the Code provides that

"announcement programs" should not

have more than one minute of adver-

tising for every five minutes of pro-

graming. The Code also recognizes,

however, that in certain types of shows
I such as women's service programs),

where advertising material is an in-

formative and integral part of the

show, this standard "may be waived to

a reasonable extent." The ban on a

piggy-back plus another commercial

also applies in this area.

On regularly sponsored programs,

time limits are generally more strin-

gent: for example, 30- and 60-minute

shows in "A" time allow one minute

of commercial for every 10 of pro-

graming

A total of 8,083 locally-originated

programs were monitored on the 41

stations. Of these. 271 exceeded the

Code allowance for commercial time.

The violations were distributed among
nearly all the stations, though not

evenly.

Two of the stations kept within the

Code; 21 aired one-to-six programs
which exceeded the Code allowance;

eight aired six-to-10 programs over the

limit; eight aired ll-to-20 programs

over; two aired 20-25 programs over.

Program length commercials : The

Code's time standards for advertis-

ing copy automatically rule out all

"pitch" programs. However, the board

was concerned enough about the prob-

lem to issue an "interpretation" on the

I Please turn to page 44)
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Academy winners since 19S4:

1934 - "The Continental" - Con Conrad, Herbert Magidson

1935 - "Lullaby of Broadway" - Harry Warren, Al Dubin

1936 - "The Way You Look Tonight" - Jerome Kern, Dorothy Fields

1937 - "Sweet Leilani" - Harry Owens

19M - "Thanks (or the Memory" - Ralph Ranger, Leo Robin

1939 - "Over the Rainbow" - E. Y. Harburg, Harold Arlen

1940 - "When You Wish Upon A Star" - Ned Washington, Leigh Harline

1941 - "The Last Time I Saw Paris" - Jerome Kern, Oscar Hammerstein 2nd

1942 - "White Christmas" - Irving Berlin

1943 - "You'll Never Know" - Harry Warren, Mack Gordon

1944 - "Swinging On A Star" - James Van Heusen, Johnny Burke

1945 - "It Might As Well Be Spring" - Rodgers and Hammerstein

1946 - "On the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe" - H. Warren, J. Mercer

1947 - "ZipADeeOooDah" - Allie Wrubel, Ray Gilbert

1948 — "Buttons and Bows" - Jay Livingston, Ray Evans i,

1949 - "Baby, It's Cold Outside" - Frank Loesser

1950 - "Mona Lisa" - Ray Evans, Jay Livingston

1951 - "In the Cool Cool Cool of the Evening" - H. Carmichael, J. Mercer

1952 - "Do Not Forsake Me, Oh My Darlin' "- Dimitri Tiomkin, Ned Washington

1953 — "Secret Love" -Sammy Fain, Paul Webster

1954 -"Three Coins in the Fountain"- Sammy Cahn, Jule Styne

1955 Love is a Many Splendored Thing" - Paul Francis Webster Sammy Fain

» * k_

SONGS

WIN THE 'OSCARS'

Y ASCAP congratulates the 1956 Winners

"WHATEVER WILL BE, WILL BE" ("Que Sera, Sera")
w: Ray Evans—m: Jay Livingston

Published by Artists Music. Inc.

/ /

AM PAS.

«Wr'

- *

Year after year, ever since

Oscars have been instituted,

songs of ASCAP members

have been acclaimed

as the outstanding tunes

used in motion pictures

and have won Academy Awards

SPONSOR 6 U'RIL 1
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In the sports world, trophies mean you're in the big time.

In radio, a consistent record of successful selling is the onh big-time "trophy" that shows. And CBS

Radio Spot Sales holds that record. It successfully represents top stations in fourteen major markets

These stations bring their microphones to many important sports events. And with them come large,

dependable and responsive audiences.

But audiences aren't our onl\ fans. Last year over 200 advertisers went to the sports fields with CBS



BIG TIME

3
•V.V
» • • »
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CBS
RADIO SPOT

SALES

1

iw

Radio Spot Sales. They advertised everything from cake- and coal to band lotions, insurance and hardware.

Even product received merchandising assists From the local stations. Ever} prod net became a winner.

et your product up for sale in the big t Line. It you [dace your sports orders now for summer, tall or unit, r

fljpu'11 get all the exploitation extras offered by our stations. For details call CBS Radio S I S des.

<BS Radio Spot Sales represents: W< BS, NewYork -WBBM, < hica«o- KNX, Los Ingeles W< i.U, Philadelphia -WCCO.Minni 3) Paul-Wl

Won. KMOX, St. Louis- KCBS, San Fraucisco- WBT, Charlotte* WRVA. Richmond-W TOP, Wash I • KSL - KOFX. 1

and, Ore. -WMBR, Jacksonville- Columbia Pacific Radio Network • Columbia v
- Nel ^>ik.

CBS RADIO SPOT SALES



FILM AT THE CONVENTION

Broadcasters will find the largest selection available

in the history of tv. List below shows all major series

and feature film packages which are now on the market

^^onvention-going broadcasters will find the largest selec-

tion of film available in the history of tv, a fact due to the

enormous rerun potential of tv film programing. There will

also be some first-run product on hand as distributors, after

being cagey following the influx of features, have found the

syndication market in sound shape. However, there will

probably be additional product offered later in the spring

as distributors who cannot place pilots on the network put

them into syndication or offer them to regional accounts.

The list below of film available, while not complete, is

more than a sampling. It includes all the major series and

feature film packages now on the market. In the case of

some of the newer series, all episodes are not in the can but

will, of course, be ready for showing in cases of convention-

time purchases. Some of these series are already tied up

in certain markets, and will be available only for reruns.

This list updates the information available in the Film

Issue of 2 February 1957 and includes some distributors not

represented in that list. In considering purchases of film

shown here, broadcasters can get help in making their de-

cisions by referring to rating and audience information

data regularly run in SPONSOR. ^

Tv Film Panel meet 2-3 p.m. Monday, Upper Tower

PROGRAM SYNDICATOR LENGTH
NO.

AVAILABLE

ADVENTURE

Adventure Album Interstate Tv 15 min. 26

Adventures of China Sm th NTA 30 min. 20

Adventures of China Sm th, New NTA 30 min. 26

Adventures of the Falcon NBC Tv Films 30 min. 39

Adventures of Scarlet Pi mpernel Official 30 min. 18

Aggie RKO Tv 30 min. 26

Armchair Adventure Sterling 15 min. 39

Assignment Foreign Legion CBS Tv Film 30 min. 26
Biff Baker, USA MCA Tv 30 m i n

.

26

Byline—Steve Wilson M&A Alexander 30 min. 39

Captain Gallant TPA 30 min. 39

Cases of Eddie Drake CBS Tv Film 30 min. 13

New Adventures of Char lie Chan TPA 30 min. 39

Combat Sergeant NTA 30 min. 13

Count of Monte Cristo TPA 30 min. 39

Cross Current Official 30 min. 39

Crunch and Des NBC Tv Films 30 min. 39

Crusader MCA Tv 30 min. 52

Dangerous Assignment NBC Tv Films 30 min. 39

Dateline Europe Official 30 min. 78

Foreign Legionnaire TPA 30 min. 39

Captain David Crief Guild 30 min. 39

Hawkeye, Last of the Mohicans TPA 30 min. 39

The Hunter Official 30 min. 26

1 Search for Adventure Geo. Bagnall 30 min. 52

let Jackson Screen Gems 30 min. 39

Osa & Martin Johnson Sterling 30 min. 26

Rocky Jones, Space Ranger Official 30 min. 39

Jungle Sterling 15 min. 48

Jungle Jim Screen Gems 30 min. 26

King's Crossroads Sterling 30 min. 75

The Lone Wolf MCA Tv 30 min. 39

Long John Silver CBS Tv Film 30 min. 26

Man Called "X" Ziv Tv 30 min. 39

Men of Annapolis Ziv Tv 30 min. 39

Overseas Adventure Official 30 min. 39

Passport to Danger ABC Film Syndication 30 min. 39

Ramar of the Jungle TPA so min. 52

SYNDICATOR
NO.

AVAILABLE

ADVENTURE (Continued)

Range Busters M&A Alexander 30 min. 16

Sailor of Fortune RKO Tv 30 min. 26

Sheena, Queen of the Jungle ABC Film Syndication 30 min. 26

The Silent Service NBC Tv Film 30 min. 39

State Trooper MCA Tv 30 min. 39

Superman Flamingo 30 min 52

Terry and the Pirates Official SO min. 18

Three Musketeers ABC Film Syndication .'ill min. 26

The Tracer MPA Tv 30 min. 39

Waterfront MCA Tv 30 min. 78

Whirlybirds CBS Tv Film 30 min. 39

CARTOONS

Animated Fairy Tales RKO Tv 10 m i n

.

13

Cartoon Classic Serials Sterling 5 min. 65

Cartoons Screen Gems \aried 282

Cartoons Sterling varied 70

Crusader Rabbit Geo. Bagnall 5 min. 195

Funzapoppin Cartoons Geo. Bagnall varied 107

Looney-Tunes Guild varied 191

Popeye Assoc. Artists varied 234

Recordtoons Sterling 5-8 min. 50

Superman Cartoons Flamingo 15 m i n

.

16

Telecomics Flamingo 15 min. 165

Terrytoons CBS Tv Film \aried 156

Tinderbox Cinema-Vue 65 mill. 1

Walter Lantz Cartoons Guild varied 179

Walter Lantz Cartoons Ziv Tv 10 m i n

.

26

Warner Bros. Cartoons Assoc. Artists \ aried 337

Whimseyland Cartoons Cinema-Vue varied 150

CHILDREN'S

Adventures of Blinkey

Adventures of Danny Dee

Animal Adventure

Interstate Tv
Cinema-Vue
Sterling

IS min.

30 min.

5-8 min.

26

40

50

111 i OWF.VriON M'i( I\l. Chart continues on following pages
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How much should a Tape Recorder cost?

HP^rOjUUU The new Ampex Videotape Recorder at $45,000 achieves

flawless reproduction of TV picture and sound. The svstem not onlv promises

to revolutionize network telecasting but will actually reduce material costs by

99%. In hundreds of TV stations throughout the country Ampex Videotape

Recording will repay its cost in less than a year.

$ -L O J_ O The Ampex Model 350 studio console recorder at $1,315,

costs less per hour than any other similar recorder von can buy. Year alter year

it continues to perform within original specifications and inevitably requires

fewer adjustments and parts replacements than machines ol lesser quality.

vffO fr O The Ampex Model fiOl portable recorder at $545 gives superb per-

formance inside and outside of the studio. This price Inns both the fi'

portable performance available and the most limns of service per dollar.

YOU CAN PAY LESS FOR A TAPE RECORDER BUT FOR PROFESSIONAL USE

YOU CANT AFFORD TO BUY LESS THAN THE BEST

'Net price as of August 1, 1956 and subject to change.

SIGNATURE OF PERFECTION IN MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS

934 Charter Street • Redwood City, California

AMPr.'.X
( (> K I'O K \ l I (> \
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SYNDICATOB
NO.

LENGTH AVAILABLE PROGRAM SYNDICATOR
NO.

LENGTH AVAILABLE

CHILDREN'S (Continued)

Animal Adventures for Children ( oronet X aried 13

Animal Crackers Stei ling \ aru-d 60

/nimal Kingdom 1 urns Lux varied 37

Blackstonc the Magician ll.ii i istope 1 min. 39

Bobo the Hobo Lakeside 1". min. 26

Children Love Animals I rans-Lux varied 24

Children of Many Lands 1 i.ins-Lux varied 18

Children's Stories l rans Lux varied 21

Christie Comedies Hal i iscopc 15 mill. 107

Cyclone Malone H.iiin S. ( tlman 1". min. 65

Flash Cordon Guild 30 min. 39

)im Judy in Tele-Land I akeside 15 mill. 52

lohnny Jupiter Will \lllsts 30 min. 39

Jump Jump of Holiday House Harry S. Goodman 15 min. 65

Junior Science Guild SO min. 39

Junior Sports League R( \ Services 30 min. 13

Let's Draw Geo Bagnall 15 min. 52

•Colonel Tim McCoy Guild SO min. 39

Joe Palooka Guild 30 min. 26
PJayland Films Stei ling varied 60
Ray Forrest Stei ling 30 min. 26

Stories for Children ( oronet varied 13

Streamlined Fairy Talcs Harry S. Goodman 15 min. 13

Tales of Hans Christian Anderson Interstate Tv 30 min. 26
Unk 6 Andy ABC Art Adventures ( avalcade Tv 15 min. 26

DETECTIVE, MYSTERY

Badge 714 NBC Tv Films 30 min. 126
Captured NBC Tv Films 30 min. 26
City Detective M( A Tv 30 min. 65
Code 3 ABC Film Syndication 30 min. 39
Col. March of Scotland Yard Official 30 min. 26
Fabian of Scotland Yard CBS Tv Film 30 min. 39
Federal Men \l( \ Tv 30 min. 39
Files of Jeffrey Jones CBS Tv Film 30 min. 39
Front Page Detective Geo. Bagnall 30 min. 39
Adventures of Dr. F u Manchu Hollywood Tv 30 min. 13

Gangbusters RKO Tv • 30 min. 39
Harbor Command Ziv Tv 30 min. 39
Highway Patrol Ziv Tv 30 min. 78
Sherlock Holmes Guild 30 min. 39
1 Am the Law Sterling 30 min. 26
Inner Sanctum NBC Tv Films 30 min. 39
1 Spy Guild 30 min. 39
New Adventures of Martin Kane Ziv Tv 30 min. 39
Man Behind the Badge MCA Tv 30 min. 39
Mystery Is My Bus ness TPA 30 min. 32
New Orleans Police Dept. MPA Tv 30 min. 39
Paris Precinct Guild 30 min. 26
Police Call NTA 30 min. 26
Public Defender Interstate Tv 30 min. 69
Public Prosecutor Ceo. Bagnall 15 min. 26
Public Prosecutor Sterling 15 min. 26
Racket Squad ABC Film Syndication 30 min. 98
San Francisco Beat CBS Tv Film 30 min. 39
Stryker of Scotland Yard Hollywood Tv .'in min. 13

The Whistler CBS Tv Film 30 min. 39

DOCUMENTARY (Continued)

Where in the World

Where Were You

This World of Ours

The World We Live In

DRAMA

Lakeside 15 min. 104

Interstate I \ 30 min. 26
Sterling 15 min. 26
Sterling 15 min. 65

All Star Theatre Screen Gems 30 min. 156
Con Ameche Presents I' PA 30 min. 39
American Legend Official 30 min. 80
American Wit & Humor Sterling 30 min. 13

Ethel Barrymore Theatre Interstate Tv 30 min. 13

Celebrity Playhouse Screen Gems 30 min. 39
Counterpoint Interstate Tv 30 min. 26
Curtain Call MCA Tv 30 min. 39
Damon Runyon Theatre Screen Gems 30 min. 39
Day After Tomorrow William Tell 30 min. 20
Janet Dean Guild 30 min. 39
Dilemma Harry S. Goodman 15 min. 13

Dr. Christian Ziv Tv 30 min. 39
Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal MCA Tv 30 min. 39
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Presents ABC Film Syndication 30 min. 117
Famous Playhouse MCA Tv 30 min. 300
Flamingo Theatre Flamingo 30 min. 29
Headline MCA Tv 30 min. 39
Heart of the City MCA Tv 30 min. 91

Herald Playhouse ABC Film Syndication 30 min. 52
Hollywood Half Hour Geo. Bagnall 30 min. 38
If You Had A Million MCA Tv 30 min. 39
International Playhouse NTA 30 min. 26
Invitation Playhouse Sterling 15 min. 26
This is Charles Laughton Sterling 30 min. 26
Little Show Sterling 15 min. 32
Little Theatre Sterling 15 min. 52
Magic Vault Lakeside 30 min. 104
Mayor of the Town MCA Tv 30 min. 39
Conrad Nagel Guild 30 min. 26
Night Editor Lakeside 15 min. 26
Orient Express NTA 30 min. 26
Paradox Kling Film 5 min. 26
Paragon Playhouse NBC Tv Films 30 min. 39
The Passerby NTA 15 min. 26
The Playhouse ABC Film Syndication 30 min. 52
Playhouse 15 MCA Tv 15 min. 78
Play of the Week NTA 30 min. 26
Ray Milland Show MCA Tv 30 min. 76
Royal Playhouse Interstate Tv 30 min. 52

Screen Directors Playhouse RKO Tv 30 min. 39
Stage 7 TPA 30 min. 39
Star and the Story Official 30 min. 39
Star Performance Official 30 min. 156

Studio 57 MCA Tv 30 min. 2fi

Theatre with Lilli Palmer NTA 30 min. 26

Top Plays Screen Gems 30 min. 44

Under the Sun CBS Tv Film 30 min. 26

The Visitor NBC Tv Films 30 min. 4-1

Your Star Showcase TPA 30 min. "»-

DOCUMENTARY
EDUCATIONAL

Adventures in the News
Beyond the Yukon

Confidential File

Crusade in the Pacific

Documentary Package

Createst Drama
Kingdom of the Sea

Movie Museum
On the Spot

Open for Business

Our America

Profile

Uncommon Valor

Victory At Sea

Video Digest

Wanted

What's Your Line

Sterling 15 min. 13

Harriscope 15 min. 13

Guild 30 min. 39

Sterling 30 min. 26

Lakeside varied 500

RKO Tv 15 min. 39
Guild 30 min. 39

Sterling 15 min. 160

Lakeside 15 min. 39
Trans-Lux varied 17

Trans-Lux varied 47

Trans-Lux 15 min. 39

RKO Tv 30 min. 26
NBC Tv Films 30 min. 26
Trans-Lux varied 25

Lakeside 30 min. 20
Trans-Lux varied 27

American Heritage

Behind the Scenes

Career Planning

Children of the Americas

Classroom of the Air

Creative Arts

Dating, Marriage, Family

Democracy at Work
Draw-along With Me
Cetting Along Socially

How Others Live

John Kiernan's Kaleidoscope

Personality Development

The Shaping of America

The Story of America

Watch the World

World of Yesterday

Your Days At School

Coronet varied !3

Trans-Lux varied 1*

Coronet varied 13

Coronet varied

Trans-Lux varied

Trans-Lux varied 29

Coronet varied 13

Coronet varied 13

William Tell 30 min. 13

Coronet varied 13

Coronet varied 13

ABC Film Svndication 15 min. |<M

Coronet varied 13

Coronet varied 13

Coronet varied 13

NBC Tv Films 15 min. 26

Coronet varied 1?

Coronet varied IS
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50.5 OMAHA

24.3 ALTOONA

30.6 LOS ANGELES

33.8 ATLANTA

33.1 KANSAS CITY

40.8 PHOENIX

25.3 MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL

42.4 CHICAGO

27.3 SEATTLE

17.9 PHILADELPHIA

20.3 DENVER

17.8 HARTFORD

43.0 SYRACUSE

28.4 NEW YORK

TV'S HIGHEST FEATURE FILM RATINGS

VISIT MGM-TV NARTB MO-M
Conrad Hilton Hotel • Room 534 Convention Apr. 7-11

A SERVICE OF

LOEWS INCORPORATED

22
Contact:

RICHARO A. HARPER.

General Sales Mgr.

701 7th Ave.. N. Y. C. 3.

JUdson 2-2000



NO NO.
PROGRAM SYNDICATOR LENGTH AVAILABLE PROGRAM SYNDICATOR LENGTH AVAILABLE

FEATURES HEALTH

Anniversary Package ABC Film Syndication varied 16 Health and Happiness Club NTA 5 min. 105

Bagnall Package Geo. Bagnall varied 33 Here's To Health Trans-Lux va ried 18

Beverly NTA varied 8 M. D. NTA 5 min. 39

Bill & Coo Hollywood Tv 60 min. 1
Medicine Marches On Trans-Lux varied 22

Cardinal NTA varied 7
Your Health and Safety Coronet varied 13

Classics Assoc. Artists varied 11

Deluxe Hollywood Tv 80 min 3

Diamond Hollywood Ti varied 26 INTERVIEW
Edward Small Features TPA varied 35

Emblem Hollywood Tv \.n ied 26 Candid Camera Assoc. Artists 15 min. 100

Emerald Hollywood Tv 60 min. 13 Candid Camera Assoc. Artists 30 min. 89

English Features Screencraft varied 13 Lilli Palmer Show NBC Tv Films 15 min. 26

Fabulous Forty NTA varied 46

Family Hollywood Tv SO min. 13

Features

Features

Quality Films

Interstate Tv
varied

varied

40

7

MUSICAL

Features Interstate Tv varied 54 Ballet Sterling 15 min. 26

Feature Special Lakeside varied 133 Country Show Flamingo 30 min. 26

Feature Westerns Guild 50 min. 100 Eddy Arnold Time Walter Schwimmer 30 min. 26

52 Award Croup United Artists varied 52
Famous Guests Cavalcade Tv 30 min. 13

Cuy Lombardo MCA Tv 30 min. 78
Flamingo Feature Theatre Flamingo varied 26

Holiday in Paris CBS Tv Film 30 min. 13
Frontier Hollywood Tv varied 13

The Hormel Cirls Kling Film 15 min. 44
Colden Hollywood Tv 60 min. 26 Huespedes Famosos Cavalcade Tv 30 min 13
Cold Medal Hollywood Tv varied 26 Frankie Laine Guild 15 min. 78
Hal Roach NTA varied 14 Frankie Laine Guild 30 min. 39
Hollywood Features Guild 60 min. 250 Liberace Guild 30 min. 113

Hollywood Movie Parade Screen Gems varied 104 Music of the Masters NTA 15 min. 13

Hollywood Mystery Parade Screen Gems varied 52 Old American Barn Dance Kling Film 30 min. 26

Hollywood Premiere Parade Screen Gems varied 39 Opera and Ballet Lakeside 15 min. 13

Hollywood Value Parade Screen Gems varied 52 Patti Page Show Screen Gems 15 min. 78

Jubilee Hollywood Tv varied 26 Rosemary Clooney Show MCA Tv 30 min. 39

Library M&A Alexander varied 140 Stars of Crand Ole Opry Flamingo 30 min. 39

Lone Star Hollywood Tv varied 13 Tele-Musicals Harriscope 3 min. 140

Lucky 13 Screen Gems varied 13 This Is Your Music Official 30 min. 26

MCM Library MCM Tv varied 723 Town & Country Time RCA Services \aried 78

Million Dollar Movie Package #1 RKO Tv varied 27 Vienna Philharmonic Sterling 15 min. 13

Million Dollar Movie Package #2 RKO Tv varied 17 Foy Willing & Riders of RCA Services 3 min. 100

Movieland Assoc. Artists varied 84 the Purple Sage

Movietime USA C&C Tv varied 742 Florian ZaBach Guild 30 min. 39

Mystery Hollywood Tv 60 min. 24

New 22 Screen Gems varied 22

96 Westerns Flamingo varied 96 NATURE, OUTDOORS
Nugget Hollywood Tv

Flamingo

varied

varied

51

129129 British Features
Adventure Out of Doors Sportlite 15 min. 26

PC Features NTA varied 22
Nature in Action Coronet varied 13

Pioneer Hollywood Tv varied 26
Wild Life in Action Lakeside 15 min. 52

Plainsmen Hollywood Tv varied 26
The World Around Us RCA Services 15 min. 26

Plus 80 Screen Gems varied 80
Power Plus M&A Alexander varied 18

Preferred Hollywood Tv 60 min. 13

Premier

Prize

Hollywood I v

Hollywood Tv
varied

varied

27

26

NEWS

PSI Features NTA varied 40 CBS Newsfilm CBS Tv Film 12 min. 5-a-week

Return of Rin Tin Tin Geo. Bagnall 60 min. 1 Washington Merry Co Round Harry S. Goodman 15 min. 39

Rocket 86 NTA varied 86

Select Hollywood Tv 60 min. 26

7th Anniversary M&A Alexander varied 13 QUIZ
Sherlock Holmes Assoc. Artists

Screen Gems

varied 12

23Showmanship varied Hidden Treasure Show William Tell 60 min. 13

Silver Hollywood Tv 60 min. 24 Magic Question William Tell 10 min. 26
Spanish Language Cavalcade Tv varied 39 Pantomime Quiz NTA 30 min. 13
Star Features Screencraft varied 17

Sterling Package Sterling varied 35
TNT Package NTA varied 35 RELIGIOUS
Top 39 United Artists

Hollywood Tv
varied

varied

39

26Trophy

20th Century Fox Films NTA varied 52
Hand to Heaven NTA 30 min. 13

Variety Features Screencraft varied 29
It Can Happen to You Geo. Bagnall 30 min. 13

Warner Brothers Library Assoc. Artists varied 754
Layman's Call to Prayer NTA 5 min. 52

John Wayne Hollywood Tv varied 15
Man's Heritage NTA 10 min. 13

Western Features
Out of the Past Lakeside 30 min. 39

Starring Cene Autry MCA Tv 60 min. 56
Western Features

Starring Roy Rogers MCA Tv 60 min. 67 SCIENCE
Westerns Assoc. Artists varied 38
Westerns Interstate Tv 60 min. 115 Adventure In Science ["rans-Lux varied 44
Westerns M&A Alexander varied 46 Do You Know Why? MPA Tv 5 min. 200
Westerns NTA varied 31 March of Science 1 rans-Lux varied 40
Westerns Screencraft varied 38 Popular Science Interstate Tv 15 min. 78
Westerns Screen Gems varied 135 Science in Action Coronet varied 13

Western Special Lakeside varied 131 Science in Action TPA 30 min. 52
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HOW MUCH
SHOULD A STATION INVEST

IN TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING?
Station managers tell us that they seldom get a straight

answer to this oft-asked question.

Yet today's strict insistence on economy in every phase

of station operation demands that the question be

answered.

Here is what we say when someone asks, "How much

should my tv (or radio) station put into trade paper

advertising?"

For three out of four stations the answer is, "not a

red cent."

\\ ben you advertise in a tv radio trade publication,

you want to attract national business. You're pin-

pointing your message to account executives, ad man-

agers, timebuyers. And you must have the ingredients

that help you and your rep convert favorable impres-

sions into sales.

W itfa few exceptions, we advise that you reserve your

promotion dollars for local use unless you have

—

(1) A national representative who will be stimu-

lated and helped by your trade publication adver-

tising. (2) A market story strong enough to con-

vince national and regional buyers that your station

is logical. (3) A station story that warrant- con-

sideration.

Frequency, network, and power aren't the whole an-

-Aver, though they help. A few 250-watt independents

have invested as much as 50% of their national spot

income in trade advertising and have achieved out-

standing results.

As we mentioned earlier, three out of four stations

have no business using national trade paper space.

It" you're the one-out-of-four that should, SPONSOR
recommends, on the basis of industry analysis, that

vou invest .V
( of your 1957 national spot income in

this pin-pointed form oi advertising.

^^R
ON YOUR

DESK

EVERY

FRIDAY

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE
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SYNDICATOR LENGTH AVAILABLE SYNDICATOR
NO.

AVAILABLE

SCIENCE FICTION TRAVEL

Commando Cody—Sky Marshal of Hollywood I >

the Universe

Science Fiction Theatre Z\\ I \

Top Secret Flamingo

SHORTS

Charlie Chaplin Comedies

Funzapoppin Comedies

Little Rascals

Movietime USA Short Subjects

Old Timer Comedies

Race Night

Scallawags

Warner Short Subjects

SITUATION COMEDY

Cinema-Vue
Geo Bagri

I nli im. Hi I I

CR.C I v

\ U(

Geo. Bagnall

Geo. Bagnall

Assoc. Artists

Amos 'n' Andy

Beulah

Boss Lady

Duffy's Tavern

Great Gildersleeve

Halls of Ivy

His Honor, Homer Bell

I Married loan

Life of Riley

Life With Elizabeth

Life With Father

Mickey Rooney Show

Molly iThe Goldbergs)

My Hero

My Little Margie

So This Is Hollywood

Studs Place

Susie

The Trouble With Father

Willy

SPORTS

CBS Tv Film

Flamingo

\[\ A Alexander

Guild

NBC Tv Films

TPA
NB< Tv Films

Interstate Tv.

NBC Tv Films

Guild

CBS Tv Film

Screencraft

Guild

Official

Official

Harriscope

Harry S. Goodman
TPA
Official

Official

Adventures in Sports

All-Girl Wrestling

All American Wrestling

All-Star Coif

Big Playback

Big 10 Football Hilites

Bill Corum Sports Show
Bowling Time

Boxing from Rainbo

Bud Wilkinson Show
Championship Bowling

Championship Wrestling from

Hollywood

Double Play

Cadabout Caddis

Indianapolis Highlights

jalopy Races from Hollywood

Let's Co Coifing

M!d Whirl

Main Event Wrestling

Main Event Wrestling

Ringside With the Rasslers

Sam Snead Show
Sport Skills

Sports on Parade

Time In for Sports

Tops for Training

Tv Baseball Hall of Fame
Tv Football Hall of Fame

Sterling

Harriscope

Kling Film

Walter Schwimmer
Screen Gems
Sportlite

NTA
Sterling

Kling Film

Sportlite

Walter Schwimmer

Cinema-Vue
Cavalcade Tv
Sterling

Harriscope

Harriscope

Sportlite

NTA
Harriscope

Harriscope

Geo. Bagnall

RCA Services

Coronet

Sterling

Sterling

I rans I ux

I l.nningo

I l.nningo

30 min.

Ill Mini.

SO min.

12

78

26

varied 52

varied 755

10 & 20 min 90

varied 1,000

varied 300

9 min. 52

varied 64

varied 1,400

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

10 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

15 min
30 min

60 min
60 min
15 min
30 min
15 min
60 min
30 min

15 min

60 min

60 min
15 min
15 min
30 min
JO min

15 min
30 min
60 min

30 min
60 min

min
varied

15 min

30 min
\ .11 itil

1". mill

1

5

min

78

78

13

39

39

39

39

98

143

65

26

33

39

33

126

24

26

104

130

39

26

26

26

26

52

13

26

26

26

39

78

39

13

26

2

26

13

26

52

26

52

39

13

75

26

13

78

26

Holiday

Holidays

Holiday U. S. A.

Life in the USA
The Travel Bug

Vagabond

World at Large

WESTERN

N 1 A 30 min. 13

1 rans-Lux varied 11

Geo. Bagnall 30 min. 13

1 rans-Lux varied 2'.

Sportlite 15 min. IS

Official min. 39

l rans 1 ux varied 48

Adventures of Champion

Adventures of Kit Carson

Annie Oakley

Brave Eagle

Buffalo Bill, Jr.

Cisco Kid

Cowboy C-Men
Frontier

Frontier Doctor

Cene Autry Show

Cabby Hayes Show

Wild Bill Hickock

Hopalong Cassidy

Hopalong Cassidy

judge Roy Bean

Range Rider

Sheriff of Cochise

Steve Donovan West'n Marshal

Stories of the Century

Tales of the Texas Rangers

WOMEN'S

CBS Tv Film

MCA Tv
CBS Tv Film

CBS Tv Film

CBS Tv Film

Ziv Tv
Flamingo

NBC Tv Films

HolWuoud 1 \

CBS Tv Film

Assoc. Artists

Flamingo

NBC Tv Films

NBC Tv Films

Screencraft

CBS Tv Film

NTA
NBC Tv Films

Hollywood 1

1

Screen Gems

Adventures in Sewing

Bringing Up Baby

Creative Arts

For the Ladies

Here's How
Home Management

It's Fun to Reduce

Sewing Room
Tv Kitchen

MISCELLANEOUS

Animal:

Animal Package

Comedy:

Scene With a Star

Discussion:

The Big Idea

Dramatic Readings:

James Mason Show

Hobby:

Find a Hobby

Holidays:

jingle Dingles Christmas Party

The Little Match Cirl

Lakeside

Geo. Bagnall

RKO Tv

NTA

NTA

Cinema-Vue
R( \ Services

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

SO min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

50 min.

60 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

26

104

52

26

26

1811

39

30

S9

91

52

52

51

52

39

78

39

39

39

26

Lakeside 30 min. 13

Trans- Lux varied 16

Trans-Lux varied JS

Sterling 15 min. 90

Trans Lux varied 40

Coronet varied 13

Guild 1 5 min. 65

Geo. Bagnall 15 min. 13

Kling Film 30 min. 26

varied 100

15 min. IS

SO min. 39

15 min. 26

15 min. 26

60 min. 1

30 min. 1

SYNDICATED LIBRARY

Adventure Shows

Economee Tv

Pep Package

Shorts Library

Hollywood Tv
Ziv Tv
N I \

Sterling

10 min. 85

:in min. 800 approx.

varied 1 ,400

I
_',000 approx.

Serials:

Serials

Serials

Variety:

Paul Killiam Show

W.m Artists

Screen Gems

Sterling

l.
r
i min. 39

varied 679

15 min. 26
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DICTIONARY OF SYNONYMS FOR WSM-TV

Top Ba-nan-a .

use . . . programming, public service, audience loyalty, sales ability . . . you'll find

WSM-TV to be the number one station in the Nashville market.

For facts and figures, ask Irving Waugh or any Petry man.

Channel 4. Nashville, Tenn.» NBC-TV Affiliate* Clearly Nashville's I TV Station

IRVING WAUGH. Commercial Manager* EDWARD PETRY & CO.. National Advertising Representatives

'
/'s sister station - Cle3r Channel 50,C '

Vt Radio - is (he completely the rich Central 5

.

WSM-TV
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RADIO PROGRAM SERVICES

Packaging firms show care in preparing both programs and

commercial aids with an eye on public taste and sponsor profit

r\- \ \KTB conventioneers make

l heir rounds in Chicago this week,

tlic\"ll find the ground swell interest in

radio has produced a strong tide of

new programing services for 1957.

The variety of these services indi-

cates no top-heavy trend in any single

program type. But each reflects a feel-

ing of having been custom-tailored to

radio listeners' tastes. Strong mer-

chandising possibilities are built into

most of these new offerings. In addi-

tion, a number of straight commercial

aids are being introduced along with

enlargements of current selections.

World unwraps a radio sound effects

game called "Sound-O." RCA The-

saurus, with its new Lawrence Welk

Show alreadv sponsored in about 100

markets, is this week promoting a new

musical series starring Paul Whiteman.

It also introduces a regular sports

show.

Also tying into sports interest is

Charles Michelson who has lined up

86 top baseball players in the major

leagues to do commercials. Lang-

\\ orth is demonstrating another com-

mercial aid at the convention—jingles

for the local merchant. Sesac is out

with a transcribed music library to fit

specialized programing needs. It is

broken down into packages by type of

music, such as Polka. Hawaiian, etc.

World rights to the WRCA, New
York, Tex and Jinx radio show have

just been acquired by Harry S. Good-
man and digest versions of it are being

offered in two different packages for

syndication. Goodman also is ready-

ing a news commentary program ten-

tatively titled "Opinions Unlimited"

designed for non-network stations that

have no other access to such type pro-

graming.

Here are details on some of the new
program services and commercial aids

on tap at the Convention:

World Broadcasting System : "Sound-

O" is a new all-day audience attrac-

tion for listeners and a solid merchan-

dising base for advertisers. A promo-

tion kit goes with this game that in-

cludes point-of-sale displays, stickers

and cards for the listeners.

At specified intervals during the

day, the station plays a "mystery

sound" I a Stuka diving, a faucet drip-

ping I . Then some listener is contacted

to guess the sound. If he identifies it

correctly, he receives a cash prize or

merchandise from local sponsors. To
aid the audience, there are printed

cards picturing all the sounds in the

"Sound-O" game. The package in-

cludes everything— recorded sounds,

scripts, promotion, etc.

World also is demonstrating at the

Convention new special-event shows,

production aids, across-the-board fea-

tures, and sales campaigns keyed to

local level.

RCA Thesaurus: The "Champagne

Music" of Lawrence Welk is the hot-

test package in this shop. Introduced

only a few months ago, it has picked

up a long list of sponsors already, the

majority, of course, being Dodge and

Plymouth dealers and dealer associa-

tions. (As its NARTB Convention

door-prize, RCA Thesaurus is giving

away a new Dodge.)

/ Remember When is the brand new-

musical series introduced by RCA. It

stars Paul Whiteman who reminisces

about the great tunes and personalities

of show business. This is a half-hour

program, includes more than 150 re-

cordings of America's pop music.

I Please turn to page 44 i

Tex and Jinx McCrar> become pari ol

local radio programing as the) sign con-

with Harry S. Goodman Productions

"Sound-O" »s the latest World Broad-

casting System contribution programing ami

merchandising for the local radio -lation

26

Lawrence Welk in his new radio show for RCA The-

-auni- i- alread) getting a big play from prospective sponsors
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NEW!
FROM

*A Famous property !

*The Famous Star

* dramatic Impact

liwmr/wsf
SEE

NEXT
PAGE



ZHfe THRILLING

EXPLOSIVE
SUSPENSE!

SSiSK**

fttfita3*

\l\Mt XW*

•The\8§B Adventures of

Starring

WILLIAM
GARGAN^^ * ^ ...... ic Mnrtin Kane!

to the viewing Public
he »S Martin

**

MARTIN KANE'S CREDO:

"I WORK WITH THE POLICE

-NOT AGAINST THEM!"
Side by side with Scotland Yard, the

French Surete, the police of all the Con-

tinent, this resourceful American Private

Investigator pursues law-breakers all

over the continent.

« •



YSTERY-ADVENTURE SERIES...
VWJH&.

Wi

FILMED

R

ALREADY BOUGHT BY
• ANHEUSER-BUSCH

in 7 markets

• STROH'S BEER

•DREWRYS BEER
• PROGRESS BEER
• HUMPTY DUMPTY

Supermarkets

• FALSTAFF BEER

and stations:

• KERO-TV in Bakersfield

• WTVY in Dothan

• KTTV in Los Angeles

• KPHO-TV in Phoenix

• KOA-TV in Denver

0V0&MM
Double-cross in

AMSTERDAM!

IN COLORFUL FOREIGN COUNTRIES!

Suspense in

LONDON!

^ ..iii^i

%^H
Mystery in

PARIS!
Danger in

MADRID!
T T



HIBITORS AND COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES AT

THE CONVENTIO

Cross-section o) companies listed below

are those of most interest to admen

attending SARTB Convention. Infor-

mation is latest available at presstime.

EQUIPMENT
AMPEX CORPORATION
Conrad Hilton, Room 602A
Robert \. Miner, Phillip Gundy, Robert

Paulson

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Page 19.)

CENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

Conrad Hilton, Room 1400

Exhibition space: booth #26
\\. J. Morlock, J'. L. Chamberlain, F. P.

Haines, C. G. Lloyd, M. E. Minich, John

Wall. C. .1. >imon, M. Alves, R. E. Baker,

li. \. Strickland, Jr.. \\ . R. Chapin, M. R.

Duncan. S. J. Eby, \. F. Wild. J. H. Doug-

las C. T. FTaist, Jr.. W. C. Broughton, L. F.

Page, E. II. Platl. .1. M. Comer, T. F. Bost,

Jr., G. E. Webster, R. E. Lauterbach, II. W.
Granberry, \. II. Russell, F. R. Walker, R.

( .. Stevenson

RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, COMMER-
CIAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Conrad Hilton, Rooms 604A-605A-607A
Exhibition Space 17.

\. I.. Malcarney, (.. II. Brown, A. R. Hop-
kin-. E. C. Tracy, I. I'. Taylor, V. E. Trou-

ant, M. A. Trainer. II. Duszak, D. Pratt, E.

Y Luddy, W. R. Varnum, W. II. Lowther,

P. Greenmeyer, E. T. Griffith, J. E. Hill. A.

Miller, .1. S. Vlmen, J. N. Barclay, P. Berg-

quist, M. Carpenter, C. Corey, W . Darwin,

W. G. Eberhart, R. S. Emch, B. Fincher, K.

Frank, E. Frost, C. Gardner, J. Gimbel, E.

Cloystein, J. \\ . Hfflegas, II. Moll. \. Jo-

sephsen, J. Keachie, .1. Landy, .1. Myers, D.

S. Newborg, R. J. Newman, J. L. Nickels,

M. R. Norton, C. Ogle, J. F. Palmquist, A.

Powers, .1. \. Renhard, G. Restor, J. R.

Simms, R. Smith. F. A. Timherlake, A.

Ti niuis, J. P. Ulasewicz, O. Wagner, J. M.

Walters, P. G. Walters, W. Wenger, L. E.

\nilerson, J". J. Boernei. II. E. Gihring, A.

Inglis, H. Kozanowski. \. II. Find, J. H.

Roe, C. J. Starner, F. F. Talmage, J. W.

Wentworth, II. II. Wescott, J. E. Young.

(See Advertisement page 78, 79.)

FILM

ABC FILM SYNDICATION INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2316-19, Room 509

Don F. Kearney, Robert Mareato, Fee Fran-

i i-. Joe Greene, Robert Fisk, Howard An-

derson, Bob Michle

M & A ALEXANDER PRODUCTIONS
Conrad Hilton, Rooms 515A-517A
Arthur Alexander, Arnold Stern, Farry Stern

ASSOCIATED ARTISTS PRODUCTIONS
Conrad Hilton, Suite 507A
Eliot Hyman, W. Robert Rich, Donald Klau-

ber, Arthur Kalman, Ben Elrod, "Buck"

Kenneth F. Carter

Herbert L. Krueeer

This Year's NARTB
Convention Committee

Committee co-chairmen are Kenneth F.

Carter. W \\\1 il\ i. Baltimore; Herbert

F. Krueger, WTAG, Worcester, Mass. Corn-

mil tee members are Campbell Arnoux,

WTAR-TV, Norfolk, Va.; E. K. Harten-

bower, KCMO, Kansas City, Mo.; Ward

tngrim, KHJ, Los Vngeles; Gaines Kelley,

WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N. C; Merrill

Lindsay, WSOY, Decatur, III.; Ward L.

Quaal, WGN-TV, Chicago; W. D. Rogers,

Jr.. KDl B-TV, Lubbock, lex.: Harold P.

See, KRON-TV, San Francisco; F. C.

SoweU, WLAC, Nashville; Edward A.

Wheeler, WF\W TV, Evanston, Qlinois

Long, Fester Tobias, Jay H. Smolin, Paul

Kwartin, Norman Katz, Herbert Richek, Al

Sussman, Herman Katz, Robert Morin, Rob-

ert Montgomery. John McConnick, Dave

Hunt. Jean Smith. Marguerite Blaise, Leo

Hammer, Kirk Torney

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Pages 56, 57J

BONDED TV FILM SERVICE, INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1104-05-06A

Chester M. Ross, Wade Barnes, Emanuel

Kandel

CBS TV FILM SALES INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1900

Leslie Harri-. Fred J. Niahlstedt, Thomas W.

Moore, Walter A. Scanlon, Jack Sebastian,

Donald R. Goldsmith, Lee Stone, Bernie

Johnston

HARRY S. GOODMAN PRODUCTIONS
Conrad Hilton, 556A-557A
Harry S. Goodman, Everett Goodman

GUILD FILMS CO., INC.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 528-30A
Reuben R. Kaufman. John J. Cole, Arthur

S. Gross. Robt. G. DeYinney, Few Dickey,

li\ I eld. Jerry Fiddiard

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE,

INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2500-01 -02A
Earl R. Collins. Richard G. Yates, Sam Sep-

lowin, Rex Allen

INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

—

TELENEWS
Conrad Hilton, Suite 600
Robert H. Reid, Saul Reiss, Gene Roguski,

Michael Griffin, Frank Koza. Pete Hani-

JAMIESON FILM CO.

(See Advertisement page 54.)

MCA TV LTD.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1605

David V. Sutton. Lou Friedland. Wynn Na-

than. Rax Wild. Bob Greenberg, DeArv Bar-

ton. Ed Aaronofi

MEDALLION TV ENTERPRISES, INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 521A
John A. Eltlinger. Sieve Brodie, Nate Zeli-

kow, Mickej Zide, Roland Beaudry, Ben

Barry. Howard Grafman

MGM-TV
Conrad Hilton, Room 534

C. C. Barry, Richard Harper. Pete Jaeger,

Mamie (.re-ham. Paul Mow rey, Jack Tilden,

Charles Alsup, Monroe Mendelsohn

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Page 27

J

(Listing continues page 34)
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f$AKf®
Hear ye! Hear ye! Hear ye!

New survey data proves again

thai WNHC-TV, Ne* Haven-
Hartford, is the dominant sta-

tion — by an overwhelming
margin —in a

Sign on to sign off, seven days
a week, WNHC-TV deli

average audiences 2 L09<

greater than top New York
I ity station : 24495 greater

than Hartford; 17
1'

, greater

than New Britain. Your K ATX
man has the proof: All B, Nov.
L956; PULSE, Oct. 1956;

NIELSEN NCS #2, L956.

WNHC-TV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD, CONN.

Channel 8

ABC-TV- CBS-TV
Represented by KATZ

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pau

Philadelphia, Pa./ Binghamton.N.Y.
Harrisburg. Pa./ Altoona. Pa./ New Haven-Harrtord, Conn,

National Sales Office, 4-8 5 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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STAR

FEATURES

FOR

SKY-HIGH

PROFITS!
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NEW FOR YOU FROM
RCA THESAURUS
Read it in 1 1 » • - --lurs — bigger -airs, liipKi-r earning

foi '.-it radio rtation in 57 *ith the* 5 new addi-

iniii.il features from RCA Theaaorusl

1. THE NEW LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
More ill. iii 200 New Orlhophonic High Fidelity

selection! b) the nation's favorite TV band! Featuri

"Champagne Lady" Mice Lon, accordionist Myron

II. .i.n. iriolinisi link Kroner, nilu-r Welle bead

liners, plu the maestro himself .i- emcee Special

sales kit, auditi Ii-. s, promotion material. Now en-

joying i ...i-t i j-i sponsorship, 1 be New 1 awre

Wflk Show i- a Brat-call seller.

2. QUICKIE TUNES

Now cataloged for easier handling— 1100 Quickies -

special, complete, short recordings, playing til

seconds to 2 minutes. "Quickies" mean more time

for commercials — smoother programming.

3. I REMEMBER WHEN
Paul "Pops" Whiteman draws upon his extensive

show business background for a memory-filled serie

of tuneful half-hours with his own entertaining

dotes about the singers, composers and players who

make America's music.

4. GREAT MOMENTS IN SPORTS

52 fully-recorded quartei hour human interest sports

vignetto narrated by Hud Cm n-pan, and featuring

the actual voices of sportsdom's most colorful figures

— Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Jesse Owens, Gene

Tunney, Tony Galento, and others.

5. SALES BOOSTERS
A variety of intriguing recorded gimmick lead-ins

that flag the listener's attention for your live com-

mercials. Effective indi\idually or as a campaign.

All this on top of a library of 5,000 selections, a

weekl) continuity series, audition discs and a steady

stream of sales aids and ideas, plus the sensational

"Shop at the Store with the Mike on the Door" plan

that means extra income for RCA Thesaurus sub-

scriber stations! Merchandising, promotion and pro-

gramming . . . this is the complete transcription

library service for you. Get on to it today. Contact

the RCA Thesaurus sales representative at the office

iicarest you (see list below).

NARTB Conventioneers;

You can win a '57 Dodge, other valuable door prizes!

Register at the RCA Key Club, Suite 500.

RECORDED
PROGRAM

SERVICES
155 East 24th Street, v.. York 10. \ . )'.. MUrray lldl

97200 445 \ . Lake Shore Drive. Chicago 11. III.. WHitc-

hall 4-3530 t 134 Peachtree St.. If. IT.. Atlanta 3. Ga..

JAchson 4-7703 I 7901 Freeuay £183, Dallas 35. Texas.

FLeetuood 2-3911 I 1016 S. Sycamore Ate., Hollywood 38,

Calif., OLdfield 4-1660.
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EXHIBITORS AND COMPANIES continued

-^ FILM continued . . .

NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES INC.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 504-505-507

I h \. Landau, Olivei \. I nger, Harold

Goldman, Edythe Rein, Edward Gray, E.

Jonnj i i. ill. Bernard Tabakin, Aaron Beck-

with, Martin Roberts, Kermil Kahn, Nam
Ugus, Harvej Chertok, Hon Swartz, Gerald

Corwin, Nick Russo, Charles McNamee,

Charles Britt, Gene Eubanks, Roy George,

I eo Turtledove, Jerry Kmt/. Pete Rodgers,

Ulan \-li. Morgan Ryan, Seymour Kaplan,

David Cricsdorf

NBC TELEVISION FILMS, DIV. OF CALI-

FORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS,
INC.

Sheraton Blackstone Hotel

Robert I). Levitt, II. Weller Keever, Daniel

( urtis, Edward Montanus, dill Ogden, Ar-

thur Perles, Norman Ginsburg, Leonard

W.ii ager, John Bechtel, William Breen, Rob-

ert Rodgers, lark Tobin, Richard Baldwin.

Hap Eaton, Robert Bersbach, James Strain

NEWSFILM
Conrad Hilton, Suite 1900-01-02A
Howard L. Kany

NTA FILM NETWORK INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 539

Ely \. Landau. Oliver A. Linger, Harold

Goldman, Edythe Rein, Raymond Nelson,

\\ illiam Koblenzer, Anthony Azzato, Frank

Young, Martin Roberts

OFFICIAL FILMS INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 502A
Herman Rush, Wells Bruen, Jack Garrison,

Barne) Mackall, Jeff Davis, Art Breecher,

Jerry Lee, Bobby Conn

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Page 25J

RKO TELEVISION
Conrad Hilton

C. Robert Manby, Wm. Finkelday, Max
Bradbard, Bill Gorman, R. T. Wiltwer, Bob
Galen, Alex Sherwood

WALTER SCHWIMMER CO.
Conrad Hilton, Suite 553
Walter Schwimmer, Bernard Crost, Arthur

E. Pickens, Jr.

SCREENCRAFT PICTURES INC.

Hotel Congress

Ed Berkson, Peter M. Piech, Mike Mills,

Bill Vidas, Jack Russell, Tom Carradine

SCREEN GEMS INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 512A-513A
Frank Browne, Ben Colman, Phil Cowan,

Stanley Dudelson, Richard Dinsmore, Jerry

Hyams, Henry Gillespie. Robert Seidelman,

Henrj S. White

STERLING TELEVISION CO. INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 509A
Saul J. Tiiicll. Bernice Coe, Llli"ti \hrams

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA
INC.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 532A-533A-534A
Milton A. Gordon. Michael M. Sillerman,

Bruce Eels, William Fineshriber, Jr., Jurt

Blumberg, Wall Plant. Pat O'Brian, Stanley

Levy, Jerrj Franken

(See Advertisement Regular Issue page 16)

TRANS-LUX TELEVISION CORP.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 639A-640A

Richard Carlton, Leo Brody, \l Naroff,

Berl Roth

UNITED PRESS MOVIETONE
Conrad Hilton, Suite 2422A-2423A, Room
546A-548A; Ambassador East

LeRoj Keller, William C. Payette, C. Ed-

monds Mien. William R. Higginbotham,

Bert Masterson, Francis T. I.cary, Edward
I. Brant, Jesse Bogue, Richard L. Dugan,

Rhea Eskew, James M. Flinchum. Henry E.

Minard, .lame- J. Smith

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS INC.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 556-557-560

Frederic Ziv, John Sinn. Bud Rifkin. Al

Linger, Edward Broman, Pierre Weis, Stan

Florsheim

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Pages 27, 28, 29J

NETWORKS'
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2306
Leonard H. Goklenson. Robert If. Hinckley,

Earl J. Hudson. John H. Mitchell. James G.

Riddell, Michael .1. Foster, Frank Marx. Wil-

liam Trevarthen. John Preston, Theodore I!.

Grenier, any N. Jacobs, Charles Koeher.

William P. Kusack, J. Edward Hamilton

Television:

Oliver Treyz, James T. Aubrey, Sterling

Quinlan, John Pival, Robert Stone, Alfred

R. Beckman, Ralph Hatcher, Malcolm B.

Laing. Robt. L. Coe, Joseph Merkle, Robt.

Curray. Donald S. Shaw. Jr.. James W.
Beach, Harold Wettersten

Radio:

Stewart Barthelmess, Edward J. DeGray,

Earl Mullin, Frank Atkinson. Briggs Baugh,

Peter Wade, George Sax, Ernest Walker.

William Aronson

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Pages 36, 37, 38, 39J

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM,
INC.

Television:

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2305A-06-11A

Merle. S. Jones, Herbert V. Akerberg, Wil-

liam Hylan, Leslie Atlass, Richard Salant,

Craig Lawrence, Edward P. Shurick, Bob

Wood, Dave Williams, Edward Scovill, Bert

Lown, Robert Jamieson. Sam Digges. Ed-

mund C. Hunker. Clark George, Jack Schnei-

der

Radio:

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1806

\ilhui Hull Have-. James Seward, H. Les-

lie Atlass, Howard Barnes. Jules Dundes,

Louis Hausman. John Karol, William A.

Schudt, Jr., William J. Brennan, Jr., Edward

E. Hall, Carroll Hanson. Cordon Hayes. Jack

Mai tin. Thomas Peterson, Murry Salberg,

Eric H. Salline, Charles S. Steinberg.

Thomas Y. Gorman, Robt. Hyland. Fred

Ruegg, Ernie Shomo, Henry Untermeyer,

Carl Ward

(See Advertisements Convention Special

Section Pages J 2, 7 3, 76, 7 7, 42, 43, 52,

53J

KEYSTONE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 804-805-806

Sidney J. Wolf, E. It. Peterson, Sr., Arthur

Wolf, Joseph Bayer, Blanche Stein, E. Rich-

ard Peter-on. Jr.. William Wolf, Jane C.

McFadgen, \nita Larie

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Conrad Hilton, Suite 1604A

John B. Poor. Robt. W. Carpenter, Wendell

B. Campbell. Ole Moreby, Robt. F. Hur-

[eigh, Charles King, Thomas Duggan

NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO., INC.

Sheraton Blackstone Hotel, Suite 509

Robert W. Sarnoff, Joseph Hefferaan, .1. M.

Clifford, Robert E. Kintner, Emanuel Sack-.

Donahl Durgin, Jerry Vernon, Stephen

Flynn, Kenneth W. Bilby, Sydnej If. Eiges,

C. K. Sullivan, David \dam-. Frank Russell,

Hugh M. Beville, Thomas Ervin, Josepli Mc-

Donald, Charles R. Denny. Mathew J. Culli-

gan, Jerry A. Danzig, Win. K. McDaniel.

Ceorge Graham. Charles H. Colledge, Wm.
S. Hedges, S. Hildreth, R. Edmondson, J.

Rogers, J. Burrell. A. L. Hammerschmidt,

R. F. Guy, G. M. Mixon, J. R. Kennedy, W.

S. Duttera, C. A. Rackey. Charles Be\i-.

Wm. Davidson. Joseph Goodfellow, Thomas

McCray, George Fuerst, Carleton D. Smith,

Lloyd Yoder, Peter Kenney, Arthur Hamil-

ton, Richard Close. Thomas McFadden. Don-

ald Bishop, Harry Bannister. Donald J. Mer-

cer, Shelton B. Hickox. Jr.. Robert F. Aaron,

C. A. Bengtson, Joseph Berhalter. Paul Han-

cock, Wm. M. Kelley. Ogden Knapp. E. R.

Lyford. Hamisli Mcintosh, Raymond T.

O'Connell, Paul Rittenhou-e.

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Pages 46, 47, 58, inside back

cover)

PROMOTION BUREAUS
RADIO ADVERTISING BUREAU INC.

Drake Hotel, Williford Suite

Kevin B. Sweeney, John F. Hardesty, Sher-

ril Taylor

TELEVISION BUREAU OF ADVERTISING

Conrad Hilton

Norman Cash, George Huntington

RESEARCH
AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU, INC.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 630A-631A

James W. Seiler, Roger N. Cooper. Jack L.

Gross, William N. Shafer

A. C. NIELSEN CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1000

George E. Blechta, Joseph R. Matthews,

William R. Wyatt. David A. Traylor, Edward

(Listing continues page 40)



CARE
Meticulous attention to detail . . . essential

in our field, too.

That's why when we submit availabilities,

ratings, market data we strive for

thoroughness as well as accuracy.

Reputations are built on care. We value ours.

AVERY-KNODEL
INCORPORATED

NEW YORK ATLANTA DALLAS DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES CHICAGO



Take a pencil an:
In each market only one show can rank first

second*, or third. 18 times 3 equals 54 pos

sible chances to win, place or show.

•fxcepf in Chicago, where o
Nel. B show lies o Net. C ihow.

Ci\e 3 points to the top show in each

market, 2 points to the second show, 1

point to the third show.

ft

Compare ABC-TV with Nets. B and

C in terms of the top five shows

JX&& M3

<2$u/lrtA

Itid

2

e4*c ** (

r ao^C^^

Try this! Give first place 3 points. Sec-

ond place 3 points! and third place 3

points!

Vfet<k24 lAtcottfk I

<*>
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Rate-0 (sounds like Plato) is the exciting TV rating game that's sweep-

ing the industry. \n\ number can play. It you can add. multipl) and

divide, you're read) for Rate-O. Throw Rate-0 parties. Start Rate-0

clubs. It's fun. It's educational. It's the best waj t<> find oul exactly 1 1 < »

w

ABC-TV rates in t/i<- eighteen (RB February'Tated 3- or t-channel mar-

kets where nil networks have equal or comparable facilities. So. don't

just stand there . . . >it down and plaj Rate-O!

READ THESE SIMPLE RULES:

1 Players musl use the latesl (Feb.) VRB Reports, li

vom figure- indicate that \l!(!-'l \ '- top program rat-

ings "ii it- affiliates beat the other network-' (see

example- at left), you win. If the) don't, -tart over.

2 Base all arithmetic on these facts: In 8 of the 18

markets, an \l'.(.-i\ show has the highest rating. In

7 of them, an IBC-T\ show ha- the second-highesl

rating. In h\e of them, an ABC-T\ show has the third-

highest rating. ( Networks I> and C don't do so well, i

3 Remember: these 1H markets comprise one-third of

the nation-11,672,000 T\ Homes.fl erj little Rate-0

is played in these markets. People are too busy muck-

ing ABC-Tl .)

PLAY FUTURE RATE-O I This involves highei mathematics

and is based on what's going to happen when ABC-TV's fabulous new

fall line-up hits these I and man) new ) market-. Frank Sinatra, I'at Boone,

Mike Wallace, Walt Disney's Zorro, The Real McCoys, Guy Mitchell

and The Califoi nian- are all top properties. \w\ the) are only part <>l

ABC-TVs fall line-up. Will ABC-TV have a superb year? It figures!

television network
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who turned



p the volume?
R. J. Reynolds helped. So did Dow Chemical,

Norwich Pharmacal and Park and Tilford.

Plus the eight other big-time advertisers who

helped boost ABC Radio's new business vol-

ume to over 5 million dollars - just since

January.

But that's not all. ABC Radio renewal business

since January adds up to a tidy 3V'2 million

dollars more . Back for second (and third)

helpings are General Foods, Sterling Drug,

Charles Pfizer and a dozen other blue chips.

Total volume, old and new: 8^2 million and

more to come.

No doubt at all about the reception advertisers

are giving this lively medium. ABC Radio is

coming in loud and clear!

abc

rodio network



EXHIBITORS AND COMPANIES continued

RESEARCH continued . . .

F. Kn.it.-. Bernard T. Wilson, Elliott H.

Johnson, II .
W ynn Bussmann

THE PULSE, INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1919

|ii Sydney Roslow, Mrs. Irma Roslow, Da-

i,l Klein, Laurence Roslow, George Stern-

bi rg, Robert Collins

STATION BROKERS
BLACKBURN & CO.

Conrad Hilton, 2118-19-20A

James W. Blackburn, Clifford B. Marshall,

Jack V. Harvey, Stanley Whitaker

HAMILTON, STUBBLEFIELD, TWINING
& ASSOCIATES
Conrad Hilton, 2218A

Win. T. Stubblefield, Ray V. Hamilton, Jack

L. Barton, Dewitt Landis, W. R. Twining

ALLEN KANDER & CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1018

Walter Grimes, Edwin Tornberg, Richard

Shaheen, Tim O'Conner

KIDDER, PEABODY AND CO.

Robert E. Grant

HOWARD E. STARK
Conrad Hilton

Howard E. Stark

STATION
REPRESENTATIVES

AVERY-KNODEL
Sheraton Blackstone Hotel

Lewis H. Avery, J. W. Knodel, John J. Tor-

mey, Arthur H. Sherin, Phillip Schloeder,

John W. Owen, Roger O'Sullivan, Raymond

M. Neihengen, Herbert C. Jackson, Marvin

W. Harms, Robert W. Alexander, Frederick

Kalthoff

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Page 35.)

JOHN BLAIR & CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1 600-01 -02A

John Blair, Robert E. Eastman, Charles D.

Fritz, Blake Blair, Paul Ray, Clifford Bar-

borka, Robert Walton, George Rapp, James

Simons, Stuart Cochran

(See advertisement pages 52, S3.)

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES INC.

Conrad Hilton 1600-01 -02A

Richard L. Foote, Arthur S. Stringer, Robt.

Cronin, Frank Rolfes

BLAIR-TV
Conrad Hilton, Suite 1600

William Weldon, Frank Moreland, Richard

Quigley, Jack Davis, Harry Smart, Don Sara-

ceno, Dick Colburn, Skip Hinman

(See advertisement pages 52, 53J

THE BOLLING CO. INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1100

George W. Boiling, G. Richard Swift, Mor-

ton A. Barrett, George W. Boiling, III, John

D. Stebbins, Robert H. Boiling, Jr., \1 Ober-

hofer, Robert Hardenbergh

BRANHAM COMPANY
Conrad Hilton, Suite 700

L. S. Greenberg, D. D. Brewer. J. F. Timlin,

Jim McManus, Taylor Eldon, George Hard-

ing, Fred Weber, om Whitson, Peter Childs,

John Murphy, Rolx-rt Maggiore, Tom Camp-

hell, Fred Johnson

BURKE-STUART
Conrad Hilton

red Oberfelder

BURN-SMITH CO.

C. Stanley Bailey, John Toothill

CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1806

Cordon Hayes, Tom Peterson

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Pages 76, 17.)

CBS TV SPOT SALES
Sheraton Blackstone, 1108-1109

Craig Lawrence, Jack Schneider, Bruce

Bryant, Ben Margolis, Arthur Elliot

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Pages 52, 53J

HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2105-06

Henry I. Christal, Irvin Gross, A. J. Young,

Jr., James L. Thompson, Richard Woodies,

Joseph R. Spadea, Richard E. Green, Mer-

rill L. Carroll, Richard E. Charlton, Arthur

W. Scott, Jr.

EVERETT-McKINNEY
Conrad Hilton Hotel

Max M. Everett, Powell H. Ensign

FORJOE AND CO., INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 11 18-19-20

A

Joseph Bloom, Lawrence Krasner, Fred Bern-

stein, Thomas Cinquina, Kenneth Goldblatt

GILL-PERNA INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1304-1305-1306

Helen Gill, John J. Perna, Jr., Walt Beadell,

Irv Unger

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Page 44.)

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS,
INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 800-01 -02A

John E. Harrington, Jr., Yolney Righter,

James O. Parsons. Carroll Layman, Frank

Dougherty, Robt. L. Gilbertson, William Yo-

nan, Briggs Palmer. Win. L. Snyder

THE HEADLEY-REED CO.

Sheraton Blackstone

Sterling B. Beeson, John H. Wrath, Jack

Hardingham, Fred Adair, Clark Barnes, E.

W. Sweatman, Gino Cioe, Bill Shaw, Don

llamel, John Buzby, Earl Gallagher

JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA, INC.

Conrad Hilton

Jos. H. McGillvra, E. J. Devney, Robt. B.

Pierce

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2200-01 -02A

George P. Hollingbery, Edward Spencer. Jr.,

Fred Hague, Harry Wise, Frank McCarthy,

Warren Nelson, Roy Edwards. Dick Hunter,

George Lindman

H-R REPRESENTATIVES,

H-R TELEVISION

Hotel Morrison, Entire 23rd Floor

Frank M. Headley, Frank E. Pellegrin, Paul

R. Weeks, Mi- Werj Cibson, Dwight S.

Reed, Arthur D. Kelley, Grant M. Smith,

French L. Eason, Rex Lathen, Stewart Lewis,

Bernard Slavin

NBC SPOT SALES

Ambassador East Hotel

Thomas B. McFadden, Richard Close, Don

Bishop. Win. Davidson, Arthur Hamilton,

Charles Bevis, Jr., Thomas McCray, George

Furst, Uoyd Yoder, Peter Kenney, Carleton

Smith

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Pages 58, Inside Back Cover.)

JOHN E. PEARSON
Congress Hotel

John E. Pearson, Russel Walker, Bud Stitt,

Jim Bowden, Frak Reed, Frank Frost, Wally

Ranck

(See Advertisement Inside Front Cover.)

THE KATZ AGENCY INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2000
NY Office: Eugene Katz, Edward Codel, M.

S. Kellner, Scott Eddy, Scott Donahue, W al-

ter Nilson. Chicago Office: Gerald H. Gunst,

Roy Miller, William Joyce & entire sales

staff. Detroit Office: Arthur J. Underwood.

Dallas Office: David Rutledge. SF Office:

Stanley Reulman

THE MEEKER CO. INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1500

Robert D. C. Meeker, Louis J. F. Moore,

Edgar B. Filion, Carl F. Jewett, Vic Piano,

Charles Standard, David A. Grimm, Paul T.

Murray, Norman Cissna, Lois Thompson,

Donald Pontius

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

Blackstone, Suite 504

H. Preston Peters. Lloyd Griffin, Russel

Woodward, Jack Thompson, Otis P. W il-

liams, John A. Cary, Arthur Bagge, William

Tynan

EDWARD PETRY AND CO. INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1700-1

Edward Petry, Edward E. Yoynow. Thomas

E. Knode, William Maillefert, Charles Phil-

ips, Martin L. Nierman, John Ashenhurst,

W illiam Cartwright

RADIO TV REPRESENTATIVES INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 563A
Peggy Stone, Edward Nickey, William Star-

rett, Harry S. Goodman

WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU CO. INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 900-01 -02A

Wm. G. Rambeau, M. Rambeau, M. Rudd,

G. Olsen

SELECT STATION REPRESENTATIVES
Conrad Hilton

Zang Golobe

SIMMONS ASSOCIATES
Congress Hotel

David N. Simmons, Gale Blocki, Jr.

STARS NATIONAL INC.

Conrad Hilton

Bernard Howard, Alan Bress



VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL,
INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2100
I lo>.| George Venard, Shephen R. Rintoul,

Junes V, McConnell, Howard It. Meyers

THE WALKER REPRESENTATION CO.

INC.

Sheraton

I. Wythe Walker, C. Otis Rawalt, Norben
( awinugh

WEED RADIO AND TV
Congress Hotel, Congressional Suite,

Room 900

Joseph Weed, K. J. Fitzimmons, Bates

Halsey, David O'Shea, Bud Pearae, Don
Staley. C. C. Weed

ADAM YOUNG INC.

—

YOUNG TELEVISION CORP.
C«nrad Hilton

\ilain J. Young, Jr., Stephen \ Mai hi in-ki.

Jr., William J. ReiHy, James F. O'Grady, Jr.

VARIED SERVICES
ASCAP
Conrad Hilton

Jules Collins, Samuel Feldman, Lou Weber
(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Page IS.)

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Blacksrone, Green-West Room
Oliver S. Gramling, Louis I. Kramp, Robert

Cavagnaro

BROADCAST MUSIC INC
Conrad Hilton, Third Floor Foyer &
Room 553A

Repre* nti d il the < onvention bj offii i i

the • ompanj

'See advertisement pages 6, 7.1

COMMUNITY CLUB SERVICES, INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 818-19-20A
I"-' pi' B Matthews, William M. Carpenter,

\ ic Diehm, lohn < . Gilmore, W. M < a

penter, Rod Mc Vrdle, Nan< j I • ntri

LANG-WORTH FEATURE PROGRAMS,
INC.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 536-37A
' . 0. I anglois, Sr., I 0.1 inglois, [i . Win-

nie ok., i.. fohn l». Langlois, 1 1 n-^li S. \l-

len, h.. Robt. Hall, Bob Boehmer, Ed Gar-

diner, i harles Hess, Speni e • aldwell

MAGNE-TRONICS INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 612
Joseph F. Hards, Rogei I . Thaxtei

MUZAK CORP.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 704-5-6

i I .ill.- i
.

i owley, I mil F rlembrooke,

I dward 1 1<>< hhauser, Jr.

NATIONAL MUSITIME CORP.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 535A
Jerome K. Levy

RCA RECORDED PROGRAM SERVICES

Conrad Hilton, Suite 500-501-502

Exhibition Space 13—Suite 500

Howard I I etl I mmetl B. Dunn. John V.

Ii V I! Sambrook, W Ulhun I

Reilly, I dward ll. Kelly, Donald It

Ben Selvin, Milton Kaye, Ufred I . llni.Hr,

I -nil. - I Head, \\ illian '
. Leonar

I ield, Mil. olm Kipp, Wall*

Hagenah, ,a< l< Nadeau, John I \

IIhjjIi ».i.iii.|. Wili ,,,,|

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Paget 32, 33J

SESAC INC

Conrad Hilton, Suite 524A-524A
Vlice Heinecke, Evarard 5. Prager, lt..l.<-ri

Stone, Jim Myers, Sidnej Guber, Harold

Fitzgerald, Glenn Ramsey, David If. Milsten

SPONSOR
Conrad Hilton, Suite 904
Norman R. Glenn, Ii. rnard Plait, Arnold \.

Upert, I laine « . Glenn, < harles Godwin,

Miles David, Ed < oopi r, ll>-rl> Martin

I nmpp

STANDARD RADIO TRANSCRIPTION
SERVICES INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 539A
M. M. Blink, Olga Blohm, I harles Michelaon

WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM INC.
Conrad Hilton, Rooms 512-513

Robert W. Friedheim, Richard Lawn
Fames W eathi re, Ki n [oseph, Ilrrl. i

.

James Ricks, ' harles Kenneth

KEVIN SWEENEY
i Continned from page 7)

home and over •">(>', oi automobile

radio families are doing some listen-

ing in their automobiles during the

week at night. But while the mass au-

dience is inviting, the opportunities to

reach the large specialized groups, the

'vorkiiig women with about one-third

of all female Inning power, as an ex-

ample, are brighter than at an) time

ol the day—and brighter through ra-

dio than through am other medium.
Now. program sales are -till a dif-

ferent matter. From L925-45 we over-

emphasized programs as the way to

1 u\ radio. In the process we short-

changed ourselves and unhappily we
shortchanged the advertiser.

Now with the emphasis strictly on

announcements in our selling, we are

hack to shortchanging again for pro-

grains can do many tasks which an-

nouncement schedules, however strong,

cannot.

Personally. 1 believe it a mistake to

again allow the advertiser to program

anv station or network. But we must

make some "f our programs available

to him for exclusive sponsorship when

program- arc the correct device foi

his use.

To take a single example: When the

advertiser has a product that appeals

to a bruited group and wishes to zero

in his campaign on that group and

reach tin- same group over and over

again programs represent a fai hotter

approach than announcements. The

problem is to match the profile of the

advertiser's prospect with the profile

of the program's listeners. That re-

quires increasing knowledge of hoth

the advertisers husiness and OUT own.

Of all the "three-I's" that we hope

to have bubbling out of the 1967 radio

salesman, Intelligence in sizing up the

advertiser's problem is the most im-

portant. It ma\ be the slowest for as

to arrive at because so few of us like

to dig for answers.

\t R \M we are trying to huild this

kind of a sales organization. There

are now 15 of us who are calling on

advertisers direct and with each of

this team the first directive is the

same: Find out what the advertiser's

target is. Radio's sharply increased

volume fr cigarette, food, airline

and other a< counts stems from man)
torturous hours b j ing to find out what

income bracket, which sex, what occu-

pational group is the major marketing
target for the advertiser and then

now do we reach that group.

For airline-, as an example, I! \i:

has been able to pinpoint the different

markets
I
and ways to reach tin.-.- mar-

kets
I for both standard-fare and > oach

Bights, then to fo< ii- down on the best

cities for testing iria exhaustive analy-

ses of other media's i apabilities in

those areas.

That's what all radio has to do long-

term to utilize radio"- twin capabili-

ties—as a medium to reach more dif-

ferent persons cheaper than you can

reach them in am other wa\ and to

pinpoint jusl tin- group you want with-

out pa) iriij for all the otl

This more scientific use of radio for

whichever job it can do best -hould

sweep away any short-term or long-

term problems we have he fore many
more convention i--nes of SPONSOR are

published. «J^
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IN 1949 the Number One Nielsen-rated half-hour netwrl

radio program reached 7.8 MILLION different families

with 23.6 MILLION minutes of commercial message
Today you can do better—for less money.



^ 1957, the new CBS Radio IMPACT plan reaches over

8 MILLION different families with more than 25.5 MILLION

ninutes of commercial message—at 65 percent lower

cost per thousand commercial minutes.

on the CBS Radio Network



Cordially

9 9

open noose

at our

Hospitality

Smite

Coerad Hilton

GILL-PERNA
National representatives for

radio and tv stations

New York

Chicago

Boston

Los Angeles

San Francisco

III Hill?

PROGRAM SERVICES
(Continued from page 26)

RCA's contribution to sports pro-

graming is the new Great Moments In

Sports, a series of 52 fully recorded

open-end 15-minute shows. Hud Green-

span is the narrator, and heard in

these broadcasts are the voices of the

men and women who lived these great

sports moments.

In the commercial aid field, the firm

is introducing a line of "Sales Boost-

ers" to go with saturation campaigns.

Six of these commercial tie-ins are

ready to go, more are in production.

For commercial announcements as well

as for well-timed closings in program-

ing, a new catalog of over 1,100

"Quickie" tunes is now ready. These

tunes of two-minutes or less duration

are by such artists as Welk, Ralph

Flanagan, George Melachrino, Hank
Snow and Golden Gate Quartet. The

new catalog is designed so that the

subscriber simply flips the pages, se-

lects the disc, pulls it out and spins it.

Lang-Worth Feature Programs, Inc.:

More new jingles for the local mer-

chants have been added to this firm's

commercial aid line of "Radio Huck-

sters" and built into a new line called

"Airlifts."

Harry S. Goodman: The hour-long

Tex and Jinx shows of WRCA are be-

ing edited down to capsule interviews

featuring only their most celebrated

guests. These are being offered in

strips of six 10-minute shows or three

15-minute shows a week.

"Opinions unlimited" is the tenta-

tive title for Goodman's taped quarter-

hour news commentary program. H.

R. Baukhage, H. V. Kaltenborn and

John McYaine will each spend about

three minutes discussing recent news-

breaks, and the tapes can be run any-

time within a week and still be up-to-

date. The frequence is tentatively set

at one a week.

The one-time popular Court of Hu-

man Relations conducted by A. L.

Alexander has been revived in a new
format by Goodman.

Charles Michelson: Sponsors can

call the pitch here because Michelson

offers one-minute custom-built com-

mercials featuring any one of 86 top

players representing every club in the

National and American leagues.

On the programing side, the firm is

• ompleting the last of its new series for

The Clock and Famous Jury Trials, its

blocks of half-hour mysterj shows. ^

TV CODE
(Continued from page 14)

question last year. The interpretation

noted that while pitch programs are

getting shorter (a number of three-,

four- and five-minute pitch programs

were monitored by the board ) , "spon-

sored programs of this sort, whatever

their length . . . violate not only the

time standards established in the Code

but the broad philosophy of improve-

ment implicit in the voluntary Code

operation. The board requests that

such programs be removed from the

air as soon as contractual arrange-

ments permit."

Code monitors found that 14 of the

41 stations carried 101 program-length

commercials. Three of these 14 ac-

counted for more than half (57 1 of

the pitch shoAvs. As a result of the

monitoring and the board's stiff pol-

icy on pitch programs, eight of the 14

no longer accept such advertising.

Discussions with the other six are cur-

recently underway. I In actual prac-

tice, the board is concentrating on

pitches of 4 1
•_. minutes or more, i

Summary: The board found that

\ iolators of the Code were generally

confined to a few stations. That is.

those which flouted the Code on pitch

programs were usually violators with

respect to length of announcements

and multiple spotting.

The three areas above are not the

only concern of the board's monitors.

For example, board staff people spoke

to two of the stations monitored about

the running of beer commercials im-

mediately adjacent to children's pro-

graming. Three stations were ap-

proached about carrying schedules of

personal product advertising contran

to an interpretation of the board. Un-

der the interpretation the board does

not consider products to treat hemor-

rhoids or used in connection with

feminine hygiene acceptable.

Theoretically, the aim of the board

is to sign up even commercial tv sta-

tion in the country. But the board's

success does not blind it to the fact

that this is not likely, at least, not in

the foreseeable future. The board rec-

ognizes that some stations are unable

for economic reasons to abide bv the

Code. This is particularly true of sta-

tions in small markets which find it

hard to snare national or large region-

al accounts and must depend on local

advertising. Since the bulk of local

business is in announcements or par-

ticipations and since stations cannot

II i <>\\ i \tm>\ SPEI i\i. SPONSOR 6 APRIL 1957



atlil pages like .1 newspapei "i ma i

zinc mam \iili utleta saj thej bave

to schedule more advertising than is

allowed l>\ the ( lode.

The board accepts this among the

facts of i\ life. Ii cei tainlj would nol

Bit in judgment and take the position

thai such a ~i .i i i i in -liniiiil nut broad-

cast, tlm^ depi i\ ing consume] - oi h

service. Nor will it publiclj chastize a

station for such conduct. \- for a

( ode member boxed in l>\ such

nomic conditions, tin- board is contenl

to accept it- resignation quietlj and

hope conditions nil! improve enough
tn enable the station to come back in

at -nine later date.

Iii answer t>> criticism "l the Code's

lack of enforcement machinery, 1 1 • -

hoard points mil that it is nol a censor.

It does not preview or cleai t\ pro-

graming or advertising. I be I ode is

regarded as a sel ol voluntary guide-

posts, no more. The board's "enforce-

ment" is conducted solel) bj limiting

membership t«i conforming stations.

""It is important to point out," a

board spokesman told sponsor, "thai

membership in the code is restricted

solel) because some stations cannot

abide In the commercial provisions,

we know oi no station which does nol

concur with and observe substantial!)

the program standards."

I he question of program standards

i- particular!) pertinent these days

because of the great additional load of

movie material appearing onh screens.

\t the time mosl ol these features

were made there was no idea the)

would appear on t\. However, having

been made h\ an industr) with the

same problems oi being on good terms

with a mass audience a^ t\. the) were

turned out under the limitation- of the

\l"tion Picture Production (ode.

While there is no criticism of the

movie code as such, the l\ Code Hoard

does not consider the movie code's

stamp of approval a- sufficient, though

the latter was stricter in practice than

it i- now. Evidence that the Tv Code
is more stringent than the mm ie code

i^ provided In station scissoring of

mam mm ie scenes found objection-

aide. It is the hoard's feeling, there-

fore, that an important difference exists

between made-for-theatre and made-

for-tv programing. This difference, it

is held, lies in the fact that program-

ing shown to famil) audiences of

varied ages at home requires a differ-

ent atmosphere because of the intimate

nature of famih entertainment. ^

tf
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See us ii

Suite 537A

CONRAD HILTON

HOTEL

(Chicago, April 6 to 11

or contact us directly

in New York.

(

I

IGet with the stations

at know how! NOW!

We don't mean to alarm you; but this phrase has

now become a byword among commercial man-

agers of all progressive stations.

In keeping with problems facing radio broad-

casters today, Lang-Worth now offers

RADIO HUCKSTERS and AIRLIFTS

a new, completely versatile and comprehensive

service devoted to increasing station revenue and

developing en exciting and distinctive sound.

RADIO HUCKSTERS and AIRLIFTS is a complete

service, specially produced in cooperation with

broadcasters. Fresh material is added monthly,

for timely impact.

RADIO HUCKSTERS and AIRLIFTS is available

with no strings attached ... no full library to

buy. Get all the details and hear for yourself.

r
LAXG WORTH FE ATI RE PROGRAMS. Inc.

1755 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-5700
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THE LEO BURNETT COMPANY IS SOLD ON SPOT AS A BASIC

ADVERTISING MEDIUM FOR ITS CLIENTS.

An agency whose accounts include names like Campbell Soup,

Kellogg, Marlboro, Pillsbury and Procter & Gamble, really "knows

its apples." And the Leo Burnett Company picks Spot Radio

and Television to help its accounts to healthier harvests in sales.

Here's the way Vice President in Charge of Media Len Mat-

thews and Media Manager Tom Wright see it: "The Leo Burnett

Company was founded in 1935, and has been recommending Spa

broadcasting as an advertising vehicle to its clients ever tux

Twenty-one of the twenty-three advertisers handled by BuietC

have used Spot, and used it successfully.

"The most easily traceable successful Spot campaigns are 10s

that we place for new products of our many advertisers. Weiav

plans that call for continued extensive use of Spot broadc;tini

and we are now evolving some interesting new schedule pa »rr.

which will prove exciting in the next few months."

AN ADVERTISING AGENCY THAT

BELIEVES "GOOD ADVERTISING

HAS TO HAVE A BITE IN IT" IS



'.Iff

Looking for a^

ill today to

M

juicier chunk of your markets? Put iii

NBCI SPOT SALES
representing these leadership stations

FOHD-NtW BHITA1N— W.NBC; NEW YORK— WHCA. WKI.A-TV
; SCHENECTADY-

iNY-TKOY—WKtB; PHILADELPHIA—WHCV, WHCV-TV; WASHINGTON—WRC
TV; MIAMI—wckt; BUFFALO—WBUF; ci.kvki.and— wiik ; LOUISVTLLS—
E, WAVE-TV; CHICAGO—YVMAO, W.NBO; NT. I.Oils ESD, K-l)l\, DENVER
A, KOA-TV; 3EATTLE-TACOMA—KOMO. KOMO-TV; l.os UHGELES KRCA;
LAND, ORE.—KPTV; SAN FRANCISCO—KNBC; HONOLULU—KCU, KONA-TV.

• Aaserieaa kfineraJ Splrlti • o., Beam 4 Mj.l. Blaejej Product*, lir..v.n Sfa

In'
. Campbell Soap < ..

. Commonwealth I Ida, Creea
Cleat, llamt Treat, Hoover, KeUoaj Co . Marlboro, M iyl Motorola, Pabat Pfiim
PilNbury Mill-. I'r... ir f & Gamble, l'urr (),|. s j: • .,„.,!

I.r/i to rixhi johs W. -in mi, MEDIA CROI I- -i run I -(in. LEO II EMI i I. im
.

PEED LYONS, mii IPOI IALES; RICHARD COONS, MEDIA CROUP SI PEW l-nM. LEO
URNETT, im.; jmk HULHOLLAND, mh IPOI SALES; lis MATTHEWS, YlCE
PRESIDEN1 in < in in. i of MEDIA, LEO BURNETT, INC; DR SEYMOUR BANKS, MAN-
ICO mum a RESEARCH, i I " BURNETT, INC J PRANK Dl ROSA, mh IPOI BALIS;
rOM u n H. in. MANAGER MEDIA DEPARTMENT, LEO BURNETT, INC; m^ PPLECER,
MEDIA CROUP SUPERVISOR, I n> BURNETT, im

: DOUG BUECH, MEDU CROUP
SI mil ISOR, LEO I" BNETT, INI

'



RIGHT

IT'S A FACT! With the right two-WFBG-TV, Altoona, and

Pittsburgh— you get 76,701 more TV homes. In this area— day

and night — seven days a week—WFBG-TV delivers average

audiences 30.1% greater than Johnstown; 71.4% more
quarter-hour firsts. Your BLAIR-TV man has the proof: ARB,
November 1956; ARB Altoona Coverage Study, March 1956.

ONLY BASIC CBS-TV STATIOH SERVING THE AREA
WFBG-TV
ALTOONA, PENNSYLVANIA

Channel 10
ABC-TV • NBC-TV

Represented by BLAIR-TV

operated by: Radio and Television Dlv. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL- AM . FM • TV, Pn | | ade | ph la
,
Pa . / W N B F - A M . F M . T V. B , n g h a m t n , N . Y .

WHGB-AM, Harr |gburg t
Pa ./ WFBG-AM • TV.AItoona, Pa./ WNHC-AM . FM • TV,New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York

L8 CONA I \ Hon -I'll l\l. SPONSOR 6 april 1957



CHICAGO

DIRECTORY
BUSI PLEASURE

NETWORKS Campbell-Mithun DE 7-7553

The Caplcs Co. SU 7-6016
American Broadcasting Co. 190 N. State AN 3-0800 Christiansen Advertising Agency S. LaSalle CE 6-2484
Columbia Broadcasting Co. 630 N. McClurg WH 4-6000 Don Colvin b Co. DE 2-7089
Keystone Broadcasting Co. 1 1 1 N. Washington ST 2-8900 Associates)
Mutual Broadcasting System 435 N. Michigan WH 4-5060 Commercial Broadcasters Adv Agency DE 2-0203
National Broadcasting Co. Merchandise Mart SU 7-8300 Compton Adv. HA 7-6935
National Negro Network 203 N. Wabash DE 2-6411 Cntchficld & Co. SU 7-3061

Cunningham b Walsh AN 3-3138

AGENCIES Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample alle Fl 6-4700

D Arcy Advertising Co Plaza Ml 2-5332

Aubrey. Finlay. Marlcy b Hodg .on 320 N. Michigan Fl 6-1600 W B Doner b Co
'

DE 2-4674

N W Aycr b Son. Inc. 135 S. LaSalle AN 3-7111 Dorcmus b Co alle CE 6-9132

BBDO 919 N. Michigan SU 7-9200 Erwin Wascy b Co. RA 6-4952

Beaumont b Hohman 6 N. Michigan RA 6-6181 First United Broadcasters ..ells RA 6-7800

Walter F. Bennett b Co. 20 N. Wacker FR 2-1131 M. M. Fisher Assoc nroe CE 6-6226

Lee S. Bicspiel Adv. 605 N. Michigan DE 7-4190 Food Research b Adv. SU 7-6664

Leo B. Bott 64 E. Jackson HA 7-9187 Foote. Cone & Bclding SU 7-4800

Bozell & Jacobs 205 N. LaSalle CE 6-0870 Albert Frank-Cucnther Law DE 2-6424

Burton Browne 619 N. Michigan SU 7-7700 Clinton E Frank WH 4-5900

Buchcn Co. 400 W. Madison RA 6-9305 (ones Frankel DE 2-5745

Leo Burnett Prudential Plaza CE 6-5959 Fuller & Smith & Ross AN 3-5041

Calkins b Holden 130 E. Randolph RA 6-3830 Coodkind. )oicc b Morgan SU 7-6746

Campbell-Ewald 230 N. Michigan CE 6-1946 Phil Cordon Agency HA 7-2103
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CHICAGO
BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

AGENCIES continued

Cordon Best Co.

Courfain-Cobb & Assoc.

Cr.int Adv.

Grant, Schwcnk & Baker

Cray-Schwartz

Crossfeld & Staff

Cm nthcr Bradford & Co.

Herbert Summers Hall

Ceorge H. Hartman Co.

Henri. Hurst. & McDonald

Lester L Jacobs. Inc.

The Kapps Co.

H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.

Kencliffe, Brcslich & Co.

Kcnyon & Eckhardt

Kuttner & Kuttner

Al Paul Lefton

W. E. Long Co.

Earlc Ludgin & Company
MacDonald-Cook Agency

MacFarland, Aveyard & Co.

Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency

Manchester -Wi I Mams- Kreer

Maryland Agency

Maxon, Inc.

McCann-Erickson

McCarty Co.

Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.

C. L. Miller

Morlock Advertising Agency

C. Wendel Muench & Co.

Frank C. Nahser. Inc.

Needham, Louis & Brorby

Emmet J. Newman Advertising

North Advtsg. Inc.

O'Crady. Anderson & Cray

Olian & Bronner

O'Neil. Larson & McMahon
Perrin & Paus

J. R. Pershall Co.

Presba, Fellers & Presba

Proebstring, Taylor Inc.

Reincke. Meyer & Finn

Fletcher D. Richards

L. W. Ramsey Co.

Robertson. Buckley & Cotsch

Roche, Williams & Cleary

Rocklin. Irving & Assoc.

Rogers & Smith Adv. Agents

Ruthrauff & Ryan

Rutledge & Lilienfeld

Jack R. Scott, Inc.

Russel M. Seeds Co.

Henry Senne

John W. Shaw
Charles Silver & Co.

Simmonds tr Simmonds
Smith, Benson & McClure, Inc.

228 N. LaSalle

400 N. Michigan

919 N. Michigan

520 N. Michigan

228 N. LaSalle

22 W. Monroe

15 E. Huron

430 N. Michigan

307 N. Michigan

121 W. Wacker

549 W. Randolph

64 E. Lake

75 E. Wacker

221 N. LaSalle

221 N. LaSalle

646 N. Michigan

435 N. Michigan

188 W. Randolph

121 W. Wacker

360 N. Michigan

333 N. Michigan

203 N. Wabash

7 S. Dearborn

8 S. Michigan

664 N. Rush

318 S. Michigan

520 N. Michigan

410 N. Michigan

333 N. Michigan

139 N. Clark

75 E. Wacker

221 N. LaSalle

Prudential Bldg.

180 N. Wabash

Merchandise Mart

720 N. Michigan

35 E. Wacker

230 N. Michigan

8 S. Michigan

105 W. Adams

360 N. Michigan

100 E. Ohio

520 N. Michigan

221 N. Lasalle

230 N. Michigan

108 N. State

135 S. LaSalle

32 W. Randolph

20 N. Wacker

360 N. Michigan

121 W. Wacker

814 N. Michigan

919 N. Michigan

75 E. Wacker

51 E. Superior

737 N. Michigan

520 N. Michigan

8 S. Michigan

ST 2- 5060

WH 4- 5230

su 7- 6500

WH 3 1033

CE 6- 8835

AN 3- 6904

su 7 9474

MO 4- 0620

AN 3- 0130

FR 2- 9180

CE 6 8745

ST 2- 0460

CE 6 5331

DE 2 4243

Fl 6-4020

SU 7- 7940

SU 7-9511

RA 6 -4606

AN 3 1888

AN 3 1224

RA 6 9360

AN 3 0022

DE 2 -4170

ST 1 -0814

WH 4 1676

WE 9 3700

Ml 2 0300

DE 7 7860

CE 6 1640

RA 6-8336

Fl 6 3481

Fl 6 -1260

WH 4 3400

DE 2 -7100

WH 4 5030
MO 4 -6692

ST 2 •3381

AN 3 -4470

RA 6 -7923

FR 2 -8440

CE 6 7683

WH 4 -1051

WH 4 -7440

Fl 6 3585
FR 2 -8155

ST 2 -5336

RA 6 -9760

RA 6 -2324

DE 2 -0020

Fl 6 -1833

DE 2 -6326

WH 4 -6886

WH 3 -2133

RA 6 -6933

MO 4 -6323

SU 7 -6625

Ml 2 -3360

ST 2 -1931

St. Ceorges & Keyes Inc.

Stoetzel and Associates

Tatham-Laird

Ron Terry Productions Adv.

J. Walter Thompson

Turner Advertising Agency

C. J. Ulrich

Vaughn, Thain & Spencer

Ceoffrey Wade
Waldie & Briggs

Weiss & Celler

Wesley, Heyne & Cuca

Western Adv. Agency, Inc.

Wherry, Baker & Tilden

Wright, Campbell & Suitt, Inc.

Young & Rubicam

ADVERTISERS
American Dairy Assoc.

American Hair & Felt

Armour

Bauer & Black

Borg-Warner Corp.

Helene Curtis Industries

Curtiss Candy

Dad's Root Beer

Derby Foods

Ekco

Florsheim Shoes

Greyhound Corp.

Hoover

Hotpoint

Household Finance Corp

Illinois Bell Tel.

Intl. Cellucotton

Intl. Harvester

Walter H. Johnson Candy

Kraft Foods

Libby, McNeill & Libby

Mars Candy

Oscar Mayer Co.

Motorola

Mystik Adhesive Products

OCedar

Pabst

Pure Oil

Purity Bakery

Quaker Oats

Simoniz Co.

SOS.
Standard Oil of Ind.

Sunbeam

Swift

Toni

United Airlines

Wine Corp. of Amer.

Wm. Wrigley

Zenith

75 E. Wacker AN 3-5966

307 N. Michigan ST 2-8927

64 E. Jackson HA 7-3700

203 N. Wabash FR 2-4452

410 N. Michigan MO 4-6700

216 E. Superior Ml 2-6426

6674 N. Northwest Hwy. NE 1 -4762

230 N. Michigan DE 2-0808

20 N. Wacker ST 2-7369

231 N. LaSalle FR 2-8422

400 N Michigan WH 3-2100

333 N. Michigan CE 6-5882

35 E Wacker AN 3-2545

919 N. Michigan DE 7-8000

152 E. Superior WH 4-3632

333 N. Michigan Fl 6-0750

20 N. Wacker

Merchandise Mart

Union Stock Yards

309 W. Jackson

310 S. Michigan

4401 W. North Dr.

1113 W. Belmont

2800 N. Talman

3327 W. 47th PI.

1949 N. Cicero

130 S. Canal

141 W. Jackson

20 N. Wacker

5600 W. Taylor

919 N. Michigan

212 W. Washington

919 N. Michigan

180 N. Michigan

4500 W. Belmont

500 N. Peshtigo Court

W. Exch. & S. Packets

2019 N. Oak Park

1241 N. Sedgwick

4545 W. Augusta

2635 N. Kildare

2246 W. 49th

221 N. LaSalle

35 E. Wacker

4504 So. Sacramento

345 Merchandise Mart

2100 So. Indiana

7123 W. 65th

910 S. Michigan

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.

Union Stock Yards

Merchandise Mart

5959 S. Cicero

3737 S. Sacramento

410 N. Michigan

6C01 W. Dickens

Directory conti

ST 2-4916

SU 7-7252

YA 7-4100

WE 9-7100

WA 2-7700

CA 7-6600

Bl 8-6300

IN 3-4600

VI 7-4400

BE 7-6000

FR 2-6666

WA 2-3770

RA 6-9478

MA 6-2000

WH 4-7174

OF 3-9300

DE 7-8161

AN 3-4200

SP 7-2424

WH 4-7300

YA 7-0240

ME 7-3000

Ml 2-1200

SP 2-6500

SP 2-1600

LA 3-4700

ST 2-7600

ST 2-2100

YA 7-8556

WH 4-0600

DA 6-6700

PO 7-7800

HA 7-9200

ES 8-8000

YA 7-4200

WH 4-1800

PO 7-3300

CL 4-6300

SU 7-2121

BE 7-7500
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COLOR AT THE CONVENTION
Since onl) a minority of video stations have either live

or color film cameras, broadcasters are expected to view

such equipment with great interest at the convention.

It is estimated that about 85 stations have color film

equipment while less than 40 have live color cameras.

A number of manufacturers will be on hand with

color facilities. In line with its past emphasis on color.

RCA will headline a great variety of equipment. Among
the RCA exhibits will be:

1. A complete live color studio. This will include

backgrounds and models to show color tv in operation.

I he studio will embrace everything a station needs to

put color on the air. including a color tv control center.

2. A color film demonstration. A complete color film

room for tv stations will be shown.

3. A demonstration of auditorium-size color tv pro-

jection. In this demonstration a picture will be sent

from the exhibit floor to the engineering conference

room elsewhere in the hotel. A screen four-and-a-half

by six feet will be used.

4. A variety of color equipment items. These include

a color monitor selling for about S3.500. a color mask-

ing system designed to improve color tones at broad-

cast end. improved camera, switching equipment. ^
;lilllllllllll!lllll!l!!;illllllllllllllllllllirS
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ALL-TIME Record!

The Voice of Alabama

Local radio sales on WAPI for March,

1957, are the largest for any March in our

36 years of broadcasting.

Those who Know us BEST
use us MOST

Represented by John Blair and Co.

WABT, our sister TV station, also hit an all-time

record in local business for March.
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ffood spot to be in !
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Easy pickings for some... a serious step for others. Depends who, what and

where you are, and everybody's different.

Of all national sales media, spot television is most effective at catering to local

< nces and adapting to local problems. Consider the recent experience of

the Arkansas Rice Growers Cooperative Association.

Short-grain rice was selling like hotcakes in eastern South Carolina, the nation's

second-largest rice consuming area, but -because of local tastes- long-grain

rice was not. Until WBTW, Florence, came up with a summer schedule tailored

to build a demand for the long-grain variety. Then, according to E. <J. Wells. Jr.,

of W. H. Sydnor & Co., food brokers: "Sales of our Riceland Long-Grain Rice

for the period of June through November 1956 showed an increase oj 960' over

the same period in 1955. This gain is all the more remarkable because it Wi

accomplished without losing ground in our strong short-grain rice business.

In fact, we had an increase there too." Good spot t<> bt

Spot television's adaptability to local tastes and customs is another reason why

more and more advertisers are using the 13 stations and the regional network

represented by...

CSS TKIjKI iSlOX Sl*4>T sit,t:s
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WTOP-T* Washington, WBTV Charlotte, wbtw Fl ksonville,

wxix Milwaukee, uhhm-tv Chicago, ksi -tv Salt Lake City, ki.ii -tv Galveston-Houston, koim-tv Portland.

whct Hartford, knxt Los Angeles and the CBS Television Pacific Network



CHICAGO
BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

REPRESENTATIVES
Airspot Sales

AM Radio Sales

Avery-Knodel

Hil F. Best

John Blair & Co.

Blair TV

Blair Television Associates

Boiling Co.. Inc.

Branham Co.

Broadcast Time Sales

Burke-Stuart Co., Inc.

Burn-Smith Co.. Inc.

Capper Publications

CBS Radio Spot Sales

CBS TV Spot Sales

Henry I. Christal

Thomas F. Clark

Continental Radio Sales

Donald Cooke

Croslcy

Dwight & Assoc.

Everett-McKinncy

Forjoe

Cill-Pcrna

W. S. Crant & Co.

Arthur Hagg & Assoc, Inc.

Harrington. Righter & Parsons

Hcadlcy-Reed Co.

George P. Hollingbery

Hal Holman Co.

H-R-Representatives

Indie Sales

International Adv. Serv.

Interstate United Newspapers

Italian Broadcasting & Adv. Co.

Jewish Radio Cuild

Ceo. Z. jaworowski

Fred R. Jones & Co.

Katz Agency, Inc.

Robert S. Keller

Kovack, Frank J.

Mickey Krupski

Joseph Hershey McCillvra

Robert Meeker Co., Inc.

NBC Spot Sales

John Palmer Productions

John E. Pearson

John H. Perry Associates

Peters, Griffin, Woodward

Edward Petry

Radio-TV Reps

Wm. G. Rambeau

Paul H. Raymer Co.

Reese Productions

Riley. Bud Radio Prod.

Scheerer & Co.

Sears & Ayer

Simmons Associates, Inc.

Spot Sales

Stars National. Inc.

Vcnard, Rintoul & McConncll

Walker Co.

Weed, & Co.

WLW-Cincinnati

WOR & WOR-TV
Adam J. Young Jr.

NEWS SERVICES
Associated Press

CBS News Film

International News Service

United Press

64 E. Lake ST 2-0460

400 N. Michigan MO 4-6555

75 E. Wacker AN 3-4710

228 N. LaSalle ST 2-5096

520 N. Michigan SU 7-8659

520 N. Michigan SU 7-8659

737 N. Michigan DE 7-2145

435 N. Michigan WH 3-2040

360 N. Michigan CE 6-5726

333 N. Michigan ST 2-1405

35 E. Wacker DE 2-0826

307 N. Michigan CE 6-4437

333 N. Michigan FR 2-7200

410 N. Michigan WH 4-6000

410 N. Michigan WH 4-6000

333 N. Michigan CE 6-6357

35 E. Wacker ST 2-1663

228 N. LaSalle FR 2-2095

228 N. LaSalle ST 2-5096

360 N. Michigan ST 2-6693

75 E. Wacker AN 3-3788

400 N. Michigan SU 7-9052

435 N. Michigan DE 7-1874

75 E. Wacker FR 2-8665

35 E. Wacker FR 2-1370

360 N. Michigan CE 6-7553

435 N. Michigan WH 4-0074

230 N. Michigan FR 2-4686

307 N. Michigan DE 2-6060

64 E. Lake FR 2-0016

35 E. Wacker RA 6-6431

228 N. LaSalle ST 2-5096

10806 S. Western CE 3-3143

25 E. Jackson WE 9-7260

327 S. LaSalle HA 7-5907

134 N. LaSalle RA 6-3567

8641 S. Escanaba SO 8-5374

228 N. LaSalle ST 2-5096

Prudential Plaza MO 4-7150

228 N. LaSalle ST 2-5096

9016 S. Cottage Grove TR 4-2244

7660 W. Winona UN 7-9727

185 N. Wabash ST 2-5282

333 N. Michigan CE 6-1742

Merchandise Mart SU 7-8300

185 N. Wabash DE 2-6373

333 N. Michigan ST 2-7494

224 S. Michigan HA 7-4008

Prudential Plaza FR 2-6373

400 N. Michigan WH 4-0011

75 E. Wacker Fl 6-0982

185 N. Wabash AN 3-5566

435 N. Michigan SU 7-4473

203 N. Wabash CE 6-1546

6300 S. Woodlawn No 7-8820

35 E. Wacker ST 2-7942

612 N. Michigan SU 7-8177

333 N. Michigan DE 2-2375

360 N. Michigan CE 6-2977

35 E. Wacker CE 6-2136

35 E. Wacker ST 2-526,0

360 N. Michigan AN 3-5771

2110 Prudential Plaza WH 4-3434

360 N. Michigan ST 2-6693

435 N. Michigan SU 7-5109

Prudential Bldg. Ml 2-6190

160 N. LaSalle

410 N. Michigan

326 W. Madison

400 W. Madison

RESEARCH & SURVEYS
Market Research Corp. of America

A. C. Nielsen Company

Social Research

Market Facts

122 N. Michigan

2101 Howard

145 E. Ohio

30 S. LaSalle

ST 2-7700

WH 4-6000

DE 2-0427

FR 2-9000

MO 4-4600

HO 5-4400

Ml 2-2664

WA 2-2686

TV FILM PROGRAM SOURCES
ABC Film Synd.

Academy Film Productions

Animated Film Producers of Amcr.

Atlas

George Bagnall

CBS Film Sales

Ceo. W. Colburn Laboratory

Colmes-Werrenrath Productions

Coronet

Du Mont Laboratories

Film Studios of Chicago

Filmack

Guild Films

Imperial World Films

International Film Bureau

Jewell Radio & TV Productions

Dallas Jones Productions

Kling Studios

Lewis & Martin Films

MCA-TV
Morton Prodns

NBC Film Division

Fred Niles Prodcts.

Jules Power Productions

RCA Recorded & TV Film Svc.

Reid H. Ray Industries

Sarra

Walter Schwimmer Prodns.

Screen Cems

Telecine Film Studios

United Artists TV
United Film & Recording

United Press Movietone

United Television Programs

United World Films

Wilding Prodns.

MUSIC & TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES

20 N Wacker AN 3-0800

123 W. Chestnut Ml 2-5877

159 E. Chicago WH 3-2424

1 1 1 1 South B. Oak Pk. AU 7-8620

520 N. Michigan Ave. Ml 2-5231

410 N. Michigan WH 4-6000

164 N. Wacker DE 2-6286

540 N. Michigan Ml 2-7470

65 E. Southwater DE 2-7676

5968 W. Chicago CO 1-3030

135 S. LaSalle CE 6-8147

1327 S. Wabash HA 7-3395

28 E. Jackson WA 2-1803

12 E Delaware Ml 2-6200

57 E. Jackson WA 2-1648

540 N. Michigan MO 4-5757

1725 N. Wells MO 4-5525

1058 W. Washington SE 8-4181

1431 N. Wells WH 4-7477

430 N. Michigan DE 7-1100

64 E. Lake CE 6-4144

Merchandise Mart SU 7-8300

22 W. Hubbard SU 7-0760

1020 N. Rush DE 7-7422

445 N. Lake Shore WH 4-3530

208 S. LaSalle Fl 6-0897

16 E. Ontario WH 4-5151

75 E. Wacker FR 2-4392

230 N. Michigan FR 2-3696

100 E. Northwest Hwy RA 3-1418

Park Ridge, III.

1301 S. Wabash HA 7-6310

301 E. Erie SU 7-9114

161 E. Grand SU 7-8890

360 N. Michigan CE 6-0041

542 S. Dearborn WA 2-7840

1345 W. Argyle LO 1-8410

ASCAP
BMI

Columbia Transcriptions

Morton Radio Productions

RCA Recorded Program Svce

Standard Radio

L. S. Toogood Recording

United Broadcasting

HOTELS
Ambassador

Bismarck

Blackstone

Chicagoan

Congress

Conrad Hilton

Drake

Edgewater Beach

LaSalle

Morrison

Palmer House

Sheraton

Sherman

AIR LINES & RR
American Airlines

Capital Airlines

Delta C & S Air Lines

Eastern Airlines

Northwest Airlines

TWA
United Airlines

Midway Airfield

Baltimore & Ohio RR

Chesapeake & Ohio RR

NY. Central System

Pennsylvania RR

Santa Fe

8 S. Michigan

360 N. Michigan

410 N. Michigan

64 E. Lake

445 N. Lake Shore

360 N. Michigan

221 N. LaSalle

301 E. Erie

N. State & E. Geothe

171 W. Randolph

S. Michigan & E. Balbo

67 W. Madison

520 S. Michigan

720 S. Michigan

E. Lk. Shore & N. Mich.

5349 N. Sheridan

LaSalle & W. Madison

79 W. Madison

State & Monroe

505 N. Michigan

Clark & Randolph

ST 2-8289

AN 3-5394

WH 4-6000

CE 6-4144

WH 4-3530

ST 2-5322

CE 6-5275

SU 7-9114

SU 7-7200

CE 6-0123

HA 7-4300

AN 3-4000

HA 7-3800

WA 2-4400

SU 7-2200

LO 1-6000

FR 2-0700

FR 2-9600

RA 6-7500

WH 4-4100

FR 2-2100

55 E. Monroe FR 2-8000

41 S. State DE 2-5711

67 E. Monroe Fl 6-5300

120 S. Michigan HA 7-1600

100 S. Michigan RA 6-9600

37 S. Wabash DE 2-7600

35 E. Monroe RA 6-5500

6200 S. Cicero PO 7-0500

Grand Central Station WA 2-2211

500 5th Ave. CH 4-4910

Grand Central Station WA 2-8700

Union Station FR 2-6700

Dearborn Station HA 7-4900
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THEATER
the desk set, 1

1
-.

i 170 N Dearborn
(CE 6-8240) Will • Vlai hanl

i . t .
. \ Idee i \ .in. i, foi ' i" ad i pi Shirli j

m ii.ui piaj hei i-

Nightly except Sun., Wed
A s.i i i go

THE GUARDSMAN. 118

Mi. hlgan (WA .' '
. 12

1

"i new
repei torj companj

Vlolna r comi .1% Barbara i

i Nightly e>

a

.

mat. Sun

THE MATCHMAKER. BlackStl

Balbo (CE ' ; B240). The corned] bj Thorn-
i. ii Wild. !• plaj b .in extended er,

i mi Ruth lordon rema Ins In t he title role

Nlghtlj exci pi sun \\ .i £
S.i I

,

NO TIME FOR SERGEANTS.
127 N Clark i ST 2-2 159) la -

i [olden,
Knit; Calder and Louis Beachner stomp
through iins rollicking farce which Ira

Levin lias based on the M&i Flyman novel.
Night liy. \ :80 ; Sun. T : mat S

CINERAMA: SEVEN WONDERS OF THE
world, Palace I IS u Randolph (AN 8-

0055 1- The thud t" the w Id.

extravaganzas run.-, on, Riling houses and
parking lots Nightly, Sun -Thu .

Prl, 7 & 10; Sat 7:30 A 10 30 Mai Won.,
Thur. A S Prl. l : Sun. 2 i

SPECIAL EVENTS
AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS,
TOdd'S ' 'hmsI.il;,. I

mi X I >. .11 I..,,u ,
-

0290). Mik.. Todd's big Bhovt with David
Nlven, Cantlnflas, Roberi Newton and
Shirley MacLaine arrives a ! Its own loop
house April i for what proi bi a

long run. Nightlj 8 15, Sun. 7; mat. V

A Sun., 2

ICE capades OF '57, Chicago stadium,
1800 w. Madison (SE 3-53 The most
lavish of the current Icearamas slides

Into t. wn April I for a ten day stand.

Nightly except Sun. >v Mon., 8:30; mat.
Sal . 2, Sun. 2 A 6

MATZO BALE JAMBOREE, Mil street

theater, 74] S. Wabash (HA 7-6834) Tick-
ets are surprislnglj scarce for this Eng-
lish-Yiddish musical revue starring Mick,
ej K'atz. The producers have happily
obliged by moving the show to the
house, 20 X. Wacker, for Saturday nighl
performances. Closing dat.- April 10.

Nightly, 8:30; mat. Sun., 3.

NIGHTLIFE
BLUE ANGEL. Mil Kush iSF 7-..O60).

Carribean calypso still goes strong In this

cellar club. "The Mlghtly Zebra" leads
the current trih.. of singers and da
between the tables and among the voodoo
relics. Nightly, 5 p.m. t.. 4 a.m. Shows
1". 12 A 2 weekdays and Sun.; 9:30, 11,

l A 3 Sat. Dinner from $-\

boulevard room. Conrad Hilton ho-
tel, 720 S. Michigan iW.\ 2-4400) A re-

fined Ice rink takes the place of a stage in

this room, and producer Merriel Abbi
current effort is "Skating Memi ries" with
Naomi Wold and "China" Smith. They
are backed by a troupe of Boulevar-Di
and Boulevar-Dons and the Frankie Mas-
ters orchestra. The prime rihs served
here are far from incidental. Open night-
ly fom 6:30. Sh. ws, B A 10 30; Sun I

Dinner from $:: :.n S2 cover.

CHICAGO
PLEASURE
DIRECTORY

THE BUTTERY,

.-.

CAMELLIA HOUSE.
Shore and Ml

i t,d J Imm j Bl

CHEZ PAREE,

head n i he bill,

the ! .in of thi

slngei i .

i much gl

tO I .1 in Sh
plus.

COLLEGE INN PORTERHOUSE,
hotel, Ra ndolph and < 'la 1

1

2100). Dining Is westi

I
rank fork, who has a Qddli

I. in

EMPIRE ROOM. Palmer ho I and
Mi nroe (RA 6-71 Kirk sums
amid plush surroundings, with Budd]
Pepper al the piano. Dancing to the

i lharlie Fisk orchi p.m. to i a.m.

Shows - Dinner from 24

GATE OF HORN. I
••

i (SI

7-2833) \ small, down-the-basemenl club

where folk slni

Bandwichi ind whi re au-
di, -n. loin in to Bing I unes aboul

railroad men Nightly,

to 2 a m Sat. until i a.m. >2 mln.,

I' i i A

pump room. Ambassador Easl hotel,

stat.' A Gothe (SI) 7-7200) Flamboyan1
hangout foi celebrities and celebrity

wa tchers. I >a \ id L< V\

provides dance music. Noon to - am
Plaming sword dinner S5.50-S9.50; other
t l a la carte $3.50 min. Fi

EATING OUT
agostinos, 7 i: Delaware (Dl

This . Id and respected eating house has

changed Its lo< ation but there's no • h

in the quality Of its Italian cuisim
p.m. to 1 am; Sun. from 1:30 p.m. I>in-

BERGHOFF'S, 17 W Adam- (HA 7-3170)

For hearty appi a nd cab-

bage, Thuringer sausage, other German
The dark draught i ,. 1-

lent. 11:30 am. to in p.m.; closed Sun
Lunch S1-S2.50; dii

BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT. \

Wabash (RA 6-2822) Don Roth's prime
rib palace has a rolling rili cart, spinning
salad bOWl and personality \i liters Week-
days, 1 1 a.m. to 10 30 p

p.m. to l :30 a.m.; Sun i 10 p.m.

Dim 1.50-J

CAFE BONAPARTE. SI iton-BlackSl
hi tel, Michigan at Balbo (HA 7-43

The kind that Talleyrand
talk aboul at th( una.

to l a.m. Dinner fron -

CAFE DE PARIS. 1260 X Dearbi in pkwy.
(WB ghtful French fare, all

the more enjoyable In the Gallic setting.

i 'repes suzel tes a I

v. :. p.m. to 1 1 p in I 'inner
$3.90--

THE CAMEO.

CAI IIUHKMIA.

CAPE COD ROOM.

night.

FRED HARVEY'S HARLEQUIN ROOM.

FRITZELS.

GIBRALTAR ROOM.

in a modified • ol

nue. 1 I a.m. I

GRECIAN TERRACE. Wash
' I ; \

when

mono soup. I

• p.m. Lunch

HOE SAI GAI, 85 W Randoli
6474) i 'liinatown in t he Loop 11 a -

- a m.: Sa dln-

IRELAND'S. • N. Clark (DE

lj to sea food N

JACQUES.

light-hearted French 1 1 :30

a.m. to 3 p m iunch

U.70
RED STAR INN. X Clark 'WH 4-

Reputedlj t he b
i

a zwiebi i

ter t han s.i uerbra r
•

to midnight. From $1

ST. HUBERTS GRILL.
Superior v.. I by

I waiters In old • und-
Ings. Mi

i

-

Sun. A I

STOCK YARD INN
-

prim- it Whomps up otl

on demand
SWEDEN HOUSE. -'" 7-

-

dinavian dishes In ha und-
a.n>. Lunch from

>1 00, i

THE TRADERS. and
.

I

old Tt • South £

i

•tied dishes and rum d

vail. Nightly

WELL OF THE SEA. -herm
Clark S lolph (FR A dim

with d< i and decor.
Daily, noon to midnight; Sun., 4 to 9 p.m.
Lunch $1 • linner a la cai
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iffilwaukee

We 're still blushing, In a recenl Burvey in Milwaukee,

the "Schlitz Saturday Night Theatre, "showing Warner

Bros, pictures distributed by A..A.P., led the competition

with an average of a 70^ shan ofthi total audiena

over a i hree w eek period.

J. Walter Thompson agenc) foi Schlitz Beer—
conducted the survej to measure the audience appeal of

the features of four major film companies, all shown

concurrentl) on Saturdaj nights on four competing

stations. Thesurvej totalled 1200 phone calls on the

nights of Janua i*3 12th, 19th, and February 9th.

Willi an average of 77.3 Bets in use in the hour and-

a half time period, Warner Bros, features on WTM.I TV
averaged a rating of 54.1 for the three dates, against

1 1.1. s
.

s
. and ."..4 for the ma jo I

- lilm com pan) featui

shown on t he three competing stations.

The good people of Milwaukee are pretty much the

same as audiences anywhere. To capture audience and

advertiser alike in your area, write or phone

:

cm inc.

345 Madison Ave. New York C 1

1

MTJrray Hill 6 -

Chicago: 1 .
u acl • x Dr., /'/ a

dalu>s: ' 'IB /an St., i;

LOS ANGELES: S t Blvd., CI • ~>886

C([r

rail
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Portrait of

the American

Family

There's a measure of egghead in most of us. As a nation we seek knowledge.

And we make heroes out of our best knowers— like Charles Van Doren.

For the first time, a television network has worked out a way to serve the

direct interests of knowledge -seekers. NBC, in cooperation with the Educational

Television and Radio Center of Ann Arbor, now televises live programming ex-

pressly for the nation's educational channels. Programs on American literature,

music, mathematics, government and world geography are being specially pro-

duced—on a scale that would not be possible for individual educational channels.

Jack Gould of The New York Times says of this unprecedented development:

'...A major network and the education world are learning to work in harness...

A significant gain..." Dr. Herman Wells, President of the University of Indiana,



•.:/.*.

tails
it

'

' . . . one of the boldest and most forward steps yet taken by television

n behalf of. our schools and colleges. I salute NBC for this fine public service."

Throughout the year the NBC network schedule is also studded with a wide

range of informational, cultural and inspirational programs., .like the Project 20

Events, The NBC Opera Company, Wide, Wide World, Meet the Press, Frontiers

of Faith, Youth Wants to Know, Mr. Wizard and Zoo Parade.

This type of programming is the result, in large measure, of the advertiser sup-

port given NBC for its top-rated daytime line-up and its evening commercial hits.

NBC Television Network



and then some!

Bait your lure with the thrill of fishing a virgin lake and you can be sure of one

thing: fishermen will bite. And that's exactly the bail our friendly neighbor Canada

used when it decided to go after a share of Minnesota's rich tourist business 3rd

industry in the state, over $200 million in '56)

Canada's well chosen lure worked, too. until . . .

\YT('.\ Radio-Television, alert to the needs and problems of the community, planned

and hacked a campaign to keep fishermen in Minnesota. Resorl owners throughout

the state quickly picked up the campaign and. divided into area groups, went into

a concentrated drive to find and report uncharted lakes to the State Department

of Conservation. The department then surveyed, mapped, and named these new lakes

and WTCN Kadio-Television publicized them, gave eager fishermen directions on how

to 'jet to them. Two of the new-found lakes were named in recognition of this direct

and suceesful public service : Lake WTCN, and Lake Robertson (for WTCN's Vice

President and general manager Miller Robertson) . In fact, so many new lakes were

discovered that the governor ordered a census of lakes which promises to boost Min-

nesota from the land of 10.000 lakes to the land of more than 14.000 lakes!

Year after year, through programs like Stu Mann's high-rated Minnesota Outdoors

. . . through special campaigns like this one and the "Save the Wetlands" cam-

paign . . . through annual awards for wildlife art and photography . . . WTCN
Radio-Television serves up public service with a punch — public service geared to

meet the current needs of the community effectively.

And it pays off: on January ti. 1957 Governor Orville Freeman presented WTCN
Radio-Television the first of a newly created annual award for outstanding contri-

butions to Minnesota conservation.

WTCN's nearly state-wide coverage helps make these campaigns a success. The

campaigns themselves earn new friends and increase listener loyalty. And that's

what pays off for advertisers. Put new punch in your advertising: call your Katz

representative today for ratings and availabilities.

WTCN RADIO-TELEVISION
INNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

Represented nationally by Katz Agency. Inc. Affiliated with

WPDF, Flint; WOOD AM & TV, Grand Rapids; WFBM AM & TV, Indianapolis.





Announcing . . .

SPONSOR'S FIRST ANNUAL
TV/RADIO TRADE PAPER

ADVERTISING AWARDS

THE NEED: Trade paper advertising in today's television and radio industry

is improving. But quantity is moving faster than quality. Agencies and ad-

vertisers complain, "We don't get enough meat from trade ads." Stations ask,

"What do buyers want to know?" On the premise that example is the best teach-

er, and to do our bit to inspire, stimulate, and reward the best campaigns of the tv

and radio advertising industry, SPONSOR inaugurates its annual advertising

awards. A distinguished group of tv and radio executives, each an active large-

scale spot and network buyer, will serve as judges. SPONSOR reports with

pride, and as an expression of advertiser agency enthusiasm for such awards, that

all but one of the invitations to serve on the panel of judges was accepted.

Publisher



COMPETITION DETAILS
Who is eligible?

\n\ h station, radio itation, network, broad-

, ,1-1 group, him syndii ator, and broadi asl

ice, in.null. 1. iiii.-i
. producer, 01 supplier.

Award Classification

tv Stations *°P hourly rate

(.roup 1 to $500
Group 2 $500 t» *!<><><>

Group -'* $1000 t<> $1500

Group • $1500 to $2000

Group > $2000 <m<l over

radio stations top hourly rate

I, roup (> I" $150
Group 7 $150 to $300
(.roup 8 $300 to $450

Group *> $450 lo $600

Group 10 $600 </»</ over

I, roup I I network*
(.roup 12 group-owned stations

(.roup I
.'{ lilm ajrodicatora

(.roup I J i\ eommereia] producers;

(.roup 1.1 broadcast services,

manufacturers, producer*, suppliers

Awards
1. First-place winner in each group 1- awarded

specially -designed plaque.

2. Promotion manage] ol each first-place »in-

hit i- awarded .1 S.'ill nm 01 union; bond and

a certificate bearing his name.

3. Meritorious awards will be given 2nd, Ird,

lih. and ~>ih place entries in each group.

4. Winning campaigns will be featured in an

Awards Issue oi SPONSOR.

Entries
Each entrj must consist ! five or more dilfer-

1 in advertisements ol a campaign thai has been

printed in an] trade publication or publications

during the 12 months preceding Jul) 1957.

Each entrj must also include (1) classification

In which i-nin belongs; (2) name and address

oi entry; (3) names of genera] manager, pro-

motion manager, and advertising agency; <\>

single page summary expressing objective and

-irate-x of the campaign «iili results, if known.

Each station oi a group-owned companj ma]

enter it- individual campaign. Ml entries be-

come ih'' property of SPONSOR.

Deadline
Competition closes 15 lugusl 1957. Winners

will In- announced in an issue "i SPONSOB
short]) after Laboi Day, 1957.

Judges
Judges arc George \l>ram-. vice president in

1 harge of advertising, Revlon; Donald Cady,

vice president in charge oi general advertising,

Nestle; William Dekker, rice president in

charge oi Media, McCann-Erickson ; Frank B.

Kemp. rice president and director media, ' omp-

ton; Peter G. Levathes, rice president and di-

rector media relations, Young & Rubicam;

L S. Matthews, rice president and manager

media department, Leo Burnett: Francis Mine-

ban, rice president and media director, >>( &B;
\riliur Porter, rice president and media direc-

tor, J. Walter Thompson.

Special Contribution . . .

to Broadcasters' Promotion Association:

To encourage the aim- and activity of the fast-

growing BPA, SPONSOR will contribute $5

to this organization for each tv and radio sta-

tion entry. The contribution will he in the

name of the promotion manager of the station.

from the president of the
BROADCASTERS' PROMOTION ASSOCIATION

BROADCASTERS' PROMOTION ASSOCIATION. INC.

ChaeUn ButUmg 121 Fast Und Siren • New Yoek I7.S.Y- MVrray HOI 74404

ShSM
BrosdcuUM Co- Inc.

••tUtu
( hirlct V Wibna

WTiN A »ti* TV
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March 28. 1957

Mr* Norm. in C.lenn, Publisher
SPONSOR
40 East 49th Street

New York. New York

Dear Norm:

Congratulations on your proposed trade paper advertising contest
for the broadcasting industry!

The contest you propose cannot help but bring about a much--
improvement in the quality of broadcast advertising in trade publi-

cations -- by encouraging stations and related businesses to

more critical eye at their own advertising It has always been a
mystery to me why so many astute station operators have shown
little or no imagination, inspiration, and showmanship in th>-

tising of their own facilities to the trade Outstanding examples of

broadcast advertising or campaigns in the trades have been :

fully few and far between, despite the healthy expenditures made
each year in this type of advertising.

I hardly need repeat. Norm, how delighted I am that SPONSOR
plans to contribute $5.00 to the Broadcasters' Promotion .Associa-
tion for each entry received in the contest As President of HP A
I can assure you I will do everything possible to promote the i

mum number of entries among BPA member stations --as well as
the stations throughout the country The funds derived from this

generous contribution from SPONSOR will enable BPA to provide
more and better services to its members -- and help assure its

continuing growth and usefulness.

N Cordially.

David E. Partridge
President

DEP:J

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV AND RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

RADIO RESULTS

HOUSES
SPONSOR: Individual Homeowner AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: If you want to rent your house in

record lime. tr\ radio. \ homeowner in Yorkton, Saskatche-

wan, turned to radio advertising in order to rent his house

and demonstrated that the medium can often be used just as

effective!) 1>\ private individuals as it can by business firms.

The house was taken just 15 minutes after a commercial

advertising a house for rent was broadcast on radio station

CJGX. The owner of the house bought only one announce-

ment on CJGX which was aired at 6:45 p. m., following

Linus Westburg and the sports. His phone number was in-

cluded in the announcement and with the first call the house

was rented for an amount slightly above the average rent

for that area. The house-owner was besieged by further

phone calls which kept his telephone ringing constantly for

two da\s. During that time a total of 100 phone calls were

made in all by people who wanted to rent the house.

CJGX. Yorkton, Saskatchewan PROGRAM: Announcement

FLOOR COVERINGS
SPONSOR: Hobbs Linoleum Co. AGENCY: R. B. Flemmons & Sons

Capsule case history: Hobbs Linoleum Co. was able to

extend a regular monthly one-day sale for a whole week due

to the consumer response to radio advertising. The spon-

sor's agency bought four announcements on station KGHF
for the weekend preceding the sale, one on Saturday and

three on Sunday. The commercials announced that Hobbs

was having a special clearance of some items at reduced

prices. The clearance w-as held in conjunction with city-

wide value day. regularly scheduled for the first Monday of

every month. However, only radio was used for the spe-

cials. On Monday morning, prospective customers who had

heard the sale announcements were lined up outside the

store before 8:00 a.m. The response was such that Hobbs

had to continue its sale of the selected items for the rest of

the week and also had to triple its sales staff during that

time. The four announcements cost the advertiser 88.00.

KGHF, Pueblo, Colo. PROGRAM: Announcements

MOTION PICTURES
SPONSOR: Casa Linda Theatre AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Radio went to work for a motion

picture and made a box office record-breaker of a film

which had been a complete flop during its first Dallas run

in 1941. The movie, Citizen Kane, was recently brought

back to the Casa Linda Theatre for a second engagement.

The theatre took its usual newspaper ad but this time added

radio advertising, using 10 announcements per day on sta-

tion KLIF. The opening of Citizen Kane's run was pre-

ceded by a four-day radio buildup. Commercial copy

stressed the association of Kane's life with that of William

Randolph Hearst. At the end of the day, after five sell-out

performances, receipts were approximately equal to the

receipts for the entire previous week. When the picture

closed after a run of four days, theatre officials reported that

total receipts had more than trebled those from any other

motion picture ever presented at the Casa Linda Theatre.

KLIF, Dallas PROGRAM: Announcements

VARIOUS
SPONSOR: Participating Advertisers AGENCIES: Various

Capsule case history: A new- promotion designed to tap

the purchasing power of Salt Lake City's club Avomen has

proved its effectiveness in opening new distribution outlets.

The program, KDYL Radio's Community Club Aaards, is a

competition which assists women's organizations in build-

ing their club treasuries through delivery to the station of

proof-of-purchase slips from firms tying in with the cam-

paign. Bv the end of the third week of turn-ins (6 Febru-

ary) all the advertisers participating in the program were

reporting increased sales. Just a few examples: Libl>\.

McNeill & Libby was able to open several new grocery

accounts. Milk White Eggs gained distribution for the first

time in the city's largest Albertson's Food Center. Finally.

Blue Bonnet margarine, advertising only on the KDYL pro-

gram, found that its sales in Salt Lake City's Safeway chain

were 50% higher than the sales in any previous January.

KDYL, Salt Lake City PROGRAM: Community Club Awards

48 SPONSOR 6 april 1957



Folks are in love with jfl/Wl MM^.
1st in total audience—1st in quarter hour wins— Washington, D.C.

* PULSE: January-February, J9S7

SPONSOR • 6 APRIL 1957

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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DAILY
DOUBLE
IN NORTH CAROLINA

Every day . . .

r,rnore audience

in

Winston-Salem

Every day . . .

more audience

in

rich 18-county

Piedmont area

than any other

station

WINSTON-SALEM
NORTH CAROLINA

f' WINSTON-SALEM

HIM -Tr\r < GREENSBORO

jj|fl
TOr

^ HIGH POINT

5000 W • 600 KC • AM-FM
AFFILIATE

HEADLEYREED. Representatives

Montgomery's No.l
(says Hooper) is

WRMA
Serving 200,000 Negroes

Ocl.-Nov. 1956 Hooper

Av. share 7AM-6PM

*
WRMA 27.6%
Second station, 21.4%

'Signed off 4:45PM during survey

Exclusive Market
The only Negro station

in a Central Alabama

area with 53% Negro population

WRMA
Montgomery, Ala.

Judd Sparling, Commercial Manager
Joseph Hershey McGillvra,

National Representatives

50

News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Here's a list of the spot ra<lio ad-

vertisers who used 200 or more
stations during the month of Feb-

ruary—as compiled from the Execu-

tives Radio-Tv Service latest issue of

its Spot Radio Report:

1. Oldsmobile .290

2. d-Con ..286

3. General Foods 243

4. Beech Nut-Life Savers _. .239

5. Nabisco 226

G.E. will introduce an automatic de-

w rinkler as key feature of its new 1958

clothes dryer line this spring. . . Al-

coa's new ad theme will feature the

distributor salesman as "The Alumi-

num Man." Campaign will be unveiled

on the Alcoa Hour, NBC TV. . .

Frigidaire is introducing a new "per-

sonalized" merchandising service for

home builders. Kireher. Helton & Col-

lett ad agency. Dayton, has set up a

special builder merchandising depart-

ment to provide creative services in-

cluding radio-tv commercial copy. . .

Knomark has added $500,000 to its

ad budget to launch Esquire Lano-

Wax. The shoe dressing campaign gets

its send-off this week on NBC TV's

Caesar's Hour.

Focus on personalities: Peter J.

Cole is new assistant sales manager

of Sterling Brewers. . . Katie Saun-

ders has been appointed brand pub-

licity manager for Lever Bros. She was

previously a product publicist for Gen-

eral Foods. . . John H. Tyner is now

brand advertising manager for Bristol-

Myers product division.

AGENCIES
A closed-circuit link between agen-

cy and client (located anywhere in

the country) is the hig ""idea at

work'" at Young & Rubican, N. Y.

OK GROUP first annual maangers' meeting -was recently held in New Orleans. (L to r) :

W. Edward-, ass't. mgr., WXOK (Baton Rouge); R. Bartusch, ass't. mgr., WLOK (Mem-

phis); R. Mabry, ass't. mgr.. KYOK (Houston); S. W. Ray, Jr.. exec. v.p. & gen. mgr..

OK Group; R. Rhodes, co-mgr., KAOK (Lake Charles); A. Zieole, ass't. mgr.. KOPY
(Alice, Texas). Standing: T. McGuire, mgr., WXOK; G. Weil, mgr.. WLOK; J. Watkins.

mgr., KYOK; J.J. Paglin, president, OK Group; T. Gresbam, co-mgr., KAOK; E. Prenderga-t.

mgr.. WBOK; R. Grimes, mgr., KOPY. F. Schwarz, as>'t. mgr.. WBOK. is not in the picture

SPONSOR 6 APRIL 1957



I he new bj stem ' due i" begin op< i

ation in June) includes t\ transmission

facilities, film theatre and i\ audition

studio right in the agenc) - New ^<>ik

headquai ters.

\\ ith these tools, "t &R can gel in a

closed-circuit luiddlr with clients ovei

the selection "I shows, commercials

qualit) controls, and auditioning ol

talenl .ill under broadcast conditions.

First i lienl to Bign up l<>i the new

service is P&G.

New Agencj appointments: Geyer
for Stronghearl I tog Food ' Doj l>-

Packing ( ".
I

I ei i ii"i j represented b)

the companj is the eastern seaboard. . .

Hoffman-Manning, New York, l<>i

Florida Land ^ Homes Bureau, Day-

tona Beach, for radio-t\ side ol ad

campaign. Network radio is currentl)

being used. . . Kdwin L. Fletcher has

been promoted t>> research director at

Russell M. Seeds Co. . . II. B. Lenz
i> now acting manage) i"i the New
^ ork office of the Ralph II. Join- I

. . . Albert \\ . Reibling moves ovei

to Ted Bates Co. .1- assistant business

manager nf the radio-r< department.

Reibling was former genera] manager

of the radio-h department .11 Kudner.

. . . John \\ . >li;i« Advertising i"i

I ..iiiolm i
*

1 1 a — new line ol products in

the 1 1 ag 1 in' e field.

M.i< M.11111-. John A Adams has

added Minnesota Mining & Ml I

new chemii .il
|

lui 1- < ! i\ ision. . .

1 . II. Baj burst < <>.. < anada, foi a

new P&l . 1
Iin 1 -"on i" debul in

1 anada.

People on-the-move: Jack W. l.<\-

w;iril~. i"i r 1 11 •
1 K vice president and

managei "I Grant Advertising's San

I rancisi office, has been transfei red

in the same 1 apai ii\ to the I (alias

office "l the agency. , . Robert l{u»-

-1 II i" the Marshalk S Pratt Di\ ision

"I \l' t .mill i'm k-"ii .1- account exe< u-

tive "ii the new Bulova Electric Razor.

Russell was formerlj with Norman,
< raig v\ Kummel. . . George Benrj
Smith is the new tv-radio directoi i"i

\uuii-i Dorr Advertising, Miami. . .

\ ictor Ratner has left M< I ann-1 1 i> k-

-oii t" join Benton \ Bowles .1- 1

v.p. . . C. W . Christenberry, Jr. has

joined Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli's New
^•ik office as executive producer. . .

Harr\ W . W ilt. V.p. at Calkin- &

rlolden in I."- Angeles, ha- resigned

to head the Western "line of the newlj

formed Reach, McClinton agency.

rhej became v.p.'i 1 1 — weeks
Philip Brooks and Jolm Rockwell
.'i Doherty, Clifford, Steen -s -Inn

field. . . Don O'Learj and J. < larke

Mattimore >i KM . Bud Sherak
research direi i"i at K&E.

NETWORKS
Shulton, which has been buying

i\ specials and one-shots, i- r«*-

ported to !><• iii>ut^ in lor a regu-

lar -liovs this tall on < lt^ I \ .

The bJiow i- not Bel l>ui the time slot

will be 8:30-9 p.m. Tuesday nights,

which would |iui ^liulioii opposite

\\ x .it t I arp ABI I \
,

MM TV's plan- to move into ai-

ternoon line programing will ma-
terialize this tall.

I 11 -1 step is the ag reemenl made
i!ii- week between the network and

\\ all I ramer Produi tions. I he I ramer

• uiiii will produce an a< ross-the-board

series titled I. mi. \ Lady for late after-

noon showing nexl season.

Fall programing notes: \i I BS
T\ \\ ildrooi has bouahl the 10:30-1

1

.•faJjTTBBP^"^

jj^^M

TV in Fresno -- the big

inland California market-

means KMJ-TV
• Best local programs

• Basic NBC-TV affiliate

'

.

• :r.?*«**M3aeMW**

PAUL H. RAYMER, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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p.m. Saturdaj aighl spot for alternate

week sponsorship "f Vew York Con-

fidential ulrama series with Lee

Trac) i

.

Current tv programing notes:

ABC T\ will program ii> Saturday

0-6 p.m. spot starting 1!1 maj with

the Popsicle Five Star Corned1
) Party.

Show i> set up to promote Joe I.owe

Corp.'s new "Popsi" Doodle contest. . .

CBS TV, which never found a backer

I..I either Mama or The Boing Boing

Show, abruptly dropped both Sunday

afternoon programs this week. The

cancellations pave the way for moving

Odyssey into the 5-6 slot.

NBC TV's new co-op midday color

show. Club 60, now has a roster of 62

stations and is reporting good sponsor

interest. Some examples: availabilities

are 68 (

! sold out on WRCV-TV, Phila-

delphia; 78$ on KRCA, Los Angeles;

639? "" WBUF, Bulfalo; 60% on

\\\BC. Hartford-New Britain; 52%
on \\ KCA-TV, New York: 58^5 on

WNBQ, Chicago and 40%, on WRC-
TV, Washington. . . ABC will dedi-

cate its new 81.5 million Chicago head-

quarters on 16 May.

NBC's Monitor has just racked up

the biggest first quarter in its sales

history. Matthew J. Culligan, v. p. in

charge of NBC Radio, says second

quarter sales (already 75% sold-out

)

may shatter past records. Culligan

also states that the weekend radio serv-

ice "now represents a substantial part

of the 810 million upsurge of net sales

already made by the radio network in

1957 business." . . . The new Crosley

.station. WLW-I, Indianapolis, will

become a priman affiliate of ABC 1\

when it takes to the air on 14 Sept.

Thomas F. O'Neil, chairman of the

board at Mutual, has been elected to

the board of directors of the Com-
panion Life Insurance Co.

New assignments: Morris Ritten-

berg has been named manager of spe-

cial program sales for NBC TV. . .

Rowe S. Giesen is ABC-Disnev co-

ordinator. . . Robert Adams has

joined ABC TV as executive producer

for the Hollywood program depart-

ment and will be responsible for the

development of new shows (live and
film i as well as supervise established

programs. Adams comes to ABC TV
1

1

CBS TV. . . George A. Gra-

ham. Jr.. former director of radio

network sales service, is now the di-

rector of sales planning fm \l!< Radio.

deliver
»

SUMMERTIME IS
EXTRA LISTENING TIME

THE VISUAL ABOVE is one of a series comprising "Spot Radio
— 1957"; a concise 20-minute slide presentation marshaling basic

media facts around which outstandingly successful sales-strategy

has been planned. This study has already aroused the enthusiasm

of key marketing men in America's advertising centers. If the

executives who shape your advertising plans have not yet seen it,

ask your Blair man to arrange for a showing soon.

Photos by Ewin

SPONSOR 6 aprii. 1957



tiXIRA gelling-power in summer

I and these major-market stations have developed

program-services that increase summer listening

3

It's wise to make summer plans early. Espe-

cially if you're an advertiser.

In summer, many media decline in effective-

ness. Yet Spot Radio gains strength.

Wherever they ARE Americans want radio.

In the past ten years, they have proved that

point by purchasing 139,174,000 radio sets.

Wherever they GO Americans want radio.

Proof: Out of those millions of sets, 66,959,000

are mobile radios— either auto-sets or portable

sets. Result: Today most families have one or

more radios that go wherever the family goes.

Summer plans depend on weather. And

Spot Radio (another name for Local Radio)

keeps listeners weather-wise.

Summer plans include travel. Road condi-

tions must be checked. Spot Radio provides

accurate information on roads and traffic.

This vital on-the-spot service is the exclusive

province of Spot Radio. No other medium can

match its up-to-the-minute timeliness.

The unique way in which Spot Radio serves

America is no accident. In the years when

television changed listening habits, certain

major-market stations were studying listener-

service minutely. Out of these studies came

local-interest programming— the solid founda-

tion of radio's strength and vitality today.

Over forty stations in these major markets

are represented by John Blair & Company

—

by far the strongest group of stations and

markets served by one representative firm.

So, in planning your media strategy for the

months ahead, the man to see is your John

Blair man. In many of your most important

markets, his station can best help you take

full advantage of Spot Radio's sales effective-

ness in summer-time— or any time.

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
OFFICES .

NEW YORK
ATLANTA

CHICAGO
DALLAS

BOSTON
LOS ANGELES

DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO

ST. LOUIS

SEATTLE

Exclusive Xational Representatives for

• New York WABC

llChicogo WLS

i Philadelphia WFIL

1 Detroit WXYZ

J|Boston WHDH
San Francisco KGO
Pittsburgh WWSW
St. Louis KXOK

Washington WWDC
Baltimore WFBR

Dallas-Ft. Worth KLIF-KFJZ

Minneapolis-St. Paul. . .WDGY

Providence WPRO
Seattle KING

Houston KTRH

Cincinnati WCPO
Kansas City WHB

Miami WQAAA

New Orleans WDSU

Portland, Ore KGW
Louisville WKLO

Indianapolis WIBC

Birmingham WAPI

Columbus WBNS
San Antonio KTSA

Tampa WFLA

Albany-Schenectady-

Troy WTRY

Memphis WMC
Phoenix KOY

Omaha WOW
Jacksonville WJAX

Knoxville WNOX

Wheeling WWVA
Nashville WSM
Binghamton WNBF

Fresno KFRE

Wichita KFH

Tulsa KRMG

Orlando WDBO
Savannah WSAV

Wichita Falls-

Amarillo KWFT-KLYN

Bismarck KFYR
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After 24 years, still the best

protection for release prints . . .

PEERLESS
TREATMENT

"Peerless Treatment makes prints last longer."

PEERLESS NCO
The best way to preserve

original and other pre-print material.

PEERLESS
RECONDITIONING
Scratch Removal — Rehumidification - Repairs -

Cleaning. Avoids unnecessary print replacements

and saves irreplaceable originals.

PEER.RENU
Shrunken pre-print material restored

to printing tolerance and focus.

PEERLESS SERVICE
FOR TV SHOWS

To relieve Distributors and Syndicators of

film operational burdens. Assurance that

prints will always be in ready

condition for next air dates . . .

with commercials properly cut-in.

EERLESS
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
165 WEST 46ih STREET NEW YORK 36 NEW YORK
959 SEWARD STREET HOLLYWOOD 38 CALIF

Men in TV production all say:

"The best spots come from Jamieson"

JA
FILM COMPANY

3825 Bryan • TA3-8158 -Dallas

"(lienls include:

Fitzgerald Advertisii \

Crawford & Porter Advertising

M' I 'aim I i ii kson, Inc.

Tracy-Locke Company, Inc."

TV STATIONS
WOK-TV. New York, which has

previously relied on film for most
of its programing, unveiled its

"Projecl 13" plan for introducing

new live shows this week.

The station will use its Thursday

9-9:30 p.m. slot to showcase 13 differ-

ent live shows at the rate of one a

week. \t the end of the 13-week

period, the best of the series will be

spotted in WOR-TV's regular schedule.

This week VTGBI-TV. Scranton-

Wilkes-Barre, changes over to

WDAU-TV, switches to higher power,

new transmitting equipment and the

highest antenna tower in that part of

the country. Change-over hoopla in-

cludes a novel tie-in with the opening

of the extension of the Pennsylvania

turnpike. Cutting of the turnpike rib-

bon throws the switch for the birth of

WDAU-TV. . . There will be a switch

of Pittsburgh network tv affilia-

tion as soon as the new WIIC goes on

the air. At this point KDKA-TV,
which currently carries all these net-

works, will become an affiliate of CBS
TV. The new WIIC's affiliation will

be with NBC TV.

RCA will hold a two-day color

seminar (12-13 April I for tv broad-

casters at the conclusion of the N ARTB
convention in Chicago. . . The third

general conference of CBS TV
affiliates will be held 5-6 April at

WBBM-TV s new Chicago studios.

Frank Stanton. CBS president, will ad-

dress the opening session. . . WBRC-
TV, Birmingham, received the follow-

ing citations in the annual Associated

Press radio-tv awards contest for 1956:

a superior rating in the "Public Serv-

ice Through News'" category and a

meritorious rating in the coverage of

"State and Local News."

New appointments: 41 Hollander

new program director at W ABC-TA .

New York. . . Guy J. Parry has been

appointed sales representative for

WROC-TV, Rochester. N. Y. . . T. K.

Barton is now executive \.p. and

Douglas J. Romine is v. p. and sta-

tion manager for the Arkansas Radio

& Equipment Co. I which operates

KARK & KARK-TV, Little Rock).

RADIO STATIONS
KM A. the Shenandoah. la., station

which helped play rainmaker by get-

ting farmers in its area together behind

a cloud-seeding project last year, plans

to do a repeat this summer with an

even larger target area.

KM \'s public sci \ ice projeel foi the

farmers had this result: Rainfall was
ini leased at least 25' < in the nine-

count) area last summer.
In Spencer. la.. KICD has spear-

leaded a similar drought-combating

promotion.

WPAT, Paterson, N. J., has an-

nounced a 30' ( rise in rates. . . KHON,
Honolulu, has named Weed & Co. as

national sales reps. . .Keystone Broad-

casting S\stem has added 16 new affili-

ates to bring the total to 934. . .

KATZ, St. Louis, has been bought

b\ the Rollins Broadcasting Co. for

$110,000.

Personnel notes: Bernard J. Mc-
Guiness, Jr. has been appointed gen-

eral manager of WGIR. Manchester,

N. H. . . Donald R. Powers has been

made manager of owned and operated

stations of the Maine Broadcasting

System. . . John F. Screen is the new
manager of WDSU, New Orleans.

ASSOCIATIONS
BMI will start a series of 40 Radio
Program Clinics starting 27 April

in Seattle and winding-up 21 June
in Colorado.

This is the seventh consecutive year

BMI has conducted the Clinics. A
team of out-of-state broadcaster-speak-

ers representing stations of various

"We never had weather like this

until KRIZ Phoenix started fore-

casting!"
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types .mil sizes along with speakers

from each state in w ln< h .1 < Ilinic is

held all participate in these foi urns on

programing.

William <.. "Hill" Power, ad man-

ager <>l Chevrolet, «ill address the

opening session (9 June) of the

Advertising Federation <»t America

convention in Miami.

Another topic on the agenda m ill be

"The Threat of Government Inter-

ference."

Tin- American \\ omen in Radio
anil Television sixth annual cuii-

Million (St. Louis, 2.v2J{ April)

will be highlighted In a special

BM1 Clinic

Theme of the convention is "The

Scope of tin' Feminine Field."

New officers elected bj the A\\\
East Centra] Region are: Wilfred I.

I Inward. \ .|i. at J\\ T. Detroit, as chair-

man; Robert E. Anderson, v.p. BBDO,
Detroit, as vice chairman; J. Milnor

Roberts, president Sykes Advertising,

Pittsburgh, a~ secretary-treasurer; and

I \l. Robertson, Jr.. president Ralph

II. Jones ('<>.. Cincinnati, a> a gover-

nor. . . The Advertising Council is

conducting a $2 million nationwide

advertising campaign in In-half <>f

financial aid to higher education.

The Television Pioneers, a new

group, will hold an organizational

meeting in Chicago on 8 April, j
n-t in

advance <>f the \ MM B convention. . .

Roger Barton, project director for

/Alfred Politz Research will be keynote

Bpeaker for the 7th annua] \\ estern

States Advertising Agencies Associa-

tion to be held in Palm Springs 25-27

April.

COMMERCIALS
Here's how AKB rates the "Best

Liked Commercials," as based on
its national iliarv tor January
1957.

1. Pier. Beer 8.4

2. Ipana 5.0

fc. /- c C V

8 mi
w SPARTANBURG. S.C.

Ca/HGrant Webb & Co.

3. 1 lamms 1 .::

1. \\ inston 1.9

Dodge 3.1

6. 1 ord 2.7

1

.

Gillette 2. I

* 1. \ILi Seltzer 2.2

. 1. I. II.. 2.2

Hi. Rheingold 2.0

II. G 1 1.9

12. Maj po 1.8

13. L&M l
«

1 1. 1 amels 1.1

1 1. Snowdi ilt 1.1

16. Kraft 1.3

L6. Pamper l 1

18. l!.\ Inn L.2

L9. Luck) Strike 1.1

20. Gulf 1.0

20. l'l\ mouth l.o

Be a PRIVATE EYE

for HOME SAFETY

FINANCIAL
Bristol-Myers sales reached a re

high of $89,403,544 f"i 1956, previous

year's figure was $75,746,827. Net in-

come was $5,586,168 as compared t<>

$4,865,752 for 1955. Bristol-Myers is

heav) in Ix.lh network and spot.

Schick Inc. net sales and earnings

reached record highs in 1956. Sales

were $27,512,830 against $24,628,995

in 1955. Income amounted to $3,157,-

(.!;<> as compared i" $2,503,706 f<n the

pir\ ious \ eai ' tlii- is a 26. 1

'

i
in-

crease). Schick uses network t\.

Zenith Radio Corp. annual report

-Ik >s\ - earnings "I $6,178,717 l"i L956

down from the $8,034,491 earned in

1955, hut the 1956 figure was the sec-

ond highest in the company - history.

>.ilo- wen- also down with $141,529,-

855 as compared with $152,905,005

in 1955. Zenith uses spot in scattered

market- throughout the country

.

Allen B. DuMonl Laboratories

showed a loss "I $3,887,000 on sales

of $47,401,000 E01 1956. In 1955 Du-

Mont's loss was $3,674,000 on sales

of $66,378, '. The DuMont report

states that the lowei Bales figures in

]'>")<. "'idle, t the absence "I broad* ast-

ing income since the spin-off >>f the

DuMont Broadcasting Corp."

Teleprompter Corp. reports gross

revenues of v
l ,78 1,607 foi 1956. [his

i- .1 IT', gain from the $1,215,559

figure for 1955. Net income was 111'.

above 1955 with $206,841 as compared

to $96,743 i"i the previous year. ^

YOUNG CHILDREN

die from fires — falls —

sufTocation — poisons.

ALL unguarded medicines, household

chemicals, liquid fuels are dangerous.

Keep them out of reach -out of sight.

14,000 YOUNG and OLD

DIE FROM FALLS ALONE!

stay alert! stay alive!

Make all your family

PRIVATE EYES
Contributed is i public service by

. h THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL
W THE NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL

// //
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new
way
to boost

CONSISTENT YEAR-ROUND TRAFFIC

1. Street-level location-free admission.

2. Content of exhibits changes constantly.

3. Special interest displays throughout the year.

4. Advertisers exchange service-hundreds
of advertising and publicity tie-in opportunities-
hundreds of products available as props
or give-aways are listed FREE on the Center's
"Big Board."

5. Full-scale publicity program.

6. Reference library.

7. Conference room seating 50.

sales all year 'round
reserve space now in

THE ADVERTISING CENTER
permanent exhibit center for

advertising" and sales promotion

products, services, ideas

opening May 20—hOOO sq. ft. Young & Rubicam Bldg.

285 Madison Ave. at 41st St., New York

THE ADVERTISING CENTER
285 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y. • MU 6-2929

Larry Schwartz, Pres. • Henry G. Burger, E.xce. Director

NATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD (partial list)

Philip J. Kelly, Calvert Distillers • Paul J. Geden, Burlington Mills •

Herbert Shayne, Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp. • Wm. J. Jeffery, B.B.D.O. •

E. M. Van Duzer, Eastern Airlines • Richard J. Brown, U. S. Plywood Corp.

HERE'S HOW THE CENTER CREATES SALES FOR YOU

1. Your phone number is right next to your display.

2. Telephones for "hot" customers to call you.

3. Your literature distributed at your exhibit.

4. Visitors request additional information
on directory card listing all exhibitors. You get
these names within 24 hours.

5. Center will mail your literature throughout U. S.

IT'S EASY TO EXHIBIT — HERE'S ALL YOU DO

1. Decide what size display(s) and which categories
you wish to display in.

2. Mail space reservation now.

3. Ship the materials you want displayed to

The Advertising Center, with a supply of literature

and/or samples. Allow 1 week for installation,

or you may install yourself. No charge
for ordinary mounting and installation.

110 and 220 volt electricity available without charge.

per unit of exhibit space-1 ft.

x 1 ft. of wall space or 1 ft. x 1

ft. x 1 ft. of cubic floor space 15
PER
MONTH

mail now to be sure of space

SPACE RESERVATION

THE ADVERTISING CENTER, INC., 285 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Please reserve the following exhibit units under the following categories

@ $15 per unit, commencing May 20, 1957.

No. of No. of

Units Category Units

Letterpress and
Production

,
Packaging and
Paper

Art

Convention and
Sales Meeting
Exhibits

. Other Displays

No. of

Units Category

. Sales Promotion,
Sales Training

Direct Mail

Point of Purchase

Visual Aids

. Premiums

. Advertising
Specialties

Photography

Offset Lithography

Category

Colorprints &
Transparencies

Typography

Binders

Charts & Signs

Sales Incentives

Media, Advertising

Services. Business
Machines, General

Photoprints
TOTAL
UNITS.

Name.

Title

Address

City _Zone State_

Company. Signature.
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/ weekly listing of <lmn^es

in the advertising and broadcast fields

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR

C.iliforni.i Packing, SF

Evinrude Motors. Milwaukee

Lever Bros. NY
Lever Bros. NY
Lever Bros. NY
Procter & Camblc. Cm

R | Reynolds. Winston-Salem

Williamson-Dickie. Ft Worth

AGENCY
Mc-E. SF

Cramer Krassi It Milwaukee

BBDO. NY
BBDO. NY
BBDO NY
DFS. NY

Esty NY
Evans Asso Ft Worth

STATIONS
CBS 68

ABC

NBC 57

NBC 57

NBC 57

NBC 80

NBC 110

ABC

PROGRAM, time, start, durotion

Carry Moon alt F 10 3010 45 am 12 Apr 13 alt wki

Su 7 30 9 pm I pjrtic ptr wk

2 wks

Hollywood Film Th. itr.

7 Apr

Truth or Consequences W F II 45 12 n 1

Comedy Timi W 5 5 1 5 pm I May 52 wks

Price Is Right: F 11-11 15 am 3 May 52 wks

Tic Tac Dough ; M 12 12 15 pm Tu W alt Th F 12 15-

12 30 pm; 1 Apr; 52 wh
Baseball St alt '4 spon 6 Apr 26 wks

Ozark jubilee; Sa 10-11 pm; 1 partic alt wks 23 Mar

RENEWED ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR

American Home Products. NY

AGENCY
Bates. NY

STATIONS
CBS 190

American Home Products. NY Bates. NY CBS 177

Ccncral Foods. White Plains NY B&B. NY CBS 190

Hartz Mountain. NY ABC
H. J. Heinz. Pittsburgh Maxon Drtrnit NBC 57

Pharmaceuticals. Newark Klettcr. NY CBS 163

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Secret Storm M F -4 15-4 30 pm 29 Apr. 52 wks

Love Of Life; M-F 12 15-12 30 pm 29 Apr 52 wks

December Bride; M 9 30-10 pm . 1 Apr 52 wks

Circus Time; Th 8-9 pm ; partic 21 Mar

Capt Gallant: Sa 11 30-12 n; 30 Mar-25 May 31

Mar. 1958

To Tell The Truth Tu 9-9 30 pm ; 2 Apr: 52 wks

Aug-

RENEWED ON RADIO
SPONSOR

NETWORKS

Drackett Co. Cm
General Foods. White Plains.

Pharma-Craft. Batavia. Ill

Sandura. Phila

NY
R H

B&B.

|WT

(ones

NY
Chi

AGENCY
Cm

Hicks & Creist. NY

STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

ABC Breakfast Club; Th. F 9:35-9:40 am; 4 Apr

ABC Breakfast Club: M-F 9 45-9 50 am: 1 Apr 52 wks

CBS 201 House Party; M. Th 3:15-3:30 pm > 2 spon 18 Mar 26 wks

ABC Breakfast Club; Tu 9 40-9 45 am; 8 Apr

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
FORMER AFFILIATION

NY, admin officer

NAME
Gene Accas

Robert Adams

Bob Allen

Arnold Alpert

Dick Amundson

Arthur C Arkclian

Bertram Bcrman CBS Tv Net. NY. daytime program dir

Roland Blair CBS Tv. Chi. acct exec

ABC Tv Net.

CBS Tv. Hy. asst to producer Playhouse 90

KEY T Smta Barbara, regional sis rep

Sponsor. NY. advtng dir

KNOE, Monroe. La. mgr

WEAT. West Palm Beach, radio sis

Richard C Block

William H Brcnnan

Don Brownrigg

John N. Calley

Barney Clark

Ceorge Comfois

Ralph Conner

Clyde T. Coulter

Donald W. Coyle

lesse H. Cnpc

William Crumley

Ted Eiland

Gene Emerald

Paul Evans

KCRA-TV. Sacramento, promotion mgr

CBS Radio, producer-dir

KDON. Salinas. Cal

NBC Tv Program Dept. NY. gen program exec

Capper Publications, super r-tv sis

ABC Radio Net. NY. nat sis mgr

Headley Reed. NY. sis exec

Arthur P Fitzgibbons

Edwin S. Friendly. Jr.

Sidney C. Furst

Rowe S. Ciescn

Harry S- Goodman
joe Graham

ABC Tv Net. NY. dir sis devel & research

WTJV-TV. Miami, asst operations mgr

Young Tv. NY. research dir

WPTV. Palm Beach, gen mgr & dir sis

WMIL. Milwaukee, chg morning show

Storer B'castng. Chi. mid-west radio sis mgr

CFCM-TV. Quebec City, commercial mgr

CBS Tv Net. NY. gen mgr Project 600

BBDO NY. research acct exec

Radio Tv Representatives.

ABC. NY
NY. pres

NEW AFFILIATION

Same, admin vp

ABC Tv. Hy. exec produccr-Hy program dept

McGavrcn-Qumn LA sis

Same, aiso vp

WYOU. WACH-TV Norfolk, gen mgr

WERE. Clcvc, acct exec-local sis

Same dir daytime program devel

Same, mtdwestcrn sis mgr

KRON-TV SF dir sis promotion & merch

Same. Hy. western div mgr-stn relations

KWIZ Santa Ana. Cal. sis

Same mgr-program services

McGavrcn-Qumn Chi office mgr

Same, vp chg sis

Boiling Co. NY. radio sis

TPA. Toledo, acct exec

Same, vp chg sis devel & research

WFGA-TV. (acksonvillc. Fla stn mgr

Same, vp chg research & a director

WTV|. Miami, local sis mgr

WISN. Milwaukee, sis

Same. NY. NY sis mgr for WSPD. Toledo W|W Clcvc:

W|BK Detroit

CKMI-TV. Quebec City, dir operations

Same daytime program dir

ABC Radio Net NY. sis presentation writer

ABC. Hy ABC-Disncv coordinator

Same, chairman bd

Dallas Film Industries Dallas pres

SPONSOR (> iPRil L957



NEW AND RENEW

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES continued

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

KAIR. Tucson, sis mgr

Same, mgr program sis

WXIX, Milwaukee, gen sis mgr

WABC-TV, NY, program dir

NEW AFFILIATION

Richard Grand

Robert Hoag CBS Tv, NY, acct exec-net sis

Richard P. Hogue CBS Tv Spot Sales, NY. acct exec _..

Al Hollander . Edward Klctter, NY, mgr r-tv ; _,

Lewis Johnson . Storer B'castng, Chi mid-west tv sis mgr Same. NY, NY sis mgr for WJBK-TV, Detroit

Robert H. Karpas ABC, NY, radio net co-op sis Devney & Co, NY, acct exec

Milton P. Kaylc Stone Associates, NY, counsel & dir business affairs TPA, NY. resident counsel

William E. Kelley Storer B'castng, chg advertiser contacts WJW-TV, Cleve, NY sis mgr

John Kent WDSU-TV, New Orleans, varied Same, dir public affairs

George Klaycr CBS Tv, NY, eastern sis mgr Same, net sis mgr

Jerry Landay Texanco Enterprises, NY, producer Same, vp

Charles E. Larkins WFAA-TV, Dallas, promotion mgr KTVX, Muskogee-Tulsa, sis promotion, publicity & merch dir

Paul Law _ Midwestern Broadcasting School. Chi, dean WLW-D, Dayton, program dir

Howard L. Letts . RCA, NY, vp & Operations mgr-record div NBC, NY, chg business affairs dept-tv programs & sis

Bertram Libin WMAL Radio, Wash DC, local sis mgr Same, gen sis mgr

Anthony Liotti NBC Spot Sales, NY, sis presentation writer Same, r-tv research super

Ben Ludy _. WIBW, WIBW-TV, Topeka, gen mgr Capper Publications-Stauffer Publications, Chi, nat advtng

r-tv sis mgr

Thomas Lufkin ABC Tv Net, Hy, ABC-MCM coordinator Same, service mgr

lean MacClean KCAY, Salem, Ore _ KWIZ, Santa Ana, Cal, sis

Bob Mansur WFAA, Dallas, staff announcer _ Same, promotion mgr

Sam K. Maxwell, Jr. CBS Tv. midwestern sis mgr Same, eastern sis mgr

Terrence McCuirk CBS Tv, NY, sis mgr-special unit EMP _ CBS Tv Spot Sales, NY, acct exec

John Morgan Encyclopedia Britannica, SF, procurement mgr TPA, St. Louis, acct exec

Ralph W. Nimmons WFAA-TV, Dallas, mgr _ WFCA-TV, Jacksonville, Fla, gen sis mgr

James F. O'Crady Young Tv, NY, asst sis mgr _ Same, also member bd

Sid Plotkin _1_ _ _ WISN, Milwaukee, sis

Jean A. Pouliot Famous Players, exec engineer Television de Quebec Limitee. Quebec City, gen mgr

Jason Rabinovitz ABC Tv Net, NY, admin officer ..Same, admin vp

George Rice _ ._ _WABC-TV, NY, program dir _ KGO-TV, SF, mgment position

Stephen Riddlebcrger ABC Radio Net, NY, business mgr .Same, admin vp

Morris Rittenberg __ NBC Tv, NY, mgr sis devel-net sis _ Same, mgr special program sls-tv net

James M. Robinson _ Research Institute of America, NY TPA, Raleigh, acct exec

Don Rodgers WRIB, Providence, program dir WVDA, Boston, program dir

Peter Roper . Andrews Associates, Cleve WERE, Cleve, mgr publicity-promotion dept

Ralph R. Rust WJBK, Pittsburg, Kan, mgr ..Same, program dir

Thad Sandstrom WIBW, WIBW-TV, Topeka, gen mgr

Louis Sanman ._ ABC Tv Net, Hy, program dept _ Same, production super

Ceorge A. Schmidt _.Radio Tv Representatives, NY, sis exec

Thomas J. Severin WMAR-TV, Baltimore, Program mgr Same, dir public service

Dean Shaffner ..ABC Radio Net, NY, dir sis devel & research Same, vp chg sis devel & research

Theodore F. Shaker WXIX, Milwaukee, sis mgr _ CBS Tv, NY, acct exec-net sis

Richard L. Stahlberger WCBS Radio, NY, asst sis promotion mgr ...Same, sis promotion mgr

Carl M. Stanton NBC, NY, vp-tv programs & sis-business affairs ._. Same, chg coordination color tv operations

Peggy Stone Radio Tv Representatives, NY, vp _ Same, pres

Joe Story __ KCKN, Kansas City, gen mgr KCMO. Kansas City, sis

Walter L. Thrift, II __ ... TPA, southeastern area, acct exec

Harold C. Tunison Broadway Dept Store, LA, sis mgr ...TPA, Davenport, la, acct exec

Howard Van der Meulen WBUF, Buffalo, advtng & sis promotion ...

Bill Vidal WBOF, Virginia Beach, commercial mgr

Beth Weissman _

Wayne J. Wynne KCGM, Alburquerque, sis

Same, mgr press & publicity

. WYOU, WACH-TV, Norfolk, sis mgr

Radio Tv Representatives, NY, admin exec

.. KCO, SF, acct exec

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Howard L. Bergman Grey, NY, dir sis promotion dept Same,

George S. Bogart Calkins & Holden, Chi, acct super _ Same,

Philip Brooks Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shensfield. NY, acct exec . Same

Gene E. Bryson Erwin, Wasey, LA, acct exec Mc-E

Jorge Cardoze Y&R, Mexico City, asst mgr

C. W. Christenberry, Jr. Ayer, NY, staff producer-dir-r & tv

also vp

vp chg office

vp

LA, acct exec

Same, Caracas, Venezula, mgr

Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, NY, exec producer

Christopher Cross ..Grey, NY, dir publicity-promotion dept Same, also vp

Paul J. Doniger Battistone, Bruce & Doniger, NY, vp & media dir Hoffman-Manning, NY. acct exec & media consultant

Jack W. Edwards Grant Advtng. SF, vp & mgr Same, Dallas, vp & mgr

Robert L. Finch _ Lester L. Jacobs. Chi, vp Grant. Schweneck & Baker. Chi. acct exec

Paul L. Klein Doyle Dane Be.-nbach, NY, sis research _ Same, mgr research dept

Norman Lauchner DFS, NY, acct exec Same, vp

Richard J. Martell . Grey, NY, acct exec ..Same, also vp

William R. Morrison C. F. Sweet Co, Hartford, Conn Cooney & Connor, Worcester. Mass, vp & creative dir

Donald Plouff Fesscl & Plouff, Louisville, Ky, pres Grey. NY, acct exec

Gene Reichert Mc-E, NY, senior tv & print copy writer . _J. M. Mathes, NY. writer-producer-r. tv & motion pic dept

Val Ritter Ayer, NY, mediabuyer Cunningham & Walsh, NY, timebuyer

John Rockwell Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield. NY, acct exec Same, vp

Robert Russell Norman, Craig & Kummcl, NY, acct exec ... Marschalk & Pratt div Mc-E, NY, acct exec

George E. Simons K&E, NY, vp & acct super B&B, NY, vp & acct super

Ceorge Henry Smith August Dorr Associates. Miami, tv dir

Earle G. Traux Woman's Home Companion, advtng mgr Carl S. Brown. NY, media dept

Harry W. Witt Calkins & Holden, LA, vp Reach, McClinton, LA. mgr
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INVEST

WHERE THEY BRING

LARGER DIVIDENDS

The latest NIELSEN SURVEY proves

that KTBS-TV, CHANNEL 3 gives you

more .... more TV homes ....
reaches more of these TV homes

MONTHLY and WEEKLY .... de-

livers more for your money.

316,400 HOMES in KTBS-TV AREA
give you a bonus of 31,900 homes over

Station B, according to A. C. Nielsen

Co., world's largest statistical and

rating organization.

157,980 TELEVISION HOMES in

KTBSTV AREA, a bonus of 13,120

over Station B, is shown by the Nielsen

Survey.

136,840 HOMES REACHED MONTH-
LY by KTBS-TV, a bonus of 6,740 over

Station B, proven by Nielsen.

131,870 HOMES REACHED WEEKLY
by KTBS-TV, a bonus of 5,120 over

Station B is shown by Nielsen.

KTBS-TV with its maximum power is

the place to be ... . there's more

to see on Channel 3 . . . . and more

people see it!

KTBS-fr
CHANNEL

SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
E. NEWTON WRAY, President & Gen. Mgr.

NBC and ABC
Represented by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

60

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Carter Products, Inc., New \ ork, is planning to enter many top

markets to promote its men's shaving cream. Rise. April-scheduled

campaign will run for 20 weeks. The advertiser is seeking pre- and

post-sports shows of ever) type for full sponsorship or participation.

Alternate plan is to place minute commercials during late-hour seg-

ments in ahout 100 markets, with news and weather slots preferred.

The number of announcements per week would vary from market to

market. Basic strategy: to reach men at the lowest cost-per- 1,000.

Buying has started. Buyers: Bill Abrams and Tom O'Dey. Agency:

SSCB, New York.

American Safety Razor Corp., New York, is buying / Led Three

Lives and other half-hour action film shows which attract large male

audiences in main major markets. Schedule for its safety blades

begins soon, will run 52 weeks. Commercials will be on film. Buying

is completed. Buyer: Murray Roffis. Agency: M-E. New \ ork.

RADIO BUYS
Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore, is enterimr a number of mar-

kets in the East to advertise its mens shaving cream. Campaign

begins this month and will run for 52 weeks. The number of an-

nouncements per week will vary from market to market. Buying

has just begun. Buyer: Roger Bumstead. \genc\ : MacManus. John

and Adams. New York.

RADIO AND TV BUYS
National Biscuit Co., New York, is going into markets throughout

the country to advertise one of its cracker products. Campaign will

begin in early May for a four-week special promotion. Spot radio

and tv will not be bought in the same markets. Average number of

announcements per week is about four in each of the 35 tv markets.

20-second film commercials will he slotted during nighttime segments

to reach an adult audience. Radio will be used in a limited number

of markets on a saturation basis: average number of commercials

per week in each market is about 50; 20 and 30-second live an-

nouncements will be scheduled for daytime hours. Buying has just

begun. Buyer: Jane Podester. Agency: McCann-Erickson. New ^ ork.

E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del., is going into

main markets to promote its car products and paints on tv: radio

will be used in 12 markets to advertise its paints. April campaign

will run 10-13 weeks. On tv, five-10 minute news-weather and sports

shows, and / Led Three Lives and similar 30-minute shows, are being

slotted. Schedules are all late week and nighttime segments. Strate-

gy : to reach a predominant!) male audience. Commercials are on

film. On radio, minutes are being placed Wednesday through Satur-

day during earl) morning and early evening. Object is to reach

both a male and female audience. E.t.'s will have a live tag for local

dealer identification. Bu\ ing is completed. Buyer for tv: Trow

Elliman. Radio: Jackie Moore. Agenev : BBDO. New York.
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SPOT TV BRAND FIGURES ' ntinued from pa II

General Shoe Corp. (continued)

Flagg Shoes 57,870

General Tire Dealers $32,190

General Tires 32,190

General Tire &
Rubber Co. $395,860

Employment 23,130

General Tires 363,960

Tire Service 8,770

Genesee Brewing Co. $178,920

Genesee Ale 51,070

Genesee Beer 127,850

Georgia Power Co. $40,350

Appliances 6,210

Electrical Products 34,140

Gerber Products Co. $25,250

Baby Foods 25,250

Gibbons Brewery Co. $64,960

Gibbons Beer 64,960

Gibson Art Co. $22,930

Greeting Cards 22,930

Gill, James C. Co. $114,250

Gill's Coffee Inst 4,230

Gill's Coffee

Inst. /Reg 74,100

Gill's Coffee Reg. . 21,050

Gill's Tea Reg. 1,040

Hotel Spec. Coffee

Inst. /Reg 10,910

Hotel Special

Coffee Reg 2,920

Gillette Co. $1,782,860

Gillette Blades 21,900

Gillette Razors 49,100

Paper Mate 249,990

Bobbi Home
Permanent 497,690

Deep Magic Cleansing

Lotion 102,900

Pamper Shampoo 421,190
Prom Home

Permanent 202,530
Prom Shampoo 2,860

Toni Epic 870
Toni Home

Permanent 76,450

White Rain Shampoo . 158,380

Gilmar Record Co. $286,570

Records 286,570

Gladiola Biscuit Co. $64,840

Gladiola Canned

Biscuits 64,840

Glamorene, Inc. $891,960

Glamorene 891,960

Glamur Products, Inc. $103,930

Easy Glamur 103.930

Globe Milling Co. $21,290

Flour 5,720

Pancake Mix 15,570

Gluek Brewing Co. $76,380

Beer 76,380

Godchaux Sugars, Inc. $163,560

Sugar ........ 163,560

Goebel Brewing Co. $66,390

Beer 66,390

Goetz, M. K.,

Brewing Co. $367,040

Country Club Beer 148,230

Goetz Beer 218,810

Goetze, Albert F.. Co. $38,950

Meat Products 38,950

Gold Bond Co. $30,590

Gold Bond Mattress 30,590

Gold Bond Stamp Co. $35,030

Stamps 35,030

Gold Medal Candy Corp. $151,160

Bonomo Turkish

Taffy 150,190

Rittenhouse Candies 970

Gold Seal Co. $535,480

Floor Wax 780

Glass Wax 293,950

Snowy Bleach 240,750

Golden Grain

Macaroni Co. $28,490

Golden Grain Macaroni 7,000

Macaroni Products 20,280

Spaghetti 1,210

Golden Mix, Inc. $62 610

Pancake Mix 62,610

Golden Nuggett Sweets $22,240

Candy Bars 22,240

Golden State Co., Ltd. $48,700

Dairy Products 48,700

Good Humor Corp. $167,810

Ice Cream 167,810

Goodrich, B. F. Co. $318,740

Diamond Tires 1,690

Goodrich Tires 20,970

Hood P. F.

Canvas Shoes 222,770

Hood Tires 50.710

Miller Tires 22,600

Goodyear Tire

& Rubber Co. $38,950

Batteries 3.730

Goodyear Tires 34,850

Neolite Heels & Soles 370

Gordon Baking Co. $313,240

Silvercup Bread 313,240

Gordon Foods Co. $42,900

Potato Chips 42,900

Gordy Tire Co. $42,900

Tires 42.900

Government Employees

Ins. $25,230

Insurance .. 25,230

Graham Co. $22,620

Red Bow Dried

Vegetables 22,620

Grand Union Food Stores $126,560

Grant Co. $397,070

Various Mail Order

Items . 397,070

Great A & P Tea Co. . $902,830

A& P Food Stores 902,830

Great Northern

Railway Co. $195,210

Rail Travel 195,210

Great Western Furniture $33,600

Furniture . 33,600

Green Hill Super Market $25,350

Food Stores 25,350

Greenwood Packing Co. $21,110

Carolina Pride Meats 21,110

Greyhound Corp. $639,470

Bus Travel 639,470

Griesedieck Bro.

Brew. Co. $136,560

Griesedieck Beer 136,560

Griffin Grocery Co. $41,030

Griffin Tea Reg. 25,480

Various Foods 15,550

Grocery Store

Products Co. $564,550

B in B. Mushrooms 260.800

Cream of Rice 70,150

Fould's Macaroni 54,110

Fould's Spaghetti 28,830

Kitchen Bouquet 150,660

Grove Laboratories,

Inc. $1,696,100

BromoQuinine
Cold Tablets 429,220

Citroid 496,150

Defencin 8,940

Fitch Hair Tonic 5,420

Fitch Shampoo 32,580

4 Way Cold Tablets 723,790

Groveton Papers Co. $158,330

Blue Ribbon Napkins 68,540

Vanity Fair Tissues 89,790

Gulf Brewing Co. $94,580

Buccaneer Beer 5,370

Grand Prize Beer 89,210

Gulf Oil Corp. $89,930

Gulf Gas & Oil 12.900

Gulfspray Insecticide 50.780

Trak Moth Killer 26,250

Gunther Brewing Co. $464,550

Gunther Ale 3,810

Gunther Beer . 460,740

Gwaltney, P. 0., Jr.

& Co. $20,260

Meats .. 20,260

H

Haberle Congress

Brewing $179,220

Ale 141,420

Beer 37,800

Habitant Soup Co. $60,520

Soups 60.520

Hall, Robert Clothes $4,459,490

Hall. Martin L, Co. $45,560

Victor Coffee

Inst. Reg. 45.560

Hamm, Theo.,

Brewing Co. $1,309,110

Hamm Beer 1,309,110

Hammer Beverage

Co., Bottlers $234,740

Ginger Ale 32,500

Soft Drinks 202,240

Hammond Organ Dlrs. $38,910

Hammond Organ 38,910

Hand, Peter.

Brewing Co. $314,790

Bock Beer 6,060

Meister Brau Beer 285,000

Peter Hand Reserve

Beer 23,730

Handy. H. L , Co. $26,030

Brightwood

Meat Prods. . 26,030

Hansen's, Chr.,

Laboratory $135,700

Danish Dessert 190
Junket Frostings r ' r-0

Junket Rennet Powder 128,910

Hardware Mutuals $21,790

Insurance 21,790

Hart Bakery $37,660

Hart's Bread 36,320

Jack & Jean's Bread . 1,340

Hartford National Bank $23,650

Regional Banks 23,650

Hart Greer Co. $30,740

ABC Washers ... . 12,260

Permaglass

Water Heater 520
Servel Appliances 5,450

Whirlpool Appliances 2,440

Youngstown Appliances 2,440

Zenith Appliances 7,630

Hartz Mountain Products $29,010

Bird Food 29.010

Hassenfeld Brothers,

Inc. $37,270

Hasbro Toys . 37.270

Hastings. H. G.. Co. $25,450

Dixianna Grass Seed 25.450

Hawaii Brewing Co. $25,690

Primo Beer 25.690

Hawaiian Pineapple Co. $29,540

Dole Pineapple 29,540

Haxton Foods, Inc. $40,030

Blue Boy

Dairy Products 11.970

Blue Boy Foods 22.570

Blue Boy Ice Cream . 5.490

Haymarket Mills $22,020

Corn Meal 13.530

Flour 8.490

Health A-Tena Co $49,800

Drugs 49.800

Hebrew National $29,250

Meat Products 29,250

Heide, Henry, Inc. $63,920

Candy 63.920

Heidelberg Brewing Co. $108,520

Beer 108,520

Heileman, G.,

Brewing Co. $585,350

Old Style Lager Beer 585.350

Heiner's Bakery $32,820

Bakery Products 32.820

Heinz, H. J.. Co. $1,334,260

57 Varieties Food

Prod. 1,334,260

Hekman Biscuit Co. $118,650

Cookies & Crackers . . 118,650
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SPOT TV BRAND FIGURES continued

Helbros Watch Co., Inc. $87,890

Helbros Watches 87,890

Helm's Bakeries $61,540

Baked Goods 45,640

Bread 11,740

Pies 4,160

Helzberg's Jewelers $42,180

Jewelry 42,180

Henderson Sugar Refinery $29,380

Superfine Sugar 29,380

Henke & Pillot Co. $21,150

Groceries 21,150

Henri's Food Products,

Inc $26,350

Henri's Foods 7,420

Henri's Salad Dressing . 18,930

Hereford Heaven Co. $25,230

Frozen Beef Products . 25,230

Herrud Meat

Products Co $36,240

Meat Products 36,240

Hershel Cal. Fruit Prods. $34,100

Contadina Tomato Paste 34,100

Hertz U Drive Co. $31,480

Drive-lt-Yourself Cars .... 31,480

Hess, Or. & Clark, Inc. $30,270

Stock & Poultry

Remedies 30,270

Heublein, G. F., Inc $82,110

Maltex 27,660

Maypo Cereal 54,450

Highs Ice Cream Co. $23,640

Hiland Potato Chip Co. $48,770

Potato Chips 48,770

Hills Bros. Coffee, Inc. $1,077,370

Red Can Coffee Reg. 1,077,370

Hinshaw's Dept. Stores $54,600

Hires, Charles E.,

Co./Bott. $120,670

Hires Root Beer 120,670

Hi-V Corp $127,850

Food Concentrates 430
Orange Juice

Concentrate 127,420

Hoffman Beverage

Co./ Bott $94,550

Ginger Ale 56,180

Soft Drinks 28,850

Sparkling Water 9,520

Hollingshead, R. M.

Corp $39,970

Floor Show Wax 34,320

Hi Shine Auto Polish 1,210

Rhythm Motor Oil 2,430

Venus Car Polish 910
Whiz Automotive

Products 1,100

Hollywood Brands, Inc. $167,820

Big Time Candy Bar 5,910

Butternut Candy Bar .... 12,400

Candy Bars 149,510

Holsum Baking/Bakeries $422,450

Bread 418,070

Crackers & Cookies 4,380

Home Finance Co $23,640

Loans 23,640

Home Lines Agency, Inc. $29,020

Boat Travel 29,020

Home State Life Insurance $33,950

White Cross Insurance 33,950

Home Typewriter Sales $20,150

Homemakers Co. $39,190

Homemakers Baked

Beans 39,190

Hood Chemical Co $50,100

EZ Bleach 26,500

EZ Starch 8,020

Hood Bleach 950
Hood Starch 140

33 Bleach 11,690

Zero Cleanser 2,800

Hood, H. P., & Sons, Inc. $150,940
Dairy Products 79.010

Ice Cream 47,620
Milk 14,950

Orange Juice 9,360

Hoover Vacuum
Cleaner Co. $36,990

Hoover Vacuum Cleaners 36,990

Horn & Hardart

Baking Co $30,030

Foods 30,030

Household Finance Corp. $503,500
Insurance 10,070

Loans 493,430

Hubinger Co $26,730
Quick Elastic Starch 26,730

Hudepohl Brewing Co. $55,540

Hudepohl Beer 55,540

Hudson Pulp & Paper

Corp $419,520

Paper Hankies 10,390

Paper Napkins 409,130

Humble Oil &
Refining Co. $184,630

Humble Gas & Oil 184,630

Hunter Packing Co $32,920

Meats 32,920

Hygeia Milk Co $24,380
Dairy Products 24,380

I

Ideal Mortgage Co $24,440

Institutional 24,440

Ideal Toy Corp $22,500

Toys 22,500

Illinois Canning Co. $26,000

Joan of Arc

Canned Foods 26,000

Illinois Meat Co $180,210

Broadcast

Canned Meats 180,210

Imperial Sugar Co. $108,240

Brown Sugar 11,790

Cane Sugar 96,450

Independent Grocer's

Alliance $96,570

Groceries 39,000

I.G.A. Stores 57,570

Independent Oil Co $24,150

Gas & Oil 24,150

Instant Grip Co $55,310
Instant Grip Cement 55,310

International Breweries $39,760
Iroquois Indian

Head Beer 39,760

International Harvester $38,780

Farm Equipment 13,630

Tractors 13,790
Trucks 11,360

International

Latex Corp. $1,322,980
Isodine 321,440
Playtex Baby Pants .... 126,110
Playtex Bra 237,130
Playtex Girdles 451,890
Playtex Gloves 186,390

International

Milling Co $402,560
Robin Hood Flour 402,560

International Molded

Plastics, Inc. $21,290
Brook Park Dinnerware

. 21,290

International Salt Co $430,850

Sterling Salt 430,850

International Shoe Co. $253,320

Accent Shoes 940
John Roberts

Men's Shoes 6,000

Peters Shoes 10,070

Poll Parrott Shoes 150,600

Red Goose Shoes 30,050

Sundial Shoes 2,520

Weatherbird Shoes 49,060

Yanigan's Shoes 4,080

Interstate Bakeries $359,880

Blue Seal Bread 50,250

Bread 125,280

Butternut Bread 81,280

Log Cabin

Sun Rich Bread 38,960

Mrs. Karl's Bread 10,080

Weber's Bread 54,030

Iowa Elec. Light & Power $55,280

Electricity 55,280

Ireland's Chili Co. $71,510

Barbecue Sauce 42,950

Chili 11,270

Pit Bar BQ 3,380

Sauces 13,910

Ironrite, Inc $45,180
Ironrite Appliances 36,110

Ironrite Ironers 9,070

Isbell's Univ. Beauty Cult. $25,910

Beauty Culture 25,910

Ivano, Inc $77,970

Ivalon Sponges 77,750

Plumite Drain Cleaner .... 220

J

J. F. G. Coffee Co $73,090

JFG Coffee Inst 49,530

JFG Coffee Inst. /Reg. ,.., 20,010

JFG Coffee Reg 3,550

Jackson Brewing Co. $566,660
JaxAle 1,690

JaxBeer 564,970

James Industries, Inc $28,740
Slinky Toy 28,740

Javatol Coffee Co $43,340
Javatol Coffee

Inst./Reg 43,340

Jenney Mfg. Co $104,930
Gas & Oil 104,930

Jewell, J. D., Inc $102,130
Jesse Jewell's

Frozen Chicken 102,130

Jewel Tea Co., Inc. $90,010
Jewel Foods . 90,010

Joanna-Western Mills Co. $47,100
Lamp Shades 970
Window Shaes .. 46,130

Johnson, Walter H., Co. $97,020
Candy 18,120
Powerhouse Candy Bars 78,900

Johnson & Johnson $86,480
Baby Shampoo 35,230
Baby Toiletries 9,840
Elastic Hosiery 4,120

Foot Powder 11,740
Surgical Dressings 25,550

Johnson, S. C,
& Son, Inc $142,320

Johnson's Auto Wax . . 1,700

Johnson's Floor Wax 1,560

Johnson's

Furniture Wax 2,340

Raid Insecticide 136,720

Johnson's Howard $92,270
Restaurants 92,270

Johnston, Robert, A., Co. $21,530
Cookies & Crackers 21,530

Johnston Pie Co $47,560

Pies 47,560

Jones Distributing Co. $47,320

IGA Food Stores 47,320

Jones Sausage Co. $39,290

Meat Products 36,410

Sausage & Bacon 2,880

K

Kahn, David, Inc. $45,990

WeareverPen 40,490

Wearever Pencil 5,500

Kaiser Aluminum

& Chemical $339,320

Kaiser Aluminum
Awnings 1,560

Kaiser Aluminum Foil .... 281,000

Kaiser Shade Screen .... 55,980

Kaiser Storm Windows .. 780

Karl's Shoe Stores $57,810

Kasser Distillers Prod. $27,670

King's Wine 27,670

Katz Drug Co $33,270

Drug Stores 33,270

Kay, Gerold 0., & Assoc. $79,720

Bendix Appliances 39,860
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Kay, Ceroid 0., & Assoc, (continued)

Crosley Radios 39,860

Keebler Biscuit Co. $477,430

Cookies & Crackers . 477,430

Kelley's Food Products $22,980

Kelly Potato Chips 22,980

Kellogg Company $4,810,530

All Bran 33,150

Corn Flakes 52,640

Fizz-Ade 72,510

Gro-Pup Dog Food 81,120

Rice Krispies 10,660

Special K Cereal 1,028,600

Sugar Frosted Flakes .. 49,770

Sugar Corn Pops 143,760

Sugar Smacks 4,290

Various Kellog

Cereals 3,334,030

Kendall Co. $43,830

Blue Jay Corn Remedies 39,710

Fling Deodorant 4,120

Kenneth, Edward, Corp. $25,800
Korn-X Foot Remedy 25,800

Kent Feeds $21,450

Livestock & Poultry

Feeds . 21,450

Kern Food Products Co. $24,680
Kern Jams & Jellies 24,680

Kern's Bakery $55,660
Bread 52,330

Cakes 4,330

Keystone Steel & Wire

Co. $48,230

Fences 15,440

Steel & Wire 32,790

Kilpatrick's Bakeries $103,280
Bakery Products 103,280

Kimberly Clark Corp. $996,700
Delsey Toilet Tissue 358,880

Kleenex Napkins .. 416,330

Kleenex Paper Towels 30,860

Kleenex Tissues 190,630

King Midas Flour Mills $29,940

King Midas Flour 13,900

V-10 Protein Bread 16,040

Kingsbury Brewing Co. $26,760
Beer 26,760

Kirsch Beverages/

Bottlers $25,000

No-Cal Soft Drinks 25,000

Kitchens of Sara Lee $205,210

Cheesecakes 1,850

Coffee Cakes 31,540

Frozen Cakes 171,820

Kiwi Polish Co. $61,350

Kiwi Shoe Polish 61,350

Knickerbocker Toy Co. $23,220

Toys 23,220

Knomark Mfg. Co. $83,570

Esquire Shoe Polish 83,570

Knot Mfg. Co. $24,610

White Cap Pine Oil 24,610

Knowlton's Creamery $32,400

Dairy Products 4,830

Golden Flake Buttermilk 12,910

Ice Cream 14,660

Knox Industries, Inc. $31,330

Gas & Oil 31,330

Knudsen Creamery Co. $168,780
Dairy Products 168,780

Koester's Bakery $88,770

Bread 88,770

Kotarides Baking Co. $75,310

Mary Jane Bread 75,310

Krantz Brewing Co. $65,260

Old Dutch Beer .. 65,260

Kresge, S. S., Co. $346,610

Variety Stores . 346,610

Kroger Co. $678,160

Food Stores 678,160

Krueger, G., Brewing Co. $347,170

KruegerAle 153,620

Krueger Beer 193,550

Kruger's Jewelers $21,410

Jewelry 21,410

Kuner-Empson Co. $54,720

Canned Foods 54,720

Labatt, John, Ltd. $122,210

Ale 80,130

Beer 42,080

Labor Savers, Inc. $205,180

Homecraft Electric

Spray Gun 205,180

Lance, Inc. $55,270

Peanut Products 15,430

Peanuts 2,570

Potato Chips 520

Toastchee 36,750

Land Lakes Creameries $41,980

Butter 15,580

Dairy Products 26,400

Langendorf United

Bakeries $700,740

Bakery Products 6,070

Barbara Ann Bread 54,790

Breads 521,610

Butternut Bread 14,300

Cakes 1,230

Figuerette Bread 650

Holsum Bread 4,290

Langendorf Bread 97,800

Lan-O-Sheen, Inc. $122,680

Lan-O-Sheen Cleaner 102.750

Lan-O-Wipe Cleaner 19,930

Lanvin Parfums, Inc. $347,910

Lanvin Perfumes 347,910

La Rosa, V..&Sons, Inc. $455,650

Egg Noodles 16.680

Macaroni 400,770

Pizza Mix 760
Ravioli 630

Spaghetti 36,810

La Touraine Coffee Co. $20,730

La Touraine Coffee

Inst. Reg. 11,730

La Touraine Tea

Inst. Reg. 9,000

Latrobe Brewing Co. $24,960

Rolling Rock Beer .. . 24,960

Lay. H. W., & Co. $74,370

Fun Popcorn 2,760

Lay's Potato Chips 71,610

Lay Packing Co. $26,280

Meat Products 26,280

Le Blanc Corp. $20,560

Hadacol 20,560

Lee Baking Co. $21,010

Colonial Bread 21,010

Lee Optical Co. $108,620

Eyeglasses 71,760

Optical Service 36,860

Lee Tire & Rubber Corp. $103,890

Lee Tires 103,890

Leeming, Thomas, & Co.,

Inc. $408,450

Ben-Gay 408,450

Leonard Refineries $101,900

D-X Motor Oil 36,510

Leonard Gas 65,390

Leslie Salt Co. $216,180

Salt 216,180

Lever Brothers Co. $4,535,010

Breeze 64,620

Dove Toilet Soap .... 497,710

Good Luck Margarine . 51,730

Hum Detergent 18,420

Imperial Margarine ... 1,378,220

Lifebuoy Soap 77,570

Lucky Whip 5,720

Lux Liquid Detergent .. 15,810

Lux Toilet Soap 57,950

Pepsodent 118,390

Rinso . 288,680

Silver Dust 63.530

Surf Detergent 22,280

Wisk 1,874,410

Levolor-Lorentzen, Inc. $36,270

Venetian Blinds 36,270

Lewis Food Co. $657,120

Dr. Ross Cat Food $657,120

Dr. Ross Dog Food 323,330

Skippy Cat Food 1,910

Skippy Dog Food 61,870

Lewis-Howe Co. $61,600

Turns 61,600

Lexington Window Co. $28,970

Windows 28,970

Libby, McNeil & Libby $412,410

Baby Foods 189,970

Canned Pineapple 120.660

Frozen Foods 19.360

Pineapple Juice 45,880

Vim V-8 Vegetable

Juice 36,540

Liebmann Breweries, Inc. $768,660

Rheingold Beer 768,660

Liggett & Myers

Tobacco Co. $4,400,900

Chesterfield ......... 1.106.590

L&M 3.294,310

Lima Bean Advisory

Board $31,550

Lima Beans 31,550

Lincoln Income Life Ins. $26,010

Insurance 26,010

Lion. Inc. $37,440

Gibbons Beer 37,440

Lion Oil Co $70,200

Gas & Oil . 70.200

Lionel Corp. $298,620

Toy Trains 298,620

Lipton. Thomas J., Inc. $993,470

Lipton's Soups 24,710

Lipton's Tea Reg. . 968,760

Little Crow Milling Co. $114,880

Coco Wheats Cereal 114,880

Loblaw, Inc. $122,440

Chain Food Stores . 122,440

Local Loan Co. $26,980

Loans .. 26,980

Lo Calory Food Co. $197,550

Niron Weight Additive ... 197.550

Loma Linda Food Co. $77,170
Gravy Quik 55,200

Rusket Flakes . 1,770

Ruskets 20,200

Lone Star Brewing Co. $432,440
Lone Star Beer 432,440

Lone Star Gas Co. $72,620

Gas 54,140

Gas Ranges 11,440

Gas Refrigerators 2,860

Services 4,180

Lorillard. P., & Co. $2,148,610

Kent Cigarettes 188.280

Muriel Cigars 1.530

Old Gold Cigarettes 1,958,800

Louisiana State Rice Mill $97,290

Co-China Doll Rice 1,940

F. A. G. Rice 2.330

Mahatma Rice 41.540

Rice 35.730
Sonny Boy Rice 740
Water Maid Rice . 15.010

Lucky Lager Brewing Co. $680,600

Lucky Lager Beer 680.600

Ludens. Inc. $294,570

Cough Drops 216.840

Fifth Ave. Candy Bars 77,730

Luer Packing Co. $74,140

Meats 74.140

Lufthanse Air Lines $24,380

Air Travel 24.380

Lyon Van & Storage Co. $84,670

Moving & Storage 84,670

M

MFA Mutual Insurance Co. $35,230

Insurance 35.230

M. J. B. Co. $848,630

MJB Coffee Instant . 16.700

MJB Coffee Inst. Reg. 427,580

MJ8 Coffee Regular 312.980

MJB Rice 17.820

MJB Tea Reg. 53.230

Tree Tea Reg. 20,320

Madera Bonded Wine &
Liquor Co. $36,680

Wines 36,680
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Magees, Inc. $71,500
Electrical Appliances 71,500

Maggio, Joseph D.

of California $37,680
Maggio Carrots 37,680

Magnolia Petroleum Co. $254,260
Mobilgas & Mobiloil 254,260

Maier Brewing Co $53,050
Brew 102 Beer 53,050

Malt-o-Meal Co $323,120
Malt-O-Meal 323,120

Manchester Hosiery Mills $28,990

Ironwear Hosiery 28,990

Mangels, Herold Co. $94,420

King Bleach 30,520

King Fluff 18.600

King Starch 45,020

King Syrup 280

Manhattan Coffee Co $47,550

Manhattan Coffee

Inst. Reg 47,550

Manners Drive-In

Restaurants $42,120

Mann's Potato Chip Co. $55,660

Potato Chips 55,660

Manor Bakeries Co $44,330

Baked Goods 44,330

Manufacturers Light &
Heat Co $31,980

Gas Appliances 31,980

Marathon Corp $1,798,680

Northern Napkins 12,970

Northern Tissues 1,072,790

Northern Towels 95,830

Paper Products 231,710

Waxtex 385,380

Marcal Paper Mills, Inc. $165,650

Marcal Paper NaDkins ... 165,650

Marchand, Charles Co $34,870

Hair Conditioner 9,990

Hair Rinse 9,990

Hair Wash 4,900

Shampoo 9,990

Marhoeffer Packing Co. $21,570

Meats 21,570

Marlowe Chemical Co. $202,710
Fire Chief Fire Exting. ... 202,710

Marlun Mfg. Co $78,170
Black Angus Rotisseries 78,170

Mars, Inc $555,670
Mars Candy Bars 496,260
Milky Way Candy Bars... 59,410

Martin Oil Co $126,660
Martin Oil 126,660

Maryland Pharmaceutical

Co $99,950
Rem 99,950

Master Brand, Inc $32,670
Trimm Candy 32,670

Max Factor & Co. $3,181,730
Courtley Deodorant .... 1,040

Courtley Toiletries 9,010
Dri-Mist Deodorant .... 427,180
Max Factor

Cosmetics 1,926,600

Max Factor

Creme Puff 11,390

Max Factor

Deodorant 1,120

Max Factor Erace 11,390

Max Factor Hi-Fi 5,720

Max Factor Pancake ... 6,800

Sof-Set Hair Spray .... 781,480

Maybelline Co $163,030
Cosmetics 163,030

Mayer, Oscar, & Co $567,430
Meat Products 567,430

Mayflower Warehouses $34,980
Moving & Storage 34,980

McCormack & Co., Inc $30,350
Schilling Coffee Reg 15,160

Spices 9,160

Tea Regular 6,030

McDaniel, Sam, & Sons $28,560

Bunker Hill Beef 17,640

Canned Meats 10,920

McDaniel's Markets $62,400

Food Stores 62,400

McKesson & Robbins,

Inc $152,540
Bexel Vitamins 106,450

Kessamin 23,770

NeoAquaDrin 1,950

Surin Ointment 980
Tartan Suntan Lotion .... 2,700

Various Drugs 16,690

Mc Laughlin, W. F.. & Co. $580,890
Manor House Coffee

Inst 144,390

Manor House Coffee

Inst./Reg 364,590
Manor House Coffee

Reg 71,910

Mc Mahan Furniture Stores $63,110

Mead Baking Co $65,390
Bunny Bread 65,390

Meads Baking Co $86,760

Dottie Lee Bread 5,460

Meads Bread 78,060

Rolls 3,240

Melville Shoe Corp $54,120

Thorn McAnn Shoes 54,120

Mennen Co $595,500
Mennen Afta Shave

Lotion 216,580

Mennen After Shave

Talcum 1,390

Mennen Cream Hair

Oil 1,390

Mennen Foam Shave 86,350

Mennen Shampoo 2,490

Mennen Shave Cream ... 49,980

Mennen Skin Bracer 85,110

Mennen Skin Magic

Cream 25,430

Mennen Spray

Deodorant 44,190

Mennen Tube Shave 82,590

Merchants Biscuit Co. $133,730

Cookies & Crackers 78,090

Supreme Salad Wafers .. 55,640

Merck & Co $23,400

Antibiotics 20,190

Fruit Freeze 3,210

M-G-M Pictures Corp $105 670
Movie Publicity 105,670

Metro Mutual Insurance

Co $43,440
Gold Cross Insurance 43,440

Metropolis Brewery

of N.J $33,780
Champale Malt Liquor .... 33,780

Metropolitan Utilities Dist. $30,990

Appliances 6,880

Bendix Appliances 680
Caloric Gas Ranges 1,080

Institutional 21,670

Universal Appliances 680

Miami Margarine Co $42,400
Nu-Maid Margarine 42,400

Miami Valley Milk Assoc. $22,080

Dairy Products 22,080

Michigan Auto Club $61,490

Michigan Bakeries, Inc $51,350
Aunt Fanny Bread 38,840
Michigan Bread 11,160

Rolls 1.350

Michigan Consolidated Gas $48,220
Utilities 48,220

Midwest Fruit Flavors, Inc. $36,370
Sonny Boy Fruit Flavor

Concentrate 9,400

Sonny Boy Syrup 15,700

Sonny Boy Soft Drink 11,270

Midwest Refineries $21,840
White Rose Gasoline 21,840

Milani, Louis, Foods $167,540

1890 French Dressing... 40,490

Milani Foods 51,750

Salad Dressings 75,300

Miles Laboratories, Inc. $5,354,730

Alka-Seltzer 4,498,070

Bactine 284,950

Nervine 43,450

One-A-Day Brand

Vitamins 429,980

Tabcm 98,280

Milk for Health $31,530

Milk 31,530

Milk Foundation $24,090

Dairy Products 24,090

Milk Producers Federation $44,460

Milk 44,460

Miller Brewing Co $281,260

Miller High Life Beer . . 281,260

Milner Products Co $283,530

Gala Bleach 360
Perma Starch 77,760

Pine Sol 205,050

White Wave Detergent .. 360

Minneapolis Brewing Co. $220,900

Grainbelt Beer 220,900

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. . $48,120

Sasheen Ribbon Tape 4,510

Scotch Tape 43,610

Minute Maid Corp $1,939,010

Frozen Fruit Juice 370,910

Frozen Orange Juice .. 352-.930

Hi-C Orange Juice 117,310
Malted Mix 3,250
Snow Crop Frozen

Foods 943,700
Snow Crop Frozen

Juices 150,910

Mishawaka Rubber &
Wool Mfg $136,300

Red Ball Casual

Footwear 136,300

Mission Pak $108,820
Dried Fruits 78,690
Glazed Fruits 7,410
Soft Drinks 22,720

Mogen David Wine Corp. ... $21,480
Mogen David Wine 21,480

Molson Brewery, Ltd $148,760
Molson'sAle 97,950
Molson's Beer 50,810

Monarch Wine Co., Inc $505,930
Manischewitz Wine 505,930

Monsanto Chemical $192,000
All Detergent 94,910
Nu Fabric Finish 1,780

Rez 14,990
Tile Crest Wall Tile 6,690

Toy 73,630

Montana Power $20,470
Utilities 20,470

Montgomery Ward & Co. $410,090
Stores & Mail Order 410,090

Mootz, E.W. Bakery $25,730
Sunbeam Bread 25,730

Morning Milk Co $20,670
Condensed Milk 20,670

Morrell-Fellin Packing Co. $48,180

Meat Products 48,180

Morrell, John H., & Co $144,420
Bacon 14,380

Ham 24,520

Meats 93,760

Red Heart Dog Food 11,760

Morris, Philip, & Co $7,369,440
Bond Street Tobacco.. 3,380

Marlboro 3,404,200

Parliament 640,180
Philip Morris 3,079.480

Spud 242,200

Morton Food Co $37,160
Bestyett Salad Dressing. 13,970
Black Pepper 2,170

Morton's Salad Dressing . 5,980

Potato Chips 14,070

Pure Honey 970

Mother's Cake & Cookie

Co $52,940

Cakes 37,470

Cookies 15,470

Motorists Mutual Ins. Co. $61,240

Auto Insurance 61,240

Mueller, C. F., Co $207,200
Mueller's Macaroni 145,220
Mueller's Noodles 10,910

Mueller's Spaghetti 51,070

Muller-Grocers Baking Co. $34,080
Baked Goods 27,780
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Muller Grocers Baking Co. (Cont.)

Bread 4,610

Cookies 1,690

Muntz Television $30,420

TV Sets 30,420

Murine Co., Inc. $46,260

Murine 46,260

Murphy Prods. Co. $156,320

Livestock & Poultry

Feed 156,320

Murray, Arthur,

Dance Studios $23,040

Dance Instruction 23,040

Musselman, C. H., Co. $28,450

Apple Products 16,670

Canned Fruits 10.900

Fruit Pie Fillings 300
Jellies 580

Mystik Adhesive Products $47,760

Mystik Tape 47,760

Myzon, Inc. $39,440

Feed Additive

Conditioner 39,440

N

NaasCorp $35,040

Vegamato 35,040

Narragansett Brewing Co. $290,410

Croft Ale ,., 112,660

Narragansett Ale 77.460

Narragansett Beer . 100,290

Nash Coffee Co. $91,090

Nash's Coffee Instant 28,350

Nash's Coffee Inst Reg 48.880

Nash's Coffee Regular . . 13.860

Nash Finch Corp. $33,720

Our Family Foods 33,720

National Airlines, Inc. $260,930

National Bakeries $22,730

Hollywood Bread 22.730

National Biscuit Co. $5,536,500

Dromedary Cake Mix 983.060

Dromedary Foods 12.470

Home Town Bread 9.020

Master Plan Bread 142,210

Milk Bone 77,370

Millbrook Bread 20,320

Nabisco Cookies &
Crackers 3,059,090

Nabisco Shredded

Wheat 178,110

Nabisco Shredded

Wheat Jrs 203,670

Nabisco Various

Cereals 166.270

NBC Bread . ... 170.340

Pal Dog Foods . . 23.150

Ranger Joe Cereal .... 12.930

Rice Honeys 324,430

Wheat Honeys 154,060

National Brewing Co. ... $692,150
National Bohemian

Beer 605.220

National Premium Beer . 86,930

National Carbon Co. $342,690

Eveready Batteries 204,320

Prestone Anti-Freeze .... 138,370

National Clothing Co. $53,650

National Dairy Products $1,246,530

Kraft Cheese 288,590

Kraft Cottage

Cheese 94,610

Kraft Deluxe

Margarine 60,160

Kraft Italian Salad

Dressing 760
Kraft Jams & Jellies 12.990

Kraft Marshmallows . 9,700

Kraft Mayonnaise 11,040

Kraft Miniature

Caramels 990
Kraft Miniature

Marshmallows 62,000

Kraft Orange Juice 105,920

Kraft Parkay

Margarine 220,520

Kraft -Various

Products 157,250

Sealtest Dairy

Products ... 153.050

Sealtest Ice Cream 68,950

National Distillers Corp. $28,570

Italian Swiss Colony

Wine 28,570

National Food Stores $48,960

National Presto Ind. $522,470

Appliances 522,470

National Tea Co. $136,040

Food Stores 136.040

National Toilet Co. $75,030

Nadinola Cream 75,030

National Van Lines $34,480

Moving & Storage 34,480

Nationwide Insurance Co. $283,100

Natural Gas Co. $65,520

Natural Gas Utilities 65,520

Necchi Sew. Mach.

Sales Co. $34,450

Elna Sewing Machines 7,690

Necchi Sewing Machines 26,760

Nehi Corp/Bottlers $1,614,150

Nehi 243.340

Par-T-Pak 40.470

Royal Crown Cola 1,328,700

Upper Ten 1,640

Nesbitt Fruit/Bottlers $46,210

Nesbitt's Soft Drink 46.210

Nestle Co., Inc. $2,374,920

Decaf Instant Coffee 717.320

King Mallow 4,510

Maggi Protein Drink 28,610

Nescafe Instant

Coffee 324,130

Nestea Instant Tea 95,750

Nestle's Chocolate

Bars 45,750

Nestle's Cookie Mix 1,030

Nestle's Everready

Cocoa 44,280

Nestle's Instant

Coffee . 1,098.010

Nestle's Quik 15.530

Neuhoff Packing Co. $195,120

Meat Products 130,720

Old Hickory Bacon &
Hams 64,400

New England

Confectionery $285,430

Bolster Bar 14,040

Necco Candies 142,810

Sky Bar 128,580

New England Provision

Co. $71,710

Meats 71.710

New England

Upholstery Co. $42,320

Simmonds Mattresses 42,320

New York Central Railroad $85,610

Niagara Mfg. & Distr. Co. $22,480

Massage Equipment 22,480

NicL Silver Battery Co. $41,640

Batteries 41.640

Nissen Baking Co. $142,460

Bakery Products 142.460

Norex Laboratories, Inc. $54,700

Amitone 54,700

Northern Pacific

Railroad Co. $74,070

Northern States Power Co. $97,940

Utilities 97,910

Northwest-Orient Airlines $63,750

Norwich Pharmacal Co. $123,670

Pepto-Bismol 123,670

Noxzema Chemical Co. $41,580

Noxema Shave Cream 26.770

Noxema Skin Cream . . 14,810

Nutone, Inc. $35,030

Various Household

Products 35.030

O.J. Beauty Lotion Co. $47,280

Facial Lotion 47,280

Oak Cliff Baking Co. $24,980

Hollywood Bread 10.800

Sunbeam Bread 14,180

Oakite Products, Inc. $114,240

Oakite 114,240

O-Cedar Corp. $92,010

O-Cedar Mops 10.750

OCedar Polishes 63,430

O-Cedar Waxes.. 17.830

Oertel Brewing Co. $139,350

Beer 139.350

Ohio Fuel Gas Co. $32,460

Natural Gas 32.460

Ohio Oil Co. $299,990

Marathon Gas & Oil 299.990

Ohio Provision Co. $191,600

Meat Products 191,600

O'Keefe & Merritt Co. $57,550

Stoves 57,550

O'Keefe's, Inc. $84,260

Ale 60.380

Beer 16.030

Stout 7,850

Oklahoma Gas & Electric $36,360

Utilities 36.360

Oklahoma Oil Co. $127,020

Oklahoma Oil 127,020

Oklahoma Tire & Suppy Co. $22,560

Car Supplies 17.660

Home Supplies 4,470

Schick Electric Razor 4,810

Tires 620

Old Judge Coffee Co. $52,110

Old Judge Coffee Inst. 4,830

Old Judge Cofee

Inst/Reg. 28,670

Old Judge Coffee Reg. 18,610

OlgaCoalCo. $38,590

Coal 38,590

Olson Rug Co. $34,320

Rugs 34.320

Olympia Brewing Co. $149,380

Olympia Beer 149,380

Omaha Public Power Dist. $51,520

Electric Service 51,520

Omar, Inc. $120,990

Bakery Products 118.040

Coffee Inst Reg. 2,950

One Price Optical Co. $23,980

Eyeglasses 23,980

Orange Crush Co. Bottlers $36,310

Orange Crush Drink 36,310

Orkin Exterminating Co. $183,450

Pest Control 183,450

Ortlieb. Henry F, Co. $131,600

Ortheb Beer 131.600

Oswald & Hess Co. $43,470

Meat Products 43.470

Otoe Food Products Co. $58,200

Morton House Foods 58.200

Outboard Marine &
Mfg. Co. $50,810

Evinrude Outboard

Motors 44,160

Johnson Outboard

Motors 1,310

Lawn Boy Power Mower 5,340

P

Pabst Brewing Co. $1,962,580

Eastside Beer 983.430

Old Tap Lager Beer 1.910

Pabst Beer 977,240

Pacific Gamble Robinson $77,120

Pacific Fruit 940

Snoboy Foods 65,230

Standby Foods 10.950

Pan Am Southern Corp. $381,790

Pan-Am Gas & Oil 381.790

Pan-American World

Airways $63,800

Paper Products Co. $106,290

No Bugs M'lady

Drawer Paper 4,860

No Bugs M'lady

Shelf Paper 101.430

Parker Pen Co. $60,650

Parker Pens 60.650

Parliament Food Plan $37,540

Foods & Freezers 37,540
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Pate Oil Co $63,730

Gas & Oil 63,730

Patterson, C. J., Co. $26,410

Bread 26,410

Paul's, Mrs., Kitchen $173,970

Frozen Sea Foods 155,350

Mrs. Paul's Frozen

Foods 18,620

Paxton & Gallagher Co. $665,810

Butter-Nut Coffee Reg. 665,810

Paxton & Vierling $33,280

Steel Construction Mat. 33,280

Paxton Wholesale Grocery $21,840

Grab-It-Here Stores 21,840

Pearl Brewing Corp $264,420

Pearl Beer 262,420

Pearson Pharmacal Co.,

Inc $40,210

Eyegene 1,740

Pearson Sakrin 38,470

Peavey, F. H., & Co $20,650

King Midas Grain 12,810

V-10 Protein Bread 7.840

Penick & Ford, Ltd $143,010

Brer Rabbit Molasses 3,030

My-T-Fine Desserts 139,980

Penn Fruit Co $123,550

Food Stores 72,610

Penn Fruit 50,940

Pennsylvania Engineering $51,310

Aerosect Insecticide 51,310

Peoples Gas, Light &
Coke Co $205,230

Utilities 205,230

People's Natural Gas $85,070

Natural Gas 85,070

Pepper, Dr., Co./Bottlers $716,790

Nu Grape Soft Drinks 12,260

Dr. Pepper Soft Drinks 700,910

Suncrest Soft Drinks 3,620

Pepsi Cola Co./Bottlers $1,993,000

Pepsi-Cola 1,993,000

Personal Products Corp. $30,930

Jonny Mop 6,240

Modess 24,690

Peter Paul, Inc $1,546,760

Peter Paul Almond

Joy . 779,320

Peter Paul Mounds. 767,440

Peter's Meat Products $59,450

Meats 59,450

Petersen Baking Co. $114,890

Frozen Fudge

Brownies 190

Peter Pan Bread 114,700

Petri Wine Co $497,310

G&D Vermouth 24,760

G&DWine .. 25,120

Italian Swiss Colony

Wine 310,140
Petri Wine 137,290

Petroleum Heat &
Power Co $22,730

Utilities 22,730

Pez-Haas, Inc $119,170

Candy 119,170

Pfaff Sewing Mach. Sales $35,350

Pfaff Sewing Machines 35,350

Pfeiffer Brewing Co $228,980
Beer 228,980

Pfeiffer Food Prod. Inc. $55,500

Salad Dressing 55,500

Pfizer, Charles, Co., Inc. $264,340
Animal Medicine 32,150
Bonadettes 73,130

Candettes 114,420

Feed Supplements 31,880

Hog Minerals 1,520

Terramycin 10,850

Vigofac 390

Pharmaceuticals, Inc. $1,108,580

Geritol 490,060
RDX Dietary Aids 170,350

Sedagel 8,950

Serutan 206,400
Sominex . 63,780
Various Drugs 62,540
Viragex 72,940
Zarumin 33,560

Pharmaco, Inc $35,670
Chooz 5,670
Feenamint 6,930

Medigum 18,540

Regutol 4,530

Pharma-Craft Corp., Inc. $401,300
Coldene 27,740

Fresh Deodorant 285,010
Heed Deodorant 14,640

Ting Antiseptic Cream ... 73,910

Phila. Dairy Prod. Co., Inc. $24,360
Dolly Madison Dairy

Products 440
Dolly Madison Ice

Cream 23,920

Philco Corp $147,500
Philco Appliances 110,790
Philco TV Sets 36,710

Phillips Packing Co., Inc. $58,810

Phillips Pork & Beans .... 6,500

Phillips Soups 52,310

Phillips Petroleum Co. $624,370

Phillips 66 Gas & Oil 618,640

Tires 5,060

Trop-Arctic Motor Oil .... 670

Pictsweet Foods, Inc $22,690
Frozen Foods 22,690

Piedmont Airlines $35,100

Piel Bros., Inc $1,485,300

Piel's Beer 1,485,300

Piggly-Wiggly Stores $40,510

Food Products 40,510

Pillsbury Mills, Inc. $692,150

Ballard & Ballard

Biscuit 80,820

Ballard Flour 69,260

Ballard Meal 2,090

Feeds 40,800
Globe A-l Flour 34,260

Ice Box Cookies 32,080

Obelisk Flour 89,090

Pillsbury Cake Mixes ... 74,240
Pillsbury Flour 254,150
Pillsbury Hot Roll Mix .. 5,710

Pillsbury Pancake Mix ... 6,830

Presto Drink A Mix 2,820

Pilsner Brewing Co $235,720

P. 0. C. Beer 235,720

Pinkham, Lydia E.,

Med. Co. $76,020

Pinkham, Lydia E.,

Veg. Compound 76,020

Pio Wine Co $40,760

Hi Boy Wine 3,120

Pio Wine 37,640

Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co. $20,800

Hybrid Corn 17,030

Hyline Chicks 3,770

Pittsburgh Brewing Co. $280,750

Iron City Beer 183,560

Tech Beer 97,190

Pittsburgh Pro. & Pack.

Co $45,900

Meats 45,900

Planters Nut & Choc. Co. $53,360

Planters Peanut Butter 16,300

Planters Peanut Oil 15,000

Planters Peanuts : 22,060

Plough, Inc $778,400
Mexsana Heat Powder . 12,130

Mexsana Skin Cream .... 63,350

Mistol-Mist 58,510

St. Joseph Aspirin 591,420

St. Joseph Child

Aspirin 52,990

Power Products. Inc $210,100
Baltimore Slicer 3,600

Blendor 50,630

Super Jet Spray Gun 155,870

Prairie Farms Creamery $21,840
Dairy Products 21,840

Prescott, J. L, Co $117,180
Dazzle Bleach 112,800

Dazzle Starch 4,380

Pridham-Davis $21,820

Optometrists 21,820

Prince Macaroni Co $94,690

Macaroni 61,420

Spaghetti 33,270

Procter & Gamble Co. $17,522,450

American Family

Detergent 217,720

American Family

Soap 29,140

Biz Liquid

Detergent 61,570

Big Top Peanut

Butter 633,770

Camay Soap 109,560

Cheer 783,770

Comet 400,960

Crest 2,818,170

Crisco 25,100

Dash 1,693,880

Dreft 134,980

Drene Shampoo 213,270

Duz 743,500
Fluffo 147,610

Gleem 1,609,620

Ivory Bar Soap-
Laundry 15,680

Ivory Flakes 1,024,660

Ivory Snow 751,390
Ivory Toilet Soap .. 15,720

Jif Peanut Butter .... 47,650

Joy 1,785,900

Lava Soap 1,288,630
Lilt Home

Permanent 201,570
Oxydol 774,220
Pin-It Home

Permanent 7,210
Prell Shampoo 226,030
Secret Cream

Deodorant 27,390
Secret Home

Permanent 3,730
Shasta Shampoo 9,170
Spic&Span 991,250
Tide 513,820
Velvet Blend

Shampoo 39,860
Whirl Liquid

Shortening 36,930
Zest Beauty Bar 139,020

Proctor Electric Co $755,360
Ironing Board 39,940
Proctor Appliances 702,510
Zedalon Iron Board

Covers 12,910

Professional Laundry Assn. $38,650
Laundry Services 38,650

Progress Brewing Co, $30,040
Progress Beer 30,040

Progresso Foods $86,580
El Progresso Foods 75,750

Spices 10,830

Prudential Ins. Co.,

of Amer $65,810

Public Loan Co $23,760

Loans 23,760

Pure Laboratories, Inc $77,080
Byvirol 77,080

Pure Oil Co $201,360
Anti-Freeze 300
Gas & Oil 200,090

Tires 970

Purex Corp., Ltd $139,180
Beads-O-Bleach 1,080

Old Dutch Cleanser 17,160

Protex Soap 115,250

Purex Bleach 300
Sweetheart Soap 5,390

Puritan Mills $20,760
My-T-Pure Flour 20,760

Purity Baking Co $70,990

Bakery Products 70,990

Purity Biscuit Co $32,850
Town House Crackers

& Cookies 32,850

Q

Q-Tips, Inc $67,910
Q-Tips Cotton Swabs 67,910

Quaker City Choc. & Conf.

Co $200,130

Good & Plenty Candy 200,130

Quaker Oats Co $619,200
Aunt Jemima Corn

Meal 18,640

Aunt Jemima Flour 6,060

Aunt Jemima Pancake

Mix 49,420
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Quaker Oats Co. (Continued)

Aunt Jemima Waffle

Mix . 13.820

Corn Bread Mix 394,450

FulO-Pep Feed 15,720

Masa Harina Tortilla

Mix . 2,920

Puffed Rice 710

Puss N Boots Cat Food 28,380

Quaker Oats 45,890

Various Cereals 43,190

Quaker State Oil Refining $101,050

Quaker State Gas 10,670

Quaker State Motor

Grease 870
Quaker State Oil 89,510

Quality Bakers of America $424,290

Breads 180,570

Butterkrust Bread 33,360

Schott's Hollywood

Bread 3,380

Stroehmann's Bread 18,760

Sunbeam Bread 185,350

V-10 Protein Bread 2,870

R

RCA Dealers $96,180
RCA Air Conditioners 240
RCA Appliances 9,670

RCA Radios . 750
RCA TV Sets 48,800
Whirlpool Appliances 36,720

R.J. Oil & Refining Co. $31,070

500 Gasoline 31,070

RKO Radio Pictures, Inc. $67,970

Movie Publicity 67,970

RAD Products Co. $34,150

Rad White Crystal

Bleach 34,150

Radiart Corp $164,260
CDR Rotor Antennas 164,260

Radio Corp. of America $1,407,130

RCA Appliances 1,110,100

RCA RadioS TV Sets 297,030

Rainbo Bakers $104,000
Rainbo Bread 104,000

Ralston-Purina Co. $1,143,750

Chicken Startina

Feed 2,600

Instant Ralston

Cereal 21,710

Poultry Feeds 6,110

Purina Chows 157,060

Purina Dog Chow 714,570

Purina Feeds 7,180

Ralston Cereals 141,220

Ry-Krisp 93,300

Rancho Soup Co $37,560

Rancho Soups 37,560

Ransom Insurance Co. ... $59,750

Rath Packing Co $790,620
Canned Meats 64,840
Chopettes 320,630
Frozen Meats 15,640
Meat Products 389,510

Rayco Mfg. Co $721,530
Auto Convertible Tops .... 24,700
Auto Seat Covers 696,830

Ray-0-Vac Co $88,040

Ray O-Vac Batteries 88,040

Read, J. I., Co. $28,330

Reads Potato Salad 28,330

Reader's Digest Assoc. $744,990

Reader's Digest

Magazine 744,990

Ready-To Bake Foods $40,550

Puffin Biscuits 40,550

Realemon Puritan Co. $55,190

Lemon Juice 51,940
Prune Juice 3,250

Red Bud Food Stores $26,610

Red Cap Refresher Co. $26,000

Red Cap Refresher 26,000

Red Dot Food Co. $35,590

Potato Chips 35.590

Reddi-Wip Mfg. Co. $74,300
Whipped Cream 74,300

Redi-Maid Co. $37,300
Redi-Maid Orange Juice 37,300

Reeses, Inc. $50,530
Candy 50,530

Regal Pale Brewing Co. $412,550
Regal Pale Beer 412,550

Rehrig Mfg. Co. $20,600
White House Salad

Dressing 20,600

Reilly. Wm. B., & Co., Inc. $758,720
Luzianne Coffee Inst. . 59,150
Luzianne Coffee

Inst Reg 415,340
Luzianne Coffee Reg 284,230

Remco Industries $39,710

Electric Toys 39,710

Renaire Corp. $74,110

Food Freezer Plan 74,110

Renken, M. H., Dairy $35,070
Milk Products 35,070

Republic Furniture Co. $31,660

Furniture 31,660

Republican Party $774,130

Revlon, Inc. $1,817,870

Aquamarine Spray

Mist 27,790
Clean N Clear Facial

Cream 370
Cosmetics 669.310
Hi&Dri 1,900

Intimate Cologne 36,910
Lipstick 21,230

Nail Polish 142,420

Satin-Set Pin Curl

Spray 266,200
Silicare Baby Lotion 24.070

Silicare Hand Lotion 8.230

Silken Net Hair Spray. 612,730

Sun Bath Tanning

Lotion 6,710

Rexall Drug Co./Dealers $178,060

Rexall Drugs 178.060

Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco

Co $1,952,760

Camel 680,690

Cavalier 292,320

Prince Albert Pipe

Tobacco 1,470

Salem 171,320

Winston 806,960

Rheas Bakery $56,250

Baked Goods 56,250

Rheem Mfgr. Co. $42,560

Air Conditioners 7,620

Rheem Water Heaters 2,680

Stoves 31,350

Wedgewood Range 910

Rich Products Corp $30,880

Ice Cream 30,880

Richfield Oil Corp. $543,010

Richfield Gas & Oil 543.010

Richman Brothers Co. $154,700
Clothing 154,700

Richter's Bakery $23,400

Butter Krust Bread 23,400

Ringling Bro. Barnum &
Bailey $20,150

Circus 20,150

Ritchie, Harold F., Inc. $2,341,660

Brylcreem .. 1,913,500

Eno Effervescent 155,460

Scott's Emulsion 272,700

Riviera Mfg. Co. $40,390

Riviera Sofa Beds 40.390

Roberts, Rev., Oral $460,780
Religion 460,780

Roberts Dairy Co. $45,150
Dairy Products 45,150

Robilio & Cuneo Co. $50,270

Ronco Macaroni 18.200

Ronco Spaghetti 32,070

Rockwood & Co. $76,550

Rockwood Chocolates 76,550

Rogers Jewelry Co. $32,510

Jewelry 32,510

Roman Cleanser Co. $23,700
Roman Cleanser Bleach 23,700

Roman Meal Co. $22,910
Roman Meal Bread 4,320

Roman Meal Cereal „ . 18,590

Ronzoni Macaroni Co. $281,070
Macaroni 281,070

Rosen Raymond Co. $78,340

RCA Products 78,340

Roto-Broil Corp. of Amer. $305,090

Rotisseries 305,090

Roto Rooter Corp. $269,920

Plumbing Tool 269,920

Royal Baking Co. $45,920

Baked Goods 45,920

Royal Window Co. $30,730

Storm Windows . 30.730

Royster, F. S., Guano Co. $44,910

Fertilizer 44,910

Rubinstein Helena, Inc. $54,810

Cosmetics 32.590

Naildress 15,400

Reducing Aid 6,820

Rudy's Sausage Co. $22,040

Meats 22,040

Ruppert, Jacob, Brewery $489,400

Knickerbocker Beer 454,140

Ruppert Beer 35,260

Russell Miller Milling Co. $21,390

American Beauty Flour 19,080

Occident Flour 2,310

Rust Oleum Corp. $54,040

Rust-Oleum Rust

Preventive 54,040

s

S. 0. S. Co. $23,020

SOS Soap Pads 22,050

Tuffy 970

S. S.S. Co $223,070
Neurabalm 13,060

S. S.S. Tonic 210,010

S & W Fine Foods, Inc. $28,820

Food Products 28,820

Safeco Insurance Co. $44,440

Safeway Stores, Inc. $978,430

Bel-Air Frozen Juices 22,790
Captains Choice Frozen

Fish 15,690

Cragmont Beverages .... 9,880
Dairy Products 780
Candy 3,890

Foods Stores 694,880
Guthrie Cookies 5.190

Jane Arden Cookies 5.840

Lucerne Milk 3,900

Meats 38,110
Poultry 42,860
Royal Satin Shortening . 860
Scotch Treat Lemonade 1,260

Skylark Bread 130,160
Sunny Bank Margarine 1,950

Whitney Frozen Foods ... 390

Salada Tea Co., Inc. $1,006,600

SaladaTea . 1,006,600

San Giorgio Macaroni Co. $58,570
Macaroni 58.570

San Joaquin Baking Co. $72,020

Rainbo Bread . 72.020

Sanitary Dairies $48,970

Dairy Products 43.970

Santa Clara Packing Co. $35,480

Canned Salad . 31,670

Fruits 3,810

Santa Fe Vintage Co. $132,810

SanteFeWine 132.810

Sardeau. Inc. $717,840

Sardo Bath Oil 717.840

Sardis Enterprises, Inc. $23,900

Sardis Sauce 23.900

Sauer, C. F., Co. $23,210

Duke's Extracts 6,570

Duke's Mayonnaise 1,960

Duke's Salad Dressing . . 13,660

Duke's Spices 1.020

Sawyer's, Inc. $42,740

Viewmaster 42,740

Scandinavian Airlines $26,160

Schaefer, F & M,

Brew. Co. $648,040

Schaefer Beer 648,040

Schaffer Baking Co. $27,380

Bread 27,380
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SPOT TV BRAND FIGURES continued

Scheidt, Adam, Brewing

Co. $65,910

Rams Head Ale 8,790

Valley Forge Beer 57,120

Schlitz, Jos. E., Brewing

Co $638,370

Schlitz Beer 638.370

Schlitz Distributors $57,040

Schlitz Beer 57,040

Schluderberg, W. ,-T. J.

Kurdle Co $110,710

Esskay Meats 110,710

Schmidt, Jacob, Brewing

Co $126,480

Schmidt Beer 126,480

Schmidt, G., & Sons, Inc. $268,830

Ale 63,720

Beer 205,110

Schoenling Brewing Co. $346,230

Beer 346,230

Scholl Mfg. Co., Inc $54,370

Dr. Scholl's Foot

Remedies 54,370

Schonbrunn, S. A., &
Co., Inc $281,780

Savarin Coffee Reg 281,780

Schott's Bakery $26,930

Bread 26,930

Scott Paper Co. $229,510
Cut-Rite Wax Paper 86,910
Scotkins 10,950

Scott Tissue 62,230

Scott Towels 7,460

Scottie Tissues 46,560

Soft-Weve 14,100

Wonder Wrap 1,300

Scudder, Laura Food Co $41,990

Animal Crackers 10,400

Mayonnaise 530
Peanut Butter 1,300

Potato Chips 18,840

Various Foods 10,920

Scripto, Inc $256,630
Scripto Pencils 241,050
Scripto Pens 15,580

Seaboard Finance Co $52,690
Loans 52,690

Seabrook Farms, Inc $227,880
Seabrook Frozen Foods . 227,880

Seager, Helaine, Co. $3,096,150

Drops of Gold 358,260
Majitinge/Tinge 597,980

Pink Ice Cosmetics .... 1,993,530

Tint-N-Set 146,380

Sealy Mattress Co./Dlrs. $795,680
Sealy Mattresses 795,680

Sears Roebuck & Co $350,250

Stores & Mail Order 317,250

Allstate Insurance 33,000

Seeck & Kade, Inc $302,490

Pertussin Cough

Remedy 302,490

Seeman Brothers, Inc. .$110,580
Airwick 41,970
White Rose Coffee

Reg. 1,540

White Rose Tea Reg 67,070

Selchow & Richter $73,460

Games 47,520

Scrabble 25,940

Serta Assoc,

Inc./Dealers $295,440

Mattresses 295,440

Servel, Inc $57,850

Servel Appliances 57,850

Seven-Up Co./Bottlers $1,201,450

Seven-Up 1,201,450

Shaler Co $92,640

Rislone Oil Additive 92,640

Sheaffer, W. A., Pen Co. $125,610

SheafferPens 125,610

Sheffield Farms $22,160

Dairy Products 22,160

Shell Oil Co $2,000,220

Shell Gas & Oil 2,000,220

Sheraton Furniture Co $23,400

Shulton, Inc $26,890

Bronztan 6,820

Old Spice Products 20,070

Shwayder Bros., Inc $26,060

Samsonite Luggage 26,060

Sicks Seattle Brewing &
Malting Co $185,760

Rainier Beer 185,760

Sidles Co $28,600

Antennas 1,510

Appliances 1,690

Chrysler Air

Conditioners 2,090

RCA Estate Ranges 520

RCA TV Sets 17,680

Sieberling Tires 1,910

Whirlpool Washer &
Dryer 3,200

Siegler Corp $33,050

Gas Heaters 2,600

Oil Heaters 30,450

Signal Oil Co $81,000

Signal Gas &0il 81,000

Simmonds Upholstery Co. $147,480

Reupholstering 113,080

Upholstering 34,400

Simmons Co./Dealers . $1,140,020

Simmons Mattresses .. 1,140,020

Simon, Wm., Brewery Co. $35,740

Ale 11,930

Beer 23,810

Simoniz Co $537,180

Ivalon Sponges 112,950

Simoniz Body Guard 34,970

Simoniz Floor Wax &
Polish ....= 47,810

Simoniz Furniture

Polish 870
Simoniz Hi-Lite Polish... 227,850

Simoniz Polishes 54,120

Simoniz Waxes 56,770

Vista 1,840

Sinclair Refining Co $675,460

Sinclair Gas & Oil 675,460

Singer Sewing Machine Co. $66,930

Singer Sewing Machines 66,930

6 O'Clock Foods, Inc $29,190

7-Minute Products 29,190

Skelly Oil Co $139,440

Skelgas&Oil 139,440

Skillern's Drug Co $38,270

Drug Chain 38,270

Skinner Mfg. Co $31,400

Raisin-Bran 7,460

Skinner's Macaroni 23,940

Slenderella Co. $399,180

Reducing Salons 399,180

Slumberland Products Co. $38,290

Mattresses 38,290

Smith Brothers, Inc. $320,980

Cough Drops 320,980

Smith, J. Allen, Co $35,790

White Lily Flour 35,790

Smith Corona, Inc $23,170

Typewriters 23,170

Smith-Douglas Co., Inc. $29,590

Fertilizer 29,590

Smith Oil & Refining Co. $36,390

Gas & Oil 23,870

Gulf Oil Prods 12,520

Smokey Joe's $45,650

Barbeque Beans 29,780

Barbecue Sauce 8,030

Bar-B-Q Beef Sandwich,

Frozen 7,840

Socony Mobil Oil

Co. Inc. $1,228,650

Mobilgas & Mobiloil .1,228,650

Southern Brewing Co. $26,070

SBAle 7,660

SB Beer 18,410

Southern California Gas $68,840

Servel Appliances 27,800

Utilities 41,040

So. Calif. Plastering Inst. $43,200

Plasterers 43,200

Southern Pacific Co $33,350

Rail Travel 33,350

Southern Union Gas Co. $20,620

Appliances 7,800

Natural Gas 12,820

Southland Coffee Co. Inc. $26,370

Bailey Supreme
Coffee Ins 1,090

Bailey Supreme
Coffee Ins./Reg 21,270

Bailey Supreme
Coffee Reg 1,090

Chicafe Inst./Reg 2,920

Sparkletfs Drinking Water $67,340

Water .. 67,340

Spaulding Bakeries Co. $27,170

Baked Goods 27,170

Spearman Brewing Co. $31,770

Spearman Ale 20.950

Spearman Beer 10,820

Special Foods, Inc $43,520

Jays Potato Chips 43,520

Speed Queen Corp $100,320

Speed Queen
Appliances 6,580

Speed Queen Dryers 7,990

Speed Queen Ironers 2,310

Speed Queen

Washing Mach 83,440

Speedway Petroleum

Corp. $155,640

Speedway 79 Gas 155,640

Sperry Candy Co $23,720

Candy 23,720

Sperry & Hutchinson $27,450

Green Trading Stamps 27,450

Sperry Rand, Inc $232,100
Institutional 440
Remington

Electric Shaver 207,860

Typewriters 23,800

Spriggs, R. E., Co. $290,880
A-l Ale 83,970

Champale 17,860

Coor's Beer 31,100
Country Club Stout 128,670

Goebel Beer 29,280

Squirt Co./Bottlers $177,670
Squirt Mixer 15,920

Squirt Soft Drink 161,750

Standard Brands, Inc. $1,512,780

Blue Bonnet

Margarine 111,180

Chase & Sanborn

Coffee Inst. . 133,520

Chase & Sanborn

Coffee Inst./Reg. . 12,830

Chase & Sanborn

Coffee Reg. . . . 2.550

Fleischman's Yeast ... 34.030

Hunt Club Dog Food ,. 803,600
Kendall Cat Food 4.550

Kendall Dog Food 219.400

Tenderleaf Tea Reg 191,120

Standard Brewing Co. $360,700

Erin Brew Beer 340,330
Standard Ale 7.350

Standard Beer 13,020

Standard Food Markets $143,610

Humpty Dumpty
Food Mkts 146,610

Standard Grocery Co $46,440

Foods 46,440

Standard Knitting Mills $30,310

Healthknit Underwear 30,310

Standard Mattress Co. $20,780

Gold Bond Mattresses .. . 20,780

Standard Milling Co $43,640

Ceresota Flous 4,960

Heckers' Flour 38,680

Standard Oil Co. of Calif. $474,410

Calso Gas 257,310

Chevron Gas 122.200

RPM Oil 94,900

Standard Oil Co. of Canada $21,280

Gas & Oil .. 21,280

Standard Oil Co. of Ind. $1,247,170

Standard Gas & Oil . 1,247,170

Standard Oil Co. of Ohio $537,540

Boron Gasoline 5.720

Sohio Gas & Oil 530.390

Tires 1,430

Standard Oil Co. of Texas $34,040

Chevron Gasoline .... 34,040

Star-Kist Foods, Inc $62,520

French Sardines 8,690

Star-Kist Tuna 53,830

State Farm Insurance Co. $42,950

hi!
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State Line Potato Chip Co. $59,660

Potato Chips 59,660

Statler Tissue Corp. $67,920

Statler Paper 2,380

Statler Tissues 11.170

Towels 54,370

Stauffer System $23,900

Figure Control 23.900

Stegmaier Brewing Co. $201,900

Stegmaier Ale 15.860

Stegmaier Beer 186,040

Sterling Breweries, Inc. $137,880

Beer 137.880

Sterling Drug, Inc. $8,823,300

Bayer Aspirin 2,994,960

Baver Aspirin-

Children's 17,680

Campho-Phenique 17,340

Dr Caldwell's

Laxative 229,530

Dr. Lyon's Dentifrices 635,830

Double Dandenne 114,640

Energine 438,390

Fizrin 1.178,190

Fletcher's Castoria 141,970

Haley's Boostered

Aspirin 101,280

Haley's M. 0. 851,930

Instantine 145.400

Iromzed Yeast 149,900

Molle Shaving Soap „ 288.090

Pepsomar 172.080

Phillips Milk

of Magnesia 1,262,070

Phillips Milk of Mag-

nesia Toothpaste

.

.. 39,160

Z. B. T Baby Powder . 44.860

Stern Bros. Plumbing Co. $23,400
Plumbing Supplies 23,400

Stern, S. R. Labs $41,970
Duets 41,970

Stewart-Warner Corp. $132,870
Alemite Lubricating

Systems 127.890
South Wind

Car Heaters 4,980

Stewart's, Inc $42,270
Mayonnaise 3,380
Potato Chips 13.050
Stewart's Cookies 25,840

Stokely-Van Camp, Inc. $916,270
Honor Brand

Frozen Foods 14,710
Pictsweet Frozen Foods . 9,720
Tenderoni Macaroni 13,820
Van Camp

Canned Foods 878,020

Stop & Save Trading

Stamp $75,500
Trading Stamps 75,500

Storz Brewing Co $135,020
Beer 135,020

Streator Read Foods, Inc. 22,760

Potato Salad 22,760

Strietmann Biscuit Co. $143,750

Cookies & Crackers 143.750

Stroehmann Brothers $37,830
Bread 37,830

Stroh Brewing Co $401,260
Stroh Beer 401,260

Studebaker Packard

Corp. $653,210

Packerd Cars 253.750

Studebaker Cars 395.610

Studebaker Trucks 3,850

Stuhmer Baking Co. $35,490

Bread 35.490

Sugardale Provision Co. $38,840

Meats 38,840

Sullivan, R. G., Inc. $72,390

Dexter Cigars 41,790

7-20-4 Cigars 30,600

Sun Drug Co. $123,760

Drug Products 123,760

Sun Oil Co. $63,020

Sunoco Gas & Oil 63,020

Sun Ray Drug Co. $128,700

Drug Stores 128,700

Sunbeam Bakeries $22,320

Sunbeam Bread 22,320

Sunbeam Corp. $21,070

Sunbeam Appliance

Dlrs. 580

Sunbeam Appliances 1,980

Sunbeam Power Mower 18,510

Sunnyvale Packing Co. $26,640

Aunt Penny's

White Sauce 26,640

Sunshine Biscuit Co. $810,070

Cookies & Crackers . 810,070

Super Valu Stores $30,840

Food Stores 27,080

Super Markets 3,760

Superior Feed Mill, Inc. $77,060

Superior Poultry

& Stock Feed 77,060

Superior Provision Co. $103,900

Meats 103,900

Supplee-Wills-Jones Milk $55,390

Chocolate Milk 2,860

Dairy Products 6,850

Ice Cream 40,740

Sealtest Ice Cream „ . 4,940

Surgitube Products Corp. $36,660

Surgitube Bandage 36,660

Sutton, 0. A., Inc. $20,200

Vornado Air Conditioner 20,200

Sweet-Orr Co., Inc. $26,770

Work Clothes 26,770

Sweets Co. of

America, Inc. $97,930

Tootsie Rolls 97,930

Swift & Co. $1,091,940

All Sweet Margarine . 1,360

Brown N Serve Rolls... 3,590

Brown N Serve

Sausage 14,710

Butter 450
Cheese 7,360

Dairy Products 8.210

Frozen Chicken 9,170

Frozen Foods 73,510

Frozen Meats 309.160

Hams 94,160

Honey Cup 580

Ice Cream 113,380

Jewel Salad Oil 16,360

Jewel Shortening 10,920

Martha Logan

Cooking Schl. . 8,380

Meat Products 324,550

Pard Dog Food 11,150

Poultry 45,430

Table Ready Meats 36,800

Vigoro Fertilizer 2,710

Sylvan Seal Milk Co. $101,640

Sylvan Seal Milk 101,640

T

Table Talk Pie Co. $94,160

Pastry 94,160

Tafon Distributors, Inc. $821,950

Avatrons 48,800

Kobar 11,970

Peels 98,980

RX 30 11,340

Tafon 640,620

Triplehist 10,240

Tampa Florida Brewery $37,130

Tropical Ale 3.030

Tropical Beer 34,100

Tanney's, Vic, Gym $263,010

Gymnasiums 263,010

Tasty Baking Co. $93,640

Tasty Kake . 93,640

Taylor-Reed Corp. $142,420
Cocoa Marsh 75,180

E-Z Pop Popcorn 17,520

Q-T Instant Frosting 49,720

Tea Council of U.S.A. $965,710
Tea Promotion 965,710

Tenilhist Co. $79,450
Nose Spray 20,290

7 Day Wonders

.

5,560

Tenilhist Cough Syrup 53,600

Terre Haute Brewing Co. $116,040
Champagne Velvet Beer 116,040

Terry Foods Co. $113,630
Terry Frozen Foods .. 113,630

Tesco Chemical Co. $35,410
Insecticide 31,840

TesTed . . 3,570

Tetley Tea Co., Inc. $72,860

Tetley Tea Regular 72,860

Texas Co. $169,090

Texaco Gas & Oil .. 169,090

Texas Electric Service Co. $65,490

Light & Power 65,490

Texas Lumber Mfg. Assn. $84,090

Southern Yellow

Pine Lumber 84,090

Texas State Optical Co. $71,310

Optical Service 71.310

Texize Chemical Co. $236,610

Texize Detergent 6.320

Texize Household

Cleaner 195.860

Texize Pine Oil 26.500

Texize Starch 7,930

Thomas, S. B., Inc. $201,240

English Muffins 1,620

Protein Bread 199,620

Thorp Finance Corp. $36,910

Loans 36,910

Thrift Drug Co. $139,320

Drug Products 139,320

Tidewater Associated Oil $314,220

Tydol & Veedol 314,220

Tidy House Products Co. $66,500

Blu-Glostex 11,590

Dexol Bleach 11,810

Gloss Tex 17,960

Perfex Cleaner 12,590

Shina-Dish 12,550

Time, Inc. $146,910

Life Magazine 94,330

Time Magazine 52,580

Tipon Corp. $28,020

Tipon 28,020

Tobin Packing Co., Inc. $35,370

Arpeako Meats 7.010

First Prize Meat Prod. 28,360

Top Value Enterprises $1,041,480

Top Value

Trading Stamps 1,041,480

Townley Dairy $73,040
Dairy Products 73,040

Toy Guidance Council $92,720

Toys 92,720

Trans American Air Lines $82,690

Transogram Co., Inc., $26,400
Toys 26,400

Triangle Sewing Mach. Co. $53,230
Triangle Sewing Machines 53,230

Tri Nut Co. $24,790
Tri-Nut Margarine 24,790

Tri-State Appliance Co. $62,020
Appliances 62,020

Troll Enterprises $62,390
Easy-Add 62.390

Tru Craft Hosiery Co. $56,930
Hosiery 56.930

Turner-Smith Drug Co. $23,400
Goldoxin . 20,150
Poundex 3,250

Tuxedo Candy Co. $22,840
Roxbury Candy 20,670
Tuxedo Candy 2,170

u

Uneeda Doll Co. $21,910
Dolls 21.910

Ungar Electric Co. $23,900

Snippy Electric Scissors 23,900

Union Mortgage Co. $31,400

Institutional 31.400

Union Oil Co., of Calif. $22,860

Royal Triton Motor Oil 22.860

Union Pacific Railroad $137,810

United Fruit Co. $116,990

Bananas 116,990

United Fuel Gas Co. $82,460

Household Appliances 82.460

United Gas Co. $53,190

Appliances 10,230

Gas 12.330

Utilities 30,630

United Oil Co. $21,410

Gas& Oil 21,410
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SPOT TVHBRAND FIGURES continued

I). S. Borax &
Chemical Corp $1,097,930

Boraxo 292,080

Twenty Mule Team
Borax 805,850

U.S. Industrial Chem $44,430

Super Pyro Anti-Freeze ... 42,590

U.S.I. Anti-Freeze 1,840

U.S. Rubber Co $277,650

Boosters 2,420

Kedettes 780

Keds 255,080

Koylon Foam Rubber

Mattress 1,800

U. S. Royal Tires 17,570

U.S. Tobacco Co $524,430

Encore 482,580

Sano 41,850

United Vintners, Inc $228,990

Italian Swiss Colony

Wine 61,060

Margo Wine 15,400

Petri Wines 130,990

Wines 21,540

United Whelan Stores

Corp $154,440

Stores 77,220

Various Products 77,220

Utah Oil Co $25,180

Gas& Oil 25,180

Utah Power & Light $32,710

Electricity 32,710

Utility Appliance Corp $76,950

Air Conditioning 7,540

Gaffers & Sattler

Ranges 55,520

Occidental Range 13,890

V

Valley Bell Dairy Co $31,030

Dairy Products 31,030

Valley Forge Distrib. Co. $34,380

Rams Head Ale 21,770

Valley Forge Beer 12,610

Valleydale Packing Co. $239,510

Frosty Morn Meats 114,070

Reelfoot Meats 99,580

Valleydale Meats 25,860

Van's Baking Co $21,460

Van's Bread 21,460

Vernor, James,

Co./Bottlers $157,160

Vernor's Ginger Ale 157,160

Vick Chemical Co. $691,520

Inhalers 9,430

Medimist 3,460

Sof-Skin Hand Cream .... 114,140

Vicks Cough Drops 76,890

Vicks Cough Syrup 21,770

Vicks Throat Lozenges .. 13,080

Vicks Vaporub 399,920

Vicks Vatronol 52,830

Vienna Sausage Co $21,230

Vienna Sausages 21,230

Vim TV & Appliance Stores $65,930

Appliances 48,610

Radio & TV Sets 17,320

Vita Boy Potato Chip Co. $23,730

Vita Boy Potato Chips... 23,730

Viviano, V., ft Bros $23,750

Viviano Macaroni 18,680

Viviano Spaghetti 5,070

w
Wabash Railroad Co $31,630

Wagner, August,

Breweries $76,270

Augustiner Beer 33,170

Gambrinus Beer 43,100

Walgreen Co $508,580

Drug Stores 508,580

Walker's Austex

Chili Co $45,550

Chili 34,150

Meat Products 9,500

Tamales 1,900

Wampole Co $22,610

Bionoid Cold Tablets 22,610

Wander Co $263,300

Ovalmix 33,080

Ovaltine 230,220

Ward Baking Co $848,230

Aun Hannah Bread 15,840

Tip Top Bread 641,990

Tip Top Cakes 159,690

Tip Top Rolls 4,920

Ward's Bread 25,790

Ward Drug Co $52,410

Drug Chain 52,410

Warner Bros. Pictures $71,570

Movie Publicity 71,570

Warner-Lambert

Pharma. Co $5,820,440

Anahist Cough Syrup . 4,620

Anahist Nasal Spray ... 12,840

Super Anahist 2,748,690

DuBarry Light

& Bright 3,980

Hudnut Home
Permanent 14,290

Listerine Antiseptic ... 1,341,500

Listerine Dentifrice .. 1,291,060

Quick Home
Permanent 336,030

Richard Hudnut

Cosmetics 67,430

Wate-On Co $27,910

Wate-On 27,910

Watkins Furniture Co $23,400

Weaver Products $23,690

Spoolies Hair Curlers 23,690

Weingarten Food Stores $51,820

Welch Grape Juice Co. $523,330

Fruit Of The Vine

Preserves 355,670

Welch Food Products 6,610

Welch Frozen

Grape Juice 20,400

Welch Grape Juice 12,690

Welch Grape Juice 27,670

Welch Grapelade 4,330

Welch Wine 95,960

Wesson Oil &
Snow Drift $1,498,010

Snowdrift 1,438,500

Wesson Salad Oil 59,510

West Disinfecting Co $47,460

CN Disinfectant 31,930

Westpine Deodorant 15,530

West End Brewing Co $346,060

Utica Club Ale 88,580

Utica Club Beer 257,480

Western Airlines Inc $118,540

Western Cotton Oil Co. $31,130

Feeds 31,130

Westfield Mfg. Co $28,450

Columbia Bicycles 28,450

Westgate-Calif. Tuna Pack $32,830

Breast 0' Chicken Tuna. . 32,830

Westinghouse Dealers $30,940

Westinghouse

Various Appliances .... 30,940

Westinghouse Electric

Corp $156,000

Air Conditioners 39,030

Westinghouse

Appliances 58,510

Westinghouse Ranges .. 970

Westinghouse

Refrigerator 320

Westinghouse

Various Appliances ... 57,170

Weston Biscuit Co $52,450

Crackers & Cookies 52,450

White Castle System $21,350

Chain Hamburger Stands 21,350

White King Soap Co $184,670

White King Cleaner 2,040

White King Detergent .... 126,970

White King

Granulated Soap 28,080

White King Toilet Soap.. 27,580

White, Martha,

Mills, Inc $174,630

Fortune Feed 2,430

Martha White Bread .... 7,080

Martha White

Cake Mixes 25,280

Martha White Coffee

Inst./Reg 500

Martha White

Corn Meal 34,950

Martha White Flour 103,890

Martha White Jams 500

Whitehouse Co $136,740

Dolls 5,180

Phonograph Records .... 124,910

Super Jet Guns 6,650

Whitman, Stephen F.,

&Son $403,170

Whitman's Candy 403,170

Wiedemann, George,

Brewing $594,120

Wiedemann Beer 594,120

Wilbert Products Co., Inc. $79,680

Wilbert'sWax 79,680

Wildroot Co., Inc $893,340

Formula No. 2
'

Hair Tonic 43,860

Help Hair Tonic 7,590

Vam Hair Tonic 176,190

Wildroot Cream Hail Oil 607,200

Wildroot Hair Tonic 58,500

Wilkins, John H., Co., Inc. $32,280

Wilkins Coffee

Inst./Reg 32,280

Wilkins Rogers Milling Co. $56,610

Washington Flour 56,610

Williams, J. B., Co $270,090

Baby's Own 300

Conti Castile Shampoo.. 103,460
Kreml Hair Tonic 9,310
Lectric Shave 109,370
Skol Suntan Lotion 47,650

Williams, R. R., Co $56,520
Wash N Dry 56,520

Williamson Candy Co $119,510
Oh Henry Candy Bars ... 119,510

Williamson-Dickie Mfg.

Co $90,070
Dickie Work Clothes 81,620
Mens' Sport Clothing .... 8,450

Wilson & Co., Inc $312,050
Bak-Rite Shortening 6,930

Canned Meats 15,680

Ideal Dog Food 2,360

Jane Wilson

Canned Meat 8,580

Meats 278,140
Wilson Dog Food 360

Wine Advisory Board $250,190
Wines 250,190

Wine Growers Guild $121,670

Guild Wine 121,670

Winn-Dixie Corp $24,220

Food Stores 24,220

Winslow Chip Co., Inc $31,140

Winslow's Potato Chips. 31,140

Wisconsin Electric Power $80,830

Electric Service 80,830

Wisconsin Independent Oil $74,330

Gas & Oil 74,330

Wise Potato Chip Co $128,150

Potato Chips 128,150

Wishbone Salad Dressing. $48,300
Salad Dressing 48,300

Wood Bros $51,660

H & C Coffee Inst 12,390

H & C Coffee Reg 39,270

Wrigley, William Jr., Co $999,070
DoublemintGum 652,040

Spearmint Gum 347,030

Wrigley Stores, Inc $77,990

Various Products 77,990

Wyler&Co $20,600

Lemonade Mix 19,500

Soup 1,100

Wynn Oil Co $52,360

Lubricants 10,500

Wynn'sOil 41,860

X
XLNT Spanish Foods Co. $24,760

Fresh Delicatessen

Items 24,760

Y
Young, W. F., Inc $204,790

Absorbine, Jr 204,790

Youngblood's Poultry

Farms $33,390

Poultry 33,390

z
Zenith Radio Corp $123,920

Zenith Radios 19,330

Zippy Products, Inc $91,509

Zenith TV Sets 104.590

Zippy Liquid Starch 91,500

-.(i
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HOW AND WHY
TvB COMPILES SPOT FIGURES

The reporting oi estimated television spol expenditures was inaugurated b) the

Television Bureau of Vdvertising, Inc. with the Fourth Quartei L955. These

reports were developed as a service to advertisers and agencies to tneel what was

tfli to be three industry need

—

1. [nformation mi the dimensions oi -pot television in .1 form which would

enable advertisers in make comparisons with the regularU reported data on

newspapers, magazines, network television and other advertising media.

2. [nformation on individual advertiser use <»l —
|

» * > 1 television so that each ad-

vertiser could assess more fully the advertising activities of his competitors.

3. Bases for the analysis <>l trend in the use oi spol television.

The presenl report is the firsl Vnnual Report in the series and covers the full year

1956. In addition to the advertiser expenditures and other data provided in the

Quarterl) Reports, the Annual Report also contain- brand-by-brand dollar

expenditure estimates as well, for each advertiser investing $20,000 or more in

>pot television during 1956.

Other data reported include annual expenditure totals for each producl class; a

li-ting of the top 100 advertisers in the use of spot tele\ ision during the j ear: the

ten ranking advertising agencies in the use of the medium; and an analysis for all

advertisers oi the kind of spot activity used and the time of day it occurred.

These reports represenl the combined efforts of main people, and acknowledg-

ment is made to TvB member stations and -tation representative organizations; \>>

other cooperating tele\ ision stations; to the N. C. Rorabaugh < !o., Inc.; to the man)

helptul advertisers and agencies; and importantly, to the Bureau >taff. Particular

acknowledgment i- made to Harvey Spiegel, the Bureau"- Assistant Dire, tor of

Ke-earch.

The Bureau believes that these expenditure estimates will provide advertisers

\sith a basic, essentially accurate guide to spot television activity, and \>\ filling

this industrj need will contribute to the sales development of television as well.

Leon Vrons, Ph.D., Director of Research

Television Bureau <>f Vdvertising, Inc.

•Any television activity announcement,
identification, participation or program —
sponsored l>y a national or regional adver-

tiser, selected and scheduled on a market-by-

market l>a-i~.
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SPOT TV BRAND FIGURES continued

SPOT TV SPENDING OF LEADIrC
PRODUCT TOTAL LEADING BRAND

CLASSIFICATION EXPENDITURE BRAND EXPENDITURE

Agriculture $ 1,225,000

1 eeds, meals 937,000 Purina Chows $ 157,060

Mi-i't'llaneous 288,000 Pfizer Animal
Medicine 32,150

Ale, beer & wine $34,237,000

Beer & ale 30,427,000 Ballantine Beer 1,852,280

\\ ine 3,810,000 Gallo Wine 1,091,980

Amusements $ 560,000 M-G-M Pictures 105,670

Automotive $12,912,000

Anti-freeze 646,000 Zerone & Zerex 221,530

Batteries 378.000 Eveready 204,320

< ar- 8,539.000 Ford 2,981,590

Tires & tubes 1,265.000 Armstrong 504,100

Trucks & trailers 179,000 Ford Trucks 113,980

Miscellaneous 1,905,000 Rayco Seat Covers 696,830

Building material $ 3,422,000

Fixtures, plumbing 593,000 Anchor Heating Sup-
plies 113,930

Materials 609,000 Bethlehem Steel 181,510

Paints 892,000 Fuller Paints 154,530

Power tools 777,000 Roto-Rooter 269,920

Miscellaneous 551,000 DuPont (institut.) 222,270

Clothing $ 8,688,000

( llothing 6,929,000 Robert Hall Clothes 4,450,490

Footwear 1,468,000 Buster Brown Shoes 265,560

Hosiery 202,000 Tru-Craft Hosiery 56,930

M i-rcllaneous 89.000 Karl's Shoe Stores 57,810

Confections & soft drinks $21,576,000

Confections 9,766.000 M & M Candy 1,094,280

Soft drinks 11,810,000 Coca-Cola 3,683,910

Consumer services $12,545,000

Dry cleaning & laun-

dries 112,000 Professional Laundry 38,650

Financial 1,907,000 Household Finance 493,430

Insurance 1.758,000 Blue Cross Services 399,440

Medical & dental 159.000 Texas State Optical 71,310

Moving, storage 408,000 Bekins Moving &
Storage 113,390

Public Utilities 5,366,000 Amer. Tel. & Tel. 3,800,990

Religious, political,

unions 2,066,000 Republican Party 774,100

Schools & colleges 83,000 Isabell's Beauty
Culture 25,910

Miscellaneous 686,000 Slenderella Salons 399,180
llllllll!lllll!llilllllllllll!llllllllllllllll!lll!llllllllllll!llllllllllllll llillllllllllllllllllllllll ;::iiiiiiiiiiiiii!!itliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

PRODUCT TOTAL
CLASSIFICATION EXPENDITURE

Cosmetics & toiletries $34,240,000

Cosmetics 9,886.000

Deodorants 3.243,000

Depilatories 1,226.000

Hair tonics & shampoos 6,783,000

Hand & face creams.
lotions 606,000

Home permanents &
coloring 3,826,000

Perfumes, toilet waters 1.202,000

Razors, blades 554,000

Shaving creams, lotions 3,245,000

Toilet soaps 3,262.000

Miscellaneous 407,000

Dental products $13,202,000

Dentifrices 11,093,000

Mouthwashes 1.396,000

Miscellaneous 713,000

Drug products $32,026,000

Cold remedies 6,274,000

Headache remedies 4,934,000

Indigestion remedies 7.451,000

Laxatives 4,175,000

Vitamins 1,487,000

Weight aids 1.423.000

Miscellaneous 5,039,000

Drug stores 1,243,000

Food & grocery products $107,615,000
Baked goods 19.879.000

Cereals 8,533.000

Coffee, tea & food drinks 22,367,000

Condiments, sauces,

appetizers 5,167,000

Dairy products 7,662.000

Desserts 1,478,000

Dry foods (flour, mixes,

rice, etc.) 4,720,000

Frozen foods 6,495.000

Fruits & vegetables,

juices (except frozen) 6,106.000

Macaroni, noodles, chili.

etc. 2,052,000

Margarine, shortenings 4,893.000

Meat, poultry & fish

(except frozen) 5,931.000

Soups (except frozen) 783.000

Miscellaneous foods 6,384.000

Food stores 5.165.000

Garden supplies &
equipment $ 413,000

LEADING
BRAND

BR.[
EXPENTi

Helaine Seager

—

Drops of Gold &
Pink Ice

Arrid

Nair

Brylcreem

Sof-Skin Hand Cream

Sof-Set Hair Spray

Sardo Bath Oil

Gem
Rise Shaving Cream

Lava

407.000 Q-Tips Cotton Swabs

Crest

Listerine Antiseptic

Polident

Super Anahist

Bayer Aspirin

Alka-Seltzer

Phillips Milk of

Magnesia

Geritol

Tafon

Nytol

Walgreen

National Biscuit

Kellogg Cereals

Maxwell House In-

stant Coffee

Sterling Salt

Borden Dairy Prod-

ucts

Jello Dessert

Dromedary Cake Mix

Birdseye

Florida Citrus Com-
mission

Buitoni Products

Snowdrift

Oscar Mayer Meat

Campbell's

Heinz "57" Varieties

A & P Food Stores

F. S. Royster Guano
Co.—Fertilizer
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IMRANDS BY PRODUCT CATEGORY
PRODUCT TOTAL LEADING BRAND PRODUCT TOTAL LEADING 1:1' '

CLASSIFICATION EXPENDITURE BRAND EXPENDITURE CLASSIFICATION i i *•ENOITURC BRAND EXPENDITURE

isolinc & lubricants $16,030,000 Notions $ 456,000 < [I..-.H Zippen 1 14,580

. .1-1. Inn' & oil 15, 172,000 1 --H ( ,.i- \ Oil 2,190,780

ill idditives 152,000 BardabJ 347,110
i,V

1,4

I

»|

II

Miscellaneous 206,000 Uemite Lubricating 127,890 Pet products $ 4,658,000 Hum Cluh Di Food 803,600

tell, restaurants $ 290,000 1 [oward Johnson's 92,270 Publications $ 1,366,000 II' adi i - Di 744,990

7|t
usehold cleaners, Sporting goods $ 1,440,000
cleansers, polishes,

waxes $ 6,863,000
I > i

• \ cles it -iqipln - 86,1 inn Bit jri let
31,870

iners, cleansers

jHoor & furniture pol-

'J| ishes, waxes

1,130,000 Spic & Span 991,250
i Si aera] sporting goods 54,000 ngton Guna i\

Vmmunil ion 35,940

952,000 Simoniz Hi-Lite
Toys & games 1,233,000 1 ioni 1 1 rains

298,620

Polish 227,850
523,000 Glass Wax 293,950 Miscellaneous 67,000 1 •. mi ude < hiil.

44,160
lome Drv ( leaners 1,595,000 Glamorene 891,960 Motors

oi Polish 191,000 Esquire Shoe Polish 83,570 1
., liscellaneous cleaners 169,000 Drano Drain (Cleanser 239 720 Stationery, office

55,310

j;

equipment $ 239,000 In-I int < -ri|i 1

usehold equipment $ 7,735,000 Hi \ \ppliances 1,110,100!
Television, radio, musi-

,-i can instruments $ 2,360,000

!,« usehold furnishings $ 3,805,000 Antennas 393,000 ( .|)R Rot oi \ ntenn is
164,260

M) :eil-. mattresses, Radio & television sets 903,000 RCA Radio 8 T\
-[rings 3.165,000 Simmons Mattresses 1,140,020 Sets 297,030

U urniture & other Records 835,000 i olumhia Ri i ords 422,490

11
furnishings 6 10.000 Simmonds Reup- Misi ellaneous 229.000 i ilumbia Phono

n

holstering 113,080 graphs 81,220

jsehold laundry
products $16,286,0 Tobacco products $30,390,000

| leaches, starches 1.672.000 r.lorox 675,660 Cigarettes 28.872.000 \ i. eroy 5,373,290

,01 ackaged soaps, deter- 13,352,000 Wisk 1,874,4101 Cigars, pipe tobacco 1.518.000
1 l Produi i" 1 igars 370,800

II
gents

liscellaneous 1.262,000 Boras 805,850
il Transportation

\ir

$ 2,866,000

1.181.000 National \irlii 260,930
isehold paper
products $ 5,329,000

Bus 806.000 i rreyhonnd Busx - 639,470

|leansing tissues 1.615,000 Northern Tissues $1,072,790 I
796.000 Creat Northern Rail-

way

Home I ines Boat

195,210
ood wraps 967,000 \\ aztes 385,380 Miscellaneous 83,000
apkins 1.180.000 Kleenex Napkins 416,330 Travel 29,020
inlet tissue 519,000 Delsey 358,880
liscellaneous 1.0 W.000 Flav-R Straws 375,720

Jewelry, cameras $ 7,066,000

isehold, general
Cameras, supplies 336.000 Kodak Can 160,590

$ 3,075,000
1 locks & watches "..7O5.0O0 Bulova Watches 4,298,650

rooms, brushes, mops 384.000 Bissell Carpet
Sweeper 147,210

Jewelr>" 213.000 Helzbergs Ji « elrj 42,180

hina, glassware, crock-
Pens & pencils 812.000 Paper-Mati- Pens 249,990

ery 95,000 Pyrea Ovenwear 30,370 I
isinfeetants, deodor-
izers 490.000 Pine Sol 205 050 Miscellaneous s 4,583,000

ads 161.000 Olga Coal Co. 38 590 Trading stamps 1.281.000 I op \ alue Trading

lsecticides 521.000 Raid Insecticide 136,720 Stamp? 1,041,480

itchen Utensils 42,000
Mi-i ellaneous product- 1.333,000 \ ic Tanneys C\m 263,010

iscellaneous 1.382.000 Better Living Enter-

prises—Household

Miscellaneous >tores 1.969.000 Montgomery Ward 410,090

Products 636,200 Total $397,498,000
iimimiimiiiini! in IHIIUIIIIIIHII llllii, !iii:ii :::.'. mi.,:;,.
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SPOT TV BRAND FIGURES continued

WHAT EACH BRAND OFTHE TOP 25 SPOT TV CLIENTS SPENT*

1. Procter & Gamble $17,522,450
American Family

Detergent 217,720
American Family

Soap 29,140

Biz Liquid Detergent 61,570

Big Top Peanut

Butter 633,770
Camay Soap 109,560

Cheer 783,770
Comet 400,960
Crest 2,818,170

Crisco 25,100

Dash 1,693,880

Dreft 134,980

Drene Shampoo 213,270
Duz 743,500
Fluffo 147,610
Gleem 1,609,620

Ivory Bar Soap 15,680

Ivory Flakes 1,024,660

Ivory Snow 751,390
Ivory Toilet Soap .... 15,720

Jif Peanut Butter .... 47,650

Joy 1,785,900

Lava Soap 1,288,630

Lilt Home Permanent 201,570
Oxydol 774,220
Pin-It Permanent .... 7,210
Prell Shampoo 226,030
Secret Cream Deodor-

ant 27,390
Secret Permanent .... 3,730

Shasta Shampoo 9,170
Spic & Span 991,250
Tide 513,820
Velvet Blend Sham-

poo 39,860
Whirl Shortening .... 36,930
Zest Beauty Bar 139,020

2. Brown & William-

son $11,288,620
Du Maurier 421,680
Kool 3,743,420
Raleigh 1,733,680
Tube Rose Snuff 16,550
Viceroy 5,373,290

3. General Foods $ 9,415,940
Baker's Cocoa 1,520
Baker's Frozen

Cocoanut 2,300
Baker's Cocoanut .... 1,020
Baker's Inst. Choco-

late 44,350
Birdseve Frozen

Foods 1,230,660

•Whole year 1»56; figures are gross as estimated by TvB

General Foods (continued)

Birdseye Frozen

Poultry 3,040

Bliss Coffee Inst./

Reg 21,580
Bliss Coffee Reg 430
Gaines Dog Food .... 31,600

Go Ironing Aid 2,600

Good Seasons Salad

Dressing 22,040

Jello Gelatin Dessert 615,400
Jack & Jill Cat Food 3,250
Jello Puddings 344,860
Kool Aid 168,600
Kool Shake 44,920
Maple-Del Syrup .... 9,960
Maxwell House

Coffee Inst 4,318,140
Maxwell House

Coffee Inst./Reg. .. 312,110
Maxwell House

Coffee Reg 831,650
Minute Potatoes 4,370
Minute Rice 6,820
Perkins Lemonade.... 17,610
Post Toasties 129,090
Post's Cereals 421 ,820

Post's Grape-Nuts/

Flakes 70,570
Post's Sugar Crisp .. 82,690
Post's Sugar Rice .... 12,890
Sanka Coffee Inst 25,900
Swansdown Cake

Flour 151,700
Swansdown Cake Mix 416,780
Yuban Coffee Inst./

Reg 19,990
Yuban Coffee Reg. .. 45,680

Sterling Drug $ 8,823,300
Bayer Aspirin 2,994,960

Baver Aspirin

—

Children's 17,680

Campho-Phenique 17,340

Dr. Caldwell's Laxa-

tive 229,530
Dr. Lyon's Denti-

frices 635,830
Double Danderine .... 11 4,640
Energine 438,390
Fizrin 1,178,190
Fletcher's Castoria .. 141,970
Haley's Aspirin 101,280
Haley's M. 851,930
Instantine 145,400
Ironized Yeast 149,900
Molle Shaving Soap 288,090

Sterling Drug continued'

Pepsomar 172,080
Phillip's Milk of

Magnesia 1,262,070
Phillip's Milk of Mag-

nesia Toothpaste .. 39,160
Z. B. T. Baby Powder 44,860

Philip Morris $ 7,369,440
Bond Street Tobacco 3,380
Marlboro 3,404,200
Parliament 640,180
Philip Morris 3,079,480
Spud 242,200

Colgate-Palmolive $ 7,314,700
Ad Detergent 167,320
Ajax Cleanser 144,420
Brisk Dentifrice 1,447,160
Cashmere Bouquet

Soap 22,730
Colgate Bar Soap .... 193,230
Colgate Dental Cream 2,539,320
Colgate Lustre Net .. 8,240
Colgate Shave Cream 442,500
Deodorant Beautv

Soap 253,800
Fab Detergent 65,880
Florient Deodorizer.. 7,630
Glance Shampoo .... 5,200
Halo Shampoo 280,910
Kan-Kil 1,880

Lustre-Creme Sham-

poo 23,430
Merry Detergent .... 46,640
Palmolive Shave

Cream 498,240
Palmolive Shave Lo-

tion 2,660
Palmolive Soap 7,560
Rapid Shave Cream 343,080
Vel Beauty Bar 131,120
Vel Detergent 598,660
Veto Deodorant 83,090

, Warner-Lambert
Pharmaceutical ....$ 5,820,440
Anahist Cough Syrup 4,620

Anahist Nasal Spray 12,840

Super Anahist 2,748,690

DuBarrv Light and

Bright 3,980

Hudnut Permanent .. 14,290

Listerine Antiseptic .. 1,341,500

Listerine Dentifrice .. 1,291,060

Quick Permanent 336,030
Richard Hudnut Cos-

metics 67,430
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8. Continental

Baking $ 5,732,480

Certified Bread 14,520

Count] I ail Bread .. 33,480

Daffodil Farm Bread 56,280

Fruit Cake 1,330

II. .11 Pride Cake 2,970

Hostess Cakes 719,400

Morton I i. "in Foods 1,160,270

Profile Bread 975,460

Stafi Bread 292,400

rwinkies 75,600

Wondei Bread 2,366,080
\\ ondei Bi "u n ami

Serve Rolls 3,770

Wonder Buns 25,050

Wonder Rolls 5,870

9. National Biscuit ....$ 5,536,500

Dromedarj Cake Mix 983,060
Dromedarj Foods .... 12,470

Home Town Bread .. 9,020
Master Plan Bread .. 142,210
Milk Bone 77,370
Millbrook Br. a,l 20,320
Nabisco Cookie- and

Crackers 3,059,090
\abisco Shredded

Wheat 178,110
Nabisco Sb redded

Wheat, Jrs 203,670
Nabisco Various

Cereals 166,270
NBC Bread 170,340
I'd Dog Foods 23,150
Ranger Joe Cereal .... 12,930
Rice Honevs 324,430
Wheat Honeys 154,060

10. Miles Labora-

tories $ 5,354,730
Alka-Seltzer 4,498,070
Bactine 284,950
Nervine 43,450
One-A-Dav Vitamins 429,980
Tabcin 98,280

11. Kellogg $ 4,810,530
All Bran 33,150
Corn Flakes 52,640
Fizz-Ade 72,510
Gro-Pup Dog Food .. 81,120
Rice Krispies 10,660
Special K Cereal .... 1,028,600
Sugar Frosted Flakes 49,770
Sugar Corn Pops .... 143,760
Sugar Smacks 4,290
Various Kellogg

Cereals 3,334,030

12. Carter Products $ 4,535,210
Arrid Deodorant .... 1,470,260
Carter's Liver Pills.... 1,202,670
Colonaids 310
Nair 1,074,830
Rise Shaving Cream 787,140

13. Lever Bros. $ 4,535,010

Breeze 64,620

Dove [oilel Soap .... 497,710
(. I l.mk Mi'

rine 51,730

Hum Detergenl 18,420

Imperial Margarine.. 1,378,220

Lifebuoj Soap 77,570
Lurks Wlii,. 5,720

l.u\ Liquid Detei • nl 15,810

Lux I ..il. i Soap 57,950

Pepsodenl 118,390

Rinso 288,680

Silvei Dual 63,500
-mhI Detergent 22,280

Wiak 1,874,410

14. Robert Hall $ 4,450,490

Clothes 4,450,490

15. Liggett & Myers $ 4,400,900

Chesterfield 1,106,590

L& M 3,294,310

16. Bulova $ 4,298,650

Bulova Watches 4,298,650

17. American Tel.

& Tel $ 3,800,990
Includes all regional

telephone compa-

nies 3,800,990

18. Coca-Cola Co $ 3,697,460
Buck Beverage 7,660
Coca-Cola 3,683,910
Delisb Bottled Drink- 5,720
76 170

19. General Motors $ 3,486,820
AC Spark Plugs 124,510
All G. M. Cars 29,630
Buick Cars 75,970
Cadillac Cars 580
Chevrolet Cars 953,220
Chevrolet Trucks .... 18,090
Delco Appliances .... 18,360
Delco Batteries 49,530
Frigidaire 67,070
<;. M. Trucks 1,140
Institutional 2,270
Oldsmobile Cars 1,516,611
Pontiac Cars 544,780
Saginaw Steering .... 86,100

20. Ford $ 3,332,620
Ford Accessories .... 6,220
Ford Cars 2,981,590
Ford Tractors 26,940
Ford Trucks 113,980
Lincoln Cars 95,990
Mercury Cars 107,900

21. Max Factor $ 3,181,730

Courtley Deodorant.. 1,040
Courtley Toiletries .. 9,010
Dri-Mist Deodorant.. 427,180

Max Factor <contmu< d

\l , Factor Co met-

1,926,600

Ma .. I ictoi i rerae

Pun 11,390

Max 1 ai i"i Deodoi

ant 1,120
\l I ictoi I 11,390

Maj I u toi lb I i .... 5,720

Maj I a< toi Pan< 6,800

Sof-Sel Haii 781,480

22. Corn Products

Refining $ 2,849,350
Imp-, o I hocolate

Syrup 1,842,280

Karo Frosting 30,280

Karo Table Syrup 23,590

Kasco Dog Food .... 308,520
Mazola Oil 91,910
Niagara Star< h 145,630
Now Instant < ak.-

I i osting 8,820

Nu-Sofl I- al .i i. Soft-

ener 372,070
22,090

/uma Salad Dressing 4,160

23. Helaine Seager $ 2,780,980

Drops nl Gold 358,260
Majitinje 494,650
Pink Ice Cosmetics .. 1,890,090
Tint-N-Set 37,980

24. Charles Antell ....$ 2,774,170
Charles Antell Cos-

metics 1,686,160

Cbarles Antell Spray

Net 31,410
Chignon 120
Custom Mop 110
Formula #9 Hair

Cream 112,190

Formula #9 Sham-

poo 221,330
Hair Curler< 470
Reddi Kit 140
Sando Reducing \id 35,900

Slim Magic 194,130

Star Nail 8,930
Super Lanolin Liquid 483,280

25. Nestle $ 2,374,920

Decaf Instant Coffee 717,320
King Mallow 4,510

Maggi Protein Drink 28,610

Nea afe Instant 324,1 30

Nestea Instant Tea .. 95,750

Nestle's ( hocolate

Bars 45,750

Nestle's Cookie Mix.. 1,030

Nestles
1

Everreadj

Cocoa 44,280

Nestle's Instant Coffee 1,098,010

Nestle's Quik 15,530
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MASSACHUSETTS

NEW
YORK

SpringfieM

Hartford i

CONNECTICUT | R .|.^<r

Hear ye! Hear ye! Hear ye!

New survey data proves again

that WNHC-TV, New Haven-
Hartford, is the dominant sta-

tion — by an overwhelming
margin— in a L'rcounty area,

covering Sl-5,000 TV homes.

Sign on to sign off, seven days
a week, WNHC-TV delivers

average audiences 210%
greater than top New York
City station; 244% greater

than Hartford; 174% greater

than New Britain. YourKATZ
man has the proof : ARB, Nov.
1956; PULSE, Oct. 1956;
NIELSEN NCS #2, 1956.

WNHC-TV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD, CONN.

Channel 8
ABC-TV* CBS-TV
Represented by KATZ

operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM • FM »TV, Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM • TV, Binghamton, N . Y.

WHOB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa./ WFBG-AM • TV. Altoona, Pa./ WNHC-AM • FM • TV. New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 4-8 5 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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// h<u's happening in i. S. Government

that affecU ipontors, agencies, itatumt

WASHINGTON WEEK
6 april Hie Departmenl of Justice has added Loews, Inc. to it- quarriea in the tv field.

»PON»oR
C

puBuoAnoM« imc
'" " >lul ,ll,

'

(1 B8am8' Loews the past week the Departmenl set out on a mission to

stop the block-booking of motion picture films among t\ stations.

Justice has an antitrust action going against RCA-NBC and i- pursuing an over-all probe

into network practices, with litigation <>n that front a possibility.

The onlj surprising angle about the block-booking procedure was ii- speed.
It became known onl\ recenth that the Departmenl was scanning contracts between the

major motion picture companies and tv station-, but action wasn't expected this -non.

Ke\ to the bast) action i- the parallel drawn bj Justice between the block-booking

Features <>f the film industry consent decrees and the manner in which feature film- are I

ing merchandised to tv stations. Justice"- objective: To require the distributor to offer

the films to -i.iiion- on a picture-by-picture l>.i-i-.

The emphasis placed by Justice on films lot t\ shows hot* deeply the whole tv siib-

jert interests the trust busters.

One of the major preoccupations of Justice in it- network investigations is the idea of

divestiture. The film producers were forced to sell their theatre-, and Justice now seems
to he pondering whether the networks should sell their O&O's.

There's this ironic side to the consent decrees entered into 1>\ the major film distribu-

tors some years ago:

Independent theatre owners had been in the forefront of the fight to make block-book inu

illegal and force production companies to sell their theatres.

These same independents now suffer from lack of sufficient films. The} i|uite

openly admit they would like to have block-booking back as well as distributor own-

erships of theatres. The reason: It would just make life simpler for everybody.

Senator Wayne Morse, newly appointed chairman of the Senate Small Busi-

ness special subcommittee on daytime radio stations, is speedily digging into this

problem.

He's set 29-30 April as hearing dates to review an issue which he accuses the FCC
of ignoring for 10 years.

The committee will listen to daytimers, full-time stations, and the FCC on the daytimer-*

request for longer operating hours.

Should the FCC act within the next three weeks to put fee tv on a road test,

the order could take one of these two directions:

1) A trial that might go so far as to permit participation b\ non-affiliated stations in

various sections of the country.

2) A very limited set of experiments hedged in by manv condition-.

Fluid as the fee tv outlook is. the commissioners will not likely take am overt action

until Commissioner John Doerfer has recovered sufficiently from his operation to attend an

FCC meeting.

The FTC this week asked the FCC to pass on to stations involved notices to the effect

that complaints of false advertising have been issued against the Mentholatum Co..

Whitehall Pharmacal Co. and Omega Chemical Co.

Bases for the complaints: Objectionable claims about curing arthritis and rheumatism.

(See article. The FTC Crackdown, page 30. 30 March SPONSOR.)
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,JR FILM DOLLAR

How an RCA Film System
NA/ill Enable You to Spark
and Hold Viewer Interest

Here's how one of the most successful users of film shows gets excellent

results. He employs several carefully planned steps made possible by

the use of an extremely versatile film system. First, the program

starts with a 20-sec. film commercial followed by a 10-sec. VSI—fading

to a 30-sec. film teaser strip. The feature is then announced with a

super-imposed "presentation" slide with record music. Feature is

begun and film commercials are inserted at appropriate times

to the end of the showing. This kind of expert programming

that sustains audience interest is only possible with the proper

combination of film equipment.

You have creative people who can do a similar job for you if given

the right tools. An RCA Film System will provide them with these tools

It will enable you to offer a variety of film presentation formats for

sparking and sustaining program interest. It will also help

you prepare for future expansion.

Lack of long-range planning will obsolete equipment

before its time . . . leave you unprepared for color.

Investigate the quality and cost-saving of an RCA Film

System— we'll be glad to help you check at typical

stations. And ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to

show you our latest film literature.

Tmk(.) ®

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal
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SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS II

A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
Pat Weaver's philosophy alx»ut the welter of stuff that's been printed about his plans

apparently is:

• It pays to be kept alive in the trade press.

• Some of the stories about his plans may have been a source of useable ideas to readers

—in short a free sample of Weaver's ware*.

Hooz Allen & Hamilton is about ready to tell the NBC management what should

be done with the advertising, public relations, promotion, and publicity setups.

The streamlining, according to reports, could bring savings of around Si million a year.

Here are two recent radio commercials that are getting nice comment among the

professional listeners and appraisers:

1) The Titus Moody (Parker Fennelly) character for Pepperidge Farm Bread.

2) The Chinese dialect commercial for Sen-Sen.

Proof that Madison Avenue has a heart for its veterans:

An agency v.p., with many years of experience in air media, got his "retirement" memo
six months ago, but was told he could keep his office and secretary until he connected.

He's still coming in everv day. with nary a hint that he's stretching the deadline.

It is Gail Smith, P&Cs associate manager of advertising production and pro-

gram buyer, who is reported considering an offer from MCA's Revue Productions.

The name of Bill Craig, who left P&G for the William Morris office last year, was inad-

vertently substituted for Smith's in 30 March SPONSOR HEARS.

R. Neisen Harris, Gillette v.p. and president of the Toni Co., is on assignment

to the Paper-Mate division.

Cillette president Carl J. Gilbert hinted at the reason when he reported last week that

the earnings for the 1957 first quarter were under last year's level because of a "com-

bination of unusual factors."

A start in publicity has proved a good springboard for a deep dive into the

air media. Here's a partial list culled from network rosters:

STARTED WITH CURRENT CONNECTION

Vance Babb NBC N. W. Ayer v.p.

Jerry Danzig Mutual NBC program v.p.

Bill Fineshriber CBS TPA sales v.p.

Lester Gottlieb Mutual CBS program v.p.

Don Higgins NBC-Blue Storer Broadcasting v.p.

Tom Knode NBC Petry v.p.

Tom Lane CBS Lennen & Newell v.p.

Earl Mullin NBC-Blue ABC press v.p.

Bill Schudt CBS CBS Radio station relations v.p

Davidson Taylor CBS NBC public affairs v.p.
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Lutra Canadensis

lt'</» ///> ra the wildi i,j Michigan,
this torpedo-shaped twimming
star is <i f>l.i\ful nomad, ever on
the prowl for woodland waters
where /W> art plentiful. His jnr
co.it is properly insulated and
durable, but somewhat ant of

fashion.
Original sketch

by conservationist

Charles E. Schafer

-

<T ;<- v .-
< .. ,'

' --,"' T
•

-".; •

Put your money where the people are

Are you reaching otters instead of people with

your Michigan radio advertising?

W'WJ's new Hi-Fi signal, personalities, news

coverage, and feature programming concen-

trate on people— the big-earning, big-spending

folks in southeastern Michigan to whom WWj
is a constant companion and trusted friend.

Ogle the otters when you can find them. Use

WWJ when your sights are on sales.

Seventy per cent of Michigan's

population commanding 75 per cent

of the states buying income is uithin

WWJ's daytime primary area. In

the Detroit area alone, over 3 V4

million people drive nearly /'i mil-

lion cars and spend over 55 billion

annually for retail goods.

k mw -m m AM and FMWWJ RADIO
WORLDS FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned and cperafed by The Detroit News

NBC Affiliate

National Representatives Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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WHO SALUTES
If you buy radio time by the "Let's run
it up a flagpole and see who salutes"
method. VVBNS Radio is at the top of
the staff. Our salutin', listenin' friends
have $.2,739,749,000 to spend. They and
Pulse place us first in any Monday-thru-
Friday quarter-hour, day or night.
Ask John Blair.

WB NS RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

any way you look at it...

KBTV
first in DENVER

Quarter hour leads or percentage of audience . .

.

KBTV is No. 1 during the most important time classification—

fSW Sign on* to 10:00 P.M. ^f^
KBTV 34.9

Monday thru Friday

QUARTER HOUR LEADS PERCENT OF AUDIENCE

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodtrard. In<

*10:30 A.M.
"Jan. 1957 ARB ckmwd

John C. Mullins. President

Joe Herold. Station Manager

K BT V
1089 Bannock

Dial TAbor 5-6386

DON'T MISS THE BOAT
{Continued from page 31)

adjacencies, audience turnover, mix-

tures of live personalities and good

slots for film commercials.

"It isn't enough to offer an adver-

tiser an advantageous price," one me-

dia director told sponsor. "The sta-

tion that sells most convincingl) is the

one that talks about factors beyond

price—sales results for other adver-

tisers, type of audience reached, mer-

chandisabilitj of local personalities

and so forth."

5. Client contact: Many spot ad-

vertisers look for closer contact w ith

station management. This does not

mean that they want to or could bypass

either the station's rep or their adver-

tising agency. But it does mean that

familiarity with station executives and
management gives the client more con-

fidence and personal knowledge about

the station.

"Recently we ran a test campaign in

the Southwest," one ad manager for a

multi-product company told SPONSOR.

"I visited two stations in two cities

and found that I was able to improve

our schedule immensely by being

there. For instance, there's a local

m.c. for one of the feature film pack-

ages we'd bought into who had really

strong local appeal. Every retailer I

talked to felt that this m.c. could sell

tremendouslv well for us. Well, all I

did was to switch times so that we
could take advantage of his live lead-

ins. It should have been possible to

do this type of buving out of New
York, either through better informa-

tion from the rep or from the station

directly."

No client suggests that station mana-

gers should beat a continuous path to

his door. But they do feel that there

should be enough of an acquaintance

between advertiser and station so that

the client can feel free to pick up the

phone and call when a serious problem

develops.

"We actualK switched a $75,000 or-

der from one station to another in a

major market because of a good rela-

tionship with the management of the

station that got the business." one cli-

ent told sponsor. "Both stations of-

fered us relatively similar packages,

and our agencj presented us with the

choice. Wed been on the first station

for a number of years, but I never felt

that they'd done much in the way of

servicing this account, letting us know
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lii > w we were doing, oi sending ua anj

status report oi figures. I <l'> know

the manager <>f t h<- other station, bo I

called him ami t
< !< I lnm our agenc)

had recommended hia station ami thai

I wasn't completely sold. Wc made

some adjustments ami placed the oi

der."

I hi- i-n I a c|iic-l ion of fa\ 0] il i-m

ui bargaining. Ii - just a simple i ule

oi salesmanship that a clienl prefers to

kniiu the man he buys from and that

he doesn't want to feel he - dropped as

i as he's signed on the dotted line.

6. Programing: Some hardening

of the programing arteries is Betting

in. according t<> man} timebuyers. II

a format's proved itseli successful l">ili

in radio and l\. r\vv\ station tends to

ride it into the ground.

"Music-and-newa i- good, so main

radio stations program 12 hours of

music and news," says the chief time-

buyer of a major air media agency.

'"Features are the liit of the moment,
-.. I\ stations plaj one feature after

the other. This doesnt give the ad-

verliser much choice. Besides, we feel

that the best wa\ one tv station can

compete with the other is not by put-

ting bigger or better features against

its competitor's feature films, but to do

something different, be it with live or

syndicated film programing."

Even within the framework of fea-

ture film programing, there are am
number of original and creative ideas

a station can work into the package,

to differentiate it from the other sta-

tion's by something beyond tin- film

title. Many stations use m.c.'s to in-

troduce the film and narrate bridges, if

they cut the feature for commercials.

But there are varieties of approaches

to use with the m.c. as well. For in-

stance, WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, has

made a "guessing game"' out of the

title of its nightly features, as a sort

of audience teaser. The station doesn't

announce or advertise its feature for

the next night but invites people to

tune in and find out what it is.

Radio news and music formats also

give stations lots of opportunities for

localized and indiv idualized approaches

within the music-and-news format.

There's no feeling of a blanket in-

dictment on this score by either adver-

tisers or agencies. Admen do feel,

however, that radio and tv stations

both may be overlooking opportunities

because they're not putting themselves

in the clients" shoes often enouch. ^

in tfce spot&gdt

OKLAHOMA CITY'S

FIRS1 and OHLY

FULL TIME

INDEPENDENT
STATION

OKLAHOMA'S ONLY
5000 WATT
FULL TIME

NEWS and MUSK
STATION

1000
KILOCYCLES

OKLAHOMA'S MOST IMITATED RADIO STATION
Represented by PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Inc.

HOTTEST
RADIO BUY
IN PROVIDENCE

After only 6 months of Elliot programming

AFTERNOON AUDIENCE! TDipi CO
MORNING AUDIENCE |

»" Lt '

In 16 daytime quarter hours, WlCB

is now either firsl or second in audi-

ence . . . and STILL GROWING!

Soura : C. E. Hooper, Jan. March i

ntor<

m0ir NEWS

more often ,

The ELLIOT STATIONS
great independents • good neighbors TIM ELLIOT, President

Akron, Ohio - WCUE WICE - Providence. R. I.

The John E. Pearson Co., Notional Representatives
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KOIN-TV
YOUR BEST

SALESMAN
in the

PORTLAND,
OREGON
MARKET

EVERY WEEK

MORE PEOPLE

WATCH KOIN-TV

Check the Ratings

• 15 of the Top 16 Weekly

Shows.

• 7 of the Top 1 Multiweekly.

• 46°o Share-of-Audience in

Metropolitan Portland.

(February 1957 ARB)

Check the Coverage
Demand absolute proof of

KOIN-TV's Superior Coverage

of the full 30-county Oregon

Market from your nearest

CBS Television Spot Sales Office

KOIN-TV
4ANNEL 6

84

Reps at work

Frank Firzpatrick, The Katz Agency, New York, comments: "The

advertiser who aims for saturation must run heavy schedules on

several or possibly all radio stations covering the market. The ob-

ject of a true saturation campaign is to make certain that everj

possible customer in an area is impressed and impressed repeatedly

with the message. This means

heavy schedules on the leading sta-

tions in each market. The need

for this type of planning should

be obvious but apparently it is

misunderstood by main . When an

advertiser plans a saturation cam-

paign in a good-sized market with

several stations and he ends up

with 50 or 60 or more spots per

week (his entire budget) on one

station, he isn't saturating that

market—he is saturating one sta-

tion. Sometimes, it is the leading station and his agency may have

recommended it because it had the highest ratings and represented

the best value. Frequentb . it is one of the lowest-priced and was

chosen because for the available budget it was possible to buy more

spots than on better-rated outlets. In either case, the result is that

the advertiser saturates one station. He fails to saturate his market."

Al Larson, Avery-Knodel. Inc.. New York, comments: "The reason

a few buyers think that uhf does not give them their money's worth

is because they are not correctly interpreting ratings in uhf-vhf

markets. As an example, on page one of the Norfolk, Va., ARB
the statement is made. 'This survey measurement is based on sam-

pling of all homes except those on

military bases.' All homes are in-

cluded, not just vhf or uhf homes.

Therefore, you cannot apply a rat-

ing against the uhf tv circulation

figure to determine the number of

viewing homes for uhf station

W \ EC-TV in that market. Since

ratings are expressed as a percent-

age of all uhf-vhf homes, the total

number of homes must be deter-

mined first. This is arrived at by

dividing the conversion factor

(70% in the case of WVEC-TV) into the number of vhf homes.

The division gives \\ \ IX- 1 \ 232.!!57 tv homes within its coverage

area. This is the figure against which ratings should be applied to

get the audience for this station. If this method is used you get a

true cost-per- 1,000 which reflects all homes in the area where the

sampling was done. This is the accurate measure of the market."
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^fC COMPARE THE COST
COMPARE THE RATINGS!

g^kir-f

WWOL
reaches more
homes per $
than any other
station in the
Buffalo Area

!

COST PER MIN. SPOT HOMES HOMES
1 TIME RATE* REACHED** PER DOLLAR

WWOL $12.50 14,500 1,160

NET STA. "A* 40.00 15,500 388
NET STA. "B" 35.00 3,500 100
NET STA. "C" 23.00 20,800 904
NET STA. "D" 20.00 4,500 225

IND. STA. "A" 18.00 3,800 211
IND. STA. "B" 9.00 4,300 477

BASED ON "SRDS CLASS A
3 P.M. -6 P.M. -FEB. '57

NIELSEN REPORT NOV. '56 (Page 5)
Monday thru Friday, 3 P.M. -6 P.M.

WWOL GIVES THE LOWEST DOLLAR COST
PER LISTENER IN THE BUFFALO AREA!

Check: NIELSEN

Check : PULSE

m Check: HOOPER

Check : The 50 National Advertisers who
now include WWOL RADIO
in their budgets !

fWWOL
315 MAIN STREET

BUFFALO, NEW YORK

NATIONAL REPS: FORJOE & CO.
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KRMG
is tops in the Tulsa

Area by * RATES—
* RATINGS...
* COVERAGEI

TJie January
1957 Pulse 26County

Area. Study Pmi/es

KRMG to beyour
best Radio Buy in

the Rich Tulsa
Market..

Ash yourBlair
M:ui toshowyou

50,000 WATTS * 740KC

KRMG
Tulsa 'Oklahoma... The
Qreat Independent ofthe

Southwestl.

POWER
^IrJL ' ^LUMBER

AGRICULTURE^

3e Su

M, Of
<*,

8^*
POW ARs

^ojv

Br <)/ 'OS,

Vce/vt ,
Tb

BUYl

yA**ET: LA"E
Ng

«oR?H

SBCQ£?unNo Ty

*SM
S6.

*e7t
p+ciF1c

C BS Kodio
S.000 WATrS-/280KC

EUGENE.OREGON
WA/VT MORE FAcrs p

-coA/rAcr. w£ed e co.
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Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

George Henry Smith lias been appointed

director of the tv division of August Dorr

Associates, Miami, in an announcement by

David Hume, president. Smith has been a

prominent figure in Florida tv and has

several new creative tv techniques to his

credit. He has launched and directed the

two largest tv campaigns in the area.

Before joining the Dorr agency, Smith
had been tv director and account executive with another Miami
agency for five years. His extensive background in advertising

includes: ad manager of a large Pennsylvania department store;

advertising director of a New York newspaper; an executive with

Lennen & Mitchell, New York, which handled the Old Gold account.

Smith is a graduate of the American Academy of Dramatic Arts.

His theater experience has been a springboard for television.

Arnold Alpert, advertising director of

SPONSOR, has been appointed a vice presi-

dent of the publication according to a re-

cent announcement by Norman R. Glenn,

president and publisher. Alpert joined

SPONSOR in 1951 as a member of the edi-

torial staff. In 1952 he left the magazine

to attend the Graduate School of Journal-

ism of Columbia University. After obtain-

ing an MS from Columbia, he rejoined sponsor as Midwest mana-

ger in 1954. In 1955 Alpert was appointed assistant advertising di-

rector and took over the post of advertising director in July of the

following year. Alpert was born in Denver. Colorado, and re-

ceived his undergraduate education there, graduating from the I Di-

versity of Colorado in 1941. He served in the armed forces during

World War II, and saw European sen ice as a major in the infantry.

G. Roger Bower has been appointed gen-

eral manager of WNAO-TV and WKIX,
Raleigh, N. C, according to an announce-

ment by John W. English, president of Sir

Walter Television Co., which owns and

operates both stations. J. H. Bone is re-

signing as general manager of \vNAO to

take over the post at WBRZ-TV. Baton

Rouge. Bower came to WKIX as manager

last September. In Januarv he was appointed as a v.p. of the Sir

Walter Television Co. He is a veteran of radio and tv with a back-

ground of 25 years in the entertainment field. Many top network

shows over the years have been produced and directed by him for

NBC, CBS and the Mutual Broadcasting System. A noted speaker

on humor and entertainment. Bower authored "Stop me if you've

heard this one." His latest work is being published by A. S. Barnes.

SPONSOR 6 april 1957



The new

WDAU-TV
makes "ONE MARKET

Of SCRANTON...

WILKES-BARRE and

the 52 communities

of NORTHEAST

PENNSYLVANIA

On April 1st, WGBI-TV, Scranton, became the new WDAU-TV,

Channel 22, an affiliate of WCAU-TV, Philadelphia.

Everything's new on the new WDAU-TV!

• NEW! Power upped to one million watts.

• NEW! Doubled antenna height... the highest in the area.

• NEW! Transmitting equipment is the latest

advancement in the field of electronic transmission,

increasing power nearly sixfold.

• NEW! Doubled coverage area ... reaching 1V4 million

people in 19 counties.

• NEW! Sharper, brighter, consistently clearer picture,

over the entire area.

In the past, WGBI-TV surpassed all competition in Scranton and Wilkes-Barre, both day and night. Now,

the advantages of WDAU-TV's new facilities plus the seasoned skills of WCAU-TV, guarantee the LARGEST

AUDIENCE IN THE AREA AT THE LOWEST COST! Phone H-R TELEVISION for the complete story!

E3DE3 toj © CBS Television Network in Northeast Pennsylvania

Sera n t o n

SPONSOR • 6 APRIL 1957 87
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How to grow with tv and radio

Broadcasters who flock to Chicago this week for the 35th

\iiiiual .NARTB Convention can look forward to a year of

tremendous potential both in radio and television. In making

its rounds among advertisers and agencies, sponsor has seen

>ign after sign that radio's 1957 surge will continue stronger

than ever come fall: that television, far from reaching a

plateau, will continue at a mature growth rate.

But just how fast the individual station moves ahead

depends on the station's own management. Television and

radio budgets are growing, yes. But the competition is

keener than ever before with more radio as well as tv stations

crowding the spectrum.

How can the individual station get its fair share?

Basically the answer has to be by matching station opera-

tion to die needs of advertisers. In order to give broadcasters

a basis for measuring their own performance against the

thinking of advertisers and agencies, sponsor asked admen

over the past few weeks for their critique of station operation

(see page 29 this issue).

As we see it admen are most perturbed about rate con-

fusion, particularly in television. It is not that advertisers

question the level of rates so much as that they are confused

about the basis on which rates are determined. Advertisers

want to be able to plan their expenditures ahead with some

certainty as to what to allow for rate rises. And they would

like to feel that comparable stations in comparable markets

price themselves on a reasonably similar level.

Perhaps stations could satisfy advertisers better on this

score if they made more calls on the sponsor. Sponsors, in

fact, pointed out that they would welcome closer contact

with station executives. They feel they should know the men

who are the ultimate recipients of their advertising dollars

and that station men do not call on them often enough.

Finally, admen sounded these other warnings: that too

many stations rely on imitation rather than creative program-

ing techniques; that programs are preempted too often.

sponsor believes that the station which works close-t with

the advertiser to find out his needs, his gripes, his philosophy

will be the one which profits most from air media growth.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Advertisers must not

forget that the commercial is the pay-off.

Nothing else matters if the commercial fails.

Yet commercials often get secondary consider-

ation amid the pressure of other decisions.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
One-penny mystery: An order for

100 million pennies has been placed

w ith the Chemical Corn Exchange
Hank in New York. If possible, de-

liverj will he made this year. The
client has not disclosed why he wants

all those pennies. // we dare guess,

we'd say there's a new tv quiz show in

llir making to he called something like

A Penny For Your Thoughts.

Backfire: In their tv commercials.

M&M Candies present a convincing

demonstration wherein a competitors

chocolates melt in the announcer's

hand while M&M's remain unmessy.

The three-) ear-old daughter of a Madi-

son Avenuer recently attended a birth-

day party for a tiny friend. When the

celebrants mother passed around

M&M candies, the adman's daughter

drew back, wide-eyed. '"Ooh. I never

eat M&M's," she said. 'They melt in

\our hand!"

Mashed? Some lucky member of the

American Women in Radio and Tele-

vision will win an acre of potatoes at

the St. Louis convention this month.

This prize has been donated by the

Maine Dept. of Agriculture and the

Maine Potato Commission. The impact

of farm radio, no doubt.

Secy Wntd: From Y. Y. Times ad

—

CIRL FRIDAY
"TV DEBUTANTE"

Is this your first "ball" for making

your first entrance into the business

world? This delightful spot is for

you! To $55 . . .

// may come as news to this copy-

writer, hut more debutantes tango than

type.

In a day's work: Word has just come
from the auditors for \\ BZ. Boston.

and WBZA, Springfield, regarding the

expense account turned in b) Rod
MacLeish during the New England

floods of '55. His expense sheet in-

cluded an airplane, a horse, and a bull-

dozer i
((t SI.00 per minuteL There

may he some weirder ones than that

turned in after the NARTB Conven-

tion.

Socko! Terseness is proverbially the

watchword of copywriters. That this

can be achieved was proven by A. S.

Black & Co. advertising agency of

Houston. Texas, in an institutional ad

for their own agency. It consisted of

two words: EVENTUALLY YOURS?



(GAIN FOR THE 4TH CONSECUTIVE MONTH

N-D-l-S-P-U-T-A-B-L-E

DOMINANCE

RICHMOND
VIRGINIA

NOW BOTH ARB AND PULSE AGREE
THE LATEST J AN.-FEB. SURVEYS PROVE IT!

STATION SHARE OF AUDIENCE
(PULSE)

WTVR
MON.-FRI. 6 PM-12 MID.

STATION "B"
Mon.-Fri. 6 PM-12 Mid.

STATION "C"
Mon.-Fri. 6 PM-12 Mid.

37
35

27

SHARE OF AUDIENCE
(ARB)

36.7

31.3

31.5

AND WTVR HAS 8 OUT OF THE 15 TOP WEEKLY PROGRAMS
PLUS 6 OUT OF THE 10 MULTI-WEEKLY PROGRAMS

HOMES
REACHEDI0MINANT IN

MONTHLY, WEEKLY AND DAILY—DAY AND NIGHT
SEE NIELSEN COVERAGE SURVEY =2

OMINATE IN RESULTS
BY CALLING ANY BLAIR TV OFFICE
OR WILBUR M. HAVENS 5-8611

WTVR— RICHMOND, VA.
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CITY DETECTIVE

Rod Cameron

>ASSP0RT TO DANGER
Cesar Romero

JANET DEAN, REGISTERED NURSE
Ella Raines

Jk»-,*-0 i%"|

"
" dpi

YOU HAD A MILLION

Marvin Miller

I
I

I

I

BEHIND THF BADGE
Charles Bickford

TROUBLE WITH FATHER
Erwin and Mrs. Erwin (June Collyer)

RACKET SQUAD
Reed Hadley I

.......-I...
OVERSEAS ADVENTURE

James Daly

Read the titles . . . note the stars . . .

study the fine ratings secured everywhere
hy these fine syndicated half-hours. Then
consider that all of these vehicles are
available to you on Channel 9 in Kansas
City— as spot-carriers for minute an-
nouncements, or for half-hour sponsor-
ships.

Seldom has one station in a major mar-
ket come up with such fine syndicated-
film programming as this great new sum-
mer schedule on KMBC-TV.
The Channel 9 six-o'clock kidult film
strip has for 18 straight months been
producing top-ratings in Kansas City
with Cisco Kid, Superman, Skv King,
Wild Bill Hickok and Annie Oakley.
Four of these are in the Nielsen "Top
Thirtv" for December—along with such
fine ABC-TV shows as Conflict, Wyatt
Earp, Rin Tin Tin, Disneyland, Broken
Arrow, DuPont Theatre, the Lone
Ranger and Lawrence Welk. Together
with Highwav Patrol, Susie, Code 3, and
Man Called X, they give KMBC-TV a
program line-up which includes 5 OF
THE TOP 10 ... 9 OF THE TOP 15
. . . 15 OF THE TOP 30.

Now, Channel 9 adds to its ABC-TV
rating winners (and such fine KMBC-
TV feature film as the powerhouse David
O. Selznick package) the great properties
illustrated here. Take your choice of
availabilities in these wonderful programs
of adventure, intrigue, comedy and mys-
tery. Your PGW Colonel can give you all

the details!

SHERLOCK HOLMES
*• Ronald Howard

WATERFRONT
Preston Foster

DATELINE EUROPE
Jerome Thor

CROSS CURRE
Gerald Mohr

*

BIFF BAKER, USA
Alan Hale, Jr., Randy Stuart§

FEDERAL MEN
Walter Greaza

MY LITTLE MARGIE
'Gale Storm, Charles Farrell

SECRET FILE,

Robert All

I

I SPY
Raymond Massey j

I

-y

THE HUNTER
Barry Nelson

PUBLIC DEFENDER
Reed Hadley

I

CONFIDENTIAL F'ILEL

Paul Coates

| VaK

THE FALCON
Charles McGraw

TH LONE WOLF
Louis Hayward

See Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. for availabilities.

. It's easy to see why ..-.-^^ —. . -

the SWING is to KMBC-TV
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station

Piters. Griffin
"Wooiwariv «

DON DAVIS, President

JOHN T. SCHILLING, Execot Vice Pr*

GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice President anc«

Manager
MORI GREINER, Manager, KMBC-TV

DICK SMITH, Manager, KMBC-KFRM «'

..and in Radio, its KMBC d/ Kansas City-KFRM fcr the State of Kai
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I any of these five important markets

'he Storz Stations"!

NNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . with WDCY.
Trendex puts WDCY fir.sl

' Whether

li prefer Pulse, Treudex, Hooper or Nielsen,

^)'IV lias prime availabilities in many first

it segments in every reeent report. See John

iir or WlXiY ( i .M Steve Labunski.

MAHA . . . with KOVVH. Now in its sixth

Iir of first plaee dominanee. First on latesl

ftoper. Pulse ami Trendex. Contad Allan;

Bung. In>-.. or KOWU General Manager
Irgil Sharpe.

fchNSAS CITY . . . with WHB pirs1 per

DOper. first per Area Nielsen, first per Pulse,

list per Trendex. >~'
, renewal rate among

you talk to the biggest audience with . .

Kansas City's biggest advertisers proves dy-

namic sal,'s power. See John Blair or WHB
( !M ( leorge W. Armstrong.

NEW ORLEANS . . . with WTIX. Month after

month WTIX maintains or widens its first

place position in New Orleans Listening. First

by a wide margin, per latesl Hooper. Ami first

mi Pulse (6 a. m. -li p.m., Mon.-Fri. Ash Adam
Young Inr. or WTIX (i.M Fred Berthelson.

MIAMI . . . with VVQAM. \\ay oul front.

With "Storz Station" programming WQAM
has leaped to first in the morning . . . firsl after-

noon . . . and all day mi latesl Hooper 30.6^5

and Trendex (34.1$ Covering all of South-

ern Florida with 5,000 watts on 560 kc. S

John Blair or WQAM GM -lark Sandler.

TODD STORZ,
President

IS NETWORK

RADIO'S BOOM

HURTING SPOT?

v
l'"t is gaining, but

ii could grow faster,

-a\ it- salesmen. The)
fee] net radio i- build-

ing In nnderpricing

Page 25

How spot radio

helped launch

the Viscount

Page 28

Key to planning

local level

air strategy

Page 32

Monthly tv cost

and programing

Comparagraph

Page 37



RELAX AND PLAY ON A

You fly to Bermuda in less than 4 hours!

Of**
&** FACELIFT FOR STATION WHTN-TV

rebuilding to keep pace with the morea-an^: importance of Central Ohio \

expanding to better serve the needs of America's fastest jirowinj: industrial

alley 1

area.

DRAW ON THIS POWERHOUSE OF FACTS FOR YOUR SLOGAN:

\\ hen OPERATION FACELIFT is completed this Spring, Station \\ HTN-TV's 316,000 watts will pour

out of an antenna 1000 feet above the a\erage terrain! This means . . .

• REBUILT AM) IMPROVED STATION WHTN-TV will be the ONLY "FULL POWER"
SI \TK)\ in Ohio Vallej between Cincinnati and Wheeling!

• REBUILT AND STRENGTHENED STATION WHTN-TV will be the ONLY STATION to

put a tirade A signal over the four top markets of Portsmouth. Ashland-Ironton. Huntington and

Charleston!

• REBUILT AND EXPANDED STATION WHTN-TV will put city grade service over the two

principal major markets of Huntington arrd Charleston!

• REBUILT AND REVITALIZED STATION WHTN-TV will be THE ONLY STATION with

the sustained dominance of TV-power to insure your sales messages reaching the many families

earning jar above the average in the fast-growing industrial centers of Central Ohio Valley, living

near and in the buying centers of Central Ohio Valley.

• REBUILT, REFURBISHED, REFRESHED STATION WHTN-TV. one of the fine Cowles

stations, on Channel 13 over ABC basic network will dominate Centra] Ohio Valley. If \ou want

your products to sell iir this important market, plan to use the station that will blanket this entire

an -a . . . STATION WHTN-TV.

3**?
3\0** PAYOFF FOR YOU-AND HER!

write a slogan to sum up the exciting WHTN-TV story and

WIN A GLORIOUS BERMUDA SUNSHINE HOLIDAY FOR TWO!
OR THE CASH EQUIVALENT IF YOU PREFER!

In as few words as possible, no more than fifteen, write a slogan that dramatizes the TV-viewing ap-

peal of Station WHTN-TV . . . that tells why Station WHTN-TV offers the TV-advertiser such dynamic
dominance lor his advertising money!

EASY! FUN! NOTHING TO BUY! EVERYTHING TO ENJOY! 103 PRIZES IN ALL!

• ') happy days in Bermuda with round trip

airplane transportation between New York and Bermuda
• round trip transfers in Bermuda between airport

and hotel • room for two with private bath at

the Castle Harl>or Hotel for 6 nights • use of private

beach and swimming poo] facilities at hotel

• breakfast and dinner daily • sightseeing

i v iii-ion • Not included personal items, tips and

Bermuda head tax (payable in Bermuda) of $2.85.

2nd Prize: $150. 3rd Prize: $75.

100 ADDITIONAL AWARDS FOR
MERITORIOUS ENTRIES.

Contest open i" the personnel "I advertising

agencies and their clients, except the

< ow les i o, and their agencies.

PRIZE WINNERS WILL BE

ANNOUNCED IN THE JUNE 17TH
ISSUE OF THIS MAGAZINE.
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TERRE HAUTE

• 251,970 TV Homes

• CBS, NBC, ABC Networks

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

BOLLING CO.. NEW YORK CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES. SAN FRANCISCO. BOSTON

and RADIO, too!

Q - M -C«« TV

SPONSOR • 13 APRIL 1957
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Is net radio's boom a drag on spot?

25 Spot is 1 ning hid. but il could be growing faster its salesmen say.

They fee] nel radio is nol building on a sound l>asis. is hurting spot

How Capital Airlines uses spot radio

28 Capita] pinpoints businessmen as the prime customer. The company

is making a iani strides with market-by-market advertising strategy

Who's who in auto timebuying

3X With the end oi co-op plans in Detroit, eyes are on factory admen and

agencies. Here's a li-t of the automotive timebuying decision-makers

How to plan local level program strategy

32 Just published "Buyers' Guide" gi\e~ station-by-station analysis of

tv and radio programing. Here are highlights from its fact-filled pages

The NCS problem

34 VieU] work was dune la-t spring, the figures released in January. But

researchers arc Mill working out an acceptable interpretation of data

Tv costs and programing Comparagraph

37 'he breakdown of advertisers and brands using network tv is continued

from last month. Spot tv basics features film show audience data

FEATURES
16 Agency Ad Libs

66 Agency Profile

22 19th and Madison

61 New and Renew

70 News & Idea Wrap-Up

S Newsmaker of the Week

88 Reps at Work

58 Sponsor Asks

84 Sponsor Hears

||9 Sponsor-Scope

92 Sponsor Speaks

63 Spot Buys

92 Ten Second Spots

14 Timebuyers at Work

90 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

81 Washington Week

20 Women's Week

In Next Week's Issue

Where does the money go?

A cost-by-cost analysis "I stop-motion commercial, including every step

in production. Designed to aid readers in cost comparisons

Spot radio's non-prime time clients

How well does spot radio do for them outside the so-called prime-time

hours? What is their strategy.'' Whom do the\ seek to reach?
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Central Iowa

Loves WHO-TV

!

NCS No. 2 CIRCULATION

DAYTIME HOMES NIGHTTIME HOMES

WEEKLY DAILY WEEKLY DAILY

WHO-TV
Station B

Station C

181,490

175,650

176,340

121,620

123,430

104,930

21 1,500

204,280

218,690

166,460

163,920

148,320

It gives us a lot of satisfaction that the new Nielsen

N.C.S. No. 2 runs very parallel to the audience coverage

shown hv the 1955 Iowa Television Audience Survey.

N.C.S. No. 2 now proves again that, day in and

night out, WHO-TV gets into more Central Iowa homes

than any other television station in the region!

You who have known the WHO Radio operation, over

the years, will understand the Central Iowa audience

preference for WHO-TV. Decades of highest integrity,

public service, confidence and believability all add

up to a QUALITY audience and QUALITY RESULTS.

WHO-TV is p.irt of

Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates

WHO Radio, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

A

WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO

WHO-TV
Channel 13 • Des Moines

Col. B. J. P.ilmer, President
P. A. Lovet, Resident Manager ___»
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager \ MlH

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. —HL——
National Representatives Affiliate

SPONSOR 13 april 1957



the more you compare programming,

ratings, coverage, or costs per

thousand— the more you'll prefer

WAVE Radio

WAVE-TV

LOUISVILLE

NBC AFFILIATES

NBC SPOT SALES, EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES



of the

The news: The question, "U hat will Pat II eavei do nou that

he's left V2?C?" was answered <n last l,\ himselj <>n if ednesda) i< hm
//<• spoke m the anniversary dinner of ili<- Seattle Idvertising t tub.

\\ eaver plans /<> interconnect it stations in L5 majoi markets \<<t live

programing and t<> •»///'/>/> them nirh programs. "I'm^nim >'»•/;/..-.

as he calls it. mil nls<> /«• available to networl affiliated stations.

The newsmaker: Sylvesu

\n li< >~« expansive imagination Bnapei

i Pal i \\ eavei . I r., the man

much "I NBC T\ program-

ing strategy between L949 and I ;i -i bill, is about to set oul on a new

adventure in television. His plana l<>r Program Service are just

alum! as ambitious in -cope as weir liis "spectaculars.

"Program Service. Weaver t < > Ic I the Seattle admen, 'mean- pro-

grams created and produced For advertisers with network time.

But it also means distribution of programs either on film, or live

<>\n phone lines, either sponsored <>r 9old to stations for resale.

Weavei feels the time is ripe now that independent \hf stations are

coming on the air. His ej <• is on

the I") major market- that bv

September should ba\e indepen-

dent vhf's "providing coverage of

almost half the television homes

in the country

.

These he plan- to interconnect

and provide with programing

fare so slotted that when the three

networks are beaming, for ex-

ample. kidd\ shows, Weaver's

Program Service will be running

counter with a block of adult pro-

grams. "What I hope to do,"

Weaver said, "is offer the viewing audience and advertisers genuine

alternative- to what the networks are offering realK not to the

public but against each other."

Here are some of his other plans for Program Service: (1)

cultural and information -how-: two of these in planning. Citlturr

and Controversy, will he verv long and designed for sponsor-hip l>\

about 10 products to he publicized without sell. (2) Use of educa-

tional outlet- in major cities for sponsored telecasts oi opera, ballet,

classical plays and new-: Weaver intends to appear in Washington

to ask for a change in FCC regulations to permit commercial identi-

fication on educational stations.

"I don't have to heat Lassie to be successful for my advertisers,'
1

said Weaver. "I can deliver them a small circulation in television

no larger, sav . than the circulation of an issue of Life. In time

we will come to understand that . . . you do not have to degrade

everything to win ratings which, on examination, count as equals

moppets, morons and that fragment of our population who look at

anything." Weaver hopes some programs may be commercial hit-.

but also sees small-audience shows as sound huvs for sponsors. ^

Vat ) 11 eaver

Measuring markets by

metropolitan data? Bel-

ter take another look at

Salt Lake . . . It's greater

titan you think. Sail

Lake is more than a city,

it's a vast marketing area

unified by powerful KS1

radio ... a market with

greater retail sale- than

St. Louis or Baltimore.

Get this Great Salt Lake

story from your CBS

radio spot sales repre-

sentative.

KSL radio
50,000 WATTS FOR CBS IN

THE MOUNTAIN WEST

SPONSOR 13 april 1957



TELEVISION: A sponsor using today's most popular

advertising medium reaches an average of 7.9 MILLION
families in the average nighttime minute* And, depending

on the program buy, the sponsor's commercial message

allowance generally ranges from two to six minutes.

RADIO: A sponsor using the CBS Radio Network IMPACT
plan complements and insures television's effectiveness.

He reaches a net of 8.3 MILLION families and he delivers

over three minutes of commercial messages per family

-

at the most efficient costs in all advertising.

*He does far better than that across the street, on CBS Television.





This one television station

delivers four standard

metropolitan area markets plus

917,320 TV sets

989,605 families

3'/2 million people

$3 2
/3 billion retail sales

$5% billion annual income

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNA.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative:

The MEEKER Company, Inc.
New York Chicago
Los Anjeles San Francisco

CHANNEL 8 MULTI-CITY MARKET

SPONSOR • 13 APRIL 1957



Most tignificant to and radio

newt of the /<'<•/. with interpretation

in depth /or busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
|3 april This week marked the start of tin* big tv poker game—network option time.

Copyright IS57

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.
\rnl. ju^i aa \<'u mi-Ill guess, agencies and clients held theii cards close to their vesta, figur-

ing there*a plenty of time to bel in earnest later on.

This inclination to -it tight (although 15 new shows have been bought, at that) stems

from

:

• The realization that there won't be a shortage of prime evening time for a

while. This gives Bome leeway for maneuvering.

• A hope thai better program material will come along. Or— failing that— that

priees will be ent.

Meanwhile, here is a continuation of network decisions made by advertisers for next

fall (for earlier accounts, see 27 March and 6 \;>ril issues):

• Jack Benny and Hit Parade have been renewed b) American Tobacco.

• The Borden Co. is going along with The People's Choice.

• Eastman Kodak continues Ozzie & Harriet for another season.

• General Electric has Okayed the continuation of GE Theatre, Cheyenne, and Broken

Arrow.

• R. J. Reynolds is sticking with Phil Silvers, People Are Funny, Bob Cummings, and

I've Got a Secret, fit will add several more shows later).

• Scblitz renewed its Playhouse series for another year.

• Scott Paper will spend another 52 weeks with Father Knows Best.

• Toni will continue with People Are Funny and Talent Scouts (meanwhile looking for

two more nighttime shows).

You don't need statistics to tell that this has been the shakiest season on record

for network tv programs. Here are some figures compiled by SPONSOR-SCOPE to put

the situation in perspective:

Total number of sponsored shows on the air this season 114
Number canceled to date _ 39
Casualty rate 34%
Number of sponsored shows that made their debut last fall _ 34
Number of survivors 15

Casualty rate among the 34 newcomers 55%
Number of shows likely to make their network debut in fall 42

(See News Wrap-up, page 72, for list of canceled newcomers.)

Gulf is pulling out of NBC TV for the summer. It wants to use the money for

quick and intense marketing of its new brand of gasoline.

The reallocated funds will go to spot and newspapers.

Meantime Gulf has given the network a firm order for a half-hour in the fall.

Revlon may spread out over network tv with as many as six shows during the

1957-58 season.

Of Revlon's S15.5 million ad expenditures in 1956, about S10.1 million went for network

tv and SI.8 million for spot tv.

This year's outlay is heading for the S15-million mark.

Revlon has placed an order with NBC TV for a nighttime version of Tic Tac Dough,

but this is being held up pending settlement of a rate hassle.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued .

CHICAGO
Advertising executives were starred in the Radio Advertising Bureau's pres-

entation before the NARTB Convention in Chicago this week.

Called "Everybody's Doing It," the presentation featured the voices of executives from
12 companies explaining their radio strategy.

These executives spoke with unusual frankness, in some cases revealing future plans.

Examples: Pepsi-Cola said it would expand radio spot in 1958 from the present 25 markets

to 100. TWA reported spot radio was due for an additional 10% of budget next year.

President Kevin Sweeney, reporting on RAB's status, noted: (1) Operating budget
will be at $925,000 level by the end of 1957; (2) By spring of 1958 the RAB will be

the biggest trade organization in the industry from a budgetary viewpoint.

TvB caught the spotlight at the NARTB convention with two research eyefuls.

Disclosure No. 1: A new Pulse study of newspapers vs. tv, with these highlights:

NEWSPAPER READING TIME VIEWING TIME
READERSHIP DAILY TV VIEWERS DAILY

103 million people 90 million hrs. 116 million 277 million hrs.

TVs superiority: 12% in number of people and 207% in time spent with the

medium.

The Pulse study indicates that housewives alone spend more time viewing tv than

all members of the family put together spend reading newspapers. In terms of age

groups, the time spent on tv vs. newspapers was: young housewives, 4 to 1 for tv; middle-

aged housewives, 3 to 1 for tv; older housewives, 2 to 1 for tv.

Disclosure No. 2 : The results of a Leo Burnett media study of cost-per-thousand

people reached by each medium:

FULL-PAGE BLACK & WHITE NEWSPAPER AD _ $10.79

FULL-PAGE BLACK & WHITE WOMEN'S SERVICE MAGAZINE AD 6.4S

MINUTE COMMERCIAL NIGHTTIME TV 1.42

MINUTE COMMERCIAL DAYTIME TV 1.05

MINUTE COMMERCIAL DAYTIME RADIO 0.95

The complex problem of tv allocations was clarified during the NARTB Con-

vention by members of the Maximum Service Telecasters in an address by the

group's Ernest W. Jennes.

Jennes warned that until MST and other groups affiliated in the Television Allocations

Study Organization (TASO) make complete technical information available to the FCC on

both uhf and vhf, there is no sound basis on which to change the existing allocations system.

MST went into the convention with 116 members; gained perhaps 20 more during the

week.

Jack Harris, KPRC-TV, Houston, president of MST, said the objective was to enlarge

membership to 200 stations. All stations, vhf and uhf, which have met FCC requirements,

are eligible for membership.

Harris, his fellow MST officers and the entire board were reelected for another year.

Other officers were: First v.p., Charles Crutchfield, WBTV, Charlotte; second v.p., Don

Davis, KMBC-TV, Kansas City, and secretary-treasurer, Harold Gross, WJIM-TV, Lansing.

Lester Lindow, MST executive director, urged a continuing educational campaign so

that Government officials will understand issue involved in the tv allocations problem.

(For more Convention reports see WRAP-UP, page 70; and NARTB ROUND-UP,

page 84.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE ontinued

Radio ami iv stations well might rail this the Veer of the Big Questionnaire.
Spot buyers Beemingrj hare sn inventiveness thai knows no etui.

This week's twist:

An BgenC] for a tohacco account asked not only for a detailed log of Competitive
brands on the queried station, hut also a li-t of competitive brands on other sta-

tions in the market and detailed information on the schedules the] were using.

In dealing with the-, requests, some stations now draw a line between what thev

consider proper data ami "nosey" Information. For instance: They'll reveal the names
of competitive products on their station, plus the Dumber of spots used per week; hut they

refuse to give the termination date.

Another cigarette brand—Pall Mall—is prodding stations on the matter of sepa-

ration between commercials*

Tall Mall wants assurance in writing that its commercials are amply distant i 1
."> to 30

minutes) not onlj from competitive brands but such "objectionable"' products as dentifrices,

digestive aids, mouthwashes, and chlorophyl gums.

Lanvin again is cashing in on the fact that 30% of women's cosmetics are

nought for them by men.

For the Becond time within a year the perfume maker has bought the daily busi-

ness news period on CBS Radio—for nine weeks prior to graduation time.

Lanvin 's previous use of this program was to catch the Christmas trade.

The wallop of Westinghouse's "sand test" commercial re-emphasizes to appli-

ance marketers this fact: If you've got the right tv demonstration gimmick, you don't

have to worry much about floor demonstrations.

Tv started a trend toward making the manufacturer less dependent on the personal

salesman's pitch, and Westinghouse's score with its washer line is proof that the objective

can be reached.

Here's why a substitute demonstration method had to be found:

• Discount houses, which do little personal selling, control a large share of the appliance

market (around half, in some lines).

• Department stores are going in for fewer demonstrations (because they are costly).

The tv networks are chewing on a proposal by Trendex that it deliver four re-

ports a month, instead of the present monthly one.

Says Trendex: Four ratings a month would increase the scope of its service considerably.

Moreover, though the interviewing expense would rise sharply, NBC T\ and CBS TV
wouldn't have to pay quadruple the present price; for Trendex would take into ac-

count the many special surveys it does for these two customers.

Meanwhile Nielsen and the tv networks are still shuttling back and forth on the

terms of a new NSI contract. The researcher hasn't yet told the networks what he thinks of

their counter proposition.

If vour tv show fell within the 91 Nielsen-ranked programs during the two weeks ending

9 March 1957. it reached a minimum of at least six million homes during the aver-

age minute.

The No. 1 program in that Nielsen report showed 16,820,000 homes per average minute:

the 91st had 6,092,000.

SPONSOR-SCOPE estimates that the No. 1 show thus came in at SI.40 per-1000-homes-

per-commercial-minute, and the 91st show at around S5.50.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The monthly margin of tv billings for the three networks—comparing 1957 to 195(5

—

continues to get narrower as the over-all figures get bigger: This February's edge for the
trio was just 6%.

In the prior two-year interval (1956 vs. 1955), says PIB, the difference was 19%.
Billings by network this February were: ABC TV, $6,175,488, minus 3.8%; CBS

TV, $18,362,959, plus 8.5%; and NBC TV, 14,900,631, plus 7.7%.

Note: The rate increase (between 8% and 9%) which CBS TV recently put into

effect should start reflecting itself in that network's monthly reports in the next few months.

Trendex is getting set for the day when it will be rating color tv homes as well

as the strictly black-and-white variety.

So Trendex interviewers hereafter will ask each tv home whether it owns a color set

This data will be useful in compiling a sample when all three networks start compet-

ing for the color audience.

NBC keeps stepping up the quota of color telecasting this fall; three new shows

are committed to go all-color.

The program series: Gisele Mackenzie, Chevrolet Show and Crisis.

P&G's swing to its first love, daytime network, won't be quite so overwhelming
as it looked a couple of weeks ago.

So far, plans call for:

• A half hour across the board on NBC TV, as noted in 23 March SPONSOR-SCOPE.
• Retention of the present CBS TV lineup, except for a single half hour across the

board.

• Possible purchase of a strip on ABC TV to take advantage of that network's new

daytime rate (a third of the nighttime rate).

Plans also provide for P&G's air media budget during the next fiscal year (ending 30

June 1958) to remain about where it is now: $58 million.

Though it's cut back on the number of nighttime network shows for the 1957-58 season,

P&G will plow back the difference in increased time and show costs.

The relationship between Lever's brand managers and the company's ad agen-

cies has become more cozy.

Lever Bros, brand men now are taking suggestions, advice, and guidance more and more

from agency people. Not so long ago they leaned heavily on the company braintrust.

Lever thus is the one company among the three soap giants whose brand man-
agers are the masters of their own pursestrings.

Pat Weaver has lifted the curtain on his future plans and they include these gen-

eral directions:

1) A program producing service—live or film, and for sale to advertisers or local

stations.

2) Hooking up independent vhf's in 15 markets for some of his productions.

3) Placement of his culture and controversy type programs on educational stations

for "quiet sell" sponsorship—if the FCC can be persuaded.

(See Newsmaker of the Week, page 5, for more details.)

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New
and Renew, page 61; Spot Buys, page 63; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 70; Washington

Week, page 81; sponsor Hears, page 84; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers page 90.
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Brainstem

Picture Ahead!

as you go.

Once ii|".n ,i time there wu an advertising agency,

brainstorming like .1 mistral in .1 French Ph.D.

Li- tory.

'\\ hat, said (In .i.i-.. "i .in we "I" i" open Borne

accounts foi g I old XYZ Bank, oui clienl foi .1

these « >
> 1 1 1

1<
r lul \ .-.H b?"

Give awa) money," -.ml .1 copywriter.

"
I ("ii expensive," said the a.e.

"Gong
! rang the presiding offii er. " ITiat's n

live. No judicial judgment here. No killer phrases.

\"> stop lights. Give ii the old green."

"
I h;it - u h.ii I said," said the cop) h i itei

.

\ lin-.i snapped. "Hitch-hike," cried the arl di-

rector. "Give awaj something valuable thai isn't

mone) like cameras."

"On WMT," said the W Ml salesman, hiding under

the table in the conference room.

So they gave away cameras, and /<< this verj

day ilic\ don't know who suggested It Ml

.

Moral: II you want to sell time, get under the con-

ference table when a brainstorming session is going

on. Thej eain't >a\ no.

Hitch-hike to the moral: Cameras worked fin.' on
W M I

. Cheaper than money, too.

Hitch-hike to the hitch-hike: \\ Ml has more tota

audience in its 34 count) area than all other radi<

stations in the area combined. ' Pulse 1

WMT
CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa

National Reps: The Katz Agency
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CASE HISTORY

-AUTOMOTIVE

withBardabl

!

Southern California motorists l< >\ <• Bar-

d.ilil .... Bardahl loves Southern Cali-

fornia motorists, mid the prime way to

reach them: broadcast advertising.

Ii\ not jusi sentimental fancy with this

Seattle-manufactured oil additive, which
puis 95'

,
ol iis regional budget into air

media. The affection is based on year-

after-yeai sales increases, ranging from
-.teach lo sensational.

"Each yeai we put quotas for oui salesmen
higher, and each \eai broadcast advertising
helps them ovei the top" sa\s William H.
Barkley, President, Bardahl ol Southern
California Inc., Los Angeles. "1956 beal

1955 by 30%, and 1957 thus far is even
ahead ol that!"

Bardahl started using KBIG in 1953 (their
spiiiv won the Advertising \ss<>ciation of
the West trophy as best-in-the-west com-
mercial) . I oda\ Bardahl uses KBIG early

morning news (also awarded trophies from
the Radio television News Club of South-
ern California ihe last lom successive

years) .

"We've shown how we feel aboul KBIG by
renewing foi anothei 13 weeks" says Jon
Ross oi Jon \|. Ross Advertising, Los An-
geles affiliate "I Miller. Mackay, Hoeck &
Hartung, Seattle. "KBIG gives us all eight
Southern ( alifornia counties at exceptional-
l\ low ( i tsl pel thousand."

Your Weed man has man\ mine case his-

tories to help you evaluate Southern Cali-

fornia radio.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 eumsl Blvd.. Los Angeles 28. California

Toltphont: Hollywood 3-3105

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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Timebuyers
at work

Rena Mayer, Campbell-Ewald, \ev\ York, comments: ""sponsor is

constantly doing reports on how national representatives work, the

nature of their jobs, etc. However, it takes a very special case to

bring home the trul) important role they play in the world of broad-

cast media, in addition to simply supplying 'availabilities.' In the

case of our client, GMAC, the

buy in« required a very specialized

type oi information which had to

conic from a variety of stations.

What could have been an inde-

scribabl) complex jigsaw puzzle

look shape within a reasonable

period flespite the fact that our re-

quest for information was in an

area which is not ordinary and. in

many cases, is contrary to the usaul

direction of buying. Were it not

for the representative's informed

liaison position and their capacity to expedite and process informa-

tion, our work would have been endless. Instead, we were able to

utilize our time to its best advantage in actually selecting stations,

with all of the special data before us well within our calendar re-

quirements. In the everyday rush of business, there is a tendency

to take the important function of the representative for granted."

Dick Peekett, Foote. Cone & Belding, New York, believes: "'The

resurgence of radio may force some advertisers out of the medium.

There is concern on two fronts: (1) The over-crowding of com-

mercials in the peak listening periods. Radio, being the non-visual

medium, must attract audience attention and stimulate a personal-

ized image on the part of the lis-

tener with auditor] impressions.

Over- commercialization defeats

this purpose because, if it does not

chase the audience, it certainly di-

lutes the effectiveness of the indi-

vidual advertisers message. l2t

The recent wave of rate increases.

\ i i lit rai \ rate increases without

any apparent justification ma\

counter-balance radio s current

competitive price advantage.

\\ hilt* it is true that operating

costs have gone up. too main rate increases arc based on the sim-

ple law ol supply and demand rather than increased audience. \d-

\ertisers object to being penalized li\ the popularity of the medium
itself. Dick feels that if these practices become more prevalent.

mans advertisers will find it necessary to re-e\aluate their use of the

medium. I he advertiser wants a fair shake for his money in radio."'

if

\r^ -- r'
v
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Detroit's Baseball Station

MICHIGAN'S MOST POWERFUL

INDEPENDENT STATION

10,000 Wotts Doys . . . 1000 Watts Nights

15 00 KC

TOPS IN NEWS, MUSIC and SPORTS

Represented by

THt KATZ AGINCY, INC.

STORER NATIONAL SALES HDQTRS.
625 Madiion, New York 22, N. Y.

PLaxa 1-3940

mm RADIO

All Detroit Tiger Games...

Night and Day... at Home and Away



by Bob Foreman

Agency ad libs

WRBL radio

LEADS in
• homes delivered*

DAY OR NIGHT MONTHLY
WRBL—over 54,420

Station B—34,940

DAY OR NIGHT WEEKLY
WRBL—48,810

Station B —31,940

DAYTIME WEEKLY
WRBL—46,310
Station B—31,090

DAYTIME DAILY
WRBL—29,960

Station B— 19,400

WRBL-TV
LEADS in
* TV homes

by 222%*
more than Station B

Source: NCS No. 2

LEADS in
• Promotion

First prize national winner in

promotion of Ray Anthony Show.

Merchandising and promotion of your
show on WRBL or WRBL-TV receives
the attention of the same people who
won this award as the best in the nation.

WRBL
AM - FM - TV

COLUMBUS. GEORGIA

CALL HOLLINSBERY CO.

How to reduce the risks of tv

Although I am less enchanted than most with

horse racing. Las Vegas and gin rummy, never-

theless, I feel I am one of the real Big-Time

Gamblers. I bin tv programs.

As is well known to everyone who has e\ ei

invested in a tv property, here is risk with a

capital R. F'r instance:

You have screened a pilot. You find it to

your liking. The price of 39 new and 13 reruns I of which \ou want

half) amortizes out right for your budget. A certain time slot ap-

peals to you; the line-up is right, the competition appears read\ for

the taking. So you buy-. Alas!

1 he competing shows on the two other networks are both vanked.

Blockbusters move in. The first gives awa\ a million dollars every

13 weeks. The second has a $75,000 talent budget and more pro-

motion than Shigemitsu received after Pearl Harbor.

In addition, the feed-in to your time spot loses the services of its

Ace Comic and takes an immediate nose dive.

Mr. Packager had, of course, signed all the legal documents bind-

ing him to produce 39 epic episodes. But—he found out he couldn't

afford to live up to the contract thanks to both script trouble and

wife trouble. Soooo

—

The new packager is an alfalfa zillionaire who likes tv

Packager having a bankable contract looks for a loan. But

money for such ventures comes at a high rate of interest, forcing

him to sell out which he does. The new packager turns out to be

Socrates Stemwinder. Oklahoma alfalfa zillionaire who always want-

ed to get into tv anyway. Now where are we?

Well, there's a valid contract to be sure, but it will be executed by

an alfalfa expert who. by the way, is fortified by the world's leading

cost accountant. Said cost accountant is going to see that the series

comes in at a profit. Therefore, it is logical to conclude that the

aesthetic values in the pilot will never appear in episodes Two.

through Thirty-nine. As if it isn't enough, now hear this:

You also have acquired a co-sponsor along the way. This chap

appeared meek and compatible when \ ou first agreed to share the

series. Now he turns out to be a werewolf in sponsor's clothing.

Contractuallv. he is allowed to utilize his half, including the cross-

plug on your weeks, for am and all products, he manufactures.

However. \ou did not realize his small subsidiary in Teaneck makes

depilatories, deodorants, hair straighteners and synthetic fertilizers.

1 n-tastv bedfellows for your fine food product! Now \<>u realh

are distraught!

All these things have happened and will happen again! What can

we in this business do? First—all of us should try to persuade pro-

ducers to provide our advertisers with an escape clause! Some-
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Agency ad libs continued

there's

something
special

about . .

.

MOd'M
saajsBopBoaqajax Xq pajuasajday

suvaX pi ui 6nQ !{Joj{ ma^i
ui uoiivfs aiau isuij

s»ba\ 000'S— sapXoon>I 088T
>(JO^ M9fJ '^O^ Me^sJ

it's a .-

TELE-BROADCASTERS

station

TELE-BROADCASTERS, Inc.

41 East 42nd Street

New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 7-8436

H. Scott Killgore, President

Owners and Operators of

WPOW, New York, New York

KALI, Pasadena, Los Angeles, Calif.

KUOL, Kansas City, Missouri

WPOP, Hartford, Conn.
WKXV, Knoxville, Tennessee

18

where along tin- way—at the 13-show mark, if possible, a "way

out" would be a life saver. A risk reducer. A short-rate (penalty)

if need be is all right. If we in television can convince producers to

provide this vital protection, we would stabilize this business—and

take it out of the complete-gamble category. A few other safety

\ al\es:

Sliding price-scale based on ratings is being considered

If you cant negotiate an escape clause, tr\ to contract for a sliding

price scale based on ratings. This. too. is tough and complicated.

hut a hedge against the tv gamble. One major film producer I

know of is entertaining such a pricing structure.

Trj to get some real control over your program format—\our

stor) lines, your casting. B\ exerting the rijiht kind of pressure

along the way, real improvements are possible.

Insist on having a qualified person representing you at all the

shooting sessions a- well as screenings. Then you wont be amazed

l>\ what you see later. Also—make the contract unassignable with-

out your permission. Investigate thoroughly the producers finan-

cial status, the \arious e? ecutors of the property's aesthetic statu-.

^n(\. of course, above all— make -ure you praj ! ^

55° OF NEW TV SHOWS FLOPPED THIS YEAR

For details on tv show failures see Spon or-Scope, this issue

ABC
Cavalcade ' * & ' "

CBS
The Brothers

NBC
\<>/ih's Ark
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Doit Leo's Do-it-yourself Hints

-

With sl mop and a oroom? Certainly not

but the 45-station Don Lee Network — the only

radio network specifically designed for the job —

will give you a clean sweep of the entire Pacific

Coast. No matter what other media you use. Don

Lee (and only Don Lee) will give you the broad

base you need for complete coverage of the Pacific

Coast market.

PACIFIC COAST RADIO
To clean up in (he
West's two largest, most
concentrated markets. Don Lee
recommends its network key
stations. KHJ and KFRC.

Represented nationally by H-R Representatives. Inc.
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MARKET

STON

ARB: 8 out of TOP 12
"February 195 7

HUMTIMCTOM-CHARLESTOM , W. VA.

AHilialed with Radio Stations

WSAZ. Huntington & WKAZ. Charleston

LAWRENCE H. ROGERS. PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency
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A ews and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

Y&R's first lady v. p.: There's recent proof that women's creative

ability is getting increased recognition among top tv-radio agencies

in Mary O'Meara's promotion at Y&R. Long-time copj director at

the agency. Mary has been appointed v. p.. with creative supervision

over such major air media clients as Ceneral Foods, International

Silver and Johnson & Johnson.

AWRT Convention: Biggest busirie: ocial event combined com-

ing up for lady broadcasters is the annual Convention of the Ameri-

can Women in Radio and Television, in St. Louis 25-28 April.

Theme this year is "The Scope of the Feminine Field in Radio

and Television." and AWRT expects a record attendance of 700

members, compared with last year's top attendance of 520.

Industrywide question: With more and more admen and broad-

casters bringing their wives to industry conventions, will AWRT
members bring their husbands?

Exurbia or suburbia? There's a conflict of definitions that sprang

up recently among young advertising executive :homeowners: Where
does suburbia end and exurbia begin? SPONSOR made a survey of

wives of admen living in Connecticut i picked at random, hence allow

for correction factor). While they arrived at no common geographic

delineation between suburbia and exurbia. thev did agree on these

criteria:

1. The suburban wife (with children I comes to New York once

a month on the average. The exurbanite wife of comparable social,

financial and family status makes the trip less than 10 times a year,

more likely six or seven times, and then for weekends.

2. Suburban wives shop in the suburbs. Exurbanites come to

Manhattan, generally twice a year, for a big shopping spree.

3. Suburban families' friends are generally in a similar business

as the husband's, be it agency or company advertising. They may

go so far as to include copywriters, commercial artists, artists" agents.

Exurbanites "wouldn't be cau<rht dead" with other advertising ex-

urbanites. Friends are more likely to own hardware stores, work

for moving companies.

This column would appreciate any other criteria for suburbia vs.

exurbia, be it for the environs of Chicago. San Francisco. Detroit—

any advertising center.

1957 Adwoman of the Year: The nominations are now in for the

Advertising Woman of the Year competition sponsored by the

Advertising Federation of America. The winner will be announced

at AFA's 53rd annual convention in Miami Beach. 9 June.

Panel of judges includes Bennett Cerf. president of Random

House: Everett Harlan Andreson. v. p. of General Mills: and Ed-

ward N. Cole, head of Chevrolet Motor Division.
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Some seem to have more than others . . .

That's the way it is. Some folks have more buying

power than others and that's important to any-

one who has something to sell.

People who want to sell radio listeners in Metro-

politan Detroit and the Great Lakes area just

naturally call on WJR— and with good reason.

WJR reaches the most people with the most
buying power.

According to the Bureau of the Census, folks 30

years of age and over control 81',' of the pur-

chasing power. According to a survey made by

Alfred Politz Research. Inc., WJR has more lis-

teners in this choice group on an average day than

the next six Detroit radio stations combined! That's

a lot of people, a lot of money, and a lot of

purchasing power.

We'd like to give you a closer look at our figures,

and prove just how much WJR and its multitude

of listeners can do for you and your products.

Ask your ad manager to get in touch with the

Henry I. Christal representative in your area.

He's got the facts and will be glad to go over

them with you.

The Great Voice of the Great Lakes

W W ^% Detroit

50,000 Watt* ^& CBS Radio Network
Build up your huving
power for the futuri u ith

U. S. Savings Hands.
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AN tmfrl BUY
IN WASHINGTON

The MIDDLE of Washington State, a

growing economy based on diversified

agriculture* and metal industries.

t

* The Apple Capital of the World, plus

1,000,000 new acres of irrigated

farm lands.

t Alcoa, Keokuk Electro, and other metal

industries have selected Wenatchee
plant sites due to low-cost hydropower
from the Columbia River dam system.

More are coming!

The AA STATION

That's AUDIENCE APPEAL:

We program to our audi-

ence, with SELECTED top

network programs plus lo-

cal color . . . music, news,

farm shows, sports — the

things people call about,

write in for, and partici-

pate in.

5000 WATTS
560 KILOCYCLES

KPQ's 5000 W, 560 KC combination gets

way out there, covering Central Washing-
ton, parts of Oregon, Idaho, and Canada.
We know because of our regular mail

from those areas. Then too, we have no
TV station here, we're separated from
Seattle by the high Cascade mountains,

and we're many miles from Spokane.
YOU CAN'T COVER WASHINGTON
WITHOUT GETTING IN THE MIDDLE, AND
THAT'S KPQ Wenatchee, Wash.

GUARANTEE

TO OUTPULL all other

North Central

Washington media

TWO to ONE

National Reps: Portland and Seattle Reps:

FORJOE AND CO., INC. ART MOORE & ASSOCIATES

I One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented Stations of Washington State

22

49th and

Madisoi

Don't be prime-time blind

In \our SPONSOR issue of March 16,

1957. \<>ur article entitled ""Don't be

prime-time blind was an excellent

one!

I thought it might be of interest to

\ou to know that we are using a new

phrase ( and have been for some time i

.

when an agenc\ or account wants

availabilities. We ask if they want

"women's traffic time . . . this being

10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. across the

board. A lot of advertisers really are

seeking a predominant!) women's au-

dience, but unless radio starts selling

"women's traffic times," as well as the

requested and accepted traffic times

that we now know, we are all reallv

in trouble for availabilities.

We have had some astounding suc-

cess stories with nighttime radio, as

well as with midda\ radio.

I am looking forward to more arti-

cles similar to this analysis of times

other than 7:00-9:00 a.m. and 4:00-

6:00 pm.

David H. Morris, general manager
Veterans Broadcasting Co.

KM Z Radio. Houston

I thought the most terrific article on

radio that I have ever read was in

\our March 16 issue, entitled "Don't

be prime-time blind."

Would it be possible for you to send

me 25 reprints of this article? I would

like to personally deliver them to ad-

vertising account executives, who I am
sure should have read the article, but

mav have passed it up.

Clyde R. Spitzner

commercial manager.

W\P. Philadelphia

I read your article from the March 16.

issue of sponsor entitled "Don't be

prime-time blind.

Congratulations! I haven't seen the

case stated more clearly by anyone.

Mark Olds, radio program manager

KYW Radio, Cleveland

• SPONSOR is planning more articles on this

subject ami wishes to thank the many reader*

who ha\e eome forward with suggestions.
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Aid to easy reference

^ mi "Sponsor-Scope," "Washington
Wok .mil "Sponsoi Hears are ter-

rific .11 Id it h HI- Id \ l till III.CI/ IMC. I ll

like in suggest ih.it you send us these

scoops all Bet-up tor reference tiling.

I i liink
j <>iii publical ion depai i ment

ought in find il comparative!) easj t"

put three punch holes and perfora

lions in the margin so thai "stealing"

them "iii "I sponsor would be an easj

mil pleasant task.

Dexter I [all, v.p. and direclci

Cambridge Television Center,

\ cit )or/,

• SPONSOR would lik. ...hi. I, her
readeri ..n Dexter Hall'-, uggeellon ih.ti SPON-
SOR-SI OPE be perforated.

["his is .i I. in letter which is long over-

due SPONSOR.

V- a regular reader ol your magazine

I have always found il most interest-

ing and informative. I am constantly

amazed at the wealth of lirl[>iul in-

formation contained in it.

For me, reading sponsor is one sine

ua\ ol getting a continuing education

in broadcasting and advertising. Keep
ii|> the good work . . . and besl wishes

for continued success.

Donald l\. Preven.

SSCB, \ eu ) ork

"Pottern of distribution

\n original contribution to advertising

research, 1>\ an individual Radio Sta-

tion, is a rare thing. The KROW
study, "Pattern of distribution gro-

cer) brands in the San Francisco-Oak-

land market." is unique in its concept,

it- scope, it- execution, and as a proj-

ect of a single Radio Station.

.1. (). (Gil) Paltridge, vice president

.ind general manager of the Radio Sta-

tion KROW. Oakland, sensed the need.

In grocer) product advertiser- and

their agencies, of more information on

the actual distribution of their prod-

ucts in his stations market. Having

determined the area and -cope of the

study, Paltridge directed the research.

Collaborating with him was Reinhardl

Advertising, Inc. KROW- counsel.

Copie- ol the stud) are available to

grocer) product manufacturers, their

distributors or selling agents and their

advertising agencies, (her ">0<i re-

quests for copies have been received

prior to publication.

We hope that you will recognize

this stud) as a diligent effort to as-

sist advertisers and advertising.

A. Leo Bowman,
Reinhardl Advertising, Oakland

NfefcieiL Survey Ahtnm

WJDXAtMAupetiiofi

more weekly
RADIO HOMES
than any other Mississippi station!

NIELSEN NCS No. 2

ind audience...

SPONSOR 13 kPRIL V)r>,

WJDX
AM • FM

For complete details NCS No. 2

George P. Hollingbery Co.

or WJDX, Jackson, Miss.



All-new surveys shoic again:

When the youngsters

are away . .

.

Kansas City radios

stay . . . with WHB

Let's look between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday through

Friday—and see what happens to Kansas City radio

listening when "all those teen-agers" are at school.

WHB continues its domination ! According to every

major survey, everyone of the 140 quarter hours from

9 to 4 belongs overwhelmingly to WHB. This, mind you,

when there are no teen-agers available. No wonder WHB
carries regular schedules for virtually every major

Kansas City food chain—including A & P, Milgram's,

Thriftway, A & G, Wolferman's and Kroger. Let the

Blair man tell you WHB's dramatic 9 to 4 story. Or, talk

to General Manager George W. Armstrong. And while

you're at it, get the whole day and night picture!

WHB 10,000 watts, 710 fee.

KANSAS CITY

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

WQAM
Miami

Represented by John Blair & Co.

WHB—FIRST 140 OUT OF 140

1/4 HOURS BETWEEN 9 and 4!

AREA NIELSEN, whb in first

place 140 out of 140 quarter-hours.

HOOPER. WHB in first place 140

out of 140 quarter-hours.

PULSE. WHB in first place 140 out

of 140 quarter-hours.

WHB's share of Area Nielsen Total

Station Audience: 46%.

TODD STOR
President

>RZ,

'

J
KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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IS THE NET RADIO BOOl

A DRAG ON SPOT?

Station reps say spot billings are at a peak hut could

go much higher if not for "underprieinjz*" In networks

|etwork radio has never had it so

good, or at anj rate not since t\ -

hypnotic screen was turned on to full

brilliance.

The four radio networks of \MC.

CBS, MBS and NBC in the first three

months of this vear signed a total of

93 national and regional advertisers

to contracts representing million- of

dollars. Broadcast Advertisers Reports

shows network radio had 103 different

national and regional advertisers spon-

soring 12o network programs (as of

15 March I.

The new network hoom started

about six months ago. But as these

advertiser dollars have moved into the

network radio column from other

media lineups, there's been a louder

competitive clamor. The loude-t

clamor has come from spot radio's

-ale-men who tag network radio as

cannibalistic.

Thev said it in print a fortnight ago

when the Station Representatives As-

sociation blasted the selling techniques

ot NBC as being direct!) competitive.

The SR \ memo, signed l>v managing

director I.ariv Webb, went to everv

NBC Radio affiliate.

The SRA memo, however, i- jusl

one sijin of ferment. SPONSOR, talking

with a cro—ection of station repre-

sentatives to determine the actual

effect of network- boom on spot radio.

sought to bi ing these under, ui rents

i f 1 1 < > focus.

|).. spot people think network radio

i- hurting them or trampling on the

spol medium, a- -ome alll

The representatives queried agreed

both on generalities and on specifics.

I heii tn-t point of nl : net-

work radio- | m hasn't kept spot

from continuing to break past billings

!'•> ords.

SRA's l.anv Webb estimates the

first quarter ol 1957 will prove to be

SPONSOR 13 APRIL 195
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Spot proponents level two main charges at the

radio networks: they're under-pricing, under-selling

and raiding spot for clients and new ideas

il leasl 2095 ahead of last year. \<lam

'l oung, 1 1 .. of tlic company of that

name, says his first quarter radio bill-

are ahead of the saint- period

last year l>\ 59%. Wells Barnett,

assistant to the president of John Blair

\ Co., thinks the entire year's spot

radio billings will be ahead by 20%,
hitting a high of between $170 and

S180 million.

But these men. ami every other sta-

tion representative with whom sponsor

talked, likewise agree that spot radio

revenue would he a lot bigger if net-

work radio weren't "encroaching" on

spot's territory and on spot's tech-

nii|iies. I he\ level these charges at the

four radio networks:

1. Network radio is by any "realis-

tic definition a variation on spot

radio in this hard-selling era.

2. Network radio, in its program-

ing and selling, is undermining and

underpricing spot radio.

Both of these issues came to a head

with the release of the memo on NBC
from SRA. SRA reported on a recent

NBC Radio agency presentation which.

says SRA, "consisted of a direct com-

parison between a proposed network

radio campaign and a hypothetical

-pot radio campaign."

Parts of the presentation, as re-

ported b\ SRA, made its comparison

without taking "into account satura-

tion plan rates' in spot radio: used a

Pulse figure "arbitrarily chosen"; in-

cluded a '"Pulse metropolitan rating

which was arbitrarilj reduced": made
network cost-per- 1.000 projections on

a hase of "47,615,000 total U. S. radio

homes without mentioning the fact

that they guarantee clearance on sta-

tions totaling only TV \ of the rate

base of the full network, rather than

the full network total"'; and "halved

the rating base outside the metropoli-

tan area for spot but left it at 100/r

for the network calculations."

SRA suggested that stations "should

have the privilege of calling into ques-

tion sales practices which tend un-

fairly, even dishonestly, to depreciate

the value of one of the stations" prime

sources of revenue—spot radio.'

The point of the letter to stations,

said SRA, "is to advise you in some

detail as to how vour affiliated net-

work is competing with \ou for essen-

tial business."

These explicit charges, and others

which are implicit in the SRA memo,
form the basis of anti-network senti-

ments among station representatives.

N|!(. declined to issue a formal answer
to the Station Representatives Associ-

ation assertions. But SPONSOR learned

that it had wired its affiliates.

George \. Graham, director of sales

planning for the radio network, said

tlii- was the "one instance" in which
there had been a direct price compari-

son of the two radio media. He said

his staff "prepared calculations based

on a set of price and rating specifica-

tions supplied b\ an agenc\ . We tlid

not initiate the project, nor did we
develop the specifications on which the

comparisons were made. We did the

calculations as requested bv the

agent \

."

\\ bile refusing to he drawn into the

discussion on SRA's memo, NBC
Radio Vice President Matthew J. Cul-

ligan makes this statement about net-

work radio and NBC in particular:

"The networks are on the way up.

NBC Radio is doing the very thing

which advertisers and stations have

urged us to do over the years of

television's growth. We are rebuilding

our programing. We are furnishing a

better service to our stations. NBC
Radio is adapting to today's needs

both in terms of programing and sales.

"We at NBC are doinjr things un-

Network radio's programing bulwarks

Hottest shov. item at NBC i- new, ex-

tended 17-hour dailj schedule of news. NBI

Radio'- Joe Culligan hail* top newsmen

Daytime serials form -olid base for ABC's

morning bloc, keyed lo such dramas as l/i

True Story. Soaps are perennial favorites

2()

Impact sales plan at CBS i- new, covers program

package of nighttime, weekend features with such long-

term favorites as Amos V Andy, pictured in 1927, today



precedented in network ra lio. we are

giving "iii affiliates an exclusive com-

petitive advantage with the world news

a- it happens through new- on the

hour and oui 1 l"i Line sen ice. \\ >

have designed network-local promo-

tions which have enabled stations to

sell dealers and distributors ne* sched-

ules "I local advertising at prime rates.

Our no-waste policj It a- greatl) in-

creased stations' sales incentives. The

record speaks t"i itsell and onl) the

short-sighted will fail to recognize the

incerit) oi NB( Radio network

efforts."

The contention "I the reps, essen-

tially, is that networks have long since

stopped competing with what u-«-il to

be their major competitors, news-

papers and magazines, and now are

raiding spot. The prime prospect tar-

gets, thej allege, are i 1 ' spot radio

accounts and (2) spot t\ accounts.

"Creative salesmanship is a myth,

said one rep. '*
a shrine at which net-

works worship everj morning but

which never shows up in action, the

networks take the easiest wa) oui and

the easiest wa) is to tap the 9pot radio

accounts."

John Tormey, radio sales manager

lor \\cr\ -kiiodcl. summarizes: "11

you're gonna ride a man's back, don i

pick Ins pockets at the saint- time."

Network radio is underpriced. sa\

the rep-, and upgrading of spot radio

rates is made difficult when the net-

work- stress tonnage. I he\ cite these

as tj pical examples

:

"One advertiser I used to sen ice

wanted a campaign in the 25 top mar-

ket-. \ network gave him those 25

cities, and 250 more, for the same

amount we would have charged him

for a spot campaign in the 25," said

one rep. \nother: "One network has

a new -ales plan which, with frequency

discounts, gives an advertiser a full

minute on about 260 stations for only

1800. This mean- the network gets

about $3 per announcement per sta-

tion. If the station gets a dime it's

luck\

Morris Kellner. radio sales manager
of I he Katz VgenC) . says network sell-

ing "is worse than the schlockiest in-

dividual station. They're selling sole-

K on price and they're not telling ad-

vertisers what radio can do for them

—

just how cheap it is. h"s opportunistic

selling—dollar grabbing for today

without am attempt to recapture the

prestige a network needs.

"Newspapers and magazines fight it

SPOT $$ MOVE TO NETWORK
sponsor asked ,i majoi station repreaentativi to analyzi .ill current
network radio •> inti •>- to whetnei the network mom likely

to have le ' 1 • enl irelj oi 1 partial!) from tool radio bud

Group 1: Entire budget drawn from spot

Beeeb-Nnl Packing < >> Nestle < ...

Briatol-Mj era < •>. Vl ICfl/l In slum
I Bi < BS < Park & Tilford

Itrnv. ii <V \\ illianuon /,„/,-,

Kiml * igaretles

1 \-l4l\

General Tire »V Rubber

It. J. Ilc> noldi Tobacco
Camel cigar* ties

Sun Oil Co.

lexer ltr<>«. 1 nit i-il Itn A ( Ik iiik.iI

Pepsodeni toothpaste, Him

/(mill brushes \\ .ii ik r-l .mill, i I

Mentholatum < ><. / nahi tt

1 lies! nibs produi is

Group 2: Part of budget drawn from spot

American Moton
American Oil <!«>.

Inmi o gas and ml
Bristol-Mj era

Bufferin I \ in
I

darter Products
I olonaids

Little Liver pills

< Colgate
1./ detergent

< olgate dental i ream
Fab detergent

Florient aerosol
I el detergent

Foster-Milburn
Ilium's pills

General Food*
( alumet baking powder
Jell-0 desserts, [>ie fillings

LaFrance bluing

out on a legitimate basis, nol on a

convenience and price basis. Maga-

zines use slick paper instead of news-

print: the) do a good selling job: the)

establish a difference between them-

selves and newspapers. Hut network

radio i- going down death alley.

It used to be. says one rep. that both

network and rep worked for the bene-

fit of the station. Hut today, lie -a\-.

"the rep works for the station, ami the

station work- for the network. Toda)

the Station i- the network- crutch."

Main reps contend it's uneconomi-

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Is the sales boom in network radio

hurting spot? Not in dollars, say the

reps. They allege spot—and all ra-

dio— is being hurt by network pro-

graming, sales and pricing tech-

niques. The four networks have made

93 sales in the past three months.

Gillette

Foam) Shave
razors and blades

Lever Itro-.

Breeze 'let. rgent

Spn
Liggett A- Myers

/ a 1/ i igarettes

National Biscuit Co.
Dromedary ake mix

Salada Tea

Slenderella

Standard Brands
Ho\iil desserts,

[He fillings

Sterling Drug
\\ arner-Lambert

Listerine produi ts

cal to In- a network affiliate today, cit-

ing the fait thai l(> to 17 ,,f the top 25

market- have an independent in top

position in term- of ratings and audi-

ence. Vpproximatel) 70^ of ever) -pot

radio dollar goes back t" tin- station

while. -a\ the rep-, a maximum of

1 H' in evei \ network radio dollar

to the affiliate. \ station which used

to net one-third of the amount the ad-

vertiser spent with the network now

gets from in,- to ''"'• "ii a v l~> national

rate, estimates one rep.

Haul Week-, vice president for ra-

dio at III! He;.-. Bays the networks

have reneged on the two functions

tor which the) were created: >li en-

tertainment ami '2' service. 'Today,"

he says, "television has taken ovei the

entertainment, on a network basis, and

local stations are providing better

service than the network- do.

This i- because people in charge

• Please turn to j>a^i
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SPOT RADIO
LAUNCHES THE
VISCOUN

Capital's switch from national media to

spot radio helps zoom Viscount seat sales and

volume from $50 to $100 million in 2 years

28

T WASHINGTON. D. C.

he jet age of commercial airlines

was launched in the U. S. in 1955. the

same year in which Capital Airlines

inaugurated its first significant radio

advertising campaign. The events were

interrelated, hecause it was Capital

—

the first U. S. carrier—who hrought

to this country for the first time the

Viscount plane with the jet prop. Rolls

Royce engine.

Today, less than two \ears later.

Capital is the fifth largest airline in

the country. Its passenger sales in

1957 are expected to douhle the 1955

gross of some 850 million. It has heat

out competition from the major na-

tional airlines in many of its on-line

cities, sponsor estimates it is spend-

ing more than 82 million a year in

advertising to do it.

Radio, which has held its stead) job

with Capital for only two years, today

is getting about 8300.000 a \ear for

its services. And it'll probably get a

raise next year.

A lot of airline professionals are

still wondering what happened. Y\ by

is it that Capital, which this spring

marks its 30th anniversary, remained

in relative obscurity for so long a

time? And how did it remove the veil

which separated it from the public?

Joel S. Daniels. Jr.. advertising

manager of Capital, thinks it can be

summed up pretty simply. "Viscounts,

and a switch to local advertising."

There are a lot of elements implicit

in this over-simplification, however.

These involve the competitive position

of Capital which led to the big—and

expensive—decision to invest in a

brand new product, the Viscount. An-

other consideration is the fact that

Capital has no reallv long runs and its

average is a slim-profit trip of 300

miles. It works very close to the mar-

gin with such a small field staff that

one major competitor has more sales-

men in New York City alone than

Capital maintains for its 77 on-line

markets.

These are some of the important

considerations in the decision of Capi-

tal executives to move into the jet era

ahead of anyone else. It ordered 60

jet-prop Viscounts that year, starting

its first run on a market-by-market

basis in Julv 1955. Last year. 22 \ is-

counts were in service, and this year

60 are flying the Capital sky routes.

By August the company will have 75

Viscounts in its Washington hangars.

>PO\SOR 13 april 1957



( apital wanted radio t<> push this

new VisCOUUl scrviic. Il had several

s,.|id reasons foi switching from othei

media.

Ii had tried almost everj other kind

of advertising. From national news-

papers and magazines ii had added

«.|M>i television, and From there par-

ticipations in network television. Ii

found national media weren't suited to

Capita] because of its regional flight

pattei u>.

I he answer: local media, newspa-

pers and radio. This combination had

been tried onl) once l>v Capital. It

now looked promising for two reasons:

the ('apital management's decision (1)

to put all its promotion eggs in the

Viscount basket anil l2i to promote

the new plane market 1>\ market.

Capital's vice president in charge of

traffic and sales. James \\ . \ustin. has

proof that his teams advertising and

merchandising thinking lias worked.

In 1954, the year before the \ iscount

was introduced, annual sales totaled

148 million. In 1955, sales went up

S2 million to S30 million. But in

1956, after the \ iscount and after ra-

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Capital Airlines is spending $300,000

annually on spot radio in on line

markets after successful introduc-

tion of new jet type Viscount. Air-

line, after two years of radio and

local newspaper, is No. 3 in nation

Sustaining campaign stresses news.

dio. sales wen- *(>.") million. This yeai

lhe\ ma\ well e\< eed 1 1 IN) million.

Austin points to other persuasive

and tangible e\ idem e.

"March \')'u business is .die, id .
. t

the same month lasl \ ear bj 65' ! .

Last year we had a IT'- share <>l

the Washington-Chicago market. I5\

November, it was up to 50%. Today,

in an\ area where we ha\e rea-onabl\

frequent Viscount sen ice. we have an

impressive percentage <>f the market.

\\ e re the number one airline, in terms

ol passengers boarded, in several

major cities.

**\\ e carried three million passengers

last year, and expect to have at least

lour million this year. (Only nine

million persons iii the I . S. travel bj

air.) < 'in rate ol growth foi the yeai

ahead should exi eed 50'
I w ith an

estimated I"'' growth rate foi tl"

entire industry. Last yeai we more

than doubled the growth rate of the

indiisli \ .

Radio, market bj market, helped do

this job. I hi- i- the i ontenl ion of

both \ii-tin and Daniel-. Daniels

projected his radio campaign to two

phases: the introductory and the sus-

taining. I h<- introductory phase, push-

ing the launching of Viscount service,

i- almost complete now that 110,000

miles of the airline's 165,000 daib

Might miles are Mown l.\ the jet-prop

plane. Radio's sustaining effort is now

destination advertising with continued

emphasis on the \ iscount s unique

qualit ies.

Daniels started out with some radio

basii - w hich hold true foi both the

introductory and the sustaining cam-

paigns. Perhaps the biggest basic is

thai he wanted to reach businessmen.
""\\ e are not a \ acation aii line be-

cause we operate in the heart of

industrial America. Mosl of oui cus-

tomers are business people, mainb

Strategists >'• Ryan Vgencj (left to right): William Green, radio-ti director; Louise Coble, radio-ft cop] chief; and Sam Hunsaker, a/t
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Capital's radio is in sustaining phase for

Viscount after introductory drive with saturation

men. We figure about 759? 0I our

ticket sales arc made to people travel-

in- on business.

He chose radio— and news-— to

reach these men who travel on busi-

assignments l>\ air. He bought

morning news shows, or transcribed

one -minute adjacencies to them, add-

ing late-afternoon and late-evening

times for occasional extra emphasis

in certain markets. This is his pref-

erence toda)

.

He still likes multiple-station sched-

ules in the same markets and usualh

buys stations with strong new? person-

alities who know the news and don't

nicreK pick it up oil the news wire

hall an hour before show time.

Capitals frequency has changed

considerably, however. The introduc-

torj campaign featured saturation an-

nouncements and programs, the for-

mer at perhaps 150 weekly per mar-

ket. I his hea\ \ schedule opened with

a bang a week or two before Viscount

service started in an\ market. Quan-

tify was maintained for the following

three or four weeks, gradually decreas-

ing to the continuing or sustaining

schedules used today.

I hese schedules are placed through

Lewis Edwin Ryan, Washington adver-

tising agency. William J. Green, di-

rector of t\ and radio there, keeps the

Invest chunks of business in some 25

ol the 77 on-line cities where most of

the air traffic flows. Contracts are for

52 weeks ever) year, he the) for pro-

grams, announcements or both. If the

bu) in other on-line cities is announce-

ments, the pattern is 10 to 15 per week

on a "flight liasis. In a 52-week < it\.

where a news show is used, the agenc\

will tr\ to alternate on two stations

—

Monday. Wednesday and Friday

morning on one, Tuesda\. Thursda)

and Saturday on the other.

These are generalizations, however,

says Green. "We plav each of our

markets by ear, and we keep close tab*

on how each is shaping up. Then we

decide the air pattern.'"

Sam Hunsaker is account executive

on the Capital account. He, Green

and other agency and Capital execu-

tives are sure that radio is reaching

the lines best target—the business-

man. Proof comes in assorted wav s.

"We know of no authoritative, com-

prehensive report which shows that

Businessmen are the radio target of Joel S. Daniels. Jr. (1.), asst. v.p., adv.: James
\\ . Austin, v.p., traffic, sales. They figure 75% of Capital's sales are to business traveler

our best prospect*, businessmen, are

listening—but we feel sure they are,

and that they're responding by going

to our ticket counters," savs Green.

Two of the types of documentation

which guide him are circulation re-

ports from stations and independently

conducted research.

One of the biggest boosts to Capi-

tal's conviction that it's reaching men
comes from Radio Advertising Bureau.

Some time ago. RAB issued a brochure

on the radio listening habits of bu-i-

nessmen—and the men were inter-

viewed at six major airports.

Some of the findings: 58% of these

men regularly listen to radio in the

morning before work and evenings af-

ter work: 69' r tune to news during

one or more periods of the day: 38$
listen to their cars one or more periods

of the day.

Junior and senior executives—Capi-

tal's biggest passenger class—prefer a

thoughtful news analysis. savs Daniels.

That's what he. and his station lineup,

trv to give them. He has consistent-

ly visited every station before it started

Capitals air campaign. He talks with

management and with the featured tal-

ent to explain Capitals advertising

concept and its Viscount copy themes.

Radio gives him the time to explain

these copy themes at a cost the com-

pany can afford. "We had a big stoiv

to tell, in talking about a plane no

one had ever heard of. A full minute

on radio gave us an opportunity to

tell the full story.

"Radio offers us great flexibility

.

We can pinpoint the times that v\e

want, switch in new copy with no

delav. take enough time to tell our

story interestingly.

"We've built it up as a new concept

in flight, and we were helped in this by

the impression most Americans have as

to the excellence of the Rolls Royce

engine. W ithin two weeks after we

started advertising in any market, we

sold like mad. We've had consistently

excellent results.

Radio took over the job handled for

other airlines by big outside selling

stalls. Daniels explains: "We watch

our per passenger acquisition cost ver)

carefulh. We have to get maximum
exposure at the lowest cost with the

best possible message. This is our ba-

sic job."'

"Radio has played a ver) important

part in our growth," savs Daniels,

"which is wh\ it went from practical!)

nothing to 15$ of our budget. We
think weve reaffirmed our confidence

in radio advertising." f^



WHO'S WHO IN AUTO TIMEBUYING
CAR BRAND COMPANY AD MANAGER AGENCY ACCOUN1 EXECU1 TIMEBUYER

I I Hagopian N. W. Aver & Son Wm. [\ Lowe sup

Plymouth dir. adv. & sales prom. HOO Penobscot Bids W« x a & »» ,'",

6334 I mi, I, Rd., Detroil :i n,.,,. ,, •., \|„|, n p Detroit '' B abur>

1 1 11 1. 1 \\„ ll. II BBDO
1,De Soto dir. i d\ 8 -..I 1800 P. nobd ol Bldg.

i; i \ id. n. 1 \\ cini i.

I: Cr
II.

I-
ll.l IU| A .

m ii in w iiIMIII' Di n. >ii I] Di trail
lohn w K- e iccl. pv. • II-

\. i
. rhomson ,i,K m i

Wendell D. (Pete) Moot. Grant Adv., Inc. \| ll Cathei
Dodge ,i,, adv, 8 sales prom. !900 Guardian Bldg., W \ Hammond Brown

. '"in foseph • ampau Vve., Detroil media dir.

Detroil II

\\ H Mo ire 'In adv. mer.

\ i
. Thomson adv. mgr. Ross Roy, Inc. \\

. II. Gerstenl ( ,,| | Hi— I \ p 8
Dodge Trucks W. L. Kessinger asst. 1751 I (efferson \ 8 icct. supv. media dii

21500 Mound Rd., Detroil 7. Mi< b Robt. G. I yon

Detroil 11

Km inn R, I tui kee dir. a.h

sales prom . \ II. I

nit adv. mgr. 12,200 I-

sfferson We., Detroil li

,
McCann-Erickson i \\ Overesch, v.p. .^ Kelso I >• _•-

r media dir.

Chrysler * ""« i"" m
- * ' 1546 Penobscol Bldg., !>• icct. en hi Wm. J. Davis iss't.

\iili adv. mgr. _'._'( mi I-.. ,. .. ' ...

t ion. Robt. M. I Hi- i.i Iia 'In.

*» u r , i> ii, i> f l f i j 0* ' "Im ' ampbell -r. v.p. & n , . .

Chevrolet
,\,

,.,'""''', Campbell-Ewald Co. gen. a.e., Philip L. Mc-
rgi v.p. & media

l.M BTafe., D.-H..H _' i.\i i(i,i„ ii,.,,,.;, ?,.._, ,
'In.

i . l\ I X

,.,.,,,, MacManus, John & , „ _ „
D It. H. kiniliall a j i ii ii ' has. \. < .iiiii, In II

ronriac > ,, mi Adams. Inc. ll.,\<-\ nagerman -r. v.p. , ,

Pontiac 11. Mnli. "uo""' »•• media 'In.

HI".,, nli, 1,1 Hills, Mich.

Paul Holi Kudner Agency, Inc. . . „ . . ,

Buick Hamilton Ave., Flint 2 575 MadisoT Ave' Steve Richards
lohn Ma.

Mich. \,, ,,„k i iu
"" M "- '- 1 " 1 ""

, ,. , , ,. , , Sheldon Moyei » .p. ,s

Oldsmobile ''I

1:"
t

"' ;

". V D. P. Brother & Co. ass't. rr, Watts Wackei media dir.Uldsmob.ie
JJ|

w
h
n9end s

'- Lan9,n« "' GM Bldg., Detroil V. I. Corradi lack Walsh

Elmer W. Froehlicb

\.|>. dir. <>f media

W. T. LaRue merch. mgr. MacManus, John &
Cadillac 2860 Clark We., Detroil Adams, Inc. Chas. F. Vdams v.p.

12 Bloomfield Hills, Mich.

-..._ _ "• ' "'Han Kudner Agency, Inc. . . .. . . .

CMC Trucks 660 South Blvd., Easl 575 Madison Ave Nev, I W Mill ... I

John Marsich, \m.

Pontiac, Mich. York CiM

Ford (cars

and trucks)

Henrj M. Jackson v.p. 8
supv. Ford car Bachman media « I i r

.

W. (.. Moore v.p. 8 supv. I. ^v'alter Thompson Donaldson H. Thorburn I

Ford truck
2] 10 Kulil Bide Detroil V-P- lVv supv. radio 8 h Doroth) Thornton V

1000 Schaefer Rd., Dear ~ York)
born, Mich.

R 111 ID I Ifortunr, *. P/-Lk->r^f D. I. I • I I I ' - p !•'. V.p. iS, BCCl. lil.ll.l.lll l.lliluill ll)«-,|ia
l>. .1. Fisher, adv. \ sales tvenyon & tcknarar '

' ....,., . . ,,
, |

, ,-,„.,, i ,,ii -
1 1 1 >\ . . 1 \ I < 1 1 . 1 1 • I I. ()|\ll>'\ SUPV. I \r\\ link'. >"' I

ercury prom. mgr. 3000 Schaefer I ><io Penobscol Bid '
, u . ». t.fji . ,' p i i> i mi T ,

v.p. \ sr. a.e., \\
.

' M.n- M.llrr -.. v.p., Louis Kei
Kd., Drarlinni. Mi, Ii. D.-tn.il

I 111 \ .p. >\ ii. 'In

Y.„_. o d..u:^^~, ^ P. Urn <t V-P- ^ acclounz & Kubicam J
w. i

'

t i>. ,,,„, ,, , , , , ,
-

1
1

1

,

n
. . .

i i .
1 1

i a.e.,
.hhk) bchaefei Rd., 1600 Penobsco Bldg.,

, ,, ,, , , a r u i
,. I ., , ,, . I>. Hi. i, ken. Jr. a.i.. K. < . 1 1 •ll«r<»< >k
Dearborn, \ .< .. )rii,ni P ,, ». , ,

, , ,
Foote, Cone & ,. ,.

r.. l\. rn\ adv. mgr. _ ,. i>
» .

- ,

,

nussey, media .lir.

Edsel 1000 Schaefei Rd., Dear-
Belding Hruc muh

Lemper chief

born, Mich. 1060 National Bank Bldg., Vlbert Remington
thnebuye. -

Detroil

Nash & Hudson

Fred W. Vdams dir. adv.

8 merch., I 1250 I'h mouth
Rd., Detroil 32. E. B. Bro- Ceyer Adv., Inc. .... . .« .

. i .,
. d i i i,.>-,> 111 i di r . Il.iirv v.p. ^\ I. h. I>li-k\ |).|i..il

gan, adv. mgr. Rambler. 1I_'>0 l*l\ mimth K.I..
,

. .,

i n n r-- . rlogers ass edia ,l.r.
V. I'. Gage adv. mgr. Detroit
Nash, Hudson & Met-
ropolitan

Studebaker S. \. Skillman gen. sales Benton & Bowles
Packard mgr., 635 So. Main, South m Madison We., New

"'"- |,L
Richard McO

Bend, In.l. York Citj
" Slephan "'

SOURCE: This director) was compiled tor sponsor by William H. Cartwright, manager of Edward Petrj & < <•.. Detroit.



HOW TO PLAN LOCAL LEVEL PROGR/ ,

TELEVISION: The 1957 "Buyers' Guide to Ra-

dio and l\ Station Programing" has just been published by

sponsor (30 March). This 176-page book is the result of a

surve) to which a total of 515 television stations responded.

The television section includes a state-by-state master direc-

tors of tv stations showing the amount of time each devotes

to various types of programing, together with data on pow-

er, net affiliations, representatives, etc. Also covered in full

detail l>\ use of tables and text are such subjects as farm

television (273 stations in this category!, feature film

complete with names of buyers of this product at tv sta-

tions, film and slide data listing station contacts along with

what sizes of slides and films stations use, homemaking

shows, sports regularly featured on 410 stations. There is

also a section devoted to special appeals programing and an-

other that lists the facilities offered by 440 tv stations.

Just a few of the many local tv programing trends in 1957

covered in "Buyers' Guide" are highlighted in the charts be-

low. They show a rise in feature film use over 1956. Daily

sportscasts have bounced back strong after a dip last year.

THREE YEARS OF TV PROGRAMING AT A GLANCE

°o STATIONS PROGRAMING

Network shows
°o STATIONS PROGRAMING

Syndicated film
i Daily)

o STATIONS PROGRAMING

Homemaking
Weekly)

°o STATIONS PROGRAMING

Special audiences
Weekly I

°o STATIONS PROCRAMINC

Farm
'Weekly)

° STATIONS PRO*

Sports
• Daily)

1955 94% 82% 96% 9% 56% 85%

1956 93% 76% 70% 11% 50% 71%

1957 96% 76% 71% 9% 53% 80%

'57 vs.

'56 +3% + 1% -2% +3% +9%

381 stations >6 base: 195 stations. '57 base: 515 stations.

Biggest gain in use of feature film comes in late evening

PROGRAMING TIME

lllllllll

° STATIONS PROCRAMINC FEATURE FILM

1955 1956 1957 '57 VS. '56

Some time daily 95% 82% 85 <; 4-3%

Morning 16', 19'
( 17% -2%

Afternoon 60', 67'
( 67%

Early evening ;«', 27', 27';

Late evening 83', 86% 92% +6%
JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIKIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlP

ibown on these pages are num. i
i Ferences.



?^RATEGY
Jusi published *"l{u>«'r>* Guide"

provides Btation-by-etation analysis

<>i i\ and radio programing

buyers' guide

n

Li

RADIO: rhia year, 2,676 radio station contributed

information to sponsor's "Buyers' Guide" foi L957. The

data that thej furnished has gone into the making of the

comprehensive radio master director] thai li»t- how main

hours per week each station devotes ti> various categories

of programing plus names of representatives, powei and

frequency data, nel afEliations, etc. Also based on the an-

swers "t these 2,676 stations to sponsor questionnaires are

Buch special sections as: Farm radio ami details on 601 sta-

tions reporting such fare; a list of ~><>7 stations regularly

-c heduling programs l"i Negro audiences; a roundup "f

1l'(> Btations beamed al Latin-American listeners; ami

stations that program in 57 different foreign lai Still

anothei section i- given to the 372 Btations that reported

scheduling I" "i more hours pei \\<-rk of religious ami •_<•--

pel programs. Radio music gets the lull treatment with ili<-

following categories covered: concert, country ami western,

ami popular. Stability more "i less keynotes tin- pattern of

local j
»

i

o;jiaiiiiii;j. dopitc small 1957 percentage losses idat

show up in man\ ol the '56-*57 comparisons printed below.

LOCAL RADIO PROGRAMING TRENDS SINCE 1955

Concert
Music
10 hrs or more'

Country &
Western
20 hrs. or more 1

Farm
5 hrs or more)

Foreign
'Other than
Mex. -Amcr.

)

Mexican-
American
US stations onlyi

Negro

Popular
1 75 hrs. or more '

Religious &
Cospel

1 10 hrs. or more

'

°o OF STATIONS PROCRAMINC
1955 1956 1957

_>.',',

If,',

•II',

17',

7%

2<>',

12',

17',

.'>r,

21',

2;;',

16%

7%

29',

L5

21'.

29',

17',

11%

21',

IV

20',

57 VS 56

2%

7%

29<

,

1 °o

5°

.V, 2%

8°

l°o

35 base: 217': lUUons. '."'' base: 1515 stations. '57 base: 2*rK sUtlonj.



Updating: K&E group gets new facts on kai/ radio station from H. D. "Bud" Neuwirth, standing < r. I . Seated ( 1. to r. ) Mary Dwyer, time-

buyer; Robert Kibrick, all-media buyer; Jean Rosenthal, assistant supervisor, media research. Standing (1.) Ed Kobza, assistant timebuyer

NCS NO. 2: TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE ?

A year after field work, agencies are still processing data.

Even when they've finished, they've got a hoxfnl of prohlems

I he contrast between what's desir-

able and what's practical in the tv-

radio business is nowhere so striking-

ly pointed up as in the area of station

i -<>\ erage data.

Case in point: Nielsen Coverage

Sen ice No. -.

\lthough NCS data is already a

\«ar old, a large number of top air

I'jrni -ir« either have not decided how

to use it or haven t finished processing

the material for use.

Although the fast-moving tv-radio

business needs up-to-date data badly.

the blunt fact remains that NCS No. 2

comes packaged with a boxful of prob-

lems. These are the decision areas that

are keeping researchers up nights:

• NCS problem: Should cut-off

points be applied to NCS station audi-

ences? If so, what level should be

used? Should cut-offs be used for

both tv and radio?

• NCS problem: Is there a logical

wa\ of projecting ratings for limited

areas to regular station audiences be-

yond these areas?

• NCS problem: Clustering. Is

there an) wa\ of figuring out whether

a station has a big audience in one

count) which is part of a cluster where

the over-all average is low?

• NCS problem: Is there an accu-

rate way of updating tv and radio

homes in light of I 1 I the increase in

population. (2) marked jumps in tv

saturation in certain areas and (3 I the

millions of people moving from one

county to another each year?

• NCS problem: How can audience

figures be adjusted for changes in pro-

graming and network affiliation?

• NCS problem: How can station

coverage be adjusted for changes in

power, frequency and antenna height?

• NCS problem: Should daily,

weekly or monthh audience data be

used when systematizing figures for a

variety of clients.''

• NCS problem: How can adjust-

ments be made for seasonal changes in

audiences? This is particularly a

problem in radio when changing sun-

set times can influence radio signals.

34 SPONSOR 13 april 1957



• NCS problem: \\ hal is NCS, any-

wa) ' \ measure of Bignal covei

or regular audience circulation? • >i

both?

On top of tlii-. there is the problem

.if getting groups of agencies handling

one client to agree on a standard meth-

od of putting the NCS matei ial t" ac-

tual use. The Facl there are no pal

answers to NCS has aroused disputes

within agencies, too. Winn it couldn't

^ri agreement among it^ own people

mi how to use NCS t\ data, one of the

top air agencies Bel up two groups t"

work on the problem. When agree-

ment (cum- the agenc) w ill still have

to decide what to do with radio.

The main reason the agencies arc

still processing NCS data as of spring

1
().">() is that the) didn't gel the t\ ma-

terial until the end ol the year al-

though the original target was earl\

fall. The radio reports came later. Be-

cause the) received the t\ reports firsl

and because more monev is usuall) in-

volved in t\ luivs. the agencies natural-

Iv -tailed working on tv data first. \

number of the big agencies have still

not gotten around to adjusting the ra-

dio data and some of the research peo-

ple dread facing the decisions that will

have to he made.

Certainl) adjustments are necessarv.

NCS reports are regarded as raw

data; there's hardlv an agenc) around

thai will use the material as it come-.

It i- also commonl) agreed that

some systematizing i- necessarv. 'I his

is not because systematizing will nec-

essaril) provide a hetter picture of sta-

tion coverage or circulation. It's pri-

marily because it's literal!) impossible

to bu) each and everv station on it-

own met its and at the same time take

into account each time the station i-

bought the requirements <>f the type

ol buy, tvpe of product and tvpe of

campaign. To bu) stations in this ad-

mitted!) ideal manner would require

agencies to feed and support a huge

corps of timehuvers. analyzers, estima-

tors and researcher-.

In addition to this verv practical

reason for setting up yardsticks, agen-

cies and clients have their own ideas

of what coverage and circulation data

should measure.

This doesn't mean that agencies are

-citing up rigid. across-the-hoard

standards for all stations. Bv and

large, the agencies are tr\ing to be

flexible hut there's only so much time

and executive manpower available.

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Great mass of NCS data and fact that

reports wcrcn t received till end of

year are keeping agencies busy with

analysis. Problems yet to be solved

include cut-off points, projection

of ratings, updating data because of

population growth, and show changes.

Probabl) the hottest disputes be-

tween buyers and sellers thai w ill come
< >ut of the data pro< essing now going

on at the agencies will revolve around

• hi "IT points, w hie h i- a percentage

point below which agencies will nol

credit a count) to a station - audience,

[here's nothing that gets .1 station-

dander up so much and for obvious

reasons. While cost-per-1,000 buying

in recent years ha- made admen more

aware of the need for Calculating the

station's "full" audience, the 1 ut-ofl

philosoph) still has a strong hold. It

i- partii ulai 1\ important in network

buying where the agenc) has to decide

which station to luiv in area- where

signals overlap. In such situations,

the agencies are aftei the station -

major area of influence. I he fact

thai station \ has 20'
i of the audi-

ence in a particular count) i- nol so

important as the Eacl thai station B,

coming in from othei market, haa

Bui it appears thai 1 ut-offa will be

11-. .1 hv some "i tin top agent ies in

spot Inn ing, i"" I he) w ill 1 ertainl)

be used in applying \< v No. -' radio

data. I ew agent ies m ill give .1 south-

ii n < .1I1I..1 in. 1 station 1 redil foi ni

time audiences in Idaho, foi example.

\\ Idle iv -t.ition- have leas irn gulai

coverage patterns than radi itlets,

, ut-offa are ahead) being applied hv

timebuyers in Bpol pun ha» - I here

are a v .11 ictv ol reasons Ic this polic)

hut one reason commonl) given is

this: In the absent e of e\ idem e to the

contrary, it i- assumed thai a viewing

home in an outl) ing area w iih 1 rela-

tive!) low NCS audiem e does nol

watch as man) hem- .1- 1 home 1 losei

in and in an area with .1 relativel)

high NCS audience. The assumption

i- thai poorer reception and signals

from other market- tend to limit view-

I here 1- no hard-and-fasl e\ idem e

to pi ove this, bul neither i- there an)

to disprove it. M S does nol measure

inteii-ilv of v icw in-. Each home 1 red-

ited to a station in N< S is given equal

weight. Bul the agem ies poinl oul

thai it i- possible thai a home in an

1 Please turn to page 56

CHANGING TV PICTURE

Network affiliation changes during the lasl 11

months of 1956 affected 20 market area- in I I

1 states. \ total of 38 station- were involved.

man) of whom losl affiliations to other outlet-.

Changes affecting signals during same period

involved 39 stations in 37 market areas, [here

^£ B were '•
1 power changes, II changes in antenna lo-

cation and In changes in the height ol antenna-.

New commercial stations on the air totaled 29

in as man) market- plus two satellites and one

oS m repeater. Ml ->( > stations were vhf outlet-. In

addition two uhf stations returned to the air.

Leaving the air during the lasl 11 month- ol

1956 were 10 stations. Ml were uhf outlet-.

^Tm Mining the market- affected were Boston, Wichita,

Lansing, Kingston, N. 1.: and Reading. Penna.

Source: Material a!>"\' was gathered bj \RB fur the period from

1 February 1956 to approximately the end of the year. Field v^.rk

for \RB'- "\ to /" coverage -ttnl> «a- done during January 1

SPONSOR 13 April 1957



LATE, GREAT NEWS ABOUT THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER

Out in the country— in rich and ready Hometown and Rural America you'll

find a new kind of traveling salesman and believe us, friends, a spectacularly

new kind of farmer's daughter. She was always pretty, wholesome and versatile.

Now in case you haven't seen one lately, she's prettier than ever (thanks to the

many nationally advertised cosmetics which she learns about on her local

KBS station). She's better fed and as smartly gowned as any career girl

you'll see on 5th Avenue in New York or Michigan Avenue in Chicago.

In the Keystone markets the farmer's daughter is just part of the more
than 90 MILLION Keystone listeners who are intensely loyal to the

925 Keystone Affiliated LOCAL radio stations.

The story of the farmer's daughter is one which we at Keystone have

brought right smack up to date—with facts and figures and sales potentials for

your products that you ought to know about. We'll be happy to tailor a network

to fit your specific sales and marketing problem. No obligation to you

and a very definite pleasure for us.

Write us or telephone us!

"\"

Send for our new station list

CHICAGO NEW YORK IOS ANGELES
111 W Washington 527 Madison Ave. 3142 Wilshire Blvd.
Sta 2-8900 ELdorado 5-3720 DUnkirk 3-2910

• TAKE YOUR CHOICE. A handful of stations or the network
up to you, your needs.

• MORE FOR YOUR DOLLAR. No premium cost for individualized programming Network
coverage for less than some "spot" costs.

• ONE ORDER DOES THE JOB. All bookkeeping and details are done by Keystone, yet the best
time and place are chosen for you.

SAN FRANCISCO
57 Post St.

SUtter 1-7440

a minute or a full hour— it's

36 SPONSOR 13 april 1957



Tv programing and costs

COMPARAGRAPH

I be current Comparagraph completes the second pari "I .1

new feature introduced in the I* 1 March issue: a breakdown

of sponsored t\ network shows bj major industr) categories,

advertisers and brands. Combined «iili show ratings, this

information permits a comparison <>f how competing network

sponsors in the same industry are doing in attracting audi-

ences. The -|><>t i\ section <>f the Comparagraph contains

audience composition data on more than H'li syndicated |>i"-

gram series now on i\. The Comparagraph also contains the

regular network (\ program schedule f «
> 1 ilu- next foui

\\fck> plus authoritative data on program costs. \\\<- nexl

Comparagraph will appear in the II Ma\ issue <>l SPONSOR.

Program profile provides cost,

sponsored hours <lutu . . . $cc below

hulrx 0) ruin <ul. ii sponsors

has sIkiu ratings . page 38

^i<</ ii basit i 1 '" ei audience

data <>n lilm • page 42

Comparagraph gives day-by-da/)

chart ni nil net shows . . page 50

llphabetical index oj nil shows

includes cost <l<it<t . . pagc 52

1. NETWORK PROGRAM PROFILE
AVERAGE COST OF PROGRAMING BY TYPES

Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number

Hour drama

$59,000 12

Half-hour drama

$35,062 16

Situation comedy
$36,801 15

Horn corned] -\ arietj

$65,555 9

Half-hour comedv-var.

$39,607 7

Half-hour adventure

$30,155 16

Quiz

$25,835 12

Daytime serials

$10,429- 7

•Per week of five quarter-hour shows; other programs are once-weekly and are all nlghUln

NUMBER OF SPONSORED HOURS: LIVE AND FILM

Daytime Nighttime

Network
Sponsored

hours °o live °o film

ABC 11.50 8.7 91.3

CBS 35.17 90.0 10.0

NBC 19.97 85.0 15.0

•For Week • f T- 13 April.

SPONSOR • 13 APRIL 1957

Network
Sponsored

hours °o live °o film

ABC 23.50 42.6 57.4

CBS 27.00 57.4 42.6

NBC 22 67 62.5 37.5
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2. HOW COMPETING CLIENTS COMPARE

Second part of list showing

ratings garnered by various

advertisers shown below

Designed to aid advertiser? in making quick comparisons

between their show ratings and those of competitors, this

new Comparagraph feature is the second and final install-

ment of a list started in the last Comparagraph issue (16

March i. The list covers major industry categories in net-

work tv. It will he repeated in two parts with updated data

starting with the 11 May issue. The next list will cover

autos. confections and soft drinks, cosmetics and toiletries,

dental and drug products. Data is hased on material sup-

plied by Broadcast Advertisers Reports, monitored off-the-air

by tape recordings, plus national Pulse tv ratings. Footnotes

give further data on this list of advertisers and brands.

Industries covered here include food, soap and tobacco

Food and Grocery Products

American Dairy Assn.

Disneyland; ABC; W-N; processed
milk products 29.1

American Home Products
Arthur Godfrey Time; CBS; W-N;
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee food products

It Could Be You; NBC; M-D; Chef
Boy-Ar-Dee food products

Love of Life; CBS; M.F-D; Chef
Boy-Ar-Dee food products

21.7

4.8

8.8

Armour & Co.

Star
4.8

It Could Be You; NBC; W-D;
canned meat

Mickey Mouse Club; ABC; Tu,W-D;
Dash dog food, Star meat products 20.1

Best Foods
Bob Crosby; CBS; Tu-D; Xucoa mar-

garine 7.9
Galen Drake; ABC; Sa-X; Xucoa mar-

garine. Skippy peanut butter 6.4
Garry Moore; CBS; Tu-D; Hellmans
mayonnaise

Our Miss Brooks; CBS; Tu-D; Xucoa
margarine, Hellmans mayonnaise

Sou Asked for It; ABC; Su-N; Skippy
peanut butter, Xucoa margarine

9.0

6.8

11.2

Borden Co.
Fury; XBC; Sa-D: dairy products,

processed milk products
Peoples Choice; NBC; Tli-X
cessed milk products

Queen For a Day; XBC; W.F-D; dairy
milk products, processed milk prod-
ucts

pro-
10.2

21.0

12.9

Campbell Soup Co.

House Party; CBS; M-D; Franco-
American food products, frozen

lips 9.5
Garry Moore; CBS: M-I>; Franco-
American food products 9.0

Lassie; CBS; Su-N; canned soups,
baked beans, frozen soups 22.8

Carnation Co.
Burns & Allen; CBS; M-N; Friskies,

instant chocolate drink, processed
uull< products 27.3

Mickey Mouse Club; ABC; Tu-D; in-
stant chocolate drink, processed
milk products 20.1

Continental Baking Co.
Howdy Doody; XBC; Sa-D; baked
goods 7.9

Corn Products Befining Co.
It Could Be You; XBC; W.F-D; Karo,
Mazola .... 4.8

Queen for a Day; XBC; W,F-D; Karo,
Mazola 12.9

Derby Foods
Disneyland; ABC;
peanut butter .

W-N; Peter Pan
29.1

General Foods
Bengal Lancers; NBC; Su-X; Jell-* ).

Sanka instant 9.1

December Bride; CBS; M-N; Gaines
dog food, Maxwell House instant,
Swans Down baking mixes 28.3

Fury; XBC; Sa-D; Post dry cereals.... 10.2
Arthur Godfrey Show; CBS; Th-D;
Bakers cocoanut 10.2

Hiram Holliday; XBC; W-N; Jell-O,
Sanka regular 10.4

I Love Lucy; CBS; M-N; Sanka in-
stant 34.9

Mighty Mouse; CBS; Sa-D; Post dry
cereals 14.2

Roy Rogers; XBC; Su-N; Bakers
chocolate mix, Maxwell House
regular. Post dry cereals 10.9

West Point Story; CBS; F-X; Swans
Down baking mixes. Maxwell House
regular, Post dry cereals 17.7

Zane Grey; CBS; F-X; Maxwell
House instant 20.8

General Mills

Bob Crosby; CBS; W.F-D; Betty
Crocker baking mixes, Bisquick 7.9

Giant Step; CBS; W-N; Betty Crock-
er baking mixes, dry cereals, Gold
Medal flour 10.

1

Lone Ranger: ABC; Th-X; Betty
Crocker baking mixes, dry cereals 16.5

Lone Ranger; CBS; Sa-D; Betty
Crocker dry cereals, other dry
cereals _ — 11.1

Mickey Mouse Club; T,W,Th,F-D;
dry cereals 20.1

Texas Rangers; CBS; S-D; dry ce-
reals . 10.9

Valiant Lady; CBS; W.F-D; Betty
Crocker baking mixes, Bisquick,
Gold Medal flour 8.1

Wyatt Earp; ABC; Tu-.V; Betty
i ocker dry cereals 25.3

Gerber Products
Bob Crosby; CBS; W-D; baby and

junior foods 7.9

Our Miss Brooks, CBS; W-D; baby
and junior foods 6.8

Gordon Baking Co.
Kukla. Fran & Ollie; ABC; M.F-N;

Silver Cup bread _ 5.9

Hartz Mountain Products
Circus Time; ABC; Th-X; Dog Tum-

mies, pet foods 8.7

H. J. Heinz
('apt. Gallant; XBC; Su-D; ketchup. 10.8

Kellogg Co.

House Party; CBS; Tu,Th-D; dry
cereals 9.5

Arthur Godfrey Show; CBS; Tu.Th-
D; dry cereals 10.2

Name that Tune; CBS; Tu-X; dry
cereals .

17.4
Wild Bill Hickck; CBS; Su-D; dry

cereals 10.2

Lever Bros.

House Party; CBS; W.F-D; Good
9.5Luck margarine, Spry

Garry Moore; CBS; W.F-D; Good
Luck margarine. Spry 9.0

Video Theatre; XBC; Th-X; Imperial
margarine, Spry 18.4

National Biscuit Co.

Rin Tin Tin; ABC; F-X; dry cereals 20.7

National Dairy Products

Comedy Time; XBC; Th-D; Kraft or-

ange juice, salad dressing, spreads
Kraft Theatre: XBC; W-N; Kraft

cheeses, jellies & preserves, marsh-
mallows, salad dressing, spreads

Modern Romances; XBC; Th-D; Kraft
chees.s. dinners, orange juice

Tic Tac Dough: XBC; Th-D; Kraft
cheeses, salad dressings, spreads,
orange juice

6.2

23.8

8.6

5.2

Nestle Co.
Blondie: NBC; F-N; Nescafe instant 19.9

Garry Moore; CBS; Th-D; Eveready
cocoa 9-0

« Hi Susanna; CBS; Sa-X: Xescafe in-

stant 17.1

Our Miss Brooks; CBS; Th-D;
Eveready cocoa 6-8

Valiant Lady: CBS: Th-D; Eveready
cocoa 8.1

Pet Milk Co.

George Gobel; XBC: Sa-X: processed
milk products 23.1

Red Skelton; CBS; Tu-X; processed
milk products 24.7

nd on page 40 are based on Broadcast Advertisers Reports for tin wee*
More detailed data, such as length and placement of commercials, can bi

In BAR report! Ihemselvet. Not Included here are buys In participation shows, such as

NBC's "Today." Ratings are based on Pul eek ending 7 February \

ratings are averages for the week. e.g.. ratings for segmented shows do not necessarily show

audience for the actual segment sponsored by the client. All time purchased by advertisers

lows name of network: "X" means night. "D" means day, days of week are abbreviated,

exact time of show, see Comparagraph itself.



CIRCULATION? Here is the

one and only way to measure it accurately

1 100% personal visits to homes.

2 100% °f a H persons in household partici-

pating in interview. . . .

3 100% separate Radio sample and 100%
separate TV sample. . . .

4 100% tabulated data from questionnaires

only. . . .

5 100% of all U.S. Counties surveyed and
sampled. . . .

6 100% out-of-home audience included.

7 Adequate sample in each county. . . .

8 Aided recall use of station roster showing
call letters, channel numbers, dial positions,

in all interviews. . . .

9 Current information delivered within 60 days
from field interviewing. . . .

10 Reported size and sample for each county
shown in each station's report. . . .

1 1 Realistic time periods reported—morning,
afternoon, night and total for daily and
weekly. . . .

12 Costs that you can afford for exact station

data. . . .

Not 50°o by mail, which introduces error ot
I

station\ m. )%ut. .1 mostly by mail whil< olh. |

HI isurtd mostly by personal int. r v i. w

Not dependent by mail on unknown and >

of cooperation from family to family

Not TV and Radio querying in same questionnaire

opening to TV part first

Not mixture of interviews, mail, ballots, .1

m. tvrs, etc.

Not clusters of counties with interviews made in

part of the counties and subject to intricacies of

signal patterns

Not just a "hope and a prayer" that self-admin-
istered mail questionnaires will obtain out of home
audience

Not clusters in order to build up size of sample

Not unknown procedures and unaided recall, per-

haps benefitting radio stations sharing call letters

with TV stations

Not ancient history when released many, many
months later, too dated for practical use

Not a guessing game as to how many replies came
from individual counties

Not unrealistic monthly data, in frustrated hope of

meeting print-media total circulation claims

Not a "Dutch treat" survey, with some stations

benefitting more than others

This is the kind of research done in Pulse's standardized "C P A's"

—

Cumulative Pulse Audience studies, perfected for maximum useful-

ness for accurate, dependable circulation data. They hold up under

toughest scrutiny! 1956 CPA survey reports are listed to the right

—

more for '57!

. . . see your reps for

these markets

Baltirrv WFBR
Billings— Radio KOOK
Boston Radio WEEI WHDH
Buffalo—Radio—WKBW
C. ntr.il California— Radio— KFRE

Chicago—Rjdio—WBBM WIND
WMAQ

Chicago—TV—WNBQ WBBM TV

Cincinnati -Radio WCKY
CI. v. land—Radio—WERE
Dills-. Radio— KLIF. WRR KRLD

Denver—Radio—KTLN

D tro.l—Radio—WKMH
Ellgi nc. Ore — Radio— KORE

Fort Worth—Radio—KXOL

Houston—Radio—KNUZ KRCT

Houston-Galveston—TV—KCUL TV

Indianapolis— Radio—WFBM
Jacksonville—Radio—WIVY W|AX

Los Angeles—Radio— KABC KFAC
KFI, KH|. KMPC KNX KLAC

Los Angeles—TV—KH|-TV KNXT
Louisville—TV—WHAS-TV
Lubbock—TV—KDUB-TV
Mason City-Albert Lea Austin

—

TV—KROC-TV
Memphis— Radio—WHBQ
Miami—Radio—WQAM WCKR
Milwaukee—Radio—WOK Y

Minncapolis-St Paul—Radio

—

WCCO, WLOL. WTCN
Nashville—TV—WLAC-TV
New Orleans—Radio—WDSU,
WTIX. WSMB

New York— Radio—WCBS WINS
WLIB. WABC WMCA WRCA
WNEW

Peoria—Radio—WIRL
Phoenix—Radio—KOOL
Phoenix—TV—KOOL-TV
Pittsburgh— Radio—KDKA
Richmond—Radio—WLEE WRVA
Sacramento—Radio—KCRA KROY

St Louis— Radio—KMOX. KSD.
KWK. KXOK. WIL

Sail Lake County—Radio—KALL
KNAK

Salt Lake •» Co —Radio—KDYL KSL

San Antonio—Radio—KONO. KTSA

San Diego—Radio— KFMB KCB
KSDO. KSON

San Francisco-Oakland—Radio—
KROW. KSFO

San Francisco-Oakland—TV

—

KRON-TV
Scr.inton-Wilkcs Barrc—TV—WBRE
Seattle—Radio— KING K|R

Spokane— Radio—KNEW
Springfield. Mass —Radio—WACE—
TV—WWLP

Syracuse—TV—WSYR -TV

Toledo—TV—WSPD-TV
Washington D C —Radio—WGMS.
WTOP

Worcester—Radio—WAAB
Louisville Area— Radio—WAVE
Nashville Area—Radio—WSM

THE PULSE, INC. 730 Fifth Avenue, New York 79, New Yok • 6399 Wiltshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 48, California

Largest Sampling Outside U. S. Census

2,000,000
Cmitt CJU

tlact •/
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How competing clients compare continued

Pilkbnrj Mills

Arthur Godfrej 3hi « ;
CBS; Tu.Th-

i baking mixes, chilled rolls &
biscuit: ml K< 5 10.2

Arthi j Time; CBS; W-N;
baking in ci -. chilled rolls & bis-

cuits 21.7

House Party; CBS; Tu,Th-D; baking
mi Hour 9.5

Mens.- Club; ABC; Th-D;
baking mixes 20.1

Planters Nut <£' Chocolate Co.

Eddie Fisher; NBC; W-N; peanuts 8.1

Procter & Gamble
1 :r mhl. r Day; CBS; M Tu.Th-D;

' !risco - 5.6
Jane Wyman; NBC; Tu-N; Crisco 26.0

For Tc 1 row; CBS; M-F-l »;

Fluffo 8.6

Quaker Oat.* Co.
1 ar's Hour; NBC; Sa-N; Aunt
i' mi mixes, Kcii-l.-dog food 23.2

Sgt. Preston; CBS; Th-N; dry cereals,
Ken-L dog food .. 14.5

Ralston Purina Co.

Bold Journej ; ABC; M-N ; hot cereals,
ih 5 cereals, Rj -K risp 8.6

Redd i-Whip Corp.
Queen For a Hay; NBC; Th-D; des-

sert topping 12.9

Scott Paper Co.
Father Knows Best; NBC; W-N;

Scotkins, Scottowels 22.4
Arthur Godfrey Show; CBS; Th-D;

Cut-Rite, Scottowels _ 10.2

Standard Brands
Arthur Godfrey Show; CBS; M-D;

Blue Bonnet margarine, Hunt Club
doe food, Royal desserts & pie fill-

ings 10.2
House Party; CBS; .M-D; Chase &
Sanborn instant. Tender Leaf tea... 9.5

Tennessee Ernie; NBC; Tu,F-D; Blue
Bonnet margarine, chase & San-
born instant. Royal desserts & pie
fillings, Tender Leaf tea 6.0

Valiant Lady; CBS; M-D; Blue Bon-
nel margarine, Chase & Sanborn
instant 8.1

Gasoline, Oil, Etc.

American Home Products
Secret Storm; CBS; F-D; Freezone 5.6

American Oil

Person to Person; CBS; F-N; Amoco
gas & oil 22.0

Gulf Oil

Life of Riley; NBC; F-N; gas &
motor oil

Cleansers, Polishers

American Home Products
D. I-M wards; CBS; Tli-X; Aerowax ...

It Could Be Yen; XBC; M-D; Aero-
wax

Love of Life; CBS; Tu-F-D; Aerowax
Easy 1 >!T oven cleaner, Criffin shoe
polish. Sani-Flush

Queen For A Day; NBC; .M-D; Aero-
wax, Sani-Flush

Secret Storm; CBS; M-F-D; Aerowax,
Easy Off even cleaner. Griffin shoe
polish, Sani-Flush . _

B. T. Babbitt Co.

Caesar's Hour; NBC; Sa-N; Bab-0

Best Foods
Garry Moore; CBS; Tu-D; Shinola

shoe polish

Bon Ami Co.
West Point Story;
Bon Ami

CBS; F-N; Jet

23.5

8.7

4.8

8.8

12.9

5.6

23.2

9.0

17.7

Colgate-Palmolive Co.

Big Payoff; CBS; F-l>; Ajax 8.2

.Mr. Adams & Eve; CBS; F-N; Ajax 20.9
Suike II Rich; CBS

; M.W-D; Ajax 8.1

S. C. Johnson & Son
Red Skelton; CHS; Tu-N; waxes &

polishes 24.7
Robert .Montgomery; NBC; M-N;
waxes & polishes 23.5

Procter & Gamble
As The World Turns; CBS; M.W.F-

D; 1 •unlet 6.0
Edge Of Night; CBS; M-F-D; Comet,

spie & Span 5.9
Search For Tomorrow; CBS; M-F-D;

Spic & Span 8.6

Purex Corp,
Big Surprise; NBC; T-N; Old Dutch 16.2

Simoniz Co.
Arthur Godfrey Show; CBS; W-D;

Ivalon sponge, waxes & polishes 10.2

S O S Co.
Bob Crosby; CBS; F-D; scouring pads 7.9
Mickey Mouse Club; ABC; W-D;
scouring pads 20.1

Sterling Drug
Modern Romances; NBC; W.F-D;

Energine cleaning fluid . 8.6

Laundry Products

Armour & Co.
George Gobel; NBC; Sa-N; Liquid

Chiffon ... _ 23.1
Danny Thomas; ABC; M-N; Liquid
Chiffon 13.8

Colgate-Palmolive Co.

Big Payoff; CBS; M,W,Th.F-D; Ad.
Fab, Vel .-. 8.2

Strike It Rich; CBS; M-F-D; Ad, Fab.
Vel _ 8.1

Lever Bros.
House Tarty; CBS: W.F-D; Lux liq-

uid, Rinso 9.5
Garry Moore; CBS; M.W.F-D; Lux

liquid, Rinso 9.0
'in Trial; NBC; F-N; Rinso 20.8
Video Theatre: NBC; Th-N: Lux liq-

uid, Binso 18.4

Procter & Gamble
As The World Turns; CBS; M.W.F-D;

Ivory Snow, Oxvdol 6.0

Bob Crosbv; CBS; Th-D; Ivory flakes 7.9
Brighter Day; CBS: M-F-D; Cheer... 5.6
Brothers; CBS; Tu-N; Joy 18.8
Edge Of Night; CBS; M-F-D; Dreft.

Tide 5.9
Guiding Light: CBS; M-F-D; Duz .... 8.0
Hey Jeannie; CBS; Sa-N; Dash 17.6
Lineup; CBS; F-N; Cheer 25.1
People's Choice; NBC; Th-N; Cheer 21.0
Queen For A Day; NBC; M-F-D;

Dash, Ivorv Snow- 12.9
Search For Tomorrow; CBS; M-F-D;
Joy 8.6

Tennessee Ernie; NBC; M-F-D; Dreft,
Tide 6.0

Loretta Young; NBC; Su-N; Tide 22.7

Purex Corp.

Big Surprise; NBC; Tu-N; Beads-O-
Bleach 16.2

A. E. Staley Manufacturing Co.

Carry Moore: CBS; F-D; Sta-Flo 9.0

Appliances

Brillo Manufacturing Co.

Id Bi 1 1 11. NBC; Th.F-D;
• ring pads 4.8

General Electric

Broken Arrow; ABC; Tu-N; major
appliances _ .

Hoover Co.

Garry Moore; CBS; Tu-D; vacuum
cleaners

Radio Corp. of America
Producers' Showcase. NBC; M-N;
major appliances, tubes ....

18.3

9.0

27.4

Singer Sewing Machine Co.

Playhouse 90; CBS; Th-N; sewing
machines 33.7

Sylvania Electric Products
Buccaneers; CBS; Sa-N; small ap-

pliances, tubes 14.5

Westinghouse Corp,
Studio One; CBS: M-N; major ap-

pliances 21.4

House General
Aluminum Co. of America

Alcoa Hour; NBC; Su-N; Alcoa wrap
& aluminum 22.7

American Home Product*
It c, uld Be You; NBC; M-D; Wizard
spring bouquet & pine scent . 4.8

Love Of Lite; CBS; F-D; Wizard
spring bouquet & pine scent 8.8

Secret Storm; CH*. .M.Tu.F-D; Black
Flag insecticide. Wizard Wick,
Wizard spring bouquet & pine scent 5.6

Best Foods
Bob Crosby; CBS; Tu-D; Rit dyes &

coolr remover 7.9

Colgate-Palmolive Co.
Big Payoff; CBS; Th.F-D; Flocient
Aerosol 8.2

Strike It Rich; CBS; Tii.Tb-D; Flori-
ent Aerosol 8.1

Dow Chemical Co.

Queen For A Day; NBC; F-D; Saran
wrap 12.9

S. C. Johnson & Son
Hubert Montgomery; NBC; M-N;
Glade air freshener 23.5

Kaiser Aluminum Co.

Circle Theatre; NBC; Tu-N; foil 21.2

Lehn & Fink Products
It Could Be You; NBC; Tu-D; Lysol 4.8
Queen For A Day; NBC; Tu-D;

Lysol 12.9

Sylvania Electric Products

Buccaneers; CBS; Sa-N: light bulbs 14.5

Tobacco
American Tobacco Co.

Big Story; NBC; F-N; Pall Mall 22.6

Hit Parade; NBC; Sa-N; Filter tip

Tareyton, Lucky Strike 23.2

Navy Log; ABC; W-N; Fall Mall 16.3

Private Secretary; CBS; Su-N; Filter
tip Tareyton, Lucky Strike 21.2

Brown and Williamson
It Could Be You; NBC; W-D; Ra-

leigh cigarettes 4.8

Lineup; CBS; F-N; Viceroy 25.1

Queen For A Day; NBC; M-D; Ra-
leigh cigarettes 12.9

Tennessee Ernie; NBC; M.W-D; Ra-
leigh cigarettes 6.0

General Cigar Co.

John Daly; ABC; M-F-N; cigars .. 5.6

Liggett and Myers
Edgar Bergen; CBS; Tu-N: L&M 17.4

Dragnet; NBC; Th-N; Chesterfield 24.1

Gunsmoke; CBS; Sa-N; L&M 23.5

Noah's Ark: NBC; Tu-N; Chesterfield 16.3

P. Lorillard

Jackie Gleason; CBS; Sa-N; Old Cold 28.1

(64,000 Challenge; CBS; Su-N; Kent 26.2

Philip Morris
Playhouse 90: CBS; Th-N: Marlboro 33.7

R. J. Reynolds

Bol) Cummings; CBS; Th-N; Winston 20.7

I've Got A Secret; CBS; W-N; Salem.
Winston ,

24.3

Mr Adams & Kve; CBS; F-N: Camel 20.9

People Are Funny; NBC; Sa-N; Salem 21.3

Phil Silvers: CBS; Tu-N; Camel 27.5

Wire Service; ABC; Th-N; Camel 7.6
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3. SPOT TELEVISION BASICS

Audience composition to 109

syndicated shows in 23 markets

indicates appeal by age, sex

Audience composition data shown below cover syndicated

films— most!) of the half-hour variet)—shown in four or more

of the 23 markets covered in this Pulse study. The period

surveyed covers 2 through 8 January 1957. Figures here can

be compared with a similar list published in the Comparagraph

run in the 19 January issue of sponsor. A number of pro-

grams listed here, however, were not shown in the 19 January

issue. Markets covered were Atlanta. Baltimore. Birmingham,

Boston, Buffalo, Charlotte. Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Co-

lumbus. l)a\ton, Detroit. Los Angeles. Milwaukee. Minneapolis-

St. Paul. New Orleans. New York, Philadelphia, Providence,

San Francisco-Oakland. Seattle-Tacoma. St. Louis. Washington.

Show Distributor Men

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillM

No. of viewers per TOO homes

Women Teen Children Total

Amos 'n' Andy CBS Film 73 79 11 36 199
\nnie Oakley CBS Film 41 56 16 89 202
Badge 714 NBC Film 71 79 15 58 223
Beulah Flamingo 56 84 11 22 173
Boston Blackie Economee Tv 82 79 14 33 208
Brave Eagle CBS Film 56 47 11 76 190
Buffalo Bill Jr. CBS Film 35 24 13 91 163
Captain Midnight Screen Gems 26 29 13 87 155
Celebrity Playhouse Screen Gems 71 95 11 26 203
Championship Bowling Walter Schwimmer 81 71 13 16 181
China Smith NTA 79 79 14 37 209
Cisco Kid Ziv Tv 56 41 16 84 197
City Detective MCA-Tv 77 82 16 21 196
Code 3 ABC Film 77 77 12 21 187
Combat Sergeant NTA 57 62 17 65 201
Confidential File Guild 81 84 11 8 184
Corliss Archer, Meet Ziv Tv 52 80 17 50 199
Count of Monte Cristo TPA 68 69 19 26 182
Cowboy G-Men Flamingo 42 36 19 82 179
Crosscurrent Official 58 74 18 25 175
Crunch and Des NBC Film 69 74 18 49 210
Dangerous Assignment NBC Film 83 89 13 19 204
Dateline Europe Official 81 90 16 15 202
Death Valley Days Pacific Coast Borax 84 77 16 41 218
Doug. Fairbanks Presents ABC Film 74 96 18 15 203
Dr. Christian Ziv Tv 74 89 11 23 197
Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal MCA-Tv 77 82 14 13 186
Esso Golden Playhouse Official 73 86 9 26 194
Fabian of Scotland Yard CBS Film 62 79 12 15 168
Falcon, The NBC Film 83 86 15 13 197
Federal Men MCA-Tv 76 71 15 16 178
Flash Gordon Guild 68 69 14 77 228
Foreign Legionnaire TPA 71 52 12 62 177
Florian Zabach Guild 38 73 7 19 137
Frankie Laine—% Hr. Guild 59 78 16 13 166
Frontier NBC Film 77 85 14 21 197
Frontier Doctor Hollywood Tv 72 79 11 18 180
Gene Autry—% Hr. CBS Film 59 51 19 82 211
Gene Autry—1 Hr. MCA-Tv 57 50 16 80 203
Goldbergs, The Guild 71 87 13 36 207
Grand Ole Opry Flamingo 63 82 15 24 184
Great Gildersleeve NBC Film 79 83 13 28 203
Guy Lombardo MCA-Tv 74 87 13 12 186
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Another BIG season for E2TP-TV

!

Since April 27, 1948, when it became the first

television station in the Northwest, KSTP-TV
has remained the leader in this vital, four billion

dollar market.

Again this Spring, business is good, due to

KSTP-TV's superior entertainment, talent,

service and showmanship.

Among the exciting new programs that will

add to KSTP-TV's unmatched listener loyalty

this year will be NBC's major league Baseball

Game of the Day. Of the 26 games, 22 will be

National League contests— a "natural" for this

red-hot National League area!

Better check right now on the few choice

availabilities left on this and other outstanding

KSTP-TV shows. Your nearest Edward Petry

office or a KSTP-TV representative will be

happy to give you the

facts about your best

buy in this market

of 688,588 tele-

vision homes.

CHANNEL

0,000 WATTS5
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL Basic NBC Affiliate

*7fo /l/MJAMMrt'd- leading QtatfotC

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

m
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Show

I leadline

Highway Patrol

ll.'jialong Cassid] ' a llr.

Hopalong Cassidy— ] llr.

I Led Three Lives

[nner Sanctum

I Search Foi Vdventure

I Spy

Joe Palooka

Judge Roy Bern

Jungle Jim

Kit Carson

Laurel and Hardy

I ilicrace

Life of Riley

Life With Elizabeth

Life With Father

I ittle Rascals

Lone Wolf

Long John Silver

T.ooney Tunes

Man Behind the Badge

Man Called X
Miekey Rooney Show

Mr. and Mrs. North

Mr. District Attorney

My Favorite Story

My Little Margie

New Orleans Police Dept.

Passport To Danger

Patti Page

Pendulum, The

Police Call

Popeye

Public Defender

Racket Squad

Ramar of The Jungle

Range Rider

Ray Milland Show
Rockey Jones, Space Ranger

Rosemary Clooney

San Francisco Beat

Science Fiction Theatre

Sheena Q»pen of The Jungle

Sheriff of Cochise

Sherlock Holmes

Sky King

Soldiers of Fortune

Stage 7

Star Performance

S. Donovan. Western Marshal

Stories of The Century

Studio 57

Stu Envin Show

Superman

Susie

Three Musketeers, The

Uncovered

1 nexpected

Victory At Sea

Waterfront

Whistler. The

Wild Bill Hickok

\\ illy

Your Ml Star Theatre

Your TV Theatre

Distributor Men Wome

\K.\.|\ 76 82
Ziv Tv 81 86
NBC Film 59 54
NBC Film 53 49
Ziv Tv 79 83
NBC Film 81 75
George Bagnall 74 70
Guild 77 81
Guild 71 57
Screencraft 59 72
Screen Gems 33 29
MCA-Tv 36 31
Governor 37 39
Guild 34 87
NBC Film 79 75
Guild 64 13
CBS Film 69 86
Interstate Tv 21 29
MCATv 84 80
CBS Film 34 29
Guild 18 29
\I< \f\ 73 87
Ziv Tv 81 87
Screencraft 63 84
Bernard L. Schubert 83 86
Ziv Tv 79 90
Economee Tv 40 83
Official 72 87
Mi not Tv 67 79
ABC Film 70 79
Oldsmobile 70 89
Thompson-Koch 52 73
NTA 38 69
AAP 35 31
Interstate Tv 80 84
ABC Film 84 80
TPA 30 28
CBS Film 57 41
MCATv 75 81
MCA-Tv 23 32
MCA-Tv 70 86
CBS Film 81 85
Ziv Tv 76 61
ABC Film 41 40
NTA 74 66
Guild 77 71
Nabisco 40 43
MCA-Tv 71 69
TPA 75 89
Official 73 86
NBC Film 50 36
HTS 70 82
MCA-Tv 73 86
Official 72 83
Flamingo 26 30
TPA 56 82
ABC Film 74 76
Thompson-Koch 61 77
Economee Tv 64 82
NBC Film 76 70
MCA-Tv 81 84
CBS Film 84 82
Flamingo 55 34
Official 40 63
Screen Gems 54 84
Economee Tv 53 89

No. of viewers per 100 homes

Teen Children

11

13
21
17
15
16
18
13
13
13
16
17
19
16
19
13
15
16
13
19
11

15
17
14
19
15
12
19
15
12
17
14
19
16
16
15
18
17
13
17
16
13
19
16
13
18
19
14
17
9
18
15
16
14
19
11

15
19
21
19
16
16
19
19
13
15

1111111!!!

Total m

15 184
37 217
83 217
85 204
29 206
15 187
21 183
23 194
56 197
20 164
84 162
84 168
93 188
15 152
29 202
11 174
39 209
86 162
21 198
82 164
93 151
35 210
18 203
36 197
21 209
15 199
9 144

22 200
11 172
31 192
10 186
19 158
25 151
91 173
13 193
12 191
92 168
84 199
14 183
77 149
17 189
21 200
23 179
80 177
49 202
25 191
85 187
31 185
7 188

26 194
85 189
24 191
19 194
14 183
91 166
23 172
48 213
37 194
39 206
13 178
15 196
14 196
83 191
45 167
29 180
12 169

1
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ADVOCATE LUTHERAN CHURCH, GERMANTOWN, PA. aaa AFTON, N. Y. FIRE DEPARTMENT

aaa TRI-COUNTY CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S ASSOCIATION, HARRISBURG aaa ALTOONA

BEAUTIFICATION COMMITTEE aaa ANTI DEFAMATION LEAGUE, NEW HAVEN aaa AMERICAN

WAR MOTHERS aaa AIR FORCE RESERVE, PHILADELPHIA a.. BROOME COUNTY, N. Y.

EXTENSION SERVICE a.. UNITED CHURCHES OF GREATER HARRISBURG aaa ALTOONA

CIVIC MUSIC ASSOCIATION aw AMERICAN LEGION OF CONNECTICUT aaa AMERICAN

HERITAGE aaa AMERICAN CONSERVATION SOCIETY, PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER aaa BROOME

COUNTY, N. Y. CIVIL DEFENSE aw HARRISBURG FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND aaa

ALTOONA CHURCH ATTENDANCE DRIVE aw TOYS FOR TOTS aaa CHELTENHAM, PA.

COMMUNITY ART CENTRE aw AMERICAN EDUCATION WEEK aaa AMERICAN WOMEN'S

ORGANIZATION FOR REHABILITATION THROUGH TRAINING, NORTHEAST PHILADELPHIA

CHAPTER aw BROOME COUNTY. N. Y. FAIR aw HARRISBURG CHAPTER, AMERICAN RED

CROSS 4ii ALTOONA COMMUNITY THEATRE aw BISHOPS RELIEF FUND, NEW HAVEN aw

AMERICAN RED CROSS aaa AMERICAN BUSINESS WOMEN, PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER aw

BINGHAMTON ANNUAL ARBOR DAY aaa HARRISBURG AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT aw

ALTOONA PLANNING COMMISSION aaa CONNECTICUT SERVICE FOR THE BLIND aaa

AMERICAN COUNCIL TO IMPROVE OUR NEIGHBORHOODS aaa AMERICAN RED CROSS,

PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER aaa BROOME COUNTY, N. Y. FARM, HOME AND 4-H CLUB CENTER

aaa HARRISBURG PUBLIC LIBRARY aaa ALTOONA CHORAL SOCIETY aaa CONNECTICUT

FOREST FIRE DANGER RATING SERVICE aaa BETTER SCHOOLS aaa BAKERLY CATHOLIC

ACTION LEAGUE, SOUTH PHILADELPHIA aaa SACRED HEART SOCIETY, HARRISBURG

aaa ALTOONA LIBRARY aaa CONNECTICUT FLOOD RELIEF aaa BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

aaa BROAD STREET METHODIST CHURCH, DREXEL HILL, PA. aaa BINGHAMTON BROWNIES

aaa HARRISBURG GOODWILL INDUSTRIES aaa ALTOONA BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL

CLUB aaa CONNECTICUT FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND aaa BLOOD DONOR SERVICE aaa

BURLINGTON, N. J. SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL aaa BINGHAMTON POLIO SHOT DRIVE aaa

PENNSYLVANIA NATIONAL GUARD, HARRISBURG aaa ALTOONA FIREMEN'S ASSOCIATION

aaaCONNECTICUT HUMANE SOCIETY aaa BIG BROTHER ASSOCIATION aaa BEAVER

COLLEGE, PA. ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION aaa BINGHAMTON SALVATION ARMY aaa

HARRISBURG LEAGUE OF VOTERS aaa ALTOONA MERCY HOSPITAL AUXILIARY aaa

CONNECTICUT SAFETY COUNCIL aaa BROTHERHOOD WEEK aaa BRIDGEBORO, N. J. PTA

aaa BINGHAMTON PUBLIC LIBRARY aaa PHILADELPHIA ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS aaa

ALTOONA DISTRICT OF PARKS AND RECREATION aaa CONNECTICUT CHILDREN'S ^CYSTIC

NO WORTHY CAUSE HAS EVER BEEN DENIED

FIBROSIS ASSOCIATION aaa BETTER VISION aaa BLANKENBERG. PA. SCHOOL F"
aaa BINGHAMTON SONS OF ITALY BUILDING FUND aaa HARRISBURG CHURCH OF CHRIST

SCIENTISTaaa ALTOONA RED CROSS aaa CONN ECTICUT NATIONAL GUARDaaa

BLOODMOBILE BLOOD BANK SOLICITATION, NEW HAVEN aaa BAPTIST HOME FOR THE

AGED, PHILADELPHIA aaa BINGHAMTON BUILDING FOR BOYS CAMPAIGN aaa AMERICAN
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CANCER SOCIETY, HARRISBURG CHAPTER »* ALTOONA POLICEMEN'S ASSOCIATION aaa

CONNECTICUT COAST GUARD *» CARE aaa CATHOLIC YOUTH WEEK, PHILADELPHIA aaa

BINGHAMTON RED CROSS aaa HARRISBURG PROTESTANT CHURCHES aaa ALTOONA PTA

FOUNDER'S DAY BANQUET **» CONNECTICUT STATE GUARD "* CANCER CRUSADE *a*

CORN-PICKING SAFETY, PHILADELPHIA "» BINGHAMTON BOYS CLUB aaa AMERICAN

ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN, HARRISBURG CHAPTER *aa ALTOONA LITTLE

LEAGUE aw CONNECTICUT OPERA ASSOCIATION »* CHRISTMAS SEALS aaa CONVENTION

OF VEGETABLE GROWERS, PHILADELPHIA aaa BINGHAMTON NAVAL RESERVE^
HARRISBURG SYMPHONY SOCIETY "* ALTOONA KIWANIS HEALTH FARM aaa CONNECTICUT

STATE DENTAL DEPARTMENT aaa CIVIL DEFENSE »* CHARLES MORRIS PRICE SCHOOL,

PHILADELPHIAaaa BROOME COUNTY PLANNED PARENTHOOD ASSOCIATION,

BINGHAMTON aaa HARRISBURG COMMUNITY THEATRE aaa ALTOONA CIVIC CALENDAR

aaa CONNECTICUT GROUND OBSERVER CORPS aaaCONELRAD aaa CHILDREN'S HEART

HOSPITAL, PHILADELPHIAaaaCORNELL, N. Y. SCHOOL OF AGR ICU LTU RE aaa

TUBERCULOSIS AND HEALTH SOCIETY OF DAUPHIN AND PERRY, PA. COUNTIES

aaa ALTOONA UNDERGRADUATE CENTER aaa CONNECTICUT STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

aaaCIVILIAN OVERSEAS JOBSaaaCHAPEL OF THE FOUR CHAPLAINS, PHILADELPHIAaaa

CANDOR, N. Y. MARDI GRAS aaa HARRISBURG BETHESDA MISSION aaa ALTOONA

SYMPHONY SOCIETY aaa DIABETES FUND, NEW HAVEN aaa CIVIL AIR RAID TEST ALERT

aaa CHELTENHAM, PA. METHODIST CHURCH MEN'S CLUB aaa CHENANGO BRIDGE, N. Y.

BOY SCOUTS aaa ROTARY CLUB, HARRISBURG aaa AMERICAN BUSINESS CLUB, ALTOONA

CHAPTER aaa FOSTER PARENTS PLAN, NEW HAVEN aaa COMMUNITY CHEST aaa MUSIC

THEATRE OF ABINGTON, PA. aaa CHENANGO COUNTY, N. Y. 4-H CLUB aaa AMERICAN

LEGION AUXILIARY, HARRISBURG CHAPTER aaa ALTOONA BARBERSHOP HARMONY

ASSOCIATION BENEFIT aaa GUIDE DOG FOUNDATION, NEW HAVEN aaa CLEAN COMICS aaa

CATHOLIC CLOTHING DRIVE, PHILADELPHIA aaa CORTLAND, N. Y. CIVIL AIR PATROL aaa

THE HARRISBURG CIVIC CLUB aaa BELLWOOD, PA. BENEFIT aaa HARTFORD SYMPHONY
aaa CONSUMER CREDIT aaa CEREBRAL PALSY ASSOCIATION, PHILADELPHIA aaa CORNING,

N. Y. HOME FOR THE AGED aaa EAST PENNSBORO TOWNSHIP, PA. CIVIC CLUB aaa BLAIR

COUNTY, PA. MARCH OF DIMES aaa JEWISH APPEAL, NEW HAVEN aaa CRUSADE FOR

FREEDOM aaa CHRIST CHURCH, PHILADELPHIA aaa CARBONDALE, PA. REDEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM aaa WEST SHORE, PA. BUSINESSMEN'S ASSOCIATION aaa BLAIR COUNTY, PA.

MOTHERS MARCH ON POLIO aaa NEW HAVEN YMCA aaa CIVIL AIR PATROL aaa CHRIST

CHURCH, GERMANTOWN, PA. aaa DEPOSIT, N. Y. SCHOOL COMMITTEE aaa GIRL SCOUTS,

HARRISBURG CHAPTER aaa BECARRIA, PA. COMMUNITY FUND DRIVE aaa NEW HAVEN

SISTER KENNY FUND DRIVE aaa CATHOLIC DAUGHTERS OF AMERICA aaa CHOIR OF

CATHERINE CHALMERS CHAPTER 272, ORDER OF EASTERN STAR, PHILADELPHIAaaa

ENDICOTT, N. Y. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE aaa HARRISBURG JUNIOR LEAGUE aaa THE

NEW HAVEN BOY SCOUTS aaa DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION aaa DEBORAH

TUBERCULOSISSOCIETY, PHILADELPHIA aaa ELMIRA, N. Y. COUNTY FAIR aaa HARRISBURG
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POLICE ATHLETIC LEAGUE 441 BLAIR COUNTY, PA. PLANNING COMMISSION *** NEW

HAVEN ADOPT A DOG COMPANION **« DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS *" DREXEL HILL,

PA. JUNIOR WOMEN'S CLUB aaa ENDICOTT, N.Y. ROTARY CLUB **« STEELTON, PA. CHAPTER

919, WOMEN OF THE MOOSE 4aa BLAIR COUNTY, PA. HEART ASSOCIATIONm NEW HAVEN

GOODWILL INDUSTRIES ^A EASTER SEALS"* DOG ADOPTION SERVICE, PHILADELPHIA

aaa ELMIRA, N. Y. HIGH SCHOOL PLAYERS aaa THE LADIES AUXILIARY, FRATERNAL ORDER

OF POLICE, HARRISBURG aaa BLAIR COUNTY, PA. BOY SCOUTS aaa NEW HAVEN PUBLIC

LIBRARY aaa FEDERAL HOUSING AUTHORITY aaa DELAWARE VALLEY CHAPTER, BOY

SCOUTS OF AMERICA aaa ENDICOTT, N. Y. JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE aaa EASTERN

STAR, HARRISBURG CHAPTER aaa BLAIR COUNTY, PA. RETARDED CHILDREN FUND*-
NEW HAVEN TUBERCULOSIS SOCIETYaaa FIRE PREVENTION WEEK aaa FREE LIBRARY OF

PHILADELPHIA aaa ELMIRA. N. Y. HOSPITAL FUND aaa HARRISBURG BOYS CLUB aaa BLAIR

COUNTY, PA. SPEECH CLINICaaaNEW HAVEN RED CROSS aaa FLAG WEEK*-
PHILADELPHIA FELLOWSHIP COMMISSION aaa HILLCREST, PA. MOTHERS GROUP aaa THE

KEYSTONE COUNCIL, BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA, HARRISBURG aaa BOOKER T.WASHINGTON

COMMUNITY CENTER, ALTOONA aaa NEW HAVEN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE aaa FIGHT FOR

SIGHT aaa FAMILY SOCIETY OF DELAWARE COUNTY aaa JOHNSON CITY, N. Y. AMERICAN

LEGION aaa HARRISBURG LITTLE LEAGUE aaa BLAIR COUNTY. PA. SCHOOLS, U. S. SAVINGS

STAMPS aaa PRESERVATION OF CONNECTICUT ELM TREES aaa FLOOD RELIEFaaa

FRANKFORD, PA. SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA aaa MONTOUR FALLS, N. Y. CHAMBER OF

COMMERCEaaaTRI-COUNTY UNITED FUND, HARRISBURG aaa BLAIR COUNTY. PA.

MEDICAL SOCIETY aaa FRONTIERS OF FAITH aaa FORT WASHINGTON, PA. LITTLE LEAGUE

During the past twelve months, Triangle Stations
have contributed to the communities they serve:

$3,630,000 in time for public service announce-

ments and programs.

$266,065.89 out-of-pocket expenditures for

public service.

Although our stations have received hundreds ol awards for

their good citizenship, our greatest satisfaction is the knowl-
edge thai Triangle Stations lead their communities in

virtually every worthwhile activity.

One time notional rate.

WFIL-AM-FM-TV
PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA

WNBF-AM«FM-TVBINGHAMTON. NEVA/ YORK
W H G B - A IVI
HARRISBURG. PENNSYLVANIA

WFBG-AM-TVALTOONA. PENNSYLVANIA
WNHC-AM-FM-TV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD. CONN

operated by: Radio and Television Div. . . . Triangle Publications. Inc. . . . 4-6th & Market Sts.. Philadelphia 39, Pa.

• BLAIR-TV for WFIL-TV - ABC . . . WNBF-TV — CBS + ABC. NBC . WFBG-TV — CBS + ABC. NBC
• BLAIR for WFIL-ABC . . . WNBF-CBS • KATZ for WNHC-TV ABC + CBS . . . WNHC^ABC
• The Triangle Stations National Sales Office for WFBG - NBC...WHGB — ABC
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TRI-COUNTY HEART ASSOCIATION, HARRISBURG *** BLAIR COUNTY, PA. SOCIETY FOR

CRIPPLED CHILDREN aaa FOREST FIRE PREVENTION "» FRATERNAL ORDER OF POLICE,

PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER "* NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE aaa

HARRISBURG ART ASSOCIATION aaa COALPORT, PA. COMMUNITY FUND DRIVEaaaFUTURE

FARMERS OF AMERICA aaa FEASTERVILLE, PA. VOLUNTEER FIRE COMPANY =1 aaaNEW

ALBANY, PA. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE aaa ELIZABETHTOWN, PA. COLLEGE a*» NEW YORK

STATE DEPARTMENT CF AGRICULTURE aaa JUNTO SCHOOL, PHILADELPHIA aaa F. B. I. TEN

MOST WANTED MEN aaa FEDERATION OF COMMUNITY COUNCILS, PHILADELPHIA aaa

CWEGO, N. Y. GARDEN CLUB aaa BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUB,

HARRISBURG aaa CURTIN, PA. HIGH SCHOOL BAND UNIFORM DRIVE aaa GOODWILL

INDUSTRIES aaa FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF PHILADELPHIA aaa ROBERSON MEMORIAL

ARTS AND CRAFTS CENTER, BINGHAMTON aaa HARRISBURG TOASTMISTRESSES CLUB

aaa CENTRE, PA. COUNTY HOSPITAL FUND DRIVE aaa GROUND OBSERVER CORPS aaa

FINDING LOST PETS, PHILADELPHIA aaa SAYRE, PA. V. F. W. SCHOLARSHIP FUND aaa

COALPORT, PA. LIONS CLUB aaa FRANKFORD, PA. BAPTIST CHURCH, WOMEN'S SOCIETY

OF CHRISTIAN SERVICE aaa SUSQUEHANNA, PA. PTA aaa DIABETIC WEEK, ALTOONAaaa

GET OUT THE VOTE aaa FELS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL HOME & SCHOOL COUNCIL,

PHILADELPHIA aaa SAYRE, PA. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT aaa GALLITZIN, PA. MOOSE

CLUB BENEFITaaaGIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA aaa FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,

PHILADELPHIA aaa SOUTH WILLIAMSPORT, PA. SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT aaa IRVONA, PA.

COMMUNITY FUND DRIVE aaa HIRE THE HANDICAPPED aaa GIRL SCOUT COOKIE DRIVE,

PHILADELPHIA aaa ST. CATHERINE'S CHURCH, BINGHAMTON aaa KIMMEL TOWNSHIP,

PA. COMMUNITY BENEFIT aaa HEART FUND aaa GERMANTOWN, PA. THEATRE GUILD aaa

SUSQUEHANNA, PA. COUNTY SOIL CONSERVATICN ASSOCIATION aaa LOCK HAVEN, PA.

HIGH SCHOOL aaa HEART SUNDAY aaa GOLDEN SLIPPER SQUARE CLUB, PHILADELPHIA

aaa TRIPLE CITIES OPERA ASSOCIATION, BINGHAMTON aaa LADIES AUXILIARY, ALTOONA

HOSPITAL aaa HUNGARIAN REFUGEE RELIEF aaa GIRARD COLLEGE, PHILADELPHIA aaa

TIOGA CENTER, N. Y. PTA aaa MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS SOCIETY, BLAIR COUNTY, PA. aaa

HIGHWAY SAFETY aaa GLORIA DEI CHURCH, PHILADELPHIA aaa TOWANDA, PA. CITY

PLANNING GROUP aaa NATIONAL ENGINEER WEEK, BLAIR COUNTY, PA. aaa INCOME TAX

INFORMATION aaa MALVERN, PA. RETREAT aaa VESTAL, N. Y. CIVIL AIR PATROL aaa

PENNSYLVANIA POTATO FESTIVAL. ALTOONAaaa NATIONAL GUARD aaa HAVERTOWN, PA.

CLUBaaa WOMEN'S AUXILIARY OF BINGHAMTON CITY HOSPITAL aaaROTA.
|
RY CL

^t NO
ASSO?llON FC

WORTHY CAUSE HAS EVER BEEN DENIED

FOR THE BLIND, BLAIR COUNTY, PA. aaa INFANTILE PARALYSIS aaa HAR

ZION HADASSAH, PHILADELPHIA aaa WELLSBORO, PA. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE aaa

RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS, ALTOONA aaa KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL aaa

HEART ASSOCIATION OF PENNSYLVANIA aaa STANDING STONE, PA. PLAYHOUSE aaa LITTLE

SISTERS OF THE POOR aaa HADDONFIELD, N. J. METHODIST CHURCH aaa YMCA
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• ••a New Hi-Sign

on Michigan's

Skyline!
Now...maximum tower ( 1023 feet)

maximum power I 100,000 watts
maximum outstate coverage

Lansing

Saginaw

Bay City

Flint

Pontiac
Ann Arbor

Jackson

Rattle Creek
Kalamazoo

Grand Rapids
Mt. Pleasant

Midland

Located in the geographical center

of Michigan . . . completely surrounded

by populous cities and thickly settled

urban and farm areas ... an enviable

spot occupied exclusively by WJIM-TV.

Channel 6 Lansing

NBC. ..CBS. ..ABC

Represented by

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD INC.



J DAYTIME C O P A
ABC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC ABC

TUESDAY
CBS NBC

Lamp Unto My
Feet
sust

Carry Moore
bel] Soup

Lever Bros
alt

Bird & Son

Home
panic
10-11

Carry Moore
Hoover

Home
panic

Look Up & Live
sust

Arthur Godfrey
Stand Brands

Stand Brands
Home

Arthur Codfrey
Mutual of Omaha Home

Eye On
New York

Easter Services
(11-12,

Palm Sunday
Church Service

[11-12, 1/14 i nlj

Bristol-Myers

Bristol-Myers Price Is Right
sust

Kellogg

Pillsbury Price Is Right
6USI

Camera Three
sust

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Truth or

Consequences
Strike It Rich

Colgate
Truth or

Consequences
sust

Let's Take Trip
sust

Valiant Lady
Stand Brands

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough
P&G alt sust

Tmii alt P&G

Valiant Lady
Wesson Oil

Love of Life
Amer Home PTOd

Tic Tac Dough
C i

Wild Bill Hickok
Kellogg

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

It Could Be You
sust

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

It Could Be Yo
sust

Guiding Light
P&G

Amer Home Prod Cuiding Light
P&G

Alberto Culver

Heckle & Jeckle
Sweets Co, alt

sust

News
(1-1:10) sust

Stand Up & Be
Counted

Close-Up
co-op

News
(1-1:10) sust

Stand Up & Be
Counted

sust

Close-Up
co-op

No net service

Frontiers of

Faith
sust

As the World
Turns
P&G

Club 60
co-op

As the World
Turns
P&G

Club 60
co-op

No net service

'assover Progran
2-2:30, 4/14)

NBC Opera
(2-4, 4/21)

Our Miss Brooks
sust Club 60

Our Miss Brooks
Best Foods

alt sust

Club 60

No net service Watch Mr.
Wizard

sust

Art Linkletter
Stand Brands

Campbell Soup

Tenn Ernie
Drackett

( 4/22 only)

Brown & Wmson
alt sust

Art Linkletter
Kellogg

Pillsbury

Tenn Ernie
Stand Brands

Stand Brands

Passover Program
(3-3:30, 4/14 only)

Youth Wants
To Know
sust alt

Amer Forum
sust

Afternoon Film
Festival
(3-4:30)

partic

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
(3-4)

partic

Afternoon Film
Festival
(3-4:30)

partic

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
(3-4)

partic

Johns Hopkins
File 7
sust

The Last Word
sust

Zoo Parade
sust

Afternoon Film
Festival

Bob Crosby
sust

Gerber alt

sust

Matinee
Afternoon Film

Festival

Bob Crosby
Wesson Oil Matinee

College News
Conference

sust

Face The Nation
sust Wide Wide Worli

(alt wks 4-5:30)

Gen Motors

Afternoon Film

Festival

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a Da)
Amer Home Prod

Drackett
(4/22 only)

Afternoon Film
Festival

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Tom aTE Brown
& Williamson

P&G

Queen for a Day
Stand Brands
(4/18 start)

Lehn & Fink
alt Stand Brands

|Medical Horizons
Ciba

World News
Round Up

sust

Wash Square
(alt wks 4-5)

Helene Curtis

(last 4/21)

No net service
Edge of Night

P&G

P&G

No net service

Modern Romance
Sterling Drug

Edge of Night
P&G

Modern Romance
Culver alt

Sweets Co

Dean Pike
sust

See It Now
Pan Am

(5-6, 5/5 only)

Topper
(alt wks 5-5:30)

sust

Mickey Mouse
Club
co-op

co-op

Comedy Time
Wesson Oil

(4/25 start)

co-op

Mickey Mouse
Club
co-op

Comedy Time
sust

—OUTTodc

—

sust

Tournament of
Champions

(5-6, 4/21 only)

The Empty Cup
:30-C. 4/14 only)

Odyssey
sust

(5-6, 4/11 start)

Coca Cola

Miles alt

Minn Mining
B. F. Goodrich

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S

NEW NETWORK TELEVISION

COMPARAGRAPH AND INDEX

The network schedule on this and following pages I 52. 53)

includes regularly scheduled programing on the air between

13 April and 10 May (with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-

uled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are as follows: Tonight, NBC, 11:30-12:30



i G R A P 13 APR. - lO MAY

DNESDAY
CS NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

(oorc

odfrey
llllaml

Home
partlc

Home

Carry Moore
lit IUII

T nl ill S..lft

Arthur Godfrey
Q«n Food»

BOBtt PlJ>«

Home
panic

Home

C.irry Moore

• It nut

Johnson & Johnso i

i .king

Home
l.irtlc

Home

C.)pt Kangaroo
luit

Mighty Mouse
odt til

.«te

Howdy Doody

I tit

Cumby

itytn

Price Is Right
lUlt

Ealloci

PtIIabury
Price Is Right

nit

Rich Truth or

Consequences
Strike It Rich

Collate

Truth or

Consequences
lust

Tardier alt

Pitta Plata Glial

Btale) ili 80S

Price Is Right
3 itartl

Strike It Rich
Collate

Lever (5/1 itart)

Truth or

Consequences
lint

3 itart)

Valiant Lady
TafU alt

NMtli

Winky Dink
luit

Show
la. 1

ruir

__ -_..

Texas Rangers
Mllla

alt

Co
Capt Callant

Lady
Ilia

Tic T.ic Dough
lust

Lite

a Prod

T5T
ow

It Could Be You

Tic Tac Dough
Kraft

Loye of Life
\ :

r 11 |n| Pt -1 alt PM.

Search for

Tomorrow
eta

It Could B, Yo
nut

Welch alt

Brlllo

Valiant Lady
Gen Mills

Love of Life

Amer Boot Pi id

Tic Tac Dough
tilt

Ji irch for

Tomorrow
PAG

17 Could Be Yoi
I me Prod

alt suit

itart

Big Top
suit

Tru- Story

I Drug

Light
Brown <Sc Wmion

alt Corn Prod Guiding Light
Pill

Guiding Light
PAG

News
(1-1:10) lust

Brlllo alt

Big Top Detective Diary
.- Drug

& Be

M

orld

Close-Up
co-op

Club 60
co-op

Stand Up &
Counted

sust

B

Closc-Up
co-op

As the World
Turns
PcVG

Club 60
co-op

News
(1-1:10) lust

Stand Up & Be
Counted

•uit

Close-Up
co-op

As the World
Turns
PAG

Club 60

Lone Ranger
Mills

alt Nestle

No net service

Dizzy Dean
sust

No net service

No net service

Jrooks

Club 60

Our Miss Brooks
sust Club 60

Nestle alt suit

Our Miss Brooks
sust

Johnson A Johnson
alt lust

Club 60

Baseball Came
of the Week

FalstafT Brewing

No net service

Leo Durochcr s

Warmup

Tcnn Ernie
sust

Pixie Clip alt

Brown A Wmson

Art Linkletter
Kellogg

Plllsbury

Tenn Ernie
sust

Art Linkletter
Lefer Bros Tenn Ernie

sust

Baseball

(con't)

Philip Morris

Major League
Baseball

rnncl)

H J B

Matinee
(3-4)

panic

Afternoon Film
Festival
(3-4:30)

panic

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
(3-4)

panic

Afternoon Film
Festival
(3-4:30)

partlc

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
(3-4)

partlc

Baseball

Cby
Matinee

Afternoon Film
Festival

Bob Crosby
Tonl alt Swift

PAG
Matinee

Afternoon Film
Festival

Bob Crosby
SOS alt Swift Matinee Baseball

I Prod

Queen for a Day
Dixie Cup alt

Sandura alt

(st 4 IT)

n alt

Afternoon Film

Festival

Com Prod
PAG

Brighter Day
PAG

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a Day
Sunklst alt

Minnesota Mlnln
Afternoon Film

Festival

Brighter Day
PAr,

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a Day
Borden

Ann r II mi Pt «l

alt Corn Pi -

Baseball

No net service

I'aG

Modern Romance
Trod alt

Sterling Drug

Edge of Night
PAG

PAG
Modern Romance

Kraft

No net service

Shroud of Turin

Edge of Night
PAG

Modern Romance
Ine Drug alt

Com
(st

No net service

Comedy Time
Lever

i i 1 start)

Mickey Mouse
Club co-op

Plllsbury alt

Am-Par

Comedy Time
Kraft

Welch alt sust

Mickey Mouse
Club
co-op

Comedy Time
sust

Kentucky Derby
Gillette

•nly)

Bristol-Mjera

Bristol-Myers
Gen Mills

p.m.. Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday

News Special, CBS, Sunday. 11-11:15 p.m.. sponsored by

Pharmaceuticals Inc.: Today, NBC. 7:00-9:00 a.m.. Mon-

day-Friday, participating: The Jimmy Dean Show. CBS.

7:00-7:45 a.m.. Monday-Friday, participating: Captain

Kangaroo. CBS. 8:00-8:45 a.m. Monday-Friday, partici-

pating: News, CBS, 7:45-8:00 a.m. and 8:45-9:00 a.m..

Monday-Fridaj

.

Ml times are Eastern Standard. Participating sponsors

are not listed because in manv cases thev fluctuate.

Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are

shown along with the names of programs. Agencies, brands,

costs and ratings appear in separate listings on - 8, 52



4. NIGHTTIME C O P A 1

ABC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC

Flicka
sust

Meet The Press

Johns Manrille
alt

nut

Air Power
Prudential

Roy Rogers

| You Asked for It 77th Bengal
Skippy Peanut Lassie Lancers

Butter Campbell Soup On 1

Hollywood
Film Theatre

panic

Hollywood
Film Theatre

Hollywood
Film Theatre

Marge & Cower
Champion

alt

jack Benny
r^acvo

Circus Boy
Reynolds Alum

Ed Sullivan
Lincoln-Mercury

!

Steve Allen

start >

bound, .Terpens

LLiit

Ed Sullivan
Folai

i

C S. Time

Amateur Hour
Phanuio

Kate Smith
Youngs
Ki;.

(3-10. t -'S only)

Tv Playhouse

C. E. Theatre Goodyear alt

Gen Electric Alrol
(9-10. 3 wks in 4

Hitchcock
Theatre

Bristol-Myers

Mike Wallace
Philip Morris

28 start)

Ml About Music

.iv.30.

1 14, ill only)

S64.000
Challenge
Rerlon alt

P. Lorillard

Chevy Hour
Chevrolet

(9-10. 1 rt Is 4

Loretta Young
P&G

What's My Line
Sperry-Rand
alt H Curtis

No net service

ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC

D Edwards
Brawn a

imson

No net service

Kukla. Fran
& Ollie

Bkng-co-op

|ohn Daly News
Qenl Cigar

D Edwards
Brow;. .\

Williamson

Wire Service
R. J. Reynolds

Robin Hood
Johnson tc Jhsn

alt Wildroot

Wire Service
Miller Brewing

alt sust

Burns & Allen
Carnation alt

Goodrich

Voice of
Firestone
Firestone

Talent Scouts

alt Tbni

Nat King Cole
Carter

News
American Can

alt sust

Sir Lancelot
Amer Home alt

Lever Bros
>3 »ks in 4)

Wells Farco-G Fd
alt Am Tob (3 in 4:

Prod Showcase (1

4. S-9 301 Hancoct
RCA-Whlrlpool

::

Press Conference I Love Lucy
P*G ait

Gen Foods

Twenty-One
Pharmaceuticals
(3 nks in 4)

Welk Top Tunes
New Talent
D xiEe-PLvniouth

(9:30-10:30)

Dec Bride
Gen Foods

Robt Montgomery
S C. Johnson
alt Mennen
(9:30-10:30)

Welk Top Tunes
Studio One
Westinghouse

(10-11)

Studio One

Robt Montgomeri

ABC

TUESDAY
CBS NBC

D Edwards
W] ::ehall

No net service

Kukla. Fran

& Ollie
Gordon Bkng-co-op

|ohn Daly News D Edwards
Whitehall

Cheyenne Name That Tunc
Gen Electric

I alt tries

7:30-8:30)

Conflict
Chesebrough-

Ponds
(alt wks

::30-S:30)

Whitehall alt

Kellogg

Phil Silvers

PAG
alt

R J. Reynolds

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills

alt P&G

Private

Secretary
Lerer alt Sheaffer

Jonathan Winters
Lewis -Howe alt

News
'.! isksf Otti

Arthur Murray
Party

Purei alt

Speldel

Panic
I.&M alt

Max Factor

Broken Arrow
Gen Electric

alt Miles

To Tell The
Truth

Pharmaceuticals

Jane Wyman
P&G

Cavalcade
Theatre
DuPOl ;

Red Skelton
Pet Milk alt

9 C Johnson

Circle Theatre
Armstrong
(alt nks

9:30-10:30)

It's Polka Time
co-op

S64.000
Question
Rerlon

Kaiser Alum Hr
Kaiser Alum

(alt nks
9:30-10:30)

Spike (ones
UvM No net service

KlU

John Dal,
Genl m

Disne
i

N«nr|
-i-r"

U S !

Ozzie

Ford rm

Wed '«

Pabst all

(10 ?

5. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX
Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

I
E

Ed

PROGRAM

Air Power: Dr-F
Steve Allen Show V-L

Amateur Hour: V-L
Ra\ Anthony Show: Mu-L

ier's I ' : Sp-L
Beat the Clock: Q-L
Jack Bennv: C-F
Big Story: Dr-L&F

Blondie: Sc-F

Bold Journey: A-F
Jim Bowie: A-F

Broken Arrow: A-F
Buccaneers: A-F
Burns & Allen: Sc-F
Caesar's Hour: V-L

S 37,000

63.000

23.000

17.000

3.000

18.000

65.000

33.000

37.500

8,000

32.000

31,000

24.000

33,000

114.000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Prudential. Calkins & Holden

Drackett '5 5 start*. Y&R: Grey-

hound. Crey: (ergens ' last 4 28',

Orr: Polaroid i4 21 start'. D. D.

Bernbach: U. S. Time. Peck

Pharmaceuticals. Kletter

Plymouth. Grant

State Farm Ins, NLB
Hazel Bishop. Spector

Amer Tobacco. BBDO
Amer Tobacco. SSCB; Ralston Purina.

Gardner
Nestle. B. Houston: Toni, Tatham-

Laird. C. E. Frank
Ralston Purina. CBB
Amer Chicle. Bates; Chcscbrough-

Ponds. Mc-E
Gen Elect. Y&R; Miles. Wade
Sylvania, |WT
Carnation. Wasey: Goodrich. BBDO
Babbit. DFS: Benrus. L&N. Knomark.

Mogul: Quaker Oats. NLB: Wesson

Oil Fitzgerald

PROGRAM COST

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L 35.000

Maxge & Gower Champion 41.000

V-L&F
Chevenne: A-F 90.000

Circle Theatre: Dr-L 40.000

Circus Bov: A-F 34.000

Climax: Dr-L
55.000

Nat Kins Cole: Mu-L
14.000

•Perry Como: V-L
108.000

Conflict: Dr-F
90.000

Joseph Cotten Show: Dr F 38.000

Crossroads: Dr-F 31.000

Bob Cummings Show : S c-F 36.000

John Dalv News: N-L 6.000-t

December Bride: Sc-F 28.000

Disneyland: M-F 75.000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIE

Gillette. Maxon
Amer Tobacco, BBDO

Gen Elect, Y&R, BBDO & Crey

Armstrong Cork. BBDO
Reynolds Alum. Clinton

Buchanan
Chrysler. Mc-E

Carter. SSCB

Cold Seal. North: Kleenex.

Noxzema. SSCB; RCA, K&E
Stamps, SSCB; Sunbeam. Pernn-Pi

Chesebrough-Ponds. JWT & Mc-E

Campbell Soup. BBDO: Lever Bros

BBDO
Chevrolet. Camp-Ewald

Colgate, Brown: R. J. Reynolds. E:

Du Pont. BBDO: Ceneral Cigar. Yl

Cen Foods. B&B

Drasnet: Mv-F r ;:o

Amer. Motors. BFSD & Ceyer:

Dairy. Camp-Mithun: Derby,

L&M. Mc-E: Schick. W&L
>.'.

:

»

ft]

Am

r show, (L) Live, (F) Film, t*Cost is per segment. List does not include
sust K-ipating' or co-op programs—see chart. Costs refer to average show

nt and production. They - (include 159o agency com-
; do not include commercials or time charges. This list covers period



IGRAP 13 APR. lO MA^

E)NESDAY
3S NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

»irch

I D Edwards
Whitehall

Edwards
I . | U M r

itrvic*

vards
A

Kukla. Fran

& Ollie

Qordon Ilknt coot

No net service

John Daly News
I'n Pont

D Edwards
Whitehall

Step
fin*

Xavicr Cugat
•ust

News
Thin- alt MIlM

Lone Ranger
'..i. Mill! alt

win

Sgf. Preston
Uuaker Oats

Kukla. Fran
& Ollie

Bkm

John Daly News
Du Pom

No net service

D Edwards
1

1

•It II r

Dinah Shore
n>l©t

News
SperTT Rand

Rin Tin Tin
Nab I too

Beat the Clock
II I'.nhup

Xavicr Cugat
suit

News
Ml lea

This Is

Gakn Drake

Rock n Roll

Revue
sutt

unly) I

Buccaneers
nit

People Art
Funny

all

It J Reynold!

Godfrey
Myers

Prod

Masquerade
Party

I
i Product

ilt Put A Tllfor

( I K slajt)

Circus Time
partlc

Bob Cummings You Bet Yr Life
Collate >lt DeSoto alt

It J Reynolds. Tonl

Jim Bowie
1 blele all

Chcsebroulh-
Prjftdi

West Point
Gen Fooda

Blondic
Tonl alt

Nestle

Famous F.lm »?'< Clcli0n

Festival ' '"""•"'

I alt
Father Knows

Best Circus Time

Climax
Chrj

(8:30-9:30.

3 wki In 4)

Dragnet
LAM ill

Crossroads
Chevrolet

Zane Crcy
Hen Fooda
alt Ford

Life of Riley
Gulf Oil

Film Festival |ackic Clcason

suit

Perry Como

HAH Mtaoirn

Noxxema

Sunbeam
Klmherhy-Cltrfc
RCA. Gold 8*«1

aire

M
Kraft Theatre
Kraft (910)

Danny Thomas Shower of Stars peoples Choice
Armour alt Chrysler

Borstal ill P*Q
Kimberly-Clark (8:30-9:30.

1 wk in 41

Treasure Hunt Mr. Adams & Eve Jos Cotton Show
Treasure Hunt , , .„ ,i t

\l igan David Colette tit

R. J. Reynoldi Lever Ilrn«

(3 uks In 41

Lawrence Welk

(9-10)

Calc Storm
Nestle alt

I Curtla

Caesar's Hr
(9-10. 3 in 4)

Benrui, Ilabbltl

tJUlke' DSII

Kn/mark. IVm

Playhouse VU
G

alt

Ford Show Biq Story
Ilalston Purina tl

Tob (3 In 4

Chevy Show
(9-10. 1 In 4)

Secret
•rnolJs

Kraft Theatre Bold Journey
RalstonPurlna

Sijuare

m Bet

11. l.'lir
1

The Vise
Sterling Drug

Schlitz

Playhouse
BetaUti

Lawrence Welk
Hey Jcannie

i-.m;

alt Lam
(9-10. ii, ;i i>tii\ i

Color Carnival
BCA Whirlpool
Oldi 1910:30

1 uk In 4)

8L
Mi

10-11)

This Is

Your Life

PftC Telephone Time
AT&T

Playhouse 90
Ptiilli-

alt

\t

Lux Theatre
I^erer Brot

(10-11)

Ray Anthony
I'lvmmjlh

111

Line-Up
P&O alt Brown
& Williamson

Cavalcade of

Sports
Gillette

(10-concl)

Ozark Jubilee
Am Chicle

alt

William

Cunsmoke
I-SM all

Sperry-Rand

Ceo Cobel
Armour all Pet
(3 tski is 4)

-Fox Hr

10-11)

No net service Playhouse 90

Lux Theatre
Person to Person
Amer Oil & Hamm I

—

-

alt Time. Inc. Red Barber
Ozark Jubilee

co-op

Two For The
Money

Hit Parade
Amer TV*
all Iludnut

PROGRAM COST

•uPont Theatre: Dr-F

v"yatt Earp: A-F

)oug Edwards New-: N-L&F

ather Knows Best: Sc-F

rd Show: V-L
ord Theatre: Dr-F
.E. Theatre: Dr-F
lant Step: Q-L
ickie Gleason: V-L
odfrey's Scouts: V-L
Arthur Godfrey Time: V-L

eorge Gobel: C-L
unsmoke: A-F

ey Jeannie: Sc-F
itchcock Presents: My-F
obin Hood: A-F

Love Lucy: Sc-F
ve Got a Secret: Q-L

aikf J one- : Mu I.

aiser Alum. Hour: Dr-L
Craft Tv Theatre: Dr-L
ukla, Fran & Ollie: J-L
assie: A-L
'Life of Riley : Sc-F

ine-Up: My-F
one Ranger: A-F

37,000

30.000

9.500tt

38.000

33.000

36.000

45.000

23,000

102.500

28.000

38,0O0H

45,000

38.000

41.000

34.000

28.000

52.000

24.000

35.000

58.000

34.000

34.000

32.000

31.000

24.000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

DuPont. BBDO

Cen Mills. DFS; P&C, Compton

Whitehall. Bates; Brown & Wmson,

Bates: Hazel Bishop. Spector

Scott Paper, JWT
Ford, JWT
Ford. JWT
Cen Elect. BBDO
Cen Mills, BBDO
P. Lorillard. L&N
Lipton. Y&R; Toni. North

Amer. Home Prod, Y&R; Bristol-

Myers. Y&R: Kellogg. Burnett; Pills-

bury. Burnett
Armour, FCB: Pet Milk, Gardener

L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand (1 wk in 4),

Y&R
P&C, Compton: L&M. Mc-E

Bristol-Myers. Y&R
Johnson & Johnson, Y&R; Wildroot,
BBDO

Cen Foods. Y&R: P&C. Crcy

R. J. Reynolds. Esty

L&M. DFS

Kaiser Alum. Y&R
Kraft, JWT
Cordon Bkng. Ayer; & co-op

Campbell Soup. BBDO
Culf Oil. Y&R
Brown & Wmson. Bates; P&C. Y&R

Cen Mills. DFS: Swift, Mc-E

PROGRAM

*I.ux Viiit'ii Theatre: Dr-L
1 Masquei ade Part) : Q-l

Meet the Press: I-L

Millionaire: Dr-F
'Robert Montgomery: Dr-L
Mr. Adams & Eve: Sc-F
'Arthur Murray Parrj : V-L
Name that Tune: Q-L
Navy Log: Dr-F

NBC News: N-L

Ozark Jubilee: V-L

Ozzie & Harriet: Sc-F
Panic: Dr-F
People Are Funny: M-F
People's Choice: Sc-F
Person to Person : I-L

Plavhouse 90: Dr-L&F

Private Secretary: Sc-F

Rin Tin Tin: A-F
Roy Rogers: A-F
Schlitz Playhouse: Dr-F
77th Bengal Lancers: A-F
Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F
'Sir Lancelot: A-F

43.000

22.000

7.500

32.000

52.000

41.000
• *

23.000

32,000

9.500 tt

18 000

36.000

41.000

24.000

34.000

34.000

117.000

36.000

32.000

32.000

36.000

41.000

42,000

24.000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Lever Bros. JWT
Associated Products Grey: Park &

Ttlford. E. Mogul

Johns Manvillc. JWT; alt wks open

Colgate, Bates

S. C. Johnson. NLB: Mcnncn Co Grey

Colgate. L&N; R. J. Reynolds. Esty

Purex. E. H. Weiss Spcidcl NC&K
Kellogg. Burnett: Whitehall. Bates

Amer Tobacco SSCB; U S Rubber,
F D Richards

American Can. Compton; Miles. Wade:
Quaker Oats. NL&B: Sperry-Rand.
Y&R: rime-Ufa, Y&R; 1 alt scg

open
Amer Chicle Bates: Willtamson-

Dickic Evans alt wks 10-10:30):

co-op 10:30-11

Eastman Kodak. JWT
L&M. Mc-E; Max Factor. DDB

R. |. Reynolds. Esty; Toni. North

Borden. Y&R; P&C, Y&R
Amer Oil. I. Katz: Hamm Camp-

Mithun; Time-Life. Y&R
Amer Gas. L&N; Bristol-Myers BBDO:

Philip Morris Burnett

Lever. OB&M: Shcaffcr Seeds

Natisco K&E
Cen Foods. B&B
Schlitz. JWT
Gen Foods. Y&R
P&C. Burnett; R

Amer Home Prod.

SSCB

|. Reynolds Esty

Bates; Lever Bros,

_^_

Tallin and produititv carried by A Mum;

Listing continues on page 54>



Index continued... Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.
PROGRAM

Preston: A-F
* Dinah Shore: Mu-L

00 Challenge: Q-L
00 Question: Q-L

•Red Skelton: C-L&F

t^ale Storm Show: Sc-F

Studio One: Dr-L
Ed Sullivan Show: V-L
Sunday News Special: N-L

l>hone Time: Dr-F
This Is Galen Drake: V-L
This Is Your Life: D-L
Danny Thomas: Sc-F
To Tell The Truth: Q-L
Treasure Hunt: Q-L
•TV Playhouse: Dr-L
20th Century Fox: Dr-F

Twenty-One: Q-L

U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L

The \ i-c: Dr-F

COST

32,000

22.000

32,000

32,000

48,000

39,500

45,000

69.000

9,500

31,000

15,000

52,000

36.000

22,000

21,000

52,000

110,000

30,000

58,000

19,500

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Quaker Oats, WBT
Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald
P. Lorillard, Y&R; Revlon, BBDO
Rcvlon, BBDO
S. C. Johnson FCB; Pet Milk, Cardner

Nestle, B. Houston; Helenc Curtis,
Weiss Or Celler

Wcstinghousc, Mc-E
Lincoln-Mercury, K&E
Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

AT&T, Ayer

Best Foods, Cuild, Bascom & Bonfigli

P&G, D&B
Armour, FCB; Kimberly-Clark, FCB
Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

Mogen David, Weiss & Celler

Alcoa, Fuller, Smith & Ross; Cood-
year, Y&R

Revlon, C. J. LaRoche

Pharmaceuticals, Kletter

U.S. Steel, BBDO
Sterling Drug, DFS

PROGRAM COST

Voice of Firestone: Mu-L 24,000

Mike Wallace: II. 15,000

' 1 28 Mart 1

Wednesday Fights: Sp-L 45,000

Lawrence Welk: Mu-L 14,500

Welk Top Tunes: V-L 16,500

Wella Fargo: A-F 38.500

West Point: Dr-F 40,000

What's My Line: Q-L 28,000

Jonathan Winters: C-L 12,500

Wire Service: Dr-F 77,000

Jane Wyman Show: Dr-F 27,000

You Asked For It: M-F 14,000

You Bet Your Life: Q-F 51,750

Loretta Young Show: Dr-F 40,000

Your Hit Parade: Mu-L 46,000

Zane Grey Theatre: Dr-F 45.000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIE

Firestone, Sweeney & James

Philip Morris, Ayer

Mennen, Mc-E; Pabst, Burnett

Dodge, Crant

Dodge & Plymouth, Crant

Amer Tob, SSCB; Cen Foods, Y.

Cen Foods, B&B

Helene Curtis, Ludgin; Sperry-Rar
Y&R

Lewis-Howe, DFS

Miller Brewing, Mathiesson; R.

Reynolds, Esty; V4 sust
P&C, Compton

Skippy Peanut Butter, CBB

DeSoto, BBDO; Toni, North

P&C, B&B & Compton

Amer Tobacco, BBDO; Warner Hu
nut, SSC&B

Ford, JWT; Cen Foods, B&B

Sponsored Daytime Network Programs 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

As the World Turns: S-L $ 3,400ft P&C, B&B

Baseball (lame of Week: Falstaff Brewing, DFS; Amer Safety

Sp-L Razor. Mc-E; Philip Morris, Burnett

Big Payoff: Q-L 6,000tt Colgate, Houston

Brighter Day: S-L 10,000 wk P&C, Y&R

Capt. Gallant: A-F 31,000 Heinz, Maxon

Comedy Time: Sc-F rerun Kraft, JWT; Lever (5/1 start) BBDO;
Welch, R. K. Manhoff; Wesson

<4 25 start!, Fitzgerald; 5 segs

& 1 alt seg open

Bob Crosby: V-L 3,150ft Best Foods, DFS, Ludgin; Cen Mills,

Knox-Reeves; Cerber, D'Arcy; P&C,

Wesson, Fitzgerald; SOS, Mc-E;
Swift, Mc-E, JWT; Toni, North;

P&C, B&B; 1 seg & 1 alt seg open

Detective Diary: A-F 8,000 Sterling Drug, DFS, '/i spon

Edge of Night: S-L 17,000 wk P&C, B&B

Fury: A-F 33,000 Cen Foods, B&B; Borden, Y&R
Arthur Godfrey: V-L 4,150tt Bristol-Myers, Y&R; Cen Foods, Y&R;

Kellogg, Burnett; Mutual of Omaha,
Bozell & Jacobs; Norwich, B&B;
Pillsbury, Burnett; Scott Paper,
JWT; Sherwin Williams, F&S&R;
Simoniz, Y&R; Stand Brands, Bates

Guiding Light: S-L 10,000 wk P&C, Compton

Gumby: J-L 3,500ft Sweets Co., Eisen

Heckle & Jeckle: J-F 6,000 Sweets Co., Eisen

Howdy Doody: Ju-L 24,000 Cont Baking, Bates; Sweets Co, Eisen;
'/2 open alt wks

It Could Be You: Q-L 3,000ft Amer Home Prod, Bates, Ceyer;

Brillo, JWT; Brown & Wm'son,

Seeds; Corn Prod, C. L. Miller;

Alberto Culver, Wade; Welch, Rich

K. Manoff; 4 segs & 2 alt segs

open

Art Linkletter: V-L 4,000ft Campbell Soup. Burnett; Kellogg,
Burnett; Lever Bros, BBDO; Pills-
bury, Burnett; Simoniz, Y&R; Stand
Brands, JWT; Swift, Mc-E

Love of Life: S-L 10,000 wk Amer Home Prod, Bates

Lone Banger: A-F 18,000 Cen Mills, DFS; Nestle, Mc-E
M ijor League Baseball: R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Sp-1

Medical Horizons: D-L 22,000 Ciba, JWT
Mickey Mouse Club: J-F 5,040 to Amer-Paramount, Buchanan; Armour,

6,300tt Tat-Laird; Bristol-Myers, DCSS;
Coca Cola, Mc-E; Cen Mills,

Coodrich, Mc-E, Knox Reeves;
Mattel, Carson Roberts. Miles,

Wade: Minn Mining, BBDO: Pills-

bury. Burnett; SOS, Mc-E; 8 segs

co-op
Mighty Mouse: J-F 20.000 Cen Foods, B&B: Colgate. Bates

Modern Romances: S-L 2,700tt Alberto Culver. Wade; Corn Prod, C.

L. Miller; Kraft, JWT; Sterling,

DFS: Sweets Co. Eisen

Garry Moore: \ 1 3,600ft Best Foods. DFS. Ludgin; Bird & Son,

H. Alley & Richards: California

Packing, Mc-E; Campbell. Bur-

nett; Cen Motors, Campbcll-Ewald;

Hoover, Burnett; Johnson & John-

PROGRAM SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Garry Moore (cont.)

Our Miss Brooks: Sc-F

Press Conference: I-L

Price Is Right: Q-L

Queen for a Day: M-L

8,500

3,170ft

3,00Ott

Search for Tomorrow: S-L
Secret Storm: S-L
Strike It Rich: ML
Texas Rangers: A-F
Tenn Ernie Ford: V-L

Tic Tac Dough: Q-L

True Story: Dr-L
Truth or Consequences: Q-L

Valiant Lady: S-L

Wild Bill Hickok: A-F

10,000 wk
9,500 wk
15,000 wk
1 8,000

3,500ft

2,500tt

18,000

3,450tf

10,000 wk

27.000

son, Y&R; Lever Bros, JWT; Nestl

Mc-E; Pittsburgh Plate Clas

Maxon. SOS, Mc-E; Staley, R&i

Swift, JWT, Mc-E; Toni; Nortl

Yardley, Ayer; 2 alt segs open

Best Foods, DFS; Cerber, D'Arc
Johnson & Johnson, Y&R; Nestl'

Mc-E; 5 segs open & 5 alt set

open
Corn Prod, C. L. Miller

Lever Bros (5 3 start) BBDO; 9 seg

open

Amer Home Prod, Bates, Ceyer; Bor

den, Y&R; Brown & Wm'son, Seed-

Corn Prod, C. L. Miller; Dixie Cur,

Hicks & Creist; Drackett (4/i

only), Y&R; Lehn & Fink, (Us

4 30), Mc-E; Mennen, Mc-E; Mile

Wade; Minn Mining, BBDO, P&C

Compton; Sandura, Hicks & Criest

Stand Brands, Bates; Sunkist, FCE
Toni, North

P&C, Burnett

Amer Home Prod, Bates

Colgate, Bates

Cen Mills, Tat-Laird; Sweets Co, Eisn

Brown & Wm'son, Seeds; Dixie Cup

Hicks & Creist; Drackett (4/2J

only), Y&R; Miles. Wade; Stanc

Brands, Bates; 4 segs & 1 alt sei

open

Kraft, JWT; Minn Mining. BBDO

P&C, DFS. Sweets Co, Eisen; Tom

North; 2 segs & 1 alt seg open

Sterling Drug, DFS, Vi spon

Lever Bros (5/1 start) BBDO; 8 seg!

open

Cen Mills, DFS; Nestle, Mc-E: Stand

Brands, JWT; Toni, Tatham-Laird:

Wesson, Fitzgerald

Kellogg. Burnett

Specials a
for 13

nd Spectaculars
Apr. -lO May

America Salutes Kate Smith:

V-L
"Chevy Show: V-L
Kentucky Derby: Sp-L
* Producer-' Showcase:

Dr-Mu-L
*Sat Color Carnival: Dr-Mu-L

See It New : D-F
Shower of Stars: V-L
"Washington Square: \ -L

"Washington Square: V-L
Wide Wide World: ML

once only
|

Youngstown Kitchens. Crey— 4 28

$145,000 I Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald—-4 19, 5 5

once only Gillette. Maxon—5 4

320.000 RCA-Whirlpool, K&E: John Hancock

Mc-E—4 29

250,000 RCA-Whirlpool. K&E: Oldsmobile,

Brother—4 13

125.000 Pan Am. JWT—5 5

140.000 Chrysler, Mc-E—5 2

125,000 Royal McBee, Y&R; Helene Curtis

Ludgin—5 9, 9-10 pm

125.000 I
Helene Curtis, Ludgin—last 4 21

195.000 !
Cen Motors. Brothers & Camp-Ewald
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NCS CONTROVERSY
i om page 35 >

outlying area ma) watch as "frequent-

K as a home in the home count) and
\ ci nut watch as man) hours per day,

per week or per month. This fact

would he rellected in average ratings

excepl that ratings don'l usuall) cover

outl) in» areas.

For this and other reasons, some
ol the agencies are set to appl) cut-offs

as high as 50%, a fact destined to

keep the coverage pot boiling for some
time to conic.

I lie issue of viewing intensity i-

spilling over into another coverage dis-

pute: the question of whether NCS
data can he used in projecting ratings

for computing cost-per-1,000 figures.

The dispute at present is centered

around the so-called SRA formula.

I hi- projection method was used with
NCS No. 1 data and the advent of

NCS No. 2 revived interest in it. I See

"ACS No. 2 coverage muddle."' SPON-
SOR, 2 Februar) L957.) Of late, it has
iecei\ed considerable public attention.

SRA and committees from the 4A's
have discussed the formula and Dan
Dennenholz, Katz Agency research

chief, covered its weaknesses and

When you want sales to multiply . . . send
your budget down with the lowest cost per
listener. See your H-R or Clarke Brown man.

860 kc 5000 wattsKONO
SAN ANTONIO RADIO

strengths in an unusualK detailed

critique of projection methods at an
RTES roundtable on 26 March.

Dennenholz's talk represents the

consensus of a large group of research

people in both the buying and selling

end of radio, which is the medium the

SR \ formula was tailored for. He
said I 1 ) there is no sound statistical

basis for projecting ratings. (2l the

SRA formula is the "least bad" of

projection methods. (3) if agencies in-

sist on calculating cost-per-1,000 data

they ought to use the SRA formula
rather than other formulas which have
been used in the past.

There was no public report on what

took place at the 4AVSRA confab,

held in January, but SPONSOR learned

the following about the meeting: The
agency people felt that a field test of

the formula was necessary before it

could be widely accepted but there was
also a feeling that a field test might

only prove there is no wa\ of coming
up with a statistically sound projec-

tion method. No one proposed a for-

mula which he felt was superior to

the SRA method. Indications were

that some agencies would use the for-

mula, others would not. while still

others would work out their own
method. No formal conclusions w tit-

adopted but the implication was clear

that further meetings on the subject

would not be particularly profitable.

Some agencies using their own for-

mulas, such as Emil Mogul, are com-

ing up with the same answers as the

SRA formula. This is no accident.

There are a number of different ways
of expressing mathematically the as-

sumptions underlying the SRA for-

mula, which has. at least, the advan-

tage of simplicity.

The basic assumption behind the

SRA formula is that the ratio of a sta-

tion's program audience to its NCS
audience is the same both inside and

outside the rating area. In other

words if a program audience in the

rating area represents 20' i of the

stations NCS audience, it is assumed

it is also 20 f
? of the NCS audience

(not total homes I in counties outside

the rating area.

Some agencies find this hard to

swallow. Thev have to assume, they

point out, that the intensity of listen-

ing is. on the average, the same for a

station's NCS homes both inside and

outside the rating area. And this as-

sumption, as pointed out earlier, is not

accepted by main agenc) researchers.
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The SR \ foi mill. i i- prefei red bj

the reps because, as worked out, ii

involves 1 1 1 * - u-<' "I .1 stal ion - full

\< S audience in the computations.

There is nothing to stop agencies, how-

ever, from lti|i|>iiii; <itf counties with

low NCS penetration and using the

SRA formula on the remaining coun-

ties. Agencies can also weight coun-

ties below a certain level of NCS pene-

tration and Mill bold to the mathe-

matics, il nol the spirit, ol the l"i inu-

la, I he) could, for example, multipl)

the percent ol NCS penetration bj it-

self. For example, it a Btation has

[0 penetration in a count] ii would

be credited with 9% (309! "•"'. I.

01 course, all these involve assump-

tions, not facts. \iid ii i- the lack "I

facts thai will continue to bedevil the

agencies even il the) have all the I ime

in the world. For example, man) uf

the problems pointed up earl) in the

article must either be ignored or an-

swered 1>\ arbitrary judgments which

can be supported b) logic but noth-

ing more. Recent ratings belp, but

the shortage of rating information foi

a station's entire audience area

—

which i> the reason for projection ol

ratings in the firsl place is a limiting

APPE

factor. NS1 reports co*< ei onl) '•'
I

markets and man) radio men see red

whenevei N^l is mentioned.

Because of tli<- lack of time, some

cies do nol even intend i at least,

in the neat future I to update tv home

figures on the theor) that, il the) re

going to be unfair, the) mighl as well

be unfaii to evei ybody.

To further justif) this attitude, these

agencies point out thai increases in i\

saturation in tin- major markets are

minor, an) way. I bere is no dispute

about this. Cities of 500,000 and over

showed a t\ saturation growth of onl)

I '
. bel ween Vpril 1956 and Januai

j

1957, according to Market Research

( orp. ol America figures. Even in the

farm areas, where t\ growth is fastest,

the increase during this nine-month

pei iod h as onl] eight percentage

points from 53 to 61%. Vs for in-

creases in population, the agencies as-

sume thai stations maintain the Bame

relative popularity and coverage.

Changes in Btation audience due to

people moving is another factor that

ba> to be taken into account. Hie

mobilit) of the I . S. famil) is much
greater than most people imagine.

During the period from 1950 to L955,

.i total ol I >6 million moved in the

I . 5., a figure neai K equal to the total

population, M ln< b was I'd million in

\piil \'>~>~>. Of the total movers, about

two-thirds shifted to new quarters in

the same i ounl j bul 25 million m>.>. ed

to a different i ount) in the same state

while 26 million moved to a different

Btate. I his means an avi if 10
million persons moved into oi out of

a count) during a year's time. W hile

it i- true thai in some cases those

i.i"\ ing in ma) balam e those m..\ ing

out, suburban dwellers ire increasing

at a fasl pace.

I o figure oui the results ol a i hange
in Btation power, antenna height oi

antenna Bite is a ti ii k\ problem. I here
a"- ways "i estimating t\ signal cov-

erage from such i hanges
I Eieadle) -

Reed, loi example, has a formula
I bul

radio coverage is a by-guess-and-by-

God affair.

Ii has been suggested thai agent i<-~.

instead ol complaining about whal
the) haven'l got, Bhould be grateful

for whal the) have. Bul with the

philosoph) of market research riding

high, the agencies probabl) won't re-

lax until the) have 99. II' ! of the facts

and nothing less. &

is crammed into WIS TV programs

and personalities in gross amounts.

Skillfully integrated,

the results are twofold:

Audience appeal—throughout 29 South

Carolina counties populated by a million

and a quarter of your sales prospects.*

Sale* appeal—to scores of blue chip

advertisers who've found WIS TV the

logical basic buy for South Carolina.

Example: Coctus Quove's

Little Rascals shows boast

nighttime ARB ratings, in the

high 2Cs, every afternoon

and move volumes .of merchandise

for such advertisers as:

BOSCO • M & M • CRACKER JACKS

SUNBEAM- PETER PAUL!

NCS No. 2. Spring, 19S6

WIS-TV-1
CENTRAL SOUTH CAROLINA'S VHF STATION

COLUMBIA, S. C.

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc
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SPONSOR ASKS

How can sponsors make contests pay off!

Harry Bressler, vice president in charge

oj radio-ti commercials, l><il>cii\. Clifford,

Steers & Shenfield, \ <» York

A television contest commercial has a

lot of things to <ret over in the usual

one-minute time allotment. We must

establish the desirability of entering

the contest, stress the major prizes and

give the basic entr\ requirements. We
also must put in a short plug for the

product, because people usually have

to buy the product in order to enter

the contest.

So simplicity is vital. If you try to

cram too much in. people are simply

not going to make the effort to enter

\ our contest.

Everyone agrees a good television

commercial must be visual. But still,

today, main contests that are pro-

" simplicity

is vital"

moled primarily on television have

non-visual prizes. The trend should

be away from "cold cash" contests and

toward some sort of a theme with a

gimmick or hook that will make the

television commercial more visual and
more interesting.

For instance, we recently ran a

highly successful "Name the Puppy"
contest for Ipana on the Mickey Mouse
Club, directed toward kids, of course.

I In- first prizes were puppies which

looked just like Lady of "Lady and

the Tramp." This was a natural to

create visual interest in the contest.

If the kids already had a dog they got

a bike. But in either case, it enabled

ii- to show action—a kid playing with

a puppy or a kid riding a bike, etc.

The basic key remains simplicity.
N nu will have a lot of things to present

in your commercial. Use a simple

proof of purchase and show it clearly

when you show your product. Keep
away from long, complex addresses.

Keep legal and other non-essential I to

the consumer l requirements to a mini-

mum. Get good visual prizes and then

organize \our commercial to keep

punching home the few simple points

that you want to make.

F. H. Morse, account executive, The

Reuben H. Donnelley Corp., New York

There are six points which television

or radio sponsors should bear in mind

in conducting a consumer contest.

1. He should ask himself: "Do we
really need a contest?"' All too many-

contests have been run in the past

simply because a competitor had em-

ployed a contest. Objectives are fre-

quently very poorly defined. Neither

is a huge quantity of entries neces-

sarily a sound objective. Many suc-

cessful contests have pulled relativeh

few entries but have accomplished the

sponsor's objective.

2. Keep any consumer contest sim-

ple. That would seem to be particular-

ly important in television and radio

where commercial time is limited.

3. As far as possible stick to proven

contest types. The 25-word statement

and jingle completion contest may
seem hackneyed to the sponsor and his

agency but not hackneyed to the pub-

lic. The facts are that these two types,

plus naming contests and slogan con-

tests, may always be depended upon

to do a job i all other things being

equal I whereas a labored unique idea

quite frequently "falls on its face."

4. Offer an adequate prize sched-

ule. However, it is not necessary to

compete with the $256,000 Question.

A $10,000 first prize is still quite in-

teresting to most of us. ProbabK
( 'H', of the people in the country

don't make that much in a year.

Several sizable top prizes to chal-

lenge the public plus a fairly broad

base of low modest prizes I because the

average contestant feels that he at lea-t

has a chance to win something I would
seem to be indicated.

Occasional!) a dramatic prize such

as a race horse, an oil well, or "\\ in-

"stick to proven

contest types"

Your-Weight-In-Gold" ma\ be desir-

able but normally the most interesting

prize to the public is good old hard

cash. You don't have to waste a lot of

air time in explaining what $5,000 is.

5. Adequate promotion is another

important consideration. Some adver-

tising in addition to television and or

radio is almost always desirable—for

one reason to give necessary publicity

to certain standardized required rules

for which there is usually no time

available on the air. Space advertis-

ing and point-of-purchase posters and

entry forms serve as reminders and

help to make the contest airings more
effective.

6. Finally, (and I am sure this

statement would be expected from a

Donnelley man i adequate competent

judging is a "must." There are still

too main people who think that all

winners are simply "picked from the

hat" as it were. The use of impartial

professional judges help to gain the

public's confidence.

Norman K. Steen, merchandising ex-

ecutive, Kenyan & Eckhardt, .\ew ) ork

To use contests effectively, whether in

broadcast or print media, we must

first determine the specific consumer

act we wish to stimulate: in other

words, our marketing objectives. Is

the objective to induce purchases, by

whom'.'' Man. woman, or child? Or

[Please turn to page 60)
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SPONSOR ASKS continued . .

is it to secure added product e\] in-

sure? Dealer traffic*? A contest could

he tailored to fit. and until \ <>u can

define the marketing objectives your

contest is to accomplish, you'll be

working in the dark.

There is a verv definite ratio of

onsumer exposure to contest returns.

Devote full commercial time to the

"determine

marketing

objectives"

contest. Don't try to sell the product

and then, as an afterthought, tag on a

contest announcement, lor the dura-

tion of your contest promotion, sell-

ing the contest is the most important

advertising objective. You are com-

peting with every other merchandising

device; the other contests; the 10^-off

coupons—all fighting for the attention

of Mrs. Housewife and fighting for her

hu\ ing dollar.

In broadcast media we do not have

the same flexibility that a print adver-

tisement offers. Generally speaking,

print media allows sufficient space and

time to tell the complete contest story,

entry rules, and other contest require-

ments. In broadcast advertising, time

is of the essence and you cannot be-

labor any one particular point. Con-

sequently, make your prize structure

as compact as possible. Offer many

prizes but only a few varieties. Be-

cause of the limited commercial time,

it can be very expensive to "plug
'

brand name prizes that you might have

received free in return for the com-

mercial. In some cases, it may be

far cheaper to purchase the prizes out-

right so that you have full control

over your commercial and can limit

the extraneous commercial "'plugs/

One of the most successful ways of

naming consumer attention and en-

thusiasm for a contest is to build it

into \>>ur show with realism and be-

li<\ ability. For example, we recent-

ly ran a Nabisco "Name the Puppy"

contest based on an episode in the

Adventures oj kin Tin Tin. Hi n I in

Tin's puppy had been stolen and later

heroically recaptured. At the end of

the episode, ltu~t\. the show s hero,

announced the "Name the Puppy" con-

in which the contestant was re-

quired to submit the name he thought

best suited for the Rin Tin Tin pup.

It was a natural. The puppy had
been the subject of various trials and
tribulations, and possible puppy names
Honed from the imaginations of

\oungsters and their parents. It was
a highlv successful contest.

By the same token, using the tele-

vision or radio shows' personality to

deliver commercials also helps insure

the success of a contest. You capi-

talize on his or her personal reputa-

tion and their loyal fans. The public

is rather leary about contests. Many
consider contests to be "rigged" and
that major prizes are won by profes-

sionals. It is important to stress the

believability of a contest as well as

the fact that your contest judging is

completely objective and based on con-

test rules.

What makes for a successful con-

test? It isn't returns alone. There are

too many other factors involved. We
know that for every entry received,

perhaps two and more people were mo-
tivated to buy the product or to see

"your authorized dealer'" or whatever

was asked of them. Perhaps those

people who did not send in entries, al-

though they did follow contest in-

structions, were discouraged with the

quality of their entry or were "too

busy" to sit down and complete the

entry requirements.

Take a stated set of marketing ob-

jectives and then evaluating against

these objectives the number of en-

tries, displays, dealer stimulation, etc.,

that resulted and you will have the

best "tip on making broadcast media

contests pay off."

Harry Hart, Andlee Associates, Inc.,

A civ York, contest specialists

Money may be a big attraction on quiz

shows, but runs a bad second in con-

tests. On the give-aways, the average

person gets his kicks out of watching

someone else win big dough. Although

there is subconscious identification,

the viewer is aware that he wouldn t

stand a chance personally. But it's a

different story with contests. First of

all. it's a mistake to throw a big cash

prize at the general public. The in-

evitable reaction is
—

"Me, I'd never

make it." But just offer them the

equivalent in merchandise. Then they

feel they have a fighting chance.

Somehow cash seems to be end-of-the-

rainbow stuff, but not hard goods.

There is a familiarity with merchan-

dise that people don't feel for an equal

amount in greenbacks. For instance,

Cadillacs they see every day and hope
someday to own. They have small

hope, however, of having $5,500 in

the palm of their hand.

Contest experience has taught me
that an even bigger draw than one big

piece of merchandise is a lot of small

packages. Then even the timid have
the confidence to enter. It's a lot of

work for us, though—keeping me. m\
associate, Irv Lieber, and our staff on

a round-the-clock basis.

As far as entries go, the simpli-

fied t\pe is the best. Don't but don't

get complicated. An impulse to en-

ter a contest is a spur of the moment
thing, but if \ ou have to be a Phillv

lawyer to figure it out enthusiasm
will cool fast. The best method is to

simply ask for a short comment plus

name and address. The comment can

be connected with the contest's special-

rnoney runs a

bad second

in contests"

ized gimmick or it can be a simple

product squib. Personally. I don't

favor the squib type. Sending in

something that begins "I like

because" somehow fails to capture

the imagination. Furthermore, it ap-

pears to be an incredible act of arro-

gance on the part of the advertiser.

It lacks appeal because people feel

that they are having words put in

their mouths and even shoved down
their throats.

Prize-wise, I've always found it in-

advisable to give awav the advertiser's

product. It leads to unpleasant asso-

ciations in the mind of the public.

Then they feel that the advertiser is

using a peculiar means to push his

own product and the effect is not good.

However, it is a good idea to make the

products given awa\ as prizes sup-

plemental \ to your client's own. For

instance, a tire dealer can give away

an auto. When a supplementary prod-

uct is given away, you have unlimited

opportunities of co-operative advertis-

ing. The other fellow's outlets be-

come available also. A suggestion of

utility to the prizes helps, but beauty

and romance are most important. ^
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A weekl) listing d) changes

in the advertising and broadcast firhls

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR

Bridgeport Brass. Bridgeport, Conn

Campana Sales Co, Batavia, III

Cowlcs Magazines. NY

AGENCY
Hazard. NY

Erwin. Wasey. NY
Mc-E. NY

ST/
ABC

ABC
CBS
CBS
ABC

.TIONS

201
Cowlcs M.ig.i zines. NY

ires Phila

nin. NY

Mc-E. NY 201
Charles E h Aycr. Phila
Hudson Vit.ir Pace. NY CBS

MBS
MBS
CBS

NBC
CBS

201
Lever. NY FC&B. NY
Lever. NY FC&B. NY
P. Lonllard. NY

NY

Y&R. NY 201

P Lonllard. Y&R. NY 158
P. Lonllard. NY Y&R. NY 201
P. Lonllard. NY Y&R, NY CBS 201
P. Lonllard, NY Y&R. NY CBS

CBS

201

P Lonllard. NY Y&R. NY 201
P. Lonllard. NY Y&R. NY CBS 201
P. Lonllard. NY v/vp NY CBS 201
P. Lonllard NY Y&R. NY CBS 201
P. Lonllard. NY Y&R. NY CBS 201

P. Lonllard. NY Y&R NY CBS 201
Midas Muffl er, Chi

mine. Detroit
BotoII & larobs, Chi
BBDO. Minneapolis

ABC
CBS

NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS

201

Northwest Airlines. St. Paul

Schicck. Lancaster. Pa
Camp-Mithun. Minneapolis
Warwick & Leglcr. NY

158
155

Schicck. Lancaster. Pa Warwick & Lcgler, NY
Y&R. Chi

95
116

Simoniz. Chi Y&R. Chi CBS 116
Y&R. Chi CBS

CBS

116

Simoniz. Chi Y&R, Chi 116

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

When A Cirl Marries Tu. Th 10:40-10 45 am W F 10 35

10 40 am. 2 Apr
8rcakfast Club, M 9 05 9 10 am, 15 Apr
lack Benny Su 7-7 30 pm ;

7
' 2 m ' n spon . 10 Mar 13 wks

Robert Q Lewis. Sa II 40 II 45 am 9 Mar 14 wks
Late News. M F 7 55 8 pm

. 29 Apr
Robert Q Lewis Sa 1 I 35 II 40 am : 23 Mar . 1 3 wks
Ch.irl.s Warren News; M F 12 30-12 35 pm I Apr
Henry Gladstone News: M-F 5 30 5 35 pm 1 Apr
Amos n' Andy: Th, F 7 10 7 15 pm ; Sa 12 05-12 10 pm

21 Mar. 13 wks
Monitor: 20 5 mm sports segs per weekend: 23 Mar; 52 wks
World Tonight; W. Th. F 9 10-9 15 pm. 20 Mar 13 wks
Robert Q Lewis: Th, F 8 05-8 10 pm; 21 Mar. 13 wks
Saturday Night Country Style; Sa 7 20 7 25 pm 23 Mar.

13 wks
Sports; Sa. Su 8 45-9 pm ; 23 Mar 13 wks
Suspense: Su 4 30-4 45 pm; 24 Mar: 13 wks
Indictment; Su 5 10-5 15 pm 24 Mar; 13 wks
lohnny Dollar Su 5 30-5 35 pm ; 24 Mar; 13 wks
Our Miss Brooks Su 7 40 7 45 pm 24 Mar 13 wks
Mitch Miller; Su 8:10-8 15 pm ; 24 Mar 13 wks
Late News; M-F 6:30-6:35 pm; 8 Apr
Amos n' Andy; M Tu. W. 7-7 45 pm 5 mm seg 4 Mar;

4 wks
Monitor: parties: weekend of 23 Mar & 27 Apr
Bandstand parties M-F 10-12n: 25 Mar; 2 wks
Bill Goodwin Show, M-F 1 05-2 pm: 25 Mar, 2 wks
George Hermon ; Th. F 8 30-8 35 pm 28 Mar 20 wks
Eric Scvarcid. Th F 9 25-9 30 pm 28 Mar; 20 wks
News; Sa 11-11 05 am. 2-2 05 pm. 6-6 05 pm . 30 Mar; 20
wks

Sports; Sa 12 55-1 pm 5-5 05 pm
; 30 Mar; 20 wks

RENEWED ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR

Bell Telephone, NY
AGENCY

Aver. NY
STATIONS
NBC 188

Schlitz. Milwaukee JWT. Chi CBS 201
Sterling Drug. NY DFS, NY ABC
Tom. Chi North, Chi CBS 201

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Telephone Hour: M 9-9 30 pm; 8 Apr: 13 wks
Arthur Godfrey: W, F 10:15-10:30 am; 3 Apr; 3 wks
My True Story; W. F Apr. 26 wks
Robert Q Lewis; Sa 11:45-11:50 am: 30 Mar 52 wks

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME

Louis F Allen
John |. Alves
T. K. Barton
Edwin W. Buckalew
Ken Light
Collin W. Lowder
Bernard ). McGuincss, Jr.

Patrick McGuirk
[ill Mcdby
Thomas A. O'Neill
Cuy ). Parry
Donald R. Powers
Douglas I Romine
(ohn F. Screen
Gerald A Vernon

FORMER AFFILIATION
WOV. NY. sis

WSJV-TV. Elkhart, Ind. production mgr
KARK, KARK-TV. Little Rock, vp & gen mgr
Wayne Stener Productions. Hy. dir sis

KIMN. Denver, vp & gen mgr
WGIR. Manchester. NH, asst gen mgr
KCBS. SF, producer-dir
D Arcy. Houston, r-tv dir

Ernst & Ernst, Phila

Rochester Poster Advtng Co. Rochester, NY. sis rep
WRDO. Augusta. Me. mgr
KARK. KARK-TV. Little Rock, asst gen mgr
WDSU-TV. New Orleans, asst commercial mgr
|WT. NY, asso media dir

NEW AFFILIATION
WABC-TV. NY. sis

RCA Recorded Program Services. Dallas southwest sis rep
Same, exec vp
Same, vp chg sis

WCCO. Minneapolis Sf Paul, mcrch dir

KFMB. San Diego, program dir

Same gen mgr
KNX & CPRN Hy. exec dir sports & public affairs

KTRK-TV Houston, sis

WFIL. WFIL-TV. Phila. asst business mgr
WROC-TV. Rochester. NY. sis rep
Maine Broadcasting System. Portland mgr
Same, vp & stn mgr
WSDU Radio, New Orleans, mgr
NBC Tv Net NY. dir sis services

STATION CHANGES
KAGT. Anacortcs. Wash, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcast-

ing System
KATZ. St. Louis, has been bought by Rollins Broadcasting, subject to

FCC approval
KETV Omaha, will become an affiliate of the ABC Tv Net in Sept
KGHI. Little Rock. Ark. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcast-

ing System
KHON Honolulu, has appointed Weed & Co natl reps
KHVH. KHVH-TV. Honolulu, has appointed Duncan A Scott natl reps
KHVH. KHVH-TV. Honolulu, will be represented in the east by Roy V

Smith & Asso
KITO. San Bernardino. Cal, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broad-

casting System
KNDC. Hettinger. ND. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting

System
KOLY. Mobridge. SD. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting

System
KRKS. Ridgecrest. Cal. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting

System
KVLV. Fallon. Nev. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting

System
KWOE. Clinton. Okla. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting

System
Mt. Hood Radio & Tv Broadcasting has appointed Cole & Weber advtng

agency
WAAT-AM-FM. Newark, has expanded its FM schedule from 8 to 183 4

hours daily
WANE. WANE-TV. Fort Wayne, has appointed Edward Pctry natl reps

WAPA-TV. Puerto Rico, has sold 80° of its stock to the Winston-
Salem Broadcasting Co. subicct to FCC approval

WBBR Brooklyn has been bought by Tele-Broadcasters: call letters

will be changed to WPOW
WBLA Elizabethtown NC is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broad-

casting System
WDKD. Kingstrcc. SC. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting

System
WDSR Lake City. Fla is now an affilatc of the Keystone Broadcasting

System
WEAT WEAT TV West Palm Beach has been bought by Palm Beach

Tv Co subicct to FCC approval
WGKV Charleston W Va has been sold to the Evans Broadcasting Co
WXO Salisbury Md is now an affiliate of the Keystone B oadc 1

System
WKNA. Charleston W Va. has been sold to Kanawha Valley B oad-

castmg Co: call letters were changed to WKAZ
WLW-I Indianapolis, will become an affiliate of the ABC Tv Net ef-

fective 14 Sept

WRGR. Starke, Fla. is now an affiliate of the Keystone B oadcastmg
System

WSFC. Somerset. Ky. is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broadcasting
System

WSWW Plattcvillc Wise, is now an affiliate of the Keystone Broad-
casting System

WYTI Rocky Mount Va is now an affiliate of the Kevstone Broad-
casting System
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I

IVE? NO! A guest star (or

uest-planetary) can be quite a

andful. And when there's a

I 'fluff" it's nice to know you've

lot it on film—not on the air

!

Just a snip, and out goes the

offending passage. You're in

control at all times—show,

stations, time—clear across

the country

!

Truly, a good release is a better

release on EASTMAN FILM.

For complete information write:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

Eosf Coast Division Midwest Division

342 Madison Ave. 1 30 East Randolph Drive

New York 1 7, N. Y. Chicago 1 , III.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

or W. J. GERMAN, Inc.

Agents for the sale and distribution of

Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films,

irt Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Calif.

Be sure to shoot IN COLOR
You'll be glad you did

National and regional ipot buyi

in work now 01 recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
The Warner Bros. Co., Bridgeport plans to introduce iU < I

News Bra on i\ in the top 50 markets with repeal short-term

, ampaigns. Minute film Bpots will be u bedded in earl) \l.i\ dui

afternoon ami late evening segments. The numbei ol announcements

pei week will var) from market to market. Buying is not completed.

Buyer: Chuck Eaton. Agency: C. J. La Roche, New York.

). H. Filbert Inc., Baltimore, plans to use 70 eastern markets foi

its campaign to sell it- margarine. The three-month campaign

begins in May. Filmed minutes, 20's and l.D.'s will be scheduled

throughout tin- da) to reach a wide segment of women. ["he

number of commercials per week var) from markel t«> market

Buying has just started. Buyers: Tom O'Dej and Hill Vbrams.

Vgen< j : SS< I'-. New York.

Proctor Electric Co., Phila., i- entering L9 maik.-t- to promote it-

new Marj Proctor steam iron. The LO-week campaign starts shortly.

Product was tested successfull) on \\ I \l l\ in Philadelphia; now

the manufacturer is taking steps to expand to national advertising.

Average number of announcement- per week in each market \ull be

|o to 20. Mosl will be minute participations in daytime feature

film shows. But wherevei possible, the advertiser will bu) high-

rated 10- and 20-second announcements during prime li. -ur-. Film

commercials are animated and live action and advertise the prod-

uct a> "tlie onl\ -team iron with IT sensibl) distributed steam

vents." Strategy: to reach as wide a segment of women as possible

based upon a 100 Pulse rating pei week in each market Buying is

completed. Buyer: Max Tendrich. Agency: Wei- ,\ Geller, New

York.

Continental Oil Co., Houston, i- purchasing half-horn segments

in Some 10 mid-western market- t<, advertise it- Royal gas with

Kl (

plus. Hi-' advertise! i- seeking the highest-rated nighttime

availabilities For alternate sponsorship of the action film show

// hirlybirds for 52 week-, with a male audience in mind. Commer-

cials will be on film. Buying i- not completed. Buyer: John Nuccio.

Vgency: Benton & Bowles, New ^ ork.

RADIO BUYS
American Cyanamid Co., New York, i- initiating a major < am-

paign in Mid-western ami Western markets t" promote it- \urem\-

(.;



Spot buys continued...

Meeting

our

responsibilities.

over

one-half million

TV families

depend on

WRGB

for the finest

and most extensive

public service

programming in

the Great Northeast

Serving the Great Capital

District of Albany, Schenec-

tady and Troy plus—All of

Northeastern New York and
Western New England.

WRGB channel 6

Contact R. F. Reid, WRGB

—

Schenectady or your local NBC
Spot Sales Representative

cin Crumbles, a feed supplement for sheep, cattle and hogs.

Seven-week campaign is scheduled during its peak selling season.

The radio budget will be divided: 5-10 announcements per week on

power stations, 10-20 announcements per week on local stations.

Daytime minute participations, and adjacencies, have been bought

on news, weather and farm shows. On tv. 10- and 20-second

announcements will be slotted mainly in daytime segments. Film

commercials will be placed in some 12 markets. Average number

of announcements per week in each market will be seven to 12.

Buying is completed. Buyer: Bob Palmer. Agency: Cunningham &

Walsh. New York.

North American Philips Co., New York, is entering top markets

throughout the country to place spots for its \orelco Electric

Shaver. The Campaign begins in late April for eight weeks. Minute

e.t.'s will be placed during early morning hours with a male audi-

ence in mind. Bming is not completed. Buyer: Doris Gould.

Agency: C. J. La Roche. New York.

RADIO & TV BUYS
Lanolized, Inc., New York, is initiating a campaign to help pro-

mote the "Lanolized" trade mark in the fields of women's hosiery,

undergarments, gloves, lingerie and girl's sleepware. On t\. spot

reminders will be carried adjacent to the Home Show. Strike It

Rich, Queen for a Day and Big Payoff. Six week round-the-clock

schedule for minutes, 20"s. 10"s and I.D.'s hinges on Easter and

Mother's Day. Total number of spots will be 125. On radio. 100

announcements have been bought for daxtime slotting. Buying is

completed. Buyer: Ted Kaufman. Agency : Ted Bernstein. Inc.,

New York.

Rayco Auto Seat Covers, Inc., Patterson. N. J., is conducting a

campaign for its auto seat covers throughout the country running

through the summer. On tv. minute commercials will be placed on

60 stations during nighttime segments. The average number of

announcements per week in each market will run up to 20. On

radio, one-minute commercials will he slotted on music and news

programs on 50 stations. Average number of announcements per

week in each market will be 20. Radio-t\ campaign is co-ordinated

to the opening of at least 24 new stores nationally. Film commer-

cials on t\. and e.t.'s on radio, sell two themes: ill Ra\co seat

covers approximate in style and appearance the original upholstery

in new cars, with the slogan: "Rayco auto seat covers make your

car look new. Save money, too!" l2i Rayco"s crack-proof vinysan

clear plastic seat covers which "Let the 1 eauty show right through.

. . . Keep upholsterv showroom new." Bu\ ing is completed. Bu\er:

Lynn Diamond. Agency: F.mil Mogul. New \ ork.
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WHIO TV
FOR THE MONEY

Three States, 41 Counties, 747, 640 TV Homes!

That's what NCS Market Coverage reports fox

WHIO -TV, the No. 1 station in this great mar-

ket. High tower (1104 ft.) and maximum power

give it proven superiority.

FOR THE SHOW
WHIO -TV programs keep dials tuned our way.

Pulse consistently rates us with 13, 14 and even

15 of the top 15 weekly shows.

TO GET READY
Stock your dealers before you sing out in this

market! Sales Management calls area retail sales

at $3,361,973,000.

TO GO
How? Easy! Call our National Rep—Gamester

George P. Hollingbery!

CHANNEL DAYTON, OHIO
whio-tv

i

One of America's
great area stations

.



Bit $?imt
SERVETH

North Central Wisconsin

on

WSAU-TV

A

TEMPTING

DISH FOR

ADVERTISERS

COMPRISED

OF THE

BEST INGREDIENTS

Here is the recipe:*

Mix 171,000 HOMES
with $567,064,000
RETAIL SALES.

Add $207,408,000
in GROSS FARM IN-

COME.

SERVES: 540,420 pop.

YOU CAN BUY ALL THESE
INGREDIENTS AT YOUR
LOCAL MEEKER CO. OR
HARRY HYETT STORE.

DO IT TODAY!!

•SOURCE: 1956 SRDS ESTIMATES

of Consumer Markets.

Wait
WAUSAU, WIS.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY

WISCONSIN VALLEY TELVISlON CORP

Agency profile

George Haight: off-Broadway magician
When George Haight came East from Hollywood in Januan 1956

l<> manage \hCann-Ericksons tv and radio programing division, he

felt lie almost needed a passport so different did he find New ^ ork

tv. Until then, he had been responsible for the agency's live shows

originating Erom the West Coast. Climax and Shower of Stars. But

the difference between agency tv operation in Hollywood and in

New \ ork. he believes. ma\ diminish as more and more agencies

hire showmen, rather than admen for their tv departments.

'"The problems in tv are no different than in any other form of

show business." he told sponsor." You can't find a ratings cure-all.

Why should tv be different from Broadway? You get 300 new

Broad wa\ plays a year but only 15 of them make it. Even in t\ -

disappointing season last fall, the ratio of failures was far slimmer."

While he is conscious of ratings I "I've got to be: the clients

are '
I . Haight sees a far more serious problem ahead for tv: the

Terry Clyne (/.), senior v.p., George Haight plan tv strategy together

eventual shortage of creative personnel such as producers and

directors since tv has no practical training ground.

"Most of today's top tv directors came out of the tried, true and

relatively cheap suspense shows. But with network costs so high

today, there's little opportunity for talented young men to experi-

ment and gain experience. Where will tomorrow's John Franken-

heimer's, Sidney Lumet's and Dick Schaffher's come from?"

Haight feels that it"s a network responsibility to provide the

proving ground for \ oung people through workshops at their owned

and operated stations.

"There's no problem with performers," he says. "They've got

lots of oportunities. But you can't let a neophyte director from an

SPONSOR 13 april 1957



ain't this the dangdest thing!

Sellin' vitamins for 15 years al the same ol' corral ! Yep, Sunway vitamins

sell and so does everything else folks learn aboul on KXLA. Don't

matter if it's pills or pickles you're sellin". it'll move mighty durn

on KXLA. most listened to 24-hour country and western music station.

10,000 watts covering the greater Los Angeles market

1 110 on the dm

Represented nationally by Burke-Stuari Co.. New York, Chicago, Detroit. Los A ngi s, San Francisco



YOU SELL

Louisville

When

You Use

WKLO's
AIR-SALESMEN

Jack Bendt

Ginger Callahan

Paul Cowley

Tommie Downs

John Fraim

Wilson Hatcher

Bob Henry

Red Kirk

Jimmie Logsdon

Represented by

John Blair & Company

r^T*
WKLO
LOUISVILLE ^rl

- Agency Profile continued

off-Broadwa) show get his feet wet in tv on a multi-million dollar

network show.

The shortage of good tv directors is alread\ making itself felt,

he says. For one thing, other media are attracting the men that tv

developed in its early days. At the same time, other media are not

I i k«-l \ to provide new directors for tv to replace the ones who leave

the medium.

"A Litvak or a Wvler does a fine job in tv alright, but they

wouldn't do it regularly. At the same time, the cross-breeding

between t\. Broadwav and Hoik wood on all levels is healthy for

all three forms of entertainment."

Haight is one of those rare individuals who is doing just about

exactly what he set out to do—that is to be knee-deep in show

production. Since his graduation from Professor George Pierce

Bakers 47 Workshop at Yale, Haight has been producing either

Broadway, Hollywood or tv entertainment. On the New York

stage, he's racked up producing credits for shows including Kind

Lady, Post Road, Wednesday's Child and Double Door.

Prior to his tv days, he produced a number of pictures for MGM
including Lady in the Lake, See Here, Private Hargrove and the

Maisie series starring Ann Sothern.

While he doesn't claim any resemblance to F. Scott Fitzgerald's

"last tycoon," Haight does feel that motion pictures provide far

more opportunity for the perfectionist than television.

"There's no retake in tv," he told sponsor, adding with a grin:

"Not even in film tv because of the economics of the business. The

only wav to make up for this economic and time factor is by better

judgment of entertainment and careful pre-production planning."

"Good scripts are basis of good shows," says Haight

A hefty six-footer, Haight has little patience for aesthetic dille-

tantism. "Mood, lighting, camera work are all important factors

contributing to top production values, but unless the basic script

has drama and action no amount of production can really save it."

Looking ahead to the fall season. Haight says its too early to

evaluate the relative strength of the three networks, "in tv pro-

graming today it's no longer a question of what, but of how. In

other words, almost every category of programing has been tried by

now. The telling factor in a show's success is not whether it's situ-

ation comedy or Western, but whether or not its well done."

One thing Haight feels very strongly about: "You cant judge a

new show from its first or second rating. Some shows need time to

build a following. Other shows can be improved immensely by a

time change or a change in the programing adjacent. There are

far too many factors that influence a shows ratings to decide any-

thing conclusive from six to eight weeks on the air. I think a client

who puts out the kind of dough necessar\ for am new show should

-lick with it for a fair length of time to give it a chance to break

through. I'd sa\ that 13 weeks i- the barest minimum."

Haight claims that tv doesn't take up all of his time, "although I

do spend uncounted hours ever) week watching our own and com-

petitive shows." He finds time for non-tv recreation with his wife

and 12-year-old son: "We all love the theater."

The only hobby Haight had to cut out since leaving Hollywood is

his magician act. "I used to do it for kids in hospitals, but it s been

so long since then that I've lost m\ semi pro standing." ^
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M

Another

ALL-TIME Record!

Birmingham

Alabama's Best in TV

Local television sales on WABT for

March, 1957, are the largest for any

March in our 8 years of telecasting.

Those who Know us BEST
use us MOST

Represented by Blair-TV

WAPI, our sister radio station, also hit an all-time

record in local business for March.

sponsor • 13 APRIL I95't 69



KSFO
560 kc San Francisco

/ Reaches

4V2 Million

KMPC-
710 he Los Angeles

Reaches
Th Million

GOIDEN WEST
BROADCASTERS

KMPC KSFO
Gene Autry, Chairman, Board of Directors

Robert O. Reynolds, President

National Representatives:

AM Radio Sales Company

70

News and Idea

WRAP-UP
NARTB CONVENTION WRAP-UP

The theme of FCC Chairman Me-
Connaughey's address to the

NARTB Convention in Chicago
this week was praise and reassur-

ance for the industry (fore-

shadowed in his greetings to con-

vention published in SPONSOR
6 April).

\l<Connaughe\ praised: (1) The
NARTB for adoption of the Television

Code, calling it "a sign of maturity and
of the associations true devotion to

the public interest.'"

l2l Networks for the excellent pro-

grams they are offering the puhlic. He
added networks ''should not be stifled

h\ crippling and destructive govern-

mental controls."

i 3 I Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

which sponsored the Public Service

Conference in Boston recently and the

broadcasters who participated.

Reassuring broadcasters, he said of

the Dean Barrow Study Committee on

Network Practices: "The commission

is well aware of the great and indispen-

sable contributions which net-working

has made to broadcasting.

McConnaughey recalled the net-

works pioneered in tv development and

lost millions year after year, with

profits coming only in the last few

years, and remarked, "Should we be-

grudge them the fruits of their gamble

with this new medium?"
McConnaughey's speech was carried

national!} on CBS TV and Radio. The

speech in effect was a public relations

venture for the industry in which many
points were designed for public as well

as broadcaster consumption. The chair-

man gave the home audience the ad-

dress of the Television Code Board in

case thev had complaints of tv abuses.

The 1957 NARTB Keynote Award
went to Herbert Hoover, honoring
him for his service to broadcast-

ing while he was Secretary of

Commerce.
The award pointed out that Hoover

had helped devise an orderly system

for Government regulation while

avoiding censorship or Government

take-oxer of broadcast operations.

\ MM B president Harold E. Fellows

made the presentation which was ac-

cepted for Herbert Hoover b\ C. \1.

Jansk\ of Washington, a pioneer radio

engineer.

Public relations consciousness of the

NARTB was manifest in an address by

Fellows. He pointed out that the ulti-

mate control of radio and tv program-

ing is in the hands of the people.

He assured his national audience

that no group is more sensitive to the

demands of the public than the execu-

tives of the nation's networks and

stations.

Dr. George R. Town, executive di-

rector of TASO (Television Alloca-

tions Study Organization!, expressed

hope to the convention that within the

\ear TASO will complete a major por-

tion of its comprehensive studv of en-

gineering factors affecting tv alloca-

tions.

Annual Radio Pioneer Dinner at

the convention awarded a plaque to

Judge Justin Miller for the work he

has done to open the nation's court-

rooms to broadcast newsmen (see

sponsor 23 Februar\ 1957 i.

Frank J. Starzel. Associated Press

general manager, addressed the mem-
bers.

The key to keeping radio's cost

low may be provided by automation.

Speakers at NARTB Convention de-

scribed the station of the future as

remote controlled with personnel freed

from routine tasks. John Haerle.

broadcast sales manager. Collins Radio

Co., said the entire day's programing

can be recorded on tape with certain

cueing signals for commercials. He
said "a minimum of studio personnel

i probably zero I is required.

At present the FCC permits automa-

tion for stations under 10 KAY with

nondirectional antennas. The NARTB.
however, has petitioned the FCC for

extension of remote control authoriza-

tion for more powerful stations.

For additional convention news see SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 9
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ADVERTISERS
Lorillard'i ad plant tor ihi- year,

as revealed l>\ president l.«-\%i-<

Gruber . i a shareholders' meeting
• 1 i — week, will emphasize!

1 i Concentration "I "heaviest ~.i K--

and advertising guns on the filtei

brands.

2 > Introduction of "Newport," new

menthol cigarette. I he new i igarette

uses "a unique method <>f treating

menthol to induce a mild, mint) taste."

Grubei also disclosed these expendi-

ture figures: In L956 the company

spent II 1,800,000 on advertising

$1,100,000 less than in L955.

Greyhound, announcing I')." ad-

vertising plans tlii* week, says

incr half of its jS.l million liudizcl

will no in network television and
newspapers.

Spot, IidiIi radio and t\. will also

gel a share "I the $5 million.

Greyhound has j
u - 1 returned i<> net-

work t\ via the Steve iUen Show, NBC
l\. Gre) i- tin' bus firm's agency.

\«-w products: Emerson Drug will

introduce Fizzies, fruit-flavored tab-

lets for making >oft drink-, in May.

\il campaign will make heavj u-e of

t\ spot on local children's programs.

Lennen & Newell is the agency. . . .

Noxzema is bringing out Nozain,

greaseless antiseptic and anesthetic

cream that relieves pain of -kin itch.

Nozain will l>e introduced via NBt

l'\ - Perry Como Shou on 6 July. . . .

Schick has developed a young men's

shaver, the Schick Varsity, winch has

iii — t -one on the market. Television

will be among media used to promote

the new product

The i&P food chain i- taking an-

other step into local t\ pro-ram -|»m-

sorship with a 52-week contract foi

the Rosemary Cloonej Slum on K^ \\ -

TV, Cleveland. \\P is also using syn-

dicated film show- in New York, Men-

l-N-C-R-E-A-S-l-N-G-L-Y the

Radio Station in Houston ismmm
SHARE OF AUDIENCE

Hooper: Jan. - March, 1957

Monday thru Friday

7 A.M.— 12 Noon
Monday thru Friday

12 Noon—6 P.M.

KNUZ
Net. Sta.

Net. Sta.

Net. Sta.

Net. Sta.

Ind. Sta.

Ind. Sta.

Ind. Sta.

'A"
'B"

'C"
'D"
'A"
'B"

'C"

27.8
— 9.3— 10.1— 11.9— 16.3— 5.7— 3.4— 7.5

KNUZ 36.5

Net. Sta. "A" -- 12.6

Net. Sta. "B" -- 4.3

Net. Sta. "C" -- 9.3

Net. Sta. "D" -- 7.4

Ind. Sta. "A" -- 4.9

Ind. Sta. "B" -- 7.8

Ind. Sta. "C" -- 7.8

*%gas -

Take Your Choice . . . Hooper.

Pulse. \ielsc»u unci Cumulative
Pulse All. AGREE K-M / is No.

I in HOUSTON!
©ut»

HOUSTON'S 24 HOUR MUSIC AND NEWS
National Reps.: Forjoe & Co.

—

New York • Chicago • Los Angeles •

San Francisco • Philadelphia • Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.—
Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta

IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS JAckson 3-2587
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WWRL NEW YORK CITY

Ofir/y COC/} co/la?

*Deborah Meridith

519 West 143rd St.

kNew York, N Y.

WWRL S PERSONALITIES SELL
more merchandise for sponsors by:

Delivering the largest NEGRO
AUDIENCE for your product. . . .

Supporting your schedule with a

barrage of CONSUMER ADS. . . .

MERCHANDISING CREWS work
full time in Supermarkets and drug

stores for you. . . . TREE. . . .

LOW SELLING COST of 12c per

thousand. . . .

call or write

- BEST FOR NEGRO PROGRAMS

Amofrq Us Towers

I uvfeV/\BgJ

*We tip our bat to KSWS-TV-
iioiv world's tallest!

benville and Richmond. . . . Alcoa,

Reynolds and Kaiser Aluminum
are joining forces and spending $500,-

000 to promote National Metal Awning
Month. All three companies will push

the campaign on their NBC TV shows.

G.E. has developed three new high

frequency transistors that can replace

vacuum tubes in tv sets . . . Merger
of Thos. D. Richardson Co. (candy)

with Beatrice Foods has been an-

nounced.

General Mills, which has just bought

into Disneyland, will devote 75% of

its commercial time on the show to sci-

entific hoop-la, space travel, etc., and

just one-quarter for actual sales pitch

about Sugar Jets. The company will

also offer space travel booklets as

premiums. . . . The Ohio Match Co.

has voted to change its name to Hunt
Foods and Industries, Inc.

People: Thomas S. Thompson i-

new advertising and merchandising

manager for the Maxwell House divi-

sion of General Foods. . . . Carlyle E.

Miller has been appointed general

sales manager of the Toiletries and

Dyestuffs division of Park & Tilford.

. . . William O. Dillingham has

been made president of Hoffman Bev-

erage Co. ( Pabst subsidiary l . . . . Al-

fred F. Bowden, former assistant to

the president of American Tobacco,

has been elected v.p. and director of

public relations.

Pepsodent now plans to find out

exactly "Where the yellow went."

Starting 4 May, Pepsodent will run

a consumer contest for prize-winning

answers to the whereabouts of the "yel-

low." Spot radio and network tv will

be used to promote the contest.

AGENCIES
Grey Matter, Grey Advertising's

monthly bulletin, in describing

the need for more skilled media
planning, points out that, "more
and more powerful vehicles are

available to carry the advertiser's

message. For instance:

• 55 million newspapers per dav.

• 184 million single copies of maga-

zines (ABC measured monthly, bi-

weekly and weekly).

• 121 million radio sets in homes,

cars, etc.

• 40 million homes with one or

more tv sets.

• 80,000 vehicles in 400 markets

carry car cards.

• 345,000 outdoor posters in 12.000

markets.

ISew agency appointments: Grey
Advertising adds P&G"s Pin-It Home
Permanent. . . . Marschalk & Pratt

i division of McCann-Erickson I for

Genesee Brewing. . . . Earle Ludgin
for Tidy House Products as of 1

August. . . . Lawrence C. Gumhin-
ner Advertising for Block Drug's

Rem and Rel.

Focus on personalities: Frank A.

Helton is the new vice president and

manager of R&R's San Francisco of-

fice. . . . L. M. Bud Booton has been

appointed managing partner of Bruce

B. Brewer & Co. . . . W. A. Krause
is now a partner of Bruce B. Brewer

The Champ

Is Still Champ I

f 4 of 5 top night-time shows!
You soy thot's not enough? Then

how obout 20 out of 35 lop

night-time shows? (Nov. 'A. R. B.)

§

f

Champ in the day-time, too!

16 of top 25 week-day strips

. . . including Buckskin Bill,

whose top rating is a full 7

Doints obove the No. 2 show

8 of 10 top morning shows!
ond 8 out of the top 1 5 after-

noon shows, for a clean-sweep
victory, morning and afternoon.

6 winners in 6 contests!

WAFB-TV is tops in merchandis-
ing, too. Four firsts, one second
and one 'top four" in these

shows; 1956-57 Frank Leahy
Show" . . . "The Millionaire"

. .. "Screen Gems Programs"

. . . "Lucy Show" . . . 195.
Billboard Promotion . . . 1955-

56 "Frank Leahy Show"

WAFB-TV
CBS ABC

First in TV in Baton Rouge

R»pi: Blair T«l«vUion Anoootm
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BUT .

NIELSEN NCS NO. 2

NOVEMBER, 1956

Station

Radio
Homes
In Area

Monthly
Homes
Reached

DAY
Weekly
NCS
Circ.

riME
Daily

NCS
Circ.

WKZO

B

208,450

106,570

107,490

43,420

95,520

38,670

67,470

25,630

*- Tv^
3fie Sfa'ty"t !Jfa/i< >t>

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEFFM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

YOU NEED WKZO RADIO
TO HIT THE TARGET
IN KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN!
One station dominates Western Michigan—WKZO. CBS radio

for Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan.

Morning, noon, or night. Pulse ratings show that WKZO nearly

doubles the share of audience of the nearest competing station.

And check the latest Nielsen figures at the left! In all Nielsen

categories, WKZO delivers from 1 4

3

r"
r to 178 f> more homes than

the second station!

Avery-Knodel can give vou all the facts.

mzo
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel. Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

'Charles PierSOn set this rnonl in 1955.
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. . . Blair Walliser has been

made account executive foi John \\

Shaw advertising hancllitiu the agen

cy's New York accounts. . . . !\1ar

garel Harrison ha- joined BBIH) as

assistant to the sales promotion direc

tor <>t the marketing department. . .

Walter C. Davison has been made

v.p in charge of marketing and new

business oi Western Advertising. . . .

Glen W. Fortinberry lias joined

Maxon a> assistant to the president

. . . Pat Clark joins Noble-Durj in

\iav a~ an accounl c\cculi\ c.

They became v.p.'s: Bud Sherak,

research director for k&f \* .

Denning Harvey, account executive

at K&E. . . . John B. Lanigan will

join Compton on 1 Mav as a v.p. and

account supen isor.

NETWORKS
So far 19 of the new shown that

made their debut this season are

already casualties—or just about
to be.

Here's the list:

Raj Anthonv Show

The Brothers

The Buccaneers

Can Do

TE ESSEE'S

OXVILLE )

IS GOV B Y

WBIR-TV
10A N N E L

316,000 watts covering more
than 50 prosperous counties

in Tenn., Ky. and N. C. One
of the Nation's most power-

ful stations.

Call Your K A T Z MAN
For Availabilities

KET

*
Metropolitan
Area Rank

MEMPHIS
KNOXVILLE
NASHVILLE
CHATTANOOGA

^
"the TREND'S to TEN

n TENNESSEE"

Circus Boy
Conflict

Hev Jeannie

High Finance

Hold That Note

Hiram Holidav

National Bowling Champions
\oah"s Ark

On Trial

77th Bengal Lancers

Herb Shriner Show

Sir Lancelot

Stanley

Walt,-, \\ inchell Show
You"re On Your Own

See SPONSOR-SCOPE for analv-i-

of 1956-57 season's network show

< asualties.

Shows based upon fairy tales con-

tinue to click in network tv. Note
these comparative Trendex rat-

ings:

Peter Pan (#1) 43.0

Peter Pan (#2) 36.2

Jack i, the Beanstalk 33.9

Wizard of Oz 2<U
Cinderella 43.3

Wizard of Oz was telecast at a time

w hen the average moppet is in bed.

The Fibber McCee & Molly five-

minute comedy vignettes winch are

to be scheduled in Monitor starting

Ma) will be based on fresh material.

There'll be 10 of these recorded pas-

sages per weekend.

An illustration of what can be

done with basic census data in air

media research can be found in

the Keystone Broadcasting Sys-

tem's study of its farm coverage.

Ke\ stone has related the coverage

of its stations to the U. S. Census of

Agriculture data showing that Kev

-

stone affiliates cover 859? of the na-

tion's farms. The report shows number

BATON ROUGE
the

OK Negro Radio Buy

ViXOK
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According to the Nielsen

Coverage Service Number 2

WSB-TV the dominant Georgia station

COVtWGTON

WALTON*
lUtH-^W

[Tie map shows WSB- 1 V cllective covei

area .is determined by Nielsen < March-May,

1956). 136 counties with 536,690 viewer

families are covered In WSB-TV. No other

Atlanta television station covers as many

counties; no other is viewed h\ as many

families.

In the 50% or better penetration areas:

WSB-TV covers 100 counties

25* , more than Si at ion B
72'

, more than Station C

WSB-TV viewed by ll l),810 families

7'
, more than Station B

21', more than Station C

R] I All SALES*— In the 50% or better

penetration areas, counties covered In WSB-
IV have retail sales of $2,209,524,000.
This is $135,277,000 more than Station B.

and S456.271.000 more than Station C. Foi

complete details of the Georgia NCS stud)

contact your Retry man. Get more for your

money in Georgia. Gel on WSB- 1
\

•SRDS - Market*

-White Columns"

is the home

of WSB Radio

and WSB-TV WSB-TV
ATLANTA
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MOW EVEN MORE THAN EVER

Stockton'*, TJCott &4te*ted to Station

HOOPER KADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
STOCKTON, CALIF. OCTOBER - DECEMBER 1956

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

7:00 A.M. -12:00 NOON

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

C N KSTN A M OTHER
AM & FM

SAMPLE
SIZE

l>+.0 1^.2 8.1 42.1 11.6 5.h 18.5 10,163

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

12:00 N00N-6:0O P.M.

RADIO
SETS
IN U3E

C . s® KSTN A M
OTHER
AM & FM

SAMPLE
SIZE

10.IA ^8.8 6.1+ 34.6 7.0 11.2 21.8 12,159

Fall 1956 Hooperatings again

shows 4-year KSTN dominance

of Stockton Radio Audience.

*America's 92nd Market

Represented by Hollingbery

/
Glovy be! The new Raleigh ARB
(February) is out and it's a

honey! Ask our H-E man.

WRAL-TV, Channel 5, NBC
full power. Raleigh TEMPLE
3-5553 . . . the most important

television station in the risen South.

of farms and percentage reached by

669 of Keystone's 938 affiliates. The
669 figure represents the Dumber of

stations that actual!) have local farm

programing.

Current programing notes: The
Royal McBee Corp. and Helene Cur-

li^ will co-sponsor three of the night-

time Washington Square showings on

NBC TV. In all. four irregular sched-

ulings of the show in evening hours

are due for the months of May and

June. . . . S. C. Johnson takes over

as alternate week sponsor on NBC
TV's Steve Allen Show starting 7 Jul\.

. . . ABC TV is moving Press Con-

ference into the nighttime schedule

again. The Corn Products sponsored

show will now be seen on Mondays
9-9:30 p.m. . . . Masquerade Party

( NBC TV I has filled out its sponsor-

ship roster through the month of June.

New sponsors will be Beacon \\ ax.

Park & Tilford and Knomark I Esquire

Boot Polish I.

This week's network renewals:

DeSoto for } ou Bet Your Life I NBC
TV I ... . G.E. for G.E. Theatre ( CBS
TV ) . Next season the G.E. Theatre

will he all film. . . . General Mills for

Tales of the Texas Rangers I CBS T\ I

.

. . . P&G for Loretta Young Show and

This Is Your Life I NBC TV) ... . Bell

Telephone for Telephone Time i NBC
Radio I . This renewal marks the pro-

gram's loth vear on the network.

TV STATIONS
At WABD, New York, they've

worked out a new wrinkle on the

long-established treasure hunt

gimmick.
Instead of hiding a $100 lor as in

one recent case a $50,000 • check, the

treasure hidden somewhere around

town is a rubber frankfurter, and the

finding of same entitles the winner to

his weight in weiners.

Since the sponsor of the hunt is

Hebrew National Kosher Sausage Co.

and the franks are all hidden within

40 paces of delicatessens selling the

sponsor's products, the merchandising

values of the stunt are as solid as the

fun values.

Hebrew National sponsors Enter-

tainment Press Conferecne on \^ ABI).

The agencv and brains behind the

treasure hunt is the Rockmore Co.

Tv applications: Between 25 March

and d \pril. one construction permit
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\> as "i anted and bix applical ions lot

new stations were filed.

( lonsl i in linn pel mil urnl In Collim

Ilia Broadcasting System l"i I hannel

II. St. Louis, permil . 1 1 1 < > w ~ '>l<> ku

\ isual.

Applications include: Gila Broad-

casting, Safford, \ii/.. l"i ( hannel 1 1.

Globe, \ii/.. 10 kw \ isual, towei 2,31 ;

feel above average terrain, plant

$75, II
1

'. \ eai Ij operal ing cost 160,-

000; Radio Boise, Boise, Ida., foi

Channel (>. Nampa, Ida., 12.59 ku

\ isual, towei 3 1 1 Feel .i 1 •< >\ <• .i\ erage

terrain, plan! $3,355, yearl) operating

cosl $101,000; New Hanover Broad-

casting, Wilmington, Y ('.. for Chan-

nel 3, loo ku \ isual, tower 1(>7 feel

above average terrain, planl $413,129,

yearl) operating cost $200,000; Pacific

Television, Inc., Eugene, Ore., for

Channel 1 1 . Coos Bay, < Ire., L2.22 ku

visual, tower 712 feel above average

terrain, planl $70,800, yearl) operat-

ing cosl $48,000; Columbia River

television Co., Kennerwick, Wash.,

for ("hannel 25, 8.22 ku visual, tower
I foot above average terrain, planl

$76,000, yearl) operating cosl $108,-
ooo; and Hector Reichard, Vquadilla,

Puerto Rico, for Channel 13, 1 t.5 ku
visual, tower H2 feel above average
terrain, plant $131,178, yearl) operat-

ing cosl $45,000.

Storer sold its Birmingham, \la.. sta-

tion- (WBRC and WBRC-TV I to Ra-

dio Cincinnati
I Hulberl Taft, Jr..

president I for $6,350,000. . . . KFEQ-
TV. St Joseph, Mo., bas ju>t landed

a 52-week contract from the Iowa-

Missouri Walnut Co. for sponsorship

ot it- local 1-11 farm show.

Personnel notes: Francis C. Mr-

Marriage
license

7»>

"1

1

>

1 Ttr
A W ys

fpiu^~~\JJl[IPjpfe?*^- _
^\,l»*e

Pei>ir»»orj

< all i- the neu genei al mana ;ei foi

W PS1 I \ Miami. . . . John < onboye
has been appointed an a< < ount exe< u

live foi KONI I I \ San Antonio. . , .

Robert Provence has been made pro

n direi toi al WSOl I \ . < lharlotte,

M. < ., while Fritz Gibson, Jr. and

Russell McEIwee have also joined

W S0( I \ iii the sales depai tment. . . .

Thomas II. Cookerly, former!)

< arolinas sales managei . has been

made national sales manage] .it

W BTV, < harlorte, V I . and Joseph
W . ( Buck) Timlin lake. Jr.. t ..,

inei local Bales representative, has

moved up to the < !ai olinas sales man-
agei spot. Vlso ai \\ III \ . \. Fred
« . i l»-on has joined the sales staff as

local ~.ile- representative. . . . Karl \\ .

Welde has been promoted to assistant

general manager ai W \ \< t-'l \ . Ral-

eigh. W elde - job as sales managei
will he taken OVd b) Joseph F« Ml-
Ginley who has been local sales man-

ager. Ia'v Browning i- the neu gen-

eral sales manager al wTIE-TV, Evans-

ville, Ind. . . . Louis F. Mien has

moved over i" the W V.BC-TV, New
i ork. sales staff. Dave Sacks takes

o\ rr as sales managei foi K< .< ••
I \ .

San Francisco.

RADIO STATIONS
\VM<;M. V* York, as it dors each
Spring, has again launched it* l»i«r-

gest promotion <>t the year— in

behalf <>i the Dodger*! baseball

broadcast s.

Pi omotions in< lude an assortment

iiiimii k- -mil i- minature

ball bats, pencils made like bats, i U ,

Pi inted mattei x nl oul b) the i ai load

includes :

' \\ ho's W ho in Baseball,"

"Baseball's Besl Hitt< re and the 1957

"I lodgei "*>
• i r Book.

These encouraging -i^n- for FM*s
future were cited during an
N 1RTB < onvention panel i

1

.

I \l i- -till grow ing and the future

looks g I, a< < "i din.' to Robert I

.

Bartle) .
I < < • ommissioner.

2. There « ill l»- more I M sets sold

in the nexl two years than \\l from

Leonard Vshbach of Majestic Inter-

national.

Vgencj panel members i ited need

for more adequate infoi mation "ii I \l

listening .\n<\ '.died for special pro-

graming and not jusl duplii ation of

AM.

Staten Island. N«-w York, will yet

ii- own radio station on the first

of May.
lele-Bi oadi astei - re enl purch >-•

of W lUJII. I! kKn. has been ap-

proved b) the FC( and the call lettei -

will be chanced to W POW. \\ l'n\\

70.6 ARB "RRILLY, RRILLY BIG!"
19 County Report - Jan 57

-

Thanks. Ed Your show heads
the top 15 shows in Eostern

N. C.—every one on WNCT
In fact, ARB reports that
WNCT dominates 140 night-

time Va hours (6 PM - Mid-
night, Mon. thru Sun ) and
grabs the lion's share of the

daytime audience, too.

"—but KRIZ Phoenix says I have a

money-back guarantee!" WNCT
^UtM^tU * "ft (?

chonnel 9 .....r. cm **

A. H*rtw»ll Campbell, Gen I Mgr
316.000 Wain full lime

ll»C«i»*MC V1MO....I § » rfOiu
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PRODUCTS FOR YOUR

TV AND ART DEPT.

2.50

"STORYBOARD" PAD

The pad that has big 5x7
video panels that enable

you to make man-sized TV
visuals. Perforated video
and audio segments on gray

background.

No. 72C—Pad Size 14 x 17"

(50 Sheets—4 Segments on Sheet)

No. 72 E—Pocket Size 6Va x 8V4"
(50 Sheets— I Segment on Sheet)

Tomkins TELEPAD

Most populor TV visual pad
with 2'/2x4" video and
audio panels on gray back-

ground. Each panel perfo-

rated

No. 72A—19x24"
(50 Sheets—12 panels on Sheet)

No. 72B—Pocket Size 8x18" 2.00
(75 Sheet*—4 panels on Sheet)

3.50

VIDEO PAPER
Sensational new paper for

TV artists. Mokes an ordin-

ary pencil line vivid and
colors iust popl Write for

sample.

FREE SAMPLES
FOR THE ASKING!

Write on your letterhead for

200-page catalog of art sup-
plies. "An Encyclopedia of

Artists Materials"

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO.
2 West 46th St.. New York 36.

-Men in TV production all say:

"The best spots come from Jamieson"

\M\l\TION
SOI M)
STAGE
LABS AND
OHTICALS"

JAMIESON
FILM

3825 Bryan
.

COMPANY
• TA 3-8158 • Dallas

clients include:

Fitzgerald Advertising Agency
wford & Porter Advertising, Ir

•i I rii kson, Inc.

Tracy-Locke Company, Inc."

will broadcast from studios in Staten

Island and in \c\\ ^ ork.

New appointments: Richard W.
Chapin i- now general manager of

KRGI, Grand Island. Neb., and Roger
Larson lias taken over as assistant

genera] manager. Both men retain

their positions with KFOR, Lincoln.

. . . Ray Rozak, KROI sales manager
has been upped to station manager. . .

Donald M. Ross has resigned as

KNX-CPRN general sales manager to

become v. p. and general manager of

Golden West Enterprises. . . . Walt
Lochimm has joined the WHB. Kan-

sas City, sales staff. . . . Edward L.

Presnell is a new member of t he sales

staff at KXOK, St. Louis. . . . James
F. McBride has moved to KIMA,
Yakima, Wash., as sales promotion

manager.

FILM
Tv films tend to mediocrity. Rich-

ard Pack, Westinghouse Broad-
casting Go. proraming vice presi-

dent, told a tv film panel at the

NARTB Convention on 8 April.

Pack wondered why "the more pro-

vocative half-hour shows are so often

live."

The answer to better film program-

ing, according to Screen Gems' gen-

eral manager Ralph Cohn. is a better

market. Cohn said the syndication

business needed more time in peak

viewing periods which must be brought

about by tv expansion.

Another panel speaker. Maurice J.

Rifkin, Ziv Tv sales vice president, also

-poke on film quality. He said: "1 ou

can't make a good program cheap, nor

make a cheap program good."

Growing importance of the inter-

national market to the U. S. film

industry was underlined by two

recent developments.

One is the fact that Ziv Tv launched

KSON

San Diego's No. II Radio Station

PULSE
"Out of Home" & "In Home'

Hvpirwnlnl Xalkm*ll» ••>' KUIUOE

a new film series overseas at the same
time it was released for syndication in

the I . S.

The other was the announcement of

;. world-wide sales staff b\ TPA.
The Ziv show is New Adventures of

Martin Kane. The show will be aired

in Puerto Rico tv markets under a

sponsorship pact with the National

Biscuit Co.

Another international aspect to the

-how i> that it is being shot abroad,

location scenes being filmed in London

and West European capitals. Aside

from the "foreign intrigue" aspect of

the story line, foreign filming offers a

waj for the syndicator to ill unfreeze

his earnings in foreign currencies and

(2) bring the show into the states at

a moderate cost.

A $20,000-per-episode production

nut is just about par for foreign-made

films. However, a sale in Britain

—

Europe's most important tv market

—

can bring in about $3,000 to the dis-

tributor. So. the latter can import a

series into the States with a production

hook of no more than $17,000. On
top of this, the distributor doesnt

have to worr\ about pa\ing foreign

actors residuals, except in cases where

the actor owns a part of the show.

TPA's world-wide sales staff was an-

nounced by President Milton Gordon.

Sales reps will be named later this

year in the Far East and Europe.

TPA already has reps in eight

Latin-American countries. Canada and

France. In Canada, arrangements ha\e

been made with station rep Horace \.

Stovin & Co.. which will be exclusive

distributors in the Dominion for TPA.
The distributor now has 12 series

being shown in as many foreign lands.

Profit-wise, as they say on Madi-
son Ave., the film distribution

business is looking up.

N 1A reported profits for the six

LAKE CHARLES
the

OK Negro Radio Buy

is

KA0K
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months ending 31 January running

275' i ahead "I the prei i"ii^ coi re

Bponding pei iod.

( Official I ilma has bo orae the firsl

of the publicl) - 1 1 <
-

1 < i t\ <li»ti ibutors t"

<n> on an annual cash di\i<l<'<l basis.

\T\ President El) Landau an-

nounced profits foi the Bix-month

period were I 108,631, which exceeded

total nel income foi .ill oi fiscal 19 i6

i ending >l Jul) • . The latest profit

figure is e |ual i" . .
< on each i>f

662,600 shares outstanding.

N I \ - announcement waa coincident

with the commercial k i< k« !! ol its film

network earl) tlii* month. Hie web

wound ii|i Bold out for its 90 minutes

«>f option time with Hazel Bishop and

Sunbeam added to sponsors Warner-

Lambert and P. Lorillard.

Official Hoard of Directors an-

nounced an annual ltu- di\ idend polic)

and voted .i >< semi-annual dividend

payable 3 June to stockholders of

record on 30 Vpril.

Harold Hackett, president and chair-

man, put gross -ale- for the eight

months ending 2<"> led una r\ at $(>..'}(><>.-

000, up 7")', over the previous corre-

sponding period.

Persona] appearances of a Sim
show's star dors more than create

good-will and publicity— it rings

up Bales.

That's the conviction of James But/.

assistant director of advertising and

sales promotion for W ilson & ('<>..

Chicago meat packer.

\\ ilson sponsors M\ \ Tv's Dr.

Hudson's Secret Journal in upwards of

i2< > markets covering three major

regions, lite firm is sending star John

Howard to tour the southwest U. S.

Starting II Vpril. Howard lias prc\ i-

ousl) junketed through New England

and the southeast.

BuU said thai dui ing Howards last

toui VV ilson w rote a i onsiderable

number of lai • ordei - from • hain

store and restaurant i lients m ho it

tended parties and luncheons at which

Howard appeared.

FINANCIAL

Bon Vmi made a tei ril mebai k

in L956, with sales ''_"- ovei 19

Net Bales rea< hed 15,4 1 1- 1 »9 as i om-

pared to 12,833,372 for the previous

year. Nel in< ome was dow n due to

huge resear< h and advertising expendi-

tures in the lattei pari oi 56 foi the

new Jel Bon Vmi. Nel income was

$105,407 for L956 as compared to

$134,597 in L955. Jel Hon Vmi is be-

ing lira\ il\ promoted via t\ and radio

spot.

Kaiser Aluminum reports nel run
ings for the calendai yeai ol 1956 at

$42,349,131 as compared to $36,021,-

I I I for the previous 12-month period.

Nel sales rose to $343,626,585 in 1956,

I r, above L955's $301,031,135. Kai-

ser is represented in network t\ b) its

alternate week drama hour on NBC I \ .

Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields arc listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesda) this week and rues-

da) the week 1 efore. Quotations sup-

plied b) Mil i il I .) nch, Pien e, I enner

and [leant".

rues. 1 ues. Nel

Stoi k 2 Vpri] 9 Vpri] i hange

\ ev ) orh Slot h /•. i '

1

'

•

VB-PT 22K 23% ~l\
VT&T 178 177

:

~

\m o «,
:
. 6%

« BS "A" 34%
( lolumbia Pii 18% 18% — ' .,

Loew's IK 7 - 18 T .

Paramonnl -1%
Rl \ - %
Storei -•:', -':'.

20th Fox 25% i.,

\\ arner Bros. 23% 23VS - '.

\\ estinghouse 56% ">:'.

Mil.,! Vrtists I t%
( &l Supei 1 1

DuMonl I .i!'-- l

T
-

Guild Films '.',

\ I \ «'
-j

a,

—

p IP * Vi^E^H-
,

h

GO
,J_
SPARTANBURG. S.C.
Cali:Grant Webb & Co.

DON'T
I

V HAVtNT

J LOOKED UP!

SPECIALIZED NEGRO
PROGRAMMING

With 100% Negro programming per-

tor.net, KPRS if effectively directing

the buying habit* of it* voii. faithful

audience. Your talet menage wattes

neither time nor money in reaching

the heort af it* "preferred" market,

vying time an KPRS i* like buying the

anly radio elation in a community of

137,600 active prospect*.

1,000 W. 1590 KC.

KPRS
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

for avaifabififie* call Humboldt 3-3100

Represented Nationally by-

John E. Pearson Company

The Champ

Is Still Champ I

4 of 5 top night-time shows!
You lav that s not enough' Then

how oboul 20 out ol 35 too

night-time itiowi' (Nov.' A P B )

Champ in the day-time, too!

16 ol lop 25 week day strips

. including Buckskin Bill,

whose lop rating is a lull 7

ooinis above the No. 2 show.

8 of 10 top morning shows!
and 8 out of the top 15 after-

noon shows, lor a cleon-sweep

victory, morning and afternoon.

6 winners in 6 contests'

WAFB TV is lops in merchandis-

ing, too. Four firsts, one second

and one 'lop four ' in these

shows. 1956 57 F'onk leahy
Show ... The Millionaire

'

Screen Gems Programs
'

lucy Show . . . 1956
B'llboord Promotion . . 1955-

56 Frank leahy

WAFB- TV
CBS ABC

First in TV in Baton Rouge

Rap*: Blair Tolo»i»ion A**ocipto*
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// hat*t happening m I
v 'nmt

thai affects tponsors, agencies, ttationt

WASHINGTON WEEK
13 APRIL

Copyright 1057

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Tin- Stage is being set for the Mqild to One « » I tin- biggeSl corporate -trip-ail-

in Congressional history.

I li;tt sequel i- the final report of the House Judiciary antitrust ubcommittei

—

the one that forced CBS and NBC t<> disrobe in public.

This linal report may have to l><- ultra-convincing and) stimulate legislation •»!

more than ordinary importance. Reason:

Otherwise there would be a serious question as t" whether the subcommittee, ondei

Rep. Celler's chairmanship, didn't abuse Its authority in compelling tin- networks to bare

their most intimate business secret-.

A final phase of the >tri|> itself took place the j>a-t week with the release of four volumes

a ikI 6,448 pages of testimony and exhibits. This was the -i<'|> that put CBS and NBC in a

permanent glass case for all to inspect.

Look for some intense readership of thin literature by those who do business

with—or against—CBS and NBC, and whoever else would profit from knowing all tin-

secrets.

The little evidence available this week indicated that the final report never-

theless would riot be worth this tremendous "invasion" of business privacy.

The House subcommittee—unlike the sieve-like Senate Commerce Committee —was guard-

ing its secrets well. No glimmer of the report's contents or release time could he had.

It was clear, however, that (1) the subcommittee's staff was having trouhle get-

ting agreement from a large enough number of committee members to make the report as

sharp as it would like and (2) the timetable of the report's issuance ha- been further

disrupted. It may be two weeks longer—or even more.

As regards the Senate Commerce Committee, this question suggests itself: Will its staff

reports on network practices and allocations be bottled up as effectively as was

the report urging a trial of pay tv?

The networks practices report is a milder document than that being urged by the

House antitrust subcommittee's staff.

The allocations report is still being worked on by Nick Zapple and Kenneth Cox. oi

staff, even though Cox has already gone home to Vt ashington Stair.

General Electric has taken the first step in its fight to stay on channel 6 with

its WRGB, Schenectady, instead of making the FCC-ordered shift to I'HF channel 17.

The initial move is a petition of FCC reconsideration. FCC's answer: An extension

of time to the "show cause" order until 30 days after FCC action on the petition.

GE's retort: The FCC is offering a "post mortem inquest" rather than a full

and fair hearing, particularly in view of the fact that the FCC already has proposed to add

channel 6 to New Haven.

GE points to its S2.5-million investment in the station and the $100 million worth

of VHF sets in that area. Savs GE: The FCC is depriving GE and the public of tluir

"rights and properties without due process of law."

Only Commissioners Bartley and Lee dissented to the FCCs letter to Congress

backing five-year license periods for radio and tv stations.

Bartley, specifically, wants the periods to be without statutory limits.
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were signed, sealed and delivered to

NBC Daytime Television during the first

I i weeks of 1
(^~. That's the amount inv«

in new daytime business on NBC by ten

of America's leading advertisers.

Because Nielsen, Trendcx and ARB all

show that the greatest audience swing in

daytime television history is on. Millions of

viewers are shifting to NBC's new

daytime line-up— making NBC the

Number One network in daytime television.'

Advertisers are finding NBC's

imaginative new shows and glittering array

of star sales-personalities attractive, too.

Ten of them took pen in hand

to prove it... by sending XBC some of the

nicest fan mail a network ever received.

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK



NARTB ROUNDUP
13 APRIL CHICAGO

Copyright 1957 ^^
sponsor publications inc. Amliates came away from network meetings preceding NARTB Convention

with these reactions:

ABC TV affiliates feel this network is going places and won't be denied. Affiliates

were enthusiastic about fall lineup, they report that ABC TV for the first time will be com-

pletely competitive in evening time and many daytime hours next fall.

For CBS TV, this was two days of non-problem sessions in which the network

brought affiliates to a peak of enthusiasm in a series of reports by key men which empha-

sized the calibre of the CBS team.

MBS affiliates were digesting details of new MBS music-and-news format which is

scheduled to go into effect 1 June. Affiliates' reaction ranged from enthusiastic belief that

MBS had hit on a proper formula for today's radio, to remarks that network was copying

the fare of independent stations.

Top officials of both NBC TV and NBC Radio discussed plans for summer and fall

programing at a meeting with members of the executive and program committees of each

network's affiliates. Joe Culligan, NBC Radio v.p., presented the plans for his network.

George Harvey, v.p. and general manager of WFLA, Tampa, was elected chairman of the

radio network affiliates' committee.

You'll be seeing a new insignia in lapels of the nation's pioneer telecasters.

It will signify membership in the Society of Television Pioneers which was organized

this week at the convention. (Executives active in tv before lifting of freeze in 1952 are

eligible for membership.)

W. D. "Dub" Rogers, President of Texas Telecasting, Inc., Lubbock, Tex., chaired

the session of 250 broadcasters who voted the society into existence.

The first step in formation of the society came at last year's NARTB convention when

sponsor, which had honored the nation's pioneers with plaques and dinners at the 1954

and 1955 conventions, called together a group of broadcasters with a suggestion that they

organize an all-industry society.

Those attending were: George Burbach, KSD-TV, St. Louis; John Fetzer, WKZO-TV,

Kalamazoo; P. A. "Buddy" Sugg, WKY-TV, Oklahoma City, with Jack Harris, KPRC-TV,

Houston and Harold Hough, WBAP-TV, Ft. Worth, on committee but not in attendance.

Those subsequently joining the committee were:

"Dub" Rogers; Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV, Norfolk; Glenn Marshall, Jr., WMBRTV,

Jacksonville; Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV, Lancaster; Richard Rawls, KPHO-TV, Phoenix;

and Clyde Rembert, KRLD-TV, Dallas.

The organizational committee with "Dub" Rogers as chairman was installed as board

of directors of the society. They will name officers and objectives.
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no minor matter
The fact that WCBS-TV pays far more than lip-service to public service was demonstrated

clearly when Nielsen was asked recently to measure the impact— //? commercial terms — of a

Police Athletic League drive and two other no-cost community campaigns on Channel 2.

The PAL's 51 announcements achieved 12,533,450 family impressions at a "cost per thousand"

of only $ 1 .70. The other two "sponsors" did even better. One received 46 announcements . . . drew

12,297,510 family impressions at a $1.07 "cost per thousand." And the other reached 8 out of

every 10 metropolitan New York families, each an average of 4.7 times— 18,192,420 family

impressions at a remarkable 59 c "cost per thousand."

These are only 3 of the 159 organizations to which WCBS-TV last year donated 5,600 announce-

ments, with a rate-card value of $2,250,000— but without cost of any kind to the organizations.

WCBS-TVchannel 2,NewYork,CBS Owned
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales



NET RADIO BOOM
(Continued from page 27 i

of the radio networks are tv-minded

iuse that's where the big money is.

The brains were scooped out of radio

into l\ and the radio people gutted

themselves because there was 10 times

as much mone) in television."

\ll the station representatives with

whom SPONSOR spoke said that al-

most ever) account which is now run-

inn- on network radio is basically l>u\-

ing a spot radio campaign. By this

construction, ever) dollar being spent

on network radio is—indirectly

—

coming out of spot's pocket even

though it ma) never actuall) have

been in it.

"The) find the cost irresistable,"

one rep commented. "I've had two

accounts tell me they couldn't afford

not to bu) what the network offered."

But Kellner of Katz says this is a

point of small return. "Neither cost

nor ease of purchase is the answer for

any client. His best buy is the one

which will do the best sales job for

him and his product and the cost has

to be balanced with results."

Ease of purchase is a tough nut for

the reps to crack, for they know the

networks have a distinct advantage on

this score. There's little doubt that a

lot of buyers and agency executives

are paper-weary. They like the idea

of signing one contract and getting

network staff people to do all the com-

putations and ordering and clearing.

The reps give ground to the net-

works on this score and some of them

concede that the networks are devel-

oping good salesmen. They may not

like the sales tactics or what they call

the "raiding" or the "rate-cutting,"

but they admit that the networks are

being aggressive.

As one rep commented: "Their

salesmen are doing great jobs, by and

large. It isn't their fault that pro-

graming, polic) and selling are out of

line. They're hustling and they're get-

ting the business. We don't argue

with that. We just wish they'd respect

their own medium as a completely dif-

ii nnt one from spot, and sell it that

\\n\ .

They cite examples of accounts

which have eliminated spot radio cam-

ns to move into network with the

same type of basic "spot" buy hut on

"network"' facilities. Among them this

season: Arrid, Bristol-M\ers. Brown

& Williamson, R. J. Reynolds. Tintex,

Doan's Pills, Ex-lax, Jell-O. Spry, Chef

Boyardee pizza pie. Pharmaco.

The networks are little phazed b)

this internecine warfare.

They re high up the sales ladder and

anticipating even greater heights.

They're bringing new* business into the

ml work lineup and they consider

many of these new accounts of signifi-

cance to radio and advertising.

Here's a box score on how each of

the four radio networks has done so

far this year, with a summary of what

they consider particularly "significant"

sales.

ABC Radio: 30 new orders since 1

January I including renewals).

Bridgeport Brass Co.. for Good-aire

air refresher, Slug-a-Bug. Ban-X and

Bug Bomb, using daytime network ra-

dio for the first time. It buys seg-

ments in the top-rated morning pro-

gram block, four 15-minute portions

of When a Girl Marries. R. J. Rey-

nolds Tobacco Co. is buying 38 news-

casts weekly, 18 of which are co-spon-

sored by Norwich Pharmacal.

Thinking behind the buys

CBS Radio: 22 new7 orders since 1

January I including renewals)

.

Standard Brands purchased 30 seven-

and-one-half minute units of da\time

serials, a "heavy seasonal promotion

and sales effort that demonstrates the

flexibility of network radio as well as

its reach and affordable frequency."

P. Lorillard, for Kent cigarettes, has

purchased 16 segments of the new Im-

pact plan
—

"the first major purchase

of Impact coinciding with the an-

nouncement of this new- way to use

weekend and evening radio." Charles

Pfizer, a farm advertiser who is buy-

ing an Edward R. Murrow newscast on

a limited network, "is a demonstration

of the opportunity to use a major na-

tional personalis on a regional basis.
'

[IBS: 12 new orders since 1 Janu-

ary i including renewals).

Philip Morris, after a test, extended

its sponsorship of the Country Music

Show to a full 52 weeks on an exten-

sive Southern network for the 25-min-

ute nighttime feature. "It has a long-

range aspect to it, as opposed to the

more t\ pical short-term saturation buy

now so popular. PM wants to sell it-

self in the South, and is using a long-

range. steady approach." R. J. Rey-

nolds, with its Camel Scoreboard, in-

cludes seven five-minute periods week-

ly after the Game of the Day for the

entire baseball season. "This reaffirms

Reynolds' belief in radio inasmuch as

it has sponsored the same show in pre-

vious years."

Quaker State Motor Oil, "a relatively

new radio advertiser," bought half of

Game of the Day on Saturdays for the

entire season from 13 April to 29 Sep-

tember. In the blacked-out area of the

country. Quaker State bought six

weekend broadcasts by Frankie Frisch,

making this a full network buy.

NBC Radio: 29 new orders since

1 January (including renewals).

Brown & Williamson and Bristol-

Myers are sponsoring NBC Hourly

News. "This purchase of 17 five-

minute news programs per day. Mon-

day through Friday, by two sharing

sponsors, represents the biggest sale of

news broadcasts which has occurred

in the history of radio. The total an-

nual expenditure by both advertisers,

s4.2 million, represents the largest sin-

gle radio time sale in the past four

\ears. The Hourly ^ews plus the new
Hot Line service will enable each NBC
affiliate to rank as the No. 1 station for

news in its market."'

Schick Inc.'s four-week purchase of

40 30-second announcements per week-

end in Monitor, "bolstered by 10

six-second reminder announcements

throughout the week, is an ideal illus-

tration of the flexibility of network

radio today as a short-term advertis-

ing medium for use in solving special

advertising problems. Schick's problem

was to achieve broad reach and at the

same time repetition of its offer of a

free Lady Schick razor with each mans
razor purchased. Schick originally

signed for onl) two weeks, and met

with success sufficient to bring about

extension of the schedule for an addi-

tional two-week period."

The points of contention between

network and spot may be a bit sharper

than ever before, but the contenders

have no argument as to the status of

radio billing.

It's higher than it's been in years

and going up in both branches of

radio. ^
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Why McCann-Erickson Timebuyer selects

Crosley WLW Stations for "Death Valley Days"

"Cooperation - all kinds of it - that's what you get from the WLW Stations.
Yes, cooperation all along the line from sales representatives, from talent,

from people behind the scenes, from everybody. I can always rely on the

Crosley Station people to help eliminate those ^0/^^
many complexities associated with today's [

time-buying. WLW Stations really clean up s*r&h >

those stubborn-as-a-mule time-buying problems."

C-LjU-, . vB .(jLX4_M*CU^ci

McCann-Erickson gets cooperation - and

so will you and your products on the WLW

Radio and TV Stations. So before you buy,

always check first with your WLW Stations'

Representative. You'll be glad you did!

WLW
Radio

WLW-T
Cincinnati

WLW-C
Columbus

WLW-
Da\ton

WLW-A
Atlanta

Sales Offices: JMew York. Cincinnati. Chicago

Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit. Los Angeles. San Francisco

Bomar Lowrance & Associates. Inc., Charlotte. Atlanta. Dallas Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of

jlVO
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If you want

$ALE$

In

SHREVEPORT'S

Rich

NEGRO
Market

KANV
is THE station!

Get the PROOF!
It's yours for the asking

Write, rail or wire the KANV Representative

in your area—NOW I

88

Reps at work I

Bob Richer, \dam ^ oung, Inc., New York, sa\s "One of the

|>rimar\ problems of a radio rep is the multiplicity of rating

reports. In most cases, the agency subscribes to only one of these

reports. J his places the rep at a disadvantage if his station doesn't

subscribe to the same report; many agencies are reluctant to con-

sider rating services other than

the one they use. This policy cre-

ates a particularly difficult situa-

tion when a service to which an

agency subscribes surveys a mar-

ket twice a year and a station

changes format after the first sur-

vey is completed. It is at least six

months before a salesman can

even attempt to make concrete

proposals for this station based on

share figures or cost-per-1,000.

Even though another service sur-

veys that same market on a monthlj basis, it is often difficult to con-

vince the buyer that the trend reported there should be given serious

consideration. A unified rating svstem such as that used bv print

media will be a long time coming in radio. We would therefore like

to see wider industry acceptance of all rating services and their

methods. This would help to minimize the main rating problems."

Bill Vernon, Blair-Tv, New York, comments: "Sponsors who share

"prestige* network programs are kidding themselves if they believe

they're establishing high sponsor identity in this manner. Most

everyone knows the sponsors of Kraft Theatre. Studio One, the Ed

Sullivan Show and You Bet Your Life. But try this test. Who
sponsors Playhouse 90, Caesar's

Hour, Steve Allen and Perry

Como? The blanks you re draw-

ing prove the inability of a clus-

ter of advertisers to establish

sponsor identit\ within one net-

work show—even an Emmv win-

ner. These ad\ertisers. then, re-

ceive the same benefits as national

spot advertisers purchasing par-

ticipations market-by-market. But

the spot advertiser has additional

advantages: 111 He saves pro-

graming costs and can re-invest for additional frequency where and

when he needs it. (2) He can freely select his market, stations, and

spots. While many advertisers with their own shows have sponsor

identity, most don't. Therefore it must be realized that multi-spon-

sored programs are really spot tekn ision and nothing performs the

role of spot television better today than spot television itself."
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IN

PHOENIX

KPHO-TV
ISZOOMING

Competing against three network channels

KPHO-TV, Phoenix' only independent,

reveals greatest climbing power!

Share of audience, 7 days, Sign on-Sign off
ARB, NOV '56 ARB, FEB 57 Percent Change

KPHO-TV 23.3 26.4 UP 13.3%
NET STATION B 22.1 23.8 UP 7.7%

NET STATION C 20.0 20.7 UP 3.5%

NET STATION D 36.0 33.5 DOWN 69 c
?

Q -y y^w^c ryfo&uz

IN PHOENIX it's KPHO and KPHO-TV represented by The KATZ Agency
IN OMAHA it's WOW and WOW-TV represented by BLAIR-TV, Inc.

IN SYRACUSE it's WHEN and WHEN-TV represented by The KATZ Agency
IN KANSAS CITY it's KCMO and KCMO-TV represented by The KATZ Agency

Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines
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"Did you say

I consecutive

months?"

YES, MR. MEDIA BUYER,

KVLC, Little Rock
is undisputed TOPS in
ELEVEN CONSECUTIVE
MONTHLY HOOPER
RATINGS! And leading in

145 out of 200 quarter-hours
according to PULSE Metro-
politan Report! *

•MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
SIGN-ON TO SIGN-OFF

ARKANSAS'
ONLY MEMBER
AIMS CROUP

Get the KVLC SUCCESS STORY today!

New York: Richard O'Connell, Inc.

Dallas: Clarke Brown Company
Chicago: Radio-TV Rep., Inc.

Los Angeles: Tracy Moore and Asso.

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

William B. Quarton has stepped up as

the new chairman of the NARTB's Tele-

vision Code Review Board, following the

resignation of G. Richard Shafto. Shafto.

who has heen chairman for two years, is

president of WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C.

Quarton. the new chairman, is vice presi-

dent and general manager of \\ MI - 1 \ .

Cedar Rapids. He has 1 een \ ice chairman

of the Code Board since 1955. He entered the broadcasting field in

1931 with radio station K\\ CR. Cedar Rapids. In 1936 he joined

WMT and was made general manager in 1943. He was a director

of NARTB from 1948 to 1952 and was appointed to the Code

Review Board in 1954. Quarton's elevation to the chairmanship

left a vacancy on the hoard which has been filled by Donald H.

McGannon, president of the Westinghouse Broadcasting Companv.

Frank E. Heaston, media group super-

visor since 1954. has now been appointed

media director at Gardner Advertising.

He replaces Frank Chipperfield in the

post. On taking over the new position.

Heaston said the media department will

continue to operate through its present

system of account groups, handling all

media through media group heads. He
feels this system, inaugurated at Gardner two years ago. expedites

media handling both for the agencv and the media representatives.

Before joining the agencv. Heaston was promotion director for

KSTM-TV. St. Louis. Prior to that he was director of advertising

of the LeBlanc Corp.. Lafayette. La. He is a graduate of the

I niversitv of Oklahoma. Gardners two major air media accounts

are the Ralston-Purina Companv and the Pet Milk Company.

Carl Ward has been named national man-

ager of CBS Television station relations.

Ward, who is a 20-year broadcasting

veteran, moves over to the tv position

from W CBS. New York, where he has

been general manager for five and a half

vears. He joined WCCO. Minneapolis.

(CBS o&o) in 1945 as promotion manager,

later becoming a member of the sales

staff, assistant sales manager, sales manager and assistant general

manager. His earlier background includes five years at KWTO
and KABX, Springfield, Mo., where he organized the first sales

promotion departments for the two stations: and a year at KTTS.

CBS affiliate in Springfield. Reporting to Ward will be Robert

Wood, new head of the contracts and records division of CBS T\

station relations. Wood has been assistant director since 1952.
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Ponder this!

Radio Baltimore

WCAO has:
i

i

i

i

i

823

48

1054

I 104

714.

I 18.

77.

191.

489.

765.

33%
92%
16%
34%
70%
11%
56%
57%
36%
72%

more

more

more

more

more

more

more

more

more

more

mdien

mdien

ce T

ce*

audience*

audience*

ce'

ce"

audien

audien

audience*

audience*

audien

audien

ce"

ce'

than

than

than

than

than

than

than

than

than

than

Station A
Station B

Station C
Station D

Station E

Station F

Station G
Station H
Station I

Station J

i

I

I

f
I
f
f
9

immmmmwmmmimmmmm++
*Sourcr: January thru Mar* h. 1957, Hooper

Ratlio Index.

Total rated time periods

Just released:
March, I 957 Hooper Business

Establishment Survey shows

WCAO FIRST!
with from 173%, to 959% more

listeners than other Baltimore Stations

Keep your other eye on these

Plough, Inc. Stations:

Radio Memphis Radio Boston Radio Chicago

WMPS WCOP WJJD

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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Imitation threatens tv's future

Advertisers and agencies are now reasserting control over

the content of television programing as the networks open

the doors to more "outside" producers. This is to the good

if it means tv will now enjoy more idea sources.

But there is a big danger which must be faced squarely

by the industry and by advertising men.

The record of admen is sorry in one all-important respect:

More than any other group concerned with programing

decisions, advertisers and agencies have sought to play it

safe by following the leader.

Advertiser follow-the-leader tactics have created this sea-

son's plethora of big-money quiz shows. What might have

been a healthy programing trend in which several quiz

innovations became established for the long haul has instead

become a short-term circus. The quiz shows, or most of

them, will fade because too many have jumped in with too

little except the concept that a lot of money buys audience.

Thus many programing decisions which were based on trend-

riding will turn out to be exceedingly unprofitable.

This is the inevitable consequence of imitation and it can

do grave damage to television. Obviously the advertiser and

his agency have much at stake in each multi-million dollar

programing decision. But copy-catting is not an insurance

policy for success.

Unfortunately follow-the-leader thinking isn't confined to

network tv programing, sponsor in examining its own

recently-published Buyers' Guide was appalled to see how

much alike stations are in their own programing.

While advertisers and agencies do not have the direct

legal requirement to program in the public interest which

the stations have, we urge them to themselves assume this

responsibility. It is they who will ultimately benefit if the

programing doors can be opened to the fresh and new rather

than the tried and not-so-true. Both advertiser and station

must recognize that the best way to program in the public

interest is by providing the greatest variety rather than

restricting the public's choice and in the end driving a\\a\

audiences.

this WE fight FOR: Media effectiveness

should be judged by cash-register results. But

air media continue to rely on ratings. This is

the fault of both broadcast and admen who

should work together to create new yardsticks.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Remember? The phrase "$64 ques-

tion" dates back to 21 April 1940
when it was first used on a radio quiz

show. Hardly paid to be smart those

days.

Quote: At the dedication of WGAL-
TV's new studios. Rev. James Wag-
ner dipped into the book of Ecclesi-

astes for what he considered the per-

fect poetic description of wireless com-

munication: "A bird of the air shall

carry the voice, and that which hath

wings shall tell the matter." Seems to

us it could also describe the Whirl)

-

birds show.

Welcome: From a brochure describ-

ing services to visitors at Frank Block

Associates agency in St. Louis

—

WANT TO MAKE A PHONE CALL?
Just tell the Receptionist . . .

NEED TRAVEL RESERVATIONS?
The Receptionist will be glad to make
plane or train reservations . . . check

times, or call a taxi.

WANT COFFEE?
Coffee is served in our offices between

9 a.m. and Noon. The Receptionist

will be happy to take your order.

WANT TO FRESHEN UP?
The men's washroom is second door-

way off the corridor that leads from

reception room to agency production

department. The Receptionist will di-

rect you.

Hard to tell this Receptionist from
the girl at Travelers' Aid.

April Fool! In Baltimore, four sta-

tions. WCBM. WFBR, WITH and

WBAL, joined in a hoax Avhich in-

volved the swapping of personalities

to the bewilderment of tuners-in. An-

other good joke ivould be to snitch

sponsors' names in the commercials.

Aim straight: George Boiling, of The

Boiling Co.. sent out "Happy W illiam

Tell Da\ cards on 1 April. As a

follow-up. that same day Boiling sales-

men across the country all wore ar-

rows through their hats while making

their calls on the agencies. Bet that

Has a day of "pointed" presentations.

Bus. Oppty.: From Y. Y. Times—
PARTNER

ADVERTISING AGCY
Account Exec, or one-man agency with

over $150,000 good billing to join

reputable, financially solid, fully rec-

ognized small agency. No immediate

investment needed. . . .

But better make sure nothing goes

havuire with that 3150.000 billing.



and
in denver

it's KBTV
channel ^^
First in quarter hour leads or

percentage of audience*... during

the most important time classification

Sign on to 10:00 P.M. Monday
through Friday

Represented by

Peters. Griffin, Woodward. Inc

•Jan 1957 ARB

JOHN C MULLINS'. President

1089 Bannock

JOE HEROLD. Station Manag

Dial TAbor 56386
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WILL "OUTSIDE"

PACKAGES

RESHAPE TV?

Networks 1m\<- opened
their doors to shows

from diverse program
sources. Ilms v\ill this

affecl ratings, cost?

Page 27

GE Theater's

three-way

strategy

Page 30
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CONNfCTICUT

Hear ye! Hear ye! Hear ye!

New survey data proves again

thai WNHC-TV, New Haven-
Hartford, is the dominant star

tion — by an overwhelming
margin — in a

Sign on to sign off, seven days
a week, WNHC-TV delivers

average audiences 2 in',

greater than top New York
City station: 244'. greater

than Hartford: 174'
, greater

than New Britain. Your KATZ
man has the proof: AltB, Nov
1956; PULSE, Oct. 1956,
NIELSEN NCS -2. 1956.

A TRIANGLE STATION

WNHC-TV
NEW HAVEN-HARTFORD. CONN.

Channel 8

ABC-TV'CBS-TV
Reprttanttd by KATZ

operated by: Radio and Television Dlv. / Triangle Publications. Inc. / 46th A Market Sts.. Philadelphia 39. Pa

WFIL-AM • FM • TV. Philadelphia. Pa. / WNBF-AM • F M • T V . Binghamton. N. Y.

WHGD-AM, Harrisburg. Pa. / WFBC-AM • TV. Altoona. Pa./ WNHC-AM • FM • TV. New Haven-Hartford. Conn.

Cost-by-cost

analysis of a

tv commercial

Page 33

Who's to blame

for flop

commercials?

Page 38



fifth in a series of 12 ads
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PURPOSEFUL

...and twelve months

out of every year

stations under the sign of MEEKER

benefit by:

PURPOSEFUL promotion prepared

objectively for agency acceptance.

Sales-stimulating

ideas professionally presented by an

expert Promotion-Research-Sales

the meeker company, inc.
radio and television station representatives

new york Chicago san francisco los angeles Philadelphia



Philco-Bendix a new and important name In the home-laun

dry held makes it- debut in this eye-opening four-coloi spread

for the Duomatic washer-dryer combination. Dominating ever)

utl in the new series i- a giant picture of the Duomatic door with

the campaign theme. "It"> a wa>her . . . it's a dryer . . . it's tit in

one!'' Sign-off line displays the new basic theme for all Philco

Coi poration advertising,"] •ook ahead... and you'llchoose Philco."

Striking camera angles, dramatic close-ups and a oew, ln^

hand version oi the Light-l /< Time -"i^ add sparkle to the oew

TV campaign for Luck) Strike Cigarettes made by The

American Tobacco Company. Commen ials all Feature the popu-

lar Luck) Strike couple, Grace and Russ, in appealing, true-to-

life smoking situations . . . and make this most inviting promise:

"You'll say a Lucky's the best-tasting cigarette you evei smoked."

New copywriter for Consolidated Edison Company is T\

weather reporter Uncle Wethbee. Working between nightly

telecasts (co-starring bis partner and creator. Tex Antoine),

I nk turns out at least three columns a week for New York and

suburban papers. Though ad- cover everything from cabbages

to king-. I nk always manages to get in some convincing words

about low-cost, dependable ga> and electricity from Con Edison.

Seagoing hero of Jack London tales, Captain David Grief,

now sails the TV waves for Standard Oil Company of California.

Filmed on location throughout the South Pacific, the half-hour

-how- are telecast in the West and Hawaii. Fine work 1>\ M a
well Reed as Captain Grief, plus the eternal demand for Jai k

London's exciting sea stories, should assure a large, enthusias-

tic audience for the client- own exciting commercial stories.

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN, INC., ADVERTISING
Mw ^OKK • 4TI *VT* . BO- TON . BJ FFALO • CHIC U.O • CLEVELAND DALLAS - I'LTHOIT HOLLYWOOD • LO- *^ v; f - • M TT*M'R(.H -
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RAOIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Will "outside" packages reshape tv?

27 Networks have opened their door- u iil<- to shows from diversified

pi.'j i iniiui: sources. How will this affect show ratings, costs and risks?

CE Theater's three-way strategy

30 To its original role (telling the General Electric corporate story) the

show has now added industry-wide promotion and GE product selling

Where does the money go?

33 A series of three hasic commercials in 12 versions cost Bumble ISee

Tuna $11,500. Special problem: Only three weeks for production time

Non-prime time clients

36 How well does spot radio do for them outside the so-called prime-time

hours? What i- their broadcast strategy? Whom do they seek to reach?

Who makes the commercial droop?

38 Three agencynien lock horns with Dave Bascom of GB&B. Something,

they agree, makes some commercials droop. Here are their thought-

FEATURES
50 Film Chart

24 49th and Madison

47 New and Renew

60 News & Idea Wrap-Up

5 Newsmaker of the Week

80 Reps at Work

18 Sponsoi Mackstage

76 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

84 Sponsor Speaks

56 Spot Buys

84 Ten Second Spots

14 Timebuyers at Work

82 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

52 Tv Results

73 Washington Week

22 Women's Week

In Next Week's Issue

Are kitchen shows passe?

Then'- been a steady decline in the number of women's service

shows. Why? What can be dune to halt the trend?

Healthy growth in film syndication

The film business i- showing - iiin - of a new matmitv and a growth

pattern which begins to resemble thai oi Hollywood
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$1,500 REWARD!!!
...if you can find stations in the U. 5.

that dominate their markets

as KWKH does in the Shreveport area . .

.

WfllKN the new IMS -2 Study was released

we were extremely happy to see how
completely KWKH dominates its market in

hoih home-county coverage and total cover-

age as compared with any other radio station

in Shreveport.

In fact, it Beemed possible to us tliat our

margin of superiority over our nearest com-

petitor was greater than that of any station

in the U. S.

Vfter a special check with A. C. Nielsen

Company, however, we find that three U. S.

stations nose ns out. < VN YOU FIND THEM?
If so. yon can win yourself a total of SI ,.">()().00
cash— or $500.00 for rmh of the three!

THIS IS NO GIMMICK ... It is an announce-

ment of a legitimate contest. If yon are a

timehuver, account executive, or other em-
ployee of an accredited advertising agency,

yon can win $500.00, SI.000.00. or SI,500.00
right now!

HOW TO CALCULATE A WINNER!

Use only Nielsen Coverage Service No. 2,

Spring, 1956. Comparisons will he made
on the hasis of "Weekly Coverage" figures

listed under "Homes Reached" in Tahle A.

a. Using these figures, determine KWKH's
home-county coverage (Caddo County) and

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

I TEXAS

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
ARKANSAS

divide it by the corresponding home-countj
coverage figure of KWKH's nearesl com-

petitor. This xv ill give you a home-count]

comparative quotient.

b. In a corresponding manner use the

"Station Total" figure* under "Homes
Reached" for KWKH, ami divide it bj

"Station Total*" figures of the same com-
petitive station. This will produce \ out-

second quotient.

C. Now select any Other market and -tations

of your choice, and use tin- same proce-

dure. If you find hoth quotients greater

than the k\\ Is. 1 1 quotients, you have found
one of the three winner-.

CONTEST RULES:

1 This offer applies only to multiple-station ma
(three or more stations). [Tie station proposed must

be i ompared onlj with other stations officially lo. ated

in the same co

2 li applies only to stations within < oiitinrni.il I

3 Onlj our award «ill In- made for .m> c

entry. Postmarks will determine earliest enrrj ii

of duplications.

4 In submitting entries, the name of th< gether

with the supporting Figures from the Nielsen Nl S

No. 2 are required. Entries mu~t be mailed to Henry

Clay, Station k.Wk.11. Shreveport, Louisiana

5 This i ontesl is open only to timebuyers and other

personnel of recognized ad^

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION <>K PARTICU-
LARS, PLEAS! I ON I \< I \oi R M \KI -l

KKWII VM OFFICE.

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio
The Branham Co.

Representatives

Henry Clay

Genera/ Manager
Fred Watkins

Commerc/a/ Manager



IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western Nevada)

"BEELINE.""*°

dUXlo^AS luote -foe -ikt, fuORetf

This group of mountain-ringed
radio stations, purchased as a unit, de-

livers more radio homes than any
combination of competitive stations

. . . at by far the lowest cost per thou-
sand. (Nielsen & SR&D)

They serve this amazingly rich

inland market — with more people
than Iowa — and effective buying in-

come of almost $4.3 billion, nearly
triple that of the metropolitan Dallas

market. (Sales Management's 1956

Copyrighted Survey)

jUlcCJLatcJUAj

Sacramento, California

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative

SPONSOR • 20 APRIL 1957
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of the week

The news: One of the best-known names in thr i<uli<> busi-

ness, Robert E. Eastman, executive vice president of John Ulan and

( o., has been /<;/>/><</ to head ///> iBC Radio. tt<- will have the title <>t

president as a result of the creation <>i Imerican Broadcasting < o

Radio \etworh, Inc., a neu and autonomous subsidiary <>l llll'l

.

The newsmaker: In crossing the great divide between

-put ami network radio, Bob Eastman will be aimed with L'n years ol

experience In Belling and programing the am medium, rhougb be

has played an important role in building up the independent radio

station, hi- energy, articulateness and ideas are expected to infuse

fresh concepts into the web radio picture. He will be the first execu-

tive of an independent station representative firm to become a net-

work president, a significant development today. Eastman's appoint-

ment, effective 1 May, is particularly interesting to the radio husiness

against the background of the run-

ning dispute between the station

rep- and radio networks over web

spot carriers and their pricing.

Eastman told sponsor, however,

his appointment due- nol presage

any revolutionary upsetting of the

>pot carrier idea on ABC Radio.

"'To change the concept at this

point in the radio business would

be foolhardy," he said. "The pat-

tern has become too fixed." But

the stations will find in Eastman a

man ready to listen to their prob-

lems. He -aid the radio networks must be competitive but ready to

offer a fair return to their stations and he hung out the prospect of

a better return to affiliates ultimately. As for ARC Radio's general

selling policies, Eastman promised it will not be the web's policy

to raid national spot business. This is a particularly touchy issue in

the light of the recent blast b\ the Station Representatives \ssn.

against \RC Radio (see "Is the net radio boom a drag on spot?"

sponsor. 13 April 1957).

Of Eastman's 20-odd years in the radio business, his earliest

three were spent in programing and he never lost his interest in

the subject. \- a matter of fact, hi- interest in the VBC post follow-

ing initial overtures concerning the job, perked up when some new

programing ideas occurred to him. Just what thev were, he wouldn't

say, since he prefers to bounce them against ABC Radio programing

people first. It is understood that the network is prepared to under-

write substantial sums for new programs.

Eastman is a native of Battle Creek. Mich., and a graduate of

Ohio Wesleyan LT
. Shortly after starting work for NBC. he became

eastern local program manager. He joined the Blair firm in 1943

after stints with NBC and ABC Spot Sales. ^

Robert F. F.astr

SPONSOR 20 APRIL 1957

The t%ut&

about the

NEGRO
MARKET

S^OI THE FULL STORY

FROM K-SAY
The only Northern California

station selling the entire San

Francisco, Oakland, Bay Area

Negro market

The greatest arraj "l talent in

the area . . . top Negro salesmen

. . . national!) accepted

• MAGNIFICENT MONTAGUE
— brought direct from W \ \l'

Chicago. Hi- sponsor li-t. Bales

results ami audience an- i qually

magnificent

• RAMON BRUCE
-WAAT, Newark. NJ Leading

Negro-appeal personality in New-

Jersey. Best rating among all pro-

grams during his broadcast

• SWINGING DEACON
— The most popular local Negro-

appeal personality Dominates
the heavily populated Negro l"< al

and fringe areas.

Plus other

Great Negro Stars

!

TELL IT-SELL IT

on the NEW
K-SAY

10,000 WATTS 1010 KC

Studios.

1550 California Street, San Francisco

1815 Alcatraz Avenue. Berkeley

GRANT WRATHALL WALT CONWAY
Ouner General .\fgr.

Xat tonally

represent/ d h\

JOHN E. PEARSON & COMPANY<

?

>y '» *IH He»H'

" K-SAY
1010 - 10,000 WATTS

SAN FRANCISCO
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lay through Friday, 7 am to 6 pm



KETWORt
[HAT INVENTED
DAYTIME
i'hr trouble with television (back in 1950) was thai nobody could get enough ol it.

he screen lit up at night for an almost insatiable audience bul wenl into virtuallj

Mai eclipse in the da) time.

Advertisers wanted more time than the night contained, bul nobod) knew whether

be bus) American housewife would sit still for daytime television.

e thought she would— if you made it worth her while. We fell that better

BBgramming on a major network scale coulil light up a lot ol sets.

\ <• fell that daytime television could enable advertisers to tap the concentrated

archasing power of America's housewives at the moment the) were planning the

iiniK shopping. \inl with the number of television homes increasing so rapidly,

time television could bring new value- to the advertiser.

we started turning da) into night.

nice l
( )/>0 the number of family hours of davtime viewing has incrca.-ed -i\ time-

id the dollar volume of daytime advertising has multiplied 38 time-. In the

urn' period, America's housewives have spent nearly twice ;b man) daytime hours/

id advei ti-er- one-and-a-half times as many daytime dollars with CBS Television,

• with our closest competitor.

i 1957 CBS Television continues to deliver a larger average davtime audience,

•oadeast more of the most popular davtime programs, offer advertisers a

Bar davtime cost per thousand viewers, and carry a larger Dumber ol sponsored

time hours than an\ other network with a full davtime schedule.

ii> continuing expression of confidence in CBS Television is surely a direct

suit of our unique experience with television in the daytime.

tcr all. we practically invented it.

BS TELEVISION



MORE AUDIENCE THAN

ANY STATION IN BALTIMORE

THAT'S WHAT

WNBF-TV, BINGHAMTON, N.Y

DELIVERS DAY AND NIGHT

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK-AT

LOWER COST PER 1000.

YOUR BLAIR-TV MAN HAS

THE EVIDENCE FOR YOU.

A TRIANGLE STATION

Also more audience than any

station in Buffalo, Houston, Min-

neapolis -St. Paul and other

major markets.

Pulse, November, 1956

5.R.D.S., March 10, 1957

WNBF-TV
BINGHAMTON. NEW YORK

^^S Channel 1 2

Television Magazine, Nov., 1956 NBC-TV • ABC-TV

Operated by: Radio and Television Dlv. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM • FM >TV Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM>FM*TV, Blnghamton, N.Y.

WHGB-AM. Harrisburg, Pa./ WFBG-AM . TV. Altoona, Pa./W NHC-AM • FM • TV, New Haven-Hartford, Conn.

National Sales Office, 4-85 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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\Ao3i tignificant n and ratlin

n, a s oj the week with interpretation

in ih-jiili fur litis) readers

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

SPONSOR-SCOPE
20 APRIL

Vs f.ill i\ business continued to roll in this week, you could hear ;) fatal chorus
Copyright l»S7 .. Ill- i . i • _

<»* grumble* begin t<> thread througfa the background. The voices are those of the

marketing experts in some top agency and client setups. Theii volume, too Ion to

spoil the lia|»|)\ melod] right now, nonetheless has an insistence thai wise h ears won'l

uilfulK -lint OUt.

This is the pitch:

The marketers sa) that tv—network and spot alike—is suffering from creeping
Inflexibility.

To put the proposition another waj : Tv was reared in .1 sellers' market and continues

ti> act as if it- early environment were a permanent thiiiLi. The marketers feel thai t\. as

a sales tool, has undesirable rigidity in:

• Length of contract.

• Time periods.

• Programing.

Whether In wa\ of actual intent or implied threat, marketer- profess an increasing low
for Sunday supplements. Here, they say, von can build a campaign to fit your -trate^\.

What. SPOXSOR-SCOPF asked the marketers, would you do aboul l\ ? You can't make
a Cadillac as maneuverable as a jeep—so where would you change the medium? Here, in

general, are the replies:

• Get a better perspective on the buyer's requirements to begin with.

• Don't nail the contracts down for so long.

• Loosen up the selling structure.

Whatever happens, it's obvious that a hum is starting which you will hear more and

more as the season mils on.

Here's the sure clue to what the air media mean to the automotive industry:

Both Chevrolet and Ford, from present indications, are alloting over 50*% of their ad

budgets for 1958 models to tv and radio.

In nighttime tv network programing, Ford—which In the end of next week will shape

up its fall roster—mav fullv match the $17.5 million for which Chevrolet has already com-

mitted itself.

Radio as well as tv will benefit from the Ford gusher: IWT. the Ford agency,

is talking in terms of $2.5 •$3 million for network and spot radio during the com-

ing season. CBS Radio can have this order if it can clear the desired earlv a.m. and late

afternoon time.

Howard Abrahams. TV'B's director of retail sales, can take a bow for the de-

cision of the National Retail Drv Goods Association to do a BUrvey—the first in seven

years—on retailers' use of tv.

Abrahams, who came from NRDGA. has maintained a steadv pipeline to Fd Fngel. the

association's sales promotion manager and pilot of the BUrvey.

ISBC TV's daytime business keeps building at a strenuous pace.

General Foods iY&Ri returned this week to the network—for the first time -ince '54

—

with a buy of 104 quarter-hour segments in the afternoon lineup.

Other orders, which the network estimates will come to around $10 million on a 52-

week basis, came from Chesebrough-Ponds (JWT), Miles Labs (Wade), SOS (McC-E),

Alberto Culver Co. (Wade) and P&G (DFS ,

SPONSOR • 20 APRIL 1957
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Watch for a rash of agency changes hy the hig wheels in the chemical and

metals field.

Not only that: They also will step up their advertising expenditures into con-

sumer areas—meaning tv and radio.

Here's why these raw material and fabricating people want to enlarge their sphere:

They need more influence down the line—among distributors, retailers, and consumers.

As these accounts look for new agencies, you can bet on this: They want outfits

with a selling record in tv and radio.

The planning section of one of the Big Three agencies just completed a

sounding of the economic outlook, and here are some of its findings:

• Spring car sales—even though somewhat late—are surging ahead.

• Even though durable goods have been overstocked and over-promoted, the brightening

factor is that consumer indebtedness is falling behind loan repayment—$6.0 billion

to $6.3 billion.

• Inventory loads are being squeezed down and business investment in consumer

soft goods is at a new high.

• Federal Reserve seems more likely to ease the situation contributing to the slide

in housing.

• Outlook for advertising will be even better the second half of this year (as

compared to the first six months) despite the switch from a sellers' to a buyers' market.

Mailorder business in any form is taboo at WGN, Inc., Chicago.

This acceptance policy (put into effect by Ward L. Quaal. WGN v.p. and general man-

ager) also bars "pitch" commercials and commercial religion.

The manufacturer of an article retailing for $25 is getting some mighty para-

doxical results from the tv specials he's been splurging on:

• Audience checks show a disappointingly low quotient of sponsor identification

three or four weeks after the telecast.

• On the other hand, the company had the biggest sales quarter in its history follow-

ing a couple of those specials and doubled the number of its outlets.

• A medicine-chest count showed that the product was used in twice as many tv

homes as non-tv homes.

Despite Madison Avenue's reputed fickleness agencies nowadays won't solicit anoth-

er advertiser in the same field as soon as they lose an important account.

A case in point: An agency broke with one of the giants in its field last summer, but

advised a competitive account that it would prefer to wait a year before firming up a deal.

The broadening of services within an agency makes this delicacy more im-

perative, since the agency:

• Works intimately with the client on his day-to-day problems as well as long range

planning.

• Is exposed to confidential records, thus virtually becomes a member of the cor-

porate family.

There's a new ripple of activity among the networks to keep tv set counts up

to date.

The Advertising Research Foundation makes estimates at regular intervals which gen-

erally are accepted as official benchmarks. What the networks—and many stations—now

want is an in-between updating.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE <»nnnueJ

The big network i\ poker game—lining np fall ibowi— in now in it* leeond
week, and It'a taking a Bomewhal mrpriaing turn. Specifii ally, the sponsors who thoughl

the) could -it tight and wait for a break may have to act Easter than the) wanted to.

True, renewals this week were pretty slow. But new buying haa been heavy, and
that's what is forcing the action. Moreover:

• At NBC TV, tentative orders for prime: time are heavy enough to make thin-- prettj

tight

• II a sponsor wants to use film, he- must sign ii|» b) I 5 Maj to give enough production

and planning leeway.

• Quite aside from the pressure on time spot-, there i- the complication <<f '•adjacencies"

.1- schedules fill up—that is, you may be lucks enough to find an open spot hut can't use it

because you're to., elose to a competitive brarnl.

lien- are the new buys of the week (several invoke existing -hows, hut under new man-
a ciiient I :

SPONSOR AGENCY SHOW
Mennen McCann- E ( ISS

Plymouth Grant Date with an Angel

Wild root BBDO N. Y. Confidential

Lever Bros. JWT Life of Riley

Lever Bros. JWT Have Gun. Will Travel

RCA K&E Gobel & Fisher

Chesterfield McCann- E (iobel & Fisher

Pharmacrafl JWT Steve Allen Show

NETWORKS II Ml

\i;<. Th. 9: io-io

ABC I'r. 9:30-10

CBS Sa. 10:30-11

NBC I r. 9:30-10

CBS Sa. 9

NBC Tu. 8-9

NBC Tu. 8-9

NBC Su. 8-8:30

PROGR \M
COS! ".row)

128,750

.000

1,000

- 10,500

1,000

-115,000

-
! 1

"..000

154,000

In terms of numbers, straight dramatic shows tumbled hardest in the network
tv steeplechase during the 1956-57 season.

The 42 sponsored shows that have been canceled so far break down as follows by clas-

sification:

General drama, 11; quizzes, 7; situation comed\. 7: variety, 6; adventure, 6; music, 2;

mystery-suspense, 1 ; sports, 1 ; miscellaneous, 1.

Spot tv buying should start taking on momentum around mid-May.

By that time most of the network maneuvering will have been completed, and the flow

of spot business will be coming from:

• Accounts that have been unable to get the right network periods and programs.

• Major network users who have placed their next season's network business and now

can work out spot schedules more clearly (Including places where their network lineups need

support).

The big buzz of the week on Madison Ave.: NBC TVs never-say-die but futile

effort to induce Henry J. Kaiser to sidestep a Y&R recommendation:

NBC TV had Camel and several other accounts interested in the first half of the Kaiser

Hours Tuesday night period and urged that the shows starting time be moved to 10 p.m.

Y&R's ultimatum had been: The time remains as is, or else.

Don Durgin and Mort Werner, NBC TV v.p.'s, flew to Honolulu for a final appeal to

the industrialist himself. Kaiser is now talking to other networks.

Note this painful coincidence: The 1957-58 tv season happens to match the start

of the cycle calling for a maximum hike in program costs.

Two cases in point: On all original films, the Phi] SiUers show jumps from $42,500

to 847. "i00 net. I Re-runs remain at S17,500 net. i The Perry Como show goes from $110,000

to $140,000 gross.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

ASCAP sources this week gave SPONSOR-SCOPE two impressions of how
the organization stands vis-a-vis a new licensing agreement for tv:

1) ASCAP's own negotiating committee will not initiate any new contract but

will wait for the broadcasters to say what they want.

2) Any proposal for a decrease in rates will be rejected.

ASCAP in 1956 took in about $18 million from tv and radio, as compared to BMI's in-

come of between $8-$9 million from the same sources. ASCAP's take was split around 55%
radio, 45% tv.

In all, the air media spent around $29 million for performing rights fees
in 1956.

(See WRAP-UP for name of committee appointed by broadcasters to negotiate a tv

licensing agreement, effective 1 January 1958.)

The syndication field has shaken off the feature film cascade and is back in

strong stride.

Note how well these first-run syndicated shows have been faring in sponsored sales:

Hawkeye & the Last of the Mohicans (TPA), around 115 markets.

The Whirlybirds (CBS), approximately 135 markets.

Sheriff of Cochise (NTA), close to 180 markets.

The Silent Service (NBC), a total of 80 markets in three weeks.

(See 27 April sponsor for in-depth study of dimensions, trends, buying patterns, etc., of

syndication film for the coming season.)

Royal Typewriter is the latest network user of special promotions to support

telecasts with advance audience ballyhoo.

Royal has added a sizeable budget for drumbeating among stations in the NBC TV line-

up for three nighttime Ray Bolger programs.

The limited splurge, which starts 9 May, will spotlight the firm's new office model.

J. Walter Thompson, which probably will have more tv shows on the air than

any other agency, is putting a lot of emphasis on audience promotion.

Plans in that direction call for:

• A reorganization of the agency's air media promotion and publicity setup.

• A special promotion budget for all new shows.

• Use of a road squad of exploitation people, operating on both national and local

levels.

The juiciest network radio deal of this week was Texaco's renewal for the next

(and 18th) season of the Metropolitan Opera broadcasts on ABC.
Involved are 28 Saturday matinees at an expenditure in time and talent of $750,000.

Cunningham & Walsh is the agency.

Another substantial network radio buy this week was General Food's spread for its

Postum division on both NBC and CBS. NBC Radio estimates its GF billings will be

about $250,000 this year, while CBS Radio figures the 11 Postum segments at $11,000 a week.

Creativity and human relations will be the central themes at the Four A's 40th

annual meeting (25-27 April) in White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New

and Renew, page 47; Spot Buys, page 56; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 60; Washington

Week, page 73; sponsor Hears, page 76; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers page 82.
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They all agr< <

WDGY is the Twin Cities
1

most listened*to-station . . .

every afternoon, Saturdays included
That'- what the latesl Pulse says. That's what the latest 11".. per says.

That's what the latesl Trendes says. In fact, Trendea places WDG1
in the morning, afternoon and all-day. Pulse gives WDGT an avei

rating of 6.0 (7 a.m. -7 p.m.. Mon.-Fri.). Whatever report you like best,

you <an use it to buy prime availabilities in WDGY's many first-place

tnents through the day. And plenty of local and national advertisers are

expressing their agreement, too.

Let Blair bring yon ap to date on what Storz Station programming has

done to Twin Cities' radio listening. Or, talk over the new figures (and

what they mean i with WlXiY General Manager Steve Labun

WDGY
',n imn watts

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

'oday's Radio for Today's Selling

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

WQAM
Miami

Represented by John Blair & Co.

TODD STORZ,
President

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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AMERICA'S

RADIO

STATION

now rated TOPS
j in San Antonio's

Home Count/

\
by the NCS No. 2

\

i^) Everyone else

claims 1 st place

«

860 kc 5000 watts

3 m
SAN ANTONIO Radio

Get the FACT5 -

Call your H - R or
Clarke Browne man

.

I Timebuyers
at work

Alice Wolf, Gre) Advertising, Nev York, comments: "Buving can

be creative. This is especially true on accounts which seek a more
specialized type of audience. For creative buying, the buyer must

assume the responsibility of digging into the client's problems and
making himself aware of the features and demands of the product.

Recently, we completed this kind

of buying for Dan River Mills

—

their second plunge into spot t\.

Because of the commodity, it was

predetermined to reach a woman's

audience. Thus, it was necessary

for the advertiser to select time

which would reach the interested

woman; namely, housewives and

homemakers who are generally

the decision makers for buying

clothing and fabrics for family

and home. To hit this audience,

we chose women's participation programs which featured good

personalities. These personalities had a lo\al following, and because

of their intimate approach to the audience and their personal en-

dorsement of our merchandise, they delivered our message best.

At the same time, it was necessary that they appeal to manufac-

turers, wholesalers, and retailers, a group important to the client."

Grace Porrerfield, Benton & Bowles, New York, says: "Once again

the broadcasting industry is faced with the many problems imposed

by daylight saving time. The advent of Ampex shed some needed

light on the tv picture—we had hoped that all markets observing

daylight time would take the original feed; those markets observing

standard time take the Ampex feed

one hour later. Thus, no dis-

ruption in telecasting would occur.

Overloading of AT&T lines was

not taken into consideration by

those of us who anticipated an

abrupt end to daylight saving

problems. It seems that with the

constant juggling of network pro-

grams, stations should move an-

"**v ' f nouncements and shared station

^M ^ identification with the programs.

The majority of spots are pur-

chased because of program adjacencies and resultant ratings, not

time periods. Six months of the year is a great investment in insur-

ance to protect prime spots scheduled to run November through

April. Although we sympathize with the network and stations, where

is the advantage to a i2-\\eek spot advertiser when he loses his

prime adjacencies at a time when ratings are beginning to decline?"
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^N^ We Took
Our

toward proving that

Notiuiu)— lut wrffciui oufadfa <)(wt oMmM

Wl 610
PHILADELPHIA

Nationally represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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were signed, sealed and delivered ro

NBC Daytime Television during the iirst

1 i weeks of 1957. That s the amount invested

in new daytime business on NBC by ten

of Americas leading advertisers.

Why?

Because Nielsen, Trendex and ARB all

show that the greatest audience swing in

daytime television history is on. Millions of

viewers are shitting to NBC's new

daytime line-up— making NBC the

Number One network in daytime television.

Advertisers are finding NBC's

imaginative new shows and glittering array

of star sales-personalities attractive, too.

Ten of them took pen in hand

to prove it... by sending NBC some of die

nicest fan mail a network ever received.

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK



by Joe Csida

popular music

BAKERSFIELD\
stations

and
)LANCASTER

KBIS
SOUTHERN

San joaouin TRADING
VAtuy AREAS -

CALIFORNIA

KBVM
ANTELOK
VALLty

447.0M . POPULATION.

*i»o,ju,ooo RETAIL SALES

_ »i,ooo

$101,000,000

COMBINED 1 (poruAnoN... 338,000
MARKETS TOTALl MIA* 5*u! $682,2S2,000

• • •

UV ROTH STATIOMS
"Hi .~i KRVM
lOI (OMIIKIO RATES

LESS 10%

Sponsor

Did Universal International wait too long?

In the almost twenty years that I have known

him I have never seen Milton Rackmil. the

double president (Universal-International Pic-

tures and Decca Records) standing on the dock,

open-mouthed as the boat proceeded down the

bay. I have such a mental picture, however, of

Mr. Rackmil today. For I believe he may have

waited just a little too long to make his televi-

sion deal for the pre- 1948 U-I catalog. There

is word that Mr. Rackmil and Norman Gluck. U-I's tv head, are

talking in the rather exclusive neighborhood of $23,000,000 for the

slightly more than 500 features in the U-I library. But I cannot

believe they will be able to get the deal they could have gotten, say

a year, or even six months ago.

There are three reasons why I feel that Mr. Rackmil finds him-

self with his suspenders snapped, and his trousers draped around

his knees. First, of course, is the fact that the stations themselves

have become far more astute buyers of feature film than they were

not too long ago. It was inevitable that they would learn a little

something from their negotiations with the Matty Foxes and other

astute traders, who have sold them several thousand pre-1948 fea-

ture length movies to date.

Thus, for their negotiations with U-I (and Paramount, which I

pass up in this discussion because I understand their dealings with

tv have been shelved pending the outcome of U-I's arrangements)—
for these negotiations an assortment of some of the most powerful

broadcasters in the land have formed a syndicate, through which

they are contemplating making the U-I deal. These broadcasters

include the Storer group, the Westinghouse stations, and possibly

the several DuMont properties. All three of these operations have

program and management personnel who are familiar with the score.

Block booking suit against Loew's an important factor

Familiar enough, to be sure, to realize that the recently instituted

suit of the Department of Justice versus Loew's. Inc., does not lend

comfort to a man trying to peddle a trunkful of 500-some-odd fea-

ture films in a block. For the suit charges, of course, that Loew's

should not have sold, and should desist from further selling all 725

of its pre-1948 feature films in a solid block to stations. Victor

Hansen, the assistant Attorney General, claims that this is illegal,

as the Supreme Court in 1948 found the block booking of films to

theatres to be illegal. Maybe so, and maybe not. but the fact re-

mains that it could turn out to be unwise for a holder of large blocks

of film properties to dispose of same in solid blocks right at this

time.

The fact that the Justice suit against Loew's was instituted as a
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Chicagoans love baseball!

only WGN-TV
brings it to them

1957 marks the 10th consecutive year of WGN-TV's
exclusive baseball telecasts. Since 1947, WGN-TV has

brought all daytime home games of both Chicago Cubs
and White Sox to millions of their fans. And these

home viewers are in a receptive mood for your sales pitch.

This is the highest-rated sports feature in the nation's

second largest market! Choice 10, 20 and 60-second

baseball adjacencies are available for as little

WGN-TV
Channel 9

as 48c per 1,000 home impressions. See your WGN-TV representative, today:

TOP-DRAWER ADVERTISERS BUY WGN-TV IN CHICAGO

SPONSOR 20 april 1957 19



Sponsor backstage continued . .

WILS

77% MORE audience

than Station B ALL DAY!

5000
LIVELY WATTS

Feb.-Mar. '57 Hooper in Lansing Shows

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

WILS Station B

7:00 a.m.-12 noon 58.9 26.6

12 noon-6:00 p.m. 54.6 32.7

LANSING

20 to 1 power
in the Central

Michigan area.

2nd biggest market
in Michigan.

Jan. thru Mar.

average C. E.

Hooper, Inc.

WILS
fl# Oefy yisfr

Represented Nationally by

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

20

result of complaints to the Department on the part of several station

operators indicates that the station men have been doing lots of

thinking about the purchase or lease of Hollywood feature film.

The broadcasters I mentioned above are fully aware, too, of the

third of the reasons why I believe Mr. R. dallied a mite too long

before making his tv pitch. This is the fact that just recently the

C & C Television Corporation finally cleared 83 post 1948 feature

films (RKO Product) for television with the Screen Actors', the

Screen Writers' and the Screen Directors' Guilds. It is reported that

C & C paid the three guilds over $1,000,000 to secure the rights to

release these post 1948 pictures to television.

C&C deal with guilds simplifies post '48 feature release

The dam has cracked. Newer, fresher, much more appealing fea-

ture film product has become available to television. The probabil-

ity is that the C & C deal with the Guilds will not set the pattern for

all deals for clearing post 1948 pictures for tv. But it will go a

long way toward making future deals between producers and the

Guilds easier and faster to consummate. Advertisers, agencies and

stations consequently can look forward to an increasing flow of post

1948 product to reach television in the next six months.

With such newer product becoming increasingly available; with

the government attempting to restrict the block-hooking approach

in feature film selling to television; with stations banding together

to get the best buy possible I feel that the dice are loaded and it is

not Mr. Rackmil's turn to shoot. Rack is, however, as close to

being a financial wizard as I have ever encountered, and he may

vet come out some way with the finest deal ever made by a Holly-

wood picture maker for his product. For his sake I hope so.

Regardless of whether U-I gets $23,000,000 or double or half

that amount the feature film outlook for stations, advertisers and

agencies seems to me to be wholesome. 1 believe that so much more

good product is going to find its way into tv in the next 12

months that stations are going to be able to play pictures with solid

entertainment values with far greater frequency than they are now

able to do. As the viewing public realizes that so many more of the

feature lengthers they see are worth sitting through, ratings for the

feature length periods will be more consistently substantial. All of

which obviously means the feature-length shows will become better

advertising buys.

Chucklesome thing happened on WNEW, New York last Saturday

(30 March I : Art Ford, the station's new Make Believe Ballroom rec-

ord spinner, commented on a slight crashing noise in the studio.

"You cut that out. Bill Kemp." he said. "That Bill Kemp."' he

added. "He's a real card. One of the funniest and most entertaining

fellows on the air. Tune him in. He's on immediate!) following

our program. . .
."

Came the end of Ford's show, time for the Bill Kemp stanza and

an announcer expressed regrets over Kemp's failure to be in the

studio in time to start his show. Delayed in traffic, said the an-

nouncer, ^r
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ore sales,

nolitics-*o°
?

KLZ-TV viewers poured in more than lo^J^dO

letters when "Buttons the Chimp" made her debut on

the latefivening DicR Lewis Shows. These were adults,

ind you, NOT children.

So successful has been the, pullina-povverof "Buttons the Chimp" that

she is now an important part of KLZ-TV's revitalized afternoon

programming and selling format — combining chimp appeal, top

Hollywood noil »hom*, and the sales power of Denver's top selling

personalities. It is the 'seHing-est programming' in Denver daytime TV. ^

3:00-4:30 WEEKDAYS ^ 4:30-5:00 WEEKDAYS

STARR YEULAND
MYSTERY MATINEE

Denver's Mr. TV himself — backed by 'Mr.

District Attorney,' 'City Detective,' and 'The

Whistler'— in a new adult selling punch.

^
DICK LEWIS
MATINEE

W
The region's top selling night-time TV

personality now adds a new daytime show —

supported by Kit Carson.

— and "Buttons the Chimp" appears daily on BOTH matinees!

Full sponsorships, co-sponsorships, or full

minutes still available. Call your KATZ man or

Jack Tipton, general sales manager, Denver.

TWO NEW DAYTIME FEATURES
ART GOW SHOW- 11:15- 11:30a.m.

CARL AKERS NEWS - 5:00 - 5:15 p.m.

Monday thru Friday

CBS in DENVER

-TV

Represented by the KATZ Agency
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Things are hatching

in the

WREN's

Nest!

tires

5000 WATTS
TOPEKA, KANSAS

22

... or taxes

They Both Pour

Money Into TOPEKA
Take a new look at the Topeka

market and you'll like what you find.

Construction's at an all-time high
. . . like the new $8,500,000 state

office building just completed, or the

$10,000,000 expansion of Goodyear's
already huge plant! Bustling, busy
Topeka has gained heavily in popula-
tion . . . 126,000 now in the Metro-
politan Area. It's 84th best in con-
sumer spendable income, too! And
in the new Nielsen circulation rat-

ings, get this: WREN delivers 42
per cent of Topeka's homes every

single day. Topeka is WORTH
HAVING . . . and WREN is the

low-cost way to get it.

REP. BY JOHN E. PEARSON

News and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

GB&B jjets top woman exec: Reggie Schuebel, media v.p. of

\ « itman. Craig & Kummel, New York, has resigned to become

director of network relations in New York for San Francisco's Guild,

Bascom & Bonfigli.

''The creative staff continues to headquarter in San Francisco,"

Reggie told SPONSOR. "This appointment simply underlines the im-

portance of having a media executive near the networks in order to

scout out still tight prime nighttime periods and to help clear a

maximum number of stations for network shows."

"Summer Smoke": This phrase doesn't refer to a corn-cob pipe

smoked in the privacy of a haystack in August, but rather to a col-

lection of David Crystal-designed ladies' summer clothes, which

have been shown around the country since 15 April.

It all started with an idea hatched for Kent cigarettes by Sam
Chernow, president of Chernow Advertising Agency and Y&R, P.

Lorillard Co.'s agency for Kent cigarettes.

A 17 April fashion luncheon at the Waldorf kicked off special

showings for style-conscious women in over 200 cities. Models will

be shown on local tv shows in guest appearances.

"By tying Kent in with the David Crystal fashions," says Lorillard

president Lewis Gruber, "We're reaching women at their most recep-

tive—when they're shopping for new clothes."

Vacation tips: In spring, young women's fancies tend to run along

vacation lines. This year's big favorites for quickie (under two-

week) vacations according to Pan-American, Panagra and Colonial

Airline experts are the following (in order of costliness) :

Bermuda ($99), Nassau ($181.80), Jamaica ($244.80). Prices

include fare only. And for gals who like the exotic (and have $58

in cash plus a willingness to pay the rest of the $577.40 in monthly

installments for food, fare and hotel costs) there's a glamorous

11-day Panagra tour from New York to Panama, Ecuador and Peru.

Women's service shows: It's sad. but true, that the number of

women's service shows both on radio and tv has been declining,

according to sponsor's recently-published 1957 Buyers Guide.

The Stayers' Guide survey found 77 r
; of the 365 tv stations re-

sponding have kitchen shows. In 1956. 87^ of 325 tv stations

replying had such programs.

Among reasons Josie McCarthy, NBC TV kitchen expert, cites

for this decline in popularity is that women commentators them-

selves aren't "keeping up with the times and taste trends and being

sufficientlv entertaining in a show business sense.

'

WHER, Memphis: The entire staff of this station (except for the

general manager and technical crew) is composed of women. This

angle, spelled out in the station call letters, is being used in a new

film production by Joe Pasternak. The film (based on the station)

is to be released in time for the 1958 Cotton Festival in Tennessee.
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On April 1st, WGBI-TV, Scranton, became the new WDAU-TV,

Channel 22, an affiliate of WCAU-TV, Philadelphia.

• NEW! Power upped to one million watts.

• NEW! Doubled antenna height... the highest in the area.

• NEW! Transmitting equipment is the latest

advancement in the field of electronic transmission,

increasing power nearly sixfold.

• NEW! Doubled coverage area ... reaching 1V4 million

people in 19 counties.

• NEW! Sharper, brighter, consistently clearer picture,

over the entire area.

In the past, WGBI-TV surpassed all competition in Scranton and Wilkes-Barre, both day and night. Now,

the advantages of WDAU-TV's new facilities plus the seasoned skills of WCAU-TV, guarantee the LARGEST

AUDIENCE IN THE AREA AT THE LOWEST COST! Phone H-R TELEVISION for the complete story!

EDDE1 i&i © CBS Television Network in Northeast Pennsylvania

S c r a >! t o >i
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49th and

Madison

Don't' be prime-time blind

Do you plan to sell reprints of your

article "Don't be prime-time blind,"

which appears in your March 16th is-

sue of SPONSOR? If so, when will the

reprints be available and how much
will they cost? May we truthfully say

that this is one of the best articles we
have ever read on present-day radio.

It is a compilation of facts that truth-

fully and accurately describe the ad-

vantage of radio advertising in all

time periods.

Again many thanks for the true pic-

ture of a great media, RADIO!
Raymond Caddell, v.p. & gen. mgr.

WHSC Radio, Hartsville, La.

• Reprints of this and many other SPONSOR
articles are available. "Don't be prime-blind"
reprints are 20c each, 815 per 100, $45 per 500.

Dodge omission

As one of the spokesmen for the

broadcasting industry, we in the trade

look to SPONSOR magazine for authori-

tative and truthful information about

the broadcasting industry. I was, there-

fore, disturbed somewhat about the

misinformation contained on page 36

of the March 16 Comparagraph.

W. D. Moore, director, advertising &
merchandising, Dodge Division,

Chrysler Corp., Detroit

• The page Reader Moore refers to is a new
feature listing programs and their ratings by in-

dustry category of the sponsoring companies.
SPONSOR inadvertently omitted listing of
Lawrence Welk Top Tune* and !Sev> Talent (ABC
TV Monday night) as among Dodge-Plymouth
shows and listed Plymouth as sharing the Lawrence
Welk ABC TV show Saturday night (Dodge is

sole sponsor). Moore also noted that SPONSOR*!
li-tint: of a Dodge commercial in the Plymouth-
sponsored ABC TV Ray Anthony show was in

error. Broadcast Advertisers Reports, which sup-
plies data on sponsorship to SPONSOR, however,
reports that it did tape-record a Dodge commer-
cial in the Anthony show for the week covered
in SPONSOR.

Mr. Sponsor

I received considerable comment re-

garding the "profile" (Mr. Sponsor, 8

December issue) and whether or not

it was due to Miss Ekberg or my com-

ments on tv I don't know—but it prob-

ably was due to Miss Ekberg.

L. A. McQueen, v.p. in charge sales

General Tire & Rubber Co., Akron
• Larry McQueen was shown standing with
Anita Ekberg at a General Tire promotion.
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I hank you for the "profile" i Mr. Spon-

sor, 19 I. inn. i! \ issue i which appeared

recent!) in sponsor. I can't tell you

how much I appreciate the \<i\ fine

j
* » I > \<>u dill fur me.

I have received ;i very large number

iif complimentary tetters and the man)

stations throughout the countr) who

receive your magazine called tin- arti-

cle to the attention "f man) <>f our

local bottlers and I can assure JTOU it

did us an untold amount of good in

further cementing our relation- with

them.

Francis E. Gorman, advertising mgr.

\rhi Co., Columbus, Co.

Radio cases traffic tie-up

Two months ago W W J Btarted rush-

hour traffic reports direct from De-

troit Police Headquarters. Toda)

these broadcasts are as essential to

most Detroit motorists as radio con-

tacts are to plane pilots.

We believe this project is more
than a "service" activity because it

has created more publicity for WWJ
than anything we've done in years.

The project has increased advertiser

interest in both morning and after-

noon periods and we've had several

requests from clients and agencies for

sponsorship of "Expressway Reports."

They also have added a tremendous

feeling of immediacy to the shows.

The difference between a motorist get-

ting stalled in a traffic jam (and being

late for supper i or knowing the ex-

pressways are clear is tuning in to

WWJ.
Perhaps this is one more way in

which WWJ has contributed toward
the revitalization of radio.

Don DeGroot. assistant general

manager. U"U J, Detroit

Success stories yearly roundup

I have been instructed to prepare for

the April issue of NADA (the manage-

ment magazine of the automobile re-

tailing industry) an article on automo-

bile-dealer use of tv on the local level.

I have been to TvB and obtained

much useful information, but I'm short

on success stories. TvB mentions

sponsor's year-end compilation of suc-

cess stories—just the kind I'm looking

for. Could you provide me with tear-

sheets or reprints of these?

Raymond \ . Ahearn. assistant editor

NADA, Washington, D. C.

• Reprints of Tv and Radio Results for the
year ( 195t>) arc available at 25c per copy.
Rates are lo* er for quantity orders.
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3
\T TAKES TWO jtOOKS

fsO^
THE TRUE PICTURE 1

KBET-TV leads the field

in the whole coverage area!

6-9 p.m.* 9 p.m. -Midnight*
SHARE OF

KBET-TV 35.0% 42.2% AUDIENCE

Station "A" 31.6% 34.0% SUN. through SAT.

'Sacramento and Stockton ARB's, Feb. 1957.

Sacramento ARB weighted 2-1 over Stockton to obtain averages.

TOTAL AREA
SET COUNT:

389,301

KBET-TV CHANNEL 10
SACRAMENTO

BASIC

£ CALIFORNIA
CBS OUTLET

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails
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WILL "OUTSIDE" PACKAGES TV?
With hroadened hase of creativity, show control is decentralized.

Dangers may he hoost in cost and excessive ridinjr of trends

I he era "t domination by network

staff produced shows is over. \s nexl

fall's network tv program profile be-

gins to take shape, it's apparent that

an increasing number of shows will be

supplied 1>\ independent paekagers.

Out of some 20 new shows definitely

seheduled to go on the three tv net-

works, only five are actualK network

staff produced. This does not mean.

however, thai the control of these 15

shows has necessarily slipped from

network hands.

What it does mean is that the net-

works have opened their doors more

by Evelyn Konrad

widel) than in recent years to tin

product of diversified programing

sources. The reasons for this trend en-

compass a complex of conditions, in

which Congressional and FCC investi-

gations figure to a varying degree de-

pending upon the network. But prob-

abrj equal!] high on the li-t ol causes

are such factors as show ri-k-. costs,

changing talent contracts, client rest-

lessness resulting from disappointing

ratings.

\\ hi le pilots and presentations for

news show- are -till making the rounds

among agencies, clients and agency-

men are asking .1 number of questions

arising from this Hood of so-called

"outside" packages:

• What effect will the increased

Dumber of program sources have on

tv show costs

'

• Do more outside packages indi-

cate that client- and agencies are gain-

ing greater control of programing and

show content '.

• I- this broadening of the creative

base anj guarantee again-t low rat-

ings?

• Do outside packages mean more

or less contractual flexihilitv for the
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"Big" shows like Playhouse 90 will continue to

be net-produced, but "co-production" with outsiders is

trend. Agencies have bigger voice with packagers

client, .uiil are these packagers in a

position l" share the client's program-

ing risk as the networks tend to?

• What will he the network's fu-

ture function in show production?

\\ hi lc the answers to these questions

are almost as diverse as the program

sources and programing men who pro-

vided them, these are some of the

major facets to consider in evaluating

the nascent network lineups for fall:

Costs: With production costs rising

am where from 5 to 10% over-all this

fall, even giant network advertisers

have hecome increasingly economy-

conscious. This fact has caused agen-

cies to seek more control of shows,

whether the shows are network or out-

side produced.

For instance, a top automotive man-
ufacturer, whose new fall program is

essentially a network package, has

stipulated that the program must have

a particular free-lance executive pro-

ducer riding herd on the show "be-

cause he's cost-conscious." This pro-

ducer, while paid by the network,

actually represents one client only,

since his responsibility is restricted to

that clients particular program alone.

The "package" is still network-pro-

duced, stars personalities under long-

range network contract, but the con-

trol has passed suhtly to the client. No
longer is this client paying a set "pack-

age" fee. hut rather the production

costs of the show on a week to week

basis.

More frequently, new shows for next

fall are heing produced under "co-

production" agreements between out-

side packagers and the networks. Last

year, according to CBS TV program-

ing v.p. Hubbell Rohinson, Jr., over

50% of the top shows were made on a

network-packager "co-production" ba-

sis. In such instances, the financing is

frequently the network's, and assumed-

ly the control as well.

In practice there's been a change in

these arrangements too. Until a year

or two ago, network financing of an

outside produced package generally

meant that the network got 50% own-

ership of the show. The added strength

of giant outside packagers has reduced

the percentage ownership given the

network in return for financing alone.

This does affect the cost to the adver-

tiser in this wa\ :

Networks have at times heen willing

to give price concessions in the form

of contrihutions to the client's pro-

graming cost either for the sake of sell-

ing a property in which the network

had a stake or for the sake of build-

ing a time period. As the network's

financial control over the package de-

clines, it's less inclined to give price

concessions since they now have to be

made up in time sales rather than

through production savings or resale

value of the property. But pure con-

cessions are less and less prevalent be-

cause of the ample supply of product,

according to an ABC tv executive.

The independent packager isn't in

the same position as the network in

making price concessions. Some gi-

ants like MCA or Screen Gems, of

course, can amortize costly produc-

tions over a number of properties.

The smaller packager cannot. But even

the giant producers rarely have any-

thing other than the program itself

through which they can make money
(as networks can with time sales).

MCA and William Morris are major

exceptions because of the talent agent

part of their business.

There are other aspects to the cost

picture. Suppose a producer has a

program for which he's asking $40,-

000 a week. This price will probably

be the same whether he's selling the

WHAT "OUTSIDE" SHOW FLOOD MEANS
Costs: when agencies influence an "outside" package from planning stage,

the) may be able to hold costs down. But availability of more product

also means networks are less willing to make price concessions on particu-

lar shows. Network-sold outside-produced shows may boost cost to client.

Contracts: Independent packagers find it difficult to make the "escape

hatch" contracts clients seek these days. They can't let client off the hook

on talent committed for 39 weeks. Networks tend to be in better financial

position to do this because prime concern for them is time, not program sale.

Control: Network control continues strong on "co-produced" shows. But

aiM-ncir- tend to have bigger influence on outside packages, particularly if

these are bought in idea stage. Packagers are gaining more control of their

shows versus the networks, are more free to move shows to other nets.

Creativity: Broadening the base of creativity should mean more fresh

ideas. But packager, by nature, looks for "sure-fire" show-, which tends to

make him ride trend- more than net whose concern is for over-all lineup.

Dan Enright, executive v.p.

of B&E, hit it big with Twen-

ty-One. He and Jack Barn1

were radio idea men with

WOR before 1949, then be-

came independents packaging

such shows as Faith Baldwin

Theater, Oh Baby, Wisdom of

the Ages, Winky Dink and

You. NBC has Tuenty-one.
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•~li« >w tn the clienl direct!) 01 to tin

network. If he's selling ii t" the net-

work .mil the network then resells it

tn .1 client, chances are, particularl) if

it - a strong property, that the network

will increase the asking price to in-

clinic a profit The [ > i i «
« to the adver-

tiser has then increased not because ol

added production values, Imt because

two different entrepreneurs arc adding

a profit margin t<> the show

.

However, the network does not al-

ways automatically add it- own profit

margin t<> an "outside-produced"
>Ih>\\. It ma) need the show tn round

out the over-all programing balance,

hi tn build the strength of a particular

evening. 1 1 1 i — aim may overshadow

the wish tn earn nimin on that par-

ticular package.

rhere are other variables, in the na-

ture <d the outside producer himself,

which affect the final cost to the client.

According to MCA v. p. \le\ander

Stronach, Jr.. such packagers as MCA,
Screen Gems, Hal Roach, Desilu and

the Hollywood majors have full con-

trol of below-the-line costs because

the) own lot- and have crews on still

continuously. The smaller packager

ha- to rent studios for the specific oc-

casion and "could get stung."

The other side of this coin, cited

b) Harold L Hackett, Official Films

president, i- that fact that owning lots

means a continuous overhead which

can pinch during -low periods. " \

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

The advent of more independent pack

ages on net tv next fall has advantages

and drawbacks for advertisers While

it may broaden the base of creativity

and give clients more choice, it may

also foretell more safe, surefire pro

graming. Client control will increase

capable produce] makes advantageous

contracts foi studio rentals, ami the

olient isn t penalized for the fai t a

package] doesn t ow n the Btudio."

In mam respei ts, the pa< kagers

h.i\ c a -lake in ti \ ing to hold the cost

line, since a -how becomes proportion-

ate!) mme difficult to -ell a- tin- pi ii .

goes lip. In an effort to hold (he COSl

line, fur in-tame. I5an\ \ l.inijht re-

centl) hired a man whose onl) func-

tion i- to watch below-the-line costs.

Control: \ great deal depends both

upon the size of the packager ami the

-uric— ill hi- show. The originate]

of a l)i<;-mone\ qui/ -how i^it fi\c

phone call-, a- he renienilier- it. mi the

da) after the show debut from the cli-

ent who wanted to move one -mall hit

nl stage propert) from the righl to the

left.

"If the show had ii t heen a hit. we'd

probabl) have gotten this kind of 'sug-

gestion' from him continuously," the

producer told SPONSOR. "Hut when a

show - a hit. no one want- to change

it. ami evei v i.m in d v. ith

a fail ha ired b

I In iml network pro-

ling men interviewed b) sponsoh

i
i in \ hi . lienl i "iitiul mi the u|i-

swing onl) in instances when tin (how

i- bought in the "idea stage as is the

ase ;en< i all) when the show's built

around a majoi personality, ["his is

tl lie nf tllHe lieu -hnu - -J hi dlllid tO

on \ li< I \ in \t I. ill. fui instant

:

the I tank Sinatra sei ies and the ' Ju)

Mitchell and Pal Boone variet) -how-.

It ma) be ti ue "( the new Gisele Ma< -

Kenzie show bought \<\ Revlon and
_• on NBC I \

.

^im e film sei ies, t"". tend to be

bought earliei these days that is,

sometimes w ithout a |iil"t this n i

that the buyer, be it the network oi the

agency, has more t" -a\ about the

contents of the Bei ies.

The decreasing hold networks h

on programing toda) becomes mosl

obvious when shows that have l"n-

been associated with one network move

to another. I'"i example. nr\t fall I.mi

I ill 'liuaii i- moving The Danny Thomas

Shou from iBt II to < BS T\ ,

Edelman i- also the produi er of

// Mill Earp and Jim Bowie. While

\l>( '. T\ ha- a fairls long-tei m eX( lu-

-i\it\ contract with Edelman foi these

shows, it i- conceivable thai the shows

could be moved « ith mutual > onsenl

i Please turn to page '•'>
<

David Sutton, vice presi-

dent nt M< \ Film Syndica-

tion, luiil long sales Ii i-i <t\

with nets and stations before

joining MCA in 1952. Ml V-

production arm. Revue Pro-

duction*. ha< top-rated 1956

General Electric Theater on

CBS T\ . \- a talent agent

giant, MCA has advantage.

/*>
V5 ~

Louis F. Edelman lia-

three ABC TN winners: Dan-

nv Thomas Shaw. II yatt Kar\>.

Jim Bowie. \ Eormi i t t.«l I \ -

h I producer, Edelman

tml- his film packages, is

mii% ins Dannj Thomas from

ABC T\ I., i BS T\ in fall.

As an important example •>(

imlie who produces tur net.

Walt Disney, "- ur-win-

Hollywood major, domi-

nates VB( I N lineup.

\\ «-iit i \ i- Zorro. Though

financial arrangement with

UK i- compli \. I KBi -

million investment in Disne)

amusement park . Disnej r-

lain- control over lii- shows,

Bui \I!( lia- i \i lush it\.

.-

'

i

Ralph Cohn,
:

hen important in net t\ w

\i;< l\. ,

Tin Tin. ABC T\ . Fai

Best Ml' TV. I

offerings include II-

-

the Fare and the Brain.

t firmed up
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CE Theater, in its third season as a showcase for institutional commercials, now promotes industry (above) and appliance-tv line

GE THEATER'S THREE-WAY STRATEGY

To its original role of telling the corporate GE story, this

show has now added industry-wide promotion and product selling

I he General Electric Theater, star-

studded showcase for the corporate

»ide of the industrial giant from Sche-

nectady, \. ^ .. lias just heen renewed

for another season on CBS TV. The
move was hardly unexpected in light

of the facl thai this show, now in its

third season, stops and holds ahout 41

million viewers every Sunday night.

Bui what is of interest to the industry

is tin metamorphosis of the commer-
cials. For GE has opened its institu-

tions shov case t< both industrv-w ide

promotion and the GE appliance and

tv line.

'"Live Better Electrically'" is the in-

dustry-wide campaign t<> promote use

of electric power and appliances with-

out regard to brand names. Such

commercials on the General Electric

Theater do not. therefore, mention GE.

I he\ were added to the institutional

showcase over a \ ear ago.

On 3 March, the latest ingredient

was added product sell. For a long

time, the enormous audience of Gen-

eral Electric Theater, the weekly half-

hour drama produced by BBDO and

the Public and Employee Relations

Services Division of GE, had attracted

the attention of GE's Appliance and

TV Receivers Division and its agency,

Y&R. Getting its product line aboard

the vehicle that was racking up re-

membrance scores of anywhere from

70 to 90'
i for its institutional com-

mercials in Gallup and Robinson sur-

veys was a goal to be richlj desired.

\\ hat effect the fulfilment max have
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on .in alread) top-selling electrical

product line is being closel) watched

in the trade.

Thus General Electric Theater, orig

inall) conceived to tell the iv audi-

ence the ' < 'i |" 'i ate ston "I I ! I . now

finds itsell in two more roles: public

relations spokesman for the industry

ami salesman foi toasters, coffee-male-

ii - and t\ sets.

\\ h.ii i- the success storj behind
i .1 s Theater thai has led ii Into this

triple-pla) ?

I he show had it- debul in the fall of

195 I. garnered a Nielsen of 27.1. Ii

wound ti|) thai first season with an

average rating of >t.7. \- costs in-

creased (annual time and talent

charges are toda) in excess of s -~> mil-

lion) ratings moved upwards with the

result that cost-per-1,000 has been

edging downward and i- now well un-

der $3.00.

The average rating since 1 1 1 i — cur-

rent seasons starl on 3 September is

10.7. Since that time it has made the

first 1<i in Nielsen Werage Audience

ever) week. In Nielsen total \udi-

ence, ii has been in the top 10 in everj

week l>nl two and then it placed elev-

enth. The last two i at this writing i

Vverage Audience reports placed it

first and second, and in I otal \udi-

ence, it hit second and third positions.

The format of General Electric I he-

ater was built <>n a twin base: name

stars and script variety. Mystery,

comedy, romance and adventure have

all had their nights on the boards.

The (IK stars ha\e included 20 Vad-

em\ Vward winners. Off-beat casting

has also contributed to audience inter-

est in the show: comedians turn to

serious parts, heavies handle comedy,

and singers do dramatic roles. Harr\

I'ellafonte. the calypso singer, playing

the part of a fighter is an example of

how GE Theater achieves the unex-

pected.

The star system has proved success-

ful not onlj as an audience-getter hut

as a source of SUppl) tor more star-.

One name actor attract- another. In

production right now is a show -lar-

ring Ton\ ('urti-. The producers re-

gard this as an entree to the younger

Hollywood set. This year's plans also

include filming in Europe and in New

York. Although color has been con-

sidered, it is not included in current

planning. The show's host and pro-

gram supervisor, Ronald Reagan, is

himseU a star. I>\ now he is closel)

identified with GE. His new home in

. -*

1. Institutional:

Ri port -. en i "f the < .1. institu-

i ional stoi j are filmed, on location,

all over id.- I .S. Hen i- Pr<

Reporter limi Herb) rt ii w. right-

I' in. i ->.n \ ii I I
.-. ton

2. Industry-wide: I

i. i l.li-. ii H .ill ionaJ i>rn-

i.l the industry i- featured

.ii. . ,i month on Gi I ater. Some

in ihi- -• filmed in the

home oi the host, Ronald !!

3. Products: ' asi month the

( .I-. Vppliam . and I R« eiver «1 •
-

vision joined GE Theater .i- an

.ill. in. ii. week sponsor oi the show

thai for more than two -

devoted to institutional advertising
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GE STRATEGY continued

Los Angeles is the scene of a series of

"Live Better Electrically" commercials.

al times a year he maizes a tour

of the GE plants across the country.

Close producer- client -agency coop-

on has kept GE Theater consist-

ent on ilif tracks of its original con-

cept. Shows arc filmed in Hollywood

at Revue, a subsidiary of MOA-T\ :

Bill I r \ i- i- the producer. Following

each production from planning to

completion are David \Y. Burke, man-

ager "I Institutional Programs. Pub-

lic and Employee Relation Services

I >i\ ision of GE, and Charles H. New-

Inn, account supervisor for GE insti-

tutional advertising at BBDO. This

combination continues to produce all

shows even though alternate weeks find

the appliance division as sponsors and

Y&R supplying their commercials.

Most «>f the product commercials are

minutes, three to a show. To tell

longer stories, two-minute announce-

ments are being made to run with a

minute commercial, totalling the three

commercial minutes. For such special

events as the launching of a new con-

sumer product, they may even follow

the pattern that has worked so well for

institutional announcements—a single

three-minute middle commercial.

The impact of these institutional

on audience has been closely watched

by GE and BBDO through reports

from Gallup and Robinson. This test-

ing called "Remember Commercial

shows the percent of qualified viewers

of a program who can recall and de-

scribe a commercial accurately 20 to

24 hours after the program. A Novem-

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Since the start of the current sea-

son on 3 September for the General

Electric Theater, its average rating

has been 40.7. This was the kind of

audience GE Appliance-Tv division

was after. Now they co-sponsor with

originator, GE Institutional division.

ber 1955 GE institutional commercial

on progress in electric ranges scored

a 90% average, highest in Gallup and

Robinson records. Scores are almost

always above the Callup and Robinson

norm for remembrance of commercials

on half-hour shows. About 30% of

these commercials get a second expo-

sure, depending on importance of the

message and acceptance by the public

based on the recall surveys. Sometimes
it happens that a second exposure gets

a higher remembrance score than the

first. This poses a problem of why?
Was it a better show? Was it a new
audience? Or did they just pay closer

attention?

Here is an example of how Gallup

and Robinson track down the impact

of GE institutional commercials. On
the 7 October 1956 General Electric

Theater, a three-minute commercial

was devoted to the theme, "Why we
need atomic electricity." Progress Re-

porter Don Herbert, sat at a table of

food that had been prepared in elec-

tric appliances powered by atomic en-

ergy. He explained that atomic elec-

tricity differs from ordinary electricity

only in the type of fuel used to gener-

Highest score: This GE institutional commercial on range progress

i.i- November hit peak in Gallup and Robinson "remembrance" survey

ate it. He told of our increasing de-

mand for electricity and of the dwin-

dling of natural fuels. To dramatize

atomic power, he posed against a back-

drop of the Yankee Stadium, holding

a baseball, then explained that a piece

of uranium the size of the ball has a

potential of atomic energy equal to

enough coal to build a pyramid higher

than the stadium. The commercial

closed with pictures of America's first

atomic electricity plant.

In questioning viewers within 24

hours, here is what Gallup and Robin-

son found they recalled:

"They showed something about the

size of a baseball and said it was

enough power to heat a home for 300

thousand years. (The figure Herbert

gave was actually 13 hundred years.)

It was about electricity of the future

—

atomic power. I'd say that General

Electric mainly wants you to know
that they are interested in other things,

not only the selling end . .
." This

was from a male viewer.

"They showed," said another man,

"that the atomic fuel, the size of a base-

ball would make an equivalent coal

pile as high as Yankee Stadium . .
."

"They showed a slice of toast," a

woman viewer recalled, "which was

made by using atomic energy. The

atomic energy made the electricity and

the electricity made the toast . .
."

Said another woman: "I don't recall

that they had what you would call a

real commercial. At least they didn't

seem to be selling any products. .
."

The Gallup and Robinson norm for

a three-minute commercial is 55% re-

membrance. This particular one of

GE's was recalled by a men-women

average 63%. eight points above

norm. On the male viewer side, the

score was 74% recall; among the wom-

en it was 51%.
A staff of three writers at BBDO

work on these institutional commer-

cials. Filming of them has been done

by many studios: George Blake, Wild-

ing. Yidicam. MPO-TY and Transfilm

in New York: by Jack Denove Pro-

ductions and R. G. Wolff on the Coast.

The average industry-estimated cost

of these commercials places them in

the S10.000 bracket.

BBDOs Charles Newton admits they

are costly. "But GE has too much

invested in this show to cut corners.

We never cheapened our showcase by

stinting on commercials. ^
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Personnel . . . $2,737
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J

*
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Special effects 1 i ^ • this from Tommy and the tuna commercial, add interest bul eat up budgets

A SPONSOR COST ANALYSIS

WHERE DOES THE MONEY GO?
Series of three Bumble Bee commercials cost $11,500,

f i I ti i i 111: approach allowed 12 separate versions

Optical work . . . $1,600

low do \ou film a commercial in a

hurry without having it look that way?
lieu do you insure maximum utility

from a -cries of commercials if you re

producing them before you've bought

the time?

And, assuming you can solve these

problems, what is it going to cost you?

These are questions the Richard K.

ManofT agenc) had to answer this

January after a spol campaign was

decided on for the new Bumhle Bee

Tuna account. It was February before

the idea for the campaign was firmed-

up and scripts and storyboards pre-

pared. A bare three weeks was left

for the actual filming and processing

of the commercials (a process which

usually takes four-to-six-weeks) . Man-

ofT called in MPO and sat down with

Marvin Rothenberg, producer-director,

to iron out the problems. MPO and

the agenc\ went over the -toryboards

and modified them to production re-

quirements. In one instance a slight

change allowed regular filming to re-

place a scene which required st<>p-

motion at a great saving of both time

and money.

Mthough ManolT knew he could buj

the commercials cheaper elsewhere, the

demands of time and qualitj required

the choice of a quality organization

with its own permanent >talT.

Three basic commercials had been

written and worked up h\ the agency.

Fhe-e were to be produced in both

60- and 20-second versions with alter-

nate product tans for both solid and

chunk style Bumble Bee. This insured

ManofT flexibility in buying time slots

and allowed for the tuna company's

split market (solid style sells best in

the Fast, chunk sty le in the Midwest I.

,i finished form, the three basii < som-

mercials were actually l_'. each theme

having four slightl) different variants.

This package cost -I 1,500. \ break-

down "I i osts i"i the pa< kage is shown
in tin- i liai i a< i ompan} ing the article.

I fere are the details:

• Personnel was the biggest single

production item. It accounted for

21', of the total oi 12,737. The MPO
assigned staff "I 17 worked an aver-

"l two t" three days, fhe salaiy

scale varied from the director who is

paid $150 per daj t" the driver who
cam- $25 per day. The MI'o < n-»

included a cameraman, working at

V 1")H ]>ir >\<\\ : an assistant camera-

man. $45; an electrician, who h""k-

up the -omul equipment, $40; his as-

sistant, $35; grips, $35; a prop man.

$35; a scenic designer, $75; a make-

up man. $45; a sound engineer, $45
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3 COMMERC-ALS
COST $11,500

Pi i. . im ludes three basic comma
rial- in four variations. Commer-

ill- urn- filmed in 60- ami 20-sec-

ond versions with two product taj;-.

1. Personnel $ 2,737

directo) 300

cameraman 375

ass't cameraman 112

electrician 100

ass't electrician 87

gt ips 175

prop m<ut 175

designer 150

mnl, cup mail 90

sound engineer 15

sound ass't 35

drive/ 25

unit manager 40

editoi 600

actors 250

narrator 90

script girl 88

2. Equipment 180

3. Studio 1,100

4. Location expenses 65

5. Laboratory costs 650

6. Editing 50

7. Sound recording 420

8. Optical work 1,600

9. Miscellaneous 898

10. Overhead and profit 3,800

$11,500

NOTE: s. . text t>i detailed breakdown of

the ' Listed ibovt

llllllllllllll!l!lllllllll!llllll!ll!llllllllllllll!lllllll!lllll!lll!lllll!!llll|i|||^

and his assistant. S35 I the) control the

placement of microphones and the

qualit) of voices) ; a unit manager,

$40; two film editors, $100 and a

script girl, $35.

I lie talent, three on camera and one

voice worked for one day. The three

child-actors were paid $80, the narra-

tor was paid $90.

• Optical work, a hi" factor in

these commercials, totaled $1,600 or

1

1
' < of the total. This includes

charges for animation. $75; dissolves,

$25; fades. $100; titles, $200; super-

impositions. $450; and specially cre-

ated effects. $750.

One commercial. "Can you pick the

Bumble Bee salad?"' required a large

number of optical effects and a great

deal of stop-motion. Of the three-week

production period, optical work, edit-

ing and laboratory processes account-

ed for two-and-one-half weeks.

• Studio facilities ran 1(1', or

$1,100. Rental of the studio for three

days was $500, set design and con-

struction cost $600. The sets for the

series were simple. Filming was done

at the Fox-Movietone studio as the

new MPO studios were not in opera-

lion at the time.

• Laboratory costs were $650 or

(>'
( of the total. This covered process-

ing, raw stock I 2.500 feet I . sound

stock (60 feet I . fine grain I used for

the working print ) . The original nega-

tives are never touched. Fine grain

prints are made of the selected takes

and these are then used for optical ef-

fects printing I 2.000 feet were used i

.

• 0\erhead and profit was $3,855
or 339? of the total. Sound, equip-

ment, editing and miscellaneous ac-

counted for the remaining 13%.
Sound recording, an intricate process
of recording, kej bag and transferring

cost $420. Equipment charges for the

camera (two days) and a studio vehi-

cle (two days) was $180. Editing ex-

penses (not including editor's salar\ I,

cutting room use, supplies etc.. was
$50. I nder miscellaneous falls such
items as taxes. $273; New York Citj

transportation (taxi-cabs) $25; legal

and administrative, $25.

Ml three commercials required food

preparation which cost $150 for the

various ingredients and $200 for the

preparation. In filming a product like

tuna fish preparation is of prime im-

portance.

"For the first few takes" said John

McCann of the Manoff agency, "'it

looked exactl) like wood and darkened

after a few minutes. We discovered it

was important to keep the product

moist and to change it constantly."

The constant changing of the Bumble
Bee tuna was well received by the

production crew who polished off the

sandwiches and salads as thev came
off camera. Over 120 cans were used

in two days.

'"Another thing we discovered,'"

McCann continued, "was the impor-

tance of opening the can on the proper

side. For the best results you have to

open the top of the can, since the bot-

tom of the meat is usually scorched

when cooked in the canning process."

Health directed commercial a-ks "Can you pit k the highest pro-

tein food?" After typical wrong choices of meat and milk. Bumble

Bee is shown a- highest in protein. Giant Tuna can prop cosl v 7.~>

Salad commercial asks "< an jrou pick the Bumble Bee Salad?'

\n people are used, [usl a narrator. Special effects, appearing ani

>l" inn. cai - swirling and vanishing salads, Imlil viewer's eyi

'I



I he salad commercial also presented

Vfanofl and MPO with the proble I

how to separate the tuna fish t" dem
onsti ate its In mness and uniform

quaiit] in an appetizing manner.

"'•hi approach "I separating the

middle "I tuna meal resulted in .1

rather non-descripl mass. We dis-

covered thai in Boston, on \\ I!/ where

Borne live commercials were done, the

wife "I ,i Bumble Bee disti ibutoi had

complained thai the c nercials were

nol displa) ing the product propel K .

She demonstrated," McCann contin-

ued, "thai if we broke off a small

piece running with the grain of the

meal the product kepi its appetizing

look."

"MPO guided us in the filming of

the Balad commercial particularly,

which was the one which required

man} special effa 1-. \< one point, oui

Btoryboard showed several salads on
the screen swirling off in various

paths. To follow this scheme exact!)

would have required stop-motion, an
expensive process. Marvin Rothenberg

suggested thai we slowlj spin the

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Three basic Bumble Bee commercials,
each produced in four versions,

cost $11,500. Personnel was the larg-

est single production expense, at

$2,737. Optical work was second at

$1,100. Special problem was posed:
production time could be only 3 weeks.

stand on uhirli the salads were placed,

film this in slow motion and thru

speed the film up for the final effect.

I his is what we used in the final ver-

sion at a ~a\ ing of time and money."
In thi> campaign for Bumble Bee,

the ManotT agenc) has turned awa)
from the current "adjective and
recipe sell in favor of a stress on

brand and uniform quality. The idea

for this "Can you pick the Bumble Bee
Tuna?" theme was suggested when the

agencj ran a private "taste-test" ses-

sion at the \\ aldorf. Over 10 differ-

ent brands, all unidentified, were
tested and. according to Richard K.

Manoll. president of the agenci . "\\ e

were able to distinguish the Bumble
Bee tuna from the other brands on the

basis ol it- uniform quality. The idea

for the campaign established, we went
to work.

'"
I he account was signed December

21th. The campaign was on the air in

2d markets bj March Lst. The client

i> in Vstoria, Oregon, we're in New
York, fhat's |irett\ good time." ^
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Handy timebuying tool

NEW SPOT RADIO CALCULATOR
lh<- need among agencies Foi • | u i> k methods ol estimat

Bpol campaign costs has led i" a varietj of prepared estima-

tors, usuall) pul "Hi bj reps, die SRA and Peters Griffin,

woodward have pul oul Bpol radio estimators in the past and

ihe K.ii/ \ ;en<
j and Blaii l\ pul oul -|i"i i\ estimators r<

larly. John Blaii and < o. lasl month added to this li-i a new

spol radio call ulatoi emphasizing the saturation as] <> 1- "I the

medium rathei than the unrealistii -•>— one-time) rates.

Fne calculatoi provides costs Foi campaigns involving one sta-

tion pei market in up to the 1 «
j » 100 markets. \ new wrinkle

is the inclusion "I <<>-i- in premium time, which, in 1 1 >•
1 is<

of the -taii. .11- covered, embraces 6:00 01 7:00 to
,

': | "» a.m.

and 1:00 i" 6:00 p.m. < umulative figures are given bj groups

ol five markets ranked b) population data according to s«/n

Management. \ll costs given are Foi 52-week campaigns, >"\'-i

Blair stations in markets where there 1- one. Stations in non-

Blair markets were picked b) a group of media buyers from

Eoui agencies. Rates are based on January 1957 SRDS I k.

I he Blaii < alculatoi is repi odu< ed below :

NUMBER OF ANNOUNCEMENTS WEEKLY PREMI UM
METROPOLITAN

M ARKLTS 12 2d 48 M 12 PLAN

First 5 $ 2,500 $ 4,500 $ 8 800 $ 17.250 $ 3,100

" 10 3,800 6,950 13.450 26,400 4,850

"15 5,100 9,400 18,000 35.250 6,500

" 20 6,400 11.750 22,400 44000 8,200

" 25 7,300 13,450 25,200 49.450 9,400

" 30 8,750 16,000 30,050 58,900 1 1 . 1 00

" 35 9,500 17,300 32,450 63.750 12,050

" 40 10,350 18,900 35,450 69,600 13.150

" 45 11,200 20.400 38,250 75.200 14,250

" 50 11,700 21,300 40.000 78,700 14.850

" 55 12,500 22.850 42.950 84,100 15,900

" 60 13,400 24,450 46.050 90,300 17,050

" 65 14,400 26,300 49,600 97,350 18,150

" 70 15,100 27.500 51,900 101,950 18,900

" 75 15,500 28,250 53.450 105,000 19.400

" 80 15,950 29,100 55 050 107.550 20.000

" 85 16.450 29,900 56,450 110,250 20.550

" 90 17,150 31.150 58,950 1 15,150 21.300

" 95 17,700 32.100 60,750 1 18,700 2 1 850

" 100 18,250 33.000 62.500 122 150 22,750

.'k order



Part 2 of a continuing series

7- 9 AM i 4-OPM i

THESE CLIENTS AREN'T
"PRIME TIME BLIND"

Q-Tips, Sunshine Biscuits, Gillette, Rayco

are among spot radio clients who include "non-prime'

hours in their campaigns with hig success

I he fanatical client worship of the

so-called prime times in spot radio (7

to 9 a.m. and 4 to p.m.) is strictly

a station and rep problem. Agency
timebuyers may have their own relig-

ions, but nobody so far has smashed

any idols for the clients.

To convince such clients that at

every hour of the day—as long as sta-

tions are programing—potential cus-

tomers are tuned in, takes a lot of mis-

sionary work. Some stations are en-

gaged in this propagation of the truth.

So are some station reps. There are

even a handful of agency timebuyers

who have courageouslv guided clients

into daytime and nighttime successes.

In fairness to client-thinking, there

are also a substantial number of spot

radio advertisers who are capitalizing

on other than the "traffic hours." The
surprising thing, however, is that some
of these extremely successful clients,

together with their agencies, prefer to

hide their lights under the bushel rath-

er than attach to themselves the "stig-

ma" of buying as individuals instead

of following the herd. "Sure, we're

doing great with our saturation buys

in all hours," an agency adman told

sponsor, "but for heaven sake don't

tie us into a non-prime time piece. It

makes us look like odd-balls."

Eventually this attitude will change.

Facts will filter through. Facts such as

are included in the new presentation

delivered by Larry Webb, manager of

Station Representatives Association, at

the NARTB convention last week.

Among the things that the SRA com-

mittee turned up in preparing this pres-

entation were: (1) While tv reaches

tremendous peaks daily, radio listen-

ing fluctuates very little. (2) The best

time to reach housewives is between

9 a.m. and 3 p.m. (3) Among profes-

sional men in metro markets I where

tv penetration is highest) 90.4% listen

to radio during each week, and their

homes have an average of 3% radio

sets. (4) In the category of business

and professional men, SRA found that

30.2 r
r of those interviewed are listen-

ing in the afternoon and 25.8% in the

evening. Thev are listening all over

—

in autos. home workshops, offices.

A number of individual stations and

rep firms are also shouldering the re-

sponsibility of converting advertisers

through intelligent presentations.

WOLF. Syracuse, N. Y., has prepared

a 12-page brochure, for example, that

points up auto traffic hours and also

includes a chart on car listening Mon-

'
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days through Fridays thai shows its

! [oopei i at ings on cai audience to !»

neai l\ as great between 1 1 a.m. and

I
_' noon .1- between 7 a.m. and !! a.m.

1 1.7 to 1 3. 1 . The Bame chart shows

that between 2 and 3 o'clo< k in the

afternoon it gets a rating ol I

Efforts like this plus the efficac) «>f

personalit) shows in other than the

"prime hours ma) eventually beai

fruit and when it does, there will be

many clients and advertisers who will

cheerfull) boast <>l having "discov-

ered daytime or nighttime radio.

ration "I announi ements e\ ei j
li.ili

houi l"i ween 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. w iih

.in additional campaign on \\ 1 1 1 »l I

Gillette
I Maxon > : I lii- company i-

in rentl) in six test markets ' Uban) •

1
1
"\

. Boston, Buffalo, < lolumbus, Pitts-

I in gh .mil Philadelphia , Announce-

ments are spotted main!) in pop muaii

shows. I hej buj I to 6 p.m., but

about I
>'

i
"l .ill buys are between 7

ami I I p.m.

Institute of Life Insurance I Wal-

ter I hompson I : \ \ eai ago this :om-

panj m<i\ ed expei imentall) into spot

\\ 1 1 1 1 . i 1 1 1 10 to

ments in da) time and the balani e in

ii.iiiii hours, in about 100

tin- u mi- i- selling well. Some slotting

i- .il-.. dom or Sundayi to r< a< li the

lainiK audi< •

I'h.ii mi i< (i. Inc. I tohert) . < lifford,

Ste< i - 8 Shen field '
: I "i I eenamint,

( hooz and Medigum, this client is in

about I i" markets. Buj in^- sti

to reai li the audience w herevei il is.

Within certain time segments thej buj

ai i oss thi bo ird, and evei ) thin

considered market l>\ market. \ I >• »i j t

QUARTET OF TESTIMONIALS FROM CLIENTS IN NON-PRIME HOURS

TOOTHPASTE
,\\ I..- \n-el.-. "Congratulations

I'm i ii •_; Juniiai \ .mil rVliruai )

.

ompetitive .n- 1 i \ 1
1
> was tin- greatest

liistoi) "| iln- toothpaste luisi-

•-- .mil \i-t IVp-oclt-nt lielil its nun
nil tlic consumers. I mloulitcilh

<>ur handling of Suzie Q and liilh

and 'your" puldic are the

i factors in 1 1 1 i — -ucce— -tmi.
\-." Show- li-t.-il arc daytime.

BEER

\\ BBM, < Ihicago. "' i our \n Men i< i

iffered a Bupplj of fishing lures to

in\ one sending in a Monarch Be< i

Sixpac handle ,,i <> M, ,n. in Ii I. ill- I-.

Response? In the initial I
'> weeks of

Monarch's offer, \n Merciei pulled

i,603 pieces of mail. His salesman-

ship, then, accounted l"i the sale of

u least 118,854 bottles oi cans "I

Monarch Beer during Brsl 13 weeks."

RECORDS
W( \l . Philadelphia. "Alan Charles

Company used III \i^hi Watch with

lohnnie Lupton i" promote l-week teal

iffering a Glenn Millei album for

I
. \\ iihin the w« k some 10 r<

quests came in, The client went into

i
-i-i nml week pulled 66 replies . . .

went '"I I

'• • i-ik-
. . ii. i.i

.
- ghowed

283 m-i. .- - ... in.iiK - 1,000 return!"

Post-midnight houi - can sell, too.

OLIVE OIL

KCBS, Sai Franci

mond W holesali I

( (live Oil) :
°°\\ hen a radio

ilii\ devotes onl) 20 seconds

for one week and ." hieves this r

-I
i,n-<-. I ill ink it . . . shows wh<

faith the homemaker has in your pr

\\ henevei I am able to -•!! .">:

units ol an% iu in osting ovei I

then i' i- a ver) successful promotion

SOURCE: ci!S in presenUUon.

Meanwhile, here are a feu of those

who alread) have discovered that the

clock has main houi-. and that ever}

hour finds someone Listening to radio.

(In the 16 March SPONSOR article.

"Don't he prime time blind," the sue-

ss of American Airlines. Seaboard

Finance ami GMAC in tion-"|iriine"

hours was covered.) Main of them

bu) 7 to (
> a.m. and 1 to 6 p.m., but

thej have not limited themselves to

such hu\s.

Q-Tips, Inc. i Law retire C. Gumbin-
ner \genc\ • : This product has mam
uses. Messages on its multiple uses

are frequently slotted in the "prime
hours. But on its special uses for

babies, daytime announcements have

brought much success.

Sunshine Biscuits (Cunningham &

\\ alsh i

: I his client which i- in a lim-

ited Dumber of markets with spot ra-

dio, is doing well in all hotn.- day-

time, late evening, Saturdays and Sun-

days. \ lot of its radio is used to

supplement heavj use of tv. but some
campaigns are exclusive!) radio. One
of it- successful campaigns is on

WCOP, Boston, where it run- a satu-

radio. The) spent $10,000. Tin- year,

the\ increased their ad\ et I i-ing hudjjet

alnio-t ten-fold. From Octoher through

May, the) will have -pent in spot radio

nearl) $100,000 on about 30 major

stations, all with strong farm direc-

tor-. More than "it)' < of the slottings

are at noon: less than 50'
i

are bought

between 6 a.m. and !! a.m.

Hudson Pulp «£ Paper Co. Nor-

man. Craig \ Kummel) : Buys after-

noon participations in local women's

personalit) -how-, finds such programs

and hour- efficient especiall) Foi

launching ol new products. Right now

is in an intensive campaign in 1" mar-

kets to introduce it- line of toilet tissue.

I>\ June, it expects to be in 30 markets.

Manischewitz Wines I mil Mogul):

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

At no hour of the day is radio deserted.

The new SRA presentation points up

the fact that while tv reaches excep-

tionally high peaks, radio listening

fluctuates little. Once this fact is ab-

sorbed, more spot radio clients will

move to hours other than 7 to 9 a.m.

SPONSOR 2d m'kii. 1957

10 to 50' • oi all buys are outside so-

called "prime morning hours.

Fleischmann's Yeasl l\\ [*) Uses

I

racticall) all da) time in about 15

markets, look- mostl) for best wom-
en's participating programs.

Sutton Deodoranl Stick Lawn
i rumbinnei Dn ides its bu) - about

hall ami half between "traffic" hours

and daytime.

Shulton, Inc. i The Wesle) Associ-

ates I : I ses, in addition to the "prime

hours, afternoons and weekend- for

il- ( Hd Spice line. I bis client i» in

about 18 market- on a 52-week basis.

Weekend buying is aimed ,tt getting

the men.

Welch's (Richard K. Manoff ) : Day-

time - dit) -how - doing ex< ep-

tional job for tomato juice in New

York and "New England ana-. Re-

freshment wine, with announcements

-l.inled at women, i- getting a good

pla\ through daytime buys in about

1!'. states in the northeast.

Rayco into Seal Covers Emil

Mogul): About a third of all an-

nouncements in 60-markel coverage are

daytime and weekend-. ^

ST



"Off-beat" approach

can sell the product

I hese i ommercials illustrate the

theor) "I carrying out a -m.l.

theme in more than one medium.

I iln.ii\ scene (r) is a t\ spot tak-

en from the Dail) News poster

, ampaign. I!' low is .* t\ visualiza-

tion oi the "who pul eight fjreat

itoes in thai i:i\-l>iii> can?"

I heme <>t ( < >: 1 1 a < i i n
a
"- iailiu -p" 1 .

Both are bj < unningham & Walsh

WHO make! .

Three agencymen lock hoitf

1™ ive weeks ago. Dave Bascom. chair-

man of the hoard and creative head at

Guild. Bascom and Bonfigli. San Fran-

cisco, said his piece about today's tv

commercials. In the sponsor article.

''Do vour commercials have that Madi-

son Avenue droop?" i 16 March, page

29 ) Bascom scores the inbreeding of

ideas on "advertising row.""

"It just gets me," Bascom says,

"the way all the agencies are sort of

jammed into some 20 or 30 blocks. It's

no wonder so main commercials are

alike— how can you think a thought of

your own when you're facing each

oilier daj in and day out like these

Madison Avenue boys do?"

This challenge flung, Madison \\e-

11111' responded instant!) and admira-

ble And even Bush Street. San Fran-

cisco, rallied to Madison \\enues aid.
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But it should sell

while entertaining

I he produi i il ell need nol 1»

dull. Il the imercial exhausts;

itsell entertaining, the reai i ion m n

be "w li.it .1 great i omrw 1 1 ial"

rath* r than "» hal .1 gri .11 product."

\\ lull' using il'\ He- i" maintain

interest, the commen ial should

tit-i ri^lii dow n to the Bale, (L)

\ cafe bi hi. I sell, 1
> Vjas [in

d<- approach, bol ! Bi yan I louston

'HE COMMERCIALS DROOP?
A i^

nrh Dave Bascom, who blames .Madison Avenue Replying to Davi Bas om are (1 to r) BUI McKenna,

associate cop} chief, Bryan Houston, New York; Dave

I ippini ott, tv-radio group head, M ' kson,

New York; and Howard <— ig< Bi iacher,

Wheeler, San Francisco div. ol Cunningham 8 Walsh

\\ illiaui McKenna. Jr.. associate

cop) chief. Bryan Houston. New ^ <>rk.

sees Bascom's comments as similar to

the hyper-critical cries of the L930's

when space advertising was taking a

beating. Uthough this criticism lead

to improvement, it brought along with

it "... a tidal wave of expensive non-

sense, accented In the oblique ap-

proach. . .
."

David M. Lippincott, t\ and radio

group head for Chesterfield at Mc-

Cann-Erickson, New York, counters

Bascom with the remark that the seven

principle- outlined 1>\ Bascom for

good commercials are the foundation

of am theatrical presentation and that

an) creative man who didn't use them

instinctively ".
. . would be oul ol his

skull."

Howard (lossaim. \ ice president and

tv-radio director of the Brisacher.

Wheeler, San Francisco, division of

Cunningham & Walsh, gives a non-

partisan strength to the rebuttals, com-

menting thai he could not see how
".

. . remoteness from the 'incestuous

anthill' of Madison \\ennc somehow

gives a creative edge.

\lici the initial assault, a truce was

called. Ml four men agree thai some-

thing make- some commercials droop.

\ml here's what the) think it i-:

David M. Lippincott, McCann-Erick-

son, New N ork:

See hen-. Bascom ... It - jusl about

impossible to argue with your points.

Six ol the seven are such obvious tru-

isms thai an) television creative man
who didn't follow them instinctivel)

would be out "I his -kull. One of

them "the frequent repetition of the

same commercial will make viewers

immune to \rnir message is a point

of \ iew that could l>e argued until the

cow- learn how to -pell (.uild. Bascom

& Bonfigli, since research now indi-

cates that mum commercials gain,

rather than lose, through repetition.

What the question boils down to,

then, i- 11 In are there so main fri^lil-

eningl) \<<i<\ commercials on the

Win so mam that flout your seven

principles with obvious relish factual-

K the) aren't ) ours, at all. Ba-i om
they're the foundation of am theatri-

cal presentation, and what else is t\ ? I

I don't think you can la) it at the

feet of the creative man. (Good! Now
we can blame somebod) else.) But

you must remember there i- a whole

host of people in between the writer's

sponxm; 20 APRIL l'Jo, 39



DROOPING COMMERCIALS continued.

original concepl and what appears <>n

the s« Mill. \ lot oi these good |n<>-

ple cling to print words, concepts, and

techniques a^ desperatel) as a bab) (<>

ii- favorite blanket. And like the ba-

by's blanket, il represents transpar-

ent^ false security. Hut be of stoul

heart, Bascom; thej are learning and

learning fast! Not always willingly,

of course, but as thev \e watched more

and more billing go to agencies that

ilti understand television, they've plain

just luiil to learn (only a corporate

modest) keeps me from naming one).

\l an) rate here's hoping that your

private world of great television com-

mercials will soon be with us . . . free

of burning stomachs, diagrammatic

visceras, and the endless procession of

white-coated sepulchers.

William McKenna, Jr., Bryan Hous-

ton. New York:

Criticism of tv commercials seems

to have reached a peak reminiscent of

the Thirties when it was space adver-

tising that was under fire . . . and

from which we could learn some valu-

able lessons.

That drive produced a great many

When sales are down . . . your slip is

showing! You just forgot to sell South

Texas with KONO Radio. Sell 'em up

down South without a barrel of money . .

buy KONO Radio at the lowest cost per

listener from your H-R or

Clarke Brown man.

860 kc 5000 wattsKONO
SAN ANTONIO RADIO

valuable and lasting improvements in

magazine and newspaper advertising.

Bui its by-product was a tidal wave of

expensive nonsense, accented by the

oblique approach, a general assump-
tion that virtually every product was

negative in consumer interest, that

readers had to be entertained, trapped

or beguiled into reading the advertis-

ers' selling points.

The question was raised as to wheth-

er, in man) cases, the consumer reac-

tion wasn't "What a great ad!" rather

than "What a great product!" It was

raised so often it became a cliche.

You don't see much of that kind of

space advertising any more. Read an)

magazine or newspaper and you'll find

that most of the advertising, while it

employs potent attention and interest

devices, wastes no time in getting into

the sale, and in registering the brand.

There are enough known successes

among tv commercials to prove that

the same approach is valid in this

area, too.

This agency's Ajax Cleanser and

Maypo Cereal commercials, both suc-

cessful by am yardstick, are highl)

entertaining and yet they sell from the

opening second. The same is true of

the Bryan Houston Nescafe Instant

Coffee "Fresh-Roasted Flavor" com-

mercials. The Avonderful Jell-0 "Chi-

nese baby" is another example. And
the omnipresent Schaefer Beer "real

beer" ID's are compact gems of enter-

tainment-plus-sell.

This kind of tv writing is harder.

It goes on the assumption that it's

got to be right as "well as bright. And.

happily, it's not as rare as critics

might lead us to think.

Howard Gossage, Brisacher, Wheel-

er. San Francisco:

In its March 16 issue SPONSOR car-

ried an admirable article on the tv

commercial credo of Dave Bascom of

Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli and Dean of

San Francisco, Seduction-Not-Rape

School of Advertising. I. for one. was

greatlv heartened by Mr. Bascom's

suggestion that remoteness from the

incestuous anthill of Madison Avenue

somehow gives a creative edge. I do

hope this is so. for I need all the edge

I can get. If moving even farther, say

to Tibet, helps, Lhasa here I come.

However, just being far from the

Rome of advertising is not necessarily

an advantage here in Athens when it

I Please Iurn to page 44)
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^a,:^^um £>ov^rer on
°*aa.:Q*1©1

Your product will be a sales-winner in the Prosperous

Piedmont section of North Carolina and Virginia when you

buy WFMY-TY. Why? Because no station or group of stations

delivers the sales wallop in this mighty industrial area of the South as

does WFMY-TY. Call your H-R-P man today for details.

50 Prosperous Counties

$2.7 Billion Market

2.1 Million Population

$2.1 Billion Retail Sales

uifmy-tv
//?////&

c

.

WFMY-TV...Pied Piper of the Piedmont

"First with five TV in the Carolina
t"

GREENSBORO. N

Rrpreienfed by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York Chicago San Francnco Atlanta

Basic

Since 1949
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d?0M$5&
DOUBLE-CROSS IN

AMSTERDAM!

The

!

SUSPENSE IN

LONDON!
IB^ES!
C I . i

•-*

3. *.

MYSTERY IN

PARIS!

Adventures <

rJ

SUPERBLY STAGED
in exciting foreign

cities, sea-
ports and
countrysides /KJB

starring

/ 7 WILUAM GARGAN
) It-' * ... to the viewinq public he IS Martin Kane!

Side by side with Scotland
Yard, the French Surete, the

police of all the Continent, this

resourceful American Private

Investigator pursues law-

breakers all over the continent.



IN COLORFUL FOREIGN

COUNTRIES

!

ALREADY BOUGHT BY

. ANHEUSER-BUSCH
in 8 markets

STROH'S BEER

DREWRYS BEER

PROGRESS BEER

HUMPTY DUMPTY
STORES

FALSTAFF BEER

WHITE WAY LAUNDRY

JIM REED CHEVROLET

UNITED GAS

KROGER

and stations:

KERO-TV in Bakersfield

WTVY in Dothan

KTTV in Los Angeles

KPHO-TV in Phoenix

KOA-TV in Denver

WOR-TV

KTNT-TV

WTVJ
WGN-TV
WILK-TV

KRDO-TV

in New York

in Seattle-

Tacoma

in Miami

in Chicago

in Wilkes Barre

in Colorado
Springs

KOAT-TV in Albuquerque

KOPO-TV in Tucson

WNAC-TVin Boston

FOR AN

UPSWING

IN
SALES

get TV'S most
firmly estab-

lished mystery-

adventure hero

in an ALL-NEW
series Write,

phone or

wire for an
early audition.



DROOPING COMMERCIALS
; Continued from page 10 I

comes to ideas for t\ commercials.

For one thing, man) of the New ^ ork

shows are kinied for later transmission

and that puts our local- at least three

hours behind in case there i- a snitch-

able idea. On the other hand, there

are fewer ol us and the weather is

better. Apart from these considerations

the same laws of creative turgidit) ap-

|i|\ here as in the land of what a friend

ol mine on viewing the hordes of

Vladison Wenuers in their summer

shantungs and coconut straws called

the Godless amish.

Mr. Bascom, while agreeabl) explicil

about how to make commercials better,

dwelt scarcely at all on the basic rea-

son.- win the) aren't good to begin

with. I can suggest three:

I. Client Schizophrenia. The client

in his natural state is a wild thing, a

naive child who believes that his prod-

uct is the most fascinating creature of

an indulgent providence. His concept

of the ideal commercial is one in which

he, in person, states that his competi-

Have the

'LATEST ROCHESTER
PULSE, OCT. 1956

Competing with FIVE other Local Stations,

WHEC Averages More Than 27%

of the Local Audience
MORNINGS
AFTERNOONS
& EVENINGS!

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING . . . ROCHESTER'S TOP-RATED STATION

WHECJ ^jt/ie^tu

NEW YORK
5,000 WATTS

Representatives EVERETT McKINNEY. Inc. New York. Chicago. LEE F.0C0NNELL Co.. Los Angeles. San Francisco

lor s product, b) name, is garbage.

I his baser nature is submerged in

time and is hardly visible in the con-

formist we see twirling around the

industry-wide Maypole in tighter and
tighter circles. He wants to go off at

a tangent, yet he can't bring himself

to let go of the ribb >n. All those other

fellows can't he wrong can the) ?

i \ frightening humilih is apt to re-

sult from this folderol. I have actual!)

had a client tell me that his product
was uninteresting. His agency's re-

search prosed it. he said. I asked him
if he thought his product was any less

interesting than Modess. I

2. Agency Cravenliness. Or Maybe
It's Just that They Can*t Think of Any-
thing. In an) event, the music for the
Morris dance above is provided by
agencies, and unless one of them
changes the tune, everyone will go
right on playing three blind mice.

Most clients, for reasons noted, have
an atavistic yen for throwing the bull

over the fence. The biggest reason the)
don t do it more often is that agencies
don't give them the chance, perhaps
on the theory that the client might
strain himself, and this, as we know,
will reflect poorly on the agency. So
what they do instead is just move the
fence back a \va\s.

3. Flop Sweat. This charming show
business term refers to what an enter-

tainer exudes when he is laving an eg"
knows it, but nevertheless dogs it on
through to the last dismal line. This
is a very painful and embarrassing
thing to watch.

Now. think back over some of the

spots you've seen lately. If those peo-

ple were giving any other kind of per-

formance than a commercial, wouldn't

you just smell the flop sweat? All the

signs are there—the bright despera-

tion, the false heartiness, the repeti-

tious phrases of a man who is telling a

story that isn't going over.

Advertising flop sweat is different in

that people are seemingh not con-

scious of it when the\ create a banal

commercial. Could it I e that flop

sweat is accepted as the norm'.''

The only answer 1 know to this i<

to, as Mr. Bascom suggests, regard tv

commercials as entertainment in an

entertaining medium. B\ taking the

responsibility of pleasing our audience.

we are quite apt to get them in the

palm of our hand. When we don't,

we'll reall) have flop sweat and that

will happen, too. But we'll know it:

and know what to do about it. ^

I I SPONSOR 20 ipRit 1957



In The St. Joseph, Missouri Market . .

.

IF THERE'S A CROP MADE
°* A STEER SOID

IF THERE'S A HOMERUN HIT

OR A BASKET GOALED . ^

4

- -

IF THERE'S NEWS MADE

OR A STORY TOLD . . •

In fact, if it happens in the KFEQ area

YOU HEAR IT ON KFEQ RADIO

KFEQ
ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI
680 KC • 5000 WATTS
A KENYON BROWN STATION

SPONSOR

SIMMONS ASSOCIATES
Representatives

2D APRIL 195

.

Pick your audience . . . KFEQ has it and keeps it hv

maintaining complete and varied programing. Market

reports. weathercasts
3
farm service and homemaker

programs foi the rural audieno \A -hows for

the housewife . . . music shows for both teen-agers

and adults. And KFEQ is the favorite with the men.

too. bei ause of up-to-the-minute news and spo:

coverage. If you want to reach one or all of these

audiences . . . try KFEQ.

45



a new twist in radio

puts KOBYon top

in San Francisco

KOBY's hypnotic formula in music and news has captured the San Francisco audience!

February -March Hooper ranks KOBY No. 1 station all day—every day. Weekday

ratings of 17.8 a.m.. 25.5 p.m., 29.3 Saturday, and 33.8 Sunday cinch KOBY as the leader.

ALL surveys show KOBY as the fastest rising station in San Francisco. KOBY's 10,000

watts (the most powerful independent in San Francisco) boom out and sell the entire bay area.

KOBY operates full time—sells full time. See Forjoe for the info on KOBY

—

the hottest station in the nation's 7th largest market.

MID-AMERICA BROADCASTING COMPANY
KOSI, Denver, Colo WGVM, Greenville, Miss
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i.i\ listing oj change*

in tin- advertising and broadcast firUis

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR

Amur Safety R.uor. NY

Chevrolet. Detroit

Falstatf Brewing St Louis

S. C. Johnson. R.icinc Wis

Knomjrk Mtt; Brooklyn

Liggett & Myers. NY

MilM, Elkhart. Ind

Park & Tiltord. NY
Philip Morris. NY

Philip Morris. NY
Scott Paper. Chester. Pa

Whirlpool Corp. St. Joseph. Mich

AGENCY
Mc E. NY

C.imp Ew.ilJ Detroit

DFS. NY

NL&B. Chi

Mogul. NY
Mc-E. NY
Wade. Chi

Mogul. NY
Burnett. Chi

Aycr. NY
JWT, NY
K&E. Ch.

STATIONS
CBS 170

NBC
CBS 105

NBC 130

NBC 84

NRC
ABC
NBC 84

CBS 168

ARC
NBC
NRC

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

I 55 or 2 25 pm-concl 6

6 Oct 52 wks

I 55 or 2 25 pm-concl. 6

ill Came ot W. • k

26 wks

Chivy Show Su 9-10 pm
Baseball Came ot

26 wks

Steve Allen; alt Su 8-9 pm ; 7 |ul; 52 wks

Masquerade Party; W 8-8 30 pm; 29 May. 12. 26 |unc

Fishcr-Cobcl Show; alt Tu 8-9 pm 24 Sept. 52 wks

Wednesday Night Fights 10 pm-concl 5 June. 52 wks

Masquerade Party; W 8-8 30 pm; 17 Apr. 1. 15. May

II Came of Week I 55 or 2 25 pm-concl; 6
26 wks

Mike Wallace; Su 10-10 :30pm; 28 Apr

Ciscle MacKennc; Sa 9:30-10 pm ; 21 Sept. 52 wks

tishcr-Cobcl Show, alt Tu 8-9 pm; 11 Sept; 52 wks

Apr

.

Apr;

Apr;

RENEWED ON TELEVISION NETWORKS
SPONSOR

Borden Co. NY
DcSoto. Detroit

Cencral Foods. White Plains. NY
General Mills, Minneapolis

Procter & Camble, Cin

Procter & Camble. Cin

Procter & Camble. Cin

Procter & Camble. Cin

Ralston Purina. St. Louis

Scott Paper. Chester Pa.

Tom. Chi

AGENCY
Y&R. NY
BRDO. Detroit

BOB, NY
DFS. NY
Y&R. NY
B&B. NY
B&B. NY
Compton, NY
CB&B. SF

|WT, NY
North. Chi

STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

NBC 91 People s Choice; alt Th 9-9 30 pm; 26 Jul : 52 wks

NBC 156 You Bet Your Life; alt Th 8-8:30 pm ; 26 Sept; 52 wks

CBS 148 Zanc Crey; alt F 8:30-9 pm; 12 Apr: 52 wks

ABC Wyatt Earp; alt Tu 8 30-9 pm ; Sept; 52 wks

NBC 91 People s Choice; alt Th 9-9:30 pm; 2 Aug 52 wks

NBC 152 Loretta Young; Su 10-10:30 pm: 7 Jul. 52 wks

NBC 143 This Is Your Life; W 10-10:30 pm ; 25 Sept 52 wks

ABC Wyatt Earp; alt Tu 8:30-9 pm; Sept; 52 wks

ABC Bold Journey; M 8:30-9 pm; 29 June; 52 wks

NBC 113 Father Knows Best; W 8:30-9 pm ; 25 Sept. 52 wks

NBC 160 You Bet Your Life; alt Th 8-8:30 pm; 3 Oct. 52 wks

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME

Louis F. Allen

James A. Ballard

Vic Bikcl

C. Roger Bower

Lee Browning

Richard W. Chapin

Joe Clifford

John Conboye

FORMER AFFILIATION

WOV, NY, sis

WOOW. New Bern

NTA Film Net

NJ, mgr

NY. acct exec & station relations exec

Sir Walter Tv, Raleigh. NC. vp

WFIE-TV, Evansville, Ind. acct exec

KFOR. Lincoln, Neb, gen mgr

Thomas B. Cookcrly

Joseph Flynn

Robert Callaghcr

Fritz Gibson. Jr.

George A. Graham, Jr.

Ray Kozak

Roger Larson

Walt Lochman

Dave Lundy

Arch Madsen

James F. McBridc

Francis C. McCall

loseph F McGinley

Frank Mclntyre

Russ McElwee

William M. McPhillips

H. Maier

Clenn Nickell

Ernest H. Peterson

Bernard Piatt

Edward L. Presnell

Robert Provence

James C. Rogers

Donald M. Ross

KTSM-TV. El Paso, acct exec

WBTV. Charlotte. NC, Carolinas sis mgr

KFSC. Denver, sis mgr

CBS Radio Spot Sales. NY, presentation writer

National Brewing. Bait, asst mkt devel mgr

NBC Radio Net, NY. dir sis service

KRCI. Grand Island. Neb. sis mgr

KFOR, Lincoln, Neb, sis mgr

KCKN. Kansas City, sis mgr

KCO. SF. sis

RAB. dir station services

Young & Titus. Lewiston, Idaho

NBC Tv. dir news & special events

WNAO-TV, Raleigh. NC. local sis mgr

„„KLIX. KLIX-TV. Twin Falls. Idaho, vp & gen mgr

WXEX-TV. Richmond. Va. acct exec

San Francisco Chronicle, feature writer & reporter

Crook Advtng. Dallas, acct exec

_ KVAL-TV. Eugene. Ore. commercial mgr

WTIC, Hartford, local acct exec

-Sponsor, NY. vp & gen mgr

Rutledge & Lilicnfeld. media dir

WLW. Dayton, program dir

KLAC. LA

KNX-CPRN. Hy. gen sis mgr

NEW AFFILIATION

WABC-TV. NY. sis

WKIX. Raleigh. NC. sis mgr

CBS Tv Film Sales. NY. acct exec

WNAO-TV. WKIX. Raleigh. NC. gen mgr

Same, gen sis mgr

Same, also KRCI Grand Island, Neb, gen mgr & vp Stuart
Investment Co

KCW. Portland. Ore. local sis

KONO-TV. San Antonio, acct exec

Same, natl sis mgr

KOSI Aurora-Denver, acct exec

WCBS. NY. asst sis promotion mgr

WSOC-TV. Charlotte. NC sis

Same, dir sis planning

Same, station mgr

Same, asst gen mgr

WHB. Kansas City, sis

Same, sis mgr

Sponsor. NY. gen mgr

KIMA. Yakima. Wash, sis promotion

WPST-TV. Miami, gen mgr

Same, sis mgr

KVOS KVOS-TV Bellingham. Wash, vp

WSOC-TV. Charlotte. NC sis exec

KSFO. SF. news dir

Blair-Tv. Dallas, acct exec

KWRO. Coquillc. Ore. mgr

Same, local sis mgr

Same, vp & asst publisher

KXOK. St Louis, sis

WSOC-TV. Charlotte. NC. program dir

-Paul H Raymer. Hy. r-tv sis

-Golden West Enterprise, vp & gen mgr

SPONSOR 20 APRIL !'»>. t:



NEW AND RENEW

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES continued

NAME
Dave Sacks

Michael Stehncy

Joseph W. Timberlakc,

Lester S. Tobias

Robert S. Tyrol

Gerald A. Vernon

Earl W. Welde _.

David Yanow

NEW AFFILIATION

KGO-TV, SF. sis

Sarra, Inc. production mgr

|r. WBTV, Charlotte, NC, local sis

WTIC, Hartford, local acct exec

JWT, NY, asso media dir

WNAO-TV, Raleigh, NC, sis mgr

CBS Radio Net, Phila, acct exec

FORMER AFFILIATION

Same, sis mgr

Kling Film, Chi, vp & exec producer

Same, Carolinas sis mgr

AAP, LA, western div sis mgr

Same, asst gen sis mgr

NBC Tv Net, NY, dir sis services

Same, asst gen mgr

NBC Tv Net, Phila, sis

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Kenneth W. Akers Ciiswold-Eshlcman, Cleve, pres Same,

NEW AFFILIATION
chairman

L. M. Booton Biuce B. Brewer, Minn, partner Same, managing partner

Pat Clark Sutherland-Abbott, Boston, acct exec ... Noble-Dury. Nashville, acct exec

Frank C. Clayton Burnett, Chi, asso media group super Cardner, St. Louis, media group super

Walter C. Davison Western Advtng Agcy, LA _ Same, vp chg mktng & new business

George DePue _ Bryan Houston, NY, vp & acct exec _ Grey, NY, acct exec

Edward C. Dolph Collier's Mag, NY, asst promotion mgr Roy S. Durstine, NY, creative staff

Robert A. Failey Ayer, Phila, plans-merchandise exec _ Gardner, St. Louis, acct exec

Charles Farran .Griswold-Eshleman, Cleve, creative dir & vp Same, pres

Edwin L. Fletcher Russel M. Seeds, Chi, asst research dir Same, research dir

Glen W. Fortinberry R&R, Houston _ .__ Maxon, Detroit, asst to pres

Clarence E. Hale _ _ BBDO, SF, acct exec _ _ Same, vp

Margaret Harrison Gaymor Co, super mkt promotions _ BBDO, NY, asst to sis promotion dir

W. Denning Harvey K&E, NY, acct exec ._ Same, also vp

Frank A. Helton R&R, SF, acct super _. __ _ Same, vp & office mgr

Paul Keller . Bryan Houston, NY, asso research dir _ ..Reach, McClinton, NY, asso research dir

Clayton Kenney Griswold-Eshleman, Cleve, acct exec & art dir Same, vp & creative dir

|ohn B. Lanigan NBC, NY, sis mgr chg daytime-sports-special events Compton, NY, vp & acct super

Peggy LeBoutillier Nassau Guardian, Bahamas, feature writer & columnist Anderson & Cairns, NY, dir beauty publicity

Irving Levine ... - |WT, NY, traffic _Getschal, NY, production mgr

George Ludcke _ ...Calkins & Holden, Minneapolis, office mgr Reach, McClinton, Minneapolis, office mgr

J. Clarke Mattimore _ K&E, NY, acct exec _ Same, also vp

Claude G. May _ - - - ..Western Advtng Agcy, LA, acct servicing

Miles C. McKearney Foster & Davies, Cleve, vp Same, member board & exec committee

John Mills _Milloy Advtng, Wash DC, acct exec Mills Advtng, Tulsa head

Don O'Leary _K&E, NY, acct exec Same, also vp

Timothy J. O'Leary _ Calkins & Holden, NY, media _ Reach, McClinton, NY, r-tv media

Olive M. Plunkett — BBDO, NY, fashion copy super _ _ Same, vp

Victor Ratner Mc-E, NY _ _ _ B&B, NY. vp

Reggie Schuebel NC&K, NY, vp Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, NY, dir net relations

Wayne Stewart ..Gardner, St. Louis, dir service dept Same, acct exec

Bud Sherak K&E, NY, research dir ._. Same, also vp

Gale M. Spowers . Wm Barber, Colo Springs, acct exec Galen E. Broyles, Denver, acct exec

Elsworth Timberman . B&B, NY, asso acct exec K&E, NY, acct exec

Same, acct execLarry C. Varvaro K&E, NY, asst acct exec

Blair Walliser ...... -John W. Shaw, Chi, Ny r-tv rep

Ted Weeks Gardner, St. Louis, acct exec

Philip M. White Calkins & Holden, Chi, office mgr ...

Harry Witt . _Calkins & Holden, LA, office mgr ... .

Same, also acct exec-NY accts

Same, also dir merch & chairman merch advisory bd

_ Reach, McClinton, Chi, office mgr

Reach, McClinton, LA, office mgr

SPONSOR PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Jack Gilbert Asso, acct execCarol Bag

Peter J. Cole . Sterling Brewers, territorial sis rep

William 0. Dillingham Pabst Brewing, exec vp

Howard Eaton, Jr. Y&R, tv acct rep

Carlyle E. Miller . Lentheric, natl field sis mgr

Katie Saunders Ceneral Foods, product publicist

NEW AFFILIATION

Borden Co, asst advtng mgr-chem div

Same, asst sis mgr

Same, also Hoffman Beverage Co, pres

...Lever Bros, r-tv media mgr

Park & Tilford, gen sis mgr-toiletries & dyestuffs div

Lever Bros, brand publicity mgr

NEW FIRMS, NEW OFFICES (Change of address)

Anderson & Cairns, NY, has moved its public relations and publicity

dept to new quarters at 145 E 75th St

CBS, Chi, is now located at 630 N McClurg Court

Gresh & Kramer, Phila, will move to 1717 Sansom, effective 4 May

Ben H. Harkins. Seattle, new firm specializing in r-tv production &
planning & sales promotion, is located in the 1426 Fifth Ave Bldg

Kennis Film Service, NY, has moved to 311 W 43rd St

KUAM, Agana, Guam, has established a new business office at 324
Natividad Bldg. Escolta, Manila, P. I.

Jack Masla & Co, NY. is new r-tv station rep firm with offices at 551
Fifth Ave

McCann Erickson, Montreal, will be located at Peel Centre, 2055 Peel

St, effective 29 April

Pintoff-Lawrence Productions, NY, new in production of animated films
for theatrical release, tv programing & commercials, is located at 129
W 52nd St

Kenneth Radcr Co, NY, has reopened with offices at 15 E 48th St

Tranr-Lux Tv now has an LA office at 1966 South Vermont Ave

The Zakin Co, NY, is new agency with offices at 386 Fourth Ave
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WGR-TV
SELLS

BUFFALO

!

ABC AFFILIATE CHANNEL 2

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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TELEPULSE RATINGS r

F

Part*
rank

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period 1-7 February 1957

TITLE. SYNDICATOR. SHOW TYPE
Average
ratings

7-STATI0N
MARKETS

5-STA.
MARKET 4-STATION MARKETS 3-STATION 1

10W NY. LA. S. Fran. Boston Chicago Detroit Milw. Mnpls. Phila.
Seattle-
Tacoma Wash. Atlanta Bait

1 2
Highway Patrol (M)
L\ V

21.4
15.2 12.9
wrca ti kttv

7:00pm 9 00pm

17.3
1,1-11 tv

'.
: in

20.3
wbz iv

10 10pm

9.5

wgn iv

19.9
wjbk-tv

10 30pm

11.9
Willi J

-IV

im

11.8 16.9
k*t|» iv weau-tv

10:30pm 7 00pm

23.7 16.2
fftOp-tf

7 :00pm 7 OOpn

22.2 12..'

waga-tv wmar-
7 30pm 1 1 DM

2 State Trooper (A)
MCA

21.0
4.9

Will 1 V

Ipm

6.7

10 00pm

20.7
V\ ll.ll' IV

Ill

18.8
wnbq

9 30pm

15.9 11.5
kStp IV VVK V -IV

:> 30pm

21.9

7 00pm

3 1
Death Valley Days (W)
PACIFIC BORAX

20.0
10.7
n rca ri

: in

10.7
kgo-tv

7:00pm

15.5
wnbq

'< :: n

11.5
wwj IV

7 :00pm

10.2
Wll v tv

7 in

15.9 9.5

1

v\u| a uhal-tB|

4 4 Sheriff of Cochise (W)
NTA

18.9
3.9 8.8
wabd kttv

r 30pm ' 00pm

15.7
klnli tl

>. 30pm

21.5
wruu i\

6 00pm

15.4

wnbq
7 30pm

16.9
wvvj-tv

7 .in

10.2
'.MM,! tl

in 30pm

14.7
W , l , , 1 V

24.8
klng-tv
7 hi,

11.3
W 1 « IV

t
1

5

1

Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal (D)
MCA

18.4
3.4 7.9

wpix kttv

ii 00pm !) :00pm

15.2
w nac-tv

10 i

11.2
wnbq

1 inn

13.0
VVXYZ tV

10:30pm

22.5
vv T r n i tv

B 00pm

11.5
kstp-tv

7 :30pm

18.9
king-tv

B :30pm

4.0
wmal-tv

15.9

10:30pm

6 10
Waterfront (A)
MCA

18.2
4.7 5.5
wabd kttv

: ;ii|,,„ 6 00pm

13.5
kpix

7 :00pm

19.7
wnac iv

7:00pm

13.0
w vv i 1 V

10:30pm

19.5
vv \ix

1 Mil

7.9 24.4
kmgm-tv wcau-tv

B 30pm G :30pm

8.7
wttg

11.2 I8.2I
waga-tv wniar-t'jB

'mi, in 6 .:;iipmH__

7 5
Superman (A)
FLAM 1 NGO

18.1
6.9 7.5

wabc-tv km
6 m : 00pm

9.5
kgo-tv

6:00pm

21.7
Willi, -tv

6 30pm

12.5
wgn-tv

6 :00pm

14.5
w\v/ I'-

ll 00pm

11.0
vviti-tv

Ill

15.5 24.5
W, ,111-tV

1:30pm 7 00pm

24.8
king-tv

6:00pm

14.7
wrc-tv

22.0 25.0B
whal-tvK

00pm 7:00pmH__K

3 7
Annie Oakley (W)
CBS FILM

17.3
7.2 7.2

wabc-tt kabc-tv

tun 6:00pm

6.7
kgo iv

6:00pm

27.0
wnat iv

5:00pm

20.0
wbbm-tv

r. 30pm

15.5
WW/ IV

17.7
wtmj-tv

16.9 24.9
ti wcau-tv

5:00pm 5:30pm

22.2
king-tv

13.3
wtop-tv
7:'iOpm

14.3 17.2|
wlw-a wlial-tv H
6:00pm .", :30pm_

3 8
Science Fiction Theater (SF)
Zl V

17.3
10.2 11.4
WTCa-tV kttv

7:00pm S :00pm

18.7
kron-tv
7 :00pm

20.0
wbz- iv

7:00pm

8.2
wnbq

10:30pm

7.5
wxyz-tv

10:30pm

6.5

wtmj-tv
11 in

9.2 8.2 19 8

ktii-ni Iv will- tv king-tv
- ;,,,,,, |,i

9.2
wmal-tv
6:00pm

17.7 15.7

1

4

wltal-tvH
7:00pm 10 :30pmH_

1

)
|

Cisco Kid (W)
ZIV

17.0
7.5
knvt

r. tiopin

12.5

L2 noon

12.9
wxyz-tv

6:30pm

12.7
trtop-ti

6:00pm

14.7 16.0 1
watta-lv wtial-tvH
30pm 7:00pm H

nk
w

Past*
rank Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

1
1

1

1

Doug. Fairbanks Presents (D)
ABC FILM

24.8
14.2
wrca-tv

10 :30pm

18.2
wtmj-tv
9 :30pm

12.7
wsb-tv

7:00pm

! 2
Esso Colden Playhouse (D)
OFFICIAL FILM

17.7
13.5

wbz-tv
7 00pm

19.9

10:30pm

9.9
WTC-tV

14.9
wmar-tf
7 :00pm

i 4
1

Life of Riley (C)
NBC FILM

16.7
14.3
kttv

v ::npm

24.9
kron-tv
r 00pm

15.0
wnbq
6:00pm

6.9
wxlx
1:00pm

9.2
kstp-tv

6:00pm

29.7
king-tv

I

Count of Monte Cristo (A)
TPA

16.6
1.0 5.3
wabd kttv

B:30pm 5:00pm

29.4
wnac tv

8:30m

9.2
wbkb

4 :00pm

8.7
cklw-tv

7:00pm

16.2
Will

10:00pm

11.2
wtop-tv

3
Frontier Doctor (W)
HOLLYWOOD TV SERVICE

16.6
16.9
WW/. tV

G :00pm

16.4

10:00pm

14.5

5
Patti Page (Mu)
SCREEN GEMS

14.8
13.7
una civ
7 1 ipm

5.5
uwj-tv

ii L5pm

10.1
WtlllltV

1

0. Henry Playhouse (D)
GROSS KRASNE

14.6
3.8
WO] Iv

!
in

13.0
kpll

T mil, in

7.3
cklvv-tv

9 :00pm

13.5 13.5 12.7
wcau-tv ktnt-lv

ii 10:30pm 10 :30pm

13.9
vvO.-tV

2 30pm

6
Code 3 (M)
ABC Fl LM

14.0
11.6
kllv

I :0pm

17.0
kron-tv
I" 3

9.0
vv w / tv

12.9
wlsn-tv

9 :0pm

12.3
\\H\ tv

; 00pm

15.2 12.7
wtop-tv

Jungle Jim (A)
SCRF. CN GEMS

13.5
5.2 9.9

WabC-tV kttv

6:00pm

6.5

wnbq
- u

10.7

2 :30pm

12.9
wmal-tv
6 im '

Stories of the Century (W)
HOLLYWOOD TV SERVICE

13.5
2.0 6.3
WPiZ

7.5
kpix

i
..' 00 noon

15.3 12.9 1
h lymbolt: (A) adventure: (C) comedy; (D) drama: (Doc) documentary; (K) kids: (SD

Mu, mutlcal; (S) sport: (SF) Science Fiction; (\V) Western. Films listed are am-
'

.
' _ hr A hr lpncth. telecast In four or more markets. The averseo rating Is

iltt.'cd average of Individual market ratines listed above. Blank space Indicate* dim

not broadcast to this market 1-7 February. While network shows are fairly stable ft

month to another In the markets in which they are shown, this U true to much lesser extent with

syndicated shows. This should be borne In mind when analyzing rating trends from one month to

another in this chart. 'Refers to last month's chart. If blank, show was not rated at all In last
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m Clevr Columbus St. L.

, .9 29.2 29.5 26.2
tl «)" It "till. It kttk It

iipiii n ;ii|.ni in unpin

24.4
kid li

g lOpra

18.7

; OOpra

31.5
nboi It

g 30pm

30.2

30pm

62.5 9.5
wbti whlo it

- 00pm •. 00pm

35.0 11.3

1 1
1- Hi

2 19.7 27.5 15.2
ktu it

In 30pm
ni. ii. » kld-tl

7 30pm l" 30pm

5 12.9 22.0

pa
HJ1V !\ kid tt

15.9 14.2 8.7

Mm wbni li kid-ti

7:00pm 8 OOpn

17.9 11.3
wbnj i'.

5 20.5 22.4 24.2
t\j\\ IV »iin> it kuk ti

>' im

2 16.5 14.5
ktu tt k-l it

: OOpm 1 I'll!

6.7 17.3
itiu -e k~ i n
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Blrm. Charlotte Dayton New Or Piovldrnce

29.0 36.3 44.3 26 5

whlo n nditl u

pn

30.3 36.8 39.3
will.. It vmI.u It

r ii

43.8 24.0 30.5

in

wlw-d

24.5

::ii|>ni

60.8
nbti

30.3 24.3
trdsu it wpro r *

65.0 41.0
wpro i\

11 15pm

35.3 30.3 26.5 14.3

nbti tiiiiiiit
'

in.

I

20.8 15.8 14.8
Ml. I. 11

6 00pm
nil. .i

.; nil,,,,,

25.8 52.3 18.3 38.3 23.0

-

wbtv
: ' i

win ,1 nrdsu tv

33.0
t\htv

30.8

"• 30pm

23.9
kukii

16.7
tvtvn -Iv

16.2
ksd-ti

14.3
wbns-tv

18.9
kttk -tv

10.0

64.0
whit

'.i :00pm

33.8 5.7

40.5 17.0
upri) tv

44.5
uUu Iv

18.3
u \\\ -.1

36.5
nbti

39.0
wdsu-tv

19.5

32.5
wdsu-tv

11:80am

14.3

3:30pm

29.5
wdsu-tv

-

irt or wis In other than top 10. Classification as to number of stations In

Utet Is Pulse's own. Pulse determines number by measuring which stations

•i actually received by homes In the metropolitan area of a riven market
a though station Itself may be outside metropolitan area of the market

BUYERS' GUIDE IS A

SELLERS' DREAM COME TRUE!

Imagine having </ i<>i>l ilmt steers you straight i<> tin'

market you want to sell, without waste oj time, effort,

in i hi f\
.'

That's what tin- 1957 Buyers* Guide to station program-

ing does foi you.

RADIO SECTION

rhrough one mastei director) and 8 category directories, you

gel invaluable lists of radio stations thai program to the I arn

market, Foreign Language market, Latin Americans, N<

Religious-Gospel devotees, Populai music and Folk music fans.

TV SECTION

Through another master director) and 6 othei categor) direc-

tories, you gel lists of television stations with Farm Programs,

I - ,i 1 1 1 1

1

I ilin-. Ilmiirmaking shows, Sports and Special Audi-

ence appeals.

OTHER SALES AIDS TOO
Y"ou'll find summaries of th< trends in i\ and radio program-

ming in help you pick the righl show foi youi product.

^ mill find the film and slide specifications and studio fa< ilities

(if l\ -lalions.

^ null find complete li~i- iii i\ and radio representatives who II

give you more information mi the market you wish t" sell.

FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS

Buyers' Guide to Station Programing is included free of extra

cost with a subscription to SPONSOR. II you're nol ahead)

getting youi personal cop) of the new weekl) SPONSOR, sub-

scribe today. ^ ou'U eel your 1957 Buyers Guide b) return

.ail.

ALREADY A SUBSCRIBER?

Your cop) id Buyers' Guide was mailed as part 2 of

SPONSOR'S March 30 issue. I Ktra copies ma) be ordered

at $2. each, 1>\ using 1 1
1« Form below.

- - - — - ORDER HERE -. — ---
SPONSOR 40 East 49th St. New York 17

Sfinl me Buyers' Guide free along with 52 weekl) issues of

SPONSOR at |10. I I
Bill I I

Paymenl enclosed

Name Title

Company

Address

( )
home

City Zone

( )
office

State



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

WAREHOUSE SALE
SPONSOR Sears, Roebuck AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Tv advertising helped this sponsor

buck the elements and made Sears' annual warehouse sale a

success in spite of wintry weather. Sears, Roebuck, Wheel-

ing, W. Va., placed a saturation schedule of announcements

on WTRF-TV which ran for three successive days prior to

the sale. WTRF-TV was the only medium used to promote the

sale. On the day of the sale the temperature was 27 degrees;

there were four inches of snow on the ground and a heavy

snow \\;is falling. In addition, Sears' warehouse is located off

the beaten track in a hard-to-find spot. Nevertheless, when

the warehouse opened at 8:00 a.m. over 300 people were

waiting outside, and the huge building was crowded all day

long. Don West, the store manager, reported that, as of 11 :00

a.m. on sale day, time payment totals were running more

than one full hour ahead of last year's sale. For its previous

sale Sears had used newspaper ads as its primary medium.

SEWING MACHINES
SPONSOR: E. W. Edwards & Son AGENCY: William Lane

Capsule case history: This advertiser sold at least 22 sew-

ing machines as a direct result of 13 announcements on

WHEN-TV, Syracuse. E. W. Edwards & Son bought a single

weekly minute participation in the Gal Next Door show for

13 weeks. Each week an Edwards representative joined Kay

Larson, the program's personality, in demonstrating a differ-

ent sewing machine model and its various attachments. Dur-

ing the 13 weeks of the promotion Edwards' sales people

made note of each specific reference by a customer to the

television advertising. By the end of the campaign's run a

total of 22 people had alluded directly to the tv commercials

in connection with the purchase of a sewing machine. There

were additional purchases by customers who did not refer

to the announcements which Ross Dickson, manager of the

sewing machine department, also attributes to the television

advertising. Mr. Dickson has now renewed for 13 weeks.

WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va. PURCHASE: Announcements WHEN-TV, Syracuse PURCHASE: Participations

RESTAURANTS
SPONSOR: Volcano Restaurant AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: For a little over a year, the Volcano

Restaurant in South Bend has been appealing to the palates

of pizza lovers via tv with a resulting 30% increase in busi-

ness, as of last January. The restaurant purchased a weekly

one-minute participation in Lamplight Theater, a feature

film show aired Monday-Saturday night on WNDU-TV.

Though the commercials concentrated on Volcano's pizza

take-out trade, business from diners in the restaurant also

flourished. After just one month on tv, business was heavy

enough to permit operation time to be cut by five hours a

day with a consequent reduction in expenses. In addition,

the campaign's success recently enabled Volcano's owners to

open a new pizza restaurant in Niles, Mich. Nine months

ago Volcano canceled all other forms of advertising to con-

centrate on tv. This year is expected to see a doubling or

tripling of its tv time. Cost has been $45 per announcement.

WTVDU-TV, South Bend-Elkhart PURCHASE: Participations

WINES
SPONSOR: Manischewitz Wine Co. AGENCY: Emil Mogul

Capsule case history: Manischewitz Wine Company, New

York, returned to full program sponsorship last fall in a

move that has proved highly profitable for the firm. In recent

years Manischewitz has concentrated its television advertis-

ing in participations and announcements. But last September,

after four years of straight commercials, the wine company

assumed full sponsorship of a half-hour program on WRCA-
TV, New York. The show, Hy Gardner Calling, is broadcast

on Saturday nights from 11:30 p.m. to midnight. Both live

and film commercials are used on the program. Since the

firm began sponsoring Hy Gardner, sales of Manischewitz

kosher wines have shown a sharp increase in the New York

market. Meyer H. Robinson, treasurer and general manager,

stated that "we believe the prestige value of our product's

being associated with Hy Gardner's celebrity-filled pro-

gram has contributed substantially to this sales rise."

WKCA-TV, New York PURCHASE: Hy Gardner Calling

SPONSOR 20 APRIL 1957



In the first rating taken since the station went on the air—

WRAL-TV WALKS OFF WITH 24 OUT OF 32 TOP SHOWS

It always looks easj for a champion! The Tar Heel- oJ North Carolina walked of] with the national

basketball championship. And WRAL-TV walked off with the February \I\B taken in Raleigh,

ju>t week- after it went on the air.

\\ R \I.-TY has proved itself to he the mosl important television station in this part oi the South.

ARH says it has twice the Raleigh-area audience as the nexl station, copping 2 I oi the top '^2 shows.

And watch the next ratings!

PICK A CHAMPION TO WIN!

CHANNEL

H-R Representatives, Inc. RALEIGH Ljyilj NORTH CAROLINA

SPONSOR • 20 APRIL 1957 53



SPONSOR ASKS

What are the pros and cons of humor commercials

Bernard Pagenstecher, v.p. & account

supervisor, Young & Rubicam, Vew )<"!

rhere is nothing Euniry about humor-

ous advertising.

\ light-hearted ad or commercial

thai provokes a smile or a laugh is

slill a serious selling message and

often requires more time, money and

"humor is not

always a good
thing"

hard work to produce than any other.

And it stands or falls by the same
cold-hearted criterion — effectiveness.

For example, the people at Piel's and
all of ns at Young & Rubicam judge
Bert and Harry not only by their pop-

ularity but by their ability to generate

a preference for Piel's Light Beer.

Some people, realizing that the

slakes are just as high for the light-

veined commercial as they are for the

more formal selling messages, are in-

clined to regard the Bert-and-Harry-

type departures from hard selling tech-

niques as "daring" and "unorthodox."
I wonder win

.

W In should humor be out of place
in advertising meant for Americans,
the least self-serious of all the world's
peoples? This is the country where
people love laughing so much that the)

support the world's largest, and high-
est paid, string of comedians and
laugh hardest at the jokes on the mosl
-<-i i<>u> topics.

Humor in advertising, however, is

""I always a good thing. It would be
wrong for an insurance company to be
luiim while urging family men to pre-

pare for tin- possibility of untimel)

th b) buying protection for their

es and children.
vl

< -l cases in actual experience are

not as easy to decide as the example

cited. Sponsors have multimillion-

dollar investments in their brand im-

ages and in their product reputations.

II the) switch to a humorous cam-

paign without pains-taking study and

soul-searching, they may invite dis-

aster. Few advertising fates could be

worse than to wind up establishing the

product merely as being made b\ a

sponsor with a wonderful sense of

humor.

For Piel's however, we feel that the

light-heartedness of Bert and Harry' is

especially appropriate. Beer is a prod-

uct associated with informality and

care-free enjoyment. In addition, the

people at Piel's devoted 74 years to

building a tradition of friendly, sin-

cere and informal relations with their

market which Bert and Harry are

carrying on.

With Bert and Harn we trv to keep

the humor popular—and purposeful

—

by maintaining a cold-blooded and
critically irreverent regard for the

campaign. Each new idea is exposed

to a wide selection of minds from the

Piel product group at Y&R and from
the executive level in the sponsor or-

ganization. The majority stand on

this panel of Bert and Harry god-

fathers is always one of hard-headed

stubbornness against departures from

the basic concept of the brothers as

recognizable human beings and of

blunt rejection for the broad yock or

the esoteric quip.

Bert and Harry's continuing popu-

larity and the sales figures for Piel'.-

Light Beer assure us that we are still

managing to keep them funnv in a

serious way.

Bob Elliott and Ray Coulding,
Goulding-Elliott-Graham, Vew ) ork

(Bob) As partners in Goulding-Elliott-

Graham Productions, Ba\ and 1 have

to put up with monologues on thi-

subject from Ed Graham, who claims

to be an authority because he worked

at McCann-Erickson and Young \

Rubicam. both while in his teens.

\\ hile Ray and I generally are op-

posed to humor, we must admit it can

do a fine selling job—as Piel Bros. '.~>w

sales records prove.

Real humor, if used in a real selling

situation, can be disarmingl) effecthe.

And it can be done without "kidding

the sponsor"—something many people

are surprised to find we strongl) op-

pose.

Rather than poke fun at an adver-

tiser's product, we try to create humor

by instilling warmth in the attitude of

our characters toward themselves—but

not toward the items they are selling.

It has always seemed to me that the

best salesmen in real life are men with

a good sense of humor, men who are

willing to share a joke with their pros-

pect while selling him. In playing the

role of Harn and Bert Piel, Ray and

I try to act like two real non-profes-

sional salesmen might if placed on

television.

The drawback we have found most

often when trying to get a sponsor to

use humor in advertising, is that too

many" of these people want to com-

promise their ideas. Thev start with

humor, then suddenly plunge into dia-

logue that real salesmen would not

too many
people nan!

to compromise

their ideas"

use. Sometimes the) stop altogether

and sav "Seriously, though folks. . . .

or the) make their characters sa\ un-

believable phrases "to get the message

across." We think you can get the

message across stronger without com-

promising an idea. And Goulding-

Elliott-Graham is in business to prove

to clients that the results are worth it.

SPONSOR 20 APRIL 195'



I
I! n • I hank you, Bob. I hat'a ex-

actly m li.ii I h aa going to Baj
'

Don.ild H. McCollum, v hwerin

Researi A, \ <n ) orh

\ basic principle apparent li ui

tests "t ovei 6,(X •<• commercials in the

I nited States, ' anada and England is

thai humor is onl) 1
1«

1 1
• t til h hen it is

woven in with the product Btory. ["he

theory that large numbers of viewers

h ill buy the brand simply out of grati-

tude li>r being entertained during com-
mercial time i- a \\ ishful fallacy

.

Vside 1 1 < mi thai fundamental, these

"buying <>ui

a I gratitude

is a fallacy
"

are some "I the main |it>-~iti\t-— and

negatives in regard to humor:
Pro: Exaggeration, even though m>l

soliciting conscious belief from the

viewer, can sometimes put across a

point more dramatically than am oili-

er means —and humor is one species

of exaggeration.

Pro: Humor can catch attention by

stating an old idea in a new way. For

example, when Arthur Godfrey spoke

of "one buck. plus twent) cents for

the government," it gained far higher

remembrance than serious efforts to

pet across price.

Pro: Humor can establish a picture

ol the advertiser as modern, wise and

not -tulT\

—

if it's done right.

Con: It tends to be highl) selective

as to level, steering between the Scylla

ol being over some viewers' heads and
the Charybdis of being too conn for

other-.

Con: It is subject to a high rate of

failure, humor not being the easiest of

the -kill-, and i- apt to mi-fire worse
than a serious approach.

Con: It can leave the overall impres-

sion with the public that the advertiser

is apologetic about his brand and

doesn t feel his -tor\ is worth present-

ing on its merits.

It hardly needs adding that, for the

advertiser sponsoring his own pro-

pram, it depends <>n the mood of the

program whether use of humor be-

longs in the "pro" or "eon" column.

Rollo Hunter, directoi of television and

radio, I U I Vw I >nL

Pn a laugh is often a pond

in -t step toward making a li iend.

Con: I elling .1 bum joke i- often the

11 lii way to pni \ "in u pong fool

forward

\\ Illl thOSe L'Cller.llll le- I.. I -I. II I. I
-

lei - gol to a spe< ih' using humoi in

commeracial messages is .1 gamble of

heroii propoi tions. 'l el w ben ii
;

off, it usually pav - nil big. I here's no

sure h ay to undei w 1 it. youi 1 i-k. but

at least v ou can 1 un dow n some < h« k

points. I or instant e, i- humoi of <in\

-oil appropi iate foi youi produi 1 01

sei \ ice ? I '1 1- there a chance thai j ou

might run afoul of traditional 01

tional attitudes, offend some while

amusing others? Do you have a step-

by-step sales pitch which might be

damaged bv incongruity, lose credence

by the company of humor ? ' [*his on

the theory that logic and humoi aren't

alway - exactly buddies.

Hav ing decided thai a humorous ap-

proa< h in a particular commercial

make- sense, you might take an ana-

lytical view i>l thai humor itself. If

j ou're shooting foi a chui Ue or a

smile, you're probably safer than if

\ ou re after a horse laugh. The besl

joke- don 1 bear much retelling and

most commercials have to repeat.

Other considerations: Humoi seems

r

r*<
"is humor
appropriate for

your product?'

less likelv to go awry in animation

than live-action. With i i \ i n u . breath-

ing actors, vnu face the hazard <>f -

ing a capsule comedy. Bui cartoon

treatment can draw laughter from

plain old exaggeration, evoke humor
in limitless ways without so much dan-

ger ol odious \ iewei 1 ompai isons

comedy commercials versus comedy
-how -.

The fev i- sometimes funnier to

copy w riter- than to people. Lots ol

client- see nothing laughable about

their life work. Buffoonery and be-

lievability don't rhyme.

Nevertheless, let's honor the hei

who are putting humor into commer-

cials and makins it >ell. ^

Outrates all

syndicated

shows!

STAGE

San Francisco — highest rated
syndicated program (22.7, Pulse,
2/57; outrating George Gobel,
Gunsmoke, Zane Grey Theatre,
Jackie Gleason, Lux Video
Theatre, etc.

Twin Cities— highest rated syn-
dicated program in Minneapolis-
St. Paul (16.0, Pulse, 11/56) out-
rating Warner Brothers, Father
Knows Best, West Point, etc.

Outrates all competition in
Atlanta, Indianapolis, Portland,
Oregon, etc.

Stage 7's a dramatic anthology
which can do a fine-rating, fine-
selling job in your market, as it
is already doing in more than a
hundred others. Better check
Stage 7 for your market today.
V\ rite, wire or phone collect for
availabilities.

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave . N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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up to 46% more

viewers per $

in KCRATV
late movie

a few
participations

available in

THREE STAR THEATRE

KCRA.TV

STATION
-B"

mmm
msmm

mmm

more viewers
at a

lower cost
per 1,000
than the second
competing
late movie

• avg. arb 13.2*

• avg. arb share 59.4%

• first run movies
from 20th century-fox,

warner bros., Columbia

•ARB. Sacramento, February 1957

Ask Petry about the Highest Rated
NBC Station in tbe West.

KCRA' TV
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Serving 28 Northern California

and Nevada Counties

56

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore, will introduce its new product,

Fizzies, a soft drink, in a number of Eastern and Midwestern mar-

kets. Fizzies were first tested on a modest scale two years ago, then

expanded last summer to cover three major Eastern markets; the

company states it captured 45% of the non-bottled soft drink market

in the test area where store audits were made. For the present

campaign, minute participations on children's shows are being

sought. Frequency will vary from market to market. Film commer-

cials for children will emphasize the "fun to make" feature: the

Fizzie tablet instantly becomes a fruit-flavored drink when dropped

into water. Buying has just begun. Buyer: Jean Jaffee. Agency

:

Lennen & Newell, Inc.. New York.

The Bon Ami Co., New York, is considering a campaign in ap-

proximately 40 markets to advertise its cleanser products. The

early May campaign will run for about six weeks. Minutes, 20's and

I.D.'s will be placed during daytime hours mostly. The average

number of announcements per week in each market will van" from

20 to 40. Film commercials will be slanted to spring cleaning.

Buying has begun. Buyer: Mary Dowling. Agency: Ruthrauff &

Ryan, New York.

The Armstrong Rubber Co., West Haven, Conn., is preparing a

50-market campaign for its tires. The campaign will begin in the

middle of May and run for 13 weeks. Buying is not completed.

Buyer: Marion Jones. Agency: Lennen & Newell, New York.

Henry Heide, Inc., New York, is conducting a campaign in a

number of cities to sell its candies. Minute participations have

been purchased on afternoon children's shows. Commercials are

on film. Buying is completed. Buyer: Arthur Dermody. Agency:

Kellv-Nason. Inc.. New York.

RADIO BUYS

J. H. Filbert, Inc., Baltimore, is going into 40 Eastern markets

to advertise its mayonnaise. Campaign will start in early May and

run for about eight weeks. To reach a women's audience, minute

e.t.'s will be placed during daytime hours Monday through Friday;

around-the-clock on weekends. The number of announcements per

week will vary from market to market. Buying has just begun.

Buyers: Tom O'Dey and Bill Abrams. Agency: SSCB. New York.

Blue Coal Corp., Newark, N. J., is buying time to promote its

coal in some 30 markets on the Eastern seaboard. The May sched-
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MGM-TV presents THE CASE
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"SSfo Matter

Honv,

You
M.easufe It

WKRG-TV
is out in front in

UOBILB
DIM Qf Telepulse (Sept.
I U LO L '56 ) shows WKRG-

TV leading in 275

quarter hours to 171 for Sta-

tion "X". The night time lead

is most one-sided, 117 to 48.

(JIM OTM The 1956 Nielsen

IiILLOLm Coverage Service

shows WKRG-TV
leading in every department

. . . covering 33 counties to

26 for Station "X", with

45,000 extra homes in Chan-
nel 5's Nielsen Coverage
Service area.

Ann A. R. B. (Nov. '56)

.11. D. shows Channel 5

pulling even further

ahead, leading in morning,
afternoon and night . . . and
with 10 of top 15 shows in

Mobile.

Reps:

Avery-Knodel

Spot buys continued..,

ule is five weeks. With a male audience in mind, minutes will be

purchased during early morning and late afternoon hours wtih par-

ticipations in, and adjacencies to, news-weather shows wherever

possible. E.t.'s will sell the idea of stocking up coal for winter.

Buying has just started. Buyers: Tom O'Dey and Bill Abrams.

Agency: SSCB, New York.

Schick, Inc., Lancaster, Pa., is beginning a heavy saturation cam-

paign in 25 top markets for its electric shavers. Frequency for the

short-term schedule will vary from market to market. Minute spots

will be slotted around-the-clock to reach a dual audience. E.t.'s will

sell the slogan "Buy his—get hers free." Buying is completed.

Bining supervisor: Bern Kanner. Agency: Benton & Bowles, New
York.

The Good Humor Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., is going into many-

Eastern cities to advertise its ice creams. The campaign will begin

this month and run through the summer; other schedules will start

with warm weather. Frequency for saturation plan will vary from

market to market. Minute e.t.'s will be placed during daytime hours

on weekends, calculated for a mixed audience. Buying is completed.

Buyer: Roger Bumstead. Agency: MacManus, John & Adams. New
York.

Tetley Tea Co., Boston, is entering 75 markets east of the Missis-

sippi, its area of distribution, to promote iced tea. Campaign begins

1 May in the deep South for a summer run; the Middle States and

the North start at later warm-weather dates. The number of an-

nouncements will vary from market to market. Minute and 20-sec-

ond announcements are being sought during daytime segments

with women's audience in mind. Commercial with jingle will be

e.t.'s and live. Buying has just begun. Bu\er: Matt Kane. Agency:

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York.

Ceneral Electric Co., Electronics Div., Syracuse, N. Y., is start-

ing its Spring push for its tv picture tubes with a short-term satura-

tion campaign. Starting and ending dates have been decided by

the distributors in each area; the advertiser feels that they I the

distributors) can best determine schedules. Campaign will be in

56 markets. Total number of announcements in each area will range

from 50 to 100. Minute announcements will be bought for segments

between 6 a.m. and 7:30 p.m., to reach both men and women. E.t.'s

with a live tag for dealer identification will stress this theme:

"Don't miss out on the fun; replace weak tubes." Buying is half

finished. Buyer: George Huelser. Agency: Maxon, Inc., New York.

Ford Motor Co., Dearborn. Mich., is planning a campaign in CO

markets for For Institutional products. Mid-May campaign would

be for four weeks. The number of announcements per week would

vary from market to market. Minute e.t.'s would be placed during

early morning and early evening hours for primarily a male audi-

ence. Bu\injz has not started. Bu\er: Lou Kennedy. Agency: Ken-

\on & Eckhardt. New ^ oik.
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This h Worcester . . .

One of the BOHUS Cities Scried by

WJAR TV Providence

WJARTV -Dominant Station

in the PROVIDENCE Market-

offers 32/0 more monthly coverage according^.

to the Nielsen Market Coverage Report*

* Check your Nielsen for other bonus
areas covered by \\"JAR-TV
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class G

availabilities

weekdays on WMAR-TV

Baltimore's TV Leader

JIMMY DEAN SHOW

am-

/
CBS WORLD NEWS
with Richard Hottelet

7
an

8

'.45

am
and

1.45

am

CAPTAIN KANGAROO

am

Between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m. weekdays,

WMAR-TV averages: 6.3, station B:

2.9, station C: 0.1, according to the

March ARB.

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

New York. Detroit. Kansas City, Son Froncisco,

Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles

60

*
News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
American Safety Razor's new tv

campaign shapes up like this:

• One-quarter sponsorship of Game
of the Week (CBS-TV).

• Half-hour syndicated film series of

the action variety in 12 major markets.

ASR is advertising major shaving

products—Gem Razors and Blades plus

Pal Double Edged and Injector Blades.

Also for the first time the company
will plug its line of Supreme Electric

Home Hair Cutting Kits.

McCann-Erickson is the agency.

Park & Tilford's Toiletries and
Dyestuffs division will expand its

cosmetics line in August. Plans
include:

(1) A medium-priced line of fra-

grances ($1 to $5 range)

(2) Hair spray and shampoo

(3) Deodorant

Overall brand name will be Lady
Tilford toiletries.

Park & Tilford has just moved in-

to nighttime network tv, advertising

its Tintex via Masquerade Party. The

NBC TV show which is in color is

part of Tintex's stepped up advertising

in color. Jack H. Mohr, general man-

ager of the Toiletries and Dyestuffs

division, says, 'We believe that ad-

vertising in color gives companies

like ours a big extra dividend and we
should have the proof shortly."

Emil Mogul is the P&T agency.

Jet-Spray Bon Ami will be intro-

duced in Canada on 21 April via radio

and newspapers. Cities in which spot

radio will first be used are: Toronto,

Hamilton, Ottawa and Montreal. Agen-

cy for the Canadian operation is

Cockfield Brown & Co. . . . Corn
Products will launch NuSoft (fabric

softener rinse) on a nationwide scale

on 1 May. Air media used (at least

initially) will be Corn Products' four

daytimers on NBC TV.

Manischewitz has picked these three

top winners in its second annual d.j.

contest for the best renditions of

"Man, oh Manischewitz": Roger Stu-

art, WHUM, Reading, for "most orig-

inal" treatment; Rev. Emmet A. Lamp-
kin, WPAL, Charleston, for "best-

selling" delivery; and Norm Tulin,

WORL, Boston, for "most personable"

presentation. Manischewitz's agency is

Emil Mogul. . . . Good merchandis-
ing— Bulova Watch and Paramount
Pictures tie-in on "Beau James." Bul-

ova radio-tv ads will feature Bob Hope
(star of the motion picture) and cam-

paign will be timed to coincide with

the film's play dates around the country.

One-minute announcements will be

used. McCann-Erickson is Bulova's

agency.

SwansDown (Jell-0 division of Gen-

eral Foods) will have its new chocolate

chip cake mix ready for nation-wide

distribution by the end of this month.

Tv and Sunday supplements will be the

ad medias used. . . . The American
Sheep Producers Council's radio

campaign has resulted in record lamb

sales for the first three months of

1957. Campaign is being conducted

on independent radio stations in the

Southwest and uses 30-second an-

nouncements in daytime hours. The

Council also reports an all-time pro-

duction high with prices remaining

firm (before the radio promotion a

sagging market had been predicted.)

Hunter & Willhite is the agency.

Simon & Schuster is cashing in on
Alfred Hitchcock's current ascen-

dency in tv for Bristol-Myers with

a short story anthology.

Title of the volume: Alfred Hitch-

cock Presents—Stories They Wouldn't

Let Me Do on Tv.

People in the news : Alexander N.

McFarlane. v.p. and general sales

manager of Corn Products Refining

Co., has been elected president of Corn

Products Sales Co. — the marketing

agency for the parent company. Corn

Products currently is represented on

network tv through participations on

NBC TV's It Could Be You, and Queen

for a Day plus full sponsorship for

ABC TV's Press Conference. Corn
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Products fa alao van active in spot.

. . . Joseph Ei Katun- llii^ u.ik

joined the advertising stall <>( General

Mill- ;i- manager <>f marketing -n\-

ices and \mII supervise the market

analysis department, Bett] Crockei

l'.nlc[|ii i-c- a- will a- |>ha-«'s of the

Home Service Department's activities.

Katner fonnerl] was v.p. and membei
of tlie hoard of directors at Campbell-

Milium. . . . Magnus Hendell bas

been appointed director id advertising

for Bayuk Cigars. He will he respon-

sible for planning and coordinating

all consumer advertising f<>r Phillies,

Wehsters, John Kuskins. I'lor De Melha

and the other national hraruls using

tv, radio atid newspapers.

AGENCIES
.New agency appointments: Y&R
adds Lorillard's Newport (menthol

cigarettes). . . . Agey Advertising

for St. Augustine Park I development)

.

Ad campaign will use heav\ northern

advertising in radio, television and

newspapers. . . . Harry B. Cohen
Advertising for Dormin (sleeping

capsules) and Faradorm (capsules for

relaxing nervous tension). Paradorm
uses spot radio and plans to go into tv.

Dormin is currently using spot tv.

Personnel notes: Paul Keller has

joined Reach, McClinton & Co. as as-

sociate research director. . . . Timothy
J. O.Leary also moves over to Reach.

McClinton as member of the media de-

partment (radio-tv). . . . George De-
Pue has joined Grey as an account

executive. . . . Reggie Sehuebel, for-

mer v.p. at Norman Craig & Kummel.
has joined Guild. Bascom & Bonflgli as

director of network relations. She'll

work out of GBB's New York office.

. . . Irving Levine has joined the

Getschal Co. as production manager.

. . . Elsworth Timberman has been

appointed an account executive at

K&E. . . . Ted Weeks has been ap-

pointed director of merchandising and

chairman of the merchandising advi-

sor) board at Gardner. At the same
time Gardner appointed three new ac-

count executives: Robert A. Failey.

Wayne Stewart and James L.

Grubb. New media group supervisor

at Gardner is Frank C. Clayton, for-

merly of Leo Burnett. . . . Cbarles
Farran this week was elected presi-

dent of Griswold-Eshleman succeeding

Kenneth W. Alters who becomes
chairman. . . . John Mills has left the

GOT THIS WHALE, SEE

Top Kick:

Side Kick

Top Kick:

Side Kick

Top Kick:

Side Kick

Top Kick:

Side Kick

Top Kick:

Side Kick

Top Kick:

Side Kick

Top Kick:

Side Kick

Top Kick:

Gol tin i station, i

•

WHALE of a slut, on'

(lot this market, see.

WHALE of a market!

Cot this rating story, s< •

WHALE <>f a rating story!

(Jot this COVI

WHALE of (i coverage story!

A n\il buy, see.

WHALE of a bui,'

All right, so we re-package and use
this whale as our trade-mark, set

WHALE of a I rail,- murk' \J
Clever, huh 9

! VN
WHALE of a —
AWW, SHADDUP!

o WNCT
Greenville, N. C. Channel 9 CBS

A HARTWELL CAMPBELL. Gen. Mgr.

Represented nationally by Hollingbery

Gulf Coast Texans

Can and Do Buy More . .

Sell Them on

Those rich Texas wallets open

easily, to buy products adver-

tised on the station that delivers

sales results, KTHT.

/^ L**,on/<L

5000
MBS for MouHOn ond South

Texos Rcprticnted Nationally

by Paul Raymer Co
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IDEA AT WORK

BOLLING CAPTURES NARTB

WITH ARROW THROUGH HEAD

The Boiling Co. scored a promotional bulls-eye with an

arrow at the NARTB Convention in Chicago. A sliglilh

bald, grimly smiling, whimsical little character—an arrow

through his head, an apple balanced on top—wished a

''Happy William Tell Day to all." He peered out at dele-

gates from matchbook covers, napkins, coasters, ashtrays,

buttons and sundry other items. Capping this campaign

(built around the moral: "A low blow gets no dough. Aim
higher with us.") over 4,000 novelty arrows, designed to

be worn through the head were presented to Boiling

"targets." A remark made by a CBS executive to a Boiling

man sums up the success of this promotion: "Don't look so

smug. Remember last year we had video tape." ^

William Tell promotion took convention by storm. (L. to r.) Ed
I' itzgerald, broadcast media director, J. Walter Thompson, Chicago

and John D. Stebbens, v.p. in charge of Chicago office, Boiling Co.

Him

Milloy Advertising, Washington, D. C,
to open his own agency in Tulsa. The
company will concentrate on film, tv

and radio. . . . Larry C. Varvaro
has been upped to account executive

at K&E.

They became v.p.'s: Olive M.
Plunkett at BBDO . . . Clarence E.
Hale also at BBDO.

Anderson & Cairns' public relations

and publicity department this week
moved to new larger quarters at 145
East 57th St., New York VanSant-
Dugdale has realigned the structure

and function of its board of directors.

While the board previously consisted

of the president, comptroller and cor-

poration attorney, and functioned for

legal requirements only, the new set-up

will include creative and account men.
The board also will now operate in all

areas of company policy.

Idea at work from Wexton—

a

seven-page profile questionnaire
sent to station clients.

Profile covers local programing,

market and coverage data, merchandis-

ing services, local promotion stunts,

national promotion and advertising,

and trade advertising schedule.

Wexton says the profiles are great

help in planning advertising and pro-

motion for the stations.

NETWORKS
Here's what a good combination
of "hot" guest stars can do for
the rating:

• Bob Hope Show hit the number
one spot on Trendex (week of 1-7

April) with the Natalie Wood-Frank
Sinatra pairing.

• Person to Person in the number
three position for the same rating

period co-featured Charles Van Doren's

parents and Elizabeth Tavlor and hus-

band, Mike Todd.

CBS TV has made it official—the

Arthur Godfrey Shoiv (Wednes-
day 8-9 p.m.) will bow out after

the 26 June broadcast.

Means that Pillsbury, Kellogg. Bris-

tol-Myers and America Home Product

will have to find substitute program

berths for the fall.

Godfrey's daytime strip and Mon-

day night Talent Scouts are both due

to remain as is.

NBC TV is getting the Steve Allen

Show sponsor roster solidly filled
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up. I'll. ii 111. i-( 'rait nuw bas signed 101

one hali on alternate weeks starting

I I luls.

Last week. S, C. Johnson contracted

for a lull houi on alternate weeks

starting 7 fuly.

I p to Julj the Ulen show will still

he sold piece-meal u iili \ ai ious thirds

i.. Polai "i'l ami Dracketl < o

I'liaima( i.ilt i- also going in l"i I H

dl these one-third short-term deals

prior i" taking u|i the half-hour in

July.

There'll be no regularl) scheduled

Bpeciali and spectacnlars come
next s«;i-<»ii.

NBC l\ and CBS I \ contracts with

weekl) sponsors now call l<»r iw<> pre-

emptions per year i<> accommodate the

hi;.' shows.

Network radio l>u>s: Chesebrough-

Pond- for Calcream has bought CBS
Radio's Sports Time on Monday, Wed-

nesday and Iiida\ 7-7:05 p.m. . . also

ai CBS the Robert Q. Lewis Show bas

added Four new sponsors: Dixie Cup,

\ cruell Candy. Campana and Cowles

Magazines. Toni has renewed its por-

With

191,
OOO
Watts of Firm Power

KMSO-TV
Missoula, Mont.

is the West's greatest

BUY

MAGNIFY YOUR SALES
IN THIS STABLE Population 145.700

Families 47.900
E B I S212.747.000

MARKET
•

University City

•
Rich Lumbering and

Agricultural Area

tion ol the Lewis show l"i anothei

h» weeks. . . . Paine, Webber, Jackson

a i urtis i investment fit m I is making

its in -i use "l netwoi k radio \ la I he

Business <m<l Financial Sews on \l><

Ml 5:55-6 p.m.

AWARDS
\\ inners of 1 1 • «- (.coil;.- Poster Pea«
bod] Awards announced at 1 1 •

-

Radio and Television Executives
Society luncheon lasl Tuesday
were:

John Charles Dal) and \l!< TV for
""

I clc\ ision News" i ovei i

CBS rV's Ed Sullivan Shou Foi

*'Tclc\ i-i.ni I ntertainment"

CBS TV's You [re There foi "Tele-

\ ision I Education"

MJC I \ - ) <,iith II outs to Knou
leu-

"'
I dr\ ision "t outh and <>i ( hil-

dren's Programs"

CBS PV's ""W orld in < i isis" Eoi

•"Tclc\ ision Public Sei \ u
<"

I NIC! I - I he Se< ret Life o) Danny
Kaye 1 1 BS I V) foi I ele> ision Pro-

motion ol liitcinaiinn.il I nderstand-

ing"

Rod Serling i for "Requiem foi a

Heavyweight" ^ceu on Playhouse 90,

CBS T\ • Eor 'Television \\ riting."

Network radio awards:
VBC's Edward /'. Morgan and the

news foi "Radio News"
Mutual and NBC's Bob and Raj

for "Radio Entertainment"

Local awards:
WNYC, New York, Books in Profile

for '"Radio Education"

WNYC, New York, Little Orchestra

Society Children's Concerts for "Kadi"

^ outh and or ( Ihildren's Programs"

\\ < )\\ . Omaha, Regimented Rain-

drops for "Radio-Television Local-

Regional Public Service"

Special radio-television awards:

United Nation- Radio and Tele-

vision for "Promotion of International

I nderstanding"

Jack Gould. New York Time- col-

umnist, for "Outstanding contribution

to radio and television"

TV STATIONS
Tv applications: Between 8 and I I

\pril two applications t .

• i new stations

were filed.

Applications were made 1>\ Carl

Bloomquist, Eveleth, Minn., for Chan-

nel 10. Hibbing, Minn.. 10.6 k\\ visual

with tower 633 feet above average ter-

rain, plant $133,983: and by KPBX

The Champ
Is Still Champ .'

#
#

4 of 5 top night-time thowi!
You toy fhot \ not *nouU'
how about 70 out of 3 5 top

* 9 6 1

Champ in the day-time, too!
16 of top 'J j -rek day itrfpl

including Duckihin t '

whoie lop rating it a full 7
oomtt obo'e th« No. 2 iho-

8 of 10 top morning shows!
ond 8 out of th# top IS after-

noon shows, for o dton iwttp
victory, morning ond afternoon.

6 winners in 6 contest*. 1

WAFB TV ii top* in merchandis-
ing, too. Four firth, one tecond
ond one top four >n th»»te

jhowi, 19S6 S7 Frank l«ohy
Show ... The MHIlOMlnt"

Screen Gemt Programs

"

Lucy Show ... 195.
Billboard Promotion . , , 1955*
56 Frank Leahy '

WAFB -TV
CBS ABC

First in TV in Baton Rouge
Kept: Blair T«l«vition Associates

MORE
radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home are

DELIVERED
by WSUN

than any other station in the

HEART of

FLORIDA
(check swat Ncllsen No. I)

WSUN RADIO
ST. PETERSBURG - TAMPA

Represented Bv VENARD. RINTOIL A
McCONNELL

Southeastern: JAMES S AYERS
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Broadcasting Co. for Channel 21,

Beaumont, Tex., 316 kw visual, with

tower 579 feet above average terrain,

plant $347,100, yearly operating cost

$500,000.

Two UHF stations went off the air

last week—WGBS-TV, Miami, and
WCMB-TV, Harrisburg, Pa.

This leaves the nationwide UHF
total standing at 92.

WLW-T, Cincinnati, will start origi-

nating local colorcasts in June. . . . Ap-
plication has been filed with the FCC
for transfer of all stock in WTVD,
Durham-Raleigh, to the Durham Tele-

vision Co. Durham Television is a new
firm headed by Lowell Thomas and

Frank M. Smith. Smith is president

of the Hudson Valley Broadcasting Co.

( WCDA, Albany-Schenectady-Troy)

.

WBZ-TV, Boston, is now using its

new tower—1349 feet above sea-level.

The station has as a public service ges-

ture made the tower available to all

VHF stations in the Boston area.

People on the move: George D.

Coleman has joined Triangle Stations

as director of regional sales. . . .

Robert A. Yoehim is a new me> ber

of the WBUF (Buffalo) sales staff

James W. Evans has been appointed

promotion director at WSOC-TV,
Charlotte. . . . John K. McCarthy,

Jr. has joined KBTV, Denver, on the

local sales staff. . . . Joe Story has

been added to the sales staff of KCMO
AM & TV, Kansas City, Mo. . . . Wil-

liam R. Nutt has been named mer-

chandising manager at KGW-TV, Port-

land. Ore.

RADIO STATIONS
Bill Stern is passing out accolades

to the agency crews responsible

for the recent output of fine radio

comedy commercials.
He's doing it through interviews

with these crews on his daily Contact

show on WINS, New York. (See

SPONSOR HEARS, page 76, for com-

ment on such offbeat blurbs.)

WONN, Lakeland, Fla., has been

bought by Noyes Enterprises. Pur-

chase price is reported to be $169,000.

. . . Revitalizing radio—WWJ. De-

troit, finds its Expressway Reports

show, which gives rush hour traffic

news direct from police headquarters.

R0AN0KE-
Bigger than

RICHMOND?

V

YES, BIGGER
BIGGER than

Richmond by
12.800*

Television

Families/"

<*-"

•Television Mogozme,

Morch, 1957

Note— Use the count YOU favor,

but it's generally agreed that the

ROANOKE TELEVISION market is

sizeably ahead of the RICHMOND
TELEVISION market.

Check YOUR set count . . .

then BUY Roanoke!

Call, your nearest Peters,
GritTin, Woodward "Colonel",
— or WDBJ • Television!

ROANOKE, VA.

Owned and operated by
the Times-World Corp.
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has stimulated advertise] interest in

Iniili morning and afternoon periods.

Si\ stations (the counl ><» far)

are marking their 35tli anniver*

saries this Spring. The) are: Will.

Charlotte, Y C; KGW, Portland,

On-.; Kl I. Los Angeles; Wll\ Phila-

delphia; NX < XI . Philadelphia; and

XX N1 xo. Chicago. . . . More >i-n*

of increased FM activitj— XX 1.1 II.

Nru York, has ju-i applied for it-

I \1 license.

\«-\* appointments: Joseph Flynn
has joined KOSI, Aurora-Denver, as an

accounl executive. . . . Robert Gal-

lagher has been named assistant sales

promotion mana<rrr for W'CBS. New

York. . . . Dave I.uiul\ lias been ap-

pointed sales manager at K(i(>. San
Francisco. . . . Joe Clifford moves
in as a local -ale-man at KGW, Port-

land, Ore. . . . Glenn \irk«-ll has

switched over to KWRO. ("<>(|uilla.

Ore. as manager. . . . Robert S. Tyrol
has been named assistant general sales

manager for XX TIC, Hartford. Conn.,

and Ernest II. Peterson has moved
into the local -ales manager -|><>t at

the same station. . . . Collin W. Low-
lier is the new program director for

KFMB, San Diego. . . . James A.
Ballard is n,,u -ales manager at

WKIX, Raleigh. . . . Martha L. Jen-
kins has joined the sales stall at

KCKN, Kansas City. ... J. Donald
RfaeGovern has been added to the

sales stall of \XTIC, Hartford. . . .

Alfred Lnrie i- the new general man-
ager of K.TS \. San Antonio. . . .

Keith Wasser is the newest member
of the Will? (Kansas City. Mo. i sales

staff. . . . Henry Walden has been

appointed program director of \\TTR.
Alham -Troj -Schenectady.

COMMERCIALS
Here are some highlights from
George Ottino's (Transfilm)
speech before the National Visual
Presentation Association last week:

• Animation now represents about

259? of all t\ spots and will continue

to rise.

• Price range runs from about
- 1,000 per minute for a nhnograph
(slide motion or yen limited anima-

tion) to as much as $15,000 per min-

ute for full animation.

Gordon M. Day Productions. New
'X ork. is offerins a "talent rate card"

In ^.isc (here's a small doubt in \inir mind
• who's on iir^i in mid-Ohio, it's

\\U\s Radio We have listeners who arc
positive about their favorijte station, and
they have to spend they
and l' us iirst in any Monday-
thru-l rnl. iv quarter-hour, day or night.

Ask John Blair.

WBNS RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Spring has sprung

in Providence, R. I.

• afternoon audience
grows 324%

• morning audience
grows 297%

WICE is now either first or second in

audience in 16 daytime quarter hours.

... in just 6 months of Elliot

programming

Source: C. E. Hooper. Jan.-Marcfa 1 *J .">

T

The ELLIOT STATIONS
great independents • good neighbors TIM ELLIOT, President

Akron. Oh,o - WCUE W IC E - Providence. R I

National Representatives The John E. Pearson Co.
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listing presi ribed radio-t\ spot mini-

mum union stales in easy-to-read tabu-

lar form. ... A two-minute film

commercial lor Pfeiffer'e Beer has

brought so much audience response

that the brewery's agency, Maxon, is

now taking out newspaper ads to an-

nounce in advance when the commer-

cial will be aired.

(riant ray -Law rence Animation
(Hollywood alliliate of Robert Law-

rence Productions) has moved to 716

North LaBrea and doubled its studio

space. . . . John E. Holmes has been

appointed sales manager of Roger

\\ ade Productions.

ASSOCIATIONS
RAB national account executives

start 11-city sales blitz next month.
Target will be large local and re-

gional advertisers—with the objective

of selling radio and increasing billings

at the local level.

RAB has prepared a total of 26

presentations using colored slides and

magnetic tape.

Goal of 500 individual calls has been

set for the tour, with concentration in

the following fields: automotive, bank-

ing, brewing, department stores, drug

and grocery chains, food manufactur-

ing, furniture and appliances, men's

wear, oil refining, regional airlines,

savings and loan associations, utilities

and women's wear.

Cities to be blitzed are: Houston.

San Antonio, Memphis, Nashville.

Knoxville, Indianapolis, Pittsbur^b.

Milwaukee, Cincinnati. Atlanta and

Miami.

John E. Fetzer of WKZO-TV,
Kalamazoo, has been elected chair-

man of the television board of di-

rectors of the INARTB. He succeeds

Campbell Arnoux. WTAR-TV. Nor-

folk, Va.

New vice chairman of the tv board

is W. D. "Dub" Rogers, KDUB-TV,
Lubbock, Tex. Rogers succeeds Ken-

neth L. Carter. WAAM-TV. Baltimore.

New members of the board of direc-

tors are J. J. Bernard, WGR-TV. Buf-

falo: Henry B. Clay, KTHV, Little

Rock: C. Wrede Petersmeyer, KOTV,
Tulsa: and Willard E. Walbridge.

KTRK-TV. Houston.

The committee appointed at the

NARTB convention to negotiate a

new music licensing agreement
with ASCAP for consideration by
individual stations is as follows:

Dwight W. Martin, WAFB-TV, Ba-

ton Rouge and WDAM-TV. Hatties-

burg. Miss.: Roger W. Clipp. Triangle,

Philadelphia: Edward G. Thorns,

WKJG-TV, Ft. Wayne; John E. Mc-

Cov, Storer. Miami; Nathan Lord,

WAVE-TV, Louisville; John T. Mur-

phy, Crosley, Cincinnati: Irving R.

Rosenhaus, WATV, Newark: Frank

Fitzsimmons, No. Dakota Broadcast-

ing. Bismarck; Hamilton Shea, WSAV-
TV, Harrisonburg. Va. : Charles Britt.

WLOS-TV, Asheville, N. C; Clair Mo
Collough, Steinman Stations, Lancas-

ter, Pa.; Omar Elder. ABC: Sam Cook
Digges, WCBS-TV Vw York; Llovd

E. Yoder. WRCV-TV. Philadelphia;

Elisha Goldfarb, RKO Teleradio.

The National Association of Tele-

vision and Radio Farm Directors
will hold its spring convention in

Washington. D. C. on 16-19 June.
Program includes meetings with

most of the national farm legislators

and policy makers.

FQPEVE
LANDS A

POWERHOUSE PUNCH
X INJTHE ''

DETROIT MARKET!

~r
r

POPEYE has always been a family favorite

(remember?) and . . . now, he's more popular

than ever. We've teamed him up with CKLW-TV's

own Capl. Jolly for an unbeatable selling com-

bination. Now is the time to put MUSCLE in your

soles punch with Popeye and Capt Jolly. Spot

participation availabilities still open . . . HURRY!

CKLW-TV
GUARDIAN BLDG., DETROIT 26, MICH.

YOUNG TELEVISION CORPORATION
National Rapraianlaliva

J. E. Campeau. President

William G. Power, advertising

manager for Chevrolet, will be the

featured speaker at the annual brunch

sponsored by the Council of Women's
Advertising Clubs during the AFA con-

vention 8-13 June. The "Advertising

Woman of the Year"' award will also

be made at the brunch. . . . the BMI
radio program clinic to be held in

Baltimore on 1 Mav will feature:

Charles Ellis, KCHA, Charles Citv. la.;

Jack R. Williams. KOY. Phoenix:

Hazel Stebbins. KFOR. Lincoln. Nebr.

;

and Roger Beane. WFMD. Frederick.

Md. Panel on successful program
ideas will include: Bill Rock. WBAL,
Baltimore: Charles J. Truitt. WBOC,
Salisbury, Md.; Norman Reed. WW-
DC. Washington. D. C: and Eld red

Steinman, WCIM. Cumberland. Md.

How to launch a new product—is

the subject of a four-part symposium
sponsored bv the Association of Ad-

vertising Men and Women. First ses-

w r~ c C V M

" — HimrnGO'

"W SPARTANBURG, S.C.
Cali:Grant Webb i. Co.
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- i. .ii was held tin- week at the Biltmore

in New "h 4 i k . Nexl session will be on

23 April and will feature Robert P.

Clarke, advertising manager i"i Rem*

injlton Kami's electric >ha\er division.

. . . The Societj of Motion Picture

.mil Television Engineers will li< >l<

I

it- !'.l-t ((invention 29 \[>ril-'> \la\ in

Washington, I). C. One of the high-

lights will be the pros and eon- <>f the

Videotape recorder.

FILM
The "double exposure" pattern

for film advertising (by which a

client sponsors the same show on two

stations in the same market I is pa] ing

dividends to \\ PIX, New York.

I'lie tv indie is now running tta sixth

double exposure package. Latest entrj

is NBC Film's Silent Service, also run-

ning on WRCA-TV. V. La Rosa and

Sons (which also has MCA-Tv's Water-

front on \V\IW). New York) is spon-

soring Silent Service on both outlets

via SSCB. La Rosa is sharing the show

on \\IM\ with Schaefer Brewing, a

BBDO account.

Other double exposure shows on

WFIX are Ziv's Science Fiction The-

atre. Highway Patrol and Dr. Chris-

tian. TPA's Stage 7 and \I?C Film's

Code 3.

SSCB reported the biggest promo-

tional campaign to launch a local -how

-"valued at $128,000" kicked off the

Silent Service del. nt eai'K this month.

Guild Films racked up sale- of $150,-

000 during the first week in \pril.

Among the sales: Capt. David Grief

was placed in eight markets. Kingdom
of the Sea in seven. . . . CBS Film
Sales1 new discount structure 'The
Six Star Plan''— resulted in sales of

more than £250.000 in six weeks, tbe

firm reported. Discounts for the li-

brary plan go up to 509? OU t p of

rerun discounts.

\ new tv and motion picture produc-

tion company has been formed by
William Hawks and William Bowers,
veteran Hollywood producer and writ-

er, respectively. Though both men are

currently at MGM, they are already-

negotiating for the sale of their first

series. . . . Minot TVs The Tracer,

based on stories from the files of the

Tracer Co. of America, has resulted

so far in finding owners of $182,000

worth of unclaimed dividends, etc.

Screen Gfms has acquired all assets

of W illiam F. Rroidv Production-, in-

cluding l
,,|( episodes so iai produi ed

foi the If ild lid! Unhid, series, [he

syndicatoi will | luce a new cycle

ol the -how foi the Kellogg < <•. \ ia

Leo Burnett. In anothei area ol its

operations, S< reen < Jems is ai lively

pushing its "Hollywood Value Parade

feature package ol "I! pictures undei

a new sales dh ision.

MCA-Tv's hour-long Westerns, -in

i ing ' •cue \ul i \ and l!o\ Rogei 9, .in-

racking up heft) week!) cumulative

audience figures as Btrip programs.

Though in their third jreai ol distribu-

tion, recent \KI5 ratings -how the fol-

low in^ : 63.3' 1
ol the i\ homes in ( oi

pus I In i-ti. 5 1.2'
1 in Mbuquerque,

Ifi.d', in Bakersfield, Cal.; 35.993 in

Little Rock . . . Gallagher Films an-

nounces the availability ol a new coun-

try music series, Cousin Fuzzy and his

Cousins.

\\.V's sale of Warner Hi"-, features

and its entire Popeye cartoon package

to the new WSOC-TV, I harlotte, was

one of the biggest l\ deal- in North

Carolina history. . . . NTA Film Net-

work has appointed Ja\ L. Schilli

director of research. He was formerly

research director for Uherton & Cur-

rier. . . . Terrytoons, a division of

C.\\> Tv Film Sales, i- completing a

$300,000 modernization job on its

New Rochelle. \. ^ .. plant. . . . A t\

series based on case histories of in-

surance investigations will be the first

propertv made by Dallas Film Indus-

tries, it has been announced 1>\ Joe

Graham, president.

RESEARCH
RAB's brochure on "The Radio

Listening Habits of Professional

Men" issued this week notes that:

• Almost all professional men i high-

est income member- of the commun-

ity i listen to radio regularly.

• \nd more than half tune in five

or more da\s a week.

• Preference i- for new- and music

i popular I

.

Booklet is based on Pulse six city

survey. Market- covered were those

where t\ penetration i- the highest

Other information in the R \B bro-

chure includes when and where pro

fessional men listen, what they listen

to, how much they Listen and -<-t own-

ership.

The Advertising Research Foun-

dation will hold its Third \nnual

Conference on 14 November at the

CBS

AFFILIATED with KROD-600 Kc I5000w

Owned Operated by El Paso Times, Inc""

Rep. Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY

MEMO: TIMEBUYERS!

Pulse:

Wilkes-Barre Metropolitan Area

November 1956

Monday through Friday

6 00 AM-
12 Noon

29

12 Noon-
6:00 PM

6:00 PM-
12 Midnight

WILK 21 21

Sta. B 17 20 28

c 13 12 12

D 9 16 12

E 8 9 X

F 8 8 10

Misc. 16 14 17

In every radio classification but

one WILK leads in the Wilkes-

Bsrre Metropolitan area.

It's your best radio buy!
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WHAT
IS

YOUR
PHOTO-
GRAPHIC
MAL-

ADJUSTMENT

1) QUALITY ?
2) SERVICE ?
3) PRICE ?

THESE ARE THE 3
BIG PROBLEMS

Let us cure them for you

as we have done for some
of the top business firms

and advertising agencies

BAKALAR
COSMO

Photographers

1 19 W. 57th St., N.Y.C. Ci. 6-3476

PHOTOGRAPHERS FOR SPONSOR

BAKALAR-COSMO
119 W. 57th St., N. Y. C.

Gentlemen: Please have your represen-

tative [] Phone D Drop in

Date

Firm

Address

Time

Tel. No.

1 Intel Plaza in New York. . . . Darrell

McCain, former media supervisor at

Ted Bates, has joined Alfred Politz.

. . . Herb S. Kaufman has joined

AHB's New York sales office to handle

selected accounts.

FINANCIAL
Whirlpool Corp.'s first quarter sales

were "approximately SI 12 million" up

17% over the first three months in

1956. Sales figures were disclosed by
Elisha Gray, II, Whirlpool president,

in a talk before the Investment Ana-

lysts Society of Chicago. Earnings for

the quarter were not estimated. Gray
also stated that Whirlpool has no plans

to enter the small appliance field.

\\ hirlpool has been a consistent user

of NBC Spectaculars and Spot tv.

General Tire & Rubber's first quar-

ter sales were $95,497,316—up 14.3%
over the $83,523,606 figure for the

same period in 1956. Estimated earn-

ings were $3,250,000. This year's earn-

ings figure includes RKO Teleradio

Pictures (wholly-owned subsidiary).

No comparison with the same quarter

last year is offered as the radio, tv and

entertainment subsidiary's earnings

were now included in the 1956 first

quarter report. William O'Neil, Gen-

eral Tire's president, says. "If the com-

parison were practicable, it would indi-

cate an increase."

Max Factor's net sales in 1956

reached $32,613,711, up over the 1955

mark of $27,800,134. Net income was

$2,007,059 as compared to $2,418,324

for the previous year. Factor current-

ly is using network tv (NBC TV's
Panic) along with spot. The cosmetic

firm went network this year.

Dow Chemical's nine months sales

(period ended 28 February) went up
to $462,257,333 as compared to $410,-

891,687 for the same period in the

previous year. Net earnings went down
however, $38,005,232 as compared
with $42,622,456. Dow's air media
usage includes network radio and spot.

Stanley Warner Corp. six months

report (ended 23 February) shows net

income up 25% with $2,007,700 as

compared to $1,629,100 for the same
period last year. The Latex division

ol Stanley Warner is sponsoring part

"I the RKO-C&C Corporation's barter

deal with tv stations.

B. T. Babbitt sales rose to $13,147,-

030 in 1956 as compared to $12,045,-

274 for the previous year. Net income

reached $621,690 as compared to

$570,596 in the previous year. Babbitt

is active in both network and tv spot.

Philip Morris' first quarter report

shows sales at $80,000,000, 11% above

the same period in 1956. Earnings

were "substantially unchanged" during

the compared quarters. Philip Morris

is active in both network and spot and

recently returned to network tv via

CBS TV's Playhouse 90 and ABC TV's

Mike Wallace Show.

Plough, Inc. net sales and income

both rose in 1956. Sales were $24,472,-

068 as compared to $21,003,924 for

1955. Net income went up to $1,204,-

268 against $727,109 for the previous

year. Plough uses tv spot in about 25

markets to advertise its St. Joseph

Aspirin.

Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day the week before. Quotations sup-

plied by Merril Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

and Beane.

Stock

AB-PT
AT&T
Avco
CBS "A"
Columbia Pic

Loew's
Paramount
RCA
Storer

20th-Fox

Warner Bros.

Westinghouse

Tues.

9 April

New York Stock

23%
177%
67/8
35%
18%
187/8
31«s
35%
27 >,

25%
23%
57*4

American Stock
Allied Artists

C&C Super
DuMont Labs.

Guild Films
NTA

4's

1

5%
3%
8%

Tues.

16 April

Exchange
24%
177%
6%
34%
18

19

34%
36%
27%
26%
23%
57

Exchange
3%
%
5%
3%
8%

Net
Change

+ %
+ %
-1
- %

+ %
+ %
+ %
+1%
+ %- %

- %
- %

+ %

"Seems funny—but I can still hear

the voices of those KRIZ Phoenix

personalities!"
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Announcing . . .

SPONSOR'S FIRST ANNUAL
TV/RADIO TRADE PAPER

ADVERTISING AWARDS

THE NEED: Trade paper advertising in today's television and radio industry

is improving. But quantity is moving faster than quality. Agencies and ad-

vertisers complain, "We don't get enough meat from trade ads." Stations ask,

"What do buyers want to know?" On the premise that example is the best teach-

er, and to do our bit to inspire, stimulate, and reward the best campaigns of the tv

and radio advertising industry, SPONSOR inaugurates its annual advertising

awards. A distinguished group of tv and radio executives, each an active large-

scale spot and network buyer, will serve as judges. SPONSOR reports with

pride, and as an expression of advertiser/agency enthusiasm for such awards,

that all but one of the invitations to serve on this panel was promptly accepted.

Publisher



COMPETITION DETAILS
Who is eligible?

\m iv itation, radio itation, network, broad

ca9t group, til hi syndicator, and broadcast ien

ii •, rep, manufai turer, pin, in. er, "i supplii r,

Award Classifications

tv stations • ,oss ,0 p hourly rati

Group I in $.~H)0

(.roup 2 $.-,00 to $1000
Group .'» $1000 it, $1500
(.roup I $1500 In $2000
(.roup ."> $2000 and over

radio stations

Group (> /<» $l.~iO

Group 7 $l.'i(> t<> $300
(.roup 8 $300 In $450
(.roup ') $450 l<> $000
(.roup 10 $000 ami nri-r

(.roup I I network*
Group 12 group-owned stations

Group i
'•

f I in syndication
Group 1 I iv commercial producers
Group I !5 broadcast services, r«-p«.

manufacturers, producers, suppliers

Awards
1. First-place winner in each group is awarded

Bpecially-designed plaque.

2. Promotion manager of each first-place win-

ner is awarded .1 $.">0 government bond and

a certificate bearing hi* name.

3. Meritorious awards will be given 2nd, 3rd,

4th, and 5tb place entries in each group.

4. Winning campaigns will he featured in an

Awards Issue oi SPONSOR.

Entries
Back entry must consist of five or more differ-

ent advertisements of a campaign that has been

printed in any trade publication or publications

during the 12 months preceding July 1957.

Each entry must also include (1) classificati"n

in wkicb entry belongs; (2) name and address

of entry; (3) names of general manager, pro-

motion manager, and advertising agency; (4)

single page summarv expressing objective and

strateg] of the campaign witk results, if known.
Each station of a group-owned company may
enter it- individual campaign. Ml entries be-

come the property of SPONSOR.

Deadline
Competition closes 15 August 1957. Winners
will be announced in an issue of SPONSOR
shortly after Labor Day, 1T.7.

Judges
Judges are George Abrams. vice president in

charge of advertising. Rev Ion; Donald Cady,
vice president in charge of general advertising,

Nestle; William Dekker. vice president in

charge of Media. McCann-Erickson; Frank B.

Kemp, vice president and director media, Comp-
ton; Petei C. Levathes, vice president and di-

rector media relation-. Young & Rubicam;
L. S. Matthews, vice president and manage]
media department, Leo Burnett; Francis Mine-

han. vice president and media director, SSC&B;
Arthur Porter, vice president and media direc-

tor. J. Walter Thompson: Rod MacDonald, vice

president and media director. Guild, P>a-com

and Bonfigli.

Special Contribution
... to Broadcasters' Promotion Association:

To encourage the aims and activity of the fast-

growing BPA, SPONSOR will contribute -

to this organization for each tv and radio sta-

tion entry. The contribution will be in the

name of the promotion manager of the station.

from the president of the

BROADCASTERS' PROMOTION ASSOCIATION

Ptfiuttnl

David E Partridge

BROADCASTERS' PROMOTION ASSOCIATION, INC.

Chanln Buildint " 122 fail ^nd Sutel Mrw York 17. NY- MVrray HOI 7-0«M

March 28. 1957

Fifrt Vlcr Treiidtnl

Ourlea A. WOKS
WOH» WON-TV

Srcond Vitt-Ptttidinl

Mooter Ijaden
*WTV

Sscw.irvTreiuurer

I llcoM J.ihaoien

CHKCCrCMS

Haywood Meeal

Samuel Elber
•Aiap

Gene God!
V.CCO-TV

Joe /immermano
wrn. a writ-tv

loe G HudtenV
uni. rxwr-rv

Foiler H. Brown
IMOf

Howard W Meaale

Mr. Norman Glenn. Publisher
SPONSOR
40 East 49th Street

New York. New York

Dear Norm:

Congratulations on your proposed trade paper advertising contest
for the broadcasting industry!

The contest you propose cannot help but bring about a much-needed
improvement in the quality of broadcast advertising in trade publi-

cations --by encouraging stations and related businesses to I

more critical eye at their own advertising It has always been a
mystery to me why so many astute station operators have shown
little or no imagination, inspiration, and showmanship in th«-

tising of their own facilities to the trade Outstanding examples of

broadcast advertising or campaigns in the trades have been pain-

fully few and far between, despite the healthy expenditures made
each year in this type of advertising.

I hardly need repeat. Norm, how delighted I am that SPONSOR
plans to contribute $5.00 to the Broadcasters' Promotion Associa-
tion for each entry received in the contest. As President of Bl

I can assure you I will do everything possible to promote the -

mum number of entries among BPA member stations --as well as

the stations throughout the country The funds derived from this

generous contribution from SPONSOR will enable BPA to provide

more and better services to its members -- and help assure its

continuing growth and usefulness.

Cordially,

David E. Partridge
President

DEP:J

SPONSOR THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV AND RADIO ADVERTISERS USE
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PITTSBURGH

JOHNSTOW* •

HARRISBURG •

WFBG-TV's Unduplicated

Primary Area
WFBG-TV's and Station B's

Duplicated Primary Area
Pittsburgh's Primary Area

30 of the Top 40 Shows
76,701 more TV homes from PITTSBURGH to HARRISBURG

It's as easy as ARB! TOP PROGRAMS plus TOP AUDIENCE make
WFBG-TV, Altoona, your number ONE choice from Pittsburgh to

Harrisburg. ARB proves WFBG-TV has 30 of the top 40 shows . . . proves

that WFBG-TV delivers 76,701 more TV homes in combination with

Pittsburgh . . . proves that WFBG-TV delivers average audiences 30.1%

greater than Johnstown; 71.4% more quarter-hour firsts. Buzz BLAIR for jRm Wm L5 ^5 \r
proof: ARB, Altoona, Nov. 1956; ARB, Altoona Coverage Study, Mar. 1956. ALTOONA, PENNSYLVANIA

OHL Y BASIC CBS-TV STA TIOH SERVING THE AREA rf§S channel 10
^^ ABC-TV • NBC-TV

Represented by BLAIR-TV

operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th A Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFII_-AM»FM«TV, Philadelphia, Pa./WNBF-AM»FM»TV, Blnghamton, N. Y.

WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa. /WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona, Pa. / WNMC-AM • FM • TV, New Haven-Hartford, Conn,

National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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Who?i happening in I s Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
20 APRIL

Copyrlfht l»57

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC

The FCC in expected to make wme public pronouncements about fee t\ in t*o
or three weeks. Theresa no genuine clue, though, a* to what will be done.

I In- alternatives are man] . including

:

• A plea to Congress to clear up doubts about the FO il authority in the matter.

• A call by the FCC for written arguments on a plan for a limited trial of f.-.- t\.

FCC chairman George McConnaughc) continues to run into appropriations

trouble on Capitol Hill.

The House voted to slash the administration's FCC budget from $8,950,000 to $8,300,-

000 (compared to the $7,828,000 that had been voted by Congress for the current fiscal year).

McConnaughey argued that the increase asked for the L958 fiscal \car was deceptive in

the first place: $455,000 must be put in the Civil Service Retirement Fund.

Getting money to probe the FCC, along with 13 other regulatory agencies, was

easy for a special House Commerce subcommittee, chairmaned l>\ Rep. Morgan Moulter,

Democrat of Missouri.

The subcommittee wound up with a hefty $250,000. The money will be used to hire a

special stall for the job.

Rep. Oren Harris (U., Ark.), chairman of the full committee, told the House the FCC is

among the agencies most mentioned in complaints. He did not include the FTC
in this category.

The intent of the probe: To check on whether the agencies are administering the laws

as intended by Congress, or whether they sometimes make their own laws by "administrative

interpretation."

Two ranking members of the Senate Commerce Committee, who are also mem-
bers of the appropriations committee, took occasion this week to go after com-

mercials.

Senators Warren Magnuson and Charles Potter got their cue when FTC chairman John

Gwynne appeared in support of the FTC's budget request.

Demanded Sen. Potter: When will the FTC get its monitoring project—for which

Congress last year appropriated §100,000—rolling so that offending commercials can

be chased off the air?

Potter's main observation had to do with a commercial involving tranquilizer claims for

a mere bromide.

Gwynne promised a report on the monitoring activities by summer, but the two

senators retorted they wanted the results to speak for themselves.

Robert Hall Clothes settled an old FTC civil penalty suit against it by paying

a §10,000 fine before the Federal Court in New York.

The FTC had claimed that Robert Hall had violated during 1955 a cease and desist order

that had been issued against it in 1953.

In the complaint filed through the Justice Department, the FTC claimed the firms radio

commercials misrepresented prices and consequent offering of fictitious savings.
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GETTING THE MOST FRO

Good Films are
Only HALF the

If you have complete system equipment to provide

showmanship in your film programming, you'll be ready

for bigger film profits. That's why it's a good idea to

take a long look at your station's film room facilities

before you invest a lot of money in films.

HOW
„ STATE'S

yOU* S

F,tMB
M

M
H«""Ze07

wA S MO"
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r'OUR FILM DOLLAR

How an RCA Film System
Will Enable You to Spark
and Hold Viewer Interest

Here's how one of the most successful users of film shows gets excellent

results. He employs several carefully planned steps made possible by

the use of an extremely versatile film system. First, the program

starts with a 20-sec. film commercial followed by a 10-sec. VSI—fading

to a 30-sec. film teaser strip. The feature is then announced with a

super-imposed "presentation" slide with record music. Feature is

begun and film commercials are inserted at appropriate times

to the end of the showing. This kind of expert programming

that sustains audience interest is only possible with the proper

combination of film equipment.

You have creative people who can do a similar job for you if given

the right tools. An RCA Film System will provide them with these tools.

It will enable you to offer a variety of film presentation formats for

sparking and sustaining program interest. It will also help

you prepare for future expansion.

Lack of long-range planning will obsolete equipment

before its time . . . leave you unprepared for color.

Investigate the quality and cost-saving of an RCA Film

System— we'll be glad to help you check at typical

stations. And ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to

show you our latest film literature.

Tmk(i) ®

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Lid., Montreal
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
20 APRIL An employment agent specializing in agency people has combed out his files

Copyright 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.
and come up with this statistical portrait of timebuyers (male only) :

• Average age is 33.

• Average earnings are $7,800 (in agencies billing over $25 million).

• About 80% are married.

• About 75% have a college degree.

Radio people feel that it's about time to do an educational job on topflight

trade organization and institution executives—particularly those in New York and
Chicago.

These fellows have a strong (if sometimes indirect) influence on the medium, yet ap-

parently don't know what's been happening to it lately.

Says one account supervisor: "Every time I suggest radio, they argue that nobody
listens to it anymore."

One major agency's ritual of firing an executive follows these three easy steps:

1) Induce the fellow to take a vacation right away.

2) Get the keys to his desk and the files from his secretary.

3) Send him a wire that he has just "resigned," and that his personal office effects are

being shipped to his home.

The comedy-theme cycle in commercials continues on the upbeat. Here are

a few examples that recently have bobbed up in radio:

• Cavalier's mystery character named Roger who is "mad" about this cigarette brand.

• Beech-Nut Coffee's rib of soap operas (it asks whether it's possible for "a girl

taxidermist to be happy in a little mining town").

• Hoffman Beverage's Murrow-like voice inquiring from the Hoffman plant why
sarsaparilla is not as happy as the other flavors (its name is so awful).

Clarence Eldridge is at Lever Bros., calling the long-range marketing objec-

tives.

He's reputed to be behind the company's recent switch in field selling: Salesmen now
are calling on the mom 'n' pop stores as well as the key big volume-buyers.

After retiring from General Foods, Eldridge put in a couple years with Campbell Soup.

An overwhelming majority of the networks' 1937 customers still are riding

the airwaves strong. Some aren't on the big hookups anymore, though.

The following (with their shows) are among the prominent drop-outs:

American Can. Ben Bernie Knox Gelatine- East & Dumke
Lady Esther Wayne King Welch Grape Juice Irene Rich

Packard Fred Astaire Sinclair Oil Sinclair Minstrels

Maltex Jack Masters U. S. Tobacco Pic & Pat

Humphreys May Breen, Peter DeRose Carborundum Frances Bowman
Horlick's Lum 'n' Abner Beneficial Loan Your Unseen Friend

Health Products Ray Knight's Cuckoos Servel March of Time

Hecker H-0 Bobby Benson Wasey Products ..Voice of Experience
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DOGWOOD BLOSSOMS burst into full bloom each spring

and crown Atlanta, hub of the Southeast and home of

WAGA-TV—famous on the Georgia scene, too. Reaching

more than half of Georgia's population with top local and

CBS-TV programing, WAGA-TV consistently caps highest

ARB and Pulse ratings. More people can watch WAGA-TV

. . . and more people do!

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK-625 Madison Ave. • CHICAGO-230 N Michigan Ave • SAN FRANCISCO-1 1 1 Sutler St

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.



"OUTSIDE" PACKAGES
tinned from page 29 i

It isn'l even inconceivable these

< la \ ~ lli.it such long-term network tal-

iiii as Jackie Gleason and Sid Caesar

might move awaj from their networks.

In both of those instances the "pack-

is reall) the star himself. And
i;'~ conceivable that one or the other

network mighl be willing to release

tli* ir exclusive hold for part cost of

the contract

Ratings: Without being down-beat

about next season, most top agenc\ t\-

radio heads who were interviewed re-

cent l\ lold sponsor that they see little

excitement in the program lineup for

next season so far.

" Ml I see is saddle sores," one told

SPONSOR.

The imitativeness or the riding of

trends ma\ indeed be a by-product of

more outside packages, according to

network programing executives.

"The independent packager tends to

be more individual client-oriented by

nature," says CBS TV programing

head Huhbell Robinson, Jr. "The pack-

ager s financial interest is vested in a

particular show property, while the

networks tend to take an over-all \ iew

of total production and programing.

Therefore the networks deliberately

lr\ to sell and create productions that

add a new dimension to the program-

ing lineup."

There's some fear among agency-

men that if the networks abdicate too

much of their programing initiative,

thi< "new dimension" and excitement

nia\ be lacking in the lineups. There's

no question but that among the new

fall product the proportion is over-

whelmingly Western, variety shows

headed by singers (a la Como) and

quizzes. Situation comedies to date

are in the minority, understandablv in

\ iew of their high mortality last fall.

"The packager does play it safe and

tends to ride a trend more than net-

work-produced or network -inspired

shows do," said one major film pro-

ducer. "If we see that Westerns did

well last season, we know the agencies

will be more receptive to Westerns, so

that's what we'll produce. We can't

help it if everybody else is figuring

the same way."

The upshot of this seems to be that

the sheer number of Westerns already

scheduled for next fall may make this

the most vulnerable of the program
categories where ratings are con-

cerned.

"The moral is that you can't plav it

safe in show business," one agencv tv-

radio v. p. told SPONSOR. "By trying to

do just that, some of the packagers

may be defeating their purpose. Excite-

ment doesn't come out of blandness."

Contract flexibility: In these days

of client restlessness over being locked

into low-rated shows for 39 weeks, ad-

vertisers will find that buying from

packagers may make their contracts

even more inflexible. Even when a

packager does make it possible for an

advertiser to bail out of a 39-week

commitment after 26 weeks, he may
have to make the penalty steeper than

the networks would. Certainly the ad-

vertiser will have to reimburse him
for all the talent contracts the pack-

ager signed up for the full run. He
may also have to pay some under-the-

line commitments.

His saving will probably be only

the actual cost of producing the films

not yet in the can. In percentages,

this saving is likely to be less than

mii inimimiiiiii iiiiinimni iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

SPONSOR
THE MAGAZINE TV RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

ON YOUR DESK EVERY FRIDAY

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

SPONSOR 40 East 49 Street New York 22, N. Y.

Yes, send me the new weekly SPONSOR for:

52 weeks

104 weeks

156 weeks

Name

Company

Address

City

$10

$16

$20

Home
D Office

Zone State

i,:
i minimi i in mini i .... i:ii i imiiiiiiiiimumiiiimiiiii imiiiii iniiiiniiiiiiiiiii . ,,; n i:im nmii iinim i i ., mi mini iiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiininmmin in?

People

stay at the

Jffle/ AxfaaJoh
• 3 Minutes from Grand Central

• Convenient to 5th Ave. Shops

• All Outside Rooms

• Radio; Television; Circulating

Ice-Water; Tub and Shower

• Superb Food at Modest Prices

• Newly Decorated Rooms and
Suites

• Close to All Theatres

• One Block from Park Avenue

HOME Of THE FAMOUS

'Hawaiian
Room'

Known For Authentic
Haicaiian Cuisine and
Xative Entertainment

see your
local travel agency

or write to Promotion
Depl. for Brochure 180.

^wS/ /exfnaioff

LEXINGTON AVE. at 48th ST.

NEW YORK CITY, 17

BOSTON—HANCOCK 6-6625
CHICACO—DEARBORN 2-4432
MIAMI—FRANKLIN 9-8331
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|u' , of what the remainder "I the

series might have cost

Similarly, with a live show pack-

aged on the outside, the client ma)

find thai the packager has long-term

(39 week) talent commitments, such

as the produce] . director, w i iters and

pei formers. I hese do not end auto-

matical!) when the client decides to

bail <>iit. because "I low rat ings.

I he network, on the other hand, Is

in a much better position to let the

client imii of such a commitment w here

a network-produced ami owned shov

i- concerned. First ol all. the net-

work's prime consideration i- 1 1 »
«

- value

of the time slot, which maj be de-

based through the low-rated property,

ami also the strength ol the entire

evening lineup. \l-o. the network can

shift ilit- show's staff around to other

assignments ami thus not lake the

same beating that an individual pack-

ager would.

Winn MIC T\ allowed Tall Mall

and Toni if camel Stanley before the

expiration of tin- 39-week contract, the

network was able t<> cover part ol it-

loss l>\ spotting Budd) Hacketl in

guest -hot-. The individual packager

can't recoup an\ part ol hi* losses

from a contract cancellation in that

wax

.

Creativity : There are some show ex-

periments that onK the networks can

afford to make. Examples of these are

Today. Tonight and Home and, more

recently. Playhouse 90.

GeneralK such show- are far too

COStry to he sponsored b) any one

client. Hut even more important, per-

haps, they require a network time sell-

ing and programing concept as their

verj base. In other word-, a packager

(ant \er\ well walk up to the net-

works and -a\ "I've got a great -how.

It takes 90 minutes a week.

"The network looks for a different

type of success than the independent

packager.'" an NBC T\ programing

executive told sponsor. "It takes more
risks than the packager can because

it's in the business of making tv view-

ing over-all more appealing. To do

this, you cant rel\ on staple program-

ing only. \ ou have to throw in an oc-

casional exotic dish—something that

may add more prestige than ratings or

dollars, but will have a carryover ef-

fect on the rest of the lineup."

\^ bile many packagers agree that

the networks will always have a pro-

graming responsibilitv and are finan-

ciall) more able to experiment, th<

-in-- thai the networks don't have >

i "i n'i on , reath it v

.

"In but. it'- mole difficult, I think.

foi .i top-level creative man to func-

tion a- a member ol a -tall than a- an

independent," -a\ - Dan I mi ;ht, exe< •

utive \ .p. of ll.ii i v ami I in ight. " \

netwoi k ha- to pa) a tremendous pi i' e

in ici in- of income plus longer it\ of

conti ai i to atti act a top-level i reath e

man. [Tiat's the onl) wa) the network

can make up foi the < apital gain he

could make a- hi- own man. Kill I

think the real detei renl foi i i reath ••

man on a network -I ill. 01 an) -lall

where he- on salar) ami expected to

produce on deadline, is the pressure.

There - the pressure to pi odu< • . the

pre—ure of internal politic-, inevitable

in large oi •jani/al ion-.'"

He and several other "idea

who've become principals in their own

packaging linn-, feel that the most

productive road toward top -how de-

velopment i- for the man w ith the idea,

or the packager, to work on a free-

lance basis.

"The only danger, warn some, "is

the fact that the small independent

'free-lance' packager, as compared with

the giant packager corporation-, mas

be mori easil) influent ed b) those

who bai k him fin.mi iall) . he it the

network, a ;< n< y or < lient. Instead of

bi oadening the bas< real iv itv

through this sj Btem v ou ma) a< tuall)

make the business ol -how produi

more inbred bei ause the < lienl oi his

\ tend- io be fai more i on*
live about mw -how idea- than the

network. Vnd assuming thai the small

independent package] sells more fre-

quentl) to individual client- r it In!

ih. in to the network, this mean- that

he ma) const iousl) oi un< ons< iousl)

sublimate In- real creativit) to t lu-

ll i i.i ii< ia I dii tati -

Network programing executives, on

the other hand, welcome the advent ol

more and more pai kagers in the field.

I hev stress thai a network- interest

I programing reg irdless of the

SOUT( e, and jeneiallv feel that the in-

i na-eil numbei ol pa< kagei - w ith ex-

pei ience and track r« ords has pro-

• In* ed .i measurable ini rease in good
-how-.

"'\\ e don't i are who produi es the

-how-, as long as they're good," one

network executive told sponsor. "And
it - almost inevitable that more peo-

ple inv olved in ' resting shows w ill

bring in a fresh point of v iew." ^

LISTENERS

WHO LISTEN . .

.

LISTEN TO . . . SAN DIEGO'S ADULT RADIO STATION

92<y<
KGB IS SAN DIEGO'S ONLY
STATION WITH AN OVERALL
AVERAGE ADULT AUDIENCE
OF 92%.
NIELSEN . . . JUNE, NOV. '56

1360
ON TM£ DIAL

FIRST IN SAN DliGO

MUTUAL DON LEE RADIO

CALL YOUR H-R REPS

fOR FULL DETAILS
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STARTLES
ROCHESTER!

WVET IS FIRST
Rochester advertiser in any field (may-

be first anywhere) to take ALL the

outside advertising on a Transit Com-
pony bus . . . front, sides and back!

Brilliant in Purple, White and Yellow,

the WVET bus plies Rochester streets

every day, catching every eye . . .

reminding all that . . .

WVET IS FIRST
in Rochester radio oudience accept-

once, with

MELODY FIDELITY, Americas most

listenable music presented by the

town's most popular DJ's from down
to signoff.

LATEST LOCAL NEWS every hour

on the half-hour.

ABC Network features.

WVET IS FIRST
in advertising response too . . , your

best radio buy in Rochester, N. Y.

ROCHESTER, N.Y.
1280 K. C. 5000 WATTS

Represented Nationally by

THE BOILING COMPANY

The Champ
Is Still Champ!

$
$

#

4 of 5 top night-time shows!
You say that's not enough? Then

how about 20 out of 35 top

night-time shows? (Nov.'A. R. B)

Champ in the day-time, too!

16 of top 25 week-day strips

. . . including Buckskin Bill,

whose top rating is a full 7

Doints above the No. 2 show.

8 of 10 top morning shows!
and 8 out of the top 15 after-

noon shows, for a ' clean-sweep
victory, morning and afternoon.

6 winners in 6 contests!

WAFB-TV is tops in merchandis-
ing, too. Four firsts, one second
and one 'top four'' in these

shows; 1956-57 Frank Leahy
Show" . . . "The Millionaire"

. .. "Screen Gems Programs
. . . "Lucy Show" . . . 1956
Billboard Promotion . . . 1 955-

56 Frank Leahy Show"

WAFB-TV
CBS ABC

First in TV in Baton Rouge
*•»>: Hair T*l«vi»ion A««ociat«i

Reps at work

30

David N. Simmons, president, Simmons Associates, New York,

comments: "Programing for radio represents the reason why broad-

casting is of such importance today. Through careful study, analysis

and research, operators have learned that the product they have

to sell is programing and the net result of good programing is

audience. Old standards of pur-

chase of time must not necessarily

be thrown away but must be re-

vised in view of modern thinking.

Obviously, we all like to fall back

on the station with the top rating,

but motivation of buying does not

necessarily rest with this standard

of measurement. In other words,

today's buyer must be more astute

—more understanding and more

willing to spend time in evaluating

markets, ratings and programing

in order to assure himself of a maximum of advertising efficiency.

All facets of the radio buying picture must be considered more

carefully than ever. Mood, type of music, personality, time of

day, potential audience, package possibility should all play a part

in today's modern buy. Let's be careful in spending the clients

money; let's adopt a progressive, positive attitude in timebuying."

Charles M. McAbee, account executive. CBS Television Spot Sales,

New York, savs: "Timebuyers for summer advertisers will be aided

by the many stations which have earlier confirmation policies this

vear, including those represented by us. An advertiser of a strictly

summer product can place schedules now for a middle of July start.

W hile specific time periods cannot

be pinned down in all cases, we

can confirm program adjacencies,

participations and time classifica-

tion. For example, you can now

be guaranteed Godfrey adjacen-

cies, Early and Late Show partici-

pations, and Class AA announce-

ments up to 90 days before start.

Exact times, taken from the high-

est rated availabilities, are then

determined two weeks prior to

start. A recent study developed

by CBS Spot Sales showed that an advertiser can actually start

with a higher rated schedule, with this plan, than he could any

other time of the year. Earlier confirmation on summer schedules

also enables a client to pre-sell his campaign to distributors, brokers

and retailers and guarantee that they are fully stocked for the

heav) buying season. Naturally this is an aid to good relations."
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.. M/T TUt M«W« WEST

FOB HELP

NEBRASKA

Near the peak of the big snow storm (March 25) over 400
calls came into the KFAB newsroom Most of the calls were

from Superintendents and Principals of schools throughout

the area. They asked KFAB to get "No school today" in-

formation to some 400,000 school children in Nebraska and

Western Iowa The same service was rendered to business

firms and factories, many of which closed for the day

Whether it's in the field of Public Service . . or service to the

advertiser, KFAB produces results unmatched by any other

media.

Get the full story on the new KFAB from Peters. Griffin and

Woodward or get the facts from K F A B Sales Manager,

E. R. Morrison.



WITHOUT A "PEER"

in the Rockford Area!

CHICAGO

IN THIS $ BILLION-PLUS

SALES EMPIRE WREX-TV
IS THE KING SALESMAN

The Rockford TV Area — Illinois' 1 st market

outside Chicago— is 400,195 families

strong, with $2,357,080,000 income. It

embraces rich farm counties whose cities

house industrial giants like General Motors,

Fairbanks-Morse, Parker Pen, Burgess Bat-

tery, Sundstrand . . . and show sales indexes

like Rockford's 158, Beloit's 151, Janes-

ville's 153, DeKalb's 184, Freeport's 176,

Dixon's 203. Sales total $1,706,962,000,

average $4,265 per family — $447 above

average.

The most recent viewership survey again

shows WREX-TV as the favorite, by better

than 3 to 1 . It's favored by advertisers

too . . . for its consistent results, at much

lower cost per thousand.

J. M. BAISCH, GENERAL MANAGER
Represented by H. R. TELEVISION, Inc.

WRBX-TY
CHANNEL '

ROCKFORD
ILLINOIS

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Arthur H. McCoy will take over as a

vice president and as national sales man-

ager of John Blair & Co. (the radio arm i

on 1 May. McCov will be stepping into

the spot left vacant by the resignation of

Rohert E. Eastman who is leaving Blair

to become president of the ABC Radio

network. (See Newsmaker of the Week.

page 5.1 McCoy originally came to the

rep firm as an account executive in April of 1955. Before that

time he had served as treasurer and sales manager of Averv-Knodel

and was a member of the original group responsible for the for-

mation of that station representatives organization shortly after

World War II. Before his association with Avery-Knodel. McCoy
was for six years an account executive in both the New York and

Chicago offices of Free & Peters (now Peters, Griffin. Woodward).

Richard A. R. Pinkham, vice president

in charge of advertising at NBC, will join

Ted Bates as vice president and director

of the radio-tv department on 15 May.

The move ups James C. Douglass to a

senior vice president of the agency. Doug-

lass will continue in the over-all supervision

of tv and radio activities. Pinkham has

been with NBC since 1951. He started as

manager of planning for NBC TV. subsequentlv becoming vice

president in charge of participating programs, vice president in

charge of television network programs and finallv vice president in

charge of advertising. He pioneered in the development of NBC TV's

participating programs as executive producer of Today. Home and

Tonight. Pinkham started in advertising as a copy writer for Time.

He later became assistant promotion manager of Fortune magazine.

Robert H. Teter will move over to Peters,

Griffin, \^ oodward as vice president and

director of the radio division on 1 May.

Teter currently is executive assistant to

Donald H. McGannon. president of \\H-

ingbouse Broadcasting Co. Teter entered

^H # fl the advertising field I'M! when he

flfl BJV M joined V \Y. \ver & Son. In 1947 he

became a sales representative for KA \^ .

Philadelphia, and later as sales manager of that station was credited

with a major share of the rapid billing gains in 1954-55. Teter

was made general manager of KYW in 1955 and then executive

assistant to the WBC president in 1956. Other changes at PG\^ in-

clude: Jack Thompson who moves up to sales manager and Russel

\\ oodward, executive vice president, who will now devote his time to

both radio and tv divisions supervising promotion and research.
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MODERN
MEDICINE

. . . and

wwj-tv
America's great pharmaceutical companies
have been built on faith that continuing

research can ultimately conquer the ills that

plague mankind.

WWJ-TV, with its 10 years of leadership and
emphasis on quality, has given Detroiters

another well-founded faith—faith that dial-

ing Channel 4 always provides the finest

of television.

Seeing is believing to the great WWJ-TV
audience—a priceless advantage to every

advertiser.

Parke-Davis explorer on 1880 expedi-

tion to Fiji Islands in search of vegetable

drugs— as depicted in company movie.

Tenth Anniversary Year

life's
'

a

Detroit's Parke, Davis & Company, one of the world's

largest pharmaceutical manufacturers, was founded in

1 866. Therapeutic agents developed in the company's

research laboratories play a major role in the fight

against disease. Photo above shows the modern

"jungle" that produces Chloromycetin, the broad-

spectrum antibiotic.

ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ

ftrst in Michigan • o<-ned & operated by The Defrcnf N*«rj

National Representatives: Peters. Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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Convention Hits

SPONSOR came away from the 35th NARTB Convention

in Chicago with some highlight impressions. Before the rush

of upcoming events and problems engulf us, we're setting

them down.

1. This was the higgest, hest-organized, hest-agenda, most

problem-free, soberest, happiest Convention ever. It reflected

the increased maturity of the dynamic television and radio

broadcast industries.

2. More agency media buyers attended than ever before.

They came from all sections of the country.

3. ABC TV was the most talked-about network. The

dominant impression was "going places."

4. Best parties were BMI's Annual Dinner for NARTB
Board members, past and present; the film industry's gigantic

reception; Westinghouse's impressive reception at the Black-

stone, and H-R's full week of capacity-crowd hospitality at

the Morrison.

5. Top stunt was Boiling's arrow-through-the-head stopper.

6. Most talked-about agenda features included Ward
Dorrell's outspoken criticism of NCS No. 2; Maximum Serv-

ice Telecaster's clarification of the complex problem of tv

allocations; the refreshing frankness of all FCC Commis-

sioners during their panel discussion; Larry Webb's (SRA)

impressive explanation of the upsurge of spot radio.

7. These are only samples of the superior quality of the

1957 Convention. To Hal Fellows & Co., a big salute.

Bill Skelly, pioneer

When Bill Skelly, who died last week, was president of

the Tulsa Chamber of Commerce in 1926, he decided that

if Tulsa was to be a big city, it needed a big radio station.

So he bought KVOO, moving it to Tulsa from another area.

That's how one of the nation's dominant radio stations got

started and how a true pioneer reflected his enterprise in

radio as well as oil, cattle and main other fields.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: The perils an indus-

try faces in allowing private firms to complete-

ly do the work it should spearhead are reflect-

ed in reaction to NCS No. 2. The industry must

guide its own coverage measurement research.

84

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Progress report: The trend to adult

Vv esterns has reached a new plateau.

\ pilot film is now ready on a new t\

show described as "an adult Western

children will enjoy having explained

to them."

Long noon: New York p.r. man David

O. Alber recently bought ad space to

blast custom of three-hour lunches he

claims is indulged in by the trade and

by broadcasting execs in particular.

Perhaps the reason those execs sit so

long at the table is to see who weakens

first and picks up the check.

New media: A "radio pill" that sends

out FM signals to medical researchers

as it passes through the body was re-

cently demonstrated at the Rockefeller

Institute. That sounds like Turns with

a wave length.

C'est la vie: From a news release

—

"Although there are no French-speak-

ing citizens in Newfoundland. CJOX-
TV, in cooperation with CBC network,

is running a series of French lessons."

Should get much better listenership

than if all the citizens did speak

French.

Which-a-way? Lever Bros, is now
launching a contest with $88,025 in

prizes to find out "where the yellow

went." And once they find out, Pepso-

dent will need a new jingle.

1984: To detect persons who try to

sneak into the subway through the exit

gates, the New York Transit Authority

has installed a closed-circuit tv in a

42nd Street station. Big brother has

lus eye on you.

Hold-out: Ad Libs, house organ of

KITE, San Antonio, reports that a

Pocatello, Idaho, super market is buck-

ing its competitors who give away

trading stamps byr giving away eggs

instead. Funny, bui eggs are just about

the only thing that are not offered as

premiums by Arlene Francis in the

S&H Stamp tv commercials.

Plop! At KODE, Joplin, Mo., a New
Sounds In The Air program played the

hit disk "Butterfly" steadilv from sign

on to 9 a.m. and then again from 3:30

to 5:45 p.m. It earned a call from a

woman listener who offered to drop in

at the station and smash "Butterfly"

over the announcers head so "he could

hear more New Sounds.''
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DOMINATING

AMERICA'S

NINTH

MARKET

Covering

38 Missouri-

Illinois Counties/

47 Communities

of 5,000 or more

population!

in st. louis television

Grade B O.IMV
POPULATION

2,258,300 2,768,200

RETAIL SALES
$2,544,213,000 $3,101,128,000

FOOD STORE SALES
$592,785,000 $701,214,000

DRUG STORE SALES
$79,328,000 $95,041,000

AUTOMOTIVE SALES
$506,089,000 $619,576,000

Source:
Editor & Publisher (1956)

Sales Management Survey of

Buying Power (1956)

Audience

ARB and Pulse Share of Audience figures prove KWK-TV

audience domination in the market.

Personalities

KWK-TV daytime personalities dominate their time periods.

Promotion & Merchandising

Newspaper space— merchandising bulletin-

magazine rack cards— taxi-posters— and many other efforts

provide a "plus" for KWK-TV clients!

\

the LEADER in St. Lou

z

z
UJ

a
<

SERVING THE GREAT ST. LOUIS MARKET
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You name it, KMBC televises it!

Championship NCAA basketball or an ABC-TV network
fight ... the biggest local events or special big-time
shows .

. . when big things happen in Kansas City,
KMBC-TV is there!

That's why more of the 489,380 TV households reached
by KMBC-TV's 316,000 watts of power turn FIRST to
Channel 9. They know they can always count on
KMBC-TV for the biggest and best in TV entertainment— from special events to favorite ABC network shows
. . . KMBC-TV's own top-rated personality programming
. .

.
and fine syndicated and feature films.

Fact is, everything about this alert ABC affiliate is

big and choice— coverage, programming, availabilities,
station facilities and sales power for you— with
prime-time spots or program sponsorship.

And when you consider that KMBC-TV delivers your
message to 31,500 more families than any other channel
in the Kansas City market, it's easy to see why coverage-
conscious time buyers are buying time on Channel 9.

The man to see for availabilities is your Colonel
from Peters, Griffin, and Woodward.

CHAMPIONSHIP BASKETbJ
KMBC-TV scored onother 1 •

umph with its recent teleo
the NCAA games held in K
City.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
FIGHT-On March 27,

the ABC-TV network
carried the Joey Gior-

dello -Willie Vaughn
fight originated to the

network by KMBC-TV.

AMERICAN ROYAL PARADE-Big local events like

the nationally famous American Royal are tele-

vised on KMBC-TV.

READY TO ROLL! KMBC-TV's skilled remote
crew has the experience and equipment to
handle any special TV event. LAWRENCE WELK NIGHT-When KMBC Broadcast-

ing Company promoted a Lawrence Welk Concert
in Kansas City, Welk set a new one-night box-
office record for the arena—the largest box office
take in the 21-year history of the K. C. Municipal
Auditorium!

I

See Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. for availabilities.
. It's easy to see why

the SWING is to KMBC"TV
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station

Peters. Griffin
Woodward, b*.

^3bcl

DON DAVIS, President

JOHN T. SCHILLING, Executive Vice Preside

GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice President and Sol

Manager
MORI GREINER, Manager, KMBC-TV
DICK SMITH, Manager, KMBC-KFRM Radio

.and in Radio, it's KMBC d/ Kansas City-KFRM {+% the State of Kant
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ADVERTISERS USE

STOP YOUR
ROJECTING!

]ow bay the whole Richmond

TV Area by Surveyed Facts!
Until now a timebuyer bad to figure rating points for

the Richmond, Va., market by projecting the known

metropolitan figures to the unknown Grade B area.

Now you can have the facts—the full facts— about

tin- entire ana when you buy Richmond. And when

you have them, you'll buy WXEX-TV every time.

In conjunction with its regular February survey

of metropolitan Richmond, ARB conducted a spe-

cial 35-county Grade B area survey. Both surveys

were made the same week. Both used the same ARB
supervised-diary technique. Here's what the special

area survey proved

—

conclusively:

• WXEX-TV leads any other Richmond
station in total area rating points by 33'/j%.

• WXEX-TV leads any other Richmond
station in more quarter hours by 33'/»%.

• WXEX-TV leads any other Richmond
station in total share of audience.

Don't make another buy until you have seen this

area study. For your copy, call Select, Forjoe or

WXEX-TV. It will open your eyes.

"om Tinsley, President NBC BASIC-CHANNEL 8 Irvln G. Abeloff, Vice Pres.

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dollas, Atlonto.

"IT'S ADMEN

WHO MISS

THE BOAT"

Broadcasters -<t\ man)

clients outsmart them-

wives in relations with

»t.iti<>ii-. Current gripe:

promotion of contests

Page 27

Richfield Oil's

own radio-tv

"Success story"

Page 30

Full steam

ahead for film

syndication

Page 33

Can women's

shows stage

a comeback?
Page 38
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There are 171 cities in Wiscon-

sin. Exactly 1/3 or 57 of them

are "Our Cities*' regularly serv-

iced by WFRV-TV.
Wisconsin has 22 cities, 10,000

to 39,000 population. Exactly

one hall or 1 1 of them are inside

our circle.

Wisconsin has 8 cities, 39,000 to

150,000. Three are WFRV-TV
cities. The others are widely scat-

tered across the state.

The WFRV-TV market includes the

well known industrial cities of

Green Bay, Appleton, Oshkosh, Fond

du Lac, Manitowoc, Sheboygan,

Neenah, Menasha. The Fabulous

Fox River Valley of the Industrial

Giants.

Famous lor its concentration of

huge nationally advertising man-
ufactories, the WFRV-TV coun-

try also has more than 50,000

farms, more than 75% with TV
sets, and a gross cash farm in-

come of $317,013,600.

This is the MIGHTY station in this

MIGHTY market doing a MIGHTY
big job with the HIGH tower. 1165

feet above average terrain, the

highest antenna in a 5-state area.

lowest Cost per 7000 TV Homes.

Lowest Cost per 7000 People.

Lowest Cost per $1000 Purchasing

Power.

IN SELECTING MARKETS . . . COMPARE MARKETS
with these WFRV-TV figures

353,840 TV Homes
(Television Magazine, March 1957)

• More Than A Million Population

• More Than A Billion Retail Sales

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN
From the Wonderful Fox River Valley to 1/3 of the State of Wisconsin

Soren H. Munkhof, Exec. V.P. & Gen. Mgr.

250 Million- Food Sales

22 '2 Million -Drug Store Sales



Sioux City, Iowa Feb. 57 Pulse Proves:

There's No Contest

in Sioux City Television

KVTV KVTV KVTV KVTV

STATION
B

STATION
B

ALL SHOWS NETWORK SYNDICATED LOCAL LIVE

All of the top 46 All of the top 38 All of the top 10 All of the top 45

programs on KVTV Network Programs Syndicated film local live programs

—53 of the top 55 on KVTV programs on KVTV on KVTV

79% More Audience—and look at these quarter-hour wins—
KVTV STATION B

All Time Periods 395 57

6:00 P.M. to Sign-Off 118

Sat.—9:00 A.M. to Sign-Off 60

Sun.— 10:30 A.M. to Sign-Off 52 2

DOMINANT
7 Days a Week—Day and Night

Consistent ratings like these don't

just happen — something makes

them happen. It's that indefin-

able talent that makes a television

station stand head-and-shoulders

above competition.

Your Katz Man can give you the

facts.

SIOUX CITY, IOWA

CBS-ABC—A Cowles station. Under the same

management as WNAX-570 Yankton, So. Da-

kota. Don D. Sullivan, General Manager.

SPONSOR 27 april 195";
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

"It's admen who miss the boat"

27 si'onxoh fiave admen the chance to spot faults of broadcasters in

a recent issue (6 April). Here's how broadcasters turn the tables

Richfield's own "success story"

30 This "il company spends §1 million annually on radio and television

in western states to sell both it- wholesale and its retail prospects

Full steam ahead for syndication

33 ' '!"' nagging worry about what features would do to half-hours has evap-

orated. Health} sales, new shows reflect syndication's mature vitality

Is radio any closer to brand $ figures?

36 Company-by-company spending in both spot and network is still needed,

-till unavailable—but it is not inaccessible if the industry' wakes up

Can women's shows stage a comeback?

38 \dmen say yes, but women must fight ratings-consciousness with more

complete information to agencies, clients: keep up to date with format

FEATURES

18 Igem j \d Libs

24 19th and Madison

48 Mr. Sponsor

43 New and Renew

52 News S Idea Wrap-Up

5 Newsmaker of the Week

68 Reps at Work

44 Sponsor Asks

64 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

72 Sponsor Speaks

50 Spot Buys

72 Ten Second Spots

16 Timebuyers at Work

70 TV and Radio Newsmakers

61 Washington Week

22 Women's Week

In Next Week's Issue

Is your product too offensive for tv?

Rayn I K. Maneval, v.p. at Schwerin Research traces the increasing

ttai I "tal " products. The copy approach is all-important

You can sell without glamor
1 nlikr some clients, Milner Products sees its household items realisti-

cally as unglamorous. That's whj it~ advertising is dominant!) in air

media—to get the personal enthusiasm of air personalities.
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LARGEST
OF ANY STATION IN IOWA

According to Nielsen

TV Leads in ALL Cate

AUDIENCE
OR ILLINOIS (outside Chicago)

(Coverage Service, WOC-

bries: Number of Homes

HiReached Monthly, Number Reached Wcckh .

Weekly and Daily

Weekly and Daily Nighttime Circulation.

Population

Families

Retail Sales

Effective buying Income
Source

Number TV Homes
Source

WOC-TV COVERAGE DATA

[,568,500
(84,800

$1,926,588,000
$2,582,388,000
1956 Survej ol Buying Income
( Sales Management )

317,902
Advertising Research
Foundation

WOC-TV- Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also owns and

The Quint-Cities Station

—Davenport and Betten-

dorf in Iowa: Rock Is-

land, Moline and East

Moline in Illinois

operates WHO-TV and WHO- Radio-Des Moines

Milii'f
Col H I. Palmer,

President
I rnesl ( Sanders.

Res Mgr
Mark Wodlinger,

Res Sales Manager
PETERs. (,R|| i |\
WOODWARD. INC
EXCLl SIV1
N \ riONAL
RIPRESENTAl l\ 1



WBRE-TV Means
AUDIENCE COMMUNICATION
to the people of19 Counties in N.E. Pennsylvania

Two million pairs of eyes can see it ... . three hundred and thirty

thousand sets can view it ... . and it also means that your sales

message should be on it ! Because, nowhere in Northeastern

Pennsylvania can you attract so much attention, so quickly, so

completely, so forcefully, so economically, as you can on WBRE-TV.

AN.JgjlJJ BASIC BUY : National Representative : The Headley-Reed Co.

Counties Covered: LUZERNE LACKAWANNA LYCOMING COLUMBIA
SCHULYKILL NORTHUMBERLAND MONROE PIKE WAYNE
WYOMING SULLIVAN SUSQUEHANNA BRADFORD UNION

LEHIGH SNYDER MONTOUR CARBON CLINTON

TV Chonnel 28
WILKES-BARRE, PA.

Man has employed many ingenious methods
to communicate messages, but never so dra-
matic as Television. A polished shield was
used by the Persians to Hash signals to their

tleet in an attempt to capture the city of

Athens. Though this was the principle ot the

heliograph, no further use was made of it

until the last century.



NEWSMAKER
of the week

The news: This week the I Vs pinpoints problems uppermost

in the members' minds: creativity, ti commercials, mental health,

agency commission all are lirj.lt >/><>/% of the annual M\ con-

vention in White Sulphui Springs, /' est I irginia, 25 to 27 \pril

The newsmaker: Frederic R. (.ami. I.-. I V- president foi

13 years, think- it "amazing" thai members can gathei each yeai so

congenial!) and cooperatively . "We're the most competitive associa-

tion in existence because our members compete directl) with each

other with onl) two things^ mentalitj and personality. The fad thai

the) can socialize in a friendlj waj and work cohesivel) despite ter-

rific competitive pressures is a testimonial to them and to their wives.

It -how- the high calibre of ^u\ it takes to become a successful head

of a successful agency. \ml it's win we love to have them bring

wives to conventions. The ladies encourage sociability!" \\li\ do

big men from !>i- agencies (the

I
\'« has 329 members, hilling be-

tween two-thirds and three-fourths

of all national advertising) go to

weekend meetings at sucb a posh

but farawax place as the Green-

brier?

Thev like the golf and the rid-

ing, and the massive eollonades.

but these are peripheral to learn-

ing. Phi- year, Gamble has as-

sembled a group of gate-getting

speakers who'll be heralded with

new-found show manship.

Dr. Y\ illiam Menninger will speak on the mental health of the

executive. Creati\e discussion, getting more time than ever before,

features t\ commercial ideas bj John H. Baxter. Earle Ludgin \ Co.;

the creative process itself with C. L. Whittier, author of Creative

idvertising, and Whitman Eiobbs, BBDO. TVs getting a big new

look. also, with three separate showings of outstanding t\ commer-

cials selected In I V- committees.

Gamble has an inclination to see things analytically, from both

short and long ranges, and he represents a blending of such diverse

intellectual backgrounds as Knox College in Galeshurg. III., and I >\-

ford in England (he was a Rhodes scholar). One of his objectives

which is both short- and long-term is the upgrading of advertising

allocations.

Advertising gets about 2.5^ of the gross national product. \et for

the 20 years preceding World War II it was 3%. Gamble says ad-

vertisers should spend far more money on advertising.

"Some advertisers argue that advertising is more efficient than it

used to be—which is true—and that you therefore need less of it.

Actually, you need far more of it. because consumer disposal income

is at the highest level ever," he says. I pgrading is a word which

sums up the efforts of the 4As in its 40th vear of acti\ it\

.

^

Frederic R- Cam hie

SPONSOR 27 At'Rii. 1957

t here's

something

special

Kansas City, Missouri

Lowest cost per thousand

1380 Kilocycles— 1,000 Watts

Represented by Weed & Company

KUDL
-Hooper

it's a

TELE-BROADCASTERS

station

TELE-BROADCASTERS, Inc.

41 East 42nd Street

New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 7-8436

H. Scott Killgorc. President

Owners and Operators of

WPOW, New York, New York

KALI, Pasadena, Los Angeles, Calif.

KUDL, Kansas City, Missouri

WPOP, Hartford, Conn.

WKXV, Knoxville, Tennessee



TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG
AMOUNT MARKET RANKING

Total Retail Sales $681,146,000 36

Food Store Sales 139,031,000 44

Automotive Sales 138,822,000 34

General Merchandise Sales 101,456,000 37

(Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, 1956)

CLEARWATER

Tampa-St. Petersbun

YOU GET HIGHEST AUDIENCE ON Wl

ARB, February 1957, shows 31 out of the 50 top-:

shows in Tampa -St. Petersburg are on WTVT, your nu:

one buy in the South's fastest-growing metropolitan ma

SPONSOR • 27 APRIL 1957



LAKELAND

,A*'
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;

ST. PETERSBURG

Is maximum-power VHF signal deliters bonus coverage of 239 prospering communities!

in cities of the south

WTVT CBS Channel 13^
The WKY Television System, Inc. . . . WKY-TV and WKY Oklahoma City • WSFA-TV Montgomery

Represented

by the

Kotz

Agency

SPONSOR • 27 APRIL 1957



Representative:

The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco

SPONSOR • 27 APRIL 1957



Most significant tv and radio

news "I ili>- urrh tiith interpretation

in depth hr busy rentiers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
Jllrirti

R
iM7

Vs everybodj knows, when network radio fell on dark days -..„„ yean ago, it

sponsor publications inc >,;|s Ihe spot people—the individual station owners, (lirir salesmen, and their reps—who kept the gospel of radio alive and vital. Indeed, spol prospered bo much in die

face of adversirj that the current network reincarnation is greatl) indebted to it.

Tin* week, though, it looked ;is ii spot's verj success maj l>«- starting to work
against it. \ soli streak this fall is a real possibility and if ii develops you can trace

it to this:

• Network radio has put on a glamor act that*., having its effects. It is being sold

as offering I i plent) of flexibility 2) the right price I) guaranteed coverage in the top

60 markets without much Fuss on tin- pari of the sponsor, and l-> the opportunity to pro-
mote coordinated dealer and merchandising campaigns.

• Prodded bj the foregoing development, some important agencies are changing their

mental attitude toward spot. More specifically the) are starting to be critical about it

sometimes flatly, sometimes in a pickj fashion. Mosl common - ri [.<--
: Spot i- "overcommer-

cialized"; also, sehedules are so crowded that it's tough to 1 inc up tonnage campaigns

properly

.

You can't underrate this agency attitude even if you can't always pin it down.

Moreover, it's been dramatized vividlj now thai two of the traditionally hot spot agen-

cies—BBDO and \&R—have made some big network buys.

In fact, Y&R told SPONSOR-SCOPE this week that the business General Foods1 Pos-

tum Division has just placed on three radio networks is cash that normally would

have pone to spot (the figure is over SI million).

Obviously stations and their reps aren't talcing this lying down. Says one rep:

"We've gol a record to stand on and a foolproof medium. This is the kind of challenge we

like." On how that challenge is being met. SPONSOR will keep you informed in coming

weeks.

(See Agencies in WRAP-IP for Art Pardoll's appraisal of radio.)

Network radio's phenomenal comeback might he measured by this single deal:

Ford. Detroit, is buying, through JWT. $5.5 million worth of time and talent on

CBS radio. The contract's for a year, starting 1 September 19.".

The schedule, starting at early a.m.. involves 5-, 15- and 25-minute strips across the board

including weekends. A total of five hours a week. Personalities include: Edward R. Murrow,

Arthur Godfrev. Bine Crosby, Charles Collingwood and Rosemary Cloonev. In terms of

money and talent, it's the biggest radio transaction in it least eicht years.

General Mills is returning to network radio < after a three-vear hiatus i with half of

the 10 five-minute Fibber & McGee comedy vignettes that NBC Radio has scheduled for

weekends. D-F-S is the aegnc\

.

General Mills will get a one-minute commercial on Eve of the shows and a 30-second

cross-plug on the others.

DuPont is splitting the air media for the first time for its anti-frec/e brands:

Zerone will go network radio, and Zerex will remain in spot t\.

The radio business goes to ABC—35 five minute weather reports a week over 108

stations, with 20 crowded into the weekend.

SP0N5QB • 27 APRIL 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The three tv networks this week told SPONSOR-SCOPE that most advertisers

are increasing their station lineups for the fall.

A typical hookup next season will have 125 to 130 stations, compared to 110

stations at the start of the 1956-57 season.

Such expansion will cost the average nighttime half-hour user around $6,000 extra. And
this is exclusive of increased rates.

The networks say the reason for this broadening out is:

• By having larger available audiences, advertisers get a lower cost per-thousand-home-

|)ci -commercial minute.

• Another factor: Alternate sponsors need wider coverage to satisfy their combined

market requirements.

You can roughly estimate the varying costs of an average station lineup for a

half-hour on each of the tv networks thus:

ABC TV: Full rate, $45,000; 15% discount, $38,250; 25% discount, $33,750.

CBS TV: Full rate, $60,000; 5%, $57,000; 15%, $51,000; 25%, $45,000.

NBC TV: Full rate, $62,000; 5%, $59,000; 15%, $52,700; 25%, $46,500.

CBS TV this week fired another rebuttal shot at NBC TV in the statistical battle

over daytime domination.

Citing the 23 March Nielsen as its source, CBS TV claims that in the 38 daily quarter-

hour periods. Monday through Friday, it rates highest in 28 across-the-board strips. It credits

NBC TV with six firsts and ABC TV with four.

Moral : The daytime fight is getting hotter.

The evening cost per-1000-homes-per-commercial-minute between NBC TV and
ABC TV apparently has narrowed itself into a virtual tie.

This comparison is based on a Nielsen Jan.-Feb. 1957 analysis:

ABC TV NBC TV CBS TV ALL NETWORKS
$3.80 $3.80 $2.63 $3.22

Note: These calculations of homes delivered once a week include both time and talent.

It now looks as if film shows will outnumber the live type 2 to 1 on the tv net-

works next fall.

Of the 71 shows that have been firmed up for sponsorship come September, 67% will

be all-film, 31% will be all-live, and 2% will be a combination of live and film.

According to sponsor's Comparagraph, the ratio at the beginning of the 1956-57

season was about 50-50.

Drug manufacturers are getting together to start a recruiting drive for new
manpower (it probably will wind up as a film series on tv).

It's the familiar story: Druggists are suffering from a shortage of professional help.

So the manufacturers will try to get at this problem via a campaign urging high school

graduates to enter pharmacal schools.

The campaign also will include this P.S.: Assuring the public that the markup on

prescriptions is not nearly so high as commonly imagined.

Meantime GE is doing a recruiting job in the engineering field by sponsoring a film se-

ries, 2000 A.D., on WBZ-TV, Boston.

Madison Avenue's latest way of determining the white-haired agency when sev-

eral are servicing a giant advertiser: The one with the best record in tv.

In the old days, it was the one that master-minded general media strategy.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE contum*

\\ nli network programiag shifting more ami more i<> outside s«»ui< < - -.-.• "\\ hi

outside packagers reshape tv?" 2<i \pril, page 27
1 tome argnmentetive sparki are be*

ginning to fly.

This week these two important areas of the business were he.ml fi..m:

Area 1. Mill's Holt Sarnoff said that his network was doI abdicating it- <r<-.iti\e func-

tions to outside packagers ami producers. NIK. IN"- policy, lie argued. i» to draw from
ull sourccH what it figures will be the best audience faie. \ third of NBC l\ - Scheduled

-how- for the fall will he network-produced.

Areu 2. Two of the top tv-bilUng agencies complained to SPONSOR-S4 OPE that

the networks hadn't given them a fair shake when the] took—as one BgenCJ put

it
—"their hands off producing control." Diese agencies protest thai tin- networks

should have forewarned them in ample time BO th.it the} could have planned, staffed, and

tooled up for the change.

Agencies sa\ they would like to know:

• Would it be safe for them to invest am where from >2<)0.iMMi to s.'WKt.OOO in a program

creative setup?

• Or. will the networks move hack again in full force when the "monopoly" Storm

blows over in Washington?

The sponsored pieees in the fall tv programing mosaic gradual l\ arc Ix-ing

fitted together.

True, some of the big advertisers—like General Foods. American Tobacco, and F.-rd

continue to shop the Hollywood and New York -how mail-.

But the buys and renewals set this week nevertheless wen' impressive:

SPONSOR PROGRAM NETWORK SCHEDULE TALENT COS!

Ford Cri>i- NBC TV 1 hr. Alt. Week- -T.l.OOO

Lever Bros. <le/ak & Son CBS I \ ' _• hr. Alt. Weeks -17.000

Shulton Slezak & Son CBS TV «
•_ hr. Alt. Weeks - 17.000

Buick Wells Fargo NBC TV & hr. Ah. Weeks I 1,500

Bristol-Myers Plav house 90 CBS TV V2 hr. Alt. Weeks I .000

Kleenex Playhouse 90 CBS TV Y2 hr. Alt. Weeks I .000

Chemistrand Sallv MIC TV Yi hr. Alt. Weeks -11.500

B.J.Reynolds Harbor Master CBS TV j _. hr. \ It Weeks ,000

Chesebrough Bob Cummings NBC TV Y2 hr. Alt. Weeks 000

Warner-Hudnut Tic Tac Dough NBC TV > •_• hr. Alt. Weeks .000

Warner-Hudnut Restless Gun NBC TV ' _• hr. \ It. Weeks 500

Note: Toni tentatively has agreed to sponsor alternate weeks of the Hit Parade ($46,000

gross). Also. JWT is dickering for the Desi Arnaz hour specials for Ford ($250,000 gross).

Network tv program costs for next fall arc averaging appreciably more than

in 1956-57.

Figures in the following comparison are based on -how- scheduled thus far:

1957-58 AVER \<-l

$130,000

51,375

ll.500

35.550

83.250

38.000

The mechanical age has caught up with animation: A new process— Artiscope.

developed bv Illustrated Films, Inc.—eliminates up to 00' ', of all hand labor.

The drawing-machine method will cost the advertiser S50-S75 a foot as compared

to the human-artist charge of $2504300 for commercials.

SPONSOR • 27 APRIL 1957

TYPE 1956-57 AVERAGE

Variety (1 hr.) $88,000

Varierj 1 % hr.) 39,500

Situation comedv 36,800

Adventure 30.155

Mystery -suspense (lhr.) 55,000

Mystery -suspense (% hr.) •52,500
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

TVB will be able to tell next week how much viewers can recall an offbeat com-
mercial like: "Hav you ever seen or heard about New York's cleanup campaign?"

Two such announcements were telecast at TVB's request recently on Oklahoma City

stations and TVB-retained pollsters are now measuring the percentage of recollection via

interviews.

Ben Duffy, is apparently decided, with chairman Bruce Barton's approval, on
Charles H. Brower, creative executive v.p., as his (Duffy's) successor in the presi-

dential berth at BBDO.
Brower takes over as general manager of the agency. That makes him chief keeper of

the store while Duffy's recovering from his indisposition.

It also puts Brower in a natural line for the presidency.

Because of the status of self-service retailing, there's a packaging trend that's going

to affect tv advertising considerably.

It's the sharp speedup among manufacturers—particularly in the canned-goods field—to

multi-pack their product either in cartons or sleeves.

The idea, of course, is to get the consumer to grab three or four of the items at

a clip.

Kudos are due the brewers for introducing and successfully exploiting the device. How-

ever, it was the cigarettes that really went to town with it.

Columbia Pictures' exploitation of Fire Down Below may be a clue to the future ad-

vertising pattern among theatre film distributors.

The biggest chunk of the picture's ad budget is going for participation in NBC
Radio's Monitor and Bandstand (the network will get $31,000).

The emphasis on radio will carry through in the company's co-op buys with the-

atres at the local level.

For the first time, CBS TV has turned to outside help in publicizing its pro-

graming.

The aid will be focused on daytime. Bud Brandt Associates, which has the special

assignment, will keep a man on the premises at all times.

CBS TV pooh-poohs an NBC TV taunt that the move was provoked by competitive

pressure from the latter's network daytime drive.

Last week the industry once more was reminded of the toll that its pressures can

take on key station personnel—particularly now that operators often have to over-

see both radio and tv.

Two of the best-known station managers in the country died while they were still in

their best years.

They were Hugh Halff, of WOAI-AM-TV, of San Antonio, and Hoyt Andres, of

WKY-AM-TV, Oklahoma City.

Both started in radio, compounded their duties as tv came along.

All-media buying has increased the work load for agency research departments.

Result

:

It's a boom for outside research organizations catering to the agencies. The call

for complicated tabulations has been especially heavy when spot campaigns are in the making.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5; New

and Renew, page 43; Spot Buys, page 50; News and Idea Wrap-up, page 52; Washington

Week, page 61; sponsor Hears, page 64; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 70.
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Uncle Ben Racks Up Ratings on KPRC-TVt "looney Town"

If it takes kiddies and their mommas to

ring your client's cash registers, you'll find

Houston's higgest audience on KPRC-TX s

"Looney Town." Emcee. "Uncle Bert" Lynn

supplements his antics with cartoons and audi-

ence participation stunts. Live daily audience

of 90 to 100 . . . available for sampling. Per-

sonalized commercials harmonize smoothly with

format, add selling emphasis. "Looney Town

earns a higher rating than other two competing

shows combined. (ARB October '56.)

KPRC-TV
HOUSTON
CHANNEL

JACK HARRIS
\ ice President and General Manager

JACK MCGREW
\ational Sales Manager

Nationally Represented b\

EDWARD PETRY 8c CO.

KPRC-TV. .. MOST POTENT ADVERTISING FORCE IN THE HOUSTON MARKET
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ARRESTING!
From start to finish, SAN FRANCISCO beat

has everything it takes to capture atten-

tion. A suspense-laden close-up of the

San Francisco Police Department in ac-

tion, it is filmed on-the-spot against

the colorful background of one of the

world's most fascinating cities. As THE

line-up on the CBS Television Network,

the series has consistently ranked up

in the Top Ten national Trendex listings.

And as CBS Television Film Sales' SAN

francisco beat it shapes up just as well

or better! Sponsored by such big-time

advertisers as Pi el Brothers, National

Biscuit Company, General Electric, Bris-

tol-Myers, and Sealy Mattress Company,

it's copping king-size ratings in Lansing

(50.3), Columbus (25.8), Indianapolis

(28.5), Grand Rapids -Kalamazoo (31.8).

SAN FRANCISCO BEAT even OUtpullS THE

line-up in such major markets as New

Orleans, Omaha and Muncie. Future

prospects are great too: 78 half-hours

already in the can and two more years

of production guaranteed. Authentically

produced by expert Desilu, trigger-taut

SAN FRANCISCO BEAT is a sure-fire show

for advertisers who seek bigger and

biggeraudiences and solid sales returns.

Call for a complete investigation of all

the evidence-yours for the asking at...

CBS Television Film Sales, Inc.

"...THE BEST FILM PROGRAMS FOR ALL STATIONS'^

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Dallas,

San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, St Louis

and Atlanta. S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Canada.

SMrct: Latest Puis*. ARB
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Makes Sweet Music

for Avalon Savings

NX luii do you think when you hear the

familiar strains "I "Avalon"? In Southern

California, they think of (1) romantic Cata-

lina (2) the Catalina radio station KBIG
(3) Walon Savings & Lean \--<>eiation of

\\ ilmington, California.

klill, adopted "\\alon" as its identification

llit'inr at birth 5 years ago. Two years and
1100 spots ago, Avalon Savings jumped on

the bandwagon by buying spots immediately

following the theme.

Results are a cogent example of how a small

advertiser can use association-of-ideas to

make radio spots pay off handsomely.

"\\, wanted top customer relations and
name-build in the Los Angeles Harbor sec-

tion, and we sure have it" writes Mark H.

Fuller, President, Ad-Research Advertising.

Los Angeles. "But abroad—what a bonus!

From San Diego to Santa Barbara, our client

i- enjoying real -tature as a progressive or-

ganization, at both customer and commercial

levi Is. We're told about it, often."

Walon Savings, an exclusive KBIG client.

typifies a long list of contented advertisers

in Southern California radio. Your Weed
man has the full roster.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 lunitl Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Ttlephon* Hollywood 3-3205

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

L6

Timebuyers
at work

Bob Kibrick, ken \ on & Eckhardt. all-media buyer for Spr\ and

RCA. feels that there* too much '"robot" buying today. "Clerical

detail, standard procedures, inadequate audience measurement-.

he sa\s. "all interfere with the exercise of judgement which is part

of the job of tin' professional timebuyer." Bob thinks that automa-

tion in media departments is com-

ing soon. "The machines that will

assume the clerical routines will

not create anv more robot buying

than we already have with us. In-

stead, they will reduce it." Bob

has been advocating a complete

switch to mechanization which

would clear away details. "More

than three years ago I suggested

to Standard Rate and Data Serv-

ice the possibilitv of establishing

an over-night all-media estimating

service. V\ ith systems already in use in other businesses, and with

today's computers and teletype equipment, this project could get

underway tomorrow. Combined with automatic data services from

Nielsen, and an automatic availability service from the station rep-

resentatives, media-bu\ ing routines would be handled fast and

accurately, leaving more time and place for buyers own judgement."

Philip A. Stumbo, McCann-Erickson, New York, timebuyer for

The Bulova Watch Co.. comments: "As part of the timebuyers job.

I feel that a thorough knowledge of the product and market distri-

bution analysis will help a great deal in making timebuying deci-

sions. To plan a successful advertising campaign, it is necessan to

have certain vital data on the

product and the market where the

product is to be advertised. Data

concerning the quality, price and

competition are some of the im-

portant factors which should be

considered in making the product

analysis. As buvers, we should be

as well informed about the prod-

uct being advertised as we are in-

formed about the stations we bin

in a market. As to market dis-

tribution anahsis. its advisable to

know the size of the market, buying power, sales figures in each

territory and of course the type or class of people, their location, an-

nual income, education, occupation and size of families. I am sure

that with the results of this anahsis a buver will be able to have a

better understanding of the complete picture of advertising and

therefore perforin more effect ivel\ the job of a good timebuver."
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SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

REPRESENTED BY PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC
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IN THE AGRICULTURAL HEART
OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Wenat-chee, Wash.

SERVES 20,000

RADIO FARM HOMES
KPQ covers this diversified farm area

from every angle, with the most com-
plete farm news available. In fact, KPQ
is the only radio station in Central

Washington with a full-time farm news
editor.

MEET OUR
FARM NEWS

EDITOR L

JACK JETT
A native of Wenatehee, with a back-
ground of orchard, wheat, and cattle.

ranch work; U of Wash. School of

Journalism; formerly full-time ag edi-
tor for Wenatehee World; has con-
tributed farm articles to AP, UP,
INS, Spokesman-Review, Seattle PI,
Seattle Times, and well-known farm
publications; member. Wash. State
Horticultural Assn ., Cattlemen's Assn.,
Crop Improvement Assn., Wheat
Growers Assn., Natl Assn. Radio &
TV Farm Directors, American News-
paper Editors & Reporters Guild.

TWO FARM SHOWS DAILY:
5:25 AM to 7 AM
12:30 PM to 1 PM

5000 WATTS
560 KC

(ABC-NBC Affiliate)

National Reps:

FORJOE & CO., INC.

Seattle & Portland Reps:

ART MOORE & ASSOCIATES

Wenatehee, Wash.

Apple Capital of the World
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by Bob Foreman

Agency ad libs

Are admen good programing judges?

Reams of copy have already been written

about Cinderella. CBS has stated 100 million

people viewed it. However, this tv extrava-

ganza provides a case in point about tv criti-

cism well worth a line or two more.

First, let me state that I viewed the opus in

color. Second, I was enthralled by it. I feel,

though, that I am enough of a pro to be able to

consider the values of the production on their merit without being

carried away by the visual hues. I honestly believe that the other

elements necessary to a fine program were neither ignored by me
nor inflated by the color (which was unquestionably beautiful I.

So to three categorical statements about Cindy. Everyone who

saw the show in color to whom I talked loved it.

Most of the folks in our business who viewed it were critical of it.

Everyone who is a typical viewer (to whom I talked) enjoyed it

thoroughly.

Criticism is always rampant in our fair industry by those quali-

fied and not. It has a 12-month open season but it generally seems

to take predicable and definite directions.

Cinderella had all of the mechanical advantages

In my opinion, Cinderella had just about everything. This in-

cludes a fabulous budget. A great slice of time. A long line-up.

Terrific pre-promotion. Unparalleled word-of-mouth. So much for

its mechanical advantages.

In addition, the program was blessed with every kind of talent

imaginable from R and H to the arrangements of Robert Russell

Bennett and the direction of Ralph Nelson, including, of course, a

great line-up of stars starting at the top with the incomparably de-

lightful Julie Andrews.

For these reasons, "people" including HI ole me had to like the

show. And like it they did! They enjoyed its charm, its refreshing

naivete, the new dimensions brought to the yarn by the fey perform-

ances of Howard Lindsay and Dorothy Stickney. the delightful

whimsies, novel to the story, of the two sisters and Momsie and

Edie Adams as a down-to-earth Fairv Godmother. They could not

help but enjoy the camera effects which the great sets made possi-

ble, and from which Ralph Nelson got the very most.

Well, with all this in her own little corner, why didn't the wise

mone\ go for Cindy? What was lacking, if anything, to cause such

a variance? Something rather basic. I'm afeard: not in the pro-

duction itself, but in the very different thresholds of appreciation

that exist between regular viewers and trade viewers.

In t lie first place, this is a rather cynical business—a business of

cynics. I guess it bas to be. Life is short. Time is fleeting—and

time-slots expensive. Insecurity is the order of the da\. Jealous\ is
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HROH is TV in SF

S^K.f^u^tx^sc^^cs ate sotcL era. KROh/'TI/

F CHRONICLE - NBC AFFILIATE . CHANNEL 4 . PETERS. GRI FF. N .
WOODWARD
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Agency ad libs continued

B altimore
is so easy
to reach

when you ride

with

B I m

REPRESENTED BY

JOHN BLAIR AND CO,

second nature. But— I don't mean to malign m\ confreres. Merely

to point out why it is so difficult for them to enjoy a simple. Corn-

wall, fable tliat essentially is as old as rock painting and as trite as a

politician's opening remarks and as lacking in suspense as a disk

jockey's script. Yet a fable that can be engrossing and rewarding

to its audience.

Here's why: it's too difficult for our tradespeople to get ordinary.

to forget the plot structures and dissemblances of the theater and to

sit back and enjoy themselves. We can't blame them for that— nor

can we, though, take much credence in their critical judgment of a

vehicle which was calculated to reach grownups and adults viewing

in their homes on a Sunday night in 200 different U. S. cities

simultaneously. They aren't quite capable of this!

To me it was amazing that Rodgers and Hammerstein were able

to translate their talents normally confined to the Broadway the-

ater to satisfy an all-familv audience about 20 times greater than

the one which saw Oklahoma on the New York stage. They achieved

this without banality, saccharinity or condescension.

Several of the tunes were lovely. Some of the lyrics were spark-

ling. As I mentioned before, the twist put on the sisters, the Fair)

Godmother and the King and Queen were gratifying, a tribute to all

who played a part in the show—especially the casting director,

director and performers.

To me the biggest achievement in Cinderella was that it played to

the biggest mob in history and yet it brought to this audience so

orth. Such is not easv ! f^much of real w

Cinderella was a simple, cornball fable, but with incredible charm and naivete
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in Kansas City

if you want teletype

rural reporting

there's a place to go

but if you want

on-the-spot

farm coverage

in Mid-America

KCMO radio
Director of Agriculture

Market Reporter

Farm Reporter

Jock Jackson

George Stephens

Jack Wise

KCMO -Radio

WHEN -Radio

KPHO- Radio

WOW-Radio

Kansas City

Syracuse

Phoenix

Omaha

810 CBS

620 CBS

910 ABC

590 CBS

Joe Hartenbower, General Mgr.

R. W. Evans. Commercial Mgr.

Represented nationally by Katz Agency

KCMO . . one of Meredith's

Big 4 . . . All-Family Stations.

ft
affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming
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KCEN-TV is the

Leading Station

in Texas
7
5th

Television Market

Between the first four major

markets of Texas is a giant

fifth. Not until KCEN-TV
developed a television service

\v i t li a tower TALL
E X O U G H and pro gr a m -

ming GOOD ENOUGH was

this important fifth market

covered - really covered — by

a single medium. Now, thanks

to Nielsen, what we have

always contended is a matter

of record. KCEN-TV is

acknowledged as "THE
LEADING STATION IN
TEXAS' 5th TELEVISION
MARKET."

*833 feet

'830 feet above average terrain.

NIELSEN NCS No. 2 - NOV. 1956
KCEN-TV Station B

No of TV
Homes in Area

Monthly
Homes Reached

Daytime
Weekly NCS
Circ.

Daytime
Daily NCS
Circ.

Nighttime
Weekly NCS
Circ.

Nighttime
Daily NCS
Circ.

106,370

88,040

76,760

56,700

83010

68,420

87,040

66,270

55,410

39,650

62,820

49,940

SERVING THE TEMPLE-WACO MARKET
AND AIL CENTRAL TEXAS

KCEN-TV

INTERCONNECTED AFFILIATE

33 Counties Served According to

Nielsen Survey No. 2. Inquiries as
to details invited.

National Representatives, George P. Hollingbery Co.
Texas Representatives, Clyde Melville Co., Dallas.
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News and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

Westward-ho : Broadcast and advertising gals who've dreamed of

moving to the Pacific Coast one of these days might take note of

these statistics gleaned from sponsor's mid-April survey of the

Los Angeles area

:

1 here are ahout 200 agencies in Los Angeles alone. LA's also a

heehive of network tv production activity and the tv film com-

mercials husiness on the Coast is booming.

Once she's got a job. a gal in LA will find cost of living far lower

than in New York. One agency gal fresh out of New York is pa\ big

$51.50 a month rent next door to fashionable Magnin's department

store, for a furnished three-room apartment including utilities.

A JWT film producer is paying $150 a month for a four-room

apartment in Beverly Hills (with pool! I. An assistant film pro-

ducer has a mountain retreat in Laurel Canyon for $75. with garage.

Clothes budgets can be reduced because of the one-season climate

year-'round. Standard wardrobe in sporty Los Angeles is cashmere

and skirts for the day. cottons with jackets at night. San Francisco

goes in for dressier prints, has more formal winter season.

Drawback: In Los Angeles, the traditional West Coast ratio of

more men than women is reversed by the movie colony and the

army of hopefuls. Not to be ignored is the fact that salaries too

tend to be some 20% to 25% lower in the under-$10.000 salary

range, according to advertising jobs expert Walter Lowen.

AWRT Convention Highlights: On Friday morning, 26 April,

the American Women in Radio and Television probed into an

age-old mystery that's defied philosophers throughout history: What

motivates women?

One of the highlights of the four-day AWRT Convention held in

St. Louis between 25 and 28 April was the Friday panel discussion

titled "Why Women Stop, Look, Listen and then Buy."

AWRT president, Edythe Fern Melrose, well-known Detroit broad-

caster, chaired the meeting, and Bea Johnson, KMBC, KFRM,
KMBC-TV, Kansas City, Mo., was moderator.

The three panelists were John A. Cory, v.p., Peters, Griffin, Wood-

ward, Chicago; Norman R. Glenn, editor and publisher, SPONSOR;

Louis Hausman. v.p. in charge of advertising and promotion, CBS

Radio, New York.

I For a detailed analysis of women's service shows see page 38.)

"Advertising Miss": The recently crowned queen of the ad world,

Glory Ickes of J. M. Mathes Co.'s radio-tv department, will be an

honored guest at the Advertising Federation of America convention

starting in Miami on 8 June.

Voted "Advertising Miss" of 1957 on 4 April at the Biltmore,

New York, Glorv Ickes is the second annual "glamor representative"

of the advertising industry. Her functions include guest appearances

on radio and tv show's, going to advertising lunches as part of an

effort by the New York Association of Advertising Men and Women
to promote the role of women in advertising.
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* ONLY

KWKW
REACHES AND

SELLS THE

573,000

SPANISH

PEOPLE WHO

LIVE IN

GREATER

LOS ANGELES

* THIS SINGLE

GROUP SPENDS

MORE THAN

$1,300,000

PER DAY

* FOR THE

LOWEST COST-

GREATEST

EFFECTIVENESS...

TELL 'EM & SELL

'EM IN

SPANISH!

LA.—RYan 1-6744
S.F.—Broadcast Time Sales

Eastern Rep. National Time Sales

I 49th and
I Madison
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Tv commercials without words

Having read SPONSOR fur a number of

years I have never felt the need to

write you correcting any statement of

fact.

However, your issue of March 30,

L957 made such to do over Standard

Oil of Ohio's use of their wordless l\

commercial, I felt a need to toot our

own horn (Shell Oil Co. I

.

The concept of a wordless tv com-

mercial is not so new or daring in our

hook. Over two years ago with a big

help from our agency, J. Walter

Thompson. Shell produced and used a

wordless 20-second tv commercial.

Our 20-second spot showed a cut-

out Shell Emblem through which the

written copy appeared moving up. At

the same time the words appeared on
the screen, the audio gave the message

via Morse code.

Just felt 1 had to mention this,

which adds weight to the old bromide.

"There's nothing actually new under

the sun."

E. S. Schulman. sales promotion-

advertising. Shell Oil. St. Louis

Where do U stations go from here?

In the March 9th issue under "Wash-
ington Week" you opened up with the

following two lines: "Despite the pro-

ceedings now under way. the FCC has

no intention of shifting all—or even a

major part—of television broadcasting

to uhf. It certainly won't be done for

years, and certainly not without posi-

tive assurance that uhf can do the job

as well as vhf."

As a uhf CP holder since 1952, one

that has thrown himself upon the

mercy of the FCC— I was interested in

the quote "not without positive assur-

ance that uhf can do the job as well

as vhf." We bright-eyed radio boys

who were unsuccessful in getting V

were listening to the orators of the

FCC and the manufacturers of trans-

mitting equipment—we were told that

there was absolutely no difference be-

tween uhf and vhf. That the onh dif-

ference was in the allocation. I was
interested to note that the Chairman of

the FCC Mo give him credit for he

v. asn t around when this thing started)

infers that the FCC needs assurance

that uhf is as good as vhf.

So, where do we go from here?

\ ictor C. Diehm. pres. and gen. rngr..

Hazleton Broadcasting, Hazleton, Pa.

How they sell farm radio

The articles "How they're selling farm

radio today" and "How stations sell

farm radio today" which appeared in

your March 23 and March 30 issues of

sponsor magazine were splendid.

As you perhaps know, our .National

Association of Television and Radio

Farm Directors has as one of its major

projects this \ear the preparation of

a brochure and two slide presentations,

one on farm radio and one on farm

television. Our sales promotion com-

mittee, which is developing these pres-

entations. is under the direction of

Chairman Mai Hansen. WOW, Omaha.
Nebraska. Vice-Chairman Bob Parker.

WBAY, Green Bay. Wisconsin, and

Donald Lerch, Jr.. of Donald Lerch.

Jr. and Company. Washington. D. C.

The committee has set September 1 as

the target date for the unveiling.

Jack Timmons, \ATRFD president

KWKH, Shreveport

No mail order on WGN
In your March 30 issue I page 10,

paragraph three I you carry mention

of mail order business on radio and

make a reference to WGN.
We were a bit disturbed to see this

because, as you know, the policy of the

new administration of WGN, Inc. pre-

cludes the acceptance of mail order

business, "pitch" accounts or commer-

cial religion. This policy went into

effect as soon as I began to conduct

regular weeklv management meetings

prior to my official!) coming to the

company on August 1. 1956.

Ward L. Quaal, v. p. and gen. mgr..

WGN, Inc., Chicago
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oday, in the nation's Capital, ^

Nielsen proves most radios

are now tuned to WRC

!

>ME PERIOD 9-12 noon 12-3 pm 3-6 pm

40% 26'- 20', 33',

1st 1st 2nd 1st

+63', +62', +28'-

6-9 pm 9-12 mid. I I6am-12rmd

48',

1st 1st

+88', • 16

1st

- 32'

In Washington's 17 -radio -station -market, such an overwhelming

vote of confidence carries over in force to WRC -advertised products.

Let WRC Radio speak for you in the nation's booming Capital!

the NEW speaker of the house

NSI Report -Washington. DC. Area-January 1957

WRC •980
SOLD BY INIK-I Sl»OT SALES WASHINGTON. DC.
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All-new surveys show it again!

When the kids go away . .

.

Kansas City radios stay. . . with WHB!

Let's look between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday through

Friday—and see what happens to Kansas City radio

listening when "all those teen-agers" are at school.

WHB continues its domination ! According to every

major survey, every one of the 140 quarter hours from

9 to 4 belongs overwhelmingly to WHB. This, mind you,

when there are no teen-agers available. No wonder WHB
carries regular schedules for virtually every major

Kansas City food chain—including A & P, Milgram's,

Thriftway, A & G, Wolferman's and Kroger. Let the

Blair man tell you WHB's dramatic 9 to 4 story. Or, talk

to General Manager George W. Armstrong. And while

you're at it, get the whole day and night picture!

WHB 10,000 watts, 710 fcc.

KANSAS CITY

WDGY WHB
Minneapolis-St. Paul Kansas City

Represented by John Blair & Co.

WHB—FIRST 140 OUT OF 140

1/4 HOURS BETWEEN 9 and 4!

AREA NIELSEN, whb in first

place 140 out of 140 quarter-hours.

HOOPER. WHB in first place 140

out of 140 quarter-hours.

PULSE. WHB in first place 140 out

of 140 quarter-hours.

WHB's share of Area Nielsen Total

Station Audience: 46%.

DD STORZ,
President

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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MR. ADMAN, YOU'RE MISSING THE BOAT
So say broadcasters who point to mistakes made l>> buyers in

merchandising, commercials, programing and buying strategy

F%dvertisers spend millions of dollars

annual!) for audience research, copy

research, market research, motivation

rc-carch and sometimes even research

to check their research. \l>out the

onl) form of research that's missing is

broadcaster research.

Admen simph do not get a chance

to tap the thinking of the stations who
are the ultimate carriers of their ad-

vertising—with rare exceptions.

^ hy this should be so is no mvs-

tei-\ . The salesmen at Macv's don't

tell the customers they're wrong,

by Miles David

either. What's more, in the station

business you frequent!) don'l even see

\our customer from one year to the

next.

Because chance- [or exchange ol

constructive criticism are so limited,

-rii\Miu this month has attempted to

sel up a two-waj communications link:

In the (> \|>iil issue, SPONSOR carried

the article. "You're missing the boat.

in which admen vented their gi

about stations. Then at the \ \l> I 1!

convention SPONSOR asked broad-

casters for their frank views on adver-

tisers and .ij<-iii \ men with the prom-

ise ili.it the) would remain anonymous.

^ "u might assume that, once freed

from fear of identification, sellers

would have a field >\j\ with pert]

gripes and finger pointing. Hut this

i- not the mood of today's broad* .* ~t »-r

.

lb- gets mad underneath his v J" -hirt.

yes. But usual!) with solid reason.

sponsor believes thai the advertiser

H ho pa) - iltention t<> the •

plaint- of broadcasters can literally

save the thousands of dollars now

-pent in wasted motion and emotion.
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broadcasters have healthy respect

t admen, sometimes situations arise which

hem picture buyers as shown on right

Here, i » > ui l: 1 1 1 \ in the order of inten-

sity, are the tiling- broadcasters might

tell you it \<>u weren't a client and/or

if the) knew you well enough through

day-to-da) personal contact:

1. Merchandising and promotion:
High up on the list of station gripes

arc audience promotion contests run

h\ sponsors of network television

shows. Many major station operators

»a\ thc\ haw outlawed these contests

because they lure promotion people to

give one client disproportionate atten-

tion. This is la I unfair to other cli-

ents and (hi bad husiness. in their

opinion.

Big station operators say that most

of the audience promotion contests are

won l>\ the smaller station simply be-

cause the big station refuses to com-

pete. Said a veteran who operates a

tv and radio station in a Southern

market: "Advertisers are putting mon-

ej into prizes, perhaps under the as-

sumption that they are giving their

program a hypo nationally. But what

thc\"re getting is the fringe. They'd

he better off to invest the same effort

in smarter gimmicks every station

could use and would be willing to use."

Station managers have the impres-

sion contests for audience promotion

people in tv. and for d.j.'s in radio, are

on the increase. Many mentioned a

recent speech by David Partridge,

president of the Broadcasters' Promo-

tion Assoc, and sales promotion mana-

ger of the Westinghouse Broadcasting

Co. (at the Ohio Assoc, of Radio and

Television Broadcasters I . Partridge

condemned this type of contest un-

equivocally as a "bribe."

A minorit) of station men either

have no active dislike for the contests

or consider them a legitimate part of

audience promotion. The promotion

manager of a national station group

who favors contests made this sugges-

tion, however:

"If national advertisers want partici-

pation from big stations, the\ should

have a separate contest for each class

of station. Then the big station which

can't afford to go all out for any one

advertiser would have a chance to win;

IimIiv ils chances are nil against the lit-

tle station which reall) wants to win.

Many stations criticize attempts of

advertisers and agencies to get free

merchandising aid on almost the same

grounds used in reference to contests.

Said an East Coast station manager

who's active in man} industry groups:

"If advertisers put the same sweat

into providing us with good merchan-

dising material to work with that thev

do into cajoling us to spend money for

them, thev'd be way ahead."

"What reallv amazes me," said a vet-

eran industry idea man who runs both

a radio and tv station in a Midwest

market, "is the way advertisers are so

easily fooled about merchandising. We
recentlv lost some business on our ra-

dio station to another station in town

which promised a lot of merchandis-

ing. Maybe what I'm saving is preju-

diced for that reason but I don't reallv

think so. I know the merchandising

job our competitor does through years

of observation. And it amounts to vir-

tuallv nothing. A few spotty displavs.

a little mailing and then they send a

big portfolio of samples to New York.

The wonder is that advertisers don't

see through the dodge."

"The real pity." said one station

sales executive, "is the way advertisers

fail to merchandise radio campaigns

to their sales forces. We've succeeded

in selling advertising management on

radio. But if they don't in turn sell

their salesmen and dealers, thev aren't

going to get the maximum out of ra-

dio. This is one form of merchandis-

ing our station goes out of the way
to give advertisers."

There are as manv opinions on what

constitutes a fair amount of merchan-

dising as there are stations. Some
wont do any. Others go all out. But

there is widespread agreement that few

advertisers know how to go about get-

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

SPONSOR gave admen chance to of-

fer constructive criticism to stations

in 6 April issue. Now stations get

their innings. Promotion contests

draw most fire; "canned" commer-

cial strategy is criticized; buying with

closed mind raises blood pressure.

ting cooperation from stations which

do merchandising.

"You wouldn't believe," said a

smartly dressed lady promotion execu-

tive from a Midwest station, "how
many requests I get for extensive mer-

chandising help sent out on a purple

Ditto form with my name spelled

w rong."

The lady in question isn't inclined

to stand on ceremony. What really

raises her blood pressure is the philos-

oph\ behind the sloppy Ditto request.

The agencv sending it is in effect say-

ing: "You're not important enough to

rate a personal letter or a well thought

out set of suggestions. But here's

w hat we want. You go do it."

What she generally does, said she, is

toss such requests into the waste bas-

ket to make room on her desk for re-

quests from admen with more intelli-

gence and courtes\

.

The moral for advertisers is clear.

If you consider merchandising in the

form of contact with )our trade, dis-

plavs and special promotions an im-

portant part of your marketing strat-

egv. treat it that way. Don't waste

time veiling for help. Instead, sit down

and dope out practical suggestions for

the broadcasters and ask for them as

one gentleman (or lady I to another.

A veteran promotion man said it

would pay for agencies to hire mer-

chandising specialists who did nothing

but travel the country familiarizing

themselves with what stations can and

will do. "You cant learn this out of a

letter." he said. "Most stations are re-

luctant to make flat statements of pol-

icy because they couldn't possibly do

the same job for evervone. But once

you get to call the station people by

their first names it becomes simpler to

achieve cooperation. That's the way
human nature alwavs works."

2. Commercials: It's in keeping

with the mature attitude of broadcast-

ers that the) express concern over the

commercials advertisers send them.

They stand or fall, after all. depending

on how well the commercials do and
they are wise enough to recognize it.

These were three important points

made by as many broadcasters:

• "Advertisers should use more lo-

cal live tv commercials. I he vast ma-

jority today are on film. ^ et we. and

most other big station operations,

pride ourselves on our long-established

tv personalities. I think these local

{Please turn to page 66)
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RICHFIELD'S OWN "SUCCESS STORY"

441institutional" show called "Success Story" turns out

to be highly effective in delivering business for

West Coast oil company which spends million on air annually

Broadcast- planning is supervised bj Don Walsh (1), v.p., Hixson S Jorgensen

. I .A., and K.ii Jorgensen, exec, v.p., (r) in I nion Pacific yards for t\ remote

I
LOS ANGELES

f an oil company's advertising can

sell both the hulk buyer of gasoline

—

a giant airplane manufacturer, for ex-

ample—and the small consumer who
operates a '52 Dodge, it's achieved the

best of all possible worlds.

Such is the case with the Richfield

Oil Corp. in Los Angeles which has

developed its own petroleum heaven.

It reaches its three prime buying tar-

gets with three variations of the air

media, but each variation has a special

target group.

Richfield reaches blue-chip pros-

pects, the major industrialists on the

West Coast, with a unique live tele-

vision program series. It sells the

consumer with a continuing series of

animated tv announcements. It backs

its 4,500 gasoline stations with a 26-

year-old radio show.

All this broadcast effort adds up to

about SI million annually, somewhat

less than 50% of the total ad budget

and a gain from 30' r of the budget

just a year ago. Tv and radio, with

heavy outdoor, lighter newspaper and

still lighter magazines, combine to po-

sition Richfield as No. 1 in terms of

gallonage in many areas, No. 4 or 5

in the greater Los Angeles market.

Its competition is seven major oil com-

panies, most of which are national in

terms of dealership, distribution and

advertising.

Richfield, at one time a relatively

small regional producer, now saturates

six West Coast states: California.

\\ ashington, Oregon. Idaho. Nevada

and Arizona. It produces, refines and
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Plant sites are featured in v\
< • - k I \ Success Story documentary produced live in i

1

cities bj differenl local crews, i (ne in foui shows i~ .1 non-commercial publii eporl

sells some 300 petroleum products

through these 1,500 leased gasoline

stations not one of which is compan)

operated. 'It's no relation now to

Richfield of New ^ ork although the

two companies were once linked. 1

The gasoline stations in effect be-

come another type of "customer" for

Richfield. So all advertising is inter-

woven to establish a Richfield person-

ality and concept with its three cus-

tomer groups: the hulk buyer, the in-

dividual consumer, the franchised

gasoline station.

Kai Jorgensen, executive v.p. ol Hix-

son & Jorgensen advertising agency in

Los Angeles, says Richfield's advertis-

ing objective has always been to estab-

lish a distinct compan) personality

first and to sell gasoline second. iThe

same basic agency group has serviced

the account for 20 years, but the pres-

ent agenc) is an outgrowth ol the

former Hixson-I I'Donnell. 1

Much of Richfield's own compan}

personality lias developed through use

of the broadcast media. \ corporate

image of warmness, reliability and

quality has evolved from sponsorship

during the past 2(> years, explains Leon

H. riuuner. agency account executive.

The agency, Thamer savs. work- un-

der this tvpe of directive troni Rich-

field: "We want complete identifica-

tion with all our advertising, so that

we never co-sponsor a program series.

\\ e try to establish our own radio and

tv personalities and programs so that

thev and what they represent— are

ours exclusively. We always soft sell.

\\ e \ e alwa) - had the green lighl from

the client in exploring new advertising

possibilil h

I odaj - radio and tv -< hedules re-

flea t this exploration. I lov wen- new

in concept and technique when the)

originated and thev remain new and

fresh todav because of continuous

changes in content and cop) i" match

the changing times.

The Richfield Reporter, aired on an

NBC Radio regional network "I -' I

tions, has been on the .iii six days .1

week. 52 weeks a jreai foi 26 rears.

I hi- -how . believed b) the agem ) to

be the oldest continuousl) sponsored

newscast in the country, is Richfield's

basic broadcast buy. It rea< hes

throughout the entire six-state area, in

rural as well as nth. in centers. It

flings "iii a « ide 1 ovei ige net into

which, sooner "t Liter, the agency be-

lieves ever) one is drawn to the I
11 to

lit: 1 ."i nightl) time slot

Richfield Reportei is designed to

reach two of Richfield's consuming

units the gasoline retailer and the

automobile driver.

But the dollar emphasis is on tele-

v ision both spot and loi al program-

ing. Some 1300,000 worth of an-

nouncements last year was divided

anion- about l'» stations in 1 1 mar-

ket-. Firm 52-week schedules provide

for animated film commercials 10 and

20 seconds long in prime time

This tv coverage encompasses n 1

politan area populations, vvith
1

following the lead set for all Richfield

Production crew

Richfield's entree lo it!

Public service x

visil sui li pis
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RICHFIELD SUCCESS continued

umei advertising. This plugs gaso-

line almost exclusively, and ii> premi-

;radi ' gas (the other grade is

regular)

.

Bui the biggest broadcast venture

for Richfield is an ambitious project

which began seven years ago. It's a

half-hour television program called

Success Story, and it's lived up to its

name c\er\ week of the sex en \ears,

says forgensen. It was conceived as a

documentary of the success shown by

large local companies in the Los An-

geles area.

Since then, after a long history of

live remotes from plant and industrial

sites, the client has expanded the for-

mat to two other areas. San Francisco

and (next month) Seattle. The scope

of this production effort is king-size:

52 half-hour live remotes even year

in each of three cities, all under direct

supervision of the agency staff. Each
program in each market, however, has

its own local production, research.

writing and camera crew in addition to

Richfield assigned representatives.

1 hex scout each market for Success

Story possibilities, arrange for future

reportage via four on-the-spot cam-

eras, stake out their shots and the se-

quence, write a script, rehearse the

show and put it on the air during a

top tune-in nighttime period. KTTV
sel the pattern seven years ago in Los
Angeles. In San Francisco. KGO-TV
started the program four years ago.

Ad manager ol Richfield is Fred

\l. Jordan, who like- soft-sell approach

Richfield Reporter, on radio 26

\rar-. ha- featured John Wald for 19

Seattle, the third in what max prove to

be an even lengthier citx list, will see

its hrst show on KING-T\ 7 Mux.

Both the viewing audience and the

companx like the series, saxs Thamer.
"In Los Angeles we have, for example,

an audience of some 400.000 persons.

In San Francisco, we've hit as high as

an L8 or 20 ARM rating, and the

average is probablx 11. In all cases,

our audiences are stead) and loyal."

But the big bonanza for Richfield is

its own success story with these manu-

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Richfield Oil Corp., Los Angeles,

spends $1 million a year on regional

network radio, local tv, spot. Its goal:

pre-sell bulk buying prospects, the

car driver, its 4,500 affiliated gas

stations. Original broadcast patterns

have shaped its present personality.

facturing companies and in the reac-

tion of their management groups. The
oil company has signed many new ac-

counts on the basis of this initial t\

contact. Every big industrialist is a

prime prospect for gasoline and oil

products, and the Kaiser Steels. Doug-
las Aircrafts and Superior Honeys in

many cases become close friends with

Richfield through tv. And. later, main
bux Richfield products—in bulk.

One in every four such Success

Story documentaries, however, is of a

public service character. Richfield

commercials are minimized, and insti-

tutional, in the other three Success

Story shows. But on this fourth pub-

lic service program, they are elimi-

nated altogether. For the public serv-

ice shows the 25 people in the remote

crew travel to the Braille Institute for

the blind, a Red Cross hospital ship in

the San Francisco harbor, the opening

of a flower show benefiting charity.

This public service effort in the

three Success Story cities is an exten-

sion of an active community service

programing plan which started 10

years ago, long before the network

cables xvere installed and before na-

tional programing on peak-interest

news events was available.

Richfield set up its own 11-station

California network when Mac Arthur

returned from the Philippines, picking

up scenes from 10 different remote

sites as the general arrived at the San

Francisco airport and moved into the

center of town for a huge welcoming

parade. The sponsor spent $35,000

for this pickup, an unheard of cost in

those daxs and one which actuallv

"probably covered only a tenth of total

expenses." saxs Dorr Walsh, v. p. in

(barge of radio and t\

.

"People thought that was the worst

bux xve ever made and in terms of tv

set circulation it probably was."' he

saxs. "But it was the greatest buy of

all time in terms of results and trace-

able sales. We had to put on four new
,^irls to take applications for credit

cards the very next da\."

Richfield covered the Japanese Peace

Treaty meetings, aired the Salk polio

vaccine report direct from the Uni-

versity of Michigan at Ann Arbor, sent

its tv producers to the national politi-

cal conventions in '52 for live shows.

Todav. the pattern is programing

and spot. By far the largest portion

of the spot budget goes to tv. although

occasionally a radio push xvill be used

for a new product. In spot tv. the

client prefers high-rated position to

frequency and buxs perhaps four an-

nouncements per market per week.

Three commercials are circulated to a

station at the same time to allow for

rotation and most of these are ani-

mated.

All of the advertising money comes

from Richfield's own budget. The only

co-op allowance is for heating oil in

the Northwest. (This is a pattern

quite different from that of the Rich-

field Oil Corp. of New York, which

stresses heavv tv and radio co-op ad-

vertising. The two Richfield concerns

are in no way connected as each is

oxxned and operated by a different

management and stockholder group.

Many years ago. hoxxever. they were

associated as divisions of a single com-

pany. See sponsor. 29 November

1954. "Richfield co-op plan: 90' ^ goes

to radio-tv.")

Fred M. Jordan, advertising mana-

ger of Richfield, also directs all sales

promotion activities in cooperation

with W. G. King Jr.. vice president in

charge of sales.

Jordan, in commenting recently on

his use of television advertising, said:

"At its very earliest emergence as an

advertising medium, television com-

manded the attention of Richfield's

marketing group. We xvere among the

first to sponsor tv programs here in

the West. As the value of the medium

has increased, so has its share of our

advertising budget. We shall continue

to studv the most effective methods of

getting results from it." ^
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FILM SYNDICATION'S 1957 SPIRAL

Na«j<jin«j worry about features evaporates a> sales slant up.

It looks lik«> there'll be plenty of fresb product available

1 he syndication business is hum-

ming these day >.

Business is not <ml\ good. It s great.

I5\ fall, if the current signs are cor-

rect, the syndication larder will be

fairly bursting with new product. A
Dumber of top distributors who have

kept their hands off the first-run mar-

ket are coming hack in.

The air of confidence is unmistak-

able. The nagging worry anion- in-
dicators about whether features would

put a crimp into half-hours lias evapo-

rated. In its place are a number of

-airs offensives aimed right back at

the new Hollywood feature packagi -.

\- lor advertisers, national, region-

al and local clients who depend on

syndicated half-hours for network-

quality programing can look forward
to one of the longesl li-l- of new prod-

uct in years. Participation buyers,

and Stations as well, can figure on an

above-normal replenishment of the tv

program granary.

The shadow throw., by features

across the syndication field last ye*n

turned out to be little more than a

matter of syndication client- holding

up buying while doing what an) ad-

vertiser would do—examine rarefulU a

new source of programing. 1 he tip-

off thai syndication will probably hang

up record -ale- in 1957 'am.- during

l.i-t wintei when a good half-do/. mi

Brst-run-for-syndication shows i ul wide

sales swaths across tin- I .

x
. and dis-

tributors recouped their program costs

with a speed thai even surprised them.

I wo straws in the wind: Screen

Gems and Official Film- ate re-enter-

ing the first-run-for-syndication mar-

ket, the formei aft*T about a year and
.' t df atid the latter af.. . about two
\eai-. Buth have been beav%

j n .

volved in network programing with the

Columbia subsidiary the -ource of 11

web -how- during the 1956-57 season.
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The heavy national sales of these seven first-run syndicated shows introduced duringt

NBC FILM 80 MARKETS NTA 180 MARKETS CBS FILM 150 MARKETS
"Silent Service" reached this total after "Sheriff of Cochise" went on sale at the "\X hirlyhirds" was released in .November,

three week- nf -elling. Sale- were mostly end of la-t -nmmer. Clients include Na- Continental Oil is using it to replace a

to single markets, -mail regional lineups tional Premium Beer, Brylcreem, Carter wide \ariet\ of li\e and film programing

Since network tv has an obvious

appeal to the conservative financial

instincts of program suppliers, the fact

that this pair is taking a fling at syndi-

cation with its slower return on the

investment i even though a potentialK

bigger return in the long run) is a

significant sign of the times.

The general run of s\ ndication sales

is being spurred by a hard fact of

economic life, namely, the cash-short

position of many tv stations. The dollar

outlay required for some of the fea-

ture packages is considerable, as local

tv programing goes. Even some of the

big video outlets have been strapped

because of it. This has given pause to

a number of stations bracing them-

selves for a plunge into the Hollywood
pool. It has also, not incidentally,

given rise to more bartering, with cash-

shorl stations trading time for pro-

graming.

The slapping of block-booking suits

1>\ the I .S. against the distributors of

major Hollywood tv packages has

inserted a new factor into the picture.

The ultimate ramifications of this re-

main to be seen. However, even though

stations may be able to pick up smaller

feature packages, it will not reduce

their per-hour cost for features of com-
parable quality. As a matter of fact, it

will increase it since discounts for

buying in vantitx will undoubtedly

be •'" order of the day.

Consequently, unless the feature film

market or spot tv in general becomes
more competitive than it is now, ad-

vertisers cannot look forward to an\

change in the cost of participations in

feature film shows.

Because of the higher price tags of

features, distributors of half-hour

shows are pushing their economy con-

cepts hard. Official made a special

point about the economy of half-hours

on a library basis vs. features at the

NARTB convention and CBS Film

Sales has introduced a new price plan

for library sales which sets up dis-

counts of up to 50' v on top of re-run

discounts.

As a matter of fact, having recov-

ered from their defensive attitude to-

ward features, syndicators are now ag-

gressively on the attack against Holly-

wood product. Complementing Offi-

cial's economy pitch in terms of dollar

outlay by stations. NBC Film and TPA
have made detailed studies designed to

prove that when features are com-

pared with half-hours, the latter come

off with flying rating colors.

While feature distributors contend

that such comparisons hide the fact

that half-hours often get better time

slotting, the series distributors answer

ARTICLE IN BRIEF

Distributors of syndicated film are

no longer wc-irying about features as

sales of first-run product mount at

a healthy rate. Atmosphere of con-

fidence will probably result in one

of the biggest list of first-run-for-

syndication programs in a long time.

that such slotting only reinforces the

argument for half hours.

New shows: With film distributors

having their fingers in both the local

and network programing pie. the full

picture of what will be available for

syndication cannot be drawn until

web schedules are final. However, a

number of shows are definitelv sched-

uled for syndication and some of the

distributors will jump just as quicklv

at a big national spot multi-market sale

as at a network offer. Here's a cross

section of shows recently or soon to be

released for sale.

ABC Film : Thus far the firm ex-

pects to offer one new series for the

s\ ndicated market in the fall.

CBS Film : Two shows. Gray Ghost,

a scries built around a Confederate

army raider, and Assignment Foreign

Legion, are up for sale to either net-

work or large national spot clients. CBS
Film's U hirlyhirds. released last No-

vember, marked the re-entry of the

network subsidiary into first-run syn-

dication after a hiatus of two vears.

Guild: In the blueprint stage at

Guild are two shows planned for na-

tional sale, either network or spot.

Capitalizing on its rights to Jack Lon-

don material, the firm will bring out

its second London series (the first is

Capt. David Grief) and an adventure

series set in the Near East.

\ BC Film : Though pilots have not

yet been made. NBC Film currently is

planning on two s\ ndicated series for
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nj rrcnt season reflect the healthy state of the business

MCA TV OVER 180 MARKETS TPA 115 MARKETS
"State T per" was offered late in i li<-

fall. Brewers sponsoring the show include

Falstaff, Schlitz, Hamm, Carling, Schmidl

the Fall. Thej arc tentatively titled

I nion Pacific and Hunts and Saddles.

\l I: Official Detective, one of t li<

•

In series being put together for VI \

l>\ Desilu and the 20th Century-Fox

t\ production unit, is hein» offered

now for syndication. \l \ is also

packaging Paramounl shorts into three

different formats. The Georgie Jessel

Show, now being prepared, will in-

corporate iuirst shots along with the

shorts. Now heini: offered are Furui-

ratna and The Big Little Show. The

former, being sold in both hour and

balf-hour versions, is designed for

youngsters and includes hoth enter-

tainment and educational material, in-

cluding cartoons. The Big Little Show
consists of miniature musical come-

dies featuring such names as Sammj
Davis, Jr., Pegg) Lee, Jimmj Dorsey,

Eddie Foy, Ed Sullivan, Hi 1 1 \ Daniels.

Official: The debut of Official's new

first-run-for-s\ ndication policj came at

the NARTR convention with Vaga-

bond, an off-beal travel-adventure-

documentary series with a track record

in Los Angeles and 2(> episodes in the

can. Two others, as yet unnamed, will

be offered for next season. One or

hoth of them will come from the fol-

lowing list Official is now pitching to

network clients: Marco the Magnifi-

cent, a series set in Renaissance ltal\ :

Stand and Deliver (meaning "Hands
up!" in 17th Centun England), star-

ring Louis Hayward; Sixth Sense, true

storj of a man with extra-sensory per-

ception: Life Size, true stories of turn-

"I [aw keye and the I .1-1 ol thi Vfo

went into bj adii ation in fanuai y. Lai

doi I Bn ad I >• m^iii show on the W est

ing point- in the life ol people, and

Decoy, a New York < lit) policewoman

series.

RKO 1 1 : The follow ing are probabl)

set for the sj ndicated market : If

and Sailor of Fortune. The former,

introduced earl) thi- year, features

the ad\entures ol a I .S. fashion buyei

in Knjdand, where the show was nude.

The latter, also produced overseas,

features a Mediterranean background.

U alter Sclui immer : Thirteen bout

episodes of ill-Star Golj are iii the can

and 13 more are scheduled for shoot-

ing in the late spring. The 2(< are set

lor fall release.

Screen Gems: Having kept il- skirts

clear of first-run-for-syndication since

Celebrity Playhouse was kicked oil

with a sale to Falstaff Brewing about

a year and a half ago, Screen Gems
returns to the told with probabl) two

or maybe three shows for the 1957-58

season. The current plan i- to ollei

one in June, one in the fall and one

next -prim:. Production ha- started

on Johnny Nighthawk, an adventure

-eric- about a free-lance transport

pilot. In addition. Screen Gems will

distribute Goodson - Todman's The

II eh. which is set to roll a- SOOH a- a

host i- signed for the series.

Sterling: New product introduced

b) Sterling at the \ Mill? convention

included Time in for Sports, Cartoon

('lassies and Recordtoons. The first

will be a summer network replacement

but will be syndicated in non-network

market-. If not continued in the fall

ZIV 80 MARKETS
v . \i|m iiiiin - "( Martin k.m'

lie in Man li ii nol dm
i mi i\ -t.it - until lit- spring

GUILD 130 MARKETS
"i ,i|it.iin David Grief sel sail hi Novem-

ber, i lienl li-i includt - S.O. ol ' alifor-

nia, DA Sunray, ^trnli ami Pearl Brewing

on the web. it w ill be -\ nd'n <ited also

in the network market-. Cartoon < las-

sies i- a package ol cat toons made

in various foreign countries, broken

down into five-minute episodes with

cliff-hanger endings. There are five

stories totaling 65 episodes. Record-

toons <iie animated versions of popu-

lar children - r« ords.

77' / : The distributor i- looking lor

a network client t"i / VLgboOi Innie

but will -ell to a national -pot adver-

tise! il the lineup i- big enough.

Zii : It looks like Zi\ will put a

total of foui -how- in syndication this

year, compared with three in 1956.

\head\ -o|,| in part an- Veu Idven-

tares of Martin Kane, placed in more

than .'HI market- and -el foi it- air

debut earl) in May, and llarl-m (mil-

mand. which, although it will not be

seen until fall, ha- been tied up in

about 75 market-. 55 of them for

Hamm Brewing. /i\ is now pitching

a pilot of Sea Hunt, a series with a

skin-diving background, to regional

client-. Die fourth entr\ will prob-

abl) come out of Zi\'- suppl) ol cur-

rent pilot-. Thej include Tombstone,

starring bee J. Cobb: / Love a l/w-

tery and Mackenzie's Haiders, the lat-

ter a -eric- with a Civil War and post-

( i\ il \\ .ii bai kground. ^
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HOW CLOSE IS RADIO TO BRAN
Spending data in both spot and net radio is not inaccess

SPOT

PROGRESS REPORT

Individual brand dollar figures are

still needed, still unavailable. Why?

Because radio stations won't re-

port activity? 800 stations recently

responded to a request for such

figures. Because clients won't co-

operate? In an ANA survey, more

than 80% agreed to release figures.

I he most needed figures in spot

radio—dollar spending in that medium
1>\ individual brands—still lie hidden

in the vault and only a few in the in-

dustry appear to be busy trying to

work out the combination.

One of these is the Station Repre-

sentatives Association which, three

months ago. released for the first time

in radio history spot dollar spending

1>\ product category and continues to

issue these vital reports on a quarterly

basis. This organization, and pri-

marily its Radio Trade Practices com-

mittee, is still trying to develop an effi-

cient way to collect the details of how
much each advertiser spends in spot

radio. But so far, according to SRA
Managing Director Larry Webb, there

is no concrete progress to report.

James M. Boerst, publisher of the

Spot Radio Report through his Ex-

ecutives Radio-Tv Service, has shown

the possibility of assembling spot ra-

dio data by individual brands through

dual sources—agencies and stations.

At least, this week sponsor learned

through the result of Boerst's efforts

that the old alibi that stations wouldn't

bother reporting their spot activity

doesn't hold water.

For some time, Boerst has been

working through agencies with the co-

operation of their clients to compile

regular reports on spot radio activity.

Nearly 100 agencies and about 350 cli-

ents supply him with information.

However some clients still withhold

data on their spot spending. ( Boerst

maintains that most agencies are will-

ing to provide such facts but are ham-

pered by client refusal. I

To fill these gaps in his report.

Boerst decided to go to the seller.

Boerst contacted radio stations with

a questionnaire in one product cate-

goi")—soap. It listed all the products

of each advertiser, requested the ac-

tivity per week for each in regard to

number of broadcasts, day or night,

length and kind of announcements.

More than <5()() stations responded!

Boerst feels that as long as there

are advertisers who will not allow their

agencies to furnish spot dollar infor-

mation, the combined agency-station

reporting sources may be the answer

to complete coverage in this medium.

Actually, a strong and successful ef-

fort to bring these figures out into the

open, underwritten by a recognized

broadcast industry group, will un-

doubtedly break down the last adver-

tiser resistance to revealing informa-

tion. Clients already know that such

information is already in public do-

main just as are their annual reports

on business. They also know that

they themselves need this information,

since today no business can work

profitably in a vacuum.

The proof of this lies in the fact

that right now radio advertisers are

spending their own dollars to learn

what their competitors are spending

in the same medium. In other media

these clients are getting the same sort

of information for free. TvB's first

annual report on spot tv dollar figures

is already a standard working tool at

agencies and client companies.

Last autumn, a survey conducted by

the Association of National Advertis-

ers among its members reflected the

high interest in getting spot radio dol-

lar figures. Some 90' c of those spot

advertisers answering the question-

naire, said a published report on spot

expenditures and activity of other ad-

vertisers would be useful to them.

More than 80 r
< stated they would be

willing to authorize their agencies to

furnish "any operating central source"

their quarterly spot expenditures.

Such a "central source'' could well

be patterned on the TvB structure.

Manx in the broadcast advertising in-

dustry feel that the Radio Advertising

Bureau is the logical administrator of

such a project since it would benefit

both stations and advertisers. ^
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NOOLLAR FIGURES?
tlir industry only wakes up

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: I. ul.il

publication ol the radio expend i-

tin es d| inili\ nlii.il advertise] -.
i Dm-

parable to data from othei media.

i l'i om 3Pi >ns< ii;'- editoi ia I plat foi m. i

^%ll the machinery necessar) to pro-

duce periodic public reports on com-

pany-by-compan) dollar Bpending in

network radio is set up and in working

ordei . It has been for some time. 15 tit

the industry has yel to gel those re-

ports.

Ever) day, all day, the Broadcast

tdvertisers Reports In New ^ ork mon-

itors each of the fotn networks on

tape. These tapes tell the whole story

of network advertising activity, and

could be translated into dollar figures.

"BAR is now in a position to pro-

duce network dollar figures over-

night." says BAR's Bob Morris, "pro-

\ ided somebod) want- them."

\t present, about I") of the top ad-

vertising agencies buj the regular tv

and radio reports issued weekl) hv

BAR. (In addition to monitoring the

radio networks, this service also moni-

tor- 2d t\ markets. In the New ^ ork

area, it also monitors all radio stations

to record spot activ itv . I

The HAH reports, however, do not

translate radio advertising activitj

into dollar figures. That is up to the

subscriber to work out.

That regular!) published reports on

dollar spending in radio are wanted

and needed 1>\ agencies and clients

goes without saying, since main are

spending their own monej or fishing

in man\ ponds to gel such informa-

tion. The big question is when will

the broadcast industry it-elf make such

information an industry service?

In their complete service to clients.

the \. C. Nielsen Co. provides pro-

gram cost figures for network radio.

These figures are now being re-evalu-

ated as the company prepares a new

and revised Nielsen Radio Index. This

is another yardstick that a client max

use in figuring out what his competi-

tor i- spending in network radio.

Then, of course, there are the net-

works themselves. These could lie the

fountainhead of all information on ac-

tual client dollar spending. It is thev

who do the billing and therefore hold

all the answei s.

For man) years the) supplied the

answers through Publishers Informa-

tion Bureau. Each nel reported to

I'll! it- -ales and thi- hecame industry-

w ide infoi mation i omparable to I'll!

report- on other media aeli\ il \ .

It came to an abrupt halt in August

1955. According to I'll!, the decision

to discontinue reporting on network

radio came from the network-.

'I he hone of contention then and it

still remains—was the problem of what

figures to report: gross or net? ABC,
CHS and MHS reported uro-< -ales.

NI!C look the position thai onl) net

figures had meaning. Bui to see a net

figure of its own alongside the mo-
figure of a rival gave -cant pleasure.

Matthew (Joe) Culligan, vice presi-

dent ol the NBC Radio network, says,

"I'm personal!) in favor of making

available to advertisers am informa-

tion that will help them—and making
it available as quickl) as possible.

Now that the giants are coming back

into network radio, the) should be

given access to ever) fact the) need.

But, he added, "it i- meaningless to

release gn>-- -ale- figures without the

reader knowing the discount-.''

At CBS and MBS. thinking remains

unchanged. Since other media report

moss sales figures, thev intend to go on

reporting gross. Thev point out that

print media, for example, have dis-

count structures too but -till report

gross. What thoughts Bob Eastman,

president-elect at SBC, ma) have on

the subject will have to wait until he
takes over his new posl in May.

\\ hether it will plav an) part in the

return of network radio dollar figures

or not. one thing niu-t be remembered:

I he network radio picture toda) is

much more exciting than in 1955.

The new and growing activit) in

net radio, now riding well over the

1100 million mark, mav vet Force out

the facts that client- need. ^

PROGRESS REPORT

Can network radio, now in its ren-

aissance, afford to keep its cli-

ents in the dark on the facts they

need and get from other media? The

machinery for regular reports on

dollar figures is ready. All that's

lacking is an industry-wide push

to put that machinery into motion.
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CAN THE TV HOMEMAKER SHOWS
COME BACK STRONG?

Yes, say admen, if homeinakers can also attract the younger

audience, spice up formats and sell their clients more effectively

1. Fashions
1956 1957

71% 69 °o

Figures based on Buyers'

Guide survey represenl

percentage of tv stations

carrying this show-type

2. Kitchen
1956 1957

87% 77%
Audiences are limited to

best homemakers, who
are 1> 1 1 -> during a.m.

hours when shows are on

3. Baby care
1956 1957

49% 38%
Appealing to younger
women, these shows have

biggest audience t II III-

over. \oung women pre-

fer entertainment on l\

#% problem hangs over this week's

annual convention of American Wom-
en in Radio and Television in St.

Louis: the slow but sure decline in the

number of local women's sen ice

shows on television.

The cold facts in sponsors recently

published 1957 Buyers' Guide, show

something drastic is happening to this

entire category of programing. In

1955, more than 90% of all tv stations

answering sponsor's survey had kitch-

en shows. This year only 77% of

them do. Child care programing has

slipped from 49% last year to 38%
this year.

This trend confounds expectations

of the tv industry five years ago when
it was felt that informative, low-cost

homemaker programing would be a

growing daytime tv staple. But since

that time, the abundance of film and

other factors have reversed the trend.

Because of this alarming cut-back in

women's service shows, women broad-

casters are themselves asking these

searching questions:

Does this decline reflect a change

in audience tastes?

Are women service shows no longer

effective sales vehicles?

Has the time come for women per-

sonalities to revamp their approach ?

sponsor set out to find the answers

by surveying the admen who ultimate-

ly determine the fate of women's serv-

ice shows by either buying them or

not buying them. Their reaction in a

nut shell: a real need for this type of

programing still exists: but the women
performers themselves have not done

an effective job of communication with

clients and agencies.

"Women on local service shows of-
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ten do a personalized selling job thai

ii<> canned commercial can duplicate,

saj b die a< I \ ei tising manage] "I a ma-

jor drug compan) uiih a line "I babj

products.

"The) maj have .1 highei rate "I

conversion from viewer into customer

1I1. in man) competitive program for-

mats. But the) haven't documented

their case among agencies and adver-

tisers."

Timebuyers, particularlj l«>r wom-

an-conscious accounts I i k<- General

Foods, Besl Foods and Gerber, w<»ulil

I iki- to have infoi mat ion beyond ral

i" iu~iif\ participations in these

sei \ n e shov b,

"Ratings aren't the besl yardstick

m hen you're 1 1 \ ing t" >\ aluate pei -

Bonalized salesmanship againsl him

commen ials, said .1 buyei i"i •

al. "Bui ii I in 1. 11 11I u Itli mi iiifm ma-

1 ion othei than an 8 1 .11 ing on an aftei •

inniii feature againsl a 5 i"i .1 sei \ i< e

show . I'vi 1 i" \ "ii foi the highei

circulation."

In making the i ounds among 1 lients,

agenc) buyers, reps and women per-

sonalil H >H uih o\ ered these

• -1 ions fm improved selling and

programing b) homemakei pei

alitii -

I . Fight ratings-consciousness', ["here

are homemakei shows thai enjo) high

i.ii ings. I he majoi ii\ . howevei .
1!"

not. Theii appeal tends i" be restricted

to .1 -|»i 1. 1I1/11I .nnln in e "I the

i-lln ienl Ii imakei -

"Sim • those are the women m ho re

in.. -1 1 Mm .-I in J h iili impro\ ing theii

homes, the) 're also the besl ustomers

Imi women's produi ts,
1

the buj ei foi

THE PROBLEM AS
ADMEN SEE IT

Ratings - consciousness: It

women's shows pro\ ided more audi-

(ata, information on merchan-

dising promotions, success stories,

account of civic activities, time-

buyers wouldn't have t" relj solelj

on ratings for show selei tion.

Sluggish formats: Varierj in

production need not be costlj . Gals

-limilil encourage suggestions from

camera crew. Livelier presentation

of materia] might attract younger

viewers a~ well a- current audiem e.

Client communications: ' el

agency and client know reaction »»f

the audience, trade to the show.

Send along viewer mail, trade com-

ments. Develop persona] contact

with agency's or client's field men.

Fresher material: \ clearing

house for editorial information,

possibly \\\ KT's headquarters,

could provide a stead] stream of

interesting materia] for -lion-,

stimulate tv i:ab and help keep

their materia] fresh and lively.

Specialized audience: Turn

drawback into asset bj promoting

specialized audience to right cli-

ents. Gather information on con-

version of viewer into customer

through write-in mail, -tori- checks.



WOMEN'S'SERVICE SHOWS continued . .

lationalK marketed dessert told

SPONSOR.

"Therefore, it's a mistake to kiss off

women's service shows with sheer rat-

inalyses. These local women per-

sonalities should sell their shows as

packages to us, including in their pres-

entation a thorough analysis of their

audience composition, of local success

stories, explanations of their format

and a lively account of their leadership

role within the community.'

Women tv and radio personalities

have a unique standing in their com-

munities, kathi Norris. who was

General Electric's commercial person-

alis for three years, developed close

contact with women's service show

m.c.'s in extensive travels through the

country for G.E. As a gal who had

produced and m.c.'d her own hour-

long local show in New York for five

years previously, she could study

homemaker shows with a practiced

eye. This is what she found

:

"First, these women have excellent,

active trade relations. They're very

conscientious ahout keeping track of

the effect their commercials have not

only on the audience, but also on the

trade. So many of them actually work

as promotion directors in local stores

that they have strong personal contact

with trade and customer alike. This

makes them far more effective on-air

salesmen than statistical analysis alone

can show."

In the case of radio, the fight

against ratings-consciousness is more

uphill. With the emphasis upon satura-

tion spot buying and cumulative rat-

ings, many top reps feel that lower

rated programs have a disadvantage

that their sales effectiveness on a local

level cant make up.

"When you're selling adjacencies,

you're selling ratings," one rep told

SPONSOR. "And the pattern in radio is

announcement schedules rather than

program sponsorship."

Nonetheless, there's widespread con-

viction among clients and buyers of

such shows on both radio and tv that

their rate of conversion of listener to

consumer is high, sponsor uncovered

no statistics to prove this theory, but

several women personalities themselves

have suggested a national method for

documenting the case. Here's how it

would work.

An agency that believes "good advertising
has to have a bite in it" is

SOLD ON SPOT
as a basic advertising medium

LEN MATTHEWS and TOM WRIGHT ot THE LEO BURNETT CO.
(Vice President in Charge of Media, and Media Manager, respec-
tively) state the case this way: "The Leo Burnett Company was
founded in 1935, and has been recommending Spot broadcasting
as an advertising vehicle to its clients ever since. Twenty-one of
the twenty-three advertisers handled
by Burnett have used, or are using, |N B
Spot broadcasting."

s ever si

iNBCl

Homemaker programs tend to have

a fairl) large number of write-in of-

fers. The response to these write-ins

would certainly be a valid indication

of audience loyalty. Some women
broadcasters feel that all women's
service shows should send these and
other result stories to AWRT's own na-

tional headquarters, which could then

become a ready source of information
for timebuyers.

2. Time problem: There's a vicious

circle in tv scheduling which might be
called the "time-ratings" cycle. A
show with relative!) low ratings is

pushed into secondary time periods.

There it naturally gets less opportunitv

for big audiences, so its ratings decline

further.

This cycle seems to operate fairly-

strong against women's service shows.

More and more, these programs have

been crowded out of the increasingly

popular afternoon hours into morning
time.

"The only problem is that these pro-

grams tend to appeal to the best home-

makers," a General Foods media buy-

er told sponsor. "And it's no secret

that the really good homemakers are

particularly busy with their household

chores in the morning.

At the same time, the local station's

concern is to be in the best competitive

position. Therefore, the trend has been

to put more and more top features and

good syndicated film shows (stripped)

or lively audience participation pro-

grams into the afternoon hours. And
where does that leave women's service

shows?

"One solution might be for women
to broaden the appeal of their service

shows." the product manager of a na-

tionally marketed dairy product told

"I know KRIZ Phoenix insists on

brief commercials, so I thought I'd

dress appropriately."
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sponsor, '"\liii all. station managen
.inn i 'anti-women's shows,

1

they're

iu-i pi ip maximum audiences. \\ onv

en- service magazines continue i"

thrive, bo there's an interest in i In

matei ial. Vpparentl) . it's jusl not be-

ing presented the besl waj on the air.'

Ii - an established fact thai the serv-

ice departments "I women - magazines

tend to gel far higher readership than

the lui inn or .ni icles. Yel iii daytime

radio and i\ the trend is re\ ersed. En-

tertainment programing gets the mass

audiences, while service shows are

shunted i n t • > the background.
.'{. Change format: That's what man]

agenc] programing men suggest. Some
successful women personalities bave

recognized this need to keep up with

the times.

"1 mi can be entertaining and -till

instruct," says Josie McCarthy, a lead-

ing homemaker show personality on

\\l!( \ -T\ and NBC TV. "I\ is con-

sidered show business, but women
commentators aren't. ITiej could be-

come "show business
1

easil) enough 1>\

keeping up with the trends. It wouldn't

hurl mam women commentators to get

some dramatic experience.

"Also if women viewers don't want

to be taught in half-hour chunks, cut

your show in a fast-paced 10-minutes

of homemaker new- and use the re-

maining time for spicier interviews.

\|io\e all. I'd >a\ we have to he flexi-

ble and not use last year's format an\

more than wed wear last year's

dresses."

The beaut) of dramatic training and

experience even in local amateur

groups is the fact that it stimulates the

woman personality's imagination. It

ma\ help her come up with more crea-

tive production techniques and [ire-

sent her information more palatably

and entertaininglv.

I. Add new audience appeal: There's

a feeling that homemaker >ln>\\-

haven't been as popular with the new

generation of young housewives as

the) have with the more mature crowd.

\et this is the crowd the women be-

tween 20 and ll)—that advertisers of

family-use products want to reach.

"In this age group of women there

seems to he a greater wish to be enter-

tained than taught," sa\s Pegg) Stone,

president of Radio Tv Reps. "That

doesn't mean the) can't he taught the

homemaking information that they

actually require more than the older

housewife. It just means that the

show has to he angled different!)
."

950 K(
lnduniti\n lis, InJ

From Dawn to Dusk. WXLW sere-

nades Indianapolis and surround-

ing area of 100 miles with music

and up-to-the minute news. "Day
In. Day Out"—All Day. Every

Da) this high income, rapidh

growing market is "hep" to

\\ \LW . . . and your sales mes-

sage. Spin a "commercial"' platter

and poll your results ... a real hit

!

14M) hi
I), > Mi nn i. /. u it

In Iowa, it's KSO. the most power-

ful independent! Programming
always popular music, news and

sports, KSO holds its listeners' at-

tention and puts them "In the

Mood" for \ mir sales message. Fi-

nancial!) capable buyers will re-

spond. Give KSO a spin—your

response will show a "hit"!

Get the Facts from Your JOH.\ E. PEARSO\ Representative
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KVLC
LITTLE ROCK
is undisputed TOPS in

ELEVEN CONSECUTIVE
MONTHLY HOOPER
RATINGS! And leading in

1 45 out- of 200 quarter-hours

according to PULSE Metro-

politan Report! *

"Monday Through Friday

Sign-On to Sign-Off

Get the KVLC SUCCESS STORY today!

New York: Richard O'Connell, Inc.

Dallas: Clarke Brown Company
Chicago: Radio-TV Rep., Inc.

Los Angeles: Tracy Moore and Assoc.

The younger women, for instance,

are usually more concerned with the

careers of their husbands than older

women. It just takes one sentence or

a few words to fit a recipe or house-

hold item into this frame of reference.

For instance, a menu suggested for

"when the boss comes to dinner"

might he more meaningful than thai

older standby "an easy washday meal."

From the timebuyer's point of view,

tlic single most important question is:

precisely what audience does each

homemaker show reach. Local women
personalities can provide at least part

of this information from their knowl-

edge of the studio audience and the

character of the write-ins.

"Even today some advertisers re-

quire a particular segment of the over-

all audience," says Joan Stark, Grey
Advertising timehuyer. "We buy some
women's shows for Union Pharmaceu-
tical simply because these shows tend

to reach a more mature audience of

women over 35."

But generally the high cost of tele-

vision mitigates against buying spe-

cialized audiences.

"If tv were less costly, more adver-

tisers could afford to buy shows for

specialized audiences." the buyer for a

General Foods product said. "The

only time I 11 pick up a segment of the

audience as against the whole is if

the price justifies it."

5. Organize a clearing house for in-

formation: Newscasters have wire serv-

ices and network resources at their

beck and call, say women commenta-

tors. But in the women's service field

there's no easy way to get the editorial

content of the program. There's also

minimal opportunity for the kind of

exchange of ideas that makes each

show more stimulating.

AWRT does an effective job through

its annual national and several re-

gional conventions by bringing women
personalities all over the country to-

gether for just such purpose. But

there's still need for a dailv source of

good editorial information, according

to several leading women personalities.

Some look to AWRT as the ideal

clearing house. In other words, in-

formation sent in by its members on

a regular basis would be made avail-

able to all members. The purpose is

not to standardize the programing con-

tent, but on the contrary, to stimulate

new ideas.

While it would probably be ideal

for women broadcasters if AWRT did

handle such a project, this kind of edi-

torial clearing house operation could

be set up on a commercial basis, ac-

cording to Kathi Norris. She envisions

it as a type of wire service from which

women can buy the information. Also,

the same women would send in mate-

rial to the wire service and be paid

for it.

6. Develop close client relation-

ships: While last, this is the most im-

portant point. Whei local sponsors

are concerned, women personalities

generally tend to be particularly oblig-

ing in merchandising tie-ins, and the\

do inform their clients about the work

they do.

The problem with women's service

shows as with many local personality

shows is contact with national adver-

tisers. There are several ways of im-

proving this relationship:

• Send the client monthly reports

on the shoiv. Include in these calls on

the trade, merchandising efforts, mail

from viewers or listeners.

• Check (through the station and

agency) upon any visits to the com-

munity by anyone from the client of-

fice. Arrange ahead of time for guest

appearance, if this is appropriate.

Otherwise, time show interviews to be

particularly appropriate to the client.

Also, it helps if the woman commenta-

tor can have the client accompany her

on store appearances or other mer-

chandising carr\ -through affecting the

show7
.

• Keep the agency informed about

success stories. The agency, after all.

does a major part of the selling job in

terms of letting the client know what

his programs are doing for him.

Therefore, it should be part of a

weekly or monthly routine for women
broadcasters to send reports to account

executives or timebuyers of the agen-

cies that are placing business on their

shows. Such reports should include

mail or write-in response, occasional

"audience profiles" to supplement

ratings reports and show the agency

more clearly whom the commercials

are reaching.

These reports should also include

full descriptions of all merchandising

and promotion efforts being made both

bv the station or the woman person-

alis herself. They should include

reaction from the trade.

BriefK. the more complete these

monthly reports to the agency are. the

more valuable to the timebuyer as a

base for future orders. ^
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in the advertising and broadcast fvelai

NEW AND RENEW

NEW ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR

American Dairy, Chi

Campana Sales Co. Batavia. III

Chcscbrough-Ponds. NY

Dixie Cup, Easton, Pa

Ccncral Foods. White Plains. NY

Ccncral Foods. White Plains. NY

General Foods. White Plains. NY

Ccncral Foods, White Plains. NY

General Foods. White Plains. NY

Ccncral Foods. White Plains. NY

S- C. lohnson. Racine. Wis

Mack Mfg Corp. NY

Paine, Webber. Jackson & Curtis. NY

Pharma-Craft. Batavia. Ill

Scholl Mfg Chi

Slccp-Ezc. Long Beach. Cal

Slccp-Eze. Long Beach. Cal

AGENCY STATIONS

Campbell - Mintf un. Chi NBC 188

Erwin. Wascy, NY CBS 201

Compton. NY

Ireist

CBS 201

Hicks & C NY CBS 201

Y&R, NY ABC

Y&R, NY ABC

Y&R, NY ABC

Y&R. NY ABC

Y&R. NY NBC 155

Y&R, NY NBC 157

FC&B. Chi

Doyle. Kitchen & McCormick.
NY

Doremus. NY

|WT. Chi

Donahue & Coc, NY

Milton Carlson, LA

Milton Carlson, LA

NBC 158

NBC 158

ABC

NBC 179

NBC 179

NBC 173

NBC 176

PROGRAM, time, Start, durotion

Tw.ntv T. n Plan '10 onc-min & 10 thirty-sec parties per

wk from 10 am-4 pm M F' 3 |un, 13 wks

Robert Q. Lewis; Sa 11 30-11:35 am; 3 Apr; 13 wks

Sports Tirm M W F 7-7 05 pm 17 June 13 wks

Robert Q Lewis Sa 11:40-11:45 am 18 May, 26 wks

Breaktast Club; M-F 9-10 am: 3 segs; 15 May

My True Story; M-F 10-10:30 am; 2 segs: 15 May

When a Cirl Marries: M-F 10 30-10 45 am 2 segs 15 May

Whispering Streets; M-F 10:45-11 am; 2 segs; 15 May

Bandstand: M-F 10-12 n; 1 partic per day: 13 May; 26 wks

Pepper Youngs Family: M-F 3:45-4 pm; 1 partic per day;

13 May; 26 wks

Monitor; 8 thirty-sec parties per weekend; 28 |unc; 5 wks

Monitor. 60 one-min parties: 28 June; 10 wks

Business & Financial News: M. W. F 5 55-6 pm 8 Apr

News of the World: M-F 7 30-7 45 pm; 1 onc-min partic

daily; 8-19 Apr

News of the World; Tu, F 7 30-7 45 pm; 2 onc-min parties

per wk: 16 Apr; 11 wks

People Are Funny; W 8:05-8:30pm: 1 partic: summer; 13 wks

One Man's Family; M-F 7 45-8 pm; 2 parties per wk ; sum-
mer; 13 wks

RENEWED ON RADIO NETWORKS
SPONSOR

Billy Craham Evangelist Assn, Minn

North American Van Lines. Fort Wayne

Texas Co. NY

AGENCY

Walter F. Bennett. Chi

Applcgatc. Muncic. Ind

STATIONS

NBC

NBC 158

Cunningham & Walsh. NY ABC

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Hour of Decision; Su 10-10:30 pm; 21 Apr: 52 wks

Alex Dreier Newscasts on Monitor: 3 five-mill & 1 tcn-min
newscast per weekend: 25 Aug-May. 1958

Metropolitan Opera: Sa 2:00-5 pm; fall; entire season

BROADCAST INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
NAME

John Asher

Ccorge D. Coleman

James W. Evans

Chuck Henderson

John E. Holmes

Martha L. Jenkins

Herb S. Kaufman

Alfred Lurie

FORMER AFFILIATION

KNX-CPRN. LA, dii advtng & promotion

WCBI-AM-TV, Scranton. Pa. gen mgr

NEW AFFILIATION

Coldcn West Broadcasters, dir advtng & promotion

Triangle Stns Phi la. dir regional sis

WXEX-TV, Richmond, dir promotion & merch WSOC TV. Charlotte, NC, promotion dir

NBC. NY. mgr field cxploitation-r-tv Same, mgr publicity-NBC owned stns & NBC radio

Automatic Projection Corp. vp chg sis Roger Wade Prod. NY, sis mgr

Litman-Stcvens & Margolin. Kansas City. Mo. production mgr KCKN, Kansas City, sis

ARB. Wash. DC. project dir Same. NY. sis officc-accts

Sam R Bloom Advtng Dallas, r-tv dir KTSA S.:n Antonio, gen mgr

WMMW. Meridcn. Conn, sis mgr WTIC. Hartford, sis

Ted Bates. NY, media super Alfred Politz. NY. project dir

KBTV. Denver, local sis

KCW-TV, Portland. Ore. merch mgr

|. Donald MacCovcrn

Darrell McCain

|ohn K McCarthy. Jr. KVOD. Denver

William R. Nutt KLOR. Portland. Ore. regional sis mgr

Joe Story

Henry Walden

Keith Wasscr

Robert A. Yochim

KCKN. Kansas City, gen mgr

WNEW. NY. news & night mgr

KRCC-TV. Jefferson City. Mo, acct exec

WERC, Erie. Pa. sis mgr

KCMO. KCMO-TV, Kansas City, sis

WPTR. Albany, program dir

WHB. Kansas City. Mo. sis

WBUF. Buffalo, sis rep

STATION CHANGES
KATZ. St. Louis, has appointed Rollins Broadcasting natl rep

KRCI. Crand Island, Neb. has been purchased by the Stuart Investment Co
WBRC & WBRC-TV. Birmingham, have been sold to Radio Cincinnati

WDOK Cleve. has appointed Weed & Co natl reps

WPTR. Albany, has appointed Adam Young natl rep
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SPONSOR ASKS

What should fact sheets for ad lib commercials contain

Pat & Jack Taylor, WPEN, Philadelphia

We consider ourselves an audio gun,

all primed to shoot advertising bullets.

\nd the ammunition we prefer h\ far

i- fact sheet material supplied by the

agency. All we ask for are the facts,

succinctly but fully set forth. With

"stick to the

in <ii ii point and
make it 7/o/'

'

that "'amino." we embellish, personal-

ize, sell!

However, we have found that there

are fact sheets and there are fact

sheets. After years of air work, we
should like to outline a few thoughts

we have on our preference as to the

contents of the perfect fact sheet.

1. Name of product, slogan, and

just what it is.

2. Diverse general or specific uses

of product.

3. Features of product—size, smell,

taste, ease of operation or preparation.

4. Unusual uses of product.

5. Price of product.

6. History and qualit) of company.

i. Ease of procuring product.

8. Mail pull information, if any.

\nd. if we may, a few random
points. Don't send an over-long fact

sheet which mai run three pages or

more, loaded with dozens of facts.

Very often, extremely important copy

[
)« > i ii t- must he glossed over, because of

the \ei\ weight of material sent. Slick

to the main point—make it "hot," and
just comprehensive enough to give us

the ammunition we need.

On the other hand, don't send

through a skimpy fact sheet. This

.iii-es "stretching for copy angles."

You know better than we what the ma-

jor copy angles are for your product

—tell us!

We also find it most helpful to get

a fact sheet with the urgent points first

—then the semi-important facts, then

the minor filler facts.

And we like to be kept advised of

new uses for your product, new de-

velopments, new wrapping, new ingre-

dients, new anything! These keep us

on our toes, they keep our outlook

fresh, and they allow vou to take ad-

\antage of the terrific "immediacy"
of radio.

''Bill Cullcn, host of WRCA's Pulse

Y\ hat Id like to see more consistently

is a fact sheet that is boiled down to a

couple of major selling point high-

lights around which the personality

could weave his own touch, with sec-

ondary or optional fill items listed

below.

The whole psychology behind the ad

lib sponsor message—to have the per-

sonality sound like himself instead of

reflecting some copywriter— so fre-

quently gets lost because of a crammed

"just the

facts . . . but

not so many!'

fact sheet. I've been told once or

twice that in a pinch I can spill out

about as much wordage as an LP
|ila\ed back at 78 rpm's. But breath-

less ain't exactly overstatement for

what some fact sheets expect a guy to

vet across in just one minute. And
still, mind you. manage to inject a

generous amount of his own person-

ality into the message.

In the crammed fact sheet some-

thing s gotta give—and invariably it's

the sacrificing of the proper personal-

ized touch, which was the whole idea

of the ad lib commercial in the first

place.

If I were limited to but a single ba-

sic criticism of the fact sheets supplied

for ad lib commercials. I'd sum it up

in a line borrowed from one of XBC's
well-known detectives: "Just give me
the facts, ma'am"—but, please, not so

man} !

Allen HedgeCOck, announcer, W MAR-

TV, Baltimore

Though the performer's reputation for

knowledge of a product and style of

delivery is most visible to the listen-

er—thereby making him the first per-

son criticized, constructively or other-

wise—it is very much to the advertis-

er's advantage to supply, through his

agency, all possible facts on his prod-

uct and his institutional background.

This is not always done. In fact, it is

not unusual for an announcer's kit,

even in tv, to consist of an introduc-

tory letter and one piece of newspaper

proof. This scant material is often

meant to serve as the basis for a daily-

commercial on an unlimited contract.

Everyone loses with preparation like

this.

Some announcers I have known have

spent hours searching all media for in-

formation that might be used in con-

nection with a product for which they

have an ad lib commercial, \atural-

l\. such industriousness is not prompt-

ed by sudden virtue, but with the

thought in mind of doing the best job

possible in order to retain the accom-

panying talent fee.

Why not follow through from the

beginning? If an advertiser wishes to

spend money for the most effective in-

formal approach to the public, he can

assure himself a good job at the sta-

tion level by supplying:
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1. \ well-developed basic fad sheet

listing < >n I \ the hard selling points ol

the product, complete \% i 1 1 1 do's and

ih>n'i\ which the announce] ma) use

In ail lib sti in inn- i m hen a\ ailable,

these sheets have usuall) been satisfac-

tin \ a-- partial preparation i

,

2. Institutional background, espe-

cial!) necessar) when the product "i

advertiser's name is new in the market.

A. \ list ol slogans and Bayings

consumers are used to hearing con-

nected with a recognized product, to-

gether with individual product back-

«i r« »n n I how and where grown, |

-

essed, manufactured, etc. (Local influ-

ence should be included b) all means, i

I. In television: sparkling visual

material designed l>\ people who know

the technicalities <>f the medium (how

often have impossible objects been

pro\ ided for t\ adaptation? i

.

B\ co-ordinating these not entirel)

new but seldom combined ideas, the

"background is

important when
product is new

"

advertiser and ad lib announcer might

well establish firm liaison, resulting in

better performances and higher sales

\ olume.

Even though fact sheet selling has

been, and probabl) will continue to

be, most successful on radio record

and interview programs, then- is an

expanding area of development in t\

for this type of commercial; the better

women's programs, local -ports, and.

b) no means least, fact sheet style as

applied to live-hosted feature films.

W ith main stations de\ oting 1(1

hours and more per week to feature-.

the on-camera host i- coming into bis

own definite status as a t\ personality.

Indeed his sometime- humorous ap-

praisal- of occasional poor film prop-

erties often turn a dull night into genu-
ine enjoyment What a perfect vehi-

cle for casual hut concentrated fact

sheet selling!

I here w ill be more wa\ -. too. in

which fact sheets will assume even

greater importance in radio and t\.

So. we should develop a new standard
kit. from the fact sheet as we now
know it and make even better use of

an alread) \aluable trade tool. #

MEET DON POWERS

Effective April 1, 1957

Manager & stations

MAINE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Manager WRDO since October 1953

Sales Manager WRDO five years

17 years in the business

• •••••
Don Powers now pilots Maine's oldest and most-listened-to

radio network I recently bulwarked by the part-time af-

filiation of WLAM -Lewiston-Au burn I. In his new capacity,

Don looks forward to renewing friendships with agency

folks he's met, and to greeting additional ones when he

makes occasional rounds with the lads from Weed &
Company.

The MAINE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
WCSH Portland WRDO lugusta WLBZ I,BROADCASTING

^SYSTEM

*
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$24,000,000 in gross billings have rolled into NBC daytime television during the past

two months. During a single week-ending April 15-the advertiser swing to NBC day-

time hit two million a day. Six new sales, two renewals. Total for the week: ten million!

General Foods, Chesebrough-Pond and S.O.S. joined the rapidly expanding list of

national advertisers who are discovering the new values of NBC daytime. P & G and

Standard Brands extended their daytime purchases. Miles and Alberto-Culver not



(END IN SIGHT !

only renewed their existing schedules, but made important additional purchases.

What's behind it all? The simple fact that advertisers go where the audience goes.

And, as Nielsen, Trendex and ARE all show, millions of daytime viewers have been

switching to NBC. In one year NBC daytime audiences have increased 34

As Variety headlined it, "There Just Seems No Ending to That XBC-T\ ' Day Push"!

'Nielsen Mar. II \i6 -'57, // am-l pm, 2:30-5:30 pm
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KANV is

Shreveport's

ONLY

ALL

NEGRO

PROGRAM
STATION!

That's why KANV is

THE station to use to

reach this richer-than-

average Negro market.

Our experienced staff

knows its audience and is

ready to help with your

sales problems at the

local level. KANV rates

are low and results are

high!

GET

THE

PROOF!

It's yours for the asking.

Write, call or wire the KANV
Representative in your area—NOW!

48

Mr. Sponsor

John Keavey: Chess is for 8-year-olds

Next to airplane travel, John Keavey is thoroughly sold on radio

as a necessary part of modern living.

"It's kind of funny." he told SPONSOR, ''that radio didn't reach its

peak efficiency until a few years ago when everybody was saying

that it was a dead medium. Actually, the modern trend to suhurhan

living has made radio possibly the most up-to-date advertising

vehicle. Radio always had the reach and scope, hut now people have

moved out into its coverage areas, making it a prime medium for

reaching them."

Keavey, who's TWA's director of domestic advertising, hacks up

this conviction with a $700,000 spot radio budget concentrated in

"Advertisings a mans game," says Keavey, whose son beats him at chess

TWA's 14 top "on-line" markets. Brieflx . I \\ V- -pot radio pattern

since the heginning of 1957 is a year-on-year-out 52-week campaign

with saturation frequency. I For a detailed analysis of TWA's jet-

propelled radio effort see sponsor 5 Januarv 1957. pages 30-32.)

"We wouldn't use radio at the expense of our other local media,

that is newspapers and billboards," Keavey said. "But it is an

ever-increasing part of our effort and takes up more of our budget

as we reap results. Today it accounts for 18' r of TWA's spending.
'

Results, in the airline industry, are sometimes difficult to measure.

However, Keavey has noted, through ticket-sale and traffic checks,

that telephone calls increase in proportion to stepped-up radio

activitv. and hairing freak weather conditions, increased phone calls

mean more passenger loading.

"One aspect of our radio buying philosophy might make us a

timebuvers dream account." Keavev told sponsor. "In main wa\s
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wr'ic- bucking the current iid<- "I buying according t" ratings in

prime time < >n I \ . If I ran reach as man) people with foui aften i

announcements .1- one earl) morning announcement (and .11 the

same price), I don't care where I am.

Keavey's emphasis in radio buying philosophj i- upon audience

turnovei and cumulative ratings, .1- Paul Clark, I < M'> timebuyei foi

I \\ \. km>\\-.

"We're not overlj impressed with the so-called 'hot -|»>i times,
1

like 7:55 a.m. \i>t that we turn them down when the) re available

at a g I price. But since everybod) is .1 prospect i"i an airline

trip, we don't feel we must reach a maximum audience with each

iiidi\ idual announcement.

One proof that this approach has been efficient is the fact that

I \\ \- radio cost-per-1,000 ranges between -"><• and $l-per-l,000,

generally closer to the lower figure. I h<- main reasons win I W \

is so l>ulli-li on radio, however, are not onl) its cost efficienc) but

its appeal among all types <>f air travel prospects, it- immediac.) (so

related and reminiscent of air travel) and 11- frequency impact.

"We like I" set a standard of a minimum "I two announcements

dail) pei station per market," Keave) told SPONSOR.

Generally, I \\ \ uses several stations in each market in order nol

to overlook an) segment ol the potential audience Since these

"on-line" markets, as the airline trade calls it, are the big metro-

politan center- where I \\ \ has flights, keavev feels it would he

difficult to blanket such a market with one station <ml\.

"When a good bu) opens up "ii a station in a market where

we're alread) beavil) committed, we don't take awa) from the other

stations, but tr\ to appropriate new mone.) for the new buy," he

told sponsor. I W \ did just thai in Los Vugeles this month with

a new 31-announcements weekl) schedule on KMIM!.

Ticket sales reflect frequency of TWA radio spots

The airline has alread) had proof, beyond ticket sales, thai it-

new 1957 radio effort is effective. "The pulse of our business i- the

reaction i>l our l'> district managers. Thev've heen letting us know

thai the passenger curve seems to move in direct proportion to our

radio announcements.

In fact, Keavey uses radio cop) advertising particular Bights to

bolster those where passenger hooking seems to be lagging.

\ young man of medium build, Keave) says he's never regretted

his change from newspaper reporter to adman. \genr\ copywriting

for Fuller S Smith \ Rosa a do/en or so years ago first lured him

awa) from being a newspaperman. Vfter several years of agenc)

work both as writer and account man. he -witched over to TWA
I five years ago 1 "knowing nothing about airplanes other than the

fact that the) have wings and even that isn't necessaril) so today."

Since that time, he's seen the airline attitude toward- air media

advertising change radicallv from sporadic radio or tv flurries to

more consistent year-'round efforts. "I think the trend in a year

or so will he toward tv program sponsorship on a spot basis. Syndi-

cators provide ample choice of product, and spot tv give- airlines

the necessary flexibility."

While tWA i- talking about such plans, in addition to it- spot

radio effort, Keavev feels it will take over a vear before the) become

realitv. Rut Keavev claims to he a patient man. "I've got to he."

he says, "or I'd lose out at home. What do vou do about a familv

where \our own eiirht-vear-old son beats vou at chess?'" ^
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The Champ

Is Still Champ I

4 of 5 top night-lime ihowi 1

You lay that t not tnoug*
how about 70 out of 3 3 top

n.ghi l,m« ihov A C fc 1

Champ in the day-time, too!

16 of lop 25 wMk dd
including Ducbtb <n o>H.

whoie top rating it a full 7

ootntv obo<e tho No. 2 »how.

8 of 10 top morning showi 1

and 8 out of the top 15 after*

noon iho*i, for a clean twvep
victor/, morning and afternoon.

6 winners in 6 contests!

V/AFB I V it tops in me re hand u-
jng, too. Four tint*, one tecond
ond one "top four in theie

ihow»
; 1956 57 frank Leahy

Show ... The Millionaire"

Screen Gems Programs'
Lucy Show . . . 1956

Billboard Promotion . . . 1955-

56 "Frank Leahy Show '

WAFB- TV
CBS ABC

First in TV in Baton Rouge
R»p»: Blair Television A»to<io»«i

l'»



THE BIG

"PLUS"

\

IN

LOUISVILLE
most popular disc jockey by

actual vote, Paul Cowley plays the

favorites, picks the hits, interviews

celebrities, and talks with his fans in

his own breezy style every weekday
from 4 to 6 and nightly from 8 to II.

Sunday's he's the early evening radio

companion of the Falls Cities area

with music for good listening.

He's Ihe TOP AIR-SALESMAN, by en-

dorsement of his continual customers

.... on Louisville's most-listened-to

station!

TRY P.C if you want to reach

the young

.... if you want to reach

the "young at heart"!

Ju=jL,
WKLO
LOUISVILLE T^T

-,u

National and regional spot buys

in tvork now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
J. A. Folger, Kansas City, is entering main markets in Indiana,

Ohio. Kentucky, West Virginia and Tennessee for its coffee. Cam-

paign begins shortly and will run until end of the vear. I.D.'s and

20's will he placed primaril) during nighttime hours: daytime hours

will he used where prime time is unavailahle. Average number of

announcements per week will range from 20 to 30. Film commer-

cials arc slanted to a family audience. Bu\ ing is completed. Buyer:

Val Hitter. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh. New York.

Remco Toys, Newark. \. J., is alread\ planning its Christmas cam-

paign which will begin in September and run for 13 weeks. The ad-

vertiser is seeking participations in Westerns, cartoons, science-

fiction and children's shows appealing to the 5-12 group. Commer-

cials will be on film. Buying has not started. Buyer: Andy Weiss.

Agency: Webb Associates, Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS
Mail Pouch Tobacco Co., Wheeling. W. Va., is going into 40 mar-

kets for its chewing tobacco: 20-week schedule begins 13 May.

Average number of announcements per week in each market is five.

Minute e.t.'s, adjacent to news and sports shows wherever possible,

will be slotted during early-morning and late-afternoon segments.

Strategy: to reach male industrial workers who cannot smoke on the

job. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Doug Humm. Agency:

Charles W. Hoyt, New York.

Drug Research Corp., New York, is entering markets nationally to

advertise its Regimen, a weight reducer. The advertiser plans to use

about 100 markets, having conducted successful tests in New \ ork.

Philadelphia and Detroit. Minute and five minute live announce-

ments will be placed during mostly daytime segments to reach a

women's audience. The schedule has begun in 24 markets. Buying

is one-quarter completed. Buyer: Jack Peters. Agency: Kastor,

Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, New York.

General Foods Corp., White Plains. New York, is going into 84

markets for its Jell-0 Instant Pudding. Schedule will begin 13 May
and run for seven weeks. Minute and 20-second e.t. s will be slotted

8:30 a.m. through 12 a.m. on the heavy shopping days of Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday. Average number of announcements per week

in each market will be 20-25. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Bill

Dollard. \genc\ : Young & Rubicam. New York.

Ford Motor Co., Dearborn. Mich., is purchasing announcements for

il- Mercury car in Illinois. Iowa, and Wisconsin. Six-week campaign

begins 6 Mav. Transcribed minutes and station breaks will be

placed 7 to 9 a.m. and 5 to 7 p.m. with a mens audience in mind.

Average number of announcements per week in each market will be

10-15. Buying is not completed. Buyer: George Simko. Agency:

Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
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WREC-TV, Channel 3 is

Always First in Memphis!

MEMPHIS'
ZJ

NO

TELEVISION
STATION

. . . delivering top cov-

erage with top shows . . .

full power . . . and high-

est antenna!

fifat byAR.BJ*

A.R.B. Report. February, 1957 <::„„ „ 4 ,.^^^-^ ™ Y5/| S 'gn -° n f ° S.gn-off. Sun thru Sat.

2^i byPULS£!
LEADS INSTATION OUARTFP Mnimc T0TAl-

r^I^JjOURSR^vnNG POINTS

WREC-TVJJ9T[6J47^
STATION

Ug"

STATION
"(J

1

4,416.6

4,136.2
-'""'" F""" ,,y

-

"" s '""°" <• S„.-o«, s s...

WREC -TV
CHANNEL 3 MEMPHIS

Covering the entire Mid-South!

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency

@
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4A Advertising Agency

adding Public Relations

subsidiary, Interested in

merging with estab-

lished Public Relations

firm. $100,000 initial

billing guaranteed. Will

consider qualified Pub-

lic Relations executive

to organize subsidiary.

Give full particulars. All

replies held confidential

BOX 274

SPONSOR

40 E. 49th ST., N.Y.

• ANIMATION
• SOUND
MAGE

• LABS AND
OPTICALS"

JAMIESON
FILM COMPANY

3825 Bryan • TA3-8158 • Dallas

"clients include:

Fitzgerald Advertising Agency
Crawford & Porter Advertising, Inc.

{J
McCann-Erickson, Inc.

Tracy-Locke Company, Inc."

52

News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Procter & Gamble keeps moving
toward more and more diversifica-

tion: it's now in the household
bleach and disinfectant field via

the acquisition of Clorox.

P&G s interests also include soap,

toiletries, food and paper products.

Colgate-Palmolive's reorganiza-
tion— as forecast by 23 March
Sponsor-Scope — was confirmed
this week by Edward H. Little,

board chairman and president.

The new set-up works this way:
• Colgate's domestic operations now

are divided into two divisions: (a)

household products and ( b ) toilet ar-

ticles.

• Each division has its own sales,

advertising and marketing staffs.

William T. Miller has taken over as

vice president in charge of the house-

hold products division. Head of the

toilet articles division will be named
within a week or so.

Clorox is stepping up its spot tv cam-

paign tying-in with spring cleaning

time. One minute and 20-second an-

nouncements will run during spring

and summer in markets throughout

the country. Honig-Cooper. San Fran-

cisco, is the agency. . . . Lestoil

I Adell Chemical Co. I is again increas-

ing its distribution area and its use of

spot tv. The firm, which advertises

mostly via television, is now moving

further into Pennsylvania markets and

will use Wilkes-Barre, Scranton and

Easton stations. New York City and

Binghamton, N.Y. will also get addi-

tional tv money. Jackson Associates.

Holyoke. Mass., is the agency.

P&.G is testing its new Zest I bar

soap) in Evansville, Ind., using special

promotions on WEHT-TV and WEOA.

Personality notes: Three promotions

at Schick, Inc., include Paul G. Gar-

rity, as new vice president in charge

of sales: Caryl C. Lewis, as vice

president in charge of product pro-

gram coordination, and Orville A.

Petty, as executive vice president. . . .

Clifford Kahler has been named
sales manager for Pabst sparkling bev-

erages division. . . . Roland F. Roche
is the new general merchandising man-

ager of P. Ballantine & Sons.

AGENCIES
In his talk before the Connecticut

Broadcasters Association this

week, Arthur S. Pardoll, media
group director at FCB, pointed

out what he termed these "imper-

fections in the otherwise bright

radio picture":

• Overcommercialization— the in-

adequate separation between competi-

tive brands and lowering of entertain-

ment content of programing.

• Tendency to increase rates —

At NARTB Convention \rthnr Pardoll

(FCB), Jinx Falkenburj: and D. L. Provost

(head of Hearst stations, Baltimore & Mil-

waukee) meet at Harry Goodman's exhibit

featuring the new Tex & Jinx radio -how.

KYA i San Francisco) eastern sales man-
ager. John l>arr>. with FCB timebuyers,

Paul Clark. Penny Simmons and Dick Pick-

ett, gets briefing on the Great White
Hunter competition from Irv Phillips.
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\> In. Ii reduces one "I the great ad\ an

.>! radio, namel) 1 1 equem
j

Forced combination buj - w hit Ii

inline anothei big advantage, flexi-

bility.

Lege serious failings outlined in-

cluded

:

• Lack of complete market informa-

i ion, such .1- peak traffic hours, offi< e

and store hours, working shifts, etc.

• I nfamiliarit) m iili stations' pro-

j
1 aming on the part "I t lit- reps.

• Variation in package rates ">till

prevails in some isolated instances.

• I <mi much detail in\ oh ed ill -|'('l

lui\ ing.

Benton A Bowles lias resigned the

Studebaker-Packard accounl (l»ill-

iiifi $H million) as of ."> July. \
i)7>7.

\\ hen ilic automobile firm took ii^

I usiness i" B&B in I
1 '")"). annual bill-

ing was around S I 1 million.

Another agency-accounl parting

of the >*a\s: Grej and Emerson
Radio*

Grej lias had the accounl for five

years. New agencj is Martin I.. Smith

& Co.

Here's the ne\» line-up of officers

at Calkins X Holclcn:

Paul l>. Smith, former v.p. and crea-

tive director, is now president.

Merlin E. '"Mike" Carlock, vice

chairman of the hoard.

I. Blan van I rk, executive \ .p.

\\ illiam (.. I'ank. senior \ .p.

The hoard ot directors i> now made
up of (he above officers along with J.

Sherwood Smith, hoard chairman, and

Frederick I'. Baker, head of the auen-

C) - affiliate in Seattle.

People in the news: Philip L. Wor-
Cester now heads the t\ -radio-film de-

partment for Fuller Smith & Ross'

Cleveland office. . . . Tom Slater, vice

president and former director of the

department, moves over to the agen-

\ - new Pittsburgh office as v.p. and

account executive on the Alcoa ac-

count. . . . John H. Wilson, Jr., has

been appointed director of merchan-

dising and sales promotion for Grant

in Detroit. . . . Dorothy Hanley has

heen named administrative assistant

to Henry Fownes, v.p. in charge of

MacManus, John & \danis' New York
office. . . . Robert A. Conn, former-

ly with Official Films, has joined the

Edward Robinson Agency, Philadel-

phia, as v.p. in charge of sales and

where
else

milwaukee
BUT ON

CAN YOU REACH SO

MANY GOOD PROSPECTS

FOR THE MONEY

WOKY consistently attracts a

major share of Milwaukee's

radio audience. So consistently,

in fact, that virtually aery

time period represents Mil-

waukee's most efficient radio

buy. You consistently get more

for your money on WOKY,
Milwaukee.

• Milwaukee's most-listened-to independent radio station.

• Lowest cost per thousand in the market.

• Covers 54% of the population in wealthy Wisconsin.

CALL YOUR KATI REPRESENTATIVE FOR DOCUMENTED PROOF

FIRST in

MILWAUKEE

1000 watts at 920 KC.

24 hours of music, news and sports.

A BARTELL
GROUP STATION

Other Barfell Group Stations:

KCBQ, San Diego • KRUX, Phoenix

WAKE, Atlanta • WMTV, Madison

WAPL, Appleton

Represented by: ADAM YOUNG, Inc.
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new ]>usiness. . . . Phil Dexheimer
has left KFXM, San Bernardino,

Calif., lit join tlie Raxmon R. Morgan

Co. as account executive. . . . Donald

J. Sauere, former creative executive

for Geyer. has joined \ ic Vlaitland &

Associate-- as \ .p. and creative director.

. . . A. B. Brooke is a new account

executive at VanSant, Dugdale & Co.

. . . Tom McCann lias joined Miller.

\la< ka\. lloeck \ Hartung as an assist-

anl account executive.

They became v.p.'s this week:
Ransom P. Dunnell and James S.

Hauck at H. B. Humphrey, Alley '&

Richards.

The name's been ehanged : Powell
and Schoenbrod Advertising, Chi-

cago, is now Powell, Schoenbrod and
Hall Advertising. . . . Franklin Bruek
Advertising becomes Heineman.
Kleinfeld. Shaw & Joseph as of 1 May.
. . . Powel-Gayek Advertising, De-
troit, to Powell, Inc.

NETWORKS
From present indications P&G
ami Colgate will have fewer tv net-
work half-hours per week next
season, while Lever Brothers will

maintain the same amount of
time.

The line-up of the three big soaps to

date is as follows:

P&G—with five and a half, half-

hours:

Sunday

—

Loretta Young (exclusive)

Tuesday— Wyatt Earp (alternate

weeks), Phil Silvers (alternate weeks)
and Meet McGrarv (exclusive)

Wednesday

—

This Is Your Life (ex-

clusive)

Thursda) People's Choice (alter-

nate weeks)

Friday

—

Danny Thomas (alternate

weeks) and Line-Up (alternate weeks)
Lever— with one and a half half-

hours, plus one hour:

Tuesday

—

Slezak & Son (alternate

weeks)

Thursday

—

Lux Video Theatre (ex-

clusive)

Friday— Life of Riley (alternate

weeks)

Saturday

—

Have Gun, Will Travel

(alternate weeks)

Colgate—with one and a half half-

hours.

Wednesday

—

Millionaire (exclusi\ «

)

Friday

—

Mr. Adams & Eve (alter-

nate weeks)

Fall program notes: Armstrong
(iircle Theatre (caught in the Tues-

day night squeeze play on NBC TV)
will move over to CBS TV next fall as

alternate with the U.S. Steel Hour,

Wednesdaj 10-11 p.m. . . . There'll

be no more Shower of Slars for

Chrysler come next season. Climax

runs straight through in the Thursday

nighl 8:30-9:30 slot on CBS TV. .

Sheaffer Pen will alternate on /

Love Lucy set for CBS TV, Wednes-
days at 7:30 p.m. Gold Seal had signed

earlier for the re-run series. . . . Both
of the $64,000 quizzes are slated

to be back on CBS TV next year for

Revlon.

Network radio buys: ABC's morn-

ing block has picked up more General

Foods business: nine five-minute seg-

ments per week. The product is Jell-0

Instant Pudding, through Y&R. . . .

General Foods has also been active

at NBC buying one-minute participa-

tions in Bandstand and Pepper Young's

Family. Other new and renewed busi-

ness last week at NBC brought in close

to $400,000 in net revenue. . . . Frig-

idaire is returning to air media on

CBS Radio for short-term spring color

promotion using five daytime serials

and two Saturday shows, Robert Q.

Lewis and Galen Drake. Agency is

Kudner.

Idea at work: Airobatics, a monthly

brochure now being sent out by ABC's
advertising and promotion department,

is designed to acquaint stations, cli-

ents and agencies with the network's

various promotion plans. . . . NBC is

reviving Truth or Consequences for

daytime radio now. Show will be

slotted at 10:05-10:30 a.m. daily.

Focus on personalities: James E.

Duffy has been appointed director of

sales for ABC Radio's central division.

Duffv has been an account executive

with the ABC TV central division for

over a year.

TV STATIONS
Storer separated its radio and tv

properties into two divisions with

these two appointments:

1 ) William E. Rine as v.p. for radio.

2 I George B. Storer, Jr. as v.p. for

television.

The new set-up replaces the former

geographic (North-South) districts.

Rine was former head of the North-

ern district and Storer was former

head of the Southern district area.

James E. Allen has been promoted

from advertising and sales promotion

manager to sales manager of WBZ-TV,
WBC's Boston outlet. Allen replaces C.

H. Masse, who resigned.

Donald H. Edgemon, assistant ad-

vertising and sales promotion man-
ager, takes over Allen's spot.

Tv applications: Between 15 and 20

April one application for a new sta-

tion was filed.

Application was made by Goldenrod

Tele-Radio Co., Pueblo, Colo., for

Channel 2, North Platte, Nehr.. 2..'! kw
visual, with tower 85 feet above aver-

age terrain, plant $92,050. yearly op-

erating cost .$135,000.

Merchandising idea at work from
KOMO-TV, Seattle, involves a tie-in

between the local "Luncheon Is

Served ' clubwomen organization and

products advertised on the station.

After samples of these products are

served at the clubwomen's luncheons,

there are five-minute talks on the

products. . . . WBT-WBTV, Char-

lotte. N. C, has just issued its third

annual edition of the "Charlotte Home
Inventory," brand preference and
product ownership survev of the area.

KTVI, St. Louis, has gone back on

the air. The station had ceased opera-

tions for a month in order to switch

from Channel 36 to Channel 2. . . .

KOPO-TV, Tucson, is changing its

call letters to KOLD-TV. KOPO radio

is also switching to KOLD.

New appointments: Eric Jensen,

general manager of WLW-D. Dayton,

will become administrative assistant to

John T. Murphy, v.p. in charge of tele-

vision for the Crosley Broadcasting

Co. on 1 Max. Taking over as gen-

eral manager for \^ LY^ -I), will be

George Gray, currentlv general sales

manager for WLW I Radio). Cincin-

nati. . . . Philip George has been

named coordinator of local sales at

KVAL-TV. Eugene, Ore. . . . William

G. Moodv has been promoted to pro-

gram director at KEPR-AM & TV.

Pasco- Kennewick - Richland. YY ash.

KEPR-TV is a satellite of KIMA-TV,
Vakima. Wash. . . . Floyde E. Beas-

ton has been named midwest tv sales-

manager for Storer. . . . \ an Beuren
W. DeVries, former program director

of WGR-TV. Buffalo, is now station

manager. . . . Robert T. Sehlinkert,

is now jreneral manager for \Y BRC-
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SPONSOR

TOP 1001

ADVER-

TISERS

SPONSOR

TIME

BUYING

BASICS

FILM

BASICS

RADIO

BASICS

SPONSOR

TV

BASICS

Nothing, but

nothing is as

use-full in

conditioning

sponsors and

agencies for

fall and winter

buying as

Sponsor's

Fall Facts Basics

SPONSOR

FALL

FACTS

BASICS

11th annual edition out 20 July

Not a directory, not a shell reference—but

an up to date, fact-packed guide for buying tv radio time



I \ . Birmingham. . . . Richard <i.

Kicker lias been made sales manager

for \\ NBQ, Chicago George Hol-

land Is now account executive at

\\ BAL-TV, Baltimore. . . . Harold C.

Lund lias been appointed I" the board

.if directors of the \\ estinghouse

Broadcasting Co.

T\ Guide—whose use of spot tele-

i ision was an important factor in

the magazine's growth—this week
announced that effective 5 Octo-

her it will increase its circulation

huse to 5.3 million and will boost

this guarantee to 6.3 million in the

Fall of L958.

New boosl |uits magazine in second

place in guaranteed circulation in its

categor\ and third among all maga-

zines.

RADIO STATIONS
WIP. Philadelphia, has this idea

at work: Competition with the

Sunday newspaper for attention.

The stations newest presentation

titled, "What's the fattest newspaper of

the week?'", points up Sunday morn-

ing as the ideal time to reach the fam-

il\ with radio and asks: Why leave

the field to that "fat" newspaper?

\\ IP has redesigned its Sunday 7-11

a.m. period and scheduled its regular

weekda) show, Start the Day Right,

in the spot.

The station reports promising spon-

sor interest in this Sunday feature and

alreads several advertisers with pack-

ages on the station (Oscar Mayer, a

Ford Dealer. Pepsi-Cola and Gunnel's)

have moved into the new Sunday block.

WLIB, New York, has just pub-

lished a comprehensive market
survey of metropolitan New York's

negro population.

Data includes population distribu-

tion and products bought.

WLIB devotes the major part of its

programing to the Negroes in the New
York area.

WJR, Detroit, is looking for former

employees and personalities who served

during the period from 1922 to 1940 to

imite them to the old-timers' reunion

which will be held at the station on

2 May. The reunion is part of the

station's 35th anniversary celebration.

. . . WAHR, Miami Beach, has gone

bi-lingual. Starting this week, the sta-
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A. C. Nielsen Company

Reports...WLW Radio

consistently with one

of the ten largest

audiences among the

more than 2870 Radio

stations in America.

And WLW Radio gives

you the nation's fifth

largest unduplicated

radio audience.

So before you buy

radio time, check

with your WLW Radio

representative. You'll

be glad you did!

"WTiW RADIO WORLD
Sales Offices: New York. Cincinnati, Chicago

Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit. Los Angeles. San Francisco

Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Charlotte, Atlanta, Dallas Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a divisio
C'avco



is devoting >i\ liours (6 a.m. to

12 noon) to Spanish language pro-

ving. . . . K-NUZ, Houston, has

added a helicopter to its "Big Mike"

news gathering facilities.

People in the news: Phil Hillman

joined KNX and the Columbia

Pacific Radio Network in Los Angeles

as director of sales promotion and ad-

vertising. . . . Paul E. Lucas has been

named program manager for WTIC,
Hartford. . . . Fred L. Wade is new

production manager at WTIC, Hart-

ford. . . . Nathan Brook has been

appointed commercial sales manager

of KNBX, Kirkland, Wash. . . . Mau-
rie Webster has been upped to gen-

eral sales manager for KNX and the

Columbia Pacific Radio Network, Los

Angeles. . . . Carl Horwich has joined

the sales staff of WOV, New York. . . .

Lee Ellis is now program director

for KFSD, San Diego. . . . Two ap-

pointments at WRCV. Philadelphia:

Harold W. Waddell as station man-
ager and William S. Dallmann as

sales manager. . . . Richard L. Bev-
ington has been named general man-
ager for WBRC, Birmingham.

ASSOCIATIONS
The National Association of Tele-

vision and Radio Farm Directors'

new directory is now out.

Directory includes local and network

farm programs and services along with

listing of official voting membership
and associate membership.

The next BMI Radio Program
Clinic is scheduled for 3 May in

North Hollywood, Calif. Speakers in-

clude: Hugh Brundage, KMPC, Los

Angeles; Marion Templeman, KWPC,
Muscatine, la.; Virgil Sharpe, KOWH,
Omaha, and J. Frank Jarman, WDNC,
Durham, N. C.

KSON

San Diego's No. II Radio Station

PULSE
"Out of Home" & "In Home'

II.Vlinlllr.1 Xlllffllall) liy KIPICIOK ,v

RAB, this week, sent out a Na-

tional Radio Week (5-11 May)
promotional kit to member sta-

tions and networks.

The kit contains close to 100 "sell

Radio" announcements, prepared

speeches, an idea booklet suggesting

promotions and publicity plans, model

news releases and special transcribed

jingles.

Keven B. Sweeney, RAB president,

feels last year's Radio Week promo-

tion helped push radio set sales 100,-

000 units above the preceding month.

He hopes this year's promotion will

beat those figures.

FILM
It's odd no one has thought of it

before, but KOA-TV, Denver, ap-

pears to be the first station to ask

its viewers what features they want
to see most.

The station is running ballots in the

April 27 TV Guide and the April 28

issues of the Denver Post and Rocky
Mountain News. The ballots list a

number of the 2,000 features in KOA-
TV's library, some of them first run in

the market.

The shows receiving the most votes

will be run on three of the station's

feature programs during the summer.

The promotional plusses in selling

shows with a service background
have been highlighted by NBC
Film's Silent Service.

The show has been sold in nearly 80

markets, including 17 of the top 25,

and has met production costs in a

whirlwind sales drive of 24 days.

NBC Film reports that submarines

and other naval vessels have been made
available "wherever possible." Tie-ins

have been made with navy recruiting

campaigns. "Submarine Week" was

proclaimed in Baltimore. Other pro-

motional activities include parades,

luncheons, weapons displays and in-

terviews with submarine authorities.

Ziv's Highway Patrol has been re-

newed bv Ballantine's via William

Esty in 24 markets for next fall. . . .

MCA Tv's // You Had a Million will

debut early in May for Blue Plate

Foods, New Orleans, in two markets

and in the fall in six others. The firm.

represented by Fitzgerald Advertising,

has an option on 20 additional south-

ern markets. . . . WCD, Inc., a new

film group, has opened its doors. The

principals, Harold Wondsel, Bob Car-

lisle and Tom Dunphy, have acquired

the entire facilities of George Blake

Enterprises.

Hollywood Tv Service, Republic

Pictures subsidiary, has released a

new feature package. Dubbed the

"Premiere Group," the package in-

cludes films with John Wayne, Gail

Russell, Gig Young, Olsen & Johnson,

Artur Rubenstein, Lew Ayres, Lloyd

Nolan and Edward Everett Horton. . . .

Guild Film's Capt. David Grief has

racked up its sixth regional sale. Nar-

ragansett Brewery will sponsor the

show in five New England markets.

Walter Schwimmer Co. has named
Bernard Crost vice president in charge

of sales, and Arthur E. Pickens, Jr.,

vice president in charge of program-

ing. . . . Screen Gems will produce

The Adventures of Gunga Din.

International: Tv stations serving

over 3 million viewers in 11 Latin-

American countries are now airing

2,809 hours annually of 14 Ziv Tv
series. . . . Sales of The Three Muske-

teers to companies in Germany and

France for theatrical and tv release

has been announced jointly by George

Shupert, ABC Film president and Al-

fonso Galleano, president of Thetis

Films, S.P.A. producer of the series.

. . . Gerald Adler has been named Eu-

ropean Program Director for Califor-

nia National Productions. . . .Screen

Gems has made its 23rd sale to Latin-

American tv six months after putting

up its first Spanish-dubbed property.

TPA will start production of a new

set of 26 Fury episodes on 15 June.

Decision follows the renewal of the

NBC TV Saturday daytime show by

Borden and General Foods. Fury is

the highest rated daytime tv network

show. Latest Nielsen rating is 18.4.

. . . California National Produc-
tions has integrated its advertising,

promotion and press functions under

Arthur Perles, who becomes director

of promotion.

Recent film purchases by Kroger

Stores, important user of syndicated
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film, include Ziv's VeU till inliues of

Mm tin Knur in ( lolumbia and I BS

Film's H hirfybirdi iii D;i\ ton. . . .

Sterling's Bales "I Bowling rime dur-

ing tin' firsl three weeks "t \|>nl cov-

ered I" markets, including Pittsbui gh,

S.m Francisco, Memphis, Des Moines

and I I lulu.

FINANCIAL
V merica n Broadcast! ng-Para-
niouni Theatres estimated nel oper-

ating profit for the first quarter nf

1957 was $1,7 13,000 as compared with

(2,570,000 for the same period in

1956. \B-IT president, Leonard II.

Goldenson, in revealing the figures

said that ihf theatre Bide <>f the busi-

ness compared favorablj with 1956,

but radio and i\ network revenues

were d(T. Goldenson sees \BC TV's

"broadei and stronger" programing

for the fall a> making encouraging

progress.

V-isoci;it«'«l Vrtists Production
Corp. (which bought tin- rights to the

Warner Bros, features and the Popeye

cartoons last Julj I estimates earnings

for the firsl quarter <>f 1957 al aboul

$1 million. Shareholders apprmed a

four-for-one split of the common stock

at a special meeting.

Reynolds Metals Co. first quarter

estimated earnings were lower than

earnings for the same quarter in 1956

with $10,000,000 as compared to $1 1,-

000,000. R. S. Reynolds, Jr.. presi-

dent, said lower earnings were parti)

due to a liquidation of inventories b)

major aluminum customers. Since cus-

tomer inventories are relatively low,

he expects the second half of the year

I" see an upswing. Reynolds Metals

current]) is advertising via network

tv on NBC TV's Circus Boy program,

but will switch to \BC TV's Disney-

land next fall.

P. Lorillard has staged a sales come.

hack in the first quarter of 1957. Sales

reached $48,136,574, up from sale- of

$47,141,658 for the comparable 1956

period. Net earnings were $1,192,671

as against $1,124,405. Lorillard is a

consistent air media user.

Schick, Inc. reports that in 1957 it

reached the highest level of sales and

earnings for am first quarter in its

history. Net sales totaled $6,973,886,

up 49-295 over the S4.074.40. ) figure

foi the same pei iod in 1956. Nel in-

1 ome w.i- 178 i, 195, an im rease of

::i...', compared with the 1424,830

for the ln-i three months of 19

Schick is active in netwoi k \\ .1- dtei

nate week Bponsoi on NB( rV's D
net.

Genera] Electric reports record Bales

and earnings for the firsl quartet of

1957. Sales were $1,048,850,000

II', o\ er 1 956 - firsl quai tei peak ol

$946,485,000. Nel earnings were $6 I

006,000 or 16^5 ovei the $54,962,

figure for the firsl three month- ol

1 956. G.E. is a major air media usei

.

Scott Paper Co.'s first quarter nel

Bales went up to $69,842,52] as com-
pared to $66,829,080 for the same
period in 1956. Net income, however,
dei lined with $5,311,587 as compared
to $5,790,144. Cost-price adjustment
is termed the attributing factor in the

decline. Scott, user of both ladio and
l\. is expanding it- network t\ sched-

ule next year via the (w.sc/V Mackenzie
Show on NBC TV.

Cillette Co. earnings were down to

$6,964,000 for the fir-t quarter of

1957. Earnings for the same period of

1956 were $8,273,249. Comparison of

net sales show $46,] 17,450 as against

$48,752,758 for the three month peri-

od last sear. Gillette (including Toni
and Papermate) is a major air media
user.

Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day the week hefore. Quotations -up-

plied by Merril Lynch, Pierce. Fenner
and Beane.

Tues. Tues. Nel
StOCk If> \pril 23 \pril < Ihange

New York Stock Exchange

VB-PT IMC 23", -1
VT&T 177" _. 177 ",

Vvco t* • . 6
;

,
- >s

(lis "A" 34% ;!, + C
Columbia Pic 18 17% - %
Loew's 19 19% + %
Paramount 34% 34
Rl \ 36' , -3%
Storer 27% 28% +1%
20th-Fox :V .

.'<. % + %
\\ amer Bros. 23% 23% + %
\\ estinghouse •i7 59%

American Stock Exchange

Ulied Artists

i &< Super "^ %
DuMonl Labs. 5% 5%
Guild Film-

NT \ 8% H :;
.

AVAILABILITY

\l \\ \<,l Ml \ I EXECU-

1 1\ I -I VS0N1 l) l\ Km \l.

\\ it \ II w ORK i: \ urn

WD II II \ ISION, IND1 -

li;i \i. MOTION I'M M Rl 5,

\D\ I RTISING \«.l \< ^

SALES WD MERCH WIH--

l\(, III l DS mi' i ON-

1 KCTS WD Rl I I Rl N< I S.

PRE1 l i: EAST.

BOX 427

SPONSOR
40 E. 49TH ST., N.Y.C.

The Champ

Is Still Champ I

6

f
•

4 of 5 top nighl-time shows!
You loy that's not enough? Then

how about 20 out of 35 top

nighttime iKowj? (Nov. 'A. R. B )

Champ in the day-time, too!

16 of top 25 week.dor strips

. . . including Buckskin Bill,

whose top rating is a full 7

points above the No. 2 show

8 of 10 top morning shows!
ond 8 out of the top 1 5 after*

noon shows, for o clean-sweep

victory, morning and afternoon.

6 winners in 6 contests!

WAFB TV is lops in merchandis-

ing, too. Four firsts, one second

and one "top four" in these

shows; 1956-57 f-onk Leohy

Show" . . . "The Milliona.re

Screen Gems Programs"
. . . "Lucy Show" . . . 195.:

Billboard Promotion . . . 1955-

56 "Frank leohy Show"

- %

WAFB -TV
CBS AIC

First in TV in Baton Rouge

R»p»: Hair T«l«vi»ion A»tocier«i
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MORE
JL JljL x\. 1AI

ANY OTHER

STATIONS

KMOX delivers more homes daily than any combination of

any other two stations in the St. Louis market. Add one station

—any major station—to your basic KMOX schedule and reach

virtually as many homes as the total combined audience of

all stations, not including KMOX. KMOX alone will deliver

84.4% of all radio homes in St. Louis in only one week! This

is based on the Cumulative Pulse "Unduplicated" Audience

of Metropolitan St. Louis, November, 1 956. You may project

it as far as you wish . . . the KMOX 50,000 watt, clear channel

signal is your abacus. Weight your formula with CBS Radio and

top local KMOX programming that wins more quarter-hour-

firsts Pulse after Pulse than all other stations combined and you

can only conclude . . . KMOX is your basic Choice in St. Louis!

THE VOICE OF ST. LOUISKMOX
CBS owned and operated

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales



Wliat's hapi>ening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
27 april ' ' lr Department of Justice apparently i* mererj al the limbering-up stage in

cem-ight i»57
j ls boal with various organizations in lv.

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

<»n the da) tin- week that the Department filed anti-trusl Buits against the entire roster of

h feature film distributors, anti-trust chief Victoi Hansen told the Federal Communications
Bar Association:

"In studying an industry (tv) so vast, so new. bo complei and still changing von can't

be sure where well-directed inquiry will finally lead."

Hansen implied that there was more action on the "road ahead," though the

Department has no specific timetable.

Commenting on the hlock-booking suits that were filed against five distributors tin- week,

Hansen said the decision in the Paramount case of years ago applies as much to t%

as it originally did to theatres.

Named in the Department's latest suit were: C&C Super illkO films); Screen

Gems (Columbia); Associated Artists (Warner Bros.); NTA (20th Century-Fox); and

United Artists. MGM previously had been named a defendant.

(Despite Justice's efforts to act like a knight on a white charger, WNAC TV, Boston,

this week signed up the full MGM feature librar\ at a price of around $2 million.
|

Other points made by Hansen in his talk to the communications lawyers:

• The block-booking suits and the action against RCA-NBC for allegedly forcing Westing-

house to trade its Philadelphia stations for Cleveland outlets were merely offshoots of the

Justice Department's continuing probe into tv.

• Justice was studying voluminous information gathered by the FBI on the "must
buy"" policies of the networks to determine whether these practices are in violation of the

antitrust laws.

• The probe of alleged tie-ins between the sale of network time and programing
is still not complete, but the Department of Justice is '"far more knowledgeable"' about this

than it was in September.

You can't get color tv by putting a plastic screen in front of the old black 'n'

white set, the FTC said this week in charging three distributors with false advertising.

The firms alleged to have made this sales pitch were Aldrich Manufacturing, Superior

Products, and J. David Paisley.

The electronics industry—including revenues from broadcasting, servicing, and

factory sales—reached §11.6 billion in 1956.

This is double the 1950 intake, but only half the volume anticipated by 1956.

Source of these figures: The Electronics Industry fart Book, issued this week by the

RETMA.

The Senate Small Business subcommittee hearings on the problems of daytime

broadcasters (particularly their failure to get a hearing by the FCC) will start Mon-

day, 29 April.

The 250 waiters that want an increase of power to 1,000 watts, as well as the daytimers

that seek fixed hours of operation, rather than sunrise to sunset, will be heard at that time.
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THE CASE OF THE 65<

WSB-TV ......Atlanta

KERO-TV Bakersfield

WBAL-TV .....Baltimore

WCN-TV . Chicago

WFAA-TV Dallas

WESH-TV .. Daytona Beach
WTVD Durham-Raleigh

WICU Erie

WNEM-TV Flint-Bay City

WANE-TV Fort Wayne
KPRC-TV Houston
WHTN-TV ........ Huntington

WjHP-TV . Jacksonville

KARK-TV Little Rock
KCOP Los Angeles

-•
-I II

WISN-TV ....... Milwaukee
KSTP-TV ..... Minneapolis-St. Paul

WSM-TV .......Nashville

WTAR-TV Norfolk

KMTV Omaha
WTVH peoria

KCRA-TV Sacramento

WOAI-TV San Antonio

KFMB-TV ..... San Diego

KTBS-TV Shreveport

WNDU South Bend-Elkhart

KREM-TV Spokane
KOTV Tulsa

KARD-TV Wichita

4M *»
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ILE DRAWERS . . .

(Or HOW Petry's Plus Services

Help Spot TV Advertisers)

As an advertising executive, you know it's

the planning behind the buying thai pays

off in sales. The most successful Spol TV-buying

requires extensive research ;m<l depth of tnarkel

information information which Petry salesmen

are amply equipped to give you.

For behind every Petry salesman is the largesl

TV Promotion staff of any independenl representative

firm—a staff that is constantly replenishing the

650 file drawers in the seven Petry offices with up-to-

the-minute Spot TV facts to help assure sales sued

for your Spot TV campaign.

Whether you require detailed descriptions on local

programs, data sheets, audience-impact facts

on special time segments, full information on

ID requirements—or a complete station-market

presentation for a specific product or problems—let the

Petry salesman give you the full story. He's the

besl informed man in the busin

Television Division

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
THE ORIGINAL STATION REPRESENTATIVE

NEW YORK . CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
A brand manager for one of the giant soaps shrugged off the opportunity to

save $1,200 a week on a spot tv deal. His explanation:

Too much paper work.

More and more tv stations are leaving themselves open to charges of indi-

rectly selling below their rate cards by making this offer:

• They will match in accumulative ratings—regardless of the number of spots involved

—any package submitted by a competitive station.

What it amounts to is guaranteed ratings, regardless of station expense.

Jackie Gleason this week turned down the chance to do a Nero Wolfe series.

He doesn't want to be identified with any pre-cooked characters.

Time-for-film bartering is creating a new breed of middlemen.
Their function: To help syndicators and feature film distributors get rid of the time

they took from tv stations in lieu of cash.

One such agent of bartered spots is Time Merchants, Inc.

As the new tv season approaches. Bulova again is asking itself this question:

Why maintain a year-around network franchise when over 80% of sales occur

during the Christmas and graduation seasons?

Bulova's current billings through McCann-Erickson are $7.8 million.

NBC TV and Revlon may not do any more business until the network's claim

of $100,000 due on short-rating has been resolved.

Revlon would like to buy one of NBC TV's quizzers as a filler for a nighttime spot. But

the network keeps pressing the short-rate issue.

WCCO, Minneapolis,

ness and administrative

Take, for example, this

NAME
Merle Jones

Tom Dawson

Sig Mickelson

Carl Ward

Harvey Struthers

Larry Haeg

Gene Wilkey

rates as another of

manpower.
group that was on the

THEN
Station manager

Sales manager

News editor

Sales prom. mgr.

Salesman

Farm director

Program director

the famed training grounds for busi-

WCCO staff in 1947:

NOW
CBS TV president

CBS TV v.p. in charge of sales

CBS TV v.p., news & pub. affairs.

CBS TV nat. mgr., station relations

Manager, WHCT, Hartford

General manager, WCCO
Manager, KMOX-TV, St. Louis
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A NEW

\'>u in Houston television acquires a new

flexibility ... a soundtrack for modern

living . . . under the genial guidance of

Houston's long time favorite Ted Naborsl

The 7 to 9 morning audiences listen and watch

what they've missed on TV and Radio —
maximum music and minimum talk with the

best in pop records, latest news, weather

information and time service . . . all on KTRK-TVs

*SOUNDTRACK!

EPT IN BROADCASTING

"SOUNDTRACK, backed bv written testimonial

proof from satisfied clients has done an
outstanding job of salesmanship. Another

unquestionable indication that KTRK-TVs
better showmanship, better shows, mean better

results. For your next bin . . . for your

best buv . . . buv KTRK-TV and, ask about
*SOUNDTRACK . . . the program that

gets results.

KTRK-TV
Channel 13

The Chronicle Station

P. O. Box 12

Houston 1, Texas

tional Representatives:

Hollingbery Company,
500 Fifth Avenue,

New York 36, New York

*cop\rishtcd feature
of KTRK-TV

Houston Consolidated Television Co.

General Manager, Willard E. Walbridge

"1 Commercial Manager, Bill Bennett

SPONSOR • 2. APRIL 19c



BROADCASTERS' ANSWER
(Continued from jxige 28)

people can * I < • ;i better job for the ad-

vertiser than most film and at little or

no cost. We probabl) wouldn't even

• harge a talent fee. But the adver-

tisers seem so fixed on canned com-

mercials I'd be afraid to bring the

subject up. It's a pit) because our tal-

ent has a standing in the community

dating back over years in radio that

would amount to the power of personal

endorsement 1>\ a local celehrity."

• "Our radio station is well known
us a center <>! billbilK talent. So nat-

ural!) advertisers try to tie in. The)

write special commercials to be done

live. But what New Yorkers don't

know about hillbilly vernacular could

fill a book. We prefer that the\ con-

sult us before they put ridiculous ex-

pressions in the mouths of our talent.

You know, actually, we have hillbillies

who are college graduates. They ma)

have regional flavor in their speech

but it has to he written individually to

-nit them or it sounds phony."

• '"We're getting some great radio

commercials nowadays. In fact a re-

cent suggestion Ben Strouse of

WWDC, Washington, made that you

could probably run some commercials

back-to-back for 15 minutes and still

appeal to the audience makes sense

with all the entertaining jingles and

dialogue commercials we have today

But you still get the occasional stinker

I'm thinking of a couple of commer
cials where the listener just cannot un

derstand the message because the re

cording isn't clear or the music drowns

out the words. It's a waste and in the

long run we'll end up not getting a re-

newal because the pitch didn't work."

3. Programing: Several station man-

agers had thoughts which ran parallel

to these from a West Coast man

:

"Advertisers are making a mistake

in their network programing from

which both we and they will ultimatel)

suffer. That is, imitative programing.

I wouldn't want to go as far as Pat

Weaver and program just the opposite

of what the other fellow7 is doing

—

which he seems to want to do in his

new venture. But there is a point of

diminishing returns when you copy the

other fellow. All these quizzes may be

fine for the short haul. But I'm sure

the bubble will burst. Then the quizzes

will be dead and we'll have to build

brand new audiences for these time

~ft PAV/S

That's right, Chief . . . m\ independent research organization
says don't buy, wait till you hear what's happening at W'PTR.

slots. Wouldn't everyone be better off

if instead of jumping in and ruining

a good thing b) over-doing it. adver-

tisers insisted on program diversity?

Each show type would have a longer

life and there'd be more stability in

the whole television business."

4. Buying strategy: It's inevitable

at a time when morning and late-

afternoon hours in radio are over-

crowded that station men would bring

up the prime-time problem i see "Don't

be prime-time blind."" SPONSOR 16

March 1957).

This anecdote is illustrative.

Said a live-wire station manager
from the East: "My sales manager

came to me recently and said a time-

buyer from New York had been on the

phone and told him that if she couldn't

clear time on our station between 8

and 8:30 in the morning she'd get

fired. The sales manager asked me
what he should tell her and I told him:

'Tell her you'll get fired if you do clear

the time'."

Station men are irritated because ad-

vertisers insist on only the so-called

prime radio hours and then protest

when radio rates are forced up by their

own bidding.

"We have to raise rates almost in

self-defense to divert the flow of busi-

ness," said one station man. A station

representative firm executive explained

the situation this way

:

"We can't argue against prime time

for an all-family audience. But what

about the advertisers who wants ma-

ture women? For example, there's a

Lever Bros, product just going into na-

tional distribution which is for adult

women. Lever insists on prime morn-

ing time. Sure thev'll reach more peo-

ple in toto. But they could actuallv

reach more women cheaper at other

times. The men in the morning audi-

ence are waste circulation unless Lever

Bros, thinks men are going to run

right out and buy Dove soap with cold

cream. Not the men I know."

A radio station v.p. who's got a

reputation as a hot creative salesman

reared back and let loose with this

blast: "The thing that burns me is

fixed thinking by agencies. A sales-

man's job is to assemble facts and

prove a case. But you're licked if the

strategv is frozen and nothing you sav

can change the thinking because the

policy has been set without any ma-

chinery to reopen the question. For

example, an agency may decide to buy

66 SPONSOR 27 april 1957



tele\ ision al night on the top stal ion in

a mi. ii ket. Bui the) can't gel the i ighl

time. ^ ou come along with .1 buj thai

adds up tin them as a substitute. Bui

you can I even get a hearing because

the polic] says television. So the) end

up taking ;ui inferior bu) on .1 weaker

l\ Btation ;iiul miss .1 real hoi buy."

.">. Spot mechanics) \ rep con-

demned this recent trend which hurts

both rep and Btation. "Buyers a fev

years ago would give \'>u t w *
> or three

ila\ 9 I" confirm i\ a\ ailabilities. I o-

da\ ever) timebuyer w 1 1<
> calls at noon

for availabilities wants them that <la\.'

Another rep comments about t in-

quality el advertising agenc) clerks.

\\ e ve nr\ ei j et had a copj ol an

agenc) contract which we didn't have

i" co] reel because "I errors made !>\

clerical people rather than l>\ buyers

or estimators. W e think this is caused

h\ inclliciciit. inexperienced help and

it makes a lot of work for the rep.

\\ c have to check ever} single contrai 1

which come- through painstakingly.

I hi-, take- an unbelievable amount of

time before the contract clear- through

to the station."

Said a station manager who had

read sponsor's recent article on mak-

ing spot easier to buj 1 "Let's cut

spot'- paper maze," 2 March 1957) :

"i~ ou fellows have pointed out spot

could be made easier to liu\ and

you re right. But some of the agencies

who -cream ahoul red tape at our end

OUght to tr\ to make this work two

ways. Thej do craz) things that waste

our time and theirs. For example:

I he) place a schedule and keep the

name of the product a secret. Then

when we I'.ualb get the cop) it turn-

out to be a brand that- competitive

with other products we have adjacent.

So the merry-go-round -tarts again."

In a fast-paced business like ad\ei-

tising, some occasional mistakes are ol

course inevitable and station men rec-

ognize this. But they feel advertisers

and agencies can do a more effective

job and make life easier for themseKe-

and stations by getting to know the

-tat ions problems. "The tiling I feel

that's verj hopeful about the whole

thing," said a station manager from a

newspaper-owned operation in the

Southwest, "is that todax more adver-

tising people are inclined to come \i-it

stations. And we in turn call on the

advertiser more often which has al-

ways been the case in the newspaper

field. It's a healthv trend." ^

GOT THIS WHALE, SEE

Top Kick:

Side Kick

Top Kick:

Side Kick

Top Kick:

Side Kick

Top Kick:

Side Kick

Top Kick:

Side Kick

Top Kick.

Side Kick

Top Kick:

Side Kick

Top Kick:

Got I

WHALE 0) 11 station'

Gol tin market
WHALE <>i a marl

Go1 this rating tot ;.

.

WHALE 0/ a 1.

(Jot till.-, <

WHALE "i a ,

A real buy,
WHALE 0/ n buy!

All right, .-<> -Ac re-package and use
this whale as our trade-mark, see.

WHALE 0/ a trade-mark! \L
Clever, huh?!
WHALE of a —
A WW. SHADDUP!

WNCT
Greenville, N. C. Channel 9 CBS

A HARTWELL CAMPBELL. Gen. Mgr.

Represented nationally by Hollingbery

NOW — delivering you

a market of more than

a quarter-million TV

families with our

new maximum power,

end 1,000 foot tower.

WEAU TV
EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN

See Your Hollingbery Man
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WAY OUT

II FRONT!

ONLY

fflSAZ -

KQVERS

V

HUNT!

THE

IGTON-CHARL

MARKET

ESTON

NIELSEN : NCS #2 1956

IETRATION OF COUNTIES^
COVERAGE I

Oy PENE

|
/o IN (

WSAZ-TV

21

MORE THAN 7500 AC
COVERAGE COUNTIES *T^

MORE THAN 50« C* £.
COVERAGE COUNTIES JQ

,
TOTAL COUNTIES /?Q

COVERAGE D7

STA

30

50

STA.j

15

22;

ARB: 8 out of TOP 12
-February 195 7

WSAZTV

CHANNEL

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTOM , W. VA.

ST.B.O. STSTWOHS
AHilialed with Radio Stations

WSAZ. Huntington & WKAZ. Charleston

LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency

68

Reps at work

James M. Alspaugh, manager of the San Francisco office of H-R
Television, Inc. comments: ''One serious error that should be cor-

rected is the present system among certain tv rating services of

announcing the ratings week in advance. This encourages stations

to do everything in their power to 'load,' and consequently distort,

many hours of reported viewing

during ratings week. This is espe-

cially true in markets that have

fewer than once-a-month reports.

There are two principal ways

stations load their programing:

(1) Stations insert super-quality

movies or features during ratings

week only, then heavily advertise

and promote to attract a larger

than normal audience. (2) Sta-

tions feature potentially high-rated,

one-time shots during ratings week

only, to replace regularly slotted public service programs. This

virtually invalidates not only the offending stations loaded ratings,

but abnormally detracts from the audience which ordinarily tunes to

any other station in the market." Buyers often select stations on the

basis of these loaded ratings until the next report, which is also dis-

torted. "Thus, the normal audience is never accurately ascertained/'

Bob Hutton, Jr., tv promotion manager, Edward Petry & Co., New
York, feels that: "More media, research and tv directors should

turn to the major representative firms for assistance in developing

strong pro-spot tv recommendations for print-addicted clients.

Agencies would save much time and effort within their own depart-

ments. With the rep's greatly ex-

panded role in promotion, re-

search, and sales development, he

can provide effective, tailor-made

presentations to help the agency

introduce its non-spot accounts

into the medium. Recentlv. we

collaborated with seven major

agencies on the development of

such full-dress proposals. Five of

these were successful and brought

new accounts into spot tv. TvB.

too, is equipped to lend a hand

on similar presentations, but our medium has such a huge untapped

potential that no single organization can be expected to earn the

full load of spreading the word on spot tv's terrific sales effective-

ness. So, while it is most important for the agencv to control the

over-all media recommendations, its executives might do well to

re-examine the many creative services offered by the reps todav."
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you need the personal touch to sell in Milwaukee

'Tis not only what you say . . . but how
you say it in this business. That's why we
insist that, when you send us live copy . . .

our disc jockeys deliver a LIVE live

announcement! It's an INTEGRATED
commercial, too ... as much a part of the

show as Perry Como or Frank Sinatra . . . and
it's the word of a fellow that Milwaukee
listeners enjoy. Yes, by design on WEMP,
your copy gets the interpretation necessary

to effectively sell the market!

WEMP
5000 watt power at 1250 k.c.

TT
KEY ENTERTAINMENT STATION

Bit; 7 RADIO PERSON U fl

Record* round Ihr eloek . . . Ji hour*

a day, nertn daft aw
ilay-by-pla>.

Brartf Buscball -ntball

' Basketball: Grren Bay I

Football; special sport.<

11 sporlteasU daily.

by 6-man KEMP ntirt department

from IP m
wire, i mof>iU stale

-

'adio.

regular daily telephone ronlaeU.

ed wherever you lire by Headley-Retd
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WDBJ
for almost 33 years

OUTSTANDING
in

ROANOKE
and Western Virginia

RADIO
by any measurement!

N.C.S. No. 2
Spring, 1956

WDBJ has more than

TWO TIMES the DAILY
N. C. S. Circulation of

Station "B"; more than

THREE TIMES the circu-

lations of Stations "C"
and "D".

The one they listen to

MOST is the one to BUY I

Ask your Peters,

Griffin, Woodward
"Co/one/" for the whole

wonderful story!

WDBJ
AM • 960 Kc. • 5000 watts

FM • 94.9 Mo • 14,000 watts

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

I Tv and radio

I NEWSMAKERS

Sam j. Slate, program director at WCBS
Radio. New York, for the past five and

one-half years, has now been named gen-

eral manager of the CBS flagship station.

Slate steps up into the position left vacant

by Carl S. Ward's promotion to manager

of station relations for CBS TV. Slate is

a broadcasting veteran with ovei 20 years

in the industry. He came to WCBS in

1951. Before that he was program director for the British Broad-

casting Corporation's New York office for six years. During World
War II he served as radio public relations officer of the Third Naval

District. Before the war, Slate was writer-producer for the National

Association of Manufacturers' Defense for America radio series and

was publicity director for Phillips H. Lord, Inc., handling promo-

tion and merchandising for the company's four network shows.

Bernard Piatt, who has been vice presi-

dent and general manager of sponsor since

1954, has been elevated to the position of

vice president and assistant publisher. Ap-

pointed to fill the position of general man-

ager is Arch Madsen (see below) . The

executive expansion at SPONSOR is a result

of the magazine's successful conversion

from a bi-weekly to a weekly publication.

Piatt joined SPONSOR as vice president and business manager in

1949. Prior to that time he was circulation director of Broadcasting

for 17 years. He also served that magazine as yearbook editor and

special publications director. In 1940 Piatt formed a partnership

with Norman R. Glenn to introduce a new magazine named SPONSOR,

but the advent of World War II made it necessary to pigeonhole the

entire idea, sponsor, of course, was formally launched in 1946.

Arch Madsen, who now takes over as

general manager at sponsor, brings with

him 23 years of broadcasting service—15

in station management. Madsen comes to

the magazine from RAB. where he was di-

rector of station services for three vears.

Prior to that he was vice president of the

[ntermountain Network and one of its co-

founders. Madsen also formerly owned
50'

; of KEEP, Twin Falls. Idaho, and was assistant to the manager

and director of commercial operations for KSL, Salt Lake City. As

a broadcaster be served on the RAB board of directors for two

years, was president of the Utah Radio-Tv Broadcasters for two

years and served two terms on the Mutual affiliates advisor} com-

mittee. He has been active in the management and marketing

programs of the American Management Association since 1052.
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NOT MERELY

G0VEB4GE

QLWWmYi

delivers this 41-county territory—
hits 80% to 100% in 20 key counties

If Southwestern Pennsylvania is important in your marketing

plans, you just can't overlook WJAC-TV in your advertising

plans. Here's sound, solid strength in coverage . . . but, even

more important, amazing audience loyalty and program appeal.

In the Johnstown-Altoona Market, for example, in the 7:00 to

11:00 P. M. period, WJAC-TV leads in 105 periods while Station

B leads in 7! Of the top 25 night-time shows, 24 of them are on WJAC-TV! Best of all, a siz-

able share of this wide and effective coverage is actually a bonus for you!

Call your Katz man for all the facts and figures.

The dominant force

in

Pennsylvania's

3rd TV Market
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I SPONSOR

Don't ignore the fee tv danger

Advertisers, agencies and the broadcast industry seem to

he following with remarkable calm the latest efforts to launch

fee tv. There have been few recent statements in opposition

and sponsor finds that admen regard fee tv as a remote issue.

But is it remote? The simple fact is that if fee tv ever got

off the ground it could considerably injure free tv by out-

bidding networks and stations for the best in programing.

The FCC is apparently considering proposals to test fee tv.

Hut whether fee tv could succeed it not the issue. The real

question is should there be fee tv at all when it's apparent

that if successful it would: (1) Deprive the majority of the

public, only because of an inability to pay, from seeing the

programs a minority would be willing to buy; (2) Impair the

commercial tv system which is one of the mainstays of our

economy; (3) Make the government party to a discrimina-

tory system that bars freedom of the airways to viewers.

Dollar figures inertia

When will radio join every other advertising medium of

stature and furnish figures on how much its clients spend?

The spot tv client can check TVB for such information. Net-

work tv and print have PIB. But radio virtually ignores the

needs of its advertisers for competitive information.

Radio has made remarkable progress in the past year. But

it cannot solidify its stature until it puts on record what each

company spends. This would, in fact, become one of radio's

greatest business getters. There is no real excuse for delay.

SRA has shown the way with its release of dollar spending in

spot by industry categories, but stops short of data by com-

panies. Machinery now exists for compilation of network

figures (see article page 36). ANA members have voiced

willingness to release figures.

The industry surely has several groups capable of organ-

izing a dollar report. Yet no real action is being taken and

SPONSOR can report only inertia on the dollar figures front.

Inertia is a luxury radio cannot afford.

this WE fight FOR: Admen cannot afford

to operate without closer contact with the sta-

tions who are the ultimate carriers of their

commercials. As a policy, advertisers should

visit and get to know stations right on the scene.

72

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Shakespeare on Madison Ave. Proof

that admen's lingo may have had its

roots in the Elizabethan era is to be

found in the following excerpts from
the bard:

"Let me take you a button-hole low-

er." (1) I'm not trying to crush your

creative thinking, Bixby, but as ac-

count supervisor, I'll handle policy

decisions.

"Some of us will smart for it." (2)

The client just reads the Nielsens!

"This senior-junior, giant-dwarf!" (3)

He tells me my terrific show idea

wouldn't fit in with marketing strategy!

"The boy hath sold him a bargain

—

a

goose." (4) So he went ahead and
bought 39 weeks of The Poor Little

Match Girl.

"I have seen the day of wrong through

the little hole of discretion." (5) It'll

never happen again, chief.

Caste: The Pink Poodle, a Gotham
restaurant near Radio Citv, features

two luncheons—an "Executive Special"

and a "Career Girl Special." The for-

mer is the higher-priced. But what

happens when the ad exec takes his

secretary to lunch?

20/20: An Indianapolis eye specialist

has stated that tv is not harmful to the

eyes, that it actually may help rather

than hurt our eyesight. Could be op-

tometrists may one day use tv test pat-

terns for eye charts.

Topee: KYA, San Francisco, is run-

ning a "Great White Hunter Invita-

tional Competition" for radio timebuy-

ers. Each entrant will receive an "au-

thentic antique pith helmet circa

1898." KYA suggests these tropic hel-

mets can be worn, hung on the wall,

used as flowerpots or as servers for

hors d"oeuvres. Or even worn to keep

cool-headed in agency media meetings.

Quiet one: Add to new titles for adult

Western shows in the making: Man
Without a Gun.

Help wanted: From Y. Y. Times—
Secv. Exec S80

"I'M A DREAMER"
Said this account exec to us—because

I'm dreaming of the beautiful secre-

tary who has excel skills, is very smart

& can handle all my problems.

And once his problems are over, he'll

just go back to dreaming again.

SOT/ROB: (1) Lov< s'i Labors Lost, A \. * 'J: (8) Much
Ado About NoUlIntt, A V. s 1: '"' Lore's Labors Lost,

A III, s. 1; in tbld; (5) Ibid, A v. s. 2.
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only

the sponsor

is sleeping

soundly

Any advertiser Bhould real contenl when hi that practii

everyone else in town is watching lu^ program Ju I recently,

1,650,720 I"! up to watch a 11:15 P. M. all

tin way through to i :','• A.M . over one channel in a inj

market. Thai was the average audience for the entire of

the Warner Bros, feature, "Action in the North Atlantic," on

wcbs-tv in New York on a Fridaj nighl in Februai

The strong appeal of big-time Warner Bro ributed

by a.a.p. is keeping audiences up hours longer giving tations

extra valuable time to sell to advertiser in I hi

When you wan! to give

advertisers a chance

to convert sleeping

hours into selling

hours, write or phone
/. R leer I" .

hi.

i ill Bryai St ,R1 -H553

9110 Sui •

' Bl •' .CRcstvu .

.!',; Maditon An MUrray //»'( »

CI.CI.p.
CHICACO
DALLAS

LOS ANGELES
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^ COMPARE THE COST!
COMPARE THE RATINGS!

reaches more
homes per $
than any other
station in the
Buffalo Area

!

COST PER MIN. SPOT HOMES HOMES
1 TIME RATE* REACHED** PER DOLLAR

WWOL S12.50 14,500 1,160

NET STA. "A" 40.00 15,500 388
NET STA. "B" 35.00 3,500 100
NET STA. "C" 23.00 20,800 904
NET STA. "D" 20.00 4,500 225

IND. STA. "A" 18.00 3,800 211
IND. STA. "B" 9.00 4,300 477

BASED ON- SRDS :lass a **NIELSEN REPORT NOV. '56 (Page 5)
3 P.M. -6 P.M. -FEB. '57 Monday thru Frida y, 3 P.M. -6 P.M.

WWOL GIVES THE LOWEST DOLLAR COST
PER LISTENER IN THE BUFFALO AREA!

ti

Check: NIELSEN

Check: PULSE

ifl Check: HOOPER

Check : The 50 National Advertisers who
now include WWOL RADIO
in their budgets !

WWOL
315 MAIN STREET

BUFFALO, NEW YORK

NATIONAL REPS: FORJOE & CO.
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